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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
FAGEN, INC., ) 
) 




ROGERSON FLA TS WIND PARK, LLC, an ) 
Idaho Limited Liability Company; EXERGY ) 
DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, LLC ) 
an Idaho Limited Liability Company; XRG ) 
DEVELOPMENT PARTNER, LLC, an Idaho ) 
Limited Liability Company; COTTONWOOD ) 
WIND PARK, LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability ) 
Company; SALMON CREEK WIND PARK, ) 
LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability Company; ) 
DEEP CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, an Idaho ) 
Limited Liability Company; NOTCH BUTTE ) 







J.R. SIMPLOT SELF-DECLARATION OF ) 
REVOCABLE TRUST; JACK RANCH ) 
WIND LAND HOLDINGS, LLC, a Delaware ) 
Limited Liability Company; and JOHN ) 
DOES 1-10, ) 
) 
Defendants. ) 
SUPREME COURT NO. 42684 
CASE NOS. CV 13-573, 
CV 13-57 4, CV 13-575, 
CV 13-576 
CLERK'S RECORD ON APPEAL 
Appeal from the District Court of the Fifth Judicial District 
of the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Twin Falls 
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ANGELO L. ROSA 
Marsh Rosa LLP 
P.O. Box 1605 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
HONORABLE RANDY J. STOKER 
District Judge 
JOHN R. GOODELL, 
Racine, Olsen, Nye, Budge 
& Baily, Chtd. 
101 South Capitol Blvd, Ste. 300 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
ATTORNEY FOR APPELLANT ATTORNEY FOR RESPONDENT 
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Date: 2/18/2015 
Time: 03: 12 PM 
Page 1 of 11 
Fifth Judicial District Court - Twin Falls County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2013-0000573 Current Judge: Randy J. Stoker 
User: COOPE 
Fagen, Inc., A Minnesota Corporation vs. Rogerson Flats Wind Park, LLC, etal. 
Date Code User Judge 
2/8/2013 NCOC SCHULZ New Case Filed-Other Claims Randy J. Stoker 
APER SCHULZ Plaintiff: Fagen, Inc., A Minnesota Corporation Randy J. Stoker 
Appearance John R Goodell 
SCHULZ Filing: A-All initial civil case filings of any type not Randy J. Stoker 
listed in categories B-H, or the other A listings 
below Paid by: Racine, Olson, Nye, Budge & 
Bailey Receipt number: 1303241 Dated: 
2/8/2013 Amount: $96.00 (Check) For: Fagen, 
Inc., A Minnesota Corporation (plaintiff) 
COMP SCHULZ Complaint Filed Randy J. Stoker 
SMIS SCHULZ Summons Issued Randy J. Stoker 
6/24/2013 SCHULZ Filing: 11 - Initial Appearance by persons other Randy J. Stoker 
than the plaintiff or petitioner Paid by: Meuleman 
Mollerup Receipt number: 1316154 Dated: 
6/24/2013 Amount: $66.00 (Check) For: J.R. 
Simplot Self-Declaration Of Revocable Trust 
(defendant) 
NOAP SCHULZ Notice Of Appearance Randy J. Stoker 
6/25/2013 APER SCHULZ Defendant: J.R. Simplot Self-Declaration Of Randy J. Stoker 
Revocable Trust Appearance Richard L Stacey 
6/27/2013 ACSV PIERCE Acceptance Of Service Randy J. Stoker 
8/2/2013 HRSC MCMULLEN Hearing Scheduled (Status 09/09/2013 10:00 Randy J. Stoker 
AM) 
MCMULLEN Notice Of Hearing Randy J. Stoker 
8/5/2013 ACSV PIERCE Acceptance Of Service Randy J. Stoker 
NOFG PIERCE Plaintiffs Notice of Filing of Acceptance of Randy J. Stoker 
Service 
8/7/2013 ACSV PIERCE Acceptance Of Service Randy J. Stoker 
NOFG PIERCE Plaintiffs Notice of Filing of Acceptance of Randy J. Stoker 
Service 
MCMULLEN Notice Of Hearing Randy J. Stoker 
8/13/2013 NINT PIERCE J.R. Simplot Self-Declaration of Revocable Trust's Randy J. Stoker 
Notice of Intent to Appear by Telephone 
9/3/2013 SCHULZ Filing: 11 - Initial Appearance by persons other Randy J. Stoker 
than the plaintiff or petitioner Paid by: Angelo L. 
Rosa Receipt number: 1322337 Dated: 9/3/2013 
Amount: $66.00 (Credit card) For: Exergy 
Development Group Of Idaho, LLC (defendant), 
Rogerson Flats Wind Park, LLC (defendant) and 
XRG Development Partners, LLC (defendant) 
SCHULZ Filing: Technology Cost- CC Paid by: Angelo L. Randy J. Stoker 
Rosa Receipt number: 1322337 Dated: 9/3/2013 
Amount: $3.00 (Credit card) For: Exergy 
Development Group Of Idaho, LLC (defendant), 
Rogerson Flats Wind Park, LLC (defendant) and 
XRG Development Partners, LLC (defendant) 
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Fifth Judicial District Court - Twin Falls County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2013-0000573 Current Judge: Randy J. Stoker 
User: COOPE 
Fagen, Inc., A Minnesota Corporation vs. Rogerson Flats Wind Park, LLC, etal. 
Date Code User Judge 
9/3/2013 NOAP SCHULZ Notice Of Appearance Randy J. Stoker 
9/4/2013 APER SCHULZ Defendant: Rogerson Flats Wind Park, LLC Randy J. Stoker 
Appearance Angelo L Rosa 
APER SCHULZ Defendant: Exergy Development Group Of Idaho, Randy J. Stoker 
LLC Appearance Angelo L Rosa 
APER SCHULZ Defendant: XRG Development Partners, LLC Randy J. Stoker 
Appearance Angelo L Rosa 
9/6/2013 MOAM PIERCE Plaintiffs Motion for Leave to Amend Complaint Randy J. Stoker 
MOCT PIERCE Plaintiff Fagen's Motion for Rule 56(f) Randy J. Stoker 
Continuance 
MEMO PIERCE Plaintiff Fagen's Memorandum in Support of Randy J. Stoker 
Motion for Rule 56(f) Continuance 
AFFD PIERCE Affidavit of John R. Goodell in Support of Motion Randy J. Stoker 
for Rule 56(f) Continuance 
MDIS PIERCE Omnibus Motion To Dismiss Complaint Randy J. Stoker 
MEMO PIERCE Memorandum in Support of Omnibus Motion to Randy J. Stoker 
Dismiss Complaint 
CESV PIERCE Certificate Of Service Randy J. Stoker 
(Omnibus Motion to Dismss) 
9/9/2013 DCHH MCMULLEN Hearing result for Status scheduled on Randy J. Stoker 
09/09/2013 11 :00 AM: District Court Hearing Hele 
Court Reporter: Barksdale 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: By Phone, Mr. Stacey to initiate to 
735-4384 
CMIN MCMULLEN Court Minutes Randy J. Stoker 
9/20/2013 APER NICHOLSON Defendant: Jack Ranch Wind Land Holdings, Lie, Randy J. Stoker 
A Delaware Lim Appearance Richard H Greener 
NOAP NICHOLSON Notice Of Appearance Randy J. Stoker 
NICHOLSON Filing: 11 - Initial Appearance by persons other Randy J. Stoker 
than the plaintiff or petitioner Paid by: Jack 
Ranch Wind Land Holdings, Lie, A Delaware Lim 
(defendant) Receipt number: 1323847 Dated: 
9/20/2013 Amount: $66.00 (Credit card) For: 
Jack Ranch Wind Land Holdings, Lie, A Delaware 
Lim (defendant) 
NICHOLSON Filing: Technology Cost- CC Paid by: Jack Randy J. Stoker 
Ranch Wind Land Holdings, Lie, A Delaware Lim 
(defendant) Receipt number: 1323847 Dated: 
9/20/2013 Amount: $3.00 (Credit card) For: Jack 
Ranch Wind Land Holdings, Lie, A Delaware Lim 
(defendant) 
9/23/2013 NOHG PIERCE Notice Of Hearing Randy J. Stoker 
HRSC MCMULLEN Hearing Scheduled (Motion to Amend Randy J. Stoker 
10/21/2013 10:00 AM) 
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Fifth Judicial District Court - Twin Falls County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2013-0000573 Current Judge: Randy J. Stoker 
User: COOPE 
Fagen, Inc., A Minnesota Corporation vs. Rogerson Flats Wind Park, LLC, etal. 
Date Code User Judge 
9/26/2013 NOHG PIERCE Notice Of Hearing Randy J. Stoker 
10/1/2013 MEMO PIERCE Plaintiff Fagen lnc.'s Memorandum Opposing Randy J. Stoker 
Defendants' Omnibus Motion to Dismiss 
Complaint 
10/2/2013 NOTC PIERCE J.R. Simplot Self-Declaration of Revocable Trust's Randy J. Stoker 
Notice of Non-Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion for 
Leave to Amend Complaint 
10/7/2013 NOCA PIERCE Notice Of Change Of Address Randy J. Stoker 
10/15/2013 NOHG PIERCE Notice Of Hearing on J.R. Simplot Randy J. Stoker 
Self-Declaration of Revocable Trust's Motion to 
Dismiss and Notice of Intent to Appear by 
Telephone 
NINT PIERCE J.R. Simplot Self-Declaration of Revocable Randy J. Stoker 
Trusts's Notice of Intent to Appear by Telephone 
HRSC MCMULLEN Hearing Scheduled (Motion to Dismiss Randy J. Stoker 
12/02/2013 10:00 AM) Simplot's Motion to 
Dismiss 
NOWD PIERCE Notice Of Withdrawal of Intent to Appear by Randy J. Stoker 
Telephone 
[Re: October 21 & December 2, 2013, Hearings] 
NOSV PIERCE Notice Of Service Randy J. Stoker 
10/18/2013 NOHG MCMULLEN Amended Notice of Hearing Randy J. Stoker 
HRVC MCMULLEN Hearing result for Motion to Amend scheduled on Randy J. Stoker 
10/21/2013 10:00 AM: Hearing Vacated 
NOHG PIERCE Amended Notice Of Hearing Randy J. Stoker 
AFFD PIERCE Second Affidavit of John R. Goodell in Support of Randy J. Stoker 
Motion for Rule 56(f) continuance 
NOTC PIERCE Notice of Non-Opposition to Motion to Amend Randy J. Stoker 
Complaint 
11/15/2013 NOHG PIERCE Notice Of Hearing on J.R. Simplot Randy J. Stoker 
Self-Declaration of Revocable Trust's Motion to 
Dismiss 
MDIS PIERCE J.R. Simplot Self-Declaration of Revocable Trust's Randy J. Stoker 
Motion to Dismiss 
MEMO PIERCE Memorandum in Support of J.R. Simplot Randy J. Stoker 
Self-Declaration of Revocable Trust's Motion to 
Dismiss 
11/26/2013 STIP MCMULLEN Stipulation for Dismissal with Prejudice of Randy J. Stoker 
Defendant Jack Ranch Wind Land Holdings LLC 
ORDR MCMULLEN Order for Dismissal with Prejudice of Defendant Randy J. Stoker 
Jack Ranch Wind Land Holdings LLC 
CDIS MCMULLEN Civil Disposition/Judgment entered: entered for: Randy J. Stoker 
Jack Ranch Wind Land Holdings, Lie, A Delaware 
Lim, Defendant; Fagen, Inc., A Minnesota 
Corporation, Plaintiff. Filing date: 11/26/2013 
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Fifth Judicial District Court - Twin Falls County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2013-0000573 Current Judge: Randy J. Stoker 
User: COOPE 
Fagen, Inc., A Minnesota Corporation vs. Rogerson Flats Wind Park, LLC, etal. 
Date Code User Judge 
11/27/2013 NOWD PIERCE J.R. Simplot Self-Declaration of Revocable Trust's Randy J. Stoker 
Notice of Withdrawal of Motion to Dismiss and 
Notice of Non-Opposition 
11/29/2013 STIP MCMULLEN Stipulation for Dismissal with Prejudice (Fagen Randy J. Stoker 
Claims Against Defendant J.R. Simplot 
Self-Declaration of Revocable Trust Only) 
12/2/2013 ORDR MCMULLEN Order for Dismissal with Prejudice (J.R. Simplot Randy J. Stoker 
Self-Revocable Trust Only) 
CDIS MCMULLEN Civil Disposition/Judgment entered: entered for: Randy J. Stoker 
J.R. Simplot Self-Declaration Of Revocable Trust, 
Defendant; Fagen, Inc., A Minnesota Corporation, 
Plaintiff. Filing date: 12/2/2013 
ORDR MCMULLEN Order for Leave to File First Amended Complaint Randy J. Stoker 
DCHH MCMULLEN Hearing result for Motion to Dismiss scheduled Randy J. Stoker 
on 12/02/2013 10:00 AM: District Court Hearing 
Held 
Court Reporter: Barksdale 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: Also Simplot's Motion to Dismiss, 
Motion to Amend 
ADVS MCMULLEN Case Taken Under Advisement Randy J. Stoker 
CMIN MCMULLEN Court Minutes Randy J. Stoker 
12/4/2013 ORDR MCMULLEN Order Re Consolidation, Motion to Amend, Motion Randy J. Stoker 
to Continue and Motion to Dismiss 
ORDR MCMULLEN Order for Scheduling Conference Randy J. Stoker 
ORDR MCMULLEN Civil Pre-Trial Order Randy J. Stoker 
12/5/2013 HRSC AGUIRRE Hearing Scheduled (Scheduling Conference Randy J. Stoker 
01/06/2014 09:00 AM) Parties appearing by 
Telephone 
12/9/2013 ANSW SCHULZ Defendants' Answer To First AmendedComplaint Randy J. Stoker 
1/3/2014 MOWD PIERCE Motion To Withdraw as Counsel Randy J. Stoker 
1/6/2014 NOTC PIERCE Notice of Errata in Motion to Withdraw as Counsel Randy J. Stoker 
DCHH AGUIRRE District Court Hearing Held Randy J. Stoker 
Court Reporter: Barksdale 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: 
CMIN AGUIRRE Court Minutes Randy J. Stoker 
HRSC AGUIRRE Hearing Scheduled (Motion to Withdraw Randy J. Stoker 
01/21/201411:00 AM) Mr. Rosa to initiate 
conference call to court. 
AGUIRRE Notice Of Hearing Randy J. Stoker 
CONT AGUIRRE Continued (Motion to Withdraw 01/31/2014 Randy J. Stoker 
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Fifth Judicial District Court - Twin Falls County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2013-0000573 Current Judge: Randy J. Stoker 
User: COOPE 
Fagen, Inc., A Minnesota Corporation vs. Rogerson Flats Wind Park, LLC, etal. 
Date Code User Judge 
1/9/2014 MOTN MCMULLEN Plaintiff Fagen Inc's Motion for Order to Compel Randy J. Stoker 
Discovery 
AFFD MCMULLEN Affidavit of John R. Goodell in Support of Randy J. Stoker 
Plaintiffs Motion to Compel Discovery Responses 
NOHG MCMULLEN Notice Of Hearing (by telephone conference call) Randy J. Stoker 
1/31/2014 DCHH MCMULLEN Hearing result for Motion to Withdraw scheduled Randy J. Stoker 
on 01/31/2014 09:00 AM: District Court Hearing 
Held 
Court Reporter: Barksdale 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: Mr. Rosa to initiate conference call to 
court. Also plaintiffs motion to compel 
CMIN MCMULLEN Court Minutes Randy J. Stoker 
ORDR MCMULLEN Order Denying Defendant's Counsel's Motion to Randy J. Stoker 
Withdraw and Granting Plaintiffs Motion to 
Compel Discovery Responses and Award of 
Expenses 
2/5/2014 HRSC MCMULLEN Hearing Scheduled (Motion to Withdraw Randy J. Stoker 
03/31/2014 10:00 AM) 
MOTN MCMULLEN Renewed Motion to Withdraw as Counsel Randy J. Stoker 
NOHG MCMULLEN Notice Of Hearing on Renewed Motion to Randy J. Stoker 
Withdraw as Counsel 
2/6/2014 HRSC MCMULLEN Hearing Scheduled (Motion to Withdraw Randy J. Stoker 
03/03/2014 08:30 AM) by phone, Mr. Rosa to 
initiate 
2/10/2014 NOHG COOPE Amended Notice Of Hearing on Renewed Motion Randy J. Stoker 
to Withdraw as Counsel 
3/3/2014 NOTC MCMULLEN Notice of Withdrawal of Renewed Motion to Randy J. Stoker 
Withdraw as Counsel 
HRVC MCMULLEN Hearing result for Motion to Withdraw scheduled Randy J. Stoker 
on 03/31/2014 10:00 AM: Hearing Vacated 
DCHH MCMULLEN Hearing result for Motion to Withdraw scheduled Randy J. Stoker 
on 03/03/2014 08:30 AM: District Court Hearing 
Held 
Court Reporter: Barksdale 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: by phone, Mr. Rosa to initiate 
CMIN MCMULLEN Court Minutes Randy J. Stoker 
HRSC MCMULLEN Hearing Scheduled (Scheduling Conference Randy J. Stoker 
04/14/2014 10:00 AM) 
ORDR MCMULLEN Order for Scheduling Conference Randy J. Stoker 
3/5/2014 AMCO MCMULLEN First Amended Complaint - Rogerson Flats Randy J. Stoker 
AMCO MCMULLEN First Amended Complaint - Cottonwood Randy J. Stoker 
AMCO MCMULLEN First Amended Complaint - Deep Creek Randy J. Stoker 
AMCO MCMULLEN First Amended Complaint - Salmon Creek Randy J. Stoker 
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Fifth Judicial District Court - Twin Falls County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2013-0000573 Current Judge: Randy J. Stoker 
User: COOPE 
Fagen, Inc., A Minnesota Corporation vs. Rogerson Flats Wind Park, LLC, etal. 
Date Code User Judge 
3/5/2014 AMCO MCMULLEN First Amended Complaint - Notch Butte, Lincoln Randy J. Stoker 
APER COOPE Defendant: Notch Butte Wind Park Lie Randy J. Stoker 
Appearance Angelo L Rosa 
4/14/2014 DCHH MCMULLEN Hearing result for Scheduling Conference Randy J. Stoker 
scheduled on 04/14/2014 10:00 AM: District 
Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Barksdale 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: 
CMIN MCMULLEN Court Minutes Randy J. Stoker 
4/22/2014 STIP MCMULLEN Stipulation for Scheduling and Planning Randy J. Stoker 
HRSC MCMULLEN Hearing Scheduled (Pretrial Conference Randy J. Stoker 
09/29/2014 09:00 AM) 
HRSC MCMULLEN Hearing Scheduled (Court Trial 10/28/2014 Randy J. Stoker 
08:30AM) 
ORDR MCMULLEN Order Approving Stipulated Scheduling Order, Randy J. Stoker 
Pretrial and Court Trial Notice 
4/24/2014 ORDR MCMULLEN Amended Order Approving Stipulated Scheduling Randy J. Stoker 
Order, Pretrial and Court Trial Notice 
4/28/2014 NOTC MCMULLEN Notice of Service of Plaintiff's Discovery Randy J. Stoker 
Responses 
7/30/2014 MISC MCMULLEN Plaintiff Fagen Ines Disclosure of Fact and Expert Randy J. Stoker 
Witnesses 
MISC MCMULLEN Plaintiff Fagen Ines Certification of Service Randy J. Stoker 
MEMO MCMULLEN Plaintiff Fagen Inc's Memorandum of Law in Randy J. Stoker 
Support of Motions for Summary Judgment 
MOTN MCMULLEN Plaintiff Fagen Inc's Motion for Summary Randy J. Stoker 
Judgment 
AFFD MCMULLEN Affidavit of Samuel Ewald in Supper of Fagen Randy J. Stoker 
Inc's Motion for Summary Judgment 
AFFD MCMULLEN Affidavit of Jennifer A Johnson in Support of Randy J. Stoker 
Fagen Inc's Motion for Summary Judgment 
AFFD MCMULLEN Affidavit of Bradley Borman in Support of Fagen Randy J. Stoker 
Inc's Motion for Summary Judgment 
AFFD MCMULLEN Affidavit of Kirsten Tjosaas in Support of Fagen Randy J. Stoker 
Inc's Motion for Summary Judgment 
AFFD MCMULLEN Affidavit of Lori Anderson in Support of Fagen Randy J. Stoker 
Inc's Motion for Summary Judgment 
NOHG COOPE Notice Of Hearing Randy J. Stoker 
7/31/2014 HRSC MCMULLEN Hearing Scheduled (Motion for Summary Randy J. Stoker 
Judgment 09/02/2014 10:00 AM) 
8/4/2014 CERT MCMULLEN Plaintiff's Fagen Inc's Certificate of Service Randy J. Stoker 
8/5/2014 MISC PIERCE Declaration of Angelo L. Rosa in support of Randy J. Stoker 
Motion to Compel Depositions 
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Fifth Judicial District Court - Twin Falls County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2013-0000573 Current Judge: Randy J. Stoker 
User: COOPE 
Fagen, Inc., A Minnesota Corporation vs. Rogerson Flats Wind Park, LLC, etal. 
Date Code User Judge 
8/15/2014 MOTN MCMULLEN Motion for Pro Hae Vice Admission Randy J. Stoker 
ORDR MCMULLEN Order Granting Motion for Pro Hae Vice Randy J. Stoker 
Admission (Moheban) 
ORDR MCMULLEN Order Granting Motion for Pro Hae vice Randy J. Stoker 
Admission (Kelley) 
APER MCMULLEN Plaintiff: Fagen, Inc., A Minnesota Corporation Randy J. Stoker 
Appearance Keith S Moheban 
APER MCMULLEN Plaintiff: Fagen, Inc., A Minnesota Corporation Randy J. Stoker 
Appearance Timothy M Kelley 
MOTN MCMULLEN Motion for Pro Hae Vice Admission Randy J. Stoker 
8/18/2014 MOTN MCMULLEN Defendant's Ex Parte Motion for Rule 56(F) Randy J. Stoker 
Continuance and Motion for Order Shortening 
Time for Ruling Thereupon 
MISC MCMULLEN Declaration of Angelo L. Rosa in Support of Randy J. Stoker 
Defendants' Ex Parte Motion for Rule 56(F) 
Continuance and Motion for Order Shortening 
Time for Ruling Thereupon 
MEMO MCMULLEN Plaintiff Fagen Inc's Memorandum of Law in Randy J. Stoker 
Opposition to Defendants Ex Parte Motion for 
Rule 56(F) Continuance and Motion for Order 
Shortening Time for Ruling Thereupon 
8/19/2014 AFFD MCMULLEN Affidavit of John R. Goodell Randy J. Stoker 
MEMO MCMULLEN Plaintiff Fagen Inc's Memorandum of Law in Randy J. Stoker 
Response to Defendants' Motion for Summary 
Judgment 
REPL PIERCE Reply to Plaintiffs Opposition to Defendants' Ex Randy J. Stoker 
Parte Motion for Rule 56(f) Continuance and 
Motion for Order shortening Time for Ruling 
Thereupon 
MEMO PIERCE Memorandum in Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion Randy J. Stoker 
for Summary Judgment 
MISC PIERCE Declaration of James T. Carkulis in Opposition to Randy J. Stoker 
Plaintiffs Motion for Summary Judgment 
MISC PIERCE Exhibits to Declaration of James T. Carkulis in Randy J. Stoker 
Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion for Summary 
Judgment 
8/21/2014 MMILLER Miscellaneous Payment: For Making Copy Of Any Randy J. Stoker 
File Or Record By The Clerk, Per Page Paid by: 
Mary Taddicken / Madison Underwood Receipt 
number: 1421276 Dated: 8/21/2014 Amount: 
$8.00 (Credit card) 
MMILLER Miscellaneous Payment: Fax Fee Paid by: Mary Randy J. Stoker 
Taddicken / Madison Underwood Receipt 
number: 1421276 Dated: 8/21/2014 Amount: 
$2.50 (Credit card) 
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Fifth Judicial District Court - Twin Falls County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2013-0000573 Current Judge: Randy J. Stoker 
User: COOPE 
Fagen, Inc., A Minnesota Corporation vs. Rogerson Flats Wind Park, LLC, etal. 
Date Code User Judge 
8/21/2014 MMILLER Miscellaneous Payment: Technology Cost - CC Randy J. Stoker 
Paid by: Mary Taddicken / Madison Underwood 
Receipt number: 1421276 Dated: 8/21/2014 
Amount: $3.00 (Credit card) 
8/25/2014 NOWD PIERCE Notice Of Withdrawal of Motion to Compel Randy J. Stoker 
Deposition 
MEMO PIERCE Memorandum in Reply to Opposition to Randy J. Stoker 
Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment 
MISC PIERCE Declaration of Angelo L. Rosa in Reply to Fagen Randy J. Stoker 
lnc.'s Opposition to Defendants' Motion for 
summary Judgment 
MOTN MCMULLEN Plaintiff Fagen Inc's Motion for Judicial Notice Randy J. Stoker 
Pursuant to IRCP 44(d) 
AFFD MCMULLEN Second Affidavit of John R. Goodell Randy J. Stoker 
NOHG MCMULLEN Notice Of Hearing Randy J. Stoker 
8/26/2014 MISC MCMULLEN Plaintiff Fagen Inc's Reply Memorandum of Law Randy J. Stoker 
in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment 
8/28/2014 MISC PIERCE Supplemental Declaration of Angelo L. Rosa in Randy J. Stoker 
Support of Defendants' Ex Parte Motion for Rule 
56(F) Continuance and Motion for Order 
Shortening time for Ruling Thereupon 
8/29/2014 ORDR COOPE Order Re: Defendants' Ex Parte Motion for Rule Randy J. Stoker 
56(f) Continuance and Motion for Order 
Shortening Time for Ruling Thereupon 
9/2/2014 MISC PIERCE Declaration of Chuck Dickerson in Opposition to Randy J. Stoker 
Plaintiff's Motion for Summary Judgment and in 
Support of Moving Defendants' Rule 56(f) Motion 
DCHH MCMULLEN Hearing result for Motion for Summary Judgment Randy J. Stoker 
scheduled on 09/02/2014 10:00 AM: District 
Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Barksdale 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: Motion re Judicial Notice 
CONT MCMULLEN Continued (Pretrial Conference 09/29/2014 Randy J. Stoker 
01:30 PM) 
MCMULLEN Amended Notice Of Hearing Randy J. Stoker 
CMIN MCMULLEN Court Minutes Randy J. Stoker 
9/9/2014 ORDR MCMULLEN Order Granting and Denying Motions on Hearing Randy J. Stoker 
Held 9-2-14 
9/23/2014 MOTN MCMULLEN Plaintiff Fagen Inc's Motion to Exclude Randy J. Stoker 
Defendants' Expert and Lay Witnesses 
MEMO PIERCE Pre-Trial Memorandum I.R.C.P. 16(d) Randy J. Stoker 
9/25/2014 MOTN MCMULLEN Plaintiff Fagen Ines Motion to Shorten time and Randy J. Stoker 
Request for Hearing on Fagens Motion to Exclude 
Defendants Expert and Lay Witnesses 
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Fagen, Inc., A Minnesota Corporation vs. Rogerson Flats Wind Park, LLC, etal. 
Date Code User Judge 
9/25/2014 MEMO MCMULLEN Plaintiff Fagen Ines Memorandum in Support of Randy J. Stoker 
Motion to Exclude Defendants Expert and Lay 
Witnesses 
MISC MCMULLEN Plaintiff Fagen Ines Errate Motion to Exclude Randy J. Stoker 
Defendants Expert and Lay Witnesses 
ORDR MCMULLEN Order Granting Plaintiff Fagen Ines Motion to Randy J. Stoker 
Shorten Time, Order Setting Hearing 
9/26/2014 OBJC PIERCE Objection to Motion for Order Shortening Time Randy J. Stoker 
9/29/2014 STMT PIERCE Defendants' Pre-Trial Statement Randy J. Stoker 
DCHH AGUIRRE Hearing result for Pretrial Conference scheduled Randy J. Stoker 
on 09/29/2014 01 :30 PM: District Court Hearing 
Held 
Court Reporter: Barksdale 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: 
CMIN AGUIRRE Court Minutes Randy J. Stoker 
Hearing type: Pretrial Conference 
Hearing date: 9/29/2014 
9/30/2014 ORDR AGUIRRE Order on Plaintiffs Motions to Shorten Time and Randy J. Stoker 
To Exclude Defendants' Expert and Lay 
Witnesses and Pre-Trial Order 
10/21/2014 HRSC MCMULLEN Hearing Scheduled (Hearing Scheduled Randy J. Stoker 
10/23/2014 09:00 AM) 
10/22/2014 STIP MCMULLEN Stipulation for Entry of Judgment and to Vacate Randy J. Stoker 
Trial Setting 
10/23/2014 HRVC MCMULLEN Hearing result for Court Trial scheduled on Randy J. Stoker 
10/28/2014 08:30 AM: Hearing Vacated 
HRVC MCMULLEN Hearing result for Hearing Scheduled scheduled Randy J. Stoker 
on 10/23/2014 09:00 AM: Hearing Vacated 
JDMT MCMULLEN Judgment Randy J. Stoker 
CDIS MCMULLEN Civil Disposition/Judgment entered: entered for: Randy J. Stoker 
Exergy Development Group Of Idaho, LLC, 
Defendant; J.R. Simplot Self-Declaration Of 
Revocable Trust, Defendant; Jack Ranch Wind 
Land Holdings, Lie, A Delaware Lim, Defendant; 
John Does 1-10,, Defendant; Rogerson Flats 
Wind Park, LLC, Defendant; XRG Development 
Partners, LLC, Defendant; Fagen, Inc., A 
Minnesota Corporation, Plaintiff. Filing date: 
10/23/2014 
10/27/2014 SCND PIERCE Scanned Randy J. Stoker 
10/30/2014 NTOA COOPE Notice Of Appeal Randy J. stoker 
APSC COOPE Appealed To The Supreme Court Randy J. Stoker 
11/6/2014 MOTN PIERCE Plaintiff Fagen, lnc.'s Motion for Award of Randy J. Stoker 
Prejudgment Interest, Costs and Attorneys Fees 
12
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Fifth Judicial District Court - Twin Falls County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2013-0000573 Current Judge: Randy J. Stoker 
User: COOPE 
Fagen, Inc., A Minnesota Corporation vs. Rogerson Flats Wind Park, LLC, etal. 
Date Code User Judge 
11/6/2014 MOFC PIERCE Plaintiff Fagen, lnc.'s Memorandum Of Costs and Randy J. Stoker 
Fees 
AFFD PIERCE Affidavit of Timothy M. Kelley Randy J. Stoker 
AFFD PIERCE Affidavit of John R. Goodell supporting Award of Randy J. Stoker 
Prejudgment Interest, Costs and Attorney Fees 
11/12/2014 CCOA COOPE Clerk's Certificate Of Appeal Randy J. Stoker 
11/14/2014 SCHULZ Filing: L4 - Appeal, Civil appeal or cross-appeal to Randy J. Stoker 
Supreme Court Paid by: Angelo L Rosa 
Receipt number: 1428084 Dated: 11/14/2014 
Amount: $129.00 (Credit card) For: Exergy 
Development Group Of Idaho, LLC (defendant), 
Rogerson Flats Wind Park, LLC (defendant) and 
XRG Development Partners, LLC (defendant) 
SCHULZ Filing: Technology Cost- CC Paid by: Angelo L Randy J. Stoker 
Rosa Receipt number: 1428084 Dated: 
11/14/2014 Amount: $3.00 (Credit card) For: 
Exergy Development Group Of Idaho, LLC 
(defendant), Rogerson Flats Wind Park, LLC 
(defendant) and XRG Development Partners, LLC 
(defendant) 
SCHULZ Miscellaneous Payment: For Making Copies Of Randy J. Stoker 
Transcripts For Appeal Per Page Paid by: Angelo 
M Rosa Receipt number: 1428089 Dated: 
11/14/2014 Amount: $100.00 (Credit card) 
SCHULZ Miscellaneous Payment: Technology Cost- CC Randy J. Stoker 
Paid by: Angelo M Rosa Receipt number: 
1428089 Dated: 11/14/2014 Amount: $3.00 
(Credit card) 
11/18/2014 HRSC MCMULLEN Hearing Scheduled (Motion for Attorney fees and Randy J. Stoker 
Costs 02/09/2015 10:00 AM) 
NOHG COOPE Notice Of Hearing Randy J. Stoker 
11/19/2014 OBJC BANYAI Objection to Fagen, lnc.'s Motion for Fees and Randy J. Stoker 
Costs 
12/5/2014 SCDF COOPE Supreme Court - Filed Notice of Appeal. Clerk's Randy J. Stoker 
Record & Reporter's Transcript Due 02-04-15 
12/9/2014 BAGRAMYAN Miscellaneous Payment: For Making Copy Of Any Randy J. Stoker 
File Or Record By The Clerk, Per Page Paid by: 
Joseph Pirtle Receipt number: 1429792 Dated: 
12/9/2014 Amount: $50.00 (Credit card) 
BAGRAMYAN Miscellaneous Payment: Fax Fee Paid by: Joseph Randy J. Stoker 
Pirtle Receipt number: 1429792 Dated: 
12/9/2014 Amount: $2.50 (Credit card) 
BAGRAMYAN Miscellaneous Payment: Technology Cost- CC Randy J. Stoker 
Paid by: Joseph Pirtle Receipt number: 1429792 
Dated: 12/9/2014 Amount: $3.00 (Credit card) 
12/15/2014 SCDF COOPE Supreme Court - Entered Order RE: Reporter's Randy J. Stoker 
Transcript Fee Payment Due in 7 Days 
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Date: 2/18/2015 
Time: 03: 12 PM 
Page 11 of 11 
Fifth Judicial District Court - Twin Falls County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2013-0000573 Current Judge: Randy J. Stoker 
User: COOPE 
Fagen, Inc., A Minnesota Corporation vs. Rogerson Flats Wind Park, LLC, etal. 
Date Code User Judge 
12/15/2014 SCDF COOPE Supreme Court Document Filed- Order RE: Randy J. Stoker 
Reporter's Transcript 
12/31/2014 SCDF COOPE Supreme Court Set Due Date - Transcript and Randy J. Stoker 
Clerk's Record Due 03-11-15 
1/6/2015 SCDF COOPE Supreme Court - Entered Notice of Defect Order. Randy J. Stoker 
Amended Notice of Appeal Reflecting Date, Title 
of Documents and Service to Reporter to be Filed 
Within 14 Days or this Appeal will Proceed on the 
Clerk's Record Only Pursuant to I.AR. 28 
SCDF COOPE Supreme Court Document Filed- Order of Defect Randy J. Stoker 
1/14/2015 NTOA COOPE Amended Notice Of Appeal Randy J. Stoker 
1/27/2015 SCDF COOPE Supreme Court- 01-21-15: Filed Amended Randy J. Stoker 
Notice of Appeal Due Date for Transcript and 
Clerk's Record Reset for 03-26-15 
2/6/2015 NOTC COOPE Notice of Lodging, Tracy Barksdale; Status Randy J. Stoker 
Conference September 9, 2013; Motion to Amend 
Complaint Motion to Dismiss December 2, 2013; 
Status Conference January 6, 2014, Motion to 
Withdraw, Motion to Compel January 31, 2014; 
Motion to Withdraw March 3, 2014; Scheduling 
Conference April 14, 2014; Motion for Summary 
Judgment September 2, 2014; Pretrial 
Conference September 29, 2014 
LODG COOPE Lodged: Transcript on Appeal Randy J. Stoker 
2/9/2015 DCHH MCMULLEN Hearing result for Motion for Attorney fees and Randy J. Stoker 
Costs scheduled on 02/09/2015 10:00 AM: 
District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Barksdale 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: 
CMIN MCMULLEN Court Minutes Randy J. Stoker 
2/10/2015 ORDR MCMULLEN Order for Award of Prejudgment Interest, Costs Randy J. Stoker 
and Attorney Fees 
JDMT MCMULLEN Amended Judgment Randy J. Stoker 
2/12/2015 BAGRAMYAN Miscellaneous Payment: For Making Copy Of Any Randy J. Stoker 
File Or Record By The Clerk, Per Page Paid by: 
Racine, Olson, Nye, Budge & Bailey, Chtd 
Receipt number: 1503823 Dated: 2/12/2015 
Amount: $16.00 (Check) 
BAGRAMYAN Miscellaneous Payment: For Certifying The Same Randy J. Stoker 
Additional Fee For Certificate And Seal Paid by: 
Racine, Olson, Nye, Budge & Bailey, Chtd 
Receipt number: 1503823 Dated: 2/12/2015 
Amount: $4.00 (Check) 
BAGRAMYAN Miscellaneous Payment: Authentication Paid by: Randy J. Stoker 
Racine, Olson, Nye, Budge & Bailey, Chtd 
Receipt number: 1503823 Dated: 2/12/2015 
Amount: $2.00 (Check) 
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John R. Goodell (ISB#: 2872) 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, 
BUDGE & BAILEY, CHARTERED 
P.O. Box 1391 
Pocatello, Idaho 83204-1391 
Telephone: (208)232-6101 
Fax: (208)232-6109 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. 
• DISTRICT COURT 
lWIH FA/-itlb°·• fOAHO. 





IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 






ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, LLC, ) 
an Idaho limited liability company; ) 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF) 
IDAHO, LLC, an Idaho limited liability) 
company; XRG DEVELOPMENT) 
PARTNERS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability) 
company; J. R. SIMPLOT ) 
SELF-DECLARATION OF REVOCABLE) 
TRUST, an Idaho revocable trust; and JACK) 
RANCH WIND LAND HOLDINGS, LLC, ) 
a Delaware limited liability company; and ) 
"JOHN DOES 1-10," ) 
) 
Defendants. ) 
Case No. cv-W\1)- ~1/J 
COMPLAINT 
Fee Code: (A)($96.00) 
COMES NOW Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. ("Fagen"), by and through counsel ofrecord, and for its 
Complaint against the above-named Defendants, and any other persons or entities claiming any right 
to possession or interest of the subject property, states and alleges as follows: 
1. Plaintiff Fagen is a corporation duly organized under the laws of the State of 
Minnesota. Fagen is a registered contractor pursuant to Idaho Code § 54-5204, license number RCE-
COMPLAINT - Page 1 
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2600 I, and in good standing. 
2. Defendant J. R. Simplot Self-declaration of Revocable Trust ("Simplot Trust"), an 
Idaho revocable trust, is the owner or reputed owner and lessor of real property and improvements 
thereon (hereinafter described as the "Property"), as more fully described in Exhibit A-1 attached 
to the Claim of Lien recorded as Instrument No. 2012014945on 8/8/2012 in the Twin Falls County 
Recorder's Office. 
A true and correct copy of said Claim of Lien is attached as Exhibit One hereto and adopted 
by reference as though fully set forth herein ("Claim of Lien"). 
3. Defendant Jack Ranch Wind Land Holdings, LLC (hereinafter "Jack Ranch Wind 
Land Holdings"), an Idaho limited liability company, is an assignee under a Partial Assignment of 
Lease (Substation Property), from Rogerson Flats Wind Park, LLC, assignor, and is a tenant or 
reputed tenant of real property and improvements for an electric substation facility and related 
improvements tenant or reputed tenant which claims an interest in the Property pursuant to Wind 
Project Ground Lease(s) and Agreement(s) entered with the Simplot Trust. 
4. Defendant Exergy Development Group of Idaho, LLC (hereinafter described as 
"Exergy"), an Idaho limited liability company, is a tenant or reputed tenant which claims an interest 
in the Property pursuant to Wind Project Ground Lease(s) and Agreement(s) entered with the 
Simplot Trust or affiliates; and/or pursuant to contract, assignment, agreement, or other instrument 
entered with XRG and/or Rogerson Flats Wind Park, LLC. 
5. Defendant XRG Development Partners, LLC (hereinafter described as "XRG"), an 
Idaho limited liability company, is a tenant or reputed tenant which claims an interest in the Property 
pursuant to Wind Project Ground Lease(s) and Agreement(s) entered with the Simplot Trust or 
COMPLAINT - Page 2 
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affiliates; and/or pursuant to contract, assignment, agreement, or other instrument entered with 
Exergy and/or Rogerson Flats Wind Park, LLC. 
6. Defendant Rogerson Flats Wind Park, LLC (hereinafter described as Rogerson Flats 
Wind Park"), an Idaho limited liability company, is a tenant or reputed tenant which claims an 
interest in the Property pursuant to lease(s) entered with the with the Simplot Trust or affiliates; 
and/or pursuant to contract, assignment, agreement, or other instrument entered with Exergy and/or 
XRG. 
7. Exergy, XRG, Rogerson Flats Wind Park, and/or Jack Ranch Wind Land Holdings 
are the owner(s) or reputed owner(s) of certain improvements, facilities, and structures being 
constructed on the Property ("hereinafter described as the "Project"). 
8. Fagen claims an interest in the Property pursuant to its Claim of Lien in the amount 
of$1,412,774.81, together with prejudgment interest accruing thereon pursuant to law. 
9. Defendants "John Does 1-1 O" are additional unnamed persons or parties may claim 
and interest in the property who are presently unknown. Fagen reserves the right to amend this 
Complaint to add such additional persons or parties at a later time. 
10. Jurisdiction is proper in this Court pursuant to Idaho Code§ 5-514 as the Defendants 
have transacted business and/or this action relates to ownership, use or possession of real property 
located within the State of Idaho. 
11. Venue is proper in this Court pursuant to Idaho Code § 5-401. 
12. In 2011 Fagen entered into agreements and/or memorandum ofunderstanding(s) to 
supply labor, materials, and engineering, procurement and construction services with Exergy, upon, 
and for the benefit, of the Property. 
COMPLAINT - Page 3 
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13. Fagen supplied labor, materials, and services upon and for the benefit of the Property, 
commencing work in 2011. 
14. Fagen continued to provide labor, furnish materials, and supply services for the 
improvement to the Property until July 31, 2012, when it ceased doing so due to non-payment by 
Exergy. 
15. Fagen performed this work in a conforming, workmanlike manner pursuant to its 
agreement with Exergy. 
16. As a result ofExergy's failure to pay Fagen for labor, materials and services supplied 
for improvements to the Property, Fagen filed its Claim of Lien as described above. 
17. The reasonable value of the benefit to the Property is equivalent to the labor, 
materials, and services supplied by Fagen as the amount due stated in its Claim of Lien. 
18. True and correct copies of Fagen's Claim of Lien were timely served by certified 
mailing on Defendants. 
19. Fagen is entitled to a judgment foreclosing its Claim of Lien for the amount thereof, 
together with accrued interest pursuant to law; a determination that its Claim of Lien is superior and 
has priority to any interest claimed by all Defendants, and each of them; and for foreclosure sale with 
application of the proceeds of sale to amount due to Fagen. 
20. Fagen is entitled to recover costs and reasonable attorney fees to maintain this action, 
pursuant to Idaho Code§ 45-501 et seq. The sum of $10,000 is reasonable should this matter be 
resolved by default. 
COMPLAINT - Page 4 
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WHEREFORE, Fagen prays for judgment against Defendants as follows: 
A. An order foreclosing Fagen's Claim of Lien against the Property, and declaring the 
amount due of $1,412,774.81, together with prejudgment interest accruing thereon 
pursuant to law; 
B. An order declaring the Defendants, and all persons or entities claiming an interest in 
the Property or any part thereof, to be barred and foreclosed of all right, title, interest, 
claim or equity of redemption in and to the Property; 
C. An order for sale of the Property according to law and directing the proceeds of sale 
be applied to the amount due Fagen; 
D. An award of costs incurred; 
E. An award of reasonable attorney fees; 
F. Such further relief as the Court deems just in the premises. 
DATED this t-/1k.y of February, 2013. 
COMPLAINT - Page 5 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, BUDGE & 
BAILEY, CHARTERED 
By:--1-1"-fu~ -~u· 1k+JJ~K~ 
ifo~bDELL 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. 
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John R. Goodell (ISB #2872) 
Daniel C. Green (ISB #3213) 
Ferrell S. Ryan, III (ISB # 8414) 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, 
BUDGE & BAILEY, CHARTERED 
P.O. Box 1391 
Pocatello, Idaho 83204-1391 
Telephone: (208)232-6101 
Fax: (208)232-6109 
Attorneys for Claimant Fagen, Inc. 
) 






ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, LLC, ) 
an Idaho limited liability company; ) 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF) 
IDAHO, LLC, an Idaho limited liability) 
company; XRG DEVELOPMENT) 
PARTNERS, LLC (ID), an Idaho limited) 
liability company; J. R. SIMPLOT ) 
SELF-DECLARATION OF REVOCABLE) 
TRUST, an Idaho revocable trust; and JACK) 
RANCH WIND LAND HOLDINGS, LLC, a) 
Delaware limited liability company, ) 
) 
Owners/Reputed Owners. ) 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN: 
• 
TWIN FALLS COUNTY 
RECORDED FOR: 
FIRST AMERICAN TITLE - 1WIN Fft 
12:38:45 PM 08-08-2012 
2012014945 




Electronically Recorded by Simpllflle 
CLAIM OF LIEN (I.C. § 45-507) 
. . . ' ~ ·, 
ThatFAGEN,INC., 501 W. Highway 212, P. 0. Box 159, GraniteFalls,MN 56241,hereby 
claims the benefit of the law relative to liens of mechanics and materialmen upon real property as 
provided by the laws of the State ofldaho, I.C. § 45-501 et seq., and does hereby claim a lien upon 
that certain tract of land and improvements thereon as hereinafter described, and in the following 
amounts: 





John R. Goodell (ISB #2872) 
Daniel C. Green (ISB #3213) 
Ferrell S. Ryan, III (ISB # 8414) 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, 
BUDGE & BAILEY, CHARTERED 
P.O. Box 1391 
Pocatello, Idaho 83204-1391 
Telephone: (208)232-6101 
Fax: (208)232-6109 
Attorneys for Claimant Fagen, Inc. 
) 






ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, LLC, ) 
an Idaho limited liability company; ) 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF) 
IDAHO, LLC, an Idaho limited liability) 
company; XRG DEVELOPMENT) 
PARTNERS, LLC (ID), an Idaho limited) 
liability company; J. R. SIMPLOT ) 
SELF-DECLARATION OF REVOCABLE) 
TRUST, an Idaho revocable trust; and JACK) 
RANCH WIND LAND HOLDINGS, LLC, a) 
Delaware limited liability company, ) 
) 
Owners/Reputed Owners. ) 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GNEN: 
• 
CLAIM OF LIEN (I.C. § 45-507) 
That FAGEN, INC., 501 W. Highway 212, P. 0. Box 159, Granite Falls, MN 56241,hereby 
claims the benefit of the law relative to liens of mechanics and materialmen upon real property as 
provided by the laws of the State ofldaho, I.C. § 45-501 et seq., and does hereby claim a lien upon 
that certain tract of land and improvements thereon as hereinafter described, and in the following 
amounts: 
ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK- CLAIM OF LIEN (I.C. § 45-507) - Page 1 
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1. That the principal sum of $1,412,774.81 in accordance with the Accounts Receivable 
History By Customer statement attached hereto as Exhibit B and adopted by reference, is owed for 
labor performed, materials furnished, and/or provision of engineering, procurement, construction and 
other services and supply of materials and equipment for the ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, 
LLC, a wind park project, located at or near Rogerson, Twin Falls, County, Idaho .. 
In addition, prejudgment interest is owed on the above principal installment amounts from 
the indicated due date on the invoices listed in Exhibit B pursuant to the parties' underlying written 
contract, and/or Idaho's statutory rate@12% per annum, until paid or entry of judgment; plus costs 
and attorney fees incurred in collection. 
2. That said amounts are due, and owing, after deducting all just credits and offsets, for 
said claim for labor performed, materials furnished, and/or provision of engineering, procurement, 
construction and other services and supply of materials and equipment, in and for those certain 
improvements of said land located at Twin Falls County, Idaho, more particularly described in 
Exhibit A-1 and A-2 attached hereto and adopted by reference, commonly known as ROGERSON 
FLATS WIND PARK, LLC, located at or near Rogerson, Twin Falls, County, Idaho, being the 
subject of the subject of lease(s) to ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, LLC and/or EXERGY 
DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, LLC, and/or XRG DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS, LLC 
(ID), Lessees, and/or partial assignment oflease (for substation property) to JACK RANCH WIND 
LAND HOLDINGS, LLC; and said land also being owned by the J. R. SIMPLOT SELF-
DECLARATION OF REVOCABLE TRUST, Lessor.1 
1Said Lessor's Trust established by written instrument dated December 21, 1989, and 
registered in the Fourth Judicial District of the State ofldaho, Ada County, as No. 3T-788. 
ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK - CLAIM OF LIEN (J.C. § 45-507) - Page 2 
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In addition, Exhibit C attached hereto and adopted by reference are two color-coded maps 
and engineering drawings which locate and identify ROGERSON FLATS WIND FARM, LLC. 
3. That the name(s) and address(es) of the person(s) and/or entity(ies) who/which 
contracted with claimant and for whom claimant performed labor performed, materials furnished, 
and/or provision of engineering, procurement, construction and other services and supply of 
materials and equipment, are: 
ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, LLC 
Attn: James Carkulis 
801 W. Bannock 
Boise, ID 83 702 
ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, LLC 
802 W. Bannock, 12th Floor 
Boise, ID 83702 
ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, LLC 
Attn: Peter J. Richardson, Registered Agent 
515 N. 27th St. 
Boise, ID 83 702 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, L.L.C. 
Attn: James Carkulis 
801 W. Bannock 
Boise, ID 83702 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, L.L.C. 
802 W. Bannock, 12th Floor 
Boise, ID 83702 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, L.L.C. 
Attn: Molly O'Leary, Registered Agent 
515 N. 2Jili St. 
Boise, ID 83 702 
XRG DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS, LLC (ID) 
Attn: James Carkulis 
801 W. Bannock 
Boise, ID 83 702 
ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK - CLAIM OF LIEN (I.C. § 45-507) - Page 3 
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XRG DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS, LLC (ID) 
802 W. Bannock, 12th Floor 
Boise, ID 83702 
XRG DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS, LLC (ID) 
Attn: Molly O'Leary, Registered Agent 
515 N. 2~ St. 
Boise, ID 83702 
JACK RANCH WIND LAND HOLDINGS, LLC 
3 000 El Camino Real 
5 Palo Alto Square, Suite 700 
Palo Alto, CA 943306 
• 
J. R. SIMPLOT SELF-DECLARATION OF REVOCABLE TRUST 
Attn: Ronald N. Graves 
P. 0. Box27 
999 Main Street, Suite 1300 
Boise, ID 83707 
J. R. SIMPLOT SELF-DECLARATION OF REVOCABLE TRUST 
Attn: Doug Zandersmith 
P. 0. Box27 
999 Main Street, Suite 1300 
Boise, ID 83707 
4. Claimant's last item of labor performed, materials furnished, and/or provision of 
engineering, procurement, construction and other services and supply of materials and equipment 
occurred on July 31, 2012. 
5. That the owner( s) or reputed owner( s) of said property to be charged with said lien 
are: ·. ROGERSON f:LATS WIND J;> J\RK, LLC 
Attn: James Carkulis 
801 W. Bannock 
Boise, ID 83702 
ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, LLC 
802 W. Bannock, 12th Floor 
Boise, ID 83702 
ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK - CLAIM OF LIEN (I.C. § 45-507) - Page 4 
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ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, LLC 
Attn: Peter J. Richardson, Registered Agent 
515 N. 27th St. 
Boise, ID 83702 
• 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, L.L.C. 
Attn: James Carkulis 
801 W. Bannock 
Boise, ID 83702 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, L.L.C. 
802 W. Bannock, 12th Floor 
Boise, ID 83702 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, L.L.C. 
Attn: Molly O'Leary, Registered Agent 
515N. 2~St. 
Boise, ID 83702 
XRG DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS, LLC (ID) 
Attn: James Carkulis 
801 W. Bannock 
Boise, ID 83 702 
XRG DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS, LLC (ID) 
802 W. Bannock, 12th Floor 
Boise, ID 83702 
~.;: ' -
XRG DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS, LLC (ID) 
Attn: Molly O'Leary, Registered Agent 
515N. 2~St. 
Boise, ID 83702 
JACK RANCH WIND LAND HOLDINGS, LLC 
3000 El Camino Real 
5 Palo Alto Square, Suite 700 
Palo Alto, CA 943306 
J. R. SIMPLOT SELF-DECLARATION OF REVOCABLE TRUST 
Attn: Ronald N. Graves 
P.0.Box27 
999 Main Street, Suite 1300 
Boise, ID 83707 
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J. R. SIMPLOT SELF-DECLARATION OF REVOCABLE TRUST 
Attn: Doug Zandersmith 
P. 0. Box27 
999 Main Street, Suite 1300 
Boise, ID 83 707 
6. That the description of the property to be charged with said lien, and upon which said 
improvements were made, and which is situated Twin Falls County, Idaho, is more fully described 
in Exhibits A-1, A-2 and C attached hereto and adopted by reference. 
7. That the mailing address for this Claimant is: 
FAGEN,INC. 
Attn: Jennifer A. Johnson, 
Chief Financial Officer 
501 W. Highway 212 
P. 0. Box 159 
Granite Falls, MN 56241 
8. That the undersigned certifies that a true and correct copy of this Claim of Lien 
following recording will either be served personally, or served by mailing a copy thereof by U.S. 
mail, certified - return--'receipt requested, within the time prescribed by statute for doing so, upon the 
owners or reputed owners who/which are identified above. 




Attorney and Authorized Representative for 
Claimant 





County of Bannock ) 
JOHN R. GOODELL, being duly sworn, on oath, says that he is the attorney and authorized 
signatory on behalf of claimant, FAGEN, INC., in the foregoing Claim of Lien, that he has read the 
same and knows the contents thereof; and that the same is true, and that it contains a correct 
statement of his/her/its demands after deducting all just credits and offsets; and affiant believes the 
same to be just. 
Attorney for Claimant 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me thi(}(# day of August, 2012. 
(SEAL) 





Pro pert v Description 
• 
TOWNSHi.1114 SOUTH; RANGE 16 EAST, BOISE MERIDIAN, lWIN FAUS COUNTY, 
:IDAHO. . . . 
Sa.:TIQN: 7:. ~OV!J,;. L:OTS ;2, 3, 4, 5,. 6, 7; E1/2SWV4; W1/iSl:f~; Sf1/4Sf1/4 
EXCEPT 
A STRIP' df.LANI> iQtfFE:ET WIDE, LYiNG 50 FEET ON EAC:lft Si.DE Of THE FOLLOWING 
DESCRIBEDaiNTERLINE~ .. . . .. 
TOW.~~.ij{J>':14 SOUTH,. RANGE 16 EAST; S.M., TWIN FALLS COUNTY, IDAHO· 
SECTION:7: 
BEGIN~INCi)\t~:r()J~ ~Nr.~1:.s~t:.rtptfUNE 7~3 FEET, MORE'OR LESS, SOUTH ~F 
THE~$)" Q..U.ARTE,R CPRNEROF~~CTION 7, WHICl:f POINT I~ STATION 252+85 OF 
''A" LA:'ra.RAL Asi.OCAten; 
THENce;f~'cn\"rH j;5.o 58' EAST 89A. f:l:ET; 
THE.Nt~.9tfA. iP! gU_QVETO·TtJE LEFT/157,2 FEET; 
THEN€E'N0RTif 34.ll· 32."' EAST:422~7 FEET; 
THEtt¢~(oA·A ~-~¢uij~ "ig m~.RJGl:ft)3r,.s Fl;ET; 
THEN¢.E N9fltW$~Q. "fl' E~ $.~0.7 FE.ET; 
THEN¢E'Qrt~A 11)0:co.RyE totlii; ·~_(iH.T, 210 FEET; 
THENCE',NORTH:71~··42'. EAST457.6 FEEl'i 
THJ:f,ICE:OfrA J,Q~. Cl,J.J!V.E.tO '"f:.111; L!':fl't:180:FEET, TO STATION 274+63.4 WHICH 
:~~dlf:f~ti~:t~l~Jk~~~f ~~, ~~::-r~~~Jii~~i~~~~~~JER OF· 
SA~D $W-%ffW.V<t GQ'il'-T LOT 7 .~F- 'si;CTiqN 7, ALL snui\TED iN THE W1/2 OF SECTJ:ON 
7, TOWHSfflP ·14.-soOTH, RANa:E':t:6 ~r:~.M .. 
ANDEXCEPT 
TH~TPQRUQN QfTH!;$E1/4~/.i, S~CllON 7, TOWNSHIP'l4 SOUTH, RANGE 16 
EAS'l'/i:}.M·., As oEscRi~~o:. 
BEGINNlN(V\TA PQf'NT .WHICH)$'.TH.E C:OR_N.ERCOMMON TO SECTIONS 7, 8, 17 
AN0· 1s~,TOWNSH:i'.lt.14·S00TH,' ltANGI:: 16 EAST, B.M.;. 
THEN(!E .NO.RTH .f.0.R 141 FEET;· 
THEN¢e:st)iJfil 7&0. 46''~2,,.w·1;sr .FOR-(ito: FEET; 
THENCE .EA$T FO~ ijQO FEET TO THE .CPR~ER COMMON TO SECTIONS 7, 8, 1:7· AND 
ts, wH·~tH IS THE P.OiNT OF ~EG~NING, 
SECllON B: NE'/4SWt/4; S1/.iSW1'4· 
SECTION i7; G<>V·Ti •. L.OTS 1: MD l, fXCE.PT THE NORTl:i 300 FEET Of SAID LOTS; 
S1/:iNE1/4; N1izSE1A; SVi'$tV4; Y/1/~ Of S!:OJOfl! NORTHWEST OF RAILROAD; 6.93 .. 
ACRES 'RJUL.ROAb'R:i~HT OF WAY;·WW. qp.: SECTION SOUTH AND EAST OF RAILROAD. 
AtiD,.EXC~t . . .· 
A ONE cn.At~J: p~~Cl;!,,MORJ:QR 1,.ES.S~ S.PECIFICALLY·DEStRIBEO AS FOLLOWS: 
COMMENiCiNG-ATTtfE SOUTJiEASTCORNER OF SECilON 17 ALL IN TOWNSHIP 14 
soUTH, ·fiANGE-°is e.A.ST: s~M~, wk~cH'.a~as soUTtt 00° 09., 24" wEsr A oxsrANCE: 
OF 2640.;6& FEEt· fRt)M THE EAST QUARTER CORNER' OF SAID SECTION 17; THENCE 
ON A BEAIUNG OF· NORTH·OO? 09'' 2411 EAST A· DISTANCE OF 1320.33 FEET ALONG: 
THE ~AST QOU.NPARY OF SAID Sl;OllOl'f.17 TO'THE RIAL.POINT OF BEGINNING; 
THENCE FRO.~·T~IS ·~EAL POINT OF B~Git·~NI~G ON A BEARING .OF NORTH 89? 26' 








TI-IENCI: ON A e·EARING OF NORTH 00? 09' 24'' EAST A, DISTANCE Of ;[20.00 F.EETi 
THENeE ON A BEARING OP SOUTH 89? 26' 58" EAST A b-ISTANCE Of 450,00 FEET TO 
THE EA.ST BOUNDARY Of SAID SECTION 17; . . . . 
THENCE ON A BEARING OF SOUTH 00? 09' 24" WEST,A DISTANCE OF 120.00 FEET 
ALONG THE EAST BOUNDARY OF SAID SECTION f1 TO THE REAL POINT OF 
BEGINNING. - . 
SECTION 20: ALL 
SECTION 29: ALL 
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Exhibit A .. 2... 
Substation Property Description 
"PARCEL 1" 
A PARCEL OF LAND IN THB NE.14, SECTIO~ 29 ALL IX TOWNSHIP I4 SOUTH. RANGE 16 EAST. BOISE 
MER1DIAN, TIVIN' FALLS C'OUNTY. IDAI-10 AND BEING MORE SPECIFICALLY DESCRIBED AS 
FOLLOWS: 
COlvlMEKCfNG AT THE NORTHEAST CORNER OF SECTION 29 ALL IN TOWNSHIP 14 SOOTH, RANGE 
16 EAST, B.M., WHICH BEARS NORTH 00 26' 14" E.AST A DISTANCE OF 52n.76 FEET FROM THE 
SOUTHEAST CORNE~ THENCE ON A BEARING OF SOUTH 00' 26' 14" WEST A DISTANCE OF 662.00 
FEET ALONG THE EAST BOU?\DARY OF THE NE~~ SECTION 49 TO THE REAL POINT OF 
BEGINNING; 
IBENCE FROM THIS REAL POINT OF BEGfl'iiNING CONT~UING ON A BEARING OF SOUTH 00 16' 
14" WEST A DISTANCE Of 615.00FEET ALONGTHEF.ASTBOUNDARYOFTHENE'hSECTI0!\129; 
THENCE O!IJ A BEARING OF NORTH 89. 33' 46" WEST A DISTANCE OF 500.00 FEET: 
THENCE ON A BEARINO OF °!'iORTH 00 26' I4q EAST A DISTANCE OF 615.00 FEET PARALLEL WITH 
THE EAST BOUNDARY OF THE NE,V. SECTION 29; 
THE~CE ON A BEARING OF SOUTH 89 33' 46u EAST A DISTA~CE OF 500.00 FEET TO THE REAL 
POINT OF BEGINNING, 
THE ABOVE DESCRIBED PARCEL l CONTAINS 7.06 ACRcS MORE OR LESS. 
(BASIS OF BEARINGS: SEC..'TION LINE FROM THE NORTHEAST CORNER OF SECTION 29, T. 14 S, R. 
16 E.. B.M. TO THE SOUTHEAST CORt.iER OP SECTION 29. T. 14 s .• R. 16 E., B.M~ ALL IN nVIN FALLS 
COUNTY. IDAHO. SAID SECTION LINE BEING SOUTH 00' 26' 14" WEST.) 
As descn"bed on the attached survey. 
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OJ. 0 00 J;'agen J:Dc 
DATE 7/30/12 :ARPo64· 
*** S1JMMl!RY **"" 
ACc.otll!l'?S :RECBrlillBI.,E BISTORY BY CIJSTOtmR. 
INVOICE DATES 000/00/0000 - 99/99/9999 
------.~-l:NVOICE-----------
l!IDMBER DAXE DESCRIPTJ:ON 
0220B Rogerson Plats Wind Farm, 
00001 l.2/27/2011 AP~ONil 
00010 12/27/2011 .APPLl:Cll.TION il 
00002 02/03/2012 APPLl:CAi'ION _i2 
00003·03/16/2012 APPLICATION i3 
00030 03/16/2012 APPLIC!l!.:l'J:Oll' #3 
00004. 04/25/2012 APPLIC!l!.:l'J:01' ~ 
00005 05/25/203.2 APPLICATION iS 
00006 06/2.9/2012 APPLICA'l'ION #6 
00007 07/27/2012 APPLl:CA'l'ION i7 
JOB SUB ----l!EFEREliCB----
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John R. Goodell (ISB#: 2872) 
Daniel C. Green (ISB#: 3213) 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, 
BUDGE & BAILEY, CHARTERED 
P.O. Box 1391 





Attorneys for Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. 
• - .,( f!!·1_TRICT COURT IV. h t.~i-LS CO .. /J" ·•o 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 






ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, LLC, ) 
an Idaho limited liability company; ) 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF) 
IDAHO, LLC, an Idaho limited liability) 
company; XRG DEVELOPMENT) 
PARTNERS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability) 
company; J. R. SIMPLOT ) 
SELF-DECLARATION OF REVOCABLE) 
TRUST, an Idaho revocable trust; and JACK) 
RANCH WIND LAND HOLDINGS, LLC, ) 
a Delaware limited liability company; and ) 
"JOHN DOES 1-10," ) 
) 
Defendants. ) 
Case No. CV-2013-573 
PLAINTIFF'SMOTIONFORLEA VE TO 
AMEND COMPLAINT 
COMES NOW, Plaintiff, FAGEN, INC. ("Fagen") by and through its counsel ofrecord and 
pursuant to Rule 15 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure hereby moves this Court for leave to 
amend its Complaint in the form that is attached hereto as Exhibit "A". The reasons for Fagen 
35
I • • • 
seeking to amend its Complaint are as follows: 
1. Fagen seeks to amend its Complaint to add alternative causes of action for breach of 
contract. (See proposed First Amended Complaint paragraphs 22-25) and for Quantum Meruit (See 
proposed First Amended Complaint paragraphs 26-30). The alternative causes of action are based 
on the same facts alleged in the current Complaint filed by Fagen on February 8, 2013. 
2. All other allegations in the proposed First Amended Complaint are the same as in the 
current Complaint. 
3. This case has only recently begun in earnest with Defendants, Rogerson Flats Wind 
Pack, LLC, Exergy Development Group of Idaho LLC and XRG Development Partners, LLC, 
accepting service of the Complaint on August 5, 2013 and discovery having not yet commenced. 
4. A motion for leave to amend a complaint shall be freely given when justice so 
requires (IRCP 15(a)). 
5. The proposed First Amended Complaint will not cause delay or prejudice any of the 
Defendants. 
WHEREFORE, Fagen respectfully requests that the Court grant its Motion for Leave to 
Amend and allow it to file the proposed First Amended Complaint in the form attached hereto. 
DATED this t;" ~ of September, 2013. 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, BUDGE & 
BAILEY,CHARTERED 
By=·--,~----"R'-'-. G +0 ....... 0-~-E-LL----L-~<-+--(---
Attorneys for Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. 
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR LEA VE TO AMEND COMPLAINT-PAGE 2 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the ~~fSeptember, 2013, I served a true and correct 
copy of the above and foregoing document to the following person(s) as follows: 
Angelo L. Rosa 
1168 E. 1700 S. 
Salt Lake City, UT 84105 
Attorney for Exergy Development Group of 
Idaho, LLC; XRG Development Partners, 
LLC; and Rogerson Flats Wind Park, LLC 
Richard L. Stacey 
Joe Meuleman 
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP, LLP 
755 W Front Street, Suite 200 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Attorneys for Defendant J. R. Simplot Self-
Declaration of Revocable Trust 
Paul Lion 
MORRISON & FOERSTER, LLP 
755 Page Mill Road 
Palo Alto, CA 94304-1018 
Attorney for Jack Ranch Wind Land 
Holdings, LLC 
[ ii ] U. S. Mail 
Postage Prepaid 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[ V] Facsimile 
[ vJ U. S. Mail 
Postage Prepaid 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[ v] Facsimile 
[ v] U. S. Mail 
Postage Prepaid 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[ \/.I Facsimile 
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR LEA VE TO AMEND COMPLAINT-PAGE 3 
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John R. Goodell (ISB#: 2872) 
Daniel C. Green (ISB#: 3213) 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, 
BUDGE & BAILEY, CHARTERED 
P.O. Box 1391 





Attorneys for Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. 
• 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 






ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, LLC, ) 
an Idaho limited liability company; ) 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF) 
IDAHO, LLC, an Idaho limited liability) 
company; XRG DEVELOPMENT) 
PARTNERS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability) 
company; J. R. SIMPLOT ) 
SELF-DECLARATION OF REVOCABLE) 
TRUST, an Idaho revocable trust; and JACK) 
RANCH WIND LAND HOLDINGS, LLC, ) 
a Delaware limited liability company; and ) 
"JOHN DOES 1-10," ) 
) 
Defendants. ) 
Case No. CV-2013-573 
FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT 
COMES NOW Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. ("Fagen"), by and through counsel of record, and for its 
Complaint against the above-named Defendants, and any other persons or entities claiming any right 
to possession or interest of the subject property, states and alleges as follows: 






1. Plaintiff Fagen is a corporation duly organized under the laws of the State of 
Minnesota. Fagen is a registered contractor pursuant to Idaho Code § 54-5204, license number RCE-
26001, and in good standing. 
2. Defendant J. R. Simplot Self-declaration of Revocable Trust ("Simplot Trust"), an 
Idaho revocable trust, is the owner or reputed owner and lessor of real property and improvements 
thereon (hereinafter described as the "Property''), as more fully described in Exhibit A-1 attached 
to the Claim of Lien recorded as Instrument No. 2012014945on 8/8/2012 in the Twin Falls County 
Recorder's Office. A true and correct copy of said Claim of Lien is attached as Exhibit One hereto 
and adopted by reference as though fully set forth herein ("Claim of Lien"). 
3. Defendant Jack Ranch Wind Land Holdings, LLC (hereinafter "Jack Ranch Wind 
Land Holdings"), an Idaho limited liability company, is an assignee under a Partial Assignment of 
Lease (Substation Property), from Rogerson Flats Wind Park, LLC, assignor, and is a tenant or 
reputed tenant of real property and improvements for an electric substation facility and related 
improvements which tenant or reputed tenant claims an interest in the Property pursuant to Wind 
Project Ground Lease(s) and Agreement(s) entered with the Simplot Trust. 
4. Defendant Exergy Development Group of Idaho, LLC (hereinafter described as 
"Exergy"), an Idaho limited liability company, is a tenant or reputed tenant which claims an interest 
in the Property pursuant to Wind Project Ground Lease(s) and Agreement(s) entered with the 
Simplot Trust or affiliates; and/or pursuant to contract, assignment, agreement, or other instrument 
entered with XRG and/or Rogerson Flats Wind Park, LLC. 
5. Defendant XRG Development Partners, LLC (hereinafter described as "XRG"), an 
FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT - Page 2 
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Idaho limited liability company, is a tenant or reputed tenant which claims an interest in the Property 
pursuant to Wind Project Ground Lease(s) and Agreement(s) entered with the Simplot Trust or 
affiliates; and/or pursuant to contract, assignment, agreement, or other instrument entered with 
Exergy and/or Rogerson Flats Wind Park, LLC. 
6. Defendant Rogerson Flats Wind Park, LLC (hereinafter described as Rogerson Flats 
Wind Park"), an Idaho limited liability company, is a tenant or reputed tenant which claims an 
interest in the Property pursuant to lease(s) entered with the Simplot Trust or affiliates; and/or 
pursuant to contract, assignment, agreement, or other instrument entered with Exergy and/or XRG. 
7. Exergy, XRG, Rogerson Flats Wind Park, and/or Jack Ranch Wind Land Holdings 
are the owner(s) or reputed owner(s) of certain improvements, facilities, and structures being 
constructed on the Property ("hereinafter described as the "Project"). 
8. Fagen claims an interest in the Property pursuant to its Claim of Lien in the amount 
of$1,412,774.81, together with prejudgment interest accruing thereon pursuant to law. 
9. Defendants "John Does 1-10" are additional unnamed persons or parties may claim 
and interest in the property who are presently unknown. Fagen reserves the right to amend this 
Complaint to add such additional persons or parties at a later time. 
10. Jurisdiction is proper in this Court pursuant to Idaho Code § 5-514 as the Defendants 
have transacted business and/or this action relates to ownership, use or possession of real property 
located within the State of Idaho. 
11. Venue is proper in this Court pursuant to Idaho Code § 5-401. 




12. In 2011 Fagen entered into an Engineering, Procurement and Construction Services 
Agreement (the "Agreement") and/or other agreements and memorandum of understanding(s) to 
supply labor, materials, and engineering, procurement and construction services with Exergy, upon, 
and for the benefit, of the Property. A true and correct copy of the relevant portions of the 
Agreement are attached hereto as Exhibit Two and adopted by reference as though fully set forth 
herein. 
13. Fagen supplied labor, materials, and services upon and for the benefit of the Property, 
commencing work in 2011. 
14. Fagen continued to provide labor, furnish materials, and supply services for the 
improvement to the Property until July 31, 2012, when it ceased doing so due to non-payment by 
Exergy. 
15. Fagen performed this work in a conforming, workmanlike manner pursuant to its 
agreement with Exergy. 
16. As a result ofExergy' s failure to pay Fagen for labor, materials and services supplied 
for improvements to the Property, Fagen filed its Claim of Lien as described above. 
17. The reasonable value of the benefit to the Property is equivalent to the labor, 
materials, and services supplied by Fagen as the amount due stated in its Claim of Lien. 
18. True and correct copies of Fagen's Claim of Lien were timely served by certified 
mailing on Defendants. 
FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT - Page 4 
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FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION 
(Lien Foreclosure) 
• 
19. Fagen realleges the allegations contained in paragraphs 1-18 and incorporates the 
same herein by reference. 
20. Fagen is entitled to a judgment foreclosing its Claim of Lien for the amount thereof, 
together with accrued interest pursuant to law; a determination that its Claim of Lien is superior and 
has priority to any interest claimed by all Defendants, and each of them; and for foreclosure sale with 
application of the proceeds of sale to amount due to Fagen. 
21. Fagen is entitled to recover costs and reasonable attorney fees to maintain this action, 
pursuant to Idaho Code§ 45-501 et seq. The sum of $10,000 is reasonable should this matter be 
resolved by default. 
SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION 
(Breach of Contract) 
22. Fagen realleges the allegations contained in paragraphs 1-21 and incorporates the 
same herein by reference. 
23. Fagen has performed all of its obligations under the Agreement. 
24. Exergy has breached the Agreement in that it has failed and refused to pay Fagen in 
full for labor, services and materials furnished by Fagen. 
25. Fagen has suffered damages as a direct and proximate result ofExergy's breach of 
contract in an amount to be proven at trial. 
FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT - Page 5 
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THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION 
(Quantum Meruit) 
• 
26. Fagen realleges the allegations contained in paragraphs 1-25 and incorporates the 
same herein by reference. 
27. Fagen provided valuable labor, services and materials that were necessary for Exergy 
to perform and complete its obligations. 
28. Exergy benefitted from Fagen's labor, services and materials, including, but not 
limited to the fact that Exergy could not have fully performed its obligations in the absence of the 
labor, services and materials that Fagen provided. 
29. Exergy has failed and refused to pay Fagen for the labor, services and materials it 
provided. 
30. Fagen has suffered damages and Exergy has been unjustly enriched as a result of 
Exergy's failure to pay Fagen for the labor, materials and services provided by Fagen in an amount 
to be proved at trial. 
WHEREFORE, Fagen prays for judgment against Defendants as follows: 
A. An order foreclosing Fagen's Claim of Lien against the Property, and declaring the 
amount due of $1,412,774.81, together with prejudgment interest accruing thereon 
pursuant to law; 
B. An order declaring the Defendants, and all persons or entities claiming an interest in 
the Property or any part thereof, to be barred and foreclosed of all right, title, interest, 
claim or equity of redemption in and to the Property; 
C. An order for sale of the Property according to law and directing the proceeds of sale 
be applied to the amount due Fagen; 
FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT - Page 6 
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D. Damages for breach of contract, and/or for Quantum Meruit in at least the amount of 
$1,412,774.81 or such other amounts to be determined at trial; 
E. An award of costs incurred; 
F. An award of reasonable attorney fees in the amount of $10,000 if this matter is 
resolved by default, or if not resolved by default in such amount as the Court deems 
reasonable; 
G. Such furth~lief as the Court deems just in the premises. 
DATED this S-: day of September, 2013. 
FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT - Page 7 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, BUDGE & 
BAILEY,CHARTERED 
By: __ n.t-F-__,,_ '-,_....,/J~~.,,,...~~~--r------
J~&abDELL 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on theS~ofSeptember, 2013, I served a true and correct 
copy of the above and foregoing document to the following person(s) as follows: 
Angelo L. Rosa 
1168 E. 1700 S. 
Salt Lake City, UT 84105 
Attorney for Exergy Development Group of 
Idaho, LLC; XRG Development Partners, 
LLC; and Rogerson Flats Wind Park, LLC 
Richard L. Stacey 
Joe Meuleman 
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP, LLP 
755 W Front Street, Suite 200 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Attorneys for Defendant J. R. Simplot Self-
Declaration of Revocable Trust 
Paul Lion 
MORRISON & FOERSTER, LLP 
755 Page Mill Road 
Palo Alto, CA 94304-1018 
Attorney for Jack Ranch Wind Land 
Holdings, LLC 
FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT - Page 8 
[V] U.S. Mail 
Postage Prepaid 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[ v) Facsimile 
[ v] U.S. Mail 
Postage Prepaid 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[ V] Facsimile 
[ vi'] U. S. Mail 
Postage Prepaid 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Overnight Mail 




. ' • 
John R Goodell (ISB #2872) 
Daniel C. Green (ISB #3213) 
Ferrell S. Ryan, ID (ISB # 8414) 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, 
BUDGE & BAILEY, CHARTERED 
· P.O. Box 1391 
Pocatello, Idaho 83204-1391 
Telephone: (208)232-6101 
Fax: (208)232-6109 
Attor,ieysfor Claimant Fagen, Inc. 
) 






ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, LLC, ) 
an Idaho limited liability company; ) 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF) 
IDAHO, LLC, an Idaho limited liability) 
company; XRG DEVELOPMENT) 
PARTNERS. LLC (ID), an Idaho limited) 
liability company; J. R. SIMPLOT ) 
SELF-DECLARATION OF REVOCABLE) 
TRUST, an Idaho revocable trust; and JACK) 
R/\NCH WIND LAND HOLDINOS,LLC, a) 
Delaware limited liability company, ) 
. ) 
Owners/Reputed Own~rs. ) 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN: 
• 
TWIN FALLS COUNTY 
RECORDED FOR: 
FIRST AMERICAN TITLE - lWIN FJI 
12:38:45 PM 08-08-2012 
2012014945 




Electronlcally Recorded by Slmpllflle 
CLAIM OF LIEN (I.C. § 45-507) 
•••• •:. 1.- :·. -: ... 4 •• ···,-
ThatFAOEN,INC., 501 W.Highway212,P. 0. Box 159, GraniteFalls,MN56241,hereby 
claims the benefit of the law relative to liens of mechanics and material.men upon real property as 
provided by the laws of the State ofldaho, J.C. § 45-SOl et seq., and does hereby claim a lien upon 
that certain tract of land and Improvements thereon as hereinafter described, and in the following 
amounts: 





John R. Goodell (ISB #2872) 
Daniel C. Green (ISB #3213) 
Ferrell s. Ryan, ill (ISB # 8414) 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, 
BUDGE & BAILEY, CHARTERED' . 
P.O. Box 1391 
Pocatello, Idaho 83204-1391 
Telephone: (208)232-6101 
Fax: (208)232-6109 
Attorneys for Claimant Fagen, Inc. 
) 






ROGERSON FLATS WINDPARK,LLC,) 
an Idaho limited liability company; ) 
EXERGY DE~OPMENT GROUP OF) 
IDAHO, LLC, an Idaho limited liability) 
company; XRG DEVELOPMENT) 
P ARTNER.S, LLC (ID), an Idaho limited) 
liability company; J. R. SIMPLOT ) 
SELF-DECLARATION OF REVOCABLE) 
TRUST, an Idaho revocable trust; and JACK) 
RANCH WIND LAND HOLDINGS, LLC, a) 
Delaware limited liability company, ) 
) 
. Owners/Reputed Own~. ) 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN: 
• 
CLAIM OF LIEN (I.C. § 45-507) 
I•" :•. "'-•"' • • ••. •"'1;. 
That FAGEN, INC., 501 W. Highway 212, P. 0. Box 159, Granite Falls, MN 56241,hereby 
claims the benefit of the law relative to liens of mechanics and materialmen upon real property as 
provided by the laws of the State ofldaho, I.C. § 45-501 et seq., and does hereby claim a lien upon 
that certain tract of land and improvements thereon as hereinafter described, and in the following 
amounts: 





1. That the principal sum of$1,412, 774.81 in accordance with the Accounts Receivable 
History By Customer statement attached hereto as Exhibit B and adopted by reference, is owed for 
laboq~erformed, materials :furnished, and/or provision of engineering, procurement, construction and 
other services and supply of materials and equipment for the ROGERSON FLA TS WIND PARK, 
LLC, a wind park project, located at or near Rogerso~ Twin Falls, County, Idaho. 
fu additio~ prejudgment interest is owed on the above principal installment amounts from 
the indicated due date on the invoices listed in Exhibit B pursuant to the parties' underlying written 
contract, and/or Idaho's statutory rate@ 12% per annum, until paid or entry of judgment; plus costs 
and attorney fees incurred in collection. 
2. That said amollllts are due, and owing, after deducting all just credits and offsets, for 
said claim fot labor performed, materials :furnished, and/or provision of engineering, procurement, 
construction and other services and supply of materials and equipment, in and for those certain 
improvements of said land located at Twin Falls County, Idaho, more particularly described in 
Exhibit A-1 and A-2 attached hereto and adopted by reference, commonly known as ROGERSON 
FLATS WIND PARK, LLC, located at or near Rogerson, ·Twin Falls, County, Idaho, being the· 
subject of the subject oflease(s) to ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, LLC and/or EXERGY . . 
DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, LLC, and/or XR.G DEVELOPMENT PAR1NERS~ LLC 
(ID), Lessees, and/or partial assignment oflease (for substation property) to JACK RANCH WIND 
LAND HOLDINGS. LLC; and said land also being owned by the J. R. SIMPLOT SELF-
DECLARATION OF REVOCABLE TRUST, Lessor.1 
1Said Lessor's Trust established by written instrument dated December 21, 1989, and 
registered in the Fourth Judicial District of the State ofldaho, Ada Collllty, as No. 3T-788. 
ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK-CLAIM OFLIEN (J.C.§ 45-587). Page 2 
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In addition, Exhibit C attached hereto and adopted by reference are two color-coded maps 
and engineering drawings which locate and identify ROGERSON FLATS WIND FARM,. LLC. 
3. That the name(s) and address(es) of the perSon(s) and/or entity(ies) who/which 
contracted with claimant and for whom claimant performed labor performed. materials furnished, 
and/or provision of engineering, procurement, cons1roction and other services and supply of 
materials and equipment, are: 
ROGERSON FLATS WIND ·PARK, LLC 
Attn: James Carkulis 
801 W. Bannock 
Boise, ID 83702 
ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, LLC 
802 W. Bannock, 12th Floor 
}:3oise, ID 83702 
ROGERSON FLATS W1ND PARK, LLC 
Attn: Peter J. Richardson, Registered Agent 
51S N. 2T11 St 
Boise, ID 83702 
EXERGY PEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, LL.C. 
Attn: James Carkulis 
801 W. Bannock 
Boise, ID 83702 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, L.L.C. 
802 W. Bannock, 12th Floor 
Boise, ID 83702 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, L.L.C. 
Attn: Molly O'Leary, Registered Agent 
515N. 2T11 St. 
Boise, ID 83702 
XR.G DEVELOP:MENT PAR1NERS, LLC (ID) 
Attn: James Carkulis 
801 W. Bannock 
Boise, ID 83702 
ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK- CLAIM OF LIEN (LC.§ 45-507)-Page 3 
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XRG DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS, LLC (ID) 
802 W. Bannock, 12th Floor 
Boise, ID 83702 
XRG DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS, LLC (ID) 
Attn: Molly O'Leary, Registered Agent 
515 N. 2T11 St 
Boise, ID 83702 
JACK RANCH WIND LAND HOLDINGS, LLC 
3000 El Camino Real 
5 Palo Alto Square, Suite 700 
Palo Alto, CA 943306 
• 
J. R SIMPLOT SELF-DECLARATION OF REVOCABLE TRUST 
Attn: Ronald N. Graves 
P.0.Box27 
999 Main Street, Suite 1300 
Boise, ID 83707 
J. R. SIMPLOT SELF-DECLARATION OF REVOCABLE TRUST 
At1n: Doug Zandersmith 
P. O .. Box27 
999 Main Street, Suite 1300 
Boise, ID 83 707 
4. Claimant's last item of labor performed, materials furnished, and/or provision of 
- . 
engineering, prQcurement, construction and other services and supply of materials and equipment 
occurred on July 31, 2012. 
5. Thatthe.owner(s) orreputedowner(s) of said prop~to be charged with said lien 
are:· ·· -ROGERSON ~ATS WIND f ~ LL,C 
Attn: James Carkulis 
801 W. Bannock 
Boise, ID 83702 
ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, LLC 
802 W. Bannock, 12th Floor 
Boise, ID 83702 
ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK- CLAIM OF LIEN (LC.§ 45-507) • Page 4 
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ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, LLC 
Attn: Peter J. Richardson, Registered Agent 
515 N. 2'161 St. 
Boise, ID 83702 
• 
EXERGY DEVEWPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, L.L.C. 
Attn: Jam.es Carkulis 
801 W. Bannock 
Boise, ID 83702 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, L.L.C. 
802 W. Bannock, 12th Floor 
Boise, ID 83702 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, L.L.C. 
Attn: Molly O'Leary, Registered Agent 
515 N. 2'111 St 
Boise, ID 83702 
XRO DEVEWPMENT PARTNERS, LLC (ID) 
Attn: James Carkulis 
801 W. Bannock 
Boise, ID 83702 
XR.G DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS, LLC (ID) 
802 vi. Bannock, 12th Floor 
Boise, ID 83702 
XRG DEVELOPMENT PAR1NE'ts,-LLC (ID) 
Attn: Molly O'Leary, Registered Agent 
515 N. 27°1 St. 
Boise, ID 83702 
JACK RANCH WIND LAND HOLDINGS, LLC 
3000 El Camino Real 
5 Palo Alto Square, Suite 700 
Palo Alto, CA 943306 
J. R. SIMPLOT SELF-DECLARATION OF REVOCABLE TRUST 
Attn: Ronald N. Graves 
P. 0. Box27 
999 Main Street, Suite 1300 
Boise, ID 83707 
ROGERSON FLATS W1ND PARK- CLAIM OF LIEN (l.C. § 45-507)- Page 5 
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J. R SIMPLOT SELF-DECLARATION OF REVOCABLE TRUST 
Attn: Doug Zandersmith 
P. O.Box27 
999 Main Street, Suite 1300 
Boise, ID 8?707 
6. That the description of the property to be charged with said lien, and upon which said 
improvements were made, and which is situated Twin Falls County, Idaho, is more fully described 
in Exhibits A-1, A-2 and C attached hereto and adopted by reference. 
7. That the mailing address for this Claimant is: 
FAGEN,INC. 
Attn: Jennifer A. Johnson, 
Chief Financial Officer 
501 W. Highway 212 
P. O.Box 159 
Granite Falls, Jv1N 56241 
8. That the undersigned certifies that a true and correct copy of this Claim of Lien 
following recording will either be served personally, or served by mailing a copy thereof by U.S. 
mail, certified.; r~"receiptrequested, within-the time prescribed. by statute for doing so, upon the 
owners or reputed owners who/which are identified above. 




Attorney and Authorized Representative for 
Claimant 





County of Bannock ) 
JOHN R. GOODEIL, being duly sworn, on oath,, says that he is the attorney and authorized 
signatory on behalf of claimant, FAGEN, INC., in the foregoing Claim of Lien, that he has read the 
same and knows the contents thereof; and that the same is true, and that it contains a correct 
statement of his/her/its demands after deducting all just credits and offsets; and a:ffiant believes the 
same to be just 
Attorney for Claimant· 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me fui@?(I/.. day of August, 2012. 
(SEAL) 
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Exhibit A ... z. 
"PARCEL 1•• 
A PARCEL Of' LAND IN TH8 NE~. SECTIO~ 29 ALL TS TOWNSHJP 14 SOUTH. RANOE. 16 EAST. BOISE 
MBRJDJAN, nYlN FALLS C'OIJNTY. IDAHO AND BElNO MORE SPECIPICAl,LY DESCRIBED AS 
FOLLOWS: 
COMMEl'\CINO AT THB NORnlEAST CORi'\IER OF SECTION 29 ALL IN TOWNSHIP 14 SOUTH. RANGE 
16 EAST, B.M., WHICH BEARS NOR'nt oo· 26' 14" EAST A D[SfANCB OF 5277.76 Amt FROM THE 
SOl.'THEAST CORNER; THENCB ON A BEAJUNO OF SOUTH'. 00' 26' 14" WEST A DISTANCE OF 661.00 
FF.ET ALONG THE EAST BOU~OARY OF TH6 NE~~ SECTION ~ TO TH8 REAL l'OJNT OF 
BEGINNING; 
TIIENCE FROM THIS REAL POINT OF BEGINNING com~UJNO ON A BEAR1NO OF SOUTH 00 l6' 
14" WEST A DISTANCE.OF 615.00FEEf ALO.'IGTim EAST BOUNDARY OF 11fB 'NH~ SECTION 29: 
THENCli O!l-1 A BEARING OF NORTH 89'.33' 46" WEST A DISTANCE OF S00.00 FBET: 
THENCB ON A BEARINO OF !\:OR.TH 00 26' W EAST A DISTANCE OF 61 S.00 FEET PARAll.EL WITH 
THE EAST BOUNDARY OFTHE NE.~ SECTION 29; 
THID:CE ON A BBARING OF SOUTH 89 J3' 46" BAST A OISTA.~CE OF SOO.OO FEET TO THE REAL 
POINT OF BEGINNING, 
THB ABOVR DESCRIBED PARCEL. I CONTAINS 7.06 ACRES MORH OR LESS. 
IDASIS OF BE.i!\RINGS: SECTION UNE PROM THB NORTHEAST CORNER OF SECTION 29, T. 14 S.. R.. 
16 'E.~ B.M. TO TilB SOtrrHBASi CORNER oi: SECTION 29. T. 14 s .. R. 16 a. B.M~ ALL IN TI/IN FALLS 
C.OUNTY. JDAHO. SAID SECTION LIN8 llEING SOUTH 00' 26' 14" WEST.) 
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EXHIBIT 
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BALANCE OF PLANT 
ENGINEERING, PROCUREMENT AND CONSTRUCTION SERVICES AGREEMENT 
FORTBE 
EXERGY IDAHO SIX WINDS WIND PARK 
BY AND BETWEEN 










BALANCE OF PLANT ENGINEERING, 
PROCUREMENT AND CONSTRUCTION SERVICES AGREEMENT 
This Balance of Plant Engineering, Procurement and Construction Agreement is entered 
into on December 30, 2011 by and between Fagen, Inc., a corporation organized and existing 
under Minnesota law ("Contractor"), and Exergy Development Group of Idaho, L.L.C., an Idaho 
limited liability company organized and existing under Idaho law ("Owner") ( each of Contractor 
and Owner, a "Party", and together, the "Parties"). 
WITNES SETH: 
A. Owner is developing, fmancing and constructing the aggregate l l 6MW wind 
generation Project (as herein defined) located at the six (6) Project Sites (as herein defined) in the 
State ofldaho. 
B. Owner desires to contract with Contractor for the provision of engineering, 
procurement, construction and other services and supply of materials and equipment for the 
Balance of Plant (as herein defined) on a single point responsibility, and firm and lump sum 
basis, all as described in, and subject to the terms and conditions of, this Agreement, and 
Contractor desires to provide such goods and services. 
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual promises and obligations set forth 
below, the Parties agree as follows: 
ARTICLE I 
DEFINIDONS 
For purposes of this Agreement, the following terms shall have the following definitions: 
"Affiliate" means, with respect to a Person, any other Person, directly or indirectly, in 
control of, controlled by, or under common control with, that Person. For purposes of this 
Agreement, "control," "controlled" and their derivatives, shall mean the possession, directly or 
indirectly, of the power to direct or cause the direction of the management and policies of the 
Person so controlled, whether through the ownership of voting securities, by contract or 
otherwise. 
"Agreement'' means this Balance of Plant Engineering, Procurement and Construction 
Services Agreement, including all Exhibits, appendices and attachments hereto and thereto, as 
the same may be amended, modified or supplemented, from time to time, in accordance with the 
terms hereof. 
"All-Risk Builder's Risk" has the meaning set forth in Section 18.3.1. 
"Applicable Law3" means all federal, state and local laws, statutes, codes, treaties, 
o.rdinances, judgments, decrees, injunctions, writs, orders, rules, regulations, interpretations 
· having the force of law and permits of any Governmental Authority having jurisdiction over a 
Party, the Project, any Project Site, the performance of the Work, the Contract Documents and 
1 
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buildings and all facilities and roads situated on or near the Project Sites, aJl as further described 
in the Exhibits to this Agreement. 
"Project Final Completion" means, with respect to the whole Project, that Project Site 
Final Completion of each. and all, of the Project Sites has been successfully achieved pursuant to 
the terms of Section 7.6. 
"Project Interconnection Facilities'' means the electrical system of Idaho Power 
Company, connecting each Project Site to the electric transmission grid, a single line drawing of 
which is set forth in Exhibit O (which, for the avoidance of doubt, shall not mean to include the 
communications cabling, which shall be the responsibility of Contractor). 
"Proiect Site" means in the singular, the site of the High Voltage Substation and each and 
any of the following six (6) wind generation project sites referred to as or named (a) 
"Cottonwood", (b) "Rogerson Flats", (c) "Salmon Creek", (d) "Deep Creek," (e) "Lava Beds", 
and (f) "Notch Butte" as described and set forth in Exhibit B-1 and Exhibit B-5, Appendix 3, 
including the location of each Turbine on each such Project Site. 
"Project Site Final Completion" has the meaning set forth in Exhibit A-1, Appendix 6. 
"Proiect Site Final Completion Certificate" has the meaning set forth in Section 7.6. 
"Project Site Mechanical Completion" has the meaning set forth in Exhibit A-I, 
Awendix4. 
"Proiect Site Mechanical Completion Certificate" has the meaning set forth in Section 
"Project Site Nameplate Capacity' means, with respect to each and any Project Site, the 
aggregate sum of the Nameplate Capacities of all the Turbines located or planned (pursuant to 
this Agreement) to be located at such Project Site. 
"Proiect Site Substantial Completion" has the meaning set forth in of Exhibit A-1, 
Awendix 5. 
"Project Site Substantial Completion Certificate" has the meaning set forth in Section 
~-
"Project Site Underground Collection System Completion" has the meaning set forth in 
Exhibit A-1, Appendix 2. 
"Project Site Underground Collection System Completion Certificate" has the meaning 
set forth in Section 7.2. 
"Proiect Substantial Completion" means, with respect to the whole Project, that Project 
Site Substantial Completion of each, and all. of the Project Sites has been successfully achieved 
pursuant to the terms of Section 7.5. 
9 
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include the plural, and vice versa; (c) the terms "hereof," "herein," "hereunder/' "hereto," and 
similar tenns refer to the entire agreement in which they appear (including any attachments, 
schedules, annexes, exhibits and appendices to such agreement) and not to any particular 
provision of such agreement; (d) references to a "day" shall mean a calendar day, unless the tenn 
"Business Day" is used; (e) references to a Party shall be deemed to include references to its 
successors and pennitted assigns; (f) the terms "include" and "including" shall be deemed to be 
followed by the words "without limitation", whether or not so followed; (g) unless otherwise 
stated, where a period of time is specified to run from or after a given day or the day of an act or 
event, it is to be calculated exclusive of such day; and where a period of time is specified as 
commencing on a given day or the day of an act or event, it is to be calculated inclusive of such 
day; and (h) a reference to time is a reference to the time in effect in the State of Idaho, tmless 
otherwise indicated. 
3.1 Scope of Work. 
ARTICLE III 
THE WORK 
(a) Commencing on the Commencement Date, Contractor shall 
perform the scope of work set forth in Exhibit A-1 and its obligations under and pursuant to this 
Agreement and the other Contract Documents. Contractor shall provide, furnish and perform on 
a single point responsibility basis aJI necessary design, engineering, procurement, supplies, 
vehicles, transportation, equipment, materials, consumables, supervision, installation, erection, 
construction, labor, personnel, quality assurance and inspection, and testing and other services, 
activities and work (including all correction, rectification, remedial, repair and replacement 
services, work, supplies and activities relating to defects, deficiencies in the· Work not 
conforming to the Requirements) that are required, necessary and appropriate for Contractor to 
deliver and install a fully complete, and functioning and operable, Balance of Plant pursuant to 
the terms of this Agreement and the other Contract Documents, including the Technical 
Documents. Contractor shall, among other things, (i) furnish or procure, handle and store, as 
necessary, all materials, equipment, machinery, tools, consumables, labor and transportation; 
(ii) perfonn the construction, supervision, administration and other services and items described 
in the Contract Documents; (iii) perform the engineering and design services as set forth in the 
Contract Documents; (iv) perform the testing services required described in the Contract 
Documents; and (v) perform quality control checks, including inspection, of all materials, 
services and equipment to be used or incorporated into the Balance of Plant, and rejection of 
those items determined not to be in compliance with the Requirements. 
(b) After Turbine Mechanical Completion of each Turbine, Contractor 
shall, if requested by Owner, provide advisory assistance in connection with the electrical and 
communications aspects of the operation and maintenance of such Turbine. Contractor shall 
provide all necessary and sufficient experienced personnel having the requisite expertise for the 
prompt perfonnance of any correction, rectification, remedial, repair and replacement work 
required in accordance with this Agreement. 
3.2 Compliance. Contractor shaJl ensure that the Work conforms to, and is in 
accordance with, the Contract Documents, Prudent Industry Practices, Applicable Laws, 
13 
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IN WTINESS WHEREOF, this Agreement has been executed and delivered by the duly 
authorized representatives of Owner and Contractor as of the date first "Written above. 
OWNER: 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP 









IN WITNESS WHEREOF, this Agreement has been execute4 and ~livered by the duly 
authorized ~ntatives of Owner and Con1ractor as of ihe date first written above. 
OWNER: 
EXERGYDEVELOPMENTGROUP 







Name: k,,, / L,'~J~ 
Title: \)t'c.4, fr--. 5,!~-+ -W .~.~-
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John R. Goodell (ISB#: 2872) 
Daniel C. Green (ISB#: 3213) 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, 
BUDGE & BAILEY, CHARTERED 
P.O. Box 1391 





Attorneys for Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. 
• DIST -1 WIN FA1f J gguwr 
FILED., /DANO 




IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 






ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, LLC, ) 
an Idaho limited liability company; ) 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF) 
IDAHO, LLC, an Idaho limited liability) 
company; XRG DEVELOPMENT) 
P AR1NERS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability) 
company; J. R. SIMPLOT ) 
SELF-DECLARATION OF REVOCABLE) 
TRUST, an Idaho revocable trust; and JACK) 
RANCH WIND LAND HOLDINGS, LLC, ) 
a Delaware limited liability company; and ) 
"JOHN DOES 1-10," ) 
) 
Defendants. ) 
Case No. CV-2013-573 
PLAINTIFF FAGEN'S MOTION FOR 
RULE 56(t) CONTINUANCE 
COMES NOW PlaintiffFagen, Inc. ("Fagen"), by and through counsel of record, and hereby 
moves the Court for an Order For Rule 56(f) Continuance ("Fagen's Motion") of Defendants' 
Omnibus Motion to Dismiss Complaint ("Motion To Dismiss"), extending the time for Fagen a 
PLAINTIFF FAGEN'S MOTION FOR RULE 56(f) CONTINUANCE - Page 1 
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reasonable time to conduct discovery, and the time for Fagen to submit its opposition, pursuant to 
Rules 12(b) and 56(f), I.R.C.P. 
Fagen's Motion is based on the following grounds and reasons: 
1. Defendant's Motion to Dismiss alleges factual matters outside the pleadings, but fails 
to support such allegations with any affidavits or other admissible evidence or materials. Therefore 
the Motion To Dismiss should be treated as a Motion For Summary Judgment under governing case 
law. 
2. Fagen is entitled to conduct discovery before any dispositive motion(s) are heard. 
Given the early stage of the proceedings, Fagen has not yet had an opportunity to conduct reasonable 
discovery in the case. A Rule 56(f) continuance is justified to allow Fagen to do so. 
Several specific subject areas, which are intended to be illustrative only, not exhaustive, are 
set forth in the Affidavit of John R. Goodell In Support of Motion for Rule 56(f) Continuance filed 
herewith. 
3. The Motion to Dismiss is premature. 
4. No trial setting or scheduling order has yet been issued in the case. A status and 
scheduling conference is now set for September 9, 2013 by telephone conference call, which will 
presumably address such matters. 
5. The other Defendants have not filed responsive pleadings to the Complaint. Fagen 
has extended indefinitely the time for them to do so based on informal contacts between counsel. 
However, given the Motion To Dismiss, it appears desirable that the other Defendants now be 
requested to file their respective Answers or other responsive pleadings in the near future. Such can 
be discussed at the forthcoming status and scheduling conference on September 9, 2013. 
PLAINTIFF FAGEN'S MOTION FOR RULE 56(t) CONTINUANCE - Page 2 
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6. In addition, Fagen also files its Motion for Leave To File Amended Complaint, and 
proposed First Amended Complaint, herewith. The First Amended Complaint adds additional causes 
of action for breach of contract and for quantum meruit against Defendant Exergy Development 
Group of Idaho, LLC. It would be desirable and appropriate that pleadings be amended before 
Defendant's Motion To Dismiss is heard in the interests of judicial economy and minimizing 
unnecesary costs and expenses to the parties. 
RECORD RELIED ON 
Plaintiff Fagen relies on the entire pleadings and record herein, and the following filed 
herewith: 
A. Affidavit of John R. Goodell In Support of Motion for Rule 56(f) Continuance; 
B. Plaintiff Fagen's Memorandum In Support of Motion For Rule 56(f) Continuance; 
C. PlaintiffFagen's Motion For Leave File First Amended Complaint; 
D. Proposed PlaintiffFagen's First Amended Complaint. 
ORAL ARGUMENT REQUESTED. 
DATED this~ of September, 2013. 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, BUDGE & 
BAILEY,CHARTERED 
PLAINTIFF FAGEN'S MOTION FOR RULE 56(t) CONTINUANCE - Page 3 
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CERTmci OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the r; ~ of September, 2013, I served a true and correct 
copy of the above and foregoing document to the following person(s) as follows: 
Angelo L. Rosa 
1168 E. 1700 S. 
Salt Lake City, UT 84105 
Attorney for Exergy Development Group of 
Idaho, LLC; XRG Development Partners, 
LLC; and Rogerson Flats Wind Park, LLC 
Richard L. Stacey 
Joe Meuleman 
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP, LLP 
755 W Front Street, Suite 200 
Boise, Idaho 83 702 
Attorneys for Defendant J. R. Simplot Self-
Declaration of Revocable Trust 
Paul Lion 
MORRISON & FOERSTER, LLP 
755 Page Mill Road 
Palo Alto, CA 94304-1018 
Attorney for Jack Ranch Wind Land 
Holdings, LLC 
[ ti] U.S. Mail 
Postage Prepaid 




[ t/] U.S. Mail 
Postage Prepaid 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
~ v1 Overnight Mail Facsimile 
[ vf U. S. Mail 
Postage Prepaid 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ . ],,, Overnight Mail 
[ '""J Facsimile 
102td1ukAI 
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John R. Goodell (ISB#: 2872) 
Daniel C. Green (ISB#: 3213) 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, 
BUDGE & BAILEY, CHARTERED 
P.O. Box 1391 





Attorneys/or Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. 
• D1s-f WIN Fi11[l COURT 
FILElP·· IDA1-10 
2013 SEP -6 Al1/D: 35 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 






ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, LLC, ) 
an Idaho limited liability company; ) 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF) 
IDAHO, LLC, an Idaho limited liability) 
company; XRG DEVELOPMENT) 
PARTNERS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability) 
company; J. R. SIMPLOT ) 
SELF-DECLARATION OF REVOCABLE) 
TRUST, an Idaho revocable trust; and JACK) 
RANCH WIND LAND HOLDINGS, LLC, ) 
a Delaware limited liability company; and ) 
"JOHN DOES 1-1 O," ) 
) 
Defendants. ) 
Case No. CV-2013-573 
PLAINTIFF FAGEN'S MEMORANDUM 
IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR RULE 
56(t) CONTINUANCE 
COMES NOW Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. ("Fagen"), by and through counsel of record, and hereby 
submits its Memorandum In Support Of Motion For Rule 56(f) Continuance as follows: 




Plaintiff Fagen's Motion For Rule 56(t) Continuance should be granted. Consistent 
therewith, Defendants' Omnibus Motion To Dismiss Complaint ("Motion to Dismiss") should be 
indefinitely continued or denied. It is properly treated as a motion for summary judgment in either 
case and is premature absent a reasonable time for discovery having occurred. 
In addition, Fagen's Motion For Leave To Amend Complaint and proposed First Amended 
Complaint are submitted contemporaneously herewith. The interests of judicial economy and 
avoiding unnecessary costs and expense to the parties support determining such Motion For Leave 
To Amend Complaint before considering any potentially dispositive motion(s). 
I. DEFENDANTS MOTION TO DISMISS SHOULD BE 
TREATED AS A MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
The Defendants' Motion to Dismiss should be considered as a motion for summary judgment 
because it presents matters outside of the pleadings. 
Rule 12(b), I.R.C.P., provides in part: 
If, on a motion asserting the defense numbered ( 6) to dismiss for failure 
of the pleading to state a claim upon which relief can be granted, "matters 
outside the pleadings are presented to and not excluded by the court, the 
motion shall be treated as one for summary judgment and disposed of as 
provided in Rule 56, and all parties shall be given reasonable opportunity 
to present all material made pertinent to such a motion by Rule 56. 
In Hellickson v. Jenkins, 118 Idaho 273,276, 796 P .2d 150 (Ct. App. 1990), the Idaho Court 
of Appeals stated that ''the only facts which a court may properly consider on a motion to dismiss 
for failure to state a claim are those appearing in the complaint ... ," and "[i]f a trial court considers 
factual allegations outside the pleading on a Rule 12(b)(6) motion, it errs if it fails to convert the 
motion to one for summary judgment." 
PLAINTIFF FAGEN'S MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR RULE 56(() CONTINUANCE - Page 2 
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In addition, a court may grant a motion to dismiss for failure to state a claim under Rule 
12(b)(6) only "when it appears beyond doubt that the plaintiff can prove no set of facts in support 
of [the] claim which would entitle [the plaintiff] to relief." Harper v. Harper, 122 Idaho 535, 835 
P.2d 1346 (Ct. App. 1992). Furthermore, it need not appear that the plaintiff can obtain the 
particular relief prayed for, as long as the court can ascertain that some relief may be granted. Id 
Defendants' Motion to Dismiss and supporting Memorandum assert a broad array of alleged 
"facts," which are outside the pleadings, i.e., not derived from or appearing in Fagen' s Complaint. 
For example, Defendants' Memorandum, at page 3, discusses in detail alleged "facts" 
regarding: 
• Relationship between Fagen and various of the Defendants; 
• Quality, type, and value of work performed on the property; 
• Timing when such work ended. 
Another example: Defendants' Memorandum, at page 9, alleges that neither the owner nor 
its agent or lessee ordered professional services to be performed on the property. No such allegations 
are stated in Fagen's Complaint and therefore must be disregarded in considering Defendants' 
Motion To Dismiss. 
Moreover, Defendants submit no affidavits or other evidence in proper form which, if done, 
necessarily converts the Motion to Dismiss to a motion for summary judgment, which is premature 
where no opportunity for discovery has occurred. 
Fagen' s initial Complaint alleges a lien foreclosure action only against one or more of the 
Defendants on the ground that one or more may claim an "interest in the real property'' where 
engineering and/or construction work for the Wind Parks were done by Fagen. Such "interest," 
PLAINTIFF FAGEN'S MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR RULE 56(t) CONTINUANCE - Page 3 
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whether claimed, and by whom, are plainly "factual issues" which remain to be determined by 
discovery. There can be no doubt that such allegations on their face as state in Fagen's Complaint 
state a valid cause of action for foreclosure ofFagen's lien claim and, if true and proved, establish 
a basis for relief against any such Defendants which claim an "interest" in the subject real property 
of the various Wind Parks locations. 
In addition, Defendants asserts many alleged "facts" in support of its contentions, which are 
not plead in Fagen' s Complaint, and otherwise lack evidentiary support in the record now before the 
Court. Such alleged "facts" are therefore merely "argument," which provides no basis for the Court 
to grant Defendants' Motion To Dismiss. Such "facts," or other circumstances, remain to be 
established through discovery as actual "evidence," before they Court may rely on them in granting 
any potential dispositive motion relief. 
Moreover, since the factual allegations are strictly confined to those stated in Fagen's 
Complaint on a motion to dismiss under Rule 12(b )( 6), any asserted or alleged "facts" to the contrary 
submitted in Defendants' mere "argument" are also immaterial and should also be disregarded. They 
provide no basis to support Defendants' Motion To Dismiss. 
II. A RULE 56(t) CONTINUANCE IS JUSTIFIED TO ENABLE 
FAGEN A REASONABLE TIME TO CONDUCT DISCOVERY 
In addition to the foregoing, Defendants' Motion To Dismiss is clearly premature or 
summarily denied where Fagen's Complaint states a valid mechanic's lien foreclosure cause of 
action on its face. Absent summary denial, the Motion To Dismiss should be converted to a motion 
for summary judgment, and Fagen's Motion for Rule 56(f) Continuance granted to allow a 
reasonable opportunity for discovery before being heard at a minimum. The status and scheduling 
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order expected to result from the September 9, 2013 telephone status conference can readily address 
appropriate deadlines and timeframe for such case management in the usual manner. 
Rule 56(f), I.R.C.P., provides: 
Should it appear from the affidavits of a party opposing the motion 
that the party cannot for reasons stated present by affidavit facts 
essential to justify the party's opposition, the court may refuse the 
application for judgment or may order a continuance to permit 
affidavits to be obtained or depositions to be taken or discovery to be 
had or may make such other order as is just. 
The rule is intended to ensure that a non-moving party has adequate time to conduct 
necessary discovery, and it should be liberally construed to secure the just, speedy and inexpensive 
determination of every action and proceeding. Boise Mode, LLC v. Donahoe Pace & Partners Ltd, 
-Idaho-, 294 P.3d 1111 (2013). 
In Doe v. Garcia, 126 Idaho 1036, 1039 (Ct. App. 1995), the Court of Appeals held that a 
ruling on summary judgment must be vacated until such time as discovery can be conducted on 
potentially relevant issues in the litigation. 
As explained above, the Defendants' allege purported "facts" in their Motion to Dismiss and 
supporting Memorandum that are not stated in Fagen' s Complaint. 
Moreover, Defendants' submit to affidavits or other evidence in support of many such alleged 
"facts." 
Defendants also asserts a general principle oflien law, e.g., alienable interest does not exist 
unless the owner requests the improvement, which is mere argument. Equally true are exceptions 
to such general rule that a lien claim is recognized where an owner has knowledge of, consents to, 
or ratifies construction of improvements on his land. See, e.g., Bunt v. Roberts, 76 Idaho 158, 161, 
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279 P.2d 629,630 (1955). This is another significant set ofissues where discovery is necessary to 
determine the actual facts, and applicability of the general rule or one or more exceptions thereto. 
To date, no discovery has occurred. Additional time is needed to do so. 
For example, Plaintiff seeks discovery regarding the following specific areas before being 
in a position to respond to motions to dismiss and/or for summary judgment, including but not 
limited to: 
• Facts regarding the authorization to Fagen to do work given by Defendant Exergy or its 
affiliated entities which did so; 
• Facts regarding the validity of the leases from the lessors to Defendant Exergy or affiliated 
entities; 
• Facts regarding knowledge, consent, and ratification by lessors for engineering work and 
improvements made for the various Wind Parks under the parties' contract; 
• Facts regarding representations made by Exergy to Fagan relative to control of the site and 
permission from lessors to proceed with engineering work and improvements for 
construction of the six (6) Wind Parks under the parties' contract; 
• Facts regarding the extent ofExergy' s interest in the real property upon which the wind parks 
were to be constructed; 
• Facts regarding the timeliness of the lien filed by Fagen; and 
• Facts regarding the value of the labor, materials and services provided by Fagen. 
The above areas are examples of factual areas for which discovery is now considered 
necessary, and illustrative, but not intended to be exhaustive, and sufficient to make the point for 
current purposes. 
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III. DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO DISMISS SHOULD BE DENIED 
WHERE FAGEN'S MOTION FOR LEAVE TO AMEND 
COMPLAINT IS PENDING 
Finally, Defendants' Motion To Dismiss should be denied where Fagen's Motion For Leave 
To File Amended Complaint is pending as submitted contemporaneously herewith. 
Fagen's proposed Amended Complaint seeks to add causes of action for breach of contract 
and quantum meruit against Defendant Exergy Development Group ofldaho, LLC only. 
Leave to file an amended complaint "shall be freely given when justice so requires." Rule 
15(a), I.R.C.P.; Wickstrom v. North Idaho College, 111 Idaho 450, 725 P.2d 155 (1986). 
There is no doubt that a breach of contract action between Fagen and Defendant Exergy 
Development Group ofldaho, LLC, or an alternative quantum meruit action, as sought to be alleged 
in the proposed Amended Complaint, state valid causes of action under the alleged facts and law. 
Allowance of the proposed Amended Complaint is proper and should be granted. Such will require 
denial of Defendants' Motion To Dismiss. 
CONCLUSION 
Based on the foregoing and entire records herein, Plaintiff Fagen respectfully requests the 
Court grant its Motion for Leave To File Amended Complaint; grant its Motion for Rule 56(f) 
Continuance; and/or deny Defendants' Motion To Dismiss as premature and lacking factual or legal 
support under the circumstances. 
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DATED this 5~fSeptember, 2013. 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, BUDGE & 
BAILEY, CHARTERED 
By:_(l~_..:._ 1 _ __::::, iL....:>o,... /J-~~1<......-1,<=-------~-----
~0DELL 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 6 ~[September, 2013, I served a true and correct 
copy of the above and foregoing document to the following person(s) as follows: 
Angelo L. Rosa 
1168 E. 1700 S. 
Salt Lake City, UT 84105 
Attorney for Exergy Development Group of 
Idaho, LLC; XR.G Development Partners, 
LLC; and Rogerson Flats Wind Park, LLC 
Richard L. Stacey 
Joe Meuleman 
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP, LLP 
755 W Front Street, Suite 200 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Attorneys for Defendant J. R. Simplot Self-
Declaration of Revocable Trust 
Paul Lion 
MORRISON & FOERSTER, LLP 
755 Page Mill Road 
Palo Alto, CA 94304-1018 
Attorney for Jack Ranch Wind Land 
Holdings, LLC 
[ V] V. S. Mail 
Postage Prepaid 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[ ~ Facsimile 
[ '-1" U.S. Mail 
Postage Prepaid 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[ vi Facsimile 
[ ...-] U.S. Mail 
Postage Prepaid 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[ "--j Facsimile 
J~D~ 
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John R. Goodell (ISB#: 2872) 
Daniel C. Green (ISB#: 3213) 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, 
BUDGE & BAILEY, CHARTERED 
P.O. Box 1391 





Attorneys for Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 






ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, LLC, ) 
an Idaho limited liability company; ) 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF) 
IDAHO, LLC, an Idaho limited liability) 
company; XRG DEVELOPMENT) 
PARTNERS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability) 
company; J. R. SIMPLOT ) 
SELF-DECLARATION OF REVOCABLE) 
TRUST, an Idaho revocable trust; and JACK) 
RANCH WIND LAND HOLDINGS, LLC, ) 
a Delaware limited liability company; and ) 





County of Bannock ) 
Case No. CV-2013-573 
AFFIDAVIT OF JOHN R. GOODELL IN 
SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR RULE 56(t) 
CONTINUANCE 
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JOHN R. GOODELL, being first duly sworn, deposes and states as follows: 
I. Your Affiant is a citizen of the United States, a resident of Bannock County, Idaho, 
of legal age, and competent to be a witness. I am an attorney licensed to practice law in the State of 
Idaho, and lead counsel of record for the Plaintiff herein. I hereby affirm the following facts and 
matters based on my personal knowledge. This Affidavit is submitted in support of Plaintiff Fagen' s 
Motion For Rule 56(f) Continuance filed herewith. 
2. Attached hereto as Exhibit "A" is the record of actions for Twin Falls County Case 
No. 2013-573 from the Idaho Supreme Court Data Repository. 
3. As the repository reflects, this case has only recently begun in earnest with 
Defendants Rogerson Flats Wind Park, LLC, Exergy Development Group ofldaho, L.L.C. and XRG 
Development Partners, LLC ( collectively "Defendants Exergy"), accepting service of the Complaint 
on August 5, 2013. 
4. This matter has not yet been set for trial, and a status conference hearing is set for 
September 9, 2013. 
5. Discovery in this matter is still open, and in fact, due to the early state of this 
litigation, has not yet begun. 
6. Defendants Exergy have filed an Omnibus Motion to Dismiss Complaint, which 
appears to allege factual matters outside the pleadings, but without affidavits or other admissible 
evidence in proper form. 
7. As discussed in Plaintiff's Motion for Rule 56(f) relief and its supporting 
Memorandum, the Motion to Dismiss should be treated as a motion for summary judgment. 
8. Plaintiff requires more time to begin and conduct discovery to properly prepare its 
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defense to the Defendants' motion before the motion is ruled upon by the Court. 
For example, Plaintiff seeks discovery regarding the following specific areas before being 
in a position to respond to motions to dismiss and/or for summary judgment, including but not 
limited to: 
• Facts regarding the authorization to Fagen to do work given by Defendant Exergy or its 
affiliated entities which did so; 
• Facts regarding the validity of the leases from the lessors to Defendant Exergy or affiliated 
entities; 
• Facts regarding knowledge, consent, and ratification by lessors for engineering work and 
improvements made for the various Wind Parks under the parties' contract; 
• Facts regarding representations made by Exergy to Fagan relative to control of the site and 
permission from lessors to proceed with engineering work and improvements for 
construction of the six (6) Wind Parks under the parties' contract; 
• Facts regarding the extent ofExergy' s interest in the real property upon which the wind parks 
were to be constructed; 
• Facts regarding the timeliness of the lien filed by Fagen; and 
• Facts regarding the value of the labor, materials and services provided by Fagen. 
The above areas are examples of factual areas for which discovery is now considered 
necessary, and illustrative, but not exhaustive. 
9. In addition, Plaintiff Fagen' s Motion For Leave To Amend Complaint and proposed 
First Amended Complaint are filed contemporaneous herewith. The proposed First Amended 
Complaint adds causes of action for breach of contract and quantum meruit against Defendant 
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Exergy Development Group ofldaho, L.L.C. 
The interests of judicial economy and avoiding unnecessary costs and expense ot the parties 
is supported by determining the Motion For Leave To Amend Complaint before any potential 
dispositive motions for any of the Defendants. 
FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SA YETH NAUGHT. 
DATEDthis €~ofSeptember,20I3. 
(SEAL) 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, BUDGE 
& BAILEY, CHARTERED 
By:~~ OHNRGOODELL 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me this s-~ of September, 2013. 
NOTARY PUBLIC FOR IDAHO 
Residing at: ~ocoJ. tilo I.- D 
My Commission Expires: d-;>-Co-d-0\\# 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the ( ~y of September, 2013, I served a true and correct 
copy of the above and foregoing document to the following person(s) as follows: 
Angelo L. Rosa 
1168 E. 1700 S. 
Salt Lake City, UT 84105 
Attorney for Exergy Development Group of 
Idaho, LLC; XRG Development Partners, 
LLC; and Rogerson Flats Wind Park, LLC 
Richard L. Stacey 
Joe Meuleman 
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP, LLP 
755 W Front Street, Suite 200 
Boise, Idaho 83 702 
Attorneys for Defendant J. R. Simplot Self-
Declaration of Revocable Trust 
Paul Lion 
MORRISON & FOERSTER, LLP 
755 Page Mill Road 
Palo Alto, CA 94304-1018 
Attorney for Jack Ranch Wind Land 
Holdings, LLC 
[ V] U. S. Mail 
Postage Prepaid 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[ v] Facsimile 
[ LI] U. S. Mail 
Postage Prepaid 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ /J Overnight Mail 
[ ] Facsimile 
[ V] U. S. Mail 
Postage Prepaid 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[ V] Facsimile 
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Idaho Repository - Case Number Result Page Page 1 of2 .. • Case Number Result Page 
Twin Falls 
1 Cases Found. 
• 
Fagen, Inc., A Minnesota Corporation vs. Rogerson Flats Wind Park, LLC, etal. 
,. CV-2013- Other Randy 
'"'ase:0000573 District Flied: 02/08/2013 Subtype: Claims Judge: ~taker Status: Pending 
Defendants:Exergy Development Group Of Idaho, LLC J.R. Simplot Self-Declaration 
Of Revocable Trust Jack Ranch Wind Land Holdings, Lie, A Delaware Lim 
John Does 1-10, Rogerson Flats Wind Park, LLC XRG Development 
Partners, LLC 
Plaintiffs:Fagen, Inc., A Minnesota Corporation 
Pen~ing Date/Time Judge Type of Hearing 
heanngs: 




02/08/2013 New case Flied-Other Claims 
0210812013 Plaintiff: Fagen, Inc., A Minnesota Corporation 
Appearance John R Goodell 
Filing: A - All Initial civil case filings of any type not 
listed In categories B-H, or the other A listings 
0210812013 below Paid by: Racine, Olson, Nye, Budge & Bailey 
Receipt number: 1303241 Dated: 2/8/2013 
Amount: $96.00 (Check) For: Fagen, Inc., A 
Minnesota Corporation (plaintiff) 
02/08/2013 Complaint Flied 
02/08/2013 Summons Issued 
Filing: I1 - Initial Appearance by persons other 
than the plaintiff or petitioner Paid by: Meuleman 
Mollerup Receipt number: 1316154 Dated: 
06/2412013 6/24/2013 Amount: $66.00 (Check) For: J.R. 
Simplot Self-Declaration Of Revocable Trust 
(defendant) 
06/24/2013 Notice Of Appearance 
0612512013 Defendant: J.R. Simplot Self-Declaration Of 
Revocable Trust Appearance Richard L Stacey 
06/27/2013 Acceptance Of Service 
08/02/2013 Hearing Scheduled (Status 09/09/2013 10:00 AM) 
08/02/2013 Notice Of Hearing 
08/05/2013 Acceptance Of Service 
08/05/2013 Plaintiff's Notice of FIiing of Acceptance of Service 
08/07/2013 Acceptance Of Service 
08/07/2013 Plaintiff's Notice of FIiing of Acceptance of Service 
08/07/2013 Notice Of Hearing 
0811312013 J.R. Simplot Self-Declaration of Revocable Trust's 
Notice of Intent to Appear by Telephone 
09/03/2013 Filing: 11 - Initial Appearance by persons other EXHIBIT 
than the plaintiff or petitioner Paid by: Angelo L. I A 
Rosa Receipt number: 1322337 Dated: 9/3/2013 
Amount: $66.00 (Credit card) For: Exergy __ __,.__ __ 
Development Group Of Idaho, LLC (defendant), 
https://www.idcourts.us/repository/caseNumberResults.do 9/5/2013 
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I I 1 II • Rogerson Flats Wind Park, LLC (defendant) and 
XRG Development Partners, LLC (defendant) 
• 
Filing: Technology Cost - CC Paid by: Angelo L. 
Rosa Receipt number: 1322337 Dated: 9/3/2013 
0910312013 Amount: $3.00 (Credit card) For: Exergy 
Development Group Of Idaho, LLC (defendant), 
Rogerson Flats Wind Park, LLC (defendant) and 
XRG Development Partners, LLC (defendant) 
09/03/2013 Notice Of Appearance 
0910412013 Defendant: Rogerson Flats Wind Park, LLC 
Appearance Angelo L Rosa 
0910412013 Defendant: Exergy Development Group Of Idaho, 
LLC Appearance Angelo L Rosa 
0910412013 Defendant: XRG Development Partners, LLC 
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Angelo L. Rosa (ISB No. 7546) 
1168E.1700 S. 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84105 
Telephone: (801) 440-4400 
Fax: (801) 415-1773 
Attorney for Defendants 
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ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, l.LC, EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, 
L.L.C. and XRG DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS, LLC 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF 1WIN FALLS 










ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, ) 
LLC, an 
Idaho limited liability company; 
EXERGYDEVELOPMENTGROUPOF 
IDAHO, LLC, an Idaho limited liability 
company; XRG DEVELOPMENT 
PARTNERS, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; J. R. SIMPLOT SELF-
DECLARATION OF) REVOCABLE 
TRUST, an Idaho revocable) trust; and 














Case No. CV2013-573 
OMNIBUS MOTIONTODISMISS 
COMPLAINf 
[I.R.C.P. 12(b)(6), 12(bX8)] 
COME NOW Defendants ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, LLC, EXERGY 
DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, L.L.C. andXRG DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS, LLC 
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( collectively, "Moving Defendants"), by and through their counsel of record, Angelo L. Rosa, 
Esq. and hereby move this Honorable Court pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 12(b) for 
an Order dismissing the Complaint as to all Defendants. 
Good cause exists to grant the relief requested for the following reasons: 
1. The lien that Plaintiff seeks to foreclose upon is invalid because of the following 
incurable defects: 
a. The Claim of Lien was recorded but never filed as required by Idaho Code 
Section 45-507(1); 
b. Even if the date of recordation was considered a date of"filing", this 
action was not timely filed within six ( 6) months of the such date as required by 
Idaho Code Section45-510; and 
c. There is no allegation pled in the Complaint that Plaintiff's Claim of Lien 
was timely served upon the landowner and landlord in question, J .R. Simplot 
Self-Declaration of Revocable Trust, as required by Idaho Code Section 45-
507( 5). 
2. Plaintiff has attempted to lien a greater interest than it is entitled to. Under Idaho 
law, a prospective lienholder may only attach the interest to which the obligor-party is 
entitled Here, neither Owner nor lessee RogersonFlats Wind Park, LLC ("Lessee") 
were parties to any agreement between Plaintiff and certain of the Moving Defendants, 
nor did they direct Plaintiff to undertake any such matters. Plaintiff cannot reach to the 
fee interest held by Owner or the leasehold interest held by Lessee. Moreover, Plaintiff's 
contract was with Exergy Development Group ofldaho, L.L.C., which does hold any 
interest in the real property that is liened. XRG Development Partners, LLC was not a 
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party to the agreement with Plaintiff and has no interest in the property. Finally, the only 
lessee of the property, RogersonFlats Wind Park, LLC was not a party to the contract 
between Exergy Development Group of Idaho, L.L.C. Plaintiff therefore has no 
legitimate property interest to foreclose. 
3. There is an ongoing dispute involving Plaintiff's and certain of the Moving 
Defendants pending before the United States District Court for the District of Minnesota. 
Many of the issues in that matter embrace the facts and legal issues in this proceeding, 
including the security interests that Plaintiff may purport to have over the Moving 
Defendants' assets. The federal lawsuit pre-dates the present action and is a more 
appropriateforumfortheadjudicationofsuchissues. UnderI.R.C.P.12(bX8),dismissal 
i~arranted. 
This Motion is not filed for any frivolous or improper purpose and its based upon this 
Motion, the Memorandum of Points and Authorities filed concurrently herewith, the pleadings 
and papers on file with the Court, and such other an further documentary and/or testimonial 
evidence that may be presented prior to or at the hearing on this Motion. 
Oral argument is requested. 
DATED: 18 August 2013 ANGELO L. ROSA, ESQ. 
Angelo L. Rosa 
Attorney for Moving Defendants 
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Angelo L. Rosa (ISB No. 7546) 
1168E.1700S. 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84105 
Telephone: (801) 440-4400 
Fax: (801) 415-1773 
Attorney for Defendants 
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ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, ILC, EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, 
L.L.C. and XRG DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS, LLC 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTII JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF 1WIN FALLS 










ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, ) 
LLC, an 
Idaho limited liability company; 
EXERGYDEVELOPMENTGROUPOF 
IDAHO, LLC, an Idaho limited liability 
company; XRG DEVELOPMENT 
PAR1NERS, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company, J. R SIMPLOT SELF-
DECLARATION OF) REVOCABLE 
TRUST, an Idaho revocable) trust; and 














Case No. CV2013-573 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
OMNIBUSMOTIONTODISMISS 
COMPLAINT 
COME NOW Defendants ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, LLC, EXERGY 
DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, L.L.C. andXRG DEVELOPMENT PAR1NERS, LLC 
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( collectively, "Moving Defendants"), by and through their counsel of record, Angelo L. Rosa, 




Plaintiff's Complaint to foreclose upon its Claim of Lien should be dismissed as to all 
Defendants. There are three reasons for this: First, the lien in question is defective in that ( a) the 
Claim of Lien was recorded but never filed as required by Idaho Code Section 45-507( 1 ); (b) 
even if the date of recordation was considered a date of"filing", this action was not timely filed 
within six (6) months of the such date as required by Idaho Code Section 45-510, thereby 
depriving this Court of jurisdiction to entertain any request for foreclosure; and ( c) there is no 
allegation pled in the Complaint that Plaintiff's Claim of Lien was timely served upon the 
landowner and landlord in question, J.R. Simplot Self-Declaration of Revocable Trust ("Owner'') 
as required by Idaho Code Section 45-507(5). Second, even if the lien were not defective, 
Owner and lessee RogersonFlats Wind Park, LLC ("Lessee")were neither parties to any 
agreement with Plaintiff nor did they directPlaintifI to undertake any such matters. Plaintiff 
cannot reach to the fee interest held by Owner or the leasehold interest held by Lessee. 
Furthermore, Plaintiff's contract was with Exergy Development Group ofldaho, L.L.C., which 
does hold any interest in the real property that is liened. XRG Development Partners, LLC was 
not a party to the agreement with Plaintiff and has no interest in the property. 'Ihird, there is an 
ongoingdispute involving Plaintiff's and certain of the Moving Defendants pending before the 
United States District Court for the District of Minnesota. Many of the issues in that matter 
embrace the facts and legal issues in this proceeding, including the security interests that Plaintiff 
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present action and is a more appropriate forum for the adjudication of such issues. Thus, as a 
matteroflaw, Plaintiff's Complaint fails to state a claim for lien foreclosure upon which relief 
can be granted and, given the expiration of the statutory deadline and the pendency of the federal 
actionreferencedherein, granting leave to amend would be wholly improper. 
II. 
STATEMENTOFRELEVANTFACTS 
In or around December201 l, Plaintiff and Defendant Exergy Development Group of 
Idaho entered into an Engineering,ProcurementandConstruction Agreement for the provisions 
of engineering andconstruction services to be petformed by Plaintiff. See Complaint at 12. The 
objective of these services was to complete design and construct a wind energy facility. Both 
Plaintiff and Defendant are experienced in the development, design, and construction of such 
facilities. The services that Plaintiff provided did not follow a traditional ( or previously 
employed) schedule or methodology. Given the unique attributes of the project, bothPlaintiff 
andDefendant Exergy Development Group ofldaho agreed it was appropriate to demonstrate 
continuous construction from beginning to completion. Plaintiff structured the schedule of 
services to be tendered over a longer period of time than is typical for such a project. This 
modification was abused by Plaintiff in that the work undertaken was repetitive, arbitrary,and 
compulsory activities that became abusive of the parties' intent. The land upon which Plaintiff's 
services were rendered is, and all times relevant hereto, was owned by Defendant J .R. Simplot 
Self-Declaration ofRevocable Trust. See id at 1 11. The land was, in part, leased to Defendant 
RogersonFlats Wind Park, ILC. See id at 1 5. At no time relevant to this action did the 
Exergy-named Defendants hold any interest in the properties in question. 
Plaintiff's rendering of substantive improvements upon the property in general ended 
prior to the alleged end date of 31 July 2012. Little to no actual modificationorimprovement to 
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the property was performed at the end of Plaintiff's period of work On or about 3 August 2012, 
Plaintiff recorded (but did not file) a Claim of Lien against the property in question, See id at 
Exhibit 1. The language of the Claim of Lien states that the lien is to secure payment "for labor 
performed, materials furnished, and/ or provision of engineering, procurement, construction and 
other services and supply of materials and equipment." The Complaint states that this 
monumental amountis ''The reasonable value of the benefit to the Property is equivalent to the 
labor, materials, andl services supplied by Fagen as the amount due stated in its Claim of Lien." 
See Complaint at, 16. Moving Defendants contend that the total cost of services rendered by 
Plaintiff is far less than the amount identified on the Claim of Lien and that the work undertaken 
by Plaintiff may have been substandard and therefore degraded the property rather than 
improved it. By operation of Idaho Code Section 45-507, the ninety (90)-day deadline for 
amendingPlaintiff' s Claim of Lien has since expired. No such amendments are referenced in 
Plaintiff'!Complaint. See id. at,, 49-52. Plaintifff'lled anumber other Claimsoflienin 
this and other counties in the State of Idaho, to foreclose upon 1he same lien for identical or 
similar am omits, yet concerning distinct and differentproperties. 
The six-month deadline for filing a foreclosure action ran on 7 February 2013. On or 
about 8 February 2013, more than six months after the filing ofits Claim of Lien, Plaintiff filed 
the present action. Plaintiff has filed five (5) other lawsuits in this and other counties in the State 
ofldaho, to foreclose upon the same orsimilar liens. 
Ill. 
STATEMENTOFAPPLICABLELEGALSTANDARD 
A. Standard for Motion to Dismiss 
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 12(b) sets forth the standard upon which a motion to 
dismiss may be properly granted and states, in pertinent part: 
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"Every defense, in law or fact, to a claim for relief in any pleading, whether a 
claim, counterclaim, cross-claim or third-party claim, shall be asserted in the 
responsive pleading thereto if one is required, except that the following defenses 
shall be made by motion: (1) lackofjurisdictionoverthe subject matter, (2)lack 
of jurisdiction over the person, (3) improper venue, ( 4) insufficiency of process, 
( 5) insufficiency of service of process, (6) failure to state a claim upon which 
relief can be granted, (7) failure to join an indispensable party, (8)another 
action pending between the same parties for the same cause. If a pleading sets 
forth a claim for relief to which the adverse party is not required to serve a 
responsive pleading, the adverse party may assert at the trial any defense in law or 
fact to that claim for relief." 
I.R.C.P.12(b Xboldfaceemphasisadded). 
B. StandardforOaimingMateriahnen'slien. 
Idaho Code Sections 45-501 and 45-505 identify the right to assert a materialmen' s lien 
and the property interest that may be lawfully attached. Idaho Code Section 45-501 states: 
"RIGHT TO LIEN. Every person performing labor upon, or furnishing 
materials to be used in the construction, alteration or repair of any mining claim, 
building, wharf, bridge, ditch, dike, flume, tunnel, fence, machinery, railroad, 
wagon road, aqueduct to create hydraulic power, or any other structure, or who 
grades, fills in, levels, surfaces or otherwise improves any land, or who 
performs labor in any mine or mining claim, and every professional engineer or 
licensed surveyor under contract who prepares orfumishesdesigns, plans, plats, 
maps,specifications,drawings,surveys,estimatesofcost,on-siteobservation 
orsupervision,orwhorendersanyotherprofessionalservicewhatsoeverfor 
which he is legally authorized to perform in connection with any land or 
building development or improvement, or to establish boundaries, has a lien 
upon the same for the work or labor done or professional services or 
materialsfurnished, whether done or furnished at the instance of the owner 
of the building or other improvement or his agent. .. " 
Idaho Code§ 45-501 (boldfaceemphasisadded). Further, Idaho Code Section45-505 
states, in pertinent part: 
"LAND SUBJECT TO UEN. The land upon which or in connection with which 
any professional services are performed or any building, improvement or structure 
is constructed, together with a convenient space about the same, or so much as 
may be required for the convenient use and occupation thereof .. . for the same, 
the land belonged to the person who caused said professional services to be 
performed or said building, improvement or structure to be constructed, 
altered or repaired, or such person was acting as the agent of the owner, but 
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if such person owns less than a fee simple estate in such land, then only the 
interest of the person or persons causing the services or bnprovement therein 
issubjecttosuchlien." 
Idaho Code § 45-505 (boldface emphasis added). Idaho Code Section 45-507 defines the 
procedure for asserting a claim oflien and states: 
"CLAIM OF LIEN. ( 1) Any person claiming a lien pursuant to the provisions 
of this chapter must file a claim for record with the county recorder for the 
county in which such property or some part thereof is situated .. 
(2) The claim shall be filed within ninety (90) days after the completion of the 
labor or services, or furnishing of materials. 
(3) The claim shall contain: 
(a) A statement of his demand, after deducting all just credits and offsets; 
(b) The name of the owner, or reputed owner, if known; 
( c) The name of the person by whom he was employed or to whom he furnished 
thematerials;and 
(d) A description of the property to be charged with the lien, sufficient for 
identification. 
( 4) Such claim must be verified by the oath of the claimant., his agent or attorney, 
to the effect that the affiant believes the same to be just. 
(5) A true and correct copy of the claim of lien shall be served on the owner 
or reputed owner of the property either by delivering a copy thereof to the 
owner or reputed owner personally or by mailing a copy thereof by certified 
mail to the owner or reputed owner at his last known address. Such delivery 
or mailing shall be made no later than five (5) business days followingthe 
filing of said claim of lien." 
Idaho Code § 45-507 (boldface emphasis added). Finally, Idaho Code Section 45-510 states: 
"DURATION OF LIEN. No lien provided for in this chapter binds any 
building,miningclaim, improvementorstructurefor a longer period than 
six (6) months after the clabn has been tiled, unless proceedings be commenced 
in a proper court within that time to enforce such lien; or unless a payment on 
account is made, or extension of credit given with expiration date thereof: and 
such payment or credit and expiration date, is endorsed on the record of the lien, 
then six ( 6) months after the date of such payment or expiration of extension ... " 
Idaho Code § 45-510 (boldface emphasis added). 
IV. 
ARGUMENT 
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The relief requested by Moving Defendants must be granted for three reasons: First, the 
lien in question is defective and cannot be cured, thereby prohibiting Plaintiff from foreclosing 
upon its purported interest. Second, assuming arguendo that a valid lien existed ( and none does 
exist), no recourse can be had against Owner because the work in question was not done at the 
instance ordirectionofOwnerorits agents. Plaintiff'sonly recourse would possibly beagainst 
Lessee, except that Lessee was not a party to the agreement with Plaintiff either. Third, because 
there is another matter between Plaintiff and the Exergy Defendants in federal court that pre-
dates the present action, there is a procedural ground for dismissing this action. 
A. Plaintiff's lienisDef ective and Void as a Matter of Law. 
Plaintiff's Claim of Lien is defective on three (3) independent bases, each of which 
separately mandates that this Court deny any request for foreclosure. 
1. PlaintiffNever"Filed" itsOaim of lien as Required by §45-507(1). 
Idaho Code Section 45-507(1) measures the date of accrual of a cause of action for 
foreclosure as measured from the date of"filing". Here, Plaintiff did not file its Claim of Lien, 
but instead recorded it with the Twin Falls County Recorder. This is a critical distinction. The 
Idaho Attorney General's Recorder's Law Manual, illustrates this distinction: 
"While the Idaho Code does not specifically define the concept of 
"recording," it has traditionally been differentiated trom "filing" based upon 
the conceptthat the original documentiseither transcribed or copied, and 
then returned to the requesting depositor, with the recorder being the 
custodian of the copy. Idaho Code § 31-2402 states that the recorder shall 
"record separately, in large and well-bound separate books or through approved 
electronic storage systems, in legible handwriting, typewriting, photographic 
reproduction," the recordable documents. The Idaho courts have made the 
following comments about recording: 
To record an instrument means to transcribe it, repeat it, or recite it 
in a book of record kept for the purpose of perpetuating the terms 
and recitals contained in the instrument or document so recorded. 
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Lincoln Cnty. vs. Twin Falls Land Co., 23 Idaho 433, 130 P. 788 (1913)." 
See Idaho Recorder's Law Manual, § I(B )(3), at p. 2. Plaintiff recorded its Claim of Lien, but it 
did not file that Claim of Lien. As such, it cannot assert a claim on an instrument that it failed to 
properly file. Because the Claim of Lien was not timely filed, it is void. 
2. Plaintiff Filed the Present Action After the Six-MonthUmitations 
Period Defined in Idaho Code§ 45-510 Lapsed. 
Plaintiff recorded its Claim of Lien on 8 August 2013. Even assuming that such a 
recordation constituted a "filing" under Idaho Code Section 45-507(1), Plaintiff failed to 
foreclose its Claim of Lien within the statutory six ( 6) month period following recordation. 
The computation of time under Idaho law is governed by three guiding principles: (1) 
UnderidahoCodeSection45-510,anactionmustbecommencedwithinsix(6)monthsafterthe 
claim has been filed. Idaho Code§ 45-510. (2) Under Idaho Code Section 73-114, which defines 
statutory terms, ""Month" means a calendar month, unless otherwise expressed." Idaho Code § 
73-114(2Xb ). (3) A calendar month, as the name suggests, consists of "the period of time 
running from the beginning of a certain numbered day up to, but not including, the 
corresponding numbered day of the next month, and ifthere is not a sufficient number of days in 
the next month, then up to and including the last day of that month." 74 Am.Jur. 2d Time § 8 
(2012).1 By operation of these provisions, the last day to file the present Action was 7 February 
2013. Instead, the present action was filed on 8 February 2013: one day afterthelimitations 
periodlapsed. There are no facts pied in the Complaint that permit computation of the Claim of 
Lien from a later date. Failure to commence suit within the time period mandated by Idaho Code 
Section 45-510 bars this Court from adjudicating the lien. In plain terms, Plaintiff is too late. 
1 This principal is well established in Idaho law. See, e.g. Idaho Code § 34-116 (stating "In 
computing time for any act to be done before any election, the first day shall be included and 
the last, or election day, shall be excluded ... '')(boldface emphasis added). 
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3. Plaintiff Fails to Affirmatively Show that the Qaim of Lien was 
Served in Conformity with Idaho Code§ 45-507(5). 
Plaintiff alleges in its Complaint that "True and correct copies of Fagen's Claim of Lien 
weretimelyservedbycertified mailingonDefendants." See Complaintat,r 17. IdahoCode 
Section 45-507( 5) requires that "Such delivery or mailing shall be made no later than five ( 5) 
business days following the filing of said claim of lien." No proof of service or allegation is 
made that service was performed within the statutory timeframein this action. This primafacie 
failure to affirmatively show compliance with the service requirement gives this Court with an 
independent basis for dismissing Plaintiff's Complaint 
R Plaintiff's Work was Not Done at the Instance of Owner or the Lessee and is 
Therefore Not lienable. 
Idaho Code Sections 45-501 and 45-505 clearly states that alienable interest exist if the 
land belonged to the person who caused said professional services to be performed or said 
building, improvement or structure to be constructed, altered or repaired, or such person was 
acting as the agent of the owner. Here, Owner did not order any such work to be done, nor did 
the Lessee. Further, Idaho Code Section 45-505 states that "if such person owns less than a fee 
simple estate in such land, then only the interest of the person or persons causing the services or 
improvement therein is su~ect to such lien." Thus, in order for a valid lien to exist against the 
property, the improvement must have been requested by the owner of the property. GemState 
LumberCo. v. UnionGrain&ElevatorCo., 47Idaho747, 278P. 775, 776(1929). There are no 
facts alleged in the Complaint that indicate the work undertaken by Plaintiff was done at the 
instance of the owner of the properties in question. This is because the owner did not order the 
work undertaken by Plaintiff. Furthermore, no agency relationship between Owner and the 
Moving Defendants existed to allow Plaintiff to claim a lien against the property. An owner's 
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mere knowledge or acquiescence in the improvements on property is insufficient to justify a lien 
thereupon. Idaho Lumber, Inc. v. Buck, 109 Idaho 737, 741, 710 P.2d 647, 651 (1985). Further, 
if a contract merely gives a vendee the right to make the improvements, but does not give the 
owner the right to require a particular improvement, the work is not done at the "instance" of the 
owner. Id. at 742, 652. Knowledge that the improvements were taking place ( as is the case here) 
where a vendee has complete control over the work to be done similarly bars a lien on the 
property. Id at 740, 650. Plaintiff's assertion of a purported right to lien the properties in 
question is contracy to the statutory law and appellate guidance on this issue. Accordingly, this 
is a separate basis for dismissing Plaintiff's claim for lien foreclosure on jurisdictional grounds. 
C A Pre-Existing Federal Action Between Plaintiff and Defendant Exergy 
Development Group of Idaho, LLC. Precludes an Adjudication of this 
Matter. 
As stated above, there is a federal action pending in the United States District Court for 
the District of Minnesota, many of the issues in that matter embrace the causes of action in this 




For the foregoing reasons, the Moving Defendants respectfully submit that this 
Honorable Court should dismiss Plaintiff's Complaint without leave to amend. 
DATED: 18August2013 ANGELO L. ROSA, ESQ. 
Angelo L. Rosa 
Attorney for Moving Defendants 
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County Courthouse, 427 Shoshone Street N, Twin Falls, Idaho 83303 before the Hon. Randy J. 
Stoker, District Judge, on Monday, October 21, 2013, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., or as soon thereafter 
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PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that the Omnibus Motion to Dismiss filed by Defendants 
ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, LLC, EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, 
L.L.C. and XRG DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS, LLC, by and through their comsel of record, 
Angelo L. Rosa, will be heard by the Honorable Randy J. Stoker of the above-captioned court on 
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PLAINTIFF FAGEN, INC.'S 
MEMORANDUM OPPOSING 
DEFENDANTS' OMNIBUS MOTION TO 
DISMISS COMPLAINT 
COMES NOW Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. ("Fagen"), by and through counsel of record, and hereby 
submits this Memorandum Opposing Defendants Rogerson Flats Wind Park, LLC's, Exergy 
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Development Group of Idaho, L.L.C.'s, and XRG Development Partners, LLC's (collectively 
"Exergy") Omnibus Motion to Dismiss Complaint (motion to dismiss) filed herein. 
INTRODUCTION 
Exergy's motion to dismiss is without merit and/or premature and should be denied for one 
or more of the following reasons: 
The initial Complaint clearly states a valid cause of action for foreclosure of Fagen's 
mechanic's lien against all Defendants who, based on information and belief, do or may claim an 
interest in the real property involved. Since only the face of the Complaint is considered in ruling 
on a motion to dismiss, the Court need look no further in summarily denying Exergy' s motion to 
dismiss in its entirety. 
In addition, Fagen's pending Motion For Leave To Amend Complaint, which seeks to add 
additional causes of action for breach of contract and quantum meruit against Exergy Development 
Group of Idaho, L.L.C. only, should be determined before Exergy's motion to dismiss as a 
procedural matter, since the latter is in the nature of a dispositive motion. 
In addition, Fagen's Motion For Rule 56(t) Continuance is pending and should be addressed 
before Exergy's motion to dismiss or any other dispositive motion. Fagen submits that Exergy's 
motion is in effect a motion for summary judgment, since matters are asserted outside the pleadings 
(albeit without evidentiary support). Since discovery had not occurred, Fagen is entitled to an 
opportunity to do so before dispositive motions are raised. 
Exergy' s motion to dismiss and briefing assert arguments and/or factual allegations contrary 
to what is stated on the face of Fagen' s Complaint, but lack supporting affidavits or other evidentiary 
support. They also go to the merits. They should be raised by a motion for summary judgment and, 
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as a matter of timing, only after a reasonable opportunity for discovery, which has not yet occurred. 
They are premature and procedurally inappropriate now. 
In addition, Exergy's motion to dismiss alleging "defects" in Fagen's lien claim recording, 
filing, notice or service, or lack of basis for liening the fee interests of the Landowners, are without 
merit. Such are also prematurely raised on a motion to dismiss, and should be deferred to a later 
time after a reasonable time for discovery has occurred, as challenges on the merits. 
In addition, Exergy' s motion to dismiss based on IRCP Rule 12(b )(8) is without merit. Only 
the Idaho court has jurisdiction to foreclose a mechanic's lien claim where the real property involved 
is located. The Minnesota court has no such jurisdiction. The fact that another lawsuit is pending 
in Minnesota between Fagen and Exergy, relating to a completely different wind park located in 
Minnesota, has nothing to do with the wind parks located in Idaho. Each of the several wind park 
disputes must be adjudicated in the state where located to the extent a mechanic's lien foreclosure 
action is stated. It is not the "same cause" being litigated in the Idaho suits versus the Minnesota 
suits since different wind parks are at issue. Thus Rule 12(b)(8) does not apply. 
ARGUMENT 
I. EXERGY'S MOTION TO DISMISS BASED ON IRCP RULE 
12(b)(6) FOR "FAILURE TO STATE A CLAIM" SHOULD BE 
DENIED BECAUSE THE COMPLAINT STATES A VALID 
MECHANIC'S LIEN FORECLOSURE ACTION 
Exergy' s motion to dismiss based on IRCP Rule 12(b )( 6) for "failure to state a claim upon 
which relief can be granted" should be denied. Fagen's initial Complaint states a valid cause of 
action for mechanic's lien foreclosure on its face. 
The standard of review of a motion to dismiss for failure to state a claim is well settled. The 
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only acts which a court may properly consider on a motion to dismiss for failure to state a claim are 
those appearing in the complaint, supplemented by those facts of which the court may properly take 
judicial notice. Hellickson v. Jenkins, 118 Idaho 273, 796 P.2d 150 (Ct. App. 1990). 
In addition, a party opposing a motion to dismiss is entitled to have all inferences from the 
record viewed in his favor and only then may the question be asked whether a claim for relief has 
been stated. Miles v. Idaho Power Co., 116 Idaho 635, 778, 757 (1989). 
For a complaint to be dismissed under Rule 12(b)(6) for failure to state a claim, it must 
appear beyond doubt that the plaintiff can prove no set of facts in support of his claim which would 
entitle him to relief; therefore where there were genuine issues of material fact presented, the trial 
court was correct in not granting summary judgment. Ernst v. Hemenway & Moser Co., 120 941, 
821 P2d 996 (Ct. App. 1991). 
Here, Exergy makes no request for this Court to take judicial notice of any facts. Thus the 
Court herein need only look to the allegations stated on the face ofFagen's Complaint to ascertain 
whether a cause of action is stated. Such allegations clearly state a cause of action for mechanic's 
lien foreclosure against all the Defendants who, on information and belief, claim or may claim an 
interest in the real property at issue. On such basis, standing alone, Exergy' s motion based on 
Rule 12(b )( 6) should be denied. 
The same is true with respect to the additional causes of action for breach of contract and 
quantum meruit Fagen seeks to add against Defendant Exergy Development Group ofldaho, LLC 
under its proposed Amended Complaint. Assuming the Amended Complaint is allowed, the causes 
of action for breach of contract and quantum meruit also state valid causes which are not subject to 
dismissal under Rule 12(b)(6). 
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II. EXERGY'S MOTION TO DISMISS SHOULD BE DENIED 
BECAUSE FAGEN'S MOTION FOR LEAVE TO AMEND 
COMPLAINT ADDS VALID CAUSES OF ACTION FOR 
BREACH OF CONTRACT AND QUANTUM MERUIT 
Fagen has a pending Motion for Leave to Amend Complaint to add alternative causes of 
action against Defendant Exergy Development Group ofldaho, LLC only. Such state valid causes 
of action against that Defendant on the face of the Complaint, based on the contract entered with 
Fagen. What is stated above relative to the lien foreclosure claim is also true with regard to the 
additional breach of contract and quantum meruit claims against said Defendant. There is no basis 
to dismiss such claims under Rule 12(b)(6). Fagen's Motion For Leave To Amend Complaint 
should be granted. Such Amended Complaint also provides the basis to deny Exergy' s motion to 
dismiss for reasons stated in Part I above. 
III. IF EXERGY'S MOTION IS TREATED AS A MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT, IT SHOULD BE DENIED OR 
CONTINUED BECAUSE OF FAGEN'S MOTION FOR RULE 
56(t) CONTINUANCE 
Exergy' s motion to dismiss, if considered a motion for summary judgment, is premature 
where no discovery has occurred. Thus Fagen's Motion For Rule 56(f) filed herein should be 
granted to allow a reasonable time for discovery, which has not occurred. 
Rule 12(b)(6) also provides: 
"If , on a motion asserting the defense numbered ( 6) to dismiss for 
failure of the pleading to state a claim upon which relief can be 
granted, matters outside the pleadings are presented to and not 
excluded by the court, the motion shall be treated as one for summary 
judgment and disposed of as provided in Rule 56, and all parties shall 
be given reasonable opportunity to present all material made pertinent 
to such motion by Rule 56." 
Rule 56(f) provides that a "court may refuse the application for judgment or may order a 
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continuance to permit affidavits to be obtained or depositions to be taken or discovery to be had or 
may make such other order as is just." 
Rule 56(f) is intended to ensure that a non-moving party has adequate time to conduct 
necessary discovery, and it should be liberally construed to secure the just, speedy and inexpensive 
determination of every action and proceeding. Boise Mode, LLC v. Donahoe Pace & Partners Ltd, 
294 P.3d 1111 (Idaho 2013); Doe v. Garcia, 126 Idaho 1036, 895 P.2d 1229 (Ct. App. 1995). 
The Affidavit of John R. Goodell In Support of Motion For Rule 56(f) Continuance 
("Goodell Affidavit") complies with the rule in setting forth reasons and subject matters for which 
discovery needs exist before Fagen should be called upon to respond to multiple factual and/or 
arguments asserted by Exergy challenging the validity ofFagen's lien. They include: 
• Facts regarding the authorization to Fagen to do work given by Defendant 
Exergy or its affiliated entities which did so; 
• Facts regarding the validity of the leases from the lessors to Defendant 
Exergy or affiliated entities; 
• Facts regarding knowledge, consent, and ratification by lessors for 
engineering work and improvements made for the various Wind Parks under 
the parties' contract; 
• Facts regarding representations made by Exergy to Fagan relative to control 
of the site and permission from lessors to proceed with engineering work and 
improvements for construction of the six (6) Wind Parks under the parties' 
contract; 
• Facts regarding the extent of Exergy's interest in the real property upon 
which the wind parks were to be constructed; and 
• Facts regarding the timeliness of the lien filed by Fagen; 
The above areas are examples of factual areas for which discovery is now considered 
necessary, and illustrative, but not exhaustive. 
Goodell Affidavit, p. 3. 
Failure to allow a reasonable time for discovery is an abuse of discretion. See Doe v. Garcia, 
supra. 
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Here, no discovery has yet occurred. The Defendants have only recently entered their 
appearances or, in Exergy's case, filed its motion to dismiss as a responsive pleading. 
IV. IF EXERGY'S MOTION TO DISMISS IS TREATED AS A 
MOTIONFORSUMMARYJUDGMENTUNDERIRCPRULE 
56, THEN IS SHOULD BE DENIED BECAUSE THERE IS NO 
ADMISSIBLE EVIDENCE PROVIDING AN EVIDENTIARY 
RECORD TO SUPPORT ITS UNSUPPORTED ASSERTIONS 
OF PURPORTED "FACTS" 
Exergy' s motion to dismiss should be denied not only because it purports to assert and rely 
on "facts" outside the pleadings, but for the additional reason that such "facts" lack evidentiary 
support in the record. Exergy supplies no affidavits, depositions, or other evidentiary basis in 
support of its motion to dismiss and memorandum. Absent evidentiary support, such alleged "facts" 
constitute mere "argument." 
In Hellickson, the Court of Appeals stated that if a trial court considers factual allegations 
outside the pleadings on a motion pursuant to Rule 12(b)(6), it errs ifit fails to convert the motion 
to one for summary judgment. 
Where a trial court considered affidavits filed in opposition to a motion to dismiss for failure 
to state a claim, the motion was converted to a motion for summary judgment. Glaze v. 
Deffenbaugh, 144 Idaho 829, 172 P .3d 1104 (2007). 
For example, Exergy' s "Statement of Relevant Facts" portion ofits supporting Memorandum 
alleges "facts" purporting to explain the relationship between Fagen and one or more Defendants; 
the quality, type, and value of work performed on the property; the timing when such work occurred. 
Exergy Memorandum, p. 3. Further, Exergy's Memorandum alleges as "fact" that the owner and 
its agent or lessee did not order professional services to be performed on the property. Id at p. 9. 
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However, such allegations of"fact" are not stated in the Complaint. Exergy submits no affidavits 
alleging such "facts." Such "facts" are nowhere located or supported by admissible evidence in the 
record before the Court. Evidentiary support for such allegations of "fact" are lacking; are mere 
argument; and must be disregarded. 
Even assuming arguendo Exergy had supplied admissible evidence in support of its alleged 
"facts," which is lacking, Fagen is still entitled to a reasonable opportunity for discovery, to oppose 
what is in such circumstances a motion for summary judgment under Rule 56, not a motion to 
dismiss under Rule l 2(b )( 6). 
Frankly, Exergy appears confused about the standards and/or necessity for admissible 
evidence being established by the records as between a motion to dismiss for failure to state a claim 
as compared to a motion for summary judgment. Such is underscored by Exergy' s several arguments 
challenging the validity of Fagen's lien claim on the substantive merits, relying on its version of 
alleged "facts" not established by the existing evidentiary record. Such challenges may be properly 
and timely raised by a motion for summary judgment, after a reasonable opportunity for discovery 
is afforded Fagen, but are premature at the current time. 
Fagen submits these challenges are prematurely raised now in view ofits Motion For Leave 
To Amend Complaint and Motion for Rule 56(f) Continuance, which should be addressed as 
procedural matters first; a reasonable time for discovery allowed; and then raised by Exergy at a 
subsequent time under a motion for summary judgment, if raised at all. 
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V. EXERGY'S ARGUMENTS CHALLENGING THE VALIDITY 
OF FAGEN'S LIEN CLAIM ARE WITHOUT MERIT 
Fagen responds here to Exergy's arguments challenging the validity of Fagen's lien claim 
given uncertainty as to the Court's handling of the conflicting procedural motions and posture of the 
case. Such arguments are also without merit, and should be denied, or continued to a summary 
judgment motion hearing after discovery has occurred. Nonetheless, such arguments are briefly 
addressed below. 
A. Fagen's Lien Was Properly "Filed" By 
"Recording" It In The County Recorder's Office: 
In what must be acknowledged as a most novel argument not previously encountered in 30+ 
years of Idaho mechanic's lien foreclosure litigation, Exergy argues the "recording" of Fagen's 
mechanic's lien in the county recorder's office does not constitute proper "filing." Fagen disagrees. 
Exergy appears to be playing semantics. 
Idaho Code § 45-507 directs as follows: 
(1) Any person claiming a lien pursuant to the provisions of this 
chapter must me a claim for record with the county recorder for 
the county in which such property or some part thereof is situated. 
(2) The claim shall be med within ninety (90) days after the 
completion of the labor or services, or furnishing of materials. 
( emphasis added). 
The plain language of the statute defines the "filing" of a claim of lien in the county 
recorder's office. Such "filing" obviously is equivalent to "recording" it there. Indeed, that is the 
function of the county recorder's office - as the name plainly suggests. The "filing" of a lien in the 
county recorder's office is, by definition, "recording" it there. The reason for doing so is to give 
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public notice to all the world of the claim of lien and its filing date, which may impact other claims 
or conduct of parties in relation to the affected real property. Such has been well settled legal 
practice for decades. 
Nowhere in Idaho Code § 45-507 does it provide that a claim oflien must be filed with the 
court. Indeed such an interpretation would make a subsequent section in the chapter, Idaho Code § 
45-510, contradictory and nonsensical, which provides in part: 
No lien provided for in this chapter binds any building, mining claim, 
improvement or structure for a longer period than six (6) months 
after the claim has been filed, unless proceedings be commenced 
in a proper court within that time to enforce such lien ... 
( emphasis added). 
The explicit reference to a properly "filed" lien expiring in six months unless "proceedings 
be commenced in a proper court" within such timeframe establishes the first "filing" in any court 
which must be done to perfect and pursue a valid lien claim. Clearly, this is the next step and 
requirement to do so by filing suit in court, after the "filing" (i.e., recording) of the lien claim in the 
county recorder's office. 
Thus, consistent with the above statutory requirements plainly stated in Idaho Code§§ 45-
507 and 45-510 as discussed above, in Boise Payette Lumber Co. v. Weaver, 40 Idaho 516, 519, 234 
P. 150 (1925) and Cather v. Kelso, 103, Idaho 684,685,652, P.3d 188 (1982) (Cather), the Idaho 
Supreme Court recites the facts of each case in the context that the plaintiffs filed a claim of lien with 
the recorder's office within ninety (90) days of the completion of work and moved to foreclose upon 
the lien in the district court within six ( 6) months of filing the claim of lien in the county recorder's 
office. 
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Here, Fagen fully complied with the requirements of the Idaho Code§ 45-507. Fagen did 
file its lien claim on the subject property within ninety (90) days from providing labor, furnishing 
materials, and supplying services. Fagen's Complaint alleges it ceased doing so on July 31, 2012. 
The claim of lien was filed in the Twin Falls County Recorder's Office on August 8, 2012, well 
within the ninety (90) day time limit. See Exhibit One to Fagen's Complaint. 
B. Fagen's Suit Was Properly Commenced Within 
Six (6) Months of Filing the Claim of Lien: 
Exergy next argues Fagen failed to commence suit within six ( 6) months after filing the claim 
of lien with the county recorder's office as required by Idaho Code § 45-510. Fagen disagrees. 
Exergy appears unfamiliar with how to calculate the applicable six month time frame. 
Idaho Code§ 45-510, quoted above, provides a suit to enforce a lien claim must be filed 
''within six months" of the filing of the lien claim in the county recorder's office. Fagen did so. 
Chapter 1 of Title 73 in the Idaho Code provides for the general "construction of statutes," 
with Idaho Code § 73-109 providing, "[t]he time in which any act provides by law is to be done is 
computed by excluding the first day, and including the last unless the last is a holiday and then it is 
also excluded." 
Similarly, Idaho Code of Civil Procedure 6( a) provides, in relevant part, as follows: 
In computing any period of time prescribed or allowed by these rules, 
by order of the court, or by an applicable statute, the day of the act, 
event or default after which the designated period of time begins to 
run is not included. The last day of the period so computed is to be 
included, unless it is a Saturday, a Sunday or a legal holiday .... 
In Cather Court specifically held that the formulas for calculating time provided in I.R. C.P. 
6(a) and I.C. § 73-109 applied to the six (6) month statute oflimitations contained inl.C. § 45-510, 
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finding that a plaintiff that filed his claim oflien on October 12, 1979, and began the foreclosure 
action with the district court on April 14, 1980, complied with the six (6) month requirement in I.C. 
§ 45-510 because the last day for him to file - April 12, 1979, fell on a Saturday, and therefore, 
pursuant to Rule 6(a) was not counted. 103 Idaho at 688. 1 
Here, Fagen filed the claim oflien with the Twin Falls County Recorder's Office on August, 
8, 2012, and commenced this foreclosure suit on February 8, 2013, whichisexactlysixmonths later. 
Such suit filing is timely. 
C. Plaintiff Complied with the Notice and Service 
Requirements: 
Exergy argues Fagan did not provide a proof of service or an allegation in its Complaint that 
it complied with the notice requirements of Idaho Code § 45-507(5). Again, Fagen disagrees. 
Exergy appears to be reading into the statute or form of pleadings requirements which are non-
existent. 
Fagan's lien notice and service fully complied with Idaho Code § 45-507(5)'s following 
requirements: 
A true and correct copy of the claim of lien shall be served on the owner or 
reputed owner of the property either by delivering a copy thereof to the owner 
or reputed owner personally or by mailing a copy thereof by certified mail to 
the owner or reputed owner at his last known address. Such delivery or 
mailing shall be made no later than five ( 5) business days following the filing 
of said claim of lien. 
Nowhere in Idaho Code§ 45-507(5), or any other section of Title 45, Chapter 5, is there a 
requirement that the proof of service or specific "allegation" of same be referenced in a complaint 
1 In support of their argument that Plaintiff filed a day late, Exergy cite to secondary sources or Idaho Code 
that applies to only certain chapters (i.e., elections), rather than generally applicable rules and law. See 
Plaintiff's Memorandum in Support of Omnibus Motion to Dismiss Complaint, p. 8, ful. Such authorities 
are inapposite. 
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for mechanic's lien foreclosure. Exergy purports to "invent" such requirement where none exists. 
Such a purported "requirement" would also be contrary to the very concept and spirt of "notice' 
pleading under the modem rules of civil procedure. See IRCP Rules l(a) and 2. 
Notwithstanding the absence of such requirement existing in the law, which Exergy asserts 
is lacking, in fact, Fagen's Complaint, ,r 18, actually does allege proper notice and service, stating: 
"true and correct copies of Fagen's Claim of Lien were timely served by certified mailing on 
Defendants." Further, Fagen's Claim of Lien, ,r 8, attached to and adopted by reference as Exhibit 
One to Complaint, also states: 
That the undersigned certifies that a true and correct copy of this 
Claim of Lien following recording will either be served personally, 
or served by mailing a copy thereof by U.S. mail, certified-return 
receipt requested, within the time prescribed by statue for doing so, 
upon the owners or reputed owners who/which are identified above. 
Exergy' s legal argument of a purported "requirement" which does not exist is flawed. Even 
if such a requirement existed, Fagen's Complaint and attached lien claim exhibit fulfills it. It is not 
clear why Exergy raised a non-existent pleading requirement, or misread Fagen's Complaint. 
Regardless, Exergy' s argument on the point is not well founded and appears regrettably 
disingenuous. 
D. Fagen's Work Was Done At The Request Of The Owner, Or A Factual 
Question Exists: 
Exergy argues that Fagen's work was not done at the instance of the "owner or his agent." 
Fagen disagrees. At minimum, a factual issue potential exists that should be the subject of further 
discovery to ascertain the facts on this relatively complex issue. 
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Idaho Code § 45-501 of the Idaho Code states that every person performing labor or 
professional engineer who prepares or furnishes designs, plans, specs, etc. in connection with any 
land, building, or improvement has a lien upon the same for the work, labor or professional services, 
"whether done or furnished at the instance of the owner ... or his agent." 
The same section further provides who may constitute an "agent of the owner," stating: 
any person having charge of any mining claim, or of the construction, 
alteration or repair, either in whole or in part, of any building or other 
improvement, as aforesaid, shall be held to be the agent of the owner for 
the purpose of this chapter. 
Id ( emphasis supplied). 
Fagen acknowledges the general rule oflaw a tenant or lessee is not an agent merely by the 
existence of a landlord/tenant relationship. Buntv. Roberts, 76 Idaho 158, 279 P .2d 629 (1955). The 
general rule does not necessarily end all inquiry however. 
It is also well settled law in Idaho that where ''the owner does some act in ratification of, or 
consent to, the work done and the furnishing of the material or labor," the owner's interest in land 
becomes subject to mechanic's or materialman' s liens for materials or services furnished. Id. Many 
different factual circumstances may support holding the landowner's fee interest subject to a lien 
claim. 
For example, "a landlord's interest in real property may be subjected to a lien, for work 
performed by agreement with the tenant, if the lease specifically requires the tenant to see that the 
work is done." Christensen v. Idaho Land Developers, 104 Idaho 458 (Idaho Ct. App. 1983). 
Another example: ''where the lease or a contract of purchase requires the lessee ( or vendee) 
to make certain improvements, then the lessee ( or vendee) is said to become the agent of the owner, 
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and in those cases the interest of the owner as well as the interest of the lessee or vendee will become 
subject to the lien." Idaho Lumber v. Buck, 109 Idaho 737 (Ct. App. 1985). 
Another example: "the landlord's interest may be subjected to a lien ifhe requests the work 
to be done." Christensen v. Idaho Land Developers, 104 Idaho 458 (Idaho Ct. App. 1983), citing 
Parkerv. Northwestern Investment Co., 44 Idaho 68,255 P. 307 (1927). This is the case "where the 
landlord has done some act in ratification of, or consent to [,] the work done and the furnishing of 
material and labor." Id., citing to Bunt v. Roberts, 76 Idaho 158, 161,279 P.2d 629,630 (1955). 
In Christensen, the lease provided that the tenants were to maintain the premises, and the 
landlord subsequently forwarded the tenant a list from the city of certain corrections that needed to 
be made to the electrical system. The court held that based upon these facts and circumstances that 
the act of forwarding the letter was sufficient to establish ratification or consent that the work be 
done, and held that the landlord's interest was lienable. The Court also distinguished the 
Christensen case from the result in Bunt, which held the landlord's interest was not lienable, by 
noting that in Bunt there was no evidence to suggest that the landlord had any knowledge of the 
improvements until after they were made. Therefore, it appears that a landlord's knowledge prior 
to the improvement being made is relevant to the factual determination of agency, ratification, or 
consent. 
Moreover, if there is conflicting evidence regarding whether a lessee is an agent of the 
landlord, then the question is one of fact, and not one oflaw. Idaho Lumber v. Buck, 109 Idaho 737 
(Idaho Ct. App. 1985). Where the questions turns solely on the interpretation of an unambiguous 
lease, the question may be deemed a question oflaw. Id. However, ''where the question of agency 
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turns on the acts and conduct of the parties, as well as upon the provisions of a written lease, the 
issue is a mixed one of fact and oflaw." Id. 
Here, the sole purpose and scope of the lease was for the construction of a wind energy 
project. A true and correct copy of the lease entered into between the Landlord, as Lessor, and 
Rogerson Flats Wind Park, LLC ("Rogerson Flats"), as Lessee, is attached to the Complaint (the 
"Lease"). Rogerson Flats is owned by, or is otherwise under the direct control of, XRG 
Development Partners, LLC, which is owned by, or otherwise under the direct control of, Exergy 
Development Group of Idaho, LLC. The work that Fagen performed with respect to the 
development of the wind park on the Landowner's property was pursuant to a contract with Exergy 
Development Group ofldaho, LLC. Based upon the common ownership and control of Rogerson 
Flats, XRG Development and Exergy Development, the services that Fagen performed were 
ultimately done at the instance of Rogerson Flats, which was the Landowner's tenant. 
In addition to the purpose of the Lease being the development of the wind park, the 
Landowner ultimately stood to benefit from the development of the wind park and the creation of 
wind energy on its property. The rental payments to be made under the Lease were tied to the 
development of a wind energy park and to the total amount of wind energy produced. Based upon 
the fact that the Landowner stood to benefit from the development of the wind energy park, and 
wanted the wind energy park to be developed in order to create additional revenues, the work 
performed by Fagen could be construed as being done at the instance of the Landowner. The 
Landowner was aware that Rogerson Flats intended to develop the wind energy park on its property, 
and by entering into the Lease, ultimately consented to such development being performed. Had the 
Landowner directly contracted with Fagen to perform the services that it rendered, Fagen would 
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clearly be entitled to a lien against the Landowner's property. The result should be no different 
where the Landowner contracted with Rogerson Flats to arrange for such services to be performed. 
The facts of this case are akin to a general contractor (Rogerson Flats) and sub-contractor 
(Fagen) situation, which would clearly allow for the sub-contractor to obtain a lien in the underlying 
real property. The Lease contemplated that the work and services performed in connection with the 
development of the wind energy park could potentially result in liens against the underlying real 
property, and charged the Lessee with the responsibility of keeping the Property free of such liens. 
In addition to the Lease evidencing the Landowner's consent or ratification of the services 
performed by Fagen, Exergy Development warranted and represented to Fagen that it had the 
Landowner's consent for Fagen to enter upon the real property to perform services upon the land. 
Exergy Development also represented that it would notify the Landowner prior to the date that Fagen 
would begin work to ensure that Fagen would have access to the real property. 
Such facts and circumstances support a findings of fact or, at a minimum, create issues of fact 
of whether the Landowner authorized, consented, or ratified Fagen's work, materials, and services 
rendered as covered by its lien claim, and are therefore entitled to foreclose its lien against its fee 
interest in the property. Such an issue is certainly not subject to dismissal for failure to state a claim 
under Rule l 2(b )( 6) at this procedural juncture; and likely not even subject to dismissal on summary 
judgment under Rule 56 after discovery ensues. 
It is also not clear on what basis Exergy, the lessee, has standing to assert the rights, interests, 
or defenses of the fee owners, who are represented by other counsel separately herein. 
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VI. EXERGY'S MOTION TO DISMISS BASED ON IRCP RULE 
12(b)(8) FOR "ANOTHER ACTION PENDING" IN 
MINNESOTASHOULDBEDENIEDBECAUSETHEIDAHO 
WIND PARKS LIEN FORECLOSURE ACTIONS MUST BE 
DETERMINED IN THE IDAHO COURTS 
Exergy also relies on Rule 12(b )(8)' s "another action pending" in support of its motion to 
dismiss. Such basis is without merit and should also be denied. 
Rule 12(b )(8) provides that an action may be subject to dismissal on such ground where there 
is "another action pending between the same parties for the same cause" (italics added). Construing 
Rule l(a), the Supreme Court has stated: "This rule is a constant reminder that the rules are to be 
liberally construed and a just result is always the ultimate goal to be accomplished." Sines v. Blaser, 
98 Idaho 435,566 P.2d 758 (1977). 
This action is to foreclose Fagen's interest in real property located in Idaho. Since the 
property is located in Idaho it cannot be foreclosed in the Minnesota actions. In addition, the 
landowners in the Minnesota cases are different. Accordingly, Rule 12(b )(8) is inapplicable because 
the Minnesota and Idaho actions are not between the same parties for the same cause. 
DATED this 3Qday of September, 2013. 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, BUDGE & 
BAILEY,CHARTERED 
By:/~ f' JOHN R. GOODELL 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the "2Q.. day of September, 2013, I served a true and correct 
copy of the above and foregoing document to the following person(s) as follows: 
Angelo L. Rosa 
1168 E. 1700 S. 
Salt Lake City, UT 84105 
Attorney for Exergy Development Group of 
Idaho, LLC; XRG Development Partners, 
LLC; and Rogerson Flats Wind Park, LLC 
Richard L. Stacey 
Joe Meuleman 
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP, LLP 
755 W Front Street, Suite 200 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Attorneys for Defendant J.R. Simplot Self-
Declaration of Revocable Trust 
Richard H. Green 
Tara Martens Miller 
GREENER BURKE SHOEMAKER 
OBERRECHT, P.A. 
950 W. Bannock ST, Suite 950 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Attorneys for Jack Ranch Wind Land 
Holdings, LLC 
[ vj U.S. Mail 
Postage Prepaid 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[ ] Facsimile 
[ v1 U.S. Mail 
Postage Prepaid 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[ ] Facsimile 
[ v1 U.S. Mail 
Postage Prepaid 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[ ] Facsimile 
f' JOHN R. ooooii 
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Richard L. Stacey, ISB #6800 
Joe Meuleman, ISB #8029 
MBULBMAN MOLLERUP LLP 
755 W. Front Street, Suite 200 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
(208) 342-6066 Telephone 
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l:\10268.006"'LD\Nolloo orNon-<>pposlllon (Plalntlll'• Mot1011 lo Amend Complaint) 131002.DOC 
Attorneys for Defendant J. R. Simplot Self-Declaration of Revocable Tnist 
IN THB DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
FAGEN, INC., a Minnesota co?poration, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, LLCt an 
Idaho limited liability comPEYi EXERGY 
DEVELOPMENT GROUP pF IDAHO, 
LLC, an Idaho limited liabilfty company; 
XRO DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS, LLC, 
I . 
an Idaho limited liability company; J, R. 
SIMPLOT SELF-DECLARATION OF 
I 
REVOCABLE TRUST, an ~daho revocable 
trust; JACK RANCH WIND LAND 
HOLDINOS, LLC, a Delaw'°"e limited, 
liability company; and "JOHN DOES 1-10", 
Def+IS. 
Caso No. CV-2013-573 
J.R. SIMPLOT SELF .. DECLARA TION 
OF REVOCABLE TRUST'S NOTICE OF 
NON•OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S 
MOTION FOR LEAVE TO AMEND 
COMPLAINT 
(Judge Randy J, Stoker) 
I 
COMES NOW, Defendant J.R. Simplot Self-Declaration of Revocable, Trust 
("Simplot"), by and throush its counsel of record, Meuleman Mollerup LLP, and gives notioe 
J,R. SIMPLOT SELF-DEC TION OP' REVOCABLE TRUST'S NOTICE OF NON-OPPOSfflON TO 
PLAINTIPF'S MOTION l'OR r VB TO AME11D COMPLAINT- P ... I 
. ! 
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• • 
that Simplot does not oppose Plaintiff's Motion for Leave to Amend Complaint filed herein on 
or about September S, 2013. 
,,.J. 
DATED this~ day of October 2013. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE A;~ 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the·_ c.. day of October 2013, a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing document was served by the method indicated below to the following parties: 
John R. Goodell 
Racine. Olson, Nye. Budge & Bailey, Chartered 
P.O. Box 1391 
Pocatello, Idaho 83204-1391 
Telephone: (208) 232-6101 
Pacsimile: (208) 232·6 l 09 
Counsel for Plaintiff 
c MRI( ;,t'Fwt Cl Ovemight o Hand Dellv1,y 
a Bn,all 
frg@racinelaw.net 
Angelo L. Rosa 
) 168 E. 1700 S. 
~alt Lake City, Utah 8410S 
Telephone: 801/440-4400 
Facsimile: 801/41S-l 773 
Counsel for Exergy Development Group o/ lda/10, 
LLC,• XRG Development Partners, LLC; Rogerson 
Fla11 Wind Park, LLC 
Cl Mail )1(/lax o Overnight c Htmd De/Jve,y 
c Emal{ -
arosa~excrmrdevel ---
Richard H. Greener 
Tara Martens Miller 
Greener Burke Shoemaker Oberrecht P.A. 
9SO W. Bannock St., Suite 950 
Boise, ID 83702-6102 
Telephone: (208) 319-2600 
Facsimile: (208) 319-2601 
Counsel/or Jack Ranch Wind Land Holdings, 
LLC 
o Mrlil Jt<.Fwt c Over11lght a Htllld Deliveey 
c En111il 
rm:eener@greenerlaw.com 
tmp• - f'.IAW_rV\tl'\ 
J,R, SIMPLOT SELt-Dli!CLARA TION OF REVOCABLE TRUST'S NOTICJ!: Oll' NON•OPPOSITJON TO 





Richard L. Stacey. ISB #6800 
Joe Meuleman~ ISB #8029 
Brian J. Holler~ ISB #8437 
MEULEMAN MOLLBRUP LLP 
755 W. Front Street, Suite 200 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
(208) 342-6066 Telephone 
(208) 336-9712 Fax 
stacey@lawidaho.com 
1:\10268.006\PLD\Dlamlu (NOH) 131010,DOC 
(FAX) P. 005/007 
• DISTRICT COURT TWIN FALLS CO. IDAHO 
FIL'::0 
20!3 OCT 15 AM 8: 40 
BY---------· CLERK 
------~~~--- _DEPUTY 
Attorneys for Defendant J.R. Simplot Self•Dec:laration of Revocable Trust 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
FAGEN, INC., a Minnesota corporation, 
Plaintiff. 
v. 
ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK., LLC, an 
Idaho limited liability company; EXBRGY 
DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, 
LLC. an Idaho limited liability company; 
XRG DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS, LLC, 
an Idaho limited liability company; J.R. 
SIMPLOT SELF-DECLARATION OF 
REVOCABLE TRUST, an Idaho revocable 
trust; JACK RANCH WIND LAND 
HOLDINGS, LLC, a Delaware limited 
liability company; and "JOHN DOES J .. JO", 
Defendants. 
Case No. cv .. 2013.573 
NOTICE OF HEARING ON J.R. 
SIMPLOT SELF-DECLARATION OF 
REVOCABLE TRUST'S MOTION TO 
DISMISS AND NOTICE OF INTENT TO 
APPEAR BY TELEPHONE 
(Judge Randy J. Stoker) 
NO'nCE OF H~G ON J,R, SIMPLOT SELF-DECLARATION o, REVOCABLE TRUST1S 
MOTION TO DISMISS AND NOTICE OF INTENT TO APl'IAR BY TELEPHONE- Paae 1 
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TO: ALL PARTIES AND THEIR COUNSEL OF RECORD 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that J .R. Simplot Self-Declaration of Revocable Trust 
(the "Trust .. ), by and through its counsel of record, Meuleman Mollerap LLP, will call its Motion 
to Dismiss for hearing before the Honorable Judge Randy J. Stoker on December 2, 2013, at 
10:00 a.m. at the Twin Falls County Courthouse in Twin Falls, Idaho. The Motion to Dismiss 
and supporting documents will be filed in accordance with Rule 7. 
The Trast further notifies the Court and parties hereto of its intent to appear by telephone 
at the above-referenced hearing pursuant to Rule 7(b)(4) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. 
The Trust will initiate the telephone call to the Court and advises the other parties to this 
action that they may join the conference call by dialing (866) 249-S279 and entering participant 
code 168678. 
DATED this 14th day of October 2013. 
MEULEMAN MOLLER UP LLP 
By: Brian 1. Holleran 
Attorneys for Defendant J .R. Simplot Self-
Deolaration of Revocable Trust 
NOTICE or BEARING ON J.R. SIMPLOT SELF-DECLARATION OF REVOCABLE TRUST'S 
MOTION TO DISMISS AND NOTJCE OF IN'l'INT TO Al'PEAR BY TELEPHONE- Page 2 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVI'E 
l HEREBY CERTIFY that on the Jtday of October 2013. a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing document was served by the method indicated below to the following parties; 
John R. Goodell 
Racine. Olson, Nye, Budge & Bailey, Chartered 
101 S. Capitol Blvd. 
U.S. Bank Plaza Building, Ste. 300 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone: (208) 395-0011 
Pac,imile: (208) 433·0167 
CouMel for Plaintiff 
c Mail :?(Fa." o OIIOl'nlg/1t i:::i Hrmd D,lhiary 
C £m11,l 
irg@racinelaw.net 
An1elo L. Rosa 
1168 B. 1700 S. 
Salt Lake City, Utah 8410S 
Telephone: 801/440-4400 
Facsimile: 801/415-1773 
Cotmsel for Exergy Development Group of Jda/10, 
lLC; XRG Development Parmers. LLC,· Rogerson 
Flats Wint/ Pa1*, LLC 
Cl Mail ~F~ Q Ov,rn/g/,r c H«,u/ De/wary 
c Email 
-e .. lo .. -· .. • "Orn 
Richard H. Greener 
Tara Martens Miller 
Greener Burke Shoemaker Oberrecht P.A. 
9SO W. Bannock St., Suite 950 
Boise, ID 83702-6102 
Telephone: (208) 319-2600 
Facsimile: (208) 319-2601 
Counsel for Jack Ranch Wind 1.Qnd Holdings, 
LLC 
Cl Mail )(Fu c O'l•r1lig/1t a Hand Dellvary 
a E1nail 
rgreener@greencrlaw.com 
i11 - • ,-com 
Brian J. Holb 
NOTICE OJ' HEARING ON J.R. SIMPLO'I' SELF-DECLARATION OF REVOCABLE TRUST'S 
IWOTION TO DISMISS AND NOTICE OF INTENT TO APPEAR DY T.ELl:PHONE- Pago 3 
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John R. Goodell (ISB#: 2872) 
Daniel C. Green (ISB#: 3213) 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, BUDGE 
& BAILEY, CHARTERED 
101 S. Capitol Blvd. 
U.S. Bank Plaza Building, Ste. 300 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Office Main Phone: 208-395-0011 
Emails:jrg@racinelaw.net 
dan@racinelaw.net 
Attorneys/or Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. 
'D!STRICT COURT 
IN FALLS CO IDAHO 
FILED·• 




IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 






ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, LLC, ) 
an Idaho limited liability company; ) 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF) 
IDAHO, LLC, an Idaho limited liability) 
company; XRG DEVELOPMENT) 
PARTNERS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability) 
company; J. R. SIMPLOT ) 
SELF-DECLARATION OF REVOCABLE) 
TRUST, an Idaho revocable trust; and JACK) 
RANCH WIND LAND HOLDINGS, LLC, ) 
a Delaware limited liability company; and ) 
"JOHN DOES 1-10," ) 
) 
Defendants. ) 
Case No. CV-2013-573 
NOTICE OF SERVICE 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that on theff>th day of October, 2013, I served Plaintiff's First 
Set of Interrogatories and Requests for Production of Documents to Defendant Rogerson Flats Wind 
Park, LLC, Exergy Development Group of Idaho, LLC and XRG Development Partners, LLC via 
NOTICE OF SERVICE- Page 1 
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,I 4 • 
U.S. mail to the following: 
Angelo L. Rosa 
1168 E. 1700 S. 
Salt Lake City, UT 84105 
• 
Attorney for Exergy Development Group of Idaho, LLC; XRG Development Partners, 
LLC; and Rogerson Flats Wind Park, LLC 
DATED this/fa_ day of October, 2013. 
NOTICE OF SERVICE- Page 2 








CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on thel.ft day of October, 2013, I served a true and correct 
copy of the above and foregoing document to the following person(s) as follows: 
Angelo L. Rosa 
1168 E. 1700 s. 
Salt Lake City, UT 84105 
Attorney for Exergy Development Group of 
Idaho, LLC; XRG Development Partners, 
LLC; and Rogerson Flats Wind Park, LLC 
Richard L. Stacey 
Joe Meuleman 
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP, LLP 
755 W Front Street, Suite 200 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Attorneys for Defendant J. R. Simplot Self-
Declaration of Revocable Trust 
Richard H. Green 
Tara Martens Miller 
GREENER BURKE SHOEMAKER 
OBERRECHT, P.A. 
950 W. Bannock ST, Suite 950 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Attorneys for Jack Ranch Wind Land 
Holdings, LLC 
[ i)'.· U.S. Mail ~~ l 
Postage Prepaid 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[ ] Facsimile 
[ ~ U. S. Mail ~ 'c.-M.~ \. 
Postage Prepaid 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[ ] Facsimile 
[/(. U.S. Mail ~ti/II\~~\ 
Postage Prepaid 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[ ] Facsimile 
p;/ioiiNR. GOODELL 
NOTICE OF SERVICE- Page 3 
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• 
Angelo L. Rosa (ISB No. 7546) 
1168 E. 1700 S. 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84105 
Telephone: (801) 440-4400 
Fax: (801) 415-1773 




Fifth Judicial District 
County of lwln Fallo • State of Idaho 
OCT 18 2013 
d : 't;l) PAA ac; ere~ 
Daputycrem 
ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, LLC, EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, 
L.L.C. and XRG DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS, LLC 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 










ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, ) 
LLC, an 
Idaho limited liability company; 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF 
IDAHO, LLC, an Idaho limited liability 
company; XRG DEVELOPMENT 
PARTNERS, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; J. R. SIMPLOT SELF-
DECLARATION OF) REVOCABLE 
TRUST, an Idaho revocable) trust; and 














AMENDED NOTICE OF HEARING - Page 1 
Case No. CV 2013-573 
AMENDED NOTICE OF HEARING 
134
• • 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that the Omnibus Motion to Dismiss filed by Defendants 
ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, LLC, EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, 
L.L.C. and XRG DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS, LLC, by and through their counsel of record, 
Angelo L. Rosa, will be heard by the Honorable Randy J. Stoker of the above-captioned court on 
2 December 2013 at 10:00 a.m. at the Twin Falls County Courthouse, located at 427 Shoshone 
Street N. in Twin Falls, Idaho 83301. 
DATED: 18 October 2013 ANGELO L. ROSA, ESQ. 
Angelo L. Rosa 
Attorney for Moving Defendants 
AMENDED NOTICE OF HEARING - Page 2 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on 18 October 2013, I caused a true and correct copy of the 
document herein by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
Richard L. Stacy 
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP, LLC 
755 West Front Street, Suite 200 
Boise, Idaho 83 702 
John R. Goodell 
RACINE, OLSEN, NYE, BUDGE & BAILY, 
CHTD. 
P.O. Box 1391 
Pocatello, Idaho 83204-1391 
AMENDED NOTICE OF HEARING - Page 3 
r U.S. First Class Mail, Postage Prepaid 
r Hand Delivered 
r Overnight Courier 
P Facsimile 
i;; Electronic Mail 
U.S. First Class Mail, Postage Prepaid 
r Hand Delivered 
r Overnight Courier 
P Facsimile 
P Electronic Mail 
Signed _________ _ 
Angelo L. Rosa 
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• • • 
John R Goodell (ISB#: 2872) 
Daniel C. Green. (ISB#: 3213) 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, 
DISTRICT COURT 
Fifth Judicial District 
County of Twin Falls - State of Idaho 
BUDGE & BAILEY. CHARTERED 
P.O. Box 1391 IBy 
ocr 1 8 2013 i-, : 1 ~ pl' 






Artomeysfor Platntif!Fagen, Inc. 
IN TilE DISTRICT COURT OF TIIB FIFfH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF TIIE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 






ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, LLC, ) 
an Idaho limited liability company; ) 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF) 
IDAHO, LLC, an Idaho limited liability) 
company; XRG DEVELOPMENT) 
PARTNERS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability) 
company; J. R SIMPLOT ) 
SELF-DECLARATION OF REVOCABLE) 
TRUST, an Idaho revocable trust; and JACK) 
RANCH WIND LAND HOLDINGS, LLC,) 
a Delaware limited liability company; and ) 
"JOHN DOES 1~10," ) 
) 
Defendants. ) 
Case No. CV-2013-573 
AMENDED NOTICE OF HEARING 
TO~ THE ABOVE-NAMED PARTIES AND THEIR COUNSEL OF RECORD 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that the undersigned will bring on for hearing Plaintiff Pagen's 
Motion For Leave to Amend Complaint and Motion For Rule 56(f) Continuance at the Twin Falls 
~ED NOTICE OJ BEARING• Page 1 
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• • 
County Courthouse. 427 Shoshone Street N, Twin Falls, Idaho 83303 before the Hoo.. Randy J. 
Stoker, District Judge, on Monday, December 2. 2013, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., or as soon 
thereafter as counsel can be heard. 
DATED this ~Y of October, 2013. 
AMENDED NOTICE OF BEARING- Paae 2 




'For Attomeys for Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. 
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a,RTIFICATE OF SERVICE · 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the l®t of October, 2013, I served a true and correct copy 
of the above and foregoing document to the following person(s) as follows: 
Angelo L. Rosa 
1168 E. 1700 S. 
Salt Lake City, UT 84105 
Attorney for Exergy Development Group of 
Idaho, LLC; XR.G Development Partners, 
LL.C; and Rogerson Flats Wind Park, LLC 
Richard L. Stacey 
Joe Meuleman 
:MEULEMAN MOLLERUP, LLP 
75S W Front Street, Suite 200 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Attorneys for Defendant J. R. Simplot Self-
Declaration of Revocable Trust 
Richard H. Green 
Tara Martens Miller . 
GREENER BURKE SHOEMAKER 
OBERRECHT, P .A 
950 W. Bannock ST, Suite 950 
Boise, Idaho 83 702 
Attorneys for Jack Ranch Wind Land 
Holdings, UC 







































John R. Goodell (ISB#: 2872) 
Daniel C. Green (ISB#: 3213) 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, BUDGE 
& BAILEY, CHARTERED 
101 S. Capitol Blvd. 
U.S. Bank Plaza Building, Ste. 300 
Boise, Idaho 83 702 
Office Main Phone: 208-395-0011 
Emails: jrg@racinelaw.net 
dan@racinelaw.net 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. 
&1STRICT COURT 
1 WIN FALLS CO., IOAHO 
FILED 
2013 OCT 18 PH 2: 28 
CLERK 
OEPUTV 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 






ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, LLC, ) 
an Idaho limited liability company; ) 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF) 
IDAHO, LLC, an Idaho limited liability) 
company; XRG DEVELOPMENT) 
PARTNERS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability) 
company; J. R. SIMPLOT ) 
SELF-DECLARATION OF REVOCABLE) 
TRUST, an Idaho revocable trust; and JACK) 
RANCH WIND LAND HOLDINGS, LLC, ) 
a Delaware limited liability company; and ) 
"JOHN DOES 1-10," ) 
) 
Defendants. ) 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
: ss. 
County of Ada ) 
Case No. CV-2013-573 
SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF JOHN R. 
GOODELL IN SUPPORT OF MOTION 
FOR RULE 56(t) CONTINUANCE 
JOHN R. GOODELL, being first duly sworn, deposes and states as follows: 
SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF JOHN R. GOODELL IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR RULE 56(t) RELIEF - Page 1 
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1. Your Affiant is a citizen of the United States, a resident of Ada County, Idaho, of 
legal age, and competent to be a witness. I am an attorney licensed to practice law in the State of 
Idaho, and lead counsel of record for the Plaintiff herein. I hereby affirm the following facts and 
matters based on my personal knowledge. This Affidavit is submitted in support of Plaintiff Fagen' s 
Motion For Rule 56(f) Continuance that was filed with the Court on September 6, 2013. 
2. On October 9, 2013 the undersigned served Plaintiff's First Set of Interrogatories and 
Requests for Production of Documents to Defendant Rogerson Flats Wind Park, LLC, Exergy 
Development Group of Idaho, LLC and XRG Development Partners, LLC. A Notice of Service of 
the same date was mailed for filing with the Court. Counsel does not submit a copy of the Discovery 
request as unnecessary. 
3. Defendant's Omnibus Motion to Dismiss is set for hearing on October 21, 2013. 
4. Discovery Answers and Responses will not be due by the Defendants until well 
after the hearing on Defendant's Omnibus Motion to Dismiss. 
5. Without review of Defendants' answers and responses to discovery, Plaintiff will not 
be able to properly prepare its defense to the Defendants' motion before the motion is heard by the 
Court. 
FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SA YETH NAUGHT. 
DATED this /~ay of October, 2013. 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, BUDGE & 
BAILEY,CHARTERED 
By: ~~t OHNRGO~ ... 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Fagen, Inc 
SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF JOHN R. GOODELL IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR RULE 56(t) RELIEF - Page 2 
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SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me this~ of October, 2013. 
~Ci,G'lfl'IPHl,Gi,G'lfl'IP~t 
j MARY TADDICKEN j 
& T NOTARY PUBLIC I 
(ST1-') STATE OF IDAHO ;r 
~~C,C.,~'IP'lfl"r,,;;'i,G'IPI-~~"+ 
N~UBJJG FOR IDAHO 
Res1dmg at: 0/lZa,t., a 
My Commission Expires: C/-2/) - I 7 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the n1?!l of October, 2013, I served a true and correct 
copy of the above and foregoing document to the following person(s) as follows: 
Angelo L. Rosa 
1168 E. 1700 S. 
Salt Lake City, UT 84105 
Attorney for Exergy Development Group of 
Idaho, LLC; XRG Development Partners, 
LLC; and Rogerson Flats Wind Park, LLC 
Richard L. Stacey 
Joe Meuleman 
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP, LLP 
755 W Front Street, Suite 200 
Boise, Idaho 83 702 
Attorneys for Defendant J. R. Simplot Self-
Declaration of Revocable Trust 
Richard H. Greene.( 
Tara Martens Miller 
GREENER BURKE SHOEMAKER 
OBERRECHT, P.A. 
950 W. Bannock ST, Suite 950 
Boise, Idaho 83 702 
Attorneys for Jack Ranch Wind Land 
Holdings, LLC 
[~ ] U.S. Mail 
Postage Prepaid 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[ ,/] Facsimile 
[ v] U. S. Mail 
Postage Prepaid 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[ v] Facsimile 
[ v'] U. S. Mail 
Postage Prepaid 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[ v] Facsimile 
R. GOODELL 1 
SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF JOHN R. GOODELL IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR RULE 56(t) RELIEF - Page 3 
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.. • 
Angelo L. Rosa (ISB No. 7546) 
1168E.1700S. 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84105 
Telephone: (801) 440-4400 
Fax: (801) 415-1773 
Attorney for Defendants 
• U1::.i I,\(., 1 ., • - . 
1 WIH FALLS CO." IUAnu 
FILED 
20\3 OCT I 8 PM ~: I 5 
SY~~~~--~C~L~ERnLK~ 
~-c;Q--~ __ OfPUTV 
ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, LLC, EXERGY DEVEWPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, 
L.L.C. and XR.G DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS, LLC 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFrn JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STAIB OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF 1WIN FALLS 










ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, ) 
LLC,an 
Idaho limited liability company; 
EXERGYDEVELOPMENTGROUPOF 
IDAHO, LLC, an Idaho limited liability 
company; XRG DEVELOPMENT 
PARTNERS, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; J. R SIMPLOT SELF-
DECLARATION OF) REVOCABLE 
TRUST, an Idaho revocable) trust; and 














Case No. CV2013-573 
NOTICEOFNON-OPPOSITIONTO 
MOTIONTO AMEND COMPLAINT 
NOTICEOFNON-OPPOSITIONTOMOTIONTO AMEND COMPI.AINT-Page 1 
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To: CIVIi FIiing Clerk Page 3 of 13 2013-10-18 22:04:20 (GMT) 1 8014151 773 From: Angelo Rosa 
• • 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that Defendants ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, LLC, 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, L.L.C. and XRG DEVELOPMENT 
PAR1NERS, LLC, do not oppose the Motion of Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. to amend its complaint in 
this matter. 
DATED: 18 October 2013 ANGELO L. ROSA, ESQ. 
Angelo L. Rosa 
Attorney for Moving Defendants 
NOTICEOFNON-OPPOSITIONTO MOTION TO AMEND COMPIAINT -Page 2 
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To: CIVIi Filing Clerk Page 4 of 13 2013-10-18 22:04:20 (GMT) 18014151773 From: Angelo Rosa 
.. • • 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on 180ctober2013, I caused a true andcorrectcopyofthe 
document herein by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
Richard L. Stacy 
MEl.JLEMAN MOLLERUP, LLC 
755 West Front Street, Suite 200 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
John R Goodell 
RACINE, OLSEN, NYE, BUDGE & BAILY, 
CHID. 
P.O. Box 1391 
Pocatello, Idaho 83204-1391 
C U.S. First Class Mail, Postage Prepud 
r Hand 1x1iverec1 
C Overnight Courier 
~ Facsimile 
R1 Elec1ronic Mail 
n U.S. First Class Mail, Postage Prepud 
r Hand D=livered 
r Overnight Courier 
P Facsimile 
R1 Elec1ronic Mail 
Signed _________ _ 
Angelo L. Rosa 
NOTICEOFNON-OPPOSITIONTO MOTION TO AMEND CO:MPIAINT -Page 3 
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• 
Richard L. Stacey, ISB #6800 
Joe Meuleman, ISB #8029 
Brian J. Holleran, ISB #8437 
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP LLP 
755 W. Front Street, Suite 200 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
(208) 342-6066 Telephone 
(208) 336-9712 Fax 
stacey@lawidaho.com 
1:\10268.006\PLD\Dismiss (NOH) 131010.DOC 
• ms1R1c1s ccoou~clMiO 
lW\tt FALL ·• 
r\LED 
ion MO~ ,s PM z: 34 
S't'- -- CLERK 
~ _oEPHT" 
Attorneys for Defendant J. R. Simplot Self-Declaration of Revocable Trust 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
FAGEN, INC., a Minnesota corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, LLC, an 
Idaho limited liability company; EXERGY 
DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, 
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company; 
XRG DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS, LLC, 
an Idaho limited liability company; J. R. 
SIMPLOT SELF-DECLARATION OF 
REVOCABLE TRUST, an Idaho revocable 
trust; JACK RANCH WIND LAND 
HOLDINGS, LLC, a Delaware limited 
liability company; and "JOHN DOES 1-10", 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-2013-573 
NOTICE OF HEARING ON J. R. 
SIMPLOT SELF-DECLARATION OF 
REVOCABLE TRUST'S MOTION TO 
DISMISS 
(Judge Randy J. Stoker) 
NOTICE OF HEARING ON J. R. SIMPLOT SELF-DECLARATION OF REVOCABLE TRUST'S 
MOTION TO DISMISS - Page 1 
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TO: ALL PARTIES AND THEIR COUNSEL OF RECORD 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that J. R. Simplot Self-Declaration of Revocable Trust 
(the "Trust"), by and through its counsel of record, Meuleman Mollerup LLP, will call its Motion 
to Dismiss for hearing before the Honorable Judge Randy J. Stoker on December 2, 2013, at 
10:00 a.m. at the Twin Falls County Courthouse in Twin Falls, Idaho. 
DATED this l~I'- day of November 2013. 
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP LLP 
By: Brian J. Holleran 
Attorneys for Defendant J. R. Simplot Self-
Declaration of Revocable Trust 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the I~ day of November 2013, a true and correct copy of 
the foregoing document was served by the method indicated below to the following parties: 
John R. Goodell 
Racine, Olson, Nye, Budge & Bailey, Chartered 
101 S. Capitol Blvd. 
U.S. Bank Plaza Building, Ste. 300 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone: (208) 395-0011 
Facsimile: (208) 433-0167 
Counsel for Plaintiff 
)!. Mail o Fax o Overnight o Hand Delivery 
o Email 
jrg@racinelaw.net 
Angelo L. Rosa 
1168 E. 1700 S. 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84105 
Telephone: 801/440-4400 
Facsimile: 801/415-1773 
Counsel for Exergy Development Group of Idaho, 
LLC; XR.G Development Partners, LLC; Rogerson 
Flats Wind Park, LLC 
'l,..Mail o Fax o Overnight o Hand Delivery 
o Email 
arosa@exenzvdevelooment.com 
Richard H. Greener 
Tara Martens Miller 
Greener Burke Shoemaker Oberrecht P.A. 
950 W. Bannock St., Suite 950 
Boise, ID 83702-6102 
Telephone: (208) 319-2600 
Facsimile: (208) 319-2601 
Counsel for Jack Ranch Wind Land Holdings, 
LLC 
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Richard L. Stacey, ISB #6800 
Joe Meuleman, ISB #8029 
Brian J. Holleran, ISB #843 7 
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP LLP 
755 W. Front Street, Suite 200 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
(208) 342-6066 Telephone 
(208) 336-9712 Fax 
stacey@lawidaho.com 
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Attorneys for Defendant J. R. Simplot Self-Declaration of Revocable Trust 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
FAGEN, INC., a Minnesota corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
Case No. CV-2013-573 
J, R. SIMPLOT SELF-DECLARATION 
v. OF REVOCABLE TRUST'S MOTION 
ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, LLC, an 
Idaho limited liability company; EXERGY 
DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, 
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company; 
XRG DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS, LLC, 
an Idaho limited liability company; J .R. 
SIMPLOT SELF-DECLARATION OF 
REVOCABLE TRUST, an Idaho revocable 
TO DISMISS 
trust; JACK RANCH WIND LAND (Judge Randy J. Stoker) 
HOLDINGS, LLC, a Delaware limited 
liability company; and "JOHN DOES 1-10", 
Defendants. 
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COMES NOW, Defendant J. R. Simplot Self-Declaration of Revocable Trust (the 
"Trust"), by and through its counsel of record, Meuleman Mollerup LLP, and moves this Court 
for an order dismissing the Complaint herein as to the Trust under Rule 12(b)(6) of the Idaho 
Rules of Civil Procedure. 
This motion is made and based upon papers and pleadings on file herein, the 
memorandum filed in support hereof, and all other and further evidence and arguments presented 
at the hearing of this matter. Oral argument is requested. 
DATED this _l!tday ofNovember 2013. 
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP LLP 
By: Brian J. ~lleran 
Attorneys for Defendant J. R. Simplot Self-
Declaration of Revocable Trust 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the Jt day of November 2013, a true and correct copy of 
the foregoing document was served by the method indicated below to the following parties: 
John R. Goodell 
Racine, Olson, Nye, Budge & Bailey, Chartered 
101 S. Capitol Blvd. 
U.S. Bank Plaza Building, Ste. 300 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone: (208) 395-0011 
Facsimile: (208) 433-0167 
Counsel for Plaintiff 
~ail o Fax o Overnight o Hand Delivery 
o Email 
jrg@racinelaw.net 
Angelo L. Rosa 
1168 E. 1700 S. 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84105 
Telephone: 801/440-4400 
Facsimile: 801/415-1773 
Counsel for Exergy Development Group of Idaho, 
LLC; XRG Development Partners, LLC; Rogerson 
Flats Wind Park, LLC 
I)( Mail o Fax o Overnight o Hand Delivery 
o Email 
arosarmexerl!Vdevelonment.com 
Richard H. Greener 
Tara Martens Miller 
Greener Burke Shoemaker Oberrecht P.A. 
950 W. Bannock St., Suite 950 
Boise, ID 83702-6102 
Telephone: (208) 319-2600 
Facsimile: (208) 319-2601 
Counsel for Jack Ranch Wind Land Holdings, 
LLC 
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Richard L. Stacey, ISB #6800 
Joe Meuleman, ISB #8029 
Brian J. Holleran, ISB #8437 
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP LLP 
755 W. Front Street, Suite 200 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
(208) 342-6066 Telephone 
(208) 336-9712 Fax 
stacey@lawidaho.com 
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Attorneys for Defendant J. R. Simplot Self-Declaration of Revocable Trust 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
FAGEN, INC., a Minnesota corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, LLC, an 
Idaho limited liability company; EXERGY 
DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, 
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company; 
XRG DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS, LLC, 
an Idaho limited liability company; J. R. 
SIMPLOT SELF-DECLARATION OF 
REVOCABLE TRUST, an Idaho revocable 
trust; JACK RANCH WIND LAND 
HOLDINGS, LLC, a Delaware limited 
liability company; and "JOHN DOES 1-10", 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-2013-573 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF J. R. 
SIMPLOT SELF-DECLARATION OF 
REVOCABLE TRUST'S MOTION TO 
DISMISS 
(Judge Randy J. Stoker) 
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COMES NOW, Defendant J. R. Simplot Self-Declaration of Revocable Trust, by and 
through its counsel of record, Meuleman Mollerup LLP, and files with this Court its memorandum 
in support of its Motion to Dismiss. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Fagen, Inc. ("Fagen") has recorded a claim of lien ("Lien") seeking recovery for alleged 
"labor performed, materials furnished, and/or provision of engineering, procurement, construction 
and other services and supply of materials and equipment" at real property located in Twin Falls 
County, Idaho. First Amended Complaint ("F AC"), Exhibit One. Said real property ("Property'') 
is owned by Ronald N. Graves, Trustee of the J. R. Simplot Self-Declaration of Revocable Trust. 
Fagen has not named Mr. Graves as a defendant in this lawsuit. However, the J. R. Simplot Self-
Declaration of Revocable Trust has been named as a defendant. For the sake of clarity, Ronald N. 
Graves will hereinafter be referred to as "Trustee Graves," and the J. R. Simplot Self-Declaration 
of Revocable Trust will hereinafter be referred to as the "Trust." 
Fagen has alleged that it is an Idaho registered contractor. F AC, ,r 1. However, it is 
undisputed that Fagen is not licensed to practice engineering in the State of Idaho. Accordingly, 
Fagen does not have any lien rights with regard to the alleged engineering work it performed at 
the Property. See J.C.§§ 45-501, 54-1201, 54-1235. Likewise, the Property itself is not subject 
to Fagen's Lien. Fagen's work was not performed on behalf of or at the direction of the Property 
owner - Trustee Graves - nor was Fagen's work performed on behalf of or at the direction of 
Trustee Graves' tenant, Rogerson Flats Wind Park, LLC ("Rogerson"). FAC, ,r 12. Instead, 
Fagen's alleged work was performed on behalf of and at the direction of Defendant Exergy 
Development Group of Idaho, LLC ("Exergy''), with whom Rogerson apparently had an 
agreement to develop and construct a wind farm at the Property. FAC, ,r 12; Exhibit Two. Further, 
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neither Rogerson nor Exergy was acting as Trustee Graves' agent, Trustee Graves did not ratify 
nor consent to the work performed by Exergy, and the lease between Trustee Graves and Rogerson 
did not require Rogerson or Exergy to perform the work allegedly performed by Exergy. Fagen's 
F AC does not allege otherwise. See generally F AC. Accordingly, the Property is not subject to 
Fagen's Lien. See Idaho Lumber, Inc. v. Buck, 109 Idaho 737, 710 P.2d 647 (Ct. App. 1985); 
Christensen v. Idaho Land Developers, Inc., 104 Idaho 458, 660 P.2d 70 (Ct. App. 1983) 
(overruled on other grounds); Bunt v. Roberts, 76 Idaho 158,279 P.2d 629 (1955). 
Nevertheless, even assuming, arguendo, that Fagen performed lienable work on the 
Property and that the Property is subject to the Lien, the FAC must be dismissed as to the Trust 
because the Trust is not an entity, and thus does not have the capacity to be sued. Accordingly, 
Fagen's FAC against the Trust must be dismissed. 
II. LEGAL STANDARD 
In reviewing a motion to dismiss pursuant to Rule 12(b )( 6), Idaho Courts will consider 
''whether the non-movant has alleged sufficient facts in support of his claim, which if true would 
entitle him to relief." Orrockv. Appleton, 147 Idaho 613,618,213 P.3d 398,403 (2009) quoting 
Rincoverv. Dep'tofFin., 128 Idaho 653,656,917 P.2d 1293, 1296 (1996)). Courts "look only to 
the complaint to determine whether the plaintiff has stated a claim for relief. Where a claim for 
relief is stated, the complaint survives the motion to dismiss and the plaintiff is entitled to offer 
evidence in support of its claim." Indep. Sch. Dist. V. Harris Family Ltd. P'ship, 150 Idaho 583, 
587 (2011). The Court must "draw all reasonable inferences in favor of the non-moving party." 
Taylor v. Maile, 142 Idaho 253,257, 127 P.3d 156, 160 (2005)(citation omitted). "After drawing 
all reasonable inferences in favor of the non-moving party, the Court then examines whether a 
claim for relief has been stated." Id. "A motion to dismiss for failure to state a claim should not 
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be granted unless it appears beyond doubt that the plaintiff can prove no set of facts in support of 
his claim that would entitle him to relief." Shelton v. Shelton, 148 Idaho 560, 565, 225 P.3d 693, 
698 (2009) ( citations omitted). 
A. 
III. ARGUMENT 
Fagen's FAC Must Be Dismissed As To The Trust Because The Trust Is Not An Entity 
And Does Not Have The Capacity To Be Sued. 
"Under Idaho law, a trust is not a separate legal entity; rather, a trust is no being at all." 
Indian Springs LLC v. Indian Springs Land Inv., LLC, 147 Idaho 737, 745, 215 P.3d 457, 465 
(2009). A trust "is but a name, representing no being, real or artificial, and possessing no powers 
or privileges whatsoever .... " State v. Cosgrove, 36 Idaho 278, ---, 210 P. 395 (1922). 
As a trust is not an entity or being, it lacks the capacity to be sued. In Millennium Square 
Residential Ass'n v. 2200 M St. LLC, -F. Supp. 2d-, 2013 WL 3462573 (D.D.C. July 10, 2013), 
the Millennium Trust moved to dismiss a complaint filed against it, "arguing that as a trust, it is 
not a legal entity that can sue or be sued." Id. at 4 (D.D.C. July 10, 2013). The Millennium Court 
agreed, finding that "the general rule is that ' [a] trust is not an entity distinct from its trustees and 
capable of legal action on its own behalf, but merely a fiduciary relationship with respect to 
property."' Id. citing 76 Am Jur 2d Trusts § 3 (2005). Likewise, in Limouze v. M M. & P. Mar. 
Advancement, Training, Ed. & Safety Program, 397 F. Supp. 784, 789 (D. Md. 1975), the Court 
granted the trust's motion to dismiss, finding that ''the weight of authority is clear that the trust 
estate is not a person in the eyes of the law and does not have the capacity to be sued as an entity." 
Id. at 789. See also N. Sec. Ins. Co. v. Doherty, 186 Vt. 598, 600, 987 A.2d 253, 256 (2009) 
(''trusts are not independent legal entities with the capacity to sue or be sued"). 
As indicated above, a trust does not have the capacity to be sued. As such, any suit with 
respect to a trust or trust property must be brought against the respective trustee(s). See Coverdell 
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v. Mid-South Farm Equip. Ass'n, 335 F.2d 9, 14 (6th Cir. 1964) ("The Court therefore concludes 
that this action cannot be maintained against the trust, and that the trust could be sued only through 
its trustees."); Am.Jur., Trusts§ 611 ("The trustee is the legal owner of trust property, and as such 
the trustee is the proper party for actions affecting trust property. Thus, a trustee is a necessary 
party to any suit or proceeding involving a disposition of trust property or funds."). 
In Idaho, as in the cases of Millennium, Limouze, and Doherty, the law is that "a trust is 
not a separate legal entity; rather, a trust is no being at all." Indian Springs at 745,215 P.3d 465. 
Accordingly, the Trust here is without the capacity to be sued. Likewise, as indicated in Coverdell 
and Rittenberry, Fagen is required to sue the trustee of the Trust, Trustee Graves, to assert the 
priority of its Lien against the Trust Property. See Hogg v. Wolske, 142 Idaho 549,558, 130 P.3d 
1087, 1096 (2006) (wherein the Idaho Supreme Court alluded to the fact that the plaintiff 
improperly proceeded against the trust, as opposed to the trustee, but expressing no opinion on the 
issue because it was not raised). Accordingly, Fagen's FAC against the Trust must be dismissed 
because the Trust is not an entity and thus lacks the capacity to be sued. 
B. Fagen's FAC Must Be Dismissed As To The Trust Because The Trust Does Not Have 
An Interest In The Property. 
Fagen's F AC alleges a cause of action against the Trust for foreclosure of the Lien. Proper 
defendants in a lien foreclosure case are those having an interest in the real property allegedly 
improved by the lien claimant. LC. § 45-510; ParkWest Homes, LLC v. Barnson, 154 Idaho 678, 
302 P.3d 18 (2013). 
In the case at bar, the Trust does not have an interest in the Property. "The trust property 
is owned by the trustee." Indian Springs at 745, 215 P.3d 465. "A trustee is a man who is the 
owner o(the property and deals with it as principal, as owner and as master, subject only to an 
equitable obligation to account to some person to whom he stands in the relation of trustee, who 
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are his cestuis que trustent." Id. citing Cosgrove at---, 210 P. 395 (emphasis added). The Property 
at issue is owned by Trustee Graves, not the Trust. Without an interest in the Property, Fagen can 
prove no set of facts in support of its foreclosure claim that would entitle it to relief against the 
Trust. Shelton v. Shelton, 148 Idaho 560, 565, 225 P .3d 693, 698 (2009) ( citations omitted). As 
such, Pagan's FAC must be dismissed as to the Trust. Id. 
IV. CONCLUSION 
The Trust is not an entity with capacity to be sued, and the Trust does not own an interest 
in the Property. Accordingly, Fagen's FAC must be dismissed as to the Trust under Rule 12(b)(6). 
DATED this \it'\.day of November 2013. 
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP LLP 
By: Brian J. Holleran 
Attorneys for Defendant J. R. Simplot Self-
Declaration of Revocable Trust 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the /fday of November 2013, a true and correct copy of 
the foregoing document was served by the method indicated below to the following parties: 
John R. Goodell 
Racine, Olson, Nye, Budge & Bailey, Chartered 
101 S. Capitol Blvd. 
U.S. Bank Plaza Building, Ste. 300 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone: (208) 395-0011 
Facsimile: (208) 433-0167 
Counsel for Plaintiff 
)If. Mail o Fax o Overnight o Hand Delivery 
o Email 
jrg@racinelaw.net 
Angelo L. Rosa 
1168 E. 1700 S. 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84105 
Telephone: 801/440-4400 
Facsimile: 801/415-1773 
Counsel for Exergy Development Group of Idaho, 
LLC; XRG Development Partners, LLC; Rogerson 
Flats Wind Park, LLC 
"j( Mail o Fax o Overnight o Hand Delivery 
o Email 
arosa@exer1Ndevelonment.com 
Richard H. Greener 
Tara Martens Miller 
Greener Burke Shoemaker Oberrecht P.A. 
950 W. Bannock St., Suite 950 
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Telephone: (208) 319-2600 
Facsimile: (208) 319-2601 
Counsel for Jack Ranch Wind Land Holdings, 
LLC 
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Attorneys for Jack Ranch Wind Land Holdings, LLC 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
FAGEN, INC., a Minnesota corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, LLC, 
an Idaho limited liability company; 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF 
IDAHO, LLC, an Idaho limited liability 
company; XRG DEVELOPMENT 
PARTNERS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability 
company; J.R. SIMPLOT 
SELF-DECLARATION OF REVOCABLE 
TRUST, an Idaho revocable trust; and JACK 
RANCH WIND LAND HOLDINGS, LLC, 
a Delaware limited liability company; and 
"JOHN DOES 1-10," 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-2013-0000573 
STIPULATION FOR DISMISSAL WITH 
PREJUDICE OF DEFENDANT JACK 
RANCH WIND LAND HOLDINGS, LLC 
COMES NOW, the Plaintiff Fagen Inc., ("Plaintiff') by and through its counsel ofrecord, 
Racine, Olson, Nye, Budge & Bailey, Chartered and the Defendant, Jack Ranch Wind Land 
Holdings, LLC ( "Defendant") by and through its counsel of record, Greener Burke Shoemaker 
Oberrecht P.A., and hereby request that Defendant be dismissed with prejudice, the parties to bear 





their own costs and attorneys' fees. This Stipulation is made and entered upon the grounds and for 
the reasons that the matter has been resolved as between Plaintiff and Defendant, Jack Ranch Wind 
Land Holdings, LLC. 
DATED this_ day of November, 2013. GREENER BURKE SHOEMAKER 0BERRECHT P.A. 
RkH.ener 
Tara Martens Miller 
Attorneys for Defendant Jack Ranch Wind Land 
Holdings, LLC 
DATED this_ day of November, 2013. Racine, Olson, Nye, Budge & Bailey, Chartered 
John R. Goodell 
Attorney for Plaintiff Fagen Inc 
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their ow11 costs and attorneys' fees. This Stipulation is made and entered upon the grounds and for 
the reasons that the matter has been resolved llS between Plaintiff attd Defendant. Jack Ranch Wind 
Land Holdings, LLC, 
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Holdings, LLC 
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Attorney for Defendants Exergy Development D Email: 
Group of Idaho, LLC, XRG Development Partners, 
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Clerk 
Deputy Clem: 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
FAGEN, INC., a Minnesota corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, LLC, 
an Idaho limited liability company; 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF 
IDAHO, LLC, an Idaho limited liability 
company; XRG DEVELOPMENT 
PARTNERS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability 
company; J.R. SIMPLOT 
SELF-DECLARATION OF REVOCABLE 
TRUST, an Idaho revocable trust; and JACK 
RANCH WIND LAND HOLDINGS, LLC, 
a Delaware limited liability company; and 
"JOHN DOES 1-10," 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-2013-0000573 
ORDER GRANTING STIPULATION 
FOR DISMISSAL OF DEFENDANT 
JACK RANCH WIND LAND 
HOLDINGS, LLC, WITH PREJUDICE 
The Stipulation for Dismissal of Defendant Jack Ranch Wind Land Holdings, LLC with 
Prejudice, having come before this Court and good causing appearing, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED AND THIS COURT DOES ORDER that Defendant Jack 
Ranch Wind Land Holdings, LLC in the above-entitled action shall be dismissed with prejudice, 
for the reason that the parties have resolved the matter as between them, each party to bear its 
own attorneys' fees and costs. 
ORDER GRANTING STIPULATION FOR DISMISSAL OF DEFENDANT JACK RANCH WIND LAND 
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Group of Idaho, LLC, XRG Development Partners, 
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ORDER GRANTING STIPULATION FOR DISMISSAL OF DEFENDANT JACK RANCH WIND LAND 
HOLDINGS, LLC, WITH PREJUDICE - 2 
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Richard L. Stacey 
Joe Meuleman 
• 
Meuleman Mollerup, LLP 
755 W. Front Street, Suite 200 
Boise, ID 83702 
Attorneys for Defendant J.R. Simplot Self-
Declaration of Revocable Trust 
• 
L!1 U.S. Mail 
D Facsimile: 208/336-9712 
D Hand Delivery 
D Overnight Delivery 
D Email 
ORDER GRANTING STIPULATION FOR DISMISSAL OF DEFENDANT JACK RANCH WIND LAND 





Richard L. Stacey, ISB #6800 
Joe Meuleman, ISB #8029 
Brian J. Holleran, ISB #8437 
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP W 
7SS W. Front Street, Suite 200 
Boiset Idaho 83702 
(208) 342-6066 Telephone 
(208) 336-9712 Fax 
stacev@lawidaho.com 
1:\10268.006\1'1.D\Dllmlu (Whhckaw) 131127.doax 
(FAX) P.002/004 
• DISTRICT COURl 
1 WIN FALLS CO .• IOAHO 
FILED 
2013 NOY 27 PH ~: 04 
Attorneys for Defendant J. R. Simplot Self-Declaration of Revocable Trust 
1N THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THB COUN'IY OF TWIN FALLS 
FAGEN, INC., a Minnesota corporation, 
Plaintiff; 
v. 
ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK_ LLC, an 
Idaho limited liability company; EXEROY 
DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, 
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company; 
XRG DEVELOPMENT PARTNER._S, LLC, 
an Idaho limited liability company; J.R. 
SIMPLOT SELF-DECLARATION OF 
REVOCABLE TRUST, an Idaho revocable 
trust; JACK RANCH WIND LAND 
HOLDINGS, LLC, a Delaware limited 
liability company; and "JOHN DOES 1-10"• 
Defendants. 
Case No, CV-2013-573 
J. R. SIMPLOT SELF .. DECLARATION 
OF REVOCABLE TRUST'S NOTICE OF 
WITBDRA WAL OF MOTION TO 
DISMISS AND NOTICE OF NON-
OPPOSITION 
(Judge Randy J. Stoker) 
J, R. SIMPLOT SELJ•DICLARATION OP REVOCABLE TRVST1S NO'tICE OF WITBDRA. WAL OP 
MOTION TO DISMISS AND NOTICE 011' NON-OPPOSITION - l'11e 1 
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• • 
COMES NOW, Defendant J. R. Simplot Self-Declaration of Revocable Trust (the 
"Trust''), by and through its counsel of record, Meuleman Mollerup LLP, and hereby withdraws 
its Motion to Dismiss ('~otion'? filed herein on November 1S, 2013, and vacates the hearing on 
the Motion set for December 2, 2013, at 10:00 a.m. 
The Trust further gives notice that, pursuant to the Stipulation for Dismissal with Prejudice 
(Fagen Claims Against Defendant J. R.. Simplot Self-Declaration of Revocable Trust Only), it does 
not oppose Plaintiff's Motion for Leave to Amend Complaint, Plaintiff's Motion for Rule S6(f) 
Continuance, and Bxergy Development Group of Idaho, LLC's, XRG Development Partners, 
LLC's, and Rogerson Flats Wind Par~ LLC's Omnibus Motion to Dismiss Complaint. As such, 
the Trust will not attend the hearings on those motions set for December 2, 2013. 
DATED this 27th day of November 2013. 
chard L. Stacey 
Attomeys for Defendant J. R. Simplot Self-
Declaration of Revocable Trust 
J, R, SIM1LOT SBLJ·DBCLARA'nO~ OF REVOCABLE TRUST'S NOTICE 011' WITBDRA WAL or 
MOTION TO DISMISS~ NOTICE OF NON•OPPOSITION - Page 2. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 27th day ofNovember 2013, a true and conect copy of 
the foregoing document was served by the method indicated below to the following partiea: 
John R. Goodell 
Racine, Olson, Nye, Budge & Bailey, Chartered 
101 S. Capitol Blvd. 
U.S. Bank Plaza Building, Ste. 300 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone: (208) 395~0011 
Faoslmile: (208) 433-0167 
Counsel for Plaintiff 
Cl Mall "/,.Fax ci Overnight CJ Hand Delivery 
C JlmaiJ 
J~cinela\V.llet 
Angelo L. Rosa 
1168 B, 1700 S. 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84105 
Telephone: 801/440-4400 
Facshnlle:801/41S-1773 
Counsel for bergy Development Grc,up of lda/10, 
LLC,· XRG Development Partners, LLC,• Rogerson 
FlflU Wind Park, LLC 
c Mall j.F= C 0,,6rnigl,t c Hand Dellvt11'1 
c BmaJI 
Richard H. Greener 
"I'IU'J Mllrtens Miller 
Greener Burke Shoemaker Oberrecht P.A. 
9SO W. Bmmock St., Suite 950 
Boise. m 83702-6102 
Telephone: (208) 319-2600 
Facsimile: (208) 319-2601 
Cbunsel for Jack Ranch Wind Land Holdings, 
UC 
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John R. Goodell 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, BUDGE 
& BAILEY, CHARTERED 
101 S. Capitol Blvd. 
U.S. Bank Plaza Building, Ste. 300 
Boise, Idaho 83702 






Attorneys for Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. 
• DISTRICT COURT 
Fifth Judicial District 
County of 'lwln FaHa • State of Idaho 
NOV 29 2013 
/OiOb~ 'A Cleric 
/ Daputj CIBrll 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 






ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, LLC, ) 
an Idaho limited liability company; ) 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF) 
IDAHO, LLC, an Idaho limited liability) 
company; XRG DEVELOPMENT) 
PARTNERS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability) 
company; J. R. SIMPLOT ) 
SELF-DECLARATION OF REVOCABLE) 
TRUST, an Idaho revocable trust; and JACK) 
RANCH WIND LAND HOLDINGS, LLC, ) 
a Delaware limited liability company; and ) 
"JOHN DOES 1-1 O," ) 
) 
Defendants. ) 
Case No. CV-2013-573 
STIPULATION FOR DISMISSAL WITH 
PREJUDICE (FAGEN CLAIMS 
AGAINST DEFENDANT J. R. SIMPLOT 
SELF-DECLARATION OF REVOCABLE 
TRUST ONLY) 
COME NOW Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. ("Fagen"), and Defendant J. R. Simplot Self-Declaration 
of Revocable Trust ("Simplot Revocable Trust"), by and through their respective undersigned 
counsel of record, and hereby stipulate and agree that th~ above-entitled action be dismissed with 
STIPULATION FOR DISMISSAL WITH PREJUDICE (FAGEN CLAIMS AGAINST 
DEFENDANT J, R. SIMPLOT SELF-DECLARATION OF REVOCABLE TRUST ONLY)-Page 1- Page 1 
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'. • • [O COPY 
prejudice, each party to bear their own cost and fees. This Stipulation is made on the ground and 
for the reason that the matter has been fully resolved between Plaintiff Fagen and Defendant 
Revocable Simplot Trust. 
PlaintiffFagen's claims against the other named Defendants are reserved and shall remain 
unaffected. 
DATED this_ day ofNovember, 2013. 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, BUDGE & 
BAILEY, CHARTERED 
By: ______________ _ 
JOHN R. GOODELL 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Fagen, Inc, tV' 
DATED this')..."? day ofNovcmber, 2013. 
HARDL. S 'A Y 
Attorneys for Defendant J. R. Simplot Self-
Declaration of Revocable Trust 
STIPULATION FOR DISMISSAL WITH PREJUDICE (FAGEN CLAIMS AGAINST 
DEFENDANT J, R, SIMPLOT SELF-DECLARATION OF REVOCABLE TRUST ONLY)• Pago 2. Page 2 
Received Time Nov. 27. 2013 12:49PM No. 9020 
! I ' I 
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prejudice, each party to bear their own cost and fees. This Stipulation is made on the ground and 
for the reason that the matter has been fully resolved between Plaintiff Fagen and Defendant 
Revocable Simplot Trust. 
Plaintiff Fagen' s claims against the other named Defendants are reserved and shall remain 
unaffected. 
DATED this 2 ?~November, 2013. 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, BUDGE & 
BAILEY,CHARTERED 
By:.--++-a~ /_,A~~-~~/(~ ~ 
~~dbELL I 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. 
DATED this_ day of November, 2013. 
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP LLP 
By: _______________ _ 
RICHARD L. STACEY 
Attorneys for Defendant J. R. Simplot Self-
Declaration of Revocable Trust 
STIPULATION FOR DISMISSAL Wim PREJUDICE (FAGEN CLAIMS AGAINST 
DEFENDANT J. R. SIMPLOT SELF-DECLARATION OF REVOCABLE TRUST ONLY)- Page 2- Page 2 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the~! ~fNovember, 2013, I served a true and correct 
copy of the above and foregoing document to the following person(s) as follows: 
Angelo L. Rosa 
1168 E. 1700 S. 
Salt Lake City, UT 84105 
Attorney for Exergy Development Group of 
Idaho, LLC; XRG Development Partners, 
LLC; and Rogerson Flats Wind Park, LLC 
Richard L. Stacey 
Joe Meuleman 
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP, LLP 
755 W Front Street, Suite 200 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Attorneys for Defendant J. R. Simplot Self-
Declaration of Revocable Trust 
Richard H. Greener 
Tara Martens Miller 
GREENER BURKE SHOEMAKER 
OBERRECHT, P.A. 
950 W. Bannock St., Suite 950 
Boise, ID 83702-6102 
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Fifth Judicial District 
County of lwln Falla .,State of Idaho 
DEC - 2 2013 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 






ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, LLC, ) 
an Idaho limited liability company; ) 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF) 
IDAHO, LLC, an Idaho limited liability) 
company; XRG DEVELOPMENT) 
PARTNERS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability) 
company; J. R. SIMPLOT ) 
SELF-DECLARATION OF REVOCABLE) 
TRUST, an Idaho revocable trust; and JACK) 
RANCH WIND LAND HOLDINGS, LLC,) 
a Delaware limited liability company; and ) 
"JOHN DOES 1-10," ) 
) 
Defendants. ) 
Case No. CV-2013-573 
ORDER FOR DISMISSAL WITH 
PREJUDICE (J. R. SIMPLOT SELF-
DECLARATION OF REVOCABLE 
TRUST ONLY) 
Based on the Stipulation for Dismissal With Prejudice (J. R. Simplot Self-Declaration of 
Revocable Trust Only), and good cause appearing therefor, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED that the above-entitled action 
be and hereby is DISMISSED WITH PREJUDICE against Defendant J. R. Simplot Self-Declaration 
of Revocable Trust Only, each party to bear their own cost and attorney fees. 
ORDER FOR DISMISSAL WITH PREJUDICE (J, R. SIMPLOT 




ORDER FOR DISMISSAL WITH PREJUDICE (J, R. SIMPLOT 




CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 1=.. day o~ , 2013, I served a true and 
correct copy of the above and foregoing document to the following person(s) as follows: 
Angelo L. Rosa 
1168 E. 1700 S. 
Salt Lake City, UT 84105 
Attorney for Exergy Development Group of 
Idaho, LLC; XRG Development Partners, 
LLC; and Rogerson Flats Park, LLC 
Richard L. Stacey 
Joe Meuleman 
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP, LLP 
755 W Front Street, Suite 200 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Attorneys for Defendant J. R. Simplot Self-
Declaration of Revocable Trust 
Richard H. Greener 
Tara Martens Miller 
GREENER BURKE SHOEMAKER 
OBERRECHT, P.A. 
950 W. Bannock St., Suite 950 
Boise, ID 83702-6102 
Attorney for Jack Ranch Wind Land 
Holdings, LLC 
John R. Goodell 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, BUDGE 
& BAILEY, CHARTERED 
101 S. Capitol Blvd. 
U.S. Bank Plaza Building, Ste. 300 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
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• • DISTRICT COURT 
co~~~~dfclal District 
... , '"'" Fans • State Of Idaho 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 






ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, LLC, ) 
an Idaho limited liability company; ) 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF) 
IDAHO, LLC, an Idaho limited liability) 
company; XRG DEVELOPMENT) 
PARTNERS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability) 
company; J. R. SIMPLOT ) 
SELF-DECLARATION OF REVOCABLE) 
TRUST, an Idaho revocable trust; and JACK) 
RANCH WIND LAND HOLDINGS, LLC,) 
a Delaware limited liability company; and ) 
"JOHN DOES 1-10," ) 
) 
Defendants. ) 
Case No. CV-2013-573 
ORDER FOR LEA VE TO FILE FIRST 
AMENDED COMPLAINT 
THE COURT, having reviewed Plaintiff's Motion for Leave to File First Amended 
Complaint, with Notices ofNon-Objection filed by Defendants1, and good cause appearing therefor, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that pursuant to IRCP 15(a) Plaintiff is granted leave to file its 
FirstAmend~1;1ain1 in the fonn attached to its Motion for Leave to File Amended Complaint 
DATED this ay oflSli;prember,2013. 
fvJ,1 
1In lieu on filing a Non-Objection to the filing of the First Amended Complaint, Defendant Jack Ranch 
Wind Land Holdings, LLC and Plaintiff Fagen filed a Stipulation for Dismissal with Prejudice of Defendant Jack 
Ranch Wind Land Holdings on November 25, 2013. 
ORDER FOR LEA VE TO FILE FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT· Page 1 
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CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF 
~ 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the .L_ day of:Nevember, 2013, I served a true and correct 
copy of the above and foregoing document to the following person(s) as follows: 
Angelo L. Rosa 
1168 E. 1700 S. 
Salt Lake City, UT 84105 
Attorney for Exergy Development Group of 
Idaho, LLC; XRG Development Partners, 
LLC; and Rogerson Flats Wind Park, LLC 
Richard L. Stacey 
Joe Meuleman 
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP, LLP 
755 W Front Street, Suite 200 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Attorneys for Defendant J. R. Simplot Self-
Declaration of Revocable Trust 
Richard H. Greener 
Tara Martens Miller 
GREENER BURKE SHOEMAKER 
OBERRECHT, P.A. 
950 W. Bannock ST, Suite 950 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Attorneys for Jack Ranch Wind Land 
Holdings, LLC 
John R. Goodell 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, BUDGE 
& BAILEY, CHARTERED 
101 S. Capitol Blvd. 
U.S. Bank Plaza Building, Ste. 300 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Fagen 
Clede 
[V] U.S. Mail 
Postage Prepaid 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[ ] Facsimile 
[ v'J U.S. Mail 
Postage Prepaid 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[ ] Facsimile 
[ i/j U. S. Mail 
Postage Prepaid 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[ ] Facsimile 
[ '1 U.S. Mail 
Postage Prepaid 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[ ] Facsimile 




Fifth Judicial District 
County of '!win Falls • state of Idaho 




IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 




ROGERSON FLA TS WIND PARK, LLC, 
COTTONWOOD WIND PARK, LLC, 
SALMON CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, 
DEEP CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF 
IDAHO, LLC, AND XRG 
DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS, LLC. 
Defendants. 
John Goodell for Plaintiff(s). 
Angelo L. Rosa for Defendants. 
Case No. CV 2013-573 (Roger Flats) 
CV 2013-574 (Cottonwood) 
CV 2013-575 (Salmon Creek) 
CV 2013-576 (Deep Creek) 
ORDER RE CONSOLIDATION, 
MOTION TO AMEND, MOTION TO 
CONTINUE, AND MOTION TO 
DISMISS 
INTRODUCTION 
By agreement dated December 31, 2011 Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. ("Fagen") entered 
into a written contract with Defendant Exergy Development Group of Idaho, LLC 
("Exergy") to assist in developing four wind park projects in Twin Falls County. Those 
four projects, Rogerson Flats, Cottonwood, Salmon Creek and Deep Creek ("the 
projects"), are the subject of the four cases listed above. On August 8, 2012 Fagen filed 
ORDER RE CONSOLIDATION, MOTION TO AMEND, MOTION TO CONTINUE, 
AND MOTION TO DISMISS - 1 
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four separate, but identical liens in Twin Falls County, claiming $1,412,774.81 plus 
interest, plus attorney fees, for sums claimed unpaid on the projects. Other than as to 
several parties which have been dismissed from this lawsuit each lien is identical except 
for reference to the name of the project. Each lien claims that the last work on each 
project was completed on July 31, 2012. Each lien claims that the owner or reputed 
owner of each property is each wind park defendant and Defendant Exergy and 
Defendant XRG. 
Fagen filed suit in each case on February 8, 2013. In each complaint Fagen 
alleged each of the foregoing statements with one partial exception. In the Amended 
Complaint Fagen alleges that Exergy, XRG and each respective wind farm defendant 
"are the owner(s) or reputed owner(s) of certain improvements, facilities and structures 
on the property identified in each lien." At hearing on December 2, 2013 the parties 
stipulated that these cases should be consolidated, that Fagen could file an amended 
complaint, that Defendant's Motion to Dismiss, previously filed, would be deemed to 
apply to the First Cause of Action (lien foreclosure) of the First Amended Complaint and 
argued that motion as well as Fagan's motion to continue the motion to dismiss for the 
purpose of conducting discovery. The Court took the Motion to Dismiss and the Motion 
to Continue under advisement on the date of hearing. 
ANALYSIS AND DECISION 
Defendant's Motion to Dismiss, which the parties agree applies only to Fagen's 
First Cause of Action in the Amended Complaint, asserts three primary reasons why the 
complaints in each of these cases should be dismissed: 1) the liens are defective; 2) 
none of the defendants have a lienable interest in any of the properties; and 3) there is 
ORDER RE CONSOLIDATION, MOTION TO AMEND, MOTION TO CONTINUE, 
AND MOTION TO DISMISS - 2 
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a pending action in Federal Court in Minnesota involving the same subject matter as 
these complaints. Fagen asserts that it lien cause of action states a valid claim, that the 
motion is in reality one for summary judgment, and that the Court should continue 
decision on the motion to permit discovery in this case because Defendants are making 
factual assertions most appropriately resolved in the summary judgment process. The 
Court finds that portions of Defendant's Motion to Dismiss may be properly resolved at 
this time, but that other aspects of the Motion must be deferred pending discovery. 
A motion pursuant to I.R.C.P. 12(b)(6) only permits the Court to consider the 
facts alleged in the complaint or those of which the Court may properly take judicial 
notice. Hellickson v. Jenkins, 118 Idaho 273 (Ct. App. 1990). The Court does not find 
any facts in this case that are subject to judicial notice. If matters outside of the 
pleadings are considered "the motion shall be treated as one for summary judgment 
and disposed of as provided in Rule 56, and all parties shall be given reasonable 
opportunity to present all material made pertinent to such motion by Rule 56." I.R.C.P. 
12(b)(6). Utilizing these standards the Court will address each of the issues raised by 
Defendants. 
1. The liens were recorded but never filed. Defendants assert that the liens were 
"recorded" but not "filed." Neither Plaintiff nor this Court understands this argument. 
Recording of a document with the county recorder and filing that document with the 
county recorder are synonymous concepts. Each lien, attached to each Amended 
Complaint, shows that each lien was recorded in Twin Falls County as appears from the 
filing stamp on each lien document. These acts are sufficient to satisfy the filing 
requirement of the statute. Defendants' Motion to Dismiss on this ground is DENIED. 
ORDER RE CONSOLIDATION, MOTION TO AMEND, MOTION TO CONTINUE, 
AND MOTION TO DISMISS - 3 
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2. Fagen timely filed suit as required by I.C. §45-510. Defendants are correct that a lien 
claimant must file suit within 6 months of the filing of a lien. The time calculation 
provided for in I.R.C.P. 6(a) and I.C. §73-109 applies to the six month statute of 
limitations contained in I.C. §45-510. Cather v. Kelso, 103 Idaho 684 (1982). The 
complaint was timely filed. Defendants' Motion to Dismiss on this ground is DENIED. 
3. Fagen properly pied that the lien was properly served. The Amended Complaint asserts 
that true and correct copies of the liens were timely served. This is sufficient to satisfy 
notice pleading requirements. If Defendants challenge the accuracy of this service, that 
is a matter for summary judgment or trial. Defendants' Motion to Dismiss on this ground 
is DENIED. 
4. Do the liens attach to the real estate? The relationship between these parties and the 
actual landowner is not clear in this record beyond the written documents appended to 
the Amended Complaint. If there is an agency relationship as Fagen asserts then I.C. 
§45-501 may permit a lien to attach to the subject properties. If there is ratification by 
the owner, the same result may follow. The allegation in the Amended Complaint that 
Defendants "are the owner(s) or reputed owner(s) of certain improvements, facilities 
and structures on the property identified in each lien" is sufficient as a matter of notice 
pleading to withstand a motion to dismiss. The Court agrees with Fagen that a decision 
on this aspect of the motion should await further discovery. Fagen's Motion to Continue 
ruling on this issue is GRANTED and Defendants' Motion to Dismiss is at this time 
DENIED without prejudice to renew this motion in a summary judgment proceeding. 
5. Another action pending argument. I.R.C.P. 12(b)(8) provides for dismissal if there is 
"another action pending between the same parties for the same cause." Defendants 
ORDER RE CONSOLIDATION, MOTION TO AMEND, MOTION TO CONTINUE, 
AND MOTION TO DISMISS - 4 
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represent that many of the issues in the Minnesota case embrace the factual and legal 
issues in this proceeding. There is no evidence in the record of the scope or nature of 
that proceeding. It seems highly unlikely that the federal case involves the same 
issues involved in these cases. This motion to dismiss applies only to the lien claims. 
Lien foreclosures must be filed in the county where the subject land is located. It is 
highly unlikely that a Federal Court in Minnesota would have jurisdiction to litigate the 
lien foreclosures before this Court. Without further information that the Minnesota 
action involves the same parties, issues and facts, the Court in its discretion DENIES 
Defendants' Motion to Dismiss on this ground. 
CONCLUSION 
These four actions are consolidated. The heading for these cases shall be as 
above stated. All future filings shall be placed in the CV 2013-573 file. Recognizing 
that there are four wind park defendants all filings shall be deemed to apply to all named 
defendants unless otherwise specified. Fagen shall forthwith file its Amended 
Complaint and Defendants shall file an answer thereto by December 20, 2013. A 
scheduling conference shall be held at 9:00 A.M. on January 6, 2014 unless the parties 
Randy Ll. 
District 
ORDER RE CONSOLIDATION, MOTION TO AMEND, MOTION TO CONTINUE, 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the _.2_ day of December 2013, I caused to be served a 
true and correct copy of the foregoing, by the method indicated below, and addressed to 
the following: 
John Goodell 
101 S. Capitol Blvd. 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Angelo Rosa 
1168 E. 1700 S. 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84105 
(0 U.S. Mail 
( ) Hand delivered 
( ) Faxed 
( ) Court Folder 
( r,{U.S. Mail 
( ) Hand delivered 
( ) Faxed 
( ) Court Folder 
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2013 DEC -5 AH a: 29 
BY --._ _____ _ 
.. 1,...._<...::::------:~:l~;\ 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
FAGEN, INC., 
Case No. CV-2013-573 
Plaintiff(s), 
vs. 
ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, LLC, et al., 
Defendant(s). 
ORDER FOR SCHEDULING 
CONFERENCE-Civil Cases 
(Effective 4/1 /11) 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the above-captioned case is scheduled for a 
scheduling conference to commence on January 6, 2014, at 9:00 am. The purpose of 
the conference will be to enter a scheduling order regarding the deadlines contained in 
the attached schedule. All parties must appear at this time in person or by counsel. 
Counsel must be the handling attorney, or be fully familiar with the case and have 
authority to bind his/her client and law firm on all matters set forth in I.R.C.P. 16(a) and 
16(b). 
In lieu of this scheduling conference, all parties may stipulate to deadlines and 
other information required in the enclosed Stipulation for Scheduling and Planning. 
This stipulation must be completed and signed by all parties, and filed with the court at 
least three {3) working days before the scheduling conference. The hearing will not 




contacted the court's clerk at the number set forth below to confirm that the hearing is 
vacated. The foregoing notwithstanding, THE STIPULATION MAY NOT ALTER THE 
SPECIFIC TIME REQUIREMENTS SET FORTH IN THE COURT'S PRE-TRIAL 
ORDER. 




CERTIFICATE OF MAILING/DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that on the 5th day of December 2013, I caused to be served a 
true and correct copy of the foregoing ORDER FOR SCHEDULING CONFERENCE, by 
the method indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
John Goodell 
101 S. Capitol Blvd. 
Boise, ID 83702 
Angelo Rosa 
1168 E 1700 S 
Salt Lake City, UT 84105 
(X) U.S. Mail 
( ) Hand delivered 
( ) Faxed 
( ) Court Folder 
(X) U.S. Mail 
( ) Hand delivered 
( ) Faxed 






IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
FAGEN, INC., 
vs. 
Case No. CV-2013-573 
Plaintiff(s), 
STIPULATION FOR 
SCHEDULING AND PLANNING 
ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, LLC, et al., 
Defendant(s). 
The above parties hereby stipulate to the following scheduling deadlines: 
A. EXPERT WITNESSES 
(Plaintiff's experts) 
1. days before trial, plaintiff shall disclose each person plaintiff 
intends to call as an expert witness at trial and state the subject matter on which the 
witness is expected to testify. 
2. days before trial, plaintiff shall disclose all information required by 
Rule 26(b)(4) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure regarding expert witnesses. 
3. days before trial, defendant shall complete any depositions of the 
plaintiff's initial expert witnesses. 
(Defendant's experts) 
4. days before trial, defendant shall disclose each person defendant 
intends to call as an expert witness at trial and state the subject matter on which the 
witness is expected to testify. 
5. days before trial, defendant shall disclose all information required 




6. days before trial, plaintiff shall complete any depositions of the 
defendant's expert witnesses. 
(Plaintiff's rebuttal experts) 
7. days before trial, plaintiff shall disclose each person plaintiff 
intends to call as an expert witness at trial to rebut new information or issues disclosed 
or raised by the defendant. 
8. days before trial, plaintiff shall disclose all information required 
by Rule 26(b)(4) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure regarding the rebuttal expert 
witnesses. 
9. days before trial, defendant shall complete any depositions of 
the plaintiff's rebuttal expert witnesses. 
B. LAYWITNESSES 
1. days before trial, plaintiff shall disclose each person plaintiff 
intends to call as a lay witness at trial (excluding impeachment witnesses). 
2. days before trial, defendant shall disclose each person 
defendant intends to call as a lay witness at trial (excluding impeachment witnesses). 
3. days before trial, plaintiff shall disclose each lay witness 
(excluding impeachment witnesses) plaintiff intends to call at trial to rebut new 
information or issues disclosed or raised by the defendant. 
4. _____ days before trial, all parties shall complete any depositions of lay 
witnesses. 
C. DEADLINES FOR INITIATING DISCOVERY 
1 . days before trial is the last day for serving interrogatories, 
requests for production, requests to permit entry upon land or other property, and 
requests for admission. 
2. ____ days before trial is the last day for filing motions for a physical or 
mental examination. 
D. DEADLINE FOR SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSES TO DISCOVERY 
1. days before trial, all parties must serve any supplemental 




E. DEADLINE FOR DISCLOSURE OF EXHIBITS 
1 . _____ days before trial all parties must disclose all proposed trial 
exhibits. 
F. PRETRIAL MOTIONS 
1 . _____ days before trial is the last day to file motions to add additional 
parties to the lawsuit. 
2. days before trial is the last day to file a motion to amend the 
claims between existing parties to the lawsuit, including to add a claim for punitive 
damages. 
G. TRIAL SETTING 
1 . This case can be set for a trial to commence on or after --------
Note, that absent extremely compelling circumstances, no case will be set 
for trial more than 51 O days from the date of filing the complaint. 
2. It is estimated that the trial will take ___ days. 
3. This case is to be tried as a: 
court trial ---
___ _,·ury trial 
4. Parties preference for trial dates: (Please confer and complete. Do not 
attach "unavailable dates"). 
(a) Week of Tuesday, __________ , 20_. 
(b) Week of Tuesday, , 20_. 
(c) Week of Tuesday, , 20_. 
H. MEDIATION 
1. The parties agree to mediation:Yes_ No 
2. If yes: 
a. The parties agree to submit to mediation with a mediator mutually 
agreed upon. 
b. Mediation shall begin ____ days prior to trial. 
c. Unless otherwise agreed in writing between the parties, the cost of 




The parties reserve the right to amend this stipulation by agreement of all 
parties, subject to Court approval; each party reserves the right to seek 
amendment hereof by Court order, and to request further status conferences for 
such purpose, in accordance with I.R.C.P. 16(a) and 16(b). 
Counsel for Plaintiff(s): 
Date: ------
Counsel for Defendant(s): 
Date: ------
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ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, LLC, et al., 
) Case No. CV-2013-573 
) 
) 
) CIVIL PRE-TRIAL ORDER 
) 
) (Effective 4/1 /11) 
___ D_e_fe_n_d_a_nt~(s~). __________ ) 
Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 16 and 40, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED: 
1. TRIAL: The trial date will be set by separate notice. On the first day of 
trial, counsel shall report to the Court's chambers at 8:15 a.m. for a brief final pre-trial 
conference. Unless otherwise ordered, other than the first and last day of trial, 
proceedings will convene at 8:30 a.m. each morning, and adjourn at approximately 5:00 
p.m. each afternoon. 
2. ALTERNATE JUDGES: Notice is hereby given that the presiding judge 
assigned to this case intends to utilize the provisions of I.R.C.P. 40(d)(1)(G). Notice is 
also given that if there are multiple parties, any disqualification pursuant to I.R.C.P. 
40(d)(1)(A) is subject to a prior determination under I.R.C.P. 40(d)(1)(C). The panel of 




disqualified in this action: Judges Bevan, Brody, Butler, Crabtree, Elgee, Hurlbutt, 
McDermott, Schroeder, Stoker, Wildman and Williamson. 
3. PRE-TRIAL CONFERENCES: A pre-trial conference will be conducted 
pursuant to I.R.C.P. 16. The date of the pre-trial conference will be set by separate 
notice. Counsel for each party is to complete a "Pre-trial Memorandum" pursuant to 
Rule 16(d) for the pre-trial conference. The memorandum shall be filed with the Clerk no 
later than 7 days before the pre-trial conference. In lieu of the pre-trial conference the 
parties may file a pre-trial stipulation pursuant to I.R.C.P. 16. 
4. SCHEDULING AND HEARINGS: The Court holds its regular civil law and 
motion calendar on alternating Mondays commencing at 9:00 AM. Scheduling 
conferences, status conferences, pre-trial conferences and miscellaneous matters are 
heard starting at 8:30 AM. Motions are heard commencing at 10:00 AM. Telephone 
conferences must be pre-arranged with the Court's clerk, as these will be set at a 
specific time. Absent an order shortening time, all motion practice other than motions 
for summary judgment will be governed by I.R.C.P. 7. As a matter of courtesy, counsel 
are expected to contact the Court's Deputy Clerk, Dorothy McMullen (phone 208-736-
4036) to schedule hearings and to confirm the availability of opposing counsel for 
proposed hearing dates. ANY MATTER REQUIRING TESTIMONY TOTALING MORE 
THAN 30 MINUTES SHALL NOT BE SCHEDULED ON THE COURT'S REGULAR 
MOTION CALENDAR. 
4.A. Telephone conferences other than status conferences: As an 
accommodation to out-of-town counsel and parties, hearings on any pretrial motion 




hearings at which testimony is to be offered) may be conducted by telephone 
conference call pursuant to I.R.C.P. 7(b) (4). Unless otherwise ordered by the court, 
telephone conferences will be held ONLY if all counsel so stipulate and the court 
approves that stipulation. Counsel requesting a hearing by conference call will be 
responsible for arranging for placement of the call through the Court Call program or by 
placing the call to the Court's direct line at 208-735-4384. The telephone conference 
must be pre-arranged by the time the motion is scheduled for hearing. All Counsel must 
appear by telephone conference on a "land line." No cell phone appearances are 
permitted. 
4.B. Telephone status conferences: The Court routinely uses status 
conference to monitor its cases. Out of town counsel may appear at these conferences 
telephonically, subject to these conditions: 
A Appearance by telephone must be arranged with the Court's clerk at 
least two weeks in advance. 
B. Counsel requesting to appear telephonically shall arrange the 
conference call at their expense. 
C. Cell phone appearances shall not be allowed. 
D. Counsel not wishing to appear telephonically, may appear in person in 
court. 
5. PRE-TRIAL MOTIONS: All motions to join parties or amend the pleadings 
(except motions pertaining to punitive damages under I.C. §6-1604) must be filed and 
heard so as not to require the continuance or vacation of the trial date, and in no event 
less than 120 days before trial. All motions to add claims for punitive damages pursuant 
to I.C. §6-1604 must be filed and served so as to be heard not later than 120 days 




heard not later than 75 days before trial. All other non-dispositive pre-trial motions 
(including, but not limited to motions in limine) must be filed and scheduled for hearing 
not less than 14 days before trial. Exceptions will be granted infrequently, and only 
when justice so requires. 
5.A. MOTIONS GENERALLY (applies to every motion). 
a. One additional copy marked or stamped "Judge's Copy" of any 
motion and opposing papers (including affidavits, and briefs) must be 
submitted to the judge's chambers when such documents are filed or 
lodged with the clerk of the court. If a party relies upon any case 
decided by an appellate court outside of Idaho, a copy of such case 
must be attached to the copy of the brief submitted to the judge's 
chambers. 
b. The amount of time each side will be allotted for oral argument on a 
motion will be set by the court. 
c. If a notice of hearing is not filed simultaneously with the motion (other 
than motions for summary judgment as discussed below), the motion 
will be deemed withdrawn. 
5.B. MOTIONS REGARDING DISCOVERY: 
a. The Court will not entertain any discovery motion unless accompanied 
by a written certification signed by counsel, which confirms that a 
reasonable effort has been made to voluntarily resolve the dispute with 
opposing counsel certification as required by IRCP 37(a) (2). A party's 
obligation to fully and timely respond to discovery requests is distinct 
from any obligation imposed by this order, and no party may rely upon 
the Order or any deadline it imposes as justification for failing to timely 
respond to discovery requests or to supplement prior responses. A 
motion to compel must SPECIFICALLY ADDRESS THAT PORTION 
OF THE DISCOVERY AT ISSUE and CONTAIN A STATEMENT OF 
REQUESTED RELIEF. 
b. Absent a stipulation and approval by the Court, all discovery shall be 
propounded and served such that responses are due no later than 60 
days before trial. Any supplemental responses a party is required to 
make pursuant to I.R.C.P. 26(e) or the terms of an earlier discovery 
request shall also be served at least 60 days before trial. Any 





c. Reasonable expenses incurred when successfully prosecuting or 
opposing a motion to compel discovery shall be awarded as provided 
in Rule 37(a)(4) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. 
d. MOTIONS TO COMPEL DISCOVERY MUST BE SCHEDULED AND 
ARGUED AT LEAST 45 DAYS BEFORE TRIAL. 
5.C. MOTIONS FOR FULL OR PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT: 
a. The party moving for summary judgment shall prepare as separate 
documents: (a) a motion; (b) a legal memorandum containing a written 
statement of reasons and legal authority in support of the motion, and 
(c) a concise statement of the claimed undisputed material facts 
alleged by movant. Each statement of facts shall include a reference 
to the particular place in the record which supports the claimed fact. 
The legal memorandum shall ALSO include a statement, supported by 
authority, of the elements of any claim or defense relevant to the 
motion. 
b. The party opposing a motion for summary judgment shall prepare as 
separate documents: (a) a , legal memorandum containing a written 
statement of reasons in opposition to the motion, and (b) a concise 
statement of claimed genuine issues of material fact and/or which are 
material facts omitted from the moving party's statement of facts. Each 
statement of a fact shall include a reference to the particular place in 
the record which supports the factual dispute. The legal memorandum 
shall include a statement, supported by authority, of the elements of 
any claim or defense relevant to the motion. 
c. The schedule for serving briefs and affidavits shall be as set forth in 
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 56(c). THESE TIME REQUIREMENTS 
SHALL BE STRICTLY COMPLIED WITH. IN ADDITION, ALL 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT MOTIONS MUST BE SCHEDULED SUCH 
THAT THE MOTION IS FULLY SUBMITTED FOR DECISION AT 
LEAST 75 DAYS BEFORE TRIAL. 
d. The hearing on a motion for summary judgment will be set AFTER the 
moving party has submitted the motion, legal memorandum and 
statement of facts. The hearing date can be obtained from the judge's 
court clerk. 
6. WITNESS DISCLOSURES: Each party shall disclose the existence and 




interrogatories or other discovery requests propounded by another party. There is no 
independent duty to disclose expert or lay witnesses except as required to adequately 
respond to discovery requests or supplement prior responses. If discovery requests 
seeking disclosure of expert witnesses are propounded, a plaintiff upon whom such 
requests are served shall, in good faith, disclose the existence and identity of potential 
or intended expert witnesses at the earliest opportunity, and in accordance with the 
Court's Scheduling Order. A defendant upon whom such requests are served shall, in 
good faith, identify any potential or intended expert witnesses at the earliest opportunity, 
and in accordance with the Court's Scheduling Order. 
Any party upon whom discovery is served who intends or reserves the right to 
call any expert witness in rebuttal or surrebuttal shall, in good faith, identify such experts 
at the earliest opportunity and in accordance with the Court's Scheduling Order. 
7. EXHIBITS AND EXHIBIT LISTS: When and to the extent required to 
respond to interrogatories, requests for production or other discovery requests 
propounded by another party, a party must identify and disclose any documentary, 
tangible or other exhibits that party intends or reserves the right to offer at trial. Absent 
a showing of good cause any exhibit which has not been timely disclosed will be 
excluded. Without regard to whether discovery concerning a party's exhibits has been 
propounded, at or before the pre-trial conference, each party shall: (A) lodge with the 
Clerk a completed exhibit list in the form attached to this order (Exhibit. 1 attached) and 
the proposed exhibits together with one complete, duplicate marked set of that party's 
proposed exhibits for the Judge's use during trial; and (8) deliver to counsel for each 




marked exhibits. The exhibit list and duplicate copies need not include exhibits which 
will be offered solely for the purpose of impeachment. Unless otherwise ordered, the 
plaintiff shall identify exhibits beginning with number "1," and the defendant shall utilize 
exhibits beginning with the letter "A". The failure to list a proposed exhibit shall not 
preclude a party from offering other exhibits that have been otherwise disclosed in 
accordance with the Court's Scheduling Order. At the Pretrial Conference the parties 
shall be prepared to advise the Court whether proposed exhibits are or are not 
objected to. 
8. AUDIO-VISUAL AND OTHER EQUIPMENT: Counsel is expected to 
notify the Court no later than the pre-trial conference of any need for audio-visual or 
other special equipment. The Court provides, an overhead projector with svga and hdmi 
inputs, an audio input, a dvd player, a portable television and VHS-format VCR, a small 
x-ray viewer, easel, ELMO, and podium. The formats supported by the equipment 
issued by the Idaho Supreme Court and the Court are unfortunately limited. Therefore, 
any audio or video entered into evidence, by stipulation or otherwise, on a CD or DVD 
disc must be submitted as a .wma (Windows Media Audio) file for audio recordings or 
as a .mpg file for video recordings. Video recording may also be submitted in 
commercial DVD-Video format, however it is counsel's obligation to ensure that the 
format of the DVD disc is compatible with the Court's equipment. The Court will not 
accept evidence in any other formats. Counsel may furnish and utilize any additional 
equipment but must make all such equipment available for use by opposing counsel. 
Counsel who furnishes their own equipment should make appropriate arrangements to 




favorably on delays caused by unfamiliarity with equipment or technical problems that 
should have been discovered prior to the proceeding. 
9. JURY SELECTION AND VOIR DIRE: Unless otherwise ordered, the 
struck jury selection method will be utilized. It is the Court's intention to "pre number'' 
the panel by random computer selection unless objection to this procedure is raised at 
the pre-trial conference. The number of alternate jurors will be determined at the pre-
trial conference. A list of the names and selected information concerning prospective 
jurors can be obtained from Jerry Woolley, Twin Falls County Jury Commissioner, P.O. 
Box 126, Twin Falls, Idaho 83303 (phone: 208-736-4136) approximately one week 
before trial. Any requests for pre voir dire statements to the panel as authorized by 
I.R.C.P. 47(i) must be made at the pre-trial conference or such request shall be deemed 
waived. The Court will conduct brief initial voir dire examination designed to confirm that 
all summoned jurors are qualified to serve, and cannot be disqualified for obvious bias 
or lack of impartiality. Thereafter, plaintiff will voir dire the entire jury panel, followed by 
defendant. In cases involving multiple parties the method of voir dire examination will 
be determined at the pre-trial conference. Challenges for cause may be made at any 
time while examining a prospective juror, but in no event later than the conclusion of 
questioning of the challenged juror. Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 470) each party shall have four 
peremptory challenges, plus one additional preemptory challenge for each 
additional/alternate juror to be selected provided that multiple co-plaintiffs or co-
defendants may be required to share a given number of peremptory challenges as 
determined at the pre-trial conference. Unless otherwise ordered, the parties will not be 




may, in its discretion, limit or terminate voir dire which is excessive, repetitious, 
unreasonable, or argumentative. 
1 O. JURY INSTRUCTIONS: Jury instructions and verdict forms requested by 
a party shall be prepared in conformity with I.R.C.P. 51 (a), and shall be filed with the 
Clerk (with copies to Chambers) not less than 1 O days before trial, or as ordered at the 
pre-trial conference. In addition copies of proposed instructions in Microsoft Word 
format shall be emailed to the Court's law clerk at stokerlawclerk@co.twin-falls.id.us. 
Requested instructions not timely submitted may not be included in the court's 
preliminary or final charge. Parties may submit additional or supplemental instructions to 
address unforeseen issues or disputes arising during trial. To the extent possible, 
proposed instructions and verdict forms shall be submitted in 12-point, "Arial" typeface. 
The Court utilizes "stock" instructions, copies of which can be obtained from the Court's 
law clerk. The parties may, but are not required to submit additional stock instructions. 
11. JUROR QUESTIONS: In accordance with I.R.C.P. 47(q), the Court will 
determine at the pre-trial conference whether to permit jurors to submit written 
questions to be posed to trial witnesses in accordance with the Rule. Counsel are 
permitted to review all questions before they are posed to a witness, and register any 
objection or comment on the record in the absence of the jury before any juror 
questions are posed. After a witness has responded to any juror questions, counsel are 
permitted (beginning with the party who called the witness) to pose follow-up questions. 
12. TRIAL BRIEFS: The Court encourages (but does not require) the 
submission of trial briefs which address important substantive or evidentiary issues 




between the parties, and lodged with the Clerk (with copies to Chambers) at least 1 o 
days prior to trial. 
13. PROPOSED FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS: If the trial is to the Court 
without a jury, each party shall, within 14 days before trial, file with the Clerk (with 
copies to Chambers) and serve upon all other parties Proposed Findings of Fact and 
Conclusions of Law which support that party's position concerning the appropriate 
resolution of the case. 
14. REQUEST TO VACATE TRIAL SETTING: In setting cases for trial, the 
Court has taken into account the needs of the parties and the case, availability and 
convenience of counsel, as well as its own personnel, facilities and the interests of 
counsel and parties in other pending cases and any stipulations of the parties for trial 
dates as set forth in the Court's Scheduling Order. A request to vacate or continue an 
existing trial setting works inconveniences and hardships on the Court, its staff and 
other litigants, and impairs the Court's ability to efficiently manage its docket and 
calendar. For these reasons, requests (including stipulations) to vacate or continue a 
trial will be granted only in the face of unusual and unforeseen circumstances, and 
when the interests of substantial justice to the litigants so require. Any party requesting 
or stipulating to vacate a trial setting must submit a specific written statement 
concerning the reasons for the request, and must certify, in writing, that the request or 
stipulation has been discussed with the parties represented by counsel, and such 
parties have no objection to the request or stipulation. An order granting a request to 
vacate or continue a trial setting may be conditioned upon terms (including orders that 




fees incurred for preparation which must be repeated or expenses advanced in 
anticipation of the trial setting which cannot be avoided or recovered). An order 
vacating or continuing a trial setting shall not serve to alter the deadlines set forth in this 
order, or the Scheduling Order, and unless otherwise stipulated or ordered, the specific 
calendar dates associated with any deadlines shall be adjusted in reference to the new 
or amended trial date. 
15. SANCTIONS FOR NON-COMPLIANCE: A failure to comply with this 
order or the deadlines it imposes in a timely manner subject a non-compliant party 
and/or counsel to an award of sanctions pursuant to I.R.C.P. 16(i) and/or other 
applicable rules, statutes or case precedent. 






CERTIFICATE OF MAILING/DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that on the 5th day of December 2013, I caused to be served a 
true and correct copy of the foregoing PRE-TRIAL ORDER, by the method indicated 
below, and addressed to the following: 
John Goodell 
101 S. Capitol Blvd. 
Boise, ID 83702 
Angelo Rosa 
1168 E 1700 S 
Salt Lake City, UT 84105 
12 
(X) U.S. Mail 
( ) Hand delivered 
( ) Faxed 
( ) Court Folder 
(X) U.S. Mail 
( ) Hand delivered 
( ) Faxed 
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ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, LLC, COTIONWOOD WIND PARK, SALMON CREEK 
WIND PARK, LLC, DEEP CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP 
OF IDAHO, L.L.C. andXRG DEVELOPMENT PAR1NERS, LLC 
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EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF ) 
IDAHO, LLC, an Idaho limited liability ) 
company, XRG DEVELOPMEN ) 
PAR1NERS, LLC, an Idaho limited ) 













SALMON CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, ) 
an Idaho limited liability company, ) 
EXERGY DEVEWPMENT GROUP OF ) 
IDAHO, LLC, an Idaho limited liability ) 
company, XRG DEVELOPMEN ) 
PAR1NERS, LLC, an Idaho limited ) 














DEEP CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, an ) 
Idaho limited liability company, ) 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF ) 
IDAHO, LLC, an Idaho limited liability ) 
company, XRG DEVELOPMEN ) 
PAR1NERS, LLC, an Idaho limited ) 
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COME NOW Defendants ROGERSONFLATS WIND PARK, LLC, COTTONWOOD 
WIND PARK, LLC, SALMON CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, DEEP CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, L.L.C. and XRG DEVELOPMENT 
PARTNERS, LLC ( collectively, the "Defendants"), by and through their counsel of record, Angelo 
L. Rosa, Esq. and answer the First Amended Complaint ("Complaint'') on file as follows: 
L 
GENERALDENIAL 
All matters not herein specifically admitted are denied. In addition, the Defendants make a 
general objection to those statements that call for legal, rather than factual, conclusions. Finally, 
the Defendants reserve the right to amend this or any other answer or denial stated herein once they 
have had the opportunity to complete discovery regarding any of the claims and allegations in the 
Complaint. 
II. 
RESPONSE TO INDIVIDUAL ALLEGATIONS 
1. The Defendants lack information to respond to the allegations in Paragraph 1 of the 
Complaint and, therefore, each of the Defendants denies those allegations. 
2. The Defendants admitthe allegations inParagraph2 of the Complaint. 
3. The Defendants lackinformation to respond to the allegations in Paragraph 3 of the 
Complaint and, therefore, each of the Defendants denies those allegations. 
4. The Defendants admit in part and deny in part the allegations in Paragraph 4 of the 
Complaint. Admit that Exergy is an Idaho limited liability company. Deny as to the balance of 
allegations. 
5. The Defendants deny the allegations in Paragraph 5 of the Complaint. 
6. The Defendants deny the allegations in Paragraph 6 of the Complaint. 
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7. The Defendants deny the allegations in Paragraph 7 of the Complaint 
8. The Defendants deny the allegations in Paragraph 8 of the Complaint. 
9. The Defendants lack information to respond to the allegations in Paragraph 9 of the 
Complaint and, therefore, each of the Defendants denies those allegations. 
10. The Defendants admitthe allegations in Paragraph 10 of the Complaint. 
11. The Defendants admit the allegations in Paragraph 11 of the Complaint. 
12. The Defendants admitthe allegations in Paragraph 12 of the Complaint. 
13. The Defendants lack information to respond to the allegations in Paragraph 13 of the 
Complaint and, therefore, each of the Defendants denies those allegations. 
14. The Defendants lack information to respond to the allegations in Paragraph 14 of the 
Complaint and, therefore, each of the Defendants denies those allegations. 
15. The Defendants lack information 1:Q respond to the allegations in Paragraph 15 of the 
Complaintand, therefore, each of the Defendants denies those allegations. 
16. The Defendants lack information to respond to the allegations in Paragraph 16 of the 
Complaint and, therefore, each of the Defendants denies those allegations. 
17. The Defendants lack information to respond to the allegations in Paragraph 17 of the 
Complaint and, therefore, each of the Defendants denies those allegations. 
18. The Defendants denythe allegations in Paragraph 18ofthe Complaint 
19. The Defendants re-allege and incorporate by reference each of their responses to the 
allegations in Paragraphs 1 through 18 of the Complaint in response to the allegations in Paragraph 
19 of the Complaint 
20. The Defendants deny the allegations in Paragraph 20 of the Complaint. 
21. The Defendants deny the allegations in Paragraph 21 of the Complaint. 
22. The Defendants re-allege and incorporate by reference each of their responses to the 
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allegationsinParagraphs 1 through21 of the Complaint in response to the allegations in Paragraph 
22 of the Complaint. 
23. The Defendants deny the allegations in Paragraph 23 of the Complaint. 
24. The Defendants deny the allegations in Paragraph 24 of the Complaint. 
25. The Defendants deny the allegations in Paragraph 25 of the Complaint. 
26. The Defendants re-allege and incorporate by reference each of their responses to the 
allegations in Paragraphs 1 through 25 of the Complaint in response to the allegations in Paragraph 
26 of the Complaint. 
27. The Defendants deny the allegations in Paragraph 27 of the Complaint. 
28. The Defendants deny the allegations in Paragraph 28 of the Complaint. 
29. The Defendants deny the allegations in Paragraph 29 of the Complaint. 
30. The Defendants denythe allegations inParagraph30oftheComplaint. 
m 
AFFIRMATIVEDEFENSES 
F1RST AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
(Failure to State a Oahu) 
Plaintiff's Complaint does not state facts sufficient to constitute a cause of action against the 
Defendants. 
SECOND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
(Burden of Proof) 
As a second and separate affirmative defense, the Defendants allege in answering the 
Complaint that they do not asswne any burden of proof attributable to Plaintiff as to any matter at 
issue in this litigation. 
THIRDAFFIRMATIVEDEFENSE 
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(UncleanHands) 
As a third and separate affirmative defense, the Defendants allege that Plaintiff's equitable 
claims are barred by the doctrines oflatches and/ or unclean hands. 
FOURTHAFFIRMATIVEDEFENSE 
(Failure to Mitigate Damages) 
As an fourth and separate affirmative defense, the Defendants allege that Plaintiff has failed 
to mitigate its damages, if any. By asserting this defense, the Defendants do not admit that Plaintiff 
has been damaged. 
FIFTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
(Estoppel) 
As a fifth and separate affirmative defense, the Defendants allege that Plaintiff has waived, 
or by its conduct, is estopped from asserting the causes of action in its Complaint. 
SIXTHAFFIRMATIVEDEFENSE 
(Offset) 
As a sixth and separate affirmative defense, the Defendants allege that they have suffered 
damage by reason of Plaintiff's conduct; that they have the right of offset if any amount of money 
is owed to Plaintiff or due to Plaintiff by way of damage. 
SEVENTmFFIRMATIVIDEFENSE 
(Failure to Comply with Title45, Chapter5,IdahoCode) 
As a seventh and separate affirmative defense, the Defendants allege that Plaintiff has failed 
to comply with the requirements of Title 45, Chapter 5 of the Idaho Code and, therefore, is barred 
from seeking remedies pertaining to lien foreclosure or attachment by way oflis pendens. 
EIGHTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
(Express Contract) 
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As an eighth and separate affirmative defense, Plaintiff's quantum meruit/wtjust enrichment 




As a ninth and separate affirmative defense, the Defendants presently have insufficient 
knowledge and information as to whether it may have additional, as yet unidentified, defenses 
available. The Defendants reserve the right to assert additional defenses in the event discovery 
reveals or indicates that such defenses would be appropriate. 
DATED: 8 December 2013 ANGELO L. ROSA, ESQ. 
Angelo L. Rosa 
Attorney for Defendants 
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CERTIFJCATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on 8December2013, I caused a true and correct copy of the 
document herein by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
John R Goodell 
RACINE, OLSEN, NYE, BUDGE & 
BAILY, CHID. 
P.O. Box 1391 
Pocatello, Idaho 83204-1391 
C U.S. First CJass Mail, Postage Prepaid 
C Hand Delivered 
C Overnight Courier 
~Facsimle 
P Electronic Mail 
Signed.~~~~~~~~~~ 
Angelo L. Rosa 
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• • DISTRICT COURT 
Fifth Judicial District 
John R. Goodell (ISB#: 2872) Co11nty of 'lwfn Falla • State of Idaho 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, JAN -9 2014 
BUDGE & BAILEY, CHARTERED q :l/6Al'f\ 
101 S. Capitol Boulevard a. By Clerk U.S. Bank Plaza Building, Ste. 300 Deputy Clerk 
Boise, ID 83 702 
Telephone: (208) 395-0011 
Fax: (208) 433-0167 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 




ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, LLC, 
COTTONWOOD WIND PARK, LLC, 
SALMON CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, 
DEEP CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF 
IDAHO, LLC, NOTCH BUTTE WIND 
PARK, LLC, XRG DEVELOPMENT 
GROUP OF IDAHO, LLC, XRG 
DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS, LLC. and 
"JOHN DOES 1-10", 
Defendants. 
Consolidated Cases Nos: 
CV 2013-573 (Rogerson Flats WP) 
CV 2013-574 (Cottonwood WP) 
CV 2013-575 (Salmon Creek WP) 
CV 2013-576 (Deep Creek WP) 
CV-2013-26 (Notch Butte WP) 
(Lincoln County) 
PLAINTIFF FAGEN, INC.'S MOTION 
FOR ORDER TO COMPEL 
DISCOVERY RESPONSES 
COMES NOW Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. ("Fagen"), by and through counsel of record, and 
C 
hereby moves the Court pursuant to I.R.C.P. 37(a) for an Order in this consolidated action to 
compel responses to discovery by ALL of the above-named Defendants (excepting the "John 
Does 1-10"). 
PLAINTIFF'S FAGEN, INC.'S MOTION FOR ORDER 
TO COMPEL DISCOVERY RESPONSES - Pg. 1 
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The reasons for this Motion are based upon the facts and circumstances set forth in my 
supporting Affidavit filed concurrently herewith. See Affidavit of John R. Goodell In Support Of 
Plaintiff's Motion to Compel Discovery Responses,,, 2-15. 
The trial court has jurisdiction to issue an order compelling discovery responses. I.R.C.P. 
37(a)(2). Plaintiff respectfully requests such an Order since informal attempts to secure the 
responses have been unsuccessful. To date, no responses have been served despite several 
informal extensions, and Defendants' counsel's representation to the Court at the prior December 
hearing that Defendants' responses would be served on or before December 31, 2013. See 
Affidavit of John R. Goodell In Support Of Plaintiff's Motion to Compel Discovery Responses, ,, 
8-10. Fagen appreciates that Mr. Rosa's Motion to Withdraw identifies lack of cooperation of 
Defendants as a reason such has not occurred. See Affidavit of John R. Goodell In Support Of 
Plaintiff's Motion to Compel Discovery Responses,, 11. 
Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 37(a)(4), Plaintiff Fagen further requests an award of attorney fees 
and costs incurred in obtaining this Order. 
DATED this ~ of January, 2014. 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, BUDGE & 
BAILEY,CHARTERED 
By: ~MfJ:L 
PLAINTIFF'S FAGEN, INC.'S MOTION FOR ORDER 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this~ of January, 2014, I served a true and correct copy of 
the foregoing was served by the method indicated below, and addressed as stated: 
Angelo Rosa 
1168 E. 1700 S. 
Salt Lake City, UT 84105 
PLAINTIFF'S FAGEN, INC.'S MOTION FOR ORDER 
TO COMPEL DISCOVERY RESPONSES - Pg. 3 
IZI U.S. Mail 
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Fifth Judicial District 
County of lwln Falla • Stata of Idaho 
MAR -3 2014 
IX 1,'!6AJ4., Clerk 
/ Deputy Clerk 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 




ROGERSON FLA TS WIND PARK etal, 
Defendant(s) 
Case No. CV 13-573 
ORDER FOR SCHEDULING 
CONFERENCE-Civil Cases 
(Effective 4/1 /11 ) 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the above-captioned case is scheduled for a 
scheduling conference to commence on April 14, 2014, at 10:00 am. The purpose of 
the conference will be to enter a scheduling order regarding the deadlines contained in 
the attached schedule. All parties must appear at this time in person or by counsel. 
Counsel must be the handling attorney, or be fully familiar with the case and have 
authority to bind his/her client and law firm on all matters set forth in I.R.C.P. 16(a) and 
16(b). 
In lieu of this scheduling conference, all parties may stipulate to deadlines and 
other information required in the enclosed Stipulation for Scheduling and Planning. 
This stipulation must be completed and signed by all parties, and filed with the court at 




be vacated until: 1) the attached stipulation is received by the court; and 2) counsel has 
contacted the court's clerk at the number set forth below to confirm that the hearing is 
vacated. The foregoing notwithstanding, THE STIPULATION MAY NOT ALTER THE 
SPECIFIC TIME REQUIREMENTS SET FORTH IN THE COURT'S PRE-TRIAL 
ORDER. 






CERTIFICATE OF MAILING/DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that on the 3rd day of March, 2014, I caused to be served a true 
and correct copy of the foregoing ORDER FOR SCHEDULING CONFERENCE, by the 
method indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
John R. Goodell 
Attorney at Law 
P.O. Box 1391 
Pocatello, Idaho 83204-1391 
James T. Carkulis 
40 W 14th St, Suite 4A 
Helena, Montana 59601 
Angelo L. Rosa 
Attorney at Law 
P.O. Box 1605 









IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
FAGEN INC., Case No. CV-13-573 
STIPULATION FOR 
SCHEDULING AND PLANNING Plaintiff. 
Vs 
ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK etal, 
Defendant. 
The above parties hereby stipulate to the following scheduling deadlines: 
A. EXPERT WITNESSES 
(Plaintiff's experts) 
1. days before trial, plaintiff shall disclose each person plaintiff 
intends to call as an expert witness at trial and state the subject matter on which the 
witness is expected to testify. 
2. days before trial, plaintiff shall disclose all information required by 
Rule 26(b)(4) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure regarding expert witnesses. 
3. days before trial, defendant shall complete any depositions of the 
plaintiff's initial expert witnesses. 
(Defendant's experts) 
4. days before trial, defendant shall disclose each person defendant 
intends to call as an expert witness at trial and state the subject matter on which the 
witness is expected to testify. 
5. days before trial, defendant shall disclose all information required 
by Rule 26(b)(4) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure regarding expert witnesses. 
6. days before trial, plaintiff shall complete any depositions of the 




(Plaintiff's rebuttal experts) 
7. days before trial, plaintiff shall disclose each person plaintiff 
intends to call as an expert witness at trial to rebut new information or issues disclosed 
or raised by the defendant. 
8. days before trial, plaintiff shall disclose all information required 
by Rule 26(b)(4) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure regarding the rebuttal expert 
witnesses. 
9. days before trial, defendant shall complete any depositions of 
the plaintiff's rebuttal expert witnesses. 
B. LAY WITNESSES 
1. days before trial, plaintiff shall disclose each person plaintiff 
intends to call as a lay witness at trial (excluding impeachment witnesses). 
2. days before trial, defendant shall disclose each person 
defendant intends to call as a lay witness at trial (excluding impeachment witnesses). 
3. days before trial, plaintiff shall disclose each lay witness 
(excluding impeachment witnesses) plaintiff intends to call at trial to rebut new 
information or issues disclosed or raised by the defendant. 
4. _____ days before trial, all parties shall complete any depositions of lay 
witnesses. 
C. DEADLINES FOR INITIATING DISCOVERY 
1. days before trial is the last day for serving interrogatories, 
requests for production, requests to permit entry upon land or other property, and 
requests for admission. 
2. _____ days before trial is the last day for filing motions for a physical or 
mental examination. 
D. DEADLINE FOR SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSES TO DISCOVERY 
1. days before trial, all parties must serve any supplemental 
response to discovery required by Rule 26(e) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. 
E. DEADLINE FOR DISCLOSURE OF EXHIBITS 
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1. _____ days before trial all parties must disclose all proposed trial 
exhibits. 
F. PRETRIAL MOTIONS 
1. _____ days before trial is the last day to file motions to add additional 
parties to the lawsuit. 
2. days before trial is the last day to file a motion to amend the 
claims between existing parties to the lawsuit, including to add a claim for punitive 
damages. 
G. TRIAL SETTING 
1. This case can be set for a trial to commence on or after --------
Note, that absent extremely compelling circumstances, no case will be set 
for trial more than 510 days from the date of filing the complaint. 
2. It is estimated that the trial will take ____ days. 
3. This case is to be tried as a: 
court trial ----
___ _,·ury trial 
4. Parties preference for trial dates: (Please confer and complete. Do not 
attach "unavailable dates"). 
(a) Week of Tuesday, __________ , 20_. 
(b) Week of Tuesday, , 20_. 
(c) Week of Tuesday, , 20_. 
H. MEDIATION 
1. The parties agree to mediation:Yes_ No 
2. If yes: 
a. The parties agree to submit to mediation with a mediator mutually 
agreed upon. 
b. Mediation shall begin _____ days prior to trial. 
c. Unless otherwise agreed in writing between the parties, the cost of 
mediation shall be equally divided between the parties. 
6 
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The parties reserve the right to amend this stipulation by agreement of all 
parties, subject to Court approval; each party reserves the right to seek 
amendment hereof by Court order, and to request further status conferences for 
such purpose, in accordance with I.R.C.P. 16(a) and 16(b). 
Counsel for Plaintiff(s): 
Date: ------
Counsel for Defendant(s): 
Date: 
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John R. Goodell (ISB#: 2872) 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, 
BUDGE & BAILEY, CHARTERED 
IOI S. Capitol Boulevard 
U.S. Bank Plaza Building, Ste. 300 
Boise, ID 83702 
Telephone: (208) 395-0011 
Fax: (208) 433-0167 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. 
• DISTRICT COURT 
TWIN FALLS CO. IOAHO 
FILED 




IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
FAGEN, INC., Case No. CV 2013-573 
Plaintiff, Consolidated Cases: 
Twin Falls Co. Case No. CV 2013-573 
vs. Twin Falls Co. Case No. CV 2013-574 
Twin Falls Co. Case No. CV 2013-575 
ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, LLC, Twin Falls Co. Case No. CV 2013-576 
COTTONWOOD WIND PARK, LLC, Lincoln Co. Case No. CV 2013-26. 
SALMON CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, 
DEEP CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT 
NOTCH BUTTE WIND PARK, LLC, (ROGERSON FLATS WP, et al.) 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF 
IDAHO, LLC, XRG DEVELOPMENT 
PARTNERS, LLC, and "JOHN DOES 1-
10", 
Defendants. 
COMES NOW Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. ("Fagen"), by and through counsel of record, and for its 
Complaint against the above-named Defendants, ROGERSON FLATS .WIND PARK, LLC, 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, LLC, XRG DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS 
OF IDAHO, LLC, AND "JOHN DOES 1-10" as any other persons or entities claiming any right 
to possession or inter~st of the subject property, states and alleges as follows: 




1. Plaintiff Fagen is a corporation duly organized under the laws of the State of 
Minnesota. Fagen is a registered contractor pursuant to Idaho Code § 54-5204, license number 
RCE-26001, and in good standing. 
2. Defendant J. R. Simplot Self-declaration of Revocable Trust ("Simplot Trust"), an 
Idaho revocable trust, is the owner or reputed owner and lessor of real property and 
improvements thereon (hereinafter described as the "Property"), as more fully described in 
Exhibit A-1 attached to the Claim of Lien recorded as Instrument No. 2012014945on 8/8/2012 in 
the Twin Falls County Recorder's Office. A true and correct copy of said Claim of Lien is 
attached as Exhibit One hereto and adopted by reference as though fully set forth herein ("Claim 
of Lien"). 
3. Defendant Jack Ranch Wind Land Holdings, LLC (hereinafter "Jack Ranch Wind 
Land Holdings"), an Idaho limited liability company, is an assignee under a Partial Assignment 
of Lease (Substation Property), from Rogerson Flats Wind Park, LLC, assignor, and is a tenant 
or reputed tenant of real property and improvements for an electric substation facility and related 
improvements which tenant or reputed tenant claims an interest in the Property pursuant to Wind 
Project Ground Lease(s) and Agreement(s) entered with the Simplot Trust. 
4. Defendant Exergy Development Group of Idaho, LLC (hereinafter described as 
"Exergy"), an Idaho limited liability company, is a tenant or reputed tenant which claims an 
interest in the Property pursuant to Wind Project Ground Lease(s) and Agreement(s) entered 
with the Simplot Trust or affiliates; and/or pursuant to contract, assignment, agreement, or other 
instrument entered with XRG and/or Rogerson Flats Wind Park, LLC. 
FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT (ROGERSON FLATS WP, et aL) Page2 
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5. Defendant XRG Development Partners, LLC (hereinafter described as "XRG"), 
an Idaho limited liability company, is a tenant or reputed tenant which claims an interest in the 
Property pursuant to Wind Project Ground Lease(s) and Agreement(s) entered with the Simplot 
Trust or affiliates; and/or pursuant to contract, assignment, agreement, or other instrument 
entered with Exergy and/or Rogerson Flats Wind Park, LLC. 
6. Defendant Rogerson Flats Wind Park, LLC (hereinafter described as Rogerson 
Flats Wind Park"), an Idaho limited liability company, is a tenant or reputed tenant which claims 
an interest in the Property pursuant to lease(s) entered with the Simplot Trust or affiliates; and/or 
pursuant to contract, assignment, agreement, or other instrument entered with Exergy and/or 
XRG. 
7. Exergy, XRG, Rogerson Flats Wind Park, and/or Jack Ranch Wind Land 
Holdings are the owner(s) or reputed owner(s) of certain improvements, facilities, and structures 
being constructed on the Property ("hereinafter described as the "Project"). 
8. Fagen claims an interest in the Property pursuant to its Claim of Lien in the 
amount of $1,412,774.81, together with prejudgment interest accruing thereon pursuant to law. 
9. Defendants "John Does 1-10" are additional unnamed persons or parties may 
claim and interest in the property who are presently unknown. Fagen reserves the right to amend 
this Complaint to add such additional persons or parties at a later time. 
10. Jurisdiction is proper in this Court pursuant to Idaho Code§ 5-514 as the 
Defendants have transacted business and/or this action relates to ownership, use or possession of 
real property located within the State of Idaho. 
11. Venue is proper in this Court pursuant to Idaho Code § 5-401. 




12. In 2011 Fagen entered into an Engineering, Procurement and Construction 
Services Agreement (the "Agreement") and/or other agreements and memorandum of 
understanding(s) to supply labor, materials, and engineering, procurement and construction 
services with Exergy, upon, and for the benefit, of the Property. A true and correct copy of the 
relevant portions of the Agreement are attached hereto as Exhibit Two and adopted by reference 
as though fully set forth herein. 
13. Fagen supplied labor, materials, and services upon and for the benefit of the 
Property, commencing work in 2011. 
14. Fagen continued to provide labor, furnish materials, and supply services for the 
improvement to the Property until July 31, 2012, when it ceased doing so due to non-payment by 
Exergy. 
15. Fagen performed this work in a conforming, workmanlike manner pursuant to its 
agreement with Exergy. 
16. As a result ofExergy's failure to pay Fagen for labor, materials and services 
supplied for improvements to the Property, Fagen filed its Claim of Lien as described above. 
17. The reasonable value of the benefit to the Property is equivalent to the labor, 
materials, and services supplied by Fagen as the amount due stated in its Claim of Lien. 
18. True and correct copies ofFagen's Claim of Lien were timely served by certified 
mailing on Defendants. 
FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT (ROGERSON FLATS WP, et al.) Page4 
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FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION 
(Lien Foreclosure) 
19. Fagen realleges the allegations contained in paragraphs 1-18 and incorporates the 
same herein by reference. 
20. Fagen is entitled to a judgment foreclosing its Claim of Lien for the amount 
thereof, together with accrued interest pursuant to law; a determination that its Claim of Lien is 
superior and has priority to any interest claimed by all Defendants, and each of them; and for 
foreclosure sale with application of the proceeds of sale to amount due to Fagen. 
21. Fagen is entitled to recover costs and reasonable attorney fees to maintain this 
action, pursuant to Idaho Code§ 45-501 et seq. The sum of$10,000 is reasonable should this 
matter be resolved by default. 
SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION 
(Breach of Contract) 
22. Fagen realleges the allegations contained in paragraphs 1-21 and incorporates the 
same herein by reference. 
23. Fagen has performed all of its obligations under the Agreement. 
24. Exergy has breached the Agreement in that it has failed and refused to pay Fagen 
in full for labor, services and materials furnished by Fagen. 
25. Fagen has suffered damages as a direct and proximate result ofExergy's breach 
of contract in an amount to be proven at trial. 
FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT (ROGERSON FLATS WP, et aL) Page 5 
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TIDRD CAUSE OF ACTION 
(Quantum Meruit) 
• 
26. Fagen realleges the allegations contained in paragraphs 1-25 and incorporates the 
same herein by reference. 
27. Fagen provided valuable labor, services and materials that were necessary for 
Exergy to perform and complete its obligations. 
28. Exergy benefitted from Fagen's labor, services and materials, including, but not 
limited to the fact that Exergy could not have fully performed its obligations in the absence of 
the labor, services and materials that Fagen provided. 
29. Exergy has failed and refused to pay Fagen for the labor, services and materials it 
provided. 
30. Fagen has suffered damages and Exergy has been unjustly enriched as a result of 
Exergy's failure to pay Fagen for the labor, materials and services provided by Fagen in an 
amount to be proved at trial. 
WHEREFORE, Fagen prays for judgment against Defendants as follows: 
A. An order foreclosing Fagen's Claim of Lien against the Property, and declaring 
the amount due of $1,412,774.81, together with prejudgment interest accruing 
thereon pursuant to law; 
B. An order declaring the Defendants, and all persons or entities claiming an interest 
in the Property or any part thereof, to be barred and foreclosed of all right, title, 
interest, claim or equity of redemption in and to the Property; 
C. An order for sale of the Property according to law and directing the proceeds of 
sale be applied to the amount due Fagen; 
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D. Damages for breach of contract, and/or for Quantum Meruit in at least the amount 
of$1,412,774.81 or such other amounts to be determined at trial; 
E. An award of costs incurred; 
F. An award of reasonable attorney fees in the amount of $10,000 if this matter is 
resolved by default, or if not resolved by default in such amount as the Court 
deems reasonable; 
G. Such further relief as the Court deems just in the premises. 
DATED this 31ay of March, 2014. 




Attorneys for Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the_ ay of March, 2014, I served a true and correct 
copy of the above and foregoing document to the following person(s) as follows: 
Angelo L. Rosa 
1168 E. 1700 S. 
Salt Lake City, UT 84105 
Attorney for Exergy Development Group 
of Idaho, LLC; XRG Development Partners, LLC; 
and Rogerson Flats Wind Park, LLC 
By: 
FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT (ROGERSON FLATS WP, et aL) 
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Postage Prepaid 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[ ] Facsimile 
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John R. Goodell (ISB #2872) 
Daniel C. Green (ISB #3213) 
Ferrell S. Ryan, m (ISB # 8414) 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, 
BUDGE & BAILEY, CHARTERED 
· P.O. Box 1391 
Pocatello, Idaho 83204-1391 
Telephone: (208)232-6101 
Fax: (208)232-6109 
Attomeys for Claimant Fagen, Inc. 
) 






ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, LLC, ) 
an Idaho limited liability company; ) 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF) 
IDAHO, LLC, an Idaho limited liability) 
company; XRG DEVELOPMENT) 
PARTNERS, LLC {ID), an Idaho limited) 
liability company; J. R. SIMPLOT ) 
SELF-DECLARATION OF REVOCABLE) 
TRUST, an Idaho revocable trust; and JACK) 
RANCH WIND LAND HOLDINGS,LLC, a) 
Delaware limited liability compan.y, ) 
. ) 
Owners/Reputed Own~rs. ) 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN: 
: .. 
TWIN FALLS COUNTY 
RECORDED FOR: 
FIRST AMERICAN TITLE -1WIN FJI 
12:38:45 PM 08-08-2012 
2012014945 




Electronically Recorded by Slmpllflle 
CLAIM OF LIEN (J.C. § 45-507) 
. .. . ... : .. · ~ .. : ... ·:·· . . . . ... ,. 
That FAGEN, INC., 501 W. Highway 212, P. 0. Box 159, Granite Falls, MN 56241, hereby 
claims the benefit of the law relative to liens of mechanics and materialmen upon real property as 
provided by the laws of the State ofldaho, J.C. § 4S-S01 et seq., and does hereby clahn a lien upon 
that certain tract of land and improvements thereon as hereinafter described, and in the following 
amounts: 





John R. Goodell (ISB #2872) 
Daniel C. Green (ISB #3213) 
Ferrell S. Ryan, III (ISB # 8414) 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, 
BUDGE & BAILEY, CHARTERED" . 
P.O. Box 1391 
Pocatello, Idaho 83204-1391 
Telephone: (208)232-6101 
Fax:(208)232-6109 
Attorneys for Claimant Fagen, Inc. 
) 







an Idaho limited liability company; ) 
EXERGY DE~OPMENT GROUP OF) 
IDAHO, LLC, an Idaho limited liability) 
company; XRG DEVELOPMENT) 
PARTNERS, LLC (ID), an Idaho limited) 
liability company; J. R. SJMPLOT ) 
SELF-DECLARATION OF REVOCABLE) 
1RUST, an Idaho revocable trust; and.JACK) 
RANCH WlND LAND HOLDINGS,LLC,a) 
Delaware limited liability company, ) 
) 
. Owners/Reputed Own~rs. ) 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN: 
•• 
CLAIM OF LIEN (I.C. § 45-507) 
• o • I• II • • : • • •~•., • • • • • • "•1 ; • 
ThatFAGEN,lNC., 501 W.Highway212, P. O.Box 159, GraniteFalls,MN56241,hereby 
claims the benefit of the law relative to liens of mechanics and m.aterialmen upon real property as 
provided by the laws of the State ofidaho, I.C. § 45-501 et seq., and does hereby claim a lien upon 
that certain tract of land and improvements thereon as hereinafter described, and in the following 
amounts: 





History By Customer statement attached hereto as Exhibit B and adopted by reference, is owed for 
laboq~erformed,, materials furnished, and/or provision of engineering, procurement, construction and 
other services and supply of materials and equipment for the ROGERSON FLATS W1ND PARK, 
LLC, a wind park project, located at or near Rogerson, Twin Falls, County, Idaho .. 
Jn addition, prejudgment interest is owed on the above principal .installment amounts from 
the indicated due date on the invoices listed in E:xhibitB pursuant to the parties' underlying written 
contract, and/or Idaho's statutoryrate@12% per annum, until paid or entry of judgment; plus costs 
and attorney fees incurred in collection. 
2. That said amounts are due, and owing, after deducting all just credits and offsets, for 
said claim fot labor performed, materials furnish~ and/or provision of engineering, procurement, 
construction and other services and supply of materials and equipment, in and for those certain 
improvements of said land located at Twin Falls County, Idaho, more particularly described in 
Exhibit A-1 and A-2 attached hereto and adopted by reference, commonly known as ROGERSON 
FLATS W1ND PARK, IJ.C, located at or near Rogerson, 'Twin Falls, County, Idaho, being the· 
subject of the subject oflease{s) to ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, LLC and/or EXERGY . . 
DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, LLC, and/or XRG DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS, LLC 
(ID), Lessees,, and/t?rpartial assignmentoflease (for substation property) to JACK RANCH WIND 
LAND HOLDINGS, ILC; and said land also being owned by the J. R. SIMPLOT SELF-
DECLARATION OF REVOCABLE TRUST, Lessor.1 
1Said Lessor's Trust established by written instrument dated December 21, 1989, and 
registered in the Fourth Judicial District of the State of Idaho, Ada County, as No. 3T-788. 
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In addition, Exhibit C attached hereto and adopted by reference are two color-coded maps 
and engineering drawings which locate and identify ROGERSON FLATS WIND FARM,"LLC. 
3. That the name(s) and address(es) of the perSon(s) and/or entity(ies) who/which 
contracted with claimant and for whom claimant performed labor performed, materials :finnished, 
and/or provision of engineering, procuremen~ construction and other services and supply of 
materials and equipment, are: 
ROGERSON FLATS WIND ·PARK, LLC 
Attn: James Carkulis 
801 W.Bannock 
Boise, ID 83702 
ROGERSONFLATSWINDPARK,LLC 
802 W. Bannock, 12th Floor 
~oise, ID 83702 
ROGERSONFLATSWINDPARK,LLC 
Attn: Peter J. Richardson, Registered Agent 
515 N. 27'11 St 
Boise, ID 83702 
EXERGY PEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, L.L.C. 
Attn: James Carkulis 
801 W. Bannock 
Boise, ID 83702 
EXERGYDEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, L.L.C. 
802 W. Bannock, 12th Floor 
Boise, ID 83702 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, L.L.C. 
Attn: Molly O'Leary, Registered Agent 
515N. 2?111 St 
Boise, ID 83702 
XR.G DEVELOPMENT PAR1NERS, LLC (ID) 
Attn: James Carkulis 
801 W. Bannock 
Boise, ID 83702 
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XRG DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS, LLC (ID) 
802 W. Bannock, 12th Floor 
Boise, ID 83702 
XRG DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS, LLC (ID) 
Attn: Molly O'Leary, Registered Agent 
515 N. 2'?11 St. 
Boise, ID 83702 
JACK RANCH WIND LAND HOLDINGS, LLC 
3000 El Camino Real 
5 Palo Alto Square, Suite 700 
Palo Alto, CA 943306 
J. R. SIMPLOT SELF-DECLARATION OF REVOCABLE TRUST 
Attn: Ronald N. Graves 
P. 0.Box27 
999 Main Street, Suite 1300 
Boise, ID 83707 
J. R. SIMPLOT SELF-DECLARATION OF REVOCABLE TRUST 
Attn: Doug Zandersmith 
P.0 .. Box27 
999 Main Street, Suite 1300 
Boise, ID 83707 
4. Claimant's last item of labor performed, materials :furnished, and/or provision of 
. . 
engineering, prQcurement, construction and other services and supply of materials and equipment 
occurred on July 31, 2012. 
5. That tb.e.owner(s) orreputed owner(s) of said prope1:W to be charged with said lien 
are:· ·- -ROGERSON ~LATS WIND f~ ~C 
Attn: James Carkulis 
801 W. Bannock 
Boise, ID 83702 
ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, !LC 
802 W. Bannock, 12th Floor 
Boise, ID 83702 
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ROGERSON FLATS WlND PARK, LLC 
Attn: Peter J. Richardson, Registered Agent 
515 N. 2T11 St. 
Boise, ID 83702 
• 
EXERGY DEVELOPiv.IENT GROUP OF IDAHO, L.L.C. 
Attn: James Carlrulis 
801 W. Bannock 
Boise, ID 83702 
EXERGYDEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, L.L.C. 
802 W. Bannock, 12th Floor 
Boise, ID 83702 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, L.L.C. 
Attn: Molly O'Leary, Registered Agent 
515 N. 2th St. 
Boise, ID 83702 
XRG DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS, LLC (ID) 
Attn: James Carkulis 
801 W. Bannock 
Boise, ID 83702 
XRG DEVELOPMENT PAR1NERS, LLC (ID) 
802 vi. Bannock, 121h Floor 
Boise, ID 83702 
XRG DEVELOPMENT PARTNE~,-LLC (ID) 
Attn: Molly O'Leary, Registered Agent 
515 N. 2T11 St. 
Boise, ID 83702 
JACK RANCH WIND LAND HOLDlNGS, LLC 
3000 El Camino Real 
5 Palo Alto Square, Suite 700 
Palo Alto, CA 943306 
J. R. SIMPLOT SELF-DECLARATION OF REVOCABLE TRUST 
Attn: Ronald N. Graves 
P. 0. Box27 
999 Main Street, Suite 1300 
Boise, ID 83707 
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J. R. SIMPLOT SELF-DECLARATION OF REVOCABLE TRUST 
Attn: Doug Zandersmith 
P. O.Box27 
999 Main Street Suite 1300 
Boise, ID 8~707 
6. That the description of the property to be charged with said lien, and upon which said 
improvements were made, and which is situated Twin Falls County, Idaho, is more :fully described 
in Exhibits A-1, A-2 and C attached hereto and adopted by reference. 
7. That the mailing address for this Claimant is:. 
FAGEN,JNC. 
Attn:JenniferA.Johnson, 
Chief Financial Officer 
501 W. Highway 212 
P.0.Box 159 
Granite Falls, MN 56241 
8. That the undersigned certifies that a true and correct copy of this Claim of Lien 
following recording will either be served personally, or served by mailing a copy thereof by U.S. 
mail, certified.; re~eceiptrequested, within-the time prescribed by statute for doing so, upon the 
owners or reputed owners who/which are identified above. 




~R. OOODELL -.::i/ 
Attorney and Authorized Representative for 
Claimant 
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STAIB OF IDAHO ) 
: ss. 
County of Bannock ) 
JOHN R. GOODELL, being duly sworn, on oath, says that he is the attorney and authorized 
signatory on behalf of claimant, FAGEN, INC., in the foregoing Claim of Lien, that he has read the 
same and knows the contents thereof; and that the same is true, and that it contains a correct 
statement of his/her/its demands after deducting all just credits and offsets; and affiant believes the 
same to be just. 
Attorney for Claimant· 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me tm.O((} day of August, 2012. 
(SEAL) 
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BALANCE OF PLANT 
ENGINEERING, PROCUREl\'.IENT AND CONSTRUCTION SERVICES AGREEMENT 
FORTBE 
EXERGY IDAHO SIX WINDS WIND PARK 
BY AND BETWEEN 










BALANCE OF PLANT ENGINEERING, 
PROCUREMENT AND CONSTRUCTION SERVICES AGREEMENT 
This Balance of Plant Engineering, Procurement and Construction Agreement is entered 
into on December 30, 20 I I by and between Fagen, Inc., a corporation organized and existing 
under Minnesota law ("Contractor"}, and Exergy Development Group of Idaho, L.L.C., an Idaho 
limited liability company organized and existing under Idaho law ("Owner") ( each of Contractor 
and Owner, a'~", and together, the "Parties"). 
WITNESSETH: 
A. Owner is developing, :financing and constructing the aggregate l 16MW wind 
generation Project (as herein defined) located at the six (6) Project Sites (as herein defined) in the 
State of Idaho. 
B. Owner desires to contract with Contractor for the provision of engineering, 
procurement, construction and other services and supply of materials and equipment for the 
Balance of Plant (as herein defined) on a single point responsibility, and firm and lump sum 
basis, all as described in, and subject to the terms and conditions of, this Agreement, and 
Contractor desires to provide such goods and services. 
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual promises and obligations set forth 
below, the Parties agree as follows: 
ARTICLE I 
DEFINITIONS 
For purposes of this Agreement, the following terms shall have the following definitions: 
"Affiliate" means, with respect to a Person, any other Person, directly or indirectly, in 
control of, controlled. by, or under common control with, that Person. For purposes of this 
Agreement, "contro~" ''controlled" and their derivatives, shall mean the possession, directly or 
indirectly, of the power to direct or cause the direction of the management and policies of the 
Person so controlle~ whether through the ownership of voting securities, by contract or 
otherwise. 
"Agreement'' means this Balance of Plant Engineering, Procurement and Construction 
Services Agreement, including all Exhibits, appendices and attachments hereto and thereto, as 
the same may be amended, modified or supplemented, from time to time, in accordance with the 
terms hereof. 
"All-Risk Builder's Risk" has the meaning set forth in Section 18.3.1. 
"Applicable Laws" means all federa~ state and local laws, statutes, codes, treaties, 
ordinanceS; judgments, decrees, injunctions, writs, orders, rules, regulations, interpretations 
· Iiav.ing the force of law and pennits of any Governmental Authority having jurisdiction over a 




include the plural, and vice versa; (c) the terms "hereof," "herein," "hereunder/' "hereto," and 
similar terms refer to the entire agreement in which they appear (including any attachments, 
schedules, annexes, exhibits and appendices to such agreement) and not to any particular 
provision of such agreement; ( d) references to a "day' shall mean a calendar day, unless the term 
~'Business Day" is used; (e) references to a Party shall be deemed to include references to its 
successors and permitted assigns; (f) the terms "include,~ and "including" shall be deemed to be 
followed by the words ''without limitation", whether or not so followed; (g) unless otherwise 
stated, where a period of time is specified to run from or after a given day or the day of an act or 
event, it is to be calculated exclusive of such day; and where a. period of time is specified as 
commencing on a given day or the day of an act or event, it is to be calculated inclusive of such 
day; and (h) a reference to time is a reference to the time in effect in the State of Idaho, unless 
otherwise indicated. 
3.1 Scope of Work. 
ARTICLE III 
THE WORK 
(a) Commencing on the Commencement Date, Contractor shall 
perform the scope of work set forth in Exhibit A-1 and its obligations under and pursuant to this 
Agreement and the other Contract Documents. Contractor shall provide, furnish and perform on 
a single point responsibility basis all necessary design, engineering, procurement, supplies, 
vehicles, transportation, equipment, materials, consumables, supervision, installation, erection, 
construction, labor, personnel, quality assurance and inspection, and testing and other services, 
activities and work (including all correction, rectification, remedial, repair and replacement 
services, work, supplies and activities reiating to defects, deficiencies in the' Work not 
conforming to the Requirements) that are required, necessary and appropriate for Contractor to 
deliver and install a fully complete, and functioning and operable, Balance of Plant pursuant to 
the terms of this Agreement and the other Contract Documents, including the Technical 
Documents. Contractor shal~ among other things, (i) furnish or procure, handle and store, as 
necessary, all materials, equipment, machinery, tools, consumables, labor and transportation; 
(ii) perform the construction, supervision, administration and other services and items described 
in the Contract Documents; (iii) perform the engineering and design services as set forth in the 
Contract Documents; (iv) perform the testing services required described· in the Contract 
Documents; and (v) perform quality control checks, including inspection, of all materials, 
services and equipment to be used or incorporated into the Balance of Plant, and rejection of 
those items determined not to be in compliance with the Requirements. 
(b) After Turbine Mechanical Completion of each Turbine, Contractor 
shall, if requested by Owner, provide advisory assistance in connection with the electrical and 
communications aspects of the operation and maintenance of such Turbine. Contractor shall 
provide all necessary and sufficient experienced personnel having the requisite expertise for the 
prompt performance of any correction, rectification, remedial, repair and replacement work: 
required in accordance with this Agreement. 
3.2 Compliance. Contractor shall ensure that the Work conforms to, and is in 
accordance with, the Contract Documents, Prudent Industry Practices, Applicable Laws, 
13 
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IN' WITNESS WHEREOF, this Agreement has been exe.cut.ed and delivered by the duly 
authorized representatives of Owner and Contractor as of the date first written above. 
OWNER: 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP 









·" . ' . • 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, this Agreement bas been execute4 and !ieliv-ered by the duly 
authorized r•esentatives of O.wner and Contractor as of the date. first written above. 
OWNER: 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP 




Name: k,,/ L,'\t.J~ 
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John R. Goodell (ISB#: 2872) 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, 
BUDGE & BAILEY, CHARTERED 
101 S. Capitol Boulevard 
U.S. Bank Plaza Building, Ste. 300 
Boise, ID 83702 
Telephone: (208) 395-0011 
Fax: (208) 433-0167 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. 
r&,cr COURT 
TWIN FALLS CO IDAHO 
FILED. 




IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
FAGEN, INC., Case No. CV 2013-573 
Plaintiff, Consolidated Cases: 
Twin Falls Co. Case No. CV 2013-573 
vs. Twin Falls Co. Case No. CV 2013-574 
Twin Falls Co. Case No. CV 2013-575 
ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, LLC, Twin Falls Co. Case No. CV 2013-576 
COTTONWOOD WIND PARK, LLC, Lincoln Co. Case No. CV 2013-26. 
SALMON CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, 
DEEP CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT 
NOTCH BUTTE WIND PARK, LLC, (COTTONWOOD WP, et al.) 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF 
IDAHO, LLC, XRG DEVELOPMENT 
PARTNERS, LLC, and "JOHN DOES 1-
1 O", 
Defendants. 
COMES NOW Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. ("Fagen"), by and through counsel of record, and for its 
Complaint against the above-named Defendants, COTTONWOOD WIND PARK, LLC, 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, LLC, XRG DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS 
OF IDAHO, LLC, and "JOHN DOES 1-10" as any other persons or entities claiming any right to 
possession or interest of the subject property, states and alleges as follows: 




1. Plaintiff Fagen is a corporation duly organized under the laws of the State of 
Minnesota. Fagen is a registered contractor pursuant to Idaho Code § 54-5204, license number 
RCE-26001, and in good standing. 
2. Defendant J. R. Simplot Self-declaration of Revocable Trust ("Simplot Trust"), an 
Idaho revocable trust, is the owner or reputed owner and lessor of real property and 
improvements thereon (hereinafter described as the "Property"), as more fully described in 
Exhibit A attached to the Claim of Lien recorded as Instrument No. 2012014944 on 8/8/2012 in 
the Twin Falls County Recorder's Office. 
A true and correct copy of said Claim of Lien is attached as Exhibit One hereto and 
adopted by reference as though fully set forth herein ("Claim of Lien"). 
3. Defendant Exergy Development Group of Idaho, LLC (hereinafter described as 
"Exergy"), an Idaho limited liability company, is a tenant or reputed tenant which claims an 
interest in the Property pursuant to Wind Project Ground Lease(s) and Agreement(s) entered 
with the Simplot Trust or affiliates; and/or pursuant to contract, assignment, agreement, or other 
instrument entered with XRG and/or Cottonwood Wind Park, LLC. 
4. Defendant XRG Development Partners, LLC (hereinafter described as "XRG"), 
an Idaho limited liability company, is a tenant or reputed tenant which claims an interest in the 
Property pursuant to Wind Project Ground Lease(s) and Agreement(s) entered with the Simplot 
Trust or affiliates; and/or pursuant to contract, assignment, agreement, or other instrument 
entered with Exergy and/or Cottonwood Wind Park, LLC. 
5. Defendant Cottonwood Wind Park, LLC (hereinafter described as "Cottonwood 
Wind Park"), an Idaho limited liability company, is a tenant or reputed tenant which claims an 
FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT (COTTONWOOD WP, et al.) Pagel 
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interest in the Property pursuant to lease(s) entered with the with the Simplot Trust or affiliates; 
and/or pursuant to contract, assignment, agreement, or other instrument entered with Exergy 
and/orXRG. 
6. Exergy, XRG, and/or Cottonwood Wind Park, are the owner(s) or reputed 
owner(s) of certain improvements, facilities, and structures being constructed on the Property 
("hereinafter described as the "Project"). 
7. Fagen claims an interest in the Property pursuant to its Claim of Lien in the 
amount of $1,412,774.81, together with prejudgment interest accruing thereon pursuant to law. 
8. Defendants "John Does 1-10" are additional unnamed persons or parties may 
claim and interest in the property who are presently unknown. Fagen reserves the right to amend 
this Complaint to add such additional persons or parties at a later time. 
9. Jurisdiction is proper in this Court pursuant to Idaho Code§ 5-514 as the 
Defendants have transacted business and/or this action relates to ownership, use or possession of 
real property located within the State of Idaho. 
10. Venue is proper in this Court pursuant to Idaho Code§ 5-401. 
FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS 
11. In 2011 Fagen entered into agreements and/or memorandum ofunderstanding(s) 
to supply labor, materials, and engineering, procurement and construction services with Exergy, 
upon, and for the benefit, of the Property. 
12. Fagen supplied labor, materials, and services upon and for the benefit of the 
Property, commencing work in 2011. 
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13. Fagen continued to provide labor, furnish materials, and supply services for the 
improvement to the Property until July 31, 2012, when it ceased doing so due to non-payment by 
Exergy. 
14. Fagen performed this work in a conforming, workmanlike manner pursuant to its 
agreement with Exergy. 
15. As a result ofExergy's failure to pay Fagen for labor, materials and services 
supplied for improvements to the Property, Fagen filed its Claim of Lien as described above. 
16. The reasonable value of the benefit to the Property is equivalent to the labor, 
materials, and services supplied by Fagen as the amount due stated in its Claim of Lien. 
17. True and correct copies ofFagen's Claim of Lien were timely served by certified 
mailing on Defendants. 
FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION 
(Lien Foreclosure) 
18. Fagen realleges the allegations contained in paragraphs 1-17 and incorporates the 
same herein by reference. 
19. Fagen is entitled to a judgment foreclosing its Claim of Lien for the amount 
thereof, together with accrued interest pursuant to law; a determination that its Claim of Lien is 
superior and has priority to any interest claimed by all Defendants, and each of them; and for 
foreclosure sale with application of the proceeds of sale to amount due to Fagen. 
20. Fagen is entitled to recover costs and reasonable attorney fees to maintain this 
action, pursuant to Idaho Code§ 45-501 et seq. The sum of $10,000 is reasonable should this 
matter be resolved by default. 
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SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION 
(Breach of Contract) 
• 
21. Fagen realleges the allegations contained in paragraphs 1-20 and incorporates the 
same herein by reference. 
22. Fagen has performed all of its obligations under the Agreement. 
23. Exergy has breached the Agreement in that it has failed and refused to pay Fagen 
in full for labor, services and materials furnished by Fagen. 
24. Fagen has suffered damages as a direct and proximate result ofExergy's breach 
of contract in an amount to be proven at trial. 
TIDRD CAUSE OF ACTION 
(Quantum Meruit) 
26. Fagen realleges the allegations contained in paragraphs 1-24 and incorporates the 
same herein by reference. 
27. Fagen provided valuable labor, services and materials that were necessary for 
Exergy to perform and complete its obligations. 
28. Exergy benefitted from Fagen's labor, services and materials, including, but not 
limited to the fact that Exergy could not have fully performed its obligations in the absence of 
the labor, services and materials that Fagen provided. 
29. Exergy has failed and refused to pay Fagen for the labor, services and materials it 
provided. 
30. Fagen has suffered damages and Exergy has been unjustly enriched as a result of 
Exergy's failure to pay Fagen for the labor, materials and services provided by Fagen in an 
amount to be proved at trial. 
WHEREFORE, Fagen prays for judgment against Defendants as follows: 
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A. An order foreclosing Fagen's Claim of Lien against the Property, and declaring 
the amount due of$1,412,774.81, together with prejudgment interest accruing 
thereon pursuant to law; 
B. An order declaring the Defendants, and all persons or entities claiming an interest 
in the Property or any part thereof, to be barred and foreclosed of all right, title, 
interest, claim or equity of redemption in and to the Property; 
C. An order for sale of the Property according to law and directing the proceeds of 
sale be applied to the amount due Fagen; 
D. Damages for breach of contract, and/or for Quantum Meruit in at least the amount 
of$1,412,774.81 or such other amounts to be determined at trial; 
E. An award of costs incurred; 
F. An award of reasonable attorney fees in the amount of$10,000 if this matter is 
resolved by default, or if not resolved by default in such amount as the Court 
deems reasonable; 
G. Such f~thef relief as the Court deems just in the premises. 
DATED this ~-d yofMarch,2014. 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, BUDGE & 
BAILEY,CHARTERED 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. 
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CERTIFICA E OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the ~ ay of March, 2014, I served a true and correct 
copy of the above and foregoing document to the following person(s) as follows: 
Angelo L. Rosa [v'] U. S. Mail 4 £~ 
1168 E. 1700 S. Postage Prepaid 
Salt Lake City, UT 84105 [ ] Hand Delivery 
Attorney for Exergy Development Group [ ] Overnight Mail 
of Idaho, LLC; XRG Development Partners, LLC; [ ] Facsimile 
and Rogerson Flats Wind Park, LLC 
By: /btfo~ 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. 
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-- .... •• 
JohI1 R. Goodell (ISB #2872) 
Daniel C. Green (ISB #3213) 
Ferrell S. Rya14 ill (ISB # 8414) 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, 
• I 
BUDGE & BAILEY, CHARTERED 
P.O. Box 1391 
Pocatello, Idaho 83204-1391 
Telephone: (208)232-6101 
Fax: (208)232-6109 
Attorneys f<?r Claimant Fagen, Inc. 
) 






COTIONWOOD WIND PARK, LLC, an ) 
Idaho limited· liability company; EXER.GY) 
DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, ) 
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company; } 
XRG DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS, LLC) 
{ID), an Idaho limited liability company; ) 
J. R.. SIMPLOT SELF-DECLARATION OF) 




NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN: 
•• 
TWIN FAU.S COUNTY 
RECORDED FOR: 
FIRST AMERICAN 1ITLE-1WIN Fft 
12:38:39 PM 08-08-2012 
2012014944 




Electronically Recorded by Simpllflle 
CLAIM OF LIEN (I.C. § 45-507) 
··-: . . 
ThatFAGEN,INC.,501 W.Highway212,P.O.Boxl59,GraniteFalls,MN56241,hei~by. 
. . 
claims the benefit of the law relative to liens of mechanics and materiahnen upon real property as 
provide~ by the laws of the State o~Idaho, I.C. § 45-501 et seq., and does hereby claim alien upon 
that certain tract of land and improvements thereon as hereinafter described, and in the following 
amounts: 




John R. Goodell (ISB #2872) 
Daniel C. Green (ISB #3213) 
Ferrell S. Ryan, ill (ISB # 8414) 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, 
BUDGE & BAILEY, CHARTERED 
P.O. Box 1391 
Pocatello, Idaho 83204-1391 
Telephone: {208)232-6101 
Fax: (208)232-6109 
Attorneys for Claimant Fagen, Inc. 
) 






COTTONWOOD WIND PARK, LLC, an ) 
Idaho limited liability company; EXERGY) · 
DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, ) 
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company; ) 
XRG DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS, LLC) 
(ID), an Idaho limited liability company; ) 
J. R. SIMPLOT SELF-DECLARATION OF) 
REVOCABLE TRUST, an Idaho revocable) 
trrlst, ) 
) 
Owners/Reputed Owners. ) 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN: 
• 
CLAIM OF LIEN (I.C. § 45-507) 
That FAGEN, INC., 501 W. Highway 212, P. 0. Box 159, Granite Falls, MN 56241, hereby 
claims the benefit of the law relative to liens of mechanics and materialmen upon real property as 
provided by the laws of the State ofidaho, J.C.§ 45-501 et seq., and does hereby claim a lien upon 
that certain tract of land and improvements thereon as hereinafter described, and in the following 
amounts: 
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I. That the principal sum of$1,412, 774.81 in accordance with the Accounts Receivable 
History By Customer statement attached hereto as Exhibit B and adopted by reference, is. owed for 
labor performed, materials furnished, and/or provision ofengineering, procurement, construction and 
other services and supply of materials and equipment for the COTTONWOOD W1ND PARK, LLC, 
a wind park project, located at or near Rogerso~ Twin Falls, County, Idaho. 
In rui~tion, pr_ejudgment inter~t is owed on the above principal installment amounts from 
the indicated due date on the invoices listed in Exliiliit B pursuant to the parties' underlying written 
contract, and/or Idaho's statutory rate@ 12% per annum, until paid or entry of judgment; plus costs· 
and attorney fees incurred in collection. 
2. That said amounts are due, and owing, after deducting all just credits and offsets, ~or 
said claim for labor performed, materials :furnished, arid/or provision of engineering, procurement, 
construction and other services and supply of materials and equipment, in and for those certain 
improvements of said land located at Twin Falls County, Idaho, more particularly described in 
Exhibit A attached hereto and adopted by reference, commonly known as COTTONWOOD WIND 
P ARK,.LLC, lpcated. at or near Rogerson, Twin Falls, County, Idaho, said land being the subject of 
lease(s) to COTTONWOOD WIND PARK, LLC and/or EXERGYDEVELOPMENT GROUP OF 
. . 
IDAHO, LLC, and/or XRG DEVELOPMENT P AR1NERS, LLC (ID), Lessees; and said land also 
being owned by the J. R. SIMPLOT SELF-DECLARATION OF REVOCABLE TRUST, Lessor.1 
1Said Lessor's Trust established by written instrument dated December 21, 1989, and 
registered in the Fourth Judicial District of the State ofldaho, Ada County, as No. 3T-788. 
COTIONWOOD WIND PARK - CLAIM OF LIEN (LC.§ 45-507)- Page 2 
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In addition, Exhibit C attached hereto and adopted by reference are two color-coded maps 
and engineering drawings which locate and identify COTTONWOOD WIND FARM, LLC. 
3. That the name(s) and address(es) of the person(s) and/or entity(ies) who/which 
contracted with claimant and for whom claimant performed labor performed, materials .furnished, 
and/or provision of engineering, procurement construction and other services and supply of 
materials and equipment, are: 
COTTONWOOD WIND PARK, LLC 
'Attn: James Carkulis 
801 W. Bannock 
Boise, ID 83702 
COTIONWOOD WIND PARK, LLC 
802 W. Bannock, 12th Floor 
Boise, ID 83702 
COTTONWOOD WIND PARK, LLC 
Attn: Mark A Elliso~ Registered Agent 
205 N. 10th St, 4th Floor 
Boise, ID 83 702 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, L.L.C. 
Attn: James Carkulis 
801 W. Bannpck 
Boise, ID 83702 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAH0, L.L.C. 
802 W. Bannock, 12th Floor 
Boise, ID 83702 
. . 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF J;DAHO, L.L.C. 
Attn: Molly O'Leary, Registered Agent . 
515 N. 2'111 St 
B<>ise, ID 837~ 
XRG DEVEWP:MENT PARTNERS, LLC (ID) 
Attn: James Carkulis 
801 W. Bannock 
Boise, ID 8~702 
COTTONWOOD W1ND :PARK- CLAIM: OF LIEN (I.C. § 45-507)-Page 3 
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XRG DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS, LLC (ID) 
802 W. Bannock, 12th. Floor 
Boise, ID 83702 
XRG DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS, LLC (ID) 
Attn: Molly O'Leary, Registered Agent 
515 N. 27th St. 
Boise, ID 83702 
• 
· J. R. SIMPLOT SELF-DECLARATION OF REVOCABLE TRUST 
Attn: Ronald N. Graves 
P. O.Box27 . 
999 Main Street, Suite 1300 
Boise, ID 83707 
J. R. SIMPLOT SELF-DECLARATION QF REVOCABLE TRUST 
Attn: Doug Zandersmith· 
P.O.Box27 
999 Main Street, Suite 1300 
Boise, ID 83707 
4. Claimant's last item of labor performed, materials furnished, and/or provision of 
engineering, procurement, construction and other services and supply of materials and equipment 
occurred on July 31, 2012. 
5. 
are; 
That the owner(s) or reputed owner(s) of said property to be charged with said·lien 
COTIONWOOD WIND PARK, LLC 
Attn: James Carkulis 
801 W. Bannock 
_Boise, ID 83702 
COTTONWOOD WIND PARK, LLC 
802 W. Bannock, 121h Floor 
Boise, ID 83702 
COTIONWOOD WIND PA.EI(, LLC 
Attn: Mark A. Ellison, Registered Agent 
205 N. 10th St., 4th Floor 
Boise, ID 83702 
EXER.GY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, L.L.C. 
COTIONWOOD WIND PARK- CLAIM OF LIEN (LC. § 45-507)-Page 4 
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Attn: James Carkulis 
801 W. Bannock 
Boise, ID 83702 
I • 
• 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, L.L.C. 
802 W. Bannock, 12th Floor 
Boise, ID 83702 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, L.L.C. 
Attn: Molly O'Leary, Registered Agent 
515 N. 2'fh St. 
Boise, ID 83702 
XRG DEVELOPMENT PAR~. LLC (ID) 
Attn: James Carkulis 
801 W. Bannock 
Boise, ID 83702 
XRG DEVELOPMENTP ARTNERS, LLC (ID) 
802 W. Bannock, 12th Floor · 
Boise, ID 83702 
XRG DEVELOPMENT PAR1NERS, LLC (ID) 
Attn: Molly O'Leary, Registered Agent 
515 N. 2Jili St. 
Boise, ID 83702 
J. R. SIMPLOT SELF-DECLARATION OF REVOCABLE TRUST 
Attn: Ronald N. Graves 
P. O.Box27 
999 Main Street, Suite 1300 
Boise, ID 83707 
J. R. SIMPLOT SELF-DECLARATION OF REVOCABLE TRUST 
Attn: Doug Zandersmith 
P. O.Box27 
. 999 Main Street. Suite 1300 
Boise, ID 83707 
6. That the description of the property to be charged with said lien, and upon which said 
improvements were made, and which is situated Twin Falls County, Idaho, is more fully described 
in Exhibits A and C attached hereto and adopted by reference. 




7. That the mailing address for this Claimant is: 
FAGEN.INC. 
Attn: Jennifer A Johnson, 
Chief Financial Officer 
501 W. Highway212 
P. O.Box 159 
Granite Falls, MN 56241 
8. That the undersigned certifies that a true and correct copy of this Claim of Lien 
following recording will either be served personally, or served by mailing a copy thereof by U.S. 
mail, certified- return.receipt requested, within the time prescnoed by ~tatute for doing so, upon the 
owners or reputed owners who/which are id.entified above. 
Dated this 5 ~ day of August, 2012. 
STATE OF ij)AHO ) 
: ss. 
County of Bannock ) · 
CLAIMANT: 
FAOEN,INC .. 
By:---R-Q~ I . R ~·  
~DELi'"" 
Attorney and Authorized Representative 
for Claimant 
JOHN R. GOODELL, being duly swo~ on oath, says that he is the attorney and authorized· 
signatory on behalf of claimant, F AOEN, JNC., in the foregoing Claim of Li~ that he has read the 
same and knows the contents thereof; and that the same is true, and that it contains a correct 
statement of his/her/its demands after deducting all just credits and offsets; and affiant believes the 
same to be just. 
JO~t" 
Attorney for Claim.ant 
CO'ITONWOOD WIND PARK- CLAIM OF LIEN (LC.§ 45-507)- Page 6 
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SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me this~1_ay of August, 2012. 
(SEAL) 
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EXERGY IDAHO Sil WffiDS WThID JPAR:[{ 
BY AND BETWEEN 
JEXERGY DJEVJELO!PMJENT GROUP OJF IDAH07 L.L.<C., 
FAGEN, INC., 
as Conh4actor 





B.AlLANCE OF PLANT ENGffiEEIUNG, 
PROCUJREMENT AND CONSTRUCTION SERVICES AGREEMENT 
Titis Balance of Pla11t Engineering, Procurement and Cons'auction Agi.'eement is entered 
into on December 30, 2011 by and between Fagen, Inc., a corporati.oil organized and existiag 
under" Minnesota law ("Contractor''), and Exergy Development Group of Ida.ho, L.L.C., an Idaho 
limited liability company organized and existing under Idaho law ("Ownef1) (each of Contractor 
and Owner, a"~", and together, the "Parties"). 
W JI 1' N 1E S S E T JBf: 
A. Owner is developing, fina11cing and constructing the aggregate l 16MW wind 
generation Project (as herein defined) located at the six (6) Project Sites (as herein defined) in the 
State ofidaho. 
B. Owner desires to contract with Contractor for the provision of engineering, 
procurement, construction and other services and supply of materials and equipment for the 
Balance of Plant (as herein defined) on a single point .responsi,,ility, and firm and lump sum 
basis, all as described in, and subject to the terms and conditions of. this Agreemen~ and 
Contractor desires to provide such goods and services. 
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mut-ual promises and obligations set forth 
below, the Parties agree as follows: 
ARTICLE I 
DEFINITION§ 
For purposes of this Agreement, the following terms shall have the following definitions: 
"Affiliate,, means, with respect to a Person, any other Person, directly or indirectly, in 
control of, controlled by, or under common control with, that Person. For purposes of this 
Agreement, "control," "controlled" and their derivatives, shall mean the possession, directly or 
indirectly, of the power to direct or cause the direction of the management and policies of the 
Person so controlled, whether through the ownership of voting securities, by contract or 
otherwise. 
"Agreement" means this Balance of Plant Engineering, Procurement and Construction 
Services Agreement, including all Exhibits, appendices and attachments hereto and thereto, as 
the same may be amended, modified or supplemented, from time to time, in accordance with the 
terms hereof. 
"All-Risk Builder's Risk" has the meaning set forth in Section 18.3.1. 
"Applicable Laws,, means all federal, state and local laws, statutes, codes, treaties, 
o.rdinancest judgments, decrees, injunctions, writs, orders, rules, regulations, interpretations 
. having the force of law and permits of any Governmental Authority having jurisdiction over a 





buildings and all facilities a:nd roads situated 01.1 or nem· the P'i.'Oject Sites, all as :further described 
in the Exhibit-s to this Agreement. 
"Project Final Completion" means, with respect to the whole Project, that Project Site 
Final Completion of each, and all, of the Pti."oject Sites has been successfully achieved pursuant to 
the terms of Section 7.6. 
''Project Interconnection Facilities', means the electrical system of Idaho Power 
Company, connecting each Project Site to the electric ti."ansmission grid, a single line drawing of 
which is set fmth in Exhibit Q (which, for the avoidance of doubt, shalR not mean to include the 
communications cabling, which shall be the responsibility of Contractor). 
"Proiect Site" means in the singular, the site of the High Voltage Substation and each and 
any of the following six (6) wind generation project sites referred to as or named (a) 
"Cottonwood", (b) "Rogerson Flats", (c) "Salmon Creek", (d) "Deep C.i:eek,tt (e) "Lava Beds", 
and (f) "Notch Butte" as descdbed and set forth in Exhibit B-1 and Exhibit B~S, Appendix 3, 
including the location of each Turbine on each such Project Site. 
nProiect Site Final Comgletion" hast.he meaning set forth in Exhibit A-1, Appendix 6. 
"Project Site Final Completion Certificate" has the meaning set forth in Section 7.6. 
"Project Site Mechanical Completion" has the meaning set fotch. in Exhibit A-1, 
Appendix4. 
"Project Site Mechanical Completion Certificate" has the meaning set forth in Section 
"Proiect Site Nameplate Capacity' means, with respect to each and any Project Site, the 
aggregate sum of the Nameplate Capacities of all the Turbines located or planned (pursuant to 
this Agreement) to be located at such Project Site. 
''Proiect Site Substantial Completion'' has the meaning set forth in of Exhibit A-1, 
Appendix 5. 
"Proiect Site Substantial Completion Certificate" has the meaning set forth in Section 
~-
"Project Site Underground Collection System Completion" has the meaning set forth in 
Exhibit A-I. Appendix 2. 
"Project Site Underground Collection System Completion Certificate,. has the meaning 
set forth in Section 7.2. 
"Project Substantial Completion" means, with respect to the whole Project, that Project 
Site Substantial Completion of each, and all, of the Project Sites has been successfully achieved 





rnclude the plm-a.l, and vice versa; (c) the tei."llls "hereof," "herein/' "hereunder," "hereto," and 
similar terms refer to the entire agreement in which they appear (including any attachments, 
schedules, annexes, exhibits and appendices to such agreement) and not to any particular 
provision of such agreement; (d) references to a "day' shall mean a calendar day, unless the tenn 
"Business Day" is used; (e) references to a Party shall be deemed to include references to its 
successors and permitted assigns; (f) the terms "include~ and '"including" shall be deemed to be 
followed by the words "without limitation", whether or not so followed; (g) un!ess otherwise 
stated, where a period of time is specified to run from or after a given day or the day of an act or 
event, it is to be calculated exclusive of such day; and wb.ere a period of time is specified as 
commencing 01.1 a given day or the day of an act or event, it is to be calculated .inclusive of such 
day; and (h) a reference to time is a reference to the time un effect i11 the State of Idaho, unless 
otherwise indicated. 
3.1 Scope of Work. 
ARTICLE ID 
THE WORK 
(a) Commencing on the Commencement Date, Contractor shall 
perform the scope of work set forth in Exhibit Aa 1 and it.s obligations under and pursuant to this 
Agreement and the other Contract Documents. Contractor shall provide, furnish and pe1.form on 
a single point responsibility basis all necessary design, engineering, procurement, supplies, 
vehicles, transportation, equipment, materials, consumables, supervision, installation, erection, 
construction, labor, personnel, quality assurance and inspection, and testing and other services, 
activities and work (including all correction, rectification, remedial, repair and replacement 
services, work, supplies and activities relating· to defectst deficiencies in the· Work not 
conforming to the Requirements) that are required, necessary and appropriate for Contractor to 
deliver and install a fully complete, and functioning and operable, Balance of Plant pursuant to 
the terms of this Agreement and the other Contract Documents, including the Technica] 
Documents. Contractor shall, among other things, (i) furnish OT procure, handle and store, as 
necessary, all materials, equipment, machinery, tools, consumables, labor and transportation; 
(ii) perform the construction, supervision, administration and other services and items described 
in the Contract Documents; (iii) perform the engineering and design services as set forth in the 
Cpntract Documents; (iv) perform the testing services required described· in the Contract 
Doc:uments; and (v) perform quality control checks, including inspection, of all materials, 
services and equipment to be used or incorporated into the Balance of Plant, and rejection of 
those items determined not to be in compliance with the Requirements. 
(b) After Turbine Mechanical Completion of each Turbine, Contractor 
-shall~ if-requested by Owner; provide advisory assistance in connection with the-electrical-and 
communications aspects of the operation and maintenance of such Turbine. Contractor shall 
provide all necessary and sufficient experienced personnel having the requisite expertise for the 
prompt performance of any correction, rectification, remedial, repair and replacement work 
required in accordance with this Agreement. 
3.2 Compliance. Contractor shall ensure that the Work conforms to, and is in 





IN VllTNESS 'WHEREOF, tltls Agreemmt w.s been. eXtXu.wd and delivered by t\'.1e duly 
mthrn.1r,;:ed representatrves of Own.er and C~ror a:s of the date first v,llitren above. 
EXERGY DEVELOJP>R,,JIJENT GROUP 
OF IDAHO\ JLJ....C. 




IN •,)ilITNES.S W:Hh"""'R.EOF, this Agroom.ent Iw.s been ex~ti;;i rui,(l ~eliv-e:md by the drily 
1:ruthoiized t~esentatives of O.wna: and Contractor as of the date. mat wrr·o:m abo:ve. 
E:IDERGYDEVEJLO~WiDENTGROUJP 
OF JIJilAJB{O~ L.L.C. 
Title~ 
~ B~ 
Nam.e: k: r / Li\i.J~. 
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John R. Goodell (ISB#: 2872) 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, 
BUDGE & BAILEY, CHARTERED 
101 S. Capitol Boulevard 
U.S. Bank Plaza Building, Ste. 300 
Boise, ID 83702 
Telephone: (208) 395-0011 
Fax: (208) 433-0167 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
FAGEN, INC., Case No. CV 2013-573 
Plaintiff, Consolidated Cases: 
Twin Falls Co. Case No. CV 2013-573 
vs. Twin Falls Co. Case No. CV 2013-574 
Twin Falls Co. Case No. CV 2013-575 
ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, LLC, Twin Falls Co. Case No. CV 2013-576 
COTTONWOOD WIND PARK, LLC, Lincoln Co. Case No. CV 2013-26. 
SALMON CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, 
DEEP CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT 
NOTCH BUTTE WIND PARK, LLC, (DEEP CREEK WP, et al.) 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF 
IDAHO, LLC, XRG DEVELOPMENT 
PARTNERS, LLC, and "JOHN DOES 1-
1 O", 
Defendants. 
COMES NOW Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. ("Fagen"), by and through counsel of record, and for its 
Complaint against the above-named Defendants, DEEP CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, EXERGY 
DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, LLC, XRG DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS OF 
IDAHO, LLC, and "JOHN DOES 1-10" as any other persons or entities claiming any right to 
possession or interest of the subject property, states and alleges as follows: 




1. Plaintiff Fagen is a corporation duly organized under the laws of the State of 
Minnesota. Fagen is a registered contractor pursuant to Idaho Code § 54-5204, license number 
RCE-26001, and in good standing. 
2. Defendant J. R. Simplot Self-declaration of Revocable Trust ("Simplot Trust"), an 
Idaho revocable trust, is the owner or reputed owner and lessor of real property and 
improvements thereon (hereinafter described as the "Property"), as more fully described in 
Exhibit A attached to the Claim of Lien recorded as Instrument No. 2012014942 on 8/8/2012 in 
the Twin Falls County Recorder's Office. 
A true and correct copy of said Claim of Lien is attached as Exhibit One hereto and 
adopted by reference as though fully set forth herein ("Claim of Lien"). 
3. Defendant Exergy Development Group of Idaho, LLC (hereinafter described as 
"Exergy"), an Idaho limited liability company, is a tenant or reputed tenant which claims an 
interest in the Property pursuant to Wind Project Ground Lease(s) and Agreement(s) entered 
with the Simplot Trust or affiliates; and/or pursuant to contract, assignment, agreement, or other 
instrument entered with XRG and/or Deep Creek Wind Park, LLC. 
4. Defendant XRG Development Partners, LLC (hereinafter described as "XRG"), 
an Idaho limited liability company, is a tenant or reputed tenant which claims an interest in the 
Property pursuant to Wind Project Ground Lease(s) and Agreement(s) entered with the Simplot 
Trust or affiliates; and/or pursuant to contract, assignment, agreement, or other instrument 
entered with Exergy and/or Deep Creek Wind Park, LLC. 
5. Defendant Deep Creek Wind Park, LLC (hereinafter described as "Deep Creek 
Wind Park"), an Idaho limited liability company, is a tenant or reputed tenant which claims an 
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interest in the Property pursuant to lease(s) entered with the with the Simplot Trust or affiliates; 
and/ or pursuant to contract, assignment, agreement, or other instrument entered with Exergy 
and/orXRG. 
6. Exergy, XRG, and/or Deep Creek Wind Park, are the owner(s) or reputed 
owner(s) of certain improvements, facilities, and structures being constructed on the Property 
("hereinafter described as the "Project"). 
7. Fagen claims an interest in the Property pursuant to its Claim of Lien in the 
amount of$1,412,774.81, together with prejudgment interest accruing thereon pursuant to law. 
8. Defendants "John Does 1-10" are additional unnamed persons or parties may 
claim and interest in the property who are presently unknown. Fagen reserves the right to amend 
this Complaint to add such additional persons or parties at a later time. 
9. Jurisdiction is proper in this Court pursuant to Idaho Code§ 5-514 as the 
Defendants have transacted business and/or this action relates to ownership, use or possession of 
real property located within the State ofldaho. 
10. Venue is proper in this Court pursuant to Idaho Code§ 5-401. 
FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS 
11. In 2011 Fagen entered into agreements and/or memorandum ofunderstanding(s) 
to supply labor, materials, and engineering, procurement and construction services with Exergy, 
upon, and for the benefit, of the Property. 
12. Fagen supplied labor, materials, and services upon and for the benefit of the 
Property, commencing work in 2011. 
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13. Fagen continued to provide labor, furnish materials, and supply services for the 
improvement to the Property until July 31, 2012, when it ceased doing so due to non-payment by 
Exergy. 
14. Fagen performed this work in a conforming, workmanlike manner pursuant to its 
agreement with Exergy. 
15. As a result ofExergy's failure to pay Fagen for labor, materials and services 
supplied for improvements to the Property, Fagen filed its Claim of Lien as described above. 
16. The reasonable value of the benefit to the Property is equivalent to the labor, 
materials, and services supplied by Fagen as the amount due stated in its Claim of Lien. 
17. True and correct copies of Fagen's Claim of Lien were timely served by certified 
mailing on Defendants. 
FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION 
(Lien Foreclosure) 
18. Fagen realleges the allegations contained in paragraphs 1-17 and incorporates the 
same herein by reference. 
19. Fagen is entitled to a judgment foreclosing its Claim of Lien for the amount 
thereof, together with accrued interest pursuant to law; a determination that its Claim of Lien is 
superior and has priority to any interest claimed by all Defendants, and each of them; and for 
foreclosure sale with application of the proceeds of sale to amount due to Fagen. 
20. Fagen is entitled to recover costs and reasonable attorney fees to maintain this 
action, pursuant to Idaho Code§ 45-501 et seq. The sum of $10,000 is reasonable should this 
matter be resolved by default. 
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SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION 
(Breach of Contract) 
• 
21. Fagen realleges the allegations contained in paragraphs 1-20 and incorporates the 
same herein by reference. 
22. Fagen has performed all of its obligations under the Agreement. 
23. Exergy has breached the Agreement in that it has failed and refused to pay Fagen 
in full for labor, services and materials furnished by Fagen. 
24. Fagen has suffered damages as a direct and proximate result ofExergy's breach 
of contract in an amount to be proven at trial. 
TIDRD CAUSE OF ACTION 
(Quantum Meruit) 
26. Fagen realleges the allegations contained in paragraphs 1-24 and incorporates the 
same herein by reference. 
27. Fagen provided valuable labor, services and materials that were necessary for 
Exergy to perform and complete its obligations. 
28. Exergy benefitted from Fagen's labor, services and materials, including, but not 
limited to the fact that Exergy could not have fully performed its obligations in the absence of 
the labor, services and materials that Fagen provided. 
29. Exergy has failed and refused to pay Fagen for the labor, services and materials it 
provided. 
30. Fagen has suffered damages and Exergy has been unjustly enriched as a result of 
Exergy's failure to pay Fagen for the labor, materials and services provided by Fagen in an 
amount to be proved at trial. 
WHEREFORE, Fagen prays for judgment against Defendants as follows: 
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A. An order foreclosing Fagen's Claim of Lien against the Property, and declaring 
the amount due of$1,412,774.81, together with prejudgment interest accruing 
thereon pursuant to law; 
B. An order declaring the Defendants, and all persons or entities claiming an interest 
in the Property or any part thereof, to be barred and foreclosed of all right, title, 
interest, claim or equity of redemption in and to the Property; 
C. An order for sale of the Property according to law and directing the proceeds of 
sale be applied to the amount due Fagen; 
D. Damages for breach of contract, and/or for Quantum Meruit in at least the amount 
of$1,412,774.81 or such other amounts to be determined at trial; 
E. An award of costs incurred; 
F. An award of reasonable attorney fees in the amount of$10,000 if this matter is 
resolved by default, or if not resolved by default in such amount as the Court 
deems reasonable; 
G. Such furthJ relief as the Court deems just in the premises. 
DATED this~ day of March, 2014. 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, BUDGE & 
BAILEY, CHARTERED 
By: /l:r!ilt~~t4 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the ~ay of March, 2014, I served a true and correct 
copy of the above and foregoing document to the following person(s) as follows: 
Angelo L. Rosa 
1168 E. 1700 S. 
Salt Lake City, UT 84105 
Attorney for Exergy Development Group 
of Idaho, LLC; XRG Development Partners, LLC; 
and Rogerson Flats Wind Park, LLC 





] Hand Delivery 
] Overnight Mail 
] Facsimile 
By:~~ JOll.GOODELL 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. 





John R. Goodell (ISB #2872) 
Daniel C. Green (ISB #3213) 
Ferrell S. Ryan, ID (ISB # 8414) 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, 
BUDGE & BA1LEY, CHARTERED 
P.O. Box 1391 
Pocatello, Idaho 83204-1391 
Telephone: (208)232-6101 
Fax: (208)232-6109 
Attorneys for Claimant Fagen, Inc. 
) 






DEEP CREEK WINDPARK,LLC,anidaho) 
limited liability company; EXERGY) 
DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO,) 
LLC, an Idaho -limited liability company;) 
XRG DEVELOPMENT) P AR'INERS, LLC) 
(ID), an Idaho limited) liability company; ) 
J. R. SIMPLOT SELF-DECLARATION OF) 
REVOCABLE) TRUST, an Idaho revocable) 
trust, ) 
) 
Owners/Reputed Owners. · ) 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GNEN: 
• 
TWIN FALLS COUNTY 
RECORDED FOR: 
FIRST AMERICAN TITLE - TWIN f,G 
12:38:26 PM 08-08-2012 
2012014942 




Electronlcally Recorded by Slmpllflle 
CLAIM OF LIEN (I.C. § 45-507) · 
ThatFAGEN,INC., 501 W.Highway212, P. O.Box 159, GraniteFall~,MN5624I,hereby 
claims the benefit of the law relative to liens of mechanics and materialmen upon real property as 
provid~d by the laws of the State ofldaho, I.C. § 45-501 et seq., and does hereby claim a lien upon 
that certain tract of land and improvements thereon as hereinafter described, and in the following 
amounts: 






1. That the principal sum of$1,412, 774.81 in accordance with the Accounts Receivable 
History By Customer statement attached hereto as Exhibit B and adopted by reference, is owed for 
labor performed, materials furnished, and/or provision of engineering, procurement, construction and 
other services and supply of materials and equipment for the DEEP CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, 
a wind park project, located at or near Rogerson, Twin Falls, County, Idaho. 
In addition, prejudgment interest is owed on the above principal installment amounts :from 
the indicated due date on the invoices listed in Exhibit B pursuant to the parties' underlying written 
contract, and/or Id$o's statutory rate@ 12% per annum, until paid or entry of judgment; plus costs 
and a~omey fees incurred in collection. 
2. That said amounts are due, and owing, after deducting all just credits and offsets, for 
said claim for labor performed, materials :furnished, and/or provision of engineering, procurement, 
construction and other services and supply of materials and equipment, in and for those certain 
improvements of said land located at Twin Falls County, Idaho, more particularly described in 
Exhibit A attached hereto and adopted by reference, commonly known as DEEP CREEK WIND 
PARK, LLC, located at or near Rogers~n, Twin Falls, County, Idaho, said land being the subject of 
lease(s) to DEEP CREEK WIND PARK, LLC and/or EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF 
IDAHO, LLC, and/or XRG DEVELOPMENT P AR1NERS, LLC (ID), Lessees; and said land also 
being owned by the J. R. SIMPLOT SELF-DECLARATION OF REVOCABLE TRUST, Lessor. 1 
1Said Lessor's Trust established by written instrument dated December 21, 1989, and 
registered in the Fourth Judicial District of the State ofldaho, Ada County, as No. 3T-788. 
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In addition, Exhibit C attached hereto and adopted by reference are two color-coded maps 
and engineering drawings which locate and identify DEEP CREEK WIND FARM, LLC. 
3. That the name(s) and address(es) of the person(s) and/or entity(ies) who/which 
contracted with claimant and for whom claimant performed labor performed, materials furnished, 
and/or provision of engineering, procurement, construction and other services and supply of 
materials and equipment, are: 
DEEP CREEK WIND PARK, LLC 
Attn: James Carkulis 
801 W. Bannock 
Boise, ID 83702 
DEEP CREEK WlND PARK, LLC 
.802 W. Bannock, 12th Floor 
Boise, ID 83702 
DEEP CREEK WIND PARK, LLC 
Attn: Mark A. Ellison, Registered Agent 
205 N. 10th St., 4th Floor 
Boise, ID 83702 
EXEI~.GY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, L.L.C. 
Attn: James Carkulis 
801 W. Bannock 
Boise, ID 83702 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO,L.L.C. 
802 W. Bannock, 12th FloQr 
Boise, ID 83702 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, L.L.C. 
Attn: Molly O'Leary, Registered Agent 
515 N. 2r11 St. 
Boise, ID 83702 
XRG DEVELOPMENT P AR1NERS, LLC (ID) 
Attn: James Carkulis 
801 W. Bannock 
Boise, ID 83 702 
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XRG DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS, LLC (ID) 
802 W. Bannock, 12th Floor 
Boise, ID 83702 
XRG DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS, LLC (ID) 
Attn: Molly O'Leary, Registered Agent 
515 N. 27th St. 
Boise, ID 83702 
• 
J. R. SIMPLOT SELF-DECLARATION OF REVOCABLE TRUST 
Attn: Ronald N. Graves 
P. O.Box27 
999 Main Street, Suite 1300 
Boise, ID 83707 
J. R. SIMPLOT SELF-DECLARATION OF.REVOCABLE TRUST 
Attn: Doug Zandersmith 
P. O.Box27 
999 Main Street, Suite 1300 
Boise, ID 83707 
4. Claimant's last item of labor perfonned, materials furnished, and/or provision of 
engineering, procurement, construction and other services and supply of materials and equipment 
occurred on July 31, 2012. 
are: 
5. That the owner(s) or reputed owner(s) of said property to be charged with said lien 
DEEP ·cREEK WIND PARK, µc. 
Attn: James Carkulis 
801 W. Bannock 
Boise, ID 83702 
DEEP CREEK WIND PARK, LLC 
802 W. Bannock, 12th Floor 
Boise, ID 83702 
DEEP CREEK WIND PARK, LLC 
Attn: Mark A. Ellison, Registered Agent 
205 N. 10th St., 4th Floor 
Boise, ID 83702 
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EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, L.L.C. 
Attn: James Carkulis 
801 W. Bannock 
Boise, ID 83702 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, L.L.C. 
802 W. Bannock, 12th Floor 
Boise, ID 83702 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, L.L.C. 
Attn: Molly O'Leary, Registered Agent 
515 N. 2? St. 
Boise, ID 83702 
XRG DEVELOPMENT P AR1NERS, LLC (ID) 
Attn: James Carkulis 
801 W. Bannock 
Boise, ID 83702 
XRG DEVELOPMENT P AR1NERS, LLC (ID) 
802 W. Bannock, 12th Floor 
Boise, ID 83702 
XRG DEVELOPMENT PAR1NERS, LLC (ID) 
Attn: Molly O'Leary, Registered Agent 
515N.2~St. 
Boise, ID 83702 
J. R. SIMPLOT SELF-DEeLARATION OF REVOCABLE TRUST 
Attn: Ronald N. Graves . 
P. O.Box27 
999 Main Street, Suite 1300 
Boise, ID 837~7 
J. R. SIMPLOT SELF-DECLARATION OF REVOCABLE TRUST 
Attn: Doug Zandersmith 
P. O.Box27 
999 Main Street, Suite 1300 
Boise, ID 83 707 
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6. That the description of the property to be charged with said lien, and upon which said 
improvements were made, and which is situated Twin Falls County, Idaho, is more fully described 
in Exhibits A and C attached hereto and adopted by reference. 
7. That the mailing address for this Claimant is: 
FAGEN,INC. 
Attn: Jennifer A. Johnson, 
Chief Financial Officer 
501 W. Highway 212 
P. O.Box 1S9 
Granite Falls, MN S6241 
8. That the undersigned certifies that a true and correct copy of this Claim of Lien 
following recording will either be served personally, or served by mailing a copy thereof by U.S. 
mail, certified - return receipt requested, within the time prescribed by statute for doing so, upon the 
owners or reputed owners who/which are identified above. 
Dated this~ day of August, 2012. 
CLAIMANT: 
FAGEN,INC. 
By:.___,,()~.J _·· .0 ~b4!4---..\,,--
JO~LL 
Attorney and Authorized Representative 
for Claimant 





County of Bannock ) 
JOHN R. GOODELL, being duly sworn. on oath, says that he is the attorney and authorized 
signatory on behalf of claimant, FAGEN, INC., in the foregoing Claim of Lien, that he has read the 
same and knows the contents thereof; and that the same is true, and that it contains a correct 
statement ofhls/her/its demands after deducting all just credits and offsets; and affiant believes the 
same to be just. 
JOHN~ 
Attorney for Claimant 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me thl~ day of August, 2012. 
(SEAL) 
1-\\\\\\\111111111,,l 
~,~ ~SA J. I ..!1~ 
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·TOWNSHIP 14 SOUTH, RANGE 15 EAST, QOISE M~iUDIAN, lWIN f.ALLS·coiJNTY, 
IDAHO· 
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EXCEPT" 
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SECTION 16: AU. 
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Dated December 31, .2011 
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BALANCE OF PLANT ENGINEERING, 
PROCUREMENT AND CONSTRUCTION SERVICES AGREEMENT 
••• "••-•".t •. • .'.'. I 
This Balance of Plant Engineering, Procurement and Construction Agl'eement is entered 
into on December 30, 2011 by and between Fagen. Inc., a corporatiolll organized and existing 
under- Minnesota law ("Contractor"), and Exergy De11elopment Group ofidaho, L.L.C., an Idaho 
limited liability company organized and existing under ldaho law ("Owner") ( each of Contractor 
and Owner, a '~t, and together, tl1e ''Parties"). 
WITNESS ETH: 
A. Owner is developing, financing and constructing the aggregate 116MW wind 
generation Project (as herein defined) located at the six (6) Project Sites (as herein defined) in the 
State ofidaho. 
B. Owner desires to contract with Contractor for the provision of engineering, 
procurement, construction and other services and supply of materials and equipment for the 
Balance of Plant (as herein defined) on a single point responslbility, and firm and lump sum 
basis, all as described in, and · subject to the terms and conditions of. this Agreement, and 
Contractor desires to provide such goods and services. 
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual promises and obligations set forth 
below, the Parties agree as follows: 
ARTICLE! 
DEFINITIONS 
For purposes of this Agreement. the following terms shall have the following definitions: 
''Affiliate0 means, with respect to a Person, any other Person, directly or indirectly, in 
control o( controlled by, or under common control ~ that Person. For purposes of this 
Agreement. "control." "controll~' and their derivatives, shall mean the possession, dire<rtly or 
indirectly, of the power to direct or cause the direction of the management and policies of the 
Person so controlled, whether through the ownership of voting securities, by contract or 
otherwise. 
"Agreement" means this Balance of Plant Engineering, Procurement and Construction 
Services Agreement, including all Exhibits, appendices and attachments hereto and thereto, as 
the sam.e may be amended, modified or supplemented, from time to time, in accordance with the 
terms hereof. 
"All-Risk Builder's Risk,' has the meaning set forth in Section 18.3.1. 
.. Applicable Laws" means all federal, state and local laws, statutes, codes, treaties, 
ord.inances, judgments, decrees, injunctions, writs, orders, rules, regulations, interpretations 
· na.vin.g the force of law and permits of any Governmental Authority having jurisdiction over a 
Party, tho Project, any Project Site, the performance of the Work, the Contract Documents. and 
1 
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buildings a11d all facilities and roads situated on or near the Pl."oject Sites, all as further d~ribed 
in the Exhi~its to this Agreement. 
"Project Final Completion,, means, with respect to the whole Project, that Project Site 
Final Completion of each, and all, of the Project Sites has been :ruooessfully achieved pursuant to 
the terms of Section 7.6. 
"Project Interconnection Facilities" means the electrical system of Idaho Power 
Company, connecting each Project Site to the electric transmission grid, a. single line drawing of 
which is set forth in Exhibit Q (which. for the avoidance of doubt, shall not mean to include the 
communications cabling, which shall be the responsibility of Contractor). 
"Project Site" means in the singuJar, the site of the High· Voltage Substation and each and 
any of the following six (6) wind generation project sites referred to as or named (a) 
"Cottonwood·t, (b) "'Rogerson Flats", {o) ''Salmon Creek", (d) "Deep Creek,'' (e) "Lava Beds", 
and (t) "Notch Butte" as descnoed and set forth in Exhibit B-1 and Exhibit B-5, Appendix 3, 
including the location of each Turbine on each such Project Site. 
"Proiect Site Final Completion" has the meaning set forth in Exhibit A-l. Appendix 6. 
"Proiect Site Final Completion Certificate" has the meaning set fprth in Section 7.6. 
"Project Site Mechanical Completion" has the meaning set forth .in Exhibit A-1, 
Appendix. 4. 
"Project Site Mechanical Completion Certificate" has the meaning set forth in Section 
"Project Site Nameplate Capacity' means, with respect to each and any Project Site, the 
aggregate sum of the Nameplate Capacities of all the Turbines located or planned (pursuant to 
this Agreement) to be located at such Project Site. 
''Project Site Substantial Completion" has the meaning set forth in of Exhibit A-1, 
A1mendix s. 
'~ject Site Substantial Completion Certificate" has the meaning set forth in Section 
U{hl. 
"Project Site Underground Collection System Completion'' has the meaning set forth in 
Ex;hibit A-1, Appendix 2. 
'"Project Site Underground Collection System Completion Certificate" has the meaning 
set forth in Section 7.2. 
"Project Substantial Completion" means, with respect to the whole Project, that Project 
Site Substantial Completion of each, and all, of the Project Sites has been successfully achieved 
pursuant to the terms of Section 7.5. 
9 
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include the plum.I, and vice versa; {c) the terms "hereof;" "herein," "hereunder," "hereto," and 
similar terms refer to the entire agreement in which they appear (including any attachments, 
schedules, annexes, exhibits and appendices to such agreement) and not to any particular 
provision of such agreement; ( d) references to a "day" shall mean a calendar day, unless the term 
"Business Day" is used; (e) references to a Party shall be deemed to include references to its 
successors and permitted assigns; (f) the terms "include" and "including" shaU be deemed to be 
foJlowed by the words "without limitation'\ whether or not so followed; (g) unless otherwise 
stated, where a period of time is specified to run from o.r after a given day or the day of an act or 
event, it is to be calculated exoiu.sive of suc11 day; and where a. period of time is specified as 
comm.encing oo a given day or the day of an act or event, it is to be calculated .inclusive of such 
day; and (h) a reference to time is a reference to t'he time in effect in the State of Idaho, unless 
otherwise indicated. 
3.1 Scope of Work. 
ARTICLEill 
THE WORK 
(a) Commencing on the Commencement Date, Contractor shall 
perform the scope of work set forth in Exhibit A· l and its obligations under and pursuant to this 
Agreement and the other Contract Documents. Con.tractor shall provide~ furnish and perfonn on 
a single point responsibility basis all necessary design, engineering, procurement, supplies, 
vehicles, transportation, equipment, .materials. consumables,. supervision, installation, erection, 
construction. labor, personnel, quality assurance and inspection, and testing and other services, 
activities and work (including all correction, rectification, remedial, repair and replacement 
services, work, supplies and activities relating to defects, deficiencies in the' Work not 
conforming to the Requirements) that are required, necessary and appropriate for Contractor to 
deliver and install a fully complete, and functioning and operable, Balance of Plant pursuant to 
the terms of this Agreement and the other Contract Docum.ems, including the Technical 
Documents. Contractor shall., among other things, (i) furnish or procure, handle and store, as 
necessary, all materials, equipment, machinery, tools, consumables, labor and transportation; 
(ii) perform the construction. supervision, administration and other services and items described 
in the Contract Documents; (iii) perfotm the engineering and design services as set forth in the 
Contract Documents; (iv) perform the testing services required descnoed· in the Contract 
Documents; and (v) perform quality {;Ontrol checks~ including inspection, of all materials, 
services and equipment to be used or incorporated into the Balance of Plant, and rejection of 
those items determined not to be in ,ompliance with the Requirements. 
_ . _ ... _ (b) After Turbine Mechanfoal Completion of each Turbine, Contractor 
shalt. if requested by owner, provide advisory assistance in connection with the electrical and 
communications aspects of the operation and maintenance of such Turbine. Contractor shall 
provide all necessacy and sufficient experienced personnel having the requisite expertise for the 
prompt performance of any correction, rectification, remedial, repair and replacement work 
required in accordance with this Agreement. 
3.2 Compliance. Contractor shall ensure that the Work conforms to, and is in 
accordance with, the Contract Documents, Prudent Industry Practicest Applicable Laws, 
13 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, thls Agteement has been exewted and delivered by the duly 
authorized representatives of Owner and Commctor as of the date first written ilbove. 
OWNER: 
JED!RGY DEVELOPM'.IENT GROUP 






IN WITNESS WHEREOF, this Agreement has been execut~ and i;leliv«ed by the duly 
authorized r~tives of Owner and Contractor as offhe date. mat written aboYe. 
owmm.: 
EXE.RGY DEVEtOPMENT GROUP 






Name: .k;,1 r / L~i'I..J~ 
Title: \Jt-u f~~\!,v.!-.-+ -w .R.l) .. 





z -~~ (.!) -~ 
Q: 
• 
John R. Goodell (ISB#: 2872) 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, 
BUDGE & BAILEY, CHARTERED 
101 S. Capitol Boulevard 
U.S. Bank Plaza Building, Ste. 300 
Boise, ID 83 702 
Telephone: (208) 395-0011 
Fax: (208) 433-0167 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. 
-
rwfJmu!URT 
F'ILE:O . IDAHQ 




IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 




ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, LLC, 
COTTONWOOD WIND PARK, LLC, 
SALMON CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, 
DEEP CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, 
NOTCH BUTTE WIND PARK, LLC, 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF 
IDAHO, LLC, XRG DEVELOPMENT 
PARTNERS, LLC, and "JOHN DOES 1-
1 O", 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV 2013-573 
Consolidated Cases: 
Twin Falls Co. Case No. CV 2013-573 
Twin Falls Co. Case No. CV 2013-574 
Twin Falls Co. Case No. CV 2013-575 
Twin Falls Co. Case No. CV 2013-576 
Lincoln Co. Case No. CV 2013-26. 
FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT 
(SALMON CREEK WP, et al.) 
COMES NOW Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. ("Fagen"), by and through counsel of record, and for its 
Complaint against the above-named Defendants, SALMON CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, LLC, XRG DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS 
OF IDAHO, LLC, and "JOHN DOES 1-10" as any other persons or entities claiming any right to 
possession or interest of the subject property, states and alleges as follows: 




1. Plaintiff Fagen is a corporation duly organized under the laws of the State of 
Minnesota. Fagen is a registered contractor pursuant to Idaho Code § 54-5204, license number 
RCE-26001, and in good standing. 
2. Defendant J. R. Simplot Self-declaration of Revocable Trust ("Simplot Trust"), an 
Idaho revocable trust, is the owner or reputed owner and lessor of real property and 
improvements thereon (hereinafter described as the "Property"), as more fully described in 
Exhibit A attached to the Claim of Lien recorded as Instrument No. 2012014943 on 8/8/2012 in 
the Twin Falls County Recorder's Office. 
A true and correct copy of said Claim of Lien is attached as Exhibit One hereto and 
adopted by reference as though fully set forth herein ("Claim of Lien"). 
3. Defendant Exergy Development Group of Idaho, LLC (hereinafter described as 
"Exergy"), an Idaho limited liability company, is a tenant or reputed tenant which claims an 
interest in the Property pursuant to Wind Project Ground Lease(s) and Agreement(s) entered 
with the Simplot Trust or affiliates; and/or pursuant to contract, assignment, agreement, or other 
instrument entered with XRG and/or Salmon Creek Wind Park, LLC. 
4. Defendant XRG Development Partners, LLC (hereinafter described as "XRG"), 
an Idaho limited liability company, is a tenant or reputed tenant which claims an interest in the 
Property pursuant to Wind Project Ground Lease(s) and Agreement(s) entered with the Simplot 
Trust or affiliates; and/or pursuant to contract, assignment, agreement, or other instrument 
entered with Exergy and/or Salmon Creek Wind Park, LLC. 
5. Defendant Salmon Creek Wind Park, LLC (hereinafter described as "Salmon 
Creek Wind Park"), an Idaho limited liability company, is a tenant or reputed tenant which 
FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT (SALMON CREEK WP, et al.) Pagel 
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claims an interest in the Property pursuant to lease(s) entered with the with the Simplot Trust or 
affiliates; and/or pursuant to contract, assignment, agreement, or other instrument entered with 
Exergy and/or XRG. 
6. Exergy, XRG, and/or Salmon Creek Wind Park, are the owner(s) or reputed 
owner(s) of certain improvements, facilities, and structures being constructed on the Property 
("hereinafter described as the "Project"). 
7. Fagen claims an interest in the Property pursuant to its Claim of Lien in the 
amount of $1,412,774.81, together with prejudgment interest accruing thereon pursuant to law. 
8. Defendants "John Does 1-10" are additional unnamed persons or parties may 
claim and interest in the property who are presently unknown. Fagen reserves the right to amend 
this Complaint to add such additional persons or parties at a later time. 
9. Jurisdiction is proper in this Court pursuant to Idaho Code§ 5-514 as the 
Defendants have transacted business and/or this action relates to ownership, use or possession of 
real property located within the State ofldaho. 
10. Venue is proper in this Court pursuant to Idaho Code§ 5-401. 
FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS 
11. In 2011 Fagen entered into agreements and/or memorandum ofunderstanding(s) 
to supply labor, materials, and engineering, procurement and construction services with Exergy, 
upon, and for the benefit, of the Property. 
12. Fagen supplied labor, materials, and services upon and for the benefit of the 
Property, commencing work in 2011. 
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13. Fagen continued to provide labor, furnish materials, and supply services for the 
improvement to the Property until July 31, 2012, when it ceased doing so due to non-payment by 
Exergy. 
14. Fagen performed this work in a conforming, workmanlike manner pursuant to its 
agreement with Exergy. 
15. As a result ofExergy's failure to pay Fagen for labor, materials and services 
supplied for improvements to the Property, Fagen filed its Claim of Lien as described above. 
16. The reasonable value of the benefit to the Property is equivalent to the labor, 
materials, and services supplied by Fagen as the amount due stated in its Claim of Lien. 
17. True and correct copies ofFagen's Claim of Lien were timely served by certified 
mailing on Defendants. 
FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION 
(Lien Foreclosure) 
18. Fagen realleges the allegations contained in paragraphs 1-17 and incorporates the 
same herein by reference. 
19. Fagen is entitled to a judgment foreclosing its Claim of Lien for the amount 
thereof, together with accrued interest pursuant to law; a determination that its Claim of Lien is 
superior and has priority to any interest claimed by all Defendants, and each of them; and for 
foreclosure sale with application of the proceeds of sale to amount due to Fagen. 
20. Fagen is entitled to recover costs and reasonable attorney fees to maintain this 
action, pursuant to Idaho Code§ 45-501 et seq. The sum of$10,000 is reasonable should this 
matter be resolved by default. 
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SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION 
(Breach of Contract) 
• 
21. Fagen realleges the allegations contained in paragraphs 1-20 and incorporates the 
same herein by reference. 
22. Fagen has performed all of its obligations under the Agreement. 
23. Exergy has breached the Agreement in that it has failed and refused to pay Fagen 
in full for labor, services and materials furnished by Fagen. 
24. Fagen has suffered damages as a direct and proximate result ofExergy's breach 
of contract in an amount to be proven at trial. 
TIDRD CAUSE OF ACTION 
(Quantum Meruit) 
26. Fagen realleges the allegations contained in paragraphs 1-24 and incorporates the 
same herein by reference. 
27. Fagen provided valuable labor, services and materials that were necessary for 
Exergy to perform and complete its obligations. 
28. Exergy benefitted from Fagen's labor, services and materials, including, but not 
limited to the fact that Exergy could not have fully performed its obligations in the absence of 
the labor, services and materials that Fagen provided. 
29. Exergy has failed and refused to pay Fagen for the labor, services and materials it 
provided. 
30. Fagen has suffered damages and Exergy has been unjustly enriched as a result of 
Exergy's failure to pay Fagen for the labor, materials and services provided by Fagen in an 
amount to be proved at trial. 
WHEREFORE, Fagen prays for judgment against Defendants as follows: 
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A. An order foreclosing Fagen's Claim of Lien against the Property, and declaring 
the amount due of$1,412,774.81, together with prejudgment interest accruing 
thereon pursuant to law; 
B. An order declaring the Defendants, and all persons or entities claiming an interest 
in the Property or any part thereof, to be barred and foreclosed of all right, title, 
interest, claim or equity of redemption in and to the Property; 
C. An order for sale of the Property according to law and directing the proceeds of 
sale be applied to the amount due Fagen; 
D. Damages for breach of contract, and/or for Quantum Meruit in at least the amount 
of$1,412,774.81 or such other amounts to be determined at trial; 
E. An award of costs incurred; 
F. An award ofreasonable attorney fees in the amount of $10,000 if this matter is 
resolved by default, or if not resolved by default in such amount as the Court 
deems reasonable; 
G. Such further relief as the Court deems just in the premises. 
DATED this j ~y of March, 2014. 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, BUDGE & 
BAILEY,CHARTERED 
By:~~~ 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the.3~ay of March, 2014, I served a true and correct 
copy of the above and foregoing document to the following person(s) as follows: 
Angelo L. Rosa 
1168 E. 1700 S. 
Salt Lake City, UT 84105 
Attorney for Exergy Development Group 
of Idaho, LLC; XRG Development Partners, LLC; 
and Rogerson Flats Wind Park, LLC 
[V] u. S.Mail 'r E~ 
Postage Prepaid 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[ ] Facsimile 
By:_J_O__,,~,__R_.-GO-~-fod.--EL-L-~-~-4-
Attomeys for Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. 
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John R. Goodell (ISB #2872) 
Daniel C. Green (ISB #3213) 
Ferrell S. Ryan, III (ISB # 8414) 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, 
BUDGE & BAILEY, CHARTERED 
P.O. Box 1391 
Pocatello, Idaho 83204-1391 
Telephone: (208)232-6101 
Fax: (208)232-6109 
Attorneys/or Claimant Fagen, Inc. 
) 






SALMON CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, an) 
Idaho limited liability company; EXERGY) 
DEVELOPMENT GROUP. OF. IDAHO,) 
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company;) 
XRG DEVELOPMENT) PARTNERS, LLC) 
(ID), an Idaho limited) liability company; ) 
J. R. SIMPLOT SELF-DECLARATION OF) 
REVOCABLE) TRUST, an Idaho revocable) 
trust, ) 
) 
(?wners/Reputed Owners. . ) 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN: 
• 
TWIN FALLS COUNTY 
RECORDED FOR: 
FIRST AMERICAN TITLE - TWIN FP 
12:38:33 PM 08-08-2012 
2012014943 




Electronically Recorded by Slmpllflle 
CLAIM OF LIEN (LC. § 45-507) 
ThatFAGEN,INC., 501 W.Highway212,P. O.'Box 159,GraniteFalls,MN 56241,hereby 
claims the benefit of the law relative to liens of mechanics and materialmen upon real property as 
provided by the laws of the State ofldaho, I.C. § 45-501 et seq., and does hereby claim a lien upon 
that certain tract of land and improvements thereon as hereinafter described, and in the following 
amounts: 




-- '\ • • 
1. That the principal sum of$1,412, 774.81 in accordance with the Accounts Receivable 
History By Customer statement attached hereto as Exhibit B and adopted by reference, is owed for 
labor performed, materials furnished, and/or provision of engineering, procurement, construction and 
other services and supply of materials and equipment for the SALMON CREEK WIND PARK, 
LLC, a wind park project, located at or near Rogerson, Twin Falls, County, Idaho. 
In addition, prejudgment interest is owed on the above principal installment amounts from 
the indicated due date on the invoices listed in Exhibit B pursuant to the parties' underlying written 
contract, and/or Idaho's statutory rat~@ 12% per annum, until paid or entry of judgment; plus costs 
and attorney fees incurred in collection. 
2. That said amounts are due, and owing, after deducting all just credits and offsets, for 
said claim for labor performed, materials furnished, and/or provision of engineering, procurement, 
construction and other services and supply of materials and equipment, in and for those certain 
improvements of said land located at Twin Falls County, Idaho, more particularly described in 
Exhibit A attached hereto and adopted by reference, commonly known as SALMON CREEK WIND 
. PARK, LLC, located at or near Rogerson, Twin Falls, County, Idaho, said land being the subject of 
lease(s)toSALMONCREEKWINDPARK,LLCand/orEXERGYDEVELOPMENTGROUPOF 
IDAHO, LLC, and/or XRG DEVELOPMENT P AR1NERS, LLC (ID), Lessees; and said land also 
being owned by the J. R SIMPLOT SELF-DECLARATION OF REVOCABLE TRUST, Lessor. 1 
1Said Lessor's Trust established by written instrument dated December 21, 1989, and 
registered in the Fourth Judicial District of the State ofldaho, Ada County, as No. 3T-788. 




In addition, Exhibit C attached hereto and adopted by reference are two color-coded maps 
and engineering drawings which locate and identify SALMON CREEK WIND FARM, LLC. 
3. That the name(s) and address(es) of the person(s) and/or entity(ies) who/which 
contracted with claimant and for whom claimant performed labor performed, materials furnished, 
and/or provision of engineering, procurement, construction and other services and supply of 
materials and equipment, are: 
------- - --- -
SALMON CREEK WJND PARK, LLC 
Attn: James CarkuUs 
801 W. Bannock 
Boise, ID 83702 
SALMON CREEK WIND PARK, LLC 
802 W. Bannock, 12th Floor 
Boise, ID 83702 
SALMON CREEK WIND PARK, LLC 
Attn: Peter J. Richardson 
515 N. 2T11 St. 
Boise, ID 83702 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, L.L.C. 
Attn: James Carkulis 
801.W. Bannock 
Boise, ID 83702 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, L.L.C. 
802 W. Bannock, 12th Floor 
Boise, ID 83702 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, L.L.C. 
Attn: Molly O'Leary, Registered Agent 
515 N. 2T11 St. 
Boise, ID 83702 
----·-- ----·-·--·---------
XRG DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS, iic (ID) 
Attn: James Carkulis 
801 W. Bannock 
Boise, ID 83702 
SALMON CREEK WIND PARK- CLAIM OF LIEN (LC.§ 45-507)- Page 3 
·- ·--··--· --·----···· -····----·· -· ·- ···--··-----·-·-
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XRG DEVELOPMENT PAR1NERS, LLC (ID) 
802 W. Bannock, 12th Floor 
Boise, ID 83702 
XRG DEVELOPMENT P AR1NERS, LLC (ID) 
Attn: Molly O'Leary, Registered Agent 
515 N. 27th St. 
Boise, ID 83702 
• 
J. R. SIMPLOT SELF-DECLARATION OF REVOCABLE TRUST 
Attn: Ronald N. Graves 
P. O.Box27 
999 Main Street, Suite 1300 
Boise, ID 83707 
J. R SIMPLOT SELF-DECLARATION OF REVOCABLE TRUST 
Attn: Doug Zandersmith 
P. O.Box27 
999 Main Street, Suite 1300 
Boise, ID 83707 
4. Claimant's last item of labor performed, materials furnished, and/or provision of 
engineering, procurement, construction and other services and supply of materials and equipment 
occurred on July 31, 2012. 
are: 
5. That the owner(s) or reputed owner(s) of said property to be charged with said lien 
SALMON CREEK WIND PARK, LLC 
Attn: James Carkulis 
801 W. Bannock 
Boise, ID 83702 
SALMON CREEK WIND PARK, LLC 
802 W. Bannock, 12th Floor 
Boise, ID 83702 
. ·. :. 
SAL""MON-eREEK-wINOPAR:K,-Ltr---~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--1-
Attn: Peter J. Richardson 
515 N. 21'11 St. 
Boise, ID 83702 
SALMON CREEK WIND PARK- CLAIM OF LIEN (LC. § 45-507)-Page 4 
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EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, L.L.C. 
Attn: James Carkulis 
801 W. Bannock 
Boise, ID 83702 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, L.L.C. 
802 W. Bannock, 12th Floor 
Boise, ID 83702 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, L.L.C. 
Attn: Molly O'Leary, Registered Agent 
515 N. 27th St. 
Boise, ID 83702 
XRG DEVELOPMENT PAR1NERS, LLC (ID) 
Attn: James Carkulis 
801 W. Bannock 
Boise, ID 83702 
XRG DEVELOPMENT PAR1NERS, LLC (ID) 
802 W. Bannock, 12th Floor 
Boise, ID 83702 
XRG DEVELOPMENT P AR1NERS, LLC (ID) 
Attn: Molly O'Leary, Registered Agent 
515N.2~St 
Boise, ID 83702 
J. R. SIMPLOT SELF-DECLARATION OF REVOCABLE TRUST 
Attn: Ronald N. Graves 
P. 0. Box27 
999 Main Street, Suite 1300 
Boise, ID 837~7 
J. R. SIMPLOT SELF-DECLARATION OF REVOCABLE TRUST 
Attn: Doug Zandersmith 
P. 0. Box27 
999 Main Street, Suite 1300 
---Boise,fil·-83-101·---- ·---
SALMON CREEK WIND PARK• CLAIM OF LIEN (J.C.§ 45-507). Page 5 
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6. That the description of the property to be charged with said lien, and upon which said 
improvements were made, and which is situated Twin Falls Cowity, Idaho, is more fully described 
in Exhibits A and C attached hereto and adopted by reference. 
7. That the mailing address for this Claimant is: 
FAGEN,INC. 
Attn: Jennifer A. Johnson, 
Chief Financial Officer 
501 W. Highway 212 
P. 0. Box 159 
Granite Falls, MN 56241 
8. That the tmdersigned certifies that a true and correct copy of this Claim of Lien 
following recording will either be served personally, or served by mailing a copy thereof by U.S. 
mail, certified - retmn receipt requested, within the time prescribed by statute for doing so, upon the 
owners or reputed owners who/which are identified above. 




Attorney and Authorized Representative 
for Claimant 
---------------- ------- - -----·-· ---- -· ----- - - -----------------------·---··---- --




STATE OF IDAHO ) 
: ss. 
County of Bannock ) 
JOHN R. GOODELL, being duly sworn, on oa~ says that he is the attorney and authorized 
signatory on behalf of claimant, FAGEN, INC., in the foregoing Claim of Lien, that he has read the 
same and knows the contents thereof; and that the same is true, and that it contains a correct 
statement of his/her/its demands after deducting all just credits and offsets; and affiant believes the 
same to be just. 
Attorney for Claimant 
SUBSCRIB~,~,§WORN TO before me this~ day of August, 2012. 
~,,,~ J 1,,,~ 
(SEAL) 
. .#~~ ..... -.:.~,.., 
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BALANCE OF PLANT 
ENGINEERING, PROCUREMENT AND CONSTRUCTION SERVICES AGREEMENT 
FORTIIE 
EXERGY IDAHO SIX WINDS WIND PARK 
BY AND BETWEEN 
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BALANCE OF PLANT ENGINEERING, 
PROCUREMENT AND CONSTRUCTION SERVICES AGREEMENT 
This Balance of Plant Engineering, Procurement and Construction Agreement is entered 
into on December 30, 2011 by and between Fagen, Inc., a corporation organized and existing 
under Minnesota law ("Contract.or")., and Ex.ergy Development Group of Idaho, L.L.C., an Idaho 
limited liability company organized and existing under Idaho law ("Owner") ( each of Contractor 
and Owner, a'~", and together, the ''Parties~'). 
WITNESS ETH: 
A. Owner is developing, financing and constructing the aggregate 116MW wind 
generation Project (as herein defined) located at the six (6) Project Sites (as herein defined) in the 
State ofldaho. 
B. Owner desil'es to contract with Contractor for the provision of engineering, 
procurement, construction and other services and supply of materials and equipment for the 
Balance of Plant (as herein defined) on a single point responsibility, and firm and lump sum 
basis, all as described in, and subject to the terms and conditions of, this Agreement, and 
Contractor desires to provide such goods and services. 
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual promises and obligations set forth 
below, the Parties agree as follows: 
ARTICLE I 
DEFINITIONS 
For purposes of this Agreement, the following terms shall have the following definitions: 
''Affiliate" means, with respect to a Person, any other Person, directly or indirectly, in 
control of, controlled by, or under common control with, that Person. For purposes of this 
Agreement, "control," "controlled" and their derivatives, shall mean the possession. directly or 
indirectly, of the power to direct or cause the direction of the management and policies of the 
Person so controlled, whether through the ownership of voting securities, by contract or 
otherwise. 
"Agreement" means this Balance of Plant Engineering, Procurement and Construction 
Services Agreement, including all Exhibits, appendices and attachments hereto and thereto, as 
the same may be amended, modified or supplemente~ from time to time, in accordance with the 
tenns hereof. 
"All-Risk Builder's Riskn has the meaning set forth in Section 18.J. l. 
"Applicable Laws,, means all federal, state and local Jaws, statutes, codes, treaties, 
ordinances, judgments, decrees, injunctions, writs, orders, rules, regulations, interpretations 
· having the force of law and peon.its of any Governmental Authority having jurisdiction over a 
Party, the Project, any Project Site, the performance of the Work, the Contract Documents and 
1 
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buildings and all facilities and roads situated on or near the Project Sites, aJl as further descnoed 
in the Exhibits to this Agreement. 
''Proiect Final Completion"' means, with respect to the whole Project, that Project Site 
Final Completion of each, and all, of the Project Sites has been successfully achieved pursuant to 
the terms of Section 7.6. 
"Project Interconnection Facilities'' means the electrical system of Idaho Power 
Company, connecting each Project Site to the electric transmission grid, a single line drawing of 
which is set forth m Exhibit O (which, for the avoidance of doubt, shall not mean to include the 
communications cabling, which shall be the responsibility of Contractor). 
"Project Site" means in the singular, the site of the High Voltage Substation and each and 
any of the following six (6) wind generation project sites referred to as or named (a) 
"Cottonwood'\ (b) "Rogerson Flats", (c) "Salmon Creek", (d) "Deep Creek," (e) "Lava Beds", 
and (f) "Notch Butte" as descn'bed and set forth in Exhibit B-t and Exhibit B-5. Appendix 3, 
including the location of each Turbine on each such Project Site. 
"Proiect Site Final Comnletion" has the meaning set forth in Exhibit A-1, Am,endix 6. 
·'Project Site Final Conmletion Certificate" has the meaning set forth in Section 7.6. 
"Project Site Mechanical Completion" has the meaning set forth in Exhibit A-1, 
Appendix. 4. 
~iect Site Mechanical Completion Certificate" has the meaning set forth in Section 
"Proiect Site Nam.eglate Capacity' means, with respect to each and any Project Site, the 
aggregate sum of the Nameplate Capacities of all the Turbines located or planned (pursuant to 
this Agreement) to be located at such Project Site. 
"Project Site Substantial Completion" has the meaning set forth in of Exhibit A-1, 
Am,endix 5. 
''Project Site Substantial Completion Certificate" has the meaning set forth in Section 
1..2(hl. 
"Proiect Site :Underground Co1lection System Completion" has the meaning set forth. in 
1;.xhibit A-I. Appendix: 2. 
••Project Site Underground Coll~ction System Co,naletion Certificate" has the meaning 
set forth in Section 7.2. 
"Project Substantial Completion" means. with respect to the whole Project, that Project 
Site Substantial Completion of each, and all, of the Project Sites has been successfully achieved 
pursuant to the terms of Section 7.5. 
9 
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include the plural, and vice versa; (c) the terms "hereof," "herein," "hereunder," ·~hereto," and 
similar tenns refer to the entire agreement in which they appear (including any attachments, 
schedules, annexes, exhibits and appendices to such agreement) and not to any particular 
provision of such agreement; ( d) references to a "day" shall mean a calendar day, unless the term 
''Business Day" is used; (e) references to a Party shall be deemed to include references to its 
successors and permitted assigns; (f) the terms "include't and "including'' shaH be deemed to be 
followed by the words "without limitation", whether or not so followed; (g) unless otherwise 
stated, where a period of time is specified to run from or after a given day or the day of an act or 
event, it is to be calculated exclusive of such day; and where a period of time is specified as 
commencing on a given day or the day of an act or event, it is to be calculated .inclusive of such 
day; and (h) a reference to time is a reference to the time in effect in the State of Idaho, unless 
otherwise indicated. 
3.1 Scope of Work. 
ARTICLEfil 
THEWORK 
(a) Commencing on the Commencement Date, Contractor shall 
perform the scope of work set forth in Exhibit A~ 1 and its obligations under and pursuant to this 
Agreement and the other Contract Documents. Contractor shall provide, furnish and perform on 
a single point responsibility basis all necessary design, engineering, procurement;, supplies, 
vehicles, transportation, equipment, materials, consumables, supervision, installation, erection, 
construction, labor, personnel, quality ~urance and inspection, and testing and other services, 
activities and work (including all correction, rectification, remedial, repair and replacement 
services, work, supplies and activities relating to defects, deficiencies in the· Work not 
conforming to the Requirements) that are required, necessary and appropriate for Contractor to 
deliver and install a fully complete, and functioning and operable, Balance of Plant pursuant to 
the terms of this Agreement and the other Contract Documents., including the Technical 
Documents. Contractor shat~ among other things, (i) furnish or procure, handle and store, as 
necessary, all materials, equipment, machinery, tools, consumables, labor and transportation; 
(ii) perform the construction. supervision, administration and other services and items described 
in the Contract Documents; (iii) perform the engineering and design services as set forth in the 
Contract Documents; (iv) perform the testing services required described· in the Contract 
Documents; and (v) perform quality control checks, including inspection, of all materials, 
services and equipment to be used or incorporated into the Balance of Plant, and rejection of 
those items detennined not to be in compliance with the Requirements. 
(b) After Turbine Mechanical Completion of each Turbine, Contractor 
shall, if requested by Owner, provide advisory assistance in connection with the electrical and 
communications aspects of the operation and maintenance of such Turbine. Contractor shall 
provide all necessary and sufficient experienced personnel having the requisite expertise for the 
prompt performance of any correction, rectification, remediai repair and replacement work 
required in accordance with. this Agreement. 
3.2 Compliance. Contractor shall ensure that the Work conforms to, and is in 
accordance with, the Contract Documents, Prudent Industry Practices, Applicable Laws, 
13 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, this Agreement has been executed and delivered by :the duly 
authorized representatives of Owner and Contractor as of the date first written. id>ove. 
OWNER: 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP 
OJ IDAHO, L.L.C. 
CONTRACTOR: 
FAGEN,INC. 
Br, _/~ Br, _________ _ ~= T. Ott-kt-1-'!lis,...._ ____ Name: 




·i ~ ! ....... •• : ;, • ••• : '. I • 
1N WITNESS WHEREOF, this Agreement has been execut~ and !leliv«ed by the duly 
authorized r¥esentatives of 0.wner and Contractor as of the date first written above. 
OWNER: 
EXE.RGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP 
OF ID.ABO, L.L.C. 
:Sy:-----------















John R. Goodell (ISB#: 2872) 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, 
BUDGE & BAILEY, CHARTERED 
101 S. Capitol Boulevard 
U.S. Bank Plaza Building, Ste. 300 
Boise, ID 83 702 
Telephone: (208) 395-0011 
Fax: (208) 433-0167 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. 
• [JISTRICT COURT TWIN FALLS CO. IDAMO 
FILED 
201~ MAR -5 AM IQ: oe 
BY~~~~~c-L=ER=K~ 
·~--~~.;.+-~----DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 




ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, LLC, 
COTTONWOOD WIND PARK, LLC, 
SALMON CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, 
DEEP CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, 
NOTCH BUTTE WIND PARK, LLC, 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF 
IDAHO, LLC, XRG DEVELOPMENT 
PARTNERS, LLC, and "JOHN DOES 1-
10", 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV 2013-573 
Consolidated Cases: 
Twin Falls Co. Case No. CV 2013-573 
Twin Falls Co. Case No. CV 2013-574 
Twin Falls Co. Case No. CV 2013-575 
Twin Falls Co. Case No. CV 2013-576 
Lincoln Co. Case No. CV 2013-26. 
FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT 
(NOTCH BUTTE WP, et al.) 
COMES NOW Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. ("Fagen"), by and through counsel of record, and for its 
Complaint against the above-named Defendants, NOTCH BUTTE WIND PARK, LLC, 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, LLC, XRG DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS 
OF IDAHO, LLC, AND "JOHN DOES 1-1 O" as any other persons or entities claiming any right 
to possession or interest of the subject property, states and alleges as follows: 




I. Plaintiff Fagen is a corporation duly organized under the laws of the State of 
Minnesota. Fagen is a registered contractor pursuant to Idaho Code § 54-5204, license number 
RCE-26001, and in good standing. 
2. Defendants William Hubert Shaw and Rita Shaw ("Shaw"), husband and wife, 
reside in Lincoln County, Idaho, and are owner(s) or reputed owner(s) and lessor(s) of real 
property and improvements thereon (hereinafter described as the "Property"), as more fully 
described in Exhibit A-I attached to the Claim of Lien recorded as Instrument No. 0000192213 
on 8/8/2012 in the Lincoln County Recorder's Office. 
A true and correct copy of said Claim of Lien is attached as Exhibit One hereto and 
adopted by reference as though fully set forth herein ("Claim of Lien"). 
3. Defendant Geraldine W. Astle ("Astle"), a single person, resides in Lincoln 
County, Idaho, and is the owner or reputed owner and lessor of real property and improvements 
thereon (hereinafter described as the "Property"), as more fully described in Exhibit A-2 attached 
to the Claim of Lien. 
4. Defendant Exergy Development Group of Idaho, LLC (hereinafter described as 
"Exergy"), an Idaho limited liability company, is a tenant or reputed tenant which claims an 
interest in the Property pursuant to Wind Project Ground Lease(s) and Agreement(s) entered 
with Shaw and/or Astle. 
5. Defendant XRG Development Partners, LLC (hereinafter described as "XRG"), 
an Idaho limited liability company, is a tenant or reputed tenant which claims an interest in the 
Property pursuant to Wind Project Ground Lease(s) and Agreement(s) entered with the owner(s) 
or reputed owner(s) thereof; and/or pursuant to contract, assignment, agreement, or other 
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instrument entered with Exergy, specific knowledge of which is now lacking to be determined in 
further discovery. 
6. Defendant Notch Butte Wind Park, LLC (hereinafter described as ''Notch Butte 
Wind Park"), an Idaho limited liability company, is a tenant or reputed tenant which claims an 
interest in the Property pursuant to lease( s) entered with the owner( s) or reputed owner( s) 
thereof; and/or pursuant to contract, assignment, agreement, or other instrument entered with 
Exergy and/or XRG, specific knowledge of which is now lacking to be determined in further 
discovery. 
7. Exergy, XRG, and/or Notch Butte Wind Park are the owner(s) or reputed 
owner(s) of certain improvements, facilities, and structures being constructed on the Property 
("hereinafter described as the "Project"). 
8. Fagen claims an interest in the Property pursuant to its Claim of Lien in the 
amount of $856,012.20, together with prejudgment interest accruing thereon pursuant to law. 
9. Defendants "John Does 1-10" are additional unnamed persons or parties may 
claim and interest in the property who are presently unknown. Fagen reserves the right to amend 
this Complaint to add such additional persons or parties at a later time. 
10. Jurisdiction is proper in this Court pursuant to Idaho Code § 5-514 as the 
Defendants have transacted business and/or this action relates to ownership, use or possession of 
real property located within the State of Idaho. 
11, Venue is proper in this Court pursuant to Idaho Code§ 5-401. 




12. In 2011 Fagen entered into agreements and/or memorandum ofunderstanding(s) 
to supply labor, materials, and engineering, procurement and construction services with Exergy, 
upon, and for the benefit, of the Property. 
13. Fagen supplied labor, materials, and services upon and for the benefit of the 
Property, commencing work in 2011. 
14. Fagen continued to provide labor, furnish materials, and supply services for the 
improvement to the Property until July 31, 2012, when it ceased doing so due to non-payment by 
Exergy. 
15. Fagen performed this work in a conforming, workmanlike manner pursuant to its 
agreement with Exergy. 
16. As a result ofExergy's failure to pay Fagen for labor, materials and services 
supplied for improvements to the Property, Fagen filed its Claim of Lien as described above. 
17. The reasonable value of the benefit to the Property is equivalent to the labor, 
materials, and services supplied by Fagen as the amount due stated in its Claim of Lien. 
18. True and correct copies ofFagen's Claim of Lien were timely served by certified 
mailing on Defendants. 
FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION 
(Lien Foreclosure) 
19. Fagen realleges the allegations contained in paragraphs 1-18 and incorporates the 
same herein by reference. 
20. Fagen is entitled to ajudgment foreclosing its Claim of Lien for the amount 
thereof, together with accrued interest pursuant to law; a determination that its Claim of Lien is 
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superior and has priority to any interest claimed by all Defendants, and each of them; and for 
foreclosure sale with application of the proceeds of sale to amount due to Fagen. 
21. Fagen is entitled to recover costs and reasonable attorney fees to maintain this 
action, pursuant to Idaho Code§ 45-501 et seq. The sum of$10,000 is reasonable should this 
matter be resolved by default. 
SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION 
(Breach of Contract) 
22. Fagen realleges the allegations contained in paragraphs 1-21 and incorporates the 
same herein by reference. 
23. Fagen has performed all of its obligations under the Agreement. 
24. Exergy has breached the Agreement in that it has failed and refused to pay Fagen 
in full for labor, services and materials furnished by Fagen. 
25. Fagen has suffered damages as a direct and proximate result ofExergy's breach 
of contract in an amount to be proven at trial. 
TIDRD CAUSE OF ACTION 
(Quantum Meruit) 
26. Fagen realleges the allegations contained in paragraphs 1-25 and incorporates the 
same herein by reference. 
27. Fagen provided valuable labor, services and materials that were necessary for 
Exergy to perform and complete its obligations. 
28. Exergy benefitted from Fagen's labor, services and materials, including, but not 
limited to the fact that Exergy could not have fully performed its obligations in the absence of 
the labor, services and materials that Fagen provided. 
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29. Exergy has failed and refused to pay Fagen for the labor, services and materials it 
provided. 
30. Fagen has suffered damages and Exergy has been unjustly enriched as a result of 
Exergy's failure to pay Fagen for the labor, materials and services provided by Fagen in an 
amount to be proved at trial. 
WHEREFORE, Fagen prays for judgment against Defendants as follows: 
A. An order foreclosing Fagen's Claim of Lien against the Property, and declaring 
the amount due of$856,012.20, together with prejudgment interest accruing 
thereon pursuant to law; 
B. An order declaring the Defendants, and all persons or entities claiming an interest 
in the Property or any part thereof, to be barred and foreclosed of all right, title, 
interest, claim or equity of redemption in and to the Property; 
C. An order for sale of the Property according to law and directing the proceeds of 
sale be applied to the amount due Fagen; 
D. Damages for breach of contract, and/or for Quantum Meruit in at least the amount 
of$856,012.20 or such other amounts to be determined at trial; 
E. An award of costs incurred; 
F. An award ofreasonable attorney fees in the amount of$I0,000 if this matter is 
resolved by default, or if not resolved by default in such amount as the Court 
deems reasonable; 
G. Such further relief as the Court deems just in the premises. 
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DA1ED this ~y of March, 2014. 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, BUDGE & 
BAILEY,CHARTERED 
By:~~ HNR.GOODELL 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 3'~y of March, 2014, I served a true and correct 
copy of the above and foregoing document to the following person(s) as follows: 
Angelo L. Rosa 
1168 E. 1700 S. 
Salt Lake City, UT 84105 
Attorney for Exergy Development Group 
of Idaho, LLC; XRG Development Partners, LLC; 
and Rogerson Flats Wind Park, LLC 
[ VJ U. S. Mail f £~ 
Postage Prepaid 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[ ] Facsimile 
By:~ 
JHNR.OODELL 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. 








John R. Goodell (ISB #2872) 
Daniel C. Green (ISB #3213) 
Ferrell S. Ryan, ID (ISB # 8414) 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, 
BUDGE & BAILEY, CHARTERED 
P.O. Box 1391 
Pocatello, Idaho 83204-1391 
Telephone: (208)232-6101 
Fax: (208)232-6109 
Attorneys for Claimant Fagen, Inc. 
) 
FAGEN, INC., a Minnesota corporation, ) 
• LINCOLN COUNTY 13,t~orded for: 
FIRST AMERICAN TITLE - lWIN F.A 
12:48:34 PM 08-08-2012 
0000192213 




Electronlc'ally Recorded by Slmpllflle 





NOTCH BUITE WIND P~ LLC, an ) 
Idaho limited liability company; EXERGY) 
DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, ) 
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company; ) 
XRG DEVELOPMENT PAR1NERS, LLQ 
(ID); an Idaho limited liability company; ) 
WILLIAM HUBERT SHAW and RITA) 
SHAW, husband and wife; and) 
GERALDINE W. ASTLE, a single person ) 
) 
Owners/Reputed Owners. ) 
\ 
NOTICE IS HEREBY G~: 
T})atFAGEN,INC., 501 W.Highway212,P. O.Box 159, GraniteFalls,MN 56241, hereby. 
claims the benefit of the law relative to liens of mechanics and materialmen upon real property as 
provided by the laws of the State ofldaho, LC. § 45-501 et seq., and does hereby claim a lien upon 
that certain tract of land and improvements thereon as hereinafter descnoed, and in the following 
amounts: 




-I • I. 
1. That the principal sum of $856,012.20 in accordance with the Accounts Receivable 
History By Customer statement attached hereto as Exhibit B and adopted by reference, is owed for 
labor performed, materials :furnished, and/orprovision of engineering, procurement, construction and 
other services and supply of materials and equipment for the NOTCH BUTIE W1ND PARK, LLC, 
a wind park project, located at or near Dietrich, Lincoln, County, Idaho. 
In addition, prejudgment interest is owed on the above principal installment amounts from 
the indicated due date on the invoices listed in Exhibit B pursuant to the parties' underlying written 
contract, and/or Idaho's statutory rate @ 12% per annum, witil paid or entry of judgment; plus costs 
and attorney fees incmred in collection. 
2. That said amounts are due, and owing, after deducting all just credits and offsets, for 
said claim for labor performed, materials fumi~ and/or provision of engineering, procurement, 
construction and other services and supply of materials and equipment, in and for those certain 
improvements of said land located at Lincoln County, ldaho,moreparticularly described in Exhibits 
A-1 and A-2 attached hereto and adopted by reference> commonly known as NOTCH BUTTE 
WIND PARK, LLC, located at or near Dietric~ Lincoln County, Idaho, said land being the subject . . 
oflease(s)to NOTCH BUTfE WIND PARK:, LLC and/or EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP 
OF IDAHO, LLC, and/or XR.G DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS, LLC (ID), Lessees; ·and a portion 
of said land described in Exhibit A-1 also being owned by WILLIAM HUBERT SHAW and RITA 
SHAW, husband and wife, Lessors; and a portion of said land described in Exln'bit A-2 also being 
owned by GERALDINE W. ASTLE, a single person, Lessor. 
In addition, Exhibit C attached hereto and adopted by reference are three color-coded maps 
and engineering drawings which locate and identify NOTCH BUTI'E WIND FARM, LLC. 
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3. That the name(s) and address(es) of the person(s) and/or entity(ies) who/which 
contracted with claimant and for whom claimant performed labor performed, materials furnished, 
and/or provision of engineering, procurement, construction and other services and supply of 
materials and equipment, are: 
NOTCH BUTIE WIND PARK, LLC 
Attn: James Carkulis . 
801 W. Bannock 
Boise, ID 83702 
NOTCH BUTIE WIND P~ LLC 
802 W. Bannock, 12th Floor 
Boise, ID 83702 
NOTCH BUTIE WIND PARK, LLC 
Attn: Molly O'Leary, Registered Agent 
515N.2~ St. 
Boise, ID 83702 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, L.L.C. 
Attn: James Carkulis 
801 W. Bannock 
Boise, ID 83702 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, L.L.C. 
802 W. Bannock, 12th Floor . . 
Boise, ID 83702 
. . 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, L.L.C. 
Attn: Molly O'Leary, Registered Agent 
515N.2~St. 
Boise, ID 83702 
XRG DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS, LLC (ID) 
Attn: James Carkulis 
801 W. Bannock 
Boise, ID 83702 
XRO DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS, LLC (ID) 
802 W. Bannock, 12111 Floor 
Boise, ID 83702 
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XRG DEVELOPMENT PAR'INERS, LLC (ID) 
Attn: Molly O'Leary, Registered Agent 
515 N. 27°1 St. 
Boise, ID 83702 
WILLIAM HUBERT SHAW 
RITA SHAW 
411 S750E 
Dietrich. ID 83324 
GERALDINE W. ASTLE 
347 S 750E 
Dietrich. ID 83324 
. . 
4. Claimant's last item of labor performed, materials furnished., and/or provision of 
engineering, procmement, construction and other services and supply of materials and equipment 
occurred on July 31, 2012. 
are: 
5. That the owner(s) or reputed owner(s) of said property to be charged with said lien 
NOTCH BUTTE WIND PARK, LLC 
Attn: James Carkulis 
801 W. Bannock · 
Boise, ID 83702 
NOTCH BUTTE WIND PARK, LLC 
802 W. Bannock, 12th Floor 
Boise, ID 83702 
NOTCH BUITE WIND PARK, LLC 
Attn: Molly O'Leary, Registered Agent 
515N.2~St. 
Boise, ID 83702 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, L.L.C. 
Attn: James Carkulis 
801 W. Bannock 
Boise, ID 83702 




EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, L.L.C. 
802 W. Bannock, 12th Floor 
Boise, ID 83702 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, LL.C. 
Attn: Molly O'Leary, Registered Agent 
515 N. 2'f°l St. 
Boise, ID 83702 
XRG DEVELOPMENT PAR1NERS, LLC (ID) 
Attn: James Carkulis 
801 W. Bannock 
Boise, ID 83702 
XRG DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS, LLC (ID) 
802 W. Bannock, 12th Floor 
Boise, ID 83702 
XRG DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS, LLC (ID) 
Attn: Molly O'Leary, Registered Agent 
515 N. 2Jth St. 
Boise, ID 83702 
WILLIAM HUBERT SHAW 
RITASHAW 
411 S750E 
Dietrich, ID 83324 
GERALDINE W. ASTLE 
347 S750E 
Dietrich, ID 83324 
6. That the description of the property to be charged with said lien, and upon which said 
improvements were made, and which is situated Lincoln, Idaho, is more fully described in Exln'bits 
A-1, A-2 and C attached hereto and adopted by reference. 
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7. That the mailing address for this Claimant is: 
FAGEN,INC. 
Attn: Jennifer A. Johnson, 
Chief Financial Officer 
501 W. Highway 212 
P. 0. Box 159 
Granite Fall~ MN 56241 
8. That the undersigned certifies that a true and correct copy of this Claim of Lien 
following recording will either be served personally, or served by mailing a copy thereof by U.S. 
mail, certified- return receiptreq~ed, within the time prescribed by spttute for doing so, upon the 
owners/reputed owners who/which are identified above. 
Dated this~ day of August, 2012. 
STATEOFIDAHO ) 
: ss. 
County of Bannock ) 
CLAIMANT: 
FAGEN,INC. 
By;----r,-(l~ ;~-~ £)~~~-'Lf..~·/_ 
J~rlELi t-
Attomey and Authorized Representative 
for Claimant 
JOHN R.. GOODELL, being duly sworn, on oath, says that he nitlie 'attorney· arid authorized 
signatory on behalf of claimant, FAGEN, INC., in the foregoing Claim of Lien, that he has read the 
same and knows the contents thereof; and that the same is true, and that it contains a correct 
statement of bis/her/its demands after deducting all just credits and offsets; and affiant believes the 
same to be just. 
JOHN it GOODELL 
Attorney for Claimant 
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SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me tbisj'd day of August, 2012. 
(SEAL) 
NOTCH BVTm WJND PARK- CLAIM OJ' LIEN (LC.§ 45-!507)-Page 7 
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BALANCE OF PLANT 
ENGINEERING, PROCUREMENT AND CONSTRUCTION SERVICES AGREEMENT 
FORTIIE 
.EXERGYIDAHO SIX WINDS WIND PARK 
BY ANDBETWEEN 
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BALANCE OF PLANT ENGINEERING, 
PROCUREMENT AND CONSTRUCTION SERVICES AGREEMENT 
This Balance of Plant Engineering, Procurement and Construction Agreement is entered 
into on December 30, 2011 by and between Fagen, Inc., a corporatio111 organized and existing 
under Minnesota law ("Contractor"), and Exergy Development Group ofldaho, L.L.C., an Idaho 
llinited liability company organized and existing under Idaho law ("Owner") (each of Contractor 
and Owner, a.~,. and together, the "Parties''). 
WITNESSETB: 
A. Owner is developing, financmg and constructing the aggregate l 16MW wind 
generation Project (as herein defined) located at the six (6) Project Sites (as herein defined) in the 
State ofldaho. 
B. Own.er desites to contract with Contractor for the provision of engineering, 
procurement, construction and other services and supply of materials and equipment for the 
Ba.lance of Plant (as herein defined) on a single point responsJ.t,ility, and firm and lump sum 
basis, all as descn'bed in, and subject to the terms and conditions o( this Agreement, and 
Contractor desires to provide such goods and services. 
NOW~ THEREFORE, io. consideration of the mutual promises and obligations set forth 
below, the Parties agree as follows: 
ARTICLE! 
DEFIN1TIONS 
For purposes of this Agreement, the following terms shall have the following defin.ltions: 
"Affiliatet) means, with respect to a. Per.son, any other Perso~ directly or indirectly, in 
control o( controlled by, or under common control with, that Person. For purposes of this 
Agreement.. "control," "controlled" and their derivatives, shall mean the possessio~ directly or 
indirectly, of the power to direct or c:ause the direction of the management and policies of the 
Person so controU~ whether through the ownership of voting securities, by contract or 
othexwise. 
"Agreement" means this Balance of Plant Engineering. Procurement and Construction 
Services Agreement, including all Exhibits, appendices and attachments hereto and thereto, as 
the same niay be amended, modified or supplemen~ from time to time, in accordmlce with the 
tetms hereof. 
"All:Risk Builden Risk" has the meanmg set forth in Section 183, 1. 
••A.Rplicable Laws" means all federal, state and local laws, statutes, codes, treaties, 
o.rl'\inances, judgments, decrees, injunctions, writs, orden. tules, regulations, interpretations 
. having the force or law and permits of any Governmental Authority having Jurisdiction over a 
Party, tho Project, any Project Site, the performanoe of the Work, the Contract Documents and 
1 
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buildings and all facilities and roads situated on or near the Pl.'Oject Sites. aJI l.lS further described 
in the Exhibits to this Agreement. 
"Project Fina:l Completion" means. with respect to the whole Project, that Project Site 
Final Completion of each. and all, of the Project Sites bas been successfuUy achieved pursuant to 
the terms of Section Z6. 
~Project Interconnection Facilities" means the electrical system of Idaho Power 
Company. connecting each Project Site to the electric transmission grid, a single line drawing of 
which. is set forth in Bxhtbit O (which, for tft.e avoidance of doubt, shall not mean to include tb.e 
communications cablmg, which shall be the respoDS10Ility of Contractor). 
"Project Site" means in the tingnlart the site of the High Voltage Substation and eacb. and 
any of the following six (6) wind generation project sites referred to as or named (a) 
"Cottonwood'', (b) "Rogerson Fla.ts'', {c) ''Salmon Creek", (d) "Deep Creekt (e) "Lava Beds", 
and (f) "Notch Butte'' as descnoed and set forth in E,cbj,bit B-t and Exhibit B-S. Appendix 3, 
including the location of each Turbine on each such Project S~. 
"Project Site Final Completion~' has the meaning set forth in Exhibit A-1, Appendix 6. 
·'Project Site Final Completion Certificate" has the meaning set ~orth in Section 7.6. 
"Protect Site Moolumical Completion" bas the meaning set forth .in Exhibit A-1. 
A,m,endix 4. 
"Project Site Mechanical Compl$;tion Certi:fwat,t has the meaning set forth in Section 
"Prgject Site Name,plate Capacity' means~ with respect to each and any Project Site, the 
aggregate sum of the Nameplate Capacities of all the Turbines located or pJ$aned (pursuant to 
this Agreement) to be located at such Project Site. 
"Project Site Substantial Completion" has the meaning set forth in of ;&hibit A-1. 
Appendix s. 
''Project Site Substantial Completion Certificate" has the meaning set forth in Section 
75(b). 
"Project Site Underground Collection System Completion" has the meaning set forth in 
Exhlbit A-1. Appendix 2. 
"Project Site Undemround Collection System completion Certificate'• has the meaning 
set forth in Section 7.2. 
"Project Substantial Completion" means. with respect to the whole Project, that Project 
Site Substantial Completion of each, and aU, of the Project Sites bas been successfully achieved 
pursuant to the terms of Section 7.5. 
9 
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include the plmal, and vice versa; (c) the terms ''hereof;" "here.in." "hereunder/' "hereto," and 
similar terms refer to the entire agreement in which they appear (mc!uding any attachments, 
schedules, annexes, exht'bi:ts and appendices to such agree01ent} and not to any particular 
. provision of such agreement; (d} references to a "day' sball mean a calendar day, tmless the term. 
"Business Day" is used; {e) references to a Party shall be deemed to include references to its 
successors and permitted assigns; (f) the terms. "include" and «including" shall be deemed to be 
followed by the words "without limitation", whether or not so followed; (g) unless otherwise 
stated, where a period of time is specified to run from or after a given day or the day of an act or 
event, it is to be calculated exclusive of suc11 day; and where a. period of time is specified as 
commencing on e. given day or the day of an act or event, it .is to be calculated inclusive of such 
day; and (h} a. reference to time is a reference to the time in effect in the State of Ida.ho, unless 
otherwise .indicated. 
3.1 Scope of Work. 
ARTICLEfil 
THBWORK 
(a) Commencing on the Commencement Date. Contractor shall 
perform !:be scope of work set forth in Exhibit A· 1 and it.9 obligations under and pursuant to this 
Agreement and the other Contract Doouments. Contractor 51uul provide, furnish and ped"onn on 
a single point responsibility basis all necessaty design, engine~ring, procurement, supplies, 
vehicles, transportatiort; equipment, materials. consumables,. supeivision, installation, ereetion, 
construction, labor, personnel, quality assurance and inspection, and testing and other services, 
activities and work ('mcludmg all correction, rectificatio~ remedia~ repair and replacement 
services, work, supplies and activities l'Clating to defects, deficiencies in the' Work not 
conforming to the Requirements) that ate required, necessary and appropriate for Con~tor to 
deliver and install a fully complete, and functioning and operable, Balance of Plant pursuant to 
the terms of this Agreement and the other C<>ntraet Documents, including the Technical 
Documents. Contractor shal~ among other things, (i) :fumish or procure, handle and store, as 
necessary, all materials, equipment, machinety, tools, consumables, labor and transportation; 
(ii) perform the constructio~ supervision. administration and other services and items described 
in the Contract Documents; (iii) perfomi the engineering and design services as set forth in the 
Contract Documents; (iv) perform the testing services required descn'bed: in the Contract 
Documents; and (v) perform quality oontrol checks, including inspection, of all materials,. 
services and equipment to be used or incorporated into the Balance of Plant, and tejection of 
those items determined not to be in compliance with the Requirements. 
(b) After Turbine Mechanical Completion of each Turbinet Contractor 
shall, if requested by Owner, provide adviaoty assistance in connection with the electrical and 
communlcatlons aspects of the operation and maintenance of suc.h Turbmc. Contractor shall 
provide all necessary and sufficient eKperienced persopnel having the requisite expertise tor tho 
prompt performance of any correction. rectification, remedial, repair and replacement work 
required. in accordance with. this Agreement 
3.2 C,gmpliance. Contractor shall ensure that the Work conforms to, and is in 
accordance with, the Contract Documents, Prudent Industry Practices, Applicable Laws~ 
13 
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. . 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, this Agreement Iiss been executed and delivered by the duly 
amb.orlzed representatives of Owner and Con.ttaetor as of the date fust'Wl'itten idJove.. 
OWNER: 
EXERGYDEVELOPMENT GROUP 
Oli' IDAHO, LL.C. 





lN WlTNBS8 WHEREOF, this Agreement has bem ~ and ~wred byihe duty 








Namo: k.,, IL~~~ 
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• •• DISTRICT COURT ,.!~h Judicial District 
......... , of 'lwln Falla • state of ld&ho 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
FAGEN, INC., 
Case No. CV-2013-573 
Plaintiff(s), 
vs. 
ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, LLC, et al., 
Defendant(s). 
STIPULATION FOR 
SCHEDULING AND PLANNING 
The above parties hereby stipulate to the following scheduling deadlines: 
A. EXPERT WITNESSES 
(Plaintiff's experts) 
Depu1yc1er1i: 
1. fD days before trial, plaintiff shall disclose each person plaintiff 
intends to call as an expert witness at trial and state the subject matter on which the 
witness is expected to testify. 
2. 4f r, days before trial, plaintiff shall disclose all information required by 
Rule 26(b~ Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure regarding expert witnesses. 
3. 'b days before trial, defendant shall complete any depositions of the 
plaintiff's initial expert witnesses. • 
(Defendant's experts) 
4. GD days before trial, defendant shall disclose each person defendant 
intends to call as an expert witness at trial and state the subject matter on which the 
witness is expected to testify. 
5. ,o days before trial, defendant shall disclose all information required 




6. ,0 days before trial, plaintiff shall complete any depositions of the 
defendant's expert witnesses. 
(Plaintiff's rebuttal experts) 
7. 3'0 days before trial, plaintiff shall disclose each person plaintiff 
intends to call as an expert witness at trial to rebut new information or issues disclosed 
or raised by the defendant. 
8. ~O days before trial, plaintiff shall disclose all information required 
by Rule 26(b)(4) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure regarding the rebuttal expert 
witnesses. 
9. ~O days before trial, defendant shall complete any depositions of 
the plaintiff's rebuttal expert witnesses. 
B. LAY WITNESSES 
1 . 1 D days before trial, plaintiff shall disclose each person plaintiff 
intends to call as a lay witness at trial (excluding impeachment witnesses). 
2. 6 P days before trial, defendant shall disclose each person 
defendant intends to call as a lay witness at trial (excluding impeachment witnesses). 
3. 3 D days before trial, plaintiff shall disclose each lay witness 
(excluding impeachment witnesses) plaintiff intends to call at trial to rebut new 
information or issues disclosed or raised by the defendant. 
4. _J_o __ days before trial, all parties shall complete any depositions of lay 
witnesses. 
C. DEADLINES FOR INITIATING DISCOVERY 
1 . q O days before trial is the last day for serving interrogatories, 
requests for production, requests to permit entry upon land or other property, and 
requests for admission. 
2. I\ {a, days before trial is the last day for filing motions for a physical or 
mental examination. 
D. DEADLINE FOR SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSES TO DISCOVERY 
1 . / f days before trial, all parties must serve any supplemental 




E. DEADLINE FOR DISCLOSURE OF EXHIBITS 
1 . __ / _S--___ days before trial all parties must disclose all proposed trial 
exhibits. 
F. PRETRIAL MOTIONS 
1. /2. () 
parties to the lawsuit. 
d~ys before trial is the last day to file motions to add additional 
2. /'1-0 days before trial is the last day to file a motion to amend the 
claims between existing parties to the lawsuit, including to add a claim for punitive 
damages. 
G. TRIAL SETTING 
1. This case can be set for a trial to commence on or after 'f / 1'1 flt/ 
Note, that absent extremely compelling circumstances, no case will be set 
for trial more than 51 O days from the date of filing the complaint. 
2. It is estimated that the trial will take 'f-h days. 
3. This case is to be tried as a: 
X court trial 
___ ...... ·ury trial 
4. Parties preference for trial dates: {Please confer and complete. Do not 
attach "unavailable dates"). 
(a) Week of Tuesday, --·~-----·~•~II,':,-· ____ , 20_1!. ~ 
(b) Week of Tuesday, ~ So , 20_l!/.... 
(c) Week of Tuesday, ;-DOf:j,.~ , 20Jg_. 
H. MEDIATION 
1. The parties agree to mediation:Yes_ No_JL 
2. If yes: 
a. The parties agree to submit to mediation with a mediator mutually 
agreed upon. 
b. Mediation shall begin __ 3_c __ days prior to trial. 
c. Unless otherwise agreed in writing between the parties, the cost of 




The parties reserve the right to amend this stipulation by agreement of all 
parties, subject to Court approval; each party reserves the right to seek 
amendment hereof by Court order, and to request further status conferences for 
such purpose, in accordance with I.R.C.P. 16(a) and 16(b). 
Date: t{-J..(- / c/ 
Counsel for Defendant(s): 
Date: ------
Counsel for Other Parties: 




The parties reserve the right to amend this stipulation by agreement of all 
parties, subject to Court approval; each party reserves the right to seek 
amendment hereof by Court order, and to request further status conferences for 
such purpose, In accordance with 1.R.C.P. 16(a) and 16(b). 
Counsel for Plaintiff(s): 
Counsel for Defendant(s): j/./ 
Counsel for Other Parties: 
7 
Date: ------
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Fifth Judicial District 
County of 'lwln Falla • State of Idaho 
APR 22 2014 
ti,: 1:00:.._a. 
Deputy Clerk 
THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR TWIN FALLS COUNTY 






ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK etal, ) 
) 
Defendants. ) _____________ ) 
Case CV 13-573 
ORDER APPROVING 
STIPULATED SCHEDULING 
ORDER, PRETRIAL AND 
COURT TRIAL NOTICE 
A Stipulation for Scheduling and Planning was filed in the above-entitled 
case on April 22, 2014. A formal pre-trial conference pursuant to IRCP 16 
shall be conducted on September 29, 2014 at 9:00 am. In lieu thereof the parties 
may present a written stipulation pursuant to IRCP 16(e) no later than three 
business days prior to the scheduled pre-trial conference. Trial to the Court and a 
twelve person jury shall commence promptly at 8:30 a.m. on October 28, 2014. 
(4 days) 
DATED this 22nd day of April, 2014. 
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• • 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this 22nd day of April, 2014, I served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing Pre-Trial and Jury Trial Notice on: 
John R. Goodell 
Attorney at Law 
101 S. Capitol Blvd., Ste. 300 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Angelo L. Rosa 
Attorney at Law 
P.O. Box 1605 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Kristin Glascock, Clerk 
~vvr~ 
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..2.; !~ PIA. 
Clerk 
Depllly Clerk 
THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR TWIN FALLS COUNTY 






ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK etal, ) 
) 
Defendants. ) _________ ) 




ORDER, PRETRIAL AND 
COURT TRIAL NOTICE 
A Stipulation for Scheduling and Planning was filed in the above-entitled 
case on April 22, 2014. A formal pre-trial conference pursuant to IRCP 16 
shall be conducted on September 15, 2014 at 1 :30 pm. In lieu thereof the parties 
may present a written stipulation pursuant to IRCP 16(e) no later than three 
business days prior to the scheduled pre-trial conference. Trial to the Court shall 
commence promptly at 8:30 a.m. on October 28, 2014. (4 days) 
DATED this 24th day of April, 2014. 
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• • 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this 24th day of April, 2014, I served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing Pre-Trial and Court Trial Notice on: 
John R. Goodell 
Attorney at Law 
101 S. Capitol Blvd, Ste 300 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Angelo Rosa 
Attorney at Law 
P.O. Box 1605 
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John R. Goodell (ISB#: 2872) 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, 
BUDGE & BAILEY, CHARTERED 
101 S. Capitol Boulevard 
U.S. Bank Plaza Building, Ste. 300 
Boise, ID 83702 
Telephone: (208) 395-0011 
Fax: (208) 433-0167 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. 
• DISTRICT COURT Fifth Judicial District 
County of lwln Falla • Stata of ldanc 
APR 28 2014 A AA n ·. io ', ,v ' ay ___ ---ntl!J\r--:~:..L.!..::Cle_11c 
\ Deputy Clerk 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 




ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, LLC, 
COTTONWOOD WIND PARK, LLC, 
SALMON CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, 
DEEP CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF 
IDAHO, LLC, NOTCH BUTTE WIND 
PARK, LLC, XRG DEVELOPMENT 
GROUP OF IDAHO, LLC, XRG 
DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS, LLC. and 
"JOHN DOES 1-10", 
Defendants. 
Consolidated Cases Nos.: 
CV 2013-573 (Rogerson Flats WP) 
CV 2013-574 (Cottonwood WP) 
CV 2013-575 (Salmon Creek WP) 
CV 2013-576 (Deep Creek WP) 
CV-2013-26 (Notch Butte WP) 
(Lincoln County) 
NOTICES OF SERVICE OF 
PLAINTIFF'S DISCOVERY 
RESPONSES 
COMES NOW Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. ("Fagen"), by and through counsel ofrecord, and 
hereby certify that the originals of the discovery responses identified herein for the above-
referenced consolidated cases, were served by regular U.S. Mail on this date to the person(s): 
Angelo L. Rosa, Esq. 
P.O. Box 1605 
Boise, Idaho 83701 




• PLAINTIFF'S ANSWERS AND RESPONSES TO DEFENDANT ROGERSON FLATS 
WIND PARK, LLC'S FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES AND REQUESTS FOR 
PRODUCTION; 
• PLAINTIFF'S ANSWERS AND RESPONSES TO DEFENDANT COTTONWOOD 
WIND PARK, LLC'S FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES AND REQUESTS FOR 
PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS; 
• PLAINTIFF'S ANSWERS AND RESPONSES TO DEFENDANT SALMON CREEK 
WIND PARK LLC'S FIRST SET OF INTERROA TORIES AND REQUESTS FOR 
PRODUCTION; 
• PLAINTIFF'S ANSWERS AND RESPONSES TO DEFENDANT DEEP CREEK 
WIND PARK, LLC'S FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES AND REQUESTS FOR 
PRODUCTION; 
• PLAINTIFF'S ANSWERS AND RESPONSES TO DEFENDANT NOTCH BUTTE 
WIND PARK LLC'S FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES AND REQUESTS FOR 
PRODUCTION; 
• PLAINTIFF'S ANSWERS AND RESPONSES TO DEFENDANT EXERGY 
DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, L.L.C. 'S FIRST SET OF 
INTERROGATORIES AND REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS; 
# 
DATED this iS day of April, 2014. 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, BUDGE & 
BAILEY, CHARTERED 
By: f~DE~ 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. 
NOTICE OF SERVICE OF PLAINTIFF'S DISCOVERY RESPONSES - 2 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this , 5 ~pril of 2014, I served a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing was served by the method indicated below, and addressed as stated: 
Angelo L. Rosa, Esq. 
P.O. Box 1605 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Tel. (801) 440-4400 
~ U.S. Mail 
D Facsimile (801) 415-1773 
D Overnight Mail 
D Hand Delivery 
D Email arosa@rosa-lp.com 
NOTICE OF SERVICE OF PLAINTIFF'S DISCOVERY RESPONSES - 3 
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John R. Goodell (ISB#: 2872) 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, 
BUDGE & BAILEY, CHARTERED 
101 S. Capitol Boulevard 
U.S. Bank Plaza Building, Ste. 300 
Boise, ID 83702 
Telephone: (208) 395-0011 
Fax: (208) 433-0167 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. 
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ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, LLC, 
COTTONWOOD WIND PARK, LLC, 
SALMON CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, 
DEEP CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF 
IDAHO, LLC, NOTCH BUTTE WIND 
PARK, LLC, XRG DEVELOPMENT 
GROUP OF IDAHO, LLC, XRG 
DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS, LLC. and 
"JOHN DOES 1-10", 
Defendants. 
Consolidated Cases Nos.: 





PLAINTIFF FAGEN, INC.'S 
DISCLOSURE OF FACT AND 
EXPERT WITNESSES 
COMES NOW Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. ("Fagen"), by and through counsel of record, and 
hereby makes the following initial Disclosure of Fact and Expert Witnesses who may be called 
to testify at the trial in this matter, pursuant to the Amended Order Approving Stipulated 
Scheduling Order, Pre-Trial and Court Trial Notice entered on April 23, 2014 and the 
PLAINTIFF FAGEN, INC.'S DISCLOSURE OF FACT AND EXPERT WITNESSES - Page 1 
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Stipulation for Scheduling and Planning entered on April 22, 2014 (collectively "Scheduling 
Order") as follows: 
Fagen, Inc. reserves the right to call the following officers and/or employees of Fagen, 
Inc.: 
1. Jennifer Johnson, former Chief Financial Officer, Fagen, Inc, c/o of counsel 
2. Ronald Fagen, Board Chairman, Fagen, Inc., c/o of counsel 
3 Kate Carlton, Fagen, Inc., c/o of counsel 
4. Lori Anderson, Accounting Department, Fagen, Inc, c/o of counsel 
5. Samuel Ewald, Vice-President of Estimating, Fagen, Inc., c/o counsel 
6. Kirsten Tjosaas, Controller, Fagen, Inc., c/o of counsel 
7. Bradley Bormann, Project Manager, Fagen, Inc., c/o of counsel 
8. Jeremy Comer, Scheduler for Fagen, Inc., c/o of counsel 
In addition, Fagen, Inc. reserves the right to call any officers and/or employees (past or 
present) of one or more of the Defendants, including but not limited to the following: 
1. James T. Carkulis 
2. Dustin Shively, Engineering Consultant to Exergy Development Group of Idaho, 
LLC and XRG Development Partners, LLC 
3. Elizabeth Woolstenhulme 
At this time, Fagen, Inc. does not intend to call any expert witnesses, but reserves the 
right to call rebuttal expert witnesses to be subsequently designated if Defendants designate 
expert witnesses in accordance with the Scheduling Order. 
In addition, Plaintiff, Fagen, Inc. reserves the right to supplement this disclosure based 
upon Defendants' disclosure of witnesses as well as further discovery and investigation which is 
ongoing at this time. 
PLAINTIFF FAGEN, INC.'S DISCLOSURE OF FACT AND EXPERT WITNESSES -Page 2 
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DATED this 30th day of July, 2014. 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, BUDGE & 
BAILEY, CHARTERED 
B~~-a~~~~I~~~~ i~-~ A~~~~t~-J  
Attorneys for Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 30th day of July, 2014, I served a true and correct copy 
of the above and foregoing document to the following person(s) as follows: 
Angelo L. Rosa 
Attorney at Law 
P.O. Box 1605 
Boise, ID 83701 
Attorney for Exergy Development Group of 
Idaho, LLC; XRG Development Partners, 
LLC; and Lava Beds Wind Park, LLC 
[X] U.S. Mail 
Postage Prepaid 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[ ] Facsimile 801-415-1773 
[X] Email arosa@rosa-lp.com 
JO~ 






John R. Goodell (ISB#: 2872) 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, 
BUDGE & BAILEY, CHARTERED 
101 S. Capitol Boulevard 
U.S. Bank Plaza Building, Ste. 300 
Boise, ID 83702 
Telephone: (208) 395-0011 
Fax: (208) 433-0167 
jrg@racinelaw.net 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. 
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ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, LLC, 
COTTONWOOD WIND PARK, LLC, 
SALMON CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, 
DEEP CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF 
IDAHO, LLC, NOTCH BUTTE WIND 
PARK, LLC, XRG DEVELOPMENT 
GROUP OF IDAHO, LLC, XRG 
DEVELOPMENTPARTNERS,LLC.and 
"JOHN DOES 1-10", 
Defendants. 
Consolidated Cases Nos.: 





PLAINTIFF FAGEN, INC.'S 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
COMES NOW Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. ("Fagen"), by and through counsel of record, and 
hereby certifies that on the 30th day of July, 2014, I served true and correct copies of the 
documents listed below to the following person(s): 
PLAINTIFF FAGEN, INC.'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - Page 1 
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Angelo L. Rosa 
Attorney at Law 
PO Box 1605 
Boise, ID 83701 
Attorney for Defendants 
1. Affidavit of Lori Anderson In Support of Fagen, Inc.'s Motion for Summary Judgment 
and Exhibits A - F; 
2. Affidavit of Bradley Bormann In Support of Fagen, Inc.'s Motion for Summary 
Judgment and Exhibits A - H; 
3. Affidavit of Jennifer A. Johnson In Support of Fagen, Inc.'s Motion for Summary 
Judgment and Exhibits A - B; 
4. Affidavit of Samuel Ewald In Support of Fagen, Inc.'s Motion for Summary Judgment; 
5. Affidavit of Kirsten Tjosaas In Support of Fagen, Inc.'s Motion for Summary Judgment. 
DATED this 30th day of July, 2014. 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, BUDGE & 
B EY, CHARTERED 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 30th day of July, 2014, I served a true and correct copy 
of the above and foregoing document to the following person(s) as follows: 
Angelo L. Rosa 
Attorney at Law 
P.O. Box 1605 
Boise, ID 83701 
Attorney for Exergy Development Group of 
Idaho, LLC,· XR.G Development Partners, 
LLC; etal. 
[X] U.S. Mail 
Postage Prepaid 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[ ] Facsimile 801-415-1773 
[X] Email arosa@rosa-lp.com w/o exhibits 
JOHNR. GOODELL 
PLAINTIFF FAGEN, INC.'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - Page 2 
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John R. Goodell (ISB#: 2872) 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, 
BUDGE & BAILEY, CHARTERED 
101 S. Capitol Boulevard 
U.S. Bank Plaza Building, Ste. 300 
Boise, ID 83702 
Telephone: (208) 395-0011 
Fax: (208) 433-0167 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. 
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ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, LLC, 
COTTONWOOD WIND PARK, LLC, 
SALMON CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, 
DEEP CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF 
IDAHO, LLC, NOTCH BUTTE WIND 
PARK, LLC, XRG DEVELOPMENT 
GROUP OF IDAHO, LLC, XRG 
DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS, LLC. and 
"JOHN DOES 1-10", 
Defendants. 
Consolidated Cases Nos.: 





PLAINTIFF FAGEN, INC.'S 
MEMORANDUM OF LAW IN 
SUPPORT OF MOTIONS FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
INTRODUCTION 
This is a simple breach of contract case. Defendant Exergy Development Group of 
Idaho, L.L.C. ("XRG"), and its project companies identified below, contracted with Fagen, Inc. 
("Fagen") to serve as the construction contractor for five wind farms. Fagen performed work 




Defendants never objected to or questioned the Applications and Certificates for Payment. 
Defendants also never paid Fagen as they agreed to under the parties' contracts. 
As a result, the Court should grant Fagen's summary judgment motion in its entirety. 
STATEMENT OF UNDISPUTED MATERIAL FACTS 
1. The Parties. 
A. Fagen. 
Fagen is a family-owned business headquartered in Granite Falls, Minnesota. Affidavit 
of Bradley Bormann ("Bormann Aff."), 11. Fagen is one of the largest green energy design build 
construction contractors in the United States. Id. at 12. As a large-scale industrial contractor, 
Fagen is a single-source for design, construction and all of the civil, structural, mechanical and 
electrical aspects of a construction project. Id. at 13. Fagen has built biofuel plants, grain 
elevators, manufacturing plants, steel mills, wind power production facilities, and similar 
agricultural, energy and industrial facilities across the country and internationally. Id. 
B. XRG. 
XRG is an Idaho limited liability company. XRG is in the business of developing clean-
energy power production facilities, including wind farms commonly known as the Notch Butte 
Wind Farm and the Jack Ranch Wind Farm. Id. at Ex. A, I. 
C. The Defendant XRG Project Companies and XRG Projects. 
The Defendant XRG Project Companies and XRG Projects relevant to this action include 
the following: 
1. Defendant Notch Butte Wind Park, LLC ("Notch Butte") for 18 MW wind 
generated power using approximately nine (9) wind turbine generators, 





2. Defendant Cottonwood Wind Park, LLC ("Cottonwood") for 20 MW of 
wind generated power using ten wind turbine generators, located in Twin 
Falls County, Idaho (the "Cottonwood Wind Farm"); 
3. Defendant Deep Creek Wind Park, LLC ("Deep Creek"), for 20 MW of 
wind generated power using ten (I 0) wind turbine generators, located in 
Twin Falls County, Idaho (the "Deep Creek Wind Farm"); 
4. Defendant Salmon Creek Wind Park, LLC ("Salmon Creek"), for 20 MW 
of wind generated power using ten (I 0) wind turbine generators, located in 
Twin Falls County, Idaho (the "Salmon Creek Wind Farm"); and 
5. Defendant Rogerson Flats Wind Park, LLC ("Rogerson Flats"), for 20 
MW of wind generated power using ten (10) wind turbine generators, and 
substation comprised of a generator step-up transformer, related electric 
gear and the substation building to interconnect Cottonwood Wind Farm, 
Deep Creek Wind Farm, Salmon Creek Wind Farm and Rogerson Flats to 
the Idaho Power electric grid (the "Rogerson Flats Wind Farm"). 
See id. at Ex. G, 3. Fagen and XRG also collectively referred to the (1) Cottonwood Wind Farm; 
(2) the Deep Creek Wind Farm; (3) the Salmon Creek Wind Farm and (4) the Rogerson Flats 
Wind Farm as the "Jack Ranch Wind Farm." Id. at ,r6.1 
2. The Contracts. 
A. The June 15, 2011, Memorandum of Understanding. 
On June 15, 2011, Fagen, XRG, and XRG on behalf of its project companies, including 
Notch Butte and Jack Ranch, entered into a Memorandum of Understanding (the "MOU"). Id. at 
Ex. A. In the MOU, XRG disclosed its desire to retain Fagen as the contractor for a number of 
clean-energy power production facilities, including the Notch Butte Wind Farm and the Jack 
Ranch Wind Farm. Id at Ex. A, I. Specifically, the MOU provides: 
XRG desires Fagen to be the EPC Contractor for the Projects in addition to other 
Work as the Parties may agree ... 
1 Fagen may hereinafter refer to the Notch Butte Wind Farm, Cottonwood Wind Farm, Deep 






* * * 
1. Exclusive Opportunity, Competitive Price and Good Faith Negotiations. 
XRG requests that Fagen provide a price to engineer, procure, construct and 
install each Project. Following evaluation of the Pricing estimates for each 
Project, and provided the pricing is competitive to allow XRG to move forward 
with debt and equity financing, XRG agrees to award each Project to Fagen. 
B. The July 25, 2011, Notch Butte Limited Notice to Proceed. 
On July 25, 2011, Fagen, XRG, and Notch Butte entered into a Limited Notice to 
Proceed (the "Notch Butte LNTP #1"). Id at Ex. B. Pursuant to the Notch Butte LNTP #1, 
XRG and Notch Butte authorized Fagen ''to proceed with a portion of the Work at the Notch 
Butte Project Site so the Notch Butte Project construction may progress." Id at Ex. B, 1. The 
Notch Butte LNTP #1 provides in relevant part: 
Scope of Work. [Fagen] shall perform up to fifteen (15) soil borings at the Notch 
Butte Project Site, which shall include one (1) soil boring at each turbine location 
(for a total of 11), one (1) soil boring at the meteorological tower location, and (3) 
borings on the road connecting the two string lines. XRG shall provide the soil 
boring locations to [Fagen] prior to beginning the Work. The soil borings 
referenced above are more specifically set forth in Appendix #1 to this LNTP. 
The detailed services and Schedule of work to be performed by [Fagen] 
associated with the above described Scope of Work are more specifically set forth 
in Appendix #2 to this LNTP. 
* * * 
Acknowledgment. XRG acknowledges and agrees that XRG and Notch Butte 
Wind Park, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company (''Notch Butte") are hereby 
authorized to pay any amounts due to [Fagen] pursuant to this LNTP, and Owner 
[Notch Butte] and XRG covenant that neither Party will contest or otherwise 
dispute any such payments. 





C. The December 14, 2011, Notch Butte Limited Notice to Proceed. 
On December 14, 2011, Fagen, XRG and Notch Butte entered into a second Limited 
Notice to Proceed (the ''Notch Butte LNTP #2). Id at Ex. C. Pursuant to the Notch Butte LNTP 
#2, XRG and Notch Butte authorized Fagen to proceed with additional "[w]ork at the Notch 
Butte Project Site so the Notch Butte Project construction may progress." Id at Ex. C, 1. The 
Notch Butte LNTP #2 provides in relevant part: 
Scope of Work. [Fagen] shall perform: 
A. Engineer, procure and install site roads, crane pads, turbine erection areas 
and permits as required; 
B. Engineer, procure and install turbine foundations complete for the site; 
C. Engineer, procure and install underground collection system, turbine 
conduit and grounding; and 
D. Engineer, procure and install SCADA building foundation and building. 
* * * 
Acknowledgment. XRG acknowledges and agrees that XRG and Notch Butte 
Wind Park, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company (''Notch Butte") is hereby 
authorized to pay any amounts due to [Fagen] pursuant to this LNTP #2, and 
Owner [Notch Butte] and XRG covenant that neither Party will contest or 
otherwise dispute any such payments. 
Id at Ex. C, ,,1, 4. 
D. The August 9, 2011, Jack Ranch Limited Notice to Proceed.2 
On August 9, 2011, Fagen, XRG and Jack Ranch Wind Farm, LLC ("Jack Ranch") 
entered into a Limited Notice to Proceed ("Jack Ranch LNTP #1). Id at Ex. D. Pursuant to the 
Jack Ranch LNTP #1, XRG and Jack Ranch authorized Fagen to proceed with a "portion of the 
2 Again, Fagen and XRG collectively referred to the Rogerson Flats Wind Farm, Salmon Creek 
Wind Farm, Cottonwood Wind Farm and Deep Creek Wind Farm as the "Jack Ranch Wind 




Work at the Jack Ranch Project Site so the Jack Ranch Project construction may progress." Id 
The Jack Ranch LNTP # 1 provides in relevant part: 
Scope of Work. [Fagen] shall perform up to Fifty Three (53) soil borings at the 
Jack Ranch Project Site, which shall include one (1) soil boring at each turbine 
location (for a total of 48), and four (4) soil borings at the meteorological tower 
location and one (1) boring at the substation. XRG shall provide the soil boring 
locations to [Fagen] prior to beginning the Work. The soil borings referenced 
above are more specifically set forth in Appendix #1 to this LNTP. The detailed 
services and Schedule of work to be provided by [Fagen] associated with the 
above described Scope of Work are more specifically set forth in Appendix #2 to 
this LNTP. 
Id. at Ex.D,11. 
E. The October 9, 2011, Jack Ranch Limited Notice to Proceed. 
On October 9, 2011, Fagen, XRG, Cottonwood, Deep Creek, Rogerson Flats and Salmon 
Creek entered into a Limited Notice to Proceed #2 ("Jack Ranch LNTP #2). Id at Ex. E. 
Pursuant to the Jack Ranch LNTP #2, XRG, Cottonwood, Deep Creek, Rogerson Flats and 
Salmon Creek authorized Fagen to proceed with a portion "of the Work at the Jack Ranch 
Project Site so the Jack Ranch Project construction may progress." Id. The Jack Ranch LNTP 
#2 provides in relevant part: 
Scope of Work. [Fagen] shall perform the following Work for the Jack Ranch 
Project pursuant to the terms of this LNTP #2: 
A. Surveying, engineering, and installation of all Project Site Roads; 
B. Secure Twin Falls County Building Permits for Wind Turbine structures; 
C. Engineering of the Project Site underground and overhead electrical 
collection systems, including the substation; and 
D. Engineer, procure, blasting and installation of the Turbine Foundations, 
based on the Owner's use of a Gamesa 2.0 - 90m Turbine, and installation 
of the grounding and pvc conduit for the foundation installation. 




F. The December 14, 2011, Jack Ranch Limited Notice to Proceed. 
On December 14, 2011, Fagen, XRG, Cottonwood, Deep Creek, Rogerson Flats and 
Salmon Creek entered into a Limited Notice to Proceed #3 ("Jack Ranch LNTP #3). Id at Ex. E. 
Pursuant to the Jack Ranch LNTP #3, XRG acknowledged the Jack Ranch LNTP #1 and #2 and 
authorized Fagen to proceed ''with a portion of the Work ... on the Cottonwood Wind Park, 
Salmon Creek Wind Park, Deep Creek Wind Park, and Rogerson Flats Wind Park Project Sites." 
Id. at Ex. F, 1. The LNTP #3 provides in relevant part: 
Id 
Scope of Work. 
A. Issue a purchase order (P.O.) and make a down payment of $116,500.00 
for the purchase of the 345 kV generator step-up transformer from the 
HICO America, located in Pittsburg, PA. 
B. Engineer, procure, blast/crush and install site roads, crane pads, turbine 
erection areas and permits as required. 
C. Engineer, procure and install turbine foundations complete for the site. 
D. Engineer, procure and install underground collection system, turbine 
conduit and grounding. 
E. Engineer, procure and install SCADA building formation and building. 
F. Engineer, procure and install substation equipment and overhead 
collection system. 
G. Engineering of the Project Site underground and overhead electrical 
collection systems, including the substation; and 
H. Engineer, procure, blasting and installation of the Turbine Foundations, 
based on the Owner's use of a Gamesa 2.0 - 78m Turbine, and installation 
of the grounding and pvc conduit for the foundation installation. 
G. The December 20, 2011, Amended and Restated Memorandum of 
Understanding. 
On December 20, 2011, Fagen, XRG, and XRG on behalf of its project companies, 
including Notch Butte, Cottonwood, Deep Creek, Salmon Creek and Rogerson Flats, entered into 
an Amended and Restated Memorandum of Understanding (the "Amended MOU"). Id. at Ex. G. 




WHEREAS, Fagen is a construction company engaged in the business of building 
industrial facilities, including wind power production facilities, and has made 
secured loans to XRG on behalf of and in connection with certain of the XRG 
Projects and the XRG Project Company ( collectively, the "Loans"). 
* * * 
WHEREAS, XRG desires that Fagen be the EPC/BOP3 Contractor for all XRG 
Projects and XRG Project Companies and Fagen desires to be the EPC/BOP 
Contractor for the XRG Projects and XRG Projects Companies. 
* * * 
III. Fagen shall provide a lump sum price to XRG for the Idaho Six Winds 
Project (the "Lump Sum Price") no later than December 16, 2011 and the Lump 
Sum Price shall be included in the EPC/BOP Contract for the Idaho Six Winds 
Project, which is to be prepared as contemplated in Section VI below. The Lump 
Sum Price shall reflect the Idaho Six Winds Project's overall scope of work, bulk 
material pricing, current labor market rates and the Idaho Six Winds Project 
scheduling requirements. The Lump Sum Price shall be binding upon the Parties. 
XRG will continue to have the obligation to obtain the land and land leases, the 
right to use and control the XRG Project Sites, all applicable permits and 
approvals, power purchase agreements and interconnection agreements, the wind 
turbine generators and utilize Fagen's Lump Sum Price to pursue and obtain 
project financing for the XRG Projects, which may be debt, equity, or any other 
type of financing ( or combination of financing methods then available). 
Id at Ex. G, 1-2, ,r III. 
H. The Balance of Plant Engineering, Procurement and Construction Services 
Agreement for the Exergy Six Winds Wind Park. 
On December 31, 2011, XRG and Fagen entered into a Balance of Plant Engineering, 
Procurement and Construction Services Agreement for the Exergy Idaho Six Winds Wind Park 
(the "EPC Contract"). Id. at Ex. H. The EPC Contract relates to the Project Site, which includes 





the five wind farms at issue in this litigation and an additional wind farm referred to as Lava 
Beds. Id. at Ex. H, 9.4 
The relevant provisions of the EPC Contract are set forth below. 
(1) The Contract Price and the Schedules of Value For the Five Wind Farms. 
Pursuant to Section 13.1, XRG agreed to pay Fagen $51,148,644.00 (the "Contract 
Price") for the work performed on the Project Site. Id. at Ex. H, § 13.1. Exhibit I to the EPC 
Contract sets forth the Schedule of Values, which allocated the Contract Price among the 
individual projects. Id. With respect to the Contract Price, the parties agreed that a portion of 






Notch Butte Wind Farm: 
Cottonwood Wind Farm: 
Deep Creek Wind Farm: 
Salmon Creek Wind Farm: 
Rogerson Flats Wind Farm: 






The Schedule of Value for the Notch Butte Wind Farm includes all of the work 
authorized in the Notch Butte LNTP #I and #2, plus additional work Fagen was to perform 
under certain conditions set forth in the EPC Contract. Affidavit of Samuel Ewald ("Ewald 
Aff."), ,r 20. The Schedules of Value for the Cottonwood Wind Farm, Deep Creek Wind Farm, 
Salmon Creek Wind Farm and the Rogerson Flats Wind Farm include all of the work authorized 
4 Project Site "means in the singular, the site of the High Voltage Substation and each and any of 
the following six (6) wind generation project sites referred to as or named (a) Cottonwood, (b) 
Rogerson Flats, (c) Salmon Creek, (d) Deep Creek, (e) Lava Beds, and (f) Notch Butte." 




by the Jack Ranch LNTP #1, #2 and #3, plus additional work that Fagen was to perform under 
certain conditions set forth in the EPC Contract. Id at ,r 21. 
(2) The Notice to Proceed. 
In addition to the work authorized by the Notch Butte LNTP #1 and #2 and the Jack 
Ranch LNTP #1, #2 and #3, Fagen was to perform additional work set forth in the EPC Contract 
upon the Commencement Date, which is the date on which XRG gave Fagen the Notice to 
Proceed. Bormann Aff., Ex. H, § 3.l(a).5 Although the EPC Contract did not require XRG to 
give the Notice to Proceed, XRG remained liable for payment of the work authorized by the 
Notch Butte LNTP #1 and LNTP #2 and the Jack Ranch LNTP #1, #2 and #3. Specifically, 
Section 6.1 provides: 
(a) [Fagen] shall promptly commence the performance of the Work upon its 
receipt of the Notice to Proceed issued by [XRG]. The Parties agree that 
the Notice to Proceed shall only be valid if [XRG] presents therewith: (i) 
the certificate of insurance or policy of insurance evidencing insurance 
coverage for the All-Risk Builder's Risk insurance as required by Section 
18.3.1; and (ii) evidence to [Fagen] the Project is financed in its entirety 
for 100% of the Contract Price. 
(b) [XRG shall have no obligation to issue the Notice to Proceed and may do 
so at its option and discretion (subject to Section 6.l{c} and Section 13.2). 
Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in any Contract Document, 
[XRG] shall have no liability to [Fagen], and [Fagen] shall have no claim 
against [XRG], should [XRG] not issue the Notice to Proceed, except to 
5 The EPC Contract contains the following definitions: 
"Commencement Date" means the date of receipt by [Fagen] of the Notice to 
Proceed. 
''Notice to Proceed" means a written notice issued by [XRG] to [Fagen] 
authorizing [Fagen] to begin the Work or such remaining portion of the Work not 
previously authorized by a Limited Notice to Proceed. 




the extent of Payment for Work performed by [Fagen] pursuant to any one 
or more Limited Notices to Proceed. 
Ex. H, § 6.1 (emphasis in italics). Ultimately, XRG never gave the Notice to Proceed, but as 
established below, Fagen performed work under the Notch Butte LNTP #1 and LNTP #2 and the 
Jack Ranch LNTP #1, #2 and #3, for which it never received payment. 
3. Fagen Performs, But Receives No Payment. 
A. Fagen's Team and the Work Performed Under the Notch Butte LNTP #1 
and #2 and Jack Ranch LNTP #1, #2 and #3. 
Pursuant to Section 4.2 of the EPC Contract, Fagen designated Bradley Bormann as 
Fagen's Project Manager. Id at Ex. H, § 4.2; Bormann Aff., ,r 17. As the Project Manager, 
Bormann oversaw the work performed by Fagen at the five wind farms. Id at ,r 20. Samuel 
Ewald, Fagen's Vice President of Estimating, assisted Bormann in scheduling and arranging for 
the necessary equipment, supplies and subcontractors to be on site at the five wind farms. Ewald 
Aff., ,r,r 3, 22. Ewald also prepared the Schedule of Values for the EPC Contract, which 
determined the Contract Price. Id at ,r,r 17-21. 
Fagen began work on the five wind farms in December 2011, and worked with number of 
subcontractors, including : (a) Kaneaster Construction; (b) Riedesel Engineering, Inc.; (c) Valley 
Wide Cooperative; (d) Sargent & Lundy LLC; (e) Western States Equipment Company; (f) Nix 
Excavating, Inc. and (f) Consulting Engineers Group. Bormann Aff., ,r,r 23-24. The work Fagen 
performed included mobilizing the necessary staff and equipment, soil testing, foundational 
work, building access roads, and managing the work at the five wind farms as the general 
contractor. Id. at ,r 23. All of the work performed or supplied by Fagen for the benefit of the 
Notch Butte Wind Park was within the scope of work authorized by the Notch Butte LNTP #1 




for the benefit of the Rogerson Flats Wind Farm, Salmon Creek Wind Farm, Cottonwood Wind 
Farm and Deep Creek Wind Farm was within the scope of work authorized by the Jack Ranch 
LNTP #1, #2 and #3. Bormann Aff., ,r,r 27-30; Ewald Aff., ,r,r 25-28. 
As the Project Manager for the five wind farms, Bormann regularly communicated with 
Dustin Shively, XRG's Energy System Engineer, and Elizabeth Woolstenhulme, another XRG 
employee. Bormann Aff., ,r33. Shively and Woolstenhulme never informed Bormann that XRG 
had any concerns about the quality or the scope of work Fagen performed at the five wind farms. 
Id 
B. Fagen's Applications for Payment; No Objections to Work Performed or 
Amount Invoiced. 
In accordance with the EPC Contract, Fagen submitted monthly Applications and 
Certificates for Payment (the "Applications"). Specifically, Fagen provided XRG with seven 
Applications and invoiced XRG the following amounts for the five wind farms: 









Application, dated December 27, 2011 
Application, dated February 3, 2012 
Application, dated March 16, 2012 
Application, dated April 25, 2012 
Application, dated May 25, 2012 
Application, dated June 29, 2012 
Application, dated July 27, 2012 
Total: 
Cottonwood Wind Farm 
Exhibit A: Application, dated December 27, 2011 
Exhibit B: Application, dated February 3, 2012 
Exhibit C: Application, dated March 16, 2012 
Exhibit D: Application, dated April 25, 2012 
Exhibit E: Application, dated May 25, 2012 
Exhibit F: Application, dated June 29, 2012 






















Salmon Creek Wind Farm 
Exhibit A: Application, dated December 27, 2011 
Exhibit B: Application, dated February 3, 2012 
Exhibit C: Application, dated March 16, 2012 
Exhibit D: Application, dated April 25, 2012 
Exhibit E: Application, dated May 25, 2012 
Exhibit F: Application, dated June 29, 2012 
Exhibit G: Application, dated July 27, 2012 
Total: 
Deep Creek Wind Farm 
Exhibit A: Application, dated December 27, 2011 
Exhibit B: Application, dated February 3, 2012 
Exhibit C: Application, dated March 16, 2012 
Exhibit D: Application, dated April 25, 2012 
Exhibit E: Application, dated May 25, 2012 
Exhibit F: Application, dated June 29, 2012 
Exhibit G: Application, dated July 27, 2012 
Total: 
Notch Butte Wind Farm 
Exhibit A: Application, dated December 27, 2011 
Exhibit B: Application, dated February 3, 2012 
Exhibit C: Application, dated March 16, 2012 
Exhibit D: Application, dated April 25, 2012 
Exhibit E: Application, dated May 25, 2012 
Exhibit F: Application, dated June 29, 2012 


























Affidavit of Lori Anderson ("Anderson Aff."), ,r 4, Exs. A-G. The Applications reflect the value 
of the labor, materials and services Fagen provided under the applicable LNTP and the amount 
of the Applications are consistent with the Schedule of Values assigned to each of the five wind 
farms in the EPC Contract. Ewald Aff., ,r,r 23-28; Bormann Aff., ,r,r 26-30. 6 
6 The principal amount owed for the Rogerson Flats Wind Farm, Salmon Creek Wind Farm, 
Cottonwood Wind Farm and Deep Creek Wind Farm are the same, or virtually the same, because 
the Scope of Work was similar for each wind farm under the Jack Ranch LNTP #1, #2 and #3, 
and the Schedule of Values in the EPC Contract for each wind farm were similar. Ewald Aff., ,r 




XRG, Notch Butte, Rogerson Flats, Salmon Creek, Cottonwood and Deep Creek never 
objected to or questioned the amounts invoiced in the Applications. Anderson Aff., ,r 7, 
Affidavit of Kirsten Tjosaas ("Tjosaas Aff."), ,r 5. But, Fagen never received any payment for 
the amounts set forth in the Applications. Anderson Aff., if6; Tjosaas Aff., ,r 4. 
C. XRG Orders Fagen to Stop Work on the EPC Contract. 
On July 30, 2012, James Carkulis,7 on XRG's behalf, ordered Fagen to "cease further 
construction on the ... Cottonwood Wind Park, Rogerson Flats Wind Park, Salmon Creek Wind 
Park, Deep Creek Wind Park [and] Notch Butte Wind Park." Affidavit of Jennifer Johnson 
("Johnson Aff."), Ex. A. The "cease work" instruction from XRG was based on regulatory 
issues involving the Idaho Public Utilities Commission and FERC, not any issues relating to 
Fagen's work. Id XRG never authorized Fagen to proceed with any additional work, and as a 
result of the stop work order, Fagen ceased work at the five wind farms. Id at ,r 4. 
4. Additional Amount XRG Owes for Work at Cat Creek. 
XRG also requested that Fagen perform work a "possible" future site called Cat Creek. 
Id at ,r 5, Ex. B. Specifically, Fagen agreed to perform 2- Geotech borings for $7,963.75. Id at 
Ex. B. Fagen performed the work and invoiced XRG for the work. Id. at ,r 5, Ex. B. XRG never 
paid. Id at ,r 5. 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT STANDARD 
Under I.R.C.P. 56(c), "summary judgment is proper if the pleadings, depositions, and 
admissions on file, together with the affidavits, if any, show that there is no genuine issue as to 
any material fact and that the moving party is entitled to a judgment as a matter of law." 
ParkWest Homes, LLC v. Barnson, 154 Idaho 678,682,302 P.3d 18, 22 (2013). The nonmoving 




party cannot rest upon mere speculation and must submit more than just conclusory assertions 
that an issue of material facts exists to withstand summary judgment. Cantwell v. City of Boise, 
146 Idaho 127, 133, 191 P.3d 205, 211 (2008). A mere scintilla of evidence or only slight doubt 
as to the facts is not sufficient to create a genuine issue of material fact. Finholt v. Crestor, 143 
Idaho 894, 896, 155 P.3d 695, 697 (2007). 
ARGUMENT 
I. THE UNDISPUTED MATERIAL FACTS ESTABLISH THAT FAGEN IS 
ENTITLED TO SUMMARY JUDGMENT ON ITS BREACH OF CONTRACT 
CLAIM. 
The undisputed material facts establish that Fagen is entitled to summary judgment on its 
breach of contract claim. "The elements for a claim for breach of contract are: (a) the existence 
of the contract, (b) the breach of the contract, ( c) the breach caused damages, and ( d) the amount 
of those damages." Mosel! Equities, LLC v. Berryhill & Co., Inc., 154 Idaho 269,279,297 P.3d 
232, 242 (2013). 
First, XRG, Notch Butte, Rogerson Flats, Cottonwood, Salmon Creek and Deep Creek 
cannot dispute the existence of a contract between the parties. Fagen has provided the Court 
with copies of the executed Notch Butte LNTP #1 and #2, the Jack Ranch LNTP #1, #2 and #3 
and the EPC Contract. Bormann Aff., Ex. B-F, H. Similarly, Fagen provided the Court with a 
copy of the executed letter agreement regarding the work at Cat Creek. Johnson A:ff., Ex. B. 
Second, it is undisputed that that XRG, Notch Butte, Rogerson Flats, Cottonwood, 
Salmon Creek and Deep Creek breached the parties' contracts by failing to pay Fagen. Tjosaas 
Aff., ,r 4; Anderson A:ff., ,r 6; Johnson Aff., ,r 5. Although it never issued the Notice to Proceed, 




Work performed by [Fagen] pursuant to any one or more Limited Notices to Proceed." Bormann 
Aff., Ex. H, § 6.1 (b ). 
Finally, the amounts owed for the five wind farm.s are undisputed. Anderson Aff., ,r4, 
Ex. A-G. The Applications reflect the value of the labor, materials and services Fagen provided 
under the applicable LNTP and the amount of the Applications are consistent with the Schedule 
of Values assigned to each of the five wind farm.sin the EPC Contract. Ewald Aff., ,r,r 23-28; 
Bormann Aff., ,r,r 26-30. XRG never disputed or questioned the scope of Fagen's work, the 
quality of Fagen's work or the amounts Fagen invoiced. Bormann Aff., ,r 33; Anderson Aff., ,r 
7; Tjosaas Aff., ,r 5. Most telling, when it ordered Fagen to stop work, XRG made no mention of 
any complaint it had regarding the amount invoiced or the quality of Fagen's work. Johnson 
Aff., Ex. A. Similarly, XRG cannot dispute the amount it agreed to pay for the work at the Cat 
Creek site. Id at Ex. B. 
Accordingly, the undisputed facts establish that Fagen is entitled to summary judgment 
on its breach of contract claims and requests that the Court enter the following monetary 
judgments: 
1. XRG and Rogerson Flats, jointly and severally, in the principal amount of 
$1,412,774.81; 
2. XRG and Cottonwood, jointly and severally, in the principal amount of 
$1,412,774.81; 
3. XRG and Salmon Creek, jointly and severally, in the principal amount of 
$1,412,774.81; 
4. XRG and Deep Creek, jointly and severally, in the principal amount of 
$1,412,774.79; 






6. XRG in the principal amount of $7,963.75 for the work at the Cat Creek 
site. 
CONCLUSION 
Based on the foregoing, Fagen respectfully requests that the Court grant Fagen's Motion 
for Summary Judgment in its entirety. 
DATED this 3tJ ~f July, 2014. 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, BUDGE & 
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ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, LLC, 
COTTONWOOD WIND PARK, LLC, 
SALMON CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, 
DEEP CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF 
IDAHO, LLC, NOTCH BUTTE WIND 
PARK, LLC, XRG DEVELOPMENT 
GROUP OF IDAHO, LLC, XRG 
DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS, LLC. and 
"JOHN DOES 1-10", 
Defendants. 
Consolidated Cases Nos.: 





PLAINTIFF FAGEN, INC.'S 
MOTIONS FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT 
COMES NOW Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. ("Fagen"), by and through counsel of record, 
and hereby moves the Court for entry of summary judgment on its claim for breach of contract 
only, against Defendants Rogerson Flats Wind Park, LLC, Cottonwood Wind Park, LLC, 
Salmon Creek Wind Park, LLC, Deep Creek Wind Park, LLC, Notch Butte Wind Park, LLC, in 
each of their respective cases; and also against Defendant Exergy Development Group of Idaho, 
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LLC ("Exergy''), in all five (5) cases, because there is no genuine issue of material fact, and 
Plaintiff is entitled to judgment as a matter oflaw, pursuant to I.R.C.P. 56(a). 
This Motion is made on the following grounds and reasons: 
1. This case consolidates five (5) separate suits for failed wind park developments involving 
Exergy and each of the wind park entities, four (4) of which are located in south Twin 
Falls County, 1 and one (1) of which is located in Lincoln County.2 There were five (5) of 
a total of six (6) wind parks to be built in Idaho.3 
2. Exergy and each of the respective wind parks entered separate written contracts for each 
wind park with Fagen to supply engineering, construction, and procurement services for 
the wind parks (''Work"). The terms of the contracts for each of the respective wind 
parks are undisputed. 
3. Exergy and each of the respective wind parks authorized Fagen to commence work under 
various Limited Notices to Proceed ("LNTP"), which are themselves contractual. 
4. Fagen continued to work for several months until instructed to cease by Exergy. 
5. At the time Exergy notified and instructed Fagen to cease Work, Exergy and the wind 
parks had never stated any complaint regarding Fagen's Work. 
6. Exergy and the wind parks never paid Fagen for the latter's Work performed. 
1They are: Rogerson Flats Wind Park, Cottonwood Wind Park, Salmon Creek Wind Park, 
and Deep Creek Wind Park. 
2It is Notch Butte Wind Park. 
3 The sixth wind park is known as Lava Beds Wind Park. It was to be built in Bingham 
County. A similar case is pending there before the Hon. Darren B. Simpson, District Judge, 
entitled Fagen, Inc. v. Lava Beds Wind Park, LLC, Exergy Development Group of Idaho, LLC, et 
al., Case No. CV-2013-261. Fagen's motion for summary judgment therein heard, argued, and 
taken under advisement pending decision on Friday, July 25, 2014. 
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7. Fagen brought separate actions, now consolidated, for breach of contract for non-
payment of work performed. 4 
8. The written contract and terms, breach, and amount unpaid and owing, are fully 
documented and undisputed as set forth in the Affidavits and attached Exhibits filed 
herewith in support of this Motion. 
9. The elements of a breach of contract action under Idaho law are well settled and outlined 
in Fagen's Memorandum In Support of Summary Judgment filed herewith. 
10. Fagen elects to pursue its breach of contract claim only herein at this time. 5 
RECORD RELIED ON 
Fagen relies on the entire pleadings and Court's file herein and following additional 
pleadings and documents filed herewith: 
A. Affidavit of Bradley Bormann; 
B. Affidavit of Samuel Ewald; 
C. Affidavit of Lori Anderson; 
D. Affidavit of Kirsten Tjosass 
E. Affidavit of Jennifer Johnson; 
F. Fagen, Inc.'s Memorandum of Law In Support of Motion for Summary Judgment. 
ORAL ARGUMENT REQUESTED. 
4 Fagen originally also filed mechanic's lien claims against landowners named as 
Defendants, who have been dismissed with prejudice by prior order. 
5 Fagen also elects to withdraw its mechanic's lien claims against the remaining 
Defendants now and hereby gives the Court and Defendants notice of such withdrawal here. 
Fagen also elects to withdraw all its claims against Defendant XRG Development Partners, LLC 
now and hereby gives the Court and said Defendant notice of such withdrawal here. 
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e 
DATED this ?0 ~fJuly, 2014. 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, BUDGE & 
BAILEY, CHARTERED 
By: /l, ,f) ~/ 
-~-O_HN_R_..-fcJ----...-cdo-+-E~L~L----"<-=-------
Attomeys for Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the ~~of July, 2014, I served a true and correct 
copy of the above and foregoing document to the following person(s) as follows: 
Angelo L. Rosa 
Attorney at Law 
P.O. Box 1605 
Boise, ID 83701 
Attorney for Exergy Development Group of 
Idaho, LLC; XR.G Development Partners, 
LLC; and Lava Beds Wind Park, LLC 
[XI U.S. Mail 
Postage Prepaid 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[ ] Facsimile 801-415-1773 
IX! Email arosa@rosa-lp.com 






John R Goodell (ISB#: 2872) 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, 
BUDGE & BAILEY, CHARTERED 
101 S. Capitol Boulevard 
U.S. Bank Plaza Building, Ste. 300 
Boise, ID 83702 
Telephone: (208) 395-0011 
Fax: (208) 433-0167 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. 
• DISTRICT COURT Fifth Judicial District County of '!win Fallm • State of Idaho 




IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 




ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, LLC, 
COTTONWOOD WIND PARK, LLC, 
SALMON CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, 
DEEP CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF 
IDAHO, L.L.C., NOTCH BUTTE WIND 
PARK, LLC, XRG DEVELOPMENT 
GROUP OF IDAHO, LLC, XRG 
DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS, LLC. and 
"JOHN DOES 1-10", 
Defendants. 
STATE OF MINNESOTA ) 
)ss. 
COUNTY OF .YELLOW MEDICINE ) 
Consolidated Cases Nos.: 
CV 2013-573 (Rogerson Flats WP), et al. 
AFFIDAVIT OF SAMUEL EWALD 
IN SUPPORT OF FAGEN, INC.'S 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT 
SAMUEL EWALD, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and states as follows: 
1. My name is Samuel Ewald. I am currently employed by Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. ("Fagen") 




' . t • • 
2. I am a United States citizen, and my permanent residence is located in Minnesota. I am 
over the age of 18 years and competent to testify regarding the facts and matters stated 
herein, which are based on my personal knowledge and/or Fagen's regular business 
records. 
3. At all times relevant herein, I was employed by Fagen as the Vice President of 
Estimating. As Vice President of Estimating, my responsibilities include reviewing the 
scope of work Fagen will perform under a potential contract and determining the amount 
Fagen will bid on the contract or the amount Fagen will agree to perform such work. I 
help set the contract price. 
4. In 2011, I was responsible for preparing the contract price for a construction project 
involving six wind farms. The construction project was commonly known as the Exergy 
Idaho Six Winds Wind Parks (the "Project"). The Project involved the planning and 
construction of six wind farms. 
5. Fagen and Exergy Development Group of Idaho, L.L.C. ("XRG") referred to the 
individual six wind farms as the (1) Lava Beds Wind Farm; (2) Notch Butte Wind Farm; 
(3) Rogerson Flats Wind Farm; (4) Salmon Creek Wind Farm; (5) Cottonwood Wind 
Farm; and (6) Deep Creek Wind Farm. 
6. Fagen and XRG also collectively referred to the Rogerson Flats Wind Farm, Salmon 
Creek Wind Farm, Cottonwood Wind Park and the Deep Creek Wind Park as the "Jack 
Ranch Wind Park." 
7. I have reviewed the Affidavit of Bradley Bormann ("Bormann Affidavit"). The Bormann 
Affidavit contains the following exhibits: 
Exhibit A 
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Limited Notice to Proceed, dated July 25, 2011 (the ''Notch Butte 
LNTP #1); 
Limited Notice to Proceed, dated December 14, 2011 (the ''Notch 
Butte LNTP #2); 
Limited Notice to Proceed, dated August 9, 2011 (the "Jack Ranch 
LNTP#l); 
Limited Notice to Proceed, dated October 9, 2011 (the "Jack 
Ranch LNTP #2); 
Limited Notice to Proceed, dated December 14, 2011 (the "Jack 
Ranch LNTP #3); 
Amended and Restated Memorandum of Understanding, dated 
December 20, 2011 ("December 2011 MOU"); and 
Balance of Plant Engineering, Procurement and Construction 
Services Agreement for the Exergy Idaho Six Winds Wind Park, 
dated December 31, 2011 (the "EPC Contract"). 
8. I am familiar with the terms and provisions of the Exhibits attached to the Bormann 
Affidavit. 
9. Pursuant to the Notch Butte LNTP #1, Fagen was authorized to proceed with the Scope 
of Work identified in Paragraph 1: 
Scope of Work. [Fagen] shall perform up to fifteen (15) soil borings at the Notch 
Butte Project Site, which shall include one (1) soil boring at each turbine location 
(for a total of 11), one (1) soil boring at the meteorological tower location, and (3) 
borings on the road connecting the two string lines. XRG shall provide the soil 
boring locations to [Fagen] prior to beginning the Work. The soil borings 
referenced above are more specifically set forth in Appendix #1 to this LNTP. 
The detailed services and Schedule of work to be performed by [Fagen] 
associated with the above described Scope of Work are more specifically set forth 
in Appendix #2 to this LNTP. 
10. Pursuant to the Notch Butte LNTP #2, Fagen was authorized to proceed with the Scope 
ofWork identified in Paragraph 1: 
Scope of Work. [Fagen] shall perform: 
A. Engineer, procure and install site roads, crane pads, turbine erection areas 
and permits as required; 
B. Engineer, procure and install turbine foundations complete for the site; 
C. Engineer, procure and install underground collection system, turbine 
conduit and grounding; and 




. . ,, 
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11. Pursuant to the Jack Ranch LNTP #1, Fagen was authorized to proceed with the Scope of 
Work identified in Paragraph 1: 
Scope of Work. [Fagen] shall perform up to Fifty Three (53) soil borings at the 
Jack Ranch Project Site, which shall include one (1) soil boring at each turbine 
location (for a total of 48), and four (4) soil borings at the meteorological tower 
location and one (1) boring at the substation. XRG shall provide the soil boring 
locations to [Fagen] prior to beginning the Work. The soil borings referenced 
above are more specifically set forth in Appendix #1 to this LNTP. The detailed 
services and Schedule of work to be provided by [Fagen] associated with the 
above described Scope of Work are more specifically set forth in Appendix #2 to 
thisLNTP. 
12. Pursuant to the Jack Ranch LNTP #2, Fagen was authorized to proceed with the Scope of 
Work identified in Paragraph .1: 
Scope of Work. [Fagen] shall perform the' following Work for the Jack Ranch 
Project pursuant to the terms of this LNTP #2: 
A. Surveying, engineering, and installation of all Project Site Roads; 
B. Secure Twin Falls County Building Permits for Wind Turbine structures; 
C. Engineering of the Project Site underground and overhead electrical 
collection systems, including the substation; and 
D. Engineer, procure, blasting and installation of the Turbine Foundations, 
based on the Owner's use of a Gamesa 2.0 - 90m Turbine, and installation 
of the grounding and pvc conduit for the foundation installation. 
13. Pursuant to the Jack Ranch LNTP #3, Fagen was authorized to proceed with the Scope of 
Work identified in Paragraph 1: 
Scope of Work. 
A. Issue a purchase order (P.O.) and make a down payment of $116,500.00 
for the purchase of the 345 kV generator step-up transformer from the 
HICO America, located in Pittsburg, PA. 
B. Engineer, procure, blast/crush and install site roads, crane pads, turbine 
erection areas and permits as required. 
C. Engineer, procure and install turbine foundations complete for the site. 
D. Engineer, procure and install underground collection system, turbine 
conduit and grounding. 
E. Engineer, procure and install SCADA building formation and building. 







G. Engineering of the Project Site underground and overhead electrical 
collection systems, including the substation; and 
H. Engineer, procure, blasting and installation of the Turbine Foundations, based on 
the Owner's use of a Gamesa 2.0- 78m Turbine, and installation of the grounding 
and pvc conduit for the foundation installation. 
14. The EPC Contract relates to the overall Project, including the five wind farms at issue in 
this case, namely: (1) Notch Butte Wind Farm; (2) Rogerson Flats Wind Farm; (3) 
Salmon Creek Wind Farm; (4) Cottonwood Wind Farm; and (5) Deep Creek Wind Farm. 
15. As set forth in Section 13.1 of the EPC Contract, XRG agreed to pay Fagen 
$51,148,644.00 (the "Contract Price"). 
16. Section 13.1 of the EPC Contract further provides: "Attached hereto as Exhibit I is 
Contractor's "Schedule of Values," allocating the entire Contract Price among the various 
portions of work. The Schedule of Values shall be used as a basis for reviewing and 
approving Contractor's Applications for Payment." 
17. I was primarily responsible for preparing the Schedules of Values. I prepared a separate 
Schedule of Value for each of the six wind farms included in the Project. 
18. With respect to the Contract Price, Fagen and XRG agreed that a portion of the Contract 
Price would be allocated among the five wind farms at issue in this case as follows. 
(A) Notch Butte Wind Farm: 
(B) Cottonwood Wind Farm: 
(C) Deep Creek Wind Farm: 
(D) Salmon Creek Wind Farm: 






19. Prior to preparing the Schedule of Value for each of the five wind farms, I reviewed the 
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20. The Schedule of Value for the Notch Butte Wind Farm includes all of the work 
authorized by the Notch Butte LNTP #1 and LNTP #2, and additional work that Fagen 
was to perform under certain conditions set forth in the EPC Contract. 
21. The Schedules of Value for the Cottonwood Wind Farm, the Deep Creek Wind Farm, the 
Salmon Creek Wind Farm and the Rogerson Flats Wind Farm include all of the work 
authorized by the Jack Ranch LNTP #1, #2 and #3, and additional work that Fagen was to 
perform under certain conditions set forth in the EPC Contract. 
22. I also worked with Brad Bormann, Fagen's Project Manager, and others at Fagen, on 
scheduling for the work performed at the five wind farms at issue in this case. The 
scheduling involved arranging for the necessary equipment, supplies, and subcontractors 
to be on site to perform work at each of the five wind farms. As a result, I have personal 
knowledge regarding the timing and scope of work performed at the five wind farms at 
issue in this case. 
23. I have reviewed the Affidavit of Lori Anderson, and the Exhibits attached to her 
Affidavit. The Exhibits contain copies of Fagen's Applications and Certificates for 
Payment (the "Applications") for the five wind farms at issue in this case. 
24. The principal amount owed under the Applications for the Notch Butte Wind Farm is 
$856,012.20. The amount due and owing represents the value of the labor, materials and 
services supplied by Fagen to the Notch Butte Wind Farm. All of the amounts invoiced 
are for labor, materials and services supplied within the Scope of Work authorized by the 
Notch Butte LNTP #1 and LNTP #2. The amounts invoiced in the Applications are also 





25. The principal amount owed under the Applications for the Rogerson Flats Wind Farm is 
$1,412,774.81. The amount due and owing represents the value of the labor, materials 
and services supplied by Fagen to the Rogerson Flats Wind Farm. All of the amounts 
invoiced are for labor, materials and services supplied within the Scope of Work 
authorized by the Jack Ranch LNTP # 1, #2 and #3. The amounts invoiced in the 
Applications are also consistent with the Schedule of Value I prepared for the Rogerson 
Flats Wind Farm. 
26. The principal amount owed under the Applications for the Salmon Creek Wind Farm is 
$1,412,774.81. The amount due and owing represents the value of the labor, materials 
and services supplied by Fagen to the Salmon Creek Wind Farm. All of the amounts 
invoiced are for labor, materials and services supplied within the Scope of Work 
authorized by the Jack Ranch LNTP #1, #2 and #3. The amounts invoiced in the 
Applications are also consistent with the Schedule of Value I prepared for the Salmon 
Creek Wind Farm. 
27. The principal amount owed under the Applications for the Cottonwood Wind Farm is 
$1,412,774.81. The amount due and owing represents the value of the labor, materials 
and services supplied by Fagen to the Cottonwood Wind Farm. All of the amounts 
invoiced are for labor, materials and services supplied within the Scope of Work 
authorized by the Jack Ranch LNTP # 1, #2 and #3. The amounts invoiced in the 
Applications are also consistent with the Schedule of Value I prepared for the 
Cottonwood Wind Farm. 
28. The principal amount owed under the Applications for the Deep Creek Wind Farm is 
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and services supplied by Fagen to the Deep Creek Wind Farm. All of the amounts 
invoiced are for labor, materials and services supplied within the Scope of Work 
authorized by the Jack Ranch LNTP #1, #2 and #3. The amounts invoiced in the 
Applications are also consistent with the Schedule of Value I prepared for the Deep 
Creek Wind Farm. 
29. The principal amount owed for the Rogerson Flats Wind Farm, Salmon Creek Wind 
Farm, Cottonwood Wind Farm and Deep Creek Wind Farm are the same or virtually the 
same because the Scope of Work was very similar for each wind farm under the Jack 
Ranch LNTP #1, #2 and #3. Similarly, the Schedule of Values in the EPC Contract for 
each wind farm were the same or virtually the same. 
FURTIIER YOURAFFIANT SAYETH NAUGHT. :,~,\  
Dated tbisJ'J day of July 2014. _ ~OM.,,.6 ···-
Sam Ewald, Affiant 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me this ,;/~ day of July 2014. 
-•'Ii:,~ /kne,eud' ~ 
N Pu ic 
Jane Marie Samterad Connell 
-., PUllllo, S1ate of Minnala&a 
U, Commission er,,i,. 










John R. Goodell (ISB#: 2872) 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, 
DISTRICT COURT 
Fifth Judicial District 
County of lwln Falls • State of Idaho 
JUL 3 O 2014 
BUDGE & BAILEY, CHARTERED 
101 S. Capitol Boulevard 
U.S. Bank Plaza Building, Ste. 300 
Boise, ID 83702 
By z?L ;, ,· $0 l'Jllt 
Cieri< 
Telephone: (208) 395-0011 
Fax: (208) 433-0167 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 




ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, LLC, 
COTTONWOOD WIND PARK, LLC, 
SALMON CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, 
DEEP CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF 
IDAHO, L.L.C., NOTCH BUTTE WIND 
PARK, LLC, XRG DEVELOPMENT 
GROUP OF IDAHO, LLC, XRG 
DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS, LLC. and 
"JOHN DOES 1-10", 
Defendants. 
STATE OF SOUTH DAKOTA ) 
)ss. 
COUNTY OF CODINGTON ) 
Consolidated Cases Nos.: 
CV 2013-573 (Rogerson Flats WP), et al. 
AFFIDAVIT OF JENNIFER A. 
JOHNSON IN SUPPORT OF 
FAGEN, INC.'S MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
JENNIFER JOHNSON, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and states as follows: 
1. My name is Jennifer Johnson. At all times relevant herein, I served as Fagen, Inc.'s 
("Fagen") Chief Financial Officer. 
2. I am a United States Citizen and my permanent residence is located in South Dakota. I 





' • • 
stated herein, which are based on my personal knowledge and/or Fagen's business 
records. 
3. Attached as Exhibit A and incorporated by reference is a true and correct copy of an e-
mail I received from James Carkulis on July 30, 2012. 
4. In the e-mail, Mr. Carkulis states that "We will be submitting a Force Majeure letter to 
you later today." Fagen never received a Force Majeure letter or authorization to proceed 
with any additional work. As a result of the e-mail from Mr. Carkulis, Fagen ceased 
work on the projects commonly known as the (i) Rogerson Flats Wind Park; (ii) 
Cottonwood Wind Park; (iii) Salmon Creek Wind Park; (iv) Deep Creek Wind Park and 
(v) the Notch Butte Wind Park. 
5. Defendant Exergy Development Group of Idaho, L.L.C. ("XRG") also requested that 
Fagen perform two Geotech borings at a possible future job site called Cat Creek. XRG 
and Fagen agreed that Fagen would perform this work for $7,963.75. Attached as 
Exhibit B and incorporated by reference are true and correct copies of the agreement 
signed by Exergy and Fagen and an invoice from Fagen to Exergy for this work. XRG 
never paid Fagen for this work. 
FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SA YETH NAUGHT. 
"'-
Dated thisa9 day of July 2014. 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me this 
1152880lvl 
KRISTINA MCVICKER I 














At this time, Exel'B'f requests th.at Fagen, Inc. ~ fQ.rther constnJ4icn:i.on t,l:te set of Idaho Projects for ~l'BY Deve!QPtnellt Group 
of Idaho, LLC., lnduding Cottonwood Wind Park, Rogersc>.n Flats Wind Park., Salmon Creek Wind Park, Deep Creek Wind Park, Notch 
Butte~ Park, and Lava Beds Wind Parle. 
This request Is predicated on the reckless actions of both ldal:to Power Corppany and the i~o Pubfic; U~lfti~ Comrqlssion In their 
unprecedented set of f1Dngs and support for tssues well outslde the dictates and mandates und!!I' our PURPA contracts. These Issues, 
which affect Exergy's current contract docket Include, but are not Umited to ownership.of RECs,.disc:rimlnation on FERC mandated 
Interconnection rules, and curtailment of electifdtyfrom the projects for economic reasons. Others have filed In support of our 
position include Slmplot company, ti~ pijper, ~ and oth.ers. . 
These tssues are now before the IPUC as well as FERC under our ownership position with Idaho Wind Partners.. Am1cus orfi,tervenlng 
filings at the FERC level has EVE!h come from financial Institutions for·our positions. Exetgy.shall also be fiDng adaitlonal clair:nsatthe 
IPUC and then wi:th FERC. If ne,cessary ~nd we feel not without precedent~ legal review, we may be seeilng a racketeering 
action at the federal level under RICO. 
We shaU be submitting a Force M.aJ~~ ~etter to you later today. 
James 
••-:·'!"-------.~-----~--------~--.i.at--9:"•·----.------·-----------------.--------·--
CONPlDE&i':EAJ:irrl' BOTICB, 'Die inf9%*d.OD. ~-1;nec1 :l;D ~8 ~:"'ll!BP is 
c0Dfi&mtia1, may be legally pt,1v1:leged., and.~ d.!lt~ cml:Y. f~ • 
use of the pa:ty :named. al:iove. 1-f ~ · ~ bf ~s e-~ :Ls ~ the i1itezide4 
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FAG:EN ----INC. www.fagertirnc:Dm 601 WestHwy.212, P.O. Bax 169 .GramJe Falls, MN 66241 320t56+3324 
Dusttn, per Exergy{Mr. Carlwlis) request, Fagen Inc. ls asked to perform 2- Geo!ech boJfngs at a 
possible future Job site caBed Cat Creek k>.caled In Idaho. I talked to our CFO(Jennlfer Johnson), she 
thought the best way to handle the bllling for this cat Creek Project Is by T&M. I wiD set up· a T&M job for 
this project, consisting of performing the two borings et staked locallons for a cost at $7,963.76. U you 
can print this emaD off & have H signed off by an officer of your compm:iy & returned, I can proceed wl1h 
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601 west Highway 212 





Exergy Development Group 
of Idaho, LLC 
802 W. Bannock St. Fir 12 
Boise ID 83702 
·'· 
t 
1 GEOTECH BORING/ENG. 
P.O.# 526429 
Invoice Oesc: 
FOR: . _ 
LOC: Cat Creek, ID 
P.O.# -
Job No 113026 
.~:,/ :.··;SHI (~1\,::. ·:.~'.-: 









Invoice Number: 30056 















John R. Goodell (ISB#: 2872) 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, 
BUDGE & BAILEY, CHARTERED 
101 S. Capitol Boulevard 
U.S. Bank Plaza Building, Ste. 300 
Boise, ID 83702 
Telephone: (208) 395-0011 
Fax: (208) 433-0167 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. 
• 
-
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 




ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, LLC, 
COTTONWOOD WIND PARK, LLC, 
SALMON CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, 
DEEP CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF 
IDAHO, L.L.C., NOTCH BUTTE WIND 
PARK, LLC, XRG DEVELOPMENT 
GROUP OF IDAHO, LLC, XRG 
DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS, LLC. and 
"JOHN DOES 1-10", 
Defendants. 
STATE OF MINNESOTA ) 
)ss. 
COUNTY OF YELLOW MEDICINE ) 
Consolidated Cases Nos.: 
CV 2013-573 (Rogerson Flats WP), et al. 
AFFIDAVIT OF BRADLEY 
BORMANN IN SUPPORT OF 
FAGEN, INC.'S MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
BRADLEY BORMANN, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and states as 
follows: 
1. My name is Bradley Bormann. I am currently employed by Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. 




2. At all times relevant herein, I was employed by Fagen as a Project Manager. I have been 
employed by Fagen for approximately twenty-one (21) years. I am a United States 
citizen, and my permanent residence is in Minnesota. I am over the age of 18 years and 
competent to testify regarding the facts and matters stated herein, which are based on my 
' 
personal knowledge and/or Fagen's regular business records. 
3. Fagen is one of the largest green energy design build construction contractors in the 
United States. As a large-scale industrial contractor, Fagen is a single-source for design, 
construction and all of the civil, structural, mechanical and electrical aspects of a 
construction project. Fagen has built biofuel plants, grain elevators, manufacturing 
plants, steel mills, wind power production facilities, and similar agricultural, energy and 
industrial facilities all across the county and internationally. 
4. In 2011 and 2012, I served as Fagen's Project Manager for a construction project 
involving six wind farms. The construction project was commonly known as the Exergy 
Idaho Six Winds Wind Parks (the "Project"). The Project involved the planning and 
construction of six wind farm. 
5. Fagen and Exergy Development Group of Idaho, L.L.C. ("XRG") referred to the 
individual six wind farms as the (1) Lava Beds Wind Farm; (2) Notch Butte Wind Farm; 
(3) Rogerson Flats Wind Farm; (4) Salmon Creek Wind Farm; (5) Cottonwood Wind 
Farm; and (6) Deep Creek Wind Farm. 
6. Fagen and XRG also collectively referred to the Rogerson Flats Wind Farm, Salmon 
Creek Wind Farm, Cottonwood Wind Farm and the Deep Creed Wind Farm as the "Jack 




. . • • 
7. The Notch Butte Wind Farm is located in Lincoln County, Idaho, and the Jack Ranch 
Wind Farm is located in Twin Falls County, Idaho. 
8. This litigation relates to the amounts Defendants XRG, Rogerson Flats Wind Park, LLC, 
Cottonwood Wind Park, LLC, Salmon Creek Wind Park, LLC, Deep Creek Wind Park, 
LLC and Notch Butte Wind Park, LLC failed to pay Fagen for the work performed on 
the Notch Butte Wind Farm and the Jack Ranch Wind Farm. 
9. There is a separate lawsuit pending in Bingham County District Court, Court File No. CV 
2013-261 relating to the failure of XRG and another Defendant to pay Fagen for the work 
performed at the Lava Beds Wind Farm. 
10. Fagen, XRG and/or Rogerson Flats Wind Park, LLC, Cottonwood Wind Park, LLC, 
Salmon Creek Wind Park, LLC, Deep Creek Wind Park, LLC and Notch Butte Wind 
Park, LLC entered into a number of written contracts for the Notch Butte Wind Farm and 
the Jack Ranch Wind Farm: 
A. Memorandum of Understanding, dated June 15, 2011 (the "June 2011 MOU"); 
B. Limited Notice to Proceed, dated July 25, 2011 (the "Notch Butte LNTP #1); 
C. Limited Notice to Proceed, dated December 14, 2011 (the "Notch Butte LNTP 
#2); 
D. Limited Notice to Proceed, dated August 9, 2011 (the "Jack Ranch LNTP #1); 
E. Limited Notice to Proceed, dated October 9, 2011 (the "Jack Ranch LNTP #2); 
F. Limited Notice to Proceed, dated December 14, 2011 (the "Jack Ranch LNTP 
#3); 
G. Amended and Restated Memorandum of Understanding, dated December 20, 
2011 ("December 2011 MOU"); and 
H. Balance of Plant Engineering, Procurement and Construction Services Agreement 
for the Exergy Idaho Six Winds Wind Park, dated December 31, 2011 (the "EPC 
Contract"). 
Attached as Exhibits A-Hare true and correct copies of the June 2011 MOU, Notch Butte 
LNTP #1 and #2, Jack Ranch LNTP #1, #2 and #3, the December 2011 MOU and the 





Notch Butte Wind Farm 
11. Pursuant to the Notch Butte LNTP #1, Fagen was authorized to proceed with the Scope 
of Work identified in Paragraph 1: 
Scope of Work. [Fagen] shall perform up to fifteen (15) soil borings at the Notch 
Butte Project Site, which shall include one (1) soil boring at each turbine location 
(for a total of 11), one (1) soil boring at the meteorological tower location, and (3) 
borings on the road connecting the two string lines. XRG shall provide the soil 
boring locations to [Fagen] prior to beginning the Work. The soil borings 
referenced above are more specifically set forth in Appendix #1 to this LNTP. 
The detailed services and Schedule of work to be performed by [Fagen] 
associated with the above described Scope of Work are more specifically set forth 
in Appendix #2 to this LNTP. 
12. Pursuant to the Notch Butte LNTP #2, Fagen was authorized to proceed with the Scope 
of Work identified in Paragraph 1: 
Scope of Work. [Fagen] shall perform: 
A. Engineer, procure and install site roads, crane pads, turbine erection areas 
and permits as required; 
B. Engineer, procure and install turbine foundations complete for the site; 
C. Engineer, procure and install underground collection system, turbine 
conduit and grounding; and 
D. Engineer, procure and install SCADA building foundation and building. 
Jack Ranch Wind Farm 
13. Pursuant to the Jack Ranch LNTP #1, Fagen was authorized to proceed with the Scope of 
Work identified in Paragraph 1: 
Scope of Work. [Fagen] shall perform up to Fifty Three (53) soil borings at the 
Jack Ranch Project Site, which shall include one (1) soil boring at each turbine 
location (for a total of 48), and four (4) soil borings at the meteorological tower 
location and one (1) boring at the substation. XRG shall provide the soil boring 
locations to [Fagen] prior to beginning the Work. The soil borings referenced 
above are more specifically set forth in Appendix #1 to this LNTP. The detailed 
services and Schedule of work to be provided by [Fagen] associated with the 






14. Pursuant to the Jack Ranch LNTP #2, Fagen was authorized to proceed with the Scope of 
Work identified in Paragraph I: 
Scope of Work. [Fagen] shall perform the following Work for the Jack Ranch 
Project pursuant to the terms of this LNTP #2: 
A. Surveying, engineering, and installation of all Project Site Roads; 
B. Secure Twin Falls County Building Permits for Wind Turbine structures; 
C. Engineering of the Project Site underground and overhead electrical 
collection systems, including the substation; and 
D. Engineer, procure, blasting and installation of the Turbine Foundations, 
based on the Owner's use of a Gamesa 2.0 - 90m Turbine, and installation 
of the grounding and pvc conduit for the foundation installation. 
15. Pursuant to the Jack Ranch LNTP #3, Fagen was authorized to proceed with the Scope of 
Work identified in Paragraph 1: 
Scope of Work. 
A. Issue a purchase order (P.O.) and make a down payment of $116,500.00 
for the purchase of the 345 kV generator step-up transformer from the 
HICO America, located in Pittsburg, PA. 
B. Engineer, procure, blast/crush and install site roads, crane pads, turbine 
erection areas and permits as required. 
C. Engineer, procure and install turbine foundations complete for the site. 
D. Engineer, procure and install underground collection system, turbine 
conduit and grounding. 
E. Engineer, procure and install SCADA building formation and building. 
F. Engineer, procure and install substation equipment and overhead 
collection system. 
G. Engineering of the Project Site underground and overhead electrical 
collection systems, including the substation; and 
H. Engineer, procure, blasting and installation of the Turbine Foundations, 
based on the Owner's use of a Gamesa 2.0 - 78m Turbine, and installation 
of the grounding and pvc conduit for the foundation installation. 
The EPC Contract 
16. The EPC Contract relates to the overall Project, which consists of the six farms. 





18. As set forth in Section 13.l of the EPC Contract, XRG agreed to pay Fagen 
$51,148,644.00 (the "Contract Price") for the work performed by Fagen. 
19. Section 13.1 of the EPC Contract further provides: "Attached hereto as Exhibit I is 
Contractor's "Schedule of Values," allocating the entire Contract Price among the various 
portions of work. The Schedule of Values shall be used as a basis for reviewing and 
approving Contractor's Applications for Payment." With respect to the Contract Price, 
Fagen and XRG agreed that a portion of the Contract Price would be allocated among the 
five wind farms at issue in this case as follows. 
(A) Notch Butte Wind Farm: 
(B) Cottonwood Wind Farm: 
(C) Deep Creek Wind Farm: 
(D) Salmon Creek Wind Farm: 






20. As the Project Manager for these five wind farms, I have personal knowledge of the 
labor, materials and services Fagen provided for the benefit of the five wind farms. 
21. All of the labor, materials and services Fa gen provided for the benefit of the Notch Butte 
Wind Farm were within the Scope of Work authorized by the Notch Butte LNTP #1 and 
LNTP #2. 
22. All of the labor, material and services Fagen provided for the benefit of the Cottonwood 
Wind Farm, Deep Creek Wind Farm, Salmon Creek Wind Farm and Rogerson Flats 
Wind Farm were with the Scope of Work authorized by the Jack Ranch LNTP #1, #2 and 
#3. 
23. From December 2011 through July 2012, Fagen provided labor, material and services 
authorized by the Notch Butte LNTP #1 and #2 and the Jack Ranch LNTP #1, #2 and #3. 




' . • • 
building access roads, mobilizing the necessary staff and equipment for each wind farm 
and managing each wind farm as the general contractor. 
24. Fagen worked with a number of subcontractors on the Project and the five wind farms at 
issue in this case, including, without limitation: (a) Kaneaster Construction; (b) Riedesel 
Engineering, Inc.; (c) Valley Wide Cooperative; (d) Sargent & Lundy LLC; (e) Western 
States Equipment Company; (f) Nix Excavating, Inc. and (f) Consulting Engineers 
Group. 
25. I have reviewed the Affidavit of Lori Anderson, and the copies of the Applications and 
Certificates for Payment (the "Applications") for the work performed by Fagen. The 
Applications accurately reflect the scope and timing of the work performed by Fagen or 
under Fagen's supervision for the Notch Butte Wind Farm, Rogerson Flats Wind Farm, 
Salmon Creek Wind Farm, Cottonwood Wind Farm, and Deep Creek Wind Farm. 
26. The principal amount owed under the Applications for the Notch Butte Wind Farm is 
$856,012.20. The amount due and owing represents the value of the labor, materials and 
services supplied by Fagen to the Notch Butte Wind Farm, which was all performed 
within the Scope of Work authorized by the Notch Butte LNTP #1 and LNTP #2. 
27. The principal amount owed under the Applications for the Rogerson Flats Wind Farm is 
$1,412,774.81. The amount due and owing represents the value of the labor, materials 
and services supplied by Fagen to the Rogerson Flats Wind Farm, which was all 
performed within the Scope of Work authorized by the Jack Ranch LNTP #1, #2 and #3. 
28. The principal amount owed under the Applications for the Salmon Creek Wind Farm is 
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and services supplied by Fagen to the Salmon Creek Wind Farm, which was all 
performed within the Scope of Work authorized by the Jack Ranch LNTP #1, #2 and #3. 
29. The principal amount owed under the Applications for the Cottonwood Wind Farm is 
$1,412,774.81. The amount due and owing represents the value of the labor, materials 
and services supplied by Fagen to the Cottonwood Wind Farm, which was all performed 
within the Scope of Work authorized by the Jack Ranch LNTP #1, #2 and #3. 
30. The principal amount owed under the Applications for the Deep Creek Wind Farm is 
$1,412,774.79. The amount due and owing represents the value of the labor, materials 
and services supplied by Fagen to the Deep Creek Wind Farm, which was all performed 
within the Scope of Work authorized by the Jack Ranch LNTP #1, #2 and #3. 
31. The principal amount owed for the Rogerson Flats Wind Farm, Salmon Creek Wind 
Farm, Cottonwood Wind Farm and Deep Creek Wind Farm are the same or virtually the 
same because the Scope of Work was very similar for each wind farm under the Jack 
Ranch LNTP #1, #2 and #3. Similarly, the Schedule of Values in the EPC Contract for 
each wind farm were the same or virtually the same. 
32. XRG, Rogerson Flats Wind Park, LLC, Cottonwood Wind Park, LLC, Salmon Creek 
Wind Park, LLC, Deep Creek Wind Park, LLC and Notch Butte Wind Park, LLC never 
complained to me about the worked performed on any of the wind farms, and they never 
provided Fagen, or me, with a notice regarding defective work under Section 4.22 of the 
EPC Contract. 
33. I also regularly corresponded with Dustin Shively, who I understand is or was XRG's 
Energy Systems Engineer, and Elizabeth Woolstenhulme, who worked for XRG, 
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issue in this case. Mr. Shively and Ms. Woolstenhulme never complained to me 
regarding the quality of work or the scope of work Fagen performed. 
34. Fagen ceased work on the five wind farms at issue in this case in July 2012. 
FURTHER Y~R AFFIANT SAYETH NA:2~ !? 
Datedthis.29 dayofJuly2014. ~Q_~ 
Bradley Bormann, Affiant 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me this ,;i,q'fh day of July 2014. 
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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING 
THIS Memorandum ofUnderstanding ("MOU") is made this 15th of day of June, 2011, by and 
between Exergy Development Group ofldaho, LLC (''XRO") for itself and on behalf of the 
XR.G project companies for Big Blue ("Big Blue''}, Lava Beds ("Lava Beds"), Notch Butte 
C'Notch Butte"), and Jack Ranch ("Jack Ranch"), and Fagen, Inc., a Minnesota cmporation 
(''Fagen"). XRG and Fagen are sometimes referred to individually as a "Party'' and collectively 
as "Parties". Big Blue, Lava Beds, Notch Butte, and Jack Ranch are sometimes referred to as the 
"Project Companies". 
WHEREAS, XR.G is in the business of developing clean-energy power production facilities, 
which among other projects includes the Big Blue wind farm consisting of 36 mega watts 
("MWj of wind generated power using approximately twenty two (22) wind tmbine generators, 
located near Blue Earth, Minnesota (''Big Blue Project''}, and Lava Beds wind farm consisting of 
18 MW of wind generated power using approximately eleven (11) wind turbine generators, 
located near Black Foote, Bingham County, Idaho ("Lava Beds Project',, and Notch Butte wind 
fann consisting of 18 MW of wind generated power using approximately eleven (11) wind 
tmbine generators, located near Dietrich, Lincoln County, Idaho, and Jack Ranch wind farm 
consisting of 80 'MW of wind generated power using approximately forty eight (48) wind turbine 
generators, located in Twin Falls County, Idaho (all of which maybe referred to as the 
''Projects"); 
WHEREAS, Fagen is a construction company engaged in the in business of building industrial 
facilities, including wind power production facilities; and 
WHEREAS, XR.G desires Fagen to be the BPC Contractor for the Projects in addition to other 
Work as the Parties may agree; and 
WHEREAS, the Parties desire to enter into this MOU in order to set forth their rights and 
respons1'bilities regarding Fagen.'s right to be the BPC Contractor for the Projects. 
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration for the promises and mutual covenants herein contained, 
and for other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency thereof is hereby 
acknowledged, the Parties, intending to be legally bound, hereby agree as follows: 
1. Bxcl'L1Sive Opportunity, Competitive Price and Good Faith Negotiations. XR.G requests 
that Fagen provide a price to engineer, procure. construct and install each Project (the "Price 
Request'?, Following evaluation of the Pricing estimates for each Project, and provided the 
pricing is competitive to allow XRG to move forward with debt and equity financing, XR.G 
agrees to award each Project to Fagen. The Parties agree to negotiate in good faith to complete 
the EPC Contracts for each Project 
EXHIBIT 
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: 
2.. Assignment of Obligations. XR.G agrees, in the event any or all of the Projects or 
Project Companies are divested, sold, transferred or otherwise conveyed to any person or entity 
prior to funding of the Project or Projects prior to the commencement of construction, prior to 
the execution of definitive EPC Agreements, or during the course of the execution of the Projects 
XRO shall assign its rights and responsibilities under this MOU to the successor to XR.G's 
interests in the Projects, including the EPC Contracts and the assignment thereof shall be to such 
successor. The successors shall not be entitled to terminate Fagen for convenience at any time 
before execution of or while the BPC Contracts are in place. In the event XRG abandons any 
Project due to lack of funding or otherwise, Fagen shall have the first right to assume any such 
Project, including the Power Purchase Agreements, Interconnect Agreements, and applicable 
land leases, and XRG agrees to assign such agreements to Fagen, free and clear of all liens or 
encumbrances, which will ~ow Fagen to take over such abandoned Project or Projects. 
3. BPC Contract Negotiations. XR.O agrees to commence negotiations of the BPC 
Contracts with. Fagen promptly upon execution of this Agreement 
4. Reprefflltations and Wmanties. Each Party represents to the other that (i) it has full 
righ~ power and authority to execute and deliver this MOU, and to perform each and all of its 
obligations under this MOU (XRG for itself and on behalf of each project Company; and Fagen 
for itself); (ii) each entity is duly formed and validly existing under the laws of its state of its 
formation; and (iii) the perfonnance of the obligations by each Party under this MOU will not 
violate any provision of any applicable law, its charter or bylaws or any indenture, agreement or 
instrument to which it is a party, or by which it may be bound. 
5. Modifications. No modification or amendment to this MOU shall be bmding upon the 
Parties unless reduced to writing and signed by the Parties. Each party shall appoint an individual 
who shall be that Party's designated contact person dming negotiation of the EPC Agreement 
("Designated Representative"). Any modification to this MOU shall not be valid without the 
approval of each Party's Designated Representative. XRG appoints James Carkulis as its 
Designated Representative. Fagen appoints Ron Fagen as its Designated Representative. 
6. Waiver. The failure of either Party to enforce at any time any of the provisions of this 
MOU, or to require at any time performance by the other Party of any of the provisions hereof: 
shall in no way be construed to be a waiver of such provision, nor in any way to affect the 
validity of this MOU, or the right of either Party thereafter to enforce each and every provision. 
7. Governing Law. This MOU shall be govemed by and construed in accordance with the 
laws of the State ofNew York. 
8. Execution in Counterpart. This Agreement may be executed in counterparts with the 
same effect as if all signing parties had signed the same docmnent This Agreement may be 
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delivered by facsimile or electronic transmission and such copies shall be duly bindmg and 
effective for all purposes. Fax and electronic signatures on this Agreement shall be treated the 
same as original signatures. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, XRG and Fagen have caused tbis Agreement to be executed in their 
respective names by persons duly authorized to do so on their behalf. 
BXBRGY DEVELOPMENT 
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Appendfx #1 for XRG .. Notch Butte 
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representative aamples fD de,amiJta lhelrqlneeling and p(iyaJcal Tests.._., 
~ mo!BtlBe ccmtant. V18ual c1Dalftca1fon, ~MeJbara lmilB. 
m1SOUdalbfcalapsa, unmnfrnedca;mp.: zam.ProcfDr,Jdf. ....,.., sotdJeallata and. 
· cllloridu, and lhtlmal ataNr. lhatstDnaled qadl.Jaf1baaa ts&fS lashawnanthe 
daGhed Cmtlallnmllmat. . • 
~a~IIIIReJmltPNa•ndiall . · • 
After-ao11pelandlletllrd al labamlalyfpatlngPlbalJillm.Uteciata and mndilioi1slllill lie 
evaluated andellll'l,.,.lfail mpmtwlll he pmparad.lngmaal. therepmtwUladdlw 
IJ tJesertption af aoll aandBtcna, site gecqy, enClffetd a,cpbdon wortt, 
C DEist=,jptionof seramtcliyef the regloftand asunmentof ltq,uefaqtton potenti"al, 
a Deacrlplfon of barll1g piaraduraa and boring loG9. 
a Depths ta~. f encountamd. 
tJ Rea:.tmilaidalanstbrd bealing pressure. 
C Gaaa1 aecommaidal?mfarBiVlhwmkand 6 clmJmcP. 
• Snollnllll lltlDIID1l8llda )lcludlng pdallQn lilffll delid;fDmilSedforbadllll 
am:IC011QNdon~ . 
• Reconnnlatin,farGUeaccessroad and crane pad~~ 
~ Descripifonaf labolatD1ytssting ~-IPll,lltaaJfebora\OlYtds. 
• Rac.omaaldafGn& forfurthershmy, if ap~ 
SCbedule . • 
. We Ul\\f8lltand alalfalva notluefD pmcied d'fad ot.iul',i,,iot1 ha, Ileen se*tad. Bmiad 
anourwdtR111idlagc:f1bepqected theablvew--. • hlplafD'\dad81111 
~'°"9dllfa: . . . 
ti CQmmuncament~cllllllng-1 waakallarllarlags ...... ,aldlld. . . 
• CCllllplatlo1ioffield'WGl'k-l'tllllllca ... baJlnplipve baanslalad. Nafetblt 
Wormatton l89llfdln9 dlj6 to nldc can be prOVlditd cfailydmfns•tlme. , 
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IJ'lWJTDfflmCB"ro~ 
THIS Limftec1 Notice 1D Pmccm Number Two~ is entemt !mo.this& of 
~ 2PI1 by Nolrlh BUlte WiDat Pm, LtC ("OW1ld') am1 Paga. rm,, ~
pt111U1inttD tbo1mina amlmnlitkms of the MemmamlmnoftlncJemtattdhq;, dldrd as otJ\me 1S, 
2011 (tu "MOlJ") mting tsetWCCD. l=gy Dffllo.lnmm Omup af Idalro, I.LC rDG"), the . 
pamntof()w.uer,.and.Co$fctai' (~mmxcd to mdi.viWyas "Putf arce1lec1lvely as ~.· . . 
WHEREAS. XR.G and ContmGtm have mtDll into BU MOU fill Cci!i&!MM to be the BPe 
Contaictor OD XRG's wind flam pojecta. wlJhji :includes the Notm Bub Wind. Pa&project, a 
mnd fidm. cc,mlsting of 18 mega Witts r,MW") of )1ind gen.mifccl J10W1f uah,g appa.wlmate,1,-
q (9) wind tmbhu, generators, (the "Notch B\1Ue Plojecf') located Jle81' Dlotrich., Lim:oln 
. County, Idaho {"Notcb. BultePmject SilD"); 8111 
WHBRBAB <>wmram:n.Gammpunuitaf SN1ncmgibrt1to No\itLBmfe.Pm,iect;am1 
WBBRBAS. prim to Owner o: DO o1,1aiahtgthefirnu:cms tor the Notch BallePmjeet, XRG, 
P1US1JB11t to t1ds lN'l'N2. aofl,od,m Contractor t-., poceecl with a pmtion ot fhe Wmt; at the 
Notch )3utta Ploject S"ite so ta Notch Bm1D Plo]eot. lOnSlmclion _., ~ U8lil 0wuer 
fimmtes the Project. 
. 
NOW~ ta ccmside&atio.tl ot11ie mutmil covemmfs am! cmmdionl COJl1alamJ hele1a, 
thoteeeiptanddclenoyof'Mllohfsbercby~ taPmtieaapoastilows: 
XRG authot1zes C\ed•actor to pmr.eed with ll limile4 a;upe of Wmk ~ exccutinn ot this 
1N1'Pl#2. 'lbopm:pose efthis iNr.N2 fs to cslablfsh the sco;r, of WOJlr, leimburP'b~ wmk and 
~ andpaymfd1mm fordm Woikto be per6n1nc4 uadartbfs IN1'N2. 
1. Scop,af'Wotk. Comraritorsball ~ 
A. W,cer, pmcme and msta1l sitD lOads, emu pads., tmbille emdim lllQBS 8llil 
JICGD1ta•~ . . 
B. . Enain=.procme and fDsta1l tarbmefo:andaSans comp1etll fqr1he site; 
C. ~ procme and install umpm4 collection~ 1mbims COlUllft ~ 
pmdinz;.aad . : . 
D. Bqmeer. pmi,me and faslall lSCAI>A baiJdinafQ1,Jnclstion amt b.altdmJ. 



























2. Pa.)'menfTm. CcintraR&ball.Bllbmitena~bsststo~ ambm>keforany 
of flm Bau of Wmk Jlitfti0ile4 mer the Scope of Wark set forth in Seation I abo1' 
which mo himlm1 bJ Pasm. a. All mwlGCS embmftta1 bf Contuuu to Owner unaer 
tbis lNIPA s11aU 11o »aid wlfhm • OOl -. or Owner's reeetpt arm htvolce. 
un1esB GtJawJe igm84 llltween the.Palties. . 
3. PemMon to Imm: into t11e Notdt Bde Pro.tectSite.. no wamwts end npeser.,rsfbat 
it haa an aa,ecn,eat or agreameJds in place d. die iandow.ne(s) of t'bo Nclfch. Bmto 
Project 6h giw pemduicm to ·am edt1e Owner. XltG aml tho e«mtmcttir to eat.et 
cmro t1m Notch Butte 'Ptoject Site to ciDluct all CUJ111tru9'ia wmk .uc Is 17 • m 
rvntap'.lafe4 bem1n. XB.G sh,al1 pmv1de a nodficadon ID each Jam1oWJm mot Jaier tl)8ll 
Decombcr 16, 2011, so asto aUowOmb,ctnrm!Ce$ tD1Jia Pa:oJeetS;.te an Decemhet 1'. 
2011. D.Gshall ~,Pmiae a mmummdmn TOCO!mctotpior to f»mractorentedu:s 
•~Sim, llbdhls Pagm. Jno. has pa:mimon ID Cllb'UJIOHI the 11:ase ia,,dses :fbr 
-pmposesofeonc1acthts~barmgsamlre1itedcmistmctioaadivlties. 
. 4. ~ XB.8 ~ amt agiees 6at D.G am1 Notch Butte Wiml 
Park, I.LC. au Idabo.limlte4 liabllilr. uompail)' (".Notch Btdte'?. ls~ mdfladzeii to 
pa, any BIII01lllfs duo ·t.o. Ccmacmr pmman11o this U1'.l'H2,, and Owner aml 'XllG 
covcmmttbatuither Pmtyvall cmdallorotbmwtse<lisJ!,ltD111J sud.t~ 
• cap1taw terms osm but not ck!finat lfeiehl aTla1l halO., silhe meanms u 1he t.erms or 
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THIS Limited Notice-to- 'Pl'Dclal f'LN'IP")is lldlfld ia1D t&.fs _9th_ day of~ '2011 by 
1adt :Raac:h Wind Pamt. Ll.C ("Owner") and '8am, rm., re-..,, pm"Sllllll ll>lbl tmma 
amlcnm1idam pf1lle MaacN,,,,,._ ofUmaJatJUng, data.of• tS. 2011 Cb "MOili 
ed.slinglletweaa ... ~OmvpolldabD,U.C('D(P"). tllopaasof~ -
Coa1raotor (lllllldlms rdmcl to.b'&vk1ually as.,_,. Qrcol1d.wi1Ju "ladim1"). 
WBBR1WJ. DO llll Cea •m lawe CDlmd iD1D an MOU fir Contretor to be tlle BPC 
Conuacl:Dt on D.G's whld.Aml projed&6 which im:ladlS lht kt Rach WW Ferm'project, a 
wind fAlm. COJ!SMug or 80 lll9 wa1\1 rMW") of wiml pn,waflcl power ustng appc,do,ateJy 
fQrlJ eisht (48) '*41mbma -- (tbc 81st Racb WW Farm. Project') touted • 
Twin Falls Ccrlmly.Idabo ("lack Ranch Project Sfte"); aml 
WBERBAS0wmam1aoaminpU:Satof..,..11tihd1atRmmlLPmJcot; 1111 
WBB&AS.JdorfD Owroi XlOo1*fnlua8iD &cmrd\\ll>rtheW 1tanDb ~ D.G; 
puonf?IDI ~ tblaLNTP, aufhad2es Contwu top...t widi ap,dinn af lbc Wakat 11111 lat 
Ranch PmJ@t Sb so tlm 18* 'Randl 'Pzqject CDDSlmot1cm CD8)' progmis. \1Dtil OWmr &aano,s 
the.PEOjeet. 
NOW~ in ~ottliomulaaloevemadaam conditionscuntPlned h-.. 
tho~ and safBc1amy Dfwhicb ish=by dacnvllc1ged, tbe.PaJties apt asi,Uows: 
no aorhmim. Coldradot ID pmceect with a W-IIIIDpl cd Wu IIPlill lioualim ol'thllt 
INIP. 'l1le papase of 8'fs UfD' is ID csfab1isb 8- IICClpl, of lRBk,. Jdmtnaibte wm'8Dll 
eqmses,dl!IJJ!ddtmma~th6 Woddo •1!61fi&n1cd.llKllwdis~,;: 
• 1. Scope o1ws eam• sba11 petfciml 11P to r11y ThRe (53> son bodpgs at the J'aak 
Ranch PloJect Site, whim sba'll mcbide ODO (1) soll 'boli'Dg at emii 1arbine b:afiDo (for a 
tDlal of 48), and. taur (4j SOU bodDg at tbe b.moJDlopral 10WJ:f locatiob 1114 om (1) 
,bOdng at 1ht n1mtfoD. no shatl JBOVldo the sob bozlq tocatitms to~ prior 
to begfm,hc tho WOik. 'Ibo aoil bmngs .*~ above me DIDIO specffimlly set fidl 
ln.Appnll #1 ID this tN'JP. lbodctaslled aervica m4 Schedule of'l'IOlk lo l»pm~ 
byQaallmtllDCla4wl. tbo a1Kwe..W Soop; Qf~--- IJOifioallr 
mbdlinAppmdixfl tDthlsQffl'. 
2. Pa;,Diii4Tcrma. Conballfm:.aldmitaaalDDldldy 1msll ID Oaar.mQl'flti:c,foi811'J 
• of tho lfeaia of Work pe:dmned .._ .. Scope af W«k III bib la Scctlmi I abovl 
wbiah ~ inctaml &y Pap. a All~ sol,uuitcd t,y e«irmctorm Owm' uPder-
EXHIBIT 
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t'hfs LNTP, ahalt be pai4 within thlrly {30) days of Ow:mrs teee1pt ot such ~ 
ualesotherw1se agm:dbetwem1he Padies. . 
l. l'enaission to Bnlcr iDtD tbs Jack P.meh Pmjeet Site. DGwammts ancl ..eprcsems tflat it 
has an.a,;=mcntoragRements In place with the~) oftb !ackBandlPro)ct 
w1dch p perm1ssiotJ to end entitle Ovmer, XllG and the Omtrector to mtet onto the 
Jack Bam:h Pcoject 'Site . to ~ COl1Slructtan "°*- incl\tdtng tbo so1l bOIUlgS 
~herein.the Sac1Dlc ibr soil bodug adiviti1il1 Js set fo1'lh In the Smedule, 
attached.1-!o as.Appmdix l.l.' XRO aal1 pnm&, amtffication to euh"'*'1owne;r, 'two 
wc:eb prior to tho date Ccmtractm is scheduW to hp tho tmil 'boJin.g Work, so at to 
alh)w Coabator a=ss to 1he Pn,Jcct Sito. no sba1l also p[09ido a .-noadum to 
COJlhaclnt prior fD ~ CDRliag tho Plojeet if~ sJaliDg Papa. m has 
p:nnlssm to em:r upon tho h=ase piemi1es ibr pl1s;poses of COblluctitlS soil bodap 8114 
1'Clated coastmc1ian ao1Mth:s. 
4. Acknowleagement. XllG aclmowledges and agr.ees that XB.G and lad( Ranch Wind 
Farm. I.LC. an fdaho Ji:mW 1tabi1lty company f'J'ack lamit') me heieby a1al111laml to 
pay any amounts duo ID Cantuwtor p1mp;1aaf to l1iq; LNll', ~ °'4ter and XltG 
cow:mmtthatadlhel.Pmt.1wnl CiDBS or Blltcn1/ise&pme.fllr'/ such~ 
S. Documentatian Qf ComH&n of the Land at tho Turbine Locat1ons. Cnntmcto? sbaU lake-
photas of tbe Turbine Locations piior to and after t'he mil bming Work is pedi,mred, 
XR.O ar OWDGr may use tii iali:IJ:madou es part ofthr:Jr dct&:'JDf•ra.ttoA of CJDP damap a\ 
1he Turbmo toeations. if any. XB.G or OWner b ~ tar pajmeDt,of a:d)' 8Jll all 













; : .. ...:. .. · 
Any capitaliri. fllms 1Jsecl bat not defined herein sbalJ haw the Sllme rnq91ilg IS tB tams af 
tmMOU. to 'WldchtbisI.NTPfs.a.P8¢~ AD oflaotBEmsqd couditlomof1tieMOU aball 
appy u lfthcl$e ~ Wetemcoq,o.mtedh&nia.. 
ant 
· 1ac1c.Ranch WlmlPami_LLC . 
ACCEPml>BY: 
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8. SCOPE Of SERVICES 
In general, the scope of ... will include field WOik, fahoratorytestlng, engineering analysis, 
and report~ Details of these tasks ae provldetl below. 
FleldWork . 
Reid work will consist or a comblndm of 80il barfnus and geophymil testing as desaribed In 
the roDowlag lab!a. 
lTSII DESCRIPTION 
TDrbbres · . 
Borlags- Wewill dril a blJliftgat eaCh Qftlte48 WT8s. We~ ll>dtBI 
borings to-a maxlnwm deptJI or.to faetlt Riek Is natencountsnn If JUCk rs 
~bo7illp\'fill extem:1'1a"!fepffi Of arleaat30faet. 
Gcopbysica1 Tedog • Ate-acb ltthefaurgJ'OUJISofWTG$, ~ 
tests Wlllbe.peJfomd al-lWOselecledWfG$(ta1albl'8 l8Stt fotlfla anfire 
pn,jectJ. Eactl of the folklwllia tesls Wllfiepelfonned Ill 81& aelecldWl'G s1fmt . . . 
• P.wave SUJVeY (re~ 
• &waw &IBWf (MASWj . . 
• Wenner~ lest. lbea-spaclffg fGrlhes9 testsw1ll cqnststof Z 
!!a 10. 2D. 40, ea. and 100 feet. Teals wllJ ba pedbttued rn two 
Olltliagwa1 dlredions. . . . . 
Aci:8RRoads 
Bolfllgs-lrlfolmaldn f'roal Ifie baring& fcrth81Urbtneilwlll be used 11. 
::m-:=~===~"::'tne {\!JO Unesoftmine9. . . 
MEl'T1MIIII · 
Barlngs-Wawill $Ill one bcrlng at each af the 2 propoied METtower 
focallons. 'rhe borin9&Wlll ac1en11 to• manwm depth or,so reet rr•Es tiot 
enc:auntered. lfmatls encaurtered. barillgnwill extend ca.a deplh af atleast 
aoraet.: . . . 
. SU"bslation . . 
Borlnp-We'JIOJIClU to driU 1111W brmngs toa depth ClfaiJOutBD feetTQrfhe 
eubstalon. - . . 
~T"8n9-Wa pt-a,aseb, parfalJJI Wennetrd$1lvily1esUng at 
lbesame$p8Clng shaWn abOve. 
TraMmrsskm Line . 
Borings- Becausa Iha laJtBlh and layalltGJtb&tmnsmisiton liselms IIDt . 
been deteimfrlrad. llB prupos&tD d'rll • bmfng attlta Degfrmlng and end oflte 
line, ore bDrfng II em, angle poklt, and afdlfonal bOrlltgallaeen flleSe (Jf 
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Appendix#! farXRG.Jack Ranch 




























DC12 lea r.w, 1ea 
RF11' 1ea 
RF1l) tea 
sea lea scs tee 
SC& 1ea -SQ ·.1ea 


















SC1 -SC4. 1ea 
SQ 1ea 
Deep creek Mettfter 1ea 
Salmon O'eek M~ T~ 1ea 
Rogerson Flats Met Tower a 












LJMITEDNOTICE TO PB.OCEEDf#Z 
THIS Lbnitcd N01ice to Piocecd ("INl'Pf#ZS) is enmd Jnto this-'- !18,Y qf 0.bet, 2011 by 
CoUonwood Wiml Park., LtC, Deep Creek Wind Park, LLC, Ragmon Fl$ Wind Park. LLc. 
~ Salmon Cleek Wind Pmk, I.LC (which a collectively tho ~ and me CGJDDIOJJ}y 
known IIS .Jack ltanch Complex) and Fagen, Inc., ('"Camractoi") pursmmt to the tmn, amt 
condfflcms of tlle Memormtdum of tJmfemlam1mg, dat= es of June lS1 201 l (tlm 'MOU, 
existing betwecnExel'gf Deve1opmelit Gmup ofldabo. LLC ("XR(r"),_ the panmt.'OfOwner, • 
~ (IICJITldinn.Eefcmd t.o ind1vidually as°Parlf' or~ u "'PmtJes"), 
WBEimAS. XllG end Cobtra«or haw mitend into aa MOU for Cmrt.mctor t.o be the £PC 
ConfraGtm on 'X1lG'g wind fa,tin ~ which iuc1udes Ille Jack Ranch Wind Parm project; a 
wind fium cons1sliog of .80 IUpWIUs t"MWi of wind~ power using~ 
~ (160) wimt" tmbiJm ~113i {the IIJ~ Ian.ch Wind Fann Pm.Jc,tt") fdoated neat 
~ Jdaho("'WRailch~Site"').and 
WHERBAS OwJXerllldXRG arei11]2llnllnt of~ingfartho1edtlanch fniect;and. 
·WBERBAS, prior to Owner ar XR.O obtainmg.\he flum:ing lbr 1he Jack Ranch Project. XR.G, 
purgganltothislll11'N2.aodNoizesComtadotre~wbhapmli\1DoftlmWorkat1ho.lack. 
Ranth ProjeGt Sito so the Sa;k ltanch Ploject CODBkUDtlcm· may ~ COltcuramt with. 
Ow.aets'efbtt.oseemeProjectihumcmg. . · 
NOW~ in ~of~J1111tual COYm18111S aml co,idltionscontamed betem, 
the1eoe1gt am1 su.E&cienoy orwhich b.~ the Parties agi:ee as fo1lova: 
XRG autbori?.es Coa1mctDr to .pmceed wi1b. a 1imW scape Qf Work upm ~ of this 
LN'1P!#1 The purpose of~ LNTN2 isto cs1ahUab 1he acq,e of wotk, ~wade.rpm 
e,q,enses,aud p.ymenttaGJs foi the Wm. to be p1 Rn med \lDdeJ tbJ$ µrrpi2. 
1. Sciopq of Work. Contmtar·slmll pst'onn tho followins Wed: ftlr dm lack Ranch Ptoject 
. • J1111S'iiU¢fD tho terms oftbis LNlP 12: 
A. Survey1ng, ~ and lnsla1ladon of all ProjectSite Roads; ' 
B. Secure Twin Falls County Building 'Permits tbr W-md Turbine slrw:lmeS; 
C. Engfneeriq of the Prqlect Site undergrom1d mk1 ~ci ~ ci01lectkm 
&)'lleJDSt Jng;1pdUlJ lhe St'hstatioa; aml . . 
1). 'Savneer. pa,cure. b1astinJ aud fmdallaUma.of tbe Tadm Fousnfatmm, base4 01t dm 
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2. 'Payment Teans. Commctor m1J submit OD a ~Y. lJaSis to Owllel', a Invoice for f1DJ of the 
items of Wotk perC~ Ulder dte Soop= of Work set bib in Section t above wb1dl me 
incurred by Fagen, Inc. AD invoices submitted by Ci1ntmctm to OWner llJldmt1hts LNTP9Z shall 
be pak\ within thin)' (30) days of OWner's receipt of su.ch invofoe, unless otherwltie &gleed 
between the Patties. 
3. Pennission to Enter Into tbe ktt Ranch Projed Site. 'XR.O wamm1s BJJd repicseuts that it !ass an 
aar=n= or.agreements bl place with th landowner(s) of the Jack Ranch Project which~ 
pemlission to and en1itle Owner. XRO and the Contraotal lo eme.r onto the Jack Randt Psojec:I 
Site to eonducl consirudlon ~ includmg 11m IDl'W1in& road J:nstalla1ioa, 811d fbundatlou 
~on, lncbuJing blasling. XR8 shill provide a ua6ficatkm to eadl Jandowmr pdorto the 
date Contmctor ,is sclialed to· begin the WGJfc contmnp1ati;cl herein, as ID allow Comractm 
access lo the Project Site. XR.G $hall also ptDVide a DUmlOl'mldum to ConCractm· prlor to 
· ~ntmotbr entering the Project Sfte. stating Fa~ hm. bas pemdssion to enter upon !he lease 
pn,mm for pmposesGf'~ soU bodDgsamlrel!1ed conslnletitm IICllv1ties. 
4.. ~ XROacknowkdps;iudagn:esthatXR.Oand.Taak Qanch Wind.Pam:r. LLC. 
anld.a'ho W Iiabil1ty company ('Jack 'Raueb"}are hembyauftMtnd·to Mt 8l1Y amGDBtS duo 
. to Conba1Zr pmsmm1 ro this LNIPl2. aa4 Owner ml XB.G cofflJIU)t that~ Pait)' will 
conteslot~ dispnte61lJsuchpiymeata,. · 
s. Docomentatkmof OmdilioD offhe lend Ill the Turbine tocadoas. Cmmactor sball tab photQi 
of the 1'irbioe ~ prior to and after the soil bm:ina Work is~. XR.O er Ovmer· 
may use this mfonnalkm as part of 'lbelr ddeanfna'tinn of cmp damn~ at the 'l'UJbhm l=ations, 
if any. XRO or Owner ts teSPQDSib1e for-~ of any and ill c,op damages OD the Project 
· Site.-rcganllessof wl!ethersttc11 ~ mecaufied bf~ 
· A.,. oapilmized teJms ~ but aot ~ hetefJL shall have thl, same meanbm as the tenm of 
the MOU. to wbich tbs LN.n'ft is a part tbeteo£ AU other te!ms ami conditioDs of the MOU 
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XR.Gantborlzesr.antmm, to proceed with the Rape ot'ffl'Jltu setfimh l>elow, 'apml necn•hm.-
d1bis INIP. :ntpnpseaf'thla~ato·cstablshfliuaopiDf~DJimbmdlowaik 
ad upeuses. ml P.Jll*l toana for tlm Wark ta be 111toi11• bf 1he Caabactor amkr ads · ·' Dr1'.Plb. . 
l. Scape~ 
A. '8,m a i'NWWWGnlcr (P.0,3 and mab aclDaJIIIJII.U of tl16JD0,8D Ir tla 
. parcliaaftlll34SkVpnmatm~b11&dumerbm.tlDBICOAmerica..laaalldln 
~PA. • 
B. 'Bn&lnw. lDC'D. 'blaallcmsh an4 ~ Bltema'1s, oame ]!9da.1mblne. _,_ 
BL'C8S lllll;pemdes .. ~ . 
C. . Bnglnea; plOG1D amt Jmfall lltlbineftmndaflms complete ibrthe .. 
D. Bw•nrar, ...... mata111111111pnu1 doGtilm.s.,atm. tmbinl aan4Dlt a 
.p,1111!1ng 
B. ..... pmaaandmslallSCADA.tmili1iaJLa9'la&qpJIQl11JIIMna 
P. . 'BftrW. .-. ~ blall anlwbdhn flilll.L'nlllf al ovcdad. cuDlatiaa. 
syBllm. 
o. ..... ot the ProJeat Site unmapwad. 11111 ov.11ead e.la:tlical· ~ 
ayslmm,JnobuJlnldlt snbdaflnn; and. 
B. Bnglneer. llfGIIDa blastius ml4 fnstplbdhm of11&e 'l'amtoe 1cmn1'adons, bllle4 01l 
· the ()vaits • at' a Gamm 2.0 - "Jim Tumbm, aml Jm;t,llaflcm of the 8,ffl"'ld"n,g ad 
pvcccmtitllrfb mdatkm lnat,1latian 
. 2. Pa;jWTerms. Calle 11l111.1Wlsabmltoaamaldlllfbal1ato()wmr,anmalce'llraa,ofllm 
items of Wait pdnrntd tz4m, the 8mpe of Wmk Sit fmtb In Sect1on 1 abowl wbbm m 
umum:4 by Fipn, IJm. ,AU invomavhmbte4byCwlnutur1o Ownerumle.ttbisIXlNJ.aball 
bo pd4 Viitbia 1ld4J {30) c1lp of °"1lcc'B seadpt af m iavoJce. unless otberwJse agreed 
balweell tho PartlcL 
3. Pcnrrissionto lidarta1Dtbelcla1mSlxWmds ,_1111110Amwcl04 Wiml'Padr. SslmmlCns 
'WiaclPadr.Dee,Cr.t'WWPadr..tm4.,_s1u '1'18Wimll'ml::Pa>JcotSltes. DG.....,.11 
. aml l'qllBOls lllat II 111· • taJCKtllll ar ...,.,.111. ,-with 11m laal1uuma(t Gf Im 
Ct'1biWCID4 WimlPa*. Salmon CllckWWPmt, DeepQllflk'WiD4Pn. llli1....,.., ~ 
WiD4 Pak 1'm,leca SitlB atdlpo pcm Wan fD 111111 ealil1e XIO d fa OudlriffiH tb adll':r 
cmto tu Cotla1twoc1 Wilm Pm. Sa1mm Crcc1c 'Wind 'Patk. Dee,p a. W1m1 Padr. 11114 
lopmoa 1'la1s Wml Pmk ~ as to com111Cl cous1nwtion wodr. tsbuhg1he SIIEWJDl& ' 
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CD oaq,lete 1hD Wmk ai aetfinthhnln. D.G shall p:ovlde a: m,tJiiaatfoa to 'CD hmaawmr 
pdar to t11a dale Omtracmr Is dedu1ea to begm the 'Wodr. conteo,ih!ed haD. u to allow 
6,1111adm acrm 10 l5Bbia P&oject Sim. Xlt.G s'haU also p:niae a mem111Md1ma to Ombaatar 
pdorta>Cmatamtmentsina(hoPlOjcct Sitv. llllfinai'ap, Im.lalspomdmimito ., ... tbD 
Jasepreodsesforptpawsofpw;fi•@ingallCGuSltwthiiulCtmti~•L 
4. Ac1mowtedpmmt. XRG aclmowledps 1114 8gtee8 tbatXllG is~ ambodzec1 to pay ,in.y 
amo1111ts due 1D C'ffldt&a pusmmt to 1be tm:ms of tlds LN1Pl3, a4 DG ooveuaa:ds a.11 















AMENDED AND RBSTATEDMBM<mANl)UMO:FUNDBRSTANDlNG , 
TBIS Amaecl. and Restated Mernorammm of Umlerstandmg ('Ammded am1 Restated 
MOU) ismade~"aa.y of»-mber, 2011, by and betwcmP.mgy Development Group of 
Idabo, L.L.C. (D.G) for itsdf 8114 OD bdJaJf of tho XB.G PrQ1ect Companies listecl In Section I 
1le1ow au4 Fagen. Inc.. a ~ cmpomticm (Faged), as the EPCIBOP Cl>ntractar (as 
hemmdmt c1eBned) for the XRG Projects &led fn Seotion I below. XR.G and Fagen am 
sometimes mimed to individually as a'farlf audcollec1mly asTarlies,I" 
WHEREAS,, XRG is In the business of dew1oplng dfan:.tmergy i,ower pmc1uctlon 
facilifies, wlnch among otb.erpojects inciudethe XR.G Projects ml XR.G Project Companies.. 
WHBREAS. Fagen is a COllStmction com,pany engaged in the business of b\lildt.D.g 
irK1ustda1. Wides, including wind power prodllctkm faciJiffes, and has made seemed loa:ris to 
XR.G on behalf of aml in cmmection with. cettain of tho XR.G Projects and the XRG Project 
Compa1lies (co11ectivo1y, tho~ 
'WBBREAS» XR.G and.Fagen have en1cred Into tJ:mt cei:tainBalanc:e ofPiant Engineering, 
Ptoeutemiaat and CanstmctioD Senlcts Agmmont, dalec1 as of Sept.ember 30, 2011, for the 
'Wim1. fimn commonlylm.own.as the'mg Blue Wmc1 Paml"by and between Big :Blue W"m.d P~ 
LLC, a 'Minnesota limilr:d .liabililf COlllJIIIDY, auc1 Fagen for the euptt1l11s, ptOOUlemeJlt and 
c:oDSttumion services of the Big Blue Project (as lm:einafmr defined) ('Bjg Blue BPC Contmcl"). 
pmsuaut to wbich Fagen ls cuuently pm Do ining its obl:lgations on Wmlf of XR.O and tbe Big 





WBBREAS, XRG amt _Pagea eaec1 into the :first ~ notice to pmceed, dated · \ 
· August 11 2011, for Fagms ped'i1111wor.e of geotec1mlcal soil bmiDgs for turbine locations and 
tu mmomlogbl tower Jocatlcm on the I.ma Beds ProjcDt (as mchlaftet c1ofi:ne4), pursuant to 
whmb. Fagen. pcmm:ned aml oomp1*d work an. bebalf ofXR.G and the La\laBeds Project; and 
WBERBAS, XR.G aml P'agen eDfmed in1D tho ;&st limited notice to pioceec\ date41uly 
25, 2011, for Pagdsperf'017JJIDJCO of geatedmical soil borings foithe'lmbin andmeteoroiogical 
tower klca1icms tbr the Notch :Butte Project (as htaeinafler.ciefined), pursoant to whim. Fagen 
pdrmed and camp1etr.c1 work on 'bebalf ofXR.G and the Notcm Bub PrqJect; and 
WBERBAS, XR.G and FagmcntmcUntD the fim limited notice to paceed. ("ack Rmch 
lNlP #1), da1m August 2. 2011, for Fapd&pedolillllWO of pollClmical soil badnss for. fifty 
threo (S3) tm'bl1101ocaf:1om, four: (4) ~ towar locaflcms. aml a lll2bsldon lbr != 
Idaho Sbt Wmds Project (as l:mMuldm define4 and pnmou.s1J Menfified as tb J'ack Rmch 
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WHEREAS. Fagen has contbrned to pedbJm adclitional work on the Jack Ranah Project 
for the surveyhig, engmeming and insfallafion of site roads, seeming the Twin Falls County, 
Idaho building pamits, cmgineet1ng of tlm Idabo Six Vmds Projectt project sites underground 
and omhead collection syBteJns. engineering. p:ommment, blasling and instal1aiion of the 
tmbine fotmdations and grounding and pvo ,conduit fbr sadi tmmne fonndatiom, and all sach 
woit under the Jack RauchtNTP #1 and othetwiso has hem or is outL\IDf:1;y being perfmmed on 
the Cottonwood, Deep Creek. Salmon ~ Rogmscm Flats ml 1he Jack Bm:ICh Wind Park 
Projeots (all as herdnaitar defined); and 
. WBBRBAS. XR.G desites tbat Pageo be am BPC/BOP Contractor for all XRG Projeots 
and XRG Project Companies and Fagen desires to be tlJe BPC/BOP Omtmctor for the XR..G 
Projects andXR.G Project Companies; end 
~ in r.omieotion 1herewiib, the Parties desire to enter into this Amended and 
Restated MOU, wldch mmmds and teStates in its enth'ety that cmtain Mmmmmdmn of 
Undenrnmding betwBen the Padies made J'UD8 1S, 2011, in otdet to set forth 1hdr tigbts and 
responsibllftie iegardins Fagms role as the BPCI.BOP Contmetor fi>r the XR.G Projects and 
XR.G PmJect Companies and XRGs role and res,pomdblli1ie 1o Fagen to enaure Fagen is the 
BPCIBOP Conttactortbr tbeXR.G Pmjects andllG ProJeotCompames. 
NOW, mBRBFORB, In considem1ion for the promises and mutual covenauts hemht 
comamd, and 1br other good mcl valuable ccmsldel:attcm, tllo receipt anc1 sufficlmey thereof ls 
heteby uknowledgea, tbePmties, jntgnd:Jng to be legalJJ bo\1Dd, heteby agi:ecafollows: 
l 'lbe XR.G PJojectB and XRO Project Compaui.es, as applicable; m.e compdsed of the 
following: . 
A. Big Blue Wind.Farm, LLC, the XRG Project Company for a wmd :limn consisting of 36 
• megawalts (MW) of whul genm:atBc1 power using @1to1itoately eigllteea (UJ) wi1ld 
tofoinm, located near Blue Barth, Mfmm>ta (Big B1DB Project') ~ an Indirect end 
wholl'f"O'WJlSd subsidimy ofXR.G; and 
B. XR.G Deveiopmem Pmmss, LLC (nG Development'), a dkeat wholly-owned 
submdiaty ofXR.G 1111.d tho c:ammXR.G Project Compmy ibr a wind farm consistmg of 
116 MW ofwiml pno1Btwl J.IOWll."'UtUizfna fiAy eight (SB) wim1. turbines and one Blgb. 
Vo11age B1lbslatloD, 1ocarad in Idaho (Idaho Six W"mds Pmjeat) IDl1 XRO Dmlopmllfs 
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1. Law Beds Wind Park, LLC, for 18 MW of wind generated power usiug 
appm>U1181ely nine (9) wJnd tutbbie gcmrators., located near Black Foote, Bingham 
ColDlty, Iclabo ('Lava Beds Projecl'J; aod 
2. Noum Botto Wind Parir, ttc. foz 18 MW of wind generamd power asing 
. approximatmy Dine (9) wind 1Drbme geD8l'8tOts, located neat Dietdeh, Lincoln 
County, Idabo, {NotchBotteProj~ and 
3. Jack Ranch Wind ~ LLC. which is the mmmt leaseholder of fhe Simplot 
pxopetties foJ 1he Cottouwood Project, Deep Creek PrqJeof, Salmon, Creek Proj~ 
_and Rogerson Plats 1'IOject (all as cJmined hmeln); and 
4. Cottonwood Wind Pai% ILC, 1hr 20 MW of wind generated powm: using ten (10) 
wiul 1arbine genemtors, located In TwJn Palls County. Idaho (O,Uonwood Proj~ 
and 
.. 
S. Deep Cleek W'md Park, LLC, fbr 20 MW of wind genmted power using ten (10) 
wind turbine &enemiors. Ioca1ed in Twin Falls ComdJ,. Idaho (Deep Creek Projeef); 
and . 
6. Salmon Creek Wmd Parko I.LC. fbr 20 MW of wind gcnemted power using ten (10) 
wind turbine generators, looated in Twin.Falls County. Idaho (&1mon. Cleek Project) 
and 
7. 1logemon Flats WindPadc, U.C.. for 20 MW of wind pnerated power using ten (10) 
wind turbinD genmatms, amt substation comprlsecl of a gere1atox:stq>-up transformer, 
related electtic gear and f.be su'bsla1ion buildfng to in1mcoimeot Cottonwooa. Deep 
Creel:, Salmon Cmelr, and Rogerson FJat.s to the Idaho Power e1ec1lio gdd {'Roge!BOll 
Flats Project'); and 
C. Idaho Six Winds, U:..C. a Delawae limited liabitilJ company amt an iudil'ect wholly-
owned sobsidiary of XRG l>cmopmeut a1ld Idaho Six Winds Holdings. I.LC, a 
Delaware limited liability company and dhect 'WhollJ-owae4 subsidiary of XR.G 
Developmmt. 
IL liL consfderaflmr, BD10D1 otber 1fdDas, of P'apn making the Lams 1D D.G on behalf of 
cerfahl or tbe no Project Compantes mu1 far 111e Jll1r130SI ot ass1stmg no 1n fmlhedag t1m 
clew~ of tho XRG Projeds am1 tho XR.O Project Compales In gema1, XR.G ~ 
aondnvo to uso, mtam and pmnote Fagen 5s the eamllllive eop:edng; pmaw:mint, 
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Companies (B>CJBOP O,rrfJlctaf) am1 XR.G sbal1 ca.use auy l)'lltdmBer or flnanriug source of 
any or an of 8113' XR.O Pmjec1s or B11J of1ho XR.G Project Companies to assume an Ie1ated 
obligatfo.ns to F~ including without liudtation, the assumption of an appiicable BPCIBOP 
contracm. a&w Fagen to per1bnn the wmk'Dll.der any~ BPCIB~P contracts. end be bound by 
all of the teJ:ms of this Amemled and Restated MOU, fmluding without !imibdimt, the use. 
retention and pmmo1ion andietmmon of Fagen as tho BPC/.BOP Contractor. 
m. Fagen shallpmvide a lump sampdeeto XR.G:fbr 1he Ida1io Six Wim1s Project (1he,:m,p 
Sum Plfc6) DO later than December 16, 2011 Bl\d the Lump Som Pdce shall be ineb:ldecl fn the 
BPCIBOP Contract mt the Idaho Six Winds Projeot, wldch is to be prepamd as contemplat.ed in 
Section VI below. 'l'helmnp Sum.Price shall mflectthe Idaho Six W-mds Projects overall scope 
of wom, bulk materlal pricing, cment la1iar market mtes and 1he Idaho Six Winds Project 
sobrdnfing reqmremen1& The LlJDlP .Sum Ptice shall be binding tqXm. the Parties. XR.G wm 
CODtimte to have the obiiga1ion to obtain the land and land leases, 1he right to use and control the 
XR.G PmJect sites, an applicable pemn1s and approvals, P<>WeT pmdme agreements am1 
intetconnecti.o agteemenfst 1he wind turbine generatom and utilize Fageds Lmnp Sum Prico to 
pmsue 811d obtain pmjeot financing tbr the XR.G Projects, '\'&ich may be debt, equity. or any 
other~ of finandng (or combmatlon offiuaaoing methods then available). 
IV. Nelfher Pm:11 may asslgn a1iy or aU of its ,igbfs or obligations \1Dder t1iis Amended and 
ResfatB4 MOU 'Without the pnor 'WdUen consent of the otber Pmty, such consent not to be 
umasonablywitllhek1. 
V. In tbe evmtXR.G abaDdoDs any XRG Pmjeet due to Jack ~iimdmg or otherwise. Fagen 
shall~ the fil'Sttight to assmae 1he cleve1opment of any such abandoned XR.G ProjeGt am/or 
XR.G Pmject Oun1a1iy. In such eveJit, XB.G shall assign any and all applicable XR.G Pxoject 
egreemen1s, permi1s and rigb.1s, which include, but are JlOt limited to, power purc1iase 
agreemen1I, b11:or«mrieat agcee,.111mfs, eondifkmal use permits and applicab1e Jami leases, as well 
as owneIS1dp of'au.y StlCh XR.G Piqect Company. for DO addf1i<ml1 ~ to Fagan. a free 
and olear of all liems and eMllfflhnmca,, 
VL 'Ihc Parties agree~ eclmow1edge 1h,ttbey are using the Big Blm, BPC Contmct as the 
template fin-1.hB prqmatlon of the BPCI.BOP contmct for tbe Idaho Six Winds Project and agree 
to COJililme to 'USO this template on eaaXRG Pmjeot, 'With only CCff\6 a ming changes bei:ns made 
to the 1imlp1BfB only to BCOINIOIJodate the speoific aftdbates of each XR.0 Pmjeef, such BS 
cmmges ibr state spcdfiD lawB mi pricing tbrthe specilio XR.G Project. 
VD. Bacb Patty n,prcsents to t1m othor Pmty that (i) it Jms :B111 dgb.t. power ml~ to 
enoa18 amt cJe1mr 1hla AmenM4 am1 Rlsla1ad MOU. and 1D perfClm each ancl all of i1s 
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Project Company. mid Pap for~ (ii) each mt1.1Jis duly formecland validly axisfmg under 
1hc Jaws of ifs eta of its ibtmatlcm; and (iii) tho pmibnnllJD of the obligatiom,,,. each Pam, 
under tbis A~ and BestatB4MOU will not liolatl any provision of any app1iGab1D Jaw. its 
ehmte.r or bylaws or 11111 iD&mtme, agreement or hmtmm.cmlio which it is a party, or by wblch it 
may be bound. 
vm. No modifiaaflm m ernrmclmra fD this .Amemle4 ad Bmlaled MOU !iaJl bo bim1i1Js 
upon tho Padiesualm redacec1 iD 'Wliiing ad a1p,4 bf the Pmdr& Baah Party aball appmt Ill 
indmdual wlio .U be11Jat ~acw;ignaled cmdlcl pmm dmfDg mgutiaficm '4allXRG 11114 
Fagen :BPCIBOP apeemom ('Designatecl ~ XR.G appohds lames CarlmUs as ifs 
DesignatedRq,Iesmdative. Fapa.appoiufs Ron Fapn. as Its Designated~ 
lX. The fail1llO of elthm Patty to enibtoo at a.uy time 11111 of the provisions of this Awmded 
and Restated MOU, or iD require at 81]1 time per.lbnnmu:o by tho oflier Party of 11111 af the 
provJslom 1JlmlcC lllmU D1 DD wa,bo CODs1tued to be a waivec of ah provision. nor DI. 11DJ _,. 
to atl'oct1ho'9Blidilf oftbls.Am.nch:d am Brislatm MOU, artho :right of eltbar Party tlunatlet fD 
enfbl'Ceemil and ave:rypriakm. 
:x. This .Anwnlad aml .._, MOU sba1l ho aovaml &y _aud GOJ1S1ml1 In aocarclmm 
with the laws oftbe Sta1B ofNew York. 
XL 1bis Amended aml Restilf.ed MOU cmdalns file dre mvJerstanding and ag,:eemellt of 
the Parties with ies.peot to 1he Sllbjecm-matter bmeof and snpemedes an prlor apmiems anct 
tmderstandings, wdttm or om1, with iespectto the SDbjeckDatt.cr heteoi 
. XII. 'lldshnln'ed adl.tabdla MOU maybo CIDOlded In cxn1µtapadswilh t1ao same dst 
as if all sigumgpadlas lal sipec1 thew am,out., i1da Amemlecl and..._ MOU may 
be de1mnc1 by lmalmDe ar olec1mufo tm11•nfsslm 11114 smfl, coptBs ll_lall· be dalJ hJncBng amd 
effedive :lbt all lJiilpuM. Pu and e1BOllomc alpaba& OD tllla Amemecl and R.atalecl MOU 
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IN W1'0mSS WBBRBoF. XRG and Fagen have caused tbis .t\greemcnt to be executed 
in ibcirr~enames by persons dolyeuthmmd todo so on ihelrbehalf 
BXPllGYDBVBLOPMBNT 









ENGINEERING, PROCIJRDIENT AND CONSTB.UCDON SDVICES AGBEDtENT 
FORTBE 
EXERGY IDAHO SJXWINDS WIND PARK 
BY AND BETWEEN 
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Exhibit A-3 Limited Notices to Proceed 
Appendix 1 Lava Beds Limited Notice to Proceed #1 
Appendix 2 Lava Beds Llmited Notice to Proeeed #2 
Appendix 3 Notl-.h Butte Limited Notice to Proceed #1 
Appendix 4 Notch Butte Limited Notice to Proceed #2 
Appendix S Jack Ranch Limited Notice to Proceed #1 
Appendix 6 1ack Ranch Limited Notice to Proceed #2 
Appendix 7 Jack Ranch/Idaho Six Winds Limited Notice to Proceed #3 
Exhl"bit B-1 Project Site Maps, including boundaries and mgh Voltage Substation Site 
Appendix 1 Lava Beds Site Map 
Appendix 2 Notch Butte Site Map 
Appendix 3 Cottonwood, Deep Creek, Salmon Creek, Rogerson Flats Ptoject Site 
Maps 





Exhibit B-3 Land Ownership Maps 
AppencUx 1 Lava Beds Land Ownership Map 
Appendix 2 Notch Butte Land Ownership Map 
Appendix 3 Cottonwood, Deep Creek, Salmon Creek, Rogerson Flats Land Ownershlp 
Maps 
Exhibit B4 Points of lnteroollllect 
Exhibit B-5 Turbine and Related Specifications 
Appendix 1 SCADA Specifications 
Appendix2 Turb"me Supplier's Speclficatlo.ns 
Appendix 3 Turbine Sites. including Micro Siting 
Appendix 4 Road and Staging An:a Requirements 
Appendix 5 [INTEN'IJONAU.Y OMITTED] 
Appendix 6 Turbine Supplier Jn.cm,llation and Erection Manual 
Appendix 7 Turbine Supplier Delivery Schedule 
Appendix 8 Turbine Demurmgc Rate Schedule 
Appendix 9 Component Packing Llst 
Appendix 10 Turbine Operation Manual 
Exhibit C Owner Permits and Conttactot Pcnnits 
Appendix 1.1 Lava Beds Conditional Use Permit ("CUP") 
Appendix 1.2 Lava Beds FAA Lighting 
. Appendix 13 Lava Beds FAA Determinations 
Appendix 1.4 Lava Beds ITD-No Hazard 
Appendix l .S Lava Beds CUP Validity Confirmation 
Appendix 2 Notch Butte CUP 
Appendix 3 Cottonwood CUP 
Appendix 4 Deep Creek CUP 




Appendix6 Rogerson Flats CUP 
Appendix 7 High Voltage Substation CUP 
Exht"bit D-1 Form of Foundation Completion Certificate 
Bxlu"bit D-2 Form of Project Slte Underground Collection System Completion Certifi• 
ExhibltD-3 Turbine Supplier Installation Checklist 
ExhlbitD-4 Form of Turbine Mechanical Completion Certificate 
ExhlbitD-5 Fonn of Project Site Mechanical Completion Certificate 
Exhloit D-6 Form of Project Site Substantial Completion Certificate 
ExhibitD-7 Fonn of Project Site Final Completion Certificate 
ExbibitD-8 Fonn oftngli Voltage Electrical System Substantial Completion Certificate 
ExhibltD-9 Fotm ofHigh Voltage Electrical System Final Completion Certificate 
ExblbitB-1 Geoteclmical Studies and Soil Reports- Lava Beds 
BxhlbltB-2 Oeotechnical Studi~ and Soll Reports-Notch Butte 
ExbibitB-3 Oeotechnical Studies and SQll Reports- Cottonwood, Deep Creek, Salmon 
Creek, and Rogei:son Flats, including the High Voltage SUbstation · 
Exhibit CJ-1 Land Use Restrictions-Lava Beds 
ExbibltG-2 Land Use Restrictions - Notch Butte 
Exhibit G-3 Land Use Restrictions -Cottonwood, Deep Creek, Salmon Creek, and Rogerson 
Flats, 
:Exhibit H Master Construction Schedule 
Appendix 1 Lava Beds Construction Schedule 
Appendix 2 Notch Butte Construction Schedule 
Appendix 3 Cottonwood, Deep Creek, Salmon Creek, and Rogerson Flats Construction 
Schedule Bxluolt I Schedule of Values 
Appenclix 1 Lava Beds Sohedulo of Values 
Appendix 2 Notch Butte Schedale of Values 











Appendix4 Deep Cree.le Schedule of Values 
AppendixS Salmon Creek Schedule of Values 
Ap dix6 pen . Rogenon Flats Schedule of Values 
Exlu'bitJ Form of Application for Payment 
BxhibitK Fonn of Partial Waiver and Lien Release (Subcontractor) 
ExhibitL Form of Partial Waiver and Lien Release (Co~rs) 
ExhibitM Form ofF'mal Waiver and Lien Release 
BxhibitN Authorized Subcontucto.r List i 
ExhibitO Safety Piao 
\ Bxln'bitP [INTENTIONALLY OMITilID] 
Exlu'bitQ Single Line Drawing of Interconnection of Project 
\ 
Exlu'bitR Form of Monthly Progress Report 
Exhibit$ Idaho Power Company Studies and Agreements 





BALANCE OF PLANT ENGINEERlNG, 
PR~ AND CONSTRUC110N SERVICES AGREEMENT 
This Balance of Plant Engineering, Procurement and Constmction Agreement is entered 
into on December 30, 2011 by and between Fagen. Inc., a corporation organized and existing 
under Minnesota law ("Contmctor'), and Bx.ergy Development Group of Idaho, L.L.C., &11 ldaho 
limited liability company organized and existing under Idaho law~ (each of Contractor 
and Owner, a "l!Itt", and together, the~"). 
WITNESSETB: 
A. Owner is developing, financing and constructing the aggregate l 16MW wind 
generation Project (as herein defined) located at the six (6) Project Sites (as herein defined) In the 
St.ate ofldaho. 
B. Owner desires to contract with Contractor for the provision of engineering, 
proourement, construction and other services and supply of materials and equipment for the 
Balance of Plant (as herein defined) on a single point iesponsibility, and fian and lump sum 
basis, all as described in, and subject to the tenns and conditions of, this Agreement, and 
Contractor desites to provide such goods and services. 
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual promises and obligations set forth . 
below, the Parties agree as follows: 
ARTICLBI 
DEF1NITIONS 
For purposes of this Agreement, the following terms shall have the following definittons: 
"Affiliate" means, with respect to a Person~ any other Person, directly or in.directly, in 
· control ot;. controlled by, or under colllltlon control with, that Person. For purposes of this 
Agreement. "control," "controlled" and their derivatives, shall ~ the possession, ditectty or 
indirectly, of the power to direct or cause the direction of the management and policies of the 
Person so controlled, whether through the ownership of voting securities, by contract or 
otherwise. 
"Agreemenf' means this Balance of Plant Engineering, Proeutement and Construction 
Services Agreement, including all Exhibit.,, appendices and attachments horeto and thereto, as 
the same may be amended, modified or supplemented, from time 10 time, in accordanoe with the 
terms hereof. · 
"All-Risk Bnjlder's Risk" has the meamna set forth in Section t BJ, 1. 
"ApJ,ticable Laws" moans all fedoral, state and local Jaws, statutes, GOdes, treaties, 
~rdinances, judgments, decrees, b\functions, writs, orders, Nles, regulations, intetptetations 
· bavlng the force of law and pcmuts of any Govommental Authority havins jurisdiction over a 





each other docmnent, instrument and agreement delivered pmsuant to this Agreement, including 
Environmental Laws. 
"Appllcabte Standards" means those engineering, design, procurement, fabrication, 
transportation,. construction, installa1ion and electrical and other standards and codes appllcable 
to the Wodc., the Project and any Project Site, including any standards for materials. products, 
systems and services e.miblishcd by ASTM Jntemational~ or any successor thereto, or any 
Governmental Authority, and including those set forth in any Contract DoC\IDlent. 
''Application for Pavmenf' has the meaning set forth in Section 13.4.1. . . 
16As-Built Drawings" means the final set of as-built drawings from the field p1epared by 
Conflactot's field representatives, which accu.tately represent {a) the physical placement of all 
Turbines, High Voltage Substation, meteorological towers, roads, culverts. and buildings as 
asselllhled, erected and installed pursuant to the Contract Documents, (b) tho location (including 
OPS coordinates) of all foundations, Underground. Collection Systems, Ovemead Collection 
Systems and power and fibet optic cabling, and {c) the final installation of ill power, contro~ 
interconnection, collection and communication systems as shown on electrical one line, 
schematic and control wiring diagrams. . 
"Authorized Recipients" has the meaning set forth in Section 22.16. 
"Balance of Plant" means all equipment, supplies, consuniables and materials and other 
items incolpOrated (or to be inc.orporated) in the Project and each Project Site except for and 
excluding the Excluded Work, and meeting the Requirements; and Balance of Plant includes: (a) 
the oivil worl<s, including the site preparation and grading, road design and oonstruction, Tmbine 
foundations, crane pad preparation and laydown area preparation; (b) the civil and mechanical 
construction works, including Turbine foundation design and installation. meteorological tower 
supply and foundation design and insmllatioD.t HJgh Voltage Substation building and foundation~ 
and SCADA buildings and foundations; (c) the electrical works including the design and 
lnstailatlon of the 34.S kilovolt Underground Collection Systems, the Overhead Collection 
Systems, cabling, power and fiber optic network cabling for the SCADA in compliance with the 
SCADA speclfications set forth in Exhibit B-S. Appendix 1. and power and fiber optic cabling 
for the meteorological towen in compliance wi1h the me11:otological tower specifications, and 
terminadOJ1S inside the Turbine towers. 
"Balance of Plant Vendor Manuals" means all manuals, instructions and data supplied or 
required to be supplied by Subcontractors to Contractor or Owner. 
"BOP Punch List" has the meaning set forth in Section 7.Sla). 
"Business Dgy" means a day, other than a Saturday, Sunday or other day on which banks • 
or businesses are l'Cquired or authorized by Applicable Law to closo in the State of Idaho. 
"a:r' has 1he meaning set forth in Section 13,2. 
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"Change" has the meaning set forth in Section 9. t. 
"Change in Law" means the enactment, p.doption, promulgation, issuance, material 
modification, or repeal after the Effective Date of any Applicable Law or any material change in 
the Jnterpretatlon (having the foroe of law) of any Applicable Law by any Oovemmental 
Authority that materially and adversely affects the Contract Price or Contract Times. 
"Change of Control" means that· tho members of the Owner on the date ~ or their 
Affiliates shall cease to collectively own, directly or indirectly, fifty per:eent (SO%) or more of 
the ownemhip interests (whether such ownership interest is in the form capital stock (whether 
denominated as common stock. preferred stock or other class of stocks). equity interest, 
beneficial interest, partnership or membership inf.ere.,t. limited liability company interest, joint 
venture interest, participation or other ownership or profit interest in or equivalent interest 
(regardless of how designated)) of or .in Owner, whether voting or non-voting: 
"Change Ordertt has the meaning set forth in Section 9.2(.b). 
"Conm;i~nt Date" means the date of receipt by Conttactor of the Notice to Proceed. 
"Commission~ or "Commissioned" means, with respect t.o each Turbine. that the 
following shall have oCClllTed or been completed (a) the Turbine Supplier bas successfuUy 
performed start-up and commissioning aetl.vitics pursuant to the Turbine Supply Agreement. (b) 
Owner has confirmed achievement of such start-up and cornrnlssionJng activities by the Turbine 
Supplier, and (c) Owner has notified Contractor of the date that the Turbine Supplier has 
successfully performed such start-up and comm.isslonlng activ.itles. 
"Confidential Information" means, with iespect t.o a Party, any and all confidential or 
proprietary Information of; or conceming. such Party, including but not limited to ~ secrets, 
supplier lists, progmms. pmeedures, compumr infonnation and databases, business plans, budget 
forecasts, business arrangements, information regardiJJg specific transactions, financial 
information and estimates, personnel data, and long-term plans and goals. "Confidential 
lnfomiation" of Owner shall include all infonilation related to the Project, each Project Site and 
the Deliverables, and shall include, with respect t.o both Parties, the Contract Documents and the 
occwrence, existence or aspects related to any dispute or disagreement or mediation or 
arbitration under any Contract Document. 
"Constmction Boundaries" means the areas marked as sneh set forth in Exhibit B-3 and 
Exhibit '8-S .. A,m,endix. 4, which may be ad',JUSted pursuant to the terms and provisions of this 
Agreement. 
''Coat Document§" means 1his Apem~ toge1her with all BxhibJts (including the 
Tecb.alcal Documents), the permits and all other docmn.ents, oortlficates, insmmlents, notices and 
filings to be delivered under or In connection with this Agreement or any Exhibit. 
-contrapt Price" means the firm and lump StD;D price t.o be' paid to Contractor for tho 
ped'ormance of the Werle under this Agmement, as speo.ified in Section 13.Ua}. as it may be 
adjusted for Change Orders pursuant to Article IX or a"1usted ln accoidanco with Section 13.t(b) 
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"Contract Times" means the scheduled dates set forth in tb.e Master CODStruetion 
Schedule. 
"Contraator" has the meaning set forth In tho preamble to this Agreement. . 
"Contractm·Bvtmt ofDefaUlt" has the meaning set forth in Section 14.2.2. 
-contractor rmtm,nified l'arties" bas tho meaning set fOl1h in Mon 11.2,1. 
"Con1ractgr Pepnils" means a1l wozk peanits and rqpstratlcms, oorporate queJiflcatfm 
and registrations to do buaines.1t customs clearances, and all licenses, permlts, notifications and 
filings ~ by Applicable Law or Governmental Authorities necessary or requhed to be 1n 
Contrantots' or any of its Subcolltractor•s names for the conduct and performance of the Work 
and the perfonnance by lt of tbe Contract Documents. incl.udfng those set forth in JM,fbJt C. 
"OmttMfm:'s BneJnm:" means Sa:rgent & Lundy. 
"Contrac;tots Pmleqt Manager" has the moaning set tbr1h In Section 4.2. 
"Coptntetpr's LJ;ew1tative., has 1he memin& set faith m Section 21.2. 
"Contractpt's Senior Rgesentative" has the meaning set forth in Section 21.2. 
''Damages" has the meaning set forth in Section 17.1,1. 
"J)eliverables" has the meaning set forth In Section 8.1. 
'1>esiBP l)QS11rns,tetlpn" has the meanin& set forth In Section 4.7. 
''Disclosfngfmr has tho meaning set foith In Section 22.16. 
"'Division of' Rapnsibility" meaus 1he division of responsiblWJ de1aUing tho 
responsibilltles of Owner and Contractor with respect to tho tasks required to be performed to 
construct the Project as set forth in Bxln"bit A-2. 
.. Eff'ectiye Date" me&DS December 31, 2011. 
"Enyirmgneptal Lalf means all Applicable Laws mlating to pollution or protection of 
human health or tho mvlromnent {including wlld11fe, biota, amblcat alr, sarfacc 'MlCr and 
wetlands, groundwater, land surface, and subsur&co llll'lda), iDduding lava and aoplatlons 
relating to wodq,Jaco or worker safety and heallh, emissions, effluent, dlscbarges, macs or 
threatened mleases of Hamdous Subatanc:es. or o1hcrwise relating to the manufacture. 
pmcesslq, di.slribution, use, ;treatment, stomgc, disposal. 1l8nspOrt, or handling or Hm:ardous 
Substances, including, without limitation. (a) the Clean Air Act, 42 U.S.C. § 7401, as amended; 
(b) the Federal Water Pollutlo.n Control Aot. 33 U.S.C. § 1251 ot seq., as amended; (c) the 
Resource Conservation and Recovmy Act of 1976, 42 U.S.C. § 6901 et seq., as amended; (d) the 
Comprehensive F.nvironmental Response. Compensation, and Lmbillty Act of 1980, 42 U.S.C. § 







amended; (t) Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970, as amended; (g) the Emergency 
Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act, 42 U.S.C. § 11001 et seq., as amended; and (h) 
any other similar applicable federal, state or local law. 
"Ex.eluded Wor~' has the meaning set forth in Section 3.l(d). 
''Exhibits" means the exhibits and appendices referenced In or attached to this Agreement 
or any such exhibit or appendix, each of which is incorporated into and made a part of this 
Agreement. 
"Final Application for Payment" has the meaning set forth in Section 13.6. 
"Final Payment'' has the meaning set forth In Section 13.6. 
"Final Punch List" has the meaning set forth in Section 13.S('p). 
"Final Punch List Holdback Amount" has the meaning set forth in Section 13.50,). 
"F'mancing Documents" means the agreements with the Financing Parties providing 
fmancing for the design. engineering. procurement, supply of materials and equipment, 
construction and other goods and services for or of, or the term finanoing of, the Project. 
"Financing Parties" means (a) any end all lenders or creditors providing any senior or 
subordinated interim or loni-term financing; and (b) any and all providers of leveraged lease-
financing or refinancing for the Project. 
"Force Majeure Event" means, with respect to a Party, any event or circumstance which 
is beyond the reasonable control of such Party and having a direct effect on such Party's 
performance of the Contract Documents, and which (a) could not be avoided, prevented or 
removed by such Party's commercially reasonable efforts and (b) ts not caused by or does not 
result from the negligence of such Party, or breach or failure of such Party to perform its 
obligations under the Contract Documents; provided that such Party has taken all reasonable 
precautions, care and alternate measures to avoid or mitigate the effects thereof. Force Majeure 
Events shall include, but not be limited to: natural disasters. fire, hurricanes, tornadoes, dust or 
sand storms, mudslides, subsidence, lightning, flood, earthquake. explosions, acts of God. 
terrorism or similar actions by the public enemy, strikes or lockouts affecting the industry In 
general (national or regional in scope) where such strike or lockout has a direct affect on the 
performance of the Contract Documents, public disorder or civil disturbance, blockages, 
insurrections, riots. war, hostilities, sabotage, expropriation or confiscation. epidemic or 
quarantine. or other action or inaction (not a Change in Law) by any Governmental Authority; 
and with respect to Owner any event of force majeure under any other agreement or contract 
relating to the Project with a third party. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary, Poree 
Majeure Events shall not be deemed to include failure of Owner to make timely payment to 
Contractor as required under this Agreement. 
"Foundation Completlona has the meaning set forth ln F.xhlbit A-1, Appendjx 1. 












"Geotechnical Studies" means the geotechnical. subsurface, rock, soil studies and 
engineering report perfonned at each of the Project Sites by Contractor or any Subcontractor and 
attached hereto as fl;xbibits B-1 and E-2. 
"Governmental Authority" means any federal. state, local or other govemmental> 
adnunistratiw, judicial, public or statatory instrumentality, tn"buna.l, agency, authority, court, 
body or entity, or any political subdivision thereof having, legal jurisdiction over the matter or 
Person in question. 
"Guaranteed Project Site Substantial Completion Dat.e,, means, with respect to ~ 
Project Site, the date that occurs twenty five (2S) days after (and including) the date the last 
Turbine at such Project Site is Commissioned. 
"Ha7.antous Substance" means (a) any substance whJch is listed. defined, designated or 
classified under any EnvironmentBI Law as a © hazatdous substance, constituent or waste, (hj 
toxic material, substance. constituent or waste. (iii) radioactive material, substance, CODStitoent or 
waste, (iv) dangerous material, substance. constituent or waste, (v) pollutant. (vi) contaminant, or 
(vll) special waste; (b) any material, substance, constituent or waste regalated under any 
Environmental Laws~ or (c) petroleum, petroleum products, radioactive matters, polychlorinated 
biphenyl, pesticides, asbestos, or asbestos-containing materials. · 
"High Voltage Electrioal System" means all equipment. supplies. consumables and 
materials and other items incorporated (or to be incorpomted) into the Project and each Piojeet 
Site and comprisiog the H"rgh Voltage Substation, Overhead Collection Systems, and power and 
fiber optic network cabling for the SCADA. The High Voltage Electtlcal·Equipment begins at 
the disconnect switch of the collectiO.ll cable riser from the SO foot 34.S kilovolt system cable. 
'Wgh Voltage Electrical System Finaj Completion" has the meaning set forth in &!!ihit 
A:!, Appendix 8. 
''High Voltage Electrical System Final Completion Certificate" has the meaning set forth 
in §ection 7.8. 
"High Voltage Electrical System Required Completion Date" bu the meaning set forth in 
Section 6.3(c). 
"High Voltage Electrical System Substantial Cotnpletion8 has the meaning set forth In 
Exhibit A-I. Appendix 7.1 and Exhibit A-I. Am,endix 7.2, as applicable. 
"High Voltage Electrical System Substantial Conmletion Certificate" has the meaning set 
forth in Section 7.7(b}. 
"High Voltage Subs1atlon" means an clectrioal substation &co~ located on tho 
Rogmon Plats Project Site. which is described In F:Jbjbit B-1. to gather the Tlubine output 
collector cables. combine output and convert to transm!sslon level interconnection voltage (34S 
kilovolts and above). 
"HVB$ Punch List" has the meaning set forth 1n Scctlon 7.7(a). 
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"lndemnffled Party" has the meaning set forth in Section 17.2.3. 
"Indemnifying Party" has 1he meaning set forth in 3egt1on 17.2.3. 
"Intellectual Property Rights" means patents, copyrights. trademarks, servioe marks, 
tmde secrets and all other intellectual. property or proprietary rights protected under any 
Applieable Law. 
"Jack Ranch W'md Pmk." means the Proj~ Sites, formerly known as the Jack Ranch 
Wind Park, which are now sepaxatcd entities and composed of Cottonwood Wind Park, Salmon 
Creek Wind Park, Deep Creek Wind.Park. and Ropon Flats Wind Park. 
"Landowner' has tho meaning set forth in Section 4.23. 
"Landowner Provisions" baa the meaning set forth In §ection 4.23. 
~" means any demands, charges, claims, security interests, liens, encumbrances, 
hypotbecations, pledges or stop notices arising out of any Wotk perfonned ot materials supplied; 
provided that, the temi "Liens" does nc>t include any consensual lien granted to Conm1:ctor to 
secuie indebtedness owed to the Contractor. · 
"Linilied Notice to Proceed" means a written notice issued by Owner to Contractor that 
authorizes Contractor to begin a portion of the Work. as Identified and subjeet to the terms and 
conditions set forth in such notice, including those Limited Notices to Proceed as set forth in 
Exhibit A-3, Appendices 1-7 herein. 
"Liquidated Damages" has the meaning set folth in Section 6.3. 
"Mator Subcontmct" has the meaning set forth in Mon 4.3Ca}. 
"Master Construction Spbedule" has the meaning set forth in Sedion 6,2. 
"Material Event" has the meaning set forth in Sections 10.1. 
"Nameplate Cpcity" means, with tespeot to each Turbine at any Project Site, the 
electrical generating capacity of such Turbine as stated in kilowatts or other similar measuiement 
on the nameplate attached to such Turbine. 
"Notice to Proceed" means a written notice issued by Owner to Contractor authorizing 
Contracto.r to begin the Work or such remaining portion of the Work not previously authorized 
by a Limited Notice to Proceed. 
"NIP Pate CCI" bu tho meaning set forth in Sc;ctign 13.2.. 
"Qyemead CoDectlon Systems" means, with respect to each Cottonwood. Deep Creek, 
Salmon Creek, R.ogmon Flats Ptojcct Sites, the 34.5 kilovolts ovcmead olmtrlcal collection, 
conveyance and conductor system oommencing at the point of interconnect for sum Project Site 



















power pole for the first Turbine that is connected m series with all the other Turbines at such 
Project Site, including the power poles and insulators. and tennlnatiog at the electrical 
transmission system for Idaho Power Company. 
"Owner" has the meaning set forth in the preamble to this Agreement. 
"Owner Caused Delay" has the meaning set forth in Section S.S. 
''Owner Event of Defaylf' has the meaning set forth in Section 14.6.1 ~ 
"Owner Indemnified Parties" has the mwdng set forth in Section 17 .1.1. 
"Owner Pennits" means all work permits and registrations, corporate qualifications and 
regJstrations to do business, customs clearances, and all licenses, permits, notifications and 
filings required by Applicable Laws and Govenimental AU1horities necessary or required to be in 
Owner's name for the perfonnanc:e by it of the Contract Documents, including those set forth in 
BxhibitC. · 
"Owner's Project Manager" has the meaning set forth in Section 5.3. 
"Owner's Remsentam" has the meaning set forth in Section 21.2. 
"Owners SenlorR.epre.,en.tative" bas the meaning set forth in Section 21,2. 
"Em" or ''Parties" has the meaning set forth in the preamble of this Agreement 
"Pay Period" means. with respect to a given Application for Payment, the one (1) month 
period following the last day of the previous Pay Period to which the immediately prior 
Application for Payment relates; provided that the initial Pay Period shall commence on die date 
of delivety of the first Limited Notice to Proceed, or if none, the Notice·to Proceed. and end on 
the twenty-fourth (24~ day of the calendar month duringwblch such Limited Notice to Proceed 
or the Notice to Proceed is issued. · 
"Person" means any natural person. corporation, general or limited partnership, limited 
liability company. proprietorship, trust. union. association or other organimtion or similar entity 
or Governmental Authority. · 
"Per Turbine Amount" has the meaning set forth in Section 13.S{a}. 
"Pre-Existing Hapmous Substance" .means a Hazardous Subs1ance existing at any 
Project Site prior to the date of the first Limited Notice to Proceed, or if no Lfmited Not.ice to 
Proceed has been Issued, the Commencement Date. 
"Emlsr means tho 1ntegrmed aggregate 116 MW wind generation plbjeotc:omprlslng all 
of the slx (6) ProJ=t Sites, combined as a whole, and comprlsJng fifty eight (58) TmbJnes and 
aisociated facllltles. necessary or appropriate to provldo fbr and enable ibl1y operatlng and 
fwtotlonla.g Tutbmes, Including, Underground Collection Systems, Ovedlead Collection 







buildings and all facilities and roads situated on or near the Project Sites, all as further described 
in the Exhibits to this Agreement. 
"Project Final Completion" means. wlth respect to the whole Project. that Project Site 
Fmal Completion of each, and all, of the Project Sites has been successfully achieved pmsuant to 
ihe terms of Section 7,6. 
"Protect Interconnection Facilities" means the electrical system of Idaho Power 
Company, connecting each Project Site to the electric ttammission grid, a single line drawing of 
which is set forth in Exhibit O (which, for the avoidance of doubt, shall not mean to include the 
communications cabling, which shall be the re.,ponst'bility of Contrador). 
"P!Qject Site" means in the~ the site of the High Voltage Substation and each and 
any of the following six (6) wind generation project sites referred to as or named (a) 
"Cottonwood", (b) "Rogerson Flats", (o) "Salmon Qeek"1 (d) "Deep Creek.» (e) "Lava Beds''. 
and (t) "Notch Butte" as descrtbed and set forth in B!bib~t B-1 and Bxlu"bit B-S7 Appendix 3. 
including the location of each Turbine on each such Project Site. · 
"Project Site fmal Completion" bas the meaning set forth in Exhibit A-1, An,pendix 6. 
"Project Site Final Completion Certlficate" has the meaning set forth in Sec:tion 7/,. 
"Proiept Site Mechanical Completion" has the meaning set forth in P.xhlbit A-1, 
Appendix 4. 
"Project Site Mechanical Completion Ccrtifi~11 has the meaning set forth in ~ 
"Prgject Site Nameglate Cm,acijy" meaas;with rmpect to each and any ~roject Site, the 
aggregate sum of the Nameplate Capacities of all the Turbines located or plmmed (pursuant to 
this Agreement) to be located at such Project Site. 
"Project Site Substantial Completion" has the meaning set forth in of Exhibtt A-1, 
~ndixs. . 
"Project Site Substantial Completion Certificate" has the meaning set forth in ~ ~-
"Project Site Underground Collection System Completion" has the meaning set forth in 
Exhibit A-1. Appendbc 2. · . 
"Project Sito Up,dgroupd Collection System, Comgletion Cmtlflcate" hes tho meaning 
set forth in Section 1.2. . 
"Protect Sgbstaptial Completion" means, with respect to the whole Project. that Project 
Site Substantial Completion of eadi, and all, of the Project Sites bas bem successtblly achieved 











"J!roject Substantial Completion Dam., has the tnean.ing set forth in §ection 13.S(a}. 
"Prudent Industry Practices" means those practices. methods, standards and acts 
(mcluding, but not limited ~ those engineering, design, construction, erection, installation. 
adm1nistratlon. testing and other practices, methods, standards and acts, engaged in or approved 
by the wind power industry for similar facilities in similar geogtaphic areas) that at a particular 
. tltne would have been expected to accomplish the desired result in a manner consistent with the 
Contract Documents. Applicable Laws, Applicable Standards, Contractor Permits. economy and 
expedition. 
"funch List" means. as relevant, t.he BOP Punch List and/or the HYF3 Punch List. 
','Punch List Holdback Amount" bas the meaning set forth in Section 13.S(a). 
"Receiving Pam" has the meaning set forth in Section 22.16. 
"R.eqµirements'' bas the meaning set forth in Section 3.2. 
"Road and Staging Area R~ments" means those road and staging area requirements 
specltied in Exhibit B-S, A,gpeu_dix 4. 
"Safety Plan" means the safety plan for the Project Sites and the Work prepared by 
Contractor and set forth in Exht'bit 0. 
"SCADA" means the supervisory comrol and data acquisition system, including centnl 
computer, remote PC system and ancillary communication terminals and cables supplied and 
installed by the Tw:bine Supplier in Individual Turbine controllers. meteorologlcal towers, lllgh 
Voltage Substation and point of interconnect per each single pole riser, as more :fully cks:ribed 
in Bxluoit B-S, Am,endix 1. . 
"Senior Representatives11 has the meaning set forth in Section 21,2. 
"Separate Contractors" means the contr:actots1 suppliel'S and vendors for the Project who 
are either Owner or others 1D1'ier Owner's control. including the Turbine Supplier. 
"Subcontractors" has the meaning set forth in Section 43. 
"J:gg" means any and all forms of taxation, charges, duties, imposts, levies and rates 
whenever imposed by any Govemmental Authority, including income tax, withholding taxes, 
corporation tax, capital gains tax, capital transfer t.ax, inherltance tax, water rates, value added 
t.ax, customs dllties, capital duty, excise duties. bettemi.ent levy, stamp duty, st.amp duty reserve 
tax. national fnsurance, social security or other sbnllar contributions, and genenlly any tax, duty, 
Impost. levy or rate or other amotlllt and any interest, penalty or rme In comection therewith. 





"Turbine" means a 2.0 MW wind turbine eleo1ri.cfty generator, including the following 
components: an 78-meter turbine tower, a turbine nacelle. turbine blades, controller. control 
panels. wind vanes and anemometcm. and associated accessories, as described In more detail In 
Exhibit 8-5. and AJmepdices 2, ~and§. • 
.. Tutbine Demurrage Rate Schedule" means the schedule setting forth the costs and 
charges for demurrage attached as Exhibit B-S. AJ>.pendix 8. . 
"Tutbine Mechanical Completion" has the meaning set forth in F.xhibit A-1. Am,endix 3. 
"Turbine Mechanical Completion Certificate" has the meaning set forth in Section 7.3. 
''Turbine Operations Manual" means the manual attached at F.xhibit B-5, Am,endix 11. 
"Turbine Sum,lier" means Gamesa or its Affiliate. 
"Turbine Supplier Delivery Schedule" means the delivery schedule for the Turbines 
attached as Exhibit B-5, Appendix 7. 
"Turbine Supplier Installation and Erection Mangal" means the manual atlDChed as 
Exhibit B-S. Am,endfx 6. 
"Tmbine Sglier Installation Checklist" means the fmm of the checklist attached as 
Exhibit D,.3. 
"Turbine Supplier's Speciflcationsn means the specifications set forth in gpibit 8-S, 
Appendix 2. 
"Turbine Supply Agreemenfi means the Contract for the Sale of Power Generation 
Equipment and Related Services, dated as of by and between the Tmbine 
Supplier and Exergy Development Group. LLC. as the same may be amended, modified or 
supplemented from time to time fn accordance with its tenns. 
. "Underground Collection s,stem" means. with respect to each Project Site, the 
underground cables between each of the Turbines at such Project Site, Its electrical components, 
any ancillaty components both individually and collectively and the intel:connection pole riser 
1ISed for overhead connection, fiber optic cables and temiinations, the pad-motmtjunction boxes. 
underground power and commuaioations cables fer the meteorological towm and SCADA 
buildings. and terminatin3 at the point of interconnection set forth In Exhibit B-4 and at the 
'disconnect switch at the top of the power pole for the first Turbine that is connected in series 
with all the other Turbines at such Project Site. 
"Unforeseen Subsurfaco Conditicma" ~ tho meaning set ~rth In Section 11.1. 
"Wamgro," or "Wammtles" has the ll1CIDing set forth in Section 1 S.2. 














"Weather Day" mom:is, with mpecc to a Project Site, that any of the following applicable 
criteria have been met durJng any working day at sud1 Project Site: (a) winds am in ex.cess of 
twenty-five (2S) miles per hour at the boom tip height for scheduled tasks or In excess of 
eighteen (18) miles per hom when Contractor is lifting the Turbine rotor, In each case as 
registerecl on site by crane anemomela8; (b) Tmbines m scbfdnled to be erected. and driving. 
rain, snow or ljghtaing (not c:onstituting a Force Maj~ Event) prevent, in accmdance with 
Prudent lndua1ly Pl'ad:lces, Contnctor ftom perlbrmins TarbJne erection actlvitfes involvlag 
C131le8 or otbm lifting devices; (c) due to fog conditioas at 1he Prqieot Site, vis1blfitr ia less than 
three hundred (300) feet. thereby omating an UD88fe coac1itioJl for the ped'osn,ance of the Work; 
(e) due to accumulation of lee on the applicable crane(s) or Turbine relating to the Work at the 
Project Site, in accordance with Prudent Industry Ptactices unsafe conditions haw been cmat.ed 
for the pedbrmanoe of the Wodc; or (f} conditions of the roads and Turbine erection areas at any 
Project Site occurring during the period of March 1, 2012 to May IS, 2012 where such roads and 
areas become Impassable by truck, and construction equipment, including cranes, which prevent 
Contractor from perfomung Work and from perftmn1ng Turbine erection amv.itios involving 
cames or other liftina devices. Weather Days wDl be d«terrnined in incrementB of Half-Day 
Periods. A "Half.Ilg Period" means either (l) a pmiod commencing at 7:00 AM and endins at 
1 l:S9 AM, or (ii) a period commencing at 12:00 PM and ending at ~:00 PM. no 7:00 AM and 
12:00 PM oommencmnoat times for a Half-Day Pedods are each consldmed to be "Mm,nmmt 
!!mm"; provided that the Parties may, tiom time to time, mutually agree upon allmudive 
Measuteme\lt Times. At any Measurement Time, Contractor may examine the wind speed data 
and weather forecast lnfonna1ion. as regards a Project Site condition involving high wlnd speeds, 
driving min. Ugbtaing, snow, fog and visibility, or lee acomnulatlon, and detemdne whether a 
Weather Day condition oxists or is likely to ocour during the Half-Day Period ID question. 
"Weather Delay'' means, in the case where there is a single occmrence of consecutive 
Weather.Days and when eaob such Weather Day is cauaed by the same c:onditioa or event (such 
consecutive Weather D&)'S, for the purposes of this cleflnitlon. referred to as a UW@dpm: Day 
~ that number of consecutive Weather Daya dmiq such Weather Day Pedod occmrlna 
~~~~~rmsecutiveWeatherDaystooccurm~Weather~~-
"Worl<' has the meaning set forth in Section 3,1'd). 
ARTICLE II 
INTBRPR.BTATION 
2.1 Article.,. Sections and Bxhlbits.. Refemnces to Articles. Sections an'1 F.xblbits aud 
Appendices unless o1henrise inclicated. are to Articles ~ Sections of, Exblblti and Appendices 
to this Agreement. 'l.'he Bxhlbits haeto and die Appendices thereto fonn an inteaml part of this 
Agteement. 
2.2 HeacliDeJI. 'Ihe bmuUnp to Amcles, Sections. Bxhlblta and Appendices of this 
Agieement are for C?UC of reference only and shall not in any way affect Its construction or· 
lntetprotatfon. 
2.3 Reference. Unless the contoxt otherwise Glearly requires: (a) references to the 













include the pllJial, and vice versa; {o) the terms "hereof," "herein." "hereunder," "heretot and 
similar terms refer to the entim agreement in which they appear (moJudlng any attachments, 
schedules, annexes, exbl'bits and appendices 1o such agreement) and not to eny particular 
provision of such agreement; (d) references to a "day" shall mean a calendar day, amless the tenn 
"Business Dayt is used; (e) refeioences to a Party shall be deemecrto include ief'erences to its 
successoxs and permitted assigns; (t) the terms "include" and "including" shall be deemed to be 
followed by the words "without limitation101 whether or not so followed; (g) unless otherwise 
stated, where a period of time is specified to nm from or after a given day or the day of an act or 
event, it is to be caloulated exclusive of such day. and where a petlod of time is &peeified as 
commencing on a given day or the day of an act or event. it Is to be calculated Jnclusive of stmh 
day; and (h) a reference to time is a reference to the time in effect in the State of Idaho, unless 
otherwise indicated. 
3.1 Scope ofWork. 
ARTICLBfil 
THBWORK 
(a) Commencing on the Commencement Date, Contractor shall 
peifonn the scope of wodc set forth in Bxhlbjt A-1 and its obligations under and pmsuant to this 
. Agreement and the other Contract Doeuments. Contractor shall provide, fumlsh and perform on 
a single point responsibility basis' all necessaty design, engineering. procurement, supplies. 
vehicles, t:ransportatlon, equipment, materi~s, consumables, supervision, installation, erection, 
construction. labor, personnel, qualify ~oe and inspeetion, and testing and other services, 
activities and work (including all correction, rectif1cation. remecllal, repair and replacement 
services, worlc, supplies and activities relating to defects, deficiencies in the' Worlc not 
conforming to the Requirements) that are required. necessary and appropriate for Contractor to 
deliver and install a fully complete, and timctionlng and operable, Balance of Plant pursuant to 
the terms of this Agreement and the other Contmct Documents, including the Technical 
Documents. Contmctor shall, among other things. (i) fbmish or procure, handle and store. as 
necessmy. all materials, equipment machinery, tools, consumables, labor and 1ranSporlation; 
("n') ped'orm the consttuction, supervision. administration and other services and items desaribed 
in the Contract Documents; {'Iii) perfol'Dl the engineering and design services as set forth in the 
Contract Documents; (iv) perform the testing services required desori'bed ln the Contract 
Documents; and (v) perform ~ control checks, inclucllng inspection, of all materials, 
services and equipment to be used or incorporated into the Balance of Plant. and ~ection of 
those items determined not to be in compliance with the Requiremen1s. 
(b) After Turbine Mechanical Completion of each Turbine. Contractor 
shall, if requested by Owner, provide advisory assistarroe in connection with the electrical and 
communications aspects of the opmation and maintenance of such Turbine. Contractor shall 
provide all necessary and sufficient expenencect personnel having the requisite expertise for the 
prompt performana, of any conection. rectification. remedial, repair and replacement wmk 
required in accordance with this Agreement. . . 
3.2 Complianoo. Contractor shalt ensure that tbe Work confonns to, and Is in 











Applicable Standards, Contractor Permits, Owner ~ and any requirements of applicable 
insurance policies r~ under this Agreement (collectively, "'Requirements"). Contractor 
covenants and agrees that all individnals and entitles who will perfonn or be in charge of 
professional, archltectural, design and engineering services for the Wodc shall have experience 
with the type of Wolk being undertaken am !!halJ be duly licensed to pmtice under the 
-Applicable La.ws of the jllrisdiction in which the Wodc is 1~ Slniilarly, all construction 
services shall be undertaken: and performed by qualified construction contraotors, vendors and 
suppliers that are licensed as may be required by Applicable Law. 
(a) The Parties aeknowledge aruf agree that this Agreement is a firm · 
and lump-sum price and time certain, single polnt responsibility contract (subject to adjustment 
in accordance with the terms heieof) for the Balance of Plant. and Contractor's obligation to 
provide, furnish and perform its services, activities and work under this Agreement includes 
Contractor providing Owner with a fully completed and fwtctio .. Balance of Plant, complete 
in every detail, within the time and for the purpo.,cs specified iii the Comraet Documents and 
meeting the Requirements and to do and fumish to Owner ever,ything in connection therewith: 
(b) The foregoing described obligations, wad<, services, tasks, 
activities and responsibilities of Contractor are more fully set forth in this Agreement, the 
Tecbnical Documents and the other Contract Documents. and arc herein collectively referred to 
as the "1lm:I(; except that the Work speoitloally excludes the supply of the Turbines, the Project 
Interconnection Facilities and other Owner respansibiUties set out in Article V or otherwise 
agreed to by the Parties in writing (such equipment and activities, the "Excluded Work") and as 
used in any Contract Document thetenn "Work" shall mean to exclude the Excluded Wad<. 
(c) F.xccpt as otherwise expressly provided in this Agreement, 
Conttactor agrees and acknowledges that it shall pcrfonn all of its obligations and 
responsibilities under the Contract Documents at its own risk, cost and expense. 
(d) Except as otherwise expressly provided in tbls Agreement, 
Contractor shall be responsible for providing, or causing the provision of; design, engineering. 
procurement, erection and construction services, activities and wodc, and personnel and labor, 
and all equipment and materials (and components thereof) and Contt:actor's equipment, and any 
other items not specifically descdbcd in this Agreement, the Technical Documents and the other 
Contract Documcats, if it reasonably may be Inferred in accoidance with Prudent Industry 
Practice that the providing, or causing the provision, of services, activities, work pelSODJlel. 
labor, equipment, materials and items was contemplated es part of the Work or is necessary in 
order for Contmtor to satisfy the guanmtees and the warranties set forth 1n this Agreement and 
to make the Balance of Plant capable of mnmioning or petforming as specified in the Tedmlcal 
Docmncnts and any other Contract Docwnent or as otherwise neceswy in Older to comply with 
the Requirements. W'J.thout limitation to 1be foregoing, 'Wherever th1s Agreement and/or the 
other Contmct Documents descn'bes any portion of'the WOik in geaeml terms, but not complete 
in detail. Conttaotor agrees that the Work shall include any incidental work, activitio.,. tasks and 
services which may be xessonably .inferred as required or necessary to complete and render 
operable the Balance of Plant in accomance with the terms and conditions of the Contract 
Documents, and Owner shall have no obligation or responsibility (except es specifically set forth 




(e) Work undertaken, equipment and materials ('mcluding components 
thereof), Contnlctor1s equipment. labor and personuel, and additional items provided pursuant to 
this Agreement shall not give rise to any adjustment in the Contract Price or any Contract Time 
or any other term of this Agreement,, except pursuant to a Change Order agreed to pursuant to the 
terms of Article IX or pmsuant to Section 13.llb} or Section 13.2, or as otherwise allowed 
putSUant to the temis of this Agreement. and shall be included in and comprise the Work for all 
pmposes of this Agreement. 
(t) The Work identified and perfbmled by the Contmtor under the 
following Limited Notices to Proceed, inelude: Notcm Butte LNTP #1, dated July 25, 2011; 
Notch Butte LNTP #2, dated December 14, 2011; Lava Beds LNTP #1, dat.ed August 1, 2011; 
Lava Beds LN1P #2, dated December 14, 2011; Jack Ranch LN1P #1, dated August 2, 2011; 
Jack Ranch LNTP #2, dated Oetober 9, 2011; Jack RanchJidaho Six Winds LNTP #3, dated 
December 14, 201 Iall as more specifically set forth in Exhibit A-3, Appendices 1-7, Limited 
Notice., to Proceed, is and shall comprise patt of the Work for purposes of this Agreement and 
the terms and eonditions of this Agreement shall govem the performance and execution of such 
Work, including scheduling and payment. 
3 3 Coopmation with Spate Contractors; Cooperation with Financing Parties. 
(a) Conttactor recognizes and acknowledges that consultants, advisors, 
Separate Contractors and Owner's personnel have been, and may be, engaged by Owner to 
advise Owner and to ped'orm services and work at the Project Sites and/or with regard to the 
Project, and that coDSUltants &lid advisors (including the Financing Parties' independent 
engineer) may be engaged by the Financing Parties to advise with respect to the Project. 
Contractor shall cooperate with such consultant"s. advisors, Separate Contractors and personnel 
and coordinate its activities with the activities of such Persons. 
(b) Contractor acknowledges that Owner is seeking financing fur the 
Project. Contractor agrees to cooperate with Owner in good faith in order to satisfy the 
reasonable requirements of Owner's financing ammgements, including, where appropriate and 
reasonable, the execution and delivery of documents or instnunents necessary to aooomrnodatc 
such flnancing a:aangements. Owner agrees to pay all documented and reasonable costs incurred 
during the term of this Agreement, in connection with satisfying the requitements of Owner's 
finsncing arrangements, Including all documented and reasonable attorney's fees. Contraotor 
and Owner also acknowledge that the Financing Parties may require Owner to provide the 
independent engineer for the Financing Parties with certain reasonable participation and review 
rights with respect to Contraaor's performance of the Work.. Contractor acknowledges and 
agrees that such reasonable participation and review rights shall consist of the right to: (i) enter 
the Project Sites and inspect the Worlc upon reasonable notice to Contractor, (ii) attend all start• 
up, testing completion procedures; and (iii) review and approve items and Change Orders for 
which Owner is requked by the Financing Parties to obtain the ·concurrence, opinion or a 
certificate of the Independent' engineer acting for the Financing Parties or of the Fmancing 
Parties pursuant to the Financing Documents so long as SllCh review and approval rights do not 
alwr tho rights or impose additional obligations on Contractor. Nothing in this Seotion 3.3 shall 
be deemed to require Contractor to agree to any amendments to this Agreement that would 
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AR.TICLBIV 
OBNERAL DUTIES AND OBUGATIONS OF CONTRACTOR. 
4.1 ~ · 
(a) Contmc:tor shall pay or o1herwise be responsible for (a) all aa1es 
and use Taxes on consumables (lnoludln& tiael. oll and gmase for constmctioD cquipm.eat), 
construct:lon equipmmt, oftlce supplies. office equipment. tooJa, rental eqqipmeat 1111d llmJIOratY 
constmction matrria1s used In the Wodc, (b) all govammeatal fees imposed upon Omtmclm 
Permits and (c) all sales aml use taxes for consmnabJes (including, fuel. oil and grease tbr 
construction equipment), constraction equipment. office supplies, offiee equipment, tools, rental 
equipment and temporary construction materials provided or perfo1m.ed by Subcontractms. The 
Contract Price does not include any sales and use Tax other than as described in this Section 4J. 
(b) Contractor shall DOt file any claims for rebates or reiimds of sales 
or use taxes (coUeatlvely, '"Sales and Use Tax llpbatea") with xespect to 1he WOik. In addition, 
to tac extent ColltractDr niceives any Sales and Use Tax Rebates with mspect to the Wade, 
Contractot sbal1 pmmptiy pay all amounts of sum rebates or mt\mds to Owner. Conlrar.tm 
agrees to coopemte wl1b and asslst Owner with mspaat ID obtaining Sales and Use 'fax Rebatm 
with mspcctto die Wmk. 
4.2 Contractor's Project M@naseI. Contractor shall appoint a single representativD to 
act on Contractor's behalf as its manager and OOO!dinamr of the Work and In respect of the 
Co.ntract Documents ~Contractor's Prgjept Mana.pt"). Conttactor's Projeu Manager shall (a) 
act as the liaison for Contractor's communications with Owner, (b) be responsible for pioviding 
all rq,orts. notices and intbmlation due under the Cantraot Documents to Owner, and (c) have 
authority to act on behalf of Con1mctor and sball have the experience and aD1horlty to mab 
immediate decisions -and take aotions on behalf of Calltractor at any Pmject Site. AD 
communications given to or received from Conlmctor's Prqject Manager shall be biadins on 
Contractor. Contmctur'a Project Manager sball ooominate an activities of Contnator inclvdJng, 
but not limited to, mportiDs activities and comm~on activities. The following mdMclua1 
(or such other Penon approved in writing by Owner) shall perform the role of Contmctor's 
Project Manager with respect to Contractor's ped'mmance of the Work: Brad Bormann. 
4.3 Subcontractors. 
(a) Contractor may locate and pmcare the services of subconuactoll, 
consultants. vendors, or suppllers {collectively, "Suhqpmpctm'§") which In ContmcfDr's 
reasonable jqdgment may be necessary to complete tbo WOik. Contmc1Dr shall msme 1Jlld all of 
its Subcontmclms dlscharp their respective obligadnns In compliance with the Jhquhements. 
No Subcon1mctor Js Intended t.o be nor sbalJ be deemed to be a lbbd padJ beneficlmy of 811)' 
Contract Docmnent Contractor shall not enter into any aubcoD1lact for servkcs, equipmout, 
supplies or materials or 9ther items valued at more than one hundred thousand U.S. dollars 
($100,000.00) .with a Subcontractor that is not listed in F,xhibit N without <>wner-s prior 
approval, which shall not bo unreasonably witbhcld or delayed. All subcontracts between 
Contmctor and the Subcontract.ors !dentit1ed on Exhibit N and any Subcontractor approved by 




Contractor shall use commercially reasonable efforts to ensure that each Major Subcontract 
includes (i) an indernnmcatlon provision in favor of the Owner Indemnified Parties at least as 
favorable to the Owner Indemnified Parties as those indemnities set forth in Article 17 and (U) 
confidentiality requirements substantially s1milar to those contained in Section 22.16. Owner 
shall have t.he right. upon written request. f.o receive promptly from Conlractor a copy of any 
Major Subcontract, equipment specifications, performance guaranty data and war:rantie.\ as well 
as a copy of all shop and field performance test reports, and vendor field representative reports, 
with respect to Work perfimned under or pursuant to a Maj~rSubcontract. 
{b) All Sabcontractors shall be appropriately llcemed to perform the 
wolk required of them under their subcontract with Contractor. Withln fifteen (1 S) days of the 
Effective Date, Contmctor shall give Owner written notice of the name of each Sabcontraotor 
which Coli.tractor intends to select to perform any aspect of ~e Work and shall furnish to Owner 
for approval such information coneerning such SUbconttaetor as is nccessmy to enable Owner to 
determine compliance with the Requirements and other n:quirements of this Agreement, 
including (i) a brief description of the subcontract work to be performed by suoh Subcontractor 
(mcluding those listed on Bxhlbit N), (i1) a tecbnlcal analysis of such Subcon1ractor's bid 
(excluding price), (Iii) documented evidence, satisfactory to Owner, of insmance meeting the 
requirements of this Agreement, and (iv) such other infonnation as rnay be requested by Owner. 
(c) Contractor shall require all Subcontractors to perform their work in 
confotmity with all applicable provisions of the Contract Documents, an~ notwithstanding any 
approval by Owner of any Subcontractor, subcontmct or purchase order, as the case may be, 
Contractor shall be responsible for and warrants the work and services of all Subcont.ractors as if 
performed by Contractor. Any approval by Owner shalt not relieve Contractor of any of its 
duties. responsibilities, obligations, warranties or liabilities under any Contmct Docmnent. · 
(d) No subcontract or purchase order. shall bind or purport to bind 
Owner but shall contain a provision pennitting assignment thereof (mcluding assignment of 
warranties) to Owner upon Owner's w.ritten iequest (mcluding pursuant to Section 14,2.4) 
without the consent of the counterparty to the subcontract or purcbue ordet. Conttactor shall 
include in all sabcontracts and purchase orders the right of unilateral written termination by 
Contractor of all or a portion of such subcontract 01' purchase oi:der and, if requested by Owner, 
shall exercise such right of termination. Each subcontract and purchase order shall also state that 
in the event of a total or partial termination, Subcontractor may ~ only 1ts properly supported 
out-of-pocket costs plus a reasonable amount to compensate Subcontractor for demonstrably (to 
Owner•s satisfaction) related charges for the terminated portions. In addition, such subcontract 
and purchase order shall state that title to materials or pattially completed work whose full costs 
are lncluded in the tem:dnation charges sball pass to Contraetor-01' Owner, as Owner shall ~ 
and that Contractor shall advise Subcontractor whst disposition shall be made of such materials 
orwork. 
(e) Contractor shall pmm.ptly advise Owner In wrltlng of any 
Subcontractors which arc fn defaull under the tenns of their subcontracts or purchase orders. as 
the case may be. Contmctor shall not make any payments to any Subcontractor who may be in 
default, unless in Contrmots reasonable judgment such payments aro required to cause such 




(t) Contractor shall promptly pay, In aocotdance with the tcnns and 
conditions set forth In the relevant suboontmct, each Subcontractor the amount to which such 
Subcontractor is entitled. provided, that Contractor shall not pay any Subcontmctor in full until 
such Subcontraotor has issued a certificate or release satisfactory to Owner tha1 such subcontract 
or purchase ol'der has been fully perfonned and that no property used In c:onnectlon with the 
Work is subject to any unsatisfied Lien as a RSUlt of the perfonnanee or non-perfomumee of 
suoh Subcontractor. Eaoh such subcontract shall require the Subcontractor thereunder tb make 
timely payments to its laborers, suppliers and subcontraetols. 
(g) Prior to the engagement or hire of any subcontractor, Contractor 
shall provide Owner . with the tbll name, address, telephone and email contact details. 
Subcontmctor's lioense number and proof of Subcontrantor's license, pettDit or authority to 
perform wol'k in the state of Idaho for such Subcontractor, and such other information relative to 
such Subcontractor as Owner may reasonably request; and Contractor shall also provide Owner 
with a copy of eaoh agreement (excluding the prlce) between Contractor and each of its 
Subcontractors. In the event of. termil!ation of this Agreement pursuant to ruticle XIV, 
Contractor sball deliver a copy of each such agreement related to such Project Site to Owner with 
prlee so that Owner can decide whether or not to exercise its right of assignment. 
(b) Contractor shall perform and carry out Its obligations under and 
pursuant to its subcontracts with Subcontractom in order to tacmtate the timely completion of the 
Work without unnecessary disputes and complications. Contractor shall retain Subcontractors 
(and shall cause its Subcomractors to retain subcontmctms). whether they employ union or non-
union personnel, as ls appropriate to maintain labor harmony at the Project Sites, and to the 
extent possible, to avoid strikes. lockouts and other labor distm:bances. 
(i) 'f o the extent that Subcontractors' warranties and other third party 
component warranties exoeed the Warranty Period provided by Contractor under this Agreement, 
Contractor shall ensure that such warranties fiom the Subcontractor may be freely assigned to 
Owner at the end of Contractor's Warran1¥ Period under this Agreement, without consent or 
approval, upon notice to the Subcontractor or third party. Subcontmctors' warranties shall be 
automatically assigned to Owner in the event of a default by Contractor hereunder. Contractor 
shall be responsible for enforcing and shall piomptly enforce all warranties of all Subcomraotors 
through Contractor's Wmanty Pedod under this Agreement. If the stated term of any such 
Subcontractors• warranties ls less than the term of Contractor's Warranty Period under this 
Agreement. the scope and term of Contmc:tor's Warranty Period under this Agreement shall not 
be diminished or otherwise affected thereby. Contractor's failute to obt.aln sufficient warranties 
from Subcontractors shall not in any way hnpair or liplit Contractor's obligation to pmvide the 
Warranties hereunder with respect to any equipm~ materials or seivices supplied by or Work 
perfonned by Subcontractors. 
4.4 Contractor Permits and ApJnpvals; Comp11f111so with J4w. Contmctor shall. .and 
shall cause Its _Subcontractors to, at lta or Its Subcontractors• cost, apply for, bbtain, :maintain aD4 
pay for all Contmctor's Permits. Wi1h1n forty.f'm (45) days of the Commencement Date, 
Contractor shall provide Owner with copies of those Contractor Permits listed In f&hibit C and 
shall provide Owner with copies of all other~-Pemdts as and when they are requited to 




activities related to the Work are conducted in compliance with all Applicable Laws. including 
compliance with all tenns and conditions oontained within the Contractor Permits and OWner 
Pennits. 
4.5 lnm,ection of the Work by Owp.er. During the term of this Agreement, Contractor 
shall permit Owner, the Financing Parties and each of thcir,representati.ves and cngineen to 
Inspect the Work and the progress of the Work in order to verify compliance with the 
Requirements and to maintain pmonn.el at the Project Sites for such pnpose, provided however, 
that except as otherwise permitted herein, neither Owner. the F.immcing Parties, nor any of their 
representatives or enginem sbal1 delay or otherwise Interfere with Contractor's timely 
completion of the Work. Contractor shall permit Owner, the Financing Parties and each of their 
representatives and engineers to inspect the Wmk so as to be able to delwer such certificates as 
to the adequacy and conformey of such Work as Owner and the Fmancing Parties may require. 
Such inspection shall be at Owner's sole cost and expense. Owner, or its representative, agent, 
advisor, conswtant., inspector or engineer, shall have full right and authority to stop or suspend 
any work or acti.vey of Contractor or Subco11tractor i( sueh work or activity is not in compliance 
with any Requirement; and any such stoppage or suspension shall not entitle Contractor' to any 
Change Order. Owner and its 1epiesentatives shall have access to all test procedures, test reports 
and data related to the Work. Any inspection of any part of the Work by Owner or any of its 
representatives or the Financing Parties shall in no wr, relieve Conttactor of its obligations, 
duties and responsi'bility to perform the Work in BCCK>.Riancc with the Contract Documents. 
4.6 ~. Contractor shall comply with all Applicable Laws relating to safety and 
shall take all reasonable actions to avoid injury, Joss or damage to Persons or property by taking 
reasonable steps to protect employees and other Pemons et each Project Site. materials and 
equipment stored at each Project Site or off-site locations for use in peiformance of the Work, 
and the Project and all property located at each Project Site and a<fiacent to work areas, whether 
or not said property or structures are part of the Project or involved in 1he Work. Contmctor 
shall undertake such actions as provided for by and comply with the Safety Plan. Contractor 
shall cooperate and coordinate with all other contractots at each Project Site on safety 
precautions at1d programs for the Project Contractor shall report immediately ln writing all 
significant accidents and iajurles occurring at any Project She related to the Work or in the 
performance of the Work to Owner. When Contractor is required to file an accident report with 
any Oovemmet1tal Authority, Contractor shall furnish a copy of the report to Owner. Contractor 
shaU comply with the requirements of any Govemmental Authority having jurisdiction over the 
safety related to the Wolk, any Project Site or Contractor. Contraetor's responsibility for safety 
under this Section 4.6 is not Intended In any way to relieve Owner of its own contractual and 
legal obligations and respollSl'bility for (i) complying with all Applicable Laws, induding those 
related to health and safety matters, and (Ii) conducting activities within Contraw>r's work areas 
in accordance with Section S. t 1. 
4.7 Englneenns and Design. 
(a) Contractor warrants that prior to the Effective Date, it has ehecked 
and carefully consideted the Technleal Documents and bas found them to be proper, adequate 
and suitable for fulfilling the Work. Contractor shall demgn and engineer the Work by preparing 
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and calc;ulations) in computer readable and written forms and format as are necessary fQt 
Contractor to engineet" and design the Balance of Plant and perform the Work (the ~ 
Documpation"), Prior to submitting the De.tign Documentation to Owner pursuant to Section 
iJfi?1 Contractor shall engage Comractor•s Engineer to review, and confirm its acceptance and 
approval of, the Design Documentation ft'lating to all roads. foundations, Underground 
Collection Systems, Overhead CoUection Systems. IDgh Voltage Substation, SCADA and fiber 
optic: cabling, which shall bo within the scope of work set forth in gxtuoit A-1. 
(b) W1thin forty-five (45) days (or such other period of time as the 
Parties may mutually agree upon) after the Commenc:ement Date, Contractor sball submit to 
Owner all Design Documentation it prepares along with any and all engineer's ieviews and 
rq,orts from Contractor's Engineer regarding any Design Doc:mnentatioa. Owner may within 
fifteen (IS) Business Days provide comments on any Design Docwnentation, and, in the event 
Owner does not provide comments within suc:h time period. Owner shall be deemed to acc:ept 
such Design Documentation. Comractor shall reasonably c:onsider Owner's commen1s on any 
Design Documentation. If Contract.or amends or modifies any Design Do~n, ,Ocluding 
as result of any Ownets eomments, it shall resubmit the same to Owner and this Section 4.7(b) 
shall apply to such resubmitted Design Documentation. Notwithstanding any review and/or 
approval by Owner of any Design Doeurncntation, Contractor shall be responsible for and 
warranm the completene.u and accuraey of the Design Documentation necessaiy to engineer and 
design the Balance of Plant end pmorm the Wmk. Any approval of any Demgn Documentation 
by Owner shall not relieve Contractor of any of its duties, responsibilities, obligations, wmanties 
or liabilities under any Contract Document, and Owner shall not have any mponsibllity with 
res~ to any Design Documentation. 
(c) Contractor shall not eommencc the assembly, installation, erection 
or eonstruction of any part of the Work ooless and until it has submitted to Owner all Desiga 
Doeurnentatlon and eomplied wltb Spctlon 4,7lb). 
4.8 Prqiect Site Regulations. Contmctor shall eonduct all of its activities within the 
Construction Boundaries. Contractor and Omtractor's a.gems and employees as well as 
Suba>ntractors, Subcontractom' agents and employees, shall observe all pertinent and reasonable 
regulations and rules issued by Owner to Contracrtor as provided by Owner to Cont:rac:tor which 
are in effect at each Project Site, as the ease may be. regarding passes, badges and proper 
conduot on such Project Site. 
4.9 :Wmk Hours. Except for weeks in which a holiday occurs pursuant to Applicable 
Law, work homs will generally be five (5) days per week, ten (10} hours per day but may include 
Satuniays and/or Sundays or additional hours per day at Contractor's discietion and not 
inconsistent with Applicable Laws. 
4.10 Clean-Up. Upon completion of the Work. Contractor shall leave each Project 
Site, including storage areas, clean and free of waste matedals, trash, rubbish and debris arising 
out of tho Work. Conttactor shall, at all times charing the term of this Agreement, keep each 
Project Site and surrounding streets, properties and other areas free from acc:umulation of waste 
materials, trash rubbish, debris and other gafoage relating to the WOik or created by Contractor, 
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dust control measures, and prior to completion of the Work shall olean up. remove and properly 
dispose in accordance with all Applicable Laws of any such waste materlafs. tmsb, rubbish. 
debris and gmbage from and about the Project Site as well as remove all tools. equipment and 
materials, including Hazardous Substances, of Contractor or Subcontractors or other Pemons for 
whom they are responsible. Contractor shall, in accordance with Applicable, Law, properly and 
regularly dispose of unneeded soil, gravel and other materials med, generated or excavated in the 
performance of the Wolk. Prior to eadl Project Site Final Completion, Contract.or shall remove 
from the relevant Project Site all tools, equipment, machinery, surplus materials. waste materials 
and rubb~ and shall clean all surfaces (mcluding, without limitation, the blades and towers of 
the Turbines), remove all paint spots and other smears, stains or scuff marks, clean all equipment 
(to the extent cleaning is necessitated by or related to performance of tho Work) and otherwise 
leave the Project Site in a neat and clean condition. All waste disposal and ·other clean up shaD 
be performed, at a minimum, in accordance with all Applicable Laws. If Contractor fails to clean 
the Work and any Project Site as provided herein, then after five (S) days' written notice from 
Owner, Owner may do so and the cost thereof shall be payable by Contractor. 
4.11 Drugs, Alco\ol and Firearms. Contractor shall not pe.nnlt or allow the 
introduction or use of any firearms. illegal drugs or Intoxicating liquor upon any Project ~ite, or 
upon any of the grounds occupied, controlled, or used by Contractor or any Subcoaitractor or 
other Person for whom they are responsible in the ped'onnance of the Work. 
4.12 Existing Improvements and Facilities. Contractor shall protect and avoid the 
removal, alteration Ol' dam.age to existing improvements. facilities and equipment at each Project 
Site, except as is necessary to complete the Work In which case Contractor shall obtain the prior 
written approval of Owner. · 
4.13 Progress Meetings. Progress meetings shall be held upon request by Contractor 
or Owner, but in any event at least twice per month, at the relevant Project Site where Worlc is In 
progress as designated by Owner. Contractor sball cause its Contractor's Project Manager and 
Owner shall cause its Owner's Project Manager to ettend and participate ip. progress meetings. 
Contractor shall piepan, and distribute minutes of suoh progress meetings. Owner shall cause 
the Tutbine Supplier and the Separate Contmctors to attend any progress meetings to coordinate 
compliance with the Master Consttuction Schedule. Progress meetings may be utilized to 
address any delays. unusual conditions. or critical items which have affected or could affect tb.e 
progress of the Wolk, and to consider any oth~matteror subj~tofrelevanceto the Work. 
4.14 Turbine Delivery. 
(a) Contractor shall coordinate the delivery of the Tmbines with the 
Turbine Supplier in accordance with the Turbine Supplier Delivery Schedule. If the Turbine 
components are delivered out of sequence from that set forth in the Turbine Supplier Delivery 
Schedule, delivered to the wrong Project Site, or the Turbines are missing components, or if the 
Turbines are not dcllvered in accordance with the Turbine Supplier Delivery Schedule, and such 
event materlally and adversely affects Contractor's assembly of the relevant Turbine in 
accordance with the Master Construction Schedule, Contractor may be entitled to request a 
Change Order. If a Tum~e (or any part thereof) is deliveted to the relevant Project Site befme 









2:00 PM Mountain Standard Tim~ it is at Contractor's sole discretion to. unload that day; fidling 
~ it shall unload the following day before 2:00 P .M. Contractor wlll .not accept Turbine 
deliveries on any Sunday unless previously agreed to by it. Durlng the period from the 
acceptance of the delivery of any Turbine (or any part thereof) at a Project Site until the 
assembly, insta.Dation and erection thereof; sueh Turbine (or any part thereof) shall be stoted and 
protected at such Project Site in accordance with Prudent Industry Practices and . the 
Requirements. 
(b) Contractor shall bear demurrage charges in accordance with the 
Turbine Demurrage Rate Schedule if it fails to unioad the Turbines bi accordance with ~ 
4.14(a), provided, that. Contractor shall not be respo11S1ole for any dem.unage charges in the 
event the Turbine Supplier delivers more than eight (8) Turbines per week (with each such week 
beginning on Monday). 
(c) Contmctor shall coordmate and communicate with the Turbine 
Supplier regarding the delivery of the Turbines and the Turbine Supplier Delivery Schedule such 
that Contractor is informed during the period leading up to the delivery of each Turbine of the 
proposed timings and. expected amvaJ of the Turbine at the relevant Project Site and shall 
aecordingly schedule its activities for receipt and unloading the Turbine. If Contractor has any 
questions regarding the assembly, erection or installation work, Contractor shall obtain Turbine 
Supplier's written instrudlons. Contractor shall comply with the reasonable instmetions 
provided by Turbine Supplier. 
4.15 Turbine Erection and Installation. Contraetor shall assemble, eteet and install 
each Turbine and intercomiect such Turbine to the Underground Collection System, which shall 
then be connected to the disconnect switch at the top of the power pole for the Project Site, in 
a«ordance with the Technical Documents and perfonn all other wOik n.ecessmy to achieve 
Turbine Mechanical Completion of each Turbine. Contractor shall be zesponsible for procuring 
all the supplies, materials and components (excluding the Excluded Wmk) necessary for its 
performance of the foregoing. Contractor shall install Fedeml Aviation Admluistration lighting 
on the Turbines as specified in the Turbine Supplier Installation and Erection Manual 
4.16 As-Built Drawing. Contractor shall deliver to Owner the As-Built Drawings 
wlth respect to eaeh Projeet Site within thirty (30) days following achievement of Project Site 
Substantial Completion of such Project Site and. In any event, no later than Project Site Final 
Completion of such Project Site if it occurs within such thirty (30) day period. Colltractor shall 
deliver to Owner the As-Built Drawings with respect to the mgh Voltage Electrical System 
within thirty (30) days following achievement of ltigh Vol1age Electrical System Substantial 
Completion and. in any event, no later than IDgh Voltage Electrical System Final Completion if 
it occurs within such thirty (30) day period. 
4.17 Access Road§. Contmctor shall design. procure materials for, COllStruct and 
maintain the access roads within all Pro.)ect Sitts as contemplated In the Road and Staging Area 
Requirements and the other the Contmot Documents. all In accordance with tho Master 
Construction Schedale. The sf page, structural analysis and design of suoh access roads are tho 
respomibility of Contractor and shall confonn to the R.equitemonts, Road and Staging Arca 




acknowledges and agrees that such access roads may be used by other Pemons petfonning work 
at the Project Sites. After completion of the erection and cominissioning of the Tmbines. 
Conttactor shall repair all damage to such access roads resulting from the Work pedbnned by 
Contractor, any Subcontractor or any Persons for who they are responsible. 
4.18 Storage Areas. Contractor shall design, pennit. construct and maintain at each 
Project Site appropriate storage facilities and areas during the term of this Agreement for the 
Work. Contractor shall remove such facilities from each Project Site prior to Pioject Site 
Substantial Completion for such Project Site, except to the extent as may be agreed by the Parties 
or reasonably necessary for (i) the performance of the Work relating to the Punch List or fti) the 
use by Owner or Separate Contractors (as notified by Owner to Contractor). 
4.19 Reporting. Contractor shall submit to Owner a monthly progress report in a form 
to be mutually agreed upon'by the Parties and..at such time as so agreed upon, to be attached 
hereto as Exhibit R that shall include. at a m.inim.um. a descrlpt1on of the progress of the Work 
and the status of the supply of goods, matmials and equipment necessmy for completion of the 
Work, a comparison of the actaal SGbedule of the Work with 1he Master Constmction Schedule, 
an evaluation of problems and deficiencies and a descrtptlon of any planned corrective action 
with respect thereto. and the status of obtalnhag the Contractor Permits or satisfying Contractor 
Pennits or Of;her requirements of Governmental Au1:horlties as to the Work. rr the a«ual 
schedule of the Work is behind the Master Completion Schedule and Owner so directs,· 
Contractor shall conduct appropriate planning and review meetings pursuant to Section 4.13 with 
representatives of Owner to review the status of the Work. Contractor shall promptly notify 
Owner in writing if at any time Contractor becomes awme: (i) of defects in the work. of any 
Separate Contractor at any Project Site. 1t being undemtood that Contractor is not mponsible for 
monitoring the progress oftbe Separate Contmctors; (h') of any events or occurrences that would 
ieasonably be likely to result in Confl.'actor failing to meet any milestone in the Master 
Construction Schedule or an increase in Contractor•s cost of performing the Work or which may 
aff"t the time requiied for Owner to perfortn any of its obligations under this Agreement or any 
Sepamte Contractor to perform its wo,x at any Project Site; or (lb) any issues with cooperation 
between Contmctor and/or any Subcontmctor. on the one hand, and any Sepmate Contractor. on 
the other hand Should any problem, emergenoy, strilce, injmy, work stoppage, or legal problem 
be anticipated, or any unantieipated event occur which might materially and adversely affect 
Contractor's ability to perfoim the Work and its obligations hereunder in a timely manner, 
Contractor shall promptly prepare and deliver to Owner a written significant event report 
detailing all available infonnation ami steps being taken to correct such problem or event. 
4.20 Notification of Defects. Contractor shall give prompt notice to OWner of any 
defects, deficiencies or non-conformity in or poor quality or condition of design, wodanaosbip, 
equipment, components or parts of the WOik that it detects and shall promptly correct, RCtify, 
remedy, repair or replace samo. No such notice shall be deemed to cause a waiver or release of 
any of Conttactor's duties or obligations under tho C.OUtract Documents or of OWner's rights and 
remedies thereuDder. Contractor shall not bo ~ released or rellevecl of Uablllt¥ for any 
such defect, defidency or non-conformity In the W~ or for faillng ro perform the Wmk in 
accordance with tho Master Consuuctlon Schedule, or fidlhJs to correct, rectify, remedy, repair 
or replace sach defect, doflcico.oy or non-conformity. on account of providing such notice to 
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caused by an act ar omission of Contractor, &ibconf:mctois or Pemons fot whom they are 
responsible. 
4.21 Correction of Damages. Contractor sball, at its sole cost and expense, promptly 
co~ rectify, remedy, repair or replace any damage OE Joss to any Project Site aml Ill)' other 
property (mcluding, without limitation, smroumUng pa,pert.y and mads) to the emit cimed In 
whole or in part by Contmctor, a Subcontractor or o1her 1cnons for whom they am respcmsible. 
Prior to the date a Pmjeot Site acbleves Project Site Subslantla1 Comp~ ContnalDr shall, at 
its sole cost and apmse. (i) com:ct. teetify, iemecly, repair or replace any part af the Wmk at 
such Project Slt.e that ls non-conforming, defective ar deficient, or ceases to perform the 
operation or function for which it was designed. reganiless of the stage of its completion or the 
. time or place of discovery of such non-confarmi1;y1 defect, or deficiency and regardless of 
whether Owner has prevlouslY. .inspected or aocepted such Work through oversight or otherwise 
(or Owner has specifically aocepted such condition In writing) and (li) satisfactmily correct, 
rectify, remedy, mpair or remove and replace any damage caused by Coatmctor or its 
Subccm.tmctms or o1bor Per&0ns for whom they ma nspanslble to (a) other work and (b) land or 
other smiounding areas or Improvements n:sultlq dmefavm. 
4.22 ~ RlgbtRegamingDefecliyc; Wade. 
(a) Owner sball have the right amt the authority to reject Work whim 
is defe¢ive or deficient, or which otherwise does not confimn to the Contract Doc:mnents. If 
Contractor falls to perfonn the Work in accotdance with the Contract Doeuments and Contmotm 
does not commence and diligently putSUe a cure of such failure within seven (7) days after 
Owner's written notice to Conttactor of the same. Owner may. without ~ce to any other 
rights or remedies Owner may have, and with or without terminating this Agreement, correct 
such fidlme, and deduol an 8III01IDt equal to the cspendiblres reasonably incurred by Owner in so 
doing tiom amounts clue or to become due to Contmctor. Owner may also. by a wriatm 
directive. order Contractorto stop the Wmk. or any part1on thereof; Wldl the cause for such order 
bas been elimhvtect Hmwver, the right of Owner to atop tbe WOik shall neither give rife to a 
duty on the pmt of Owner to exercise this right fortbe benefit of Contractm or any o1her pm,son 
or entitr, nor relieve Contractor of any of its respansibfilties and obligations under or purswmt to 
~ls Agreement. In confirmation and furtheranco of tho foregoing, Contractor shall not have any 
claim for an increase In the Contmct Price or a Change Order due to stoppage in the Wodcucept 
as provided in Section 4,22(b). 
(b) Notwithstanding tho fotegolng, if OWner stops the Work eand it ls 
later detemllned that the Wmk was in fad In ccmformlty with the n,qahcmems fL this 
Agreement {and Owner bad no other just cause to stop the Wmk}. Contractor &ball ho outitled to 
request a CbaDp Older puraumt to Section 9.3 and tefmbmsed for coS1B lnamed by It for 
drmobiUzation and remoblJiudon. dbot costs. additional equipment rmtal and any other costs 
lncmred aa applicable. 
4.23 Landowner and Transportation Considerations. Contractor sbaU cooperate with 
Owner to address any and all reasonable concerns of owners or occupants of real pzoperty 
comprising or adjacent to each Project Site (each, a "Landowner"). Contractor shall not enter 











with any Landowner without the prior written consent of OWner (such consent not to be 
umeasonably withheld), and any such transaction entered Into by Contractor shall in no way be 
an ooligation of Owner. Contractor shall (and shaD cause its Subconlractors toJ carry out the 
Work at each Pmject Site In compliance with the land use restrictions set fo.ttb in Exhibit G-1. 
Land Use Resttictions .. Lava Beds, Rxhibit G-2, Land Use Restrictions • Notch Butte. and 
Bxht"blt G-3, Land Use Restrlcfdons - Cottonwood, Deep Cree~ Salmon Creek, and Rogerson 
Flats, and any applicable iestrictions or requirements set forth in any leases, easements or other 
real property agreements relatmg to such Project Sim and notified by Owner to Contractor 
(collectively, the "Landowner Provisiops") and so as not to intmfem ll1UeaSOll8bly, unnecessarily 
or Improperly with access to or use of private a;,ads, foo1paths or of properties of OWner or of 
any other Penon. Contractor shall liaise with Landowners and Oovemmental Authorities, and 
comply with requhements of applicable Landowner Provisions and Governmental Au1horities in 
relation to vehicular access to and egress from Project Sites. 
4.24 Site J.Ayout Exb,I"blt B-1 and Bxln1>it B-5. Appendix 3 ldenti:fies the loaltlons for 
the various portions of the Work for each Project Site. Contractor shall be strictly mponsible 
for the proper staking, layout, location, petfotntaDCe. and accuracy of the Im and levels 
required for the proper performance t>f the Work at each Project Site and for any loss or damage 
to Owner resulting from Contmctur's tailure .to properly perform the same. Contrac:tor mall 
undertake quality assumnce and quality control SUtVCying to verify the accuracy of such layout. 
If any changes of locations are required by Cotrtractor from those shown in Exhibit B-1 and 
Exhibit B-S, Appendix 3, such changes of locations shall comply with the Requirements and 
Contractor shall obtain written approval of Owner before beginning any Work at the new 
locations. Owner shall have the right to revise and/or amend Bxln"blt B: 1 at any time and from 
time to time upon written lllOtice to Contractor of such revisions and amendments. If 
Contmctor's cost or time to perform is increased or decreased by any such revision and/or 
amendment to F.xhibit B-1, then Contractor may request a Change Order Jn accordance with the 
procedures set forth in Article IX. 
4.25 Books and Records. Contractor shall keep and maintain such tbl1 ~ detailed 
. books, records and accounts as may be reasonably necessary fur proper financial management 
under this Agreement, includlng one set of records showing all payments made to Contractor by 
Owner. Such records shall be maintained for at least four (4) years after Final Payment to 
Contractor. At any reasonable time within four (4) yeam after Final Payment to Contractor, 
upon the request of Owner or its representatives, Contractor shall provide owner with QlP~ of 
such records (excluding any such records relating to overhead profit and labor costs) relating to 
(a) payments to Contractor for Work performed, (b) Taxes for which Contractor is liable and that 
are assessed or imposed on tine Work or (c) any n,gulatory or other proceeding related to the 
Work before a Govemmental Authority. If the audit determines that there has been an under or 
over payment, then the Party owing money shall pmmptlypaytho amount due, with lmerest. All 
lnfommtlon, books, records and accounta provided to Owner by Contractor pursuant to this 
Section 4,2S shall bo ~jact to the confidentiality requlremonts of Section 22,1§. 
AR.TICLBV 
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5.1 Site Access and Landowner Issues. Owner shall provide Contractor and its 
Subcontractors with access to the Project Site (m compliance with the Landowner Provisions) at 
all times necessary for performance oftbe Work. 
S.2 Landow:ti« Concerns. Subject to Section 4.23. OWner shall be responsible to 
handle any and all issues or conoems raised by Landowners related to the Project Site {except 
that Contractor shall be liable for any such issues arising from the breach or non-compliance by 
Contractor, its Subcontractor or other Persons for whom they are respoDSt"ble · of or with any 
Applicable Law or any Contract Dooument). 
5.3 Owner's P:rgject Manager. Owner shall appoint a single representative to act on· 
Owner's behalf as manager and coordinator in respect of the Contract Documents ~r's 
Project Manager"). Owner's Prqfect Manager shall act as the liaison fur Owner's 
commwtlcations with Comractor and Contrador's communications wlth Turbhle Supplier and 
other Separate Contractors. All written communications given to or received from Owner's 
Project Manager shall be bJndlng on Owner. 
S.4 Owner Re$J,onsibilities. Owner. at its sole cost and expense shall (a) acquhe the 
Turbines and proeure the Turbine S1Jpplier to deliver the Tmbines to the relevant Project Site, in 
accordance with the 'turbine Supplier Delivery Schedule (which shall be provided to Contmctoi 
in accordance with Sectlon22.19 herein): beginning attbe Lava Beds Project Site, not later than 
September 1, 2012 at the rate of not-less-than three (3) Turbines per week; and beginning at the 
Notch Butte Site, not later than Septmnber I, 2012 at the rate of not-less-than three (3) Turbines 
per week. and beginning at the Cottonwood, Salmon Creek. Deep Creek, and the Rogerson Flats 
Project Sites not later than June 30, 2012 at the rate of not-less-than five (5) Turbines per week; 
{b) coordinate the efforts and activities of Owner, other contmctors under Owner's control, and 
all other Persons on the Project Site perf'onning work on behalf of Owner with. the efforts and 
activities of Contractor to minimize interference with the performance of the Work; (c) continue 
to provide Contraotor access to the Project Site and sufficient space within the Project Site to 
enable Contractor to perform the Work in accordance with the Road and Staging Area 
Requirements; and (d) all other duties as set forth in the Division of Responsibility. 
5.4.1 .Qmm Review ofDocutnents. Owner shall have ten (10) Business Days after the 
receipt of documents to provide comments thereon, which comments shall be in writing. Owner 
shall review and return such documents to Contractor marked "Reviewed, No Comments," 
"Reviewed, With Comments," "Revise and Resubmit," or "Reviewed with Comments and 
Request for Change or Options." Owner's review shall be for the purposes of learning whether 
Contractor's deslgn and engineering work is in conformity with this Agreement., and Owner may 
require that the documents submitted to it be amended to meet the obligations of Contmctor 
hereunder. Review and comment by Owner shall not relieve Contractor of any of its 
responsibilities hereunder. If Owner fails to provide comments within sudi ten Business Day 
period, such failure shall be deemed a waiver of Owner's right to review said documents and 
said documents shall be deemed matked ~eviewed, No Comments." Any Sllbsequent review of 
the documents shall be completed by the Owner in the durations noted below. Subsequent 
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Upon Mum receipt of drawings and documents inarked "Reviewed, No Comments," and agreed 
to by Contractor, Contractor shall commence procurement, filbrlcation, manufacture. assembly, 
shipment, constructi~ or installation, as appllc:able. Use of the ~ "Reviewed, No 
Comments" shall not absolve or otherwise discharge Contractor ftom its responsibility to supply 
Work that complies with the requirement:s of this Agreement. 
Upon retum receipt of drawings and do~ents marked "Reviewed. With Comments" and 
agreed to by Contractor, Contractor shall incorporate into the drawings and documents. if 
applicable. the comments noted by Owner and resubmit for infmmation only within five (S} 
business days and Cootractor shall immediately commence procurement, fabrication, 
manufacture, assembly, shipment. construction, or installation, as applicable. If Contractor 
determines in good faith that it cannot incorporate Owner"s comments Into Contractor's 
drawings and documents without prejudice to Contractor's obligations under this Agreement, 
then Contractor shall so advise Owner in writing within ten (10) days of its receipt of Owner's 
comments. stating the reasons in reasonable detail. · 
Upon return receipt of drawings or documents marked "Revise and Resubmit," Contraotor shall 
Immediately take all necessary action to ieview such comments on the drawings or documonts, 
revise such drawings and documentation as applialble and resubmit its revised drawings and 
documents for infoanation onlly to Owner within five (S) business days and Contractor shall 
bnmed'iately commence procuretnent, fabrication, manufacture, assembly, shipment, 
constmction, or installa1ion, as appllcable. Upan return receipt of drawings or documents 
marked "Reviewed with Comments and Request for Change or Optiom," Contraetor shall 
immedlately take all necessary action the same as above "Reviewed. With Comments" along 
with pricing or a plan to obtain prlcing for Owner's requested changes or options. Such 
comments sball be considered a Change Order Request and the Change Order Request shl1l be 
handled In accordance with Article IX of this Agreement. 
If Owner makes comments to a document after the tqn (10) Business Day period has expired, or 
makes additional comments to previously reviewed documents, then such comments shall be 
considered as a new "Reviewed with Comments and Request for Change or Options" and 
Contractor shall be entitled to a Chmlge Order for any and all costs and Schedule impacts arising 
from such Comment or change required. When a drawing or document pieviously submitted by 
the Contractor is altered by the Contractor on Its Initiative or revised to alter features that had 
been previously incorporated due to Ownerts comment, it shall be resubmitted for review and the 
substance of the revision noted in the 1ranstnittal letter. Minor mvlslons shall be submitted to 
OwMr for Information as such revisions are issued. 
5.5 Owner Cau=t Delay. Notwithstanding anything contained herein to 1he contrary, 
If Owner fails to complete or satisfy its obligations set forth In Section SA pumuant to the terms 
of this Agreement. or if anyone under Owner's control, including the Turbine Supplier or other 
Separate Contractol'S, mil to complete any work required to bo pmfonned by or on behalf of 
OWner pursuant to this Agreement within the dates specified in Master Construction Schedule 
(and. in each case, provided such fal1urc is not attributable to any breach, non-perfonnance or 
non-comp.lianco by Contractor or any SUbcontm.ctor or any other Person for whom they are 





such Owner Caused Delay has a material and adverse delay to Contractor's abilli;y to achieve 
Project Site Substantial Completion, Contractor shall be entitled to request a Change Order 
pumuant to Article IX. 
S.6 Coordination ;wlth Tllt'bine Sypplier. Owner shall be responsible for the TurbJne 
Supplier being present at the Project Site during the installation attd erection of each Tud>ine. 
Owner shall be responsible for the Turbine Supplier providing qualified individuals during each 
Tutbine erection and to facilitate the inspections of such Turbine to occm ~ twenty-four 
(24) hours (or if such 24-howr period does not fall within a Business Day, then within the 
Immediately next Business Day) of CODtractor's notice to the Tud>ine Supplier and Owner of 
completion of sw:b erection. During such inspection, Contractor shall coordinate with the 
Turbine Supplier to complete the Turbine Supplier Installation Checklist. which is required by 
the Turbine Supplier as a part of the Turbine Supplier Installation and Ereotion ~ as set 
forth in Bxhibit D-3. which checklist shall be so completed onr.e it is signed by both Contractor 
and the Turbine Suppller. Owner shall procure the Turbine Supplier to Commission each 
Turbine within ten (10) Business Days after Contractor has successfully achieved Tumine 
Mechanical Completion of sucli Turbine pursuant to Sectlon 7.3. · 
S. 7 ~ Owner shall at its cost apply for, obtain and maintain all Ownor Pennits. 
Owner shall provide copies of such Owner Permits to Contractor. 
S.8 M@p and Smyey. Owner shall provide Contractor with all maps, surveys, and 
other site information necessary for Contractor to perform the Work, and Contractor shall, 
subject to Section 4.24, be entitled to rely on the accuracy and completeness of such iafonQation. 
S.9 Limited Notice to Proceed. Prior to issuance of a Notice to Proceed, Owner and 
Contractor agreed in writing to proceed with the Wmk as ldentified under the following Limited 
Notices to Proceed: Notch Butte LNTP #1, dated July 25, 2011; Notch Butte LNTP #2, dated 
December 14, 2011; Lava Beds LNTP #1, dated August 1, 2011; Law Beds LNTP #2, dated 
December 14, 2011; Jack Ranch LNTP #1, dated August 2, 2011; Jack Ranch LNTP #2, dated 
October 9, 201 l~ Jack Ranoh/Idaho Six Winds I.NTP #3, dated December 14, 2011, all as more 
specifically set forth in Exhibit A-3, Appendices 1-7 herein. Each Limit.eel Notice to Proceed 
specified the portion of the Work to be performed, authorized Contractor to begin performance 
of the Wolk, and specified the specific~ due Contractor for completion of that portion of 
the Work specified in the Limited Notice to Proceed and based on the Limited Notices to 
Proceed issued by the Owner, Contractor began wmk at these respective locations on or about 
the dates specified in the Limited Notices to Proceed. All other terms of this Agreement shall 
apply to the Lhnlted Notices to Proceed. Owner was entitled to and issued more than one 
Limited Notice to Proceed before ~ the Notice to Proceed. Any and all payments made 
under any Limited Notice to Proceed shall be applied towards and credited to the obligation of 
Owner to pay the Contract Price. 
S.l O ~ Owner shall pay any and all sales and use Taxes related to or arising out 
of the Turbines and any materials or equipment required to be famished pursuant to this 
Agreement by Owner to Contractor for tho performance by Contractor of the Wmk, includlng 
any and all sales and use Taxes (If any) that arc imposed on Contractor related to such installed 






perfonned by Owner or those Persons under its direction or control (but specifically excluding 
custom duties, import taxes and taxes on income to Persons other than Owner and excluding 
Taxes for which Contractor is n,sponsible pursuant to Section 4.1 Ca)), 
S.11 ~- Owner shall, and shall require its Separate Contractors to, cooperate with 
the Safety Plan and procure all its employees or representatives. or the employees or 
representatives of its Separate Contractors to participate in Contractor's site safety orientation. to 
the extent such individuals are in any way engaged within the worlc areas of Contractor. Owner 
shall also require a representative of Owner and its Separate Contractors to attend Contractor's 
dally site safety meeting during periods when they are engaged within Contractor's work area. 
Contractor shall cooperate with Owner in ensuring Project Site safety rules are implemented and 
enforced. To the extent Contractor and Separate Contractors are worlcing in close proximity with 
one another, Contractor shall provide a representative for safety meetings with Separate 
Contractors. 
S.12 Compliance with Laws. Owner shall comply with all Applicable Laws in 
perfonning its obligations under this Agreement. 
S.13 Turbine Locations. Owner will designate and provide the layout and setting of 
each Turbine. 
S.14 Project Interconnection Facilities. Owner shall notify Idaho Power Company that 
Contractor is authorlmi by Owner to communicate and coordinate with Idaho Power Company 
and its technical personnel with respect to the Project Interconnection Facilities. 
ARTICLE VI 
NOTICE TO PROCEED, SCHEDULE AND LIQUIDATED DAMAGES 
6.1 Notice to Proceed and Commencement. 
(a) Contractor shall promptly commence the performance of the WOik 
upon its receipt of the Notice of Proceed issued by Owner. The Parties agree that the Notice to 
Proceed shall only be valid if Owner presents therewith: (i) the certificate of insurance or policy 
of insurance evidencing insurance coverage for the All-Risk Builder's Risk insurance es required 
by Section 183.1; and (ii) evidence to Contractor the Project is financed in its entirety for 1000A, 
of the Contract Price. 
(b) Owner shall have no obligation to issue the Notice to Proceed and 
may do so at its option and discretion (subject to Section 6.Hc) and Section 13.2). 
Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in any Contract Document, Owner shall have no 
liability to Contractor, and Contractor shall have no claim against Owner, should Owner not 
issue the Notice to Proceed, except to the extent of Payment for Wodc perfonned by Contractor 
pursuant to any one or more Limited Notices to Proceed. 
(c) In the event that Owner does not issue the Notice to Proceed on or 
prior to January 31, 2012, the Parties shall ad°jUSt (I) the dates in the Master Construction 
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Schedule and (ii)the date "December 15, 2012" set forth in Section63(a)Ch) and the date 
"September 30, 2012.n set forth in Section 6.3(p}; on a day-for.day basis for eadi day occming 
after December 1S, 2012 and tmtil (but oxclnding) the dat.e of issuance by Owner of the Notice to 
Proceed. 
6.2 Master Construction Schedule. Contractor shall perform its Wolk in· accotdance 
with the dates and milestones described in the master construction schedule attached to this 
Agreement as Exhibit H. Appendices l-6 (the "Master Constraction SchedulQ"}, as such 
schedule may be revised at the request of Contmotor in an immaterlal manner and agreed to by 
Owner from time to time throughout the performance of the Project to accommodate changes 1n 
the sequence of activities by Comractor of the Work necessltBted by variable and adverse Project 
Site conditions to allow Contractor to achieve the Project Site Substantla1 Completion as 
required by this Agreement Contractor shall not be entitled to request a Change Order ( or 
aqjustment to Contract Price) as a result of any such agreed upon changes In sequence of 
activitles of Contmetor. 
6.3 · Liquidated Damages; Not a Penalty; Sole and .Exclusive Remedy. The Parties 
agree that it would be extremely difficult and impmoticable under the presently known and 
anticipated facts and eiroumstances to ascertain and fix the actual damages Owner would incrur 
should Contractor fail to achieve the dates set forth below Jn Sections 6.3Ca), and.-™. It ls 
understood and asreed by the Parties that (i) O\Wet' shall be damaged by the ~ure of 
Contractor to meet such obligations, (ii) it would be impsticable or extremely difficult to fix 
the actual damages tesUlting thereftom; (lb') any sums which would be payable under Segtions 
~ and/or §J.(Ql are in the nature of liquidated damages; and 110t a penalty, and are fair and 
reasonable under the circumstances and (Iv) each payment represents a teas0nable estimate of 
fair compensation for the losses that may reasonably be anticipated ftom such failure, and shall 
be the sole and exclusive measure of damages with respect to any such failure by Contractor (but 
without limitation of Collbactor' s obligation to achieve Project Site Substantial Completion or to 
otherwise complete the Work in accordance with the Master Construction Schedule). Once 
payment of the Liquidated Damages (set forth below in Sections 63(a), and §J!s.)} have been 
paid or the limits set forth in Section 12,1 have been reached, Contmctor shall be relieved of any 
further liability in respeet of the failure to meet the dates set forth below fn Sections 6.3(al, and 
~-Accordingly, the Parties agree that: 
(a) in the event that Contractor fails to successfully achieve Project 
Site Substantial Completion in accordance with Section 7.S for the Project Site on or prior to the 
earlier to occur of (i) the Guaranteed Project Site Substantial Completion Date for the Notch 
Butte Project Site and (h') December IS, 2012, Contractor shall pay to Owner as liquidated 
damages. and not as a penalty, the amount of one thousand two hundred twenty five U.S. 
Dollars ($1,225.00) per day of delay oommenoing in the c:ase of the Guaranteed Project Site 
Substantial Completion Date. the thirty-first (31st) day after ab date for each Tmblne located 
at the Project Site, provided that, commenolng the day bnrnecliately following the day that 
Project Site Substantial Completion for the Project SJte Is succes&tul1y achieved pursuant to 





(c) in the event that Contractor fails to successfblly energize the ffigh 
Voltage Substation and otherwise achieve High Voltage Electrical System Substantial 
Completion on or ptior to September 30, 2012 (the "High Voltage Electrical System Required 
Completion Datei, then Contractor shall pay to Owner as liquidated damage.,, and not as a 
penalty, the amount of ten thousand U.S. Dollars ($10,000.00) per day of delay (c.ommencing on 
the thirty-first (31 ~ day immediately after such earlier date to occur). . 
(d) The amou.nts set forth above in Sections 6.3la) and 6.3Cc} 
collectively, are referred to herein as the "Liquidated Damage,,". 
6.4 P@yment. The Liquidated Damages shall be due and payable by Contractor to 
Owner upon demand and, at Owner's sole discretion, Owner may offset any such Liquidated 
Damages against amoWJ.ts due from Owner to Contractor. Late paJ]lletlt.S of Liquidated 
~cres will accrue b.iterest at the rate set forth in Section 13.7. 
ARTICLEVIl 
ACHIEVEMENT OF COMPLETION OFPROJECf 
7.1 Foundatioo. Completion for a Turbine. When Contractor believes that .it has 
achieved Foundation Completion for a Turbine. Contractor shall so notify Owner with the 
submittal to Owner of a "Foundation Completion Certificate" in the form of ExhibitD-1, signed 
by Contractor's Project Mao.ager, applicable to such Turbine, stating the date of achievement of 
such Foundation Completion and identifying the Turbine for which the foundation has been 
completed. Owner shall review the relevant Wodc and the Foundation Completion Certificate to 
determine if Foundation Completion has in fact been achieved for such Turbine. Within three (3) 
Business Days after the receipt of the Foundation Completion Certificate by Owner, Owner shall 
either (a) notify Contractor that Foundation Completion for the identified Turbine has been 
achieved (in whlch case, such Fmmdation Completion will then have been successfully 
achieved) or (b) notify Contraotor that such Foundation Completion has not been achieved and 
stating the reasons therefore. Should Owner fail to respond to Contractor's notice within such 
three (3) Buslneu Day period, the COifCSPOnding Turbine shall be deemed to have saccessfu1ly 
achieved. Foundation Completion. In the event Owner provides written notice that Foundation 
Completion has not b• achieved. Contraotor shall, at its cost and expense. take action to 
concct, rectify, remedy, repair and/or replace any defective, deficient or non-conforming Work 
adversely affecting the achievement of Foundation Completion for smh Turbine. Upon 
completion of such corrective, rectification remedial, repair and/or ieplacement actions,. 
Contractor shall again notify e>wner'tbat it believes Foundation Completion has been achieved 
and the foregoing ~ in this Section 7.1 shall be repeated UDtil Foundation Completion 
bas in faet been successfully achieved for surh Turbine. 
7.2 Project Site Underground Collection System Completion. When Contractor 
believes that it has achieved Project Site Underground Collection System Completion for a 
Project Site, Contmctor shall so notify Owner with the submittal to Owner of a "Project Site 
Undergrpund Collection System Completion Certificate" in the form of Exhibit D-2, signed by 
Contractor's Project Manager stating the date of achievement of such Project Site Underground 
Collection S,stem Completion. Owner shall review the relevant Work and the Project Site 
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Collection System Completion has in fact been achieved for the relevant Project Site. W"ttbin 
three (3) Business Days after the receipt of the Project Site Undeiground Collection System 
Completion Certificate by Owner, Owner shall either (a) notify Contractor that Pmject Site 
Underground Collection System Completion for such Project Site has been achieved (m which 
case, such Project Site Underground Collection System Completion will then have been 
successfully achieved) or (b) notify Contractor that such Project Site Underground Collection 
System Completion bas not been addeyed end stating the reasous therefore. Should Owner fail 
to respond to Contra«or' s notice within such three (3) Business Day period, such Project Site 
shall be deemed to have successtblly achieved Project Site Underground Collection System 
Completion. In the event Owner provides written notice that the Project Site U.ndergmund 
Collection System Completion bas not been aohleved. Contmctor sbal1, at Its cost and expense. 
take action to correct, reotify, remedy, repair and/or replace any defective. deficient or non-
conforming Work advmsely affecting the achievement of Project Site Undergi:ound Collection 
System Completion for such Project She. Upon completion of such cmrective, rectification 
remedial. repair and/or replacement actions, Contractor shall again notify Owner that it believes 
Project Site Underground Collection System Completion has been achleved and the foregoing 
procedures in this Section 1.2 ~ be repeated until Project Site Underground Collection System 
Completion has in fad'been successfully achieved for sucli Project Site. 
7.3 Tumine Mechankal Completion. When Contractor believes that it has achieved 
Turbine Mechanical Completion for any individual Turbine, Contractor shall so notify Owner 
with the submittal to Owner and the Tmbine Supplier of a "Turbine Mechanical Completion 
Certificate'' in the form of ExhibitD:4, signed by Contractots Project Manager, applicable to 
such Turbine, stating the date of achievement of Turbine Mecllanlcal Completion and 
identifying the Turbine completed, and have auacb.ed thereto the Turbine Supplier Installation 
Checklist completed pursuant to Section S.6, in the form of Rxhibit D-3, for sucli Turbine. 
OWner shall review the Work related to such Turbine M~ Completion, the Turbine 
Supplier Installation Checklist and Turbine Mechanical Completion Certiticate to determine if 
Turbine Mechanical Completion has in fact been achieved for such Turbine. Within three (3) 
Business Days after the receipt of the Turbine Mechanical Completion Certificate (which shall 
have attached thereto the Turoine Supplier lastallatioo Checklist) by Owner, OWDCl shall either 
(a) notify Contractor that TwbJne Mechanical Completion for the identified Turbine has been 
achieved. ('m which case. such Turbine Mechanical Completion will then have been successfully 
achieved) or (b) notify Contractor that such Turbine M.echanlcal Completion has not been 
achieved and stating the reasons therefore. Shduld Owner fall to respond to Contractor's notice 
within such three (3) Business Day period, tlte corresponding Turbine shall be deemed to have 
sucoessfully achieved Tuxbine Mechanical Completion. In the event Owner provides written 
notice that Turbine Meehani-cal Completion has not been achieved, Contmctor shall, at i1.s cost 
and expense, take action to cmrect, rectify, remedy, repair emJ/or replace any defective, deficient 
or non-confomdng Work adveisely affecting · tb acbievement of Turbine Mecban.lcal 
Completion of such Turbine. Upon completion of such correetive. remedial, iepair, rectification 
and/or replacement actions, Contractor shall a.gain notify Owner and the Turbine Supplier that 1t 
believes Twblne Mechankal Completion bas been achieved and the foregoing procedures in this 
Section 7 3 shall be r:q,cated until Turbine Mechanical Completion bas in fact been succes.nully 




7.4 Project Site Mechanical Completion. When Contractor believes that it bas 
aohieved Project Site Mechanical Completion f'or a Project Site, Contractor shall so notify Owner 
with the submittal to Owner of a "Project Site M~hanical Completion. Certificate .. in the fol'ID of 
Exhibit D-S, signed by Contractor's Project Manager stating the date of achievement of such 
Project Site Mechanical Completion. Owner shall review the relevant Wodc and the Project Site 
Mechanical Completion Certificate to detennine if Project S1te Mechanlcal Completion bas in 
fl!Qt been achieved for such Project Site. Within five (S) Business Days after the receipt of' the 
Project Site Mechanical Completion Certificate by Owner, Owner shall either (a) notiiy 
Contractor that Project Site Mechanical Completion for such Project Site has been achieved (m 
which case, sw:h Project Site Mechanical Completion will then have been successfully achieved) 
or (b) notify Contractor that Project Site MeQbanical Completion has not been achieved and 
stating the reasau therefore. Should Owner fall to ~nd to Contractofs notice within such 
five (S) Business Day period, suoh Project Site shall.be deemed to have sueoessfi•lly achieved 
Project Site Mechanical Completion. In the event Owner provides written notice that the Project 
Site Mecbanical Completion has not been achieved, Contractor shall, at its cost and expense. 
take action to correct, iectify, remedy, repair and/or replace any defective, deficient or non.• 
·. conforming Work adveisely affecting the achievement of'·Project Site Mechanical Completion 
for such Project Site. Upon completion of such cmrective. rectification remedial. repair and/or 
rq,lacement actions, Contractor shall again notify Owner that it believes Project Site Mechanical 
Completion bas been achieved and the foregoing procedures in tb1s Section 7,4 shall be repeated 
1IJltil Project Site Medtanlcal Completion has In tact been successfully achieved for such Project 
Site. 
7.S ProJect Site Substantial Completion. 
(a) Prior to the submission of a Project Site Substantial Completion 
Certificate with respeet to a Project Site pursuant to Section 7.Slb), Owner and Contmctor shall 
inspect the Work, and on the basis thereof Contractor shall prepare a draft list of minor itmis of 
Work (the "BOP Punch L~ that remain to be perfaaned or completed by Contractor for such 
Project Site, provided. however, that in no event shall any such minor item of Work be included 
in the BOP Puncli List if it adversely affects the integrity or the safe or reliable operation of any 
part of such Project Site, including the int.egrity or the safe or reliable operation of any Tmbine 
for such Prcuect Site. Contractor shall "submit such draft BOP Punch List to Owner f'or its 
approval, together with an estimate of the cost and the schedule to complete or correct each item 
on such BOP Punch List. Owner shaU, not later than three (3) Business Days after its receipt of 
the dtaft BOP ~ List, either: (i) accept the draft BOP ~ List; .or (U) provide its 
comments on the dmft BOP Punch List to Contractor and.Contractor sbaU issue a revised BOP 
Punch List to Owner that takes account of or responds to Owner's comments not later than three 
(3) Business Days after Contraotor's receipt of such comments, and the process described in this 
sentence shall be repeated. If Owner does not respond to Contractor's dl8ft BOP Punch List 
within such tluec (3) Business Day period. Owner shall be deemed to have accepted such BOP 
PunchUst. 
(b) When Contractor believes Project Site Substantial CompletlOD for 
a Projcgt Site has been achieved, Contractor shall deliver to Owner a "Prolect Site Substgtial 
Completion Certl,ticate" ln the form set forth in Bxhlbit D:§, signed by Contractor's Project 









Completion and be accompanied by the BOP Punch List accepted by Owner pmsuant to §slign 
~- Owner shall review the relevant Work and the Project Site Substantial Completion 
Certificate to determine If Project Site Substantial Complation bas in met been achieved fbr such 
Project Site. W1th1n five (S) B.usiness Days after the ieccipt of the Project Sito Substantial 
Completion Cmifloate, Owner shall either (i) notify· Contractor that Project Site Sabsbl,dial 
Completion has been achloved (in which case, sach PIOject Sim SnbslantJal Complatiml wDl then 
have been sacoess1bOy achieved), or (h") J10titY Ccmtmdm that Project Sia Subatandal 
Completion bas not been achieved and stating 1he IC8SODS therefore. Shou1cl Owner filil 1o 
respond to Contmctor's not1co within such five (S) Baslness Day perlod, Project Site Submmtial 
Completion shall be deemed to have been successfally aohleved. In the event Owner provides 
written notice that Project Site Substantial Completion has not been achieved, Contractor shall. 
at its cost and expense, take aetion to correct. rectify, remedy, repak and/or r(l)laee the defective, 
deflc1ent or non-conforming Work adversely d'ectiq the achievement of Project Site 
Substantial Completion fur such Project Site. Upon. completion of such corrective. remedial. 
iepair, rectification mtd/or replacement actions, Co1dmctDr shall again no1ff1 Owner that it 
believes Ptoject Site Subshmfiat Completion bas been acbleved and the foregoing pm'*1Dres in 
this Section 7J(b) shall be repeated until Project Sile Substamlal Completion bas in fiict been 
successlully achieved tbr such Project Site. 
7.6 Prqiect Site final Completion. When Ccmtraa1or believes it bas ahlffld Project 
Site Final Completion or a Project Site. Contractor sbaD submit the "Pmlect Site F1nal 
Completion Ce1'tificate", in the form of Rxhibit D-7 signed by Conttaotor's Project Manager. for 
such Project Site stating the date of Project Site Fmal Completion. Owner shall zevlew the 
relevant Work and the Project Site Final Completion Cedifi~ to detemtine' if Project Site Pinal 
Completion has in fact beon achieved for such Project Site. Within five (5) Business Days after 
the receipt of the Pioject Site Final Completkm Certificalc, Owner shall either (a) notify 
Contractor that Project Sa Final Completioahu bee& aableved (In whlch case. 811Gb Pmject Site 
Pinal Completion will then have been succesafully aoldeffd), or (b) notify Contractor that 
Project Site Pinal Completion bas not been achic:vod stating tho reasons duqbre. Should 
Owner fall to respond to Colltract.or's notice within sucla five (5) Bwmioess Day 1'firiod, Ptqjed 
Site Pinal Completion shall be deemed to me been succenfidly achieved. In the event Owner 
provides written notice that Project SitQ Pinal Completion has not been achieved, Contractor 
shal~ at its cost md expeaso. take action to co.aect. zectify, remedy, repair arm/or replace the 
defective, deflclcnt or non-conforming Work for achievement of Project SitD Pinal Completion 
for such Project Site. Upon completion of such corrective remedial, repair, rectification and/or 
replacement actlons. Contractor shall again notify Owner that it believes Pmject Site Pinal 
Completion has been achieved and the foregoing pacedures in this Section 7.6 shall be repealed 
until Project Site Pinal Completion IJas in fact been saccesstully achieved for such Project Site. 
For the avoidance of doubt, all Wo.tk related to Ibo Punch I.Isl items for the le1cMmt PrqJeot Site 
sball have been completed by Contactar and accepted by Owner for pmposes of CoabacCor 
successtblly achieving Project Site Pinal Completion of such Project Site. Purlher, if the Project 
ls completed In the winter months and wbero sueh weather and seasonal conditions do not allow 
for final grading, scedmg, and Site clean.gp, the Parties tbrther agree tbe final items of grading, 
seeding, and dean-up shall be valued at that time and the Owner may main lSOOAi of the agreed 
upon value of those items to bo completed and such items of Wolfe shall be completed when 





amount of Retainage on these final items of Work shall be released at the timo tho Wodc is 
complete. 
7. 7 High Voltage Electrical System Substantial Completion. 
(a) Prior to the submission of a High Voltage B1ectdcal System 
substantial Completion Certificate pursuant to Seation 7.7(b). Owner and Oontmcmr shall 
inspect the Wade, aad OD the basis tbeteof Con1mCtor shall prepme a dnft list of minor 1tems of 
Work (the "HWS Punch ti§r) that Je1DBD1 to be performed or completed by Contmctnr with 
respect to the High Voltap Electrical System. provlded, however, that in no eventaball any such 
minor item of Work be included fa the HVES Punch list if it adversely affects the integrity or 
the safe or reliable operation of the High Vo11age Blectrlcal System, Jncluding the integrity or the 
safe or reliable operation of any Turbine for the Project. Contractor shall submit such draft 
HVES Punch List to Owner for its approval, together with an estbnate of the cost and the 
schedule to complete or coa:ect each item on such BVBS Punch List. Owner shall, not later than 
three (3) Business Daya after i1s receipt of the draft HVP.S Punch Ust, either: (l) accapt the draft 
HVBS Poncb IJst; or (ii) provide its coomcnta on the chaft HVBS Punch List to ~ and 
Contmctor shall fssue a mlsed HVP.S Punch LiBt to Owner that 1akes account of or responds to 
Owner's eommenta not later than three (3) Buslws Daya after Contmctor'a racclpt of such 
comments, and the process described in this sentDice shall be repeated. If OWner does not 
respond to Contractor's draft HVES Punch List wlf.bin such tmee (3) Business Day period. 
Own« shall be deemed to have accepted such HVES Punch List. 
(b) When Contractor believes that it bas achieved High Voltage 
Electrical System Substantial Completion, Contraatot shall so notify Owner with the submittal to 
Owner of a "High Voltap Electrical Sjstem Substantial Completion Certificate" in the fonn of. 
Mibit P::8, aiaaed by Contractor's Prqect Managor stating the date of achlcwment of such 
High Voltage Electtical System Substantial OJmptetion and ~- aacsmipaaled by Ibo HVBS 
Punch IJst accepted by Owner pmsuam to SectJpn 7.7<a). Owner shall zeview the aelevant Wmk 
and the High Voltage Blectdc:al System Substantial Completion Cc:rtiftcateto deteunine if High 
Voltage Bledrlcal Sysmm Substantial CompJcdon has In fact hem achieved. Within t1no (3) 
Business Days after the receipt of the High Voltap Blectrical System Substantial Completion 
Certificate by Owner, Owner shall either (a) notify Contractor that High Voltage Elec:trical 
System Substantial Completion bas been achieved (ID which-case. such High Voltage Blectrlcal 
System Substlntial Completion will then have been successfalJ.y achieved) or (b) notify 
Conttaotor that SUGb High Voltage Electrical System substantial Completion ha not been 
achieved and slating the reasons therefore. Sboulcl Owner fail to respond to Contmctor'a notice 
within such tbree (3) Business Day period, High Voltage Elec:trieal System Substantial 
Completion ahall be deemed to have been SUCCCBSful1y acbleved. In tho event Owner prcmdes 
written notice that Hip -Voltage Bleclrical System Svh,tantfaJ Completion bas not been 
acblcwcd, Coatraator shall. at its cost and expense. tab action to comet. recdt)', nmed.y, npm 
and/or replace any defective, deficient or non-conforming WOlk advcne1y afredlng the 
achievement of High Voltage Electrical System Substantial Completion. Upon completion of 
suoh corrective, rectification rcmedialt repair and/or replacement actions, COntractor shall again 
notify Owner that it believes High Voltage Electrical System Substantial Completion has been 
achieved and the foregoing procedures in tbls Section 7.7Cb) shall be repeated until High Voltage 










7.8 High Voltage Blectrlcal System fjna1 Completion. When Contractor believes that 
it has achieved High Voltag-e Electrical System Final Completion, Contractor shall so notify 
Owner with the submittal to Owner of a "High Voltage E1ectrica1 System Fhml Completion 
Certificate" in the foxm. of Exhibit D-9, signed by Contractor's Project Manager stating the date 
of achievement of such High Voltage Electrical System Pinal Completion. Owner shall review 
the relevant Worlc and the High Voltage Electrical System Final Completion Certificate to 
determine if High Voltage B1ectrical System F'mal Completion has in fact been achieved. Wi1bin 
three (3) Business :Pays after the receipt of the High Voltage Electrical System Final Completion 
Certificate by Owner, Owner shall either (a) notify Contractor that High Voltage Electrical 
System Final Completion has been achieved ('m which case. such High Voltage Electrioal 
System Final Completion will then have been successfully achieved) or (b) notify c;mtmctor that 
such High Voltage Electrical System 'Final Completion has not been acbleved and stating the 
reasons therefoie. Should OWncr fail to respond to eontmctor•s notice within such tlnee (3) 
Business Day perlod, High Voltage Blectrical System Fmal Completion shall be deemed to have 
been successfully achieved. In the event Owner p10vides written notice that High Voltage 
Electrical System Final Completion bas not been achieved, Contmctor shall. at its cost and 
expense, take action to conect, rectify, remedy, repair and/or replace any defective, deficient or 
non-conforming Worlc advexsely affecting the achievement of High Voltage Electrical System 
Final Completion. Upon completion of such corrective, rectification :remedial, repair and/or 
replacement actions, Contractor shall again notify Owner that it believes High Voltage Electrical 
System Final Completiott has been achieved and the foregoing pmcedmes in this ~on 7.8 




8.1 Use and Reuse ofDellvembles. Title to all submittals, repor131 drawings, design 
materials, As-Built Drawinp, and other documents, calculations and data (when, such 
information ls made availabRe to or prepared by Contractor) in connection with the Work 
("Deliverables"), including all Intellectual Property Rights therein, except for pricing 
lnfonnation and Conttactor"s preexisting proprietary information, shall vest in Owner when 
Owner makes payment thercrt'ore, and Contractor hereby assigns to Owner all right, title and 
interest therein. Nothing herein shall be construed as gr:anting Contractor any rights in any of the 
foregoing, other than aa expressly provided herein. Contractor~ at the request and expense 
of Owner, perform any acts that Owner may i:easonably deem necessary or desimble to evidence, 
pmtect or oonfhm Owner's ownership and Intellectual Property Rights thett:in, including, but not 
limited to, making further written assignments in a form determined by Owner. . . 
8.2 Pre-Existing Rights License. Contractor hereby grants to Owner an Irrevocable, 
perpetual, non-ex.elusive, worldwide. royalty-free license under all 'of Contractor's pm,xistlog 
proprietary Information and Intellectual Property Rights inoluded ln Deliverables to P1'CPate. 
compile, install, make. use, execute, access, reproduce, publicly display. publicly perform, 
modify and/or pieparc derivative works of such information and rights in connection with the use 
and operation of the Deliverables. The license granted hereunder shall include the right of 
Owner to grant.to Persons engaged by Owner the right to do any of the foiegoing, provjded that 








. 8.3 Reuse of Deliverables. Any reuse of the Deliverables other than in connection 
with the Project shall be at Owner's sole risk and without liability or legal exposure to 
Contractor. Owner agrees to waive any olaim against Contractor arising out of or resulting ftom 
such reuse by Owner, or any third party. of dte Deliverables, however arising, including, the 
waiver of any claims against Contramor for Conttmtor's negligence or other tort, breaoh of 
contract. strict liability or my other basts of &ability. 
8.4 Consent to Assignment Cont.tactor heteby consents to 1he assignment by Owner 
of all or a portion of its right. title and interest in the license granted under this Article VIII to 
any successor or assign of Owner pursuant to Section 22.10 and to any subcotttractor (and lts 
successors or assigns) of Owner providing operation or maintenance semces with respect to the 
Project or other similar services. Contractor furlher hereby consents to the assignment by Owner 
of Owner's rislttt title and intexest in such license in connection with any :financing involving the 
Projeet to any Financing Party and shall execute and deliver, upon request of Ownel; a consent to 
such collateral assignment. • 
ARTICLE IX 
CHANGE ORDERS 
9.1 Changes to Work. Owner may, at its option, by written notice request Contraotor 
to make changes in the Work consisting of additions, deletions. modifications or other mvisions 
(a "ChangoM). 
9.2 Change Order l?rocep. 
(a) tn the event that Owner requests a Change, then, within ten (10) 
Business Days of its receipt of such request Contractor shall submit a p10posal to OWner stating 
its proposed adjustment to the Contmtt Price (if any) (including any changes to Exhibit I 
resulting therefrom) and to any Co.ntract 11me (If any) that would result from sudl Change, 
including reasonable details regmting such ac:ljUS"lments with supporting caloulations and 
doiruments; provided. however, that in the case of any such Change for the reduction or lnctease 
in the number of Turbines, any adjustment to the Contract Price shall be detem$ted in 
accordance with Section 13.llb). 
(b) Owner shall within ten (10) Bminess Days of it.s receipt of 
Contractor's proposal. accept or reject In writing eontractor•s proposals in relation to a Change. 
If Owner agrees with the proposal for such Change, the Parties shall execute a writteb change 
Older stating the agreed upon: (l) Chango in the Work; ("d) ammmt of tho adjustment (If any) in 
the Contract Price ('mcluding changes to Exhibit I mndting therefrom), and (ili) the adjustment 
(If any) to the Contract Times (a "Change Ords"). b the evem tha,t Owner rejects Contractor's 
proposal for tho Chango, Owner may notify Contractor that OWner Ot) bas deoldod to withdraw 
its requested Change, (y) has decldecl to modify Its requested Chango or requests additional 
information rogardiqg Contractor's proposal. in which case tho process desmbecl above In this 
Section 9,2 shall be repeated, or (z) Section 2,4 shall apply. Should Owner fa1J to respond to 
Contractor in vmtfng within ten (10) Business Days of Owner's receipt of Contractor's pmposal, 











9.3 Chanps fgr a Material Event and Other Mft!!!"§. 
(a) In the event of tho occumnce of a Material Event. Contractor shall 
be entitled to request a Change and submit a Change Order tbr an equitable adjustment to the 
Contmct Pdoe 1111.d/or the Contmct T'ames. in wbioh caso Contnctor shall notify a.er In wdtins 
of its request fen, a Qumse (and a description of the c&aase) and submit a proposal to Ow!llr 
stating its piopoaed adjusbnentto the ContmctPdco (If any) and/or to any Contraot 11me (if any) 
1bat would result ftarn such Change. 
(b) Owner sbaU, witbin tm (10) Business Days of Its -=elpt of 8DCh 
request of a Change and proposal for a Change Order, accept or reject in writing Contractor's 
proposals in relation to such Change or Chango Order. If Owner agrees with suoh proposal for a 
Change and Change Omer, the Parties shall execute a written Change Otder stating the agreed-
upon matters descn'bed above in Section 9.2(b) (In respect of the definition of "Change 0~. 
In the event that Owner rejects Contractor's proposal for such Change or Cbanp Orth:r, Owner 
may notify ConlractDr that it requests additional Information regarding Colllraator's pmpaaal. in 
which case the pn,cesa described above in t1ds S@qtlon 93(b) shall be repeated, or 9eatlon 9,4 
shall apply. Should Owner fail to respond to CcmlraGIDr in writing within ten (10) Bminesl J)qs 
of Owner's mceipt of Contrac1Dr's proposal for a Change or Cllange Omer, Owner shall be 
deemed to rejeat Bl1Cb. proposal. 
(o) In the event that Owner does not issue the Notice to PIOCeed on or 
before December 15, 2011, Section 13.2 shall apply In zespect of an~ 1f any, to tb.e 
Contract Price, and Section 6,1 (c) shall apply in respect of an adjustment. If any, to the Contract 
Tunes. 
9.4 Dlspugs Regrding Change Onteg. It tho Parties are unable ID asree upon an 
appropriate adjDsbnent to the Cmmact Prico or Contmct Times resulting fmm a ~ Omer, 
either Party ID8J initiate the dispute mo1ution procedures set forth In Ar11cto XXL 
NotwitbstandJns aay 8llCh disap:emeot, if the Parties me unable to mutually agree upon the 
terms of an m:Uustmmt to the Co1ltrad Pdae or Cmmact Tune and tho 'Vl1ue of. such 
disagreement does not exceed five hundred thomand U.S. Dolla!s ($500.000.00), Contractor 
shall perform the Wolk and Owner shall pay Contractor based OD the Change Order adjmtment 
proposed by OWner until the Parties reach agreement OD tJ\e final adjustment to die Contract 
Price or Contract Tune or such disagreement is teaolved pursuant to the dispute resolution 
procedures set forth 1n Article XXL 
AR.'ltCLBX 
CONTRACTOR MATERIAL EVENTS; OWNEllFOR.CE MAJBURB 
10.1 Mlha:i@I Byent for Contracg. Upon the ocoumnae of a Matedal Event which 
materially and adversely afl'ects the WOik. Ccmtnctor sball bo entitled to NqmSt a CJ!ange Order 
pursuant to the procc:dmes set forth in Section 93. For the purposes of this Agreement. a 
"Mat.erial 8yepf' shall mean: material delays afl'talng the Work and resukfn.g from: (a) an 
Owner Caused Delay; (b) a Force Msjeure Event (c) the dlscovery of any Hazudous Substance, 
not brought on the.relevant Project Site (or not materially exacerbated) by Contractor or any of 
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as a consequence of the Work or acts or omissions of Contractor or any of its Subcontractots or 
such Persons; (d) a Change .in Law; (e) any requirement after the Bffective Date of a 
Governmental Authotity that the Wade is required to be performed by Contractor st the then 
prevailing wages for labor as specified by such Govemmental Authority or as referred by it to 
any Appllcable Law; (t) the suspension of the Work in whole or in part by Owner pursuant to 
Section 14.1 (if the Work was in fact in conformity with the Requirements and Owner had no 
just cause to stop the Work) except where such suspension is related to a Contractor Event of 
Default; (g) the occurrence of the event descn"bed in Section 4.22Cb}; and (h) the discovery of 
any Unforeseen Subsurface Condition; (i) the occurrence of a Weather Delay; or 0) a delay in 
the completion and installation of the Project Interconnection Facilities beyond May 30, 2012 
that causes a delay in the achievement in Project Site Substantial Completion of any of the 
Projects~. including the High Voltage Substation. 
10.2 Procedures ypon a Materlal Event- Contractor shall comply with the following 
conditions ptecedent to the right to seek an equitable adjustment to the Contract Price or 
Contract T'unes through a Change Order. 
(a) Contractor shall give Owner written notice describing the 
particulars of such Material Event. such notice to be given promptly after the occmence of such 
Material Event but not later than five (S) Business Days after it becomes aware of sncb 
occurrence, which notice shall include an estimate of such Material Event's expected duration 
and probable Im~ on the perfommnce of its obligations hereunder, and Contractor shall 
continue to fumish timely. regular reports during the continuation of such Material Event; 
(b) any necessary suspension of performance shall be of no greater 
scope and of no longer duration than is reasonably required by such Material Event; 
(c) no liabllizy or obligation of Contractor that is not affected dkdy 
by such Material Event shall be excused as a result of tho occurrence of sueh Material Event; 
{d) Contractor shall exercise all reasonable efforts to mitigate or limit 
damages to Owner and delays as a result of such Material Event by promptly taking appropriate 
and sufficient corrective action. including the expenditure of all reasonable sums of money; 
(e) Contrattor shall use reasonable efforts to continue to perform its 
obligations under the Contract Doeument.s and to correct or cure such Material Event exeusing 
performance; and 
(t) when such Material Event Js no longer in existence or applicable, 
or. if such Material Event resulted in Contmotor suspemion of any Wodc. when Contmctor is 
able to resume performmce of such Work, Contractor shall give Owner wdtmn notice to that 
efl'ect. . 
10.3 Forge Maim Event Affecting Owner, If Owner Is affect.eel by a Force Majeure 
Bvent, it shall provide notice thereof to Contractor and the extent t.o which such Poree M,JC\ll'e 
Event affects the perfonnance by Owner of its obligations under tho Contract Documents. Owner 
shall not. be Qable for its tallure to comply with any of its obligations as a result of a Fcuco 












Majeure Event on the perfomw.ce of its obligations under the Contract Documents. Owner shall 
notify Contractor in writing when it is able to resume the performance of its obllgations. 
ARTICLBXI 
HAZARDOtrS SUBSTANCES AND SITE CONDIDONS 
11.1 Hamdous Substance Handling Program. Contractor shall implement and 
administer a Hmrdous Sul;utaoce handling progtam for all of its employees and all 
Subcontractors and other Peisons for whom they are responst"ble, which sball include 
development of guidelines and training with respect to the proper handling, use and disposal of 
Hazardous Substance and the c'.evelopment. implementation and enforcement ofpocedures for 
notification to Owner and appiopriate Governmental Authorities about, and clean-up of; spills 
and other release or emissions of Hazardous Submnce. Owner shall have the right to review, 
comment 011 and approve sucll program prior to the commencement of the Work at a Project 
Site. 
11.2 Use of Hazard~us Stlbstantg. Contractot shall not bring or store (and shall 
prohibit Subcontractors from hringing or storing) Hazardous Substances to or on any Project 
Site. and shall not utilize nny construction materials containing radioactivity. asbestos, 
polychlorinated bipbenyls or urea fonnaldehyde; provided, l)owever, Contractor may use and 
store in reasonable quantities tMI following mat.erials r:equlred to perform the Work, but only m 
accordance with applicable Bn riromnental Laws: gasoline. diesel fuel, fuel oil, pase, lube oil, 
sealants, anti-freeze, cleansers, paint, form oil, solvents, adhesives and other materials of a t}ipe 
and quantity consistent with nonnal and custommy construction pmetlces for construction of a 
project similar in nature and se :,pe to the Projeet. Any other Hazardous Substances to be brought 
to or stored on any Project Site I shall require specific written authorlza.tion of~- Contractor 
shall comply, and shall cause l ts Subcontractom (and other Persons for whom Contraetor or any 
Subcontractor Is responsible) to comply, with all applicable Environmental Laws. Owner shall 
not teqUhe (by Change Onie:: or otherwise) Conttactor to use Huardous Subslam:es for the 
Work or at the Project Site in "iolation of Applicable Laws, including Environmental Laws. 
11.3 Discoveey of } lu.ardous Substances. Jf, in the course of performance of the 
Work, Contractor encounters on any Project Site any matter which it reasonably believes ls a 
Hazardous Substance that maJ• be dangerous or may reqwre response, removal, cleanup or other 
remedial action Wider applical•le Bnviromnental Laws, Contractor shall immediately suspend the 
Worlc in the area affected and report the condition to Owner by telephone and in writing. In any 
such evelit,. the obligations an<l duties oftbe Parties hereto shall be as follows: 
(a) Jf such condition involves a ~Existing Hazardous Substance, 
then Contraetor shall have no obliption with respeot to sach condition (except to the extent that 
Contractor, a Subcontractor or any Person for whom Conttactor or any Subcontractor is 
responstblo materially exaoabates such Pie-Exlst1ng Hamdous Substance) and Owner shall 
piomptly respond In compliance with Applicable Laws. 
(b) To the extent such condition Involves a Pre-Bxistlng Hazardous 
Sw,stance that was materJally exacerbated by Contractor, a Subconuaotor or any Peison for 









remedial action required by &J ,plicab1e Bnviroumenta1 Laws shall be promptly performed by 
· Connactor at its solo cost aud expense. Except as u, Contractor's ln!tial response to an 
emergency, any such remedial 1:ction(s) shall raquire the prior review and appioval of Owner. 
(c) If such condition lnwhes &Hazardous Substance Introduced 1D1he 
Pzoject Sita after tho date of thls AgR)Clllent by Coalractor, its Subcontmctois or any Pmon mr 
whom Contractor or any Subc:mtractor Is responsible. then any response, removal. cleanup or 
other remedial action reqakcd by applicable Pavlronmmtal Laws shall be pmformed by 
Contnmtor promptly at.its aole cost and expense. Except as to Contractor's 1altlal response 1D an 
emergency, any such remedial a.ct:ion(s) shall require the prior review and app:oval of Owner. 
(d) Ethe condition does not involve a Hazardous Substance that 
requires response. removal, cleanup or other remedial action under applicable Bnviromnental 
Laws, Contw¢01' shall, protnptly after receiving written notice from Owner autliorizing 
P<,ntractor to recommence sit.e activities in the subject area. resume the portion of the Work that 
had been suspended. 
(e) Coutractor aclmawledps and agrees that the chcamstances 
described In Segtjp 1 l .3(b) end l l .3(c) are not Matedal Bvents. 
I 1.4 Remediatlon. The Parties acknowledge B11d agree that Contractor ahall not 
commence or continue any c >nslrlldion activities on any portion of the Project Site on, In or 
under which any response, removal, cleanup or other remedial actions are to be (or are being) 
performed until such actions ue to the point where constlUction activities will not interfere wltb 
such actions. as evidenced 1 >Y appropriate certifications :&mn the applicable environmental 
engineer and/or remediation contractor and any required approvals of any applicable 
Governmental Authorities. C:ou.tmaor agiees to use good faith diligent efforts to coatbme 1he 
unaffected portions of 1he We de and to adjust and n,sdiedule its activities at tho Rlfflnt Project 
Site so as to mb,lmfa, to the extent reasonably practicable, any adverse effect on the pmlfflSS of 
the Work resulting from the p:dormance of any such actions. 
11.S Ownor's R.esponsibiley for Haardous Substances. 
11.5.1 B,sm~. Owner shall bear all costs and expenses and shall be 
solely responsible for any .rosponse, removal, transportatlo11i investigation, oleanup and other 
remedlal action required b ~ applicable Environmental Laws related to any Pre-Bxlstlng 
Hazardous Substance (except to the extent that Contrmar, a Subcontractor or any Person for 
whom COldlaclDr or any Su1ICOl11ractor is respomlh1e materially exacerbates auah Ple-Bxisting 
Hazmdous Substance). Notlaiog in die folesolng semmce shall Iimlt Owner's rights or cost-
reccwcry or co.nlribution aglinst PelSons tbr coats of such response, remo'VBI. Investigation, 
cleanup or other remedial action. 
11.S.2 lndem lltt, Owner shall bxfemnlfy, defend and hold harmless tho 
Contmctor Indemnified Par:1 ies ti'Om and against any and all Damagos caused by any Pm-
Bxistlng Hazardous Substance (except to the extent that Contractor, a Subcontract.or or any 
Person for whom Contractor or any Subcontractor ls responsible materlally cxaced>ates such Pre-






11.6 Contractor's Rei ponsibilizy for Hazardous Substances. 
11.6.1 Responsi biley. Contractor shall bear all costs and expenses and shall be 
solely responsible for any ~ ronso, removal, transportation, investigation, cleanup and other 
remedial action required by apJ>licable Environmental Laws related to any Hamdous ~ce 
(a) brought ont.o any Project Site by or on its behalf or by any of its Subcontractors. or by any 
Person for whom Contractor or a Subcontractor is responsible, or {b) if such Hamdous 
Substance is used or handled by Contractor, any of its Subcontractors, or by any Person for 
whom Contmctor or a Sobcont:actor is responsible, as part of the Worl<; and (c) relating to a Pre-
Existing Hazardous Substance that was materially exacerbated by Contractor, a Subcontractor or 
by any Person for whom Co.ntr lCtor or a Subcontractor is responsible. 
l l.6.2 Indemni '3-· Contractot shall indemnify, defend and hold baanless the 
Owner Indemnified Parties frcni and agamst any and all Damages caused by (a) any Hazardous 
Substance introduced to any Project Site by Contractor or Its Subcontractors, their respective 
employees or any other Pem n for whom Contractor or SubcontJactor Is resJJ(m.Sible, (b) any 
Hazardous SubSU1Doe used or handled By Contractor, any of its Subcontractors. agents or 
representatives or by any Pen 1>n for whom Contractor or a Subcontractor is responsible as part 
of the Work, and (c) any Pre-Bxisting Hamdous Substance to the extent materially exacerbated 
by Contractor, a Subcontractor or by any Pe?SOD for whom Contractor or a Subcotttractor is 
responsible. 
11.7 Unf~ Sul ,surface Conditions. Promptly npon discoveey thereof. Contractor 
shall notify Owner in writing I if subsurface or latent physical subsmface conditions at the Project 
Site ditferlng materially and adversely from those Jndicated in the Contract Documen1s, the 
Oeotecltnk:al Stndies, potting reports and provided by Owner (but excluding any such condition 
arising from the discovery cf a Hazardous Substance, which is addressed by Section 11 J) 
("Ynforeseen Subsurface Cc ndition§"). Contractor shall take reasonable steps to secure 
Unforeseen Subsurface Cone ition, includmg fencing and avoiding t\irther distmbance, if an 
Unfore,geen Subsurface Condtion may potentially have an adverse effect on human health. 
safety or the environment. Upon notlficaticm. Owner shall promptly Investigate .the conditions, 
If Conttactor encounters an Unforeseen Subsurface ConditioDt Contractor will be entitled to 
request a Change Order on :y to the extent Contmctots cost or time of performance are 
materially and adversely im.Pl! cted by the Unfore.9een Subsurface Condition. 
ARTICLBXIl 
LIMITATION OF LIABU.ITY 
12.. (a) LJmlm1 ion for Liquidated Damages. The liability of Contractor to Owner 
for the Liquidated Damages payable under Sections 6.3(a) and (c) shall not exceed fifteen 
pen:ent (IS%) of the Ccmtrart Price. 1hc Liability. of Contractor to Owner for tho Liquidated 
Damages payable under SCCI Jon 6.3(c) shall not exceed fifteen porcont (15%) of tho Contmct 
Prlce. The aggiegato liabllit) of Contractor to Owner for the LJquidated Damages pa)'Bblo under 
Sections §.3(a) and™• n not ~ceed twenty pen:ent (20%) of tho Contmct Price. 
(b) General Llmltation of Liabillty. ThD aggregate liability of 




™ and 6.3(0)1 but excludiE g any liability of Contractor to pay Liquidated Damages under 
Section 6.3'2), to Owner for 8Jl y and all claims and/or liabilities arising out of or n:lating In any 
manner to the Wodc or to Com ractor's perl'ormance or non-performance of its obligations under 
this Agreement, whether bas ,d In contract, tort (Including negligence), strict llabifi1¥ or 
otherwise, shall not exceed, I [l the aggregate. twenty percent (200.4) of the Contract Price; 
provided, however, that, nob\ ithstanding the foregolng and anyth1ng to the contmty in any 
Contract Docwnent, no Ji:mitati on of llabil~ shall apply in respect of: (I) any liability, claim or 
Damages .resulting from any fr. w:I, intentional or willful misconduct or illegal or IUllawful adS o~ 
illegal or unlawful omissions ci r Contractor or any of its Subcontractor or any of their teSpCCtive 
officers, directors, employees. : mrants or agents; or (ti) any liability, claim or Damages pursuant 
to Section 4.21. Article XI (In, :luding Section 11.6.2\ Section J 3.8, Section 14.2,4, Miele XV 
(Including Section ISJ(b)}, §,ctlons 17.1.1, rn 17,1.3 and .l2JA and any obligation for 
Contractor to coireot, rectify,• :miedy, repair or replace any part of the Worlc In accordance .with 
the terms of any Contmc:t Doet ment. 
12.2 Consecm,ential Oamap. Notwithstanding anything to the· contrary in this 
Agreement, each of: Owner I md Contmctor waive all claims against each other (and their 
respective Affiliates) for any , :onsequentia1, Incidental, Indirect. spectial, exemplary or punitive 
damages (including, but not limited ~ loss of actual or anticipated profits, l8Vllll1eS, and 
regardless of whether any sud claim arises out of breach of contract orwarmnty, to~ (mcluding 
negligence)). Any Liquidate i Damages payable by Contractor shaU not be deemed to be 
consequential or any other typ , of damages for pmposes of this Section 12.2. 
ARTICLEXIB 
C ::>NTRACT PRICBAND PAYMENT 
13.l Contract Price. (a) A3 consideration and payment to Contractor for famishing 
and performing the W~ O\l'I ner agrees to pay Contractor an amount equal to Fifty One Million 
One Hundred Forty Eight The usand Six Hundred and Forty Four U.S. Dollars ($51,148,644.00) 
(such amount, the "Contract I rice"), subject to any price acljastments as may arise from time to 
time pw:suant to Article IX, ,a ;ction 13.l(bl, and Section 13,2. The Contract Price is a fixed and 
lump sum amount for all Wo r:k (subject to such atflustments). Attached hereto as Exhibit r Is 
Contractor's "Schedule of } ~" allocating the entire Contract Price among the various 
portions of the Work. The Schedule of Values shall be used as a basis for reviewing and 
approving Contractor's Applic :stlons for Payment. 
(b) R.eserved. 
13.2 Construdion 1 ::Ost Index Increase. The Contmct Price is based on the 
Construction Cost Index publ1 shed by Engineering News.Record Mapziue rm") for the State 
of Idaho a of October, 20111 the "CCI Baselipe tndex.11) 1 wbic:h fs 9146.9S. If Owner issues tho 
Notice to Proceed afterDeceinber IS, 2011, and lfthc CCI as oftbe date of the issuance of the 
Notice Proceed (such CCI, fl lO "NTP Date CCX, bas 1ncreased from tho CCI Bascllno Index, 
then Contmctor shall notify Owner of the NTP Dato CCI and tho Contract Price shall be 
increased by a percentage am ~unt that ls equal to tho percemap amount of 1ncreaso of the NTP 














13.3 Work performed under Limited Notices to Prqceed. Contraetor shall be entitled 
to invoice for any Work perf'01 med pursuant to any one or more LNI'P,s iuued by the Owner 
prior to the NIP Date. Paymi nt for such Worlc performed pursuant to any LNlP shall be in 
accordance with the Payment te ems as set forth in Section 13.4 below. 
13.4 Payments. 
13.4.1 Applicaf on for PA,YD1ent. Following the issuance of any of the Limited 
Notices to Proceed identified i 11 Bxlu"bit A-3, Appendices 1-7 heiein or the Notice to Proceed, 
Contractor shall submit to °'11 ner, on or before the twenty-fifth (25th) day of each month, its 
request for payment for all w, ll'k with iespect to.each Project Site perfonned and approved by 
Owner and not paid for durln J the Pay Period ending immediately prior to such twenty-fifth 
(25th) day (the "A,m,lication fcl r Payment"). The Application-for Payment shall be prepared with 
respect to each separate Projei it Site substantially .in the form at1ached hereto as Exlu"bit J and 
shall provide sufficient detail i as to the W mk perfomied and othec items billed (other than 
information reganfmg Contrac :or's costs and Suboonttactor's pricing). Con11actor shall provide 
Owner with such infonnation I egarding any Application for Payment as reasonably requested by 
Owner (other than informatiOI. iegmling Conttactor's costs and Subcontractor's pricing). Bach 
Application for Payment shall provide a separate line item for the sales and use Taxes that 8!8 
included In the total Invoiced .11 mount_ of such Application for Payment. 
13.4.2 Contmc :or shall include with each Applic:ation for Payment: (i) a list of 
names of each Subcontractor that will receive payment from the proceeds of the :payment by 
Owner of such Application foi · Payment and ('ti) the relevant-waiver and lien releases pursuant to 
Section 13.8fc}. The Parties , igree that the verification of the Work completed and other items 
billed under an Application for Payment, the verification of the Application for Payment against 
the Schedule of Values and the Wod< scheduled to be perfonned pursuant to 1he Master 
Construction Schedule and t ie confirmation of any independent engineer or advisor to the 
Finarunng Parties shall provid l sufficient substantiation of tho Application for Payment; and that, 
except for such info.rma.tlc t1 (other than information regarding Contractor's costs and 
Subcomractors pricing) as nay be reasonably requested by Owner for purpQSCS of such 
verification and confirmatior , no additional documentation (other than as set forth in this 
Section 13.4.2) will be provid ~ to Owner in support of an Application for Payment. 
13.4.3 Subject to Section 13.S, Owner shall pay Conttaetor not later than the 
fifteenth (15th) day (or if si ich day is not a Business Day, then the immediately following 
Business Day). of the mont 1 immediately following Owner's receipt of a dDly e<Jm.P,leted 
Application for Payment met ting the requirements of Section 13.4.2, provided that Owner has 
received such Application fo: Payment within two (2) Business Days following the end of the 
Pay Period that relates to sucl . Application for Payment 
13.4.4 Subjeci to Section 13.S, the Application for Payment may iequest payment . 
for: (a) completed WOik; I b) prepayments for materials or equipment for the Work when 
prepayment is reqaircd by tie mannfaoturer or supplier of such materials or equipment; or (c) 
equipment and materials not yet incorporated into the WOik provided that (i) the equipment and 
materials are suitably storec . at either the relevant Project Site or another location, (ii) the 












(ih') upon payment in full for I uch equipment and materials, Owner will receive the ~ 
and materials free and clear of, ill workman's or similar liens and encumbrances. 
13.S Retainage. (a) 1 lotwithstandmg §.ection 13.4 and anything hetein to the contrary, 
in relation to eacli and any Ap.P lication for Pa)'Dlent: 
(f., with iespect to each Project Site and prior to the date that 
Project Site Mechanical Comp: etion of such Project Site Is succes.,fuUy aohleved pursuant to 
Section 7.4. Owner shall not bl: required to pay any amount which when aggregated with all 
amounts paid in respect of sucl I Project Site purswmt to all Application for Payments would 
exceed ninety percent (900A) o: :the amount equal to the number of Turbines installed at such 
Project Site multiplied by Sixt; r Five Thousand U.S. Dollars ($65,000.00) (such amount of Sixty 
Five Thousand U.S. Dollam ($ SS,000.00) herein called the 'fer Turbine Amount" and being the 
indicative amount for each Tw bine based on the "Schedule of Values." Exbt"bit l ); 
(d I with respect to each Project Site and pdor to the date that 
Project Site Substantial Compl ~on of such Project Site is successtblly ~hicved pursuant to 
Section 7.S, Owner sbal1 not b, required to pay any amount w.hlch when aggregated with all 
amounts paid in respect of sue 1 Project Site pursuant to all Application for Payments would 
exceed ninety seven and one-1:J 3lf' percent (97.5%) of.the mnount equal to thC? number of Turbines 
installed at such Project Site n: ultiplied by the Per Turbine Amount; and 
('di ) prior to the date (such date the "Pn)ject Substantial 
Completjon Date") that Projec t Substantial Completion is successtully achieved, Owner sball not 
be required to pay any amoun1 which whett aggregated wi1h pl] amounts paid in t:e.,peet of all 
Application for Payments (inc .uding the Appllcation for Payment issued pursuant to §ection 
.13.:ID would exceed the Contn ctPdce less Fifty Thousand U.S. Dollars ($50,000.00) per~ 
Site (such Fifty Thousand U.S. Dollars ($S0.000.00) per Project Site herein called the "fYg,qh_ 
List Holdback Amount"). 
(b) 1 )n the date that occurs thirty (30) days after but not Including the 
Project Substantial Completio 1 Date. Contmetor shall submit to Owner a list of any items on any 
and all Punch Lists that ha.ve not been completed or pertbrmcd and the estimate of tho cost of 
and the schedule to complete and perform such remaining items (such llst of items, the "Final 
Punch List"). Within three (3 t Business Days of OWner's receipt of the Final Punch List. Owner 
shall pay Contractor the Punc 1 List Holdbadt Amount less an amollllt equal to one hU!ldffl:l and 
fifty percent (!SOVA) of the va ue of the items on the Final Punch List (swh one huruhed and fifty 
percent (ISO%), the "fim!..E mcb List Holdback Amount'). Upon succei;sfu1 achievement of 
Project Flnal Completion, Ch mer shall pay Contractor the Final Punch List Holdback AmOllllt 
tn the event that ColltlactOr c !etcrmJnes that there is no Final Punoh List, then upon successful 
achievement of Project Final Completion, Owner shall pay Contractor the Punch List Holdbaok 
Amount. 
13,6 Final P1ymeng Contractor shall deliver to Owner an Applicadon fbr Payment for 
the Punch List Holdback Ami 11U1t or the Pinal Punch List Holdback Am.omit, as the case may be 









Completion has been successf illy achieved for all the Project Sites. Owner shall make payment 
of the Final Application for P, yment in ar.cordance with Section 13.43 (the "Final Payment"). 
13.7 Late Payment lnterest. Payments which are due and payable but not paid when 
due and payable by Owner 1 o Contractor in accordance with this Article xm, and payments 
which are due and payable ,ut not paid when due and payable by Contractor to Owner in 
accordance with this Agreen ent. shall bear interest commencing five (S) Business Days after 
payment ls due and payable ln accoldance with the terms of this Agreement at the rate of ten 
percent (l 0%) per annum for the nmnber of days elapsed from and including such fifth Business 
Day until but not including th, date of payment calculated based on a 365 day year. 
13.8 LiepWaivers. 
(a) Contra ::tor shall petform and, upon transfer of title thereto in accomance 
with Article XX, deliver the Work free and clear of all Liens by Contractor, Subcontractors or 
any other Persons capable m ·claiming Liens by reason of having performed any portion of the 
Work, other than any Lien 1hat arises ftom Owner's unexcused failure to pay when due and 
payable, for Work perfonne<l by Contractor or its Subcontractors as required by this Agreement 
Except to the extent of Ow 11er1s unexcused failure to pay when due and payable, for Work 
performed by Contractor cir its Subcontractors, Contlactor shall not (and shall cause its 
Subcontractors not to) directl y or indirectly create, incur, assmne or suffer to be created any Lien 
on or affecting the Project, any Project Site, the Work or any .part of or intetest therein. 
Contractor shall promptly n< tify Owner of any Lien on or against the Project, any Project Site, 
the Work or any part thereof llJlOD learning of such Lien. 
(b) Bxcep. for Liens arising ftom Owner's unexcused failure to pay, when due 
and payable, for Work performed by Contractor or its Subcontractor, Contractor shall, and shall 
cause its Subcontractors to, c lisc.harge, release and remove of record all Liens within fifteen (I 5) 
days after the date on which Contractor becomes aware of the Lien or Owner notifies Contractor 
of the Lien, whichever is earliest Upon the failure of Contractor to comply with the 
requirements of the precedin ~ sentence, Owner may, but shall not be obligated to, pay, discharge 
and release such Lien or obt 3in a bond. letter of credit or other security for such Lien. and upon 
such payment, discharge, i :1ease or posting of secmity therefor, Owner shall be entitled to 
immediately recover from < ~or all costs and expenses incurred by Owner in connection 
with such payment, dischars ~. release or posting, or set o:lf of all such amounts against any sums 
owed by Owner to Contractc r. 
(c) In respect of all Work performed and Invoiced by Contractor under an 
Application of Payment, C 1ntractor shall submit to Owner together with such Application of 
Payment: (i) waiver and lien releases in the fonn of Exlu"bit K signed by each relevant 
Subcontractor and relating t , the Work performed by such Subcontractor and invoiced under the 
Immediately preceding ApJ ,lication for Payment submitted by Contractor to OWner and for 
which payment bas boen m Mie by or on behalf of OWner. ('u) a waiver and lien release In the 
form of Bxhibit L or ~ it.Mt as applicable signed by Contractor with respect to the Work 
porformcd by Contractor mi :l invoioed under such Application for Payment; and (Ill) 1n the case 
of the Final Application foi Payment. waiver and lien releases In the form of Pxhlbit M signed 












Subcontractors and Contractc r end invoiced under such Final Application for Payment. Each 
month with Contractor's BJplication for Payment, Contractor will provide a list of all 
Subcontractors who were paic I with the previous month's Payment received by Contractor from 
the Owner and who may hf ve lien rights against any real property where Work has been 
performed. Contractor agree s to comply with reasonable requests by the Fmancing Parties 
related to Owner obtaining co istruction financing for the Projects. 
ARTICLEXIV 
f :USPENSION AND TERMINATION 
14.1 Construction ~ uspension. Owner may order Contractor to suspend the Work, or 
any part thereof. for such tim ~ and in such manner as Owner may consider necessary, including 
reason of a Contractor Event of Default Contractor. during a suspen"Si.on, shall properly protect 
and secure the Work or sucl1 part thereof so far as is necessary in the reasonable opinion of 
Owner. In the event of a SUSJ ension (and except for any such suspension relating to a Contractor 
Event of Default), Contractor shall be entitled to request a Change Order pmsuant to Section 9.3 
and reimbursed costs incum :d by it for demobilization and remobilization costs, direct costs, 
additional equipment rental a id any other costs incurred as applicable. 
14.2 Owner's Rigllt to Sus_pend or Tenninate for Cause and Force Majeure Events. 
Owner may suspend or tenni 1ate this Agreement as follows: 
14.2.1 force \llajeure Events. If a Force Mlgeure Event continues for more than 
six (6) months after a notice of a Force Majeure Event is given and if the Force Majeure Event 
has rendered impossible the performance of this Agreement in accordance with the Contract 
Times or Turbine Supplier Delivery Schedule by either Party, Owner may tenninate this 
Agreement by giving Contra rtor atleast five (5) days' prior written notice· of termination. 
14.2.2 Contn .ctor Event of Default. If. (a) (i) Contractor shall assign or transfer 
this Agreement or any right :>r interest herein. or if the interest of Contracrtor shall devolve upon 
any Person, otherwise than 1 .s herein permitted; (ii) Contractor shall fail without cause to make 
timely payment for labor, services, equipment. materials or supplies; (wj Contractor shall 
persistently disregard laws Cl r ordinances or lawful requirements of any competent Governmental 
Authority or Applicable La• vs; or (iv) if Contractor otherwise commits a material breach of its 
representations and warranties or obligations under this Agreement (it being understood that an 
immaterial deviation from t1 te Master Construction Schedule shall not constitute such a breach); 
or (b) Contractor shall beco ne voluntarily or involuntarily the subject of proceedings under any 
bankruptcy or insolvency u w, or other law or procedure for the ~lief of financially distressed 
debtors, or is unable, or adn its In writing its inability. to pay its debts es they mature, or takes or 
suffers any action for its li~ uidation or dissolution, or has a receiver- or liquidator appointed for 
all or any part of its asset! or elects or institutes or has Instituted against it a case under the 
United States Bankruptcy :ode Cm each case as descn'bed in Seetions 14.2.2fa) and !bl, a 
"Contractor Event of Defau r>, then Owner, shall have the rights set forth in Sections 14.2.3 and 
J.tMbelow. 
14.2.3 In th1 1 case of a Contractor Bvent of Default under Section 14.2.2{b). this 






occurrence of a Contractor Event of Default other than pursuant to Section 14.2.2lb), Owner i 
shall provide written notice t , Contractor that a Contractor Bvent of Default has occuired and I 
Contractor must cure or COJDJ 1ence to cure such Contractor Event of Default with3n fifteen (IS) 
days of Contractor's receipt >f such notice. If Contractor has failed to cure such Contractor 
Event of Default within sucb fifteen (IS) day period but ls diligently pursuing such cure, and 
such Contractor Event of De fault is capable of cure, then Contractor shall have an additional 
fifteen (1S) day period to et re such Contractor Event of Default If Contractor. within such 
additional fifteen (15) day pe iod (or if such additional fifteen (15) day period is not applicable, 
then, within such first flfteer (1S) day period), fails to cure such Contractor Event of Default, 
then Owner may declare this . \greement terminat.ed by providing written notice to Contractor. 
14.2.4 Upon ieclaring the Agreement terminated, pursuant to Section 14.2.3 
above, in addition to any oth< r rights and remedies Owner may have, Owner shall have the right, 
at its sole option, to (a) enter 1p011 the premises and take title and possession of any and all Work 
and any and all materials Ind equipment (other than such equipment owned or rented by 
Contractor) for the performs ice of the Wotk, all of which Contractor hereby transfers, assigns 
and sets over to Owner for Sl ch purpose. (b) succeed to the interests of Contractor In any and all 
purchase orders, contracts 01 subcontracts entered Into by Contractor with respect to the Work, 
and (c) to employ such Per. on or Persons to complete the Work. In the event of any such 
election by Owner, Owner shall be required to compensate such Subcontractors only for 
compensation becoming dm and payable under the tenns of their contracts and shall not be 
liable for compensation due , md payable to such Peisons as to which Owner has previously paid 
Contractor. At such time, if the unpaid balance of the Contract Price exceeds the. cost and 
expense incurred by Owner in completing the Work, Contractor will be paid promptly by Owner 
for Work perl'ormed by C,>ntmctor prior to its default If Owner's cost and expense of 
completing the Work excee Is the unpaid balance of the Contract Price. then Contractor shall 
promptly pay Owner for sucl I costs and expenses. 
14.2.S If 0mm terminates this Agreement not In accordance with this 
Agreement, this termination will be converted to a termination for convenience in accol'dance 
with the provisions of ~n 143. 
143 Owner's Rigl rt to Terminate for Convenience. Upon ten (10) days prior written 
notice to Contractor, Ownet may, for its convenience and without cause, elect to terminate this 
Agreement. In such event. Owner shall pay Contractor for the following: (a) to the extent not 
already paid [mcluding any amounts not paid pursuant to Section 13.S(a}), all Work completed; 
(b) the reasonable costs End expenses incurred by Contractor as a consequence of such 
termination, including den :obillmtion costs; (c) amounts due in settlement of tenninated 
contracts with Subcontmcto :s; and (d) overhead and profit margin in the amount of ten percent 
(10%) on the sum in item ( 1) above; provided, however, if any such tennination occurs after a 
Chango of Control. then the amount payable by Owner under tho immediately preceding clause 
Cd) shall be equal to ten pen: imt (10%) of tho Contract Price. 
14.4 Design DO<l nnentation; Warranties. If Owner tenninatcs this Agreement 
pursuant to Seqtion 14.2 or J iection 14,3 and proceeds to design and constnlct the PIOject through 
its employees. agents or otb :r Persons, Owner shall have tho right to uso tho specifications, data, 




Contractor and paid for by O mer and all Warranties under Article XV of Contractor including 
Warranties of Subcontractors, shall remain in eft'ect for a period of one (1) year from the elate of 
such termination, for Work oo nplcted on or prior to such termination date. 
14.S Contractor's R ;ght to Stop Work and Terminate for Payment Default. If Owner 
fails to pay Contractor any u 11.disputed amount when due and payable, in addition to all other 
remedies provided in the Co rtract Documents, Contractor may, upon five (S} Business Days 
prior written notice to Owner, stop Work. After receipt of prior written notice from Contractor 
regarding Owner's failure to pay when due and payable any undisputed amount, Owner shall 
have fifteen (IS} Business Days to remedy the non-paymenl If Owner fails to remedy such 
failure to pay within such fit'b en (1 S} day period. Contractor may terminate this Agreement upon 
thirty (30} days prior written notice to Owner and in the event of such termination, Contractor 
shall be entitled to recover in the same manner as- if Owner had terminated this Agreement for its 
convenience pursuant to Sect ion 14.3 and such recovery shall be the sole remedy for Contractor 
and the sole liability for Own, :r in respect of such Owner's failure to pay an undisputed amount 
14.6 Contractor's R lght to Terminate for Cause. 
14.6.1 If: (a) Owner fails to perform any of its material obligations pursuant to 
the terms of this Agreement (other than a failure to pay, which is addressed in Section 14.S) 
which results in the Work be ng required to be suspended and Owner has not ordered Contractor 
in writing to suspend the ~ rork pursuant to Section 14.1 hereof; or (b) Owner shall become 
voluntarily or involuntarily t 1e subject of proceedings under any bankruptcy or insolvency law, 
or other law or procedure for the relief of financially distressed debtors, or is unable, or admits in 
writing its inability, to pay its debts as they mature, or takes or suffers any action for its 
liquidation or dissolution, or has a receiver or liquidator appointed for all or any part of its assets 
or elects or institutes or has i nstituted against it a case under the United States Bankruptcy Code 
(in each oase as described i 11 Sections 14.6.l{a) and {bl, an "Owner Event of Defaulf), then 
Contractor shall have the rigl lts set forth below in Section 14.6.2. 
14.6.2 In the case of an Owner Event of Default under Section 14.6.l(b), th.is 
Agreement shall terminate it 11.fflediately upon written notice by Contractor to Owner. Upon the 
occurrence of an Owner Ev, mt of Dem.ult other than pursuant to Section 14.6.l(b), Contractor 
shall provide written notice :o Owner that an Owner Event of Default has occurred and Owner 
must cure such Owner Eve :it of Default or commence to cure such Owner Event of Default 
within fifteen (1S) days of lwner's receipt of such notice. If Owner has failed to cure such 
Owner Event of Default witl dn such fifteen (1 S} day period but is diligently pursuing such cure, 
and such Owner Event of D ifs.ult is capable of cure, then Owner shall have an additional fifteen 
(1 S} day period to cure suol Owner Event of Default. If Owner, with.in such additional fifteen 
(1 S} day period ( or if such E dditional fifteen (1 S} day period is not applicable, then within such 
first fiftocn (15) day period I, fails to cure such Owner Event of Default, then Contractor may 
declare this Agreement tor. ninated by providing written notice to Owner, and in such case 
Contractor shall be entitled to recover in the samo manner as ff Owner had terminated this 
Agreement for its oonvenie nee pursuant to Section 14,3 and such recovery shall be the sole 
remedy for Contractor and t 1e sole liability for Owner in respec,t of an Owner Bvent of Default; 
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the Work pursuant to Seotion t bl hereof within sfomnentioned cure ~ Contractor abaU 
not have the right to term foate t1 tis Agreement. 
14. 7 Financmg PBJ'de! • Right to Cure. At any time after the occurrence of any Owner 
Event of'Default or an Owner d ,fault to pay lllldcr Sec;llqp 14.5, tho Financing Pmti~ shall haw 
the right, but not 1bo obliptl011, to cure such default on behalf of Owner in accordanco wi1h 
Section 14.S or SeatJpn 14.§.2.1 s tho case may be. 
14.8 Other Tgjpa on; Survival of CJ!l111111 Tho Parties may terminate this 
Agreement upon mutual agree nem and this Agreement is subject to termination pumuant to 
Section 6.llb}. In the event of any termination oftbis Agreemem pursuant to Section §.l(b) or 
this Article XIV, any claim or claims of either Party against the other Party arising under any 
Contract Document prlor to or upon such termination shall survive such termin¢on (mchtding 
any clalm.s in respect of any 'V rarrant1es or liquidated damages) and the relevant provisions of 
this Agreement shall survive Sl .ch termination for purposes of the final resolution of such claim 
or claims in ucomanco with 1h, tmns of this Agreement. 
ARTICLEXV 
WARRANTY 
ls .1 CJpnl Wamm ies. Contractor warrants that: (a) all goods. services, eq¢pment. 
parts and materials tumished h connection with tho Work (i) are ftee from any defects (1atem or 
otherwise) in design, materials, construction. fnstaJlation and workmanship (exclusive of designs 
and defects in materials or ec; uipment provided by Owner, the Turbine Supplier or Separate 
Contractors); (ii) is comct and tit for the intended pUrpOso and conforms with the R.equhements; 
(iil) have been designed. con: wcted. installed and tested In aecordance with the tenns and 
requirements set bib m dds. \greement and other Contract Documents; and (iv) are new and 
unused and of good quality a: the time of deJ1wry to tho ielmmt Project Sltei and (b) each 
Turbine and tho other fscllltlm fomdng part of the WOik haw been properly assembled. encted 
and installed on the Pmject Sm, in accoidanc:e wldi the TechnJoal Docmnents. 
lS.2 T'rtlo Warranu, (a) Contractor warrants that at the time title to any Project 
equi,Pment, tools and supplies and the Wodc passes to Owner pursuant to tbis Agreement (i) 
OWner shall have good and n atketable title to sacb Pro,ject equipm~ tools am supplies and 
Work tree and clear of all Li« ns; fn) no instnunent or other document shall bo zequired to be 
delivered to Owner In order to evidence sucm t1t1e,·or if any sucm instrument or other document is 
so ~ then Contractor S: 1all have delivered sum lnslrument or other document to Owner, 
and ("lb') no component, part 01 tho whole of any mteriaJs. Ploject equipment. 100ls and snpp11m 
induded in the Wodt shall be the subjea: of qy retmdon of title in favor of any Pmon (such 
warranties collectivity with th, wammties under Sectlqn 15.1. die "Wam.nty" or "Wammties"). 
(b) c :ontmator shall tndemmfy, defend and hold harmless the Owner 
Inc1emnifled Parties from and I Lga1nst any Damages arising out of or ro1at1ng to the breach of any 
of the Warranties comahted In Article 15. 
1S3 Limitation on Warrant,y. Contractor shall have no wammty obligation for 
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(c) Owner's use, without Cott ractor's approval, of spare parts other than those supplied or 
recommended by the Turbine ~ upplier; (d) use of' the Turbines or the Balance of Plant ( or any 
relevant part thereat) other than In conformance In all material respects with Turbine Operations 
Manual or the Balance of PlaJl t Vendor Manuals, respectively, and any other speeific written 
directions provided to Owner l 1y Contractor consistent with Prudent Industry Practices; or (e) 
any component, equipment, mr terial, which is defective or otherwise not·fn confonnance with 
the Contract Documents which are supplied by Owner, the Tulbine Supplier or Separate 
Contractors. 
15.4 Wam.nwPeriod 
(a) Jf notified in writing by Owner (within ten (10) days of Owner 
discovering the defect. within ti ie War,;anty Period) that the Work bas defeet.s, deficiencies or is 
not in conformance with the W nranty, Contiactor shall promptly correct, remedy, rectify, repair 
and/or replace at its cost and eJ ;pense the defects, deficiencies or non.conformity, provided that, 
with respect to the Wananties E et forth 1n Section IS.I, Owner bas notified Conuactol' thereof on 
or prior to the date that occurs : 165 days after the date the last Turbine on the last Project Site has 
successfully aehleved Twbine Mechanieal Completion pmsuaot to Seqion 7.3 (the "Warranty 
~"); it being agreed by I Ile Parties that the Wammtles 1D1der Section 1S.2 shall not be 
lhnited by any period of time o her than any appllcable statute of limitations. 
(b) IJ' Contractor does not commcnee and diligently pursue a 
correction, remedy, repair rec :liicatlon or replacement within seven (7) days after receipt of 
written notice from Owner pw suant to Section 1S.4{a}. Owner may perform or have perfomied 
at Contractor's cost and expense by a qualifled and experienced.th.ltd Person the necessaiy 
correction, remedy, repair, rec itication and/or replacement consistem with the Rqlliremcnts set 
forth In this Agreement. 
lS.S No Implied Warranties. AIL OTHER CONTRACT PROVISIONS 
NOTWITHSTANDING, THE WARRANTIES SE!' FOR'IH IN TIDS AGREEMENT ARB 
EXCLUSIVE AND IN LIBU OF ALL OTHER WARRANTIBS, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, 
INCLUDING THB WARRA'N lY OF MERCHANTABILITY. 
ARTICLEXVI 
REPRESBNTA I10NS AND WARRANTIES OF CONTRACTOR 
16.1 Contractor's Re presmtatjons and Warrantf§ Contmctor hereby represents and 
warrants to Owner. as of the E feetive Date and as of tho Commencement Date, as follows: 
16.1.1 Due Ouanization; Good Standing. Contmctor is a corporation duly 
oigan.ized, validly existing an I ln goad standing under the laws of the State of Minnesota, and 
qualified to conduct business n the State of~ and any other jurlsdictlon necessmy for 
the proper perf'ormance of t1 ie Work and Comractor's other obligations under the Contraot 
Dowmenu. 
16.1.2 1YA] thgrigatjgn. The execution,· deliYm)' and performaD<le of this 
Agreement by Contmctor has been duly authorized by all necessary corpomte action on the part 









Indebtedness or other obligatl, ,n of Contractor or any other Person that is a party to any 
agreement with Contractor. C lontractor's Project Manager has been duly authorized by all 
necessary corporate aotion on t1 te part of the Contmctor to act on behalf of Contractor, to make 
immediate degisions and take ac: tiops on behalf of Contmctor at any Project Site. 
16.13 Executi0t1 and De1im. This Agreement has been duly~ and 
delivmed by Contractor. This , ~ent constitutes the legal, valid, binding and enforceable 
obligation ofCoutract.or. 
16.lA Govemm:mtal AJmmyals. No Contractor Pennits are iequired In 
oonnection with _the execmtioo, delivery and performance of this Agreement by Co~tor, 
except those which have ahea4 , been obtained and which are not required on the Effective Date 
or on the Commencement Date as the case may be, but which Contractor will obtain in a timely 
manner in the ordinary course cf its performance of the Contract Documents. 
16.l.S Bankrtmt!O!· No action relating to the bankruptcy, insolvency or 
liquidation of, and po general suspension of payments by, Contractor has ocourred, has been 
taken or ls in existence. 
ARTICLEXVD 
lNDEMNIFICATION 
17.1 Contractor's Indemnities. 
17.1.1 Bodily arid Property Indemnity. Contractor shall Indemnify, defend and 
hold hannless Owner and its A lliliates and its and its Affiliate's shareholders, members, oftioers, 
directors, employees, advisors and agents (collectively, the •owner Indemnified Parti~") from 
and against any and all clal ns, demands, suits, Jiabilities, causes of action. losses. costs. 
expenses. damages or penall ies, Including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable 
attomeys', accountan1S' and c ther piofessloaal's fees and costs (collectively, the "P!PY'!ffl''l 
arising by reason of olaims re lating to bodily Injury, siclcness or death, or third party property 
damage or destruction (other · :ban to the Work l1seJf). to the extent remlting from the acts or 
omissions of, or non-complia ice, breach or non-performance of any Contract Document by, 
Contractor or any of its Subc onttactors, or any of Contractor's or a Subcontmctor•s officers, 
directors, employees, repieser tatives, advisors, agents, or anyone for whose acts any of them 
may be liable. This lndemniti eation obligation of Contractor shall not extend to the extent that 
any Josses or damages are reo >Vered by Owner under any Owner provided insmance, including 
the All-Risk Builder's Risk iru mance. 
17.1.2 General Inde,nuuw. Contractor shall indemnify, defend, protect and hold 
hannless tho Owner Indemaifi :cl Parties ftom and against any and all Damages arisiag by reason 
of a olaim or assertion by ~, Oovemmental Authority or other Persons and relat1ng to or kl 
connection with Comractor's , •r SubQ,ntractor's breach, non-compliance or no.a-performance of 
any provisions of any Cont :act Docnuncmt, including but not limited to compllanco with 
. .Bnvlromnental Laws and App .lcabJe Laws and Section l 1.2 or relating to safety or the fi.llure of 
Contmctor or any Suboontmc tor or their iespectlve asents to properly administer and pay any 
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17.13 Pa,yment Claim l'ndemnity. To the extent Contractor has received 
payment for the Work, Con1rac :or shall indemnify, defend, protect and hold harmless the Owner 
Indemnified Parties from and E gainst any and all mechanic's or workman's or similar Liens or 
encumbrances claimed. aue:rtec I or brought against the Project or any part thereof or against any 
Owner Indemnified Party and a a.y and all Damages as a result of the fallmc of Contractor or any 
Subcontmctors, to pay for 8Jl) services, ~ labor, equipment, Taxes or other items or 
obligations ibmlshed or incurre ~ for or in connection with the Work. 
17.1.4 Infringer lent Indemnity. Contrador shall indemnify, defend, protect and 
hold barmle&s the ~er Indei rmffied Parties from and against any and aU Damages arising by 
reason of third-party suits, acti, ms, claims or assertiOtJs by reason of or based upon !lllY claim of 
infringement of any Intellcctu. ~ Property Right arising trom the Wotlc or Contmctor•s or any 
Subcontractots equipment or other materials or equipment tumished by Contractor or any 
Subcontractor, design dooumez tS:, or specifications. Bach Party agrees to notify the other as soon 
as reasonably possible of any I naterlal matters with respect to which fhe foregoing indemnity is 
likely to apply and of which tht : notifying Party has actual knowledge. 
17.2 Owners Indem11.ities. 
17.2, J Bodily I nd Property Indemnity. Owner sball lndcmnify, defend, protect 
and hold hamdess Contractor I nd its Affiliates and its and. its Affiliato's shareholders, membem, 
officers, directors, employees, advisors and agents (collectively, the "Contrattor Indemnified 
~") from and against an~· and all Damages arising by reason of claims relating to bodily 
injUl'y, siclmess or death, and 1 ~lrcl party property damage or destruction (other than to the Worlc 
itself), to the extent resulting J iom the acts or omJssions ot; or non-compliance, breach or non-
performance of any Contract l )ocument by, Owner or any of its officers, directors, employees, 
representatives, advisors, agei its, or anyone for whose acts any of them may be Hable. This 
indemnification obligation of c :mmactor shall not extend to the extent that any losses or damages 
are recovered from by Contrac tor under any Contractor provided insurance. 
17.2.2 Tax Cl1 lim Indemnity. If. in accordance with Owner's prior written 
direction, an exemption for e 11 or any part of the Work is claimed for Taxes by Contmctor. 
Owner shall indemnify. defen 1, protect and hold hatmless Contractor Indemnified Parties from 
and against any and all Dmr ages lncurted by Contractor es a result of any action taken by 
Contmctor in accordance with Owner's directive, · 
17 :J Indemniticatio11 Procedure. When required to indemnify any Penon crititlcd to 
indemnification under this Ai :reement (each, an "Indemnified Party"), the Party providing the 
indemnity ("Jndemni;Mng Pi [tt'') shall assame (at its cost and expense) on behalf of such 
Indemnified Party and condu i with duo diligence and In good faith the defense of any claim 
against su.oh Indemnlfled Pu y, whether or not tho Indemnifying Party sbaD be jolnod thoreln, 
and the Indemnified Party ah all cooperate with the Indemnifying Party in such defense. Tho 
Indemnli)ing Party shall have : chirp and dlreotlon of the defense and sdtlement ot such claim; 
provided, however, that withe ut relieving the Indemnifying Party of i.t1 obligations hereunder or 
impairing the Inclcmnifyiq Party's right to control the dcfemo or settlement tbeteot; the 
Indemnlfied Party may elect ~ participate through soparate counsel in the defense of any sucb 





the amount of all insurance pro :eeds rceeived by the Jndemnffied Party in iespcet of the event 
giving rise to the right of indemJ iity under this Agreement. 
17.4 Smviva1. The l 1demnities set forth in this Agreement shall each survive the 
termination or exphation of this Agreement and any other Contract Dooument. 
ARTICLEXWI 
INSURANCE 
18.1 Contractor's Ins,,~. Coatractor shall procure and maintain In force through 
the date of achievement.. in ace ordance with this Agreement. of Project Final Completion and 
during the Warranty Period fir each, and all, of the Project Sites the following msuranee 
coverages with the policy limit I indicated below and with an insmancc company or companies 
that have a rating of not less han "A·" and minimum size rating of."X" by Best's Insurance 
Guide and Key Ratings (or eqt ivalent rating by another nationally ~ed inswance rating 
agency), and otherwise in comp liance with the provisions of this Agreement: 
Commercial General L ability: 
Ocneral Aggregate 
Products and Completed Operations 
Personal and Advertisi: ig Jiuwy 
Bach Occurrence 
Fire Damage (Any Oll1l fire) 
Med Exp {Any one per ~on) 
Automobile Liability: 
Combined Sfn! le Limit 
Each Occorren1 :e 
Excess Liability-Uml irella Form: 
















Disease-Bach J mployeo 











The liability Insurance obtained ,y Con1ract.or shall include Own.er as additional insured. 
18.2 C9D!PY1Pt's Jnsu ;ance Requirements. 
18.2.1 °Any ]l'Ofi ssional liaba1ity lnsunmce shall specificatly e,;clude any clesip-
build or similar mluaions th at COllld compmmlse covemges because of the cbign-bul1d 
delivery of the Prqjeot. Bvidem e of such ccmnap sbal1 be povided prior to tho commencemn 
of any design aervlces h.eremute ·• 
18.2.2 Prior to , :omm.encing any Wark. Contractor shall provide Owner with 
certificates evidencing that (a) t 1e insuranoe obligations requited by the Contract Doc:aments are 
in full force and fn effect and will remain in eff'eot for tho duration required by tho Contract 
Docaments and (b) no insmanc , coverage requiied hereunder will be canceled, renowal refused, 
or changed unless at least thirt ~ (30) days prior written notice is given to Ownor. Contractor 
shall not cause its insurance o jveragcs required heieunder to lapse or be cancelled during the 
term of this Agreement, Jn t} e event Contmctor mplaces insurance providers for BllJ poJiGy 
required under Men 18.1, ie, ises such polic:y COYel'lglS, or othennso modifies llllCh inamanee 
policy in any way, Contractor shall provide Owaar, far Its review or possession as provided 
under this Moo 18,2,2, the certJficate of insmance and a copy of such now, revised or 
modified policy when nallable. 
18.3 Owner's Insumt1 ~-
18.3,1 Insuranc t, Owner shall ~ from ilJSUilUlCC companies authomed to 
do business in the State of Ll2 ~. and maintain through Prqfect Site Final ·Completion, all-risk 
builder's risk ("All-R.isk, Buit ier;'s Risk") insurance upon the enthe Pzoject In a mininwm. 
amount equal to the tbD lnaural de rep1acemcnt va1uo of the Project, including labor, prcdbsaiooal 
feos, overtime premiums and al I other expenses fncumd to ieplaoe or npairtbe fnsmed JIIOPl'll1, 
The ,olicy shall bo primary to all other iu1nmco suppUed by Contractor; The property 
insurance Oblalncd by 0Wner I iball include Coabactor 88 additional insured. Such polloy shall 
insmc against the perils of fii e and extmded covmp. theft,, vandalism, mallaious mJachi< 
collapse, flood, eartbqmke, de iris removal and other perils or causes of loss as called for in the 
Contract Documents. The All· Risk Builder's Risk policy shall be written on a replacement cost 
basis. The property insurance shall be endorsed to cover physical loss or damage to the Work, 
all goods in transit including ti ie Turbines, materials and equipment in transit, at tho Project Site 
or at another locatimi, expedi1 ing. delay in opening aDd all bot and cold testing. Contractor's 
responsa'bility for any doductil •le on the All•Risk Builderts Risk insurance shall be limited to 
$50,000 per occmenc:o with n gard 10 the Work. 
18.3.2 CegtifiCltes of J'll'P'IP'i!?r Within forty-five (45) dft's of the 
Commencement Date, but not lamr tban tho shipment of thefhst Turblno, Owner shall provide a 
copy of the All-Risk Builder'• Risk policy to Contmctor. Nor to Contractor c:ommcnolng any 
Work, Owner shall provide Ccmtmctor with copies of tho insurance certificates reflecting 
coverages required under this J lectfqn 183 evidencing that (a) the All-Risk Bullder's Risk policy 
is in full fence and in effeet a 1d will remain In effect until Con1mtor bas completed an. of tho 
Work and has received Final l ~ont from Owner, and (b) such lnsumnco covcmgc will not bo 










Risk Builder's Risk insurance stificates provided by Owner pursuant_to this Section 18.3.2 
shall clearly identify in writing Contractor as an additional insured. Owner shall not cause such 
insurance to lapse or be cance led during the term of this Agreement In the event Owner 
replaces .lnsutance providers far the All-Risk Builder's Risk insurance required under ~ 
18.3.1, revises such policy cov• nges, ot otherwise modifies sudl iJJsura:nce policy in any way. 
Owner shall provide Contract< r, for its review or possession as provided under this ~ 
18.3.2, the certificate of lnsura 11Ge and a eopy of such new, revised or modified polioy when 
available. 
18J.3 Loss Adj mtment. Any loss covered under Owner's AD-Risk Builder's 
Risk insW'IUI.Ge shall be adjustec with Owner and Contractor made payable to the insured party as 
their interests may appear. 
18.3.4 Waiver < f Subrogation. Owner and Contractor agree to waive on behalf 
of their respective insurers tha : any right of subrogation their insurers may have is waived for 
any olaim arising out of or rela mg to any injury, loss or damage arising out of or resulting from 
the operations or work of eitbc r Party. Contractor and Owner shall. where appropriate. require 
similar waivers of sub.rogatiol : fi:om the Separate Contractors. Subcontractors, and insurance 
provi.ders and shall require eacl I of them to include simUar waivem in their contmcts or polwies. 
ARTICLBXJX 
REPRESEN fATIONS AND WARRANTIES OF OWNER 
Owner represents~, ·attants to Contractor as of the Effective Date as follows: 
19.l Due Organizati• 111; Good Standing; Qualified.to do Business. Owner is a limited 
liabJlity company, duly organ ized under the laws of the State of Iciaho and validly existing. 
Owner is qualified to conduct I 1usiness in.the State ofldaho. 
19.2 Due Authorizat .on. The execution, deli.very and performance of this Agreement 
by Owner has been duly auth< dzed by all necessary action on the part of Owner in accordance 
with its organizational d~UID( nts and does not and will not requJre the consent of any trustee or 
holder of any indebtedness or, ,ther obllgation of Owner or any other Person that is a party to any 
agreement with Owner. 
19.3 Ekecution and . l)ellyerv. This Agreement has been duly exeouted and delivered 
by Owner. This Agreement , :onstitntes the legal, valid, binding and enforoeable obligation of 
Owner. 
19.4 Govemmentaf: r\pJ)myals. No authoiization, approval, order, liGeDSe, permilt 
franchise or consent. and no r :gistmtion. declaration or filing with any Oovemmmtal Authotity 
Is required on the part of OWi ier in connection with the execution. delivezy and perfmmance of 
this Agreement, except those 1 mlch have already been obtained or vmlcb Owner will obtain In a 
timely manner In the ordinary l)O\ll'SO of perfo.rmance of the Contract Document& 
19.S Bankryptc;y. 'No aotlon relating to the bankru.p~, insolvency or liquidation of, 







TRJ NSFER. OF TITLE, RISK OF LOSS 
20.1 Transfer ofTrtle T"ttle to alt or a portion of the Work, equipment. supplies and 
other components of the Worl: shall pass to Owner upon the date payment for said Work. 
material. equipment, supplies 01 components is made by Owner. 
20.2 Risk of Loss. Contractor shall, at all times prior to Turbine Mechanical 
Completion of each Turbine. re ain care, custody and eontrol of and bear the risk of physkal loss 
or damage to such Turbine ml the Work related to such Turbine. Upon Turbine Mechanical 
Completion of each Turbine, · :>wner shall take possession and control of that portion of the 
Balance of Plant incorporatio J such Turbine ancf, shall thereafter be solely responsible fc>r 
operation, mamtenance and risl: of loss theieot: Transfer of title to Owner shall in no way affect 
Owner's and Contractor's rl1 hts and obligations as set forth in other provisions of this 
Agreement. Notwithstanding, be transfer of risk of loss to OWner, Contractor shall nevertheless 
remain liable for any loss or d miage to the Turbine and the Work, and each Project Site to the 
extent caused in whole or in p nt by Contmotm; a Subcontractor or any other Person for whom 
Contraotor or any Subcontract( r ls responsible. Contractor is not :responsible for loss or damage 
to the Work. the materials or ec [Uipment furnished by Owner, the Turbims or any parts thereof. if 
caused by the negligent acts or omissions or willful misconduct of Owner, Separate ConttactoIS, 
or other Persons for whom ~ ner is responsible (other than Contractor or Subcontractors), or if 
such loss or damage is caused by a "Force Msjeure Event In no event shall Contractor be 
responsible or have risk ofloss for the Work,~ Project. the Turbines, or materials or equipment 
ibmisbed by Owner or Sepa1 ate Contractors where the WDlk. the Project, the Turbines, or 
materials or equipment furnish ,cl by OWner or Separate Conttaotors is underinsured or uninsured 
by Owner under the All•Risk Builder's Risk Insurance except to the extent of any deducti'ble 
under such Ail-Risk.Builder's Risk msurauce procured by Owner for which Contractor shall be 
responsible or which Conttac1 [)f will pay Owner and where such loss· or damage is related to 
Contractor's or Subcontractor' s or other Persons (for whom Contractor or any Subcontractm is 
responsible) negligence, fault, act or omission or breach, or non-perfomiance or non-compliance 
with any Contract Document. 
ARTICLEXXl 
Dll a>UTE RBSOLtmON PROCEDURE 
21.1 Pimute Avoi& nee and Mediation. 
(a) ' lie Parties are fully committed to working with each other 
throughout the Project and ag -ee to communicate regularly with each other at all tlmes so as to 
avoid or minimize dJsputes or ~ under any of the Contract Documents. If disputes 
or dlsagreemen1s under any , f the Contract Documents do arise, Contractor and Owner each 
cmmnft to resolving such d1sp Jtes or disagreements in au amicable, professional and expeditious 
manner so as to avold mmeet ISS8I')' losses. delays aad distupticms to the W OJk and to mitigate 
delays, losses and damages. Cmmactor and OWner will first attempt to resolve dispgtes or 












(b) If L dispute or disagreement under any of the CODllaet Documents 
cannot be .resolved through Cor tractor's Representative and Owner's Representative, upon the 
written request of either Pm, y, Contntetots Senior Representative and Owner's Senior 
R.epresen.tativ shall meet es 801 ill as conveniently ~ible. but in no case later than thirty (30) 
days after such a request is rruu le, to attempt to resolve such dispute or disagreement. Prior to 
any meetings between the Senior Repmentatives, the Parties will exchange mevant infonnation 
that will assist the Parties in resc lving their dispute or disagreement 
(c) If, after meeting, the Senior Representatives determine that the 
dispute or dlsagreement cannot be resolved on terms satisfactory to both Parties, either Party 
may submit the dispute or dis igreement to no~-binding m«Iiation. The mediation shall be 
conducted in Minneapolis, Mb nesota by an impartial medlator mutually agreed upon by the . 
Parties or, if the Parties cant ot so agree, a mediator that is designated by the American 
.Arbitration Association purswu f to its Construction Industry and Med~on Procedure&. The 
mediation will be govemed by and conducted putsuant to a mediation agreement negotiated by 
the Parties or, if the Parties cannot so agree, by procedures established by the mediator. 
Mediation is a condition prece :lent to arbitration 1Jllder Section 21.3, 1Dlless 1he Parties agree 
otherwise. 
21.2 Designation of~ egreseptatlves. Owner designates the individuals listed below as 
its representative .("Owner's Representative") and senior representative ("'Owners Senior 
Rca,resentatiyd'). which indlvi, luals have the authoiity and responsibility for resolving disputes 
under this Article XXI: 
Owner's RepresentElth :: 
James Cmku1is 
801 W. Bannock 
Boise, m 83702 
Tel.: (208) 336-9793 
Fax.: (208)336-9431 
Owner's Senlor Repre ientative: 
James Carkulis 
801 w. Bannock 
Boise. ID 83702 
Tel: (208) 336-9793 
Fax.: (208) 336-9431 
Contractor designates the l l.dividuals fisted below as its tepresentative ("Contractor's 
B@m!senlatin") and senior re i,resentative ("Contpqtgt's Senior Representat;lye", 111d. together 
with Owner's Senior RepreseI tatlve. the "Senior Reaeamtatives"), whlch indivldaals have the 
authority and mponslbllity foi resolving disputes under this Article XXI: 














Granite Palls, ~ iN S6241 
Telephone: (32 ~) 564-3324 
ContlaGtor"s Senior Re >resentative: 
Roland "Ron" I agen 





Granite Falls,! IN S6241 
Telephone: ~ 0) S64-3324 
FacsimiJe: (32< ) S64-3278 
21 J Arbitration, 
\ . ..,./ 
(a) J .ny claims, disputes or controversies arising out of 01' relating to 
the Agreement, or the breach then:ot; which have not been resolved m accordance with the 
procedures set forth in~ 2lJ. above shall be decided by arbitration in accordance with the 
American Arbitmtion Association's Construction Industry Arbitration Rules then in effect. The 
number of arbltrators shall I e three. The place of the arbitration shall be Minneapolis, 
Minnesota. The arbitration sh 111 be governed by the Federal Albitration ArJ.: The award of the 
arbitrators shall be final and bi nding upon the Parties. Judgment may be entered upon it by any 
court having jurisdiction there< if. 
(b) < :ontractor aod Owner expressly agree that any arbltmtion pursuant 
to this Section 21.3 may be. ioined or consolidated with any arbitration involving any other 
person 01' entity (i) necessary to resolve the claime dJspute or controversy, or (ll) substantially 
involved in or affec:ted by sue 1 claim, dispute or controversy. Both Contractor and Owner will 
include appropriate provisions in all co.ntracts they execute with other Persons in connection with 
the Projeot to require arbitratlc ri of all disputes and sudljoinder or cotl®lidation. The prevailing 
party in any arbitmtion shall · ,e entitled to recover Its reasonable foes and costs In oonnectlon 
with the arbitmtion. 
21 A Dyty to CopJfG g Pmfhrmance. Contractor shall continue to perform thD Work 
and OWner shall continue t , sadsfy its undlsputed pay.ment obligations to Contmctor In 
accordance with the tams oft i.e Contract Documents,~ the final resolution of any dispute 








22.1 Waiver. No delay or omis.,ion by tb.e Parties in exercising any right or remedy 
provided for under any Contrac : Doeument shall constitute a waiver of such right or temedy nor 
shall it be construed as a bar to 1 ,r waiver of any such right or remedy on any future occasion. 
22.2 Governing Law. Axr.y claims, disputl:s ·or ooatroversies arising o'lt of or relating 
to this Agreement o.r any Cont~ Document or the breach 1he.reof shall be governed by, and 
shall be aonstmed in accordanc ~ with, the substantive laws of the State of Idaho without regard 
to its conflict oflaws prln.ciples 
22.3 Amendments. 'l his Agreement may be modified, amended or supplemented only 
by an instmment in writing sigr .ed by the Parties. 
22.4 Entire Agreeme t!!, This Agreement constitutes the complete statement of the 
agteement between Owner ar d Contractor relating to the subject matter hereof: No prlor 
statement or con-espondence 1 :ball modify or affect the terms and conditions hereof. Prior 
representations. promises, W8tl anties or statements by Contractor or OWner, or by any agent or 
employee of Contractor or °" ner, that differ in any .way from the temls and conditions hereof 
shall be given no effect. · 
22.S Conflicting Pm~ Upon discovery, Contractor or Owner shall promptly 
notify 1b.e other in writing of I ny conflicts. ambiguities, inconsistencies, errors, or omissions in 
the Contract Doeuments. In t 1e event of any Inconsistencies between this Agieement and the 
other Contract Docmnents, tb 1:1 following order of precedence Ill the interpretation hereof or 
resolution of such conflict here wider sha1l prevail: 
(a) < uly authorized and executed Change Orders and written 
amendments, modifications or supplements to this Agreement executed by both Parties; 
(b) t us Agreement (and solely wi1h respect to the definition of the 
"Work", Exhibit A-1. Scope 01 • Work, and Articles 3 and i shall have equal prec:edential value); 
(c) 1 o.e Exhi"bl1s; 
(d) i lrawings produced and delivered pursuant to this Agreement (in 
respect of which, precedence : 1hall be given to drawings of a larger scale over those of smaller, 
. figured dimensions on the drl M'ings shall control over scaled dimensions, and noted materials 
shall control over undimensio1.ed gmphic indications); and 
(e) 1 he other Contract Documenl's. 
Where an irreconcllal le conflict exists among Applicable Laws, this Agreement, the 
drawings included In the Te1 lbnlcal Documents. the earliest item mentioned in this sentence 
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22.6 No Partnership C ~- NotbJng contained in this Agreement shall be construed 
as constituting a joint venture or partnership between Contractor and Owner. · 
22. 7 Independent Cot! lractor. Contractor is an lndependcnt contractor, and all persons 
employed by Contractor in cc nnection herewith shall be employees of ~ and not 
employees of Owner in any re ipect Contractor is not an agent of Owner atJd shall malntai.n 
~lete control over its empl~ rees. 
22.8 Further Assmm g. Contractor and Owner agree to provide such information, 
execute and deliver any instrw aents and documents and to take such other actions as may be 
necessary or reasonably requc sted by the other Party which are not inconsistent with the 
provisions of this Agreement m d which do not involve the assumptions of obligations other than 
those provided for in this Agree ment, in order to give full effeot to this Agreement 
22.9 Countergarts. 1 his Agreement may be executed by the Parties 1n one or more 
colll'Iterparts, all of which taken together, shall constitute one and the same instrument 
22.10 Assignment C mtractor may not assign or transfer any or all of its rights or 
obligations under any Contrac: t Document to any Person without the prior written COJJSent of 
Owner, which may be exmclso I by Owner in it.s sole discretion. 'Ibis Agreement shall be binding 
upon. shall inure to ~ bene1 it of, and may be performed by. the SUcces&ol'S and permitted 
assigns of the Parties. Contractor's subcontmcting portions of the Worl.c in accordance with this 
Agreement shall not be deeme i to be an mignment of this Agreement. Owner may not assign 
or transfer any or all of its ri1 ibts or obligations under any Contract Document to any Person 
without the prior written cons, :nt of Contractor; except that Owner may assign all of its rights 
and obligations under the Co11 tract Documents to its Flnandng Parties as collateral securi.ty in 
connection with Owner obtain: ng or arranging any financing for the Project, provided, however, 
Owner shall deliver, at least ti ve (S) Business Days prior to any such assignment, to Contractor 
(a) written notice of such assi1 ~ent and (b) a copy of consent to assignment for the benefit of 
the F.inancing Parties in foan s Dd substance reasonably acceptable to Contractor, whose approval 
shall not be unreasonably witl held or delayed. The Financing Parties may assign the Contract 
Documents or their rights u lder the Contract Documents. including without limitation in 
connection with any foreclosw e. re.medial right or other enforcement of their security interest. 
22.11 Successors. C >ntractor and Owner intend that the provisions of the Contract 
Documents are binding upon he Parties, their employees, agents, heirs, successors by law and 
pennitted assigns. 
22.12 SeverabiJJtt •. [f any provision or any part of a provision of the Conttact 
DoQUnents shall be finally determined to be superseded. invalid, illegal, or otherwise 
unenforceable punuant to any Applicable Law, such determination shall not impair or otherwise 
affect the validity, legality, or enforceability of the rema1nlng provision or parts of the provision 
of the Contract Documents. , "11ch shall mna1n In tbll t'on:e and effi:ct as If tho unenforceable 
provision or part were deleted 
22.13 Hea(UJ&S. 'l1u table of contcnts·and the headings used In this Agreement or any 
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limit. define, extm.d, descn"lx\ alter, or otherwise affect the scope or the meaning of any 
provision of this Agreement ors 1ch other Contract Document. 
22.14 Notice. Whenc ,er the Contract Documents require that notice or written 
comm.Wlication be provided to a Party, such notice or communication shall be in writing and 
shall be (a) delivered In person, receipt acknowledged. (b) sent by certified mail. return receipt 
requested, ( c) sent by recogni! :eel overnight mail or courier service, with delimy receipt 
requested, or (d) sent by facsimi le transmission to such Party at l1s address and ficsimile number 
set forth below or such other ad« ress or facsimile number notified in writing to the other Party. 
lfto Contractor, to: 
Fagen,lnc. 
sot w. Hlghwa) 212 
P. O.Box 1S9 
Gnnite FaUs, Ml i 56241 
Attention: Evan J ragen. Executive Vice President 
Fax: (320) S~ 196 




P.O. Box 159. 
~FaUs,M~ 56241 
Attention: Jenni1 er Johnson, CFO 
Fax: (320) 564-i 1278 
Fagen, Inc. . 
3001 S. Lincoln Ave. 
Steamboat Spl'Ul gs. CO 80487 
Attention: Kate :arlton 
Fax: (970) 879- i310 
If to Owner, to: 
James C :arkutis 
801 w. Bannock 
Boise. J D 83702 
Tel.: ( 1.08) 336-9793 
Fax.: C !08) 336-9431 







22.lS Third-Party Bem ficiaries. Except as expressly provided herein. this Agreement Is 
intended to be solely for the &t aefit of Owner. Contractor and theft respective successors and . 
permitted migns. and is not int med to and sha1J not confer any rights or benefits on any other 
Person. 
22.16 Confidentiali!,v. F.ach Party {the "Receiving Pam") shall mahrtain in confidence 
all Confidential Information c f the other Party (the "Disclosing Party") and the Contract 
Documents, and shall not dlscl, ,se such Confidential Information or any Contract Document to 
any third party except to the foll owing (collectively. "Authorized Recipients"): 
(a) ta any Aftiliato of the Disclosing Party that ~ such 
information for purposes of the· perfurmance by the Disclosing Party of this Agreement or any 
other Contract Document; . 
. (b) tc any Subconttactor or Separate Contractor or any out.side 
consultants or advisers engage l by or on behalf of 1he Disclosing Patty in connection with the 
Work or any Contract Docum :nt. or. in the case of Owner. the financing or opendion of the 
Project, and acting in that capac ity; 
(c) tl, any Financing Party and its consultaDts and advisen from wbioh 
Owner is seeking or obtalningi fm!nce; 
.(d) t<, the extent required by the mies of a relevant and recognized 
stock exchange; 
(c) t,, any insurer under a policy of insurance required to be taken out 
by either Party under any Cont act Document; or 
(t) t, directom, employees and officers of sueh Party who have a need 
to know such information; 
provided that. eaeh in case: 
(g) t 1e Disclosing Party determines in good faith that the recfpient bas 
a legitimate need to see such d lfa or infonnation; and 
(h) t 1e recipient has been made aware of and the D.isclosing Party has 
obtained in writing the reciple it's agreement to be bound, 111lllatia mutandis, by the tenns of this 
Section 22.16. 
22.16.2 J >;gree of Care;. In malntalnlng the contldentiality of Confidential 
Information of'th.e other P~ each Party shall exercise the same degree of care that lt exercises 
with its own Confidential Inf ,rmatlon, and In no event less than a reasonable degree of care. 
Each Party shall ensure that e, di of its Autborizcc1 Reolpfents holds fn oon:fldmcc and mam no 
use of the Confidential Infom ation of.the other Party for my purpose other than those permitted 









22.16.3 E2 c;ei,tions. The obligation of confidentiality contained in this 
Agreement shall not apply to he extent that (a) the Receiving Party is required to dlsclosc 
information by order or rcguJatii •n of a governmental agenoy or a court of competent jurisdiction; 
provided, however, that the RE celving Party shall not make any such disclosure without fint · 
notUying the Disclosing Party and allowing the other Party a reasonable opportuniw to seek 
injunctive relief from (or a p ~ve order with ~ to) the obligatlon to make such 
disclosure or (b) the Receiving Party can demonstrate that (i) the disclosed information was at 
the time of sadl diselosure to the Receiving Party already in (or thereafter enws) the public 
domain other than as a result of actions of the Receiving Party or Authorized Recipients in 
violation hereof; or ('rl) the cfu closed infomtation was received by the Receiving Party on an 
unrestricted basis from a source unrelated to any Party to !his Agteement and not· under a duty of 
confidentiality to the Disclosin.( · Party. 
22.16.4 D isclosure. Bach Party &lknowledges and confirms that the 
Confidential Information of tll e Disclosing Party constitutes proprletmy imomtation or trade 
secrets valuable to the Disblosi ig Party, and that the mianthorized use, loss or ou1side disclosure 
of such Confidential Infonnath n shall be presumed to tause irreparable .iqjury to the Disclosing 
Party. Eich Party shall not fy the Disclosing Party immediately upon discovery of any 
unauthorized use or disclosu,, of Confidential Information, and wm· cooperate with the 
Disclosing Party in every re isonable way to help regain possession of such Confidential 
Information and to prevent its t miler unauthorlzed use. 
22.16.S ~ 1junctive Relief. Each Party acknowledges that monetary 
damages is not a sufflcient rei nedy for unauthorized disclosure of Confidential Information of 
the Disclosing Party and that t 1e Disclosing Patty shall be entitled, without waiving other rights 
or remedies, to such il\iuncti re or equitable relief as may be deemed proper by a court of 
eompetent jurisdiction. 
22.17 Smyival. Ncmi itbstanding any provisions herein to the contrary, the indemnity 
obligations set forth herein, llll r1 the confidentiality obligations set forth herein. shall survive (m 
full force and effect) the expki 1tion or termination of this Agreement and shall oontinue to apply 
to the Parties to this Agreemei 1t even after tennination of this Agreement or the ~er of such 
Party's interest in this Agreem mt. 
22.18 Publicity. Neit w Owner nor Contractor shall make any public announcements, 
press release or other dlsclOSl re ~a.g the contents ~ or ammgements contemplated by, 
this Agreement or any other 1 :!on.tract Document. or to the effeet that the Parties have entered 
into this Agreement, wi1hout t1 te prior written consent of the other Party. 
22.19 Fm:tbcoming E chibits and A,mendices. The Parties acknowledge end agree that, 
as of Etl'ective Date, the foll :>Wing Bxhl'bJts and AJIPOlldiccs have not been delivered by the 
responsible Party and shall be supplied by the OWner to the Contmctor l10t later than Janumy 31, 
2012: (a) Exhibit B-5, Appenc ix 2. Tutblne Supplier's Specifications, (b) Bxln1,it B-5, Appendix 
6, Turblno Supplier Installati ,n and Btection Manual, (c) Bxhibh B-5, Appendix 7, Turbine 
Supplier Delivery Schedule, 1 ~) Exhibit B-5, Appendlx 8, Tutbino Demarrage R.ato Schedule, 
(e) Exhibit B-5, Appendix 9 Component Packing List, (f) Bxblbit B·S, Appendix 10, Twbme 













Sittgle Line Drawing of lnterc mnection of the Project. (i) Exhibit S, [dabo Power Company 
Studies and Agreements. and 0) Exhibit T, High Voltage Electrical System Studie.1 and 
Agreements. All Bxluoits 8ll cl Appendices agreed upon or delivered, as the case may be. in 
accordance with this Sectim2t sl: all be attached to and become a part of this Agreement. 





lN WITNESS WHBREC )F1 th1s Agreement has been executed and delivered by the duly 
authorized representatives of 0, nier and Comractor as .of the date ftrst written above. 
OWNER: CONTRACl'OR: 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT I }ROUP :FAGEN. INC. 







' . . ......., 
IN WITNESS WBEREOJ 1, tms Agi:eanent Jias been e:xamtec1 and delivered by the duly 
authorlzed representatives of Owl er and Omtractor as of the date &stwrltten llbOw. 
OWNER: CONTRACTOR: 
EXERGYDEVELOPMENT GROUP FAGEN,INC. 
OF ID.ABO, LLC. 
BT, 4_9 By: 
J;::;Cerknlis Name: 
Tltle: Pxesident Title:. 
--···-·· ... __ _ 






----. "'!". -.-... - ........................ -."'!" ....... -~--------r-=-:---:---:-:= .. ····-· . 
·-
lN WIT.NESS WHElU OF, this Agreement has been ~ and pelivered by tbe duly 
authorized npesentatives· of C Wllel' and Contractor as of the date first wrlttm &bow. 
OWNBR: 
EXERGYDEVELOPMEN'I GROUP 







Namo: k_,, 1 L~~ 
Title: ~ tfh&,1-.....A- -w .tt~ 
FAGEN 0245 
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._ INSTALL RBAYPAN!UI 
- INSTALLBUSWDRK 
- INS1lll.LMAJOR EQUIPMENT 
i,-._..,.. ... .., SIIIISTATIONCAPACITDRBANII: 
.. -------------------------------------------.81'1112,8A!MONCREEJC 
,.. ________________________ 111111Z6A!MONCREEICT4 
I) FOUNDJITIOII EXCAVATION 
I WINI> ENERGY DEWATERINIJ 
- BARRlCADEIIITBI Pl!HCIN!3ISIGN8 
~ nmTJlJ I D& L,f SflU IID'\AflnM 
I BACKFILL 
- SET-UP'TOPOUTCRAN& 
~ l!XCAVATEMEl'TOWER FOUMDATION!I ______ _,ERECfMETTOWER 
I UNLOAD WTCil COMPONENTS OAMEl!A2J) ·---• CONJROUER GAMEIIA2.0 
I WIND TURBINE GROUT BASE!, EPOXY 
I TOWER8HJMPllCXGAMEIIA2.D 




I BOTT0M,'11D IIECTJON GAME!IA2.D 
I TOPSl!CTIOIIGAMEM2.0 
I MJDSECTIONGAIIEBA2.D 
I TON!ID llEC'IION GAMEIIA2.0 
I ANllHDR TENSIONING 
I ANCHOR CAPS. OUT8IDI! 
I Ml!TALSTJIIRSGAMPA2.0 
I PI.IN::H USTGAMJl8A2.D 
I TOWER WIRINO .. ---------------------.1i/'12112,IIIIUIDNCRE!lKT3 
- Cllrnn!Blr Lmds p """'Cclalfll,. 
4 ~ -- - 'I Ccm,plolll 








I WIND TURBINE GROUTIIASI!, EPOJ('( 
I TOWER llHIM PACK GAMEIIA2.0 
_, III.ADE8GAMESA2.I> 
..., HUB GAMESA2.D 
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- INSTALL P& H FOUMWION 
t FOUNllATIDN CONDUIT 
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I UNLOADWfO COMPONENTIIGAMEMaD 
I COMPONl!NTWASHINO 
I CONTROLLER GAMESA2.D 
I WIJIIDTURBINI! OROUTBABI!, EPOX'I' 
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r. lllADESOAMEIIA2.D 
""" HUB GAMESA2.D 
,_ NACa.LE OAMEIIA2.0 
I BOTTOM SECTION OAMl!SA2.D 
I BOTTOl,l,MID SECTION OAMl!SA2.D 
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I TOPSECTIONOAMESA2.D 
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I TOPSECTION GAMEIIA2.D 
I Mil> SECTION GAMEBA2.0 
I TOP-1111) BECTIONBAMl:IIAZ.O 
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I WIND ENERGY DEWATERING 
..,_ IIARRICADEIIITEFENCINOJSIGN8 
""' INllTAIJ. P& H FOUNDlmON 





I WIND TURBINE GROUT BAS!. EPOllY 
I TOWER SHIM PACK GAMESA2.0 
bm BlADE8 GAMESA:Z.O 
Im HUD GAMEIIA2.0 
Im NACEU.EGAMEBA2.0 
I BOTl'OM Gl!nllON GAMEBA2.0 
I BOTTOM-MID SECT1DN GAMEBA2.0 
I META!.8TAIR8 GAMESA 2.0 
I TOPSl!CTION GAMESA2.D 
I MID SECTION GAMEIIAZ.O 
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I ANCHOR CIIPII• OUTIIIDI! 
- CIIDIIIBlrLlllols P FIIIIIICmllft. 
4 ~ Milllone - 'I Cknqllde 





: INC. lol'24 
• FOUNDJO'JON EXCAVA:nON 
• WIND ENEROTDEWl'.'IERIIIG 
,_ BARRICAOES/l'EMP Fl!NClll!8ISION 




I UNLOAD W1'G COMPONEN18 GAMESA2.D 
• COMPONENTWAIIHll\ll3 
• OONTROUl!RGAM!lfA2.D 
I WIND 'IURIIINI! GROUTBASB, EPOJIY 
I TOWER 8111,1 PACK GAMl!lfA2J) 
Im B!ADES-0 
la HUB GAMl!SA2J> 
• NACEWIGAIIElll'.2.D 
I BOTTOM &ECTIDN GAMl!IIA2.0 
I BOTTOM-MID S1!CTlON GAMEIIA2.D 
• MEllll.61lllRSGAMmA2.D 
• TOP SECTION GAMEl!A2.II 
• MID &ECTIDN GAMEIIA2.D 
• TOP.MID SEC'IIDN GAMEIIA2.II 
• AI\ICHORTENSIONINO 
• AIIIC!iOR CAPS• OUT61Dli 
• PUNCH LIBTGAME11112.11 
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.----------------------------712112,ROGERllONFUml ,-------------------------.. 11/D/12,RDGERSOIIIFUmlTID 
- _..,Luu ll'PlalshOllnllt.. 
4 0 11111!m11 - 'I Corapllle 





: INC. apWZA 
I TOP-MID SECTION GAMEIIA2.D 
I ANCHOR TENSIONING 
I ANCHDR CAPS -OUTSIDE 
I METAL STAIRS GAMEBA2.0 
I PUNCH UST GAME8A2.D 
I TOWER WIRINO .--------------------------11111112.ROGERSONFIATSTD 
I FOUNDATION l!XCAIDl!ION 
I WIND ENERGY Dl!WATERINO 
- IIARRICADl!Bll1FENCING'9IGNS 
- IN!lllll.LP& H FOIINDATil)N 
I FOUNDATION CONDUIT 





I WINDTURIIINEOROUTIIABI!, EPOXT 
I TOWER SHIM PACK BAMEBA2.D 
- IIU\DE8GAMl!IIA2.D 
I BOTTOM Sl!CTIDN GAlll!llA2.D 
I BOTT~MIDSECTIONOAME8A2.D 





I TOP-MID 8ECTIOW IWIESA2.D 
I ANCHORTENSJONINO 
I ANCHOR cw>S-OUTSIDI! 
I PUNCHUSTGAM1!8A2.D 
I TOWl!R WIRING 
.. ----------------------- lt/9/12,ROGERSONFI.ATBTB I FOUNDATION EXCAVATION 
I WIND ENERG'l'DEWATERING 
- llARRICADEBITEM FENCIND/Sll3NB 
- INSmLL P& HPOIINDATil)N 
I FOUNDJmON CONDUIT 
I FOUNDATION GROUNDING 
I IIACKPILL 
JACK RANCH WIND FARM MASTER 
I UNLOAD WTG COMPONENTS OAMl!SA2.D 
I COMPONENT WASIIINO 
I CONlROl.l.ER GAIIESA2.D 
I WIND TURBINE GROUTBAllE!, EPOXT 
I TOWER&HIMPACKGAMEIIAZ.11 
._ BLADES C!AMEBA2.D 
I BOTTOM BECTION OAMEIIA2.D 
I BOTTOM-M1DSECTIONGAMESA2.D 
- Cmml!Barl.llhelr PFkllabc-tr-
4 P Millo- - 'llCompl,!8 





I ME1lll. B11URll OAMcSA2.D 
I TDPSEOT10NGAMl!SA2.0 
I MID SECTION GAMESA2.0 
I TOP•MIDGECTIONGAMEIIA:Z.O 
I TOWERWIRINB 
I ANCHOR TllNlllDNINB 
I ANCHORCAPS•OUTlllDI! 
I PUNCH UST BAMESA2.D ... -------------------------Bll3112,ROBERSONFUmlT7 
I FOUNil.vlON EllCAVATION 
I WINDl!N!RGYIJEWATERINO 
- IIARR!llAIJEB/T FENCJNIIISlllNB 
• IMrnU.LP& H FOIJIIIJJU10N 
I FOUND,Q'll)J\I CONDUIT 
t FOUNDATION GROIJNDIIIB 
• 8ACICFll 
I UNI.OAD WTO COMPONENTB GAMESA2.D 
t COMPONENl'WASltNG 
I CONTROLLEROAMl!BA2.D 
I WJNDTURl!lNJ!GRoUTIIJISI!. EPOXY 
I TOWER SHIM PACK GAMESA2.0 
19 111ADS1 GAMESA2.D 
I BOTTOM SECTION GAME11A2.D 
I BOTTOM-MID SECTION BAMESA2.0 
Im HUB GAMEIIA2.0 
la NACELLE GAMESA2.0 
t ME1lll. STAIRS GAMESA 2.D 
I TOPSECTIONGAM!SA2.0 
I MID &ECTIDN GAMESA2.0 
I TOP-MID GECTIONIIAMl!IIA2.D 
I ANCHOR TENSIONlNO 
I ANCHOR CAPS- OUTB!DI! 
I PUNCHUSTGAMl:SA2.D 
I TOWER WIRINO .... -------------------------irll'111112.ROGERSONFUmlT1 I FOUNDATION SXCAVJmON 
I WIND ENERGY Dl!WATERING 
i- IIARRICADESflEMFENCINGISIONS 
i- IN!ITALI.P&H FOUNDRIDN 
I FOUNDJQ10N CONDU1T 
I FOUNIWIONGROUNDING 
I IIACIIFll1. 
J'ACK RANCll WlND FARM MABmR 
I UNLOAD WTG COMPONBIITBOAMEBA2.0 
I COMl'ONl!NTWASHING 
I CONTROi.i.ER OAMEIIA2.D 
I WIND 'TURBINSOROUT IIABI!, EPOKY 
I TOWERIIIIMPACICOAMESAI.D 





: INC. llal'Z4 
I llO'TTOM,MJD llEOTIDN DAMEIIAZ.O 
I TOPBEDTION OAMEIIA 2.D 
I MID BEDTION GAMEBAZ.O 
I TOP-MIDSECTION OAMESA2.D 
I ANCHOR TENSIONING 
I ANCHOR CAPS• OUTS1DE 
I METAL STAIRS GAMESA 2.D 
I PUNCHLIBTO.AMEBA2.D 
I TOWER WIRINlil .-,-------------------------·M9112,ROOERSONFUmlT2 
I l'OIJllll)ATION l!XCA\0\1ION 
I WIND ENERGY DSWllTERINO 
.._ BARRICADESITEMP FENClNOISIONB 
~ INS1lll.1. P& ff FOUNDATION 
I FOUNDATION CONDUIT 
I FOIJNl!ATION GROUNDING 
I BACKFILL 




I TOWER SHIM PACKOAMl!Bl\2.0 
,_ ID.ADES OAMEIIAZ.O 
I IIOTIOMIIElmON GAMEBA2JI 
I BOTTOM-MID SECTION OAMl!IIAZ.O 




I MID SECTION GAMEIIA2.0 
I TOP-MID GBmON OAMEIIA2.0 
I ANCIIDR TEN!llONING 
I ANCHOR CAPS-OIITSIDE 
I PUNCH LIST GAMEIIA2.0 
I TOWERWIRINO ,-------------------------81211112,ROOERSONFUml'r.l 
I l'OIJNDA'IION EXCAVATION 
I WIND ENERGY DEWATERINB 
- BARRICAIIEIIITE l'ENCINIIJSIONS 
- INS'IAU. P& H FOUNDATION 
I l'OIJNDAl1DN CONDlllT 
I FOUNDATION GROUNDING 
I IIACICl'IU 
JACK RANCH WIND FARM MASTBR 
I tJNI.OAD WTG COMl'ONl!NT& GAMEIIAZ.O 
I COMPONl!NTWASHINB 
I CONTROW!R GAME6A2J) 
I IMNDTURBIN&GROUTBASE!, EPOX\' 
--Barlahels ., __ _ 
4 ~ - - !I Con1Jld8 






• BOTTOM Sl:C'ltON OAMESA2.D 
t BOTTOM-MID SECTION GAMEBA2.II 
Im HUB GAMEIIA2.II 
Im NACELLE OAMEIIA2.0 
t METAI.STA1RS8'!MESA2JI 
t TOP61!CllONOJIMESA2.D 
• MID 61!CllON GAMEBA2JI 
I TOP-Mil> IIECTION OAMESA2.D 
I ANCHoR TENlilONJNll 
I ANCHOR CAPS• OUT6!DE 
I PUNCH1JST GAMEBA2.0 
I TOWl!R WIRING .-------------------------.11121112,ROGl!RSONP1ATST4 
t FOI/NDA110N l!XDAVlmON 
t WIND ENERGYDEWATERINO 
- IIARRICADESITEM FEIICINGISIONS 
- INS'll!U.P&HFOUNDIOION 
t COMPONENTWASHINO 
I CONTROLLER OAMESA2.0 
I WIND TURBINE GROUT BASE, EPOX\' 
I TOWER BHJMPACICGAMEIIA2.D 
- BlADEB GAMl!IIAZJJ 
I BOTTOM IIECTIONOAMESA2JJ 
I BOTTOM,MJD SECTION GAMESA2.0 
- HUii GAMESA2.D 
- NACl!LLEGAMEBA2.II 
I METAL BTAIRll GAMl!l!A 2.11 
I TOPSl!CTIONOAMEM2.II 
I MID Sl!CTION OAMEBAZJJ 
I TDP-Mll)~OAMEM2.D 
I ANCHOR TENSJOJIINO 
I ANCHORCAPS•OUTIIID! 
I PUNCHUSTOAMESAZJJ 
t TOWER WIRING --------------------------,G.'271'2,ROOER&ONFIATBTII 
• FOUNDRION l!lCCAl/lll10N 
I WIND ENERGY DEWATERINO 
- IWIRICADl!SITI! FENCJNGm!tlNS 
'- INSTALL P& H FOUNDATION 
I FOUNDATION CONDUIT 
I FOUNllATlllN GROUNDING 
I BACICPIU. 
- Clmllllarl.alu O Flnllbc-tr.. 
4 ~ .... - - 'II CGllpl9 







1::1 IILADl!8 0AMEIIA2.D 
Q 80TTOIIISl!C'l10N GAMEBA2.D 
I IIOTTOl4-Mll> SECTIDN GAIIIESA2.0 
la HUIIGAMEBA2.D 
I Ml!TAI. STAIRS GAMESA 2.0 
I TOPSEC'IION GAMESA2.D 
I MID SECTION GAllll!M2.0 
I TOP-MID Bl!C'IION GAMESA2.0 
I ANCHOR Tl!NSlON!Nl1 
I ANC11DR CAPS• OIITS!DB 
... tlACElll! GAMl!SA2.0 
I PUNClf UST GAMl!SA2.0 
I TOWBR WIRING --------------------------•711J1:Z.ROGERSONPlATBTB I POIJNDATION l!XCAWION 
I WIND l!NERGY Dl!WATERING 
- BARRlt:ADESll'E PENCINGl8IGNS 
- INS1lU.L P& H FOUNDATION 
I FOIJNDATll)N CONDU1T 
I FOUNDATION GROUNDING 
I BACKFILL 
JACK RANCH WIND FARM MASTER 
- -llarlallels Pl'llbl>Conslr-
t ~- - !ICGmplele 








mm BET-UP TDP Ol1T CRAN!! 
I UM.DAD WTG COMPONl!NTII GAMEIIA2JI 
I COMPONENTWAGIIINO 
t COI\ITROUER GAMESA2.0 
I WIND TURBINE GROUT BASE, EPOXY 
t TOWER SHIM PACK GAMEIIA2.D 




I BOTTOM-MID SECTIDN GAMl!SA:Z.O 
I TOP IIECTION GAMESA 2.0 
I I/ID SECTION GAMl!SA2.0 
I TOP-MID SECTION GAMES,\2.0 
I AIICJ!DR TENSIONING 
I ANCHOR CAPS• OUTIIID!! 
I METAL STAIRS GAMESA2.0 
I PUNCH LIST GAMEllA2.0 
I TOWER W1R1NO 
.... ----------------- 5ll2fl2,COTTONWOODT9 
I FOUNDATION EXCAVJmON 
t WIND ENERGY DEWATERING 
- l!ARRICADEllfl' l'ENCINGJSIGNS 
- INll'MI.I. P& H l'OIJNDATION 
I FOIINDATIDN CONDUIT 
I FOUNDATION GROUNDINIJ 
I IIACKPlll. 
I UNLOAD WTG COMPONl!NTIIGAMESA2.D 
I COMPONENT WABHIHII 
I CONTROLLERGAIIESA2.IJ 
I WINl>TURBINEGROUTIIASE,EPOJIY 
I TOWER BHIM PACIC GAMEllA2.D 
._ lll.AllEB OPMESA2.0 
._ HUB GAMEIIA2.D 
- NACEU.E GAMEIIA2.0 
I BOTTOM SECTION GAMEIIA2J> 
I BOTTOM-MID SECTIONGAMEBA2.D 
I METAL STAIRS GAMEBA2.0 
I TOPSECTION GAMEl!A2.D 
I Mll>IIECTION~ 
I TOP-MID SECTION OAMEIIA2JI 
I ANCHOR TENSIONINO 
I ANCHOR CAPS• OUTBID!! 
I PUNCH Liff GMIDA2.D 
I TOWER WIRINII 




- INllTALL PII H FOI.INlllmON 
I FOUllDATION CONDUIT 
I FOUNDATION GROIJNDINU 
I BACKFIU. 
I UNLOAD WTG COMPONENT& OAMEIIA:Z.O 
I COMl'ONENT WABHIN0 
I CONTROLLEROAMEIIA2.D 
I WINI> TURBINE OROIIT BAS!, El'OXT 
I TOWER 6HlM PACK OAMES/12.0 
Im BlADEBOAMESA2.D 
m HUB IIAMEIIA2.II 
Im IIACEU.E GAMEBA2.D 
I BOTTOM 6ECTION OAMl!SA2.0 
I BOTTOM-MIDBEm10N llAMESA2.0 
I MEllll.STAIRIIGAME!lA2.II 
I TOPSl!CTION GAMESA2.D 
I MID 6ECTION GAIIEIIA2.D 
I TOP-Ml!ISl!lmONGAMl!IIA2.D 
I ANCHOR TENSIONNO 
I ANCHOR IW'B-OUTS!lJI! 
I PUNCHUBTCIAMEIIA2.0 
I TOWER WIR1NO 
... ------------------• 5/IW,COTTONWOOD12 
I FOUNDATION l!lCCAVA:rlON 
I WINI) ENERll'I' Dl!lNAlERINll 
- BARR!CADESll1:M FENCIND/BIGN1I 
- INllTALL PII H F01JNDATION 
I FOUNDATION CONDI.ff 
I FOIINDJillON GROUNDlNG 
I BACllFllL 
I UNLOAD WTO COMPONl!NT8 GAMEBAZ.D 
I COMPONENTWASHINll 
I CONTROLLER GAMESA2.0 
I WIND TURBlNI! GROUT 11AS1!, El'OXT 
I TOWl!RSHIM PACKGAMESA2.D 
.. BI.ADEBOAMl!SA2.D 






I MID IIEC'IIDN GAIIEIIA2.D 
I TOP-MIDBElmONOAMEIIA2.D 
I ANCHDA TENSIONINU 
I AIICHOA CN>a• OUT8IDII 
I l'UNCH LIST CIAMl!IIA2.D 







I WINI) ENERGY DEWl\lERINO 
- BAIUllCADEIIII' Fl!NCING/SflJNl 
- INSTAU.P& H FOUNDATION 
I FDUNDJmON COIIIDUIT 
I l'OUNllATIDN OROUND!NGI 
• BACICFIIJ. 
I UNI.DADWl'BCOMPOM!IIITSGAMESA2JI 
I COMPONENT WASHING 
I CONTROUl!R OAMESA2.0 
I WINDTURlllNI! OROIITl!ASI!, EPOJIY 
I TOWER SHIM PACKCIAMESA:IJI 
tm IIJ.ADEII CIAMESA2JI 
Im HUB OAMEBA2JI 
Im NACEI.Ll!OAMl!BA2.II 
I B0TTOM6EC'TIDNOAMEBA2JI 
I BOTTOM-MID IIECTIDN OAMESA2JI 
I MEDU.liWRII OAM1!BA 2.D 
I TOP8ECTIDNOAMl!BA2.11 
I MID IIECTIDIII OIWESA2.II 
I TOP-MID 6l!CTION CIAMESA:IJI 
I ANCHORlENSIDMNO 
I ANCHOR CAPS-OIITBIDE 
I PIJNCH UST 0AMEl!A2.D 
I TOWER WJRINO 
.... -------------------5121112.COTTONWC0DT4 
I FOIJNDAJIDNEXCAVJmDN 
I WINI> ENERGY DEWATERINI! 
- IIARRICADl!SITE FENCINOISIGNll 
Im INS'llW. P& H FDUNIIAllllN 
I FOUNDATION CONDUIT 
I l'OUNDRIDN OROUND1NO 
I BACIIFllJ. 
JACK RANCH WIND FARM MASTER 
I UNI.DADWTG COMPON!!NTS OAMESA2.D 
I COMPONENTWASIINII 
I CONTROLLER OAMl!BA2.D 
I WlNDTURBlNI! OROIITBAIII!, EPDJIY 
I T0WERSHMPACKOAMESA2.D 
... 8LADEII OAMEM2.D 
._ HUB GMIESA2.D 
._ NACEI.Ll!GAMEM2.D 
I B0TT0MSECTIONOIWESA2.D 
I B0TTOIM!II) 8ECTIDN OAlll:M2.D 
I METAL Sl'AIRS OAMl!BA2.D 
I TOPIIECTIONOAMSIIA2.D 
I MID 8ECTIDN OAMESA2JI 
I TOP-MID SECTION OAMEBA2.D 











111:::1 TEiAR DOWN TOP OUT CRANE 
I TOWERWIRJNO 
-----------------.... Mllll2.COTI'ONWOODT8 I POUNDATIDN l!XCAIIATION 
I WIND ENl!RGY DEWA'TERINO 
lml BARmcADE8ltEMP FENelNGl8JONS 
11m INBTALLP&H FOVNDRION 
I FOUNDAlltlN CONIJU1T 
I FOUJIIDAl10N GRDUNDINl3 
I EIAC1Q'IU. 
I UNLOAD WTG COMPONl!NTII GAMEBA2.0 
I COMPON!!NTWAIIHIJIB 
I CONTROW!RGAMESA2.0 
I WIND TURlllNII GRDUTIWI!!. EPOXY 
I TOWERIIHIMPACKGAMESA2.D 
Im BIADEBGAMESA2.D 
ID HUB GAMEBA2.D 
Im NACELJ.EGAMEIIA2.D 
I BOTTOM SEC1IONGAMESA2.D 
I BOTTOM..Y!D 6EC'IION GAMl!SA2.0 
I -lffiURSGAMl:SA2.0 
I TOPSECTIONGAMl:SA2.0 
I MID IIECTION 8""1ESA2.0 
I TOP-MID SECTION GAMESA2.D 
I ANDHOR TENSIONINO 
I ANDHOR CAPS O 0UTSl!le 
I PUNCH LIST GAMl!IIA2.D 
I TOWERWIRING ... ------------------lll'UltlZ.OOTTONWDODT8 
I FOUNDATION l!XCAIIATION 
I WIND ENERGY DEWATERINl3 
- BMRlCADEII/TEMIFENCINGISJON8 
- INBTALLP&H FOUNDA'l1DN 
I FOUNDATIDN CONDUIT 
I FOUNDJll'ION GROUNDJN!I 
I l!ACIU'ILL 
JACK .RANCH WIND FARM MAS2'B.R 
I UNLOAD WTG COMFONENTII GIIIIESA2.0 
I COMPON!!NT WllSHIIIO 
I CONTROW!R GAMEllA2.D 
I WIND TURIIINI! GROUTIWI!!. EPOXY 






I IIIITAL 8TAIR8 GAMl!8AIJI 
I TDPIIIC'IU)NGAM!MIJI 
I MID 8l!lfflON GMll!BA2.0 
--B11Llllels Pl'IIIIIIClallllr.. 







I ANCHOR CAPS• OUTSIDE 
I PUNCHUSTOAMEIIA2.II 
I TOWER WIRING 
.... -----------------· 6l2ffl2,COTI'ONW00DT7 
I FOUNDATION l!lU:AlllmON 
I WINDENl!ROYD!:WATERINO 
- BMR!CADESITEMP FENlllNOIB!BNS 
- INSTALLP&HFOUNDATIDN 
I POUNDATION CONDUT 
I fOUNDAllON GROUNDING 
I BACICFILL 
I UNI.OADWTOCOMPONENTBOAMl:BA2.D 
I COMl'ONEIIIT WASHING 
I CONTROU.EROAMEIIA2.D 
I WIND TURBl'1l!OROUTl!ABI!, EPOXY 
I TOWl!R SHIM PACK CIAMEltA2.II 
.. m..AD&lnAMEBA.2.0 
... ffJB GAME8A2.II 
Im NACEI.LI! OAMEIIA2.II 




I MID BECTION GAMEBA2.0 
I TOP.MIDIECTIONOAIIE&AZ.11 
I ANCHOR TENSIONlNO 
t ANCHOR CAPS• OUTSIDE 
I PUNCH UBT CIAMSBA:Z.O 
t TOWERWIRINl3 
.... ------------------... ll/2S1'2,COTTONWOOl>TfD 
I FOUNDATION l!XCo\1DffiDN 
I WIND ENEROYDEWATERING 
- BMRIDADESll'EMP l'ENCINllllllGNB 
- INIITALLP&HFOUNDRIDN 
1 fOUNl>A'IIDN CONDUIT 
I FOUNDATIONOROUNDN3 
I BACICFILL 
JACK BANCB WIND J'ARM 16AS2'BR 
I UNLOAD WTO C0MPDNENTB OAMEIIA2.D 
I COMl'ONl!NTWAIIHINO 
t CONTROLLEAGAMEIIA2.D 
I WIND TURBINE GROUTIIASE, EPOXY 
I TOWER BHIM PACICGAlll!lll\2.11 
Im IIIADEIIOAMEIIA2.D 
Im HUB OAMEIIAZ,D 
ID NACEll.11 CIAMEIIAZ.O 
I IIDTTOll &m'l!ON OAMIIIAZ.0 








I TOP-r.111) SECTION OAMEIIA2.D 
I ANClfDR TENSIONINB 
I ANCHORCAPB-OIJTlllDI! 
I PUNC!f USTOAMESA2.D 
11:m TSIRDCIWNll>POUTCRANB 
I TOWER WIRINO ... ------------------------1112n'12,DEEPCREEX --------------------•S!lll12.DEEPCREEKT1 I FOUNl>A1ION l!lCCAIIATION 
I WIND ENERGY DEWA'IERINO 
- IIARRICADEIIITEFENCINOJSIDMI 
- INSTAlL P& H FOUNDATIDN 
I FOUNDATION CONDlllT 
I FOIJNDATIONOROIJNDINO 
I l!ACICP11J. 
- EXCAVATEMETTOWER FOUNDIIIIONB 
,__~~~~~~..n~UJ:T'Tntan:D 
I UNLOADWTG COMPONENTBOAMEBA2.D 




.. BlADEB GAMESA2.D 
I BOTTOM SECTION OAMl!IIA2.D 
I BOTl'OII-MID SECTION GAMl!SA2.0 
I MID SEC110N GAMESA2.D 
- BET-UP ll>P OUT CRAN!! 
m HUBGAIEM2.D 
Im NACEU.E GAYEBA2.D 
I METALS'mlRS GAME8A2.0 
I TOPSECTIONGMIRA2.D 
I TOJ>.MII IIECTIDNGAMl!SA2.0 
I ANCHOR TENBIONING 
I ANCHORCAPB-OIITIIIDE 
I PIJNCHUST OAMeBA2.D 
I TOWER WIRING -------------------·611112,DEl!PCRE!EIC'll! I FOUNORION EXCAVJmO?,I 
I WIND ENERGY DEWA'IERING 
- B.IUIRICADEBITE Pl!NCING/SIUNS 
• INSTAU.P&HFOUNDATICN 
I FOUNDATION CONIJUIT 
I FOIJND,1fflON GROIJNDINO 
I 1!AC1CP11J. 




I IIOTTOM-MID GECTIDN GAMESA2.0 
Is HUBOAMES42.0 
bm NACEW! OAMl!IIA2.0 
I MS'llU. STAIRS OAMESA2.0 
I TOPGECTIDN OAMESA2.0 
I MIDGECTIDNOMIEIIA2.0 
I TOP-MJDGECTIDNGAMEBA2.0 
I ANCHOR TENSIONINB 
I ANCHOR CAPS• OUT6IIJI! 
I PIJNCKUSTOAMEBA.2.0 
I TOWER WIRINl> .---------------------·6/ll/12,DEEPCREEKT3 
I FOUNDATION EXOAVATlON 
I WIND ENERGY DEWAlERJNO 
- IIARRICADESfrEM FENCINOISIGNS 
a IN&TAI.L P& H FOUNIJAIION 
I l'OIINDA1lON CONDUT 
I FOlllilDATllJN GROIJNDJNO 
I IIAt:ICFILL 




t TOWER SHIM PACK G.11MESA2.0 
... IIIADl:BGAMEM2.0 
t SOTTOM8ECTIOIION4E11A2.D 
I BOTTl)M,,MID sa:TION GAMESA2JI 




I MID IIEC1!0N GAMEllll2.0 
I TDP-Ml>BBmDNOM!ESA:t.O 
t ANCHOR TENSIONIN8 
t ANCHOR llAPB•OUT6IIJI! 
I PUNCH UllT GAMESA2.0 
I TOWER WIRING .--------------------11111/12,DEEPCREEICT4 
I FOUNDJQ'ION EXCAVIITIDN 
I WINDENERGYDl!WATl!RDIO 
- IIMRICADEllnEMP l'ENCINGISIGNS 
- IN&TAI.L P& H FOUNDJfflON 
t FOUNDAl111N CONIMI' 
I l'OUNDlffll)N GROVNDIND 
I BACICF1I.L 
I UNLOAD WTG CCIMPONIINTB OAMESIII.D 
- Cllrnmllllrl.lllels PFlnllbClallllr.. 
4 ~ llil,gm • - "ComplllB 





: INC. 2lof2,I 
- lllADEII GAMl!6A2.II 
I BOTTOM SECTJON OAMEBA2.0 
I BOTTOM-MID Sl!CTION GAUEIIA2.ll 
i.. HUB l3AMl!IIA2.0 
... NACEI.LEC!AMcM2.0 
I MEl'llL S1lllR8 GAMESA 2.0 
I TOPSl!C'IIDN l3AMl!IIA Z.O 
I MID SECTION OAMeSAZ.O 
I TOP-MID IIECTJDN ClAMEIIA2.0 
I ANCHOR TENSIONINO 
I ANCHORCAPS•OUTSIDI! 
I PUNCH UST C!AMEBA2.0 
I TOWER WlRlNCl 
.... --------------------.. 11111112,DEBPCREEXlll 
I FOUNDAnON l!XCAIIATION 
- ~FENCINl!ISl8N8 
- INSTAU.P&HFOUNDJUION 
I FOUNDA110N CONOIJIT 
I FOUNDATION GROUNDING 
I 11AC1CF1LL 
I COMPONENTWASHPIC! 
• CONTROU.ER C!AMEBAZ.O 
I WIND TURBINI! GROUTIIABI!, EPOXY 
I TOWER SHIM PACK C!AMEIIAZ.O 
... Bl.ADES OAMEllA2JJ 
I BOTTOM SECTION IIAMEBAZ.O 
I BOTTOM-MID Sl!CTION ClAMEIIA2JI 
la HUB C!Alll!SA2.II 
.. NAtlEIJJ! C!AMEIIAZ.0 
I MEl'lll.61'AJRS GAMESA 2.0 
I TOPIIECTION C!AMESAZ.O 
I MID llECTION C!AMl!SAZ.O 
I TOP-MID GECTION GAMEIIA2.0 
I ANCHOR TENSIONINO 
I ANCHORCAPB•OUTSIDI! 
I PIINCHUSTOAMESA2.D 
I TOWER WIRING .... -------------------•8112112,DEEPCREEKTB 
I FOUNDATIDNEXt!A1nmON 
I WIND ENERGY DEWATERINO 
- l!ARRICADl!B/TE FENCINOl8IGNB 
- INSTALi. P& H FOUNl>RION 
I FOUNDIIIION CONDUT 
I FOUNDATION GROUNDINO 
JACK RANCH WIND FARM MASTER 
- OWenllllr Lollob p Flnlsl!Ccnsl<.. 
4 0 Mlloatone - % Complote 









I COMPONl!Nl' WASHIND 
I CONTROUERGIWl!M2.D 
I WIND TURIIJNI! GROUT BABE. EPOX'I' 
I TOWER SHIM PACK GPMESA2.0 
Im BI.ADl!S GAMEBA2.D 
I BOTTOM SECTION GAMESA2.0 
I BDTTOM-M!D SECTION GAMESA2.D 
Im HUBGAMliSA2.D 
tc, NACB.1.E GAMEBA2.D 
I METAL STAIRS GAMESA2.0 
I TOP6EC110NGRo!EBo\2.D 
I MID &ECllON-2.0 
I TOP-MID SECTION GAl.!EllA2.D 
I ANCHOR TEN&!ONINO 
I ANCHOR CAPB-OUl'6lDE 
I PUNCH UllT CIAMEIIA2.D 
I TOWERWIR!NG ----------------------.1111;inZ,D1;1:PCR£1:KT7 
I FOUNDRION EXCAVlllll)N 
I WIND ENERGY DEWATERING 
- BARRICADEBnEMP FENCINOllllGNII 
.,_ INSTAU.l'aHFOUNl>!mON 
I FOUNDATION CONDUIT 
I FOUNDATION GROUNDING 
I BADICFD.l. 
I UNLOAD WTG COMl'ONENT!I GAMEBA2.D 
I COMPONENT WASHING 
I CONTROLLER GAME8A2.0 
I WIND TURBINE! GROUTl!ASI!, EPOX'I' 
I TOWER SHM PACK GAM1!8A2.D 
I BOTTOM SECTION CIAMES'-2.D 
I BOTTOIWIJD samoN GAMESA2.D 
la HUii GAMEBA2.D 
l!D NACELLI! GAl!l!SA2.D 
I METAL S1lURS GAMESA 2.0 
I TOPSECTION GAMl!SA 2.D 
I Mil> SECTION GAMESA2.D 
I TOP-MID IIEC1!0NGAMESA2JI 
I ANCl«IRTENSIONING 
I ANCHOR CAPS 0 0lmlllJll 
I PUNCHUSTGAMEBA2.D 
I TOWER WlRDIO --------------------1111"112.DEEPCREEICTS I FOUNl>ATION l!XCA\IATION 
I WIND ENIIRGY DSWATERING 
- BARRICAIIEIIITE FENIIINIIIBIONB 
._ INIITAU.PII H FOUNDATIDN 
- -Bir 1.111111 P FWlh Cm111r.. 
4 ~ M1D1D11e - -.. Oaraptete 





· wnz · · wiiz· · -- · · -, 
---- 11115/12 'iiiw-. 1 
· •· 211.ri2 · · mu 11s 
-- ,:::--1= ... -~ 
• IIACICFJLL 
I UNLOAD WTO COMPONENTS OAMESA2.0 
• COMPONENTWASHJNU 
• CONTIIOUER GAMEBA2.0 
I WIND TURBINE OROlll'BABI!, EPOXY 
I TDWERIIHIMPACJCOAMl!IIA2.0 
Im BIAIJEB GAMESA2.II 
I BOTTOM SECTION GAMESA2.D 
I BOTTOM,,MID SECTION GAMEBA2.0 
... HUB GAMESA2.II 
- NACl!W!GAMEIIA2.0 
t METAL STAIRS OAMEBA2.D 
t TOPSECTION IIAMESA.2.0 
I MID SECTl0NGAMESA2.0 
I TOP-MID SECTION GAMEBA2.0 
I ANCHOR TENSIONINO 
I ANCHOR CAPS-OUTIIIIJE 
• PUNCtt usr OPAti&Aa.D 
I TOWERWIRIND .--------------------flllllll2,DEEPCREEKTD I FOUNDA110N EJtCAVATION 
I WIND ENERGT DEWJITERINO 
- BARRIOADES1l'EMFENCINUISION8 
la INSl'AU.Pa H FOUNDATION 
I FOUNDA'IIONCOHDUII' 
I FOUNDATIDN GROUNDING 
I IIACKFII.L 
t UNI.DAD WTG COMPoNENTBGAMEBl\2.D 
I COMPONENTWASIING 
I CONTROUSUIAMESA2.0 
I WIND TURBINE GROUT BASE, EPOXY 
I TOWER GHIM PACK GAMEBA2.0 
la B!ADEBGAMEM2.0 
I BO'ITOMBEOTIONGAMEllll2.0 
I BOTTOMfi.!ID SECTION GAMl!IIA2.ll 
Im HUil OAMl!IIA2.0 
Im NACal.l!OAMEBA2.0 
I MEl'ALSTAIRSGAMl!&A2.0 
• TOPBl!CTION GAMESA 2.0 
I MID8ECTIONOAMEBA2.0 
• TOP-Mil) eECTION GAMEBA2.0 
I ANCHOR TeNBIONINCI 
I ANCHOR CAPB-OUTSIDI 
I PUNCltUSTOAMDA2.0 
I TOWERWIRIND ..-----------------------11/211112,DEEPCREEKTtO I FOUNDATION llXCAVATION 
I WIND l!NERGT DEWATER1IIG 










~:::"mC::"~--CRAN :--·---~= _; .. -: 
N11WMSD12E1100 ··- --~ERECTION collPLETIDN (iisi HUii Fl.OWN) .. j .. - .. -- -imiiiz, -i- .... --o 
16UBSTANSTIAI.LYCOIIPLETE I llr.lOll2' o 
,NTP 
: FOIINDA11DNS IIACXFILlB) ·- -
NB'i'IMSCl1DIID ''llJRBINESCOMPLETE , 
- -- - ,COU.EC110JI-IIYSTEMCOMPLETE . ----· - - . 
- ~- lBACICFEEDPOWER00 ·-·-----··· - - • 
- NBWIIS01ml --- FINAL collJ'lEl10NIDEi.mii'iimoN - --- . 
.-onnooo 
NIIWOOIOOOO -l~CONJITIONS ... -
41 FOUNDATIONS 1!ACKF11.1.ED 
.. ------.... 2114112,A1lMINISTRAl1111! 
........... ,......,,mOENERALCONDITIDNB 
() PlRSTMAIN COMPONENl'DEUVERV 
() TURB1NEII COMPLETE 
41 COLLECTION BYl!TEIII 
41 IIACKFEED POWER 
• FINAL 
.. -------------------------,7Q/12,PROCIJREMENT ---- -------·-
- METTOWER•FOUNDATION 
--------- INSTAI.LMETlOWER ----------------------------------•1114112,srrEWDRK 
- SWPPl'Pl\CKAIIJ!•DEVEI.OP 
- ACCEIIIIROADS•BUILDNEW 
I MOBIUZlmON COST 
- ROADCULVERTBASNEEOEI> 










,_ l!ARTHEN CRANE PAIJS• INsrAUATION 
,_ TURBIN!! BASE BEIWlYRINO 
ID DUSI' AB.UEMENT-OENERAL 
I PERMANENT81GNS•ROADS 











~ TRl!NCHBROUNDLEADTJME ---------=- O&W6F8BW1TCHLEADTJME 
---- OTHER COLLECTIONMRERIAUI 
------- STARTOFFAGENFOUNDATIONWORK 
------ TURBINEBROUNDBRID 
Qmo IID81LIZI! FOR TRENCHINl3 I PLOWING 
I UNLOAD 35KVCABI.E 
------ TIJRIIINi!CONDUJT 
----- CAIILI! TRENCtilNl3 • 21111D' /DAY I CREW 
- JUNtmONBOXINIITAUATIDN 
~ MARKLOCA:rl!AND PREP•HDD 
------ EW*,DIB CABLl!INTOWTO 
---- FIBERINSTALIA1'ION IN CONDUIT 
----- CONCENTR!CBROIJNDSAND IIPUCEll 
- HDRIZONTALDIREC'IIONAL DRIUJNB 
- 35KV6WITCHINSTAUATION 
- CONTROL CAlll.l!INllll\WmON 
... ll!T CONTROI.IIUJI.DlNB 
- INS11IU. REIAY PANEl.8 
-0 PINAi. PIITSICAL 
-0 FINAi.CONTROL -----------------------------,lV21112,WINDTURBINEII 







I BOTTOM SECTION OAMEBA2.0 






I l!EIJll.lll'lURll GAMEBA2.0 
I PUNCHUSTOAMEIIA2.D 
I TOWERWIRINO 
.-----------------------------------------------..... 71tB/12,'IURIIINE!2 la FOIJNOATIONE!XCAVlmON 
1 W!NDl!NEROYDEWATERINO 
- BARRICADEBITEMPFENl:INOJS!BNS 
I ENGINEERED FILL 
NO"lCII BV2TB 
I WIND TURBINESPRl!AD POUNDATION,MUD MJll'S 
I WIND TURIIINI! 6PR!AD FOIJNDAllON, RellAR 
I WINDTURIIINl!GPR!ADFOUNDRION,EMBl!DS 
I ANCHOR BOLT Tl!MPlATI! WIND TURBINE 
I FORM WIND TURBINE 6PR!AD FOOTIND 
I PUMP PIACEWINDTIIRBINBGPRl:ADFOOTING 
I FOUNDATIOl\f CONDUT 
I BEl"WINDTURBINl!ANCHORBOLTS 
I FORM WIND TURBINEPEDESl'AL 
I PUMP PI.ACl!WINDTURIIINEPEDEBTAL 
I FOUNDATION GROUNDING 
I IIACKPIU 




I TOWER IIHIM PACK GAMEIIA2.0 
.. Ill.ADES GAMESA2.D 
I BOTTOM SECTION GAMl!SA2.0 
I BOTTOM-11111) SECTION GAMESA2.0 
.. HIJBGAME!A2.D 
- NACEUEGAMESA2.D 
I l!EIJII. STAIRS GAMEIIA2.0 
I TOP SECTION CJAMEIIA2.D 
I MIDIIECTION GAMEBA2.11 
I TOP-IIID SEC'TIONGAME!lll2.0 
I ANCHOR TENBIOMND 
I ANCHOR CAPS• 01J1'11DB 
I PUNCHLlll'l'GAMEIA:U, 








I ENOINl!ERED Fill. 
- BARRICADE8ll'EM FENCJIIGlail3NB 
I WIND TURBlNl!SPRl!AD FOUNDA'IION. MUD Wini 
I W!ND1llRB!NI! SPRl!AD l'OUNDAllON, REBAR 
I WIND1llRB!NI! SPRl:AD l'OUNDAllON, EMBEDS 
I ANCHOR B0LTTl!l4PIRI! WIND 1llRBlNI! 
I FORM WIND TURBIN! SPRl!AD FOOTINB 
I PUMP Pl.ACE WINDTURBJNI! SPRl!AD FOOTING 
I FOUNDJ!IION CONDUIT 
I SETWINDTURBJNeANCKOR BOil'& 
I FORMWINDTIIRBINE PEDEBfAI. 
I PUl!P PI.ACI! WINDTURBINI! PEOl!Sl'AL 
I FOUNDATIONGROUNDINO 
I IIACICPILL 
I UNLOADWTO COMPONENTBGAMESA2.0 
I COMPONENTWASHINO 
I CONTROLLER OAMEBA2.D 
I WIND TURBJNI! OROIITIIAIII!, EFOXY 
I TOWER6NIUPACICOAMEBA2.D 
.. BLADE!60AMillA2.D 
I BOTTOM SECTION GAMl!6A2.D 
I BOTTO!MdDIIECTIONOAMESA2.D 
- HUBOM!ESll2.D 
- NACaLE CIAMEBA2.D 
I METALSllURB OAME8A2.D 
I TOPIIECTION OAMESA2.D 
I MID GEOTION OAMESA2.D 
I TONIDl!ECTIONOAMESA2.D 
I ANCHDR TENBIOMNO 
I ANCHOR CAPS• OUTBIDE 
I PUNCH LIST OAMEllA2.D 
I TOWERWIRINO .-------------------------r'1121112,TURSINE4 
ID FOUNDATIONl!Xr:AllATION 
I WINDENEROYDEWll'IERINO 
- IJARRll:AIJEWI' FENCINOJSIGNB 
I EN01N1!ERED FILL 
I WIND TURBINl!IIPRl!AD FOUNDATION, MUD MATB 
I WINDTIIRBINE Sl'RfADFOUNDATION, REBAR 
I WIND 'TURBINE SPREAD FOUNDATION, BIIIEDS 
I ANCHOR BOLTTEMl'IA?l!WIND TURBINE! 
I FORM WIND TURBINI! BPR!AD FOOTINO 
I PUMP PLACI! WINDTURBJNI! SPREAD FOOTING 
I FOVNDATIONCONDUIT 
I SET WINDTURBJNl!ANCIIOR BOll'6 
I FORMWINDTIIRBINEPEDl!B1'AI. 





W21/JI .. ,. N02'CB BVT'.l'B 
I IIACKPIU. 
la 8ET.uPTOPOUTCRANE 
I IJNIDAD Wl'Q COMPONENT'S GAMEBA2.0 
t COMPDNENTWASH!NO 
I CONTROUIIR-.0 
I WINDTURBINI! OROUTIIASI!, EPOXY 
I TOWl!RSHIMl'AmCGIWl!8A2.0 
• BIADESGAMEBA2.D 




I METAL STAIRB OAMEIIA2.0 
I TOPSECTIDN OAMl!SA2.D 
I t,11) SECTION OAMEM2.0 
I TOP-MIDGEC'IIONOAMl:SA2.D 
I ANCHOR TENSIONINO 
I ANllMOR OAPII• DUTIIIDI! 
I PUM)ff UllT0-2.D 
I TOWER WIRJNO 
... ------------------------------------------------~8QJ12.'TURB1NES ID FOUNDATIONl!XCAIOQION 
I WIND ENERGY DEWATERINO 
- BARRICADEB/l'EM FENCINGl8IONS 
1Ellll3INEl!REDFILL 
I WINDTURBINB BPREAII FOIJNDATIDN. MUD MATS 
I WINDTURBINl!IIPRl!AD FOUNDATION. Rl!IIAR 
I WINDTURBINI! IIPRl!AD FOUNDATION, EM111!D8 
I ANCHOR BOLT TEMPIATI! WIND 'IURlllNB 
I FORM WINDTlJRBINE 8PR1!AD FOOTIMI 
I PIJl,IP PlACE WIND'IURBIJIIE 8PR1!AD FOOTINO 
I FOUNDATIONCONZIUl'I' 
I SEl'WINOTURBINl!ANCIIOR BOCI'& 
I FORM WINDTURBINl! PEDenlU. 
I PUMP PlACI! WINDTURBINE PEDl!81'AL 
I FOUNDATION OROUND!NO 
I BACICPII.L 
I IJNIDAD Wl'Q COIIPONEN1'88'WEl!ll2.D 
I COMPONENTWAlllilNO 
I CONTROU.ER OAMl!IIA2.D 
I WIND TURl!INS GROUT BASS, EPOXY 
I TDWER SHiil PACKOAMEBA2.0 
• BIADESOAMEIIA2.D 
I BDTTOMSEDTION OAMEM2.D 
I BOTTOM,,MJD BECTlON GAMEM2.D 
• HUBIWIEMU 
- NACEWICIAMEIIUD 
I METAi. STAIRS CIAMIIAZ.O 
I TOPB&lfflDN CIAMl!IIAZJI 
- Cllmmllllr._11 P l'lllllhClnlr.. 
4 o....._ -·~ 





.=.. -;-INC. &11'8 
11\NCHORTENBIDNJNB 
I ANCHOR CAPS• OUTBIDE 
I PUNCH UST GAMESA2.D 
I TOWER WJRJMQ 
.-----------------------------.... 1117112,TURIIINE8 ID FOUNDATION EXCAVATION 
I WIND ENERGY DEWA'TERING 
... IIMRlCAllEII/TE FENCINl3/llll3NB 
I E1HG1NEERED FILL 
I WIND TURBINE SPREAD POUNDATION, MUD MATS 
I WINDTURBINI! SPREAD FOUNDATION, REBAR 
I WINDTURBINEBPRl!Al)FOUNDATION,EMBEDII 
I ANCIIDR BOLTTEMPU\1'11 WINDTURIIINE 
I FORMWIND TURBIN! BPRl!AD FOOTING 
I PUMP PIJICI: WIND'llJRIIINI! llPRl:AD FOOTING 
I FOUNDATION CONDUIT 
I SETWINDTURllllllE!ANCl!DR IIOll'II 
I FORM WIND TURBIN!! PEDES1JIL 
I PUMP ~ WIND'TURIIINl!Pl:DESTAL 
I FOUNDJIJIONGAOIJNDlNG 
I IIACKFIU. 
I UN1.0AD WTG COMPONENTS 0AMEIIA2.D 
I COMPONENT WASHING 
I CONTROUER OAMESA2.II 
I WIND TURBINE! GROUT BASE, l!FOXY 
I TOWERIIIIMPACKOAMl!IIAZ.O 
Ill IIIADES GR.IEIIA2.0 
I BOTTOM SECTION OAMEIIAZ.O 
I B0Tf0M.MID SECTION OAMESA2.0 ---2.D - NACEW!OAMEIIA2.D 
I METALBTAIRII OAMEIIA2.D 
I TOPSECTIONOA11EBA2.D 
I MID IIEC'TION OAMEIIA2.D 
I TOP-MID SECTION OAMEIIA2.0 
I ANCHOR Tl:NIIIONINO 
I ANCHOR CAPS•OUTIIIDI! 
I PUNCH UST OAMEIIA2.D 
I TOWl!R WIRIND .--------------------------"'f8111/12,TURIIINl!7 
Ill FOUNDATIDN EXCAVATION 
I Wl)l)l!NEROYDl:WATERINO 
- IIARRICADl:lllT l'l:NCl'fflJSIONII 
I ENGINEERED FILL 
I WIND TIJRIIINIIBPRl!AD PDUNDATION, MUD IIATB 
I WIND TURBINE BPRl!AD POUNDATION, REBAR 
I WlmTURIIINEBPRl!AD POUNDATION,l!Mll&D8 









1 --. 1 
I FOUNDMIONCONDUJT 
I Slil'WINDTURBJNE ANCl«lR IIDI.TB 
I FORM WIND TURBINE PEDESTAL 
I PUMP PLACEW!NDTIJRBINI! PEDESTAL 
I FOUMlATION GROUNDING 
I !W,KFll.L 
I UNI.OAD WTO COMPONENTS GAMl!BA2.D 
I COMPONENTWASHING 
I CONTROUER GAMEIIA2JI 
l WIND TURBINE GROUT BASE, EPOXY 
l TOWER SHlM PACK GAMl!SA2.0 




I ~ 11:ff'Jlft'Xlr.l:aus:Q.6.,fl 
I TDPSECTION GAMl!SA2.D 
I MID 6EC1lDN CIAMEBA2.D 
I T0p.YJl)SECTIONGAMl:l!A2.D 
l ANCHOR TENSIONIN8 
I ANCHOR CAPS• OIITBIDI! 
I PUNCHLl8TGAMEBA2.D 
I TOWERWIRIND 
............................................................ .., .... 81181'12,llJRHNEB 
., FOUNDATll)N EXCAVJITION 
I WIND ENERGY DEWATERINO 
- IIARR1CADEIIITE PENCINllJlllGNB 
I ENGJIIEERl!I) FllL 
I WIND TURBINI! IIPRl!AD FOUNDATION, MIJD MATS 
I WINDTURBJNE IIPRl!AD FOUNDA'!ION, REBAR 
I WIND TURBIN!! IIPRl!AD FOIJM)Jffll)N, EIIBEDS 
I ANCHDR BOD'TEMPIAl1! WINI> TURBIN!! 
I FORMWINDTURIIINE SPREAD FOOTING 
I PUMP PLACE WIM>TURBINI! 11PR1!AD FOOTING 
I FOUNDAllONCONDUJT 
I Slil'WINDTURBJNEANCMoR BOLTS 
I FORM WJNOTURBINE PEDEBl'AL 
I PUMP PIACl!WINDTURBINEPEDl!IIT'A 
I FOUNDRION GROUNDIIIO 
I IIAllKl'ILL 
I IINLOADWTG OOMPONENTII GAM1!8A2.11 
I COMPONENTWASKING 
I CONTROLLER GAMBl!Aa.D 
I WIND TURBINS OROUTIIAU, EPOIY 
I TOWER IIHIM FIICKCWll!IIUJI 
- 111.ADEB GAMEM2.D 
I BOTTDII IIICTION OAIIEMU 
- Ctmnllllrl.alu PAllrbCaaslt.. FAGEN 





• METAI.BTAIRB OAMl!!IA 2.11 
• TOPSl!CTIDNGAMEM2.11 
• MIDSl!CTIDNGAMl!SA2.II 
• TOP-MID Sl!CTIDN GAMEBAU 
I ANCHOR TENSIONIHG 
I ANCHOR CAPS-OUTSIDE 
I PUNCH USTOAMESA2.II 
I TOWl!RWIR!NG .----------------------------.11121112,TURBINEe 
Pl'Wlh--
- • CCimpll!e 
.....,Blll'llnllY 
FAGEN 
; INC . 
559
EXHIBIT"I" 
SCOPE OF WORK CATEGORIES INCLUDE IN BID 
Lava Beds • TURBINETOTAL 9 
• . . . . 
Crane Rental 9 $ 65,665 $ 590,981.00 BOP Mechanical 
Turbine Receive, Assemble. Erect 9 $ 81,341 $ 732,068.00 BOP Mechanical 
Foumlatlons 9 $ 173,622 $ 1,562,598,DO BOP CIYD 
Site Pads 9 $ 17,718 $ 159,464.00 BOP Clvll 
Crane Pads 9 $ 10,443 $ 93,989.00 BOP Civil 
Access Roads BIid On Site Roads 9 $ 82.137 $ 739.235.00 BOP CIYII 
TemporaryFadlifu!L ~ and Security 9 $ 18,893 $ 170.ll38.IIO BOP Civil 
Off-site Road Improvements (Bonding) 9 $ . $ . BOP Clvll Snlntatfnnt , __ , 
q ot . !t . D,.,., a ..... i-., 
Electrical lnfrastrutture (on site) 9 $ 78226 $ 704,034.Dll BOP Electrlcal 
Fiber Onttc Syslelll > park & distribution 9 $ 3,165 $ 28,4116J)O BOP Electrical 
Turbine Switch Gear 9 $ 25440 $ 228,957.00 BOP Elettrltal 
Communications System & SCADA 9 $ 17,263 $ 155,367.00 BOP Electrltal 
Met~ITowers & Sensors Ilea I 1 $ ,,, ,,n $ 211,210.00 BOP 
Salls Testln3 g $ 3,259 $ 29,335.00 BOP En~rlrm 
Site Remediation g $ 4,694 $ 42,242.0D BOP Englneerln11 
Sile Surveying 9 $ 1,956 $ 17,601.00 BOP Englneerinll 
Mlsc.tohone. electric senlce s11"""- amummlcatlonsl 1 $ 54,528 $ 54,528,00 BOP ClvU 
Construttlon &OVl!rhead 1 $ 1,559,266 $ 1,559,266.00 Construction Fee G&A 
Moblllzatlon 1 $ 220,779 $ 220,779.00 
PunchDst Hold Back D 
BaP • EPC Prim Per/EA $ 405,565 $ 7,300,178.0D I I 
560
EXHIBIT"!" 
SCOPE OP WORK CATEGORIES INCWDE IN BID 
NOkh Blltte• TURBINE TOTAL 9 .. . . ' . . 
Crane Rental 9 $ 65666 $ 590,992.08 BOP Mechanical 
Turbine Receive, Assemble, Erect 9 $ 79,713 $ 717,414JJO BOP Mechanltal 
Fountlatlons 9 $ 174,603 $ 1,573.,429.00 BOP CIVIi 
Sllef>atls 9 $ 22,8112 $ 205,934.DO SOP Ovll 
CranePads 9 $ 10,443 $ !13,!l911JJO SOP OvD 
Access Roads and On Site Rollds 9 $ 60,600 $ 54S,402JJ0 SOP OvD 
Tenmnnnv FadllUes, Fendng and Securllv 9 $ 23,587 $ 212,284.00 SOP OvD 
Off-site Road (Bonding) 9 $ 12.764 $ 114,877.00 SOP Civil 
SUbstatlom ICUHltel 9 <: . <C - ....... "---'--• - -· ---· 
Electrlcal lnfrastrutture (on 511111 9 $ 78.228 $ 704,048.00 SOP Electrical 
Fiber Ontlt! S\ISll!!II > Dark & dlstributlon 9 $ 3,165 $ 28,486.00 SOP Electrical 
Turbine Switch Gear 9 $ 25.440 $ 228,962.00 BOP Electrical 
Communlcatlons System & SCADA 9 $ 14,747 $ 112,724.00 BOP Bectrlcal 
M Towers & Sensors I 1 ea I 1 $ 211,214 $ 211,214.00 BOP Engineering 
Solis Testing 9 $ 4,D98 $ S6,SSO.OO BOP Enslneertng 
Site Remediation 9 $ 4,694 $ 42,243.00 BOP Engineering 
Slte~g 9 $ 1,956 $ 17,601.00 BOP Emllneerlng 
Mlsc.{phone, elettrlc service, mntlc, cammunlcatlons) 1 $ 54.529 $ 54,529.00 BOP Clvll 
Construttlon Marulgement & Overhead 1 $ 1,518,043 $ 1,518,043.00 Canstrul:tlon Fee G&A 
Mob!Dzatlon 1 $ 220,783 $ 220,783.l!O 
Punddist Hold Badl 0 
Bal'· EPC Price I Per/EA $ 402,658 $ 7,247,835.118 I I 
561
EXHIBITT 
SCOPE OF WORK CATEGORIES INCLUDE IN BID 
Cattomlrood • TURBINE TOTAL ........... I . I . 
Crane Rental 10 $ 22,712 $ 227,123.25 BOP Mechankal 
Turbine ReceiVI!, Assemble. Ered 10 $ 75946 $ 759,456.75 BOP Mechanical 
Foundatlans 10 $ 172,322 $ 1,723,215.SD BOP OvU 
SltePads 10 $ 28,117 $ 281,170.75 BOP OvU 
Crane Pads 10 $ 9,372 $ 93,723.50 BOP OVD 
Access Roads and On Site Roads 10 $ 79,618 $ 796,182.0D BOP OVD 
Tenmomv FacllitJes, Fenclnl and Senmtv 10 $ 14,250 $ 142,502.75 BOP OvU 
Off-site Road (Bonding) 0 lfDIV/01 $ . BOP Civil 
SUbstatloml lmwltel , ( 714~QM <t ~ t.&C GM"II: n~n ----·--· --· . ..-... 
Electrical Infrastructure Ion sitel 10 $ 76.11§3 $ 7&11,533.50 BOP Electrlcal 
Fiber Optic C:...,-, > """' & dJstributJon 10 $ 2,901 $ 29.lltlll.75 BOP Electrlcal 
Turbine Switch Gear 10 $ 25400 $ 2!13.!1!111..75 BOP Elettrlcal 
Communlcatlons System & SCADA 10 $ 17,773 $ 177,726.25 BOP Electrical 
Meteorologlcal Towers & Sensors 11 ea I 0 IIDIV/01 $ . BOP Ell1llneerlml 
SollsTestln11 10 $ 3,515 $ 35,146.25 BOP Englneerlmr 
Site Remediation 10 $ 4393 $ 43,933.00 BOP EnSlneerlng 
Site SUM!winB 10 $ 1,757 $ 17,ffl.ZS BOP Engineering 
Mlsc.(phone, electric service, ...nth:. c:ommunlcatlons) 10 $ 2,21D $ ZZ,098.25 BOP OVII 
Construction Management & Overhead 10 $ 95,544 $ 955,435.00 Construction Fee G&A 
Moblllzatlon 10 $ 24,528 $ 245,277,75 
Main Substation Transformer 4 $ 81,719 $ 926,875.75 
8aP • EPC Price Per/EA $ 9114,488 $ 9,044,881.75 
562
EXHJBIT"I" 
SCOPE OF WORK CATEGORIES INCLUDE IN BID 
Deep Creek• TURBINE TOTAL ......... ' . . . 
Crane Rental 10 $ 22,712 $ 227,123.25 BOP Mechanical 
Turbine Rl!mhm.. Assembla, Erect 10 $ 75,946 $ 759,456.75 BOP Mechanical 
Foundations 10 $ 17'-'122 $ 1,723,215.50 BOP OvD 
Site Pads 10 $ 28,117 $ 281,170.75 BOP avn 
CranePads 10 $ 9,372 $ 93,723.SO BOP Civil 
Access Roads and on Site Roads 10 $ 79.618 $ 796,182JJO BOP Civil 
Temnmmv Facilities, Fendng and Security 10 $ 14,250 $ 142,502.75 BOP Ovll 
Off-site Road I (Banding) 0 IIDIV/01 $ . BOP Civil 
substations Ion-site> 1 s 2.14!i.907 j :l.1411.111111..'Jll ann ~-...a....i-1 . ---- ·--· 
Electrlall lnfrastruclure (on site) 10 $ 76,853 $ 768,533.50 BOP Electrical 
Fiber Optic System> park & distribution 10 $ 2,901 $ 29,0IJS.75 BOP Electrical 
Turblm! Switch Gear 10 $ 25,400 $ 253,996.75 BOP Elettrlcal 
Communlcatloll5 System & SCADA 10 $ 17,713 $ 177,726.25 BOP Electrltal 
Mete~ Towers & Sensors I lea l 1 $ 210.11'711 $ 210,878.00 BOP """lneerlnll 
5oll5 Testing 10 $ 3,515 $ 35,146.25 BOP ON•~ 
Site Remedlatlon 10 $ 4,393 $ 43,933.00 BOP l'no!Me,fru! 
Site 5urveylng 10 $ 1,7S7 $ 17,573.25 BOP Engineering 
Mlsc.(ohone, electrlc service, septic, communlcatlonJ) 10 $ 2,210 $ 22,096.25 BOP CM) 
Construttlon Management & Overhead 10 $ 95,544 $ 955,435.0D Construction Fee G&A 
Moblllzatlon 10 $ 24,528 $ 245,ffl,75 
Main Subs1a11on Transformer 1 $ 326.1176 $ 326,875.75 
BoP • EPC Prk:e I Per/EA I$ 925,576 I$ 9,255,759.75 
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EXHIBlTT 
SCOPE OF WORK CATEGORIES INCWDE IN BID 
Salman Creek• TURBINE TOTAL 10 
' . . . -Crane Rental 10 $ 22.712 $ 227,123.25 BOP MechanJral Turbine Rece!Ve, Assemble, Ered 10 $ 75,946 $ 759,456.75 BOP MechanJcal 
Foundations 10 $ 172,322 $ 1,723,215.50 BOP Civil 
Site Pads 10 $ 28.117 $ 291,170.75 BOP Clvll 
Cram! Pads 10 $ 9~72 $ 93,723.50 BOP avn 
Access Roads and On Sile Roads 10 $ 79,618 $ 796,182.lll) BOP avn 
!T'~fadlltles, Fencing am! SPnrrltv 10 $ 14,250 $ 142,502.75 BOP Clvll 
Off-Site Road Im :(Bonding) 0 #DIV/DI $ . BOP ClvU 
SUb5ratlom lmM!t11l 1 t , u,:am t • t41t ana -,n --- -·--·-· --· --· Electrical lnfrllstructure Ion Site! 10 $ 76,853 $ 768,533.50 BOP Electrlall 
Fiber Opt1c Svstem > oarlc & distribution 10 $ 2.!!01 $ 29,006.75 BOP Electrical 
TID'blne Switch Gear 10 $ 25,400 $ 253,998.75 BOP Electrh:al 
Communications System & SCAOA 10 $ 17773 $ 177,726.25 BOP Electrlcal 
MetmrologlcalTowers & Sensors ( 1 ea) 1 $ 210,878 $ 210,B78.1111 BOP ~Ing 
SollsTestlna 10 $ 3,515 $ 35,146.25 BOP EnsJneerlng 
Site Remediation 10 $ 4,393 $ 43,933.llll BOP Englneerlmr 
Site 5uRevlnK 10 $ 3.757 $ 17,573.25 BOP EnsJneerlng 
Mlsc.(nhmHI, electric 5ervb:e, oent1t:. communlcallons) 10 $ 2,210 $ 22,096.25 BOP Civil 
Construttion Management & Overlte&I 10 $ 95.544 $ 955,435.00 Construction Fee G&A 
Moblllzatlon 10 $ 24,528 $ 245,277.75 
Main Substat1on Transformer 1 $ 326,876 $ 326,875.75 
BoP • EPC Prim Per/f!A $ 925,57& I$ 9,255,759.75 I I 
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EXHIBIT"!" 
SCOPE OF WORK CATEGORIES INCLUDE IN BID 
@cl&enon Flab• TURBINE TOTAL I 10 . . ' 1111111 
Crane Rental 10 $ 22,712 $ 227.123.25 BOP Mschanlcal 
Turbine Receive, Assemble, ErMt 10 $ 75,946 $ 759,456.75 BOP Mechanlall 
Foundallons 10 $ 172,322 $ 1,723,215.50 BOP CIVIi 
Site Pads 10 $ 2B,U7 $ 281,170.75 BOP OVII 
CranePads 10 $ 9.372 $ 93,7Z!I.SD BOP ClvO 
Access Remis and on Site Roads 10 $ 79,618 $ 796,182.00 BOP OVll 
T~ Facliltles, Fencln11 and Serurttv 10 $ 14250 $ 142,502.75 BOP CMI 
Off-site Raad l!npruvements (Bonding) 0 IIDIV/01 $ . BOP avn 
Substatkil!S_(an-slte) l $ 2.145.907 s 2.J.45.90&.7S AnD -·· Electrical Infrastructure (on site) 10 $ 76.853 $ 768,533.50 BOP ElettrlcBI 
Fiber Onllr SV<tem > parfi & distribution 10 $ 2,901 $ 29,11DG,75 BOP Eledrlcal 
Turbine Switch Gear 10 $ 25,400 $ 253,996.75 BOP Electrical 
Communlaitlons System & SCADA 10 $ 11,m $ 177,7211.25 BOP Electrical 
Meteorological Towers & Sensors I 1 ea I 0 IIDIV/01 $ . BOP '"'~ 
SoUsTesllnw 10 $ 3,515 $ 35,146.25 BOP Emdneerlnll 
Site Remediation 10 $ 4,393 $ 43,933.00 BOP Englneerlml 
Site Surveying 10 $ 1,7S'I $ 17,573.25 BOP 
Mlsc.(phone, electrk 5t!IVlte, septic, communJcatlons) 10 $ 2.210 $ 22,096.25 BOP ClvD 
Construttlon Management & Overhead 10 $ 95~ $ 955,435.GD ConstruttJon Fee G&A 
Mobllizatlon 10 $ 24,528 $ 245,277,75 
Main Substation Transformer 10 $ 32,688 s 326-1171175 
BoP • EPC Price Per/EA $ 904,488 I$ 9,044,881.75 I 
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EXHIBITJ 
FORM OF APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT 
APPLICATION AND CERTIFICATE FOR PAYMENT 
TOCWINER: 
FROM CONmAC roR: 
Fagen Inc. 
501 West Hlglm.'i!Y 212 
Gmnltcfalls MN 56241 
CONTRACT NO: 1 
CONTRACTOR'S APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT 
AppUcition is llllldo fur pll)'lt1"1, 11> mown bck"v, In conne~iun with 
111'1 C'l'r.ll'ffl, C<'lllinulllt\ln Slim. Alt\ Document G703 ii :m:tehed. 
2. Nat c:I~ by Chtlriga Otdctru 
S. CONTRACT SUM TO DATE (Una 1 ~ 21 
4. TOTAL COMPLETED & STORED TO DATE 
(ColumnO an07D3) 
5. RETA!ttAGS: 
ff. On Camplelcd Work $ 
(Cc.fu111111 D • E OIi G703) 
b, On Slorad Material $ 
tColumn F on G7031 
T Olal ~elDlllaD& (LIM 2.a • 5b ar 
TOI.al In Column I DI G703) 
G. TOTAL EARNED LESS RETAINAGE. 
ILIM 4 les5 line 5 IDlllll 
7. LESS PREVIOUS CERTIFICATES FOR PAYMENT 
,1..1noe1rom pnorceitilll:atel 
a. CURRENT PAYMENT b~ 
9. BALANCl! TO P'IN1Slt, INCLUDING RETAINAGI! 










CHANGE ORDER SUMMARY ADDITIONS 
Tc,lal changes epprOIIOd In 
~.i-·-, mnnrfui: m, nwnf!I' 
Total cha1198$ ennrowd In 
TOTALS 
NET CHANGES by Chot\g() Order , 








DOWNER §ARCHITECT CONTRACiOA 
D 
Tho umlcnlgm:d Contractor ccmf1c:l l1111e to rho bl:II ol'tbu Co11tr;1c1C!l'a knowledgi,, ln(onnallon 
wul belief 1h11 Work covertd by this Application ror Paymi:r11 ~ l1ISlll'I oomplcl~ in~ 
wllh lhe ConlrUl:1 D0011111,,111s, 11131 oll 11mmmt.'l l1Aw been paid by the Ccmtnu:tor r.,r \VCJl'k for 
l\'hlelt previllUB Celtlflcntes far Payment were Issued mul p;iymems n:cdml frnm du: Owna. 
and lbD1 c:mm,i paymcnr sh- hcR ii ccm,,,,1. 
CONTRACTOR: Fagen Inc. 
By;. ________________ Date:, _______ _ 
SIBie or: 
Counlyof: 
Subscribed and swom to before 
me this day or: 
Notmy Public: 
My COmmisslon eXJ)lrGS 
ARCHITECT'S CERTIFICATE FOR PAYMENT 
In nceordance w!rlt the ComracJ Documcnu, based on on-mtc obsl:rwdons end div dutll 
comprising this oppliaatfon, elk, l\lchl1C1C1 certltlc:s 1o Iha Owm.'f lhot 10 the bcilr alrh.t 
Ardtll«U klll)lllledge, lnt'mmm 11111 and bet id tire wnrlc 1181 proaRSkd as tndlc:111.:d, the 
qUlllliyofll!e-k Is in oceordance wlrh rhe C:onlrl!el Doeumi:nr,, nnd rho ConllllCfor ls 
i:ndrled to payment ot"rhc AMOUNT CF.RTIPl!O. 
AMOUNT CERTIFll:D 
$. _______ _ 
(At1t1J:l1 e.tp/allat{OII fl omD11t11 ,:mljltld dlffen/rotn 11,~ amoU/11 aPPlld for. /1111/al nll 
Jlgura Oil this ApPf~eatf1Jln and on rlN CondnuatUOII S7h:t!t that are c/lal'f:d to ,:mr[orm w 
rlut-rrtanlJletlJ 
ARCHITECT: 
By: DsJe:. ___ ~~..,.....---
Thls Cmlflcato ta IIOl ncgotlllblo. The AMOUNT CJ?RTWIED Is puy.t,Je nnly tn the 
Cmmtn:lar ~ lterln. IISllmr, paymenr and m:eeprance of Payment ore widioul Pf'l.llUdico 
ro ony rights l)f the O\tncr or Commetor under lhls Comract. 
A/A DOClJMENT '3707. Al'~ICATION FOR PAYMeNT • A1A «rtffl • THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITEC'l'S, 1738 N2W VOAI< AVENUE. N.W~ WASHINGTON, D.C. 20006,5292 




FORM OF APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT 
CONTINUATION SHEET AIA D0CUMENT0703 PAGE 1 OF 2PAOES --·-·-----------------------------------__;_..:..::._-=..;_.:..:..:..=:.: 
,\ti\ L>~umem G702. APPLICA"trON AND CERTlr1CATION 
PA YMF..N'L conurining C,mtrl!Ch-.r's 11ignild t"!ertir1Wdon, ia nttnched. 
In ro.bulations below, mnomns are stated to the ru:arou dollar. 
Ut<C C.:,lwnn I un Cn111r.1e1!l wll\m' ,'llrinblc , ~1111131:~ for line Items 11111y apply. 
A B C D E 
WORK COMPLETED 
IT£M NUMBEH 
DP.~IPTION SCHfDULf() FROM PREVIOUS 





ARCHITECTS PROJECT NO: 
F G H I 
MATERIALS TOTAL BALANCE REtAINAGE PRl:SENTL Y COMPLeTED0~ 
% 
S10REb STORED TO DA • (G/C) TOFIN1$H {IF VARIABLE! 
(NOT IN DOR El (D+E• F) (C•GI RATE) 
·-·-
1\1/1 l>OCUMIHIT 0~ • CONTINUATION SHl!S.T FCIR 0102 • NAIJll1902 • THI! AMl!RICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITSCTS, 17:15 Nl!W 'l"OfltlC AWNUE!, N.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 2Do0G-S202 








John R. Goodell (ISB#: 2872) 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, 
BUDGE & BAILEY, CHARTEREI> 




Fifth Judicial District 
County of "lwln Falls • State of Idaho 
Cieri< 
U.S. Bank Plaza Building, Ste. 300 
Boise, ID 83702 
Deputy Clem 
Telephone: (208) 395-0011 
Fax: (208) 433-0167 
Attorneys for P laintif.f Fagen, Inc. 
IN THE DISTRICT COill .T OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 




ROGERSON FLATS WIND P AF K, LLC, 
COTTONWOOD WIND PARK, LLC, 
SALMON CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, 
DEEP CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GR1)UP OF 
IDAHO, L.L.C., NOTCH BUTT:;: WIND 
PARK, LLC, XRG DEVELOPMENT 
GROUP OF IDAHO, LLC, XRG 
DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS, LLC. and 
"JOHN DOES 1-1 O", 
Defendants. 
STATE OF MINNESOTA ) 
)ss. 
COUNTY OF .YELLOW MEDICilffi ) 
Consolidated Cases Nos.: 
CV 2013-573 (Rogerson Flats WP), et al. 
AFFIDAVIT OF KIRSTEN 
TJOSAAS IN SUPPORT OF FAGEN, 
INC.'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT 
KIRSTEN TJOSAAS, bein~ first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and states as follows: 
1. My name is Kirsten Tjosaas. I am currently employed by Fagen, Inc. ("Fagen"). 
2. At all times relevant hereir, I was employed by Fagen as its controller. I have been 
employed by Fagen for approximately ten years. I am a United States Citizen and my 
11528804vl 
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,,., • • 
permanent residence is loc tted in Minnesota. I am over the age of 18 years and 
competent to testify regarding the facts and matters stated herein, which are based on my 
personal knowledge and/or F agen's business records. 
3. I have reviewed the Affid 1vit of Lori Anderson, and the Exhibits attached to her 
Affidavit. The Exhibits ccntain copies of Fagen's Applications and Certificates for 
Payment (collectively, the "Applications"). I caused the Applications dated December 
27, 2011; February 3, 2012; \fay 25, 2012; June 29, 2012 and July 27, 2012, to be mailed 
by UPS to Exergy Developr1ent Group of Idaho, L.L.C. ("XRG"), 802 W. Bannock St., 
12th Floor, Boise, Idaho 837(12. 
4. Fagen has received no paym,mt on the amounts set forth in the Applications. 
5. I never received any communication from XRG, Rogerson Flats Wind Parle. LLC, 
Cottonwood Wind Park, LL:::, Salmon Creek Wind Park, LLC, Deep Creek Wind Park, 
LLC or Notch Butte Wind Park, LLC objecting to or questioning the amounts of the 
Applications. 
FURTHER AFFIANT SA YETH N1~UGHT. 
11)~ 
Dated this _I?'-_• day of July 2014. 
o/(~ 
Kirsten Tjosaas, ~ant 
SUBSCRIBED TO AND SWORN TO before me this~~ day of July 2014. 
11528804vl 
=.£,0{~ 
No Pu ic 
.. ~ ..................................................... ... L, . ~.~::. ~':-\ Kelly s. Olson 1 .. ,.~~l NOTARY PUBLIC -{Jt~} State of Minnesota 








John R. Goodell (ISB#: 2872) 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, 
BUDGE & BAILEY, CHARTERED 
101 S. Capitol Boulevard 
U.S. Bank Plaza Building, Ste. 300 
Boise, ID 83702 
Telephone: (208) 395-0011 
Fax: (208) 433-0167 




Fifth Judicial District 
County of Twin Falla • State of Idaho 
JUL 3 0 2014 -?· "I 
?,., P.M 
I\ Clerk 
_...-, Deputy Clerk 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 




ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, LLC, 
COTTONWOOD WIND PARK, LLC, 
SALMON CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, 
DEEP CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF 
IDAHO, L.L.C., NOTCH BUTTE WIND 
PARK, LLC, XRG DEVELOPMENT 
GROUP OF IDAHO, LLC, XRG 
DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS, LLC. and 
"JOHN DOES 1-10", 
Defendants. 
STA TE OF MINNESOTA ) 
)ss. 
COUNTY OF .YELLOW MEDICINE ) 
Consolidated Cases Nos.: 
CV 2013-573 (Rogerson Flats WP), et al. 
AFFIDAVIT OF LORI ANDERSON 
IN SUPPORT OF FAGEN, INC.'S 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT 
LORI ANDERSON, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and states as follows: 
1. My name is Lori Anderson. I am currently employed by Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. ("Fagen"). 
2. At all times relevant herein, I worked in Fagen's accounting department. I have been 
employed by Fagen for approximately eight years. I am a United States Citizen, and my 
11528806vl 
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permanent residence is located in Minnesota. I am over the age of 18 years and 
competent to testify regarding the facts and matters stated herein, which are based on my 
personal knowledge and/or Fagen's business records. 
3. · In 2011 and 2012, I was responsible for preparing certain Applications and Certificates 
for Payment (collectively, the "Applications") relating to the work Fagen performed for a 
construction project involving six wind production facilities. The five wind production 
facilities at issue in this case were commonly referred to as (i) Rogerson Flats Wind 
Farm; (ii) Cottonwood Wind Farm; (iii) Salmon Creek Wind Farm; (iv) Deep Creek 
Wind Farm and (v) the Notch Butte Wind Farm. 
4. Attached as Exhibits A-G are true and correct copies of the Applications for the wind 
production facilities identified in Paragraph 3. The Applications show that the following 
amounts were invoiced for each wind production facility: 









Application, dated December 27, 2011 
Application, dated February 3, 2012 
Application, dated March 16, 2012 
Application, dated April 25, 2012 
Application, dated May 25, 2012 
Application, dated June 29, 2012 
Application, dated July 27, 2012 
Total: 
Cottonwood Wind Farm 
Exhibit A: Application, dated December 27, 2011 
Exhibit B: Application, dated February 3, 2012 
Exhibit C: Application, dated March 16, 2012 
Exhibit D: Application, dated April 25, 2012 
Exhibit E: Application, dated May 25, 2012 
Exhibit F: Application, dated June 29, 2012 
























Salmon Creek Wind Farm 
Exhibit A: Application, dated December 27, 2011 
Exhibit B: Application, dated February 3, 2012 
Exhibit C: Application, dated March 16, 2012 
Exhibit D: Application, dated April 25, 2012 
Exhibit E: Application, dated May 25, 2012 
Exhibit F: Application, dated June 29, 2012 
Exhibit G: Application, dated July 27, 2012 
Total: 
Deep Creek Wind Farm 
Exhibit A: Application, dated December 27, 2011 
Exhibit B: Application, dated February 3, 2012 
Exhibit C: Application, dated March 16, 2012 
Exhibit D: Application, dated April 25, 2012 
Exhibit E: Application, dated May 25, 2012 
Exhibit F: Application, dated June 29, 2012 
Exhibit G: Application, dated July 27, 2012 
Total: 
Notch Butte Wind Farm 
Exhibit A: Application, dated December 27, 2011 
Exhibit B: Application, dated February 3, 2012 
Exhibit C: Application, dated March 16, 2012 
Exhibit D: Application, dated April 25, 2012 
Exhibit E: Application, dated May 25, 2012 
Exhibit F: Application, dated June 29, 2012 



























5. For the Applications dated March 16, 2012 and April 25, 2012, I signed the cover letters 
to Exergy Development Group ofldaho, L.L.C. ("XRG") on behalf of Kirsten Tjosaas. I 
caused the cover letters and Applications to be mailed to Exergy Development Group 
Attn: James Carkulis by UPS, to the address listed on the cover letters, 802 W. Bannock 
St., 12th Floor, Boise, Idaho 83702. 
6. Fagen has received no payment on the amounts set forth in the Applications. 
7. I never received any communication from XRG, Rogerson Flats Wind Park, LLC, 




.. • • 
LLC or Notch Butte Wind Park, LLC objecting to or questioning the amounts of the 
Applications. 
FURTHER AFFIANT SA YETH NAUGHT. 
Dated this P..Cfctay of July 2014. 
l&u-· ~ 
Lori Anderson, Affiant 
SUBSCRIBED TO AND SWORN TO before me this .;iq-t:l day of July 2014. 
Notary~£,OW 
11528806vl 
. .. , . Kelly S. Olson 
Co!f' ·~:~ NOTARY ~UBLIC 
, • _;.T,Y., "I'.!) State of Mmnesota 





APPLICATION AND CERTIFICATE FOR PAYMENT 
TO OWNER: PROJECT: 





501 West Highway 212 
Granite Falls MN 56241 
CONTRACTOR'S APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT 
Appllcatlon Is made for payment. as shown below, In connection with 
the Contract. ConUnuation Sheet, AJA Document G703 Is attached. 
1. omGINAL CONTRACT SUM $ 
2. Nat change by Change Orders $ 
3. CONTRACT SUM TO DATE (Una 1 + 2) $ 
4. TOTAL COMPLETED & STORED TO DATE 
(Column O on 0703) 
$ 
&. RETAINAGE: $ 
6. 'TOTAL EARNED LESS RETAINAGE 
(Line 4 less 11ne 5 total) 
$ 
7. LESS PREVIOUS CERTIFICATES FOR PAYMENT $ 
(line 6 from prior Certificate) 
8. CURRENT PAYMENT DUE $ 
9. BALANCE TO FINISH, INCLUDING RETAINAGE $ 
(Line 3 less Line 6) 
flbbla' 
I 


























Tho undersigned Canlraclor cel'lifiu that to lhe bat af the Canlnlctor'a knowledge, 
lnfonnat!Dn and bellaf the Wort covered by this Appllcallon for Payment has bean 
complatad In accordance wilh the Conlraal Documanls, lhat all amDUnts hava been paid by 
the Contractor rar Work for whiah prevl~us Cartlflcates l'or Pavment were Issued and A 
paymenls racelvad rrom the Owner, and that llllll'8nt payment shown 1nt111 18 correct. WI' 
ARCHITECT'S CERTIFICATE FOR PAYMENT 
In aacardanae Wilh the Contract DoaumanlS, baaed on on-aila observaUans and the data 
comprising this application, the Archllecl cerlllles to tha Ownar that to the beat of the 
Archlleal'e knawledp, 1nrormaUan and beOaf the work hn progressed as lndlaated, the 
quaUly of the work Is In accardanaa with the Contract Documents, and the Conlraclor 
Is enUUed to payment of lhe Amount Certified. 
AMOUNT CERTIFIED $ 
(Attach explanation If amount cert/Red differs from the amount applled for. Initial 
an «gures on this Application and on the Continuation Sheet that are charged to 
conform to the Amount Certl«ecl) · 
ARCHITECT 
By: Date: 
This eeiiiiicale Is not negoDable. The AMOUNT CERTIFIED Is payab.,.,.le_o_nt=-y""lo'""'lhe,.....---4 
Contraclor named herein. Issuance, payment and acceptance of Pa)'ffl811l are without 
to rl of arCo 
DOCUMENT G'102-APPUCATION FDR PAYMENT-AIA01B12· THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS, 1738 NEWVORKAVENUE, N.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20DIJ&.8292 




AIA Document G702, APPLICATION AND CERTIFICATION 
PAYMENT, containing Contractor's signed Certification, is attached. 
In tabuJatlons below, amounts are stated to the nearest dollar. 
AIA DOCUMENT G703 
Use Column I on Contracts where variable retainage for nne Items may apply. 
A B C D E 
WORK COMPLETED WORK 
SCHEDULED FROM PREVIOUS COMPLETED 
ITEM NUMBER DESCRIPTION OF WORK VAWE APPLICATION THISPERlOD 
m+i;, 
01 Crane Rental 590,992.08 .oo .00 
02 Turbine Receive 717,414.00 .oo .oo 
03 FournfaUons 1,571,429.00 .00 .oo 
04 Site Pads 205,934.00 .oo .oo 
05 Crane Pads 93,990.00 .00 .00 
08 Access Roads and On 545,402.00 .00 77,588.00 
07 Temnnrmv Facllldes 212,284.00 .oo .00 
08 Off-slle Road fmomv 114,877.00 .00 .OD 
09 Substa1lons .oo .00 .00 
10 Eleclrlcal lnfrastru 704,048.00 .OD .00 
11 Fiber Onlic Svstems 28,488.00 .00 .00 
12 Turbine SWllch Gear 228,982.00 .oo .00 
13 Communlcallons 132,724.00 .00 .OD 
14 Met Towers & Sensors 211,214.00 .oo .oo 
15 SoDsTesllnO 38,880.00 .oo 38,880.00 
16 Sile RemedlaUon 42,243.00 .00 .00 
17 Sfte Survevma 17,601.00 .00 .oo 
18 Misc. (phone, elect) 64,529.00 .oo .oo 
19 Const 1,518,043.00 .OD .OD 
20 Moblllzation 220,783.00 .00 220,783.00 
APPLICATION NO: 1 
APPLICATION DATE: 12/27/2011 
PERIOD TO: 12/31/2011 
PROJECT NO: 114034 601 
PROJECT NAME: Notch Butte 9 Turbines 
F G H 
MATERIALS TOTAL 
PRESENTLY COMPLETED AND BALANCE 
STORED STOREDTO DATE % TOFINISH 
INOTINOnRi:'I m+E+F\ fG/Cl tl'!.m 
.OD .00 0 600,992.08 
.oo .00 0 717,414.00 
.OD .OD 0 1,571,429.00 
.00 .oo 0 205834.00 
.00 .OD 0 93,990.00 
.00 77,588.00 14 487,818.00 
.00 .oo 0 212,284.00 
.oo .00 0 114,877.00 
.00 .00 0 .oo 
.00 .oo 0 704,048.00 
.00 .oo 0 28,488.00 
.00 .00 0 228,982.00 
.00 .OD 0 132,724.00 
.00 .00 0 211,214.00 · 
.00 38.880.00 100 .OD 
.oo .00 0 42,243.00 
.OD .00 0 17,601.00 
.00 .oo 0 64,529.00 
.OD .OD 0 1,618,043.00 
.OD 220,783.00 100 .00 


























AJA DOCUMENT 0703- CONTINUATION SHEET FOR 0702 -AJA e 1992 -THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS, 1735 NEWYORKAVENUE, N.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20D0&-5392 




APPLICATION AND CERTIFICATE FOR PAYMENT 
TO OWNER: 
Lava Bads Wind Fann, LLC 
FROM CONTRACTOR: 
Fagen Inc 
501 West Highway 212 





CONTRACTOR'S APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT 
Application Is made for payment. as shown below, In connection with 
the Contract Continuation Sheet, A1A Document G703 Is attached. 
1. ORIGINAL CONTRACT SUM $ 
2. Net change by Change Orders $ 
3. CONTRACT SUM TO DATE (Una 1 + 2) $ 
4. TOTAL COMPLETED & STORED TO DATE $ 
(Column G on G703) 
5. RETAINAGE: $ 
8. TOTAL EARNED LESS RETAINAGE $ 
(Line 4 less One 5 total) 
7. LESS PREVIOUS CERTIFICATES FOR PAYMENT $ 
(Line 6 tom prior Cerllllcale) 
8. CURRENT PAYMENT DUE $ 
9. BALANCE TO FINISH, INCLUDJNG RETAINAGE $ 
(line 3 less Line 6) 


























The undersigned Conlraator csrtlflea lhat to the bast of Iha Conltactor's knowledge, 
lnrormaUon and bllllaf the Work covered by 1h11 AppllcaUon for Payment hu been 
aomplated In accon:fance with the Contract Documents, that aD amounts have baan paid by 
Iha Conlnlctor for Work forwhloh pravioua Carllftcaln for Paymanl ware Issued and A 
payments rm:elvad from Iha OWner, and that current payment shown here la correct W' 
CONTRACTOR: Fagen Inc 
ARCHITECT'S CERTIFICATE FOR PAYMENT 
In accordance with Iha Contraol Documents, baaed on on-slle obn,val!Dna and Iha data 
comprising this appllcaUon, the An:hllect certlDes ta the Owner lhet ID the best or Iha 
An:hlteol's knDWladge, lnformaUon and baller the work hu pragrnaed as lndlaated, the 
quaDty or lhe work la In accordance with the ConlnlDt DDCUmanta, and Iha Conlnlalor 
Is enUUed lo payment of Iha Amount CerOfted. 
AMOUNT CERTIFIED $ 
(Attach explanation If amount cert/Red differs from the amount applled for. Initial 
all figures on this Appl/cation and on the Continuation Sheet that are charged to 
conform to the Amount Certified) 
ARCHITECT 
By: Date: 
This CerUffcate Is not nagotlabla. The AMOUNT CERTIFIED Is pa .,....-onry~""l'lo~----1 
Contraotor named hflln. luuance, payment and acceplance of Payment are wllhout 
udlae ID a f ar un er Contract. 
AJA DOCUMENT G702-APPUCATION FOR PAYMENT-AJA 01982• THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS, 1731 NEWVORKAVENUE, N.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 2DDD8-8292 




AIA Document G702. APPLICATION AND CERTIFICATION 
PAYMENT, containing Contractor's signed Certification, Is attached. 
In tabulations below, amounts are stated to the nearest doDar. 
AIA DOCUMENT G703 
Use Column I on Contracts where variable retalnage for One Items may apply. 
A B C D E 
WORK COMPLETED WORK 
SCHEDULED FROM PREVIOUS COMPLETED 
ITEM NUMBER DESCRIPTION OF WORK VALUE APPLICATION THJSPERIOD 
m+F\ 
01 Crane Rental 590,981.00 .00 .00 
02 Turbine Receive 732.068.00 .00 .00 
03 FoundaUons 1,562,598.00 .00 41.730.00 
04 Site Pads 159,464.00 .00 .00 
05 Crane Pads 93,989.00 .00 .00 
08 Access Roads & On SI 739,235.00 .00 77,588.00 
07 Temnorarv Fadll!les 170,038.00 .00 .00 
06 Off-slle Road lmprov .oo .00 .00 
09 Subslallons .00 .00 .00 
10 Electtlcal lnflastru 704034.00 .00 .oo 
11 Fiber Optic Svslem 28,468.00 .oo .oo 
12 Turbine SWilch Gear 228,957.00 .00 .00 
13 ComrmmlcaUons Svste 155,367.00 .00 .00 
14 Met Towem & Sensors 211,210.00 .00 .00 
15 SoDs Testing 29,335.00 .oo 29,336.00 
16 Site RemedlaUon 42,242.00 .00 .OD 
17 Site Survavlna 17,601.00 .oo .00 
18 Misc. CPhone, Elect) 54,528.00 .oo .00 
19 Construcllon Marumem 1,559,288.00 .oo .00 
20 MoblllzaUon 220,779.00 .oo 220,779.00 
APPLICATION NO: 1 
APPLICATION DA"fe: 12/27/2011 
PERIOD TO: 12/31/2011 
PROJECT NO: 114034 602 
PROJECT NAME: Lava Beds 9 Turbines 
F G H 
MATERIALS TOTAL 
PRESENTLY COMPLETED AND BALANCE 
STORED STORED TO DATE % TOFINISH 
,~onT IN D OR "" f0+1;11'F\ IG/C\ rc.t:11 
.00 .00 0 590,981.00 
.00 .00 0 732,068.00 
.00 41,730.00 3 1.520 868.00 
.oo .00 0 159,464.00 
.00 .00 0 93,989.00 
.oo 77,586.00 10 681,649.00 
.oo .00 0 170,038.00 
.00 .00 0 .00 
.00 .00 0 .00 
.oo .00 0 704,034.00 
.00 .OD 0 28,488.00 
.00 .00 0 228,957.00 
.00 .00 0 165,367.00 
.00 .00 0 211,210.00 
.oo 29,336.00 100 .00 
.00 .oo 0 42,242.00 
.00 .00 0 17,601.00 
.00 .00 0 64,528.00 
.00 .00 0 1.559.268.00 
.oo 220,779.00 100 .00 
























AJA DOCUMENT 0703- CONTINUATION SHEET FDR 0702-AIA0 1892 -THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS, 173& NEWYORKAVENUE, N.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20008-5392 
Uura may obtain valldaUon of thla dOlhllffllftl by nsquullng a complalad AIA Document D401 - cartmaatlon of Docllffl8nl'• AuthentlcllJ fl'Dm tlla Unnua. 
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APPLICATION AND CERTIFICATE FOR PAYMENT AJA DOCUMENT G702 
TO OWNER: PROJECT: 
Rogerson Rats Wind Farm. Jack Ranch Rogerson 
Rats 10 Turbines 




Granite Falls MN 56241 
CONTRACTOR'S APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT 
AppllcaHon Is made for payment. as shown below, In connection with 
the Contract. Continuation Sheet, AIA Document G703 Is attached. 
1. ORIGINAL CONTRACT SUM $ 
2. Net change by Change Orders $ 
3. CONTRACT SUM TO DATE (Una 1 + 2) $ 
4. TOTAL COMPLETED & STORED TO DATE $ 
(Column G on G703) 
5.. RETAINAGE: $ 
6. TOTAL EARNED LESS RETAINAGE $ 
(Line 4 less tine 6 ID!al) 
7. LESS PREVIOUS CERTIFICATES FOR PAYMENT $ 
(Line 6 from prlorCertlficate) 
8. CURRENT PAYMENT DUE $ 
9. BALANCE TO FINlSH, INCLUDING RETAINAGE $ 


























The undersigned Contractor aertlflea that to the best of the Contractofs knawladge, 
lnfannatton and beDef the Work covennf by this AppDcaflan for Payment haa been 
completed In aaaardance with Iha Contract Daaumenla, 1hat au amoUllla have been paid by 
the Contractor for WOrk for which pravlavs Celtlfh:atea for Payment wara lnued and 
payments received rram the OWner, and that current payment lhDwn hera la carract. e 
CONTRACTOR: Fagen Inc 
By. l_furur ~ 
State of: f(),fll>e so?,; 
County of: y'l./lr.¢ rn«l,t.t~ 
Date: J;i..,~7- I 
me this Q-7~ day of Oe,.c. i1 Of I 
Subscribed and sworn to before I 
Notary PubUc: ~ "-- ~i:) 
M Commission ex Ires: • a,, .z.()1S Vl,ll,"'}v',/>Nl,...,.,..,.,..,,wvvvv..,.,.,~-,.,...,.., 
ARCHITECT'S CERTIFICATE FOR PAYMENT 
In accanfanae with Iha Contract Documanla, baud on on-alle obsanratlons and the data 
camprlalng lhla appl!catton, the Anmllect aertlllea to Iha Owner that to the beat of the 
Archllacl'1 knawledge, Information and beDeflha wark hu pragrassed as lndlllllled, Iha 
quality of the wolk la In accordance with the Contract Documents, and the Contrac:lor 
la enUOed to payment of the Amount Certified. 
AMOUNT CERTIFIED $ 
(Attach e,cplanatlon If amount cert!Hed differs from the amount applled for. /nltlal 
a/1 figures on this Application and on the Continuation Sheet that are charged to 
conform to the Amount Cert/fled) 
ARCHITECT 
By: Date: 
This eeriliicata la not nagotlable. The AMOUNT CERTIFIED Is payab-1&-on~lr-'l '"'to""'Ut .. e-----1 
Contractor named herein, Issuance, payment and acceptance or Payment era without 
r 
e 
AJA DOCUMENT 0702-APPUCATION FOR PAYMENT-AJA 01B92• THE AMERICAN IN8TITUTE OF ARCHITECTS, 1735 NEWVORK AVENUE, N.W., WASHINOtON, D.O. 21JD08-&292 




AJA Dacument G702, APPLICATION AND CERTIFICATION 
PAYMENT, containing Contractor's signed CertlficaUon, la attached. 
In tabulations below, amounts are stated to the nearest doRar. 
AIA DOCUMENT G703 
Use Column I on ContraQs where variable refalnage for line items may apply. 
A B C D E 
WORK COMPLETED WORK 
SCHEDULED FROM PREVIOUS COMPLETED 
ITEM NUMBER DESCRIPTION OF WORK VALUE APPLICATION THIS PERIOD 
m+s:1 
01 Crane Rental 227,123.25 .oo .00 
02 Turbine Receive Asse 759,458.75 .00 .00 
03 Fotmdatlons 1.723,216.50 ·,00 70,293.00 
04 Site Pads 281,170.76 .oo .00 
05 Crans Pads 93,723.50 .00 .00 
08 Acaess Roads and On 796,182.00 .00 41,677.00 
07 T , - • FaclllUes 142,602.75 .oo .00 
08 Olf•slte Road lmDrOV .00 .00 .00 
09 Substations 2,145,906.76 .00 .oo 
10 Eleclrlcal lnfrastru 768.633.60 .00 .OD 
11 Fiber ODlle Svstem 29,006.76 .00 .00 
12 Turbine S'Wftdl Gear 263,996.75 .00 .OD 
13 Communications SYSte 177,726.25 .OD .OD 
14 Met Towers & sensors ,00 .OD .oo 
15 Soils TesUng 35,146.25 .00 35,146.00 
16 Sile Rem8dlallon 43,933.00 .OD .OD 
17 s11e- . 17,573.25 .OD .oo 
18 Misc. (Phone, eleell :zz.096.25 .oo .00 
19 Conslrucllon Manaaem 955,435.00 .OD ·6,310.00 
20 Mobfliza11on 245,277.75 .OD 245,277.75 
21 Main SubstBUon Tran 326,876.76 .OD .OD 
APPLICATION NO: 1• 
APPLICATION DATE: 12/27/2011 
PERIOD TO: 12/31/2011 
PROJECT NO: 114034 603 
Page 1 of1 
PROJECT NAME: Jack Ranch Rogerson Flats 10 Turbines 
F G H 
MATERIALS TOTAL RETAINAGE 
PRESENTLY COMPLETED ANO BALANCE (IF VARIABLE 
STORED STOREDTO DATE 'Vo TOFINJSH RATE) 
IIIIOTJNDORi:t tD+ E+ F\ (0/C\ ,c.m 
.00 .00 0 227,123.25 .00 
.00 .00 0 759,458.75 .00 
.oo 70,293.00 4 1,652 922.60 .00 
.oo .oo 0 281,170.76 .00 
.00 .00 0 93.723.60 .oo 
.oo 41.677.00 6 754,606.00 .00 
.00 .00 0 142,502.76 .oo 
.00 .oo 0 .00 .00 
.oo .00 0 2,146,908.76 .00 
.OD .oo 0 768,633.60 .00 
.00 .00 0 29006.76 .00 
.00 .OD 0 263,996.75 .00 
.OD .00 0 177,726.25 .oo 
.00 .OD 0 .00 .00 
.OD 36,146.00 100 .25 .oo 
.oo .00 0 43,933.00 ,00 
.oo .. 00 0 17,673.26 .OD 
.oo ,OD 0 22.096.25 .OD 
.oo 6,310.00 1 949,125.00 .OD 
.OD 245,277.76 ~100 .00 .OD 
,OD .oo ! 0 328,876.76 .00 
?.f4~{f;:;)~;~:Jt.).~~~li~~ttf/}A~~\ ))j~i\\fliJr;~f§I~ii:{/: ;ft:i·~·i_( AJi.:i~~:jfJHt~Jt~t1;!~?i~!~i~fti~~1ttf¥zifll~~Nt}J;f~/~ff i:;}51,JiJ~1~1rt~;jf{)ta 
AJA DOCUMENT 0703-CDNTINUATION SHEET FOR 0702-AIAO 1B92-THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS, 17311 NEWVORKAVENUE, N.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20008-&392 




APPLICATION AND CERTIFICATE FOR PAYMENT 
TO OWNER: PROJECT: 





501 West Highway 212 
Granite Fan MN 66241 
CONTRACTOR'S APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT 
AppDcatlon Is made for payment, as shown below, In connection with 
the Contract. Continuation Sheet, AIA Document 0703 Is attached. 
1. ORIGINAL CONTRACT SUM $ 
2. Net change by Change Orders $ 
3. CON'YRACT SUM TO DATE (Une 1 + 2) $ 
4. TOTAL COMPLETED & STORED TO DATE $ 
(Column G on 0703) 
B. RETAINAGE: $ 
6. TOTAL EARNED LESS RETAINAGE $ 
(Lfne 4 less Ona 5 total) 
7. LESS PREVIOUS CERTIFICATES FOR PAYMENT $ 
{Line 6 from prier Certlllcale) 
8. CURRENT PAYMENT DUE $ 
9. BALANCE TO FINISH, INCLUDING RETAINAGE $ 
(Lfne 3 less Une 6) 


























The undersigned Contractor aertlfiea that to the bast of lhe Conll'llctar's knowledge, 
Information and beUer the Work c:aveted by this AppllaaUon ror Payment has been 
completed In accordam:e with the Contracl Domunents, that an amounts have been paid by 
the Contnlalor for Work for which pravlaua Certlflcatea for Payment wara Issued and 
payments racelVed rnim the Owner, and that current payment shown hera la corract. 
CONTRACTOR: Fagen Inc 
Br,~~ 
State of: I ,:1ncsfiff:{.. 
County of: .:f4!.1k/W llledt'C.h1C:.. 
Subscribed and sworn to before 
me Utls ,,n:t!J day of i)e.c~, 
ARCHITECT'S CERTIFICATE FOR PAYMENT 
In acaordanca with Iha Contract Documents, baled on on-alla obsen,a11ona and Ute data 
comprising this appDcatlon, the Arahllect certlfiea ID Iha Owner that ID the but or the 
Archltact'a knawledga, lnfonnatlan and beDefthe worlc hu pragrauad as lndleated, the 
quallty of the work la In accordance with the Conlracl DocumDnta, and the Contraator 
Is enUUed to payment of Iha Amount Cerflfled. 
AMOUNT CERTIFIED $ 
(AUach explanaUon If amount cert/fled differs from the amount applled for. In/UBI 
all figures on this AppUcat/on and on the ContinuaUon Sheet that are charged to 
conform to the Amount Certified) 
ARCHITECT 
By: Date: 
This CerUllcate Is not negotiable. The AMOUNT CERTIFIED Is payab....,..le_o_,nl,..y .,..to..,,Ut_e _ ---,1 
Contractor named herein. Issuance, payment and acceptance of Payment are wlthOut 
re udlce to a rl his f the or f er Is racL 
AJA DOCUMENT 0702-APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT-AIA01992• THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS, 1738 NEW YORK AVENUE, N.W., WAsHINGTON, D.C. 20008-5282 






AIA Document G702, APPLICATION AND CERTIFICATION 
PAYMENT, containing Cantractots signed Certification, Is attached. 
In tabuJatlons below, amounts are stated to the nearest dollar. 
AIA DOCUMENT G703 
Use Column I on Contracts where variable ratainage for One Hems may apply. 
A B C D E 
WORK COMPLETED WORK 
SCHEDULED FROM PREVIOUS COMPLETED 
ITEM NUMBER DESCRIPTION OF WORK VALUE APPLICATION THISPERIOD 
ID+i::l 
01 Crane Rental 227,123.26 .00 .00 
02· Turbine ReceJve 759,458.75 .OD .00 
03 Foundallans 1,723,215.50 .oo 70,293.00 
04 Sile Pads 281,170.75 .oo .oo 
05 Crane Pads · 93,723.50 .00 .00 
08 Access Roads and On 796,182.00 .DO 41,577.00 
07 T FaclllUes 142,502.76 .00 .00 
08 Off-site Road lmnmv .00 .00 .oo 
09 SubstaUons 2,145,908.76 .00 .oo 
10 Electrical lnfrastru 768,633.50 .00 .00 
11 Fiber ODUc :,,,stem 29,008.76 .00 .00 
12 Turbine Switch Gear 263,998.75 .00 .00 
13 Communications SV111e 177,728.25 .oo .00 
14 Met Towers & Sensors 210,878.00 .oo .00 
15 Soils Testing 35,148.25 .00 35,148.00 
16 Sile Remedlallon 43.933.00 .00 .00 
17 Site Surveying 17,573.25 .oo .oo 
18 Misc (Phone. Eleclrl 22,098.25 .00 .00 
19 Construction Manaaem 955,435.00 .00 8,310.00 
20 MobDlzaUon 245,2n.75 .oo 245,277.75 
21 Main SUbstatton Tran 326,875.75 .00 .oo 
APPLICATION NO: 1 
APPLICATION DATE: 12/27/2011 
PERIOD TO: 12/31/2011 
PROJECT NO: 114034 604 
Page 1 of 1 
PROJECT NAME: Jack Ranch Salmon Creeks 
F G H 
MATERIALS TOTAL RETAINAGE 
PRESENTLY COMPLETED AND BALANCE (IFVARIABLE 
STORED STORS> TO DATE % TOFINISH RATE) 
•NOTINOnDl;'I m+i.+~ tG/CI ,c.m 
.00 .00 0 227,123.25 .oo 
.oo .00 0 759,458.75 .00 
.00 70,293.00 4 1,662,922.50 .00 
.DO .00 0 281,170.76 .oo 
.DO .OD 0 93,723.50 .oo 
.00 41,m.oo 6 . 754,605.00 .00 
.DO .00 0 142,602.75 .00 
.00 . .oo 0 .00 .00 
.oo . .oo 0 2,146,908.75 .00 
.00 .00 0 768,633.50 .oo 
.00 .oo 0 29,006.75 .OD 
.oo .00 0 263,998.75 .oo 
.00 .00 0 177,728.25 .oo 
.00 .00 0 210,878.00 .00 
.00 36,148.00 100 .25 .00 
.oo .00 0 43,933.00 .oo 
.00 .00 0 17,573.25 .00 
.oo .00 0 22098.25 .oo 
.00 8,310.00 1 949,128.00 .oo 
.00 245,277.75 100 .oo .oo 
.oo .OD 0 328875.75 .oo 
AJA DOCUMENT 0703- CONTINUATION SHEET FOR 0702-AIA O 1992 -THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS, 1735 NEWYORKAVENUE, N.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. · 20008-5392 
Uunl may oldaln validatJon ar this dnumant bJ requntJng a complalad AIA Document D401 - Certlflaallon of Dnumenra Autlumt1clly fnnn the Llcanm. 
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APPLICATION AND CERTIFICATE FOR PAYMENT 
TO OWNER: PROJECT: 





501 West Highway 212 
Granite Faffs, MN 56241 
CONTRACTOR'S APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT 
Appllcatlon Is made for payment, as shown below, In connectlon wllh 
the Contract. Continuation Sheet, AJA Document G703 Is attached. 
1, ORIGINAL CONTRACT SUM $ 
2. Net change by Change Orders $ 
3. CONTRACT SUM TO DATE (Una 1 + 2) $ 
4. TOTAL COMPLETED & STORED TO DATE $ 
(Column G on G703) 
S. RETAINAGE: $ 
8. TOTAL EARNED LESS RETAINAGE $ 
(Una 4 less fine 5 total) 
7. LESS PREVIOUS CERTIFICATES FOR PAYMENT $ 
(Line B from prior Cerfiflcate) 
B. CURRENT PAYMENT DUE $ 
9. BALANCE TO FINISH, INCLUDING RETAINAGE $ 
(Una 3 less Una 8) 


























The undersigned Contraclor certlfin that ID Iha beat of the Contractor's knowledge, 
lnfollTIIIUon and beUef lhe Work coval8d by this Appl!catfon for Payment ha been 
completed In accordance With the Contnact Documanll, that aD a111DUnta have been paid by 
the Contractor for Work forwhlGh prevloua Certlflaatea for Payment were 11511111d and 
paymenll recelvad from Iha owner, and thet current payment shown here le corrBGL 
CONTRACTOR: Fagan Inc 
By.~·~ 
State of: Mt lln <'.SO"r a. 
County of: (/(. I/di,(} /17d;V de.. 
Subscrll>a<f1rnd sworn to before 
me this ~/f!J day of f>!c. :i.o11 
Notary Public:~ a ~ 
M Commission re~J MIS 
Date: / )_-). 
ARCHITECT'S CERTIFICATE FOR PAYMENT 
In accordance with lhe Contract Documenla, band on on-1118 observations and the da1a 
aomprlslng thla appllcaUon, the Archllecl aertlflas lo Iha OWner lhat ID lhe bast oftha 
Arahlteot'e knawlsdga, tnformallon and beUef the WDrk has pragreeud aa lndlcaled, the 
quallty of the work la In accordancs with the Contract DoGumenll, and the Contractor 
Is enlllled to payment of the Amount Cerfllled. 
AMOUNT CERTIFIED $ 
(Attach explanaUon If amount cert/Red differs from th9 amount applied for. /nit/al 
an figures on this Appllcal/on and on th11 Continuation Sheet that are charged to 
conform to th11 Amount Cert/Red) 
ARCHITECT 
By: Date: 
Thia Certificate is not negotiable. The AMOUNT CERTIFIED Is payat,=e~~V~lo"'l'llh~a----1 
Contractor named herein. Issuance, payment and acceptance of Payment are without 
ce I o 
AJA DOCUMENT 0702-APPUCATION FDR PAYMENT-AJA01892· THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECT&, 1731 ~YORK AVENUE, N.W., WASHINGTON, D.C, 2GDD8·5282 





AJA Document G702, APPLICATION AND CERTIFICATION 
PAYMENT, containing Contractor's signed Certification, Is attached. 
In tabulations below, amounts are stated to the nearest doUar. 
AIA DOCUMENT G703 
Use Column I on Contracts where variable retalnage for One Hems may apply. 
A B C D E 
WORK COMPLETED WORK 
SCHEDULED FROM PREVIOUS COMPLETED 
ITEM NUMBER DESCRIPTION OF WORK VALUE APPLICATION THISPERIOD 
m+B 
01 Crane Rental 227,123.25 .00 .00 
02 Turbine Receive 769,456.75 .00 .00 
03 Foundallons 1,723.215.50 .oo 70293.00 
04 Sile Pads 281,170.75 .oo .00 
05 Crane Pads 93,723.50 .00 .oo 
08 Access Roads and On 796182.00 .00 . 41,577.00 
07 T Facllllles 142,502.75 .00 .OD 
08 Off-site Road lmnrov .OD .oo .00 
09 SubstatlOnS 2,145,908.75 .00 .00 
10 Eleclrlcal lnfraslrU 768,533.60 .00 .00 
11 Fiber OpUc SYStemS 29,006.75 .oo .00 
12 TUJblne SWltch Gear 253,996.75 .00 .00 
13 Cormm.nlcations Syste 177,726.25 .00 .00 
14 Met Towers & Sensors .oo .OD .00 
15 Solis T6SllllQ 35,146.26 .00 35,148.00 
18 Site RemedlaUon 43,933.00 .00 .00 
17 sne 17,673.25 .OD .00 
18 Misc (Phone, Elect) 22,096.25 .00 .00 
19 Construellon 955,435.00 .OD 6,310.00 
20 MoblBzaUon 245,277.75 .00 245,277.75 
21 Main SubslaUon Tran 326875.75 .00 .oo 
APPLICATION NO: 1· 
APPLICATION DATE: 12/27/2011 
PERIOD TO: 12/31/2011 
PROJECT NO: 11-4034 605 
PROJECT NAME: Jack Ranch Cottonwood 
F G H 
MATERIALS TOTAL 
PRESENTLY COMPLETED AND BALANCE 
STORED STORED TO DATE o/o TOFINISH 
I ™"IT IN DOR r:1 lD+S::+Fl lGICl lC•Gl 
.00 .00 0 227,123.25 
.00 .oo 0 759,466.76 
.00 70,293.00 4 1,652,922.50 
.00 .00 0 281,170.75 
.00 .00 0 93,723.50 
.00 41,677.00 5 754,605.00 
.00 .00 0 142,502.75 
.OD .00 o. .00 
.00 .OD 0 2,145 908.75 
.oo .00 0 768,533.50 
.00 .00 0 29,008.76 
.OD .00 0 253,998.75 
.00 .00 0 177,726.26 
.00 .OD 0 .00 
.OD 35,146.00 100 .26 
.00 .oo 0 43,933.00 
.00 .OD 0 17,673.25 
.00 .00 0 22,098.25 
.00 6,310.00 1 949,125.00 
.00 245,277.75 100 .oo 
.00 .00 0 326,875.75 


























AtA DOCUMENT 0703- CONTINUATION SHEET FOR 0702-AIA 01982 - THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCtDTECTS, 1735 NEW YORK AVENUE, N.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20008-&392 




APPLICATION AND CERTIFICATE FOR PAYMENT 
TO OWNER: PROJECT: 





501 West Hlghway 212 
Granite Falls MN 66241 
CONTRACTOR'S APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT 
AppDcatlon Is made for payment. as shown below, In connection with 
the Contract. Continuation Sheet, AIA Document G703 ls attached. 
1. ORIGINAL CONTRACT SUM $ 
2. Net change by Change Orders $ 
3. CONTRACT SUM TO DATE (Une 1 + 2) $ 
4. TOTAL COMPLETED & STORED TO DATE $ 
(Column Gon G703) 
5. RETAINAGE: $ 
8, TOTAL EARNED LESS RETAINAGE $ 
{Una 4 less Una 6 total) 
7. LESS PREVIOUS CERTIFICATES FOR PAYMENT $ 
(Une 6 from prior Certlllcate) • 
8. CURRENT PAYMENT DUE $ 
9. BALANCE TD FINISH, INCWDING RETAINAGE $ 
{Una 3 lass Une 6) 


























The undaralgned Contnu:tor certlfias Dial to the bast or the Contractor's knowledge, 
lnformaflan and baller the Work covered by lhls Application ror Payment haa bean 
completed In accordanco with the Contract Dacumlmts, that an amounts hava bean paid by 
the Contractor for Work for which pn,vlou1 Cllltlflcalaa for Payment were lnued and 
payments received from Iha Dwner, and that current payment ahDwn hara Is correct. 
CONTRACTOR: Fagen Inc 
By. 'h'ti ~ 
State of: Mll//lt'9na 
County of: tkl/()U) Mr:d,ie .. /,Jt:.. 
Subscribed end sworn to before I" me this tYJ"!' day of /)c'c.J?Otl 
Notary Publlc:~a. ~ 
M Commission ex lresuavafi 15 
ARCHITECT'S CERTIFICATE FOR PAYMENT 
In acaordance wllh the Contract Damnnenta, band on an-site observaUau and Iha data 
camprl&lng 1h18 appllaatlon, the Archllect aertlfles to the Owner that to the best of the 
Archileot's lmawladge, lnfannal!Dn and ballef O,e wark hal progressed n lndlaaled, the 
quality of the WDtk 18 In accordance wllh Iha Contract DDaumanta, and the Contractor 
Is enfltled to payment of lhe Amount Certified. 
AMOUNT CERTIFIED $ --------1 
(Attach explanation If amount cert/fled differs from the amount applled for. In/Ila/ 
all figures on this Appllcatlon and on the ContlnuaUon Sheet that are charged to 
conform to the Amount Cert/fled) 
ARCHITECT 
By: Date: 
·This Certificate la not negoflabla. The AMOUNT CERTIFIED Is paya.,....e_anly....,_to_th_e----i 
contraC!Or named hareln. Issuance, payment and acceptance of Payment are without 
A1A DOCUMENT 0702-APPUCATION FOR PAYMENT-AJA 01992• THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS, 1731 NEWYORKAVENUE, N.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 2DDIJ8.1i282 






AIA Document G702, APPLICATION AND CERTIFICATION 
PAYMENT, confalnlng Contractor's signed Certification, Is attached. 
In tabulatlons below, amounts are stated to the nearest dollar. 
AJA DOCUMENT G703 
Use Column I on Contracts whara variable retalnaga for Una Items may apply. 
A B C D E 
WORK COMPLETED WORK 
SCHEDULED FROM PREVIOUS COMPLETED 
ITEM NUMBER DESCRIPTION OF WORK VALUE APPLICATION THIS PERIOD 
m1-E1 
01 Crane Rania! 227,123.25 .00 .oo 
02 Turblna Recelw 759,458.75 .oo .oo 
03 Foundallons 1,723,215.50 .OD 70.293.00 
04 Site Pads 281,170.75 .00 .oo 
05 CranePads 83.723.60 .00 .00 
08 Access Roads and On 788,182.00 .00 41,577.00 
07· Temoorarv FacllWes 142,502.75 .00 .oo 
08 Off-site Road lmorov .00 .00 .OD 
09 SUbslatlons 2,145,908.75 .00 .00 
10 Eleclrlcal lnfrasrru 768,533.60 .00 .00 
11 Fiber antic SYStemS 29,008.75 .00 .00 
12 Turbine Switch Gear 263,998.75 .oo .00 
13 CcmmunlcaOcns Svste 177,726.25 .00 .00 
14 Met Towers & Sensors 21D,878.D0 .OD .DD 
15 Soils Testing 35,146.25 .DO 35,148.00 
16 Sile Remediation 43,933.00 .DO .oo 
17 suai::,--d- 17,573.25 .00 .oo 
18 Misc (Phone, Elect) 22,096.25 .DO .DO 
19 Consfructlcn Manaaem 955435.00 .oo 8,31D.OO 
20 MobllfzaUcn 245,277.75 .00 245.277.75 
21 Main Substation Tran 328,876.75 .00 .00 
APPLICATION NO: 1 
APPLICATION DATE: 12/27/2011 
PERIOD TO: 12/31/2011 
PROJECT NO: 114034 606 
PROJECT NAME: Jack Ranch Deep Creek 
F G H 
MATERIALS TOTAL 
PRESENTLY COMPLETED AND BALANCE 
STORED STOREDTO DATE % TOFINISH 
!fNOTINDOR"' ID+E+i:l IGICI IC-G\ 
.oo .oo 0 227,123.25 
.00 .00 0 759,458.75 
.oo 70,293.00 4 1,652,922.50 
.oo .00 0 281,170.75 
.oo .00 0 93,723.50 
.00 41,577.00 6 754,605.00 
.oo .oo 0 142,502.75 
.00 .oo 0 .00 
.00 .00 0 2,146,908.76 
.oo .oo 0 768,533.50 
.OD· .00 0 28,006.75 
.OD .00 0 253,998.75 
.OD .OD D 177,728.25 
.OD .00 0 210,878.0D 
.oo 35,146.0D 100 .25 
.oo .oo 0 43,933.tlD 
.00 .00 D 17,573.25 
.OD .00 0 22,098.25 
.oo 8,310.00 1 949,126.00 
.oo 245,277.76 100 .oo 
.oo .DO D 328,875.75 
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FAGEN -- INC. - www.fagenlnc.com 
CMI - Met:hanlt:al • Electrlt:al Contractors 
February 6, 2012 
Exergy Development Group ofldaho, LLC 
James Carkulis 
802 W. Bannock St, 12th Floor 
Boise, ID 83702 
Dear James: 
501 West Hwy. 212. P.O. Box 159 
Granite FaDs,.MN 56241 
32()a564.3324 
320o564-3278 fax 
As prescribed in the Contrac~ enclosed please find original Payment Application Number 
Two for the Exergy Idaho Six Wmds Wind Parle Project in Idaho, along with the signed 
Contractor's Partial Waiver m;i.d Lien Release. 
Also enclosed, please find a list of subcontractors to be paid from this Paym~t 
Application. 











APPLICATIONANDCERTIRCATEFORPAYMENT AIA DOCUMENT G702 
TO OWNER: PROJECT: 
Notche Butte Wind Farm Notch Butte 
9Turblnes 
Boise, ID 83702 
FROM CONTRACTOR: 
Fagenlnc 
601 West Highway 212 
Granite Fe11s, MN 66241 
VIA ARCHITECT: 
CONTRACTOR'S APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT 
AppHcatlon Is made for payment, as shown below, In connection with 
the ConlmcL ConUnuaUon Sheet, AIA Document G703 Is attached. 
1. ORIGINAL CONTRACT SUM 
2. Nat change by Change Orders 
3. CONTRACT SUM TO DATE (Una 1 + 2) 
4. TOTAL COMPLETED & STORED TO DATE 
(Column G on G703) 
5. RETAINAGE: 
a. On Compleled Work 
(Columns D + E on G703) 
b. On Stored Material 















Total Relalnage (Una 2a + 5b or 
Total rn Cotumn I of G703) 
8. TOTAL EARNED LESS RETAINAGE! $ 527,453.00 
(Une 4 lesS Une 5 tolal) 
7. LESS PREVIOUS CERTIFICATES FOR PAYMENT 
(Una 8 from prior cmtlflcale) 
B. CURRENT PAYMENT DUE 
9. BALANCE TO FINISH, INCLUDING RETAINAGE 
(Una 3 less Une 6) 
CHANGE ORDER SUMMARY ADDITIONS 
Total changes approved In 
DrBVlous monflls bv OWner 
Total changes approved In 
TOTALS 
NET CHANGES by Change Order 
$ 336,249.00 


















PAGE1 ibutlonto: OWNER . ARCHITECT 
CONTRACTOR 
The undersigned Conlnlelar carttnea that to the best of the Conlnlelar's knowledge, 
Information and beRef the Wark covered by this Appllllatlon far Payment h11 been 
completed In acaordanae with the Conlnlat Documents, that aD amounts haw been paid by 
the Canlnlntar far Wark farwhlch previous Certificates far Payment were Issued and 
payments received lftlm the Owner, and that current payment shown here Ia correc:L 
:.~~ '- J-/s!ra. 
Smte~"J.7:_~ . . I 
Countyof: If"~' 1r-c.~ 
Subscribed.,!,"~ 9>1F!_kl 
methls ~~ 
Notary Publlc: ~~'t..11 
My Commission 
ARCHITECT'S CERTIFICATE FOR PAYMENT 
In aaconlance with the Cuntnmt Daaumenls, based Dn an-site obs8Mltlons and tha data 
cmmprislng thla applluatlon, the AMhlteat certmea tD tha Owner that to the best Df the 
An:hlleDt'a knawledge, lnfarmaUan and beDef the work has prvgressed u lndll:amd, the 
quality Df the work Is In aaaordanae with the . 
Contract Documents. and the Contractor Is enUtled to payment of the Amount CerUfled. 
AMOUNT CERTIFIED $~~~~~ 
(Attach e,cp/anatlon If amount certified differs from the amount applied for. Initial 
all figures on this Appllcstlon and on the Continuation Sheet that are charged to 
conform to the Amount Certfflecl) 
ARCHITECT 
By.-------------------------
Dale: ______ _ 
This Certlllcata Is not nagollabla. The AMOUNT CERTIFIED Is payable Dnly to Iha 
Contraclor named herein. Issuance, payment and acceptanca of Payment ara Without 
preJUdlae to IUJY rights or Ute OWnar or contrag under ltJIS Contraqt. 
NA DOCUMENT 0702-APPUCATION FOR PAYMENT-AJA 01892-THE AMERICAN INSTITUT! OF ARCHITECTS, 1735 NEW YORK AVENUE', N.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 2DDOII-S292 
uu,w ffllJ alltaJn valldatlDn Df thll d0Clllln8ftt bJ ,.....uni • oomptated AIA Dnillllitnl D4at - Certmntron af Dnumanl'a Authantlolt, from thlt Uoe""'8. 0702-1892 
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CONTINUATION SHEET 
AJA Document G702, APPLICATION AND CERTIFICATION 
PAYMENT, containing Contractor's signed Certification, Is attached. 
In tabulations below, amounts are stated to the nearest doDar. 
AIA DOCUMENT 0703 
Use Column I on Contracts where variable retalnage for One Items may apply. 
'A B C D E 
WORK COMPLETED WORK 
SCHEDULED FROM PREVIOUS COMPLETED 
ITEMNUMBER DESCRIPTION OF WORK VALUE APPLICATION THISPERIOD 
m+i;\ 
01 Crane Rental 690,992.08 .00 .oo 
02 Turbine Receive 717,414.00 .oo .00 
03 FoundaUons 1,571,429.00 .00 157,143.00 
04. snePads 205,934.00 .00 4,700.00 
05 Crane Pads 93,990.00 .00 .oo 
06 Access Roads and On 545,402.00 77,fi88.00 .00 
07 T ~ Faclllttes 212,284.00 .00 .oo 
08 Off.site Road lnlprov 114,877.00 .oo .00 
09 SUbstatlons .00 .00 .00 
10 Eleclrlcal lnfraslru 704,048.00 .oo .00 
11 Fiber unttc :.'V!ltems 28,488.00 .00 .00 
12 Turblll8 SWltch Gear 228,962.00 .oo .oo 
13 Communlcaffons 132,724.00 .00 .oo 
14 Met Towers & Sensors 211,214.00 .00 .00 
15 SoDs Testing 36,880.00 38,880.00 .oo 
16 sne Remedlatton 42,243.00 .00 .00 
17 Site 17,601.00 .00 .00 
18 Misc. (DhOne, AIRrlll 54,629.00 .00 .00 
19 Const" 1,618,043.00 .oo 30,361.00 
20 MobDlzatton 220,783.00 220,783.00 .00 
APPLICATION NO: 2 
APPLICATION DATE: 02/03/2012 
PERIOD TO: 01/25/2012 
PROJECT NO: 114034 601 
PROJECT NAME: Notch Butte 9 Turbines 
F G H 
MATeRIALS TOTAL 
PRESENTLY COMPLETED AND BA1ANCE 
STORED STOREDTO DATE o/o TOFINISH 
.,Ml"ITIN DnD I'.\ m+E+Fl (CUC\ ,c.m 
.oo .00 0 590,992.08 
.00 .oo 0 717,414.00 
.oo 167,143.00 10 1,414,288.00 
.00 4,700.00 2 201,234.00 
.oo .oo 0 93.990.00 
.oo 77,588.00 14 487,818.00 
.00 .00 0 212,284.00 
.00 .oo 0 114,877.00 
.00 .00 0 .00 
.00 .oo 0 704,048.00 
.00 .00 0 28.488.00 
.oo .oo 0 228.982.00 
.oo .oo 0 132,724.00 
.00 .oo 0 211214.00 
.00 36,880.00 100 .oo 
.00 .oo 0 42,243.00 
.00 .oo 0 17,601.00 
.oo .oo 0 64,629.00 
.00 30,361.00 2 1,487,682.00 
.00 220,783.00 100 .OD 
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Uuf9. may oblaln validation of tllla daeument by raquutlng a eompteted AIA Dnurnant D4111 - Certlflcation of Doctum9nt'a Aulhenllelt, ff'DIII the Llam188, 
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APPLICATION AND CERTIFICATE FOR PAYMENT AIA DOCUMENT G702 PAGE 1 ~~==----~...;._-----==-=-===------------...;._...;._ __ --=-====~,..,..,..----------------- -~ TO OWNER: PROJECT: APPLICATION NO: 2 istrlbutlon to• 
Leva Beds Wind Farm, LLC Lava Beds PERIOD TO: 01/25/2012 OWNER • 
9 Turbines PROJECT NOS: 114034 602 ARCHITECT 
Boise, ID 83702 CONTRACT NO: 1 CONTRACTOR 
FROM CONTRACTOR: VIA ARCHITECT: 
Fagen Inc 
501 West Highway 212 
Grenlle Falls, MN 56241 
CONTRACTOR'S APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT 
AppDcatlon Is made for payment, as shown below, In connection with 
the eoritract. Continuation Sheet, AJA Document G703 Is attached. 
1. ORIGINAL CONTRACT SUM 
2. Net change by Change Orders 
3. CONTRACT SUM TO DATE (Line 1 + 2) 
4. TOTAL COMPLETED & STORED TO DATE 
(Colwnn G on G703) 
5. RETAINAGE: 
a. On Completed Work 
(Columns D + E on G703) 
b. On Stored Material 
(Column Fon G703) 
Total Re!alnaga (Umt 2a + 5b or 
Tolal In Column I of G703) 




(line 4 less line 5 totaij · 
7. LESS PREVIOUS CERTIFICATES FOR PAYMENT 
(Umt 8 from J!flor Certificate) 
8. CURRENT PAYMENT DUE 
9. BALANCE TO FINISH, INCLUDING RETAINAGE 
(line 3 less Line 6) 
CHANGE ORDER SUMMARY ADDITIONS 
Total changes approved In 
omvlous months hv OWner 
Total changes approved In 
TOTALS 
























ARCHITECT'S CERTIFICATE FOR PAYMENT 
In acm,rdanca wlD, the CDntmct Doaumenta, based on on-11111 obnrvaUans and the data 
comprising thla applb:a1lon, fhe Anmllect C8J111Te1 to the owner that lD the beat or the 
. AnmHecl'1 knawledp, Information and bellef the work ha pn,graued • lndlaated, the . 
quallty or tht work ta In amonfance with Iha 
Contract Dotiuments, and the Contractor Is enUUed to payment of U,e Amount Certified. 
AMOUN!CERTI~D . $~~~~­
(Attach expfanatlon ff amount certified differs from the amount applled for. Initial 
sD figures on this Apptlaatlon snd on the Continuation Sheet that are charged to 
conform to the Amount Certified) 
ARCHITECT 
By: Date: ______ _ 
This Certificate la not negotiable. The AMOUNT CERTIFIED la payable only to the 
Contractor named hareln. lBIIUlflce, payment and acceptance Of Payment are without 
pre(wllce ID~ rights Of the OWnerq Conpactgr under this Cpnlrapt. 
AIA°DOCUMENT 8702 -APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT-AIA 01892-THE AMERICAN INSfflUTE OF ARCHITECTS, 1735 NEWYORKAV&NUE, N.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 2DOD8-5292 
u.... may oldaln valldatlon or thla documanl bJ requutlng a oompleled AIA Dooumanl 1Mt11- eertmaatlon DI Dooumanl'a Authentlallr rnrrn the Llnnne. G7D2•1.Bl2 
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CONTINUATION SHEET 
AIA Document G7D2. APPUCATiON AND CERTIFICATION 
PAYMENT, containing Contraclor's signed Certification, Is attached. 
In tabulations below, amounts are slated to the nearest dollar. 
AJA DOCUMENT G703 
Use Column I on Conhacla whera variable ratalnage for Dne Items may apply. 
A B C D E 
WORK COMPLETED WORK 
SCHl:DULED FROM PREVIOUS COMPLETED 
rrEMNUMBER DESCRIPTION OF WORK VALUE APPLICATION THISPERIOD 
m+i.l 
01 Crane Rental 690,981.00 .00 .00 
02 Turbine Receive 732,088.00 .00 .00 
03 FoundaUons 1,562,598.00 41,730.00 114,630.00 
04 Sll8Pads 159,484.00 .oo .oo 
05 CranePads 93,989.00 .oo .oo 
08 ACll8SS Roads & On SJ 739,235.00 77,688.00 .00 
07 1i Facilities 170,038.00 .oo .oo 
08 Off-slla Road lmprov .oo .00 .00 
09 SubstaUons · .oo .00 .00 
10 Eleclrical lnl'raslru 704,034.00 .oo .oo 
11 Fiber ODUc 5YSlem 28,488.00 .00 .00 
12 Twbln8 SWltc:h Gear 228,957.00 .oo .oo 
13 Communlcallons ~ 155,387.00 .00 .oo 
14 Met Towers & Sensors 211,210.00 .oo .oo 
15 sous Tesnna 29,335.00 29335.00 .oo 
18 Site Remediation 42,242.00 .oo .00 
17 Site 17,801.00 .00 8,800.50 
18 Misc. (Phone, Elect) 84,628.00 .oo .00 
19 Conslructlon ~em 1,659,268.00 .00 31,185.03 
20 Mobilization 220,779.00 220,779.00 .oo 
APPLICATION NO: 2 
APPLICATION DATE: 02/03/2012 
PERIOD TO: 01/25/2012 
PROJECT NO: 114034 602 
PROJECT NAME; Lava Beds 9 Turbines 
F G H 
MATERIALS TOTAL 
PRESENTLY COMPLETED AND BALANCE 
STORED STORED TO DATE .. TOFINJSH 
tNffflND0R"" m+E+F\ mrrn ,r..ol 
.00 .• oo 0 690,981.00 
.00 .00 0 732,068.00 
.oo 158.260.00 10 1,408,338.00 
.00 .00. 0 159484.00 
.oo .oo 0 93,989.00 
.oo 77,588.00 10 881,849.00 
.00 .00 0 170,038.00 
.00 .oo 0 .00 
.00 .00 0 .oo 
.oo .00 0 704034.00 
.00 .00 0 28,488.00 
.oo .oo 0 228,957.00 
.oo .00 0 155,387.00 
.uo .oo D 211,210.00 
.oo 29,335.00 100 .oo 
.oo .oo 0 42,242.00 
.oo 8,800.50 50 8,800.50 
.00 .00 0 54,628.00 
.00 31,185.03 2 1,628,080.97 
.00 220,779.00 100 .oo 
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-AP~P;.Ll.:::C;;-;A;:ll;:;:;O::::N~A~ND::-:::C:ERTl=;;:Fl;;;;C:-;A-;:rE;:-;::F:=O:::;:R:-;:P.-:A:-;:~;:;M:-;:ENT::-:_ ::----:AJA;;.;.--;::;D:;:;O;-;;C:.iU;..M:;:E~N::;:-T-:::G~7:;;:02;;------------------=p=A=GE~1 --, 
TO OWNER! PROJECT: APPLICATION NO: 2 FuUon to· 
Rogerson Flats Wind Farm, Jack Ranch Rogerson PERIOD TO: 01/26/2012 WNER • 
Flats 10 Turbines PROJECT NOS: 114034 603 RCHITECT 
Boise, ID 83702 CONTRACT NO: 1 ONTRACTOR 
FROM CONTRACTOR: VIA ARCHITECT: 
Fagen Inc 
501 West Highway 212 
Granite Falls. MN 56241 
CONTRACTOR'S APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT 
Appllcatlon Is made for payment, as shown below, In connection with 
the Contract. Continuatlon Sheet, AIA Documant G703 Is attached. 
1. ORIGINAL CONTRACT SUM 
2. Net change by Change Orders 
3. CONTRACT SUM TO DATE (Une 1 + 2) 
4. TOTAL COMPLETED & STORED TO DATE 
(Colutnn G on G703) 
&. RETAINAGE: 
L On Completed Work 
(Colunms o + e on G703) 
b. On stored Materlal 
(Column Fon G703) 
Total Refalnage (Line 2a + 6b' or 
Total In Column I of G703) 




(Line 4 less llne 5 lolal) 
7. LESS PREVIOUS CERTlflCATES FOR PAYMENT 
(tine 6 from prior Certificate) 
8. CURRENT PAYMENT DUE 
8, BALANCE TO FINISH, INCLUDING RETAINAGE 
(Line 3 less Une 6) 
CHANGE ORDER SUMMARY ADDITIONS 
Total chartg13S approved In 
orevlous months bv Owner 
Total changes approved In 
TOTALS 
























The undersigned ·Contraclor aerllllaa that lD Iha best or Iha ContralllDr'a knnwledge, 
Information and beDer u,e Work aove.- by this AppHcatlon for Payment has been 
aompleled In am:onlanae wllh the Contraut Documents, that au llmounla have been paid by 
Iha CDnlraclDr for WDrk forwhlah pnwlouli CerUflcaln ror Parn,enl wen, lsaued and 
ptlJfflBnta 181l9lvad fn,m Iha Owner, and that DUmml payment ahDwn he19 11 canect. 
co~~~enl~ _ J / . 
By:  ~lf\.Pata: ~/_} /~ 
Slate~:~ 
1 I 
County-of:~ · • 
Subscribed ~d..t,m to be~ 
me this a'~ day of --p 
Notary PubD--;.,.~ _1 a-;., '-t').-"L.C.-
My Commlss~  ''I(~ f / / 'o""IIW~'II\MNW\I\MMMMN~MMI 
ARCHITECT'S CERTIFICATE FOR PAYMENT 
In IICCDrdanca \\4111 the Conlnmt Documanf.l, baaed on on-site obaen,atlons and Iha data 
aomprllllng this appllmlttan, the An:hltect certlflaa lD lhe OWner that to Iha beat of the 
An:hllecl'a knowledge, lnformaUon and beDer the work hBI prD9191nd e11 Indicated, Ute 
quallly Df the work Is In acaordanOB with the 
Contract Documents. and the Contractor Is enUUed to payment of the Amount CerOfled. 
AMOUNT CERTIFIED . $-----
(Attach explanal1on ff amount certified differs from fhe amount applied for. lnltlaf 
all flgures on this Appl/cation and oil the Continuation Sheet that are charged to 
conform to the Amount Oertlned) 
ARCHITECT 
By: Date: ______ _ 
Thia Certlflmta Is not negoU&ble. The AMOUNT CERTIFIED la payable only to the 
Contractor named herein. luuance, payment and acceptance of Payment are wllhout 
preJudlce to anv rights of the owner or contractor under this Contract. . . . . 
AIADOCUMENT 0702-APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT-AJA 1119ft. THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF AR~C~, 1,785 NEWYORKAVENUE. N.W., WASHINCITON, D.C. 2DDDB-5292 
u... nm, allllln validation or tllla dolumenl 11y.raqunflng • aomplabld AIA Doaument D4D1 - Certlflntlon or ~aolbnitnl'1 AuthlrlUoltr r,orrrtha Ucenaea. 0702•1982 






AIA Document 0702, APPLICATION AND CERTIFICATION 
PAYMENT, containing Contractor's signed Certification, Is attached. 
In tabulatlons below, amounts are stated to the nearest dollar. 
AIA DOCUMENT G703 
Use Column I on Contraafs where variable retalnage for line Items may apply. 
A B C D E 
WORK COMPLETED WORK 
SCHEDULED FROM PREVIOUS COMPLETED 
rTEMNUMBER DESCRIPTION OF WORK VALUE APPLICATION THISPERIOD 
m+EI 
01 Crane Rental 227,123.25 .00 .oo 
02 Turbine Receive Asse 769,468.75 .00 .oo 
03 FoundaUons 1,723,215.60 70,293.00 .00 
04 Sile Pads 281,170.75 .00 .00 
05 . CranaPads 93,723.50 .oo .oo 
08 Access Roads and On 798,182.00 41,677.00 28,630.76 
07 T ·1 FaclllOes 142,602.76 .oo .00 
08 Off-slle Road lmprot.f .oo .oo .oo 
09 SUbsta8ons 2,145,908.76 .00 .oo 
10 EleclrlCal lnfraslru 768,633.60 .DO .00 
11 Fiber onoc Svatem 29,008.76 .oo .00 
12 Turbine SWllch Gear 263,998,75 .00 .00 
13 OommunlcaUons Syste 177,728.25 .00 3,655.00 
14 Met Towers & Sensors .OD .00 .00 
15 Soils Testing 35,146.25 35,148.DO .25 
16 Sile Remediation 43,933.00 .00 .00 
17 Site 17,573.25 .oo 8,787.00 
18 Misc. (Phone, elect) 22,098.25 .00 .• 00 
19 Cons1ructlon Mmnumm 965,435.0D 6,310.0D 14,799.00 
20 MoblDzallon 245,277.75 245,277.75 .oo 
21 Main Subs1a1Jon Tran 325,875.75 .oo 32.687.68 
APPLICATION NO: 2 
APPLICATION DATE: 02/03/2012 
PERIODTO: 01/25/2012 
PROJECT NO: 114034 803 
Page 1 of1 
( 
PROJECT NAME: Jack Ranch Rogerson Flats 10 Turbines 
F G H 
MATERIALS TOTAL RETAINAGE 
PRESENTLY COMPLETED AND BAIANCE (IF VARIABLE 
STORED STORED TO DATE. % TOFINISH RATE) 
fNOT1NDnRs::1 CD+E+Fl CG/Cl ,c. r:n 
.00 .oo 0 227,123.25 .oo 
.oo .oo 0 759,468.75 .00 
.00 70,293.00 4 1,852.922.60 .oo 
.oo .00 0 281,170.75 .00 
.oo .oo 0 93,723.60 .oo 
.oo 70,107.75 9 726,074.25 .oo 
.oo .oo 0 142,602.76 .00 
.oo .OD 0 .oo .00 
.oo .OD 0 2,145,906.76 .00 
.oo .oo 0 768,633.60 .oo 
.00 .OD 0 29008.75 .00 
.oo .oo 0 263,998.75 .oo 
.00 3,655.00 2 174,171.25 .00 
.00 .oo 0 .oo .oo 
.00 35,148.25 100 .00 .oo 
.00 .00 0 43,933.00 .00 
.00 8.787.00 50 8,786.25 .00 
.oo .00 0 22,098.25 .00 
.oo 21,109.00 2 934,326.00 .00 
.oo 245,277.76 100 .oo .00 
.oo 32,687.58 10 294,158.17 .oo 
~~~~~;!f Y cl@'n~';{jW~~'Wio/~]fil'f.f!!Jll.~t~~;~·,-,w,""}.~~~111.mt't:'f.ED~~~g;~~]NpfilJJU:D~!P-M;ill!~~~'vJ'!:'~{~~litJll~~ 
f1:·~:·T~:~:~~ ~:.~l}f tt. ::~~1~~:~=1J~~~~~.:.t~~tT~~?i:::· "C~I~~~~JIT}~~~~:t;~~~~~l~':;t~1Jl!:~6~:~~~'€1:urtnJ:1II~J[::~:,~~~t:z~~~: 1:Ii~fFE1I:1:i~{'.!}Jrffit~~:~1!:?t~~;,~:?~~t,8rn [f('tr'J!lJ~~~~~:J~~!JJ}~l:.1~.;-:"., ~,:r:i;~~:f:~.(~51~ 
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APPLICATION AND CERTIFICATE FOR PA~ENT AIA DOCUMENT G702 
TO OWNER: . PROJECT: 
Salmon Creek Wind Fann, Jack Ranch 
Salmon Creeks 
Boise. ID 83702 
FROM CONTRACTOR: 
Fagen Inc 
501 West Highway 212 
Granite Fells, MN 56241 
VIA ARCHITECT: 
CONTRACTOR'S APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT 
AppUcatlon Is made for payment, as shown below, In connection wDh 
the Contract. Continuation Sheet, AJA Document G703 Is attached. 
1. ORIGINAL CONlRACT SUM $ 
2. Net change by Change Orders $ 
3. CONTRACT SUM TO DATE (Una 1 + 2) $ 
4. TOTAL COMPLETED & STORED TO DATE $ 
(Column G on G703) 
I. RETAINAGE: 
L On Completed Work $ 
(Columns D + E on 8703) 
b. On stored Material $ 
(Column Fon G703) 








Total In Column I of G703) 
8. TOTAL EARNED LESS RETAINAGE $ 488,983.33 
(Una 4 less Une 5 tolal) 
7. LESS PREVIOUS CERTIFICATES FOR PAYMENT $ 398,603.76 
{Una 6 from prior Certificate) 
8. CURRENT PAYMENT DUE $ !L--______ 88_,3_5_9.68__,. l 
9, BALANCE TO FINISH. INCLUDING RETAINAGE $ 8,768,798.42 
(Line 3 less Una 8) 
CHANGE ORDER SUMMARY ADDmONS DEDUCTIONS 
Total changes approved In .00 
.DTeVious months bv OWner 
. Total changes approved In .00 
TOTALS .00 














Fo~~:= ARCHITECT CONTRACTOR 
The undersigned Conlraclor cerllflea that lit the bnt of the Conlnlctol'a knowledge, 
lnl'Drmallon and beUef U,e \IUbrk covered by thla AppllcaUon for Payment has bean 
mmpfeled In accordance with the Conlract Documenlll, thal an anmunta have been paid by 
~ Conlrac!Dr for Work forwhlah prevloua Certlflaatn far Payment were lslUed and 
payments nmalved fnJm the Owner, and that cummt pBJm9nl ahuwn he1& 11 correct. coNTRAc;r~:enr~. / / 
By: JI:::1§J1 Date: .,(1 v~ 
Stateo~PVJ,1.44~ • 
Counlyof: ~~ ~
Subscribed a m to be~~ 
me this · clay of ,~"' ..sa_,...,,. 
NotaryPubDo:~ . 
My.~sslon expires: ~ ft 
ARCHITECT'S CERTIFICATE FOR PAYMENT 
In accordance wllh Iha Conlrncl Documanll, baud on on-aue obnrvatlona and the data 
comprfalng lhll appllcaUon, the Archllecl aerlllle1 ID Ute Owner that tD the beat or Iha 
Arvhllect'a knowledge, lnformaUon and baller the work ha pmgreaaed a lndlaated, the 
quality or the work II In IICllllrdance with the 
Contract Documents. ~ the eontractor Is enDUed to payment of the Amount Certified. 
AMOUNT CERTIFIED $-----
(Attach explanstfon "amount certmed differs from the amount appllad for. lnltlal 
an Ugures on this Appllcatlon and on the Continuation Sheet that are charged to 
conform to the Amount Cartlffed} 
ARCHITECT 
By: Date: ______ _ 
This Certificate Is not negotlable. The AMOUNT CERTIFIED Is payable only to the 
Contraclor named herein. Issuance, payment and acceptance of Payment are wllhout 
P!!Judlce to anv rights or Ute Owner or Contractor under this Contract. 
Ark DOCUMENT 8702-APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT-AJA 01992- THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS, .1735 NEWYORK'AVENl,!~. N.W., WASHINGTON, D.O. 2DDll9-5292 




AIA Document G702, APPLICATION AND CERTIFICATION 
PAYMENT, containing Contraclor's signed Certification, Is attached. 
In tabulations below, amounts are staled to the nearest doRar. 
AIA DOCUMENT G703 · 
Use Column I on Contracts whera variable retalnage for One Hems may apply. 
A B C D E 
WORK COMPLETED WORK 
SCHEDULED FROM PREVIOUS COMPLETED 
ITEM NUMBER DESCRIPTION OF WORK VALUE APPLICATION THJSPERIOD 
fll+le\ 
01 Crane Rental 227,123.25 .oo .OD 
02 Turbine Receive 769,459.75 .• oo .OD 
03 FOWldatlons 1,723,215.50 70,293.00 .OD 
04 Sita Pads 281,170.75 .OD .oo 
05 CmnePads 93,723.50 .oo .OD 
06. Access Roads and on 796,182.00 41,577.00 28,530.75 
07 ~ FaclllOes 142,502.75 .oo .00 
08 Off-site Road umirov .00 .00 .00 
09 Subs!allons 2,145,908.75 .oo .00 
10 Electrloal lnfraslru 788,533.50 .oo .00 
11 Aber Opttc svstem 29,006.75 .00 .oo 
12 Turblna SWltch Gear 253.996.78 .00 .00 
13 CommunlcaOons b'"YBl8 177,726.25 .00 3,559.00 
14 Met Towers & Sensors 210,878.0D .00 .00 
16 SOIis Tesnna 35,146.26 35,148.00 .25 
16 Sita Remedlatton 43,933.00 .OD .oo 
17 Site 17,673.26 .oo 8,787.00 
18 Misc CPhOne, Bectrl 22,096.26 .00 .00 
19 Conslrucllon Manaaem 955,435.00 6,310.00 14,799.00 
20 MoblDzaDon 246,277.76 246,277.75 .00 
21 Main SUbslaUon Tran 328,876.76 .00 32,687.58 
APPLICATION NO: 2 
APPLICATION DATE: 02/03/2012 
PERIOD TO: 01/25/2012 
PROJECT NO: 114034 604 
... 
Page 1 of1 • 
PROJECT NAME: Jack Ranch Salmon Creeks 
F -G H 
MATERIALS TOTAL RETAINAGE 
PRESENTLY COMPLETED AND BALANCE (IFVARIABt.E 
STORED STOREDTO DATE % TDFINISH RATE) 
IRJnT IND nR s:\ ID+E+F\ IGIC\ ,r..Q) 
.00 .00 0 227,123.25 .OD 
.oo .oo 0 759,456.75 .00 
.OD 7D,293.00 4 1,852,922.60 .oo 
.OD .oo 0 281,170.75 .oo 
.00 .oo 0 93,723.50 .oo 
.00 70,107.75 9 726,074.26 .oo 
.oo .00 0 142,502.75 .00 
.oo .oo 0 .oo .oo 
.oo .00 0 2,145,906.75 .00 
.OD .00 0 788,533.60 .00 
.oo .oo 0 29,008.78 .oo 
.oo .oo 0 253,996.78 .oo 
,OD 3,555.00 2 174,171.25 .oo 
.oo .00 0 210,878.00 .oo 
.oo 35,146.25 100 .00 .oo 
.oo .oo 0 43,933.00 .oo 
.oo 8.787.00 50 8,786.25 .00 
.oo .oo 0 22,096.26 .00 
.oo 21,109.00 2 934,328.00 .oo 
.oo 245,277.76 100 .oo .oo 
.00 32,887.58 10 294,168.17 .OD 
AJA DOCUMENT G703-CO"NTINUATION SHEET FOR 8702-AIA 01992-THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS, 1735 NEWYORKAVENUE, N.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20008-fl392 
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TO OWNER: PROJECT: APPLICATION NO: 2 DlstrlbuUon to· 
Cottonwood Wind Palk, LLC Jack Ranch PERIOD TO: 01/25/2012 1· OWNER • 
Cottonwood PROJECT NOS: 114034 605 ARCHITECT 
Boise, ID 83702 CONTRACT NO: 1 CONTRACTOR 
FROM CONTRACTOR: VIA ARCHITECT: 
Fagen Inc 
601 West Highway 212 
Granite Fans, MN 66241 
CONTRACTOR'S APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT 
AppllcaUon Is made for payment, as shown below, In connecUon with 
the Contract. ConUnuatlon Sheet, AIA Document G703 Is attached. 
1. ORIGINAL CONTRACT SUM 
2. Net change by Change Orders 
3. CONTRACT SUM TO DA~ (Une 1 + 2) 
4. TOTAL COMPLETED & STORED TO DATE 
(Column G on 8703) 
S. RETAINAGE: 
a. On Completed Work 
(Columns D + Eon 8703) 
b. On Stored Material 
(Column Fon 8703) 
Total Retalnage (Line 2a + 6b or 
Total In Column I of 8703) · 




· (Line 4 fess fine 5 lQtal) 
7. LESS PREVIOUS CERTIFICATES FOR PAYMENT 
(Une 8 from prior Certlllcate) 
B. CURRENT PAYMENT DUE 
I. BAUNCE TO FINISH, INCLUDING RETAINAGE 
(Line 3 fess Line 6) 
CHANGE ORDER SUMMARY ADDITIONS 
Total changes approved In 
revlous months Owner 
Total changes approved In 
TOTALS 
























The underafllned Contraa!Dr certlfiell lhal ID the beat of the CDnlractor's knowledge, 
fnfonmdlan and beDef lhe \M>rk covered by thla AppllcaUon for PIIJll18nl ha been 
completed In acaon:lance with the CDnlracl DD1111m8nte, that an arrmunte have been paid by 
the Contraa!Dr ror WDrk for which pnwJoua Certificates rar Payment 'Mll9 Issued and 
paymenla nn:elved frDm the Owner, and that cummt p11J1118nl shown here 11 correct. 
CONTRAWR= Fagen lncy\ n A • • 1 / • / 
By: .. f\!)11.. ~ Date: Jf3Lf.;?, 
State~I~ 1 1 
County of-lf~ y'J...t..d,LL « 
SUbseribJ' J!jld ~m to be 
me this ~day of -t:i!:,,',. rr7t.'-li'l41 
Notary PUbD~" ,,_.::. 
~~Com~~~ t /1,s-
ARCHITECT'S CERTIFICATE FOR PAYMENT 
In aa:ordance with the CDntrm:l Documents, baaed Dn on-alla obaervaDon1 and lhe data 
comprl1lng this appOcatlon, tha ArchlleDl certifies ID Iha Owner that ID the beat of Iha 
Aruhltmll's knawladga, Information and beOef the WDrk ha progressed as lndlaaled, lhe 
quallly or the WDlk la In accardanca with the 
Contract Documents, and lhe Contractor ts enUHed to payment of 1he Amount CerUfled. 
AMOUNT CERTIFIED $·-----
(Attach explanation If amount cert1"ed differs from the amount appllsd for. In/tis/ 
all flgurss on this Appllcatlon and on the Continuation Sheet that ere charged to 
conform to tf!e Amount Cert1"ed) 
ARCHITECT 
By.------------------------ Date: _____ _ 
This CerUflcate ta not negotiable. The AMOUNT CERTIFIEt> Is payable only ID Iha 
Contraclor named herein. Issuance, payment and acceptance of Payment ara wllhout 
prejudice to anv rlahts pf U,e owner,or• Contractor under title Contract. 
AJA DOCUMENT 0702 •APPUCATION FOR PAYMENT-AJA ltt992• THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS, 173& NEW YORI< AVENUE, N.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 2000S.&292 
Uars may o1*1n valldatfon or thla dllDUIMld bJ reqaullng • aomplated AIA Doou11111nt D481- Cerllflutlon of Daumenf• AuthenllollJ from 1h11 Uoen•. GTD2·1892 
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CONTINUATION SHEET 
AJA Document G702, APPLICATION AND CERTIFICATION 
PAYMENT, containing Contractor's signed Certification, Is attached. 
In tabulations below, amounts are stated to the nearest doDar. 
AIA DOCUMENT G703 
Use Column I on Contracts where variable ratalnage for One Items may apply. 
·A B C D E 
WORK COMPLETED WORK 
SCHEDULED FROM PREVIOUS COMPLETED 
ITEM NUMBER DESCRIPTION OF WORK VALUE APPLICATION THISPERIOD 
m+m 
01 Crane Rental 'lZl, 123.25 .00 .00 
02 Turbine Receive 759,456.75 .00 .oo 
03 Fotmdatlons 1,723,215JIO 70,293.00 .00 
04 Site Pads 281,170.75 .oo .00 
05 CranePeds 93,723.60 .00 .00 
08 Access Roaas and On 798,182.00 41,m.oo 28,530.76 
07 ~ Facllllles 142,502.75 .oo .00 
08 Off-site Road lmD?DV .00 .oo ,00 
09 Substations . 2,145,908.76 .00 .oo 
10 Eleclrlcal lnfraslru 788,633.60 .oo .00 
11 Rber UDIIC Systems 29,008.75 .00 .oo 
12 Turbine SWltch Gear 253,998.75 .00 .oo 
13 CmmmmlcaUons Syste 177,728.26 .oo 3,665.00 
14 Met Towers & Sensors .00 .oo ,00 
15 SoDs Testing 35,148.25 35,148.00 .25 
16 Site Remedlatlcn 43,933.00 .00 .OD 
17 Sile!':tlfVmliftft 17,573.25 .oo 8,787.00 
18 Misc (Phone, Electl 22,098.26 .oo .OD 
19 COnstructlon Mm:mgem 955,435.00 6,310.00 14,799.00 
20 MoblllzaUon 246,277.76 245,277.75 .OD 
21 Main SubstaUon Tran 328,876.76 .OD 32,887.58 
APPLICATION NO: 2 
APPLICATION DATE: 02/03/2012 
PERIOD TO: 01/25/2012 
PROJECT NO: 114034 605 
PROJECT NAME: Jack Ranch Cottonwood 
F G H 
MATERIALS TOTAL 
PRESENTLY COMPLETED AND BALANCE 
STORED STOREDTO DATE % TOFINJSH 
i lNOT IN DOR SOI m+E+F\ IC/Cl CC-Gl 
.00 .oo 0 227,123.25 
.00 .oo 0 759,456.75 
.oo 70,293.00 4 1.652,922.50 
.oo .oo 0 281,170.75 
.OD .oo 0 93,723.50 
.00 70,107.75 9 728,074.25 
.00 .oo 0 142,502.75 
.00 .oo 0 .00 
.OD .oo 0 2, 145,908,75 
.oo .oo 0 788,533.60 
.oo .00 0 29,008.76 
.oo .00 0 253,998.75 
.00 3,555.00 2 174,171.25 
.oo .00 0 .oo 
.oo 35,146.25 100 .oo 
.oo .oo 0 43,933.00 
.00 8,787.00 60 8,788.25 
.00 .00 0 22,098.25 
.OD 21,109.00 2 934,328.00 
.00 245,277.75 100 .OD 
.oo 32,887.58 10 294,188,17 
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' ~PLICATION AND Cl;RTIFICATE FOR PAYMENT AIA DOCUMENT G702 PAGE 1 
~~~O~ONWNEimii~~~.--'-~~_;;.~...;....~~._"PR~OnJ~E~C~T::--'--~--~~~~~~--'-_;..~~~AAP"rffliPL~IC~A~TI=o~N:TT:N0.=:-.~~2~~~~~~--=11~1,...,,...~~M~m;:....:.~~-s. 
Deep Creek Wfnd Park, UC Jack Ranch PERIOD TO: 01/25/2012 · OWNER : 
Deep Creek PROJECT NOS: 114034 606 ARCHITECT 
Boise, ID 83702 CONTRACT NO. 1 CONTRACTOR 
FROM CONTRACTOR: VIA ARCHITECT: 
Fagen Inc 
601 West Highway 212 
Granite Falls. MN 56241 
CONTRACTOR'S APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT 
Appllcalton Is made for payment, as shown below, In connecUon wlOt 
the ContracL ContJnuaUon Sheet, AIA Document G703 Is attached. 
1. ORIGINAL CONTRACT SUM 
2. Net change by Change ~rdera . 
3. CONTRACT SUM TO DATE (Une 1 + 2) 
4. TOTAL COMPLETED & STORED TD DATE 
(Column G on G7D3) 
5. RETAINAGE: 
a. On Completed Work 
(Columns D + E ~ G703) 
b. On Slared Material 
(Cotumn Fon G703) 
Total Retalnage (Une 2a + 6b or 
Total In Column I of G703) 




(Lina 4 less IIna 5 (Qlal) 
7. LESS PREVIOUS CERTIFICATES FOR PAYMENT 
(Une 8 from prlor CerUflcate) 
B. CURRENT PAYMENT DUE 
9. BALANCE TO FINISH, INCLUDING RETAINAGI; 
(Une 3 less Une 6) 
CHANGE ORDER SUMMARY ADDITIONS 
Total changes approved In 
orevlous months bv Owner 
Total changes ap~roved In -
TOTALS 
























ARCHITECT'S CERTIFICATE FOR PAYMENT 
In acconlance with lhe Contract Domunenta, based on on-il!IB obaeM1Uond and the data 
comprising this appllcaUan, the ArchlleDI mrtma1 to the a.net that to lhe belt or the 
Archltecl's knDW!edge, lnfonnaUOn and bellef the woJ1c has pn,grened as Indicated, the 
quallly or lhe work II In accordanalt with lhe 
Contract Doeumenls, and Iha contractor la enUtled to P81fflent of the Amount Certified. 
AMOUNT CERTIFIED $-----
(Attach explsnatlon. If emount certified differs from the amount applied for. lnltlal 
sl/ ffgures on this Appllcstlon snd on the Continuation Sheet that are charged to 
conform to the Amount Certlfled) 
ARCHITECT 
By: Date: _____ _ 
This certlllcata II not negotiable. The AMOUNT CERTIFIED Is payable only to the 
Contractor named hetaln. lasuance, payment and acceptance af Payment are wllhout 
preJudlce tp any rJqhts of,lha owner. or. Contraalpr under this Contract. 
AJA DOCUMENT G7D2-APPUCATION FOR PAYMENT-AIA 01912• THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS, 1738 NEWYORK AVENUE, N.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20008-6282 




CONTINUATION. SHEET AJA DOCUMENT G703 
AIA Document G702, APPLICATION AND CERTIFICATION 
PAYMENT, containing Contractor's signed Certification, Is attached. 
In tabulations below, amounts are stated to the nearest dollar. 
Use Column I on Contracts whe,e variable retafnage for line items may apply. 
A B C D 
WORK COMPLETED 
SCHEDULED FROM PREVIOUS 
ITEM NUMBER DESCRIPTION OF WORK VALUE APPLICATION 
m+El 
01 Crane RQntal 227,123.25 .00 
02 TW'blne Receive 759,456.75 .00 
03 FoundaUons 1,723,215.50 1o~s:1,00 
04 Site Pads 281,170.75 .00 
05 Crane Pads 93,723.50 .00 
08 Access Roads and On 798,182.00 41,677.00 
07 Temporary FaclDfles 142,502.76 .00 
08 Off-site Road mtPrOV .oo .oo 
09 SUbstallons 2,145,808.75 .oo 
10 Eleclrlcal lnfraslru. 788,633.50 .00 
11 Flbsr ()pile Svstems 29,008.75 .oo 
12 Turbine SWltch Gear 263,998.75 .00 
13 Comrmmlcalions Syste 1n,728.25 .oo 
14 Met Towers & sensors 210,878.00 .00 
15 Solla TM!lna 35,148.26 35,148.00 
18 Sile Remediation 43,833.00 .00 
17 Site SUNevlng 17,673.25 .00 
18 Misc tl'none, Elect) 22,098.26 .00 
18 eonstruc11on MAffllffem 855,435.00 6,310.00 
20 MoblDzallon 245,2n.1s 245,277.75 





APPLICATION NO: 2 
APPLICATION DATE: 02/03/2012 
PERIOD TO: 01/25/2012 
PROJECT NO: 114034 808 
PROJECT NAME: Jack Ranch Deep Creek 
F G H 
MATERIALS TOTAL 
PRESl:NTLY COMPLETED AND BA1ANCE 
STORED STOREDTO DATE % TORNISH 
I tNOT IN DOR El m+i;+F\ tGfC\ tC-G\ 
.oo .00 ·.oo 0 227,123.25 
.oo .oo .oo 0 759,458.75 
.oo .oo 70,293.00 . 4 1,652,922.50 
.oo· .oo .oo 0 281,170.75 
.00 .00 .00 0 83,723.60 
28,530.76 .oo 70,107.76 8 728,074.26 
.00 .00 .oo 0 142,602.75 
.00 .00 .00 0 .oo 
.00 .• oo .oo 0 2,145,808.76 
.00 .oo .oo 0 788,633.60 
.oo .oo .OD 0 29,006.75 
.00 .00 .00 0 263,888.75 
3,555.00 .00 3,655.00 2 174,171.25 
.00 .00 .• 00 0 210,878.00 
.25 .00 36,148.25 100 .IJO 
.oo .00 .oo 0 43,833.00 
8,787.00 .00 8,787.00 so 8,788.25 
.00 .oo .oo 0 22.088.26 
14,799.00 .00 21,109.00 2 834,326.00 
.00 .00 245,277.75 100 .00 
32.887.68 .00 32,687.58 10 294,188.19 
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PARTIAL WAIVER AND LIEN RELEASE 
Fagen, Inc., a Minnesota corporation r,Cont:ractor"), and Exergy Development Group of 
Idaho, L.L.C., an Idaho limited liability company ~. have entered into that certain 
Balance of Plant Engineering, Procurement and Construction Servi~ Agreement, dated 
December 31, 2011 {the "Agreem~j. Capitalized terms used herein and not otherwise defined 
herein have the meanings set forth in the Agreement. 
For and in consideration of partial payment in the amount of seven hundred thousand one 
hundred fifty seven and 83/100 ($700,157.83) for labor, skill, equipment, services, supplies and 
material furnished, or to be fhroisbed, to Owner, and other good and valuable coµsideration, 
Contractor does hereby, to the extent paid and contingent upon receipt thereof 
1. irrevocably and unconditionally waive, release, discharge and relinquish any and 
all Liens and claims o.t: and rights to, Liens with respect to and on {a) the Project and all 
improvements thereon, (b) any material, fixtures, apparatus and machinery (and moneys, funds 
or other considerations due or to become due from Owner on account of labor, services, material, 
:tixtmes, apparatus and machinery) relating to the Project, and (c) any other property of Owner 
(the ·~elea.sed Property"); 
2. agree and certify that (a) there are no Liens on the Released Property by, through 
or under the undersigned, any of i1s subcon1ractorS or any of i1s respective employees, {b) (i) it 
has not received a notice of intention to claim any Liens ('including Liens by, through or under 
any of its Subcontractors) on the Released Property, (Ji) no proceeding to establish any such 
Liens has been filed or instituted by it, or to the best of its knowledge after due inquiry, by any of 
its Subcontractors, and (iii) there is no known basis for any such Liens; and 
3. agree and certify that all amounts properly due and ·payable with respect to all 
prior Applications for Payment have been paid in full by Owner and the applicable lien waivers 
associated therewith are final and unconditional. 
[REMAINDER OF PAGE INTENTIONALLY LEFl' BLAN.Kj 
601
IN WITNESS WBERJ()F, au,~ bas exocutal and delivered this 
Partial Waiver and Lien Release this_ W I day o . 2012. 
LFagen, Inc._] . 
s~~:~ SWORN to before me by~ ~flw. fi!!day of 





Lava Beds Legal Description 
EXHIBIT" A" EASEMENT 
Township 1 South, Range 32, E.B.M., Bingham County, Idaho 
Sections 22, 23 and 26: All of that property lying within 1320 feet south and west of the 
Tabor Highway/Union Pacific Rail Road right of way. 
Notch Butte Legal Description 
Exhibit A Legal Description 
Township 6 Soutb,Range 19 East of the Boise Meridian) .incoln County ,Idaho 
Section 22: EYzEYz 
EXCEPT a portion of the NE"'NE"' of Section 22 conveyed to the State of Idaho by Warranty 
Deed 
recorded as Instrument Number 109244,Lincoln County records. 





TOWNSHIP"14SOUIH, ~.E 16~,.llDI5Ei.~14N,·~-l~:QO.U~ 
IDAHO 
SECIIO.N 7:.GOV'T, Lo.T:S 2, 3, 4~:S,·6,·'1;,,-E:'hS.W-~Slt. 
EXCEP-T 
A5TRIP-Gf1AND 100:"FEETWIDE, t'elNG'.:SO,:"EN:>"9\l!J.t~,tOF-~ 
DESCitmED:CENTERllNE: 
"IJJWNSHJp -14 SOUT.H,. ·RANGE:1&a5:r1.ll,M., .lWJN:fAlil.S«ellNtt~ 
~O.N=l: . . .... 
. BEGIN.NING.~TA-~·~NTflE·~,.·:~:~·r.P1,:J4~~ ~.P:F 
~~QµAR~:GOlUIEROE~~N "i·W(UeJ:f~'l'.1·11~$~ 
'\l(" LkTERAL·AS tOCATED• 
TtfENCE;NQRTJ.l'fi5°·SIJ' .. ~-B9~:f;EF.;· 
lHENCE-ON ., ~~~~·TO'T(:IE!LEf.f,.~157-..2':)etf 
,TNEl'iGE'~:ou-tf'~0-~:l:~!4~7 eEBt; ... 
THEN~10N A 20°CUgY.E to1:1:fE .. GHT'-~.f.$!1l~ 
THENCE-WbRTH.5.0"4-rEAST·-7;~ 
THENCrO'N 1' i1>0 GJRVE TO:THERIGH'i;, !l'O"•EEET; 
Tt1ENCE:-NORTif!f1.-0·4i'.&ASi'.457.iiffSEti .. ·- .. 
THERGE ~,410°~·,:o~~ld!f-'&.~'Tfl~N  
·P.OI_N!r:°!i.n~~~:PF,!fl!'SM{c._._ .···,'• ~ ~~~ ·DP· 
s~. ?:·, ... :~ ~,,·14~~-t~~: ,. . .ij: "'l.,.,.tt 
$AlD.:5W'~~ GOV:T~'1:0~:~,~~1'µ.. ., : ... . . . , .. 
;z, mWNSMIP ~··S0U'rH,MNGEi4~~,SWM. .•. 
A'.ND-EXGEP:r 
l'HAT~~ 8FTHESEJ/c5e,4,-:~agQR 17~,---~ UN.ti.E'.'.!6 
EAST,· B~M., AS.DESCRIBED: 
BEGIN~·AT.A P.OINTwttttH #''fflEl?8-~Mft!.qJ:~7!,,_-, a;?, 
AND 18, TDWNSFBP:-1~ so~·ltAN·-~;~cJl~ft 
1"Etl~~O:Rm FO.R 1.~ 1$EJ'-.;. 
THENQESC:Jtr'Of '16°46'··~":~:fOB.,HO.~: .. -· .. ;···· ·. . · ····i' :: ·:. . 
THEN~~:FOR6DD.,FEETTOT:JIJ::~E(l~~JfQ·~.,.t.1 ~ ~~ 
18, .WHJcif ts TffE:P.OIJ'n' '1JF ~ 
~ON 8: 'NEJ'45WYA; 5"~· 
seq;IO.N ~; GOV"I'. L~ l.~~~ Egt.eP.T~il!P~~'-
S'hNEf/4•·.N'VzSE'l/4• svrmfu .... ~ 1a Qffllr'r.rft=mJ,ND • . · 
' . .. l .. , iw~, ,:{ r.•' ialoiii~~~·~ • ~ . :.:a.;· • 
A~MJl;:ROAD ~GHT OF nl\Y;;.;;11!-1:a=~· ..•. , ~-'-' . ,. , , 
LEOAL_US_B ti BS903908.4 
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TOWNStllP 14.SOlntt, RANGE U EAST, BOISE MEIUDIANt :fWlN FAUS COl:INTY,. 
m~o · 
SEcm>N 24: 1:1h; mw,1,2 
-SECl'ION 25: ·ALL 
SEORON 26: 'E1J.iEYz$ ·sEV4SW1'4; SW14SE'/4· 
EX~{tlOTE~·IS.:CU~·U.S.ffIG·HY(~~,AN~.\\f¥Je.10VED·FROMnlf; 
ffJGHWAY·SYSTEM IN19S6, 1lfE DOCUMENTWAS·REORDED iN.1997..) 
A S!rRili:OfUND 200.BtHEET~.:BEJNG 10.0.:DO~'fl:E.T .ON EAaf SIDE:~FTtJE 
fOLLOWING DSCRIBED·CEMTERUNE·OFtliGf:IWAY.AS.sl.lRVBED. AM> SHoWNC 
THE·O"ffmW..P.LAT Or·SAW'l'QQl'H:.P.ARl( F-F.G ;Sg.t(~lHIGl:IWAY SUllYE-Y ON·.FDE 
lNlHE OffJCE OF'UIE.lDM;:10 lMNSPO.Rl'ATIQN DISTRICT 4 OP~ 
,SJA-TE OF ll>AtlO ~ l;'WNG-OVERMD.-AORQSS'fflE; ~,AJIID THE ~l~: 
~SEC,W.N 35, lllE.SWJ4SE:'Ji·•1m ~~:t>f.·SECTION,26,~ffl 
TOWNSHIP 14 S8U11IJ RANGE 1.5 EAST, 8,-M .. 
BEGINNIN.GATSL'JlON.64~-·0F,-sAlD:ltlGHWAYQJRVEY,-¥,HflClt.51ATION,B~, 
·.P.Onf.l"O'N-.rtGENTMPROXIMM'El:,Y'I.W.O:D'.PSENiAST'iOF 'fffE·WESrQlfAlltEIJ 
·CORNBOF~.-.35, ~ ~4·5011Rf,-~~l$.~ ~.; 
nlfflQE RUNfjJNG:P«JltT-lf2$!!·41'·.J:ASr.,~~OJt'.EEld 10 STAl.lON 0:.1~ Of.~ 
·SURVEY,WHICH~8.N~.A"pQ$·oif'T.MG.-r~~D~-- .. 
SOUTH~ l~Ol=Eer"WEST fReM,:HE ~srt~m~~·GF'.S~N~· 
AlSO BEGJNNING'AT STATION-693+89...0FSA'ID HIGHWAY 5U.R\lEY., WHIOl:I 
5TA110.N lS·A . .PDINT-ON TANGENT ARPROBMM".ELY 107.Dd> f.EIST aG.tmt~~ .Q!QA· 
F£ETWES:f'OFTff.!•EASf:QU~-~ME.~:~F-~ IZJ1fil't~RU~~·· :. 
f,(ORlff 28°·41' ~,.:1Z19~0,F.S.fTD:ST~~ ~~t,O&b•OF.~'SURVE)'., -~ 
S1'ATIONIS'AP8INTGNTANGENT*'R~XlMATELY767~1):RETWESJ·FROMTRE• 
-EAST-QlfAR,TER'Q)QER OF SE,CTIQN '26.. . . . . 
AND.:'EXC-iPr 
A,SJIUP OF I.AND 2QO;Dp F.EJ:T ~,. B~t,G .:1~ ... q.o ~;~N ~-Sll>E•~'fflE ,· 
ff)LLQW;IBG P~·~H>1·t¢GtwlM"5.'~VE.YEP.AN.D-5tl~'"'-
THE:OfF.ICD4. Pl.AT OF U. S. "HIGHWAY 93-PROJECT'No. F•.FG S91(5)'-HlGHWAY· 
.SURVEY·ON•FD£ iN THE GFFICE-OFTJlEilD'AHO.~AlION i>EP-AR"i'MENT 
.omnm:r 4:.0F THE stATE O.F IDAHO-MD LYING,.OVERMD ACROSS.fflE•E\ViNWTA. 
AND THE N.WV,ffEt/4.Qf. SECTION.35 AWT.HE·SfJ.iSE-114 AND'fflE NE'145E'/t ·QF 
·SECllON ;2&, ffV'NSNIP 1.4;S0Uffl,.MNGE.:l:5:EASf, .. ll.oM,. . . . . . 
BEGIN.Nf~G AT·$TA'rlON 'Gf5+90;(1Fffl! SAtD .. HJGHWA\' SURVEY, WtUOJ:ISFJ~ 
IS,•A:POJ~.oN·~sEN,r AP~Tl!l:..Y 1'61Q~O.·~ EAST'f.RQM THE~ 
QUARTER•QORNER·OP.SECT.toN 35J 
THENCE RUNNING''NOlttH .• '41 .. l!AS'l'j ue.s f.SETff> stAm>Tf 659:+36.1 OP:SD.. 
SDRWY, W.M?CH SJ'A1ION :r&-.A..PD.INT,OF ~RYA'JiU~ . . 
1'HENCE4US,9.fEEJWfF,H:A DQ~-A~aJJ"2 RI,H'.T,,S:fdP.dU,WE ~VlNG;&~ 
ANGL! O'F 45° 33''10 STA:rlON. 7.00+51.0,·WHICH -A~N iS'A ft.81"' O.N c;IJ~. 
APPROXIMAt.ELY 1~5.b .f.EST NOatff ~OM THESQU'fHEAST.IORNER·OF.:S!ClmN 
26, T.O~ a:4,SOUTH! RANGE.ts f!ASl'~.B;M!;· 
SECT.IOtf 35: E'lzNE'/ilf!'/2liW41•1 W\'iff.,. 




EXCEP.T (No-TE THIS.JS OLD U.S. ·HIGHWAY 93 ANDWAS"REM8VED·PROM THE 
HIGHWAY ·SYSrEM ·IN :HS&. i:HE··DOCUMENT WAS·.REaJRl>l:D IN-.1997~ 
A STRIP OF·LANJ? 200.00 FEET WU>E,;JSE!IIG ~cm.oo·FEJn·8" EAGM: SIDe·W·THE 
FOLLO~(i·1>ESCRIBED·~·OF·tJIGHW.AY ~SUR~ A._ND~W-N:gtl' 
THE OFf.IClAL ~LAT·OF SAWT08:rt.f P~ f.FG·23~{4) tqG.tl}YM'-Stm.V,EY ON:~ 
IN TRE OFFICE.Of THE ·JDAHOmQNSPORJATION.DEP.ARTME,NT l>JSl.RiCr ill-:QF.·Tt.ii: 
srm OFDAH.0-A:ND l.YING .OVER-AND.AGROSS THE;·S1hNW1'4-ANDffl NW'.6~ 
OF SECJ'ION 3~ 'll:IESW1ASE1'4:AN.D TME.N£'/.4Sf1"~ OF·SEcm>N 26., m.J. IN . 
TOWNSHIP 14 So.trr-11, RANGE·~ EA5'[, B.M •• 
BEGD'.fflIN~.AT-srATIO'N 645~. OF SAID ltlGKV',fAY·SU-RVEY,.W~ ~llON~, 
POINT ON TANGENT AP.PRQXJMATEL."t ia.o.o 'f.EET~ Of.~ WES'T'·Q.U~ . 
. C0RNER:0f'SECl10ff3S, TOWNSHIP·.14.SOUTH, AANGE 4;S·EAST., B.M.; 
TH'ENCE·RUNNING NORTH 28° 41' EASr, 451.8.0 PBETTO·STAJmN U1+89iOP.'SA'ID 
SURVEY, WHIGH,STA'RON'IS A POltf,f·t>NT-ANGEN'FAPPROXIMAffl::Y'1320-F.J!ET: 
S0UTth\ND· 1468.-0"FEE'l''WE$'T FRGM THE..EA$.T·Q~.CO~ Of SE.CTm.N~; 
ALI.O JEGRBN.6-AT.STATlON· 6"t'9·.oPSAli> ffJGH.WAY SURWJ 'WH1ttl 
st~i'mN ;tS~A POINT QN TANGENT APPR8XIMATB.-V1Cml.9 F.EETSOIJT.H1ANB·1$1#.0; 
f.EETWEST·8f·1llE'EAST -QUARTER·-OOgNER OF·SEE'R8N 261,tHENCE'RUNNI<NG - . 
r{()Jm,t 28°41" EAST, 1219.0 F.EETTOS'FA'DON1.06+.De·OF.SlaD:SUR.VS,:WMim.l 
S!FATiON JS A:P8lNT·ONTANGENTAPPROXIMAT.aY967d»-RET~·FRoM'D!IE 
EAST QUARTER.CORNER.Of ~.:Z6. 
AND.EXCEPT 
A STRIP OF"LAND 200;00 FEETWIDE;:BEING 100;;PD'FEET•t>N EAGtfSlDB~TH·E 
F.OUO.WlNG:DESORJliED·.~OFfllGHW'AY-AS:SURfflS> Af1>·.:SHQ.Wfi18'· 
THEDPBDIAt. PLAT,Gf,u ... -s. HlGf.lWA\' "93-PRDJl;Cf..N,o. F:;f.G:123~f5J-...G.JWIAY ·. 
SUIWEY·ON F:ILE~ TIIE-'P~CE·-Offfl!~DAHO~~-NJ'~· 
DJSTRlC1'I410"fTJIESTATJ.;:Of·J.DAMf>.~ 1.-..,_G~Affl)· A"CRGS.9:fS~;E1~ 
ANO·THE NW,t/4.N~/4 Of SEC110N 35 MD THE-5'h.SS4 AND TIU: NE-'/45E'1A,Q"f 
SECffON 26,.TOMSIUP:14SGUTH}RANGE·11fEASTiB.M •• 
llEGINNING,A.T:SfATION164~-0FntE.SA11>.lllGHWAY-'S0Rv.EY,, WllICHiSTAT.tQN 
·IS A·f>OlNT-ON "FANGEMT:APPlll»CIMA~V 1li7.D.J>:FEET·£MJ.:fROM IF.l:f~:Ji\';~ 
QU'A"RTER·-coJUtER. OF S~ON. 35;. . . . . . . . 
T-HENCE ~,.Nl.NG.,NQJnJ:1·~41"-~, ~ •. 1 ~ro·5!1:)q1GN:&59+.36,;1il~Ft·· 
SURV.EY,. :WHIQi STAllON IS A POlNT:OF "OUR.YAW.RE; 
TH-ENGE 4115.91FEET'wntf A:ooo 54•·d:JR.'JE.R1Glf.r,'9lm:-QfRV£"HA.VINS.A G£taML 
ANGtE OF 4$0. ~''"00 ~ATION.7CH>+.52;;-0,:WHl"CF.i SFAWOlfiS.AIPOtRT ON.CQKYE· , 
APPROXlMAtEI.Y 1295.0.F.EETNOJ.l.TH·f.llOMTHE.SOllTJ!QSTCORNER:oF:$~QtJ 
i.~. '1:0WNSHIP !1.4 S.O.tmi; .RA'NGE -15 EAST, 'B.M~, 
TOW~~~ 14:sotrn1, RANGE;.1$ ~-BOISE-M~JID~, 'IWDt.F.~·COO~;i · . 
IDAH8 
SEalON U: GOV1'. .LOT.7.; E'.'h&WW; WVzSEV4: 
SEQJION .19:-AU . 
ECC!PfT~T:PQRTlON'·DEEl)ED TO THE P~ON SH01rq.me .RAI~~-~,.,;.~ 
BY DESO RECf:>RDED S!P'TE)tBER.!$, 104 AS!NSTKUMENTNa.::1.10820, 
A.LSO m.ccm"i'HAT PbRTtQN·.DEED'ED:m T:KE O.rtEGOII SH.ORT·URE ~ ... ' 
CdMPANY.,!BV D.EED-RECO.RDED.-SEPT:EM8Ell ~~-i., .U-~STJIYM~-~~ ~\ 
THIS· DEED -DESCRIBES ·T-HE-6.i9S ACRE PARCEL.ffi.,SECR:.N.1l7,~ . 
SECTION .30: N~NE1/4.i. Ci~ LOT J..1 N~~NW1~ 




Propen. ,. Description 
TOWNSHIP 14 SOUTH, RANGE 15 EAST, BOISE MERIDIAN, TWIN PALLS COUNTY, 
IDAHO 
SECTION 1: SEV.SW1/4; SW'/4SE1/4 
SECT.ION 11: ALL 
secnoN 121 W'laNEV4; se114; W'h 
EXCEPT 
A STRIP OF LAND 100 fEET WIDE, LYING 50 FEET ON EACH SIDE OF THE·FOLLOWING 
DESCRIBED CENTERUNE; . ' 
BEGINNDIG AT A POINT ON THE SECTION UNE, :1.799 FEET, MORE OR LESS, J:AST Of 
seenoN CORNSt COMMON TO SECOONS 11, 12, 13 AND '-4, TOWNSHIP :14 SOunL 
RANGE 15 EAST, B.M., WHICH POINT IS STATION 220+62 OF "A0 LATERAL AS . 
LOCATED; . 
THENCE NORTH 00° 28' EAST 37.3 FEET; 
THENCE: ON A 20° CURVE TO THE RIGHT, 1:10 FEJiT; 
THENCE NORTH 22° ~ EAST, 238.5 FEET; 
THENCE ON A 2QO CURVE TO THE RIGHT, 120.8 FEET; 
THENCE NOR1lf 46° 38' EAST, 47.6 FEE'1) 
THENCE ON A 30° CURVE TO THE RIGHT, 174.4 FE&T; 
THENCE SOUTH B1 ° 02' EAST, 407.S FEET; 
THENCE ON A 40° CURVE TO THE LEFT, .1.77.1 FEET; 
THENCE NORTH 28° 08' EAST, 172..6 FEET; 
THENCE ON A 20° CURVE TO THE RIGHT, 189.2 Fl:ET; 
THENCE NORTH 65° 58" EAST 2549 FEET TO srATlON 252+85 WHICH POINT rs ON 
THE EAST SECTION UNE OP SECTION :1.2~ TOWNSHIP 14 SOUTH, RANGE 15 EAST, 
B.M., AND 763 FEET, MORE OR LESS, SOUTH Of THI! EAST 114 CORNER OF SAID 
SECTION 12., ALL SITUATED IN THI: S1h OF SAID SECl'JON 12. 
SECfION l.31 ALL 
EXCEPT 
A NIN& (9) ACRE PARCEL MORE OR LESS, SPECIFICAUY DESCIUBE!D AS 'FOLLOWS: 
COMMENCING AT THE WEST QUARTER CORNER Of SECTION 13 ALL IN TOWNSHIP 
14 SOUTH, RANGE! 15 EAST, B.M., WHICH BEARS NORTH 00° 26' 46" l:AST A 
DISTANCE OP 2&46.8S FEET FROM THE SOUTHWEST CORNER. OF SAID SECRON :1.3; 
THENCE ON A BEARING OF SOUTH 00? 26' 46" WEST A DISTANCE OF 34.00 FEl:T 
ALONG THE WEST BOUNDARY OF SAID SECT'ION 13 TO THE! Rl:AL POINT OF 
BEGJNNJNG; . 
THENCE PROM THJS REAL POINT OF SEG'lNNING ON A BEARING OF NORTH 57? 01' 
03" EAST A DISTANCE OF 1900.00 PEET; 
TH&NCE ON A BEARING OF SOIJTH 32? 58' 67" !AST A DISTANCE OP 200.00 FEE'r, 
THENCE ON A BEARING OP ISJOUTH 57? 01' 03• WIST A DISTANCE OF 2032.02 FEET 
TO THE WEST BOUNDARY OF SAD> SECTXON 13) 
THENCE ON A BEARING OP NORTH 00? 26' 4S" EAST A DISTANCE OP 239,&4 FeeT 
ALONG THE· WEST' BOUNDARY OF SAID Sec:TlON 13 TO THE REAL POINT OP 
BEGINNING. . 
SECTION 141 ALL 
LBOAL_US_B f SS903908.4 
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Colton wood 
EXCl!PT 
BEGINNING AT THE NORTHWEST CORNER OF THE SW1/4NW"/4 OP SECTION 14, 
TOWNSHIP 14 SOUTH, RANGE :15 EAST, B.M.; 
THENCE SOUTH ALONG THI! SECTION LINE A DISTANCE OP 505 FEET MQRE OR LESS; 
THENCE NORTH 81° 31' EAST, 80 FEET; 
THENCE NORTH 8° 29' WEST, 505 ·FEET, MORE OR LESS TO THE PLACE OF · 
BEGINNING. 
AND EXCEPT 
A STRIP OF LAND 100 FEET WIDE LYING SO FEET ON EACH SIDE OF THE CENTeRLINE 
OF "'A" LATERAL AS LOCATED AND DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS: 
BEGINNING AT THE NORTHWl!ST CORN.ER OF THE SW1/4NW1.f4, OF SAID S&erION 14; 
THENCE SOUTH ALONG THE secnoN UNE A DISTANCE OF 505 FEST, MO(le oa LESS; 
THENCE NORTH 811> 31• EAST, 30 FEET TO THE POINT OF BEGINNING, WHICH IS PC 
STATION 117-1-79.8 OF"A0 LATERAL AS LOCATED; 
THENCE ON A 40° CURVE TO THE LEFT FROM SEMI-TANGENT SOUTH So 29' EAST, A 
DISTANCE OF 200 FEET; 
THENCJ: SOUTH sac» 29' EAST, 206.2 FEET; 
THENCE ON A 40° CURVE TO THE LEFT, 165 FEET; 
THENCE NORTH 25° 31' BAST., 449 FEET; . 
THENCE NORTH 3;'0 01' EAST, 180 FEET TO A PONT ON THE NORTH l.DfE OF THE 
SW1/4NW1A, OF SAID SECr!ON 14, 805 PEET MORE OR LESS, EAST OF THE 
NORTHWESr CORNER OP THE SW1/4NW1J.i OF SECTION 14, ALL SITUATl:D IN THE 
SW1/4NW1/4. 
AND ALSO EXCEPT 
A STRIP OF LAND 100 Fl!ET WIDE, LYING SO FS:T ON 1:ACH sme OF THE FOLLOWING 
DESCRXBED CENTERLINE: 
BEGINNING AT STAnoN 129+80 OF "A0 LATSRAL SURVSV AS LOCATED WHICH 
POINT IS ON THE SOUTH BOUNDARY LINE OF THE NWlAI.N~/4 OF SECl'ION 14 AND 
805 PEET, MORE OR LESS, EAST OF THE SOUTHWEST CORNER OF SAID FORlYJ 
THENCE·NORTH 370 Ol.' EAST, 224.9 FEET; 
THENCE ON A 2QCI CURVE TO THE. RIGHT, 310 FEET; 
THENCE SOUTH SO° S9' EAST 1440.:1 FEET TO 5TATlON 149+55 WHXCH STAnON JS 
A POINT ON THE EAST L.XNE OF THE NE1/4NW'/4 OF SECTION :1.4 AND 1260 FEET, 
MORE OR LESS, SOUTH OF "THE NORTH 1~ CORNER OF SECTION 141 ALL LYING .lN 
THE N'fhNWt/4. 
AND ALSO EXCE!PT . 
A STRIP OF LAND 1.00 PEE!Y WlbE, LYING SO FEET ON EACH SIDE OF THE .FOLLOWING 
DESCRIBED ceNTERl.lNE: 
BEGINNING AT A PO.INT ON THE Wl!ST BOUNDARY LIN£ OF THE NE1/4 OF SECTION · 
141 1260 PEETr NORE OR LESS, SOUTH OF THE NORTH V4 CORNER OF SAID S&CTXON 
14, WHICH POINT IS STATION 149+55 OF"'A" LATERAL SURVEY AS LOCATED; 
'THENCE SOUTH 80°59' EAST, 366.1 FEET MORE OR LESS; 
THENCE ON A 200 CURVE TO TI-IE' RIGHT, 2.90 FEET; 
THENCE SOUTH 42° 59• EAST, 685.S FEET; 
THENCE ON A 40° CURVE TO THE l.EFI', 280.8 FEET~ 
THENCJ: NORTH 24° 41' SAST, 693.3 FEET; 
THENCE ON A 40° CURVE TO THE·RIGHT :1.65 PEETI. 
THENCE SOUTH B9° 19' EAS'r 220.S F&ET; 
THENCS ON A 50° CURVE TO THE LEFI', .15S.7 PE!ET; 
THENCE NORTH U 0 51' BAST, 312 PE&'1) 
THENC! ON A 20° CURVE TO THE RIGHT, :UO PBET; 
THENCE NORTH 34° !i:l' EAST, 708.6 PEET; 





THENCE NORTH 89° 58' EAST, 53 FEET TOSTATION.189+86, WHICH POINTlS ON 
THE EAST UNE OF SAID SEClION 14 AND 45 FEET SOUTH OF THE NORTHEAST 
CORNER, SlTUATED !ff THE NE"/4 OF SECTION 14. 
AND AlSO EXCEPT 
A lWO (2) ACRE PAACEL MORE OR LESS, SPEOFICALLY DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS: 
COMMENCING AT THE NORTHEAST CORNER.OF secnoN 14 ALL IN TOWNSHIP 14 
SOUTH, RANGE 15 EAST, B.M., WHICH BEARS 1iORTH 89° 40' 16" WEST A DISrANCE 
OF 2640.52 FEET FROM THE NORTH QUARTER CORNER OF SAID SECl'ION 14i 
THENCE ON A BEARING OF NORTH 89? 40' 16° WEST A DISTANCE OF 1370.00 FEET 
ALONG THE NORTH BOUNDARY OF SECTION 14 TO THE REAL POINT OF BEGINNING; 
THENCE FROM THIS REAL POINT OF BEGINNING ON A BEARING OF SOUTH 00? 00' 
00" WEST A DISTANCE OF 445.00 FEET; 
THENCE ON A BEARING Of NORTH 891 40' 16" WEST A DISTANCE OF 200,00 FEET 
PARALLEL WITH THE NORTH BOUNDARY OF SAID SECIION 14; 
THENCE ON A BEARING OF NORTH 00? DO' 00" EAST A DISTANCE OF 445.00 FEET TO 
THE NOllTH BOUNDARY OF SAID SECTION 14; 
THENC! ON A BEARING OF SOUTH 89? 40' 16" EAST A DJSTANG OP 200.00 FEET 
ALONG THE NORTH BOUNDARY OF SAID SECTION 14 TO THE REAL POINT OF 
BEGINNING, . 
AND AlSO EXCEPT . 
A TWELVE (12) ACRE PARCEL MORE OR LESS, SPECIFICALLY .DESCRIBED AS 
FOLLOWS: 
COMMENCING ATTHE NORTHEAST CORNER OF SECTION 14 ALL IN TOWNSHIP 14 
SOUTH, RANGE 15 EAST, B.M., WHICH BEARS NORTH 00° 21' 12" EAST A DISTANCE 
OF 2645.57 FEET FROM THE EAST QUARTER CORNER OF SAID SECTION 14; THENCE 
ON A BEARING OF SOUTH 00? 21' 1211 WEST A DISTANCE Of 1008,00 FEET ALONG 
THE EAST BOUNDARY OF SAID SECTION 14 To· THE REAL POINT Of BEGINNING; 
THENCE FROM THIS REAL POINT OF BEGINNING AND CONllNUING ON A BEARiftG 
OF SOUTH 00? 21' 12° WEST A DISTANCE Of 884.00 Fl:ET; · · 
THENCE ON A BEARING OF NOR.TH 89? 38' 48" WEST A DISTANCE Of 590.00 FEET; 
THENC! ON A BEARiNG OF NORTH 00? 21' 12u EAST A DISTANCE OF 884,00 FUT 
PARALLEL Wil'H THE EAST BOUNDARY OF SAID SECTION 14; 
THENa ON A BEARING OF SOUTH 89? 38' 48" EAST A DISTANCE Of 590.00 FEET TO 
TH! EAST BOUNDARY OP SAID S!Cl'ION 14 AND THE REAL POINT Of BEGINNING. 






T.OWNSHIP·14 SOUTH, ~GE 15,EAST, BOISEMERJ1>~1 TWIN 1WJ.5:Cd1JN'll,.· 
IDAHO 
SECOON l:5: 5'Jh;.S1/iN~ 
EXCEPT 
B~~8 .\1':~R.VF./.STADGNUS~;Of~Ar!~$J~~: 
WHICH POJNT·ts:0~.,5ECTI01'J·.t1Ml·ia41-·~50l11111t>F.$ECDON co~ · 
COMMON TOSECl!ON:'10,.11, 14·AND 1:5, TO~'i-4"·~ ~E.S1Em,1 lf.M.;. . .. - . 
1HENCEffl>$Tff 'ALQNG.SAID-SEOl'I~ffHIN~-~8:·FEETi:.RORE~VSS 'TO 'DIE 
N.o~~NER·~J:.Tfl~~Jpf $(;@8 .• :~f ·. . . . .. , _ . 
THENCE WEs;r•.UONG:TME NOfmlllOt:JN.DAA\'.OF-1$. -,~:(~ 1~·~-1:. 
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... -v_ "ID-. ~- N ... L ,....,. .. Ji, - To Be Paid 
l"illl3DI& 
Fastenal Company POBox978 Winona, MN 55987 $ 2,574.73 Uechank:al lnstlumentatlon 
Hico America Sales & Tech Three Penn Center w PillslHmlh, PA 15276 $ 116,050.00 Transformers . 
Industrial Automation 123 Main.st fl Thiee Forks, MT 59752 $ 4,234.50 Piofessbaal Services 
Nix Excavatina 4020 North 2600 East Filer, ID 83328 $ 167,706.30 ,_ 
. 
Renewable Rsrc Cnsltnls 1426 River Forest Dr Round Rock, 1X 78665 · $ 32,500.00 Struct Eng Design 
ITerraeon Consullanls POBox419263 Kansas l..llY. MO 64193 $ 166,929.75 Soil I Concrete Tesrma 
1vauev CO-OD Inc 1833S Lincoln Jerome, ID 83338 $ 3.731.14 Fuel" 
Fagen Inc P0Box159 Granite Falls; MN 56241 I 206,431.41 General 




FAGEN --_ INC. www.fagenlnc.com 
CIVIi • Met:hanlt:111 • Elet:trlt:111 Conll'alltDrs 
Match 16, 2012 
Exergy Development Group ofldaho, LLC 
James Carkulis 
802 W. Bannock St., 12th Floor 
Boise, ID 83702 
Dear James: 
601 West Hwy. 212, P.O. Box 159 
Granite Falls, MN 56241 
320o564e3324 
As prescribed in the Contract, enclosed please find original Payment Application Number 
Three for the Exergy Idaho Six Winds Wmd Parle Project in Idaho, along with the signed 
Contractor's Partial Waiver and Lien Release. 
Also enclosed, please find a list of subcontractors to be paid from this Payment 
Application. 
Please contact me if you have any questions or need anything further to process this 
Payment Application. 
Thank you. 
Sincerely, r ' 
FAGEN, INC. _ . ';;.!:!i_) 
~}~. 





APPLICATION AND CERTIFICATE FOR PAYMENT AIA DOCUMENT G702 
TO OWNER: PROJECT: 
Notche Butte Wind Farm Notch Butte 
Exergy Development Group of Idaho, 9 Turbines 
LLC 
Boise, ID 83702 
FROM CONTRACTOR: 
Fagen Inc 
501 West Highway 212 
Granlle Falls, MN 56241 
VIA ARCHITECT: 
:ONTRACTOR1S APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT 
,ppHcatlon Is made for payment, as shown below, In connection with 
,e Contract. Conllnuatlon Sheet, AIA Document G703 Is attached. 
1. ORIGINAL CONTRACT SUM 
2. Net change by Change Orders 
3. CONTRACT SUM TO DATE (Una 1 + 2) 
4. TOTAL COMPLETED & STORED TO DATE 
(Column G on 0703) 
5. RETAINAGE: 
a. On Completed Work 
(Columns D + Eon G703) 
b. On S!ored Material 
(Column Fon G703) 
Tofal Refalnage (Una 2a + 5b or 















6. TOTAL EARNED LESS RETAINAGE $ 571,279.90 
(Una 4 less 11ne 5 tofal) 
$ 527,453.00 7. LESS PREVIOUS CERTIFICATES FOR PAYMENT 
(line 6 from prlor Certiflcate) · 
8, CURRENT PAYMENT DUE 
9. BALANCE TO FINISH, INCLUDING RETAINAGE 
(Une 318118 Line 8) 
$ ... I --.......,,..,,.,43=·.,,,,a2=a,...,..so.,,....1 
$ 6,676,555.18 
CHANGE ORDER SUMMARY ADDmONS DEDUCTIONS 
Total changes approved In .oo .oo 
orevlous months hv Owner 
Total changes approved In .00 .00 
TOTALS .00 .00 















In SCCDnfanca wm, the canlnlcl DD1111menlll, buad on on-lllte observations and the data 
comprising tltls appllcatlan, Ute Arahllecl cartma. lo the Owner that lD the beSt or tha 
.Anmltecl's knowtadge, lnfllrmaBon and baDer the walk h8' progmn11 as lndicaled, the 
qualily or the wolfc. rs In acm,nfanca wllh the 
Contract Documents, and the Contrac!or Is enBtled to payment of the Amount CerUffed. 
AMOUNTCERTIFED $~~~~~ 
(Attach explsnaUon If amount certlfled differs from the amount appUed for. lnlllal 
all figures on this AppllcaOon and on the Continuation Sheet that are charged to 
conform to the Amount Certllled} 
ARCHITECT 
By: 
Date: ______ _ 
This Certlflcate Is not negoflable. The AMOUNT CERTIAED Is payable only to the 
Conlractor named herein. Issuance, payment and acceptance of Payment are without 
pre)udlce lo anv rights of the Owner or Contractor under this Co~tract. 
ldA DQCUMENT 0702-APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT-/>JA 01992- THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE CF ARCHITECTS, 1735 NEWYORK.AVENUE, N.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 2DDD8-5292 




AIA Document G702, APPLICATION AND CERTIFICATION 
PAYMENT, containing Contractor's signed CertificaUon, Is attached. 
In tabulations below, amounts are stated to the nearest dollar. 
AIA DOCUMENT G703 
Use Column I on Contracts where variable refainage for nne Items may apply. 
A B C D E 
WORK COMP1.El'ED WORK 
SCHEDUJ.ED FROM PREVIOUS COMPLETED 
ITEMNUMBER DESCRIPTION OF WORK VALUE APPLICATION THISPERIOD 
tn+A 
)1 Crane Rental 690,992.08 .oo .00 
)2 Turbine Recelva 717,414.00 .00 .00 
)3 Foundations 1,571,429.00 167,143.00 .00 
)4 Site Pads 205,934.00 4,700.00 ,00 
)8 Crane Pads 93,990.00 .00 .00 
)8 Access Roads and On 645,402.00 77,588.00 38,788.60 
)7 ,: Facllltles 212,284.00 .oo .00 
)B Off·slle Road lmnmv 1,14,877.00 .00 .00 
)9 SUbstatlons .oo .oo .oo 
10 Eleclrlcal lnfmslru 704,048.00 .oo .00 
11 FlberOoUc--.a 28,486.00 .00 .00 
12 Turbine SWltch Gear 228,982.00 .oo .00 
13 Conummlcatlons 132,724.00 .oo .00 
14 Met Towers & Sensors 211,214.00 .00 .00 
15 SoDsTesllna 36,880.00 36,880.00 .00 
16 Sile RemadlaHon 42,243.00 .00 .oo 
17 Site ..... 17,601.00 .00 7,040.40 
18 Misc. (Dhone, elect\ 54,529.00 .oo .00 
19 Const~t 1,618,043.00 30,361.00 .oo 
w Mob111zatlon 220,783.00 220,783.00 .oo 
APPLICATION NO: 3i 
APPLICATION DATE: 03/16/2012 
PERIOD TO: 02/29/2012 
PROJECT NO: 114034 601 
PROJECT NAME: Notch Butte 9 Turbines 
F G H 
MATERIALS TOTAL 
PRESENTLY COMPLETED AND BALANCE 
STORED STOFTOJ'..ATE % TORNISH 
I rNOT IN DOR i:l O+E+ tQ/C\ re-en 
.00 .oo 0 690,992.08 
.oo .oo 0 717,414.00 
.00 157,143.00 10 1,414,288.00 
.oo 4,700.00 2 201,234.00 
.00 .oo 0 93,990.00 
.00 114,372.60 21 431,029.60 
.oo .oo 0 212,284.00 
.00 .oo 0 114,877.00 
.oo .00 0 .00 
.00 .00 0 704,048.00 
.00 .00 0 28,486.00 
.00 .00 0 228,982.oO 
.00 .oo (l 132,724.00 
.oo .oo 0 211,214.00 
.oo . 38,880.00 100 .OD 
.oo .00 0 42,243.00 
.• 00 7,040.40 40 10,560.60 
.00 .00 0 54,529.00 
.00 30,361.00 2 1,487,682.00 
.oo 220,783.00 100 .00 

























AJA DOCUMENT G7D3- CONTINUATION SHEET FDR G702-AIA 01912 -THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF AR.CHlTECTS. 1735 NEWYORKAVENUE, N.W., WASHINQTON, D.C. 2DttlJ8.5392 




APPLICATION AND CERTIFICATE FOR PAYMENT AJA DOCUMENT G702 
TO OWNER: PROJECT: 
Lava Beds Wind Farm, LLC Lava Beds 
Exergy Development Group of Idaho, 9 Turbines 
LLC 
Boise, ID 83702 
FROM CONTRACTOR: 
Fagen Inc 
501 West Highway 212 
'Granite Falls, MN 56241 
VIA ARCHITECT: 
:ONTRACTOR'S APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT 
,pplicaHon Is made for payment, as shown below, In connecflon with 
,e ContracL Cohtlnuatlon Sheet, AJA Document G703 Is attached. 
1. ORIGINAL CONTRACT SUM 
2. Net change by Change Orders 
3. CONTRACT SUM TO DATE (Une t + 2) 
4. TOTAL COMPLETED & STORED TO DATE 
(Column G on G703) 
&. RETAINAGE: 
a. On Completed Work 
(Columns D + E on 0703) 
b. On Stored Material 
(COiumn Fon 0703) 
Total Relalnage (Une 2a + 5b or 















6. TOTAL E:ARNED LESS RETAINAGE $ 623,094.02 
(Une 4 less One 5 tolal) 
7. LESS PREVIOUS CERTIFICATES FOR PAYMENT 
(Une 8 from prior Certlflcate) 
8. CURRENT PAYMENT DUE 
9. BALANCE TO FINISH, INCLUDING RETAINAGE 
(line 3 less IJne 8) 
CHANGE ORDER SUMMARY ADDITIONS 
Tolal changes approved In 
orevlous months bv OWner 
Total changes approved In 
TOTALS 
NET CHANGES by Change Order . 
$ 523,945.53 
























ARCHITECT'S CERTIFICATE FOR PAYMENT 
In accordance wllh the CDnlracl Dacumanfa, bllud on on-Ille obnrvallans and the data 
mm,prislng this applll:al!Dn, tha An:hlleal cartmaa ID the CWnsr lhlll ID the baat of the 
Arnltftecl's lcmnv!edga, lnfannallan and baDaf tha waif< ha pnlQnlU8d as Indicated, the 
quaDly of Iha work la In IIIICllnfanCB wm, the. 
Contract Documents, and Iha Contractor Is en6Ued to payment of Iha Amount Certified. 
AM~UNT CERTIFIED $-----
(Attach explanation if amount certlfled differs from the amount applled for. lnltlsl 
all figures on this Appllcatlon and on the Continuation Sheet tliat are charged to 
conform to the Amount Certlned) 
ARCHITECT 
By.------------------,.------ Date: _________ _ 
This Certificate Is not negotiable. The AMOUNT CERTIFIED Is payable only to Iha 
Contractor named herein. Issuance, payment end acceptance of Pf:!Yment are without 
prjudlca to anv rights of the Owner or Contraclor under this Contract. 
AIA DOCUMENT Q702-APPLIOATION FOR PAYMENT-AIA 01192• THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS, 'f788 NEWYORKAVENUE, N.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 2DDD8-5212 
IJanl mav oblaJn valldatlon of lhla dot1Uffl811i bf mpiaallng a nmplatlld AIA Da11111t1nt 124111 - certmntlon or DOlufflDnf• AufllantloRr f,am Iha uan.... G7D2•1B92 
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CONTINUATION Sl:JEET 
AIA Document G702, APPLICATION AND CERTIFICATION 
PAYMENT, containing Contractor's signed Carllficatlon, ls attached. 
In tabulations below, amounts are stated to the neareat dollar. 
AIA DOCUMENT G703 
Use Column I an Contracts where variable retalnage far Una items may apply. 
A B C D E 
WORK COMPLETED WORK 
SCHEDULED FROM PREVIOUS COMPLETED 
lTaaNUMBER DESCRIPTION Of WORK VALUE APfl/oC:-~N THISPERJOD 
)1 Crane Rental ·500,981.00 .oo .00 
)2 Turbine Receive 732,088.00 .00 .00 
)3 Foundations 1,662,598.00 158,260.00 5,659.10 
)4 SltePads 159,464.00 .00 .oo 
)5 Crane Pads 93,989.00 .oo .oo 
)8 Accass Roads & On SI 739,235.00 77,586.00 41,068.50 
)7 Ternaorarv Facllllles 170,038.00 .00 .00 
)8 Off-site Road lnmmv .00 .oo .OD 
)9 SubstaUons .00 .oo .oo 
10 Electrlcal lnfrastru 704,034.00 .00 .00 
11 Fiber Optic swtem 28,486.00 .00 .OD 
12 Turbine SWltch Gear 228,957.00 .00 .00 
13 Communications Syste 155,367.00 .DO .oo 
14 Met Towers & Sensors 211,210.00 .00 .00 
15 Soils TesHna 29,335.00 29,335.00 .00 
16 Site RernedlaUOn 42,242.00 .00 .00 
17 Site 17601.00 8,600.50 .00 
18 Mlsc.-fPhone, Elect\ 64,628.00 .00 .00 
19 Ccmsltucllon 1,559,268.00 31,185.03 62,520.89 
?O MoblDzaUon 220,779.00 220,779.00 .oo 
APPLICATION NO: 31 
APPLICATION DATE: 03/16/2012 
PERIOD TO: 02/2912012 
PROJECT NO: 114034 602 
PROJECT NAME: Lava Beds 9 Turbines 
F G H 
MATERIALS TOTAL 
PRESENTLY COMPLETED ANO BALANCE 
STORED STORED TO DATE % TOFINISH 
I fNOT IN D OR C\ m+e+F' '8/C\ IC-G\ 
.oo .oo 0 590,981.00 
.00 .00 0 732068.00 
.00 181,819.10 10 1,400,778.90 
.oo .oo 0 159,464.00 
.00 .00 0 93,989.00 
.oo 118,654.50 18 620,680.50 
.00 .OD 0 170,Q38.00 . 
.00 .oo o· .00 
.00 .po 0 .00 
.00 .oo . o· . 704,034.00 
.00 .00 0 28,488.00 
.oo .OD 0 228,957.00 
.00 .oo 0 165,387.00 
.oo .oo 0 211,,210.00 
.00 29,335.00 100 .00 
.oo .oo 0 42,242.00 
.00 8,6D0.60 60 8,800.60 
.OD .00 0 64,628.00 
.00 83,706.92 5 1,476.fi60.08 
.oo 220,779.00 100 .oo 

























AJA DOCUMENT 0703-CONTINUATION SHEET FOR G7D2-AIA O 1992 -THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS, ~~ NEWVORKAVENUE, N.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 2DOIJN392 




APPLICATION AND CERTIFICATE FOR PAYMENT AIA DOCUMENT G702 
TOOWNER: 
Rogerson Flats Wind Farm, 
Exergy Development Group of Idaho, 
LLC 
Boise, ID 83702 
FROM CONTRACTOR: 
Fagen Inc 
501 West Highway 212 
Granite Falls, MN 56241 
PROJECT: 
Jack Ranch Rogerson 
Rats 1 O Turbines 
VIA ARCHITECT: 
:ONTRACTOR'S APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT 
,ppllcafion Is made for payment, as shown below, In connection with 
,e Contract. ConflnuaHon Sheet, AIA Document G703 Is attached. 
1. omGINAL CONTRACT SUM 
2. Net change by Change Orders 
3. CONTRACT SUM TO DATE (Une 1 + 2) 
4. TOTAL COMPLETED & STORED TO DATE 
(Column G on G703) 
5, RETAINAGE: 
a. On Completed Worlc 
(Columns D + Eon G703) 
b. On Stored Material 
(Column Fon 0703) 
Total Relalnage (Une 2a + 5b or 
Total In Column I of G703) 
6. TOTAL EARNED LESS RETAINAGE 
















$ 488,983.33 7, LESS PREVIOUS CERTIFICATES FOR PAYMENT 
(Una 6 from prior Cerfiflca!e) 
6. CURRENT PAYMENT DUE 
9, BALANCE TO FINISH, INCLUDING RETAINAGE 
(Una 3 less Una 6) 
$ ... I__ ____,~1e,,...1=1.,.4 • ...,00~1 
$ 8,538,804.42 
CHANGE ORDER SUMMARY ADDmONS DEDUCTIONS 
Total changes approved In · .00 .00 
orevlous months bv Owner 
Total changes approved In .00 .00 
TOTALS .00 .00. 














In DCCDnfanca wllh Iha Conlraat Documents, based an on-site oburvaUons and Uta data 
aomprlllng thla appllmltlon, Iha Arahllaat certifies lD Iha Owner lhlll 1D thb best ar the 
An:hltacfil knDWledga, lnrarmatton and beDer Iha warlc tin fW919Ued u tndlm&lad, Iha 
quaDly or the work la In aacaldanaa wllh Iha 
· Contract Documents, and Uie Contractor Is entlUed to payment or Ota Amount CerOfled. 
AMOUNT~ERTIFIED $~------
(Attach explanation if amount certified dlffars from the amount applled for. lnltlal 
all figures on this Application and on the Contil'luat/on Sheet that are charged to 
conform to the Amount Cert/fled) 
ARCHITECT By. Date: ____________ _ 
This CerOOcate ts not negollable. The AMOUNT CERTIFIED Is payable only lo the 
Contractor named herein. Issuance, payment and acceplanca of Payment are wlfhout 
praludlce lo any rlghlS of the OWner or Contmctol' under this Contract. 
AJA DOCUMENT Q7D2-APPUDATION FOR PAVMENT-AIA 01Bl2• THE AMERICAN INSTfTUTE OF ARCHITECTS, 1738 NEWYORKAVENUE, N.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 2DDtJl-5292 
Unnl may oJllalJI vaUddan or thta dooument bf raquat1n1 • oomplatad AJA Dao1111111n1 -1 ~ Cerllflation ar DD11Uffl8ftr1 Aulh8ft1DIIJ fnnn t1m Lleailme. 0702-1992 
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CONTINUATION SHEET 
AIA Document G702, APPLICATION AND CERTIFICATION 
PAYMENT, mntalnlng Contractor's signed Certification, Is attached. 
fn tabulations below, amounts are stated ta the nearest daDar. 
AIA DOCUMENT 8703 
Use Column I on Contracla where variable retalnage ror line Items may apply. 
A B C D E 
WORK COMPLETED WORK 
SCHEDUI.ED FROM PREVIOUS COMPLETED 
ITEM NUMBER DESCRIPTION OF WORK VALUE APPLICATION THISPERIOD 
m+a 
)1 Crane Rental 227,123.25 .00 .oo 
)2 Turbine Receive Assa 769,468.76 .00 .oo 
)3 Foundations 1,723,215.60 70,293.00 .00 
)4 Site Pads 281,170.76 .00 .00 
)5 Crane Pads 93,723.50 .00 .00 
)6 Aa:ess Roads and On . 796,182.00 70,107.75 .00 
)7 TemllOl'RIY FaclUUes 142,502.75 .00 .00 
)8 Off-site Road lmoroy .oo .00 .00 
)9 Substattons 2,145,906.75. .00 .00 
10 Eleclrlcal lnfrastru ·768,533.fiO .oo .oo 
11 FJberonttnSll!Otlml 29,008.75 .00 .oo 
12 Turbine Switch Gear 263,996.75 .00 .00 
13 Communications SVste 177,72625 3,555.00 .oo 
14 Met Towers & Sensors .00 .oo .oo 
15 Soils Tesliml 35.14626 35,146.25 .00 
16 Sita Remediation 43,933.00 .00 .00 
17 Site wdlU 17,573.26 8,787.00 .00 
18 Misc. CPhone, elect) 22,098.25 .00 .00 
19 Conslrucllon Manamm 955,435.00 21,109.00 19,114.00 
lO MoblBzaBon 245,277.76 245,277.75 .00 
ti Main SUbslatlon Tran 328,876.75 32,687.58 .00 
APPLICATION NO: 3, 
APPLICATION DATE: 03/16/2012 
PERIOD TO: 02/29/2012 
PROJECT NO: 114034 603 
Page 1 of1 
PROJECT NAME: Jack Ranch Rogerson Flats 10 Turbines 
F G H 
MATERIALS TOTAL RETAINAGE 
PRESENTt.Y COMPLETED AND BAI.ANCE (IFVARIABLE 
STORED STOREDTO DATE ,l:c, TOFINISH RATE) 1INOT1NDOR~ m+E•l:l 'C-Gl 
.00 .• 00 .0 227.12325 .00 
.oo .00 0 759,458.75 .00 
.oo 70~':l.00 4 1,652,922.50 .oo 
.oo .00 0 281,170.75 .00 
.oo .oo 0 93,723.50 .00 
.oo 70,107.75 9 728,074.25 .00 
.oo .00 0 142,502.75 .00 
.oo .00 0 .oo· .00 
.oo .00 0 2.145,906.75 .oo 
.oo .00 0 768.533.50 .00 
.00 .oo 0 29,006.75 .00 
.00 .oo 0 253,998.75 .oo 
.00 3.555.00 2 174,171.25 .oo 
.00 .oo 0 .oo .oo 
.00 35,14625 100 .oo .oo 
.00 .00 0 43,933.00 .00 
.oo 8,787.00 50 8,788.25 .00 
.oo .00 0 22,09625 .00 
.oo 40,223.00 4 915.212.0D .00 
.00 245,277.75 100 .oo .00 
.00 32,687.58 10 294,188.17 .oo 
I 
;y~i{~};\~r;;1~t/'\~f~~t !,\ ~}:\',.:: ·-~~;;:!~~~~,:"?~'' ?L.'.~jC{" ·IJ:~t'.~_:~y1~~;,l:·l,4::~t!;~(-:';\, f ~:;f.-~ ;. ,.~J f __ /\'.,'.: ~· ?1} ':;_{·1:~ }:~::·_<·< ):r.s;'i'>,J}.-,),1V}.::-~". ~;:i '~ ·. :~ :_ ::~·(: ·.:: ?,~:,~~.-!~~-~ ~i:.i:i1 
/JJA DOCUMENT 0703- CONTINUATION SHEET FDR 0702-AIAID 1992-THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS, 1735 NEWYORl<AVENUE, N.W .. WASHINGTON, D.C. 2IJ008.B392 




APPLICATION AND CERTIFICATE FOR PAYMENT AIA DOCUMENT G702 
TO OWNER: PROJECT: 
Salmon Creek Wind Fann, Jack Ranch 
Exergy Development Group of Idaho, Salmon Creeks 
LLC 
Boise, ro 83702 
FROM CONTRACTOR: 
Fagen Inc 
501 West Highway 212 
Granite Falls. MN 56241 
VIA ARCHITECT: 
!ONTRACTOR'S APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT 
,ppllcatlon Is made for payment. as shown below, In coMectlon With 
,a Contract. ContlnuaDon Sheet, AIA Document G703 Is attached. 
1. ORIGINAL CONTRACT SUM 
2. Net change by Change Orders 
3. CONTRACT SUM TO DATE (Lina 1 + 2) 
4. TOTAL COMPLETED & STORED TO DATE 
(Colwnn G on G703) 
5. RETAINAGE: 
a. On Completed Worf< 
(Columns D + E on G703) 
b. On Stored Material 















Total Retalnage (Une 2a + 5b or 
Total In Column I of G703) 
6. TOTAL EARNED LESS RETAINAGE $ 608,077.33 
(line 4 less llne i:; total) 
7. LESS PREVIOUS CERTIFICATES FOR PAYMENT 
(Una 8 from prior Certificate) 
8. CURRENT PAYMENT DUE 
9. BALANCE TO FINISH, INCLUDING RETAINAGE 
(Una 3 less Une 8) 
CHANGE ORDER SUMMARY ADDmONS 
Total changes approved In 
orevlous months hv Owner 
Total changes approved In 
TOTALS 
NET CHANGES by Change erdar 
$ 486,963.33 
























In acmntamm wm, lhe Cnnlnml Dtscumenlll, baaed on on-slla obaeM&tlana and the data 
camprislng this appllcaDan, the An:hllecl aerllflaa ID Ute Ownertlud ID lhe best or Um 
An:hlfecfa knowledge, lnf'DrmllUon ilnd bllllaf the WDrlt has pragranad u Indlmlad, the 
quallly Df the walk la In BCCDnfance wllh lhe . 
Contract Documents. and the Contractor Is enUUad to payment of ihe Amount Certified. 
AMOUNT CERTIFIED $~~~~~-
(Attach explanation ff amount cert/fled differs from the amount applled. for. Initial 
a/I figures on this Appllcatlon and on the Continuation Sheet that are charged to 
conform to the Amount Certllled) 
ARCHITECT 
By.------------------------ Date: ______ _ 
This Certificate Is not negollable. The AMOUNT CERTIFIED Is payable only lo lhe 
Conlracl.or named herein. Issuance, payment and acceplance of Payment are without 
preludlce lo any rights of the OWner or Contractor tmder this Contraol 
A1A DOCUMENT 0702 -APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT-AIA 01992• THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS, 1735 NEWVDRKAVENUE, N.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20008-5282 
uan ffllV oblaln valldal!Dft ar lhla dD1111fflllftl bf requnllng a aampllllld AIA Danme~ D49'1- Clrllflcidlon or Dnumanl"• Authlmtlollf rram um U.lllllil. G702-1992 
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CONTINUATION SHEET 
AIA Document G702, APPLICATION AND CERTIFICATION 
PAYMENT, containing Contractor's signed Certlflcalian, ls attached. 
In tabulallona· below, amounts are slated to the nearest dollar. 
AIA DOCUMENT G703 
Use Column I an Contracts where variable ratafnage for line items may apply. 
A B C D E 
WORK COMPLETED WORK 
SCHEDULED FROM PREVIOUS COMPl.ETED 
ITEM NUMBER DESCRIPTION OF WORK VALUE APPLICATION THIS PERIOD 
m+m 
J1 Crane Rental 227,123.25 .00 .oo 
J2 Turbine Receive 759,456.75 .oo .00 
l3 Foundations 1,723,215.50 70,293.00 .OD 
J4 Site Pads 281,170.75 .OD .00 
)5 Crane Pads 93,723.60 .00 .00 
l8 Access Roads and On 798,182.0D 70,107.76 .OD 
)7 Ti FaclUUes 142,602.75 .oo .00 
)8 Off-site Road fmorov .00 .00 .OD 
J9 Substallons 2..145,906.75 .00 .oo 
10 Efecbical lnfraslru 768,533.50 .oo .00 
11 Aber Opllo System 29,008.75 .OD .oo 
12 Turbine SWltch Gear 253,998.76 .oo .oo 
13 Communlcallons Syste 177,728.26 3,655.00 .00 
14 Mat Towers & Sensors 210,878.00 .00 .00 
15 Soils Tesuna 35,148.25 35,146.25 .oo 
16 Site Remedlaflon 43,933.0D .00 .OD 
17 Sile 17,573.25 8,787.00 .00 
18 Mlso (Phone, Eleclr) 22,098.25 .oo .OD 
19 ConslrucUon Manaaem 955,435.00 21,109.00 19,114.00 
lO MoblllzaUon 246,277.75 245,277.75 .00 
?1 Main SUl>sta11on Tran 328,875.75 32,687.58 .00 
APPLICATION NO: 3 
APPLICATION DATE: 03/16/2012 
PERIOD TO: 02/29/2012 
PROJECT NO: 114034 604 
Page 1 of1 
PROJECT NAME: Jack Ranch Selmon Creeks 
F G H 
MATERIALS TOTAL RETAINAGE 
PRESENTLY COMPLETI:P AND BAIANCE (IF VARIABLE 
STORED STOREDTO DATE % TOANISH RATE) 
lfNOTINDORc, m+E+"' CG /C'I m.G\ 
.00 .oo 0 227,123.25 .oo 
.oo .OD D 759,456.76 .OD 
.OD 70,293.00 4 1,662,922.60 .oo 
.00 .00 0 281,170.76 .oo 
.oo .oo 0 93,723.50 .00 
.oo 70,107.75 9 726,074.26 .00 
.oo .OD 0 142,502.75 .oo 
.00 .00 0 .00 .oo 
.00 .oo 0 2,146,908.75 .00 
.00 .00 .0 768.533.50 .00 
.oo .oo 0 29,008.75 .00 
.oo .00 0 253998.75 .00 
.00 3555.00 2 174,171.25 .00 
.oo .oo 0 210,878.00 .oo 
.00 35,146.25 100 .00 .00 
.00 .OD 0 43,933.00 .oo 
.00 8,787.00 50 8,786.25 .00 
.oo .00 0 22.098.25 .00 
.00 40,223.00 4 915,212.00 .oo 
.oo 245,277.75 100 .oo .00 
.00 32,687.58 10 294,188.17 .00 
;,,4~t,~171J11~~t¥1N?t,'.?}~?;~t~1)r:~:f~1~?f'!7:?~~;f~~~:~t?~;~~'.{~1{;~-~H'.~'~.'~ttf~~~ii!~)F'.~c~-\~:.'-~{~F,t?~f_~~··?~:?:}~f3l-lr~~/J\ii?'i1~-?~f--~;<}~'.;rc,'l,·,:', .. J:/f '!t.::£;':~~?\·f~~~.t:.:~;Il[l 
AJA DOCUMENT Q7D3-CONTINUATION SHEET FOR 8702-AIAO 1892-THEAMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS, 1735 NEWYORKAVENUE, N.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 2DIJU8..5392 
1Jnn1 may cddaln vallclatlon af thfa docwnant by lllquutlng a aamplatad AIA Dacwnant D4D1 - Cl!rllflmdlon ar Dacwmant'a Aulheidlolty fnlm tha Ucitnna. 
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APPLICATION AND CERTIFICATE FOR PAYMENT AIA DOCUMENT G702 
iO OWNER: PROJECT: 
Cottonwood Wind Park, UC Jack Ranch 
Exergy Development Group of Idaho, Cottonwood 
UC 
Boise, ID 83702 
FROM CONTRACTOR: 
Fagen Inc 
601 West Highway 212 
Granite Falls, MN 56241 
VIA ARCHITECT: 
:ONTRACTOR'S APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT 
\ppJicatlon Is made for payment, as shown below, In connection with 
!le Contract. Continuation Sheet, AIA Docwnent G703 Is attached. 
1. ORIGINAL CONTRACT SUM 
2. Net change by Change Ordera 
3. CONTRACT SUM TO DATE (Line 1 + 2) 
4. TOTAL COMPLETED & STORED TO DATE 
(Column G on 0703) 
5. RETAINAGE: . 
L On Completed Wol1< 
(Columns D +Eon G703) 
b. On stored Material 
(Column Fon G703) 
Total Retalnage (Una 2a + 5b or 















6. TOTAL EARNED LESS RETAINAGE 
(Una 4 less Une 5 total) 
$ 506,on.33 
$ 486.963.33 7, LESS PREVIOUS CERTIFICATES FOR PAYMENT 
{Une 6 from prior Certlllcate) 
8. CURRENT PAYMENT DUE 
9. BALANCE TO FINISH, INCLUDING RETAINAGE 
(line 3 less Line 8) 
$! ._ ____ 10_.1_1_4._oo__,j 
$ 8.538.804.42 
CHANGE ORDER SUMMARY ADDmONS DEDUCTIONS 
Total changes approved In .00 .00 
oravtous months hv Owner 
Total changes approved In .OD .00 
TOTALS .00 .oo 










The undemigned Conlnlclor cerllftes tJtat 1D lhe baal ar Iha COntnu:tafa lmowladga 
lnl'ormallDn and belier Iha VVorfc aovarad by this AppHaallan rar Pllymant has baan ' 
compialed In acaanlamm wifh Iha Confnlcl Dacumants, that all amDUnta have ben paid bJ 
Iha COnlJaalar rar Wilrk ranmlch pravlaua Certlflcalaa rar Payment were Issued and 
paymanta nn:elved rivm Iha Owner, and that aurrent paymant ahawn he18 ta mrrei:L 
CO~CJOR: F,gen Inc 




SubscrlbJ;d-~ to be 
me this / q,, Y'-day o 
NolaiyPubll~~ 7"l 
My Commlsslirn J:ii"1res: ~/ Ii~ 
ARCHITECT'S CERTIFICATE FOR PAYMENT 
In acmmfJanae wllh the Cantraal DDauments, band on on-alta DbnMltlana and Iha data 
compriSlng Otis applJeatkm, tlte An:hltaal caltlfles ID Iha OWnerlhat ID Iha baal or Iha 
Arahllecl'1 knaw!adge, 1nrormat1an and belief Iha WDtlc haa pmgnmed II lndlcaiad, the 
quallly or tha warlc Is In accnn:lanae "1llh Iha 
Contract Documents. and lhe Contractor Is enUtled to payment of lhe Amount CerUlled. 
AMOUNT CERTIFIED $~---~ 
(Attach explanation If amount certiffed differs from the amount applled for. Initial 
all figures on this Appllcatlon and on the Contlnuaflon Sheet that are charged to 
conform to the Amount Certlfled) 
ARCHITECT 
Date: ______ _ 
This Cerlillcate Is not negotiable. The AMOUNT CERTIFIED Is payable only ID the 
Conlmctor named herein. Issuance, payment and acceptance of Payment ere wllhaut 
P!!!Judlce to any rights of Ole OWnar or Contractor ~er fltJs Contract. 
AJA DOCUMENT G702-APPUCATION FOR PAYMENT-AJA 01812- THfi: AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS, 1735 NEWYORKAVENUE, N.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20DIJ8.5292 
U.11111 may obtain validation ar thla dacumant 11J raquaatlng a completed AJA Dooumant D481- Certlflaatlan of Duumenra AuthanUott, from .fl18 Uaanua. 8702-1992 
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CONTINUATION SHEET 
AIA Document 0702, APPLICATION ANO CERTIFICATION 
PAYMENT, con1alnlng Contractor's signed Certification, ls attached. 
In tabulations below, amounts are stated to the nearest dollar. 
AJA DOCUMENT G703 
Use tolumn I an Cantracla whma variable retalnage for One Items may apply. 
A B C D E 
WORK COMPLETED WORK 
SCHEDULED FROM PREVIOUS COMPLETED 
ITEM NUMBER DESCRIPT10N OF WORK VALUE APPLICATION THISPERIOD 
m+J:\ 
)1 Crane Renlal 227,123.25 .00 .oo 
)2 Turbine Receive 759,458.75 .00 .oo 
)3 FoundaUons 1.723,215.60 70,293.00 .oo 
)4 Site Pads 281,170.76 .00 .oo 
)5 Crane Pads 93,723.60 .00 .• 00 
J8 Access Roads and on 796,182.00 70,107.75 .00 
)7 T ·- FaclDUes 142,502.75 .oo .oo 
)8 Off-site Road lmnrov .00 .oo .oo 
l9 Substations 2.145,906.75 .OD .00 
to Eleclrical lnftasbu 768,533.50 .OD .oo 
t1 Flberonno s- 29,008.75 .00 .00 
12 Turbine SWltch Gear 253,996.75 .oo .oo 
13 Comnnmlcaflons SVRtA 177,728.25 3,655.00 .oo 
14 Met Towers & Sensors .oo .00 .oo 
15 So1lsT1m11m 35,146.25 35,148.25 .oo 
ta Site Remediation 43,933.00 .00 .oo 
t'7 Site 17,573.25 8,787.00 .00 
18 Misc lPhcne, Elect\ 22,098.25 .00 .00 
19 ConstrucUon Manamun 955,435.00 21,109.00 19,114.00 
20 MobBlzatlon 245,277.76 245,277.75 .oo 
21 Main SUbstaUon Tran 328,875.75 32,687.58 .oo 
APPLICATION NO: 3r 
APPLICATION DATE: 03/18/2012 
PERIOD TO: 02/29/2012 
PROJECT NO: 114034 805 
PROJECT NAME: Jack Ranch Cottonwood 
F G H 
MATERIALS TOTAL 
PRESENTLY COMPLETED AND BAlANCE 
STORED STOREDTO DATE % TOFINISH 
I tNnT IN DOR J:\ m+E+s:\ lCHCl lC 0 G\ 
.00 .oo 0 227,123.25 
.oo .oo 0 759,456.75 
.. oo 70,293.00 4 1,652.922.50 
.oo .oo 0 281,170.75 
.00 .oo 0 93,723.50 
.oo 70,107.75 9 726,074.26 
.oo .oo 0 142.502.76 
.oo .00 0 .00 
.00 .DD 0 2.145,906.76 
.DD .00 0 768,633.50 
.oo .00 0 29,006.75 
.00 .00 0 263,996.75 
.oo 3,555.00 2 174,171.25 
.oo .00 0 .oo 
.oo 35,148.25 100 .00 
.00 .00 0 43,933.00 
.00 8,787.00 50 8,786.26 
.00 .oo 0 22,098.26 
.00 40.223.00 4 915,212.00 
.oo 245,2n.75 100 .00 
.00 32,687.58 10 294,168.17 
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APPLICATION AND CERTIFICATE FOR PAYMENT AIA DOCUMENT G702 
TO OWNER: PROJECT: 
Deep Creek Wind Park, LLC Jack Ranch 
ExeJQY Development Group of Idaho, Deep Creek 
UC 
Boise, ID 83702 
FROM CONTRACTOR: 
Fagen Inc 
501 West Highway 212 
Granlla Fans, MN 66241 
VIA ARCHITECT: 
:ONTRACTOR'S APPLICATION FOR. PAYMENT 
\fJPllcation ts made for payment, as shown below, In connection with 
no ConlracL Continuation Sheet, NA Document G703 Is attached. 
1. omGINAL CONTRACT SUM 
2. Net change by Change Orders 
3. CONTRACT SUM TO DATE (Une 1 + 2) 
4. TOTAL COMPLETED & STORED TO DATE 
(Coll.U11n G on G703) 
S. RETAINAGE: 
a. On Completed Work 
(Columns D + Eon G703) 
b. On Stored Material 















Total Retalnage (Une 2a + 5b or 
Total In Column I of G703) 
8. TOTAL EARNED LESS RETAINAGE $ 508,077.31 
(Une 4 less Une 5 total) 
7. LESS PREVIOUS CERTIFICATES FOR PAYMENT 
(Una 8 fi'om prior CeJffllcate) 
8. CURRENT PAYMENT DUE 
9. BAIANCE TO FINISH, INCLUDING RETAINAGE 
(Une 3 less Line 8) 
CHANGE ORDER SUMMARY ADDITIONS 
Total changes approved In 
orevlous months bv Owner 
Total changes approved In 
TOTALS 
NET CHANGES by Change Order 
$ 488,983.31 



















The undersigned CDntrac!Dr C81'11fin Utal ta the beet Df Iha Canlraatar'a krmwledge, 
lllformatlan and belief Iha \Nork covered by lhla AppllcatJon ror Paymsnt has been 
compteted In BCCDRfance wi1h Iha Conlraat DDcumants, that all amounts have been paid by 
Iha Canlmalar far Worlc far which pl'IMDUII Certmcatn for Payment warD Issued and 
payments reaalved ftum the Owner, and lhat aurranl paymanl llhawn here la carracl. 
CONTRA~~en Inc 
By: ~ Date: 3-({;-(),. 
Sts~")~~ • 
Counlyof:~~ 
Subscribed and SV/JlJMJo ~roi:,--" ~ _ ~ 
me this / h.,...."1!ayoi.,,v-.......--... -1. 
Notary PubD~,,- _:. ~~·~!!If' 
MyComml~~/. , / ,;" 
t31r1.:;, 
ARCHITECT'S CERTIFICATE FOR PAYMENT 
In accordanaa wllh the Canlract Docmmanla, band on on-site ablarvailana and Ute data 
IIDITlprlalng 11111 appl!Dlltlan, lhe Arahlleat aertmea ID the Dwner that ID Ute bast of the 
Arnhllact'a knawtadga, tnrormatlan and bellaf Ute WDrk ha pn,grenad u lndlmted, Iha 
quality ar the work II In IIIIIIDnfanaa with the . 
Contract Documents, ·and the Contractor Is enDOed to payment of fhe Amount CerUflad. 
AMOUNT CERTIFIED $-----
(Attach explanation ff amount certified diff91'S from the amount applled for. lnlt/sJ 
all flgwes on this Appllcatlon and on the Continuation Sheet that are charged to 
conform to the Amount Certlned} 
ARCHITECT 
By: Date: ______ _ 
This Centflcate Is not negoDable. The AMOUNT CERTIFIED Is payable only to Iha 
Contractor named herein. Issuance. payment and acceptance of Payment are without 
prejudice to any rights of the OWner or Contraclor under this Contract. 
NA DOCUMENT 0702-APPUCATION FOR PAYMENT-AIA01BD2- THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS, 1736 NEWYORKA~UE, N:W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 2DDDB-5292 
Uara nmy abtaln ,aJJdatlcm of lhta dacumant by nquuttng a completed AIA Dacumant D481- cartmutlan af DaDUmant'a Authenticity rram the Llcanaaa. G702-1992 
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CONTINUATION SHEET 
AJA Document G702, APPLICATION AND CERTIFICATION 
PAYMENT, containing Contractar's signed Certification, ls attached. 
In tabulaflona below, amounts are stated to the nearest dollar. 
AJA DOCUMENT G703 
Use Column I on Contracts where \IBl'iable ratatnage for Una Items may apply. 
A B C D E 
WORK COMPI..ETEO WORK 
SCHEDULED FROM PREVIOUS COMPLETED 
ITEM NUMBER DESCRIPf ION OF WORK VALUE APPLICATION THISPERJOD 
m+E\ 
)1 Crane Rental 227,123.25 .oo .oo 
)2 Turbine Receive 759,458.75 .oo .00 
)3 FoundaUons 1,723,215.50 70,293.00 .00 
)4 Sile Pads 281,170.75 .00 .00 
)5 CranaPads 93,723.50 .00 .00 
)8 Access Roads and On 798,182.00 70,107.75 .00 
)7 T Faclllllss 142,502.75 .00 .oo 
)8 Off-site Road tmnrov .00 .00 .00 
)9 Substations 2, 145,908.75 .OD .00 
10 Eleclrfcal lnfrastru 788,533.50 .oo .oo 
11 Fiber 0nt1c svstems 29,008.76 .00 .oo 
12 Turbine SWltch Gear 263,996.15 .00 .oo 
13 Communlcallons ~ 177,728.25 3,555.00 .00 
14 Met Towers & Sensors 210,878.00 .oo .oo 
15 Soils TM!lno 35,148.25 35,148.25 .OD 
18 Sile Remedladon 43,933.00 .00 .OD 
17 Sile 17,673.25 8,787.00 .00 
18 Misc (Phone, EIACtl 22,098.26 .OD .OD 
19 ConsllucUon 965,435.00 21,109.00 19,114.00 
zo MoblDza.Uon 245,277.75 245,277.75 .oo 
l1 Main Subsladon Tran 32.8,875.76 32,887.58 .00 
APPLICATION NO: 3i 
APPLICATION DATE: 03/16/2012 
PERIOD TO: 02/29/2012 
PROJECTNO: 114034608 
PROJECT NAME: Jack Ranch Deep Creek 
F G H· 
MATERIALS TOTAL 
PRESENTLY COMPLETED AND · BALANCE 
STORED STOREDTO DATE % TOFINISH 
I <NOT IN O nD I:\ IO+E+I=\ IGiC\ rc-m 
.00 .00 0 227,123.25 
.oo .oo 0 759,458.75 
.oo 70.293.00 4 1,652,922.50 
.oo .oo 0 281,170.75 
.oo .oo 0 93,723.50 
.00 70,107.75 9 728,074.25 
.00 .00 0 142,502.75 . 
.00 .00 0 .00 
.OD .oo 0 2, 1.45,908.75 
.00 .oo 0 768,533.50 
.oo .oo -0 29.008.75 
.oo .DO 0 253,998.75 
.00 3,555.00 2 174,171.25 
.DD .OD 0 210,878.00 
.oo 35,146.25 100 .00 
.OD .00 0 43,933.00 
.oo 8,787.00 50 8,786.25 
.OD .oo 0 22,098.25 
.oo 40,223.00 4 916,212.00 
.oo 245,271.75 100 .oo 
.oo 32,887.56 10 294,188.19 
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PARTIAL WAIVER AND LIEN RELEASE 
Fagen, Inc., a Minnesota corporation rcontractor'), and Exergy Development Group of 
Idaho, LL.C., an Idaho limited . liability company (''Own~, have entered into that certain 
Balance of Plant Engineering, Procurement and Cons1l'Uction Services Agreement, dated 
December 31, 2011 (the "Agreem.enf'). Capitalized terms used herein and not otherwise defined 
herein have the meanings set forth in the Agreement 
For and · in consideration of partial payment in the amount of two hundred nineteen 
thousand four hundred thirty one and 39/100 ($219,431.39) for labor, skill, equipment, services, 
supplies and material fumished, or to be furnished, to Owner. and other good and valuable 
consideration, Contractor does hereby, to the extent paid and contingent upon receipt thereof: 
1. irrevocably and unconditionally waive, release, discharge and relinquish any and 
all Liens and claims at and rights to, Liens with respect to and on (a) the.Project and all 
improvements thereon, (b) any material, fixtures, apparatus and machinery (and moneys, funds 
or other considerations due or to become due from Owner on account oflabor, services, material, 
fixtures, apparatus and machinery) relating to the Project, and ( c) any other property of Owner 
(the "Released Property"); 
2. agree and certify that (a) there are no Liens on the Released Property by, through 
or under the undersigned, any of its subcontractors or any of its respective employees, (b) (i) it 
has not received a notice of intention to claim any Liens (mcluding Liens by, through or under 
any of its Subcontractors) on.the Released Property, (ii) no proceeding to establish any such 
Liens has been filed or instituted by it, or to the best of its knowledge after due inquiry, by any of 
its Subcon~ctors, and (ih) there is no known basis for any such Liens; and 
3. agree and certify that all amounts properly due and payable with respect to all 
prior Applications for Payment have been paid in full by Owner and the applicable lien waivers 
associated therew.j.th are final and 1.m.conditional. 
[REMAINDER OF PAGE INTENTIONALLY LEFI' BLANKJ 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersi~ed bas executed and delivered this 






~~WORN to before me 
• 2012. 
LBOAL_US_E I 85903908.4 
629
---------"'91-----
Lava Beds Legal Description 
EXHIBIT n An EASEMENT 
Township 1 South, Range 32, E.B.M., Bingham County, Idaho 
Sections 22, 23 and 26: All of that property lying within 1320 feet south and west of the 
Tabor Highway/Union Pacific Rail Road right of way. 
Notch Butte Legal Description 
Exln'bit A Le~ Description 
Township 6 South,Range 19 East of the Boise Meridisn,T ,incoln County ,Idaho 
Section 22: EYzEYz 
EXCEPT a portion of the NE"'NE"' of Section 22 conveyed to the State ofldaho by Warranty 
Deed 
recorded as Instrument Number 109244,Lincoln County records. 
LBCIAL_US_E f 15903908.4 
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Ro~&:>n'. Flats 
LEOAL_US_E tJ 85903908.4 
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Propen ,. O§Crjption 
TOWNSHIP 14 SOUTH, ~NGE 3.5 EAST, BOISE MERIDIAN, TWIN FALLS COUNTY, 
lDAHO · 
SECTION :L: SE~SW'f/4; SW'A1SE1/4 
SECTXON 11: ALL 
SECTION 12: WVaNE'A; SEt/41 W"h 
EXCEPT 
A STRIP OF LAND 100 FEIIT WIDE, LYING 50 FEET ON EACH sme OF THE FOLLOWING 
DESc:RIBED CENTERUr,aE; 
BEGINNING AT A POJNT ON THE SECTION UNE, 2.799 FEET, MORE OR .Ll!SS, EAST OF 
SECTION CORNER COMMON TD SECTIONS 11, !1.2, 13 AND 14, TOWNSHIP ·14 SOUTH~ 
RANGE U EAST, B.M., WHICH POJNTlS STATION 210+&2 OF "A0 LATERAL AS 
LOCATED; . 
THENCE NORTH 000 28' EAST 37.3 FEET; 
THENCE ON A 20° CURVE TO THE RIGHT, 110 FEET; 
THENCE NORTH 22° 28' EAST, .238.S FSETJ 
THENCE ON A 200 CUR.VE TO THE RIGHT, :t20.8 FEET; 
THENCE NORTH 460 38' EAST, 47.6 FEET; 
THENCE ON A 30° CURVE TO TtiE RIGHT, 174A FEET; 
THENCE SOUTH 810- or EAST, 407.S fEETJ 
THENCE ON A 40° CURVE TO THE LEFT, 3.77.1 PEET; 
THENCE NORTH 286 08' l!AST, 171.6 FEET; 
THENCE ON A 20° CURVE TO THE RIGHT, 189.2 FEET; 
THENCE NORTH 65° 58' EAST 2549 FeETTO STAT.EON 252+85 WHlCH POINT IS ON 
THE EAST SECTION LINE OF SEc:noN 12, TOWNSHIP 14 SOUTH, RANGE U EAST', 
B.M., AND 763 PEET, MORE OR LESS,, SOUTH OF THE EAST '1.14 CORNER OF SAXD 
SECTION 12., ALL SITUATED IN TH'S SVa OF SAID SEcr.tON :LZ. 
SEcr.tON .131 ALL 
EXCEPT 
A NINE (9) ACRE PARCEL MORE OR LESS, SPECIPJCALLY DESCIUBED AS FOLLOWS: 
COMMENCXNG AT THE WEST QUARTER CORNER OF SECTION 13 ALL XNTOWNSHIP· 
14 SOUTH, RANGE 3.5 EAST, B.M., WHICH BEARS NOR.TH ooa 26' 46" EAST A 
DISTANCE OF 2646.BB PEET FROM THE SOUTHWEST CORNER. OF SAID SECTION U; 
THENCE ON A 131:.ARlNG OF SOUTH DD? 26' 46° WEST A DISTANCE OF ·34.DD FEET 
ALONG THE WEST BOUNDARY OF SAID SECTION 13 TO THE REAL POINT OF 
SEGINNJNGJ . 
THENCE FROM 111:ES REAL POINT OF BEGINNING ON A BEARING OF NORTH sn 01' 
03" EAST A DISTANCI: OF 1900.00 FaET; . 
THENCE ON A BEARING OP SOUTH 32? 58* 57° l:AST A DISTANCE OF 200.00 F&ET1 
THENCE ON A BEARING OF SOUTH 57? D1' 03" Wl!ST A DISTANCE OF 2032.02 FEET 
TO THE WEST BOUNDARY OF SAID SECTJON :l3; 
THE!NCB ON A BEARING! OP NORTH OD? n• 4&0 EAST A DISTANCE OP 239.04 PEl!T 
ALONG THE· WEST BOUNDARY OF SAID secnoN 13 TO THE REAL PODrr OP 
BEGINNING. 
SECnON :l.4r ALL 




BEGINNING AT THE NORTHWEST CORNER OF THE SW1/4NWV4 OF SECTION·t4, 
TOWNSHIP 14 SOUTH, RANGE 15 EAST, B.M.; 
THENCE SOUTH ALONG THE 5£CffON LINE A DISTANCE OF 505 FEET MORE OR LESS; . 
THENCE NORTH 81° 31' EiAST, 80 fE!ET1 . 
THENCE NORTH 8° 29' WEST1 SOS FEET, MORE OR LESS TO THE PLACE OF 
BEGINNING. . . 
AND EXCEPT 
A STRIP OF LAND :LOO FEET WIDE LYING 50 FEET ON EACH SIDE OF THE CENTI;RUNI: 
OF"An LATERAL AS LOCATED AND DESCRJDED AS FOLLOWS: 
BEGINNING AT THE NORTHWEST CORNER OF THE SW1/•NW1/«:-, PF SAlD SECTXON 14; 
THENCE SOUTH ALONG THE secnoN LINE·A DISTANCE OF sos FEET, MORE OR LESS1 
THENCE NORTH 81111 31' EAST, 30 FEET TO THE POINT- OF BEGINNING, WHICH IS PC . 
STATZON .117+79~8 OF "A" LATERAL AS LOCATED; . . 
THENCE ON A 40° CURVE TO THE LEFT FROM SEMI-TANGENT SOUTH 8° 29' EAST, A 
DISTANCE Of'. 200 fE!T; . 
THENCJ: SOUTH 88& 29' EAST, 206.2 FEET; 
THENCE ON A 40~ CURVE TO THE LEFr, 165 FE!ET; 
THENCE NORTH 25° 31' EAST, 449 FEET; 
THENCE NORTH -a,0 01' EAST, 180 FEET TO A PONT (jN THE NORTH LDIE OF THE 
SW1/4NW1/4, OF SAID SECTJ:ON 14, 805 FEET MORE OR LESS, EAST OFTHli 
NORTHWEST CORNER OF THE SW1/4NW1/a OF SEc:nON 14, ALL SITUATED IN THE 
SWV4NW1A. 
AND ALSO excsrr . 
A STRIP Of LAND J.00 FEET WIDE, LYING so FEET ON 1:ACH sme OF THS FOLLOWING 
DESCRXBED CSNTERLINl:1 
BEGINNING AT STATION 129+80 OF"Au LATERAL SURVEY AS LOCATED WHICH 
POINT lS ON THE SOUTH BOUNDARY LINE OF THE NWl/4NW,/4 OF SECTION 14 AND 
805 PEJ:T, MORE OR LESS, EAST OF THE SOUTHWEST CORNER OF SAID POR1Y1 
THENCE NOR.TH 37° 0:1' EAST, 224.9 FEET; 
THENCE ON A 20a CURVE TO THE RIGHT, 310 FEET; 
THENCE SOU'rH ·800 59' EAST 1440.1 PEET TO STATION 149+&5 WHICH STAnON XS 
A POINT ON THE EAST LJ:NE OF THE Nl:'ANW'A OF SECTION 3.4 AND 1260 FEET, 
MORS OR LESS, SOUTH OF THI! NORTH 1.14 CORNER OP SECTXON 14, ALL LYING lN 
THE! N1/2NWJ/4. 
AND AlSO EXCEPT . 
A STRIP OF LAND 100 FEST WIDE, L YXNG 50 FEET ON EACH SIDE Of THE FOLLOWING. 
DESCftIBED CSNTERLIN~ . 
BEGINNING AT A POINT ON THE wesT BOUNDARY LINE OF THE NE1/4 OF SECTION 
14, :1.260 F&IIT, MORE OR LESS, SOUTH OF me NORTH "" CORNER OF SAID secn:ON 
i.41 WHICH POINT XS STATXON :l49+!S5 OF "A" LATERAL SUR'Vff AS LOCATED; 
THENCI! SOUTI-1 BD0S9' EAST, 366.i. FEET MORE OR LESS; 
THENCE ON A 200 CURVE TO THB RIGHT, :190 FEETJ 
THENCE SOUTH 42° 59• EAST, 685.S FEET; 
THENCE ON A 40° CURVE TO THE LEFr, 280.B P&ETp 
THENCE NORTH 24° 4:1.' EAST, 693.3 PE!l!T; 
THENCE ON A 40° CUR~ TO THE RIGHT 2.65 fUTJ 
THENCE SOUTH 89° 2.9' EAST 220.5 FEETJ 
THENCI! ON A S0° CURVE TO THE LEFI', 155.7 FEET; 
THENCE NORTH :1.2° S:L' EAST, 3:1.2 P&lT; 
TH&NC::E ON A 20° CURVE TO THE RIGHT, 110 PEET; 
THENCE NORTH 34° !SJ.' EAST, 708.6 FEET; 
THENCE DN A 50° CURVE TO THI: RmHT,· 110.~ FEET; 




THENCE NORTH 89° 58' EAST, 53 FEET TO STATION 189+86, WHICH POINT IS ON 
THE EAST UNE OF SAID SECTION 14 AND 45 FEET SOUTH OF THE NORTHEAST 
CORNER, SITUATED IN THE NE1/4 OF SEC110N 14. 
AND AISO EXCEPT 
A lWD (2) ACRE PARCEL MORE OR LESS, SPECIFICALLY DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS:· 
COMMENCING AT THE NORTHEAST CORNER OF SEcnON 14 ALL IN TOWNSHIP 14 
SOUTH, RANGE 15 EAST, 8.M., WHICH BEARS NORTH 89° 40' ·16" WEST A DISTANCE 
OF 2640.S2 FEET FROM THE NORTH QUARTER CORNER OF SAID SECTION 14; 
THENCE ON A BEARING OF NORTH 89? 40' 16" WEST A DisrANa OF 1370.00 FEET 
ALONG THE NORTH BOUNDARY OF SECl'ION 14 TO TRE REAL POINT Of BEGINNING; 
THENCE FROM THIS REAL POINT OF BEGINNING ON A BEARING OF SOUTH DO? 00'-
ooa WEST A DISTANCE OF 445.00 FEET; 
THENCE ON A BEARING OF NORTH 89? 40' 16°.WEST A DISTANCE OF 200.00 FEET 
PARALLEL WITH THE NORTH BOUNDARY OF SAID SEC110N 14; 
THENCE ON A BEARING OF NORTH 00? 00' 00" EAST A DISTANCE OF 445.00 FEET TO 
THE NORTH BOUNDARY Of SAID SECJION 14; 
THENCE ON A BEARING OF SOUTH 897 40' 16".eAST A DJSTANCE OP 200.00 FSET 
ALONG THE NORTH BOUNDARY OF SAID SECTION 14 TO THE REAL POINT OF 
BEGINNING. 
AND ALSO EXCEPT 
A TWELVE (12) ACRE PARCEL MORE OR LESS, SP.ECIF1CALLY DESCRIBED AS 
FOLLOWS: 
COMMENCING AT THE NORTHEAST CORNER OF SECllON 14 ALL IN TOWNSHIP 14 
SOUTH, RANGE 15 EAST, B.M., WHICH BEARS NORTH 00° 21' 12" EAST A DISTANCE 
OF 2645.57 FEET FROM THE EAST QUARTER CORNER OF SAID SECTION 14; THENCE 
ON A BEARING OF SOUTH 00? 21' 12° WEST A DISTANCE OF 1008.00 FEET ALONG 
THE EAST BOUNDARY OF SAID SECTION 14 TO THE REAL POINT Of.BEGINNING; 
THENCE FROM THIS R!AL POINT OF BEGINNING AND CONTINUING ON A.BEARING 
OF SOUTH 00? 21' 12" WES1' A DISTANCE OF 884.00 FEET; 
THENCB ON A BEARING OP NOR.TH 89? 3&4 48"WEST A DISTANCE OF 59D.OO FEET; 
THEKC! ON A BSAIUNG OF NORTH 00? 21' 12" EAST A DISTANCE OF 884,00 FEET 
PARALLEL WITH THE EAST BOUNDARY OP SAID SECTION 14J . 
THENCE ON A BEARING OF SOUTH 89138' 48" EAST A DISTANCE Of 590.00 PEET TO 
THE EAST BOUNDARY OF SAID SECTION 14 AND THE REAL POINT OF BEGINNING. 
SEtnON 23: W1kWV:a.; NE1/4NWl/.o 
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.IN WITNESS WB.EREOII', the undersigned has executed and delivered 
this Partial Waiver and Lien Releai8tl:rlsgflda)' of'i:b • 2~ 
STATE of m~ 
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SUBSCRIBBDANDSWQRN1Dbolim,mol,y ~ :J?-11q~ 
fd, ,200-- . ~ 
. . .J-hu<p~ 
N~ Pubic m and for the Sta of 
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641
ExhibitK 
PARTIAL WAIVER AND LIEN RELEASE 
(SUBCONTRACTOR/SUPPLIER) 
Fagen; Inc., a Minnesota corporation ("Contractor''}, and XRO Development 
Group ofldaho LLC, a Idaho limited liability company ("Owner"), have entered into that 
certain Amended and Restated Balance of Plant Engineering, Procurement and 
Construction Services Agreement, dated December 31, 2011 (the "Agreement"). 
Capitalized tenns used herein and not otherwise defined herein have the meanings set 
forth in the Agreement. 
Fastenal ("Subcontractor/Sypplier") and Contractor have entered into that certain 
subcontract/purchase agreement attached to Fagen Purchase Orders 560900) pursuant to 
which Subcontractor/Supplier shall provide and Contractor shall purchase certain 
equipment, materials, supplies and/or services. 
For and in consideration of the partial payment in the amount of $2574.73 (Inv# 
1DBLA6436), the receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, for labor, skill, equipment, 
services, supplies and material furnished, or to be furnished, to Contractor and Owner, 
and other good and valuable consideration, Subcontractor does hereby, to the extent paid: 
1. irrevocably and unconditionally waive, release, disc;harg~ and relinquish 
any and all Liens and claims of, and rights to, Liens with respect to and on (a) the Project 
and all improvements thereon, (b) any material, fixtures, apparatus and machinery (and 
moneys, funds or other considerations due or to become due from Owner or Contractor 
on account of labor, services, material, fixtures, apparatus and machinery) relating to the 
Project, and (c) any other property of Owner (the ''Released Property"); 
2. agree and certify that (a) there are no Liens on the Released Property by, 
through or under the undersigned, any of its subcontractors/suppliers or any of its 
respective employees, (b) (i) the undersigned has not received a notice of intention to 
claim any Liens (including Liens by, through or under any of its subcontractors) on the 
Released Property, (Ii) no proceeding to establish any such Liens has been filed or 
instituted by it, and (iii) there is no known basis for any such Liens, and (c) all amounts 
due and owing to any of its subcontractors/suppliers have been paid or will be paid with 
the money received pursuant to this Partial Waiver and Lien-Release; 
3. agree to indemnify, hold harmless and defend the Owner Indemnified 
Parties from and against any and all Damages arising out of any Liens related to services 
provided by or work perfolDled by Contractor and/or any of its subcontractors/suppliers; 
and agree and certify that all amounts properly due and payable with respect to all prior 
invoices for payment have been paid in full by Contractor to it and the applicable lien 




PARTIAL WAIVER AND LIEN RELEASE 
(SUBCONTRACTOR/SUPPLIER) 
Fagen, Inc., a Minnesota corporation ("Contractor"), and XR.G Development 
Group of Idaho LLC, a Idaho limited liability company (''Owner"), have entered into that 
certain Amended and Restated Balance of Plant Engineering, Procurement and 
Construction Services Agreement, dated December 31, 2011 (the "Agreement"). 
Capitalized terms used herein and not otherwise defined herein h~ve the meanings set 
forth in the Agreement 
Hico America Sales & Tech ("Subcontractor/S:mmlier") and Contractor have 
entered into that certain subcontract/purchase agreement attached to Fagen Purchase 
Orders 524119) pursuant to which Subcontractor/Supplier shall provide and Contractor 
shall purchase certain equipment, materials, supplies and/or services. 
For and in consideration of the partial payment in the amount of $116050.00 
(Inv# 640), the receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, for labor, skill, equipment, 
services, supplies and material furnished, or to be :furnished, to Contractor and Owner, 
and other good and valuable consideration, Subcontractor does hereby, to the extent paid: 
1. irrevocably and W1conditionally waive, release, discharge and relinquish 
any and all Liens and claims of, and rights to, Liens with respect to and on (a) the Project 
and all improvements thereon, (b) any material, fixtures, apparatus and machinery (and 
moneys, funds or other considerations due or to become due from Owner or Contractor 
on accoWlt of labor, services, ·material, fixtures, apparatus and machinery) relating to the 
Project, and ( c) any other property of Owner (the "Released Property''); 
2. agree and certify that (a) there are no Liens on the Released Property by, 
through or under the undersigned, any of its subcontractors/suppliers or any of its 
respective employees, (b) (i) the undersigned has not received a notice of intention to 
claim any Liens (including Liens by, through onmder any of its subcontractors) on the 
Released Property, (ii) no proceeding to establish any such Liens has been filed or 
instituted by it, and (iii) there is no known basis for any such Liens, and (c) all amounts 
due and owing to any of its subcontractors/suppliers have been paid or will be paid with 
the money received pursuant to this Partial Waiver and Lien Release; 
3. agree to indemnify, hold harmless and defend the Owner Indemnified 
Parties from and against any and all Damages arising out of any Liens related to services 
provided by or work performed by Contractor and/or any of its subcontractors/suppliers; 
and agree and certify that all amotmts properly due and payable with respect to all prior 
invoices for payment have been paid in full by Contractor to it and the applicable lien 
waivers associated therewith are final and unconditional. 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF. the undersigned has executed and delivered 
this Partial Waiver and Lien Release~~ of .2, e L- _. 20.!..Z-





PARTIAL WAIVER AND LIEN RELEASE 
(SUBCONTRACTOR/SUPPLIER) 
Fagen, Inc., a Minnesota corporation ("Contractor'), and XRG Development 
Group of Idaho LLC, a Idaho limited. liability company {"Owner'j, have entered into that 
certain Amended and Restated Balance of Plant Engineering, Procurement and 
Construction Services Agreement, dated December 31, 2011 (the "Agreement;. 
Capitalized terms used herein and not otherwise defined herein have the meanings set 
forth in the Agreement 
Industrial Automation Con ("Subcontracfor/Suppli~ and Contractor have 
entered into that certain subcontract/purchase agreement attached to Fagen Purchase 
Orders 532871) pursuant to which Subcontractor/Supplier shall provide and Contractor 
shall purchase certain equipment, materials, supplies and/or services. 
For and in consideration of the partial payment in the amount of $4234.50 (Inv# 
4259). the receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, for labor, skill, equipment, services, 
supplies and material furnished, or to be fimrished, to Contractor and Owner, and other 
good and valuable consideration, Subcontractor does hereby, to the extent paid: 
1. irrevocably and unconditionally waive, release, discharge and relinquish 
any and all Liens and-claims of, and rights to, Liens with respect to and on (a) the Project 
and all improvements thereon, (b) any material, fixtures, apparatus and machinery {and 
moneys, funds or other considerations due or to become due from Own:er or Contractor 
on account of labor, services, material, fixtures, apparatus and machinery) relating to the 
Project, and ( c) any other property of Owner (the "Released Property"); 
2. agree and certify that (a) there are no Liens on the Released Property by, 
through or under the undersigned, any of its subcontractors/suppliers or any of its 
respective employees, (b) (i) the undersigned has not received a notice of intention to 
claim any Liens (including Liens by, through or under any of its subcontractors) on the 
Released Property, (ii) no proceeding to establish any such Liens has been filed or 
instituted by it, and (iii) there is no known basis for any such Liens, and ( c) all amounts 
due and owing to any of its subcontractors/suppliers have been paid or will be paid with 
the money received pmsuant to this Partial Waiver and Lien Release; 
3. agree to indemnify, hold harmless and defend the Owner Indemnified 
Parties from and against any and all Damages arising out of any Liens related to services 
provided by or work performed by Contractor and/or any of its subcontractors/suppliers; 
and agree and certify that all amounts properly due and payable with respect to all prior 
invoices for payment have been paid in full by Contractor to it and the applicable lien 
waivers associated therewith are final and unconditional. 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF'. the undersigned has executed and delivered 
this Partial Waiver and Lien Release this j_ day of Fi.ti. , 20 I~ 
lndustrinl Automation Coo. 
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ExhibitK 
PARTIAL WAIVER AND LIEN RELEASE 
(SUBCONTRACTOR/SUPPLIER) 
Fagen, Inc., a Minnesota corporation ("Contractor"), and XRG Development 
Group of Idaho LLC, a Idaho limited liability company ("Ownerj, have entered into that 
certain Amended and Restated Balance of Plant Engineering, Procurement and 
Construction Services Agreement, dated December 31, 2011 (the "Agreement"). 
Capitalized terms used herein and not otherwise defined herein have the meanings set 
forth in the Agreement. 
Nix Excavating ("Subcontractor/Supplier'') and Contractor have entered into that 
certain subcontract/purchase agreement attached to Fagen Purchase Orders 512373) 
pursuant to which Subcontractor/Supplier shall provide and Contractor shall purchase 
certain equipment, materials, supplies and/or services. 
For and in consideration of the partial payment in the amount of $1400.00 (Inv# 
3834), the receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, for labor, skill, equipment, services, 
supplies and material furnished, or to be furnished, to Contractor and Owner, and other 
good and valuable consideration, Subcontractor does hereby, to the extent paid: 
1. irrevocably and unconditionally waive, release, discharge and relinquish 
any and all Liens and claims o:t and rights to, Liens with respect to and on (a) the Project· 
and all improvements thereon, (b) any material, fixtures, apparatus and machinery (and 
moneys, funds or other considerations due or to become due from Owner or Contractor 
on account of labor, services, material, fixtures, apparatus and machinery) relating to the 
Project, and (c) any othei: property of Owner (the "Released Property"); 
2. agree and certify that {a) there are no Liens on the Released Property by, 
through or under the lllldersigned, any of its subcontractors/suppliers or any of its 
respective employees, (b) {i) the undersigned has not received a notice of intention to 
claim any Liens {"mcluding Liens by, through or llllder any of its subcontractors) on the 
Released Property, (ii) no proceeding to establish any such Liens has been filed or 
instituted by it, and (iii) there is no known basis for any such Liens, and ( c) all amounts 
due and owing to any of its subcontractors/suppliers have been paid or will be paid with 
the money received pursuant to this Partial Waiver and Lien Release; 
3. agree to indemnify, hold harmless and defend the Owner Indemnifi~ 
Parties from and against any and all Damages arising out of any Liens related to services 
provided by or work performed by Contractor and/or any of its subcontractors/suppliers; 
and agree and certify ~ all amounts properly due and payable with respect to all prior 
invoices for payment have been paid in full by Contractor to it and the applicable lien 
waivers associated therewith are final and wiconditional. 
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Dec161107:31a Nix Excavating, lno/Sam 2087370903 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned has executed and delivered 
this Partial Waiver and Lien Release this _J/i. day of.llu<sr#r.., • 20Jl:... 
-··--· 
STATE of...,./thh....,=---
COUNTY of .Ar,;;.:/,.ils 
Ni'lt Excavating [nc 
By. ~~ 






PARTIAL WAIVER AND LIEN RELEASE 
(SUBCONTRACTOR/SUPPLIER) 
Fagen, Inc., a Minnesota coipOration ("Contractor;, and XRO Development 
Group of Idaho LLC, a Idaho limited liability company ("Owner''), have entered into that 
certain Amended and Restated Balance of Plant Engineering, Procurement and 
Construction Services Agreement, dated December 31, 2011 (the "Agreemenf'). 
Capitalized terms used herein and not otherwise defined herein have the meanings set 
forth in the Agreement. 
Nix Excavating ("Subcontractor/Sypplier") and Contractor have entered into that 
certain subcontract/purchase agreement attached to Fagen Purchase Orders 524127) 
pursuant to which Subcontractor/Supplier shall provide and Contractor shall purchase 
certain equipment, materials, supplies and/or seIVices. · 
For and in consideration of the partial payment in the amount of $166306.30 
(Inv# 3904), the receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, for labor, skill, equipment, 
services, supplies and material. furnished, or to be furnished, to Contractor and Owner, 
and other good and valuable consideration, Subcontractor does hereby, to the extent paid: 
1. irrevocably and unconditionally waive, release, discharge and relinquish 
any and all Liens and claims of, and rights to, Liens with respect to and on (a) the Project 
and all improvements thereon, (b) any material, fixtures, apparatus and machlnery (and 
moneys, funds or other considerations due or to become due from Owner or Contractor 
on account of Jaber, services, material, fixtures, apparatus and machinery) relating to the 
Project, and (c) any other property of Owner (the "Released Propertyj; 
2. agree and certify that (a) there are no Liens on the Released Property by, 
through or under the undersigned, any of its subcontractors/suppliers or any of its 
respective employees, (b) (i) the undersigned has not received a notice of intention to 
claim any Liens (including Liens by, through or under any of its subcontractors) on the 
Released Property, (ii) no proceeding to establish any such Liens bas been filed or 
instituted by it, and (iii) there is no known basis for any such Liens, and (c) all amounts 
due and owing to any of its subcontractors/suppliers have been paid or will be paid with 
the money received pursuant to this Partial Waiver and Lien Release; 
3. agree to indemnify, hold harmless and defend the Owner Indemnified 
Parties from and against any and all Damages arising out of any Liens related to services 
provided by or work performed by Contractor and/or any of its subcontractors/suppliers; 
and agree and certify that all amounts properly due and payable with resped to all prior 
invoices for payment have been paid in full by Contractor to it and ~e applicable ~ien 
waivers associated therewith are final and unconditional. 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the~-has executed and de1iveJ:ed 
'I ' this Partial Waiver and Lie.a Release this <.? . day ofi •.• 2Q·l,P, - ., -





PARTIAL WAIVER AND LIEN RELEASE 
(SUBCONTRACTOR/SUPPLIBR) 
Fagen, Inc., a Minnesota corporation ("Contractor"), and XRO Development 
Group of Idaho LLC, a Idaho limited liability company ("Owner''), have entered into that 
certain Amended and Restated Balance of Plant Engineering. Procurement and 
Construction Services Agreement, dated December 31, 2011 (the "Agreement"). 
Capitalized terms used herein and not otherwise defined herein have the meanings set 
forth in the Agreement 
Renewable Resource Cnslt ("Subcontractor/S:mmliet') and Contractor have 
entered into that certain s~bcontract/purchase agreement attached to Fagen Purchase 
Orders 524117) pursuant to which Subcontractor/Supplier shall provide and Contractor 
shall purchase certain equipment, materials, supplies and/or services. 
For and in consideration of the partial payment in the amount of $22500.00 (Inv# 
1102841), the receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, for labor, skill, equipment, 
services, supplies and material furnished, or to be furnished, to Contractor and Owner, 
and other good and valuable consideration, Subcontractor does hereby, to the extent paid; 
1. irrevocably and unconditionally waive, release, discharge and relinquish 
any and all Liens and claims of: and rights to, Liens with respect to and on (a) the Project 
and all improvements thereon, (b) any material, fixtmes, apparatus and machinery (and 
moneys, funds or other considerations due or to become due from Owner or Contractor 
on account oflabor, services, material, fixtures, apparatus and machinery) relating to the 
Project, and ( c) any other property of Owner (the "Released Property"); 
2. agree and certify that. (a) there are no Liens on the Released Property by, 
through or under the undersigned, any of its subcontractors/suppliers or any of its 
respective employees, {b) (i) the undersigned has not received a notice of intention to 
claim any Liens (including Liens by, through or under any of its subcontractors) on the 
Released Property, {ii) no proceeding to establish any such Liens has been filed or 
instituted by it, and (iii) there is no known basis for any such Liens, and ( c) all amounts 
due and owing to any of its subcontractors/suppliers have been paid or will be paid with 
the money received pursuant to this Partial Waiver and Lien Release; 
3. agree to indemnify, hold harmless and defend the Owner Indemnified 
Parties from and against any and all Damages arising out of any Liens related to services 
provided by or work performed by Comractor and/or any of its subcontractors/suppliers; 
and agree and certify that all amounts properly due and payable with respect to all prior 
invoices for payment have been paid in full by Contractor to it and the applicable lien 
waivers associated therewith are final and unconditional. 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF the Wldersigned has executed and delivered 
this Partial Waiver and Lien Release this l~ day of \20 W\J, 20.ll:-
v 
STATE of Mll\~ 
COUNTY ofHeOC{pl h 
Renewable Resource Cnslt 
By:~4 
Name: M 16-t-F.+b\.- & 
Title: p,!.,1...J~f' 4-L 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me by (\ljlr.hlcl %(•p this l \'ftt day of 
Jln~ . 20\'2-
SHARI C DONNELLY 
NOTARY PUBLIC 
MINNE~OTA 
My Conrnlsslon Explrn Jan. 31, 2018 





PARTIAL WAIVER AND LIEN RELEASE 
(SUBCONTRACTOR/SUPPLIER) 
Fagen, Inc., a Minnesota corporation ("Contractor"), and XRG Development 
Group of Idaho LLC, a Idaho limited liability company ("Owner''), have entered into that 
certain Amended and Restated Balance of Plant Engineering, Procurement and 
Construction Services Agreement, dated December 31, 2011 (the "Agreemenf'). 
Capitalized terms used herein and not otherwise defined herein have the meanings set 
forth in the Agreement. 
Renewable Resource Cnslt r,Subcontractor/Supj>lier") and Contractor have 
entered into that certain subcontract/purchase agreement attached to Fagen Purchase 
Orders 524130) pursuant to which Subcontractor/Supplier shall provide and Contractor 
shall purchase certain equipment, materials, supplies and/or services. 
For and in consideration of the partial payment in the amount of $10000.00 (Inv# 
1103111 ), the receipt of which is hereby aclmowledged, for labor, skill, equipment, 
services, supplies and material furnished, or to be furnished, to Contractor and Owner, 
and other good and valuable consideration, Subcontractor does hereby, to the extent paid: 
1. irrevocably and unconditionally waive, release, discharge and relinquish 
any and all Liens and claims of, and rights to, Liens with respect to and on (a} the Project 
and all improvements thereon, (b) any material, fixtures, apparatus and machinery (and 
moneys, funds or other considerations due or to become due from Owner or Contractor 
on account of labor, services·, material, fixtures, apparatus and machinery) relating to the 
Project, and (c) any other property of Owner (the "Released Property"); 
2. agree and certify that (a) there are no Liens on the Released Property by, 
through or under the undersigned, any of its subcontractors/suppliers or any of its 
respective employees, (b) (i) the undersigned has not received a notice of intention to 
claim any Liens (including Liens by, through or under any of its subcontractors) on the 
Released Property, (ii) no proceeding to establish any such Liens has been filed or 
instituted by it, and (iii) there is no known basis for any such Liens, and ( c) all amounts 
due and owing to any of its subcontractors/suppliers have been paid or will be paid with 
the money received pursuant to this Partial Waiver and Lien Release; 
3. agree to indemnify, hold harmless and defend the Owner Indemnified 
Parties from and against any and all Damages arising out of any Liens related to services 
provided by or work performed by Contractor and/or any of its subcontractors/suppliers; 
and agree and certify that all amounts properly due and payable with respect to all prior 
invoices for payment have been paid in full by Contractor to it and the applicable· lien 
waivers associated therewith are final and unconditional. 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned has executed and delivered 
this Partial Waiver and Lien Release this2...i>day of febtvo,<,,J· 2012.. · 
STATE of M(Y)CGOl-a 
COUNTY orlienoep\O 
Renevvable Resource Cnslt 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me by tiltr.hld J. Sip this 2J.'O day of 
:febixicy • 20 l2. 
SHARI C OQNNBl.Y 
NOTARY PUBLIC 
MINNESOTA 
u, CouiiliSsklrl Eiqns JIii. 31, 2016 
~r.~ Publicin andfu the State of 
~~resi~gat: 
_ orp1 n lhYtb./ 
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ExhibitK 
PARTIAL WAIVER AND LIEN RELEASE 
(SUBCONTRACTOR/SUPPLIER) 
Fagen, Inc., a Minnesota coipOration ("Contractot'j, and XRG Development 
Group of Idaho LLC, a Idaho limited liability company ("Owner"), have entered into that 
certain Amended and Restated Balance of Plant Engineering, Procurement and 
Construction Services Agreement, dated December 31, 2011 (the "Agreement''). 
Capitalized terms used herein and not otherwise defined herein have the meanings set 
forth in the Agreement 
Terracon Consultants Inc ("Subcontractor/Supplier") and Contractor have entered 
into that certain subcontract/purchase agreement attached to Fagen Ptrrchase Orders 
526430) pursuant to which Subcontractor/Supplier shall provide and Contractor shall 
purchase certain equipment, materials, supplies and/or services. 
For and in consideration of the partial payment in the amount of$90200.00 (Inv# 
POOI l 78), the receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, for labor, skill, equipment, 
services, supplies and material furnished, or to be furnished, to Contractor and Owner, 
and other good and valuable consideration, Subcontractor does hereby, to the extent paid: 
1. irrevocably and unconditionally waive, release, discharge and relinquish 
any and all Liens and claims of, and rights to, Liens with respect to and on (a) the Project 
and all improvements thereon, (b) any material, fixtures, apparatus and machinery (and 
moneys, funds or. other considerations due or to become due from Owner or Contractor 
on account of labor, services, material, fixtures, apparatus and machinery) relating to the 
Project, and (c) any other property of Owner (the "Released Property''); 
2. agree and certify that (a) there are no Liens on the Released Property by, 
through or under the undersigned, any of its subcontractors/suppliers or any of its 
respective employees, (b) (i) the undersigned has not received a notice of intention to 
claim any Liens (including Liens by, through or under any of its subcontractors) on the 
Released Property, (ii) no proceeding to establish any such Liens has been filed or 
instituted by it, and (iii) there is no known basis for any such Liens, and (c) all amounts 
due and owing to any of its subcontractors/suppliers have been paid or will be paid with 
the money received pmsuant to this Partial Waiver and Lien Release; 
3. agree to indemnify, hold hannless and defend the Owner Indemnified 
Parties from and against any and all Damages arising out of any Liens related to services 
provided by or work performed by Contmctor and/or any of its subcontractors/suppliers; 
and agree and certify that all amolDlts properly due and payable with respect to all prior 
invoices for payment have been paid in full by Contractor to it and the applicable lien 
waivers associated therewith are final and unconditional. 
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PARTIAL WAIVER AND LIEN RELEASE 
(SUBCONTRACTOR/SUPPLIER) 
Fagen, Inc., a Minnesota corporation ('"Contractor'), and XR.G Development 
Group of Idaho LLC, a Idaho limited liability company ("Own~, have entered into that 
certain Amended and Restated Balance of Plant Engineering, Procurement and 
Construction Services Agreement, dated December 31, 2011 (the "Agreement"). 
Capitalized terms used herein and not otherwise defined herein have the meanings set 
forth in the Agreement 
Terracon Consultants Inc ("Subcontractor/Supplier") and Contractor have entered 
into that certain subcontract/purchase agreement attached to Fagen Purchase Orders 
526431) pursuant to which Subcontractor/Supplier shall provide and Contractor shall 
purchase certain equipment, materials, supplies and/or services. 
For and in consideration of the partial payment in the amount of $15300.00(lnv# 
P001234), the receipt of which is herebY. acknowledged, for labor, skill, equipment, 
services, supplies and material furnished, or to be furnished, to Contractor and Owner, 
and other good and valuable consideration, Subcontractor does hereby, to the extent paid: 
1. irrevocably and unconditionally waive, release, discharge and relinquish 
any and all Liens and claims ot: and rights to, Liens with respect to and on (a) the Project 
and all improvements .thereon, (b) any material, fixtures, apparatus and machinery (and 
moneys, funds or other considerations due or to become due from Owner or Contractor 
on account of labor, services, material, fixtures, apparatus and machinery) relating to the 
Project, and (c) any other property of Owner (the "Released Property"); 
2. agree and certify that (a) there are no Liens on the Released Property by, 
through or under the undersigned, any of its subcontractors/suppliers or any of its 
respective employees, (b) (i) the undersigned has not received a notice of intention to 
claim any Liens (including Liens by, through or under any of its subcontractors) on the 
Released Property, (ii) no proceeding to establish any such Liens has been filed or 
instituted by it, and (iii) there is no known basis for any such Liens, and (c) all amounts 
due and owing to any of its subcontractors/suppliers have been paid or will be paid with 
the money received pursuant to this Partial Waiver and Lien Release; 
3. agree to indemnify, hold harmless and defend the Owner Indemnified 
Parties from and against any and all Damages arising out of any Liens related to services 
provided by or work performed by Contractor and/or any of its subcontractors/suppliers;, 
and agree and certify that !111 amounts properly due and payable with respect to all prior 
invoices for payment have been paid in full by Con1ract0r to it and the applicable lien 
waivers associated therewith are final and unconditional. 
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DEC-09-2011 11:19 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF. 1hc undersigned has executed·lqi delivered 
this Pa:rtial Watver and Lien Release this!"" day of @c. • 20.!! 
STATEof......:a~......,..~·\~~~ 
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PARTIAL WAIVER AND LIEN RELEASE 
(SUBCONTRACTOR/SUPPLIER) 
Fagen, Inc., a Minnesota corporation ("Contractor"), and XRG Development 
Group of Idaho LLC, a Idaho limited liability company ("Ownerj, have entered into that 
certain Amended and Restated Balance of Plant Engineering, Procurement and 
Construction Services Agreement, dated December 31, 2011 (the "Agreement''). 
Capitalized terms used herein and not otherwise defined herein have the meanings set 
forth in the Agreement 
Terracon Consultants Inc ("Subcontractor/SupJ>lier") and Contractor have entered 
into that certain subcontract/purchase agreement attached to Fagen Purchase Orders 
526427) pursuant to which Subcontractor/Supplier shall provide and Contractor shall 
purchase certain equipment, materials, supplies and/or services. 
For and in consideration of the partial payment in the amollllt of $27020.00(Inv# 
POO 1176), the receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, for labor, skill, equipment, 
services, supplies and material furnished, or to be furnished, to Contractor and Owner, 
and other good and valuable consideration, Subcontractor d~ hereby, to the extent paid: 
1. irrevocably and unconditionally waive, release, discharge and relinquish 
any and all Liens and claims of: and rights to, Liens with respect to and on (a) the Project 
and all improvements thereon, (b) any material, fixtures, apparatus and ~hinery (and 
moneys, funds or other considerations due or to become due from Owner or Contractor 
on account of labor, services, material, fixtures, apparatus and machinery) relating to the 
Project, and (c) any other property of Owner (the "Released Property"); 
2. agree and certify that (a) there are no Liens on the Released Property by, 
through or under the undersigned, any of its subcontractors/suppliers or any of its 
respective employees, (b) (i) the widersigned has not received a notice of intention to 
claim any Liens (including Liens by, through or wider any of its subcontractors) on the 
Released Property, (ii) no proceeding to establish any such Liens has been filed or 
instituted by it. and (iii) there is no known basis for any such Liens, and (c) all amounts 
due and owing to any of its subcontractors/suppliers have been paid· or will be paid with 
the money received pursuant to this Partial Waiver and Lien Release; 
3. agree to indemnify, hold bannless and defend the Owner Indemnified 
Parties from and against any and all Damages arising out of any Liens related to services 
provided by or work perfonned by Contractor and/or any of its subcontractors/suppliers; 
and agree and certify that all amounts properly due and payable with respect to all prior 
invoices for payment have been paid in full by Contractor to it and the applicable lien 
waivers associated therewith are final and unconditional. 
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e • DEC-09-2011 11'18 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned has executed ad dmivered 
this Partial Waiver and Lien Release this ~day of 1Jl: t. • 20lJ.. · · 
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PARTIAL WAIVER AND LIEN RELEASE 
(SUBCONTRACTOR/SUPPLIER) 
Fagen, Inc., a Minnesota corporation ("Contractor'), and XRG Developmen1 
Group of Idaho LLC, a Idaho limited liability company ("Own~. have entered into tha1 
certain Amended and Restated Balance of Plant Engineering, Procurement and 
Construction Services Agreement, dated December 31, 2011 (the "Ameemcmt"). 
Capitalized terms used herein and not otherwise defined herein have the meanjngs set 
forth in 1he Agreement. 
Terracon Consultants Inc ("Subcontractor/Supplig") and Contractor have entered 
into that certain subcontract/purchase agreement attached to Fagen Plll'Chase Orders 
526430) pursuant to which Subcontractor/Supplier shall provide and Contractor shall 
purchase certain equipment, materials, supplies and/or services. 
For and in consideration of the partial payment in the amollllt of $26S48. 7S(Inv# 
1'260501), the receipt of which is hereby acknowledged. for labor, skill, equipment, 
services, supplies and material furnished, or to be furnished. to Contractor and Owner, 
and other good and valuable consideration, Subcontractor does hereby. to the extent paid: 
I. irrevocably and unconditionally waive, release, discharge and relinquish 
any and all Liens and claims of, and rights to, Liens with respecno and on (a) the Project 
and all improvements thereon, (b) any material, fixtures, ·apparatus and machinery (and 
moneys, funds or other considerations due or to become due from Owner or Contractor 
on account of labor, services,~ fixtmes, apparatus and machinery) relat:ing to the 
Project, and (c) any other property of Owner (the ~J.eB.g Property''); 
2. agree and certify that (a) there are no Liens on the Released Property by, 
through or under the undersigned, any of its subcontractors/suppliers or any of its 
respective employees, (b) (i) the undersigned has not received a notice of intention to 
claim any Liens (including Liens by, through or under any of its subcontractors) on the 
Released Property, (ii) no proceeding to establish any such Lie~ has been filed or 
instituted by it, and (iii) 1here is no known basis for any such Liens, and (c) all amollllts 
due and owing to any of its subcontractors/suppliers have been pp.d or will be paid with 
the money received pursuant to this Pattial Waiver and Lien Release; · 
3. agree to indemnify, hold hannless and defend ·the Owner Indemnified 
Parties ftom and against any and all Damages arising out of any Liens related to services 
provided by or work performed by Contractor and/or any of its subcontractors/suppliers; 
and agree and certify that all amounts properly due and payable with respect to all prior 
invoices for payment have been paid in full by Contractor to it and the applicable lien 
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PARTIAL WAIVER AND LIEN RELEASE 
(SUBCONTRACTOR/SUPPLIER) 
Fagen, Inc., a Minnesota corporation ("Contractor"), and XRO Development 
Group of Idaho LLC, a Idaho limited liability company ("~. have entered into that 
certain Amended and Restated Balance of Plant Engineering, Procmement and 
Construction Services Agreement, dated December 31, 2011 (the "Agreement"). 
Capitalized terms used herein and not otherwise defined herein have the meanings set 
forth in the Agreement. 
Terra.con Consultants Inc ("Subcontractor/Supplier") and Contractor have entered 
into that certain subcontract/purchase agreement attache.d to Fagen Purchase Orders 
526431) pursuant to which Subcontractor/Supplier shall provide and Contractor shall 
purchase certain equipment, materials, supplies and/or services. 
For and in consideration of the partial payment in the amount of $7861.00(lnv# 
T260546), the receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, for labor, skill, equipment, 
services, supplies and material furnished, or to be furnished, to Contractor and Owner, 
and other good and valuable consideration, Subcontractor does hereby, to the extent paid: 
1. irrevocably and unconditionally waive, release, discharge and relinquish 
any and all Liens and claims of, and rights to, Liens with respect to and on (a) the Project 
and all improvements thereon, (b) any material, :fixtures, apparatus and machinery (and 
moneys, funds or other considerations due or to become due from Owner or Contractor 
on account of labor, services, material, :fixtures, apparatus and machinery) relating to· the 
Project, and (c) any other property of Owner (the '~leased Property"); 
2. agree and certify that (a) there are no Liens on the Released Property by, 
through or under the undersigned, any of its subcontractors/suppliers or any of its 
respective employees, (b) (i) the undersigned has not received a notice of intention to 
claim any Liens (including Liens by, through or under any of its subcontractors) on the 
Released Property, (ii) no proceeding to establish any such Liens has been filed or 
instituted by it, and (iii) there is no known basis for any such Liens, and ( c) all amounts 
due and owing to any of its subcontractors/suppliers have been paid or will be paid with 
the money received pursuant to this Partial Waiver and Lien Release; 
3. agree to indemnify, hold harmless and defend the Owner Indemnified 
Parties from and against any and all Damages arising out of any Liens related to services 
provided by or work performed by Contractor and/or any of its subcontractors/suppliers; 
and agree and certify that all amounts properly due and payable with respect to all prior 
invoices for payment have been paid in full by Contractor to it and the applicable lien 
waivers associated therewith are final and unconditional. 
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DEC-21-2011 16:37 
STATBof_~_-_E;..__ __ _ 
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Fagen, Inc., a Mi.unesota corporation ("Contraotof). and. XB.G Development. 
Grou.P of Tdaho LLC. fl. Idaho limited liabllity company ("~. haw enteied into that 
ceitain Amended and Restated Balance of Plant Enginccring. Procmcment aur1 
Construction Servir.ea Agreement dated D;cmi'bcr 3 la 2011 (tho "Ap;emcnf'). 
Cs.pltalized temi.s used hetein and not otherwise defined herein have tbe mcamngs set 
forth 1n the A.gremnent. 
Valley Co-Op Inc ("SllbMtttq,&tof!SQgplier") and Cantramor bave entend into 
ihat cenain sub~~e agreement attaclted to Fagen Purchase Ordom SS90S6J 
pu:csuant to which Subcontractor/Supplier &ball PfOvide and Con'l;nictor &ball putehlJae 
CMalG equipmmt, materials, supplies rmd/or services. 
Pot and in~ ottbe patdal paymtnt in the amount of $3731. 14 (luv# 
27627 27623 27626), the receipt of which is tiereby aolatowl~ for labor, akilb 
equipment scrlicea, supplies am1 matmial fmnished, or to be tbrnished, to Contractot 
and Owner, and other good aud vahlable comidmalian. Subcontncr.or doss hereby, to tlle 
extent paid: 
1. hTevocahly ud IDlCOlldltioAaiy waiw, release, c1isdmp md zeliuquish 
any and all Lieus and c.1ahm of, and rights to, Liens with respect to and on (a) tile.Project 
and all improvements thereon, (b) any matmla.1i :Bxmres, apparams and macbiJiezy (and 
moneys, flmd8 or other coDSiderations due or to beccmre due from Owner or Contractor 
on account of labor, semces. Ullterlal, fixtures. a,ppmatus and macldnQY) te1atins to the 
Pra.Jeai. and (c) 81\Y other property ot'Owller (the "lteleased'Properttj; 
2. agree an4 cf:ltify tbai (a) Ibero are 130 :t,ieus on tht RcJcas= Propmy by, 
through or under tbe \1Ddersiglled, any of its ~suppliers or my of its 
respective employees. (b) (I) 1hc undcrsigziccl has AOt re=ved & aotlGO of imentio11 to 
claim ahy Li1m1 (inollm.in1 Liens by, 'through or under any of its subcon1ractors) on the 
Released Property. (ii) no ptacet.ding tD eatnbHsb ,my such Li!m$ bu boa fili,d or 
lnstituted by it, and (iii) rhom is no known basis for &tJ.f such Liens, and (c) all amoQntS 
due end owing to any of its aubcon1ractotslsuppliers have been pai4 or ,vill be paid with 
the money received pursuant to this Partial Waiver mid LieA Release; 
3. agne to bl-.mfy, balcl bmmlesa and defend the Owner ludenrnified 
Parties from and against my and all Damaps adsins out of any Liens re1atBd to services 
p,,vlded by or worlc perJ,rmed by Coutra;rm aud/or ll1l1 of ii& nb;onnctoml,upplien; 
and asrec and cerdf1 tbal all e.:momma properly due and payable wllh ftSl*l to all prior 
mvoices for payment have beell paid 1D :fb11 ~ Contractat ta It aDd tho appllaable Jim 
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FEB-23-2012 TIIU 11:01 AH F,, .. lno, 
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. Valley Co-Op me 
t~~&~iMt 
Titlc: .,.. --------
STATS of \OJt{'uD 
COUNTY of (\u°', 
~CRIBm> AND SWORN to before me 





FAGEN -- -INC. - www.fageninc.com 
Civil - Mechanical - Electrical Contractors 
April 25, 2012 
Exergy Development Group of Idaho, LLC 
James Carkulis 
802 W. Bannock St, 12th Floor 
Boise, ID 83 702 
Dear James: 
501 West Hwy. 212, P.O. Box 159 
Granite Falls, MN 56241 . 
. 32Q.564c3324 
32(),,564-3278 fax 
As prescribed in the Contract, enclosed please find original Payment Application Number 
Four for the Exergy Idaho Six Winds Wind Park Project in Idaho, along with the signed 
Contractor's Partial Waiver and Lien Release. 
Also enclosed, please find a list of subcontractors to be paid from this Payment 
Application. 




Fu.EN,~·- IA . @) 
~l~ 
Kirsten A. Tjosaas 
Controller 
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APPLICATION AND CERTIFICATE FOR PAYMENT AJA DOCUMENT G702 
TO OWNER: 
Notche Butte Wind Farm 
Exergy Development Group of Idaho, 
LLC 
Balsa, ID 83702 
FROM CONTRACTOR: 
Fagen Inc 
501 Wast Highway 212 





CONTRACTOR'S APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT 
Application Is made for payment, as shown below, In connection with 
the Contract Continuation Sheet, AIA Document G703 Is attached. 
1. ORIGINAL CONTRACT SUM $ 
2. Net change by Change Orders $ 
3. CONTRACT SUM TO DATE (Line 1 + 2) $ 
4. TOTAL COMPLETED & STORED TO DATE $ 
(Column G on G703) 
5, RETAINAGE: 
a. On completed Work $ 
(Columns D + E on G703) 
b. On Stored Material $ 
(Column F on G703) 
Total Retalnage (Line 2a + 5b or $ 








6. TOTAL EARNED LESS RETAINAGE $ 589,217.80 
(Line 4 less line 5 total) . 
7. LESS PREVIOUS CERTIFICATES FOR PAYMENT $ 571,279.90 
(Line 6 from prior Certlncate) 
8. CURRENT PAYMENT DUE $ l._ _____ 1_7,_9_37_.9_0_.! 
9. BALANCE TO FINISH, INCl:.UDING RETAINAGE $ 6,658,617.28 
(Line 3 less Line 6) · 
CHANGE ORDER SUMMARY ADDITIONS DEDUCTIONS 
Total changes approved In .oo 
oravlous months bv Owner 
Total changes approved in .00 
TOTALS .00 














Distribution to: § OWNER ARCHITECT B CONTRACTOR 
The undersigned Conlnlotor tertlfles that to the bast of Iha Contraalor's knowledge, 
1nrormat1on and b11llef Iha Work covered by thla App11cau11n for Payment ho bten 
oomptetlllt In uoct1rttan1111 with the contn1t1t 1Jt1cumsnts, th11t 11u 11mounts have been paid by 
Iha CDnlnl11tt1r fc,r Work Ft1rW11lt1h pruvtaus Ceritnaatas Far Payment wena h11uet1 11nd 
payments received t'mm the Ownar, and th11l current payment •hown here 11 correct. 
CB~~TRA~tEle~ Date: )/:-Jtc;~( ~ 
Statecw?t.t·//~ • 
Countyof:~~ 
Subscribe/and sw.JlfQ to before , ~IVV"""/V'\;IMIVll'IMl'"""'llllt.MA 
me this ~r .-dtl.y of 
Notary Publl~-" "-r7 · 
MyCommls;rr;~ t/ar I . I 
ARCHITECT'S CERTIFICATE FOR PAYMENT 
In 11c:con111nce with the Contraut Documents, besad on on-alle observations end the data 
comprising this application, the Architect cartlnas to the owner that to_ Iha bast of the 
Artlhilect'11 knowllldga, Information and beRef the wotk ha• progreased H Indicated, the 
quality or thn wt1'1c 111 In BC1lt1rt111ncn wllh the 
Contract Do~me11ts, and the Contractor Is enUtled to payment of the Amount CerUfled. 
AMOUNT CERTIFIED . . $------
(Attach explanation If amount cerllfied°dlffers from the amount applied for. Initial 
all fTgures on this Application and on the Continuation Sheet that are charged to 
conform to the Amount Certified) · 
ARCHITECT 
By: Date:--------
This Certlftcate Is not negoilable. The AMOUNT CERTIFIED Is payable only to the 
Contractor named herein. Issuance, payment and acceptance of Payment are without 
preJudlce to any rights of the OWner or Goiitraftor under this Contract. 
AIA DOCUMENT Q7tl2 - APPLICATIC)N FOR PAYMENT - AIA @11192- THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS, ·1735 NEW YORK AVENUE, N.vir.; WASHINGTON, o.c. 20008-5292 




AIA Document G702, APPLICATION AND-CERTIFICATION 
PAYMENT, containing Contractor's signed Certification, is attached. 
In tabulations below, amounts are stated to the nearest dollar. 
AIA DOCUMENT G703 
Use Column I on Contracts where variable retalnage for line items may apply. 
A B C D E 
WORK COMPLETED WORK 
SCHEDULED FROM PREVIOUS COMPLETED 
ITEM NUMBER DESCRIPTION OF WORK VALUE APPLICATION THIS PERIOD 
ID+E\ 
01 Crane Rental 590,992.08 .00 .00 
02 Turbine Receive 717,414.00 .00 .00 
03 Foundations 1,571,429.00 157,143.00 2,044.60 
04 Site Pads 205,934.00 4,700.00 15,893.40 
05 Crane Pads 93,990.00 .00 .00 
06 Access Roads and on 545,402.00 114,372.50 .00 
07 Temporary FaclllHes 212,284.00 .00 .00 
08 Off-slte Road lmprov 114,877.00 .00 .oo 
09 SubstaUons .00 .00 .00 
10 Eleclrtcal lnfrastru 704,048.00 .00 .00 
11 Fiber OpUc SY6tems 28,488.00 .00 .00 
12 Turbine Switch Gear 228,962.00 .oo .00 
13 Communlcatlons 132,724.00 .00 .oo 
14 Met Towers & Sensors 211,214.00 .00 .00 
15 SollsTesUng 36,880.00 36,880.00 .00 
16 Site Remedlatlon 42,243.00 .00 .00 
17 Site Surveylna 17,601.00 7,040.40 .00 
18 Misc. (phone, elect). 54,529.00 .00 .00 
19 Const Manaaement 1,518,043.00 30,361.00 .oo 
20 Mobilization 220,783.00 220,783.00 .00 
APPLICATION NO: 4 
APPLICATION DATE: 04/25/2012 
PERIOD TO: 04/25/2012 
PROJECT NO: 114034 601 
PROJECT NAME: Notch Butte 9 Turbines 
F G H 
MATERIALS TOTAL 
PRESENTLY COMPLETED AND BALANCE 
STORED STOREDTO DATE % TO FINISH 
fNOT IN D OR E\ IO+E+Fl fG/C\ (C-G\ 
.00 .00 0 . 590,992.08 
.oo .00 0 717,414.00 
.oo . 159,187.50 10 1;412,241.50 
.00 20,59,3.40 10 185,340.60 
.00. .00 0 93,990.00 
.00 114,372.50 21 431,029.50 
.oo .oo 0 212,284.00 
.00 .00 0 114,877.00 
.00 .00 .o .00 
.00 .00 ·O 704,048.00 
.00 .00 0 28,488.00 
.00 .00 0 228,962.00 
.oo .00 0 132,724.00 
.oo .00 0 211,214.00 
.00 38,880.0Q 100 .00 
.00 .00 ·o 42,243.00 
.00 7,040.40 40 10,560.60 
.00 .oo 0 54,529.00 
.oo 30,361.00 2 1,487,662.00 
.00 220,783.00 1QO .oo 
























AIA COOUMENT G703-CONTINUATION SHEET FOR G702-AIAll:J 1992-THEAMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECT$,.1!35 NEWYORKAVENUE, N.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20006-5392 
Uaera may abtaln valldatlan of thla document by requesting a completed AIA Dacument D401 - Certlflcatlon of Doaument'i Authenticity frum tha Llcanaee. 
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APPLICATION AND CERTIFICATE FOR PAYMENT AIA DOCUMENT G702 
TO OWNER: 
Lava Beds Wind Farm, LLC 
Exergy Development Group of Idaho, 
LLC 
Boise, ID 83702 
FROM CONTRACTOR: 
Fagen Inc 
501 West Highway 212 
Granite Falls, MN 56241 
PROJECT: 
. Lava Beds 
9Turblnes 
VIA ARCHITECT: 
CONTRACTOR'S APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT 
Application is made for payment, as shown below, In connection with 
the Contract. Continuation Sheet, AIA Document G703 is attached. 
1. ORIGINAL CONTRACT SUM 
2. Net change by Change Orders 
3. CONTRACT SUM TO DATE (Line 1 + 2} 
4. TOTAL COMPLETED & STORED TO DATE 
(Column G on G703) 
5. RETAINAGE: 
a. On Completed Work 
(Columns D + E on G703) 
b. On Stored Material 
(Column Fon G703) 
Total Retalnage (Line 2a + 5b or 















6. TOTAL EARNED LESS RETAINAGE $ 623,094.02 
(Line 4 less line 5 total} 
7. LESS PREVIOUS CERTIFICATES FOR PAYMENT 
(Line 6 from prior Certificate) 
8. CURRENT PAYMENT DUE 
9. BALANCE TO FINISH, INCLUDING RETAINAGE 
(Line 3 less Line 8) · · 
CHANGE ORDER SUMMARY ADDITIONS 
Total changes approved In 
previous months bv Owner 
Total changes approved 1n 
TOTALS 
NET CHANGES by Change Order 
$ 623,094.02 























The undersigned Contractor cerllfles that to lhl! besl of th.a Contractor's knowledge. 
inforrmitlon and bellef Iha Work covered by this Appllcatlon for Payment has been 
completed In accordance wtlh !he Contract Documents, that all amounts have been paid by 
the contractor for Work fcrWhich previous Cerilflcates for Payment were Issued and 
payments received from the Owner, and that current payment shown here ls correct. 
CONTRAfTOR~~~~n 
By: 7U1(.,(· . Date: )f -~6"-f ~ 
Stiite~·//~~ 
_coun~of.'(f~ fWd,d f e,. 
Subscribed ~d s~efore./1_.,.,. i .. ~ 
melhls b'-lg,, day of rT/~I 
Notary Publl~ ,, "'- r-7 '-? ;- · 
MyCommlssicTn~ t/?;t // § 
ARCHITECT'S CERTlFICATE FOR PAYMENT 
in accordance wilh the Contract Documents, baaed on on-site observations and the d11ta 
comprising this application, the Architect certifies to the ownar that to the best or the 
Archllecfs knowledge, Information and bellsf the work has progressed aa indicated, the 
quaDty of the work Is In accordance with the 
· Contract Documents. and the Contractor· ls enlllled to payment of the Amount CerUtled. 
AMOUNT CERTIFIED $---,-. __ _ 
(Attach explanation if amount certified differs from the amount applied for. Initial 
all figures on this Application and on the Continuation Sheet that are charged to 
conform to the Amount Certified) 
ARCHITECT 
By: 
Date: _______ _ 
This Certificate Is not negotlable. The AMOUNT CERTIFIED ls payable only to the 
Contractor named herein. Issuance, payment and acceptance of Payment are without 
prejudice to any rlg~ts of the owner or Contractor under this contract. 
AIA DOCUMENT G702 -APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT-AIA ®1992- THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS, 1735 NEW YORK AVENUE, N.W.. WASHINGTON. D.C. 20Dll6-5292 
UH18 mny obtain valldallon of this doburnant by 111quaat1ng a oomplatad AJA Docymant D401- Cettlficatltin_ of Documenl'a AuthanUclt)' fratri the· UclSnaaa. 0702-1992 
e 
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CONTINUATION SHEET AIA DOCUMENT G703 
AIA Document G702, APPLICATION AND CERTIFICATION 
PAYMENT, containing Contractor's signed Certification, fs attached. 
In tabulations below, amounts are stated to the nearest dollar. 
Use Column f on Contracts where variable retainage for fine items may apply. 
A B C D 
WORK COMPLETED 
SCHEDULED FROM PREVIOUS 
ITEM NUMBER DESCRIPTION OF WORK VALUE APPLICATION 
10-1- El 
01 Crane Rental 590,981.00 .oo 
02 Turbine Receive 732,086.00 .00 
03 FoundaUons 1,662,598.00 161,819.10 
04 Site Pads 159,464.00 .00 
05 Crane Pads 93,989.00 .oo 
08 Access Roads & On SI 739,235.00 118 654.50 
07 Temporary FaclllUes 170,038.00 .00 
08 Off-site Road lmprov .00 .00 
09 Substations .00 .00 
10 Electrical lnfrastru 704,034.00 .00 
11 Fiber Optic System 28,486.00 .00 
12 Turbine Switch Gear 228,957.00 .00 
13 CommunlcaUons Syste 155,367.00 .00 
14 Mel Towers & Sensors 211,210.00 .00 
15 Soils Testing 29,335.00 29,335.00 
16 Site Remediation · 42,242.00 .00 
17 Site Survevlna 17,801.00 · 8,800.60 
18 Misc. (Phone, Elect) 54,528.00 .00 
19 ConstrucUon Manai:iem . 1,559,266.00 83,705.92 

























APPLICATION NO: 4 
APPLICATION DATE: 04/25/2012 
PERIOD TO: 04/25/2012 
PROJECT NO: 114034 602 
PROJECT NAME: Lava 8e.ds 9 Turbines 
F G .. H 
MATERIALS TOTAL 
PRESENTLY · COMPLETED ANO BALANCE 
STORED STORED TO DATE % TO FINISH 
I tNOT IN D OR El ID+E+FI IG/C) IC-Gl 
.00 .DO " 0 590,981.00 
.00 .00 0 732,068.00 
.00 161,819.10 10 1,400,778.90 
.o~ '.00 0 159,484.00 
.00 .00 0 93 989.00 
.00 118,654.60 .16 620,680.50 
.00 .00 0 170,038.00 
.oo .OQ 0 .00 
.00 .00 0 .00 
.oo .00 0 704,034.00 
.oo .oo 0 28,486.00 
.00 .00 0 228,957.00 
.oo .00 0 156,367.00 
.oo .00 0 211,210.00 
.00 29,335.00 . .100 .OD 
.00 .00 0 42,242.00 
.00 8,800.50 50 8,800.50 
.00 · .00 0 54,528.00 
.oo 83,705.92 5 1,475,560.08 
.00 220,779.00 100 .00 
























NA DOCUMENT G708 - CONTINUATION SHEET FOR G702-AIA@ 1·992 -THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS, ·1785 NEW YORK AVENUE:, N.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20008-5392 




APPLICATION AND CERTIFICATE FOR PAYMENT AIA DOCUMENT G702 
TO OWNER: PROJECT: 
Rogerson Flats Wind Farm, 
Exergy Developme11t Group of Idaho, 
LLC 
Jack Ranch Rogerson 
Fl~ts 10 Turbines 
Boise, ID 83702 
FROM CONTRACTOR: 
Fagen Inc 
501 West Highway 212 
Granite Falls, MN 56241 
VIA ARCHITECT: 
CONTRACTOR'S APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT 
Application is made for payment, as shown below, In connection with 
the Contract. Continuation Sheet, AIA Document G703 Is attached. 
1. ORIGINAL CONTRACT SUM 
2. Net change by Change Orders 
3. CONTRACT SUM TO DATE (Line 1 + 2) 
4. TOTAL COMPLETED & STORED TO DATE 
(Column G on G703) 
5. REfAINAGE: 
a.. On Completed Work 
(Columns D + E on G703) 
b. On Stored Material 
(Column Fon G703) 
Total Retalnage (Line 2a + 5b or 















6. TOTAL EARNED LESS RETAINAGE $ 726,359.11 
(Llne 4 less line 5 total) 
7. LESS PREVIOUS CERTIFICATES FOR PAYMENT 
(Llne 6 from prior Certificate) 
8. CURRENT PAYMENT DUE 
9. BALANCE TO FINISH, INCLUDING RETAINAGE 
(Line 3 less Line 6) 
CHANGE O.RDER SUMMARY ADDITIONS 
Total changes approved In 
orevlous months bv Owner -
Total changes approved In 
TOTALS. 
NET CHANGES by Change Order 
$ 506,077.33 
$ !...__ __ 2_20_.2_a_1._1s_.! 



















~ OWNER ARCHITECT 
CONTRACTOR 
D 
The undersigned Contractor certifies that to the best of Iha Conlractor's knowledge, 
Information and bellf!f the Wor1c covered by this Application for Payment has been 
completed In accordance with the Conlracl D1>cuments, that an amounts have been paid by 
the Cantractar far Wark for which previous Cerilficates for Payment were Issued and 
payments received from the Owner, and that current payment shown here is correct. 
~~~RA~~n~Y\ Date: 
State~' J ~~ ..__ ----":;....:..;;'--''-
County of: l.f'.~ iJ!...arµ · 
Subscribed and swdtn to befo.!t..,., • • , /J 
me this c7\ 5"1' 4Jay of /J J"".~ 
Notary Public: ~. 'Y'J,..c-·c.-c:~~_, 
My Commission expires: (; 8 ( // ~ 
ARCHITEC.T1S CERTIFICATE FOR PAYMENT 
In accordance with the Contract Documents, based on on-site observations and the data 
comprising this application, the Archlleot certlnes to the OWner that to the best or the 
Archilact'a knowledge, Information and belief the work has progreased as Indicated, the" 
quallly or the work Is In accordance with the 
Contract Documents, arid Ule Contractor Is enUUed to payment of the Amount Cerllfled. 
AMOUNT CERTIFIED $------
(Attach explanation If Elmount certified differs from the amount applied for. Initial 
all figures on this Application and on ihe Continuation Sheet that are charged to 
conform to the Amount Certlfled) 
ARCHITECT 
Date:--------
This Certificate Is not negoUable. The AMOUNT CERTIFIED Is payable only to the 
Contractor named herein. Issuance, payment and acceptance of Payment are without 
prejudice to any rights of U,e Owner or Contractor under this Contract. 
AIA DOCUMENT G7D2 -APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT -AIA 01992- THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS, 17~5 NEW YORK ~VENUE, N.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 2000B-5292 
Uaan1 may obtain wlldatlan af this daoument by requesting a camplatad AIA Dacumant D401 - Certification af Dacumant'a Authentlbltj tram tha LICllnaee. G702-1992 
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CONTINUATION SHEET 
AIA Document G702, APPLICATION AND CERTIFICATION 
PAYMENT, containing Contractor's signed Certification, Is attached. 
In tabulations below, amounts are stated to the nearest dollar. 
AIA DOCUMENT G703 
Use Column I on Contracts where variable retainage for line items may apply. 







Page 1 of1 
PROJECT NAME: Jack Ranch Rogerson Flats 10 Turbines 
A B C D E F G . I H 
WORK COMPLETED WORK MATERIALS TOTAL RETAJNAGE 
SCHEDULED FROM PREVIOUS COMPLETED PRESENTLY COMPLETED AND · BALANCE (IF VARIABLE 
ITEM NUMBER DESCRIPTION OF WORK VALUE APPLICATION THIS PERIOD STORED STORED TO. DATE o/o TO FINISH RATE) 
ID+El ilNOTIN DOR El ID+E+Fl fG/Cl fC-Gl 
01 Crane .Rental 227,123.25 .00 .00 .. oo .00 0 227,123.25 .00 
02 Turbine Receive Asse· 759,456.75 .00 146.45 .00 146.45 0 769,310.30 .oo 
03 Foundations 1,723,215.50 70,293.00 82,008.25 . 00 152,301.25 . ·9 . 1,570,914.25 .00 
04 Site Pads 281,170.75 .00 48,678.23 .00 48,678".23 17 232,492.52 .00 
05 Crane Pads 93 723.50 .oo .oo - .00 .00 0 93,723.50 .00 
06 Access Roads and On 796,182.00 70,107.75 48,938.01 .00 119,045.76 15 en.1ae.24 .00 
07 Temporary FaclllUes 142,502.75 .00 .00 .00 .00 0 142,502.75 .00 
08 Off-site Road lmprov .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 0 .oo .oo 
09 SubstaUons 2,145,906.75 .00 .oo .00 .00 0 2,145,906.75 .00 
10 Elecb1cal lnfrastru 768,533.50 .00 .00 .00 :. .00 II 768,533.50 .00 
11 Fiber OpUc System 29,006.75 .00 .00 .00 .00 0 29,006.75 .00 
12 Turbine Switch Gear 253,996.75 .00 .00 .00 .oo 0 253,998.75 .oo 
13 CommunlcaUons Syste 177,726.25 3,555.00 .00 .00 3,555.00 2 174,171.25 .oo 
14 Met Towers & Sensors .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 0 .00 .oo 
15 Soils Testing 35,148.25 35,148.25 .00 .00 35,146.2~ 100 .00 .. oo 
16 · Site Remediation 43,933.00 .00 .00 .00 .oo 0 43,933.00 .00 
17 Site Surveying 17,573.25 8,787.00 .00 .00 8,787.00 50 8,786.25 .oo 
18 Misc. (Phone, elect) 22,096.25 .oo .00 .00 .oo 0 22,096.25 .00 
19 ConstrucUon Managem 955,435.00 40,223.00 40,610.84 .00 80,733.84 8 874,701.16 .oo 
20 MoblllzaUon 245,277.75 245,2n.75 .00 .00 245,277.75 100 .00 .00 
21 Main SubstaUon Tran 326,875.75 32,687.58 .00 .00 32,687.58 10 294,188.17 .00 --
AIA DOCUMENT (3703 - CONTINUATION SHEET FOR 0702-AJA 01992 -THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS, 1785 NEW YORK AVENUE, N.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 2DDDB-5392 
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APPLICATION AND CERTIFICATE FOR PAYMENT AIA DOCUMENT G702 
TO OWNER: PROJECT: 
Salmon Creek Wind.Farm, Jack Ranch 
Exergy Development Group of Idaho, Salmon Creeks 
LLC 
Boise, ID 83702 
FROM CONTRACTOR: 
Fagen Inc 
501 West Highway 212 
Grantte Falls, MN 56241 
VIA ARCHITECT: 
CONTRACTOR'S APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT 
Application Is made for payment, as shown below, In connection with 
the Contract. Continuation Sheet, AIA Document G703 Is attached. 
1. ORIGINAL CONTRACT SUM 
2. Net change by Change Orders 
3. CONTRACT SUM TO DATE (Line 1 + 2) 
4. TOTAL COMPLETED & STORED TO DATE 
(Column G on G703) 
5. RETAINAGE: 
a. On Completed Work 
(Columns D + E on G703) 
b. On Stored Material 
(Column Fon G703) 
Total Retalnage (Line 2a + 5b or 















6, TOTAL EARNED LESS RETAINAGE $ 726,359.11 
(Line 4 less fine 5 total) 
7. LESS PREVIOUS CERTIFICATES FOR PAYMENT 
(Line 6 from prior Certificate) 
8. CURRENT PAYMENT DUE 
9. BALANCE TO FINISH, INCLUDING RETAINAGE 
(Line 3 less Line 6) 
CHANGE ORDER SUMMARY ADDITIONS 
Total changes approved in 
orevlous months bv Owner 
Total changes approved In 
TOTALS 






















~ OWNER ARCHITECT 
CONTRACTOR 
D 
The undersigned Contractor cerlffies that to the best of the Contractor's knowledge, 
lnformaHon and belief the Work covered by this Application for Payment has been 
comple~d In aocordance·wlth the Contraot Documents, that all amounts have been paid by 
the Contraotor for Work forwhloh previous Certmcates for Payment were Issued and 
payments received frum the Owner, and that current payment shown here is correct. 
c8oy~. · ~~!RJ!~ge91nc /1 A. · . .  Date: d ~-?';2. 
Slate~o·~t;!f? ~ 
County of: ~/~I ~.v\N\NV\IV\fVVVV\.NV\IV\NVvv..,vv,~ 
Subscribed nd.§.P. to be~or. ·. ~ 
me this ~~ y -pay of {. . · 
Notary Publl~~ . i . ,<,..,,c;..C,.-.1i"""IV'irtNVV\NVV\,.,,..,.,VVVV'>JVV\M.f'-
My Commlss~fpi;es: ( /'7 / _. 
Y:Jft/6 
ARCHITECT'S CERTIFICATE FOR PAYMENT 
In accordance with the Contract Documents, baaed on on-site observations rind the data 
comprising this tippllcaUon, the Architect certifies lo the Owner lhal to the best or the 
Arohltecl's knowledge, Information and belief the work has progressed as indicated, lhe 
quality of the work Is in acoordnnce with lhe · · 
Contract Documents, a.nd the Contractor Is entitled to payment of the Amount Certified. 
AMOUNT CERTIFIED . $-----
(Attach explanation If amount certified differs from the amount applied for. Initial 
all ngures on this Application and on the Continuation Sheet that are charged to 
conform to the Amount Cert/fled) 
ARCHITECT 
By: Date:--------
This Certificate is not negoUable. The AMOUNT CERTIFIED Is payable only to the 
Contractor named herein. Issuance, payment and acceptance of Payment ere without 
prefudice to any rights of the Owner or Contractor under this Contract 
AIA OOCUMENT G702 -APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT-AIA 01992- THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS; 1735 NEW YORK AVENUE, N.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20008-5292 
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CONTINUATION SHEET 
AIA Document G702, APPLICATION AND CERTIFICATION 
PAYMENT, containing Contractor's signed Certification, Is attached. 
In tabulations below, amounts are stated to the nearest dollar. 
AIA DOCUMENT G703 
Use Column I on Contracts where variable retalnage for line items may apply, 
APPLICATION NO: 4 . 
APPLICATION DATE: 04/25/2012 
PERIOD TO: 04/25/2012 
PROJECT NO: 114034 604 
Page 1 of 1 






















A B C D E F G H 
WORK COMPLETED WORK MATERIALS TOTAL RETAINAGE 
SCHEDULED FROM PREVIOUS COMPLETED PRESENTLY COMPLETED AND BALANCE (IF VARIABLE 
ITEM NUMBER DESCRIPTION OF WORK VALUE APPLICATION THIS PERIOD STORED STORED TO DATE % TO FINISH RATE) 
<D+El I !NOT IN D OR El ID+ E+ Fl (G/Cl CC-Gl 
Crane Rental 227,123.25 .00 .oo .00 .. 00 · 0 227,123.25 .00 
Turbine Receive 759,456.76. .00 146.45 .00 146.45 0 759,310.30 .00 
FoundaUons 1,723,215.50 70,293.00 82,008.25 .oo 152,301:25 9 1,570,914.26 .00 
Site Pads 281,170.76 .00 48,87~.23 .00 48,878.23 17 232,492.52 .oo 
Crane Pads 93,723.50 .00 .00. .00 .oo 0 93,723.50 .00 
Access Roads and On 796,182.00 70,107.75 48,938.01 .. 00 119,045.76 15 an.13a.24 .00 
TemDOrary Fac:ililles 142,502.75 .00 .00 .00 .00 0 142,502.75 .00 
Off-site Road lmprov .oo .00 .00 .oo .00 0 .00 .00 
Substations 2,146,906.75 .00 .00 .OD .00 0 2,145,906.75 .oo 
Eiecbical lnfrastru 768,533.60 .oo .00 .00 .,oo 0 768,533.50 .00 
Fiber OpUc System 29,006.75 .00 .oo . ' .00 .00 0 29,006.75 .oo 
Turbine Switch Gear 253,996.75 .00 .00 .00 .00 0 · 253,996.75 .00 
Communications Syste 177,726.25 3,555.00 .00 .oo 3,555.00 2 174,171.25 .00 
Met Towers & Sensors 210,878.00 .00 .00 .00 .oo 0 210,878.00 .oo 
Soils Testing 35,146.26 35,146.25 .co . oo 35,146.25 . 10J:! .00 .00 
Site Remediation 43,933.00 .00 .oo .00 .oo 0 43,933.00 .00 
Site Surveying 17,573.25 8,787.00 .00 .00 8,787.00 50 8,786.25 .00 
Misc (Phone, Electrl 22,096.25 .00 .00 .00 .00 0 22,096.25 .00 
Construction Managem 955,435.00 40,223.00 .40,610.84 .00 80,733.84 B 874,701.16 .00 
MobDlzaUon 245,277.75 245,277.75 .00 .oo 245,277.75 100 .oo .oo 
Main SubstaUon Tran 328,875.75 32,887.58 .oo .Clo 32,887.58 10 294,188:11 .00 
AJA DOCUMENT G703 - CONTINUATION SHEET FOR G7D2-AIA 111992-THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS, 1735 NEWYO~KAVENUE, N.W;, WASHINGTON, D.C. 20008-5392 
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APPLICATION AND CERTIFICATE FOR PAYMENT AIA DOCUMENT G702 
TO OWNER: PROJECT: 
Cottonwood Wind Park, LLC Jack Ranch 
Exergy Development Group of Idaho, Cottonwood 
LLC 
Boise, ID 83702 
FROM CONTRACTOR: 
Fagen Inc 
501 West Highway 212 
Granite Fails, MN 56241 
VIA ARCHITECT: 
CONTRACTOR'S APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT 
Application Is made for payment, as shown below, in connection with 
the Contract. Continuation sheet. AIA Document G703 is attached. 
1. ORIGINAL CONTRACT SUM. 
2. Net change by Change Orders 
3. CONTRACT SUM TO DATE (Line 1 + 2) 
4. TOTAL COMPLETED & STORED TO DATE 
{Column G on G703) 
5. RETAINAGE: 
a. On Completed Work 











b. On Stored Material 
(Column F on G703) 
· .00 $ 
Total Retalnagfil (Line 2a + 5b or 
Total ln Column I of G703) 
6. TOTAL EARNED LESS RETAINAGE 
(Line 4 less line 5 total) 
$ 
7. LESS PREVIOUS CERTIFICATES FOR PAYMENT 
(Line 6 from prior Certlftcate) 
8. CURRENT PAYMENT DUE 
9. BALANCE TO FINISH, INCLUDING RETAINAGE . 
(Line 3 less Line 6) 
CHANGE ORDER SUMMARY ADDITIONS 
Total changes approved In 
previous months bv Owner 
Total changes approved In 
TOTALS 





























The undersigned Contractor certfftes that lo ihe best of lhe Contractor's knowledge, 
tnrormallon and belief the Work covered by this Application for Payment has been 
completed In accordance with the Contract Documents, that aD amounts have been paid by 
the Contractor for Work for which previous Certificates for Payment were Issued and 
payments received frum the Owner, and that current payment shown here ls correct. 
CONTR~: F,ag"1_1nc n 
By: ~A vUVY~'Y\_ Date: 1·-;}.6 --/ ~ 
~tate~//,~/• 
County of:~ IU....ou), c.c;..-r<.__..."""".~~ 
St.ibscribed{('n~,;t~ be~t . ..., ~ ~. ~ · 
melhls ~r~yof,.TJ~' 
· N.otary Publi~ u1.e.-~e..e.~lt"f'II 
My Commission expires: /t:3( /; b 
ARCHITECT'S CERTIFICATE FOR PAYMENT 
In accordance with the Contract Documents, based on on-site observauans and the data 
comprising this application, the An:hllect certifies to the Owner that to the best of the 
An:hilecl's knowledge, Information and be Her the work has progmaad as Indicated, the 
quality of the work Is In aacordance with the 
Contract Documerits, and the Contractor Is enutled to payment of the Amount Certlffed. 
AMOUNT CERTIFIED $------
(Attach explanation If amount certified differs from the amount applied for. Initial 
all figures on this Application and on the Continuation Sheet that are charged to 
conform to the Amount Certified) 
ARCHITECT 
By: Date: ______ _ 
This Certlllcate Is not negotiable. The AMOUNT CERTIFIED Is payable only to the 
Contractor named herein. Issuance, payment and acceptance of Payment are without 
preludlce to ariy rights of the Owner or Contractor under this Contract. 
AIA DOCUMENT G702 -APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT-AIA@11192· THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE CF ARCHITECTS, 1735 f'.'EWYORK AVENUE; N.W., 1/YASHINGTON, O.C. 20008-5292 
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CONTINUATION SHEET 
AIA Document G702, APPLICATION AND CERTIFICATION 
PAYMENT, containing Contractor's signed Certification, Is attached. 
In tabulations below, amounts are stated to the nearest dollar. 
AIA DOCUMENT G703 
Use Column I on Contracts where variable retalnage for line items may apply. 
A B .C D E 
WORK COMPLETED WORK 
SCHEDULED FROM PREVIOUS COMPLETED 
ITEM NUMBER DESCRIPTION OF WORK VALUE APPLICATION THIS PERIOD 
ID+El 
01 Crane Rental 227,123.25 .00 .00 
02 Turbine· Receive 759,456.75 .00 146.45 
03 Foundetlons 1 723,215.50 70293.00 82,008.25 
04 · Site Pads 281,170.75 .oo 48,678.23 
05 Crane Pads 93,723.50 .00 .00 
06 Access Roads and On 796,182.00 70,107.75 48,938.01 
07 Temporary FaclllUes 142,502.75 .00 .00 
08 Off-site Road lmprov .00 .00 .00 
09 Substations 2,145,906.75 .00 .oo 
10 Electrical lnfrastru 768,533:50 .00 .00 
11 Fiber OpUc Systems 29,006.75 .00 .00 
12 Turbine Switch Gear 253,996.75 .00 .00 
13 Communications Syste 177,726.25 3,555.00 .00 
14 Met Towers & Sensors .00 .00 .oo 
15 SollsTestlng 35,146.25 35,146.25 .00 
16 Site Remediation 43,933.00 .oo .00 
17 Site Surveying 17,573.25 8,787.00 .00 
18 Misc (Phone, Elect) 22,098.25 .00 .00 
19 Construction Managem 955,435.00 40,223.00 40,510.84 
20 Moblllzation 245,277.75 245,277.75 .00 









PROJECT NAME: Jack Ranch Cottonwood 
F G H 
MATERIALS TOTAL 
PRES.ENTLY COMPLETED AND BALANCE 
STORED STORED TO DATE % TO FINISH 
INOT IN D OR El ID+ E+ Fl CG/Cl 10-Gl 
.00 .00 0 227,123.26 
.00 146.45 0 759,310.30 
.00 152,301.25 . 9 1,570,914.25 
.00 · 48,678.23 17 232,492.52 
.00 :oo 0 93,723.50 
.oo 119,045.76 15 677,136.24 
.00 .00 0 142,502.75 
.00 .00 0 .00 
.oo .00 0 2,145,906.75 
.00 .00 0 768,533.50 
.oo .00 0 29,006.75 
.00 .00 0 253,998.75 
.00 3,555.00 2 174,171.25 
.oo .00 0 .oo 
.00 35,146.25 100 .00 
.oo .00 0 43,933.00 
.oo 8,787.00 50 8,786.25 
.00 .00 0 22,096.25 
.00 80,733.84 8 874,701.16 
.oo 245,277.75 100 .oo 
.00 32,687.58 10 294,188.17 
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APPLICATION AND CERTIFICATE FOR PAYMENT AIA DOCUMENT G702 
TO OWNER: PROJECT: 
Deep Creek Wlnd Park, LLC . Jack Ranch 
Exergy Development Group of Idaho, Deep Creek 
LLC 
Boise, ID 83702 
FROM CONTRACTOR: 
Fagen Inc 
501 West Highway 212 
Granite Falls, MN 56241 
VIA ARCHITECT: 
CONTRACTOR'S APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT 
Application Is made for payment, as shown below, In connection with 
the Contract. Continuation Sheet, AIA Document G703 Is attached. 
1. ORIGINAL CONTRACT SUM 
2. Net change by Change Orders 
3. CONTRACT SUM TO DATE (Line 1 + 2) 
4. TOTAL COMPLETED & STORED TO.DATE 
{Column G on G703) 
5. RETAINAGE: 
a. On Completed Work 
(Columns D + Eon G703) 
b. On Stored Material 
{Column Fon G703) 















Total In Column I of G703) . 
6. TOTAL EARNED LESS RETAINAGE $ 726,359.10 
(Line 4 less line 5 total) 
7. LESS PREVIOUS CERTIFICATES FOR PAYMENT 
(Line 6 from prior Certificate) 
8. CURRENT PAYMENT DUE 
9. BALANCE TO FINISH, INCLUDING RETAINAGE 
(Line 3 less Line 8) 
$ 506,077.31 
s 1L-_ ____ 22_0_.2_e1_.1_9_.I 
. $ 8,529,400.65 
CHANGE ORDER SUMMARY ADDITIONS DEDUCTIONS 
Total changes approved In .00 
orevious months by Owner 
Total changes approved In .00 
TOTALS .00 



















The undersigned Conlraclor certmes that ID !He best of the Contractor's knowledge, 
Information and belief the Work covered by this Application ror Payment has been 
completed In accordance with lhe Contract Documents, lhat an amounts have been paid by 
the Conlractor for Work for which previous Certlflcslea for Payment were Issued and 
paymenls received from the owner, and that current payment shown here Is correct. 
c8oy.~TRA?:::en I~ _ /) ..... ·. . 
Date:J/-~t:/J·-µ 
Sfat~~-/~ 
County of: ·  ~ •=--.r,.~ 
Subscribed~~ lo befo~AJ~J "'1_ 
me this ~~F~ay of "'1/~ ~, 
Notary Pu~~ ~ ·_ ,? '?1 . .A.· ;,e·._IC-"'lll 
MyComm~~ lg/I!.£;-
ARCHITECT'S CERTIFICATE FOR PAYMENT 
In accordance with the Contract Documents, based on on-site observations and the data 
comprising this appllcatlon, the Architect certifies to the Owner that ID !he best of the 
Archltecrs knowledge, lnformaUon and belief the work hes progressed es Indicated, the 
quafily or Iha work Is In accordance with lhe 
Contract Documents, and the Contractor Is eritlUed to payment of the Amount Certified. 
AMOUNT CERTIFIED . , $------
(Attach explanation if amount certified differs from the amount applied for. Initial 
all figures on this Application and on the Continuation Sheet that are charged to 
conform to the Amount Cartifled) 
ARCHITECT 
By: Date:--------
This CerUllcate Is not negotiable. The AMOUNT CERTIFIED Is payable only to the 
Contractor named herel11. Issuance, payment and acceptance of Payment are without 
p_rejudlce to any rights of the Owner o~ Contractor under this Contract. 
AIA DOCUMENT G702 -APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT-AIA 01992- THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS, 1736 NEW YORK ~VEI\IUE, N.W,, WASHINGTON, D.C. 20008-5292 




. . . 
AJA Document G702, APPLICATION AND CERTIFICATION 
PAYMENT, containing Contractor's signed Certification, is attached. 
In tabulations below, amounts are stated to the nearest dollar. 
AIA DOCUMENT G703 
Use Column I on Contracts where variable retainage for line items may apply. 
A B C D E 
WORK COMPLETED WORK 
SCHEDULED FROM PREVIOUS COMPLETED 
ITEM NUMBER DESCRIPTION OF WORK VALUE APPLICATION THIS PERIOD 
<D+EI 
01 Crane Rental 227,123.25 .00 .00 
02 Turbine Receive 759,456.75 .00 146.45 
03 Foundations 1,723,215.50 70,293.00 82,008.25 
04 Site Pads 281,170.75 .00 48,678.24 
05 Crane Pads 93,723.50 .00 .oo 
06 Access Roads and On 796,182.00 70,107.76 48,938.01 
07 Temporarv Facllltles 142,502.75 .00 .00 
08 Off-site Road Jmprov .00 .00 .00 
09 Substations 2,145,906.75 .00 .00 
10 Electrical lnfrastru 768,533.50 .00 .00 
11 Fiber OpHc Systems 29,006.75 .00 .00 
12 Turbine Switch Gear 253,996.75 .00 .00 
13 q>mmunlcaHons Syste 177,726.25 3,656.00 .00 
14 Met Towers & Sensors 210,878.00 .00 · .00 
15 SoDsTesUng 35,146.25 35,146.25 .00 
16 Site Remediation 43,933.00 .00 .00 
17 Site Surveying 17,573.25 8,787.00 .00 
18 Misc (Phone, Elect} 22,096.25 .00 .00 
19 Construction Managem 955,435.00 40,223.00 40,510.84 
20 MoblltzaUon 245,277.75 245,277.75 .00 
21 Main Substation Tran 326,875.75 32,687.56 .00 
APPLICATION NO: 4 
APPLICATION DATE: 04/25/2012 
PERIOD TO: 04/25/2012 
PROJECT NO: 114034 606 
PROJECT NAME: Jack Ranch Deep Creek 
F ·.G H 
MATERIALS TOTAL 
PRESENTLY. COMPLETED AND BALANCE 
STORED STOREDTO DATE % TO FINISH 
1/NOTIN DOR El ID+E+Fl. CG/Cl IC-Gl 
.00 .oo 0 227,123.25 
.oo 146.45 0 759,310.30 
.00 152,301.25 9 1;570,914.25 
• 00 
.. 
'48,678.24 17 232,492.51 
.oo .00 0 93,723.50 
.00 119,045.76 15 677,136.24 
.00 .00 0 142,602.75 
.00 .00 0 .oo 
.00 .oo 0 2,145,906.75 
.oo .00 0 768,533.50 
.oo .00 0 29,006.75 
.oo .00 0 253,996.75 
.00 3,555.00 2 174,171.25 
.00 .00 0 210,878.00 
.oo 35,146.26 · 100 .oo 
.oo .00 0 43,933.00 
.oo 8,787.00 50 8,786.25 
.oo .00 0 22,096.25 
.00 80,733.84 8 874,701.16 
.00 245,277.75 100 .oo 
.00 32,6!17.56 10 294,188.19 
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PARTIAL WAIVER AND LIEN RELEASE 
Fagen, Inc., a Minnesota corporation ("Contractor"), and Exergy Development Group of 
Idaho, L.L.C., ?11 Idaho. limited liability company ("Owner"), have ente~ into that. certain 
Balance of Plant Engineering, Procurement and Construction Services Agreement, dated 
December 31, 2011 (the "Agreement''). Capitalized terms used herein and not otherwise defined 
h~rein have the meanings .set forth in the Agreement 
For and in consideration of partial payment in the amount of eight hundred ninety nine 
thousand sixty five dollars and 03/100 ($899,065.03) for labor, skill, equipment,. services, 
supplies and material furnished, or to be :furnished, to Owner, and other good and valuable . 
consideration, Contractor does hereby, to the extent paid and contingent upon receipt thereof: 
1. irrevocably and unconditionally waive, release; discharge and relinquish ·any and 
all Liens and claims of, and rights to, Liens with respect' to and on (a) the Project and all 
impi:ovements thereon, (b) any material, fixtures, apparatus and machlnery ( and moneys, funds 
or other considerations due or to become due from Owner on account of labor, services, material, 
fixtures, apparatus and machinery) relating to the Project, and (c) any other prop~rty of Owner 
(the "Released Property"); 
2. agree and certify that (a) there are no Liens on the Released Property by, through 
or under the undersigned, any of its subcontractors or any of its respective employees, (b} (i) it 
has not received a notice of intention to claim any Liens (including Liens by, through or under 
any of its Subcontractors) on the Released Property, (1i) no proceeding to establish any such 
Liens has been filed or instituted by it, or to the best of its knowledge after due inquiry, by any of 
its Subcontractors, and {iii) there is no known basis for any such Liens; and 
3. agree and certify that all amounts properly due and payable with respect to all 
prior Applications for Payment have been paid in full by Owner and the applicable lien waivers 
associated therewith are final and unconditional. 
[REMAINDER OF PAGE INTENTIONAUY LEFI' BLANKJ 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersi~ed has ex.ecuted and delivered this 
Partial Waiver and Lien Release this J-b day of °'fniJ . 2012.. · 
STATE o:(k#dl~ 
COUITTY.of rff-~ /IJd;~ 
LEGAL_US_Efl 85903908.4 
r ¥· Jr.v 1 
By: .. ~ A,, · a <;fJ-LY@ C!£'o 
Name .. ::Te.codfr A- ..:ra&i".s.,,n 
Title: . c:.Fc,) · 
682
e 
Lava Beds Legal Description 
EXHIBIT "A" EASEMENT 
Township 1 South, Range 32, E.B.M., Bingham County, Idaho 
Sections 22, 23 and 26: All of that property lying within 1320 feet south and:West of.the 
Tabor Highway/Union Pacific Rail Road right of way. 
Notch Butte Legal Description 
Exhibit A Legal Description 
Township 6 Soutb.,Range 19 East of the Boise Meridian,LlncoJn County,Idaho 
Section 22: EYzEYz 
EXCEPT a portion of the NE111NE"' of Section 22 conveyed to the State ofldaho by Warranty 
Deed 
recorded as Instrument Number I 09244,Linco·Jn County records. 





TOWNSHIP 14 SOUTH, RANGE 16 EAST, BOJSf,~11:RIMi\ft,. TWIN ~l.LS COUNF(, 
mAHO 
SEC'nON 7: GOV'T. LOTS';l, 3, 4,·s, 6,_7; EY:zSW1'4.;:-WVzSEV.;,.sewse,-i• 
EXCEPT 
A·STRIP OF'LAND 11:JD,rEETWIDE, t.:YIN.6:SO'FEErC!JNi&~-e'H~E.Of.THE:FOl;.LO.W:J:HG 
DESCRIBED CENTERl:lNE: 
TDW.NSHIP 014 SOUTH, ·RA'N.GE 16 EAST7::B.M., .1W.IN: fAli.S:£.C1>-UNTY.,.:IDAHD 
SEC'RON7: 
BEGINNING AT A POINT ON TtfE SECl'ION UNE 763 ~, MORE;OR>lESS, SQU:fff _Gf 
THE:WEST QUARTER CORNER Of. SEf:FION 7.,,Wfiieff:~r«·.n;SfA"Q:-oN:~+85:fJF 
".A" LATERAL AS LOCATED; 
THENCE NORT.H 65° 58' EAST 89,4 FEET; 
THENCE ON A 20° CURVE TO THE ta=:r,.157..-2 F-EE'r; 
THENCE Nf>RTJt 34° 32' EAST-422.7 F!:ET.; 
THENCE ON A 20°CURY.E TO ~,RIGl:fl-BD.8 ~i: 
THENCE NORTH 500 42' EAS.l"5S0..7 FEET; 
THENCE-ON A 10° .CURVE'T.O:'J:HE .RlGHT,, ttO .f:EET; 
fflENCE.NORTH no 42'· l:ASlJ' 451:,6.F.HEr; . 
THENCE ON:A 10°· CURVE T,O Tt:IE LEFT, .1SOIFEE!, TE>.1S17A'1'l0N 2:7,;it.+._63.4~WffICf.f 
POINT IS ON Tl'I.E:u\ST ~~ .J,:lNE '1)J' T!1E SVl:'/~N~/ii ,JJE,;"~·~V'T:~G.T7 OF . 
SE~O~ 7 A~:0-865 FEET,. MO~:OR ~,,S9UJH·-~J:~;~·~~$o.F· 
SAID SWWNYfl/4· GOV·T·LOT 7 Of"·SEc:n:Ot, 7.,.AU.S).JliJ~D&-;;IJI fijt,.,Ofsea,:O.N · 
7# TOWNSHIP 14 SOUTtt, :RANGE·ll.6 EA,ST, B~M •• 
AND-EXCEPT 
THAT PDRllON QF THE SEV4$£~4r5ECQ'ON 71 'FOW9.Hlf1',m:SGIRll, RA~E-16 
EAST, B..M., ASl>ESCRlBED: 
BEGINNING AT-A POINT·W.1'1101:f I.S'TtlE CJ;IR~ER:~QN'W,SEp:r.[0.~°7:r.8, 17 
ANO 18, TOWNSHIP 14-SOunt,'RANGc·:(6 ijAS!,-~.r,{r . . 
r;tE~E NO:RTH R>R 141 F..EET; . 
Tl'IENCE SOU'TH 76° 46'·32"~ESir FOR 610'.·fEE:f; 
THENCE 'EAST F.OR 600 FEET TO TNE· CC:>RNER: g)~f-G:0,N.'.T4!) :~QNS ':?J a, 1.7-A'N,:ll' 
18, WHICH IS THE POINT OF BEGINNING. 
SECJION 8: NE'V4SW1f4; SVISW'" 
SECTION 11: GOV'T. L-:OTS l AND' 2, EXCE,f)T THEJ'i,,,ff.J'M._3QD,~'.QF·s,ao L~ 
S'hNEV4· N1/25EV4• S'h5E1/4• W'h OFSECl'IDN,N~v.resf.tt.F-RAlUlO~· J,93 · 
ACRES RAILRG.AiS R:IGHiT oF Wt.Y;-~,,,;.o,.,s&etibri:sbitp,i;~:m,.,-:C~)t~x~a~. 
AND EX-CEP.T 
A ONE (1·) ACRE PARCEL MORE OR LES$, :SP~~J;.LY .PESGRIB.ED.1'5-·F.OL.LOWS: · 
COMMENCING -AT THE .SOUTHEAST CD~NF;IH'f. ~J'!l.l,,"7.:ALL I'llf TO,WN,.H1P . .l;4 . 
SOUTH, RANGE 16 EAST, B.M., WHICH BEARS.SOµ:tH.o.oo,pg; 24~WJ:ST·A·P~A~c;~: 
OF 25;iio.&6 FEET FR'OM'TttE EAST Q.UAR'TER GORNEfl'~F5AJD.~N:i1.; H.NCE 
ON A B~f!IG OF NGRTHOQ109'·2iJ' E.15'.rUISJ'ANCE·liF.'i:S~·FEAiD.N& 
THE EAST BOU~DARY Of ~AlD s~, l,1 ~-W.~!P..C;J~O,.F JIJiq•ID,l~; 
THENCE FROM THIS R~L POINT Of BEGINNif'.i(; QJf~··BE~G•~ NQIUN~ i&' 
58"'WEST A DISTANCE OF 45-0.0D,F.EET N.;QNG"•tiHfa/J;ti'Jl,f.µrtJ;i . · 
LEGAL.:.us_E # 85903908.4 
684
r------......:9-E.--____ __..:_,___ ___ _ 
T~EN£E-0N :A BliltmNG.•OfflQRffl:.001,;,09';24"·:EAST AJ)IS'F~NC.E .D_f :µ.o •. oo fSE.T; · 
fflp_t4pe-0.~ ·A:~~"~'.·Qi='ij~.W"l'9? ~I SJn 1:;·~·A. .. P~AlVCE·".OF ~.o.~ F~TI> 
rtfE:,E.AST'J!Olffl~· OF $A;tJ>.~C!J'lQN·:17;. · 
1l1ENCJ:'0.N'AJ!i:1.dUNG-Of=S8t1Tff .om or 24•i"WE9r~.UIST:ANCE Of.120.00· FEET 
·ALONG TME~eAS'T BE>l!JNPARY OF SAll).SECTION 11TI>'TRE REl:L ~MNT 0.f. 
:sE(;ffi.'N!NG; . 
S:ECtlON:~: AU. 
SEcnoN29:.AU. - . ,. . 






TOWNSHIP 14 SOUTH, RANGE ·15 EAST, BOISE MERIDIAN, TWIN FALLS COUNTY, 
IDAHO 
SECTION Z4: E"h; E'l/2WV2 
SECUON 25: ALL 
EXCEPT (NOTE THIS IS OLD U.S. 'HIGHWAY. 93 AND-WAS REMOVED FROM THE 
HIGHW.AY ~STEM IN 1956. THE DOCUMENT WAS RECORDED IN 1997. •. ) . 
ASTRIP,OF,lAND 200~~0 FSETWB>l;,·BEING 100.oo;F.EET.ON EACH SIDE OF THE·· 
FOLLOWlNG DESCRIBED CENTERUNE OF FiIGHWAY·AS.SIJRV.EYEll AND SHOWN ·OJ!l' 
THE OFFICIAL PlAT Of SAWTOOTH PAR'K f-'FG 2391{.i\J HIGHWAY SURVEY ON Fll.E 
IN THE OFFICE OF THE IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT DISTRICT 4 OF THE 
STATE 0-F IDAHO AND L¥ING·•OVER AND-~CRO.S,S. T:HE E/:iNWV4 .AND THE NWt}'4JIIE}~4 
OF·SECTION 35, THESWV4SE,.'i.!';NDTAE NE,ASP~. OF SECTION 26, ALLlr.l 
TOWNSHIP 14 SOUTl:I, RANGE 15 EAST, B~M .. 
BEGINNIN.G .AT STATION 645+90 OF ·SAID HIGHWAY SURVEY, . .WHICH STATION ·IS.:A .. 
. pOrtt:r ON TAN.GENT APJ:IRO*IMATElY.1-6-70.0 FEET E'A5T Of "FHE WE$T.Q\J:ARlER 
CORNER-8.F SEtnON 35, i:QW-NSHlP '14· Sount, RA,NGE 15 EA~, B~M.;. 
Tl:iEf!ICE RUNl".'ING NQ.RTH 28° 41' EAST1 4510;.0 FEET'TO ST.ATI.ON 691+00 OF SAID 
SURVE¥,.WHICH ST.AnON IS A POINT ONTANGENT·APPR0~TELY 132Q.f.ll;ET . 
SOUTH AND 1468;0 i=EET WEST FROM THE EAST QUARTER CORNER OF SECTION 2-6; 
ALSO BEGINNING,AT STATION 693+89 OF SAID HIGHWAY SURVEY, WHICH 
STATION IS A .POXNT ON TANGENT APPROXIMATELY 1070.0 FEET 5PUTH AND 1320,~ 
FEET WEST OF TliE EAST QUARTER CORNER SF SEC1mN 26;. TH~NCE RUNf,i~G . 
NORTH 28° 41' ~' 1'219;0 FEET TO STATION 706+08,0 OF SAID SURVEY., WHICM 
STATION IS A POINT ON TANGENT APPROXIMATELY 767.0 fEET .. WE:ST FROM THE 
EAST QUARTER CORN·ER OF SEqlO.N 26. 
AND, 'EXCEPT 
A $;l'RlP OF LAN.E> 2PO,OO FEET MP~; BEING 100,00 ~EET·ON EACH SI.DE-OFTt{E 
FOLLOWING D'ESCRlBED ·ceNTERLINE:OrMIGHWl(Y AS .SURVEYED AND SHGWtH>ti 
THE 'omco..L.Pl.AT OF u. s. HlGHWA,Y 93-P.ROJECT'No: F-FG .2391(~) HIGHWAY 
SURV.EY·ON FILE IN THE·oFFICE OFTHE·lDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMEN'I" 
DISTIUCT 4 OF THE STATE OF IDAHO AND LYING OV.ER.Alllt> ACROSS THE EY2ftW:lf4 
AND THE NW1/4NEV11 .OF SECTION 35 AND'Tl'IE 51/::iSEl/4 AND THE NEV,iSE1/1+ OF 
SECTION 26, TOWNSHIP 14 SOUTH, RANGE is·EAST, B.M.. . , 
BEGINNING AT STATION '645+90·0FTHE SAID HIGHWAY SURVEY., WtUCH.STAT.lON 
IS A POINT ON TANGENT APPROXIMATELY 1670;0 F.EET EAST FROM THE.WJ;ST 
QUARTER CORNER·OF SECTION 35j 
THENCE RUNNING·NORTH zso·4:r• EAST, 1346,1 fEETTO STAtlON 659.+36,1 OF·~ 
SURVEY, WHICH STATION IS A P.DINTOF CUR:V:Ai:l:I~; . .. . . 
THENCE 4115,9 FEETWIT.H A 00° 54' CU,:l·VE RIGHT, SAID Cl.!~VE HAVING:'A'OE~~ 
ANGLE O'F 45° 33' TO 'STATION 700+52.0, 'WHICl't STATION IS· A POINT ON CURVE 
APPROXIMAT.ELY 1295.0 FEET NORTH PROM THE 50.Ul'HEAST CORNER OF SEC'nlQ~ 
26, TOW.NSHIP l:4SOIJTH1 RANGE l!i.·EAST, 8.M., 
SECTION 35: EV:z.NE!Y4; EY:iNWV4; Wl/2.NE1/4 




EXCEPT {NGTE THIS IS OLD U.S. HIGHWAY 93 AND WAS REMOVED -FROM THE 
HIGHWAY SYST-EM IN 1956. THE-DOCUMENT WAS·RECORDEI:> IN .l:997.) : 
A STRIP OF LANO 200.0D FEET WIDE, BEING 100.00 FEe.,' ON EACH SIDE OF THE 
FOLLOWING ·DESCRIBED·tENTERUNE OF"HIGHWA:Y AS SURVF.(ED AND SHOWN:ON 
TttE OFF-IClAL PLAT OF.SAWTOOTH PARK f...fG 2391(4) HIGHWAY SURVEY ON.FILE 
IN THE OFFICE OF THE IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT DIST:1UCT·4 OFTHE 
STATE OF IDAHO AND l.YING OVER AND ACROSS "Fl!IE EVzNWt/4 -AND·TflE NW1/sN"l:1.'4 
OF SECTION 35, THE-SW11'4SEl/11 .JtN.D THE ~£1/,,JSE1/4 OF SEc:llON 26; At.LIN 
TOWNSHIP 14 SOUTH, RANGE 15 EAST, B..M., , 
BEGINNING.-AT"STATION 645+90 OF SAID HIGHWAY SURVEY,-WHICH ST.ATI.ON :IS A 
POINT ON TANGENT :AP.PROXIMATELY ·t670.0 f.EET·EAST OF THE WEST QUA~R ... 
COR~EROF SECTION 35, TOWNSHIP 14.SOUTH, RANGE -15 EAST,, S.M .• ; . 
TH"ENCE·RUNNING NORTH 28° 41' "EAST, 4518.0 PSET'TO s:t'ATlON:.691+60 .. 0F SAID 
SURVEY, WHICH STATION IS A POlNT ONTANGJ;NT APPROKIMAT'El'.Y 13/ZO-F-.E~· 
SOUTH AND.1468.«r FEET-WEST FROM THE EA5T QUARTER CORNER OF SECTIQN -~; 
ALSO B~HING /ff' STAT:ION 693+89 OF SAID HIGl'IWA.Y SUR\ley, 'WHICH 
S'ffl1ION lS A POINT ON TANGENT ·AP.PROXIMATeLY 1070.D FSET SOUTH.AND tnQ.8·· 
FEET WEST OF THE EAST qUARTER CORNER OF SECTIGN 26; 11-IENCE RUNNING 
NORTH 28G 41' EAS:r,-12119~8 FEETTO ST-A1'ION 706+.0~0 OFS/aD.SORVE',.W.1:11'.Cf:f 
9.TAnoN l'S A POINT BNTANGENTAPPROXlr.,ATELY 167.D.FEETWEST FROM"'IHe. 
EAST QUARTER.t:DRNER 0F SECJ'ION .26. · 
A"ND EXCEPT 
A STRIP OFLAN.D 200.00 FEETWIDE, BEING 1oo~oo·F.EETON EACH SIDE''.Of'ftt°E 
F.01.LOWING DESCRlBED·.CENTERLINE OF HlGftWAY AS SURV'f:YED AND StlOWN:-.t).N 
THE OFf.IClAL PLATOF"tJ. S. ffi;GKWAY 93-l'R()JSC'.f:No. F-F.G 23~1{5) H,IG.KWAY 
SURVEY ·GN FIJ.E IN THE OFFI£E OF fflE•lDAJf6 :T:'R,\NSPOltfA1:,I0N DEPARTME_r:l,T, 
DISTRICT 4 OF THE STATE OF IDAHO .AND L.YING ·OVER AND ACROSS UIE .E"~ 
AND THE NW·1/4NE1/c Of SECTION 35 AND T.HE S'l:zSE1'4 AND me Nf-~/11SE,1/4.0f 
~N ;&, TOWNSHIP l4::S8UTfl,-RANGE-15·:EAST,. ·e.M •• 
eeGINNING,AT STATIO .. •.&iJS+..90·.GF·THE SA1D:ffl8"WA-Y SURVEX, WHICH SFATIU 
IS A·iaoniT ON TANGENT":AP.PROX:IMATELV.1.670 . D,f..EEr·SSf PR8M ffi,E·-,wesr 
QUARTER COR~_ER QF SECT;ION. 35; . . . 
T'HENCE RU~Ni'.NG:N~RTH•,28°'4!:' EAST, 134.6,1 FEETTo·s:rAn;eN-659+36.1 OF.SIIWP 
SURVEY, WHICH STATION IS A P0lNT:Of: CUltVATUREi . 
THENCE 4115.9 FEET WITH A 00° 54' CUJt\/E· RIGHT, S:MD .. CURVE HA.VlNG A GENTRA\. 
ANGL:E OF 45° 33' TO STATIO~ 701)-+,52.:0, °WHICl:t SfAlloN IS ,A.P.OINT ON. CURVE 
APPROXIMATELY 129S.0 ·f'!.EET NO·RTH FR'.Or.,- THE SOUTK!MT CORNER. OF SECIJ8N 
~6, TOWNSHIP ·14 5.P.UTH, RA'NGE 15 EAST, B.M., 
TOWNSf.lIP 14 SOUTJ:i, RANGE 1"6. ~' BOJSE MERID~, TWIN FALIS-a>UN'f\'.;.: ··· 
IDAHO · 
SECTION 18: GOV'T·LOT 7; E1hSWV4.i WV.~EV!!! 
SECTION 19: ALL . . 
EXCmTHAT PORTION DEEDED TO THE QREGON SHORT t.INE RAILROAD COMP.ANY., 
BY DEED RECORDED SEPTEMBER ~, i9124 AS ·INSiRUME~T No. 1-70820, 
ALSO ~CEP"r THAT PORTION DEEDED·TO TH'E OREGON SHORT UNE RAlJ..R.QAJ;J 
cbMPANY, ·BY BEED RECO.RDED SEP'FEMB$. 251 1924 ~~STRU.MEllff ND, 17~ 
THIS DEED' D1:5.CRl'8ES T:HE 6.93 AC~E PARCEL IJ'II. SECilON.17:, 
secnoN '30;_ N~,.J:'1'4; GOV'.'f LOT 1; NJ:''Vc . .l'(W!/c 






TOWNSHIP 14SOµTH, RANGE 15 EAST, BOISE MERIDIAN, "TWIN FALLS COUNTY, 
IDAHO . . . 
. . 
SECTION 1: SEV4SW1/4; SWV4SEV4 
SECTION 11: ALL 
SECTION 12: WV.:i:NE'l.4; SE1/4; WV2 
EXCEPT 
A STRIP OF LAND iOO .FE!:T WIDE, LYING 50 FEET ON EACH SIDE OF THE -FOLLOWING 
DESCRIBED CENTERUNE; . . . 
BEGINNING AT A POINT ON TtiE SECTION LINE, 1799 Fl:ET, MORE OR LESS, EAST ·oF 
SECTJ:ON CORNE~ COMMON TO $ECTIONS l'l., l.2.1 1.3 AND 14, TOWNSHIP 14 SOUTH, . 
RANGE 15 ·EAST, B.M.,- WHICH POINT IS STATION 210+62 OF "A" LATERAL AS . 
. LOCATED; . 
THENCE NORTH 00° 28' EAST 37 .3 FEET; 
THENCE ON A 20Q CURVE TO THE RIGHT, 110 FEET; 
THENCE NORTH 22° 28' EAST, 238.S FEET; 
THENCE ON A 20° CURVE TO THE RIGHT, :t.20.8 FEET; 
THENCE NORTH 46° 38' EAST, 47.6 FEET; 
THENCE ON A 30° CURVE TO THE RIGHT, 11'4.4 FEET; 
THENCE SOUTH 81A 02' EAST, 407.5 FE.ET; 
THENCE ON A 40° CURVE TO THE LEFT, 1.77.1 FEET; 
THENCE NORTH 28"' 08' EAST, i7l..6 FEET; 
THENCE ON A 20° CURVE TO THE RIGHT, 189.2 FEET; 
THENCE NORTH -65° 58' EAST 2549 FEET TO STATION 252+85 WHICH POlNT IS ON 
THE EAST SECTYON LINE OF SECTION l.2, TOWNSHIP 14 SOUTH, RANGE 1.5 EAST, 
B.M., AND 763 FEET, MORE OR LESS1 SOUTH OF THE EAST 1/4 CORNER Or SAID 
SECTI:ON 1.21 ALL SITUATED IN TH"E S1/2 OF SAID SECTION l.2. 
SECTION 13: ALL 
EXCEPT 
A NINE (9) ACRE- PARCEL MORE OR LESS, SPECIFICALLY DESCRIBED AS' FOLLOWSt 
COMMENCING AT THS WEST QUARTER CORNER OF SECO:ON 13 ALL IN TOWNSHIP· 
14 SOUTH, RANGE 15 EAST, B.M., WHICH BEARS NORTH 0011 26' 46" EAST A 
DISTANCE OF 2646.BB FEET FROM THE SOUTHWEST CORNER OF SAID SECTION 13; · 
THENCE ON A aEARING OF SOUTH DO? 26' 46" WEST A DI5rANCE OF 34.00 FEET 
ALONG THE WEST BOUNDARY OF SAID SECTION 13 TO THE REAL POINT OF 
BEGINNINGj . . 
THENCE FROM THIS REAL POINT OF BEGINNING ON A BEARING OF NOR.TH 57? Ol.' · 
03" EAST A DISTANCE OF 1900.00 FEET; : 
THE.NC! ON A BEARING OF SOUTH 327 58' 57" eAST A DISTANCE OF 200~00.FEET; 
THENC! ON A BEARING OF SOUTH 57? 01' 03" WEST A DISTANCE OF 2032.02 FEET 
TO THE WEST BOUNDARY OF SAID SECTION 13; 
THENCE ON A BEARING OF NORTH 00? 26' 46" EAST A DISTANCE OF 239.64 Fl:ET 
ALONG THE· WEST BOUNDARY OF SAID SECTION 13 TO THE REAL POINT OF 
BEGINNING. . 
SECTION 14: ALL 





f3.EGINNING AT THE NORTHWEST CORNER Of THE sw·1/4NW'l/4 OF SECTION 14, 
TOWNS1-!IP 14 SOUTH, RANGE 15 EAST, B.M.; . 
THENCE SOUTH ALONG THE SECTION LINE A DISTANCE OF SOS FEET MORE OR LESS; 
THENCE NORTH 81 ° 31' EAST, 80 FEET; 
THENCE NORTH S0 ~· WEST, 505 F:EET, MORE OR LESS TO ntE PLACE O.F 
8EGINN1NG. . 
ANO EXCEPT 
A STRIP OF LAND 100 FEET WIDE LYING SO FEET ON EACH SII~E OF THE CENTERUNE 
OF ''A" LATERAL AS LOCATED AND Dl:SCRIPED AS FOLLOWS: 
BEGINNING AT THE NORTHW!ST CORNER Of THE SW1/aNW,/4, OF SAID SiiCTION 14; 
THENCE SOUTH ALONG THE SECTION UNE A DISTANCE OF 505 FEET, MOit! OR LES$; 
THENCE NORTH 81" 31' EAST, 30 FEET TO THE POI.NT OF BEGINNING, WHICH IS PC 
STATION 117+79.8 OF "A" LATERAL AS LOCATED; 
THENCE ON A ·4-QD CURVE TO THE LEFT FROM SEMI-TANGENT SOUTH 8~ 291 EAST, A 
.DISTANCE OF :z.op FEET; 
THENCE SOUTH 88° 29' EAST, 206.2 FEET; 
THENCE ON A 40c. CU~VE TO THE LEFT, ·165 FEET;. 
TH ENCE NORTH 25° 31' EAST, 449 FEET; . 
TI-IENCE NORTH 37° 01' EAST., 180 FEET TO A PONT ON THE NORTH LINE-OF THE 
SW'l/4NWV4, OF SAID SECTION 14, 805 PEET MORE OR LESS, EAST OF THI: · 
NORTHWEST CORNER OF TJ-IE 5W1/dNW1/n OF SECTION l.41 ALL srrUATED IN THE 
SW1/4NWi/4. 
AND ALSO EXCEPT 
A STRIP OF LAND 100 FEET WIDE, t. YING 50 FEET ON EACH SIDE OF THE FOLLOWING 
DESCRIBED CENTERLINE; . 
BEGIN.NING AT STATION 129+80 OF "Au LATEltAL SUR.VEY AS LOCATED WH:ICH 
POINT IS ON THE SOUTH BOUNDARY UNE OF THE NW1/4NW1/" OF SECTJON 14 AND 
805 FEET, MORE OR LESS., EAST OF l'HE SOUTHWEST CORNER OF SAID FORTY; 
THENCE NORTH 37° 01' EASTi 224,9 FEET; 
THENCE ON A 20° CURVE TO THE RIGHT~ 310 FEET; 
THENCE SOUTH 80° S9' EAST 1440.1 FEET TO STATION 149+55 WHICH STATION 15 
A POINT ON THE EAST UNE OF THE NE1/4NW1/4 OF SECTION 14 AND 1260 FEET, 
MORE OR LESS, SOUTH OF THE NORTH 1(,c CORNER OF SECTION 14, ALL LYING IN 
THE N'lhNW'/<1.. 
AND ALSO EXCEPT . 
A STRIP OF LAND 100 FEl:1' WIDE, LYING 50 FEET ON EACH SIDE OF THE FOLLOWING· 
DESCRIBED CEN.TERUNE: 
SEGINNlNG AT A PO:INT ON THI: WEST BOUNDARY LlNE OF THE NE1/4 OF SECTION 
141 1.260 FEET, MOrtE 0~ LESS, SOUTH OF THE NORTH 1/4 CORNER OF SAID SECTION 
141 WHICH POINT IS STAT.ION 149.+-5S OF "A"' LATERAL SURVEY AS LOCATED; 
THBNC! SOUTH B0°S9' EAST, 356.1 FEET MORE OR LESS; 
THENCE ON A 20° CURVE TO THE RIGHT, 190 'fE!T; 
THENCE SOUTH 4:Z0 59~ EAST, 685..5 FEET; · · 
THENCE ON A 40° CURVE TO THE LEFr, 280.8 FEET; 
THENCE NORTH 24° 41' !AST, 693.3 FEE'r: 
THENCE ON A 40° CURVI: TO THE RIGHT 165 FEET; 
THENCE SOUTH 89° 19' EAST 220,5 FEET; 
THENCE ON A 50° CURVE TP 'THE U:FT, 1.ss:7 FEET; 
THENCE NORTH 12° 51' EAST, 312 PEET; 
THENCE ON A 20° CURVE TO THE RIGHT, 110 FEET; 
THENCE NORTli 34° 51' EAST, 708.6 FEET: 
THENCE ON A 50° CURVE TO THE RIG.HT, 110,2 FEET; 




THENCE NORTH 89° 581 EAST, 53 FEET TO STATION 189+86, WHICH POINT IS ON 
THE EAST LINE OF SAID SECTION 14 AND 45 FEET SOUTH OF THE NORTHEAST· . 
CORNER, SITUATED IN THE- NEl/4 OF SEcnON 14. 
AND ALSO EXCEPT 
A TWO (2) ACRE PARCEL M,ORE OR LESS, SPEOFICALLY DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS; .. 
COMMENCING AT THE NORTHEAST CORNER OF secnoN:14 ALL lN.TOWNSHIP·14 . 
SOUTH, RANGE 15 EAST, ·B:M., WHICH BEARS NORTH 89° 40' 16" WEST A DISTANCE · 
Or 2640.52 FEET FROM THE NORTH QUARTER CORN·ER OF SAID SECTION 14; 
THENCE ON A BEARING OF NORTH 89? 40' 16" WEST A DISTANCE OF 1370.00 FEET· . 
ALONG THE NORTH BOUNDARY OF SECTION 14.TO THE REAL POINT OF BEGINNING; . · 
THENCE FROM THIS REAL POINT OF BEGINNING ON A BEARING OF .. SOUTH··oo?OOt 
00" WEST A DISTANCE OF 445.00 FEET; 
THENCE ON A BEARING OF NORTH 89? 40' 16".WEST A·DISTANCE OF 200.00 FEET 
PARALLEL WITH THE NORTH BOUNDARY OF'SAID SECilON 14; 
THENCE ON A BEARING OF NORTH 00? 00' 0011 EAST A DISTANCE OF 44$.00 FEET TO 
TH.E NORTH BOUNDARY OF SAID SECTION 14; 
THENCE ON A BEARING OF SOUTH 89? 401 16" EAST A DISTANCE OF 200.00 FEct' 
ALONG THE NORTH BOUNDARY OF SAID SECTION 14 TO THE REAL POINT OF 
BEGINNING. 
AND ALSO EXCEPT 
A TWELVE {12) ACRE PARCEL.MORE OR LESS, SPECIFICALLY DESCRIBED AS 
POUOWS: 
COMMENCING AT THE NORTHEAST CORNER OF SECTION 14 ALL IN TOWNSHIP 14 
SOUTH, RANGE 15 EAST, B.M., WHICH BEARS NORTH 00° 21' 12" EAST A DISTANCE 
OF 2645.57 FEET FROM THE EAST QUARTER CORNER OF SAIO SECTION 14;. THENCE 
ON A BEARING OF SOUTH 00? 21' 12" WEST A DISTANCE OF 1008.00 FEET ALONG · 
THE EAST BOUNDAflY OF SAIP S;CT10N 14 TO THE ijEAL POINT Of BEGINNINa; 
THENCE FROM TH.IS. REAL P:OINT OF BEGINNING AND CONTINUING ON A BEARING 
OF SOUTH 00? 21' 12'1 WESf A DISTANCE OF 884.00 FEET; . 
THEN.CE ON A BEARING OF NORTH 89? 38' 48" WEST A DISTANCE OF 590 .• 00 FEET;. 
THEN.CE ON A BEARING OF NORTH 00? 21' 12" EAST A DISTANCE OF 884.00 FEET 
PARALLEL wrrH THE EAST BOUNDARY OF SAID secnoN 14; 
THENCE ON A BEARING·OF SOUTH 89? 38' 48"' EAST A DISTANCE OF 590.00 FEET TO 
THE EAST BOUNDARY Of SAID SECTION 14 AND THE ReAL POINT OF BEGINNING, 
SECTION 23: W1h.W1/i; NEV4NW1/4 
LEOAL_us_E # 8S903908.4 
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TOWNSHIP 14 SOUTH,·R:ANGE 15 EASr,·soISE MERIDIA~, TWIN FALI.S·COUNTY, 
IDAHO 
SECTION 15: 51/2; SV2N£1/4 
EXCEPT . 
BEGINNING AT SURVEY STATION 11.5+74.QF~A"'lA'TERALSURYfY AS·1.ocA11:D· 
WHICH POlNT IS ON ·SECTION UNE 1620.S·i:;EET" SOUTli"OF Sfc'rION CORN.ER 
COMMON TO SEC1'lON 10, 11, 14 -AND ~, TOWNSHIP '14 ·S0l:1Tfi1 RANGE 15 E/St,· 
L~ . 
THENCE ·NORTH ALONG SAID SECTI0N UNE,.300,.8 :FE.ET, MORE-OR lESS TO THE 
NORTlilEAST CORNER GF THE-Sf,~/4'Nf1/4 o·p $Ec:ij~N l5; . . 
THENCE WEST ·Al.ONG THE NORTH ·eeUNDARY Of. SAID FORTY (f.ORTFI), 1-00 ~El) 
THENCE SOUTH ga. 29' EAST-681.3 FEJ;T, TO ·A P01NT GIN THE BAST S!:CTION UN~,~F 
SECTION 15; .. . . 
THENCE N.ORTHERLY ALONG SAID SECTION' lil•NE38.D.5 FEET, TO THE POlNl·OF 
BEGINNING. 
SECTION 16: All 
SECTION 21:: E1/:i.WV~i 'EVi 
EXCEPT 
A TWENTY-TW0.(22) ACRE".PAACEL MORE·QR LESS,.SPEQiflq\.UY·DESQfU~·AS· 
FOLLOWS: 
COMMENCING ATTI'tE SOUTHQ.UARTER·~ORN.ER Gf SECTION 21 lill. IN TOWNStlIJ> 
14.SOIJTI:!, RANGE 15 EAST, ·B.;M., -WHICH ·BEARS, NORTH.89°·42' 51!' .WEST A. 
DISTANCE OF 2638~50 FEET fROM T.ME :SC:JUTHEAsr CORNER Of·SAl'B SECTION ·ll; 
THENCE ON A BEARING OF NORTH.DO? U',02"EA$TA.DISTANCE·OF 1963~97·~ 
TO THE REAL.POINT OF BEGINNING; . 
THENCE F.ROM Tl'llS REAL POINT OF B1:,$IJl,IN:i:NG .ONi-A.BEARlNG'Of NORTt't ·89.? 4J' 
09" WE5r' A.DlST'ANC:E OF :1319,23 ;FEH;, 
THENCE ON A;JJEAMNG .. OF NORTH 'OO?.i2'·03"·E6f A·DlSTANCE O'F..680.08'EEEf:; 
THENCE 01'1'-A,.BEAJUNG OF'SOJJTH s,14Z'·:09-" 5ASr,A,.9ISTA:NC.E 0..F 1319.23 F:EET:n:'l 
THE ,CENTeR ·QUART.ER CORN~ D.f SAID·'SECUO~ 2.1; . 
THENCE CONTINUING.ON A BEARING oi=:soUTH.89?,42' 09" EAST A D~STAN~E,OF 
100.00 FEET; . 
Tl'IENCE ON A·BEARING.OF SOUTH OD? i7' 51" iNa;:ST·A IUSTANCE OF.,680.00.fE:ET; 
THENCE ON A BEARlNG:Of NO.RTH 8.9? 42";09"· WEST.A DISTA'NCE·.Of 1()(:).83: FEflT·To 
THE RE~i. poiNT .0.F BEGINl':f:I~~. 
SECTION ~; ALL 
:EXCEPT 
A.TWO (l?·ACRE·PARCEL MOR£ OR L.ESS,.Sff.ECIFICA:LlY DESOR.l'BED AS F.OLLGW.S: 
COMMENCING ,AT T:l'lf: .SOUTH QU~RT:E~·CQ.~l;R Of SE(:1l.l.'1N 2·2.AL.t-IN.1'0,W,NSKIP 
14 SOUTH, RANGE 15 EAST, B,M,,WHI¢1'1 BEARS SOOT~ 89" s-2' 27n EAST·{!,. 
DISTANCE·GF'264.2.45 ,FEET FROM THE ·soLffHWEsr· COAAER·OF'SAID SEC'liON ·~;. 
THENCE ON A BEARING.OF NORTH 89,? 3.Q' ll"'WEST A D?STANCE.t:iF'iJ..70.00:FE.EJ 
ALONG THE SOUTH BOUNl:>ARY C!>F SAID·5.EcnON '2.Z TO THE REAL POINT OF 
BEGINNING; 
LEOAL_US_E # 85903908.4 
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Deep Creek 
THENCE.FROM THIS REAL P.OINT OF:BfGINNING.AND CONTINUING 0N A BEAFUNG 
OF.NORTH ·89? 32'· 2.7''·Wl:ST A]l:1STAN£E,·Qf·410 .. 00 FEEl} . . · .. 
THENCEreN. A BlSARl-NG Of NPR:TH 00? 27''3a" ~;A:;D.STANCE·CJ.f.1'.lU~atU;tEE'f, 
·THEN.CE ~N A .. BJ:AIU..NG•QF .NORTH ·6:11 5.~1 ·'!1.01" .EAST-·A :P:CS·TANCE Of -2:ti'.1-.77 1FEl:T; 
THENCE ON A .BEARING :Qj: SOUTH 89? 32' ');.7" EAST A-DJST.ANCE·.OF·1'8P.v00 F,Eef' 
·PARALLEL WITH THE 50.UTif BOUNDARY :Of SMD·SEcnON -2~; 
Tf.lENCE-.. ON ·A BEARING ... Of .SOUTH· 00? 27' 33"·:,W;EST A DIST.ANCE'Of 245.00·FEETTO 
fflE SOUTH :BOUNDARY OF SAID 'SECJl0.N 22 AND -Ttt.E· REAL POlNT' OF:~EGlNJfflllG ... 
SECTION -26: ~.hNW1/4 
SECilON ~7: ;. ·NEV-1:; N'1/iNWV.i.; SEY4NWi/4 
.SECTION 28: NYiNE'l/4.; NEV4NWV11 
EXCEPT 
A QN~ {f):~CRE.P~RCELMO:Rf.OR,L$.,.;S~f!CAL!.f:.Y D~qu~.;~AS;~J_L<;1W5:-
.COMMEN9lN:G.ATTJiE rw'R'i1;1 :QUARlE,.R c,RN,El:Ul~F:~CTION 28;~L.lffT:D~lP 
,14 SOUTt:I, MNGE'liS~EASJ:,. ~M,, W.HICl:l·:s~R,S,.Nlllrt)Ul9~ 42• sr.·w.est.A 
U.lSTANCE'.'0.f 2638,;50 ·fEa ffiR:OM THE''Nbtm'HliAS'r:C.0.RNliR:·OF'SMD SEGi~mN ~ 
ANO BE:lNG'1!J;IE JtEI.\LPOI-NT ·OF_. l,\£~N:ING; . 
T.lilEN<;:E·F~OM nns::Rp'AL pon,rr·OF ·BEGINNI,.._~·-ON:~;BEARING,.0.F,so.uttt s~ 42'· 
57'1 EAST.A DistANCE:~F 275.00 FEEJ,A:LGNG. THE'NORTt;f BOUNPARY -0f'5'® 
SECTIO~ 287 . 
THENCE -ON A BEARIN.G OF SOUTH OD'? 23' 5,S""WEST A DlSTANCE OF 1SS~OO F.E-Et; 
TRENC.E ON:A BEA:RfflG:.OF,NOR11'.t89?·.42' sr~ WEST A-DlSTAN.CE:O.F W.S.09 FEET 
-PARA~LEL. ~ 'fPIE'cNOft:f:HJ!OJJ.NE>A..R:f·Qf,!i~"5;C:rION 28.; 
THENCE Off A:B~AJUNG OF tlOftFJ-1 oo:r~ 55" -~ ADISTANCE':OF 1.55.QO ~:TO 
THE REAL POINT :O.F BEGINNmG~ . . .. . .... •:. . 




Detail Contractor/SU To Be Paid 
PavabJe 
Consulting Engineers 21210 Eaton Ave FarminQton, MN 55024 $ 146,900.00 Engineering Services 
Dan Laffertv Construction POBox16 Wendell. ID 83355 $ 5,003.19 Foundation Blastll'IQ 
Earth Svstems Global P0Box3757 San Luis Oblsoo. CA 93403 $ 120,000.00 Engineerina Services 
Hico America Sales & Tech Three Penn Center W Pittsbumh, PA 15276 $ 348,150.00 Transfo1TI1ers 
Nix Excavatina 4020 North 2600 East Filer, ID 83328 $ 221,685.28 Excavaing 
Renewable Rsrc Cnsltnts 1426 River Forest Dr Round Rock, TX 78665 $ 10,000.00 Struct Eng Design 
Riedesel Engineering Inc 202 Fans Ave Twin Falls, ID 83301 $ 7,345.23 SurveYing 
Sament & Lundy LLC 8070 Solutions Center Chicaao, IL 60677-8000 $ 27,508.66 Design Reviews 
Vallev Co-OD Inc 1833 S Lincoln Jerome, ID 83338 $ 8,390.52 Fuel 
Western States Equip P0Box3805 Seattle, WA 98124-3805 $ 38,954.24 Equipment 
Fagen me l-'0Box159 Granite Falls, MN 56241 $ (34,Bn.09) General 






PARTIAL WAIVER AND LIEN RELEASE 
(SUBCONTRACTOR/SUPPLIER) 
3205645191 P 1/2 
Fagen~ Inc., a Minnesota corporation ("Contraytor"), and XRG Development 
Group of Idaho lLC. a Idaho limited liability company r'~"), have entered into that 
certain Amended and Restated Balance of Plant Engineering, Procurement and 
Construction Services Agreement, dated December 31, 2011 (the "Agreement"). 
Capitalized terms used herein and not otherwise defined herein have the meanings set 
forth in the Agreement 
Kaneas1er Construction ("Subcontractor/Supplierj and Contractor have entered 
into that certain subcontract/purchase agreen1eut attached to Fagen Purch~e Orders 
504995) pursuant to which Subcontractor/Supplier shall provide and Contractor shall 
purchase certain equipment, materials, supplies and/or services. 
For and in consideration of the partial payment in the amount of $7625.00 (fnv# 
177), the reeeipt of which is hereby acknowledged. for labor> skill, equipment, services, 
supplies and material fumished, or to be furnished, to Contractor and Owner, and other 
good and valuable consideration, Subcontractor does hereby, to the extent paid: 
· J .. irrevocably end 'OD.Conditionally waive, release, discharge and relinquish 
any and all-Liens.and claims of, and rights to, Liens with.respect to and on·(a) the Project 
and all improycments thereon, (b) any material, fixtures, apparatus and machinery (and 
moneys; funds or other considerations due or to become due from Owner or Contractor 
on. account of labor, services, material, fixtures, apparatus and machinery) relating to die 
Project, and (c) any other property of OWner (the .. Released Ptqperty"); 
2. agree and certify that (a)·th~are no Liens on the Released Property by, 
through or Ulid.er the undersigned, any of its subcontractors/suppliers or any of its 
respective ernployees, (b) (i) tbe undersigned has not received a notice of intention to 
claim any Liens (inclwling Liens by, through or under any of its S'Ubwntractors) on the 
Released Property, (ii) no proceeding to establish any such Liens bas been filed or 
instituted by it, and (iii) there is no known basis for any such Liens, and (c) all amounts 
due and owing to any of its subcontractors/suppliers have been paid or will be paid with 
the money received pursuant to this PartW, W.aiver and Lien :Release; 
3. agree to indemnify, hold bannless and defend the Owner Indemnified 
Parties fto.m and against any and all Damages arising out of any Liens related to services 
provii:led by or work pexfonncd by:Contractor .and/or any of its subco~rs/suppliers; 
and agree and certify. that all amounts properly due and payable with respect ~ all prior 
in.voices. for payment .have been paid in full by Contractor to it and the .~licable lien 
waivers.associated th~ewi.th are final ap.c1 unconditional~ · · · 
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IN WlTNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned has e,t~ed and delivered 
this Partial Waiver and Lien Release this 1.~ day of, k.,aA • 20 j_Z.. - . 
STATE of 1. ~tuko 
COUNTY of Gzoo ~,~~ 
Kaneaster Com,iruction 
S~SCRIBED AND SWORN to before me byG,d;i'=> v'IQ,.m,;.~this 1. "2. day of 
i.., 'tt<' <J.... , 20 l._ '2. 
Q 
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ExhibitK 
PARTIAL WAIVER AND LIEN RELEASE 
(SUBCONTRA~OR/SUPPLIER) 
Fagen, Inc., a Minnesota corporation ('•ConttaetOJ'.j, and XRG Development 
Group of ldaho LLC, a Idaho limited liability company (''Owner"}, :1ave entered into that 
certain Amended and Restated Balance of Plant Engineering, Procurement and 
Construction Services Agreement, dated December 31, 2011 (the "Agreement~. 
Capitalized terms used herein and not otherwise defined herein have the meaning.q set 
forth in the Agrcemenl 
Riedesel Engineering Inc ("Subcontractor/Supplier'') and Ccintractor have entered 
into- that -ecttain subcontraetlpurehase agreement. sched· to .Fag~a P\lr.chase Orders · - . -· r- - -
559051) pursuant to which Subcontractor/Supplier sb.aU provide and Contractor shall 
purchase certain equipment, materials, supplies and/ot services. 
For and in consideration of tbe partial payment in the amom1t of $26745.24 (Inv# 
8003 8004 8007), the receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, for labor, skill, 
equipment, services, supplies and material furnished, or to be fur::rlshed, to Contractor 
and Owner, and other good and valuable consideration, Subcontract:>r does hereby, to the 
extentpaM: 
.· ·. · .. : . ' ... ', 
' . . 
· · · '· 1. irrevocably and unconditionally wai~1 release, diS(~harge -and -relinquis.h 
an.)i artd all tiens md cla.ims.of,.-and11'ights te, Lie:os with·tespect to and·on·(a) tbe·Project 
and all improvements thereo11t (b} any material, fixtures, apparatus and-machinery ( and 
moneys, funds or other considerations due or to become due from OWner or Contractor 
on account of labor, semces, material, fixtures, appa.mtus and·machinery) relating to the 
Project, and ( c) any other property of Owner (the "Released Prom£"); 
2. agree and certify that (a) there are no Liens ·on the Released Property by, 
through or under the undersigned. any of its subcontra.ctors/su:ppliers or any of its 
respective employees, (b) (i) the undersigned. has not received a notice of intention to 
claim any Lieos (including Uens by~ through or under any of its_ subcontracters} on 1he 
Released Property, (ii) no proceeding to establish any such Liens bas been filed or 
instituted by it, and (iii) there is no known basis for any such Lien~, and (c) all amounts 
due and owing to any of its subcontractors/suppliers have been pai,i or will be paid with 
the money received pursuant to this Partial Waiver and Lien ReleasE1; 
3. agree to indemnify, hold harmless and defend thu Owner tndemnified 
Parties frQn'I and against any,ahd all Damages arising wt of any Li•~ related to servic:es 
provided by or-work performed by Contractor'imd/or any of its subcentractors/suppliers; 
and ~:an:cJ:.~rti-fy tut.-Jl amounts properly due and·payable with respe~ to 'all prior 
invoices for payment ban been paid in ·NU •by. Contrac'tor·to· it: 1m~d the aJpiicabl~ lien 
waivers associated therewith are final and unconditional • . .. . 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOE the Wldgsjgned has executed and delivered 
this Partial Waiver and Lien Release thi~ day oft.,._ b , :20~)._ 
'· 
-' 
Riedesel Engineerfrlg Inc 
By:·~L 
Name:~cl· . 
Title: ;!.c..t.fa:.e,,'p-4 l 
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ExhibitK 
PARTIAL WAIVER AND LIEN RELEASE 
(SUBCONTRACTOR/SUPPLIER) 
Fagen, Inc., a. Minnesota corporation r,contractor'), and XR.G Development 
Group of Idaho I.LC. a Idaho limited liability company ("Owner"), have entered into that 
certain Amended and Restated Balance of Plant Engineering, Procurement and 
Construction Services Agreement, dated December 31, 2011 (the "Agreement''). 
Capitalized terms used herein and not otherwise defined herein have the meanings set 
forth in the Agreement 
Sargent & Lundy ("Subcontractor/Su:eJJlier") and Contractor have entered into 
that certain subcontract/purchase agreement attached to Fagen Purchase Orders .524128 
524129) pursuant to which Subcontractor/Supplier shall provide and Contractor shall 
purchase certain equipment, materials. supplies and/or services. 
For and in consideration of the partial payment in the amount of $7735.00 (Inv# 
10n4644 10774648). the receipt of which is hereby acknowledged. for labor, skill. 
equipment, services. supplies and material :furnished, or to be furnished, to Contractor 
and Owner, and other good and valuable consideration, Subcontractor does hereby, to the 
extent paid: 
1. irrevocably and unconditionally waive, release, discharge and relinquish 
any and all Liens and claims of, and rights to, Liens wi1h respect to and on (a) the Project 
and all improvements thereon, (b) any ma.tmial, mrtures, apparatus and machinery (and 
moneys, funds or other considerations due or to become due from Owner or Contractor 
on account of labor, services, material, fixtures, appamtus and macbinety) relating to the 
Project. and (c) any other property of Owner (the "Released Property''); 
2. agree and certify that (a) there are no Liens on the Released Property by, 
through or tmder the undersigped, any of its subcontractors/suppliers or any of its 
respective employees, (b) (i) the undersigned has not received a notice of intention to 
claim any Liens (including Liens by, through or under any of its subcontractors) on the 
Released Property, (u) no proceecling to establish any such Liens has been filed or 
instituted by it, and (rii) there is no known basis for any such Liens, and ( c) all amounts 
due and owing to any of its subcontractors/suppliers have been paid or will be pa.id with 
the money received pursuant to this Partial Waiver and Lien Release; 
3. agree to indemnify, hold harmless and defend the Owner Indemnified 
Parties from and agafust any and all Damages arising out of any Liens related to services 
provided by or work performed by Contractor and/or any of its subcontractors/suppliers; 
and agree and certify that all amounts properly due and payable with respect to all prior 
invoices for payment have been paid in full by Contractor to it and the applicable lien 
waivers associated therewith are final and unconditional. 
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··--·- ·-· ······- .. -............ -·---··-····--·-· .. --.... . .. _,. ___________ ,, ..... . 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned has executed and delivered 
this Partial Waiver and Lien Release this O 7 day of March , 20 ..1,2 
STATE of Illinois 
COUNTY of Cook ------




SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me by S&cn [ /JaeA~ this "f +-ti day of 
f\Aa n:J, , 201 z " · 
;&L,uk.~· 
'Notarypublic in~ of 
-:Tl I ,'11c/s. residing at: 




NOTARY PUBLIC -STAlE OF IU.INOIS 
MY COMMISSION EXPIRES:09/14114 
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ExhibitK 
PARTIAL WAIVER AND LIEN RELEASE 
(SUBCONTRACTOR/SUPPLIER) 
Fagen, Inc., a Minnesota corporation ("Contractor"), and XRG Development 
Group of Idaho LLC, a Idaho limited liability company ("Owner"), have entered into that 
certain Amended and Restated Balance of Plant Engineering, Procurement and 
Construction Services Agreement, dated December 31, 2011 (the "Agreement''). 
Capitalized terms used herem and not otherwise defined herein have the meanings set 
forth in the Agreement. 
Valley Co-Op Inc ("Subcontractor/Supplier'') and Contractor have. entered into 
that certain subcontract/purchase agreement attached to Fagen Purchase Orders 559063) 
pursuant to which Subcontractor/Supplier shall provide and Contractor shall pmchase 
certain equipment, materials, supplies and/or services. 
For and in consideration of the partial payment in the amount of $1814.41 (Inv# 
027750 027751 027758), the receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, for labor, skill, 
equipment, services, supplies and material furnished, or to be furnished, to Contractor 
and Owner, and other good and valuable consideration, Subcontractor does hereby, to the 
extent paid: 
1. ·. irrevocably and unconditionally W'aive, release; discharge,and relinquish 
any and all Liens and claims of, and rights to, Liens with respect to· and on (a). the Project 
and all improvements thereon, (b) anrmaretial; fixtures, apparatus and machinery ( and 
moneys, fimds or other cdnsiderations due:or·to ·become dueJrom Owner or Contractor 
on account of labor, services, material, fixtures, apparatus and machinery) relating to the 
Project, and (c) any other property of Owner (the "Released Property"); 
2. agree and certify that (a) there are no Liens on the Released Property by, 
through or under the undersigned, any of its subcontractors/suppliers or any of its 
respective employees, (b) (i) the lllldersigned has not received a notice of intention to 
claim any Liens (including Liens by, through or under any of its subcontractors) on the 
Released Property, (ii) no proceeding to establish any such Liens has been filed or 
instituted by it, and (iii) there is no known basis for any such Liens, and (c) all amounts 
due and owing to any of its subcontractors/suppliers have been paid or will b~ paid with 
the money received pursuant to this Partial Waiver and Lien Reiease; 
3. agree· to indemnify, hold hannless and ·defend ·the. Owner ,Indemnified 
Parties from an:d against any and all Damages ari$ing·out of any Liens.related.to services 
provided by or work perforined by ·Contractor. and/or. any.,ofits··sum:ontractors/suppliers; 
and agree and certify ~t all ain:onnts· properly du;, and,l)ayable :~· respect to. ~LJ>Iffe.'?;r 
invoices for payment have been paid in full by Contractor to it and the applicable lien 
waivers associated therewith are :final and unconditional. 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned has executed and delivered 
this Partial Waiver and Lien Release this dfl. day of • .,,.!Jd.. , 20 j)r 
STATE of 1(X0Y\t, 
COUNTY of \ \t{ ill!\ t .c., 
''-" \ 




PARTIAL WAIVER AND LIEN RELEASE 
(SUBCONTRACTOR/SUPPLIER) 
Fagen, Inc., a Minnesota corporation ("Contractor''), and XRG Development 
Group of Idaho LLC, a Idaho limited liability company ("Owner"), have entered into that 
certain Amended and Restated Balance of Plant Engineering, Procmement and 
Construction Services Agreement, dated Oecember 31, 2011 (the "Agreement"). 
Capitalized terms used herein and not otherwise defined herein have the meanings set 
forth in the Agreement. 
Valley Wide Co-Op ("Subcontractor/Supplier'') and Contractor have entered into 
that certain subcontract/purchase agreement attached to Fagen Purchase Orders 560905) 
pursuant to which Subcontractor/Supplier shall provide and Contractor shall purchase 
certain equipment, materials, supplies and/or services. 
For and in consideration of the partial payment in the amount of $4130.84 (Inv# 
M09862), the receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, for labor, skill, equipment, 
services, supplies and material furnished, or to be furnished, to Contractor and Owner, 
and other good and valuable consideration, Subcontractor does hereby, to the extent paid: 
1. irrevocably and unconditionally waive, release, discharge and relinquish . 
any and all Liens and claims of, and rights to, Liens with respect to and on (a) the Project 
and all improvements thereon, (b) any material, fixtures, apparatus and machinery ( and 
moneys, funds or other considerations due or to become due from Owner or Contractor 
on account of labor, services, material, fixtures, apparatus and machinery) relating to the 
Project, and ( c) any other property of Owner (the "Released Property"); 
2. agree and certify that (a) there are no Liens on the Released Property by, 
through or under the undersigned, any of its subcontractors/suppliers .or any of its 
respective employees, (b) (i) the undersigned has not received a notice of intention to 
claim any Liens (including Liens by, through or under any of its subcontractors) on the 
Released Property, (ii) no proceeding to establish any such Liens has been filed or 
instituted by it, and (iii) there is no known basis for any such Liens, and (c) all amounts 
due and owing to any of its subcontractors/suppliers have been paid or will-be paid with 
the money received pursuant to this Partial Waiver and Lien Release; 
3. agree to indemnify, hold harmless and defend the Owner Indemnified 
Parties from and against any and all Damages arising out of any Liens related to services 
provided by or work performed by Contractor and/or any of its subcontractors/suppliers; 
and agree and certify that all amounts properly due and payable with respect to all prior 
invoices for payment have been paid in full by Contractor to it and the applicable lien 
waivers associated therewith are final and unconditional. 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF. the midersi~ has executed and delivered 
this Partial Waiver and Lien Release this ../!J- day of • 20/l: 
ST ATE of \®'i\X> 
COUNTYof~2 
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ExhibitK 
P.AIRTIAL WAIVER AND LIEN RELEASE 
(SUBCONTRACTOR/SUPPLIER) 
Fagen. Inc., 1a Minnesota coipOmtion ("Contractor"), and XRO Development 
Group of Idaho LL~ a Idaho limited liability company ('~~'), have entered into that 
certain Amended _ '*1tf Restated Balance of Plant Engineering, Procurement and 
Construction Services Agreement, dated December 31, 2011 (the "Agreemenfj. 
Capitalized terms used herein and not otherwise defined herein have the meamngs set 
forth in the Agreement. 
Western States Equip ("'Subcontractor/Supplier') and Contractor have entered 
into that certain subcontra.ct/ptU'Cbase agreement attached to Fagen Purchase Orders 
557674 557675) p~t to which SubCOJltl:actor/Supplier shall provide and Contractor 
shall purchase CertB1Jl equipment, materials, supplies and/or services. 
For and in consideration oftbe partial payment in the amount of $19546.64 (In\1# 
0102101960 0405300684). the receipt of which is hereby acknowledg~ for labor, skill, 
equipment, services. supplies ltld material fumish£d, or to be furnished, to Contractor 
and Owner, and othei- good an,d yahlable. consideration, Subcontractor does hereby, to the 
extent paid: · 
1. . irrevocably and. unconditionally waive, release, discharge and relii1quish 
any and all Liens and elahns of, and righ1:s to, Liens with respect to and on (a) the Project 
and all improvements there<>Di (b) any ma:teria1, fixtures; apparatus and niaehmezy (and 
moneys. funds or other considerations due or to become due from Owner or Contractor 
on account of labor, services, material, fixtures. apparatus and machinery) relatiDg to the 
Project, and (c) any ather property of Owner (the "Rcped Property"); 
2. agree and certify that (a) there are no Liens on the Released Property by, 
through or lDldet the undersigned. any of its. subcontractors/suppliers or any of its 
respective employees, (b) (i) the undersigned has not received a notice of intention to 
clahn any Liens (including Liens by, through or Wlder any of it.s subcorrtractors) on the 
Released Property, Gii) no proceeding to establish any such Liens has been file4 or 
instituted by it, and (µi) there is no known basis for any such Liens, and (c) all amounts 
due and owing to ant of its subcontractors/suppliers have been paid or will be paid with 
the money received pmsuant to this Partial Waiver and Lien Release; 
3. agree :to indemnify, hold harmless and defend the Owner Indt:mnilicd 
Parties nom and ~ any and all Damages arl$ing out of any Liens related to services 
provided by or work Ffonned by Contractor and/or aey of its ~bcontmctors/suppliers; 
and agxee and certify that all amounts properly due and payablr: with respect to all prior 
invoices for payment have been paid in full by Contractor to it and the applicable lien 




20-Feb-2012 11:01 PM Western States 208·884·2343 
WHEREOF. the undersiped has execut.ed and delivered 
d Lien Release this l.lJ day of ....I:::!JL._, 201.2.. 
STATEof ;tt) 
COUNTY of ·A:l> A 




Public in and f4 the State of 







501 West Hwy. 212, P.O. Box 159 
Granite Falls, MN 56241 
32().564-3324 
-- INC. - www.fageninc.com 
Civil - Mechanical - E/ectr/cal Contractors 
May25,2012 
Exergy Development Group ofldaho, LLC 
James Carkulis 
802 W. Bannock St., 12th Floor 
Boise, ID 83702 
Dear James: 
320-564-3278 fax 
As prescribed in the Contract, enclosed please find original Payment Application Number 
Five for the Exergy Idaho Six Winds Wind Park Project in Idaho, along with the signed 
Contractor's Partial Waiver and Lien Release. · 
Also enclosed, please find a list of subcontractors to be paid from this Payment 
Application. 










APPLICATION ANO CERTIFICATE FOR PAYMENT AIA DOCUMENT G702 
TO OWNER: 
Notche Butte Wind Farm 
Exergy Development Group of Idaho, 
LLC 
Boise, ID 83702 
FROM CONTRACTOR: 
Fagen Inc 
501 West Highway 212 





CONTRACTOR'S APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT 
Application Is made for payment, as shown below, In connecUon with 
the Contract. Continuation Sheet, AJA Document G703 Is attached. 
1. ORIGINAL CONTRACT SUM 
2. Net change by Change Orders 
3. CONTRACT SUM TO DATE (Line 1 + 2) 
4. TOTAL COMPLETED & STORED TO DATE 
(Column G on G703) 
5. RETAINAGE: 
a. On Completed Work 
(Columns D +Eon G703} 
b. On Stored Material 
(Column F on G703) 
Total Retalnage (Line 2a + 5b or 















6. TOTAL EARNED LESS RETAINAGE $ 707,434.50 
(Line 4 less line 6 total) 
7. LESS PREVIOUS CERTIFICATES FOR PAYMENT 
(Line 6 From prior Certificate) 
8. CURRENT PAYMENT DUE 
9. BALANCE TO FINISH, INCLUDING RETAINAGE 
(Line 3 less Line 6) 
CHANGE ORDER SUMMARY ADDITIONS 
Total changes approved in 
previous months bv Owner 
Total changes approved In 
TOTALS 
NET CHANGES by Change Order 
$ 589,217.80 




















B OWNER D ARCHITECT EI CONTRACTOR 
ARCHITECt'S CERTIFICATE FOR PAYMENT 
In accordance with the Contract Documents, baaed on on-site observations and the data 
comprising this appllcaUon, the Archllecl certtnes ta the Owner lhat to the beat of the 
Architect's knowledge, Information and bellef·the work has progressed ria Indicated, the 
quaRty or the wark la in accordance wllh the 
Contract Documents, and the Contractor Is entllled to payment of the Amount Certified. 
AMOUNT CERTIFIED $-----
(Attach explanation ff amount cert/ffed differs from the am9unt applied for. Initial 
all figures on this Application and on the Continuation Sheet that are charged to 
conform to the Amount Certified} 
ARCHITECT 
By: Date: _______ _ 
This Certlflcate ls not negotiable. The AMOUNT CERTIFIED Is payable only to the 
Contractor named herein. Issuance, payment and acceptance of Payment are without 
prejudice to any rights of the Owner or Contractor under this Contract. 
AJA DOCUMENT 0702 -APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT -AIA 01992- THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS, 1735 NEW YORK AVENUE, N.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20008-5282 
U.era may abtaln wlldatlan afthlc danumant·bv raquastlria i namptatlld AIA Document D4D1- Carttrlaatton of Daaumanl'a Authenticity from the Llcanna. G702-1992 
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CONTINUATION SHEET 
AIA Document G702, APPLICATION AND CERTIFICATION 
PAYMENT,"containing Contractor's signed Certification, Is attached. 
In tabulations below, amounts ere stated to the nearest dollar. 
AIA DOCUMENT G703 
Use Column I on Contracts where variable retalnage for llne items may apply. 
A B C D E 
WORK COMPLETED WORK 
SCHEDULED FROM PREVIOUS COMPLETED 
ITEM NUMBER DESCRIPTION OF WORK VALUE APPLICATION THIS PERIOD 
ID+EI 
01 Crane Rental 590,992.08 .00 .oo 
02 Turbine RecelVe 717,414.00 .00 .00 
03 . FoundaUons 1,571,429.00 159,187.50 .00 
04 Site Pads 205,934.00 20,593.40 .00 
05 Crane Pads· · 93,990.00 .oo .00 
08 Access Roads and On 545,402.00 114,372.50 .00 
07 Temoorarv FadllUes 212,284.00 .oo .00 
08 Off-slle Road lmprov 114,877.00 .00 .oo 
09 SubstaUons .00 .00 .00 
10 Electrical lnfrastru 704,048.00 .00 .00 
11 Fiber OpUc Systems 28,488.00 .oo .oo 
12 Turbine Switch Gear 228,962.00 .00 .oo 
13 CommunicaUons 132,724.00 .oo .00 
14 Met Towers & Sensors 211,214.00 .00 .00 
15 Soils Testing 38,880.00 36,880.00 .00 
18 Site Remedlatton 42,243.00 .00 .00 
17 Site Surve~tng 17,601.00 7,040.40 .00 
18 Misc. (Phone, elect) 54,529.00 .00 .oo 
19 Const Management 1,518,D43.00 30,361.00 118,216.70 
20 Mobilization 220,783.00 220,783.00 .00 
APPLICATION NO: 5 
APPLICATION DATE: 05/25/2012 
PERIOD TO: 05/25/2012 
PROJECT NO: 114034 601 
PROJECT NAME: Notch Butte 9 Turbines 
F G H 
MATERIALS TOTAL 
PRESENTLY COMPLETED AND BALANCE 
STORED STOREDTO DATE % TO FINISH 
INOT IN DOR l=l ID+ E+ Fl IG/CI CC-Gl 
.oo, '.oo O· 590,992.08 
.00 .00 0 717,414.00 
.00 159,187.50 10 1,412,241.50 
.00 20,593.40 10 185,340.60 
.00 .00 0 93,990.00 
.00 114,372.50 21 431,029.50 
.00 .00 0 212,284.00 
.oo .oo 0 114,877.00 
.00 .00 0 .00 
.00 . .00 0 704,048.00 
.00 .oo 0 28,486.00 
.00 .00 0 228,962.00 
.oo .oo 0 132,724.00 
.00 .00 0 211,214.00 
.00 36,880.00 100 .00 
.00 .oo 0 42,243.00 
.00 7,040.40 40 10,560.60 
.00 .oo 0 54,529.00 
.oo 148,577.70 10 1,369,465.30 
.00 220,783.00 100 .oo 
























AIA DOCUMENT G7D3 - CONTINUATION SHEET FOR G702- AIA@ 1992 - THE AM~RICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS·, 1735 NEW ~ORK AVENUE, N.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20008-5392 
Usal'I may obtain validation or thla document by raquaallng a complalad AIA Document D401 - Certlficatlori or bocument'a Authenticity from thll Llbena11a. 
l 
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APPLICATION AND CERTIFICATE FOR PAYMENT 
TO OWNER: 
Lava Beds Wind Farm, LLC 
Exergy Development Group of Idaho, 
LLC 
Boise, ID 83702 
FROM CONTRACTOR: 
Fagen Inc 
501 West Highway 212 





CONTRACTOR'S APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT 
Application is made for payment, as shown below, In connection with 
the Contract Continuation Sheet, AIA Document G703 Is attached. 
1. ORIGINAL CONTRACT SUM 
2. Net change by Change Orders 
3. CONTRACT SUM TO DATE (Lino 1 + 2) 
4. TOTAL. COMPLETED & STORED TO DATE 
(Column G on G703) 
5. RETAINAGE: 
a. On Completed Work 
(Columns D + E on <3703) 
b. On Stored Material 
(Column F on G703) 
Total Retalnage (Line 2a + 6b or 
Total In Column I of G703) 




(Line 4 less line 5 total) 
7. LESS PREVIOUS CERTIFICATES FOR PAYMENT 
(Line 6 from prior Certificate) 















9. BALANCE TO FINISH, INCLUDING RET AINAGE 





$1 $ ~---~,,....,...,.----,.....,..,, 
CHANGE ORDER SUMMARY ADDITIONS DEDUCTIONS 
Total changes approved In .00 .00 
orevlous months bv Owner 
Total changes approved ln .oo .00 
TOTALS .00 .oo 










Distribution to: B OWNER 
D ARCHITECT B . CONTRACTOR 
The undersigned Conlraclor certifies that lo Iha bast of the Contractor's knowledge, 
Information and belief lhe Work covered by thla Application ror Payment has been 
completed In accordance wlth the Canlraat Documen!a, lhal all amounts have been paid by 
the Contractor for Work for wh lch prevlous Cartlflcatn for Payment were Issued and 
payments received from the Owner, and that current payment shown here Is correct. 
C80y:N. Tuf?1fag~-~ ~ ~ Date: 6-Jl6--(g 
State d-£1/7/~~tfl,-'t'zt.._; 
County of: f.lv../--m.i>  · f "";~~~'_'IMNVvv.M.......,..NVOwu.. 
Subscrlbacfand-;,;tbto before 
mathls ~"1Sayof~7 
Notary Public:~ ;-7 .tf"~!:-G~~-7 
My Commission expires: / ;_ / 
'/31 / /§'" 
ARCHITECT'S CERTIFICATE FOR PAYMENT 
In accortlance with the contract Documents, baaed on on-site observations and the data 
comprising this application, Iha Archllect aerllfles to the OWnar that to the best or Iha 
Archllecl's knowledge, lnforma6on and belief the work has prograased as lndlcated, Iha 
qualtty of the work Is In accordance with the 
Contract Documents, and the Contractor Is entitled to payment of lhe Amount Certified. 
AMOUNT CERTIFIED. $------
(Attach explanation If amount c~rttned differs from the amount applied for. Initial 
all figures on this Application and on the Continuation Sheet that are charged to 
conform to the Amount Certified) 
ARCHITECT 
By: 
Date: ________ _ 
This Certificate Is not negotleble. The AMOUNT CERTIFIED Is payable only to the 
Contractor named herein. Issuance, payment and acceptance of Payment are without 
prejudice to any rights of the Owner or Contractor under this Contract. 
AJA DOCUMENT G702 -APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT -AIA 01992· THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS, 1735 NEW YORK A.VENUE, N.W., WASHINGTON, 'D.C. 2otlOS-5292 




CONTINUATION SHEET AIA DOCUMENT G703 
AIA Document G702, APPLICATION AND CERTIFICATION 
PAYMENT, containing Contractor's signed Certification, is attached. 
In tabulations below, amounts are stated to the nearest dollar. 
Use Column I on Contracts where variable retslnage for line items may apply. 
A B C D 
WORK COMPLETED 
SCHEDULED FROM PREVIOUS 
ITEM NUMBER DESCRIPTION OF WORK VALUE APPLICATION 
ID+El 
01 Crane Rental 690,981.00 .00 
02 Turbine Receive 732,068.00 .00 
03 Foundations 1,562,698.00 161,819.10 
04 Site Pads 159.464.00 .oo 
05 Crane Pads 93,989.00 .00 
06 Access Roads & On Si 739,236.00 118,654.60 
07 Temporary Facilities 170,038.00 .00 
08 Off-site Road lmprov .00 .00 
09 Substations .00 .00 
10 Electrical lnfrastru 704,034.DO .oo 
11 Fiber Optic System 28,486.00 .00 
12 · Turbine Switch Gear 228,957.00 .00 
13 Communications Syste 155,367.00 .00 
14 Met Towers & Sensors 211,210.00 .00 
15 SollsTesUng 29,335.00 29,335.00 
16 Site RemedlaUon 42,242.00 .oo 
17 Site Surveylna 17,801.00 8,800.60 
18 Misc. (Phone, Elect} 54,528.00 .00 
19 ConstrucUon Managem 1,559,266.00 83,705.92 





APPLICATION NO: 5 





PERIOD TO: 05/25/2012 
PROJECT NO: 114034 602 
PROJECT NAME: Lava Beds 9 Turbines 
G H 
TOTAL 
COMPLETED AND BALANCE 
STORED TO DATE % TO FINISH 
l(NOTIN DOR E'I ID+E+F\ IG/C\ IC-G\ 
.00 .00 .OD 0 690,981.00 
.00 .00 ·.00 0 732,068.00 
.00 .oo 161,819.10 10 1,400,778.90 
.00 .00 .OD 0 159,464.00 
.00 .00 .00 0 93,989.00 
.00 .00 118,654.60 16 620,680.50 
.00 .00 .00 0 170,038.00 
.00 .00 .00 0 .00 
.00 .oo .00 0 .oo 
.00 .00 .00 0 704,034.00 
.oo .00 .00 0 28,488.00 
.00 .00 .00 0 228,957.00 
.00 .00 .00 0 165,387.00 
.00 .00 .00 0 211,210.00 
.OD .00 29,335.00 100 .oo 
.oo .00 .00 0 42,242.00 
.00 .oo 8,800.50 50 8,800.50 
.00 .00 .00 0 54,628.00 
76,029.80 .00 158,735.72 10 1,40D,530.28 
.00 .00 220,779.00 100 .00 
























.AJA DOCUMENT 070! - CONTINUATION SHEET FOR G702 -AIA © 1992 - THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS, 1735 NEW YORK AVENUE, N.W., WASHINGTON, O.C. 20006-5392 
Users m1y ablaln validation af this document by requesting a completed AJA Document 0401 - Certification of Document'• Authenticity from the Ucenaea. 
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APPLICATION AND CERTIFICATE FOR PAYMENT AIA DOCUMENT G702 
TO OWNER: PROJECT: 
Rogerson Flats Wind Farm, 
Exergy Development Group of Idaho, 
LLC 
Jack Ranch Rogerson 
Flats 10 Turbines 
Boise, ID 83702 
FROM CONTRACTOR: 
Fagen Inc 
501 West Highway 212 
Granite Falls, MN 56241 
VIA ARCHITECT: 
CONTRACTOR'S APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT 
Application Is made fut payment, as shown below, In connection with 
the Contract. Continuation Sheet, AIA Document G703 Is attached. 
1. ORIGINAL CONTRACT SUM 
2. Net change by Change Orders 
3. CONTRACT SUM TO DATE (Line 1 + 2) 
4; TOTAL COMPLETED & STORED TO DATE 
(Column G on G703) 
5. RETAINAGE: 
a. On Completed Work 
(Columns D + E on G703) 
b. On Stored Material 
(Colum·n i= on G703) 
Total Relalnage (Line 2a + 5b or 















6. TOTAL EARNED LESS RETAINAGE $ 1,147,067.51 
(Line 4 less line 5 total) 
7. LESS PREVIOUS CERTIFICATES FOR PAYMENT 
(Line 6 from prior Certificate) 
8. CURRENT PAYMENT DUE 
9. BALANCE TO FINISH, INCLUDING RETAINAGE 
(Line 3 less Line 6) 
CHANGE ORDER SUMMARY ADDITIONS 
Total changes approved In 
previous months bv Owner 
Total changes approved In 
TOTALS 
NET CHANGES by Ch$nge Order 
$ 726,359.11 
























ARCHITECT'S CERTIFICATE FOR PAYMENT 
In accordance with the Contract Documents, based on on-site observations and the data 
comprising Ulla appllcaUon, the Architect certifies to tha Ownar that to Iha best or the 
Architect's knowledge, Information and befier the work has progressed as indicated, the 
quality or the work Is In accartlance with the 
Contract Documents, and the Contractor Is entltled to payment of the Amount Certified. 
AMOUNT CERTIFIED $------
(Attach explanation If amount certtned differs from the amount appl/ed for. Initial 
all figures on this Application and on the Continuation Sheet that are charged to 
conform to the Amount Certified) 
ARCHITECT 
By: Date: ______ _ 
This Certificate Is not negotiable. The AMOUNT CERTIFIED Is payable only to the 
Contractor named herein. Issuance, payment and acceptance of Payment are without 
prejudice to any rights of the Owner or Contractor under this Contract. . 
AIA DOCUMENT G702 -APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT-AIA@Hl92- THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS, 1735 NEW YORK AVENUE, N.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20008-5292 






AIA Document G702, APPLICATION AND CERTIFICATION 
PAYMENT, containing Contractor's signed Certification, is attached. 
In tabulations below, amounts are stated to the nearest dollar. 
AIA DOCUMENT G703 
Use Column I on Contracts where variable retainage for line items may apply. 
A B C D E 
WORK COMPLETED WORK 
SCHEDULED FROM PREVIOUS COMPLETED 
ITEM NUMBER DESCRIPTION OF WORK VALUE APPLICATION THIS PERIOD 
ro+El 
01 Crane Rental 227,123.25 .00 .00 
02 Turbine Receive Asse 759,466.75 148.45 .00 
03 Foundations 1,723,215.50 152,301.25 .00 
04 Site Pads 281,170.75 48,678.23 83;120.89 
05 Crane Pads 93,723.50 .00 .00 
06 Access Roads and On 796,182.00 119,045.76 260,080.86 
07 Temporary FaclllUes 142,502.75 .00 1,060.65 
08 Off-site Road lmprov .oo .00 .00 
09 Substations 2,145,906.75 .00 .00 
10 Electrical lnfrastru 768,533.50 .00 .00 
11 . Fiber OoUc Svstem 29,006.75 .00 .00 
12 Turbine Switch Gear 253,996.75 .oo .00 
13 Communications Syste 177,726.25 3,555.00 .00 
14 Met Towers & Sensors .00 .00 .00 
15 Softs Testing 35.146.25 35,14625 .00 
16 Site Remediation 43,933.00 .00 .oo 
17 Site Survevlno 17,573.25 8,787.00 .oo 
18 Misc. (Phone, elect} 22,096.25 .00 .00 
19 ConstrucUon Managem 955,435.00 80,733.84 76,446.00 
20 MobltlzaUon 245,277.75 245,277.75 .00 
21 Main SubstaUon Tran 326,875.75 32,687.58 .00 
·.Y. ·-. 
APPLICATION NO: 5 
APPLICATION DATE: 05/25/2012 
PERIOD TO: 05/25/2012 
PROJECT NO: 114034 603 
Page 1 of 1 
PROJECT NAME: Jack Ranch Rogerson Flats 10 Turbines 
F G H 
MATERIALS TOTAL RETAINAGE 
PRESENTLY COMPLETED AND BALANCE {IF VARIABLE 
STORED STORED TO DATE % TO FINISH RATE) 
I !NOT IN DOR El ro +E+ Fl rGrC\ IC-Gl 
.00 .00 0 227,123.25 .oo 
.00 146.46 0 759,310.30 .00 
.00 152,301.25 9 1,570,914.25 .oo 
.00 131,799.12 47 149,371.63 .00 
.00 .00 0 93,723.50 .00 
.00 379,126.62 48 417,055.38 .00 
.00 1,080.85 1 141,442.10 .00 
.00 .00 0 .oo .00 
.00 .00 0 2,145,906.75 .00 
.00 .00 0 768,533.50 .00 
.00 .oo 0 29,006.75 .OD 
.00 .oo 0 253,996.75 .00 
.00 3,555.00 2 174,171.25 .oo 
.00 .00 0 .00 .00 
.00 35,146.25 100 .00 .00 
.00 .00 0 43,933.00 .00 
.00 8,787.00 50 8,786.25 .00 
.00 .00 0 22,096.25 .oo 
.00 157,179.84 16 798,255.16 .00 
.00 245,277.75 100 .00 .00 
.00 32,687.58 10 294,188.17 .oo 
AJA DOCUMENT G703- CONTINUATION SHEET FCR 0702-AIA O 1992 -THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS, 1735 NEWYCRKAVENUE, N.W., WASHINGTON, C.C. 2DD08-5392 
u,,,.. may abtaln v11id1tlan of this doaument by ,equa1lin9 a eomplaled AIA Daouma,;t D401 "".' C.rtlflcatlon of Document'• Authantlaltv from th• Llcanau. 
e 
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APPLICATION AND CERTIFICATE FOR PAYMENT AIA DOCUMENT G702 
TO OWNER: 
Salmon Creek Wind Farm, 
Exergy Development Group of Idaho, 
LLC 
Boise, ID 83702 
FROM CONTRACTOR: 
Fagen Inc 
501 West Highway 212 





CONTRACTOR'S APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT 
Application Is made for payment, as shown below, in connection with 
the Contract. Continuation Sheet, AIA Document G703-ls attached. 
1. ORIGINAL CONTRACT SUM 
2. Net change by Change Orders 
3. CONTRACT SUM TO DATE (Line 1 + 2) 
4. TOTAL COMPLETED & STORED TO DATE 
(Column G on G703) 
5. RETAINAGE: 
a. On Completed Work 
(Columns D + E on G703) 
b. On Stoted Material 
(CollJmn F on G703) 
Total Retalnage (Line 2a + Sb or 















6. TOTAL EARNED LESS RETAINAGE $ 1,147,067.51 
(Line 4 less fine 5 total) 
7. LESS PREVIOUS CERTIFICATES FOR PAYMENT 
(Line 6 from prior Certtflcate) 
6, CURRENT PAYMENT DUE 
9. BALANCE TO FINISH, INCLUDING RETAINAGE 
(Line 3 less Line 8) 
CHANGE ORDER SUMMARY APDITIONS 
Total changes approved In 
orevlous months bv Owner 
Total changes approved In 
TOTALS 
NET CHANGES by Change Order 
$ 726,359.11 
























ARCHITECT'S CERTIFICATE FOR PAYMENT 
In accordance wilh the Conlract Documents, based on on-site obaervallona and the data 
comprising this appllcatlon, the Architect aer.tlfles to the Owner that to the best or the 
Arohlteol's knowledge, lnrormallon and belief the work has progressed as Indicated, the 
quality or the work is In accordance with the 
Contract Documents, end the Contractor Is enfltled to payment of tlie Amount Certified. 
AMOUNT CERTIFIED $------
(Attach explanation if amount certllled dfffers from the amount applied for. Initial 
all figures on this Application and on the Continuation Sheet that are charged to 
conform to the Amount Certified) 
ARCHITECT 
By: Date:--------
This Certlflcate ls not negotiable. The AMOUNT CERTIFIED Is payable only to the 
Contractor named herein. Issuance, payment and acceptance of Payment are without 
preJudlce to any rights ~f the Owner or Contractor under this Contract. 
AJA DOCUMENT G702-APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT-AIA ®1992• THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS, 1735 NEWYORKAVENUE, N.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20006-5292 





AIA Document G702, APPLICATION AND CERTIFICATION 
PAYMENT, containing Contractor's signed Certification, is attached. 
In tabulations below, amounts are stated to the nearest dollar. 
AIA DOCUMENT G703 
Use Column I on Contracts where variable retainage for line items may apply. 
A B C D E 
WORK COMPLETED WORK 
SCHEDULED FROM PREVIOUS COMPLETED 
ITEM NUMBER DESCRIPTION OF WORK VALUE APPLICATION THIS PERIOD 
(D+El 
01 Crane Rental 227,123.25 .00 .00 
02 Turbine Receive 759,456.75 146.45 .00 
03 Foundations 1,723,215.50 152,30125 .00 
04 Site Pads 281,170.75 48,878.23 83,120.88 
05 Crane Pads 93,723.50 .00 .00 
06 Access Roads and On 796,182.00 119,045.76 260,080.87 
07 Temporary Faclllfles 142,502.75 .00 1,060.65 
08 Off-site Road lmprov .00 .oo .oo 
09 Substations 2,145,906.75 .00 .00 
10 Electrical lnfrastru 768,533.60 .oo .oo 
11 Fiber Optic System 29,006.75 .00 .oo 
12 Turbine Switch Gear 253,996.75 .00 .00 
13 Communications Syste 177,726.25 3,555.00 .00 
14 Met Towers & Sensors 210,878.00 .oo .00 
15 Solis Testing 35,146.25 35,14625 .oo 
16 Site Remediation 43,933.00 .00 .00 
17 Site Surveyina 17,673.25 8,787.00 .00 
18 Misc (Phone, Electr) 22,096.25 .oo .00 
19 ConstrucUon Managem 955,435.00 80,733.84 76,446.00 
20 Mobilization 245,277.75 245,277.75 .oo 









Page 1 of1 
PROJECT NAME: Jack Ranch Salmon Creeks 
F ·G H 
MATERIALS TOTAL RETAINAGE 
PRESENTLY COMPLETED AND BALANCE (IF VARIABLE 
STORED STOREOTO DATE % TO FINISH RATE) 
INOT IN D OR El ID+ E+ Fl (GI Cl IC·Gl 
,00 .00 . 0 227,123.25 .oo 
.00 146.45 0 759,310.30 .00 
.00 152,30125 9 1,570,914.25 .00 
.00 131,799.11 47 149,371.64 .00 
.00 .00 ·o 93,723.50 .00 
.oo 379.126.63 48 417,055.37 .00 
.00 1,060.65 1 141,442.10 .00 
.00 .00 0 .00 .00 
.00 .. 00 0 2,145,906.75 .00 
.oo .00 0 768,533.60 .oo 
.00 .00 0 29,006.75 .00 
.00 .oo 0 253,996.75 .00 
.00 3,555.00 2 174,171.25 .00 
.oo .00 0 210,878.00 .oo 
.00 . 35,146.25 100 .00 .00 
.00 .oo 0 43,933.00 .oo 
.00 8,787.00 50 8,786.25 .00 
.00 .00 0 22,096.25 .00 
.00 157,179.84 16 798,255.16 .oo 
.oo 245,277.75 100 .00 .00 
.00 32,687.58 10 294,188.17 ·0£ 
AIA DOCUMENT 0703-CONTINUATION SHEET FOR 0702-AIA© 1992-THEAMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS, 1736 NEWYORl<AVENUE, N.W., WASHINQTON, O.C. 20006-5392 
Uaera may obtain valldatlan c,f thl1 document by requa1tlng a completed AIA Documaht D401 - Cartlflcatlan af Document's Authenticity froni the UaenHa. 
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APPLICATION AND CERTIFICATE FOR PAYMENT AIA DOCUMENT G702 
TO OWNER: 
Cottonwood Wind Park, LLC 
Exergy Development Group of Idaho, 
LLC 
Boise, ID 83702 
FROM CONTRACTOR: 
Fagen Inc 
501 West Highway 212 





CONTRACTOR'S APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT 
Application is made for payment, as shown below, in connection with 
the Contract. Continuation Sheet, AIA Document G703 Is attached. 
1. ORIGINAL CONTRACT SUM 
2. Net change by Change Orders 
3. CONTRACT SUM TO DATE (Line 1 + 2) 
4. TOTAL COMPLETED & STORED TO DATE 
(Column G on 0703) 
5. RETAINAGE: 
a. On Completed Work 
(Columns D + E on G703) 
b. On Stored Material 
(Column F on G703) 
Total Retalnage (Line 2a + 5b or 















6. TOTAL EARNED LESS RETAINAGE $ 1,147,067.51 
(Une 4 less llne 5 total) 
7. LESS PREVIOUS CERTIFICATES FOR PAYMENT 
(Line 6 from ·prior Certificate) 
8. CURRENT PAYMENT DUE 
9. BALANCE TO FINISH, INCLUDING RETAINAGE 
(Line 3 less Line 6) 
CHANGE ORDER SUMMARY ADDITIONS 
Total changes approved in 
orevlous months bv Owner 
Total changes approved In 
TOTALS 
NET CHANGES by Change Order 
$ 726,359.11 
























The undersigned Contraclor cerlllies that to the best of the Contractor's knowledge, 
lnrormaUon end belief the Work covered by lhls AppllcaUon for Payment has been 
completed in accordance wllh the Contract Documents, that all amounts have baen paid by 
the Contraclor for Werk for which previous Certificates for Payment were Issued and 
payments received from the Owner, end Iha! current payment shown here Is aorrecl 
CONTRJ\.y19'~: F;_ag'1-!lnc fl 
By: ~ l~L,c-nv'\.... Date: t6 ~ J_ G -{ L.. 
Stale~n~ • 
Countyof:~ ~-pUl...-, 
Subscribed and ~ to b!3roj,-
me this r:9:i5' "'1lay _gvi.-c---~ , 
Notary Publl~r7 -/'J-LR..~~11"' 
My Commission expires: ll I •v\N\IVV\/V\NVvv...rvvvv..,v.,,JV>.~"""'"" 
Y::31(/S'. 
ARCHITECT1S CERTIFICATE FOR PAYMENT 
In accordance with the Contract Documents, based on on-site observaUoris and the data 
comprising this application, the Architect certlfles to the Owner that to the best of the 
Architect's knowledge, inronnaUon and benerlhe work has progressed as indicated, the 
quality of the wom la in accordance with the ' 
Contract Documents, and the Contractor Is entitled to payment o.f the Amount Certified. 
AMOUNT CERTIFIED $-------
(Attach explanation If amount certified differs from the amount applied for. Initial 
all figures on this.Application and on the Continuation Sheet that are charged to 
conform to the Amount Certffled) 
ARCHITECT 
By: Date: ______ _ 
This CerUHcate ls not negotiable. The AMOUNT CERTIFIED Is payable only to the 
Contractor named herein. Issuance, payment and acceptance of Payment are without 
prejudice to any rights of the owner or Contractor under this Contract. 
AJA DOCUMENT G702 -APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT -AIA Cl1992- THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS, 1735 NEW YORK AVENU!;:, N.W., WASHINGTON, O.C. 20006-5292 






AIA Document G702;APPLICATION AND CERTIFICATION 
PAYMENT; containing Contractor's signed Certification, is attached. 
In tabulations below, amounts are stated to the nearest dollar. 
AIA DOCUMENT G703 
Use Column I on Contracts where variable retafnage for line items may apply. 
A B C D E 
WORK COMPLETED WORK 
SCHEDULED FROM PREVIOUS COMPLETED 
ITEM NUMBER DESCRIPTION OF WORK VALUE APPLICATION THIS PERIOD 
CD+ El 
01 Crane Rental 227,123.25 .00 .00 
02 Turbine Receive 759,456.76 146.45 .00 
03 Foundations 1,723,215.50 152,301.25 .OD 
04 Site Pads 281,170.75 48,678.23 83,120.88 
05 Crane Pads 93,723.50 .OD .00 
06 Access Roads and On 796,182.00 119,045.76 260,080.87 
07 Temporarv Facllltles 142,502.75 .oo 1,060.65 
08 Off-sfte Road lmprov .oo .oo .00 
09 Substations 2,145,906.75 .00 .00 
10 Elecbical lnfrastru 768,533.50 .oo .00 
11 · Fiber Optic Systems 29,006.75 .00 .00 
12 Turbine Switch Gear 253,996.75 .00 .00 
13 Communications Syste 177,726.25 3,555.00 .oo 
14 Mel Towers & Sensors .00 .00 .00 
15 Solle Testing 35,146.25 35,148.25 .OD 
16 Site Remediation 43,933.00 .00 .OD 
17 Sile surveying 17,573.25 8,787.00 .00 
18 Misc (Phone, Elect) 22,096.25 .OD .OD 
19 Construction Managem 955,435.00 80,733.84 76,446.00 
. 20 Mobilization 245,277.75 245,277.75 .OD 









PROJECT NAME: Jack Ranch Cottonwood 
F G H 
MATERIALS TOTAL 
PRESENTLY COMPLETED AND BALANCE 
STORED STOREDTO DATE % TO FINISH 
!NOT IND OR El ID+E+F\ !G/C\ IC· G\ 
.00 .00 0 227,123.25 
.oo 146.45 0 759,310.30 
.OD 152,301.25 9 1,570,914.25 
.bo 131,799.11 47 149,371.64 
.DO .00 0 93,723.50 
.oo 379,126.63 48 417,055.37 
.00 1,060.65 1 141,442.10 
.00 .00 0 .00 
.00 .00 0 2,145,906.75 
.00 .00 0 768,533.50 
.00 .00 0 29,006.75 
.00 .oo 0 253,996.75 
.oo 3,555.00 2 174,171.25 
.00 .OD 0 .00 
.OD 35,148.25 100 .00 
.00 .00 0 43,933.00 
.00 8,787.00 50 8,786.25 
.00 .00 0 22,096.25 
.OD 157,179.84 16 798,255.16 
.DO 245,277.75 100 .oo 
.00 32,687.58 10 294,188.17 
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APPLICATION AND CERTIFICATE FOR PAYMENT AIA DOCUMENT G702 
TO OWNER: 
Deep Creek Wind Park, LLC 
Exergy _Development Group of ld1:1ho, 
LLC 
Boise, ID 83702 
FROM CONTRACTOR: 
Fagen Inc 
501 West Highway 212 





CONTRACTOR'S APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT 
Applicatlon is made for payment, as shown below, in connection with 
the Contract Continuation Sheet, AIA Document G703 Is attached. 
1. ORIGINAL CONTRACT SUM 
2. Net change by Change Orders 
3. CONTRACT SUM TO DATE (Line 1 + 2) 
4. TOTAL COMPLETED & STORED TO DATE 
(COiumn G on G703) 
6. RETAINAGE: 
a. On Completed Work 
(Columns D + E on G703) 
b. On Stored Material 
(Column F on G703) 
Tota~Retainage (Lina 2a + 5b or 















6. TOTAL EARNED LESS RETAINAGE $ 1,147,067.48 
(Line 4 less line 5 total) 
7. LESS PREVIOUS CERTIFICATES FOR PAYMENT 
(Line 6 from prior CerllHcate) 
8. CURRENT PAYMENT DUE 
9. BALANCE TO FINISH, INCLUDING RETAINAGE 
(Line 3 less Line 6) 
9HANGE_ORDER SUMMARY ADDITIONS 
Total changes approved In 
previous months bv Owner 
Total changes approved In 
TOTALS 
NET CHANGES by Chl!nge Order 
$ 726,359.10 
























The undersigned Conlraclor certifies thal to the best of lhe Contractor's knowledge, 
Information and belief the Work covered by this AppllcaUon ror Payment has been 
completed In accordance with the Conlract Documents, that ail amounts hava bean paid by 
the Conlractor for Work for Which previous Certificates for Payment were Jsauad and 
payments received from the Owner, and that current payment shown here Is correct. 
CONT~5,0R: fage~c . /1 . · 
By: 't\kt{ Gl,tW).A../nV\ Date: ? -;2 G -( ~ 
state~'//.IUr~ · • 
County of: ~z.i} /J(/~-d.-e 
Subscribed and s~n to b?for~ ./ . . 
·me this ~ -clay of_..........V£...-dz./1 
Notary Publl~~d..r7 L/}...uu.tu 
My Commlsslo/, ~: 1 /.. J 
13(//.;z 
ARCHITECT1S CERTIFICATE FOR PAYMENT 
in accordance with the Contract Documents, based on on-site observations and the data 
comprislng this applloalion, the Architect certmea to the Owner that to the beat or the 
Architect's knowledge, lnformatlon·and belief Ille work has progressed as lndicsted, the 
quality of the work Is In accordance with the 
Contract Documents, and the Contractor ts entitled to payment of the Amount Certified. 
AMOUNT CERTIFIED $-----
(Attach explanation If amount cert/ffed differs from the amount applied for. Initial 
all figures on this Appl/cation and on the Continuation Sheet that are charged to 
conform to the Amount Certified) 
ARCHITECT 
By: Date: ______ _ 
This Csrllflcale ls not negollable. The AMOUNT CERTIFIED Is payable.only lo the 
Contractor named herein. Issuance, payment and acceptance of Payment are wlU,out 
prejudice to any rights of U,e Owner or Conlractor under this Contract. 
AJA DOCUMENT G702-APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT-AIA@1992· THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS, 1735 NEWYORKAVENUE, N.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 2DDDB-5292 




AIA Document G702, APPLICATION AND CERTIFICATION 
PAYMENT, containing Contractor's signed Certification, is attached. 
In tabulations below, amounts are stated to the nearest dollar. 
AIA DOCUMENT G703 
Use Column I on Coritracts where variable retainage for line items may-apply. 
A B C D E 
WORK COMPLETED WORK 
SCHEDULED FROM PREVIOUS COMPLETED 
ITEM NUMBER DESCRIPTION OF WORK VALUE APPLICATION THIS PERIOD 
fD+El 
01 Crane Rental 227,123.25 .00 .00 
02 Turbine Receive 759,456.75 146.45 .00 
03 Foundations 1,723,215.50 152,301.25 .00 
04 Site Pads 281,170.75 46,678.24 83,120.87 
05 Crane Pads 93,723.50 .00 .00 
06 Access Roads and On 796,182.00 119,045.76 260,080.86 
07 Temporary Facilities 142,502.75 .oo 1,060.85 
08 Off-site Road lmprov .00 .00 .00 
09 Substations 2,145,908.75 .00 .oo 
10 Electrical lnfrastru 768,533.50 .00 .00 
11 Fiber Optlc Systems 29,006.75 .00 .00 
12 Turbine Switch Gear 253,996.75 .00 .00 
13 Communications S)'ste 177,728.25 3,555.00 .00 
14 MetTowers & Sensors 210,878.00 .oo .00 
15 sons Testing 35,146.25 35,146.25 .00 
16 Site Remediation 43,933.00 .00 .00 
17 SIie Surveying 17,573.25 8,787.00 .00 
18 Misc (Phone, Elect) 22,098.25 .oo .oo 
19 Conslructlon Managem 955,435.00 80,733.84 76,446.00 
20 Mobilization 245,277.75 245,277.76 .00 









PROJECT NAME: Jack Ranch Deep Creek 
F G H 
MATERIALS TOTAL 
PRESENTLY COMPLETED ANO BALANCE 
STORED STORED TO DATE % TO FINISH 
IINOTIN DORF\ fD+E+Fl IG/Cl IC·Gl 
.00. .00 0 227,123.26 
.00 146.45 0 759,310.30 
.00 152,301.25 9 1,570,914.25 
.00 131,799.11 47 149,371.64 
.00 .00 0 93,723.50 
.oo 379,126.62 48 417,055.38 
.00 1,080.65 1 141,442.10 
.00 .00 0 .oo 
.00 .00 0 2,145,906.75 
.. oo .00 0 788,533.50 
.00 .00 0 29,006.75 
.oo .00 0 253,996.75 
.oo 3,555.00 2 174,171.25 
.00 .oo 0 210,878.00 
.00 35,146.25 100 .00 
.oo .00 0 43,933.00 
.00 8,787.00 50 8,786.25 
.00 .oo 0 22,096.25 
.00 157,179.84 16 798,255.16 
.00 245,277.76 100 .00 
.00 32,687.56 10 294,188.19 
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PARTIAL WAIVER AND LIEN RELEASE 
Fagen. Inc., a Minnesota corporation ("Contractor"), and Exergy Development Group of 
Idaho, L.L.C., an Idaho limited liability company ("Owner"), · have entered into that certain 
Balance of Plant Engineering, Procurement and Construction Services Agreement, dated. 
December 31, 2011 (the "Agreement"). Capitalized terms used herein and not otherwise defined 
herein have the meanings set forth in the Agreement. 
For and in consideration of partial payment in the amount of one million eight hundred 
seventy six thousand eighty dollar and 08/100 ($1,876,080.08) for labor, skill, equipment, 
· services, supplies and material furnished, or to 1:,e furnished, to Owner, . and other good and 
valuable consideration, Contractor does hereby, to the extent paid and contingent upon receipt 
thereof: · 
1. irrevocably and unconditionally waive, release, discharge and relinquish any and 
all Liens and claims of, and rights to, Liens with respect to and on (a) the Project and all 
improvements thereon, (b) any material, fixtures, apparatus and machinery ( and moneys, funds 
or other considerations due or to become due from Owner on account oflabor, services, material, 
fixtures, apparatus and machinery) relating to the Project, and (c) any other property of Owner 
(the "Released Property"); 
2. agree and certify that (a) there are no Liens on the Released Property by, through 
or under the undersigned, any of its subcontractors or any of its respective employees, (b) (i) it 
has not received a notice of intention to claim any Liens (including Liens by, through or under 
any of its Subcontractors) on the Released Property, (ii) no proceeding to establish any such 
Liens has been filed or instituted by it, or to the best of its knowledge after due inquiry, by any of 
its Subcontractors, and (iii) there is no known basis for any such Liens; and 
3. agree and certify that all amounts properly due and payable with respect to all 
prior Applications for Payment have been paid in full by Owner and the applicable lien waivers 
associated therewith are final and unconditional. 
[REMAINDER OF PAGE INTENTIONALLY LEFF BLANK] 
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----------'11....___ _____ e_ 
Partial Waiver and Lien Release this ~day of 20~ 





STATE ofJjJ/ II Jl&tdi) 
COUN1Y of~ [JJ;jJ,(UP 
LEGAL_US_E # 8S903908.4 
722
e 
Lava Beds Legal Description 
EXHIBIT "A" EASEMENT 
Township 1 South. Range 32, E.B.M., Bingham County, Idaho 
Sections 22, 23 and 26: All of that property lying within 1320 feet south and west of the 
Tabor Highway/Union Pacific Rail Road right of way. 
Notch Butte Legal Description 
Exhibit A Legal Description 
To\\'.DShip 6 South,Range 19 East of the Boise Meridian.Lincoln County,ldaho 
Section 22: EYzEYz 
EXCEPT a portion of the NE"'NEm of Section 22 conveyed to the State ofidaho by Warranty 
Deed 
recorded as Instrument Number 109244,Lincoln County records. 










TOWN.SHIP 14".SGUTH, RANGE -15:EAST; BOISE MElUDIAN; TWI~ .fALLS·ceONrt 
IDAHP . . I 
SECTION 24: .E'h; EY2WY:z 
SECTION 25: ·AU: 
EXCEPT.:{NOTE,Tt1IS·IS:OLD .Q:S. :HJGHWit\' 93,AND'WAS-R:EMOY.ED FROM THE 
HIGBW:AY 5YSJ:EM.l.N.19S6 •. THE DOCUMENT WAS,JtECORDED IN;1991,;,) 
·A ~P-.OFiLA:ND :Z.OO.UO FEET .WID.E,.:B~G-~DO.:OO~F.EET-ON EACH $iDE9F mE 
fOLlO.WING DCSCRIIlED·CI!NTERLINE·bF HIGHWAY.As .Sl:J.I~.\i.EY.ED. AND. SHOWN ,.as· 
THE·OFfiiCIAL PLAT· OF SAWTOO.TH;RARK F.•FG D.9l.f4]:1:tiGHWAY ·stJRVEY·otiJ-:.F-'lid:· 
IN THE OF~GE"OF THE'.IDAtiO TRANSPO.RTA·tiON1:>EPAR'FMENT -DISTRicr 4-0P~ 
stATE OF WAHO:AND:L¥JNGOVER:ANo .. f(oftc.1ssiil.tE E?/zN\vt~·:iru>·mE Nwll4'HE~4 
oF~Eet:J;ON-~ Tf:IE_~:'4~'M ~o;!fte:."NEV~~;o'f.~&;:froN .. z~i ALLIN ·· · .. · · · .. 
TOWNSHIP 14:SOUT}4, RANGE"lS'.EAST, B•M,. 
BEGINNIN.~-AT.STATWN.·645.+90·o'F.Sittb HIGHWA.Y·,S\JRVEY;.Wf.f:mti;:STATION:JI51A .. 
. P.OIN'T'O.N ·T:AN.GENT APP-RiDClMARLYU~D.O' F.EEr.•E'AST•OF TflE··:WES'FQUAltlER 
~6RNEJt;·OF'5E~0~:35_; T.QW:N$MJ;p 14':S0l.A'fl,,RA:NGE::i5 ~j B'.J.I~;. 
f1d~C~· R~lY~~Nli::~OR'fH'~$q "41! E'AS:r,:'4S'tO:..o·,f.EE:rr.O·StAij:OJi(69.1+.0o·Of -~~ 
SURVEy,. WtllcH:sr:UION JS)\iP.o~.QN;n;ANG.EtiT'AP.Pao~A:rsJi.Y1:3::7C..f.eEr 
~ut.H:AN~7]:~·~;FEErW~ fR-e~:iJtE:-~QLfi(R.~,mttNER·~f:s~o~;~ 
-AlS.O BEGINNlNG;AT'STATION-693~89:..0f.:SAID lii!GHWAY:S~r.-WHI.CH 
.ST:A:r.IO.N lS:iA:·.POINT:eN TANGENT AAPftOXiM~lELY 107.0~0 FE~ 5.0.PT:f.l Al'ID 14-5.~ 
F.~WESr·OF·THE· EAST QUARJER,CDRNER.-!:1f•SECriO~ Zt?;,-~EJ'f¢E~UN..~~~- _ 
NORThl28·'! .41' ElcS!r, 1.!21:9~0:FEET·T0.•SFA110N" 70.6-r.tJS.tH)F; SAD> SI:JRVEY:, .Wf.IIG.lll 
STATION IS "A POINT ON TANGENT A'PPReXIM'ATaY76'l:o-:F.EEfWEST'FRoM·l:Hti· 
·EAST QISARTE;R'Ct:;JRNER .Of SEP'I'IQN·;z~. . . . . . 
. AND.'EXCEPT 
A.~p OF ~"_D ;lQ~.DO. F.E.ET ·WlD-E,_:Bel:NG'lt00{00J1~'0N JWJtf sl.DE!:Q:f !'fH~ 
,fGJ.:.LO\Y.iNG·'D.ESGRIBcD-'CENl'ERLINE.'OFt.JIGtfWAY As:sUR:~EJ'>-AfiG'SHGWN:~ft 
11fe_;oi=f.i~L. Pl.:Ar~oi= ·u. ·s •.. Hi6~if::93--P.-Rooea··N~· F-f..G,~~~~:~IGH\I'M.Y ·· 
SURv.E\'·-OtfiFfl:E IN THe·.omce·.oFilli:~tDM-10 TAANSPORTAT.ION l>.EB"ARtf!IIEfft' 
DIST.IUCT 4::0FTHE:S1ATE·D.F'ID1lHO·AND lY:ING:OVERA:ND ACROSS.:rtlc JS.Vift'WJ-4. 
AND TfiE NWV4NE1/4 .OF SECTION:.35l\NDTHE'S!/:iSEf/4.:A-ND·'fffE NEV4SEV4-"0ll 
SECT.ION: 26i 'Ji:OWNsffiP 14,:SOU'Ill,_lfANGE :1S·a\ST,:,B..M.. . 
BEGIN.NING AT Sl'ATf.ION ·64.5+go·;oF 'l'tiE sAID HIGHWAY SURVEY.,. WH~CH :ST~TI0N 
IS.-A-POirrt·oNT:ANGENTAPPROxiMATEl:Y1'6VO~O:f.EET·fAS1'·FRQM.jKE;,WEST 
QUAlffER·CGRNEROF 5£ttBiN 35i. . . . . . . . . .. 
THENGE RUNNING!No.Rtll :zs~:4f'··E:AST7 l3mi;·1 FE:ErTO·SIAT.tCJtlf;659:±36;·1.QP,5~· 
SURm, WtuOH;STATION '15-A.P.OlNT.Dr·cuav~lf.UR..E; . . . . . , ..... 
THENCE 4115~9 .. ~-WE'H-A-00~'511' ~l;tV..E .. ~GHT,-.$MD·C.I)~VE t:JA\qNG A~~~~ 
ANGLE:oj: 45° 33~To.'ST-ATIP~·7()0+.$;0r'\.'JHJ:CH 5.'f~l\IOJIIIS:)\.p0IN,t·oJii. Q;IR<YJ:. 
A,PPROXIMAT.EtY l:~5.~ :F.1$f NORTH :J;ROJot ytfE SOUTI:IEAS:r-CORNER OF:SECEQN 
26~ 'tDW.NSijiP ·:1:4,SOUTH~ MN"GE::1:5,-~ •• 8.My 
SECTION 35; EY:zNE1/4f E1/2NW"l4;. Vi."~fi_E,~ 
LEGAL_US_E # 85903908.4 
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Salmon 'Cr.eek 
EXGEPT{NOTE ll:fiSIS OLD U.S. ·HIGHWAY 93 AND~WAS R'EMO.VED ·FROM THE 
~G.HWAY ·SYSTEf.'l::IN:.1S56. T:HE'·P.OCUMENT WAS.~RECORD.EI:) 'IN 1'99.7~) 
A .sm,IP OF LAN.D'200.00 FBET:WID.E,,;~EING 1.00.00: f.E!:T. c:>N EACH :SIDE ·O~TtJ.E 
FOLLOWING DESCRIBED·.CENTERUNE··OF:HIGHWAY AS SURVEYED AND SHOWN ·ON 
THE OFf.lCIAL PLAT·o·F SAWTOOTH PARK F~f~··23~1(4) 'HlGHWAY S.t.iR:vl;Y·ori~ 
IN 1HE OFFIC:::E O.F THE 'IDAHO TRANSPOR."FA1ION DEPARTMEMT''.DlSTkict 4:.0F::r,.Eh: 
STAT:E OF ·lDA'HO AND lYING' OVER·AND.ACROSS THE 'EV.iNW'/4 .AflD ·TME NWi'i .... NEtJ~ 
OF SECTION 35, THE SW1/4SE'1f4 ·AN.D THE. NE1/4SE1f4 OF'SECTION 26; M.L IN 
TOWNSHIP 14 SOUTH, RANGE-~ EAST, B.M., 
BEGI~NIN~:AT$TATION· 645+90.10F·SAID t{IGHWAY S.URVEY,:·WHI<;H s:r~n:o~·l5.:~ 
POINT ON TANGENT APPROXIMATEt;Y'l670,0 F-EET EAST OF tHE WEST QJJAm.-~ 
.CORNER· OF-SECTION .35., 'TOWNSHIP .1~..SOUTH, ~GE :lS :EASTJ a.~~i · . . . 
THENc.e··llUNN1NG NORTH Z8° 4l''.l:A'St 4510..0 FEETT:O . .'srAlWN':69~:+60;.(1f:SAfi> 
SURVEY,, WHICH STATIONlS A. PClr.ff'tJN':"fANGEfff·~PPRO.l.CfMATEL;Y.l3~lrf.E~ 
SOV'Tf.l ~AND l~G~.'O .. FE~'Wfgr .FROM THE:~,Q~R<f,ERCORtft:~-Of SE'CTtt'!tf·~6J. 
~() ;~~mrU~;If'IIG:AT'$T,._T:ION .6~+"~9 ·oF :s!@ t:ti.Gf.iWAY ~l:IA.::Yey,-WHIQH .. . _ . _ 
STATION IS A POINT ON TANGENT APPROXIMATElY'':i070;9 FEET SOUTH Afla·nm~o, 
FEET WEST·OF THE-·EAST .QUARTEit·OO·RNeR OF. SECTlON 26; tTHENCE lU~NNl·NG ~. ~-. 
NORTtl 28" 4!' EAST; 121!9.,9 ·F.EETTO.S'FA.'f:I.ON 106+.DB~D OF· SAlD-SURVEY;{;WHIGill 
ST-ATION l5 A.POINT·l)N T-ANGENT :A'PP~XIMATEtY·767dliFEET':W:EST'.FRO,'"ft\tf;. 
EAST QUART$ GO.RNER 0f'SEctJQN.;z6, 
.&;NO. EXCEPT. 
A STRIP oJtLAND 2.oo..:o·o FEEJ'wtDEz:BaNG :too;tio :F.EEH!l~ EACH -'s~~OJ:;:nrE 
'F.OUOMNGrDEScRllreD•.eENre'RllNE··OF··t.fiGAWAY--AS·St:fltVe¥f:D .. ANO :st:iOwrJ;,GH·· 
"tffE'OFElCI'AL PiAI\OrtJ. •. S. ·JBGf.IWAY:ga .. ~QJEc:riN'q~ ~G-'UQ1:~~l':HI~H.W.A:Y:· . 
SUf{V.EY·•ON ·FI~ l.N THE\O'FF,.ICE·GFTttE:.lt>Atili:I·~SPQl'fA.~_fiil'(QJiPAR.TMEW __ 
D.lSTR:ICT ~~OF.'THE'SFATE:OF>:WAHO.I(ND lY.mG··.ovtR Mb·.AQlOS'S.l'HE.$'-'l!VA· 
ANB THE NW~14NE"i4 ·oF:secnON 3s·<Arco Ttli: .. sv~i:V~J·AND Tlie .Nf"v..is$'t4,6i 
SEC:JlON .261. T.O.WMSI'IIP .14~1 - R!A'N.GE'1's~EAS'r,;·:a.M .. 
BEGINNING AT STA-TION~.6¥J5+.9l);Of·T:AE:5A'IIU'IlG:FiWf\\T SURUS:, WHI.CH:SfAUGIN 
!S·A· P.OIRTON ·TANGENT llPP.RD-XIM~-:rEL~ l..lil.P.D·•FJ~ETSSf::fRGM 11ll~WE!IT 
QUARTER 'Cii:IR.NER:()F:SI;Cl[ION. 3~i . .. . 
THENCE ~!J.Ni'U~~Gll~~:J:H.28" •41:' ·SA.$t~ ·~~1 .. ~ :to·$.f.Jti~f:IN.~659i:f.~6·'1'i'i;u:;~li) 
SUIWEY, W.t.I~PJ STATION'IS A.PO:lNTt:Of:cuRY~.~ 
THENCE 411$~?-tliEJ:J"::w.ri'H~-A:oo6 54'·Ci:Jit\lE·JUGHliSAlbiCU'R¥E·:.,AVING:~A:·.OI:raRid. 
ANGtE OF 45°. 33''T.O·stATION..7fi'0-¥.52~0i.'WftiCEI Sm'UON Is.A::eOINT'ON -~,J;_:_ 
APPRoXiMATELY 129iJ~-o:·f.i.EET ft G.R'f.H •f.R'OM THE:SOlJTJ:IEAST'CORNEB::'OF:SJ:Oill:tfJII 
lli, 'T:OWNSHIP 1.4 S.O.UTJ::I,, :Rf'.NGE ·1:5 EMT1 B.M.,. . 
TOWN~f.flP 14·50UTJ1, RANGE:1'6 ~I ·BO~E M~DlA'f, T.WIN:FilLLS·e0!JNW.;. 
IDAHO . 
SECTION::1s: GOV'T LOT 7.; EV:zSWY~; W1fi5E~l4 
SEctiON 19: ·ALL 
EXCEPT.TtiAT'PORllON··eEEDEDT.O'TtiE·OR.EGON·SHORt·U:NE~LROAD .. COM~.A_N!(, 
BY DEEP RECoRDED 5EPTCM8£R·25, 19:l4AS.:INST:Rl1Mi:r.rt·Nei •. 17D8.2n. · · · · · 
ALSO ~CEPTi'li'AT PtiRTfON .'DEal.ED TO THE Ort'EGO'N SHDRT-UNE RJ.\'U.~~AP.· . . 
COMPANY, ·'BY DEED REGQR'DED SEPlEM.BER.ZS, '1.9~4-.AS--INS'tRUME"ff"'~~ ~7QB~ 
THIS·.rlEED DESCRIBES 1lt.f 6~93 .. ACiRE 'PARCEL:m:s~;CP.:~rt:;1;7;. 





Propert ,. Description 
TOWNSHIP 14SOUTH, RANGE 15 EAST,·BOISE MERIDIAN, TWIN FALI..S COUNlY, 
IDAHO . 
SECTI:ON 11: ALL 
EXCEPT 
A STRIP OF LAND 100 FEET WIDE, L YlNG 50 FEET ON EACH SIDE OF THE FOLLOWING 
DESCRIBED CENTeRUNE; 
BEGINNING AT A POINT ON THE SECTION LINE, 1799 FEET, MORE OR LESS, EAST OF 
SECT.ION CORNER. COMMON TO SECTIONS 11, .12, l.3 AND 1.4, TOWNSHIP 14 SOUTH, 
RANGE 15 EAST, S.M., WHICH POINT IS STATION .210+62 OF "A" LATERAL AS 
LOCATED; 
THENCE NORTH 00° 28" EAST 37.3 FEET; 
THENCE ON A 20Q CURVE TO THE RIGHT, 110 fEJrr; 
THENCE NORTH 22° 28' EAST, 238.5 FEET; 
THENCE ON A 2041 CURVE TO THE RIGHT, 120.8 FEET; 
THENCE NORTH 46., 38• .EAST, 47.5 FEET; 
THENCE ON A 3tJ° CURVE TO THE RIGHT, 174.4 FEET; 
THENCE SOUTH Bl. a 02' EAST, 40:7.5 FEET; 
THENCE ON A 40° CURVE TO THE LEFT, 1:77.1. FEET; 
THENCE NORTH 28° 08' EAST,.17l...6 FEET; 
THENCE ON A 20° CURVE TO THE RIGHT, 189.2 FEET; 
THENCE NORTH -65° 58' EAST 2549 FEET TO STATION 252+85 WHICH POINT IS ON 
THE EAST SECTION UNE OF SECTION 12, TOWNSHIP 14 SOUTH, AANGE :1.5 EAST. 
B.M., AND 763 FEET, MORE OR LESS, SOUTH OF THE EAST1J4 CORNER Or SAlD 
secnoN 12, ALL SITUATED IN THE Slfz OF SAID SECTION l2. 
SEcriON 13: ALL 
EXCEPT 
A NXNE (9) ACRE PARCEL MORE OR l.ESS, SPECIFICALLY DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS: 
COMMENCING AT THE W.EST QUARTER CORNER OF SECTION 13 ALL IN TOWNSHIP 
14 SOUTtf, RANGE! 15 EAST, B.M.1 WHICH BEARS·NOR.TH 00° 26' 46" E'AST A 
DISTANCE OF 2646,88 FEET FROM THE SOUTHWEST CORNER OF SAID SECTION ::l3; 
THENCE ON A J"EARING OF SOUTH 00? 26' 46u WEST A DISTANCE OF 34.00 FEET 
ALONG THE WEST BOUNDARY OF SAID SECT:rON 13 TO THE REAL PO'INT OF. 
BEGINNING; 
THENCE FROM THIS REAL POINT OF BEGINNING ON A BEARING OF NORTH sn 0:1' 
03" EAST A DISTANCE OF 1900.00 FEET; 
THENCE ON A BEARING OF SOUTH 327 58' 57" EAST A DISTANCE OF 200.00 FEET; 
THENCE ON A BEARING OF SOUTH 577 01' 03" WEST A DI!ITANCE OF 2032.02 FEET 
TO THE WEST BOUNDARY OP' SAID SECTION :1..3; 
THENCE ON A BEARING OF NORTH OD? 26" 46" EAST A DXSTANCE OF 239.64 FEET 
ALONG THE· WEST BOUNDARY OF SAID SECTION :£:1 TO THE REAL PO'INT OF 
BEGINNING. 
SJ:cnON 144 ALL 




BEGINNING AT THE NORTHWEST CORNER OF THE SW1/4NWV4 Of SECTION l.41 
TOWNSHIP 14 SOUTH, RANGE 15 EAST, B.M.; 
THENCE SOUTH ALONG THE SECTXON LINE A DISTANCE OF 505 FEET SWIORE OR LESS; 
THENCE NORTH 81."' 31' 6AST1 80 FEET; 
THENCE NORTH 8° 29' WEST, 505 .FEET, MORE OR LESS TO THE PLACE OF 
BEGINNING. . 
AND EXCEPT 
A STRIP OF LAND 100 FEET WIDE LYING 50 FEET ON EACH SIDE OF THE CENTE~NE 
OF "A" LATERAL AS LOCATED AN.O DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS: 
BEGINNING AT THE NORTHWEST CORNER OF THE SW1J4NW1f41 OF SAID SECTION 14; · 
THENCE SOUTH ALONG THE SE:CTION LINE A OISTANCE OF 505 FEET, MORE OR LESS; 
THENCE NORTH 81'" .31• EAST, 30 FEET TO THE POINT OF BEGINNING,.YIHICH IS PC 
STATION 117+79.8 OF~A" LATERAL AS LOCATED; 
THENCE ON A 400 CURVE iO THE LEFT FROM SEMI-TANGENT SOUTH 8° 29' EAST, A 
DISTANCE OF 200 FEET; . 
THENCE SOUTH 88b zgt EAST, 206.2 FEET; 
THENCE ON A 40" CURVE TO THE LEFT, 165 FEET; 
THENCE NORTH 25° 3l.' EAST, 449 FEETj 
THENCE NORTH 37° 01' EAST, 180 FEET TO A PONT ON THE NORTH LINE OF THE 
SW1/4NWV4, OF SAID SECTION 14, 805 FEET MORE OR LESS, EAST OF THI: 
NORTHWEST CORNER OF THE SW'I/&~NW1/4 OF SECTION 14,. ALL SITUATED IN THE 
SW1fq;NW1f4, 
AND ALSO EXCEPT 
A STRIP OF LAND 100 FSET WIDE, LYING 50 FEET ON EACH SlOE OF THE fOLLOWII'JG 
DESCRlBEO CEI'UERLINE: 
'B'ESINNING AT STATION 129+800F''A., LATERAL SURVEY AS LOCATED WHICH 
POlNT IS ON THE SOUTH BOUNDARY LINE OF THE NW1/4NWV4 OF SEcriON :14 AND 
805 fEET, MORE OR LESS~ EAST OF THE SOUTHWEST CORNER OF SAID FORTY; 
THENCE NORTH 37° 01' EASl'1 224.9 FEET; 
THENCE ON A 2oa CURVE TO THE RIGHT, 310 FEET; 
THENCE SOUTH BOO S9' EAST 1.440.1. FEET TO STATION 149+55 WHJ:CH STATION IS 
A POINT ON THE EAST UNE OF TtlE N£1/4NW'I4 OF SECTION 14 AND ~260 FEEl', 
MORE OR LESS, SOUTH OF THE NORTH 'AI CORNER OF SECTION 141 ALL L YrNG .IN 
THE N1/zNWV4. 
AND ALSO EXCEPT 
A STRIP OF LAND 100 f'EeT WIDE, LYING 50 FEET ON EACH SIDE OF THE FOLLOw:lNG 
DESCRIBED CENTERLINE: 
BEGINNING AT A PODIT ON THE WEST BOUNDARY LlNE OF THE NE1/4 OF S.ecTION 
141 1260 FEET, MORE OR LESS, SOUTH OF THE NORTH 1/4 CORNER OF SAID SECUDN 
141 WHICH POINT IS STATION 149+55 OF '\A" LATSRAL SURVEY AS LOCATED; 
THENCE SOUTH 80°59"' EAST, 366.:1 FEET MORE OR LESS; 
THENCE ON A 20° CURVE TO THE RIGHT, 1.90 FEET; 
THENCE SOUTH 42° 59~ EAST, 685.5 FEET; 
THENCE ON A 40° CURVE TO THE LEFT1 280.8 FEET; 
THENCE NORTH 24° 41• EAST, 693.3 FEET; 
THENCE ON A 40., CURVS TO THE IUGfif 165 FEET; 
THENCE SOunt 89° 19' EAST 220.5 FEET; 
THENCS ON A 50° CURVE TO THE LEFT, .1.55.7 FEET; 
THENCE NORTH 12° 51 •. EAST, 3.12 FEET; 
THENCE ON A 20° CURVE TO THE RIGHT, 110 FEET; 
THENCE NORTH 34° S:l.' EAST, 708.6 FEET; 





. THENCE NORTH 89~ SSZEAST,53 FEET TO STATION 189+86, WHICH POINT IS ON 
THE EAST UNE OF SAID SECTION 14 AND 45 FEET SOUTH OF THE NORTHEAST 
CORNER; SITUATED IN THE NE1/4 OF SECTION '14. 
AND ALSO EXCEPT 
A TWO (2) ACRE PARCEL MORE OR LESS, SPEOFlCAllY DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS! 
COMMENCING AT THE NORTHEAST CORNER OF SECnON 14 AL·L IN TOWNSHIP 14 
SOUTH, RANGE 15 EAST, B.M.1 WHICH BEARS NORTH 89° 40' i6" WEST A DISTANCE 
OF 2640.52 FEET FROM THE NORTH QUARTER CORNER OF SAID SECTION 14; 
THENCE ON A BEARING OF NORTH 89? 40' 16" WEST A DISTANCE OF 1370.00 FEET 
ALONG THE NORTH BOUNDARY OF .SECTION 14 TO THE REAL :pOINT OF BEGINNING; 
THENCE FROM THIS REAL POINT OF BEGINNING ON A BEARING OF SOUTH 00? 00' 
00" WEST A DISTANCE OF 445.00 FEET; 
THENCE ON A BEARING OF NORTH 897 40' 16" WEST A DISTANCE OF 200,00 FEET 
PARALLEL WlTH THE NORTH BOUNDARY OF SAIJ) SECTION l4; 
THENCE ON A BEARING OF NORTH 00? DQ' 00" EAST A DISTANCE OF 445.00 FEET TO 
THE NORTH BOUNDARY OF SAID SECUON 14; 
THENCE ON A BEARING OF SOUTH 89?. 40' 16" EAST A DISTANCE Of 200.00 FEET 
ALONG THE NORTH BOUNDARY OF SAID SECTION 14 TO THE REAl POINT OF 
BEGINNING. 
AND ALSO EXCEPT 
A TWELVE {12} ACRE PARCEL M·ORE OR LESS, SPECIFICAU.Y DESCRIBED AS 
FOLLOWS; 
COMMENCING AT THE NORTHEAST CORNER OF SECTION 14 ALLlN TOWNSHIP 14 
SOUTH, RANGE 15 EAST, S.M., WHICH BEARS NORTH 00° 21' 12n EAST A DISTANCE 
OF 2645.57 FEET FROM THE EAST QUARTER CORNER OF SAID SECTION 14; THENCE 
ON A BEARING OF SOUTH 00? 21' 12" WEST A DISTANCE OF 1008.00 FEEf ALONG 
THE EAST BOUNDARY OF SAID StcriON 14 TO THE REAL POINT Of BEGINNING;· 
THENCE FROM THIS REAL POINT OF BEGINNING AND CONTINUING ON A BEARING 
OF SOUTH 00? 21' 12'1 WEST A DISTANCE OF 884.00 FEET; 
THENCE ON A BEARING Of NORTH 89? 3gt 48"WEST A DISTANCE OF 590.00 FEET; 
THENCE ON A BEARING Of NORTH 00? 21' 12" BAST A DISTANCE OF 884.00 FEET 
PARALLEl WITH THE EAST BOUNDARY Of SAID SECTION 14; 
THENCE ON A BEARING OF SOUTH 89? 38' 48" EAST A DISTANCE OF 590.00 FEET TO 
THE EAST BOUNDARY Of SAID SECTION 14 AND THE REAL POINT OF BEGINNING. 
SECTION 23: W1h.Wi/:~,; NEVoNW1f4 
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T.OWNSHIP .14 SOUT-H,: RANGE 15:EA5T, ·BOISEM.EJw>iAf4l 1WIN J'AIJ.S ;e,;p\;nif.rv,, 
IDAHO 
SECTION 15: SY:i;:-S'IiNF'/4 
EXCEPT 
'I!EGINNING AT:~URVEY STAT.IGN ,t15+.1~'0F '!Aii-LAlERAL.$iJRY:EY, A$,),:a¢~"J'eQ: . 
WHI-cH fJ'OlNT'IS:ON :SECTJ;ON 'UNE :162o":B::~ sOUTtHlrsE¢'f:IO,~ ·co~E~ 
C:OMM0NTO·SECllON .l.Ol.11; 14 AND'1S; T.O'WNSfiiP·'di4;SOi:)Ttf, ~NGE;;~·'EA'S.'f,, 
B~M..; : . . . .. 
THENCE·NO~J.'H:AJ.:OJIIGi.SAl;"P..'SEPf:IGN·UNJ;,.300i~'FE.ET.;-·J\rfo:RE'SRJ~es5'T0.:rHE 
N.o~~ C.OR.~·fl)f THE$~.;:4~-~~A:\GF~¢,ij0Ji,~~r... . ........ -. . . 
n.tENCE WES;T:JOIDNG:THE NOJ~.Tf.I'::BOtmDARY:Of.'$'1al1 f;Oal¥l(FO~)j. ii:Q-0,~; ... 
ntENCE·50.UTH .lf~·-29:~~~~-~s··EE~·ro.:A,·P.QlN:r;·srtT.Iie ~-s~o~ Li,~~-F SECTI.ON$; .. ,.... . . . .. .. . . 




.A·l\_VEN1Y .. TW~~.(2ll·~G.RE~P.ARC~.M.QgE·Q,R.J:;~,,SP~~~~£L.'Yin~BEP.:• 
FGUOWS: 
COMMENciNG::A.'f'FHe:seltr.H;.QV:ARit$£--N$':Gf:~s~<JN:ll./4..J,..IN.T;QWN • 
.14:SO~;.RA:NGE ~.-s,ssr~.s~:.:,·-wt.n.c'R.;sE'ARS'tHBR!rH:B9'o'42~i5r'W,J:$.T 'A · .. 
D~~qEiQF-~5.0-·f)EB'fRSM1l.IE,5GU:TiWA.S'f·eoRNER.:OF:SAW:SECII0N'~ 
THENCE ON 'A:'BEARINGiof·N.Ji~;oo? ~~,az~:$..;.A~.Dl!ij!A'NCE:,Qf. ~g~~97~f.Ee" 
TO. TH.E'RE'AL~POlNT'Of.:.Ji.eGiNl!aNG; 
THENC:E:fROM·T.J$~t. ~diN:f·.c,n•.·iiJ;f$IN'~IIli~;~O~~'B~~Nc,;;:QF J:IQ~TR-~9.?·~· 
09"·:WES:r "':Dim'NCE Of.:,l3193.3..F.SE'rt 
'THEN~ Ol'b~iB'EA:'RtlNG.;Of·NORTH'®?:22'~83" :EAST A.Dis'TdCEJdF.i:6BOo.OBiF...Ei:t; 
Tt:fENQ:'.Q~,~-.B~(i.·.DP,::SDml.l P?.-4~~:09.~"'~-*'·QIST.A~:O.r::$.1:9.23 F-~ 
1'"-E~90~~~~~$.WJ$.()f. .. ~~~~$n~Or(~; . . .... 
THENCE.CQNTINUING;.QNIA·.BEA'RlftG'OFS0lJl'f.t8911;42t.:og!'~EIWf'A~Dls:rANCEOF' 1'00.00 'f-EET; .. . . . .. . . . . . . -. . . . 
Tt'IENCE oN:ABEARI-NGiOF.S.OU'Ilt 001 17''51~''W'EST·A DlSTANCE:.OF.:6im~O.ifEETi. 
THEJ:iCE. PN -A:~~~r;-·op,·NQRT:f.t;8_9?!11-2''i.99lT.·waf•A~A'NCE:rif:iOG~SSiFEEf'TG 
THE REAL ·~O!N.l' .oF·,~~GINill~(i. 
SEc:nON ,n.; .. NJ_ 
:EXCEPT 
A'1'W0' f2}'APR,E·PAll'GEJ.·;J\OR£·:oa·UESS,,;SPE.OIF!OUlY DiESCIUS:ED .. '/iS,:f.GU!GWS: 
.COM~EN~!i;ATlJU::SQl!.l!.i' QU~ip"E~!&Q~~Q~~,.:~e.'N ~1\liiL"a:N:.TUWNSHlP' 
1'4'50unt; RANGE 15~EAST; B;;M~,.;.WHICH =s!;'ARS:seur.a~B9!1 .32~'>2-7"''Et&l<•A 
·oiSl':AN.cf:·:OF~26.ii-2)1-;s':lf.!EETf.R91tf'tiifsq~;¢0itN'ER'0f'~:S~ON~;, 
TJ:fENCE 0N 'A BEAIUNG. GF I'LO.RR:F8.9.?~.0.' n.t'WESTuA;o'$f-;:iiF.li~;Oo~~l$' 





THENCEF.R.OM ·THis REAL P.&~~tPOFrBEGfN~G.;A'NP·;¢DN11NUn.~·p~ .. A''B~f<tNG 
·OF·=NOR:TH"-.89?.:32~·;27'iWEBf A:~e&.af.'~lf1'~00if.EET.l. . · . . 
1lf.fir.f~.CS.NA ~~G'Qf.·l'fO.RlH·®? 2:7·'·3.B" ~1\illlSrANGE:.OF·i:~.tl;G.Cl.:~~· 
t.ff:Ef1.G~:ON ·1\.J:J~R.J.~Ci ··9,.f,N.OR:IJ:J. CjJ:?:i&.,t·a.o:" ~''-'i:liS.WtiN.CE· QfiZ6.1~77tf.EE:1.~ 
TBENOe·:~N A.s~:~tiUN'(;::Q.f so~. ·JJ~ ·--t:"P7;;·. ~·~ipt,r.ANce·oF liiP.i·Jm:·Jf.6Ef~· 
:P.AM!i:ill.Wllllt'f.ME·sbl1TH BG.UNDA.J!¥·::0F·SMD•SEcriON·.;:tz; . 
TttE·N"CE~.ON ,A BEARlNG·,\OF:·seiJTH:o.G?.::zv.•·3;3!i-_;W,m:A .tiiSTANce· af. 24S~OO.J=EsfTc@· 
l'f'fE S.O.l:JTH·:SO.t:JNOARY ·oF.:sAio .. SEcnON .!2 :AND f.HE~REld. P&~rrr::()F.~Q.~~:~ . . · .. . .. - ...... . 
SECi'IO~ 26.::.~~~W'i'i 
"SECTION 27.:.-f"NI:-1A; H.~WV~; SEV4~~ 
:SECTIPN .28: N~hNF'/4; RE-1J~d'1W.V4 · 
:EXCEPT 
A:~~.(,;J.:-~C~:P~1\CEL:~~.:e~~~~ .. :~~lJ;;l::p~g~~~~,:~{..J~~; .. · 
CQMMENO,.N·~.ATTI:IE N9RTJ:tQQAR1iEI.U:lQ&Q.R~.~FiS~N .f.SCL Ij!I'.TOW.~· 
l4:SoliT~,;·RMGE~~E$.t;;'iB.~;;-:W.lftct.tB~:lN.H::89f4,2'·:f.P.~iA·. .. . . 
:t)l~«NGE·:O.F .2:638.SD:Eel?ifiFRti~:~:ffbmtt.f&A5ti@RNfjR;;Qp!s.Mt;·Siit:H,3;0N28 ~ . . ~. ·: ' • .. . . • . .... . .• ' .. I I •• • • . • • • • • • ·.=: 
·A'Nl;J'~~G::~fS,~~:iPPt~q"'~f;J~~:~''-1-NG.;- . . . 
--~~~~:F.J.t.~'-'·~~~JtP.l ~~!df::~tf.~i~~;@~.IUt.4:~&P~GpJJ1tF8~~%r. 






·~···· .: ...... __ ... '·.· . • "Jt.''• : ..... _ ... '::· .• ~ ";"', -:-···.-\;·' ..... ~ -· • • -~ .. -.. .• . • -~-· ". •· .•• 3 • • • • ••• . •• ~ 
THE~RBAI,..P.OINT:Q.f'B~J'IJ'N~~ 
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Exerav 10 PaV=#S 512012 
Detail Contra •Be Paid 
P@m.ble 
ConsultinQ Enaineers 21210 Eaton Ave Fannington, MN 55024 $ 182,137.60 Engineeril!g Services 
Earth SY5terns Global PO Box37fi7 San Luis Obispo, CA 93403 $ 80,000.00 Er!S!neeri_ng Services 
Kaneaster Construction 425 N Lupine Place Pine, ID 83647 $ 2,205.50 Re_l)_lace Doors 
NiX Excavating 4020 North 2600 East Filer, ID 83328 $ 88,656.75 Excavaing 
Sargent & Lundy LLC 8070 Solutions Center Chicago, ll60677-8000 $ 2,770.00 Des_!g_n Reviews 
Fagen Inc POBox159 Granite FaDs, MN 56241 $ 1,520,310.56 General 
Total $ 1.8761080.41 
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Exhibit K 
PARTIAL WAIVER ANU LlF.N RELEASE 
(SUBCONTRACTORJSUPPLIER) 
Fagen. ln.: .. a Mit1nesota corporation , .. Contractor:'), and XRG Dc:vdopmem 
Group ~)f Idaho Ll..C. a Idaho limited liability company ("'Owner"), have entered into that 
certain Amended and Restated Balance of Plant Engineering, Procurement and 
Constntction Services Agreement, dated December 31, 2011 (the "Ae:reement"). 
Capitalized terms used herein and not otherwise defined herein have the meanings set 
forth in the Agreement. 
C•.m!'ulting Engineers ( .. Subcontractor/Supplier") and Contractor have entered 
into that certain ~ubcontract!purchase agret:mcnt attached to Fagen Purchase Orders 
:'.196061 pursuant to which Subcontractor/Supplier shall provide and Contractor shall 
purchase certain equipment, materials, supplies and/or services. 
for and in consideration of the partial payment in the amount of $146.900.00 
(lnv# 30712.1R). the receipt ofwhich is hereby acknowledged, fo.r labor,_ skill, equipment, 
services, supplies and material furnished, or to be furnished, to CQntractor and Owner, 
and other good and valuable eoosideration, Subcontractor does hereby, to the extent ~id: 
1. irrevocably and unconditionally waive, rei~, discbarg~ and relinquish 
any and all Liens and claims of, and rights to, Liens with respect to and on (a) the Project 
and all improvements thereon, (b) any material, fixtures, apparatus and machinery (and 
moneys, funds or other considerations· due or to become due .from Owner or Contractor 
on account of labor, services, material, fixtures, apparatus and· machinery) relating to the 
Project, and (c) any other property of Owner (the "Released. Property"); 
2. agree and certify that (a) there are no Liens on the Release~ Property by, 
through or under the lll'ldersigned, any of its subcontractors/suppliers or any of its 
respective employees, (b) (i) the undersigned has not received a notice of intention to 
claim any Liens (including Liens by, through or under an-y of its subrontractors) on the 
Released Property, (ii) :no proceeding to establish any such Liens has been filed or 
instituted by it, and (iii) there is no known basis for any such Uens, and (c) all amounts 
due and owing to any of its subcontractors/suppliers have been paid or will be paid with 
the money received pursuant to this P~ial Waiver and Lien Release; 
3. agree to indemnify, hold harmless and defend the Owner Indemnified 
Parties from and against any and all Damages arising out of-arty Liens related to services 
provided by or work performed by Contractor and/or any of its subcontractors/suppliers; 
and agree and certify that all amounts properly due and payable with respect to all prior 
invoices for payment have been paid in full by Contractor to it and the applicable lien 
waivers associated therewith are final and unconditional. 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF. th~ undersigned has excc:urcd :md delivered 
this Partial Wai\l!r and Lien Relet\Sc this Z..> daY of A?!Lt.4-. 20 17.,--




STATE of /11# 
COUNTY of __j)1mr;4 
( jJAd_ {;A/) s .,-
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me by V/rJtfiltlr~ this tr"day of 
4ftlt- ,20/_2- ~ ~· "0 . d '~
Otilry Public in antf&thestate of 
fn# , residing at: DONNA A SINDB.AR 
Ne!aly Public 
Minnesota 
My Commission Expil&s~31. 2015 
~ ()p~ ffP1I a-fi ;(/ &LJ f?J,A/ i55DS.? 
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May 11 12 12:58p Dan Lafferty Construction 208-636-2998 
ExbibitK 
PARTIAL WAIVER AND LIEN RELEASE 
(SUBCONTRACTOR/SUPPLIER) 
p.1 
Fagen, Inc., a Minnesota corporation ("'Contractor"), and XRG De~lopment 
Group of Idaho LLC, a Idaho limited liability company ( .. Owner), have entered into that 
certain Amended and Restated Balance of Plant Engineering, Procmement imd 
Construction Services Agreement. dated December 31, 2011 (the "Agreement"). 
Capitalized tenns used herein and not otherwise defined herein have the meanings set 
forth in the Agreement 
Dan LD:fferty Construction ("Subcontractgr/Suppli~ and Contractor have 
entered into that certam subcontract/purchase :tgreemen1 attached to Fagen Purc.hase 
OrdcJ'S 532877) pursuant to which Subcontractor/Supplier shall provide and Contractor 
shall purchase certain equipment, materials, supplies and/or services. 
For and in consideration ofthe partial payment in the amount of$5003.19 (Inv# 
1 I 123),. the receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, for labor, skill, equipment, 
services. supplies and material furnished, or to be furnished, to Contractor and Owner, 
and other good and valuable consideration, Subcontractor does hereby, to the extent paid: 
1. irrevocably and unconditionally waive, release,. discharge and relinquish 
any and all Liens and claims of, and rights.to, Liens with respect to and on (a) the ;project 
and all improvements thereon, (b) any mate~ fixtures, apparatus and niachihery (and 
moneys. funds or other considerations due or to become due from. Owner 'or Contractor 
on account of labor, services, material, fixtures, apparatus and machinery) relating to the · 
Project, and (c) any other property of Owner (the "Released Prope:rt_yj; 
2. agree and certify that (a) there are no Liens on the Released Property by, 
throngh or under the undersigned, any of its subcontractors/suppliers or any of its 
respective employees. (b) (i) the undersigned has not received a notice of intention to 
claim any Liens (including Liens by, through or under any of its subcontractors) on the 
Released Property, (iii no proceeding to establish any such LienS has been filed or 
instituted by it, and (iii) there is no known basis for any such Liens, and (c) all amoWlts 
due and owing to any of its subcontractors/suppliers have been paid or will be paid with 
the money received pursuant to this Partial Waiver and Lien Release; 
3. agree to indemnify, hold hannless and defend the ~er Indemnified 
Parties from and against any and all Damages arising out of any Liens related to services 
provided by or work performed by Contractor and/or any of its subcontractors/suppliers; 
and agree and ,certify that all amounts properly due and payable with respect to all prior 
invoices for paymept have been paid in full by Contractor ·to it a'nd the aj,plicable lien 
~ers aSsociated therewith are final and unconditional. · 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF the undersigned has executed and delivered · 
this Partial Waiver and Lien Release this ]hlc1ay of ~4~ , 20~ 
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ExhibitK 
PARTIAL WAIVER AND LIEN RELEASE 
(SUBCONTRACTOR/SUPPLIER) 
Fagen, Inc., a Minnesota corporation ("Contractor"}, and XRO Development 
Group of Idaho LLC, a Idaho limited liability company ("Owner"}, have entered into that 
certain Amended and Restated Balance of Plant Engineering, Procurement and 
Construction Services Agreement, dated December 31, 2011 (the "Agreement"). 
Capitalized terms used herein and not otherwise defined herein have the meanings set 
forth in the Agreement. 
~001/003 
____ -· ._,.. ___ _ .. Pu!J.L ~Y.st~ _Glop,M .. l® __ (".Snhcontpt;tpr~Sgpp~--Coidla£t0i .mwe ""'~---
entered into that certain subcontract/purchase agreement attached to Fagen Purchase 
Orders 5241 08) pursuant to which Subcontractor/Supplier shall provide and Contractor 
shall purchase certain equipment, materials, supplies and/or services. 
For and in consideration of the partial payment in the amount of$40000.00 (Inv# 
040851 ). the receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, for labor, skill. equipment, 
services, supplies and material furnished, or to be fumished, to Contractor and Owner, 
and other good and valuable consideration. Subcontractor does hereby, to the extent paid: 
' . 
·I. ·. inevooably- and. unconditionally waive;. rei~ discharge ami,~ 
any and all hiens and claims-of, and -rights to, Lieps with respect to and op.,.(a} ihe-P.roject 
and all improvements thereon, (b) any material, fixtureS, apparatus ~ machinery (and 
moneys, funds. or ·other·considemtions due or to beCome d~ from Owner-or Cont:J;actor 
on account of labor, services, material, fixtmes, apparatus and machinery) relating to- the 
Project, and (c) any other property of Owner (the "Released Propernrj; 
2. agree and certify thatr(a) 1here are no Liens on the Released Property by, 
through t>r under the undersigned, any of its subconuactorslsuppliers or any of its 
respective employees, (b) (i) the undersigned has not received a notice of intention to 
claim any Liens (including Liens by, through or under any of its subcontractors) on the 
Released Property, (ii) no proceeding to establish any such Liens has been filed or 
instituted by it, and (iii) there is no known basis for any such Liens, and (c) all amounts 
due and owing to any of its subco~suppliers have been paid or will be paid with 
the money received pursuant to this Partial Waiver and Lien Release; 
3. agree to .. indemnify, hold harmless and defend the Owner Indemnified 
Parties from and against any ancll(lll Damages arising out of any Liens related to .services 
pro.vided by or, work perfonned by Contractor and/or any ofits·.subcon~~liers; 
and 1lgi!CC an~:cel1ify ~all:amollllf&'pmperly due ~d:payable with res,peet to-aiJ,,prier 
invoices "for payment;have-· been paid in ndl·.by. Contractor- to- it-~ ·the aJJ.Rlicable··f.i.~ 
waivers associated ~~ are final and lUlconditionaL · · · 
.... 
. ·::::::::: .. 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned bas executed and delivered 
this Partial Waiver and Lien Release this~ day of ""-9..- ... \ • 20 n-




TJ..!J~: .• _-=,.... CS\~~Mc!!!!:!!!:~~::!:.::..:"·==.~~:B:!:::::-::::::=: -- . --.. -M-- .. _ --
STATE of __________ _ 
COUNTY of __________ __ 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me by _____ this_ day of 
-------------· 20_. 
Notary Public in and for the State of 
__ ...., residing at: 
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ACKNOWLEDGMENT 
State of california 
County of San Luis Obispo 
On April 5, 2012 before me, Jennifer Marie Sames- Notary Public 
(Insert name and title of the offlcer) 
~~nal~ap~red~~T~e~m~·H~e~be~rt~----~----~----~~~----~~--~ 
who proved to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence to be the person~ whose nam~ ls/af& 
subscribed to the within instrument and acknowledged to me that MlsheltRey executed the same In 
hfslherltheir authorized capacity(~. and that by hislherltAelr signature(4ij on the instrument the 
personfs), or the entity upon behalf of which the perso~d. executed the instrument. 
I certify under PENALTY OF PERJURY under the Jaws of the State of callfomla that the foregoing 
paragraph Is true and correct. 
WITNESS my hand and official seal. 
(Seal) 
@ 
JEIOOFER MARIE BARNES 
CCIIIIIIIIssiOft # 191569& 
i Notary Public • California 
~ Sm Luis Obispo county -
•••••• IAJ So:':-!1~1': J·.Z'r11 
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P. A·Din"f. i4. Y w.· ..\ 'iRTP'n ll.:'Mnt :r. ii'.UM i&F.Y 11;' A Cti'll' . ~!i-~c.u::z · .. n..:a.·~ ~~ ~~~~~· ~~~
-lfi-~¥TD·,U.,~'i!i..io.~'B..T 'F.lfiif1\ 
·\U''-'..1.:'"--'~~1~ A~~ :t~\:\X.Qrlf:!E·~~~ . . 
.F . T:........ :a..;r.:...;._ .._ ""- , ... 0· ""-~ ......... "11 d vu.n 0 .... 1 · ....•.. age.n, l,l!lv•, a J.V:w-U1es<>:t.a c-<>;rp~~u ~ '· - 'h an ~ -~·l(·ll',i~ent 
Group ·ofl<Ww LLC, a~ J~~dliab.il~ty ~:(''"~er .. ), hawe ~:irito k 
certain Amen4ed ami ~ted Balance .ef Plant ~--Proc~e¢ and 
C-opstruct\q:n. :Serrices Agr~~~ d-Med DeGmbe.r · li:. 2011 {-the ~ Aprnent;'1. 
Capitalize.d. tettns ~ het.em. and not otherWise det,u.ted :t,l~ ~~· ·t.'he·ni~ifig.s. -~ 
f.orth in the ~ent · · · · · · · .· 
~ Systel'JlS Gmb.af Inc ("Sttbronttaebt/S.piiei? and· Contra.ctor have 
ente~ed: ·inW 1:.bat -~--s-a~llp\ffehise~.ag~menr ~ to f'~"~ :p~~e 
Or.ders 524-1'{}8}. pursuant to which K~~pjer: ;S.ha11.provide BitlU CQn~-er 
shall purehase-certam equi:J?DtCilt, ma~~~t. ~:ppij.~ ~<>r ~rviees .. 
Fm: and iii ;e~deration of the ~~~~nt iii the. amotmt.{){$8Q~.El.OO {trrv# 
041 0:7S), the ·receipt -of whi~h is.' ;b.e.~by- -$br.o;W>l .. 4. fO:r:. labor1 stqy; · eq,4~~ 
serVi.~ :stippnes;an:d.materiil. :fin;r;,rish,ed> ~r :t~-~~-~ -te (!pn~~--~fi ·o.~. 
and other goed·od v~le~~zt, $11~~-l(i}OO.S~by~ w ttw~ent:p~ 
1.. . ~~~qr'bly.mid ;mt~nmfl~ri#l~'·:w~i;_e;: r6l~-disc~.-~,._~~ 
.ao,y.ana al11Li~~a ~taims-ot:~aaa:-•tsm,~~~-~1®il,'~~1~-~~. 
"'"~ "'1'1-i.mr.t ,;-.-~ .... ~1......- · tb.)··::mv.·..:..;..;.~F~' ·. · '\;i;.:;.-t-...'b'J.f.;:."A.!~~~;..;;, ... I£/~;..._;,. 
-~\!l ·c:u ~7,FQ·-~~ .1!11\i-IeOE,··\P · ~- ·~; -~--~ ~P-"""-~ WP~-".1 '\ewtt 
moaey:s tlm.$ or -o~r -eonside~ 'd.ll.t :00' :w·~~ .du,e.:fi~l}Wii~ior-·t'onttaet~r 
on acco-~f·'~;.~-~ai;:f~Xtilte~.:~-.~:~~l:~ie1$iig>t&'ihe · 
Project, and.{~}'any·oth~-;pr~ Dfomer:-~e ~~-:f~rsw.F1t'J;·· · · · . · 
. . . . ~ . . 
2. a~ ~ ti:>tttly tnat (a;-~-~-~·.Lieris -E}P, ~'lt~l®$ ~1itY.- ~y. 
~ Qr·~-~ -~ :B:tl.Y of its ~suppliers or any ~-itS 
respectiv~ ~loy~; tb) {i) ··th"e· imdetsigQ.ed .. ~ :OPt ~t~· ~ '~ti.ce ·qf iJ*.ntioJ;t U> 
claim any Lienst•hlamg Liem by; tiJtoLJj!l·or·~apy ofits stie~-s)_-on:-the 
.Released PT~erty, (ii). no -pr-OOeeamg te> establish. 'an'f ~h. ·l~iens ~ ·Pe®.. filed. ()l" 
instituted by it; arid.{ii)- ·tliere is· no lmown ~ ·far:~y su¢h Liens~ ~and· (~f.'att••oUt.llS 
due and 0-~to ~y Q:.f-ns s~~n:•ctt>rslsupp~--&~:ve-~;paid Of_wilfbe p'!Uo With 
·the ~oney m;eiveq ~t-o· ~s,Pai'tial W~eriarld~nlt~ease; · .· · 
3. ~ agme: -to in!ienmify, hold ~ · ~ .. 4~fend the Own:e.r- Indem:nified 
Parties frem a:sd E~g~- a:nY and-a1l.D~ ~g cintfbtany tins. .tdateil to :setri~ 
provided by -et W«)t!<;. performed by ;~ afuifO'i_. .O.:f its ·snbccmh.:a6tb!sl~li~~ 
ana .. ori> .. am-~ tlta:t-mt.amo~, · ·;.,..;,.;.;;.1-.r,diJe~~V.<:t:e-Je. ··inth ··· ··ec£io·:au nrior. .... ' "'6"...,.. . ...,..,._.>U:J -. . .prVfA'-U:f 't'-"'7.":"' IeSp ' .,;ry; 
invoices fP..r·:Pa~ ~e:been-paid m futi''@jfeb.et& t9 -j~ ;-~- ·~·a:~w.i;1f®· 
w.aivers.115Sooiat~:thereWith ilfe Bna1 ~ ili).cOnd~-: · . · · · .. . ·.: · · : · ;<: 1-'.- ~,:, · ,., :,. • 
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lN WITNESS WBE~OF, th.e. und¢1'Signed h.as ~~aad delivered 
this Partial W ~er and Lien Release tbis \l day of l\\ 4 • 20':-l 
STATE of _____ _ 
cqUNTYof _______ ~-
\ 
Earth Systems Global Inc 
By: ~:!');.fr,nii"i\~ 
Name: -yo~· .. ~;q-":t"'-
Title: Q.,.,.\L~'-"- ~ 
SUBSCRIBJID AND SWORN to ~iP.te .tnt by._-___ this·__,..,., day of ______ _, 20 -
NotarY Pubh in. and f-ot'the State of 
_ ____.~.at: 
742
-- ------------· ---· . 
State pf Cafffbmia . 
Cotinty of San Luis ~i®9 } 
' On May 17, 2012 before me, J~mlif~r M~rie B.at:ne.s - Notary Pupllc. 
(ins.ert nCJhl~ and ·iffle ef'·1he offlcer) 
~nal!Y appeared -:-:-""':'T_e-,:rn;-o:··H~·· .;:--oo ... ert~----:-:---:--~---::-;-...,.---"-...--::~..,.---" 
whO p>nweS 1& me 01'1 th'~-pa~ :(jf. &a.tisfacti)ry evidence to .be tn~ p$~111~ whose name(a} ishtre 
subsQtibee: to the. within lr:~strument and a·aknowle'd~ed to.~ toa~~~ el(ecuteq. the ~~ in 
hlslhetl~a~ed G<apacittti&&1: and. that by J:ftsiher~r sigmcltti~ ~"•the i!lS:truffleat the 
persanW" .. -or~ en:tity u~ 'b~fialf':of which the pen;on(&) acted, 'executeQ the instrument 
I certify .UhdE!r PENALlY OF 'PERJURY under the Ia~ of the. State ·ef California ,that the foregoing 
paragra~.h ts true ana CQI'l"ect. · 
{Seal) 
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Exhibit K 
PARTIAL WAIVER AND LIEN RELEASE 
(SUBCONTRACfORISUPPl.JER) 
r'agen, ltlc., a Minnesota corporation ("Contractor'). and XRG Development 
Group of Idaho LLC, a Idaho limited liability company (''Owner"), have enter~ into that 
certain Amended and Restated Balance of Plant Engineering, Procw:mtent and 
Construction Services Agreement. dated December 31, 2011 (the "Agree:rne:nt~. 
Capitalized tmns used herein and not otherwise defined herein have the meanings set 
forth jn the Agreement. 
~7t~-} ... :· .. · ~· .. :... . . : ·.. . . . .. . · ....... :·. 
i.:=:..~;,:.,. :~ -.2' ·: .. :.'·.:..:..,;·:·l~o·l A.mm~l¢:>-& Tech ~ubcontmctor~~)- artd 0ontra~-bave .. · ... '-:.~ .: .. : • .,_,: . ..;,:'-. :· 
. : ~-. 
. ·'·· ''· . ... .. 
entered into that certain subconlruct/purc::hase agreement attached 1o Fagen l>urchasc 
Or<i<:rs 524119) putSUant to which Subcontractor/Supplier shall provide and Contractor 
shall puTchase certain equipment, materials. supplies andfor services. 
. For and in consideration of the partial payment in the amoun.t of $348150.00 
(Inv# 687). the receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, for labor, skill, ~p.ment, 
services, supplies and material furnished. or to be fumished, to Contractor and Owner, 
~.~~F~.~~·~d ~~)e consi~~~~n~~ does hereby. to the extent paid: 
:~:.:~;::~1 ::; ... ~··: ·~~ ·~a ~ditio~~- ~e.··~te&se;. diSCliBrge aiid;i'elinQUish 
arii ~ ~iti~ ci~ih,s o~ and rl'gilts·toJiCJis'·Wim.respecrt6 8Dd oili(a) tliC:Pro.feCt· 
an~f ail'W,:Pfo.veiO.errts 'thciwn, (bi any material" fiXtures, apParatUS anct':t:tlicliinery •(ailtf 
Dione~ rui1dS 'or 'other ci:msidei1df~ns -d~c-~r to-~mc aae from. Owner Oi. CoXlitacloi" 
on ~oUn.t of laboi, services, material, flXture§t apparatu$. and machinery) relating io the 
Project, and (c) any other property of Owner (the "Released Property")~ 
2. agree and certify mat (a).there·are no Liens on the Released Property by, 
through or under the Wldersigned, any of its subcontraetors/suppUers or any of its 
respective employees, (b) (i) the undersigned has not received a notice of intention to 
· cJaim ~Liens (including Liens by, through or under any ofits·subc;ontraetors) on the 
· :Released Property, [ri) no proceeding to ~llsb. ~ such Liens has been filed or 
institUted by it, and (rli) there is no known~ for any such Liens, and (c) all amoUirt$ 
due and owing to any of its subcontractors/suppliers have been paid or will be paid with 
the money teceived pursuant to this Partial Waiver and Lien Release; 
... ·· 3 ... · ~gree to indemnify, hold ~ and defend the Owner Indemnified 
'Parti,es ·~o~ ~ ~ainst any and all ~arising out of any Liens related to ~e~ces 
~'\!i~.by'or.'work'perfQnncd by Contnlcl~ andtor any'oi'its'subcontiactOfi/suppliei&; 
~d ~!~rj' ~~rtifY. ~afall amounts ~~tY=due and payable Wilh ~ tc)"-aU·jJOOr 
invoice$ for payment' have ~n paic;l in '..~ii by Con~ fQ it a0a·1lie ap}:>lic8hl~:lie!n 
waivers ~a~ ~wi~ are f~ and ~ti~~- . . , .. · .. 
. . 
' 
....... .. .. 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undet/£'~d has executed and delivered 
this Partial Waiver and LiCll Release thislL~Y of )L , 2012. 
I Uco Arnorica Sales & Tech 
~-::±.~:; :.'- ~~:p,o-:,; !1 ~~·A-~' - ... -W..J:;$~:....~"'=""~-;-:-.-_ . ..,.._· -_._-. ~ ... ..._~·· .. : -::~~:<~~ >.L.~:··:.; 
COUNTY of A l("61ben't 
::-SCRIBED AND SWORN to befote me by Rm A Jim 
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ExhibitK 
. \ 
PARTIAL WAIVER AND LIEN RELEASE 
(SUBCONTRACfORISUPPLIER) 
p.1 
Fagen. Inc., a Minnesota corporation ("Contractor"). and XR.G Development 
Group of Idaho LLC, a Idaho limited liability company ("''wner"). have entered into that 
certain Amended and Restated Balance of Plant Engineering, Procurement and 
Construction Services Agreement, dated December 31, 2011 (the "Agreement~. 
Capitalized terms used herein and not otherwise defined herein have the meanings set 
forth in the Agreement 
1\ix E.'\'cavating ("Subcontractor/Supplier) and Contractor have entered into that 
certain ·subcontract/purchase ·agreement" attached "to .Fflb-.etl Purchase Orders 514120 
5141 21 524127) pursuant to which Subcontractor/Supplier shall provide and Contractor 
shall purchase certain equipment, materials, supplies and/or services. 
For and in considenltion of the partial payment in the amount of $196,937.53 
llnv# 3926 3926TX 3927 3928 3929 3930 3931 3932 3932TX 3933 3933TXl, the 
receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, for labor, skill, equipment, services, supplies 
and material furnished, or to be furnished, to Contractor and Owner, and other good and 
.:valuable consideration, Subcontractor does hereby, to the extent paid: 
. . :· J. ·. .. m:evocably .~d uncon,clitionally w"IDve; 'release, ~barge. ~d-~~~ 
any a¢ all Liens' and claims of, and rights to, Liens with. respect to and on (a) the Project 
and all improvem~ts thereon. (b) any material, fixtures, apparatus and machinery (and 
moneys, funds or other considCrations due or to become due from Ov.11er or Contractor 
on account of labOr, se:rvices, material, fixtureS, apparatus and machinery) relating to the 
Project, and (c) any other property of Owner (the "Released Property"); 
2. agree and certify that (a) there are no Liens on the Released Property by, 
through or under the undersigned, any of its subcontractors/suppliers or any of its 
respective employees, (b) (i) the undersigned bas not received a notice of inttintion to 
claim any Liens (including Liens by, through or under any of its subcontractoxs) on the 
Released Property, (ii) no proceedillg to establish any such Liens has been fl.led or 
instituted by it, and (iii) there is no known basis for any such Liens, and (c) all amounts 
due and owing to any of its subcont:Iactorslsuppliers have been paid or will be paid with 
the money received pursuant to this Partial Waiver and Lien Release; 
3. agree to indemnify, hold hannless and d~~ the Owner Indenmified 
Parties from and; .~gainst any and all pamag~s. arising out of any Lie~ re~ted to services 
provi!3~ bi 9t .. 'Work performed by Col$actor andior any of its subcontractOJSisuppJiers; 
and ~ and' c~.fY .that' all amounts prope[-ly ~ arid. payable.~ ~~ t~ aLI .. prior 
invoices for payriient hive been paid in ftill by Contractor tO it and the applica61e lien 
waivers associated therewith are final and unconditional. 
•• • • • ' r 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned has executed and delivered 




Title: awn.,,_ CEO 
STATE of /dAlto 
COL"NTY or.J'w~ 
p.2 
SUBSCRIBED Ai•ID SWORN to before me by~'fh ' this Ji_ day of 
~ ,2CY~ 
tM/ti residing at: -IJ . 
$H5IItt!i&n 4 F'txAJ 
•. I ·• 
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ExhibitK 
PARTIAL WAIVER AND LIE~ RELEASE 
(SUBCO~TRACTOR/Sl!PPLIER) 
p.1 
Fagen, Inc., a Minne.o;ota corporation c-contractor"), and XRG Development 
Group of Idaho LLC, a Idaho limited Eability company ("Owner"), have entered into that 
certain Amended and Restated Balance of Plant Eogineering. Procurement and 
Construction Services Agreement, dated December 31, 2011 (the "Agreement"). 
Capitalized tenns used herein and not otherv.1se definell; herein have the meanings set 
forth in the Agreement. 
?\lx E.xcavating Inc ~ubcontractor/Supplier'') and Contractor have entered into 
that· certain subcontraetlpurchase agreement am.ched to Fagen Purchase'Orders 524127) 
pursuant to which Subcontractor/Supplier shall provide and Cont:ractor shall purchase 
certain equipment. materials, supplies and/or services. 
For and in consideration of the partial payment in the amount of $24,747.75 (l.n"# 
3939 3940 3941 3942 3943), the receipt ofv;bich is hereby acknowledged, for labor, 
skill. equipment, services, supplies and material furnished, or to be furnished, to 
Contractor and Ovmer. and other good and valuable consideration, Subcontractor does · 
hefeby, to the extent paid: 
I. irrevocably and lDlCOnditionally waive, release, discharge and relinquish 
any and all Liens and claims of, and rights to, Liens with respect 1o and on (a) the Project 
and all improvements 1hereon, (b) any material. fixtures, apparatus and machinery {and 
moneys, :funds Of other cOnSiderations due OF to become due from 0\vn.er Or Contractor 
on account of labor, services, material, fixtures. apparatus and machinery) relating to the 
Projec~ and (c) any other property of Owner (the ~'Released Property"'); 
2. agree and certify that (a} there are no Liens on the Released Property by, 
through or under the undersigned, any of its subcontractors/suppliers or any of irs 
respective employees, (b) (i) the undersigned has not received a notice of jntention to 
claim any Liens (including Liens by. through or under any of its subcontractors) on the 
Released Property, {ii) no proceeding to establish any such Liens has been filed or 
instituted by it, and (iii) there is no known basis for any such Liens, and (c) all amounts 
due and owing to any of its subcontractors/suppliers have been paid or wm be paid with 
the money received pumumt to this Partial Waiver and Lien Release; 
3. agree to indemnify, hold harmless and defend the Owner Indemnified 
Parties from and against any and all Damages arising out of any Liens related to sen1ces 
provided by or worlc perfonned by Contra~tor and/or any of its subcontractors/supp!jers; 
and agree and certify rhat all amounts proper1y due and payable with respect to all prior 
invoices for payment have been paid in full by Contractor to it and the applicabJe Hen 
wruvers associated therewith are final and unconditional. 
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----------
Apr231209:34a Nix Excavating, Inc/Sam 
2087370903 p.2 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF. the unde=-r has executed and delivered 
this Partial Waiver and Lien Release this ~day of • 20/~ 
STA 1E of 1/.dzP 
COUNTY ofk:iJ,tp 
Nix Ex~avating Inc 
~ By: , Name.:--~.... 
Trtle: j!,.T;: C£'1) 
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Exhibit K 
PARTIAL WAIVER AND LIEN RELEASE 
(SUBCONTRACTOR/SUPPLIER) 
Fagen. Inc., a Minnesota corporation ("Contractor"), and XRG Development 
Group of Idaho LLC, a Idaho limited liability company ("Owner"), have entered into that 
certain Amended and Restated Balance of Plant Engineering, Procurement and 
Construction Services Agreement, dated December 31, 2011 (the "Agreement"). 
Capitalized terms used herein and not otherwise defined herein have the meanings set 
forth in the Agreement. 
Rene,~·able Resource Cnslt ("Subcontractor/Supplier") and Contractor have 
entered into that certain subcontractipurchase agr~ement attached to Fagen Purchase 
Orders 5.24 I 30) pursuant to which Subcontractor/Supplier shall provide and Contractor 
shall purchase certain equipment, materials, supplies and/or services. 
For and in consideration of the partial payment in the amount of$10000.00 (lnv# 
11 03112), the receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, for labor, skill, equipment, 
services, supplies and material furnished, or. to be furnished, to Contractor and Owner, 
and other good and valuable consideration, Subcontractor does hereby, to the extent paid: 
1. irrevocably and unconditionally waive, release, discharge and relinquish 
any and all Liens and claims of, and rights to, Liens with respect to and on (a) the Project 
and all improvements thereon, (b) any material, fixtures, apparatus and machinery (and 
moneys, funds or other considerations due or to become due from Owner or Contractor 
on account of labor, services, material, fixtures, apparatus and machinery) relating to the 
Project, and {c) any other property of Owner (the "Released Property"); 
2. agree and certify that (a) there are no Liens on the Released Property by, 
through or under the undersigned, any of its subcontractors/suppliers or any of its 
respective employees, (b) (i) the undersigned has not received a notice of intention to 
claim any Liens (including Liens by, through or under any of its subcontractors) on the 
Released Property, (ii} no proceeding to establish any such Liens has been filed· or 
instituted by it, and (iii) there is no known basis for any such Liens, and (c) all amounts 
due and owing to any of its subcontractors/suppliers have been paid or will be paid with 
the money received pursuant to this Partial Waiver and Lien Release; 
3. agree to indemnify, hold harmless and defend the Owner Indemnified 
Parties from and against any and all Damages arising out of any Liens related to services 
provided by or work performed by Contractor and/or any of its subcontractors/suppliers; 
and agree and certify that all amounts properly due and payable with respect to all prior 
invoices for payment have been paid in full by Contractor to it and the applicable lien 
waivers associated therewith are fmal and unconditional. 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF~ the unde;n;:.;x:._as executed and delivered 
this Partial Waiver and Lien Release this ?,{)day of . 20/~ 
STATE of "\ e,}l. 0. S 
COUNTY of lJ\ \\\O.t'C\ ~0\1 




SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me by----- this1\~~ day of 
Mg..-c\a , 20JZ 
RUECCA TAIN 
NelitV l'ubflc, State of Texas 




PARTIAL WAIVER AND LIEN RELEASE 
(SUBCONTRACTOR/SUPPLIER) 
Fagen. Inc., a Minnesota corporation ("COlrtractor"')~ and XRG Development 
Group of Idaho LLC, a Idaho limited liability company ("Owner''). have entered into that 
ce!Uin Amended and Restated :Balance of Plant Engineering, Procurement and 
ConstrUction Services Agreement, dated December 31. 2011 (the "Agreement''). 
Capitalized terms used herein and not otherwise defined herein have the meanings set 
forth in the Agreement 
.. . . . . .R-iedesel Engin~ng Tnc.("SubcontJ:a,ctor/_8mmijer~-BI.lcl.Con~or have entered 
into that certai.u. subcontr:actlpurchase agreement attached to Fagt::tl Purchase Orders 
559068) pursuant to which Subcontractor/Supplier shall provide and Contractor shall 
purchase certain equipment, materials, supplies and/or services. 
For and in consideration of the partial payment in the amourrt of $7345.23 (lnv# 
8095), the receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, for labor? skill, equipment, services, 
supplies and material furnish~ or to be furnished. to Contractor attd Owner, and other 
good and valuable co:o.sideration, Subcontractor does hereby, to the e1ctent paid: 
'I \ 
0
\ ·=c •. irtevdeliibiyhind- \meond.itio~iy: warv~: lrelease, diselJatge and r~uish 
aliY'arltt aih.,i~·arici cillimS of::a.iitH1g!its·tt>, i.iens\vitii.~t'·t<>· and ·: :(~~··ih{tfOje~t 
find ali 'iinpril\remertfs~ti±bOn; (h) .anY inaterl34·fnt.tuteS~;~alitiiS';md~~ei:Y.· (:iliii 
moneys; fUnds iir ·qther cOnsideration$ du~ hr· to ·btdome due from'·c)Wner ·or' con:traetot 
on account of labor; sefvites; material~ fixtUres, ·apparatUs 8nd tn8chinery) 'rela:ting to' the 
Project, and (c) any other property of Owner (th~ "Released Property''); 
2. agree and certify thSt (a) there are no· Liens on the Released PrQpe:rty by. 
through or under the undersigned, any of its su.beontractorslsup:Jliers or any of its 
respective· employees, (b) (i) the undersigned has not received a notice of intention to 
claim any Liens (including Liens by, through or under atJY ~f its subcontractors) OJ) the 
Released Property, (ii) ·no proceeding to establish any such Liens has been filed or 
instituted by it, and (iii) there is no known basis for any such Liens.: and (c) all amounts 
due and owing to any of its subcontractors/suppliers have been paid or will be paid with 
the. :money received pursuant to this Partial W aivet and Lien Release; 
3. agree to indemnify, hold harmless and defend the Oymer Indemnified 
Parti~· from and ·against any and all Damages arising o~ of any Liens !f'Iate4 to. servi~ 
provided by OT work pfrlrirmecfby Contractor aild/or'~y of its sllbt;on~suppl~C!S~ 
atid agree arid:·bertit)t"that" alt amounts ~opet;ly tfue and ~1a.bie;witJl·r~fiO·aJ) prior 
invbi~e~~l'' ~ .. , ·-~ hltve-:wen ~iin··nut'~{C'otiiiiCior1io·1e~a·tlie·a ''t~.t!eii 
.. P~.~~~,. ...... ·, ·"':..:.-~·n··········'i'·'" ·, .. , .• ·~·· ., .......... .... ,.,,_:,. ~· .··i·'J:•i• ·: waivers·associarea'weri:!:.witlh.rc IJ1aJ: ana 'Orie~nditi'Onal."' ....... · .. · •·· - · · · · 
.. ·". :. ' . \', I '·'I 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned ·has executed and delivered 
this Partial Waiver Bnd Lien Release tbis;\_.2, day of ~, 2~. 
Riedesel Engineering lne 
:~,~M 
Title: . ~ilht' 
STATBof fDA~o 
COUNTY of "'( W tYJ ra lfs. 
-:.· .. 
··-









PARTIAL WAIVER AND LIEN RELEASE 
{SUBCONTRACTOR/SUPPLIER) 
Fagen, Inc., a Minnesota corpomtion ("Contractor'), and XRG Development 
Group ofldaho LLC, a Idaho limited liability company ("Owner'), have entered into that 
certain Amended and Re$ted Balance of Plant Engineering, Procurement and 
Construction Services Agreement, dated December 31, 2011 (the "Agreement'). 
Capitalized tenns used herein and not otherwise defined herein have the meanings set 
forth in the Agreement. 
Sargent & Lundy LLC ("Subcontractor/Supplier'') and Contractor have entered 
into that certain subcontract/purchase agreement attached to Fagen Purchase Orders 
532860 532861 5328.62 532863 532858 532859) pursuant to which 
Subcontractor/Supplier shall provide and Contractor shall purchase certain equipment, 
materials, supplies and/or services. 
For and in consideration of the partial payment m the amount of $4350.00 (Inv# 
10776629B 10776629C 10776629D 10776629E 10776629F 107766290), the receipt 
of which is hereby acknowledged, for labor, skill, equipmen~ services, supplies and. 
material furnished, or to be fumjshed, to Contractor and Owner, and other good and 
valuable consideration, Subcontractor does hereby, to the extent paid: 
1. irrevocably and unconditionally waive, release, discharge ano relinquish 
any.and all Liens and claims of, and rights to, Liens with respect to and on (a) the Project 
and all improvements thereo~ (b) any material, fixtures, apparatus and machinery (and 
moneys. funds or other considerations due or to become due from Owner ox Contractor 
on account of labor, services, material, fuctures, apparatus and machinery) relating to the 
Project, and (c) any other property of Owner (the "Released Property"); 
2. agree and certify that (a) there are no Liens on the Released Property by, 
through or under the undersigned, any of its subcontractors/suppliers or any of its 
respective employees, (b) (i) the undersigned has not received a notice of intention to 
claim any Liens (iil.clwting Liens by, through or under any of its subcontractors) on the 
Released Property, (u') no proceeding to establish any such Liens has been filed or 
instituted by it, and·(ili.) there is no known basis for any such Liens, and (c) all amounts 
due and owing to any of its subcontractors/suppliers have been paid or will be paid with 
the money received pursuant to this Partial Waiver and Lien Release; 
3. agree to indemnify, hold harmless and defend the Owner Indenurificd 
Parties from and against any and all Damages arising out of any Liens related to services 
provided by or work performed by Contractor and/or any 9f its subcontractors/suppliers; 
and agree and certify that all amounts properly due and payable with respect to all prior 
invoices for payment have been paid in full by Contractor to it and the applicable lien 
waivers associated therewith are final and unconditional.· 





IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned has executed and delivered 
this Partial Waiver and Lien Release this 'l.Z. day of ~ , 20\ 'L 




STATE of fllilloi~ 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me by $t:A'l F-. this~ day of 
M"-'4 ,20.Q- ~
. . .. . . . . . . . . . -- ... . ... - . ~·- .. -~---- . . .. . ... -.. .. . ... . .. . . ·-· ... 
NotlcyPilbiiCinlind.of 
II- residing at: 4 
2-::lA-1 tJ ~ ti> ot 
£1*4'tJood Pi<. \L.- Ctt>-=fD1 
nJ:JIIf!141 SEAL 
GI..ORJACOll.AZO 
Ndllry Public· Stall of Jlllnafs 




PARTIAL WAIVER AND LIEN RELEASE 
. (SUBCONTRACTOR/SUPPLIER)-
Fagen, Inc., a Minnesota corporation ("Contractor"), and XR.G Development 
Group ofldaho LLC, a Idaho limited liability GOmpany ("O'Wn~, have entered into that 
certain Amended and Restated Balance of Plant Engineering, Procurement md 
Construction Services Agreement, dated December 31, 2011 (the "Agreemenl"). 
Capitalized tenns used herein and not otherwise defined herein have the meanings set 
forth in the Agreement. 
Sargent & Lundy LLC ("Subcontractor/Supplier") and Contractor have entered 
into that certain 9ubcontract/purchase agreement attached to Fagen Purchase Orders 
532860 532861 532862 532863 524127 532858 524128 532859) pursuant to which 
Subcontractor/Supplier shall provide and Contractor shall purchase certain equipment, 
materials, supplies and/or services. · · · 
For and in consideration of the partial payment in the amount of $23158.66 (Invl.J 
10778466C l0778466D 10778466E l0778466F 10780546D 10780546E 10780546F 
107805460 10780727 10778466A 10778466B 10780729 10780546B 10780546C), 
the receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, for labor, skill, equipment, services, 
supplies and material furnished, or to be fumished, to Contractor and Owner, and other 
good and valuable CC?nsideration, Subcontractor does hereby, to the extent paid: 
1. irrevocably and unconditionally waive, release, discharge and relinquish 
any and all Liens and claims of. and rights to, Liens with respect to and on (a) the Project 
·and all improvements thereon, (b) any material, fixtures, apparatus and machinery (and 
moneys, fllllds or other considerations due or to become due from Owner or Contractor 
on account of labor, services, material, fixtures, apparatus and machinery) relating to the 
Project.' and (c) any other property of Owner (the "Released Property"); 
2. agree and certify that (a) there are no Liens on the Released Property by, 
through or under the undersigned, any of its subcontractors/suppliers or any of its 
respective employees, (b) (i) the undersigned has not received a notice of intention to 
claim any Liens (including Liens by, through ·or under any of its subcontractors) on the 
Released Property, (ii) no proceeding to establish any such Liens has been filed or 
instituted by it, and (iii) there is no known basis for any such Liens, and (c) all amounts 
due and owing to any of its subcontractors/suppliers have been paid or will be paid with 
the money received pursuant to this Partial Waiver and Lien Release; 
3. agree to indemnify, hold harmless and defend -the Owner Indemnified 
Parties from and against any and all Damages arising out of any Lien.c; rel~ to-services 
provided by or work performed by Contractor and/or any of its subcontractors/suppliers; 
~md agree and certifY that all amounts properly due and-payable with respect to all prior 
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invoices for payment have been paid in full by Contractor to it and the applicable lien 
waivers associated therewith are :final and unconditional. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF. the undersigned has executed and delivered 
this Partial Waiver and LienReleasethls •day of M'*t . 20\t... 
STATE of lJifboj S 
COUNTY of Cook 
tary Public in and for e State of 
I L . residing at: 





MAY/21/2012/MON 03:29 PM 
llrtl C.l C.V1C. IM1 ll• ,J't rtU l"d!ltiR lRC• 
ExblbitK 




Fagen, IDe., a Mmnesota ~l'pOl'ition (''Contractor"). and XR.G Development 
Oroup of Idaho IJ..C, a Idaho limited liability cOlTipaay ("~).have entered into that 
certain Amended and Restated Balance of Plant Engineering, Procurement and 
Constmction Services Agreement. dated December :n. 2011 (the .. Agrmnent"). 
Capitalized terms "'~ hcnein and not otherwise defined herein have thr: meanings set 
forth in the Agreement · 
Valley Co-Op Inc C'fu~Montractgr/~ and Contractor have onteted mto 
tlmt ca1i1in suboontract/purehasc asreement attached to Fagen Purchase- Orders 559069) 
pursuant to which Subcontractor/S\lppller ~ provlde and Contlaetclr s1ud1 purcUse · 
certain equjpmen~ materials, supplies and/or servi<:es. 
For and in consideration of the partial paYDlent in the amount of $5716.60 (Inv# · 
17879 269943 7776). the receipt ot which b ·~by aclcnowledged, for labor, slcm. 
equipment. semces, 5Up1)1ies and material fumished, or to be ~ to Contractor 
and Owne:t, and other good and valuable~ Sttbconuactor cloes hereby, to the 
extent paid: 
1. ~ably and UDCOnditiona.lly waive, release. discharge and relinquis'h 
any and all Liens and claims of. and rights to, Liens wirh~e,g;peet to aud 011 (a) the Projeot 
am all improvements thereot~t (b) any material, fixtures. apparatus and machinery (and 
mouc:ys, funds or o1her eomidetaticms dua or to become due- trom Owrler or COJ2tractor 
on ~ of labor, services. materi~ fixtures. appamtos aud macbine.y) relating to the 
Project, and (e) any other property of Owner (the "llelease<l Property''): 
2. agree and certify that (a) thCfe are no Liens on the R.ciea.d Property by. 
tb:ough or under 1:bc uadersigned, any of its subcontractolS/suppliers or any of its 
respcdive employees, (b) (i) the undersigned has not received a notice of intention to 
claim any Liw (iucludtng Llen5 by,rthxough or tmder any ofits subconttactors) ou the 
Released Property, (li) no proceeding to establish any such Liens has been filed or 
irtetituted by i~ BQd. {iil)tluQ is no knowo. basis fur llll)' such u~ and (<0) all amouu.ts 
due and. owing to any of its subcontractors/suppliers have been paid or 'Will be paid with 
the mo.aey received pur$1W1't to this Partial Waiver ref Lien Release; 
3. .agree to ~'hold ba:mleH BDd defend the Owna- Indemnified 
Parties Jrom and against any and all Damages arising out of any Liens related to services 
.Provided by or Worlc perfo.tmed by Contractor aadlor any of its wbcotnraDtOrslsupptiGB; 
and agree and certiiythat all LlDlOunts properly due and payable 'lllf.ith respect to all prior 
invoices for pA)'l'll!l11 ha.vo been paid .In run by Comxacwr to it and the applicable lien. 
wai'Ve!'S associated therewith are final and llncondilional. 
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MAY/21/2012/MON 03:29PM FAX No. P. 003 
uru-c.J-c.uu. IM1 11• ~'t nu rag en nc. I" .t1A rtu. ~CLr.lD't~UU 
IN WITNESS WII.EREOF,thc undersjsoed bas execoted and delivered 
this Psrtial Waiver and Li= Rdcrase thi!QU.. day of~ 20Q. 
STATE of 12\gn,n 
COUNTY of .o:iOI\(. d 
Valley Co·Op ln.c 
By.~ Name: ·~ 
Title; dW« ... 
r. v~ 
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APR/20/2012/FRI 11:56 AM FAX No. 
E:ihibitK 
PARTIAL WAIVER AND IJEN RELEASE 
(SUBCONTRACfORISUPPLIER) 
P. 001 
Fagen, Inc.. a Minnesota corporation ("Contractor'j, and XRG Development 
Group of Idaho LLC, a Idaho limited liability company ("'OWner"), have entered into that 
certain Amended and Restated Balance of Plant Engineering, Procurement and 
Construction Services Agreement. dated December 31, 2011 (the "Agreem~. 
Capitalized terms used herein and not otherwise defined herein have the meanings set 
forth in the Agreement 
Valley Co-Op Inc (''Subcon1ractor/Su:ppl and Contractor. ha.'9e entered into 
that certain subcontract./purcbase agreement attached to Fagen Purchase Orders 559073) 
pursuant to which Subcontiactor/Sllpplier shall provide and Contractor shall purchase 
certain equipment,. materials, supplies and/or services. 
For and in consideration of the partial payment in the amount of $2,673.92 (lnv# 
28123A). the receipt of which is hereby acknowledged. for labor, skill, equipment, 
services, supplies and uWm:ial fumjshed. or to be furnished, to Contractor and Owner. 
and other good and valuable consideration, Subcontnsctor does hereby, to the extent paid: 
L ii:revocably ~ UDConditioDBlly waive, releas~ discharge and ·relinquish 
any and all Liens. and claims oft~ rights·to. Liens with respect to ao.d·on (a) .the Project 
and all improvements thereon, (b) any ~ fixtures, apparatus and machinery (and 
moneys. funds .or other considcx:ations due or to become due from Owner or Contractor 
On account of labor. scrvi~ material. :fixtures. appamtus and. machinery) relating to the 
Project, and (c) any other property of OwnCI (the "Released PrQpcrty''); 
2. agree and certify that (a) there are no Liens on the Released Property by, 
through or under the undersigned, any of its subconttactorslsuppliers or any of its 
respeWvc employees, (b) (i) the 1mdmigned bas not received a notice of intention to 
claim any Liens (including Liens by. thtough ox 'QlJ.dcr any of its subeenaactors) on the 
:Released :Property. (ii) no proceeding to establish any such Liens has been filed .or 
insti1:1.lted by it, and (iii) there is no known basis for any $11Ch Liens. and (c) all amounts 
due and owing to any of its subcontractoiSisuppliers have been paid or wm be paid with 
the money received pursuant to this Partial Waiver and Lien Release; 
3. agree to indemnifY, hold hatmless and defend the Owner Indemnified 
Pa;rties from and against any an4 all D~ arising out of-any Liens related to services· 
provi~.l?Y C?r 'YO*·~ormed by Contractor aDJJ./or any of its subcc:intract<m/su:ppliers; 
@.d a.sree ~d .ce¢fy that all amounts P.fOperly·due. and. payable with~ to·-all.·prior. 
invoices. for pa~en~ ~ve been. paid,in full; by Contractor ta it ,and the a:ppli~le lien 
waiveiS associated therewith are final and unconditional. 
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APR/20/2012/FRI 11:56 AM FAX No. P. 002 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF. the undersi~ has executed and delivered 
this Partial Waiver and Lien Release thiOO. day ofJ<\Xi j,.,.20j2... 
STATE of \t12itJQ 
COUNTY of Cjt:KlYf' 
Valley Co-Op Inc 
SCRIBED AND SWORN to before ~j:,\ LM,\irtthis ~of 
• 20'" ~ ~ 
~~~--~· ~ I 
. -~:-vi 
:1D --- . ding at. 
No!aJY~blic in and for the State 
=:I ~.:lD 
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02·Apr·2012 08;32 PM Western States 208·884·2343 
ExhibitK 
PARTIAL WAIVER AND LIEN RELEASE 
(SUBCONTRACTOR/SUPPLIER) 
Fagen. Inc., ~ Minnesota corporation ("Contract.or"), and XRG Develop:rnent 
Group of Idaho LLC~ a Idaho limited liability company ~. have entered into that 
certain Amended atld hststed Balance of Plant Engineering. Procurement and 
Construction Servi~ Agreement, dated December 31. 2011 (the "Amement1. 
Capi~ terms used herein and not otherwise defined herein have the meanings set 
forth in the !Agreement. 
Western Staw; Equip ("Subeontractor/SuppiJst') and ConTtaetor have entered 
into that certain suJ:tcontract!purchase agreement attached to Fagen Purchase Orders 
5'57674 557675) purlruant to which Subcontractor/Supplier shall provide and Contraetor 
shall pul'Cbase certaiD equipment. materials, supplies and/or services. 
For and in COJ)Sideration of the partial payment in the amount of $18596.64 (lnv# 
0102101996 04()5300693). the receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, for labor. skill, 
equipment, services, supplies and material furnished, or to be fbmished. to Contractor 
and Owner• and other, good .and valuable consideration. .Subcontractor does hereby, to the 
eXtent. paid: · : · · · 
• 't ••• ,.. •• • • ••• 
· · · ·1. incvocably and 'Ullconditionally waive, release, discharge ll;tld· rcliDquish 
any aod all Liens and:cbi.ims o~ an~ rights to,. Liens with respect to and on {a) the Project 
and all improvements thereon, (b) any material, :tixtures,·sppazatus- and mscbinery (and 
moneys, funds or other considerations due or to become due from Owner or Con1:ractQr 
on account of labor, services. material. fixtures, apparatus and machinery) relating to the 
Project, and (c) any o1herproperty of Owner (the "Released Pro~; 
' . 
2. agieC and certify that (a) there are no Liens on the Released Property by, 
through or under the undersigned, any of its subcon:tractors/supplieis or my of its 
respective e~Dployees, (b) (i) the 'lllldersigoed bas not received a notice of intention to 
claim any Liens (inolbding Liens by, through or Ullder any of its subcontractors) on the 
Released Property, (ii) no proceeding to establish any such Liens has been filed or 
instituted by it. and (ilii) there is no known basis fur any such Liens, and (o) all amounts 
due and owing to any of its subcontractorstsuppliers have been paid or will be paid with 
the money received pursuant to this Partial Waiver and Lien Release; 
3. agree to. indemnify, hold harmless and defend the Owner Tndemudfied 
Parties from and aga.iast any and all DimlageS mising out of any Liens related to semces 
provided by or W01k :pel;formed by Contractor md/or.a».y of its ~traclOt$/SllRPliers; 
and aw= ~d certify that all amounts properly due and payable with respect to all prior 
invoices for payment have been paid in full by Contractor to it and the applicable lien 




02·Apr·2012 08:33 PM Western States 208·884·2343 
IN~ WIIEREOF,!be¥~ executed and delivered 








StmSCRIBliD AND JWORN to before me by ~U ~!JUs 1:._ day of 
~y.J ,20lJ... 
~c....o~ 
Notary Public: in and for 1he State of 
~~Raiding at: 




24·Apr·2012 02:10 PM Western States 208·884·2343 
ExhibitK 
PARTIAL WAIVER AND LIEN RELEASE 
(SUBCONTRACTOR/StJFPLIER) 
, Inc., a Minnesota corporation ("Contractor'), and XRG Development 
LLC7 a Idaho limited liability company ~~ have entered into that 
ded and lWtated Balance of Plant Engineering, Procurement and 
Services Agreement. date<~ December 31, 2011 (the "Agreement''). 
used herein and not otherwise defined herein have the meairlngs set 
greement. 
rn States ·Equip ("Subcontractor/Suqplier") and Contractor bave entered 
into that c · subcontradlpurchasc agreement attached to Fagen Purchase Orders 
557675 55 674 559077) pursuant to wbich Subcontra.ctmiSupplie.r shall.provide and 
Contractor purchase certain equipm~ materials, stJ.pplies and/or services. 
For in considemtion of the parrial payment in the amount of$20~351.60 (Inv# 
040530072 102102052A 1021020S2B). the receipt of which is heteby acknowledged, 
for labor, s · equipment, services, supplies and material furnished,· or to be :fumished, 
to Contract and Owner, and other good and valuable ~deration, Subcontractor does 
hereby, to extent paid: 
irrevocably and unconditionally waive. release. discharge ~ relinquish 
my and all iens and claims ~ and rights to, Liens with~ to and on (a) the Project 
and all imp tmts thereon. (b) any materlal. fixtures, apparatus and machinery (and 
moneys. or other considerations due or to become due from Owner or Contractor 
on account f labor. services, material, fixtures, apparatus and machinery) relating to the 
Project, and c) any other property of Owner (the "Released Property'?; 
agree and ce.ttify that (a) thefe are no Liens on the Released Property by, 
der the undersigned, any of its subcontra«otsssuppliers or any of its 
respective loyees, (b) (i) the 'Ulldersignecl has not received a notice of intention to 
claim any L ens (m.cluding Lie.os by. thtough or unclet any of its subcon1taetors) em the 
Released • (ii) no pro<»ediua to establish any such Liens has been filed or 
instituted b it, ancl (m') 1here is no known basis for my ~h Liens, ~d. (c) Nl amO\lJltS 
due and owi g to any of its subeontraotoJ:Siauppliers have been paid or wiD be ~id with 
the money r eived pt1l'SUaDt to this Partial Waiver and Lien Release; · 
3. agree to indemnify. hold hannless and defend the Owner Indemnified 
Parties from and against any and all Damages arising out of any Liens related to services 
provided by or work performed by Contractor and/or any of its subcontt'actorssuppliers; 
and agree d certify that all amounts properly due and payable with respect to all prior 
invoices for payment have been paid in fWl by Contractor to it and the applicable lien 
waivers ass ciated thereWith are final and unconditional. 
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· 24·Apr·2012 02;10 PM Western States 208·884·2343 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF. the wdcrsigllC!i bas executed and delivered 
this Partial aiver and Lien Release this .l3 day of ~ • 20/J.. 
STATE of .If)f+U.O 
~A 
Western States Equip 
8y. ,{.';. 2~ 





FAGEN --~INC. - www.fageninc.com 
Civil - Mechanical - Electrical Contractors 
June 29,2012 
Exergy Development Group ofldaho, LLC 
James Carkulis 
802 W. Bannock St, 12th Floor 
Boise, ID 83702 
Dear James: 
50~ West Hwy. 212, P.O. Box 159 
Granite Falls, MN 56241 
320.564-3324 
320.564-3278 fax 
As prescribed in the Contract, enclosed please find original Payment Application Number 
Six for the Exergy Idaho Six Winds Wind Park Project in Idaho, along with the signed 
Contractor's Partial Waiver and Lien Release. 
Also enclosed, please find a list of subcontractors to be paid from this Pay!nent 
Application. 










APPLICATION AND CERTIFICATE FOR PAYMENT AlA DOCUMENT G702 
TO OWNER: 
Notche Butte Wind Farm 
Exergy Development Group of Idaho, 
LLC 
Boise, ID 83702 
FROM CONTRACTOR: 
Fagen Inc 
501 West Highway 212 





CONTRACTOR'S APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT 
Appllcatlon Is made for payment, as.shoWn below, In connection with 
the Contract Continuation Sheet, AlA Document G703 Is attached. 
1. ORIGINAL CONTRACT SUM 
2. Net change by Change Orders 
3. CONTRACT SUM TO DATE (Line 1 + 2) 
4. TOTAL COMPLETED & STORED TO DATE 
(Column G on G703) 
5. RETAINAGE: 
a. On Completed Work 
(Columns D + E on G703) 
b. On Stored Material 
(Column F on G703) 
Total Relalnage (Line 2a + 5b or 















6. TOTAL EARNED LESS RETAINAGE $ 781,723.35 
(Line 4 less line 5 total) 
1. LESS PREVIOUS CERTIFICATES FOR PAYMENT 
(Una 8 from prior Certificate) 
8. CURRENT PAYMENT DUE 
9. BALANCE TO FINISH, INCLUDING RETAINAGE 
(Line 3 less Line 6) 
CHANGE ORDER SUMMARY ADDITIONS 
Total changes approved In 
previous months by Owner 
Total changes approved in 
TOTALS 
NET CHANGES by Change Order 
$ 707,434.50 





















[I ARCHITECT B CONTRACTOR 
The undersigned C!!nlnlctor cllrilnes that to th.e best of the Contractor's knDWiedge, 
Information and belief the WDrk covered by lhls Application for Payment has been 
oompleletlln aocordanoe with the Contract Dllcumenls, that allamuunls have been paid by 
the Ctintractur tor Work for which previou!l Cerllficalea rar Payment were Issued and 
praymenls received from the owner, and Ill at current payment shown here Is correct. 
CONT~If11"0R: fa97f l"fl J 
By: '1\..QIU. ~ . Date: b-2q-j~ 
State of:~V~~-<-? 
County of: ~L) /JU'tf~' u. rj;~~~l'v"t/IJ'\M.o'V\M"""""""""vvv. 
Subscribed and ~to bM _ . 
me this ::J,q "1Jay of(f"""' '1'<..£ 
Notary Publl~~ 
My Commission expires: '/ / 
· '_3t!S 
ARCHITECT'S CERTIFICATE FOR PAYMENT 
In acco111ance with the Contract oucumants,. based un on-site observations and the data 
aamprislng thisllppllcallon, lite Archltacl certfnes to the Owner thlll to tl1a best of the 
Architect's knowledge, Information and belief lite work has progressed as Indicated, the 
quality af the work Ia In llcc:t~rdance with the 
Contract Documents, and· the CQntractor Is entitled to payment of the Amount Certified. 
AMOUNT CERTiFIED $------
(Attach explanation If amount certified differs from the amount applied for. Initial 
all flgures on this Application and on the Continuation Sheet that are oharged to 
conform to the Amount Certined) 
ARCHITECT 
By: Date: ______ _ 
This Certificate Is not negotiable. The AMOUNT CERTIFIED Is payable only to the 
Contractor named herein. Issuance, payment and acceptance of Payment are without 
preJudice to any rights of the Owner or Contractor under this Contreot. 
AlA DOCUMENT G702 -APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT -AIACl1992~ THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS: 1735 NEW YORK AvENUE, N.W.,'WASHINGTON. D.C. 20008-5292 
u.aara may obtain wlldatlon ur thta duaumant by n~queullng ra aompllilted AlA Document 0401 -Certification Of Doaumerir• ·Authenticity fram the Llcaneee. G702-1992 
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· CONTINUATION SHEET AlA DOCUMENT G703. 
AlA Document G702, APPLICATION AND CERTIFICATION 
PAYMENT, containing Contractor's signed Certlficati9n, Is attached. 
In tabulations below, amounts are stated to the nearest dollar. 
Use Column I on Contracts where variable retainage for line Items may apply. 
A B I. G D 
WORK COMPLETED 
SCHEDULED FROM PREVIOUS 
ITEM NUMBER DESCRIPTION OF WORK VALUE APPLICATION 
ID+El 
01 Crane Rental 590,992.08 .00 
02 , Turbine Receive 717,414.00 .00 
03 FoundaUons 1,571 ,429.00 159,187.50 
04 Site Pads 205,934.00 20,593.40 
05 Crane Pads 93,990.00 .00 
06 Access Roads and On 545,402.00 114,372.50 
07 Temporary Facilities 212,284.00 .oo 
08 Off-site Road lmprov · 114,8n.oo .00 
09 SubstaUons .00 .00 
10 Electrlcallnfrastru 704,048.00 .00 
11 Fiber Optic Systems 28,486.00 .00 
12 Turbine Switch Gear 228,982.00 .00 
13 CommunlcaUons 132,724.00 .00 
14 Met Towers & Sensors 211,214.00 .00 
15 Solis Testing 36,880.00 36,880.00 
16 Site Remediation 42,243.00 .00 
17 Site Surveying 17,601.00 7,040.40 
18 Misc. (phone, elect) 54,629.00 .00 
19 Const Management 1,518,043.00 148,577.70 
20 Mobilization 220,783.00 220,783.00 
. APPLICATION NO: 6 
APPLICATION DATE: 06/29/2012 
PERIOD TO: 06/25/2012 
PROJECT NO: 114034 601 
PROJECT NAME: Notch Butte 9 Turbines 
E F G H . I 
WORK MATERiALS TOTAL 
COMPLETED PRESENTLY COMPLETED AND BALANCE 
THIS PERIOD STORED STOREDTO DATE IG~°Cl TO FINISH iiNOTIN DOR El ID+E+Fl IC-Gl 
.00 .00. .00 0 590,992.08 
.00 .00 .00 0 717,414.00 
.00 . .00 159,187.50 10 1.412,241.50 
.00 .00 20,593.40 10 185,340.60 
.. 00 .00 .00 0 93,990.00 
.00 .00 114,372.50 21 431,029.50 
.00 .00 .00 0 212,284.00 
.00 .00 .00 0 114,877.00 
.00 .00 .00 0 .oo 
.00 .00 .00 0 704,048.00 
.00 .00 .00 0 28,486.00 
.00 .00 .00 0 228,982.00 
.00 .00 .00 0 132,724.00 
.00 .00 .00 0 211,214.00 
.00 .00 36.880.00 100 .00 
.00 .00 .00 0 42,243.00 
.00 .00 7,040.40 40 10,560.60 
.00 .00 .00 0 54,529.00 
74,288.85 .00 222,866.55 15 1,295,176.45 
.00 .00 220,783.00 100 .00 
























AlA DOCUMENT G703 _:_CONTINUATION SHEET FOR 0702- AlA 0 1092- THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS, 1735 NEW YORK AVENUE, N.~ .• WASHINGTON, D.C. 20006-5392 
UHtll may obtain validation ctf thla document by raqueatlnga complatad AlA Document 0401 - cartmcallon of Docuntanra Authonticlty from tha Ucartthae. 
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APPLICATION AND CERTIFICATE FOR PAYMENT AlA DOCUMENT G702 
TO OWNER: 
Lava BedsWind Farm, LLC 
Exergy Development Group of Idaho, 
LLC 
Boise, ID 83702 
FROM CONTRACTOR: 
Fagen Inc 
501 West Highway 212 





CONTRACTO~'S Af'PLICATION FOR PAYMENT. 
Application Is made for payment, as shown below, In connection with 
the Contract. Continuation Sheet, AlA Document G703 Is attached. 
1. ORIGINAL CONTRACT SUM 
2. Net change by Change Orders 
3. CONTRACT SUM TO DATE (Line. 1 + 2) 
4. TOTAL COMPLETED & STORED TO DATE 
(Column G on G703) 
5. RETAINAGE: 
a. On Completed Work 
(Columns D "' E on G703) 
b. On Stored Material 
(Column F on G703) 
Total Retalnage (Line 2a "' 5b or 















6. TOTAL EARNED LESS RETAINAGE $ 773,153.62 
(Una 4 less line 5 .total) 
$ 698,123.82 7. LESS PREVIOUS CERTIFICATES FOR PAYMENT 
(Line 6 from prior Certificate) 
8. CURRENT PAYMENT DUE 
9. BALANCE TO FINISH, INCLUDING RETAINAGE 
(Line 3 less Line B) . 
$ ._I ___ ·_. . .._7s ..... o __ 2...,..9._8o_~l. 
$ 6,527,024.38 
CHANGE ORDER SUMMARY ·ADDITIONS DEDUCTIONS 
Total changes approved In .00 .00 
previous months bv Owner 
Total changes approved In .00 .00 
TOTALS .00 .00 















The undersigned Cbntrsctcr certifies lhsl to lhe best or the Contrector's knowtetlge, 
lnformallon snd belief the Wortc aovered by this ApptlcaUon tor Payment hse been 
completed In llccordant:e with the Conllllct qocuments, that allsmbunls have been paid by 
the Conllllctor for Work for which previous Certificates for Payment were Issued Mnd 
payments recatvpd rnom the Owner, •nd thllt current payment shown tiers Is correct. 
~~~TR;rm;gen~ Date: {p-J9-(;2_ 
State~; /'1-'U-4 ~ . • 
County of: tft--d~ /JW. ~,; .~ 
Subscribed and ~to be~o e 
me thl~ ,;;;J...tf.T .<ray of · , 
Notary Public~.,..-, 7..-u~..-.,. .. 
My Commission expires: 1 /.. ! 
. l~l(f 
ARCHITECT'S CERTIFICATE FOR PAYMENT 
In accord~&nce with the Contracl Documents, based on on-site observations and the data 
comprising this spplloatlon, the Art:hltetst certlfle!l tu the OWner tl1at to lhe but of the 
Architect's knowtattge, lnformasllon and belief-the work has pnogressed aslndloated, the 
quality of the wortc lain accordance wtth the · 
Contract Documents, and the Contractor Is entitled to payment of the Aniount Certified. 
AMOUNT CERTIFIED $----:.----
(Attach eJ<pfanatlon If amount certlffed differs from the amount applied for. Initial 
·all figures on this Application and on the Continuation Sheet that are charged to 
conform to the Amount Certified) 
ARCHITECT 
By: Date: ____ ~--
This Certificate Is not negotiable. The AMOUNT CERTIFIED Is payable only to the 
Contractor named herein. Issuance, payment and acceptance of Payment are without 
preJudice to any rights of the Owner or Contractor under this Contract. 
AlA DOCUMENT G702- APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT- AlA 01992- THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS, 1735 NEW YO(iK AVENUE, N.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20006-5292 
Utant may abialrt validation of thll document by requa1tlng 11 complatad AlA Documant 0401 -Certification ot Dacumani'a Authenticity from the Llcan1aa. G702-1992 
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CONTINUATION SHEET 
AlA Document G702, APPLICATION AND CERTIFICATION 
PAYMENT, containing Ccntract4:lr'll signed Certiflusi.lon, ls attached. 
In tabulations below, amounts a~ sttated to the nearest dollar. 
AlA DOCUMENT G703 
Use Column I on Contracts where variable retalnage for line Items may apply. 
A B c D E 
WORK COMPLETED WORK 
SCHEDULED FROM PREVIOUS COMPLETED 
ITEM.NUMBER DESCRIPTION OF WORK VALUE. APPLICAnON THIS PERIOD 
CD+El 
01 Crane Rental 590,961.00 .00 .00 
02 Turbine Receive 732,068.00 .00 .00 
03 FoundaUons 1,562,598.00 161,819.10 .00 
04 Site Pads 159,464.00 .00 .00 
05 crane Pads 93,989.00 .00 .00 
06 Access Roads & On Sl 739 235.00 118,654.50 .00 
07 Temporary Facilities 170,038.00 .00 .00 
08 Off-site Road lmprov .00 .00 .00 
09 Substations .00 .00 .00 
10 Electrlcallnfrastru .704,034.00 .00 .00 
11 Fiber Optic System 28486.00 .oo .00 
12 Turbine Switch Gear 228,957.00 .00 .00 
13 Communications Syste 155,367.00 .00 .00 
14 Met Towers & Sensors 211,210.00 .00 .00 
15 Solis Testing 29,335.00 29,335.00 .00 
16 Site Remediation 42,242.00 .00 .00 
17 Site surveying 17,601.00 8,800.50 .00 
18 Misc. (Phone, Elect) 54,526.00 .00 .00 
19 ConstrucUon Managem 1,659,266.00 158,735.72 75,029.80 
20 Mobilization 220,779.00 220,779.00 .00 








PRE.SE.N'rlV COMPLETED AND 
STORED STORED TO DATE 
IINOTIN DORE;> CD+ E+ F) 
.00 .00 
.00 .00 






















Page 1 of 1 
Lava Beds 9 Turbines 
H 
.RETAINAGE 
BALANCE {IF VARIABLE 
% TO FINISH RATE) 
CG!Cl CC-Gl 
0 590,961.00 .00 
0 732,068.00 .00 
10 1,400,778.90 .00 
0 159,464.00 .oo 
0 93 989.00 .00 
16 620,580.50 .00 
0 170,038.00 .00 
0 .00 .00 
0 .00 .00 
0 704,034.00 .00 
0 28,486.00 .00 
0 228 957.00 .00 
0 155,367.00 .00 
0 211,210.00 .00 
100 .00 .00 
0 42,242.00 .00 
50 8,600.50 . .00 
0 54,528.00 .00 
15 1,325,500.48 .00 
100 .00 .00 
,;, .. , . • 
AlA DOCUMENT G703- CONTINUATION SHEET .FOR G71J2- AlA CID 1 Ull2- THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS, 1735 NEWYO.RK AVENUE, N.W., WASHINGTON; D.C. 20006-5392 
Ucera may obtain validation of thla lfacwmant by raq~o~alltlng • completad AlA Document D401 -Certification of Document•• Authenticity f"'m the Llcenaee. 
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APPLICATION AND CERTIFICATE FOR PAYMENT AlA DOCUMENT G702 
TO OWNER: PROJECT: 
Rogerson Flats Wind Farm, 
Exergy Development Group of Idaho, 
LLC 
Jack Ranch Rogerson 
Flats 10 Turbines 
Boise, ID 83702 
FROM CONTRACTOR: 
Fagen Inc 
501 West Highway 212 
Granite Falls, MN 56241 
VIA ARCHITECT: 
CONTRACTOR'S APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT 
Application is made for payment, as shown below, In connection with 
the Contract. Continuation Sheet, AlA Document G703 Is attached. 
1. ORIGINAL CONTRACT SUM 
2. Net change by Change Orders 
3. CONTRACT SUM TO DATE (Line 1 + 2) 
4. TOTAL COMPLETED & STORED TO DATE 
(Column G on G703) · 
5. RETAINAGE: 
a. On Completed Work 
(Columns D + Eon G703) 
b. On Stored Material 
(Column F on G703) 
Total Retalnage (line 2a + 5b or 















B. TOTAL EARNED LESS RETAIIIIAGE $ . 1,315,506.13 
(Line 4 less line 5 total) 
7. LESS PREVIOUS CERTIFICATES FOR PAYMENT 
(Line 6 from prior Certificate) 
B. CURRENT PAYMENT DUE 
9. BALANCE TO FINISH, INCLUDING RETAINAGE 
(Line 31ess Line 6) 
CHANGE ORDER SUMMARY ADDITIONS 
Total changes approved In 
orevious months bv Owner 
Total changes approved In 
TOTALS 
NET CHANGES by Change Order 
$ 1,147,067.51 



















Btrlbutlon to: OWNER ARCHITECT § CONTRACTOR 
ARCHITECT'S CERTIFICATE FOR PAYMENT 
In accon:fanae with the CanlraaliJoauments, b.ssed on 11~-elle observations and the data 
comprlalng thla ~SppllcaUon, the A111hftect certifies to the owner that ID the beat or the 
Archllecra knawledga, lnrarmatlon and l:)eiJef the work has progressed as Indicated, the 
quality of the work Is In accon:fanca with the 
Coritrect. Documents, and the Contractor Is enUUsd to payment of the Amount Certlfied. 
AMOUNT CERTIFIED $------
(Attach expianation if amount certified differs from the amounf applied for. Initial 
all figures on this Application and on the Continuation Sheet that are charged to 
conform to the Amount Certified) 
ARCHITECT 
By: Date:--------
This Certificate Is not negoUable. The AMOUNT CERTIFIED Is payable only to the 
Contractor named herein. Issuance, payment and acceptance of Payment are without 
prejudice to anv rights of the OWner or Contractor under this contract. 
AlA DOCUMENT G7D2- APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT- AlA @1 U92- THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS, 1735 NEWYORK.AVENUI;, N.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20008-5292 
Ua1ma m•v oblllrt wlldatron at tttlc dattumant by raqua11t1ng a ttampllltlld AlA cauu.munt D401 - Conlnuatlan af Dacumanr• Authllntlttlty ftCJm thll ucancea. G702-1992 
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CONTINUATION SHEET 
AlA Document G702, APPLICATION AND CERTIFICATION 
PAYMENT, containing Contractor's signed Certification, is attached. 
In tabulations below, amounts are stated to the nearest dollar. 
AlA DOCUMENT G703 
Use Column I on Contracts where variable retainage for line items may apply. 
A B c D E 
WORK COMPLETED WORK 
SCHEDULED FROM PREVIOUS COMPLETED 
ITEM NUMBER DESCRIPTION OF WORK VALUE APPLICATION THIS PERIOD 
ID+El 
01 Crane Rental 227,123.25 • 00 .00 
02 Turbine Receive Asse 759.456.75 146.45 .00 
03 Foundations 1 '723,215.50 152,301.25 .00 
04 Site Pads 281,170.75 131 799.12 16,167.29 
05 Crane Pads 93,723.50 .00 .00 
06 Access Roads and On 796,182.00 379,126.62 75,825.33 
07 Temporary Facilities 142,502.76 1,060.65 .00 
08 Off-site Road lmprov .00 .00 .00 
09 SubstaUons 2, 145,906.75 .00 .00 
10 Electrical lnfrastru 768,533.50 .00 .00 
11 Fiber Optic System 29,006.75 .00 .00 
12 Turbine Switch Gear 253,996.75 .00 .oo 
13 Communications Syste 177,726.25 3,555.00 .00 
14 Me!Towers & Sensors .00 .00 .00 
15 Soils Testing 35,148.25 35,146.25 .00 
16 Site Remediation 43,933.00 .00 .00 
17 Site Surveying 17,573.25 8,787.00 .00 
18 Misc. (Phone, elect) 22,096.25 .00 .00 
19 Construction Manegem 955,435.00 157,179.84 76,446.00 
20 Mobilization 245,277.75 245,277.75 .00 
21 Main SubstaUon Tran 326,875.75 32,687.58 .00 








PRESENTLY COMPLETED AND 
STORED STORED TO DATE 





Page 1 of 1 
Jack Ranch Rogerson Flats 10 Turbines 
H 
RETAINAGE 
BALANCE (IF VARIABLE 
CG~C) T~t~~~H RATE) 
.00 .oo· . 0 227.123.25 .00 
.00 146.45 0 759,310.30 .00 
.00 152,301.25 9 1,570,914.25 .oo 
.00 147,966.41 53 133,204.34 .00 
.00 .00 0 93,723.50 .00 
.00 . 454,951.95 57 341,230.05 .00 
.00 1,060.65 1 141,442.10 .00 
.00 .00 0 .00 .oo 
.00 .00 0 2,145,906.75 .oo 
.00 .oo· 0 768,533·.50 .00 
.00 .00 0 29,006.75 .oo 
.00 .00 0 253,996.75 .00 
.oo 3,555.00 2 174,171.25 .00 
.00 .00 0 .00 .00 
.00 35,148.25 100 .00 .00 
.00 .00 0 43,933.00 .00 
.00 8,787.00 . 50 8,786.25 .00 
.00 .00 0 22,096.25 .00 
.00 233,625.84 24 721,809.16 .00 
.00 245,277.75 100 .00 .oo 
.00 32,687.58 10 294,188.17 .00 
AlA DOCUMENT G703- CONTINUATION SHEET FOR 0702- AlA 0 1992- THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS, 1735 NEW YORK AVENUE, N.W:, WASHINGTON, D.C. 20006-5392 
UHI'IJ may obtain validation or thla document by 111quaattng a aomptated AlA Document 0401 - Ctlrtlflcatton of Doournanra Authantloliy froin the Ucanaee. 
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APPLICATION AND CERTIFICATE FOR PAYMENT AlA DOCUMENT G702 
TO OWNER: 
Salmon Creek Wind Farm, 
Exergy Development Group of Idaho, 
LLC 
Boise, ID 83702 
FROM CONTRACTqR: 
Fagen Inc 
501 West Highway 212 





CONTRACTOR'S APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT 
Application is made for payment, as shown below, In connection with 
the Contract. Continuation Sheet, AlA Document G703 is attached. 
1. ORIGINAL CONTRACT SUM 
2. Net change by Change Orders 
3. CONTRACT SUM TO DATE (Une 1 + 2) 
4. TOTAL COMPLETED & STORED TO DATE 
(Column G on G703) 
5. RETAINAGE: 
o. On Completed Work 
(Columns D + E on G703) 
b. On Stored Material 
(Column F on G703) 
Total Retalnage (Une 2a + Sb or 















8. TOTAL EARNED LESS RETAINAGE $ 1,315,506.10 
(Una 4 less line 5 total) 
7. LESS PREVIOUS CERTIFICATES FOR PAYMENT 
(Line 6 from prior CertiHcate) 
8. CURRENT PAYMENT DUE 
9. BALANCE TO FINISH, INCLUDING RETAINAGE 
(Une 3 lf!SS ~lne 6) 
CHANGE ORDER SUMMARY ADDITIONS 
Total changes approved in 
orevious months bv Owner 
Total changes approved In 
TOTALS 






















B OWNER ARCHITECT § CONTRACTOR 
The undellllgned Conlrtlcttlr cerllfta• that ttl the best or the Ctlnlrtlctor's kn11wledge, 
Information and belief the Wark covered by this Application for Payment has been 
completed In ucoordiSnoe with lhe Contract Documents, thai an amounts have been paid by 
the Contractor for Work forwhloh previous Certlflailtes for Payment were Issued and 
payments received from the OWner, and that aurrenl puymenlshown here Is correct. 
c8oy~. TRA:V:~gen~. ~ Date: /o -29--/.J 
ARCHITECT'S CERTIFICATE FOR PAYMENT 
In accordance with lha Contract Documents, based on on-slle observations end the data 
comprising this appllcaUon, the An:hltect certifies to the OWner that to the beat of the 
An:hitect's know!etlge, Information and belief the work has progressed as Jndlcatad, the 
quality of the work Is In aaaordanca with the · 
Contract Docunumts, and the· Contr~ctor Is entiUed to payment of the Amount CerUHed. 
AMOUNTCERTIFIED $------
(Attach explanation if amount cert~fled d.lffers from the amount applied for. Initial 
all figures on this Application and on the Continuation Sheet that are charged to 
conform to the Amount Certified) · 
ARCHITECT 
By: Date: ______ _ 
This Certificate Is not negotiable. The AMOUNT CERTIFIED Is payable only to the 
Contractor named herein. Issuance, payment and acceptance of Payment are without 
preJudice to any rights of the Owner o~ Contractor under this Contract. 
AlA DOCUMENT G7D2- APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT- AlA ®1992- THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS, 173B NEWYORI( AVENUE: N.W., WAlSHINGTQN, D.C. 2DDOS-5292 
uaaru may obtain validation or thll!l douum~tnt by raquaaung a uompletad AlA Doaum1111t 0401 - c.rtmoatlon of Dbuumenl'a Authenticity frum the Ucana11a. G702-199Z 
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CONTINUATION SHEET 
AlA Document G702, APPLICATION AND CERTIFICATION 
PAYMENT, containing Co,ntractor's signed Certification, Is attached. 
In tabulations below, amounts are stated to the nearest dollar. 
AlA DOCUMENT G703 
Use Column I on Contracts where variable retainage for line Items may apply. 
A B c D E 
WORK COMPLETED WORK 
SCHEDULED FROM PREVIOUS COMPLETED 
ITEM NUMBER DESCRIPTION OF WORK VALUE APPUCATION THIS PERIOD 
CD+El 
01 Crane Rental 227,123.25 .00 .00 
02 Turbine Receive 759456.75 146.45 .00 
03 FoundaUons 1,723 215.50 152,301.25 .00 
04 Site Pads 291,170.75 131,799.11 16,187.27 
05 Crane Pads 93,723.50 .00 .00 
06 Access Roads and On 796,182.00 379,126.63 75,825.32 
07 Temporary Fadlltles 142,502.75 1,060.65 .00 
08 Off-site Road lmprov .00 .00 .00 
09 Substations 2,145,906.75 .00 .00 
10 Electrlcallnfrastru 768,533.50 .00 .00 
11 Fiber OpUc System 29,006.76 .00 .00 
12 Turbine Switch Gear 253,996.75 .00 .00 
13 CommunlcaUons Syste 177.726.25 3,555.00 .00 
14 Met Towers & Sensors 210,878.00 .00 .00 
"15 SollsTesUng 35,146.25 35,146.25 .00 
18 Site RemedlaUon 43,933.00 .00 .00 
17 Site Surveying 17,573.25 8,787.00 .QO 
18 Mise (Phone, Electr) 22,098.25 .00 .00 
~9 Construction Managem 955,435.00 157,179.84 76,446.00 
20 Mobilization 245,277.75 245,277.75 .00 
21 Main SubstaHon Tran 326,875.75 32,687.58 .00 









Page 1 of 1 
PROJECT NAME:· Jack Ranch Salmon Creeks 
F G . I H 
MATERIALS TOTAL RETAINAGE 
PRESENTLY COMPLETED AND BALANCE (IF VARIABLE 
STORED STO~EDTO ~ATE % TO FINISH RATE) 
!NOT IN D OR El D+E+F IG/CJ CC-Gl 
.00 .00 0 227,123.25 .00 
.00 146.45 0 . 759,31 0.30 .00 
.00 152,301.25 9 1,570,914.25 .00 
.00 147,966.38 53 133,204.37 .00 
.00 .00 0 93,723.50 .. oo 
.00 454,951.95 57 341,230.05 .00 
.00 1060.65 1 141,442.10 .00 
.00 .00 0 .00 .00 
.00 .00 0 2,145,906.75 .00 
.00 .00 0. 768 633.50 .00 
.00 .00 0 29,006.75 .00 
.00 .00 0 253,996.75 .00 
.00 3,555·.oo 2 174,171.25 .00 
.00 .00 0 210,878.00 .00 
.00 35,146.25 100 .00 .00 
.00 .oo 0 43,933.00 .00 
.00 8,787.00 ·so 8,786.25 .00 
.00 .00 0 22,096.25 .00 
.00 233,625.84 24 721,809.16 .00 
.00 245,277.75 100 .00 .00 
.00 32,687.58 10 294,188.17 .00 
. ··'~: ... ;·, ·-
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APPLICATION AND CERTIFICATE FOR PAYMENT AlA DOCUMENT G702 
TO OWNER: PROJECT: 
Cottonwood Wind Park, LLC Jack Ranch 
Exergy Development Group of Idaho, Cottonwood· 
LLC 
Boise, ID 83702 
FROM CONTRACTOR: 
Fagen Inc 
501 West Highway 212 
Granite Falls, MN 56241 
VIA ARCHITECT: 
CONTRACTOR'S APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT 
ApplicaUon Is made for payment, as shown below,ln connection with 
the Contract. Continuation Sheet, AlA Document G703 Is attached. 
1. ORIGINAL CONTRACT SUM 
2. Net change. by Change Orders 
3. CONTRACT SUM TO DATE (Line 1 + 2) 
4. TOTAL COMPLETED & STORED TO DATE 
(Column G on G703) 
5. RETAINAGE: 
a. On Completed Work 
(Columns D + E on G703) 
b. On Stored Material 
(Column F on G703) . 
Total Retalnage (Una 2a + 5b or 















6. TOTAL EARNED LESS RETAINAGE $ 1.315,506.10 
(Una 4 less line 5 total) 
7, LESS PREVIOUS CERTIFICATES FOR PAYMENT 
(Una 6 from prlor CerUflcate) 
B. CURRENT PAYMENT DUE 
9. BALANCE TO FINISH, INCLUDING RETAINAGE 
(Line 3 less Line 6) 
CHANGE ORDER SUMMARY ADDITIONS 
Total changes approved In 
previous moRths bv OWner 
Total changes approved In 
TOTALS 












. - ·-· .. ·--···- ·-----------------, 
PAGE1 





~OWNER PERIOD TO: 
PROJECT NOS: 
CONTRACT NO: 
D ARCHITECT B CONTRACTOR 
ARCHITECT'S CERTIFICATE FOR ·PAYMENT 
In accorUance with the Contract Documents, base.d on on-slte observaUons and the data 
comprising this appllcaUon, tha An:hlteal certifies to the Owner that to the best of the 
Architect's knowledge, lnfarmation and belief the work has prograssad as indioated, tha 
quality of the _wom Is In accordance wllh the 
Contract Documents, and the Contractor Is entitled to payment of the Amount CerUfled. · 
AMOUNT CERTIFIED $------
(Attach explanation if amount certified differs from the amount applied far. Initial 
all figures on this Application and an the Continuation Sheet that are charged to 
conform to the Amount Certified) 
ARCHITECT 
By: Date:--------
This CerUflcate Is not negotiable. TM AMOUNT CERTIFIED Is payable only to the 
Contractor named herein. Issuance, payment and acceptance of Payment are without 
preJudice to any rights of the Owner or Contractor under this Contract 
. . .. 
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CONTINUATION SHEET AlA DOCUMENT G703 
AlA Document G702-, APPLICATION AND CERTIFICATION 
PAYMENT, containing Contractor's signed Certlflcation, is attached. 
In tabulations below, amounts are stated to the nearest dollar. 
Use Column I on Contrads where variable retalnsge for line items may apply. 
A ·.I B c D 
WORK COMPLETED 
SCHEDULED FROM PRI;VIOUS 
ITEM NUMBER DESCRIPTION OF WORK VALUE APPUCATlON 
CD+ El 
01 Crane Rental 227;123.25 .00 
02 Turbine Receive 759,456.75 146.45 
03 Foundations 1723215.50 152,301.25 
04 Site Pads 281,170.76 131,799.11 
05 Crane Pads 93,723.50 .00 
06 Access Roads and On 796,182.00 379.126.63 
07 Temporary Facilities 142,502.75 1,060.65 
08 Off-site Road lmprov .00 .00 
09 Substations 2.145,906. 75 .00 
10 Elecbical lnfrastru 768,533.50 .00 
11 Fiber Optic Systems 29,006.75 .00 
12 Turbine Switch Gear 253,996.75 .00 
13 Communications Syste 177,726.25 3,655.00 
14 Met Towers & Sensors .00 .00 
15 SollsTesUng 35,146.25 35,146.25 
16 Site Remediation 43,933.00 .00 
17 Site Surveying 17,573.25 8,767.00 
18 Mise (Phone, Elect) 22,096.25 .00 
19 ConstrucOon Managem 955,435.00 157,179.84 
20 Mobilization 245,277.75 245,2n.75 





APPLICATION NO: 6 
APPLICATION DATE: 06/29/2012 
PERIOD TO: 06/25/2012 
· PROJECT NO: 114034 605 
PROJECT NAME: Jack Ranch Cottonwood 
F G H 
MATERIALS TOTAL 
PRESENTLY COMPLETED AND BALANCE 
STORED STORED TO DATE % TO FINISH 
liNOTIN D OR El CD'tE'tf) IG!Cl re-m 
.00 .00 .C)O 0 227,123.25 
.00 .00 146.45 0 759,310.30 
.00 .00 152,301.25 9 1,570,914.25 
16,167.27 .00 147,966.38 53 133,204.37 
.00 .00 .00 0 93,723.50 
75,825.32 .00 454.961.95 57 341,230.05 
.00 .00 1,060.65 1 141,442.10 
.00. .oo .00 0 .00 
.00 .00 .00 0 2,145,906. 75 
.00 .00 .00 .0 768,533.50 
.00 .00 .00 0 29,006.75 
.00 .oo .00 0 253,996.75 
.00 .00 3,555.00 2 174,171.25 
.00 .00 .00 0 .00 
.00 .00 35,146.25 100· .00 
.00 .00 .00 0 43,933.00 
.00 .00 8,787.0Q 50 8,766.25 
.00 .00 .00 0 22,096.25 
76,446.00 .00 233,625.84 24 721,809.16 
.00 .oo 245,277.75 100 .00 
.00 .00 32,687.58 10 294,188.17 
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APPLICATION AND CERTIFICATE FOR PAYMENT AlA DOCUMENT G702 
TO OWNER: 
Deep Creek Wind Park, LLC 
Exergy Development Group of Idaho, 
LLC 
Boise, ID 83702 
FROM CONTRACTOR: 
Fagen Inc 
501 West Highway 212 





CONTRACTORJS APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT 
Application Is made for payment, as shown below, In connection with 
the Contract Continuation Sheet. AlA Document G703 Is attached. 
1. ORIGINAL CONTRACT SUM 
2. Net change by Change Orders 
3. CONTRACT SUM TO DATE (Line 1"+ 2) 
4. TOTAL COMPLETED & STORED TO DATE 
{Column G on G703) 
5. RETAINAGE: 
o. On Completed Work 
(Columns D + E on G703) 
b. On Stored Material 
(Column F on G703) 
Total Retalnage (Line 2a + 5b or 















6. TOTAL EARNED LESS RETAINAGE $ 1,315,506.08 
(Line 41ess line 5 total) 
7. LESS PREVIOUS CERTIFICATES FOR PAYMENT 
(Line 6 from prior Certificate) 
8. CURRENT PAYMENT DUE 
9. BALANCE TO FINISH, INCLUDING RETAINAGE 
(Line 3 less Line 6) · 
CHANGE ORDER SUMMARY ADDITIONS 
Total changes approved In . 
orevlous months bv Owner 
Total changes approved In 
TOTALS 
NET CHANGES by Change Order 
$ 1,147,067.48 



















Distribution to: B OWNER 
D ARCHITECT B CONTRACTOR 
The unden~lgned ContraCtor cerliRas thallo the best of the Contractor's knowledge, 
Information and belief the Work covered by this Application for Payment has been 
completed In accordance with the Contract Documents, that an amounts have been paid by 
the Contractor ror Work for which previous Certificates far Payment ware Issued and 
payments received from the Owner, and that current payment shown here Is correct. 
CONTR~CJPR: Fap~n 
By:. 1vdJ.. Date:. b--<.9-r ~ 
Statlfdt/; JU-12~~ 
County ot'L;ILd_,!"]1) ;/).f?cf/c, 
Subscrlbecf' ~~ l!.v¢?to 
me this df/'~ay . 
Notary Public:~--~· 
My Commission exlilie;;-· 1 ('3 ( /t S" 
ARCHITECTJS CERTIFICATE FOR PAYMENT 
In accordance with the Contract Documents, based on on-site observations and the data 
1:0mprlslng this application, the Alllhllect certmes to the owner that to the best of the 
Archltecrs knowledge, Information and belief the work has progressed as lndlaalad, the 
quality of the work Is In accordance with the 
Contract Documents, and the Contractor Is entitled to payment of the Amount Certified. 
AMOUNT CERTIFIED $-----
(Attach explanation If amount certjfled differs from the amount applied for. Initial 
all flgures on this Application and on the Continuation Sheet that-are charged to 
conform to the Amount Certifled) 
ARCHITECT 
By: Date;.-. -------
This Certificate Is not negoUable. The AMOUNT CERTIFIED Is payable only to the 
Contractor named heretn. Issuance. payment and acceptance of Payment are without 
preludlce to any rights of the Owner or Contractor under this Contract. 
AlA DOCUMENT G702 -APPLICATION.FOR PAYMENT -AIAC1992- THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OFARCHITEi::TS, 1735 NEWYO~KAVENUE, N.W.; WASHINGTON, D.C. 20006-5292 
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CONTINUATION SHEET 
AlA Document G702, APPLICATION AND CERTIFICATION 
PAYMENT, containing Contractor's signed Certification, is attached. 
In tabulations below, amounts are stated to the nearest dollar. 
AlA DOCUMENT G703 
Use Column I on Contracts where variable retalnage for line items may apply. 
A B c D E 
WORK COMPLETED WORK 
SCHEDULED FROM PREVIOUS COMPLETED 
ITEM NUMBER DESCRIPTION OF ,WORK VALUE APP~:CAT~~N THIS PERIOD 
D+E 
01 Crane Rental 227,123.25 .00 .00 
02 Turbine Receive 759,456.75 146.45 .00 
03 FoundaUons . 1,723,215.50 162,301.25 .00 
04 Site Pads 281,170.75 131,799.11 16,167.27 
05 .Crane Pads 93 723.50 .00 .00 
06 Access Roads and On 796,182.00 379,126.62 . 75,825.33 
07 Temporary FaciiiUes . 142,502.75 1,080.65 .00 
08 Off·slle Road lmprov .00 .00 .00 
09 SubstaUons. 2,145,906.75 .00 .00 
10 Electrical lnfrastru 768,533.50 .00 .00 
11 Fiber Optic Systems 29,006.75 .00 .00 
12 Turbine Switch Gear . 253,996.75 .00 .00 
13 CommunlcaUons ·syste 177,726.25 3,555.00 .00 
14 Met Towers & Sensors 210,878.00 .00 .00 
15 SoUsTesllng 35,146.25 35,146.25 .00 
16 Site Remediation 43,933.00 .00 .00 
17 Site Surveying 17,573.25 8,787.00 .00 
18 Mise (Phone, Elect) 22,096.25 .00 .00 
19 ConstrucUon Managem 955,435.00 157,179.84 76,446.00 
20 MoblllzaUon 245,277.75 245,277.75 .00 









PROJECT NAME: . Jack Ranch Deep Creek 
F G H 
MATERIALS TOTAL 
PRESENTLY COMPLETED AND BALANCE 
STORED STORED TO DATE % ~c~~~H ltNOTIN COREl ID+E+A lG/Cl 
.00 .00 0 227,123.25 
.00 146.45 0 759,310.30 
.00 152,301.25 9 1,570,914.25 
.00 147,966.38 53 133,204.37 
.00. .00 0 93 723.50 
.00 454,951.95 57 341,230.05 
.00 1,060.65 1 141,442.10 
.00 .00 0 .00 
.00 .00 0 2,145,906.75 
.00 .00 0 768,533.50 
.00 .00 0 29,006.75 
.00 .00 0 253,996.75 
.00 3,555.00 2 174,171.25 
.00 .00 0 210,878.00 
.00 35,146.25 109 .00 
.00 .00 0 43,933.00 
.00 8,787.00 50 8,786.25 
.00 .00 0 . 22,096.25 
.00 233,625.84 24 721,809.16 
.00 245,217.75 100 .00 
.00 32,687.56 10. 294,188.19 
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ExhibitL 
PARTIAL WAIVER AND LIEN RELEASE 
Fagen, Inc., a Minnesota corporation ("Contractor"), and Exergy Development Group of 
Idaho, L.L.C., an Idaho limited liability company ("OWner"), have entered into that _certain 
Balance of Plant Engineering, Procurement and Construction Services Agreement, .. dated 
December 31, 2011 (the" Agreement''). Capitalized terms used herein and not otherwise defined 
herein have the Illeinings set forth in the Agreement. 
For and in consideration of partial payment in the amount of eight hundred twenty three 
thousand seventy three dollars and 05/100 ($823,073.05) for labor, skill, equipment, services, 
supplies and material furnished, or to be furnished, to Owner, and other good ~d valuable 
consideration, Contractor does hereby, to the extent paid and contingent upon .receipt thereof: 
1. irrevocably and unconditionally waive, release, discharge and relinquish any and 
all Liens and claims of, and rights to, Liens with respect to and on· (a) the ~ject and all. 
improvements thereon, (b) any m~terial, fixtures, appa!atus and machinery (and moneys, funds · 
or other considerations due or .to become· due from Owner on account oflabor, services, material, 
fixtures, apparatus and machinery) relating to the Project, and (c) any other property of Owner 
(the "Released Property"); 
2. agree and certify that (a) there are no Liens on the Released Property by, through 
or under the undersigned, any of its subcontractors or any of its respective employees, (b). (i) it 
has not received a notice of intention to claim any Liens (including Liens by, through or under 
any of its Subcontractors) on the Released Property, (ii) no proceeding to establish any such 
Liens has been filed or instituted by it, or to the best of its knowledge after due inquiry, by any of 
its Subcontractors, and (iii) there is no known basis for any such Liens; and 
3. agree and certify that all amounts properly due and payable with respect to all 
prior Applications for Payment liave been paid in full by Owner and the applicable lien waivers 
associated therewith are final and unconditional. 
[REMAINDER OF PAGE INTENTIONALLY LEFT BLANK] 
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. ·IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the~~~ has executed and delivered this . 
Partial Waiver and Lien Release this ~yo~ 2012. · . 
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Lava Beds Legal Description 
EXHIBIT "A" EASEMENT 
To"WD.Shlp 1 South, Range 32, E.B.M., Bingham County, Idaho 
Sections 22,23 and 26: All of that property lying within 1320 feet south and west of the 
Tabor Highway/Union Pacific Rail Road right of way. 
Notch Butte Legal Description 
Exhibit A Legal Description 
Township 6 Soutb.,Range 19 East of the Boise Meridian,Lincoln County,ldaho 
Section 22: EYzEYz 
EXCEPT a portion ofthe NE~"NE"' ofSection22 conveyed to the State of Idaho by Warranty 
Deed 
recorded as Instrument Number 1 09244,Lincoln County records. 




Pr.epert:r D.es-Gript1on · 
TOWNSHIP 14 SOUTH, RANGE 16 .EAST, BO.ISE MERJ;D.I/tN, TWIN r4l.l.$ GOU.rffy, 
IDAHO 
· SECTION 7: GOV'T. LOT:S 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7;. EVz.SWV~=WYiSE1f41,:SE'Il4Sf'llt~~ 
EXCEPT 
A STRIP Of LAND l.DO .FEET WIDE1 tYIN.EtSO 'F-EET l;)ftl.:~fi.SIDE-:OFTH:C.Fa~O~ 
DESCRIBED CENTERLINE: 
T.OWNSHIP 14 SOUTH, .. MNGE 16 EAST,JMoiJ.,.lWlN:'F'AUS:.c&UNtY,.:ISAHO 
SECTION7: . 
BEGINNING 'AT A .POINT ON THESECTION.UNE 763J~~, MORE·OR·t.ESS, SGDTH OF 
THE WEST QUARTER CORNER OF SEC110N 7., WHIEH PO'INT·~:SJ.'A:~:25·2 .... ~DF 
'"A" LATERAL AS LOCATED; .. . . . 
THENCE· NORTH 65° ·Sff EA5.T 89.4: FEET; 
TI:tEN.CE ON A 20° CtJ.RVE TO THE·L.Ef1:,.'.l57 .. 2 FEET; 
.THENCE NORTf'i·34° 32' E~'4227. f'EET;. 
THENCE ON A 20°CURY.E T:0 THE -RIGFfT'·SO.S-:.f.f;~} 
THENCE NPRTH.S0° 4~' E'AST'580.7·f.EET:; 
THENCE SN A 10°·:CURVE TO:THE RIGHt, 21:0 FEET; 
THENCE· NORTH 7'.1° 42'. EASl' 457.6 ·FEEif; 
THENCE ON A 10°· CU~VE TO THE LEFT,.180·.FEEr,_ T..O·SfAttoN 27.4+63.4,W.fflf.Cf.f 
POINT IS ON THE.LAST E~ UN'E. PF THE ~~4.~~ !;JEJ.NG~GOV'T:LQT7·0F 
secno~_7.AtjDi86~ ·FEET, MORE:dR J,ES$.,.soJJ.rii:_oF·f!te'.NP:R.~·ce~~.·oF· 
SAID ~/4NW1/4 G~V'T.LOT 1.Df·SEOJl.ON 1.rAU-~tED,~ ~'W~ OF;~ 
'1; TOVilrtSHlP 14·-SOUTH, JVdfGE;i6 .. EAS:f,.'B;f4,;. 
AND·E)(CEf'r 
THAT PaRTION OF THE SE'/4Sf1f!J, SECllON 7~ TO~_ttzy· 1.:4.50~, RA'N.G:E '16 
EAST, B~M., AS-DESCRIBED: 
BEGINNING ArA POINT Wl'fiCt.l IS'THE OORNER=-~MMOJ!f'f.'O'SECTlON~ ~. :BJ l:l 
AND 18; TOWNSHIP 14 SOUTH( RANGE :i6 eAST,. B;M·J 
TJ::IENCE NORTH FOR 141 F..EET; ... . 
THENCE SOUTH 76" 46'32" W,ESiT FOR .6:1trFE!q; . 
THENCE EAST FOR 600 FEET TO THE CORNER ·COMfliQN'TP S.ECliOI':fS 7_, Bi 1::7 A·ND 
18, WHICH IS THE POINT OF BEGINNING • 
. SECTION 8: NE·1h!SWJ/4; .S'IzSW114 
SECTION 17: GOV'T. J::OTS 1 AND ·.z, ~J;PT-1lfE·NP'lU'H. .. 300 :F~E,f:IJF;SA:lJ) L-OTSf 
SVzNEV4j NY2SE'/4; SViSE'I4j WY2 OF s:ecn,:oN NORJ:H~ Of·RA:li;RqAD; ~;93 . 
ACRES RAilROAD RIGHT OF WA'V)-WV2 Of.·SECTION:S'Q.IIfH-'·~JIID'~ -~f RfiW.R9~D. 
ANDEXCm 
A ONE (l)'ACRE ·PARCEL MOFU: ·oR L~, SPECJFI.CA.tbY DESCIU'aED:·AS·fO&aa.WS: 
COMMENCING.ATllfE SOUTHEAST CORNER Df'SECTlp.N 17 -AU IN TOWNSttlP.l:4 
SOUTH, RANGE 16 EAST, S.M., WHICH SEARSSoUTtt~QOD.iJg• 24-r.WEir:i.,.o.~~CE 
OF 2640.66 FEET FROM.THE EAST QUARTER c·i:mN~=Of~~lD.S~N:-1~;' THENCE 
ON A B~ARING OF NORTH 000' 09''.221., EAS'rA.OlST'AN.CE Gft1320~-33·FBET:ALOJiiG= 
THE ~ST BOUNDARY OF ~~D SEq:TW~ 17'TO-:rytEJ~EAL:PO.;fflT:Q.F.~q};N_NING;. 
THENCE FRC!JM THIS REAL Pl:)INT OF BEGINNIN$ o~rA:BEA$N.G PF @~1111 ~~ ~· 
sau .WfST A DISTANCE OF 45D.op ·FEET At9NG:'TBE 17.:t,6Tf.l ~E; 
LEGAL_US_E tl 85903908.4 
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StiCllGN1lB~ AU. . . 






TOWNSHIP 14 SOUTH, RANGE 15 EAST, BOISE MERIDIAN, TWIN FALLS COI:INTY 
IDAHO . , 
SECTION Z4: EV:z; EYzWV:z 
SECTION 25: ALL 
SECTION 26: EYzE1fz; SE%SW1J4; SW1/4SE1f4 
EXCEPT'(NOTE THIS IS OLD U.S. HIGHWAY 93 AND WAS REMOVED FROM THE 
HIGHWAY SYSTEM IN 1956. THE DOCUMENT.WAS:R:ECORDED IN 1997.) . 
A STRIP OF:LAND 200.00 F-EET WID.E, BE;[NG 100;·00 F.EET .ON EACH siDE OF THE 
·fOLLOWING DESCRIBED CENTERUNE OF HIGHWAY AS SURV,fiED AND SHOWN ·ON 
THE OF.FICIAL PLAT OF SAWTOO.TH-PARK F-FG 2391{~~ HIGHWAY SURVEY ON FILE 
IN THE OFFICE OF THE IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPARTr_.!IENT DISTRICf 4 Of'lltE 
51'ATE OF ·IDAHO AND ~nNG-··OVERAND -ACROS.S lliE E1hN';'V'114-A:ND THE NW'I4~.!"f 
OF· SECTION~~ THE SW:t/4-SE:I/4 A:NJ):Tl:l!; NE-'1.4SEV4-0f.·SEC'l'ION 26, ALl IN 
TOWNSHIP 14 SGUT~, RANGE 15 :EAS'f, S.M .. 
BEGiNNIN.G AT STATION 645+90·0F ·SAtD HIGHWAY' SURVEY,.WI'tiCH .STATION ... ·IS·:A . 
pOirfr ON ·TANGENT APPROXIMATELY '161-0.D fEET EAST·· Of THE'WEST QtJAQlER 
CORNER OF SECTION 35, TOWNSiiiiP 14~Sotmi, RA'N.GE 15 EAST, B:M.; 
THENCE RUN~~NG NORTH ~~ 41' EAsr,.451D.O FEET"FO $T.ATION 691+00 Of SAID 
SIJRVEV, WHICH STATION IS A POINT ON'TANGENTAPPROKIMATEI:Y _13.20 F~ 
SOUTH AND 1468;.0 l=EFr W£S:r' FROM THE EAST QUARTER·'CORNER OF SEcTION 26i 
ALSO BEGINNlNG'.AT STATION ·693+89 ·.oF.SAID KIGHWAY·SURVEY., Wf.II.CH 
STATIO.N IS ·A .I'OINT·ON TANGENT AP'PflOXIMATELY 107.:0.0 FEET s.QUT:H AND 1320 .. 0 
F.EET WEST.-OF Tt.JE EAST QUAR~ CORNER Of SECTlO.N 2~; THENCE RU't.f.f'fiNG . 
NOR'I"M 28·0 41' ~~ .1:!19;0 'F.E& TO STATION 706+0.8.0 OF SAID SURVEY, W.f.IIG_l:f 
STATION IS A POINT ON TANGENT APPROXIMATELY 76Y.D:fEET·WEST'FROMTifE: 
EAST QUARTER 'CORNER OF secneN 26. 
AND. EXCEPT 
A $TJUP OF LAND 200,00 FEET Wl.DE, BEING 1-0Q:OD FEET ·ON E~H SIDE ·OF 1'HE 
POLJ,.eWING DESCRlBED· CENTERUNE-OF Hl~HWAY A5:suJWfXED AND ·SHoW:N·:of:l 
THE-:OffiCIAL PLAT OF U.S. HIGHWAY ·93-PROlECT:No. F·F-G 239l(.5) HIGHWAY 
SURVEY·ON FiLE IN THE OFFICE OF THE IDAHO TRA-NSPORTATION DEPARTMENT 
DIS'11UCT 4· Of THE.S'rA'TE OF IDAHO-AND LYING OVER AND ACROSS TilE 'E~/iNW.Y4 
AND THE N.W1/4'NE1/4 Of SECTION -35 AND'THE ST~/4 AND THE.NE1f4SE1J4 0-F 
SECTION 26, TOWNSHIP 14 SOUTH, RANGE lS·EAST, B.M .. 
BEGINNING AT STATION '645+90'0F THE SAID H-IGHWAY SURVEY., WHICH STATIO~ 
IS A POINT ON l'ANGENT APPROXIMATELY 1670.0 FEET EAST FROM THE·WEST 
QUARTER CORNER OF SECTION 3~;. 
THENCE RUNNING ·NORTH :ZSO ·41' EAST, 1346~1 FEET TO stAliON 659+36.1 OF'·SJWl · 
SURVEY, WHICH STATION ISA PO.INT OF CURVATURE; . 
TH.ENCE 4115.9 FEET WITH A 00~ 54' ~J;t\f.E RIGHT, SAID·· CURVE HAVING A 'CEI'(fM,L 
ANGLE Of 45° 33' TO STAT:ION 700+5Z.O,·WHICH STATION IS·A POINT ON CURVE 
APPROXIMATELY 1:295;0 FEET NORTH i=R.OM THE-SOUTHEAST CORNER OF SECT.lQN 
26, TOW.NSMIP 14 SOUTH, RANGE 15 EAST, B.M., 
SECTION 35: E1hNEV4; E1/:zNW1f4; WV:zN1:1f4 
LEGAL_US_E # 85903908.4 
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Salmon Creek 
EXCEPT (NOTE THIS IS OLD U.S. HIG·HWAY 93 AND .WAS REMOVE& ·FROM THE 
HIGHWAY ·SYSTEM IN .1956. THE DOCUMENT WAS .R-ECORDED IN 1997.} 
A STRIP OF LAND 200.00 FEET WIDJ;:BEING 100.00 FEET ON EACH SID!: OF TH.E. 
FOLlOWING DESCRIBED CENTERLINE OF ·HIGHWAY AS SURVEYED A:ND SHOWN ON 
THE OFFICIAl. PLAT ~F SAWTOOTH PARK F~f(l 2391(4) HIGHWAY SURVfY. ON fiii 
IN THE Of!FICE .OF TH'E 'IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT DISTRICT 4 OF.TR.E· 
STATE OF IDAHO AND LYING OVER AND ACROSS THE E1/-2NW'I/4 -A'ND l'HE NW1/4'Nefl.4· 
OF SECTION 3S, ·THE.SWV4SE1f4 ·AND THE NEV.4SE1f4. OF· SECTION 26, ALL IN 
TOWNSHIP 14 SOUTH, RANGE 15 EAST, B.M •• 
BEGINNING AT'STATIOlf 645+90 OF SAID HIGHWAY SURVEY, WHICH STAt:rr;>r,. IS A 
POINT ON TANGENT APPROXIMATELY 1670.0 FEET EAST OF THE WEST QUARTER 
CORNER OF SECTION 35, TOWNSHIP 1.4.SOUTH, AANGE·15 EA5't1 B.M.; . 
THENCE RUNNING NORTH &8 11 41'' EAST, 4510.D FEET TO STA'f.ION '691+.BB·Of SAm 
SURVEY1 WHICH STATION ·IS .A POlN'T ON'TANGENT·AP.PROXIJIIIATELY .1:320 F..EE'f· 
SOUTH AND l.468.0"FEET·WEST FROM THE EAST QU.~'RTER CORNER OF SECTI~ .26; 
Al5.0 BEGINN)NG AT STATIO~ 693+89 Of SAi[,) HIGHWA-Y SURvey, WHIC~ . 
S'tATlON IS'A POINT ON T.ANGENT·AP.PROXIMAmY 1010•0 A:ET SOOTH·AN9 l3~tJ. 
FEET WE5f OF THE EAST QUARTER CORN.ER Of SECTION 26; THENCE RUNNI-NG . 
NORTtf 28# 41' EAST; 123:.9~0 f.E£:1' TO STATION 706+.88>0 GF SAID.SURV.EY, WHICH 
STATION IS A POINT ON TANGENT 'APPROXIMA.lEl Y 767~0 'FEET:W:EST FROM TtJE. 
EAST QUARTER CORNER 0F ~ECTION '26. 
AND EXCEPT 
A STRIP OF LAND 200.00 FEET WIDE1 BEING l'OO;OO:FEET ON EACH· SIOEOF. TH.E 
FOllOWING BESC'Rld.ED·.€ENTERUNE ·OF HIGHWAY AS SUR\Ia'ED AND 'SHOWN .O.N · 
THc:GFEICIAL PLA1".0f'U. s. HlGf'fWAY '93~'PROJECfNo. F~FG.'2391f5)'HIGHWAY · 
SURVEY ON fil..E IN THE OFFICE ·OF THE·,IDAHe 'fMNSPOR"FATmN D'EPA'R.TMEN:T 
DISTRICT 4 OF'THE sTATE.oF:i:DAHO AND LYING oVER.ANDACROSs THe.ev~uwfA 
AND THE NWV4NEV4 OF SECTION 35 AND THE SVzSFt.&! AND ThfE NE:2.14SE.1J4· OF 
SECTION 26~ T.OWNSHIP 14:SOUTH, RANGE .1'5· EAST,. ·o.M.. . 
BEGINNING :AT sT~1l.ON·645+90:0F THE. SAID ·HIGHWA¥ SUR.:V.E'(, WHICH iSTATI~N 
IS A POINT· ON TANGENT APPROXIMATE1.:Y 1610 .• 0 P.EET EAST FRO.M :rt;I~'WES!f 
QUARTER CORNER OF S~CflON. 35; .. 
THENCE RU.NNING·N.QRTH ·28°·4!.' EAST1 1.34.6.1 FEET TO sr'A.TION;659+36.1 DF:st4D 
SURVEY, WHICK STATION IS A POlNT:OF CURVATURE; . 
THENCE 4115.9 f.E.ET'WlTH' A 006 54' Ci:JRVE RIGHT, SA:ID .CURVE HAVING A CENTRAl. 
ANGtE OF 45° 33'TO·$l'ATIO.N 700+.52~0, WHICH STATIO'N 1'S.A:.POINT ON CURVE . 
APPROXIMATELY 1295.0 FEET 'NO:RTH FR'OM THE SOUTHEA.ST' CORNER OF ~Cil0"­
~.6, TOWNSHIP ·14 S.OUTH; RANGE 15 EAST, B.M., 
TOWNSHIP 14 SOUTH, RANGE 16 EAST, BOISE MERIDIAN, TWIN FALLS-COUNTY:,. 
IDAHO .. . 
SECTION 18: GOV'T .LOT:7; EVz.SWV~; W'f/zSEl/4 
SECfiON 19: All 
EXCEPT THAT' PORTION DEEDED TO TJ-iE OREGON SHORT UNE RAILROAD COMPANY; 
BY DEED RECORD~ SEPTEMBER~' 1924 AS INSTRUMENT No. 170820. · 
ALSO E)'CCEPTTHATPORTION DEEDED TO TKE OREGON SHORT LINE RAI.LR:OAD' 
COMPANY, BY DEED RECORDED SEPTEMBER ZS1 1924 AS·INSTR.I,IMENT NQ. l7082l.., 
THIS DEED OE$CRlBES THE 6.93· ACRE PARCEL IN SECTION 17. 





,______ ____________ ·--- ··--· . --· 
_TOWNSHIP.14 SOUTH, RANGE :15 .EAST, BOISE MEJUDIAN, TWIN FALLS ·C:OUNTY1 .. IDAHO . . . . 
SECTION 11: ALL 
SEcr.tON 12: WV:tNE!V•; SE'/4; W"h. 
·excEPT 
A STRIP OP LAND "100 FEeT WIDE, 1. YING 50 FEET ON EACH SIDE OF THE FOLLOWING . 
DESCRIBED CeNTeRl.INE; . . 
BEGINNING AT A. POINT ON .THE SECTION UIIIE, :1.799 FEET, MORE 0~ ~~ .J:AST OF 
SECTION CORNER. COMM·ON TO SECTIONS"1'1, 12, 13 AND 14, TOWNSHIP :1.4 SOUTH, 
RANGE 1S EAST; S.M., WHICH POINT IS STATION 210+62 OF "A" LATERAl. AS 
LOCATED; 
THENC:S NORTH 00° 28' EAST 37.3 FEET; 
THENCE ON A 20° CURVE TO THE RIGHT, 110 FEST; 
THENCE NORTH 22° 28' EAST, 238.5 FEET; 
THENCE ON A 20° CURVE TO THE RIGHT, 120.8 FEET; 
THENCE NORTH 46" 38' EAST, 47.6 FEET; 
THENCE ON A 30° CURVE TO THE IUGHT, 174.4 FEET; 
THENCE SOUTH 81° 02' EAST, 407.5 FEET; 
THENCE ON A40° CURVE TO THE lEFT, 177.1 FEET; 
THENCE NORTH 28° 08' EAST, 171.6 FEET; 
THENC~ ON A 20° CURVE TO THE RIGHT, 189.2 FE.ET; 
THENCE NORTH 65° 58" EAST 2549 FEET TO STAilON 252+85 WH:tCH POINT IS ON 
THE EAST SECTION UNE OF SECTION l.2, TOWNSHIP 1.4 SOUTH, RANGE 1.5 EAST, 
B.M.1 AND 763 FEET, MORE OR LESS, SOUTH OF THE EASY 14 CORNER OF SAlD 
SECT.l:ON 121 Al.L SITUATED IN THE S1/z. OF SAI.D SECTION l.2. 
SECT.rON 13: ALL 
EXCEPT 
A NINE {9) ACRE PARCEL MORE OR lESS, SPECIFICALLY DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS: 
COMMENCING AT THE W.EST QUARTER CORNER OF SECTION l3 ALl. IN TOWNSHIP 
14 SOUTH, RANGE! 15 EAST, B-M., WHICH BEARS· NORTH 00° 2G' 46" SAST A 
DISTANCE OF 2646.88 FEET FROM THE SOUTHWEST CORNER OF SAID SECTION 13; 
THENCE ON A BEARING OF SOUTH 00? 26' 46" WEST A DI5rANCE OF 34.00 FeET · . 
ALONG THE WEST BOUNDARY OF SAID SECT.ION ::13 TO THE REAL POINT. Of 
BEGINNING; 
THENCE FROM THIS REAL POINT OF BEGINNING ON A BEAIUNG OF NORTH 57? 01' 
03" EAST A DISTANCE OF 1900.00 FEET; 
THENCE ON A BEARING OF SOUTH 32? 58' 57" EAST A DISTANCE OF 200.00 FEET; 
'rHENCI': ON A BEARING OF SOUTH 57? 01' 03" WEST A DISTANCE OF 2032.02 FEET· 
TO THE WEST BOUNDARY OF SAI.D SECTION :1.3; 
THENCE ON A BEARING OF NORTH .00? 26• 46" EAST A DISTANCE OF 239.64 FEET 
AlONG THE WEST BOUNDARY OF SAID SECTION 13 TO THE REAL POINT OF 
BEGINNING- .. 





BEGiiNNING AT THE NORTHWEST CORNER OF THE SW'/4NWV4 OF SECTION 141 
TOWNSHIP 14SOUTH1 RANGE·15 EAST, B.M.; . 
THENCE SOUTH ALONG Tlfl: SECTION UNE A DISTANCE OF 50S FEET MOR'e OR LESS; 
THENCE NORTH 81'" 31' &AST, 80 FEET; ... 
THENCE NORTH 8 .. 29' WEST, 505 FEET, MORE OR LESS TO THE PLACE ~~ . 
BEGINNING. . . . . 
ANDEXCEPT . 
A STRIP OF LAND 100 FEET WIDE LYING 50 FEET ON EACH SIDE OF THE CENTERLINE 
OF ''An LATERAL AS LOCATED AND DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS: 
BEGINNING AT THE: NORTHWEST CORNER OF THe SW1f4NW1141 OF SAID SECTION 14; ·.' 
THENCE SOu"TH ALONG THE SEcnON LINE A DISTANCE OF 5(15 FEET, .MOl\,£ OR LES$i 
THENCE NORTH S1D 31' EAST, 30 FEET TO THE POINT. OF BEGINNING, WHICH IS PC 
STATION 117+19.8 OF"A" LATERAL AS LOCATED; 
THENCE ON A 40° CURVE TO THE LEFT FROM SEMI-TANGENT SOUTH 8° 29' EAST, A 
DISTANCE O.F 200 FEET; 
THENCE SOUTH asb· 29' EAST, 206.2. FEET; 
THENCE ON A 40'" CURVE TO THE LEFT, .165 FEET; 
THENCE NORTH 25° 3l.' EAST, 449 FEET; .. 
THENCS NORTH 37" 01' EAST, 180 FEET TO A PONT ON THE NORTH LINE OF Tt-IE 
SW1/4NW1f4, OF SAID SECTION 141 805 FEET MORE OR LESS, EAST OF· THE 
NORTHWEST CORNER OF THE SWV4NW1/t~ OF SECTION :t.4£ ALL SITUATED IN THE 
SW1!4NW1/4 •. 
AND ALSO EXCEPT 
A STRIP OF 1.AN1) l.OO FeET WlDE, 1. YING SO FEi;T ON EACH SIDE OF THE FOLLOWIN<3 
DESCRIBED CENTERLINE: 
BEGINNING AT STATION 129+80 OF"Au LATERAL SU1tVEV AS LOCATED WH:ICH 
POINT IS ON THE SOUTH BOUNDARY LINE OF THE NW1/4NWV4 OF SECTION·14AND 
805 FEET, MORE OR LESS~ EAST OF THE SOUTHWE'ST CORNER OF SAID FORlY; 
THeNCE NORTH 37° Oi' EAST1 224-.9 FEET; 
THENCE ON A 20° CURVE TO THE RIGHT, 3:10 FEET; 
THENCE SOUTH 80° 59; EAST 1.440.1 FEET TO STATION 149+SS WHICH srATION IS 
A POINT ON THE EAST LINE OF TtU: NE1/4N.WV4 OF SECTION 14 AND 1.260 FEET, 
MORE OR lESS, SOUTH OF THE I'JORTH 1/4 CORNER OF SEcnON 14, ALL LYING IN 
THE N1/2NWV4. 
AND ALSO EXCEPT . 
A STRIP OF LAND 100 FEET WIDE, LYING 5{) FEET ON EACH SIDE Of THE FOLLOW,ING 
DESCRIBED CENTERUNE: . 
BEGINNING AT A POINT ON THE WEST BOUNDARY LINE OF THE NE1f4·0F SECTION 
:14, 1260 FEET, MORE OR LESS, SOUTH OF TliE NORTH 1/4 CORNER 0!= SAID ·SBCTION 
14, WHICH POINT IS STATION :149+SS OF "A., lATERAL SURV~ AS LOCATED; 
THENCE SOUTH 80°59' EAST, 3'66.1 FEET MORE OR LESS; 
THENCE ON A 20° CURVE TO THE RIGHT, 190 FEET; 
THENCE SOOTH 42° 59~ EAST, 685.5 FEETi 
THENCE ON A 40° CURVE TO THE LEFT1 280.8 FEET; 
THENCE NORTH 24° 41 • EAST, 693.3 FEET;-
THENCE ON A 40'" CURVJ: TO THE RIGHT 165 FEET1 
.THENCE SOUll-1 99a 19' EAST 220.5 FEET; 
THENCE ON A. 50" CURVE 10 .THE LEFT, 155.7 FEET; 
THENCE NORTH 12° 51' EAST, 312 FEET; 
THENCE ON A 20° CURVE TO THE RIGHT, 11.0 FEET; 
THENCE NORTH 34° S1' EAST, 708.6 FEET; 
THENCE ON A 50° CURVE TO THE RIGHT, 110.2. FEET; 
LEGAL_US_E #I 85903908.4 
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Cottonwood 
THENCE NORTH 89° 58' EAST, 53 FEET TO STATION 189+86, WHICH POINT IS ON 
THE EAST UNE ·oF SAID SEcriON 14.AND 45 FEET .SOUTH OF THE NORTHEAST . . · 
C-DRNER1 SlTUATED IN THE _NE1J4 OF SEqiON·14. 
AND ALSO. EXCEPT . . 
A TWO {2) ACRE PARCEL MORE OR lESS, SPECIFICALLY DESCRIBED AS FOllOWS: · 
· COMMENCING. AT THE NORTHEAST CORNER OF SEcnON 14 ALL IN. TOWNSHIP 14 
SOUTH, ~NGE·lS EAST,. B.M., WHICH J3EARS NORTH age 40' 16" WEST A DISTANCE 
OF 2640.52 FEET FROM THE NORTH QUAiUER C_ORNER OF SAID SECTION ·14; · · . 
THENCE ON A BEARING OF NORTH 89? 40' 16" WESf A DISTANCE OF 1370.:00 FEET· 
ALONG THE NORTH BOUNDAftY OF SECTION 14 TO THE REAL POINT OF BEGINNINGi 
THENCE FROM THIS. REAL POINT OF BEGINNING ON ~BEARING OF SOUTH·ocn OO'· : 
00'' WEST A DISTANCE OF 445.00 FEET; . . 
THENCE ON A BEARING OF NORTH 89? 40' 16" WEST A DISTANCE OF 200,00 fEET 
PARALLEL WITH THE NORTH BOUNDARY OF SAID SEC110N 14; . 
THENCE ON A BEARING OF NORTH 00? 00' 00" EAST A DISTANCE OF 445.00 FEET TO 
THE NOR.TH BOUNDARY OF SAID SECTION 14; 
THENCE ON A BEARING OF SOUTH 89? 40' 1611 EAST A DISTANCE OF 200.00 FEET 
ALONG THE NORTH BOUNDARY OF SAID SECTlON 14 TO THE REAL POINT OF 
BEGINNING. 
AND ALSO EXCEPT 
A TWELVE (12} ACRE PARCEL MORE OR LESS, SPECIFICALLY.DESCRIBED AS 
FOLLOWS; 
COMMENCING ATTHE NORTH.EAST CORNER OFSECllON 14 ALLIN TOWNSJ.(IP 14 
SOUTH, RANGE 15 EAST, B.M., WHICH BEARS NORTH 000 21' 12" EAST A DISTANCE 
OF 2645.57 FEET FROM THE EAST QUARTER CORNER OF SAID SECTION 14; THENCE 
ON A BEARING OF SoUTH 00? 21' 12" WEST A DISTANCE OF 1008.00 FEfiT ALONG 
THE EAST BOUNDARY OF SAID SEtnON 14 TO THE REAL POINT Of BEGINNING; · · 
THENCE FROM THIS REAL POINT OF BEGINNING AND CONTINUING: ON A BEARING 
OF SOUTH 00? 21' 12" WEST A DISTANCE OF 884.00 FEET; 
THENCE ON A BEARING OF NORTH 89? 3fr 48" WEST A DISTANCE OF 590.00 FEET; 
THEN.CE ON A BEARING OF NORTH 00? 21'121' EAST A DISTANCE OF 884,0Q FEET 
PARALLEl WITH THE EAST BOUNDARY OF SAID SECTION 14; 
THENCE ON A BEARING OF SOUTH 89? 38• '48" EAST A DISTANCE Of 590.00 FEET TO · 
THE EAST BOUNDARY OF SAID SECTION 14 AND THE REAL POINT OF BEGINNING. 
SECTION 23: W1/2.W"h.; NEV4NW1/4 





TOWNSHIP 14 SOUTH,: RANGE 15 EAST, BOISE MEIUDIA~1 . TYixN I'ALLS .COUNTY, 
IDAHO 
SECfiON 15: S1h; ·S'I:tNEV.<~ 
EXCEPT 
BEGINNING AT SURVeY STATION 115+ 74'0F ~p.,'! LATEAAL SURVEY AS. LOCATED' . 
WHICH POINT IS ON ·SEctiON ·tiN!: l~O.S.f.EET'SOlJllfOF SEC'iJON CORNER . · 
COMMON TO St;CTION ·10, l.l:( 14 ·ANP :15,. TQWNSHJP 14,SOUTf11 RANGE lS'Msr, · . ·. 
B;·M.; . . . . 
THENCE NORtli ALONG .S:AID .. SECFION U~U;, 300.8'·FEET1 MORE' OR llESS TO THE . · 
NOJmiEAST CORNER O~.THE,SB~/4NElk.o·F. SECT::t~N,.lS;. :· ..... : . . 
THENCE WES;T,ALONG THE NORT·H BOUNDARY. OF $,aJfFOR1Y {FORTif)1 1.00 FI;EJ; · 
THENCE SOUTH go 2!J',EA'S'T·68l,,3 f.Ef't TO·A·P.QlNT.SNTHE EAST ,sECTION UN~.-9F 
SECTION:ts; •. . .. 
TfiENCE·NORTHEJU.Y ·ALON~·SAlD SECHON-·LI,NE·!80.5 FEE'{, T01l1E POINT-OF 
B~GI~~~. . 
SECrrON f6: AU: 
SECTION 21: EV:iWV~;.E!h 
EXCEPT 
A TWENTY-TWO (~)' ACRE;',PA.RCEL :MORE·Q.R: LESs,,,SPECIFICAlL~'\DESCf,USED ·AS 
FOL:l..OWS: . . 
COMMENCING ATTfiE'.SOUTH·QJ,/AA:rEJt,CO**ER. GF $ECTION '21 All. IN TOWNSlUP 
14 SOIJTH, 'RANGE I;S;.EAST, B~M~, Wt.fiCH·BEARS:·NOK'f.A:89°. 42' ·gnl WES't A 
DISTANCE•OF-'2638,;5'0 FEET FROM'TflE :s~UTHEAST C.ORHER .OF:SAm SECTION n; 
THENCE. ON 'A: BEARIJIIG OF ~OR1Ji. DO? n'.02" EAST.A· DISTANCE ·QF ~.963.'97-FEET 
TO THE ~EAL POINT Of BEGINN,[NGi. . . . . . . 
THENCE FROM· THIS -RSAt POINT .OF BEGINNING .QN'A:BEARING:iOF NORTH 89?· 42'' 
o9" WEST A.DIST~NCE O:F 1319..23 FEEtri . . . . . .. . 
THENCE ON A;sEARJNG OF .NORTH '0.0? ~···ol" ·EAST A· DIST«NCE ~F . .fi80.-0ttF.EEr:z 
TI'IENCE ON-A BEA'RING OF $0!JTH 89?·42-!'Q'" EAStk-~:rsrANC.E·OF'13.19.Z3 FEETTG 
THE ~·QUA:RlFR·eG~ OF sM.&:SECllON 21; . . 
THENaE.CONTINUING .. ON A BEARING OF·SOutH a!i? ·42' 09f'· EAST A·DISTANCE OF 
lOO.OD FEET; 
THENCE ON A'BEARifiG OF S.OUTH 00? 17' 51" WESTADISTANCE OF·680.'00 FEeT; 
THENCE PN ·A:BE.ARING OF NO.RTfl.89? 42'·'09" WES1.A-DISTANCE OF 100.:83 FEET TO 
THE REAl. POINT ,OF BEGIN~::tNG. 
SECTION 22: ALL 
.EXCEPT 
A.1WO {2)ACRE PARCEL .MORE Q'R l.ESS,::SRECIFICAI.l.Y DESCRIBED. As-FOLLOWS; 
COMM.EN~G ·AT TH:J:.SOUl'H QUART:E~ .CQRfJI;R.OF 'SEq:J;O'N 22.AL:t; ·IN. TOWNStflP 
14 SOUTfl, RANGE l:5 EASt; S.M., WHI~H BEARs sO.tJ'll:f''89~· 3:2' 27" 'EAST~ 
DISTANCE-oF 264.2.45 :FEET FROM THE·SoUTI:tWEsT CORNER·Of.·SAID .SECTION 22;. 
THENCE aN A BEARIN.G OF NORTH 8.9.? 30' :21"· WEST ·A l)iSTAN.C:E. SF 37D;.OO 'PEEr 






THENCE FROM THIS ~POINT OF BEGINNING AND .CO~UING GN A S!A-G 
Of NORTH 89? 32.-: 27''··WEST A DISTANCE; OF 410..Q.O FEET;; . 
TH.Ef'JC·EtON A ~AIUNG Of. NPRTH 00~ 2.1' '33" EASf,A:DisTANCE:Of :1·20~BQ:'FEE1:; . 
. tHJ.:,.,CE~N A .. B~R-~_Nll·Pf .NORTH (;:1:?.. 5~' :,6_" .EASJ:.:A · P:ISTANCf· Of -2ul.7J 'fB:T;, 
ll.IENCE ON ·A BEARING: :Of SOlif.H 8??-32' ·"l,1n E'A:5T A·D~SlANCE· CiJF l:B~l~D'O f.fE[' 
::PARAUa WI1lfTME·SO.urH BO.IJNDARY OF SMD·$Ec:TIO.~ -2~;. . . 
tf.IENCE·.ON-A BEARDIG·OF.ScnmUMP. ·i7' nn·.W.EST A DlSTA'NCE SF 245.DO Fe£r1"0: 
THE SOUTH BOUNDARY OF· SAID SECTION· :U AND·.TH£· .REAL POINT Of··BE.tmt~G .. 
SECTION 26: _S:ShNWV.ca 
SECTION 2'i: ·;:·N.E1J4.; f•f14NWV4.; SIH/dlW'i/4 
.SECf.ION ·~: N11214E"I4:i NEV4-NW114. 
EXCEPT 
A ONE.(..t).ACRE.PARCEL MORE.OR<l,.fSS, S~ECIFI~LY DISSCRlB~:.-AS·F~W.,O~; .. 
. cor.t.MEI'ia.r.G AT tHE Noitfli .QUAR'liER.cQRN~a.oF-sJ:ciloN :zs1Ai.L ~·to~af.i~~ 
'14 ·saiJTH,. RANGE l&EAST,: s..M.-,. W.MlcH··a~lt! NOR1,M:89°. 42'.57" WEst-A. . 
'lllSTAN:CE 'OF 2638~50 feET;F:ROWtT:f.tE' N-OltTtfEiASf:CORNER::t\U=>sAro sEdt.l:aN ~ 
AI':ID.· BEl_NG: "'@:{~ ~L.,_P.QlJ'fl.'·QF!.EGlN~NS; . . 
TIU!Nt;:E f.J.tPM ntiS.::~L ~Pff·.QF BS~lN~·.qi~.~JJJ.-~.~-G::Gf:·SOJTrn 89.? 42'· 
'57'' EAST::A.DI5't'ANCE: 9f i7.5..oo·.F£EJ A:L0NG THE. NG~m\f :BOl.l~Y .Of.·'S~. . - . . 
SECJ10N 2.8:: . 
. . ... '· . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . -
THENCE.ON A BEA:RIN:G Of:SOtT:rH ·90123':55~·WEST A BlSTA'NCE OF'15S•OD JiEST; 
TRENCE 01'-fA·B'E'ARING :OFiN0R'FH.8JlVU' Sr"·.viES.T A· :DISTANcE Of 275~09 F.&er' 
PARALLEL'Wll:f.t.-llfENOJtTH :JJOURD~RY. .. O.f.S~IE>'S;qiQN' 28,; . 
THENCE 0,. A-.B~~ .OF·;~oRl;ifl.,{)f9 -~· 55'" .EAST A-&lSTAJ(CE.OF l55JUl FIEf TO· 
THE·. R-EAL POiNT ·OF·BEGINN;rNG. 
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Exerav ID Pav- R 612012 
Detail Contractoi1SubcontractorfSup~~lers To Be Paid 
f!!D.ble 
Consulting Engineers 21210 Eaton Ave Farmington, MN 55024 $ 14,&39.50 Engineering Services 
Grand View Farms 1301 Highway 67 Grand VieW, ID 83264 $ 6,310.00 Water 
Kaneaster Construction 425 N Lupine Place Pine, ID 83647 $ 2,045.74 Replace Doors 
Nix Excavating 4020 North 2600 East Filer, ID 83328 $ 123,705.00 Excavaing 
Riedesel Engineering 202 Falls Ave Twin Falls, ID 83301 $ 2,134.35 Surveying 
Terracon Consultants POBox419263 Kansas Citv, MO 64193 $ 1,600.00 Soil/ Concrete Testing 
VaHey Co-Op Inc 1833 S Uncoln Jerome, ID 83338 $ 2,335.71 Fuel 
Western States Equip POBox3805 Seattle, WA 98124 $ 12,718.94 Equipment 
Fagen Inc POBox159 Granite Falls, MN 56241 ~ 657,582.81 General 
Total $ 823,073.05 
792
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Ex.hlbitK 
PARTIAL WAIVER .AND LIEN .RELEASE 
(SUBCONTRACTOR/SUPPLIER) 
Fagen, Inc., a. Minnesota COTilQiation econtractor,.), ,and XRG Develo;p.rnent 
Group ofldaho LLC, a Idaho limited. Ilability company ( ... Owner"), hav~ entered into fuat 
certain Amended and Restated Balance of Plam -Engineering, Proc~ement and 
Construction Services Agreement, dated December 31; 20:} I (the '•Agreemenf'). 
Capitalized tertnS used. herein and not otherwise defined herein have th~ Ii.le.8liii)gs set 
forth in the Agreement. 
Consulting Engineer$ ("Subcontractor/Supplier") and Contractor have enter~ 
into that certain subcontract/purchase agreement attachecf; to Fagen Purc~ase ()rders. 
539606) pursuant to which Subcontractor/Supplier. shall p.rovide and Contract-or shall 
purcliase certain equipment, materials, supplies and/or serVices~ 
For and in consideration of the partial payment in the amount of $.14J09~.00 
(lnv# 30712JRA 30712JRB 40912JR). the.receiptofwbich is hereby ~knowledge4, for 
laoor, skill, equipment, ·Services, supplies an.d material furnished, Or tQ .~ furnished, to 
Contractor and Owner, and other good and valuable consideratioo, Subcoiittacter does 
hereby, to the extent paid: 
1. ·itrevocab.ly and ·unconditionally waive,. release. disehar.ge and relinqUish 
any and. all Liens and claims of, and rights to, Liens With ·:respect t.o .and on (a) tile .Project 
and ali .improvements thereon. (b) any material, fixtures, appa;ta,tus and madhin~ (and. 
moneys, .fup~ or other consjderations· due or to b~~e d~ .~ Owne~ or C.on.Uli~t~r 
on aecount of labor, services, material; fixtures, appmatus ~·machinery) rela•g to the 
Project, and (c) any other property of Owner (the "Released ·Property»); 
2. agree and certify that (a) there are no Liens .on ·tbe Released Pr.eperty by .. 
through. or under the undersigned, any of its subcontractQrs/suppliel$ or· .any of .its 
respective em,plo~ .. (b) (i) the lqldersigned haS not rec.eived .a notice ofintenti.® to 
claim a:ey Liens (incl~ding Li~ by, through. or 1.mder any of its $Ubcont;ra:c(of$) on the 
Released Property, (ii) no proceeding to establish any such Liens bas been -filed or 
instituted by it, and (iii) there is no.known basis for any such Liens, and (c) al}.am.o'unts 
d1,1e and owing to any of its subcontraetors/suppfie~ have b¢en~d or will be paid With 
the money received pursuant to this Partial Waiver·and Lien Release; 
3. agree to indemnify, hold hat:m,Iess anc;l defend the Owner Jn~r.xmified 
Parties from and against any and all Damages arisipg out of any Lic::ns related to ·servi~es 
provided by or work performed by Contractor and/or any of its subcontractors/suppliers; 
and agree and certify that all amounts pr.operly .due and p~yable with respect to all prior 
invoices for payment have been paid ·m full by Con~oi: to it fllld the applicabie lien 
waivers ~ociated ~erewith are final and unconditional. 
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IN WiTNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned ·has executed and delivered 
this Partial Waiver and Lien Release .thisf-Zi"'day of /'J!Iity ~ 20//: 
STATE of ll/JJVAJGJ{)77J 
COUNTY of l?/fz~ 1Zf 
Consulting Engineers 
B~~~~· N4J?P~t~t5r 
T1tle: · . .r J DGA/r 
. tpJr t-t·~vtsr 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before ~e l:ry' V!/J this .fl!!fky of ll'Vrf .~ .. · .. 






PARTIAL WAIVER AND LIEN RELEASE 
(SUBCONTRACTOR/SUPPLIER) 
Fagen, Inc., .a lv.finnesota ·"Corporation {'~Contractor"), and XRG Development 
:Group of Idaho LLC, a Idaho limited .liability company ("Own~. bave;·entered into that 
.certain Amended and Restated Balance of Plant ·E~gineering, Procurement and 
Construction Services Agreement, dated .December 31, 2011 (the "<A2reemeaf~}. 
Capitalized terms used· herein and not otb.erw.ise defined herein have the :meanings set 
forth·in the Agreement 
Consulting Engineers ("Stibco:ntt:actoriSAPPiier~ and Contractor .have entered 
into that certain su"bcontra.c:tipurchase .agreement attached to Fagen :PurChase .Orders 
539606) pursuant to Which Slibcontractor/~lier shall provide :and C-9ntractor Shall 
pu.rChase cerlliin equipment. materials, supplies and/or services. 
For and in.consideration ofthe.parti.al payment-in the amc:nmt-of$39.D42.60 (lnv# 
50712JR), the receipt of which is hereby ackn.o:w:ledged, for labor, skill, ~equipment, 
serv.ices, supplies and materi8.1 furnished, or to be·fumi.Shed. to Contractor and Owner, 
and· other good.and v.aluable-consideration, SubCOiitiaator does her~y. to :the extent paid: 
1. irrevocably and unconditionally w.aive, r.el~. discharge and r.elinquish 
a:Q.Y and an Liens and claims of; and ri,ghts to, Liens· with -respect to and on{a) the Project 
and .all improvements thereon, (b} any material, fixtUres, apparatus and machinery (.and 
moneys, funds 0r other considerations due or to become due from ·Owner or Gont:ractor 
on account of labor, services, material, fixtures, f!.PPamtus and .machlnery) relating to the 
Project. and (c) any other property of .Owner (the "Released Prooertv''); 
2. agree and certify tlurt (a) there are no Liens on the Released Property by, 
through or under the m~.dersigned, any of its stibcontracf;o:rs.(suppliers or any :of its 
respective employees, (b) (i) .the undersigned has ·not received a notice of intention to 
claim any Liens (including Liens by, through or un~ any .of its subcontractors) on the 
Released Propeey, (ii) no proceeding te establish any sucn Liens bas been filed .or 
instituted by it, and .(iii)~ is no known b.asis for any such Liens, :and.(c) all amountS 
due .and owing to any of its Slibcontractors/m.ppliers ha.v.e been paid .or will be paid· with 
the money received pursuant to: this Partial Waiver and Lien Release; 
3. ·agree to 'indemnify, hold harmless and defend the Owner Jndeipnified 
Parties from and against any and all Dam~ ·arising out of any Uens related-to ·serv.ices 
provided by or work performed by Contractor and/or any of:its subcontractorsfsuppliers; 
and agree and .certify that :all amounts properly due and payable with respect to .all prior 
invoices for payment have been ·paid in full by Contractor to it a:o.O the· applicabl~ lien 
waivers associated therewith are final and uncoiuiitional. · 
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IN WITNESS W.BEREOFt the undersigned has executed .. ap.d ·delivered 
this·Parti:al Waiver:and LienRelease·thislfl day of J,n);C .20J¥ 
Consulting Engineers 
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EXh.ibit.:K 
:P:ARTIAL WAIVER AND LIEN RELEASE 
(SUBCONTRACTORJSUP.PLIER) 
Fagen, Inc., ·a ~ta .corperation ("Contractof'), and XR.G .Deveiopment 
·Group of 1daho LLC, a.Idaho limited liability company CUOwn.erj, have entered. into that 
certain Amended .and Restated :Balance :of Plant -~eerlJ+g, Pracurernent and 
·Construction Services Agreement, dated Deceinber 31, 2011 (the "Agreement'j. 
Capitallzed tenns used .herein and not otherwise :defined herem have the meanings .set 
forth in the Agreement. 
Earth Systems '6lobal Jnc ("Subeo.III:I::actor/Su.p_plier"} ,.and Contractor have 
entered into that certain subeontractlpurchase ~ent attaChed to F~cren Purchase 
Orde..r-s 524108) pursu:ant to which Subconttac:to:r/Snppli.er shall provide and Contractor 
shall pmchase .certain. equipment, materials, supplies.and/or services. 
For and in ccmsiderati.on.ofthe partial pa}'IIlent in the amount:of $80000~00 (Inv# 
041078), tb.e receipt of which :is b.ereby ac.knowledged, for labor, slcill, equipment, 
services, supplies.a:nd material:fumishr.d, or to be. :funrished, to Goii:l:ra.Ctor and Owner, 
and <rther good and valuable consideration, .Subcontractor -does hereby, to. the extent paid: 
1. irrevocably and nnconditio.nally waiVE;, release, d:ischa:rge ·and ,relinquish 
any and :till Liens and cJaims. of, and iigbts to., Liens with respect to and on (a) the Project 
and all improvements ther~ . .(b) .an.y·matena4 fixtures. ~ and maclrlnery (and 
moneys, fimds or other considerations due ·or to become due .from :Owner or Contractor 
on account of labor, services, material, :fixtures. apparatus and machinery) relating to the 
Project, and (c) any:.otb.er _property of Owner (the ":Released Propern:,); · · 
2. agree and certifY that (a} there. are no Liens-en tbe"Released Property by, 
through or mder the undersigned, any of its subcontractors/Sty>pliei:s or ·any Of its 
respective employees, .(b) (l) the undersigned bas not received a notice of :interrtion to . 
claim any. Liens {including Liens oy, through GI under mJ.Y of its sub.contractors) on the 
· Released Property., fri.) no proceeding to establish any suCh Liens has been filed or 
instib.rted by It, and (Iii) there ·is no ]mown basis for an.y such Liens, .-ana (c) ...all amounts 
due and owing to any of its snbcont:mctotslpliers have been paid· or will be paid with 
themoneyreceivedpursuantto-tb:is.Parti.ai.Waiver.andLien:Re'lease; 
3. agree to indem.ni..f'y, hOld harmless and defend .the Owner . .hldenmified 
Parties from and against any and aU Damages arising-out of any Liens related to .services 
provided by or wOik :perfon:ned by Contractor and/or an.y onts·~tractm:s/.supplie:rs; 
and agree and certi:fytbat all amolllits properly' due and payable wifh ~·to. all prior 
invoices for payment·have been paid .in :full by ·Coiitxactor :to it and the applicitble..lien 
waivers associated-tberew.itb. are final and UD.Cmlditional. 
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IN WITNESS ·WHEREOF .the ~J:las.·execuxedand delivered 
tbis Partial Waiver and Lien.Rclease1bis ..il. day of Q ~ •. 20.£?., 




STATE .of ____ _ 
COUNTY of ____ _ 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before.me'by ----,--this _day of 
-------J·-20_. 
•. 
Notary Public in.and:forthe State of 
_ ____.;·.:residing at 
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CALIFORNIA ALL-PURPOSE ACKNO.WLEDGMENT' 
-~~·~~~~~-
State of Califorry' . . 
{(, t1-tYtJLti0 
who proved to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence 1o 
be the persontsl whose name~ subscribed to ·the 
within instrument and acknoWieclged to me that 
helshe'lhe:y executed the same in hl~ltheir al:lthotized 
capaci1.y(ies}, and that .by hislflefi!tt:leir signature~ on the 
instrument the person~ or .the entity upon behalf of 
which tbe.persont@·acted, executed the instrument. 
I certify under PENALTY OF PERJURY under the laws 
of the State of California that-1he foregoing.:paragraph is 
true and:correct. 
----------- OPTIONAL -----.i.~-1---------­
ThCI!gh the-inJormation below is not required by law, 1t may. prove valuable to, persons relying .orr tiiB document 
and couitl prevent fraudulent removal and FeSttachment Of ·thi$ form to snoti1er document. 
Description of Attached ~ument 
Title or Type of Document -~.::.-h.J<···~' '.t:~"~· ~: -::::f..~:........~..:.~i~U~~~'--.:.......~;::L..~~-/-'~..U~~.,..!_,-~-----
/. '7/ .-'], '..-') 
Document Date: =:Jd'l tfU./ r::;/f . .X. 0/ ~ 
/.1 
Signer(s) Other <~ian Named Above: __._N.:!I--'1 A'-.----~-----------------
Capacity(ies} Claimed by Signer(~} 
.=...'- ~...t..-~ L.l c-~n,. 
Signer's Name: s:A IBLw\1 . ;,_..,.-; rlr C-1 ev 
J.lJ Individual r", I 
}S! Corporate Officer-Title(s): fY./..p.vtv1'?f 
0 Partner- !J Umited ~ General 
0 Attorney in rae~ 
0 Trustee 
-D Guardian or Conservator 
C Other: _______ _ 
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Exhibit K 
PARTIAL WAIVER AND LJ.EN RELEASE 
(SUBCONTRACTOIVSUPPLIER) 
3205645191 p 1/2 
Fagen, Inc., a Minnesota corporation C'Contractor'~, and XRG Development 
Group of Idaho LLC. a Idaho limited liability company ("Owner"), have entered into that 
certain Amended and Restated Balance of Plant Engineering, Procurement and 
Construction Services Agreement, dated December 31, 2011 (the .. Agreement"). 
Capitalized terms used herein and not otherwise defmed herein have the meanings set 
forth in the Agreement 
K:lnca.c;ter Construction (''Subcontractor/Supplier") and Contractor have entered 
into that certain sul'CtmtracLipurc:ha$ agreement attnched 10 Fagen Put·cha..~ Orders 
559078) putSuant to which Subcontractor/Supplier shall provide and Contractor shall 
purchase certs.in ~1,1ipment. materials, supplies and/or services. 
For and in consideration of the partial payment in the amount of $2205.50 {Inv# 
186). the receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, for labor, skill, equipment, services, 
supplies and material furnished, or to be furnished, to Contractor and Owner, and other 
good and valuable consideration, Suboonttactor does hereby, to the extent paid: 
1. irrevocably and unconditionally waive. release, discharge and relinquish 
any ~d all Liens and claims of. and rights to. Liens with respect to and on (a) the Project 
and all improvements thereon. (b) any material, fixtures, apparatus and machinery (and 
moneys, funds or other considerations due or to become due from Owner or Contractor 
on account of labor, services. material, fixtures, apparatuS and machinezy) relating to the 
Project. and (c) any other property of Owner (the "Released Property''); 
2. agree and certify that (a) there are no Liens on the Released Property by, 
through or under the undersigned, any of its subcontractors/suppliers or any of its 
respective employees. (b) (i) the undersigned has not received a notice of intention to 
claim any Liens (including Liens by, through or under any of its subcontractors) on the 
Released Property, (ii) no proceeding to establish any such Liens has been :filed ot 
instituted by it, and (iii) there is no known basis for any such Liens, and (c) aU &nounts 
due and owing to any of its subcontractors/suppliers have been paid or will be paid with 
the money received pursuant to this Partial Waiver and Lien Release; 
3. agree to indemnify, hold harmless and defend the Owner Indemnified 
Parties from and against any and all Damages arising out of any Liens related to services 
provided by or work performed by, Contractor and/or any of its subcontractors/suppliers; 
and agree an<i certify that all amomrts properly due and payable with respect to all prior 
~y~ices fox:. ~yment have been paid in full by Contractor to it and the applicable lien 
waivers. associated therewith are final and unconditional. . · · 
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2012-05-03 13:50 » 3205645191 p 2/2 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF.I:be under~ned has exet:uted and delivered 
this Pa1·tial Waive!' lind Lien Release thi~ _2 dcty oi:.J~~· 20 1'2:-
Kartca~t~:r· C:onl:itnu.:til)n 
~~~~~t~~ 
STATE of "'1_~~ 
COUNTY of G szo~~ 1'-2') 
Title: bwi'\U ,. 










Fa~ Inc., a Minnesota corporation ("Conttactof'), and XRG Development 
Group of!daho LLC, a Idaho limited liability company ( .. Ownerj, have entered into that 
certain Amended and Restated Balance of Plant Engineering, Procurement and 
Construction Services Agreement, dated December 31, 2011 {the "Agreement''). 
Capitalized terms used herein and not otherwise defined herein have the meanings set 
forth in the Agreement. 
Ni.x E.xcav-ctti og Inc ("Subcontractor/Supplier"} and Contractor have entqed int.o 
that certain subcomractlpurchase agreemerit attached to Fagen Purchase Orders 524127) 
pursuant to which Subcontractor/Supplier shall provide and Contractor ·shall purchase· 
certain equipment, materials, supplies and/or services. 
For and in consideration ofthe partial payment in the amount of$25002.00 {lnv# 
3959 3960 3961 3962 3963), the receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, for labor, 
skill, equipment. services, supplies and m.ateri.a1 furnished, or to be furnished, to 
Contractor and Owner, and other good and valuable consideration, Subcontractor does 
~ereby, to the extent paid: 
L irrevocably and unconditionally waive, release, discharge and relinquish 
any and all Liens and claims of, and rights to, Liens with respect to and on (a) the Project 
and all i.Jilprovements there~ (b) any material, fixtures, apparatus and machinery (and 
moneys, funds or other considerations due or to become· due from Owner or Contractor 
on account of labor, services, m.ateria4 fixtures, apparatas and machinery) relating to the 
Project, and (c) any other property ~fOwirer (the "Released Property"); 
2. agree and certify that (a) there aie no Uens on the Released PropertY by, 
through or under the undersigned, any of its subcontractors/suppliers or any of its 
respective employees, {b) (11 the undersigned has not received a notice of intention to 
claim any Liens (mcluding Liens by, through or under any of its subcontxactors) on the 
Released Property, (ii) no proceeding to establish any Slich Liens has been filed or 
instituted by it, and (iii) there is no kno-wn basis for any such Liens, and (c) all amounts 
due and owing to any of its subcontractors/suppliers have been paid or will be paid with 
the money received pursuant to tliis Paitial Waiver and Lien Release; 
3. agree to indemnify, hold bannless .and defend the Owner Indemnified 
Parties :from and against any and all Damages arising out of any Liens related ·to services 
provided by or work perfOJmed by Comractor and/or any of its subcontractors!Sllppliers~ 
and agree and certify that all amounts properly due ·and payable with respect to all prior 
irivoices for payment have been paid in full by Con1ractor to it and the applicable lien 
waivers associated therewith are final and unconditionaL 
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May 181212:25p Nix Excavating, lno I Sam 2087370903 p.2 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF. the undersigned .h3s executed and delivered 
this Partial Waiver and Lien Release this 1! day ofM1 . 2012..,. 
STATE of_l ..... dJw=-----
COUNTY of Tw~ ~ls 
Nix Excavating Inc 
By:~ 
Name: - ~i 
Title: C E 0. - P;r <,;, • 
SUBSCRIBED M"D SWORN to before me by 
~ ,20L2,. 
I
I c:-: s : JC:' u=;4- .. c;l'•'•""zCJIC::AAIG + 
SAMANTHA ANDERSON I 
NOTARY PUBLIC 




Nix: Excavating, Inc/Sam 2087370903 
ExhibitK 
PARTI..t\.L W AIVERAND LIEN RELEASE 
(SUBCONTRACTOR/SUPPLIER) 
Fagen, Inc., a Minnesota corporation (''Contractgf'), and XR.G Development 
Group of Idaho LLC. a Idaho limited liability company ( .. Owner''), have entered into that 
certain Amended and Restated Balance of Plant Eagineering, Procurement and 
Construction Services Agreement, dated December 31, 2011 (the .. Agreemmf). 
Capitalized terms used herein and not otherwise defined herein have the meanings set 
forth in the Agreement 
Ni"K E.xcavating lnG ("Subcontractort'Sup,p~ and Contractor hav-e e.ntet:ed. into 
that certain subcontract/purchase agreement attached to Fagen Purchase Orders 524127) 
pursuant to which Subcontractor/Supplier shall provide and Contractor shall purchase 
certain equipment, materials, supplies and/or services. 
For and in oonsideration of the partial payment in the amount of $63654.75 (lnv# 
3982 3983}, the receipt of which is hereby aeknowledged, for labor, skill, equipment, 
services, supplies and material fllmished. or to be fumisbed, to Contractor and Owner, 
and other good and valuable considetation, Subcontractor does hereby, to the extent paid: 
1. irrevocably and UllCOnditionally waive, release, discharge and relinquish 
any and all Liens and claims of, and rights to, Liens '\lith respect to and on (a) the Project 
and all improvements thereon. (b) any material, fixtures, apparatus and machinery (and 
moneys, funds or other considerations due or to become due from Owner ·or Contractor 
on account oflabor, services, material, fi~ appaxatas and machinery) relating to the 
Project, and (c) any other property of Owner (the '"'Released Propertyj; 
2. agree and certify that (a} there are nc Liens on the Released Property by, 
through or under the undersigned, any of its subcontractoislsuppliers or any of its 
respective employees, (b) (i) the undersigned has not received a notice of intention to 
claim any Liens (including Liens by, through or under any of its subcontractors) on the 
Released Property, (ii) nc proceeding to establish any such Liens has been filed or 
instituted by it, and (iii) there is no known basis for any such Liens, and (c) all amounts 
due and owing to any of its su.brontractors/suppliers have been paid or will he paid with 
the money received pursuant to this Partial Waiver and Lien Release; 
3. agree to indemnify, hold hannless and defend 1he cn.'ller Indemnified 
Parties from and against any and all Damages arising out of any Liens related to services 
provided by or woxk perfonned by Contractor andior any of its sabcontractorslsuppliers; 
and agree and certify that all amounts properly due and payable with respect to an prior 
invoices for payment have been paid iD full by Contractor to it and the applicable lien 
waivers associated therewitb are final and 1Uiconditional. 
p.1 . 
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Jun 181210:27a Nix Excavating, Inc/Sam 2067370903 p.2. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF. the Wldersigned has executed and delivered 
this Partial Waiver and Lien Release this .m_ day of .June , 20...!.? 




~-· ,,';, . ~ 
STATEof~l~da~ho~------
COUNfY of Twin Falls 
SUBSCRIBED Mm SWORN to before me by Keith Nix this ___l!L day of 
June ··"'-~,.'"'2012'i 
~~ 
Notary Public in and for the State of 
Idaho , residing at: 





PARTIAL WAIVER AND LffiN RELEASE 
(SUBCONTRACfORISUPPLIER) 
Fagen, Inc., a Minnesota. co:rpora.tion ("Contracto;rj. and XRG Development 
Group of Idaho LLC. a Idaho limited liability company ("Own~, have entered into that 
certain Amended and Restated Balance of Plant Engineering, Procurement .and 
Construction Services Agreement. dated December 31, 2011 (the "Agreement"). 
Capitalized terms used herein and not otherwise defined herein have the meanings set 
f01th in the Agreement. 
Sargent & Lundy LLC ("Subcontractor/Supplier .. ) and Contractor have entered 
into that certain subcontract/purchase agreement attached to Fagen Purchase Orders 
524129) pursuant to which Subcontractor/Supplier shall provide and Contractor shall 
purchase certall:i equipment. materials, supplies and/or services. 
For and in consideration of the partial payment in the amount of $2770.00 (Lnv# 
] 0783760), the receipt. of which is hereby acknowledged, for labor, skill, equipment. 
services, supplies and material furnished, or to be furnished, to Contractor and OWner, 
and other good and valuable consideration, Subcontractor does hereby, to the extent paid: 
1. in"evocably and unconditionally waive, release, discharge and relinquish 
any and all Liens and claims of;. and 1ights to, Liens with respect to and on (a) the Projel?1 
and al~ improvements thereon, (b) any material~ fixtures, apparatus and machinery (and 
· woneys, funds or other considerations due or to become due from Owner .or Contractor 
on account oflabor, services, material, fixtures, appa:ratus and machinery) relating to ihe 
Project, and (c) any other property of Ovmer (the "Released Property''); 
2. agree and certify that (11) there are no Liens on the Released Property by, 
throUgh or under the undersigned. any of its subcontrac1orslsuppliers or any of its 
respective employees, (b) (i) the tmdersigned has not received a notice of intention to 
c!rtim any Liens ("mcluding Liens by, through or under any of its subcontractors) on the 
Released Property; ("n") no proceeding to establish any such Liens has been filed or 
i:·::tituted bY. it, and ("lii) there is no known·basis for any such Liens, and (c) all amoliJll:s 
d ~ 1e and owing :to any of its subcontractors/suppliers have been paid or will be paid with 
t~e money received pursuant to this Par1ial Waiver and Lien Release; 
3. agree to indemnify, hold hannless and defend the Owner Indemnified 
Pnrties from and against any and all Damages arising out of any Liens related to services 
provided by or work performed by Contractor and/or any of its subcontractors/suppliers; 
and agree and certify that all amounts properly due and payable with respect to all prior . 
i::voices for payment have been paid in full by Contractor to it and the applicable lien 
ntjvers associated therewith are final and unconditional. 
i .. 
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· · IN WITNESS WHEJUWF, the undersigned has executed and delivered 
this Partial Waiver and Lien Release this ~ day of -:J:,.,t!!. 20l'2-. 
STATE of ·Ill \nor S. 
COUNTY of Cook. 
Sargent & Lundy LLC 
~O:tlheW jt. 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me by Th i bgka l1. ~ tlrls 20 day of 
.Jtme. ,20~ ~ ~ 
Nota:r;rPllblic in and iOI'Of 
1 L , resicling at: 




--· .. ·---··-- ·-··· _______ _; 
FAGEN --=:-INC. www.fageninc.com 
Civil - Mechanical - Electrical Contractors 
July 27' 2012 
Exergy Development Group of Idaho, LLC 
James Carkulis 
802 W. Bannock St., 12th Floor 
Boise, ID 83702 
Dear James: 
501 West Hwy. 212, P.O. Box 159 
Granite Falls, MN 56241 
320.564-3324 
320.564-3278 fax. 
As prescribed in the Contract, enclosed please find original Payment Application Number 
Seven for the Exergy Idaho Six Winds Wind Park Project in Idaho, along with the signed 
Contractor's Partial Waiver and Lien Release. · 
Also enclosed, please find a list of subcontractors to be paid from this Payment 
Application. 











APPLICATION AND CERTIFICATE FOR PAYMENT AlA DOCUMENT G702 
TO OWNER: 
Notche Butte Wind Farm 
Ex.ergy Development Group of Idaho, 
LLC 
Boise, ID 83702 
FROM CONTRACTOR: 
Fagen Inc 
501 West Highway 212 





CONTRACTOR'S APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT 
Application Is made for payment, as shown below, in connection with 
the Contract. Continuation Sheet, AlA Document G703 Is attached. 
1. ORIGINAL CONTRACT SUM 
2. Net change by Change Orders 
3. CONTRACT SUM TO DATE (Line 1 + 2) 
4. TOTAL COMPLETED & STORED TO DATE 
(Column G on G703) 
5. RETAINAGE: 
a. On Completed Work 
(Columns D +Eon G703) 
b. On Stored Material 
(Column F on G703) 
Total Retalnage (Line 2a + 5b or 















8. TOTAL EARNED LESS RETAINAGE $ 856,012.20 
(Line 4 less line 5 total) 
7. LESS PREVIOUS CERTIFICATES FOR PAYMENT 
(Line 6 from prior Certificate) 
8. CURRENT PAYMENT DUE 
9. BALANCE TO FINISH, INCLUDING RETAINAGE 
(Line 3 less Line S) 
CHANGE ORDER SUMMARY 
Total changes approved In 
revlous months b Owner 
Total changes approved In 
TOTALS 
NET CHANGES by Change Order 
ADDITIONS 
$ 781 ,723.35 
$ 1._ _ ----::::-::-=-74:-:,2::-:::8:::-8.~85~1 























The undersigned Contractor DBrllfles that to the best of the Contractor's knowledge, 
Information and belief the Work covered by this Applloatton for Payment has been 
completed In accordance with the Contract Documents, that an amounts have been paid by 
the Contra.ctor far Work for which previous Certificates for Payment were Issued and 
piyments received from the Owner, and that current payment shown here Ia correct. 
c.~':'~""""~ Date' 1/ {}_ '7 / L). 
State.a.t/1/ 11/{. .. e~ . r I 
County of:~) /l(.~(l~.~~""""""""f'\111\,f\/V'\NV\NV'INIIINIIIN'I. 
Subscribe! and ~to b_fe~e-" i
1
A 
methls ;:11 1fayo, ~( 1 
Notary Public: ~--?t .. t'1"1 
My Commission expires: I(?; / L';'-5'~i~~~~==~~~~~~J 
ARCHITECT'S CERTIFICATE FOR PAYMENT 
In acCordance With the.Contmot Documents, based on on-site observations and the date 
comprising this appllcaUan, the Architect certlftaa to the Owner that to the best of the 
Arohltecrs knowledge, Information and belief the work has progressed as lndloalad, the 
quality of the work Is In aacordanoa with the 
Contract Docum!mls, and the Contractor Is enUtled to payment of the Amount Certified. 
AMOUNT CERTIFIED. $ ----...,.--
(Attacl) explanation If amount cart/fled differs from the amount applied for. Initial 
all figures on this Application and on the Coritlnuatlon Sheet that are charged to 
conform to the Amount Cerllffed) 
ARCHITECT 
By: Data:--------
This Certlftcate Is not negoUable. The AMOUNT CERTIFIED Is payable only to the 
Contractor named herein. Issuance, payment end acceptance of Payment are without 
preludlce to any rights of the Owner or Contractor under this Contract. 
AlA DOCUMENT G702- APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT- AlA ®1992- THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS, 1735 NEWY.ORK AVENUE, N.W.; WASHINGTON, D.C. 20006-5292 
Users may abtaln validation of this document by requesting a aomplatad AlA Dacument D4tl1 -Certification of Document's Authenticity from the Licensee. G702·1992 
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CONTINUATION SHEET AlA DOCUMENT G703 
AlA Docu.ment G702, APPLICATION AND CERTIFICATION 
PAYMENT, containing Contractor's signed Certification, Is attached. 
In tabulations below, amounts are stated to the nearest dollar. 
Use Column I on Contracts where variable retainage for line items may apply. 
A B c D 
WORK COMPLETED 
SCHEDULED FROM PREVIOUS 
ITEM NUMBER DESCRIPTION OF WORK VALUE APPUCATION 
{D+E) 
01 Crane Rental 590,992.08 .00 
02 Turbine Receive 717,414.00 .00 
03 Foundations 1 ,571 ,429.00 159,187.50 
04 Site Pads 205,934.00 20,593.40 
05 Crane Pad~ 93,990.00 .00 
08 Access Roads and On 545,402.00 114,372.50 
07 Temporary Facilities 212,284.00 .00 
08 Off-site Road improv 114,877.00 .00 
09 Substations .00 .00 
10 Electrlcallnfrastru 704,048.00 .00 
11 Fiber Op_Dc Systems 28,486.00 .00 
12 Turbine Switch Gear 228,962.00 .00 
13 CommunlcaUons 132,724.00 .00 
14 Mat Towers & Sensors 211,214.00 .00 
15 Solis Testing 36,880.00 36,880.00 
16 Site RemedlaUon 42,243.00 .00 
17 Site Surveying 17,601.00 7,040.40 
18 Misc. (phone, elect) 54,529.00 .00 
19 Cons! Management 1 ,518,043.00 222,866.55 
20 Mobilization 220,783.00 . 220,783.00 
) .. ,,, ;..;; .. . :.tf;' .. 







PROJECT NAME: Notch Butte 9 Turbines 
E F G H 
WORK MATERIALS TOTAL 
COMPLETED PRESENTLY COMPLETED AND BALANCE 
THIS PERIOD STORED STOREDTO DATE % TO FINISH 
I CNOTIN D OR El ID+E+Fl {G/C} IC·Gl 
.00 .00 .00 0 590,992.08 
.00 .00 .oo 0 717,414.00 
.oo .00 159,187;60 10 1,412,241.50 
.00 .oo 20,593.40 10 185,340.60 
.00 .00 .. oo .. 0 93,990.00 
.00. .00 114,372.50 21 431,029.50 
.oo .00 .00 0 212,284.00 
.00 .00 .00 0 114,877.00. 
.00 .00 .00 0 .oo 
.00 .00 .00 0 704,048.00 
.00 .00 .00 0 28,486.00 
.00 .00 .oo 0 228,962.00 
.00 .00 .oo 0 132,724.00 
.00 .00 .00 0 211,214.00 
.00 .00 36,880.00 100 .00 
.00 .00 .00 0 42,243.00 
.00 .00 7,040.40 40 10,560.60 
.00 .00 .00 0 54,529.00 
74,288.85 .00 297,155.40 20 1 ,220,887.60 
.00 .00 220,783.00 100 .00 
i;0~2.2l)Jf.. $.',;.;; ./h.·'·'\ .'!··:;;·.'·:,:':_~ 
























·. ·.001 . . 
AlA DOCUMENT G703- CONTINUATION SHEET FOR G702- AlA@ 1992-THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS, 1735 NEW YORK AVENUE, N.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20006-5392 
Users may obtain validation of this document by requesting a completed AlA Document 0401 - Car:tlncatlon of Document's Al.(thentlclty from the Licensee. 
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APPLICATION AND CERTIFICATE FOR PAYMENT AlA DOCUMENT G702 
TO OWNER: 
Lava Beds Wind Farm, LLC 
Exergy Development Group of Idaho, 
LLC 
Boise, ID 83702 
FROM CONTRACTOR: 
Fagen Inc 
501 West Highway 212 





CONTRACTOR'S APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT 
Application Is made for payment, as shown below, In connection with 
the Contracl Continuation Sheet, AlA Document G703 Is attached. 
1. ORIGINAL CONTRACT SUM 
2. Net change by Change Orde~ · 
3. CONTRACT SUM TO DATE (Line 1 + 2) 
4. TOTAL COMPLETED & STORED TO DATE 
(Column G on G703) 
5. RETAINAGE: 
a. On Completed Work 
(Columns D + E on G703) 
b. On Stored Material · 
(Column F on G703) 
Total Retelnage (Line 2a + 5b or 















6. TOTAL EARNED LESS RETAtNAGE $ . 848,183.42 
(Une 41ess line 5 total) 
7. LESS PREVIOUS CERTIFICATES FOR PAYMENT 
(Une 6 from prior Certificate) 
8. CURRENT PAYMENT DUE 
9. BALANCE TO FINISH, INCLUDING RETAINAGE 
(Una 3 Jess Line 6) 
CHANGE ORDER SUMMARY ADDITIONS 
Total changes approved In 
orevious months bv Owner 
Total changes approved In 
TOTALS 
NET CHANGES by Change Order 
$ 773,153.62 
$ L-1 --____,::-:-::7..,...5,=o2,..,.9..,..ao,_.JI 























The undersigned Contractor certifies that to the best or the Contractor's knowledge, 
Information and belief the Work covered by this Application for Payment has been 
completed In accordance with the Contract Documents, that all amounts have been paid by 
the Contractor for Work for which previous CerUflcates for Payment were Issued and 
payments received from the Owner, and that current payment ahown here Is correct. 
CONTRA~ge.(JAD . /l/~- /~_ 
By: 0/La]l\.._ Date:~::<_ 
ARCHITECT'S CERTIFICATE FOR PAYMENT 
In accordance with the Contract Documents, based on on-site observations and the dais 
comprlalng this application, the Architect cartlflas to the Owner that to the bes\ of the 
Archltecra knowledge, Information and belief the work has pro grassed as Indicated, the 
quaOty of the work Is In aocordance with the 
Contract Documents, and the Contractor Is enDUed to payment of the Amount Certified. 
AMOUNT CERl'IFIED $-----
(Attach explanation If amount certified differs from the amount applied for. Initial 
all figures on this Application and on the Continuation Sheet that are charged to 
conform to the Amount Certlffed) 
ARCHITECT 
By: bate: ______ _ 
This Certificate Is not negotiable. The AM()UNT CERTIFIED Is payable only to the 
Conlf:actor named herein. Issuance, payment and acceptance of Payment are without 
preJudice to any rights of the Owner or Contractor under this Contracl 
AlA DOCUMENT G7D2- APPLICATION .FOR PAYMENT- AlA @1U92- THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS, 1135 NEW YORK AVENUE, N .w .. WASHINGTON, D.C. 2ilDDB-5292 
Users may abtaln validation of thla document by naqu1natlng a completed AlA Document 0401 -Certification· of Documenra Authenticity from the Licensee. 0702·1992 
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CONTINUATION SHEET 
AlA Document G702, APPLICATION AND CERTIFICATION 
PAYMENT, containing Contractor's signed Certification, is attached. 
In tabulations below, amounts are stated to the nearest dollar. 
AlA DOCUMENT G703 
Use Column I on Contracts where variable retainage for line items may apply. 
APPLICATION NO: 7 
APPLICATION DATE: 07/27/2012 
PERIOD TO: 07/25/2012 
PROJECT NO: 114034 602 
PROJECT NAME: Lava Beds 9 Turbines 
Page 1 of 1 






















WORK COMPLETED WORK MATERIALS TOTAL RETAINAGE 
SCHEDULED FROM PREVIOUS COMPLETED PRESENTLY COMPLETED AND BALANCE (IF VARIABLE 
ITEM NUMBER DESCRIPTION-oF WORK VALUE APPLICATION THIS PERIOD STORED 5TO~EDTO DATE % TOFIN~~H RATE) 
ID+El lNOT INDORE) D+ E+ F) CG/C) CC-G 
Crane Rental 590,981.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 0 590,981·.00 .00 
Turbine- Receive 732,068.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 0 732,068.00 .00 
Foundations 1,562,598.00 161,819.10 .00 .00 161,819.10 10 1,400,778.90 .00 
Site Pads 159,464.00 .00 .oo .00 .00 0 159,464.00 .00 
Crane Pads 93,989.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 0 93,989.00 .00 
Access Roads & On Sl 739,235.00 118,654.50 .00 .00 118,654.50 16 620,580.50 .00 
Temporary Facilities 170,038.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 0 170,038.00 .00 
Off-site Road lmprov .00 .00 .00 .• 00 .00 0 .00 .00 
Substations .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 0 .oo .00 
Elec!rlcal lnfrastru 704,034.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 p 704,034.00 .00 
Fiber Optic System 28,486.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 0 28,486,00 .oo 
Turbine Switch Gear 228,967.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 0 228,967.00 .00 
Communications Syste 156,367.00. .00 .00 .00 .00 0 155,367.00 .00 
Met Towers & Sensors 211,210.00 .00 .00 .oo .OQ 0 211,210.00 .00 
Solis Testing 29,335.00 29,335.00 .00 .00 29,335.00 100 .00 .00 
Slta RemedlaUon 42,242.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 0 42,242.00 .00 
Site Surveying 17,601.00 6,800.50 .00 .• 00 8,800.50 60 8,800.60 .00 
M)sc. (Phone, Elect) 54,528.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 0 54,528.00 .00 
Construction Managem 1 ,559;266.00 233,765.52 75,029.80 .00 308,795.32 20 1,250,470.68 .00 
Mobilization 220,779.00 220,779.00 .00 .00 220,779.00 100 .00- .oo 
:··' ;;_. ;·,, F. \""-~'''( . :.001 
AlA DOCUMENT G703- CONTINUATION SHEET FOR G702- AlA II 1 DD2- THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS, 1735 NEW YORK AVENUE, N.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20008-5392 
Uaara may obtain validation of thla document by raquastlng a ~ompiatad AlA Document 0401 ..:. Cartltlcatlon of Document's Autharitlclty from the Llcenaae. 
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APPLICATION AND CERTIFICATE FOR PAYMENT AlA DOCUMENT G702 
TO OWNER: PROJECT: 
Rogerson Flats Wind Farm, 
Exergy Development Group of Idaho, 
LLC . 
Jack Ranch Rogerson 
Flats 1 0 Turbines 
Boise, ID 83702 
FROM CONTRACTOR: 
Fagen Inc 
501 West Highway 212 
Granite Falls, MN 56241 
VIA ARCHITECT: 
CONTRACTOR'S APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT 
Application Is made for paymen~; as shown below, In connection with 
the Contract. Continuation Sheet, AlA Document G703 Is attached. 
1. ORIGINAL CONTRACT SUM 
2. Net change by Change Orders 
3, CONTRACT SUM TO DATE (Una 1 + 2) 
4. TOTAL COMPLETED & STORED TO DATE 
(Column G on G703) · 
5. RETAINAGE: 
a. On Completed Work . 
(Columns D + E on G703) 
b. On Stored Material 
(Column F on G703) 
Total Retalnage (Line 2a + 5b or 















6. TOTAL EARNED LESS RETAINAGE $ 1,412,774.81 
(Line 4 less line 5 total} 
$ 1,315,506.13 7. LESS PREVIOUS CERTIFICATES FOR PAYMENT 
(Line 6 from prior Certificate) 
8. CURRENT PAYMENT DUE 
D. BALANCE TO FINISH, INCLUDING REtAINAGE 
$ l~.-,-__ -=-==97=-,2=6-=-8.-=-68::-'l 
$ 7,632,106.94 
(Line 3 less Line 6) · 
CHANGE ORDER SUMMARY ADDITIONS DEDUCTIONS 
Total changes af)proved In .00 .00 
previous months bv OWner 
Total changes approved In .00 ·.oo 
TOTALS .00 .00 
















The undersigned Contractor certifies that to the best of the Contractor's knowledge, 
lnformallon and belief the Work covered by this ApplicaUon for Payment has been 
completed In eccordam:e with the Contract Documents, that an amounts have been paid by 
the Contractor for Work for which previous Qertlflcales for Payment were Issued and 
payments received from the Owner, and that current payment shown here Is correct. 
CONT~~enl~~ . / / 
By: ~ ~ate: 1 j;;J..7 {{;< . r ,,_. 
Slaten,.... . ..,,., 
County of: 
Subscribed and~ to 
me this :f), 1 ~ay m-...t<O ... .,., 
Notary Publ ..... ~-" ~ ·'7"7 
My Commls;i6n rx;;;;- ( /3? ( /! ~ 
ARCHITEOT•s CERTIFICATE FOR PAYMENT 
In accordance with the Contract Documents, based on on-site observations and the data 
comprising this application, the Architect certifies to the Owner that to the bast or the 
Architect's knowledge, lnformutlon and beOef the· work has progressed as Indicated, the 
· quality of the wo~ Is In accordance with the 
Contract Documents, and the Contractor Is entitled to payment of the Amount CerUfled •. 
AMOlJNTCERnFIED . $------
(Attach explanation If amount certified differs from the amount applied for. Initial 
all figures on this Appllcaffon and on the Continuation Sheet that are charged to 
conform to the Amount Certified) · 
ARCHITECT . 
By: Da~=---------------
This Certificate Is not negotiable. The AMOUNT CERTIFIED Is payable only to the 
Contractor named herein. Issuance, payment and acceptance of Payment are without 
preJudice to any rights of the OWner or Contractor under this Contract. · 
AlA DOCUMENT G702- APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT- AlA ®1992- THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS, 1735 NEW "V:ORK AVENUE, N.W.; WASHINGTON, D.C. 20008-5292 
Uael'll rnay obt~Jin validation of thla doaurnent by requesting a aornplated AlA Document 0401 - Certlficjatlon of Doaurnint'a Authenticity. frarn the Licensee. G702-1992 
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CONTINUATION SHEET 
AlA Document G702, APPLICATION AND CERTIFICATION 
PAYMENT, containing Contractor's signed Certification, is attached. 
in tabulations below, amounts are stated to the nearest dollar. 
AlA DOCUMENT G703 
Use Column I on Contracts where variable retainage for line Items may apply. 
A B c D E 
WORK COMPLETED WORK 
SCHEDULED FROM PREVIOUS COMPLETED 
ITEM NUMBER DESCRIPTION OF WORK VALUE APP~11CATION THIS PERIOD D+El 
01 Crane Rental 227,123.25 .00 .00 
02 Turbine Receive Asse 759,456.75 146.45 .00 
03 Foundations 1, 723,215.50 152,301.25 .00 
04 Site Pads 281,170.75 147,966.41 59,046.68 
05 Crane Pads 93,723.50 .00 .00 
06 Access Roads and On 796,182.00 454,951.95 .00 
07 Temporary FadliUes 142,502.75 1,060.65 .00 
08 Off-site Road'lmprov .00 .00 ,00 
09 Substations 2,145,906.75 .00 . 00 
10 Eleclricallnfrastru 768,533.50 .00 .00 
11 Fiber Optic System 29,008.75 .00 .00 
12 Turbine Switch Gear 253,996.75 .00 .00 
13 Communications Syste 177,728.25 3;555.00 .00 
14 MetTowers & Sensors .00 .00 .00 
15 SollsTesUng 35,146.25 35,148.25 .00 
16 Site Remediation 43,933.00 .00 .00 
17 Site Surveying 17,573.25 8,787.00 .00 
18 Misc. (Phone, elect) 22,096.25 .00 :oo 
19 ConstrucUon Managem 955,435.00 233,825.84 38,223.00 
20 Mobilization 245,277.75 245,277.75 .00 
21 Main Substation Tran 326,875.75 32,687.68 .00 
APPLICATION NO: 7 .. 





Page 1 of 1 
PROJECT NAME: Jack Ranch Rogerson Flats 10 Turbines 
F G H 
MATERIALS TOTAL RETAINAGE 
PRESENTLY COMPLETED AND BALANCE (IF VARIABLE 
STORED STOREDTO DATE % TO FINISH RATE) 
I!NOTIN DORE\ (0+ E+ Fl ·(G/C) CC-Gl 
.00 .00 0 227,123.25 .oo 
.oo 146.45 0 759,310.30 .oo 
.00 152,301.25 9 1,570,914.25 .oo 
.00 207,012.09 74 74,158.66 .00 
.00 .00 0 93,723.50 .oo 
.00 454,951.95 57 341,230.05 .oo 
.00 1,060.65 1 141,442.10 .00 
.00 .oo 0 .00 .00 
.00 .00 0 2,145,906.75 . .oo 
.00 .00 0 768,533.50 .00 
.00 .00 0 29,006.75 .00 
.00 .00 0 253,996.75 .oo 
.00 3,655.00 2 174,171.26 .oo 
.00 .00 0 .00. .00 
.00 35,146.2.5 1.00 .00 .00 
.00 .00 0 43,933.00 .00 
.00 8,787.00 50 8,786.25 .oo 
.00 .00 0 22,096.25 .oo 
.00 271,848.84 28 683,586.16 .00 
.00 245,2n.75 100 .00 .oo 
.00 32,687.58 10 294,188.17 .oo 
1",..,. • ·..: .. : · r:·~~/ .• ·, ... ''-'~ 
AlA DOCUMENT G703- CONTINUATION SHEET FOR G702- AlA® 1992-THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS, 1735 NEW YORK AVENUE, N.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20006-5392 
Usera may obtain validation of thla document by requutlng a completed AlA Document D401- Certification af Document's Authanllalty from tha Llcariaea. 
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APPLICATION AND CERTIFICATE FOR PAYMENT AlA DOCUMENT G702 
TO OWNER: 
Salmon Creek Wind Farm, 
Exergy Development Group of Idaho, 
LLC 
Boise, ID 83702 
FROM CONTRACTOR: 
Fagen Inc 
501 West Highway 212 





CONTRACTOR'S APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT 
Application Is made for payment, as shown below, In connection w!th 
the Contract. Continuation Sheet; AlA Document G703 Is attached. 
1. ORIGINAL CONTRACT SUM 
2. Net change by Change Orders 
3. CONTRACT SUM TO DATE (Line 1 + 2) 
4. TOTAL COMPLETED & STORED TO DATE 
(Column G on G703) 
5. RETAINAGE: 
a. On Completed Work 
(Columns D + E on G703) 
b. On Stored Material 
(Column F on G703) 
Tote! Retalnage (Line 2a + Sb or 















6. TOTAL EARNED LESS RETAINAGE $ 1,412,n4.B1 
(Line 4 less line 5 total) 
· 7. LESS PREVIOUS CERTIFICATES FOR PAYMENT 
(line q from prior Cerllflcate) 
8. CURRENT PAYMENT DUE 
9. BAlANCE TO FINISH, INCLUDING RETAINAGE 
(Line 3 less Line 6) 
CHANGE ORDER SUMMARY ADDITIONS 
Total changes approved In 
previous months by Owner 
Total changes approved In 
TOTALS 
NET CHANGES by Cl:1ange Order 
$ 1,315,506.10 
























The undersigned Contractor cerllnes that to the best or the Contractor's knOwledge, 
lnformaUon and belief the Work covered by this Application for Payment has been 
completed In aocordance with the Contract Documents, that all amounte have been paid by 
the Contractor for Work for Which previous Certificates ror Payment were Issued and 
poymB•• .. ~rwo Oom tho """"• Md thol ~~• '"""'"''hown h-2 .,_ t 
CONT~en~· . 
By: ~ Date: 1 tJ.. 7 .· ( ;;;.._ 
Sta~/// · . . 
County u•.r.~•oH 
ARCHITECT'S CERTIFICATE FOR PAYMENT 
In accordance wllh the Conlract Documents, based on on-site observations and the data 
comprising this application, the Architect certifies to the OWner that to the bast of the 
Archltears knowledge, Information and belief the work has progressed as Indicated, the 
quality or the work Is in accordance wllh the 
Contract Documents, and the Contractor Is enUtled to payment of the Amount Certified. 
AMOUNT CERTIFIED $-----
· {Attach explanation If amount certified differs from the amount applied for. Initial 
all ffgures on this Application and on the Continuation Sheet that are charged to 
conform to the Amount Certlfled) 
ARCHITECT 
By: Date: __ ~---;__. 
This Certificate Is not negoUable. The AMOUNT CERTIFIED Is payable only to the 
Contractor named herein. Issuance, payment and acceptance of Payment are without 
preJudice to any riQhts of the Owner or Contractor under this Contract. 
AlA DOCUM.ENT G702 -APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT -NAC1992- THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS, 1735 NEW YORK AVENUE, N·.w.,·WASHINGTON, D.C. 20008-5292 
Uaera may ob~ln validation of thla documanl by requesting a completed AlA Document 0401- Certification of Document' a AuthenUoHy from .. tha Llcanaae. G702-1992 
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CONTINUATION SHEET AlA DOCUMENT G703 
AlA Document G702, APPLICATION AND CERTIFICATION 
PAYMENT, containing Contractor's signed Certification, Is aHached. 
In tabulations below, amounts are stated to the nearest dollar. 
Use Column I on Contracts where variable retalnage for line items may apply. 
A B c D 
WORK COMPLETED 
SCHEDULED FROM PREVIOUS 
ITEM NUMBER DESCRIPTION OF WORK VALUE APPLICA~~N 
(O+E 
01 Crane Rental 227,123.25 .00 
02 Turbine Receive 759,456.75 146.45 
03 Foundations 1, 723,215.50 152,301.25 
04 Site Pads 281,170.76 147,966.38 
05 Crane Pads 93,723.50 .00 
06 Access Roads and On 796,182.00 . 454,951.95 
07 Temporary Facilities 142,502.75 1,060.65 
08 Off-site Road lmprov .00 .00 
09 SubstaUons 2,145,906.75 .oo 
10 Eleclricallnfrastru 768,533.50 .00 
11 Fiber Optic System 29,006.76 .00 
12 Turbine SWitch Gear 253,996.75 .00 
13 Communications Syste 177,726.25 3,555.00 
14 Met Towers & Sensors 210,878.00 .00 
15 Solis Testing 35,146.25 35,146.25 
16 Site Remediation 43,933.00 . .00 
1.7 Site Surveying 17,573.25 8,787.00 
18 Mise (Phone, Eleclr} 22,096.25 .00 
19 ConstrucUon Managem 955.435.00 233,625.64 
20 MobiRzaUon 245,277.75 245,277.75 
21 Main Substation Tran 326,876.75 32,687.68 


































PRESENTLY COMPLETED AND 
STORED STORED TO DATE 


























Page 1 of 1 
Jack Ranch Salmon Creeks 
H 
RETAINAGE 
BALANCE (IF VARIABLE 
"fo TO FINISH RATE) 
(G/Cl IC-Gl 
0 227,123.25 .00 
0 759,310.30 .00 
9 1,570,914.25 .00 
74 . 74,158.66 .00 
0 93,723.50 . .00 
'57 341,230.05 .00 
1 141,442.10 .oo 
0 .00 .. 00 
·o 2,145,906.75 .00 
0 768,533.50 .00 
0 29,006.75 .00 
0 253,996.75 .oo 
2 174,171.26 .00 
0 210,878.00 .00 
100 .00 .00 
0 43,933.00 .00 
50 8,786.25 .00 
0 22,096.25 .00 
28 663,586.16 .00 
100 .00 .00 
10 294,188.17 .00 
··,r··· ... :: .·: . 'JIPI 
AlA DOCUMENT G703- CONTINUATION SHEET FOR G702- AlA@ 1992- THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS, 1735 NEW YORK AVENUE, N.~ .• WASHINGTON, D.C. 20008-5392 
Users may obtain valldallon of thl& dovument by requesting a completed AIADocumant 0401 - Certlnvatlon of Doaument'a Authantlolt}r from the Lloenaee. 
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APPLICATION AND CERTIFICATE FOR PAYMENT AlA DOCUMENT G702 
TO OWNER: 
Cottonwood Wind Park, LLC 
Exergy Development Group of idaho, 
LLC 
Boise, ID 83702 
FROM CONTRACTOR: 
Fagen Inc 
501 West Highway 212 





CONTRACTOR'S APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT 
Application is made for payment, as shown below, In connection with 
the Contract. Continuation Sheet, AlA Document G703 Is attached. 
1. ORIGINAL CONTRACT SUM 
2. Net change by Change Orders 
3. CONTRACT SUM TO DATE (Una 1 + 2) 
4. TOTAL COMPLETED & STORED TO DATE 
(Column G on G703) · 
5. RETAINAGE: 
a. On Completed Work 
(Columns D + E on G703) 
b. On Stored Material 
(Column F on G703)· 
Total Retalnage (Line 2a.+ 5b or 















6. TOTAL EARNED LESS RETAINAGE $ 1,412,774.81 
(Una 4 less line 5 total) 
7. LESS PREVIOUS CERTIFICATES FOR PAYMENT 
(Una 6 from prior Certificate) 
8. CURRENT PAYMENT DUE 
9. BALANCE TO FINISH, INCLUDING RETAINAGE 
(Un!\1 3 less Llfle 6) 
CHANGE ORDER SUMMARY ADDITIONS 
Total changes approved In 
previous months by Owner 
Total changes approved In 
TOTALS 
NET CHANGES by Change Order 
$ 1,315,506.10 




















~OWNER O ARCHITECT B CONTRACTOR 
The underalgned Contracllir cerllftaa that to the bast of the Contractor's knowledge, 
Information and belief the Work covered by this Application for Payment has bean 
completed In accortlance with the Contract Documents, that all amounts h·ave been paid by 
the Contractor for Work for which pr'l\lvlous Cerilflcales for Payment were Issued and 
payments racalvad from the OWner, and that currant payment shown here Is correct. 
r;/:tlh 
r 1 
ARCHITECT'S CERTIFICATE FOR PAYMENT 
In accol'dance with the Contract Documents, basad on on-site observations and the data 
comprising this appllcetlan, the Arahlteol oarllflas to the OWner that to the bast of the 
Arahltect's knowledge, Information and beOef the work has progressed as Indicated, tha 
quality of the work Is In accortlance with the 
Contract Documents, and the Contractor Is entitled to payment of. the Amount Cei11fled. 
AlliiOUNTCERTIFIED $-----
(Attach explanation If amount certified differs from the amount applied for. Initial 
all figures on this Application and on the Continuation Sheet that are charged to 
conform to the Amount Certified) 
ARCHITECT· 
By: Date: _______ _ 
This Certificate Is not negotiable. The AMOUNT CERTI FlED Is payable or:-ly to the 
Contractor named herein. Issuance, payment and acoeptance of Payment are without 
preJudice to any rights of the Owner or Contractor under this Contract. 
AlA .DOCUMENT G702- APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT -AlA @1992· THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS, 1735 NEW YORK AVENUE, ·N.W.,.WASHINGTON, D.C. 20006-5292 
Uaera may obtain validation of this document by requesting a completed AlA Document 0401- Cartlflcatlan·ar. Document's Authenticity from the Llaenisee. G702·1992 
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CONTINUATION SHEET AlA DOCUMENT G703 
AlA Document G702, APPLICATION AND CERTIFICATION 
PAYMENT, containing Contractor's signed Certification, Is attached. 
In tabulations below, amounts are stated to the nearest dollar. 
Use Column I on Contracts where variable retalnage for line items may apply. 
A B c D 
WORK COMPLETED 
SCHEDULED FROM PREVIOUS 
ITEM NUMBER DESCRIPTION OF WORK VALUE APPUCATION 
(O+E) 
01 Crane Rental 227,123.25 .00 
02 Turbine Receive 759,456.75 146.45 
03 Foundations 1,723,215.50 152,301.25 
04 Site Pads 261,170.75 147,966.36 
05 Crane Pads 93,723.50 .00 
06 Access Roads and On 796,182.00 454,951.95 
07 Temporary FaciiiUes 142,502.76 1,060.65 
06 Off-site Road lmprov .00 .00 
09 SubslaUons 2,145,906.75 .00 
10 Electrical lnfraslru 766,533.50 .00 
11 Fiber Optic Systems 29,006.75 .00 
12 Turbine Switch Gear 253,996.75 .00 
13 Communications Syste 177,726.25 3,555.00 
14 Met Towers & Sensors .00 .00 
15 Solis Testing_ 35,146.25 35,146.25 
16 Site RemedlaUon 43,933.00 .00 
17 Site Surveying 17,573.25 8,787.00 
16 Mise (Phone, Elect) 22,096.25 .00 
19 Construction Manegem 956,435.00 233,625.84 
20 Mobilization 245,277.75 245,277.75 
21 Main Substation Tran 326.875.75 32,687.58 
. . 
APPLICATION NO: 7 
APPLICATION DATE: 0712712012 
PERIOD TO: 07125/2012 
PROJECT NO: 114034 605 
PROJECT NAME: Jack Ranch Cottonwood 
E F I. G H 
WORK MATERIALS TOTAL 
COMPLETED PRESENTLY COMPLETED AND BALANCE 
THIS PERIOD STORED STOREDTO DATE % TORNJSH 
I INOTIN D OR E) (0+ E+F\ IG/Cl 10-Gl 
.00 .00 .00 0 227,123.25 
.00 .00 146.45 0 759,310.30 
.00 .00 152,301.25 9 1,570,914.25 
59,045.71 .00 . 207,012.09 74 74,156.66 
.00. .oo ·.oo , ·o ~3,723.60 
.00 .00 454,951.96 57 341,230.05 
.00 .00 1;060.65 1 141,442.10 
.00 .00 .00 0 .00 
.• 00 .00 .00 0 2,145,906.75 
.00 .00 .00 0 766,533.50 
.00 .00 .00 0 29,006.75-
.00 .00 .00 0 253,996.75 
.00 .00 3,555.00 2 174,171.25 
.00 .00 .00 0 .00 
.00 .00 35,146.25 100 .oo· 
.00 .00 .00 0 43,933.00" 
.00 .00 8,787.00 50 8,786.25 
.00 .00 .00 0 22,096.25 
36,223.00 .00 271,848.84 28 683,586.16 
.00 .00 245,277.75 100 .00 
.00 .00 32,687.68 10 294,166.17 
Page 1 of 1 
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APPLICATION AND CERTIFICATE FOR PAYMENT AlA DOCUMENT G702 
TO OWNER: 
Deep Creek Wind Park, LLC 
Exergy Development Group of Idaho, 
LLC 
Boise, ID 83702 
FROM CONTRACTOR: 
Fagen Inc 
501 West Highway 212 





CONTRACTOR'S APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT 
Application Is made for payment, a,s shown below, In connection with 
the Contract. Continuation Sheet, AlA Document G703 Is attached. 
1. ORIGINAL CONTRACT SUM 
2. Net change by Change Orders 
3. CONTRACT SUM TO DATE (Line 1 + 2) 
4. TOTAL COMPLETED & STORED TO DATE 
. (Column G on G703) 
5. RETAINAGE: 
a. On Completed Work 
(Columns D + E on ·G703) 
b. On Stored Material 
(Column F on G703) 
Total Relalnage (line 2a + 5b or 















6. TOTAL EARNED LESS RETAINAGE $ 1,412,774.79 
(Line 4 less lb)e 5 total) 
7. LESS PREVIOUS CERTIFICATES FOR PAYMENT 
(Line 6 from prior Certificate) 
8. CURRENT: PAYMENT DUE 
9. BALANCE TO FINISH, INCLUDING RETAINAGE. 
(Line 3 less Une 6) · 
CHANGE ORDER SUMMARY ADDITIONS 
Total changes approved in 
previous months by Owner 
Total changes approved In 
. TOTALS 
NET CHANGES by Change Order 
$ 1,315,506.08 
























The undersigned Contractor cerllfies that to the best of the Contraptor's knowledge, 
Information and belief the Work covered by this AppllcaUon for Payment has been 
completed In accordance with the Contract Documents, that all amounts have been paid by 
the Contractor for Work for which previous Certificates for Payment were Issued and 
payments received from the OWner, and that current payment shown here Is correct. 
CONTRA~-ygm: F~gen ,nc !1
11 
A· : : . / / 
By: ~ ~A~ Date: '!? 7(1~ 
Slate.4~q 1:/lf~~/ : 
County of: lf ~UJ /Jte-d,c 
Subscribed and · 
me this :;:? · 1 
Notary Publl;:;~-' ~ '::___ 
Myeommls~~;;-v_;1 /;b 
ARCHITECT'S CERTIFICATE FOR PAYMENT 
In accordance with the Contract Documents, based on on-site observaUons and the data 
comprising this application, the Architect certifies to the Owner that to the best of the 
Archltecrs knowledge, information and belief the work haa progressed as Indicated, the 
quality of the work Is In accordance with the 
Contract Documents, and the Contractor Is enUtled to payment of the Amount Cerlllled. 
AMOUNT CERTIFIED $-----
(Attach .explanation If amount certifled differs from the amount applied for. Initial 
all figures on this Application and on the Continuation Sheet that are charged to 
conform to the Amount Certified) 
ARCHITECT 
By:.------------- Date:--------
This Certificate Is not negotiable. The AMOUNT CERTIFIED Is payable only to the 
Contractor named herein. Issuance, payment and acceptance of Payment are without 
prejudice to any rights of the Owner or Conlractor under this Contract. 
AlA oocUMENT o7o2-APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT- AlA @1D92- THE AMERICA~ INSTITUTE oF ARCHITECTS, 1735 NEW YORK AVENUE. N.w., WASHINGTON, D.c. 20006-5292 
Uaara may obt!lln validation of thla document by requesting a completed AlA Document 0401- Certlflcatlori of Documant'a Authenticity from the Licensee. G702-1~92 
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CONTINUATION SHEET 
. AlA Document G702, APPLICATION AND CERTIFICATION 
PAYMENT, containing Contractor's signed Certification, is attached. 
In tabulations below, amounts are stated to the nearest dollar. 
AlA DOCUMENT G703 
Use Column I on Contracts where variable retalnage for line items may apply. 
A B c D E 
WORK COMPLETED WORK 
SCHEDULED FROM PREVIOUS COMPLETED 
ITEM NUMBER DESCRIPTION OF WORK VALUE. APP~1tCA~~ THIS PERIOD D·+e 
01 Crane Rental 227,123.25 .00 .00 
02 Turbine Receive 759,456.75 146.45 .00 
03 Foundations 1,723,215.50 152,301.25 .00 
04 Site Pads 281,170.75 147,966.38 59,045.71 
05 Crane Pads·· 93,723.50 .00 .00 
06 Access Roads and On 796,182.00 454,951.95 .. 0.0 
07 Temporary FacliiHes 142,502.75 1,060.65 .00 
08 Off-site Road lmprov .00 .00 .00 
09 Substations . 2,145,906.75 .00 .00 
10 Electrtcallnfrastru 768,533.50 .00 .00 
11 Fiber Olillc Svstems 29,006.76 .00 .00 
12 Turbine Switch Gear 253,996.76 .00 .00 
13 Communications Syste 177,726.25 3,555.00 .00 
14 Met Towel'S & Sensors . 210,878.00 .00 .00 
15 sons Tesuna 35,148.25 35,148.25 .00 
·16 Site Remediation 43,933.00 .00 .00 
17 Site SurveYing ·17,57325 8,787.00 .00 
18 Misc(Phone, Elect) 22.096.25 .00 .00 
19· Construction Managem 955.435.00 233,625.64 36,223.00 
20 Mobilization 245,277.75 245,277.75 .00 
21 Main SubstaUon Tran 326,876.75 32,687.58 .00 
APPLICATION NO: 7 
APPLICATION DATE: 07/27/2012 
PERIOD TO: 07/25/2012 
PROJECT NO: 114034 606 
PROJECT NAME: Jack Ranch Deep Creek 
I G H 
MATERIALS TOTAL 
PRESENTLY COMPLETED AND BALANCE 
STORED STO~ED TO ~ATE 'Yo T91 FIN~~H I {NOT IN 0 OR El O+E+F fG/CI C-G 
.00 .00 0 227,123.25 
.00 146.45 0 759,3~0.30 
.00 152,301.25 ,9 1,570,914.25 
.00 207,012.09 74 74,158.66 
.00 .00 0 93,723.50 
.00 454,951.95 57 . 341,230.05 
.00 1;060.65 1 141,442.10 
.00 .00 0 .oo 
.00 .00 0 2,145,906.75 
.00 . .00 .o 768,533.50 
.00 .00 0 29,006.75 
.00 .00 0 253,996.75 
.00 3,555.00 2 174,17126 
.00 .00 0 210,878.00 
.00 35,148.25 100 .00 
.00 .00 0 43,933.00 
.00 8,787.00 50 6,786.25 
.00 .00 0 22,096.25 
.00 271,848.84 28 683,586.16 
.00 245,277.75 100 .00 
.00 32,887.56 10 294,168.19 
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Exhibit L 
PARTIAL WAIVER AND LIEN RELEASE 
Fagen, Inc., a Minnesota corporation ("Contractor''), and Exergy Development Group of 
Idaho, L.L.C., an Idaho limited liability company ("Owner''), have entered into that certain 
Balance of Plant Engineering, Procurement and Construction Services Agreement, dated 
December 31, 20 II (the "Agreement"). Capitalized terms used herein and not otherwise defined 
herein have the meanings set forth in the Agreement 
For and in oonsideration of partial payment in the amount of five hundred thirty eight 
thousand three hundred ninety three and 46/100 ($538,393.46) for labor, skill, equipment, 
services, supplies and material furnished, or to be furnished, to Owner, and other good and 
valuable consideration, Contractor doe8 hereby, to the extent paid and contingent upon receipt 
thereof: 
I. irrevocably and unconditionally waive, release, discharge and relinquish any and 
all Liens and claims of, and rights to, Liens with respect to and on (a) the .Project and all 
improvements thereon, (b) any material, fixtures, apparatus and machinery (and moneys, funds · 
or other considerations due or to become due from Owner on account of labor, services, material, 
fixtures, apparatus and machinery) relating to the Project, and (c) any other property of Owner 
(the "Released Property"); 
2. agree and certify that (a) there are no Liens on the Released Property by, through 
or under the undersigned, any of its subcontractors or any of its respective employees, (b) (i) it 
has not received a notice of intention to claim any Liens (including Liens by, through or under 
any of its Subco~ctors) on the Released Property, (ii) no proceeding to establish .any such 
Liens has been filed or instituted by it, or to the best of its knowledge after due inquiry, by any of 
its Subcontractors, and (iii) there is no known basis for any such Liens; and 
3. agree and certify that all amounts properly due and payable with respect to all 
prior Applications for Payment have been paid in full by Owner and the applicable lien waivers 
associated therewith are final and unconditional. 
[REMAINDER OF PAGE INTENTIONALLY LEFT BLANK] 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned has executed and delivered this 
Final Waiver and Lien Release this~? day of .J( .. a '1 , 20/J.. 
LEGAL_US_E # 85903908.4 
By: ~--c;_~u.J cYO 




Lava Beds Legal Description 
EXHIBIT "A" EASEMENT 
Township 1 South, Range 32, E.B.M, Bingham County, Idaho 
Sections 22,23 and 26: All of that property lying within 1320 feet south and west of the 
Tabor Highway/Union Pacific Rail Road right of way. 
Notch Butte Legal Description 
Exhibit A Legal Description 
Township 6 South,Range 19 East of the Boise Meridian.Lincoln County,ldaho 
Section 22: EYzEYz 
EXCEPT a portion of the NE"'NE"' of Section 22 conveyed to the State ofldaho by Warranty 
Deed 
recorded as· Instnnnent Number 1 09244,Lincoln County records. 
LEGAL_US_E # 85903908.4 
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Prgpen v Deserjption 
• 
TOWNSHIP .14 SOUTH, RANGE 15 EASr, BOISE MERIDIAN, TWIN FALLS COUNTY, 
IDAHO 
SEcnoN 11: ALL 
SECTION 12: W'/aNf!'l/.4; SE'/4; W'h 
EXCEPT 
A STRIP OF LAND 100 PEa" WIDE, LYING SO FEET ON EACH SIDE OF THE FOLLOWING 
DESCRmED CeNTERUNE; 
BeGINNlNG AT A POINT ON 'THE SECTION LINE, :1.799 FEET, MORE OR LESS, EAST OF 
SECT.mN CORNER COMMON TO SECTIONS 11,. :1.2, 13 AND 14, TOWNSHIP 14 SOUTH, 
RANGE 15 EAST, B.M., WHICH POINT lS STATION 210+62 DP "A• LATERAL AS 
LOCATED; 
THENCE NORTH 00° 21J4 EAST 37.3 FEET; 
THENCE ON A 20° CURVE TO THE RIGHT, 110 FEET; 
THENCE NORTH 22° 28' EAST, 238.5 FEET; 
'rtiENCE ON A 20° CURVE TO THE RIGHT, 120.8 FEET; 
THENCE NORTH 46° 38' EAST, 47.6 FEET; 
THENCE ON A 30° CURVE TO THE RIGHT, 174.4 FEET; 
THENCE SOUTH 81° 02' EAST, 407.5 PEET; 
THENCE ON A 40° CURVE 'rO THE LEFT, 177.1 FEET; 
TH~NCE NORTH 28• oe• EAST, 171.6 FEET; 
THENCE ON A 20° CURVIS TO THE RIGHT, 189.2 FEET; 
THENCE NORTH 65° sa•· EAST 2549 FEET TO STATION 252+85 WHICH POINT IS ON 
THE EAST SECTION UNE OF SEcnoN 12, TOWNSHIP 14 SOUTH, RANGE 15 EA$1", 
B.M~ AND 763 PI!ET1 MORE OR LESS, SOUTH OF THE EAST 114 CORNER OF SAXD 
SECTION 12_, ALL SITUATED IN THE S1/z OF S.AID SECTION 12. 
SEcnON 13: ALL 
EXCEPT 
A NINE! (9) ACRE PARCEL MORE OR LESS, SPECIFICALLY DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS: 
COMMENCING AT THE WEST QUARTER CORNER OF SECTION 13 ALL IN TOWNSHIP 
14 SOUTH, RANGE 15 EAST, B.M., WHICH BEARS NORTH 00° 26' 46" E"MIT A 
DISTANCE OF 2646.88 FEET FROM THE SOUTHWEST CORNER OF SAID SECTION 13; 
THENCE ON A BEARING Of SOUTH 00? 26' 46,. WEST A DisTANCE OF ~4.00 FEET 
ALONG THE WEST BOUNDARY OF SAID SECTION 13 TO THE! REAL PO'INT OF 
BEGINNING; 
THENCE FROM THIS REAL POINT OF BEGINNING ON A BEARING OF NORTH 57? 01' 
03" EAST A DISTANCE OF 1900.00 FEET; 
THENCE ON A BEARING OF SOUTH 32? sa• 57n EAST A DISTANCE OF 200.00 FEET; 
THENCE ON A BEARXNG OF SOUTH 57? 01' 03" WEST A DISTANCE OF 20a2..02 FEET 
TO THE WEST BOUNDARY OF SAID SECTlON 13; 
THENCE ON A BEARING OF NORTH 007 26• 46" EAST A DISTANCE OF 239.64 FEET 
ALONG THE" WEST BOUNDARY OF SAID SECTION 13 TO THE REAL PO"INT OF 
BEGINNING. 





BeGINNING AT THE NORTHWEST CORNER OF THE SW1/4NW"~/4 OF SECTION 14, 
TOWNSHIP 14 SOUTH, RANGE 15 EAST, B.M.; 
THENCE SOUTI{ ALONG THE SECTION LINE A DISTANCI! OF 505 FeET MORE OR LESS; 
THENCE NORTH 81° 31' EAST, 80 FEET; 
THENCE NORTH 8° 29' WEST, 505 FEET, MORI! OR LESS TO THE PLACE OF 
BEGINNING. 
AND EXCEPT 
A STRIP Of LAND 100 FEET WIDE LYING SO FEET ON EACH SIDE OF THE CENTERLINE 
OF "'A" LATERAL AS LOCATED AN.D Dt:SCRIBED AS FOLLOWS! 
BEGINNING AT THE NORTHWEST CORI'IJ:R OF THE SWV.aNW'A, OF SAID SECTION 14; 
THENCE SOUTH ALONG THE SECTION UNE A DISTANCE OF 505 FEET,. MORE OR LESS; 
THENCE NORTH 81" 31" EAST, 30 FEET TO THE POINT OF BEGINNING, WHICH IS PC 
STATION 117+79.8 OF"Au LATERAL AS LOCATED; 
THENCE ON A 40° CURVE TO THE LEFT FROM SEMI-TANGENT SOUTH so 29' EAST, A 
D~ANCSOFlODFEET; 
THI!NCI! SOUTH 88° 29' EAST, 206.2 FEET; 
THENCE ON A 40° CURVE TO THE LEFT, 165 FEET; 
THENCE NORTH 2.5° 3.1' EAST, 449 FEET; 
THENCJ; NORTH 37° 01' EAST, 180 FEET TO A PONT ON THE NORTH LINE OF THE 
SW1f4NW114, OF SAID SECTl:ON 14, 80S FEET MORE OR LESS, EAST OF THE 
NORTHWEST CORNER OF THE SW1/4NW1/" OF SECTlON 14, ALL snUATED IN THE 
SW114NW'V4. 
AND ALSO EXCEPT 
A STRIP OF LAND 100 FEEl' WIDE1 LYING SO FEET ON EACH SIDE OF THE FOLLOWING 
DESCRlBED CENTERLINE; . 
BEGiNNING AT STATION 129+800F"Au LA.TERALSUR.VEV AS LOCATED WHICH 
POINT IS ON THE SOUTH BOUNDARY LINE OP THE NW1/4NW'I4 OF SECTION :1.4 AND 
805 FEJIT, MORE OR LESS, EAST OF THE SOUTHWEST CO~l;R OF SAID FORlY; 
THENCE NORTH 37° 0:1' EAST,. 224.9 FEET; 
THENCE ON A 20° CURVE TO THE RIGHT, 310 FEET; 
THENCE SOUTH 800 591 EAST 1440.1 FEET TO STATION 149+55 WHXCH STATION IS 
A POINT ON THE EAST LINE OF THE NE1/4NW'14 Of SECTION 14 AND 1260 FEET, 
MORE OR lESS, SOUTH OF THE 'NORTH ,.,._ CORNER OF SECTION 14, ALL LYING IN 
THE N'Th.NW'/4~ 
AND ALSO EXCEPT 
A STRIP Of' LAND :100 FEET WIDE, LYING 50 FEET ON EACH SIDE Of THE FOLLOWING 
DESCRmED CENTERLINE: 
BEGINNING AT A PO.INT ON THE WEST BOUNDARY UNE OF THE NE't/4 OF SECTION 
14, :1.260 F&ET,. MORE OR LESS, SOUTH OF THE NORTH 'A CORNER OF SAID S&CTION 
141 WHICH POINT IS STATXON 149+55 OF "A~ lATERAL SURVEY AS LOCATED; 
THI!NCI! SOUTH so~sg• EAST, 366.1 FEET MOtU: OR LESS; 
THENCE ON A 20° CURVE TO TH! RIGHT, 190 FEET; 
THENCE SOUTH 42a 59' EAST, 68S.S FEET; 
THENCE ON A 40° CURVE TO THE LEFr, 280.8 FEET; 
THENCE NORTH 24° 41• EAST, 693.3 FEET: 
THENCE ON A 400 CURVJ: TO THE Ju:GHT 165 FE£1'' 
THENCE SOLnl-1 89° 19' EAST 220.5 FEET; 
THENCE ON A 50° CURVE TO THe LEFT, 155.7 FEET; 
THENCE NORTH 12a 51' EAST, 31Z FEET; 
THENCE ON A 20CJ CURVE TO THE RIGHT, 110 FEET; 
THENCE NORTH 34° !i:l' EAST, 708.6 FEET; 
THENCE ON A 50° CURVE TO THE RIGHT, 110.2 FEET; 




THENCE NORTH 89~ 58' EAST, 53 FEET TO STATION 189+86, WHICH POINT IS ON 
THE .EAST UNE OF SAID SECTION 14 AND 45 FEET SOUTH OF THE NORTHEAST 
CORNER, SITUATED IN THE NEl/4 OF SECTION 14. 
AND AlSO EXCEPT 
A lWO (2} ACRE PARCEL MORE OR LESS, SPECIFICALLY DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS: 
COMMENCING AT THE NORntEAST CORNER OF SECTION 14 ALL IN TOWNSHIP 14 
SOUTH, RANGE 15 EAST, B.M., WHICH BEARS NORTH sga 40' 16" WEST A DISTANCE 
Of 2640.52 FEET FROM THE NORTH QUARTER CORNER OF SAID SECTION 14; 
THENCE ON A BEARIN.G OF NORTH 89? 40' 16° WEST A DISTANCE OF 1370.00 FEET 
ALONG THE NORTH BOUNDARY Of SECTION 14 TO THE REAL POINT OF BEGINNING; 
THENCE FROM THIS REAL POINT Of BEGINNING ON A BEARING OF SOUTH 00? 00' 
00" WEST A DISTANCE OF 445~00 FEET; 
THENCE ON A BEARING OF NORTH 89? 40' 16" WEST A DISTANCE OF 200,00 :FEET 
PARALLEL WITH THE NORTH BOUNDARY OF SAID SECUON 14; 
THENCE ON A BEARING OF NORTH 00? DO' OOU EAST A DISTANCE OF 445.00 FEET TO 
THE NORTH BOUNDARY OF SAID SECliOH 14; 
THENCE ON A BEARING OF SOUTH 89? 40'16n eAST A DISTANCE Of 200.00 FEET 
ALONG THE NORTH BOUNDARY Of SAID SECTION 14 TO THE REAL POINT OF 
BEGINNING. 
AND ALSO EXCEPT 
A TWELVE (12) ACRE PARCeL MORE OR LESS, SPECIFICALLY DESCRIBED AS 
FOLLOWS~ 
COMMENCING AT'RIE NORTHEAST CORNER OF SECTION 14 ALL IN TOWNSHIP 14 
SOUTH, RANGE 15 EAST, B.M., WHICH BEARS NORTH 00° 21 r 1211 EAST A DISTANCE 
OF 2645.57 FEET FROM THE EAST QUARTER CORNER OF SAID SECTION 14; THENCE 
ON A BEARING Of SOUTH 00? 21' 12"' WEST A DISTANCE OF 1008.00 FEET ALONG 
1HE EAST BOUNDARY OF SAID SECTION 14 TO THE REAL POINT Of BEGINNING; 
THENCE FROM THIS REAL POINT OF BEGINNING AND CON11NUING ON A BEARING 
OF SOUTH 00? 21' 12" WEST A DISTANCE OF 884.00 FEETi 
THENCE ON A BEARING Of NORTH 89? 38* 48" WEST A DISTANCE OF 590.00 FEET; 
THENCE ON A BEARING Of NORTH 00? 21'12l' EAST A DISTANCE OF 884.00 FEET 
PARALLEL WirH THE EAST BOUNDARY OF SAID SEtnON 14; 
TifENCE ON A BEARING Of SOUTH 89? 38' 4fr EAST A DISTANtE OF 590.00 FEET TO 
THE EAST BOUNDARY Of SAID SECTION 14 AND THE REAL POINT OF BEGINNING. 
SECTION 23: W1hW1h.; NEttaNW'V4 
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EXerav ~7~ Detail Con ubeo :tlleJS To Be Paid 
~e 
Consulting Engineers 21210 Eaton Ave Farmington, MN 55024 $ 13,535.00 Engineering SeiVices 
Nix Excavating 4020 North 2600 East Rler, ID 83328 $ 44,840.25 Excavaing 
Riedesel Engineering Inc 202 Falls Ave Twin Falls, ID 83301 $ 1,672.66 Surveying_ 
Fagen inc Po Box 159 Granite Falls, MN 56241 $ 478,345.55 General 




PARTLU. WAIVER.AND LIEN RELEASE 
(SUBCO~NTRACI'ORISUPPLIER) 
·Fagen, Inc., -a Minnesota .cm;poration C''Contractor~), and Xl'{G Development 
Group of Idaho LLC,. a Idaho limited.liability company ('fOwner''-), have entere~ into~fuat 
certain Amended an0 Restated Balance of Plant Engineering, .Procurement and 
Construction Services Agreement. 'iiated December 31, 2"0tl (the ·''Agieement"). 
Capitalized terms used herein and not otherwise. defined herem have the meanings set 
forth in·theAgreeme:Q.t 
Consulting Engineers ("'Sliibcon.'l:ra:ctor/Su,ppliei") and. Contractor have ·entered 
into that Gertain stibcon~purchase agreement attached to F~en Pur~se Orders 
53.9606} pursuant to which StibcoirtractQr/Supplier sl:uill :previae -and ContraCtor sball 
purchase certain eqUipment, materials. supplies and/or .serVices. 
For and in :consideration of the· partial payment in the amount of$1463950 (lnv# 
608 WR), 1he receipt of which is hereby aokno.wl~ for labor, skill, equipm~ 
services, supplies and material. fUrnish¢. or to be 'fumisbed, tQ :Contractor· and Own~. 
and other good and valuable consideration, S"abcontraclor-does hereby, to the. extent paid: 
1. irrevocably ·and 1mconditionally waive, release, discharge·~ relinquish 
·any ·ai:J:d :an·Liens and claims ~ and rights .to,. Liens with:respect:to and on (a) ~the Project 
. and.-ali improvements thereon, (0) any material, fortures, apparatus and inaehinery (and 
moneys, .fimds or other considerations due -or to become .due from Owner or C0t11ractot 
on aecount oflabor, ser.vi:ces, -material, "fixtures, .apparatus and macbinery} relating to the 
Project, and (c) any other· property ofOwner{the "Released ·Prop~; 
2. agree :and certify that {a) there are no liens on the R-eleased .Property by, 
through or under the unde;signed, any of -its _.subcontractorslsu,ppliers or _any of ·.Its 
respective employees, (b) (i) the· undersigD.ed ·has not received a Hotice· of intention 'to 
da:im any Liens (including Liens by; tbre:ugh or under any of its subcontractO!:S) on 'the 
Released Property, (:ii.) no proceeding to -establish any :such Liens has been filed er 
instituted by it. and (ili) there·is no lmown basis far any such Liens, and (c) all.~ounts 
due.and owing to. any of its subcontractorsfs~ ·have been ~d or will·be·paid ~ 
the moneyreceived_pursuant to this Pa.rtia1 Waiver and .Lien Release; 
3. agree to indemnify, hold hannle8s ·and ·defend the Owner Indemnified 
Parties Jrom and a,.ocrinst any and .all-Damages ariSing OUt of any Liens relatro to =serVices 
provided by or work performed· by. .Contractor .and/or any =of its snbcontractors/mppliets; 
and agree and certify that an amounts preperly dne -and P~tYable \Vith respect to all prior 
invoices for payment. have been paid m full by Contractor to it and the applicable lien 
waivers associated therewith are final arid unconditiomil. 
835
_ IN WlTNESS WHEBEOF,·theun~ed ~executed =aDd-delivered 
this .. Partial Waiver and Li~ Release<tms/i!!da:y ofJJ!kf-:., io/k 
. . . . . 
Consulting Engineers 
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ExhibitK 
PARTIAL W AIVEB.AND LIEN RELEASE 
(SUBCONTRACTO:RISUPPLIER) 
Fagen, Inc., a Mmnesota corporation ("Coptraetor"), and XR.O Development 
Group of Idaho LLC, a Idaho limited liability company ("'~ have entered imo that 
certain Amended ·and Restated Balance of Plant Engineering, Procmement aml 
Constrttotion Services Agreement:, dated December 31, 2011 (the .. Apemmf'). 
Capitalized teEms used herein and not otherwise defined ha'ein have the meanings set 
forth m. the Agreement. 
Gnmd Vww Fmns ("Subcontnt.ctoli.ef') ami Contrlwtor have entered into 
that certain sulx:ontractlpurcbase agreemem attached to Fagen Purchase Orders 559096) 
pursnant to which Subcontract.or/SUpplier shall provide and Contractor shall purchase 
certain equipment, materials, supplies and/or services. 
For and in consideration of1he partial payment in the amount (1[$6310.00 (Inv# 
060512}, the receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, for labor, skill, ~
services, supplies and material furnished, or to be fumishecl, to Contractor and Owner, 
and othet good and valuable consideraiion, Subcontractor does hereby, to the extent paid: 
1. irrevocably and tmconditionally waive, release, discharge and relinquish 
my alld all Liens and GJ.aims of; and rights to, Liens with respect to and on (a) the Project 
and all improvements thereon, (b) any materialt fixtllres, apparatus and mscbinery (and 
moneys, :fimc1s or otb.er considerations due or to become doe from Owner or Contmctot 
on account of labor, services, met«ial, fixtures. apparatus and machinery) relating to the 
Project, and (c) any other property of Owner (the "R.eleased Property"); 
2. agree and certify that (a) there arc no Liens on the Released Property by, 
through or UD.dcr the 'Ulldcrsigned, any of its subcoutiactors/suppliers or any of its 
respective employees, (b) (i) the uadersigned has not received a notice of intention to. 
claim any Liens (includiug Licm by~ tbroug1l or llnder any of its subcontractors) on the 
Released Property, frl) no pror:eecting to estalilish my such Liens has been filed or 
institated by it, and ("rill there is no known basis for any such Liens, and (c) all amonnts 
dne and owing to any of ibl subcontractors/supplie.tS have been paid or will be paid with 
the money received pursuant to 1his Partial Waiver and Lien Release; · 
3. agree to indemnify, hold harmless and defend the Owner Indemnified 
Parties from and against any and all Damages arising out of any Liens related to serviees 
provided by or work petfonned by Contractor md/or any of its subcontracto.rssu:ppliCJ:S; 
and agree and certify that all amomrts properly due and payable with respect to an prior 
invoices for payment have been paid in full by Con1ractor to it and the applicabl~ lien 
waivers associated therewith are final and tmCOnditional 
i/2 
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IN WITNESS WUEREOF. the ~ed has executed aud·delivered 
this Partial Waiver and Lien Release tbis£ day of~ 20Q. 
STATEof JJaho 
COUNTY of G] mliL 
Grand View Fanns 
l/2 
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PARTIAL WAIVER AND LIEN RELEASE 
(SUBCONTRACI'OR/SUPPLIER) 
F~ Inc., a Minnesota corporation ('"Contractor"), and XR.G Development 
. Group of~daho LLC, a Idaho limited liability company~, hllvfl ~into. that 
certain Amended and Restated Bal~ce of Plant . Engineerin.s, Procurement and 
Constroction Services Agreement, dated December 31, 2011 (the "Agreemenfj. 
Capitalized tenns USC<1 bcrcin and not otherwise de:6ned herein have the meanings set 
forth in the Agreement. 
. · - - K.aneas:ter Censtntction C!§ubcon~e('} ad Contractor -have ~ · · ~- -
·. · ·into that certain:· suboontractlpilrch.ase agreement attached to Fagen rurohase Orders · 
533709) pu:rsuaut. to wbich Sub~r/Suppi;.er shall provide and Contractor shall 
purchase certain equipment, material:~~, !mpl'lies and/or services. 
For and in consideration of1he partial paym~t i:n the amount of$2055.75 (Inv# 
195), the receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, for labor, skill, equipment, services, 
supplic:s and material numshed, or to be fUrnished, to Contractor and Owner, and other 
good and valuable consideration, Subcontractor does hereby, to the extent paid: 
I. irrevocably and unconditionally waive, release, discharge and relinquish 
any and all Liens and claims o( and rights to, Liens with respect to and on (a) the Project 
and all improvements thereon, (b) any matcrial,fixturess apparatus and inachinery (and 
mon~ fimds or other consi®rations due or to become due from Owner or Contractor 
on account of labor, services, material, fixtures, apparatus and maclrlnery) relating to the 
Project, and (c) any other property of Owner (the "Released Prnpertytt); 
2. agree and certify that (a) there are no Lie.tlS on the Released Property by, 
through or 'UDder the undersigned. any of its subcontraotors/suppliers or any of its 
~e employ~ {b) (i) the wdersigmxl has not reoeived a notice of intention to · ·. 
clalm any Liens (mcluding Liens by, through or under any of its subcontractors) on the 
Released Property, (:ii) no proceeding to establish any such Liens has been filed or 
ii)S'titnted. by it, and (ill) there is no known basis for any such Liens, and (c) aU amount$ 
due and owing to any of its subcontractorslsopplie.rs have been paid or will be paid with 
the money received pursuant to this Partial Waiver and Lien Release; 
3. agree to indtmnifyt hold b.annless and defend tho Owner Indemnified 
Parties from and against any and alJ Pantages arising out of any Liens related to services 
provided by or work perfonned by Contractor and/or any of its subcontractors/suppliers; 
and agree and certify that all amounts properly due and payable with :rcspcot to all prior 
invoices for payment have been paid in thll by Contractor to it and the applicable lien 
waivers associated therewith are final and unconditional. 
::>1l 'S.L3:1I0ci3Nid ZliN : l>al.:l 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the und~ed has executed and delivered 
this P~sl Waiver and Lien Release tbis ~day of~':J • 20 P:-
Kanea$ter Construction 
-~---· ·- . - ·-- ... --- . ·----. .  .. .. . . ·': 
COUN1Y of ~s\ ..., 
·-=-· .. ·· 
£££C £S9 8BG : "ON :NJHd :>ll 'Sl3tfled3Nid ZUN : ww.:l 
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·wAIVER .A_~ LIEN RELEASE 
(SUBCONTR.4..CfORISUPPLIER) 
p.2 
Fagen. Inc.~ a 'Minne ta cozporati.on ("Contractor"), and XR.G Development 
Group ofldaho LL.h a _Idaho • 'ted liability company ~erj, have entered into that 
certain Amended and R Balance of Plant Engineering, Procurement and 
Construction Services Agr ent. dated December 31, 2011 (the ":Agreement). 
Capitalized tezms used h · al:KI not otherwise defined herein have the meanings set 
forth in 1he Agreement. 
N'1x Excavating lnc ("Subcontractor/Sill!Plier") and Contractor have entered into 
that certahi subcoD.tractipu[c:MSe agreement attaChed t-o Fagen Purchase Orilers 524127) 
pursuant to whicb subcontra&ortSupplier shall provide and Contmctor shall purchase 
certain equipment, materials, ~lies and/or services. 
For and in consideratibn of lhe partial payment in the amount of $123705.00 
(Inv# 3990 3991 3992 3~~the receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, for labor, 
skill, equipment, services, . lies and material furnished, or to be furnished, to 
Contractor and Owner, and ofuer good and valuable consideratiOD: Subcontractor does 
hereby, to the ext~ paid: d 
1. irrevocably unconditionally waive, release, discharge and relinquish 
any and all Liens and claims o and rights to. Liens with respect to and on (a) the Project 
and all improvements thereo~~ti any material, fixtures, apparatus and machinery (and 
moneys, funds or o1her consi · o.n.S due or to become due from Owner or Contractor 
on account oflabor= services, ~ fixtures, apparatUS and machinery) relating to ·the 
Project, and (c) any other prop~ of Owner (the "Released Property"); 
2. agn:e and certi~ that (a) there are no Liens on the Released Property by. 
through or under the unders~ed, any of its subcontractors/suppliers or any of its 
respective employees. (b) (i). the lUldersigned has not reccived a notice of intention to 
claim any Liens (inchlding Liens by, ~ugh or under any of its suboontractOlS) on the 
Released Property, (ii) no ~ceeding to establish any such Liens has been filed or 
instituted by it, and (iii) 1here & no known basis for any such Liens, and (c) all ammmts 
doe and owing to any of its subcontractors/suppliers have been paid or will Qe paid with 
the money receiv~ pumuant ,this Partial Waiver and Lien Release; 
3. agree to ind~fy, bold harmless and defend the Owner Indemnified 
Parties from and against any arld all Damages arising out of any Liens related to services 
provided by or work perfonne1 by Contxactor and/or any of its subcontractorslsuppliers; 
and agree and certify that all SfOunts properly due and payable with respect to all prior 
invoices for payment have beqn paid in full by Contractor to it and the applicable lien 
waivers associated therewith arb final and unconditional. · 
----------------------------~---------------------------------------------·-
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Jul20 1210:33a Nix Excavating, Inc/Sam 2087370903 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersignee has executed and delivered 
this Partial Waiver and Lien Release this lil dlly of .Ju; . 20/,_, 
Nix Excavating Inc 
I -











PARTIAL WAIVER AND LIEN RELEASE 
(SUBCONTRACTOR/SUPPLIER) 
'Fagen, Inc., a Minnesota corporation ("Contractor''), and XRG DevelQpment 
Group of Idaho LLC, a Idaho limited liability company (~, b.ve entered into that 
certain Amended and Restated Balance gf Plant Engineering, Procurement and 
Construction Services Agreement, dated December 31, 2011 (the "Agreementj. 
Capitalized terms used herein and not otherwise defined herein ha·ve the meanings set 
forth in the Agreement. · 
Riedesel Engineering ("SubcontmctorJSupplier") and Contractor have enteted 
into that certain subconiract/puJ:'chase agreeinerit attacKed to Fl!fl.eil PtirchaSe''Ordei's 
559086) pursuant to which Subcontractor/Supplier shall provide md Contractor shall 
purchase certain equipment, materials. supplies and/or services. 
For and in consideration of the partial pa.Y.ment in the amount of $2134.3.5 {Inv# 
8222), the receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, for labor, skill, equipment, Services, 
stipplies and material furnished, or to be furnished, to Contractor and Owner. and. other 
good and valuable consideration, Subcontractor does hereby, to the e:xtent paid~. ·: . 
. : ··l. .irr.evocably and uneonditionally waive,' release, discharge fF!d relinquish 
an.y and all: Liens and claims~of,• and'rigbts to.,Liens1With'~ to met '!fl:(a.) ~e ~toject 
and all·improvem-erits'thereon, {b) any material, ·:fixtures; apparatus and toachinery (and 
moneys, funds or other: considerations ·due·.or to ·become due from OWner or Contract~r 
on account .of labor ... sef\'ices, material~ fiXtures; apparatus and maclnner:Y) relating to the 
Project, and (c) any other property of Owner (the c'Released Propertx"); 
2. · agree and certify that (a) there are no Liens on the Released Property by, 
through or under the undersigned, any of its subcontractor5/SU]JPliers or any of its 
respective employees, (b) (i) the undersigned has not received a :notice of intention to 
claim any Liens (including Liens by, through or under any of its subcontractors) on the 
Released Property, (il) no proceeding to establish any snell Liens has been filed or 
instituted by it, and (iii) there is no known basis for any such Lien3, and (c) all amomrts 
due and owing to any of its snbcon.tractors.fsuppliers have been paii or will be paid with 
the money received pursuant to this Partial Waiver and· Lien Release:; 
3. agree to indemnify, hold hannless and defend the; Owner Indemnified 
Parties from and against· any and all Damages arising out of any ti :ms related to services 
pl'Ollided by or work performed by· ContraCtor and/or' any of.its. subco.ntraetors/suppliers; 
and agree and. certi:fy that all amounts properly due and 'payable -with resPect to all prior. 
inV'.o~ f9r·payment ~e·been .j)lid iJti.full by. Conttactoi'to it and ·the' applicable ~en 
waivers associated· therew.ithm-e·tklal and unConditional. · ·· · · · · · .. · 
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IN WITNESS WHEREA .. the undersigned has exe.;;uted and delivered 




Title: Fe~ ""Y'M I .. . .·. . . . - - - - --··- .. 
STATE of :32:a,.b 




PARTIAL WAIVER AND LIEN RELEASE 
(SUBCONTRACTOR/SUPPLIER) 
Fagen, Inc., a Minnesota corporation ("Contracto!"), and XRG Development 
Group of Idaho LLC, a Idaho limited liability company ("Owner''), have entered into that 
certain Amended and Restated Balance of Plant Engineering, Procurement and 
Construction Services Agreement, dated December 31, 2011 (the "Agreement"). 
Capitalized terms used herein and not otherwise defined herein have the meanings set 
forth in the Agreement 
Terracon ("Subcontractor/Supplier") and Contractor have entered into that 
certain subcontract/purchase agreement attached to Fagen Purchase Orders 526430) 
pursuant to which Subcontractor/Supplier shall provide and Contractor shall purchase 
certain equipment, materials, supplies and/or services. 
For and in consideration ofthe partial payment in the amount of$1600.00 (Inv# 
T304315), the receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, for labor, skill, equipment, 
services, supplies and material furnished, or to be finnished, to Contractor and Owner, 
and other good and valuable consideration, Subcontractor does hereby, to the extent paid: 
I. irrevocably and unconditionally waive, release, discharge and relinquish 
any and all Liens and claims of: and rights to, Liens with respect to and on (a) the Project 
and all improvements thereon, (b) any material, fixtures, apparatus and machinery (and 
moneys, funds or other considerations due or to become due from Owner or Contractor 
on account of labor, services, material, fixtures, apparatus and machinery) relating to the 
Project, and (c) any other property of Owner (the "Released Property"); 
2. agree and certify that (a) there are no Liens on the Released Property by, 
through or under the undersigned, any of its subcontractors/suppliers or any of its 
respective employees, (b) (i) the undersigned has not received a notice of intention to 
claim any Liens (including Liens by, through or under any of its subcontractors) on the 
Released Property, (ii) no proceeding to establish any such Liens has been filed or 
instituted by it, and (iii) there is no known basis for any such Liens, and (c) all amounts 
due and owing to any of its subcontractors/suppliers have been paid or will be paid with 
the money received pursuant to this Partial.Waiver and Lien Release; 
3. agree to indemnify, hold harmless and defend the Owner Indemnified 
Parties from and against any and all Damages arising out of any Liens related to services 
provided by or work performed by Contractor and/or any of its subcontractors/suppliers; 
and agree and certify that all amounts properly due and payable with respect to all prior 
invoices for payment have been paid in full by Contractor to it and the applicable lien 
waivers associated therewith are final and unconditional. 
845
.• 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF the 1JDdeJ:signed has executed and delivered 
this Partial Waiver and Lien Release~ day of L~~A C!. , 20 I~ 
Temwon 
Br-~~ Name: ;..J...:,. '- L.5¢ 
Title: .f. ey. :tJt.-
STATE of~£::> 
COUNTY of:s;;-\v..srv--:::::~---
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me 
cd)t•e • .20~ 





JUN/19/2012/TUE 01:23PM Valley Co-Qp FAX No, 208 324 3470 
ExhibitK 
PARTIAL WAIVER AND LIEN RELEASE 
(SUBCONTRACTOR/SUPPLIER) 
P. 001 
Fag~ Inc.. a Minnesota cm:porati.on ("Con1:ractof'), and XRG Development 
Group of Idaho LLC, a Idaho limited liability company ("Qmw:"), have entered into that 
certain Amended and: Restated Balance of Plant Engineering, Procorement and 
Construction Services Agr:eem.~ dated December 311 2011 (the "Agreement"). 
Capitalized terms used herein and not otherwise defined herein Jurve tb.e meanings set 
forth in the Agreement. 
Vartey Co-Op Inc ("SubC0111ractWSuwlief') and Contractor have entered into 
that certain subcontract/purchase agreement attached to Fagen Purchase Orders 559092) 
pursuant to which Sabcontractor/Su.pplier shall provide and Contractor shall pm:chase · 
certain equipment, materials, suppliClS and/or services. 
For and in consideration of the partial payment in 1he amount of $2336.71 (J:nv# 
152205), the receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, for labor, skill, equipment, 
services. supplies and material fimrished, or to be famished, to Contractor and Owner, 
and other good and valuable co:n~de.ration, Subc:ontnwtor does hereby, to the extent paid: 
1. irrevocably and 'OD.COllditi.onally waive, release, discharge and xelinqaish 
any and all Liens and claims of, illldrigb.ts to, Liens with respect to and on (a) the Project 
and all improvements tbep:on, (b) any material, fixtures, apparatus and macbinery. (and 
moneys, funds or other considerations due or to become due from Owner or Contractor 
on account of labor, services, material, fixtures, apparatus and macbi:ne.ry) rela1ing to the 
Project, and {c) any other property of Owner (the "Released ProjJertt'); 
2. agree and certify that (a) there are no Liens on the Released Property by, 
through or llDder the undersigned, any of its subcontraci:Oislsupplie.rs or any of its 
respective employees, (b) (i) 'lhe undersigned has not received a notice of inte.nti.on to 
claim any Liens (inclwtiDg Li.eDS by. tlD:Ough or '11Dtiar any of its su.bcon1ractors) on the 
Released Pr:operty, (J.i) no proceedjng to establish any sndl Liens has been filed or 
instituted by it, and (iii) there is no kn.ovm basis for any such Liens, and (c) all amounts 
due and owing to any of im subcontraetois/suppliers have beeJJ. paid or will be paid with 
the money received :pam:1i11t to tbis Partial Waiver illld Lien Release; 
3. agree to lndemlrify, hold harmless and defend the Owner Indemnmed 
Parties from and against any and all Damages arising out of any Lie.ns xelated to services 
provided by or work pe.rfonned by Contraotor and/or any of its subcon.tractoislsuppliers; 
and agree and certify that all amoun1s properly due and payable with respect to an prior 
invoi~ fin' payment have been paid i:o. full by Contta.ctor to it and the applicable lien 
waivers associated 1h.emvith are final and llllCOD.ditional. 
847
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lN WITNESS WIJE.REq~ the Ulld~~ has executed and delivered 












05·Jun·2012 08:52 PM Western States 208·884·2343 
ExhibitK 
PARTIAL WAIVER AND LIEN RELEASE 
(S'OBCONTRACOOBISUPPLIER) 
Fagen, Inc., a Minnesota corporation ("ContJ:actor"). and XRG Development 
Oroup of Idaho LLC, a Idaho limited liability eompany ("~'}, have entered into that 
certain Amended and Restated Balance of Plant P.ngbreering, Procurement and 
Construction Services Agreement, dated December ll, 2011 (the "Agreementj. 
Capitalized terms used herein and not otherwise defined herein have the meanings set 
forth in the Agreement. 
Western States Equipment ("Subcontractor!Supplief') and Conttactor have 
entered into that certain S11bcontract/purcllase agreement attached to Fagen Purchase 
Orders 557675) plll'SllBllt to which S~/Supplie.r shall provide and Contractor 
sba.U purchase certain equipment, materials, supplies anNor services. 
For and in consideration of the partial payment in the amount of$9298.32 (Inv# 
5103765), the receipt of which is hereby acknowledged. for labor. skill. equipment, 
serviQCS. supplies and material furnished, or to be furnished, to Contractor and Owner> 
and other good and valuable considera:tiODt Subcontractor does hereby, to the extent paid: 
1. irrevocably and unconditionally waive, release, discllatge and relinquish 
any and all Liens and claims o~.and ~to, Liens with respect to and OD. (a) the Project 
and all improvements thereon, (b) any tneterlal, :tixtures, appacatas an4 machinery (and 
moneys, funds or o'fher comu.tierations due ot to beco1ne due :fi:om Owne.r or Cont.tactor 
on account of labor, .. sem~ ma:ter1al, fbrtutes, ap~ and machinery) relating to the 
Project, and (c) any other property of Owner (the uReleased Plopertv"); 
2. agree a.nd certify tba1 (a) there are no Liens on the Releasm Property by> 
through or under the undersigned, any of its subcontractors/suppliers or any of its 
respective employees. (b) (i) the undersigned has ·not received a notice of intention to 
claim any Liens ("mcluding Liens by, through or under any of its aubcon1ractors) on the 
Released Property~ (h1 no proceeding to establish any such Liens has been filed or 
instituted by it. and ("ill) there is no known basis for any such Liens; and (c) all amounts 
due and owing to any of its subcontractorslsuppliers have been paid or will be paid "With. 
the money received pursuant to~ ParD.al Waiver and Lien hlease; 
3. agree to indemnify, hold harmless and defend the Owner Indemnified 
Parties from and against any and all Damages arising out of any Liens related to services 
provided by or work perfouned by Co.ntraotor anN or any of its subcontractorslsupplien; 
and agree ancJ. certify ~ all amounts properly due and ~le with respect to flll prior 
invoices for. PaY-ment have been paid in tbll by ~ tO it and .the applicable lie.o. 
w&.lvers asSociated.ther~ ere final and UJ).COnditional. · 
112 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF. the und~ has executed and delivered 
this Partial Waiver and Lien Release this~ day of ~ , 2oJ ~ 
STATE of · Ji'1)G-WO 
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23·Jul·2012 04;39 PM Western States 208·884·2343 
JUL-23-2012 ltJR 10:25 AM Fagen ho, --------- _,_,.......,-..-~- .._, ..... -.-- FAX NO. 3205846181 
Exhiblt·K 
PARTIAL WAIVER AND LIENULEASE 
(SUBCONTRACTOR/SUPPLIER) 
~spa. lao., a. Mmnesota COJpOratiaa ~·and XRG Developmat 
Group ofldaho UC, a idaho limited.~ oompmy ~hm ctored btto that 
osttmn Amended and .llestatcd Balance of Plant Bn&'ueti'l& Pro~ and 
Construction ServioeJ .Aareement, dated Doc:lember 31, 'Oll (tbe ~~. 
Cspiniiin:d terms UBed lt.emin and not ~ doBncd. herein have dte meaaings set 
forth in tbD~ 
Western Statts Equip (~lilf? sutl Contractor have emercd 
info that certain ~ ~.attadtcd to Fagen ~ Otclm's 
551615) paraaa!1t to whiob shall provide. and CoD1rutor ahall 
purohasc ~ equipnlClltt mataials, mppHes ll!ldfor set'Vials. 
Por a.ud in~ offhe partial pasment bl tbe I1DOUDt of $3420.62 (1DV# 
S103862), tb.o receipt of w:bicb. is heteby acknowled&ed. for labor. sldl1. ~
servtcc:s. supplies and tafbtiel fini&bed. or to be fomisbed, ~ Contractor 8D.d OWner, 
and otbOt goad and~ consideration, Subcontmctar does beroby, to tbe extent paid: · 
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• 
John R. Goodell (ISB#: 2872) 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, 
• 
DISTRICT COURT 
Fifth Judicial District 
County of Twin Falla • StGta of Idaho 
AUG- 4 2014 BUDGE & BAILEY, CHARTERED 
101 S. Capitol Boulevard 
U.S. Bank Plaza Building, Ste. 300 
Boise, ID 83702 
t?:oo AM 
l 
Telephone: (208) 395-0011 
Fax: (208) 433-0167 
jrg@racinelaw .net 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 




ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, LLC, 
COTTONWOOD WIND PARK, LLC, 
SALMON CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, 
DEEP CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF 
IDAHO, LLC, NOTCH BUTTE WIND 
PARK, LLC, XRG DEVELOPMENT 
GROUP OF IDAHO, LLC, XRG 
DEVELOPMENTPARTNERS,LLC.md 
"JOHN DOES 1-10", 
Defendmts. 
Consolidated Cases Nos.: 





PLAINTIFF FAGEN, INC.'S 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
Cler1c 
Deputy Clerk 
COMES NOW Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. ("Fagen"), by md through counsel of record, md 
hereby certifies that on the 1st day of August, 2014, I served true md correct copies of the 
documents listed below to the following person(s): 
Angelo L. Rosa 
PLAINTIFF FAGEN, INC.'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE- Page 1 
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• 
Attorney at Law 
PO Box 1605 
Boise, ID 83701 
Attorney for Defendants 
• 
1. Original Affidavit of Lori Anderson In Support of Fagen, Inc.'s Motion for Summary 
Judgment; 
2. Original Affidavit of Bradley Bormann In Support of Fagen, Inc.'s Motion for Summary 
Judgment; 
3. Original Affidavit of Jennifer A. Johnson In Support of Fagen, Inc.'s Motion for 
Summary Judgment; 
4. Original Affidavit of Samuel Ewald In Support of Fagen, Inc.'s Motion for Summary 
Judgment; 
5. Original Affidavit of Kirsten Tjosaas In Support of Fagen, Inc.'s Motion for Summary 
Judgment. 
DATED this 1st day of August, 2014. 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 1st day of August, 2014, I served a true and correct 
copy of the above and foregoing document to the following person(s) as follows: 
Angelo L. Rosa 
Attorney at Law 
P.O. Box 1605 
Boise, ID 83701 
Attorney for Exergy Development Group of 
Idaho, LLC; XRG Development Partners, 
LLC; etal. 
[X] U.S. Mail 
Postage Prepaid 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[ ] Facsimile 801-415-1773 
[X] Email arosa@rosa-lp.com w/o exhibits 
~0~ 
PLAINTIFF FAGEN, INC.'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE- Page 2 
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• 
Angelo L. Rosa (ISB No. 7546) 
P.O. Box 1605 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone: (801) 440-4400 
Fax: (801) 415-1773 
Attorney for Defendants 
• 
W.STtlCT COltR1 
tW\N'FALLS CO .• toAHO 
F'ILEO 
-~AUG -5 PM t.: 53 
BY-- CLERK 
~-_.!"'l(r.,)!· __ OEPlliY 
ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, LLC, COTTONWOOD WIND PARK, SALMON CREEK 
WIND PARK, LLC, DEEP CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, NOTCH BUTTE WIND PARK, LLC, 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, L.L.C. and XRG DEVELOPMENT 
PARTNERS, LLC 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 









ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, ) 
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company; ) 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF ) 
IDAHO, LLC, an Idaho limited liability ) 
company; XRG DEVELOPMEN ) 
PARTNERS, LLC, an Idaho limited ) 
liability company; and "JOHN DOES 1- ) 
1 0"' ) 
Defendants. 
FAGEN, INC., a Minnesota corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
COTTONWOOD WIND PARK, LLC, an 













Case No. CV 2013-573 
Case No. CV 2013-574 
Case No. CV 2013-575 
Case No. CV 2013-576 
DECLARATION OF ANGELO L. 
ROSA IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO 
COMPEL DEPOSITIONS 
DECLARATION OF ANGELO L. ROSA IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' MOTION 
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• • 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF ) 
IDAHO, LLC, an Idaho limited liability ) 
company; XRG DEVELOPMEN ) 
PARTNERS, LLC, an Idaho limited ) 











SALMON CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, ) 
an Idaho limited liability company; ) 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF ) 
IDAHO, LLC, an Idaho limited liability ) 
company; XRG DEVELOPMEN ) 
PARTNERS, LLC, an Idaho limited ) 











DEEP CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, an ) 
Idaho limited liability company; ) 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF ) 
IDAHO, LLC, an Idaho limited liability ) 
company; XRG DEVELOPMEN ) 
PARTNERS, LLC, an Idaho limited ) 
liability company; and "JOHN DOES 1- ) 
10", ) 
) 
DECLARATION OF ANGELO lL. ROSA IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' MOTION 















NOTCH BUTTE WIND PARK, LLC, an ) 
Idaho limited liability company; ) 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF ) 
IDAHO, LLC, an Idaho limited liability 
company; XRG DEVELOPMEN 
PARTNERS, LLC, an Idaho limited 












DECLARATION OF ANGELO L. ROSA IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' MOTION 
TO COMPEL DEPOSITIONS- Page 3 
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• • 
COMES NOW Angelo L. Rosa, and hereby declares and states as follows: 
1. I am an individual residing in the State of Idaho. I am counsel of record for the 
Moving Defendants in this matter. I have personal knowledge of the matters attested to in 
this Declaration, except to those matters that are stated on the basis of belief. 
2. When I inquired of Plaintiffs counsel, Mr. John Goodell, regarding scheduling such 
depositions, I was referred to Plaintiffs main counsel in Minnesota. A true and correct 
copy of the e-mail exchange between Mr. Goodell's and myself is attached and 
incorporated hereto as "Exhibit A." 
3. Over the past few months, both Plaintiffs Minnesota counsel and I have been 
attempting to obtain deposition discovery, in both the Idaho matters as well as in a 
proceeding involving Plaintiff and Defendant, Exergy Development Group of Idaho, L.L.C. 
pending in the United States District Court for the District of Minnesota, in which I serve as 
lead defense counsel. Minnesota counsel has been obstructive as to schedule. A true and 
correct copy of the initial e-mail exchange between Minnesota counsel and myself 
concerning this issue is attached and incorporated hereto as "Exhibit B." 
4. On a number of occasions between 16 July and 18 July 2014, during Fagen's 
deposition of Mr. James Carkulis in the Minnesota matter, I had a number of conversations 
with Fagen's lead trial counsel, Keith Moheban regarding scheduling. Despite those 
conversations and further engagement with Fagen's counsel regarding this issue, no dates 
have yet been agreed to. 
5. Plaintiffs Minnesota counsel continues to be evasive as to scheduling and, as of the 
date of this Declaration, no dates for deposition have been confirmed. It is my intention to 
notice up depositions in this matter and in the Minnesota matter for the last week of 
DECLARATION OF ANGELO L. ROSA IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO 
COMPEL DEPOSITIONS -Page 4 
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• • 
August. A true and correct copy of the latest e-mails between Minnesota counsel and 
myself concerning this issue is attached and incorporated hereto as "Exhibit C." 
6. In short, I have extended every courtesy and opportunity to Fagen and its counsel to 
mutually collaborate in scheduling the depositions. Unfortunately, Fagen and its counsel 
have engaged in the gamesmanship documented herein. Furthermore, Fagen's counsel in 
this matter has been on notice of Moving Defendants' desire to take depositions in this 
matter yet has done absolutely nothing to facilitate this. An order from this Court 
compelling the depositions in question is therefore essential. 
7. In order to avoid ambiguity, I have noticed the aforementioned depositions for 25-
28 August. True and correct copies of the deposition notices in question are collectively 
attached and incorporated hereto as "Exhibit D". 
8. In addition, Moving Defendants are entitled to attorney's fees and costs incurred in 
obtaining the Order sought by way of this Motion. I have spent, and expect to spend a total 
of seven (7) hours preparing this Motion, briefing any opposition to this Motion, attending 
oral argument on this Motion and travelling to and from Twin Falls for said hearing. My 
standard hourly billing rate is $330.00, which is reasonable considering the depth and 
breadth of my experience, my years of practice (eleven), the complexity of this 
consolidated matter and the amounts in controversy. Applying the factors set forth in 
I.R.C.P. 54(e), an award of $2,310.00 against Fagen and its counsel of record is 
appropriate. 
DECLARATION OF ANGELO L. ROSA IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO 
COMPEL DEPOSITIONS -Page 5 
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• • 
I testify under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of Idaho that the foregoing is 
true and correct. 
DATED: 27 July 2014 
Angelo L. Rosa 
DECLARATION OF ANGELO L. ROSA IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO 
COMPEL DEPOSITIONS -Page 6 
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• • 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on 27 July 2014, I caused a true and correct copy of the 
document herein by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
John R. Goodell 
RACINE, OLSEN, NYE, BUDGE & 
BAILY, CHTD. 
P.O. Box 1391 
Pocatello, Idaho 83204-1391 
r U.S. First C1ass Mail, Postage Prepaid 
r Hand Delivered 
r Overnight Courier 
P" Facsimile 
P" Electronic Mail 
Signed: _________ _ 
Angelo L. Rosa 
DECLARATION OF ANGELO L. ROSA IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO 
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Becky Harvey <bjh@racinelaw.net> 
Wednesday, May 28,20141:16 PM 
'arosa@rosa-lp .com' 
John Goodell 
Fagen v Exergy, et al. - Depositions 
• 
John Goodell is out of the office this week. I would like to notify you that any deposition requests for the 
plaintiff Ronald Fagen and Fagen personnel should be coordinated through Stinson Leonard Street- in 
particular Keith Moheban and Tim Kelley. 
Contact information as follows: 
Stinson Leonard Street LLP 
150 South Fifth Street, Suite 2300 I Minneapolis, MN 55402 
T: 612.335.1458- F: 612.335.1657 
timothy.kelley@stinsonleonard.com or keith.moheban@stinsonleonard.com 
Thank you for your cooperation. 









101 S. Capitol Blvd., Suite 300 
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Angelo L. Rosa, Esq. 
From: 
Sent: 
Moheban, Keith <keith.moheban@stinsonleonard.com> 




Kelley, Timothy; thomas@burkeandthomas.com 
RE: depositions 
Let me be absolutely clear. These depositions are not going to happen while I am out of the country. If you 
have a problem with that you can bring a motion to compel. 
Keith S. Moheban I Partner I Stinson Leonard Street LLP 
150 South Fifth Street, Suite 2300 I Minneapolis, MN 55402 
T: 612.335.1544 I M: 612.839.8291 I F: 612.335.1657 
keith.moheban@stinsonleonard.com I www.stinsonleonard.com 
Legal Administrative Assistant: Louise Currey I 612.335.1496 I louise.currey@stinsonleonard.com 
From: arosa@rosa-lp.com [mailto:arosa@rosa-lp.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, June 17, 2014 4:13 PM 
To: Moheban, Keith 
Cc: Kelley, Timothy; thomas@burkeandthomas.com 
Subject: RE: depositions 
Keith: 
We have a settlement conference on 30 June. I'm not sure how you intend to handle that being in Oz. I 
am willing to reconsider noticing the depositions closer to the settlement conference but I am not going to make two 
trips to Minneapolis unless ordered by the Court. 
Also, I am unaware of any requirement or rule of civil procedure that requires my client's deposition to be 
taken before your clients' depositions. So, absent an alternate date for the depositions closer to the settlement 
conference, they will remain as noticed. 
Regarding the date of Mr. Carkulis' deposition, I will confirm those dates with him and get back with you 
(and/or Tim) as soon as possible. 
Regards, 
ALR 
Angelo L. Rosa, Esq.* 
P.O. Box 1605 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Tel. (801) 440-4400 
Fax. (801) 415-1773 
*Licensed to Practice in California and Idaho 
PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL: This message originates from Rosa, LP and/or Angelo L. Rosa, Esq. 
This message and any file(s) or attachment(s) transmitted with it are confidential, intended only for the 
named recipient, and may contain information that is a trade secret, proprietary, protected by the 
attorney work product doctrine, subject to the attorney-client privilege, or is otherwise protected against 
unauthorized use or disclosure. This message and any file(s) or attachment(s) transmitted with it are 




Any disclosure, distribution, copying, or use of this information by anyone other than the intended 
recipient, regardless of address or routing, is strictly prohibited. If you receive this message in error, 
please advise the sender by immediate reply and by telephone at (801) 440-4400, and by deleting the 
original message. Personal messages express only the view of the sender and are not attributable to Rosa, 
LP and/or Angelo L. Rosa, Esq. 
-------- Original Message --------
Subject: depositions 
From: "Moheban, Keith" <keith.moheban@stinsonleonard.com> 
Date: Tue, June 17, 2014 1:56pm 
To: "Angelo L. Rosa, Esq. (arosa@rosa-lp.com)" <arosa@rosa-lp.com> 
Cc: "Kelley, Timothy" <timothy.kelley@stinsonleonard.com>, 
"thomas@burkeandthomas.com" <thomas@burkeandthomas.com> 
Angelo -- I am responding to your notices of depositions sent by email last week. As you know, I will 
be unavailable and out of the country between now and July 9, and I would be defending the noticed 
depositions. Accordingly, we cannot conduct the depositions on the dates you indicated. Further, 
given the court's order compelling the deposition of Mr. Carkulis on July 16-18, we intend to conduct 
that deposition before any of the Fagen witnesses. This is reasonable and appropriate given his refusal 
to appear for deposition back in March. 
With regard to the Carkulis deposition, I would like to firm up the dates and conduct that deposition on 
July 17 and 18, assuming Mr. Thomas also can make those dates work. We will advise you of the 
location once we arrange for counsel in Helena, Montana. 
In my absence, starting tomorrow afternoon, please direct all communication in this case to Tim. 
Regards, Keith 
Keith S. Moheban I Partner I Stinson Leonard Street LLP 
150 South Fifth Street, Suite 2300 I Minneapolis, MN 55402 
T: 612.335.1544 I M: 612.839.8291 I F: 612.335.1657 
keith.moheban@stinsonleonard.com I www.stinsonleonard.com 
Legal Administrative Assistant: Louise Currey I 612.335.1496 I louise.currey@stinsonleonard.com 
This communication (including any attachments) is from a law firm and may contain confidential and/or privileged 
information. If it has been sent to you in error, please contact the sender for instructions concerning return or 
destruction, and do not use or disclose the contents to others. 
2 
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Angelo L. Rosa, Esq. <arosa@rosa-lp.com> 
Thursday, July 03, 2014 10:34 AM 
'Kelley, Timothy' 
'Moheban, Keith'; 'Michael Cockson' 





Let's get this sorted out on Monday then. 
Have a safe and happy 4th. 
A 
Angelo L. Rosa, Esq.* 
P.O. Box 1605 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Tel. (801) 440-4400 
Fax. (801) 415-1773 
*Licensed to Practice in California and Idaho 
0 
Read 
Read: 7/3/2014 2:48 PM 
PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL: This message originates from Rosa, LP and/or Angelo L. Rosa, Esq. This message and 
any file(s) or attachment(s) transmitted with it are confidential, intended only for the named recipient, and may contain 
information that is a trade secret, proprietary, protected by the attorney work product doctrine, subject to the attorney-
client privilege, or is otherwise protected against unauthorized use or disclosure. This message and any file(s) or 
attachment(s) transmitted with it are transmitted based on a reasonable expectation of privacy consistent with ABA 
Formal Opinion No. 99-413. Any disclosure, distribution, copying, or use of this information by anyone other than the 
intended recipient, regardless of address or routing, is strictly prohibited. If you receive this message in error, please 
advise the sender by immediate reply and by telephone at (801) 440-4400, and by deleting the original 
message. Personal messages express only the view of the sender and are not attributable to Rosa, LP and/or Angelo L. 
Rosa, Esq. 
-----Original Message-----
From: Kelley, Timothy [mailto:timothy.kelley@stinsonleonard.com] 
Sent: Thursday, July 03, 2014 8:30AM 
To: <arosa@rosa-lp.com> 
Cc: Kelley, Timothy; Moheban, Keith; Michael Cockson 
Subject: Re: Fagen v. Exergy I Depositions 
Angelo: Thanks for the reminder. I am going to be out for most of the day, so let's connect on this next week. Keith is 
back on the lOth and he will handle the depositions, so the scheduling should be coordinated with Keith. 




On Jul2, 2014, at 6:08PM, "Angelo L. Rosa, Esq." <arosa@rosa-lp.com<mailto:arosa@rosa-lp.com>> wrote: 
Tim: 
I am in receipt of your amended deposition notice for Mr. Carkulis. As a gentle reminder, please send everything to my 
arosa@rosa-lp.com<mailto:arosa@rosa-lp.com> address in future as I am rarely checking my Exergy e-mail. 
Since Fagen has re-opened the discovery dialogue with its notice, I want to confirm some dates during the month of July 
for the depositions that I have noticed of SLS, Fagen, Inc. and Ron Fagen. Please confirm with me by the end of this 
week what dates work. 
Thanks, A 
Angelo L. Rosa, Esq.* 
P.O. Box 1605 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Tel. (801) 440-4400 
Fax. (801) 415-1773 
*Licensed to Practice in California and Idaho 
PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL: This message originates from Rosa, LP and/or Angelo L. Rosa, Esq. This message and 
any file(s) or attachment(s) transmitted with it are confidential, intended only for the named recipient, and may contain 
information that is a trade secret, proprietary, protected by the attorney work product doctrine, subject to the attorney-
client privilege, or is otherwise protected against unauthorized use or disclosure. This message and any file(s) or 
attachment(s) transmitted with it are transmitted based on a reasonable expectation of privacy consistent with ABA 
Formal Opinion No. 99-413. Any disclosure, distribution, copying, or use of this information by anyone other than the 
intended recipient, regardless of address or routing, is strictly prohibited. If you receive this message in error, please 
advise the sender by immediate reply and by telephone at (801) 440-4400, and by deleting the original message. 
Personal messages express only the view of the sender and are not attributable to Rosa, LP and/or Angelo L. Rosa, Esq. 
Timothy M. Kelley I Partner I Stinson Leonard Street LLP 
150 South Fifth Street, Suite 2300 I Minneapolis, MN 55402 
T: 612.335.1458 I M: 651.270.8294 I F: 612.335.1657 timothy.kelley@stinsonleonard.com I 
http:/ /www.stinsonleonard.com Legal Administrative Assistant: Denise Smith I 612.335.1536 I 
denise.smith@stinsonleonard.com 
This communication (including any attachments) is from a law firm and may contain confidential and/or privileged 
information. If it has been sent to you in error, please contact the sender for instructions concerning return or 
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Angelo L. Rosa, Esq. <arosa@rosa-lp.com> 
Wednesday, July 09, 201410:25 AM 
'Kelley, Timothy' 
'Moheban, Keith'; 'Michael F. Cockson' 
Fagen v. Exergy I Depositions 
• 
We have put off the discussion of scheduling my depositions long enough. This issue has dragged on since before Keith 
left on his Australian adventures. Being denied this discovery is prejudicing my client in this matter, is going to prolong 
the Idaho litigation substantially, and neither is something I will tolerate any longer. 
Please confirm a range of dates during the last week of July/first week of August by the close of business today, 
otherwise I will set the depositions according to my schedule and they will stand and you can take up any disagreements 
regarding that scheduling with Judge Rau. 
Thank you in advance for your cooperation, 
ALR 
Angelo L. Rosa, Esq.* 
P.O. Box 1605 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Tel. (801) 440-4400 
Fax. (801) 415-1773 
*Licensed to Practice in California and Idaho 
PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL: This message originates from Rosa, LP and/or Angelo L. Rosa, Esq. This message and any file{s) or 
attachment{s) transmitted with it are confidential, intended only for the named recipient, and may contain information that is a trade 
secret, proprietary, protected by the attorney work product doctrine, subject to the attorney-client privilege, or is otherwise protected 
against unauthorized use or disclosure. This message and any file{s) or attachment{s) transmitted with it are transmitted based on a 
reasonable expectation of privacy consistent with ABA Formal Opinion No. 99-413. Any disclosure, distribution, copying, or use of this 
information by anyone other than the intended recipient, regardless of address or routing, is strictly prohibited. If you receive this 
message in error, please advise the sender by immediate reply and by telephone at {801) 440-4400, and by deleting the original 
message. Personal messages express only the view of the sender and are not attributable to Rosa, LP and/or Angelo L. Rosa, Esq. 
1 
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Subject: RE: FW: Fagen v. Exergy, et al./ Deposition Scheduling 
From: arosa@rosa-lp.com 
Date: Fri, Jul25, 2014 9:27am 
• 
T . "Denise Haugen" <haugen@burkeandthomas.com>, keith.moheban@stinsonleonard.com, "Kelley, 
o. Timothy" <timothy.kelley@stinsonleonard.com> 
Cc· thomas@burkeandthomas.com, ascheman@burkeandthomas.com, "Michael Cockson" 
· <Michaei.Cockson@FaegreBD.com> 
Thank you, Denise. 
Keith/Tim: Please advise as to your client's availability ASAP. 
Regards, ALR 
Angelo L. Rosa, Esq.* 
P.O. Box 1605 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Tel. (801) 440-4400 
Fax. (801) 415-1773 
*Licensed to Practice in California and Idaho 
PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL: This message originates from Rosa, LP and/or Angelo L. Rosa, 
Esq. This message and any file(s) or attachment(s) transmitted with it are confidential, intended 
only for the named recipient, and may contain information that is a trade secret, proprietary, 
protected by the attorney work product doctrine, subject to the attorney-client privilege, or is 
otherwise protected against unauthorized use or disclosure. This message and any file(s) or 
attachment(s) transmitted with it are transmitted based on a reasonable expectation of privacy 
consistent with ABA Formal Opinion No. 99-413. Any disclosure, distribution, copying, or use of 
this information by anyone other than the intended recipient, regardless of address or routing, is 
strictly prohibited. If you receive this message in error, please advise the sender by immediate 
reply and by telephone at (801) 440-4400, and by deleting the original message. Personal 
messages express only the view of the sender and are not attributable to Rosa, LP and/or Angelo 
L. Rosa, Esq. 
-------- Original Message --------
Subject: FW: Fagen v. Exergy, et al. I Deposition Scheduling 
From: Denise Haugen <hauqen@burkeandthomas.com> 
Date: Fri, July 25, 2014 8:37am 
To: arosa@rosa-lp.com, keith.moheban@stinsonleonard.com, "Kelley, 
Timothy" <timothy.kelley@stinsonleonard.com> 
Cc: thomas@burkeandthomas.com, ascheman@burkeandthomas.com 
Dear Counsel: 
Following are dates in September and October when Rich Thomas is available for depositions. 
presume this includes the continued deposition of Mr. Carkulis. Please bear in mind that I have 
these dates out for other deposition commitments for Mr. Thomas. 
September 2, 4, 5, 10, 11, 12, 16, 17, 18, 19, 22, 23, 24, 25, 29 and 30. 
https://email22.secureser.er.netMew_print_multi.php?uidArray=13810(1NBOX.Sent_ltems&aEmiPart=O 1/3 
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October 1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 27, 28, 29, 30 and 31. 
Please include me in your scheduling efforts, as Mr. Thomas has given me plenary authority over 
his calendar. Thank you. 
Denise I. Haugen 
Legal Assistant for Richard J. Thomas 
Burke & Thomas, PLLP 
Direct Dial: (651) 789-2207 
From: Richard Thomas [mailto:thomas@burkeandthomas.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 23, 2014 8:40PM 
To: Denise Haugen 
Subject: Fwd: Fagen v. Exergy, et al. I Deposition Scheduling 
Begin forwarded message: 
From: <arosa@rosa-lp.com> 
Subject: Fagen v. Exergy, et al. I Deposition Scheduling 
Date: July 23, 2014 at 8:28:57 PM CDT 
To: "Keith Moheban" <keith.moheban@stinsonleonard.com>, "Timothy Kelley'' 
<ti mothy.kelley@sti nsonleonard .com>, "Bryon Asche man" 
<ascheman@burkeandthomas.com>, "Richard Thomas" 
<thomas@burkeandthomas.com> 
Cc: "Michael Cockson" <Michaei.Cockson@FaegreBD.com> 
Counsel: 
I am generally available at anytime after 15 August 2014 to conduct depositions. I would 
like to get the Minnesota (Fagen and SLS) depositions out of the way before the end of 
August and the HT depositions concluded by the end of September. 
Please advise ASAP with your availability for deposition. As this has been something of a 
long-standing issue, I would like to get concurrence on dates by the end of this business 
week. If we cannot do so, I will file a motion to compel the Fagen and SLS depositions to 
ensure there is some accountability. Hopefully this will not be necessary. 
Regards, 
ALR 
Angelo L. Rosa, Esq.* 
P.O. Box 1605 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Tel. (801) 440-4400 
Fax. (801) 415-1773 
https://email22.secureserver.netMew_print_multi.php?uidArray=13810IINBOX.Sent_ltems&aEm1Part=O 213 
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*Licensed to Practice in California and Idaho 
PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL: This message originates from Rosa, LP and/or Angelo L. 
Rosa, Esq. This message and any file(s) or attachment(s) transmitted with it are 
confidential, intended only for the named recipient, and may contain information that is a 
trade secret, proprietary, protected by the attorney work product doctrine, subject to 
the attorney-client privilege, or is otherwise protected against unauthorized use or 
disclosure. This message and any file(s) or attachment(s) transmitted with it are 
transmitted based on a reasonable expectation of privacy consistent with ABA Formal 
Opinion No. 99-413. Any disclosure, distribution, copying, or use of this information by 
anyone other than the intended recipient, regardless of address or routing, is strictly 
prohibited. If you receive this message in error, please advise the sender by immediate 
reply and by telephone at (801) 440-4400, and by deleting the original message. Personal 
messages express only the view of the sender and are not attributable to Rosa, LP and/or 
Angelo L. Rosa, Esq. 
Richard J. Thomas 
Burke and Thomas, PLLP 
3900 Northwoods Drive 
Suite 200 
St. Paul, MN 55112 
(651) 789-2208 
thomas@burkeandthomas.com 
NOTICES: Pursuant to the rules of professional conduct set forth in Circular 230, as 
promulgated by the United States Department of the Treasury, unless we expressly 
state otherwise in this communication, nothing contained in this communication was 
intended or written to be used by any taxpayer for the purpose of avoiding penalties that 
may be imposed on the taxpayer by the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, and it cannot 
be used by any taxpayer for such purpose. No one, without our express prior written 
permission, may use or refer to any tax advice in this communication in promoting, 
marketing or recommending a partnership or other entity, investment plan or 
arrangement relating to any one or more taxpayers. 
This message is from a law firm, and thus may contain or attach confidential information 
or an attorney-client communication that is confidential and privileged by law. It is not 
intended for transmission to, or receipt by, any unauthorized person. If you believe 
that you have received this message or any attachment in error, simply delete both from 
your system without reading or copying, and notify the sender by e-mail or by calling 
651-789-2208. Thank you. 
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• 
Angelo L. Rosa (ISB No. 7546) 
P.O. Box 1605 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone: (80 1) 440-4400 
Fax: (801) 415-1773 
Attorney for Defendants 
• 
ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, LLC, COTTONWOOD WIND PARK, SALMON CREEK 
WIND PARK, LLC, DEEP CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, NOTCH BUTTE WIND PARK, LLC, 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, L.L.C. and XRG DEVELOPMENT 
PARTNERS, LLC 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 









ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, ) 
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company; ) 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF ) 
IDAHO, LLC, an Idaho limited liability ) 
company; XRG DEVELOPMEN ) 
PARTNERS, LLC, an Idaho limited ) 
liability company; and "JOHN DOES 1- ) 
1 0", ) 
Defendants. 
FAGEN, INC., a Minnesota corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
COTTONWOOD WIND PARK, LLC, an 













Case No. CV 2013-573 
Case No. CV 2013-574 
Case No. CV 2013-575 
Case No. CV 2013-576 
NOTICE OF DEPOSITION OF 
RONALD FAGEN 
[I.R.C.P. 30(a)] 
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EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF ) 
IDAHO, LLC, an Idaho limited liability ) 
company; XRG DEVELOPMEN ) 
PARTNERS, LLC, an Idaho limited ) 











SALMON CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, ) 
an Idaho limited liability company; ) 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF ) 
IDAHO, LLC, an Idaho limited liability ) 
company; XRG DEVELOPMEN ) 
PARTNERS, LLC, an Idaho limited ) 











DEEP CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, an ) 
Idaho limited liability company; ) 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF ) 
IDAHO, LLC, an Idaho limited liability ) 
company; XRG DEVELOPMEN ) 
PARTNERS, LLC, an Idaho limited ) 
liability company; and "JOHN DOES 1- ) 
10", ) 
) 















NOTCH BUTTE WIND PARK, LLC, an ) 
Idaho limited liability company; ) 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF ) 
IDAHO, LLC, an Idaho limited liability 
company; XRG DEVELOPMEN 
PARTNERS, LLC, an Idaho limited 















PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that Defendants ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, LLC, 
COTTONWOOD WIND PARK, LLC, SALMON CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, DEEP CREEK 
WIND PARK, LLC, NOTCH BUTTE WIND PARK, EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF 
IDAHO, L.L.C. and XRG DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS, LLC, by and through their counsel of 
record, Angelo L. Rosa, Esq. will, pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 30 will take the 
deposition of Ronald Fagen. The deposition will take place on oral examination before a notary 
public or other person authorized to administer oaths, and may be recorded by any means that the 
Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure permit, including, without limitation, by videotape, audiotape, 
and stenographic means (including any form of real-time reporting). 
The deposition will commence at 10:00 a.m. on Wednesday, 27 August 2014 at a place 
agreed upon by the parties and/ or ordered by the Court pursuant to that certain Motion to Compel 
Depositions filed by the Defendants in this matter, and will continue from day to day until 
completed or adjourned pursuant to stipulation of counsel. 
DATED: 27 July 2014 ANGELO L. ROSA, ESQ. 
Angelo L. Rosa 
Attorney for Moving Defendants 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on 27 July 2014, I caused a true and correct copy of the 
document herein by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
John R. Goodell 
RACINE, OLSEN, NYE, BUDGE & 
BAILY, CHTD. 
P.O. Box 1391 
Pocatello, Idaho 83204-1391 
r U.S. First Class Mail, Postage Prepaid 
r Hand Delivered 
r Overnight Courier 
P' Facsimile 
P' Electronic Mail 
Signed:.._..._ ________ _ 
Angelo L. Rosa 
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Angelo L. Rosa (ISB No. 7546) 
P.O. Box 1605 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone: (80 1) 440-4400 
Fax: (801) 415-1773 
Attorney for Defendants 
• 
ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, LLC, COTTONWOOD WIND PARK, SALMON CREEK 
WIND PARK, LLC, DEEP CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, NOTCH BUTTE WIND PARK, LLC, 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, L.L.C. and XRG DEVELOPMENT 
PARTNERS, LLC 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 









ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, ) 
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company; ) 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF ) 
IDAHO, LLC, an Idaho limited liability 
company; XRG DEVELOPMEN 
PARTNERS, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; and "JOHN DOES 1-
10", 
Defendants. 
FAGEN, INC., a Minnesota corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
COTTONWOOD WIND PARK, LLC, an 
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Case No. CV 2013-576 
NOTICE OF DEPOSITION OF 
JENNIFER JOHNSON 
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EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF ) 
IDAHO, LLC, an Idaho limited liability ) 
company; XRG DEVELOPMEN ) 
PARTNERS, LLC, an Idaho limited ) 











SALMON CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, ) 
an Idaho limited liability company; ) 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF ) 
IDAHO, LLC, an Idaho limited liability ) 
company; XRG DEVELOPMEN ) 
PARTNERS, LLC, an Idaho limited ) 











DEEP CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, an ) 
Idaho limited liability company; ) 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF ) 
IDAHO, LLC, an Idaho limited liability ) 
company; XRG DEVELOPMEN ) 
PARTNERS, LLC, an Idaho limited ) 
liability company; and "JOHN DOES 1- ) 
10", ) 
) 















NOTCH BUTTE WIND PARK, LLC, an ) 
Idaho limited liability company; ) 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF ) 
IDAHO, LLC, an Idaho limited liability 
company; XRG DEVELOPMEN 
PARTNERS, LLC, an Idaho limited 
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PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that Defendants ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, LLC, 
COTTONWOOD WIND PARK, LLC, SALMON CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, DEEP CREEK 
WIND PARK, LLC, NOTCH BUTTE WIND PARK, EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF 
IDAHO, L.L.C. and XRG DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS, LLC, by and through their counsel of 
record, Angelo L. Rosa, Esq. will, pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 30(a) will take the 
deposition of Jennifer Johnson. The deposition will take place on oral examination before a 
notary public or other person authorized to administer oaths, and may be recorded by any means 
that the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure permit, including, without limitation, by videotape, 
audiotape, and stenographic means (including any form of real-time reporting). 
The deposition will commence at 10:00 a.m. on Thursday, 28 August 2014 at a place 
agreed upon by the parties and/or ordered by the Court pursuant to that certain Motion to Compel 
Depositions filed by the Defendants in this matter, and will continue from day to day until 
completed or adjourned pursuant to stipulation of counsel. 
DATED: 27 July 2014 ANGELO L. ROSA, ESQ. 
Angelo L. Rosa 
Attorney for Moving Defendants 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on 27 July 2014, I caused a true and correct copy of the 
document herein by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
John R. Goodell 
RACINE, OLSEN, NYE, BUDGE & 
BAILY, CHTD. 
P.O. Box 1391 
Pocatello, Idaho 83204-1391 
r U.S. First Class Mail, Postage Prepaid 
r Hand Delivered 
r Overnight Courier 
R' Facsimile 
R' Electronic Mail 
Signed __ ---,-_______ _ 
Angelo L. Rosa 
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Angelo L. Rosa (ISB No. 7546) 
P.O. Box 1605 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone: (801) 440-4400 
Fax: (801) 415-1773 
Attorney for Defendants 
• 
ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, LLC, COTTONWOOD WIND PARK, SALMON CREEK 
WIND PARK, LLC, DEEP CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, NOTCH BUTTE WIND PARK, LLC, 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, L.L.C. and XRG DEVELOPMENT 
PARTNERS, LLC 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 









ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, ) 
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company; ) 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF ) 
IDAHO, LLC, an Idaho limited liability 
company; XRG DEVELOPMEN 
PARTNERS, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; and "JOHN DOES 1-
10", 
Defendants. 
FAGEN, INC., a Minnesota corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
COTTONWOOD WIND PARK, LLC, an 
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FAGEN, INC. 
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EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF ) 
IDAHO, LLC, an Idaho limited liability ) 
company; XRG DEVELOPMEN ) 
PARTNERS, LLC, an Idaho limited ) 











SALMON CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, ) 
an Idaho limited liability company; ) 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF ) 
IDAHO, LLC, an Idaho limited liability ) 
company; XRG DEVELOPMEN ) 
PARTNERS, LLC, an Idaho limited ) 











DEEP CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, an ) 
Idaho limited liability company; ) 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF ) 
IDAHO, LLC, an Idaho limited liability ) 
company; XRG DEVELOPMEN ) 
PARTNERS, LLC, an Idaho limited ) 
liability company; and "JOHN DOES 1- ) 
10", ) 
) 











NOTCH BUTTE WIND PARK, LLC, an ) 
Idaho limited liability company; ) 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF ) 
IDAHO, LLC, an Idaho limited liability ) 
company; XRG DEVELOPMEN ) 
PARTNERS, LLC, an Idaho limited ) 
liability company; and "JOHN DOES 1- ) 








PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that Defendants ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, LLC, 
COTTONWOOD WIND PARK, LLC, SALMON CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, DEEP CREEK 
WIND PARK, LLC, NOTCH BUTTE WIND PARK, EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF 
IDAHO, L.L.C. and XRG DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS, LLC, by and through their counsel of 
record, Angelo L. Rosa, Esq. will, pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 30(b)(6) will take 
the deposition of Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. ("Fagen"). The deposition will take place on oral 
examination before a notary public or other person authorized to administer oaths, and may be 
recorded by any means that the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure permit, including, without 
limitation, by videotape, audiotape, and stenographic means (including any form of real-time 
reporting). 
Fagen is requested to designate the person or persons most knowledgeable and prepared 
to testify on behalf of Fagen concerning the subject matter described below. 
The deposition(s) will commence at 10:00 a.m. on Monday, 25 August 2014 at a place 
agreed upon by the parties and/or ordered by the Court pursuant to that certain Motion to Compel 
Depositions filed by the Defendants in this matter, and will continue from day to day until 
completed or adjourned pursuant to stipulation of counsel. 
DATED: 27 July 2014 ANGELO L. ROSA, ESQ. 
Angelo L. Rosa 
Attorney for Moving Defendants 
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LIST OF EXAMINATION TOPICS 
1. The negotiation of any and all Engineering, Procurement and Construction ("EPC") 
agreements between Fagen and Exergy Development Group of Idaho, L.L.C. ("EDG 
Idaho") that is the subject of this lawsuit. 
2. All communications within the Fagen organization concerning the services rendered 
pursuant to the EPC between Fagen and EDG Idaho that is the subject of this lawsuit. 
3. All communications between Fagen and EDG Idaho concerning the services 
rendered pursuant to the EPC between Fagen and EDG Idaho that is the subject of this 
lawsuit. 
4. All work undertaken pursuant to the EPC between Fagen and EDG Idaho that is the 
subject of this lawsuit. 
5. All objections or disagreements between Fagen and any of the named Defendants in 
this action concerning the services rendered pursuant to the EPC between Fagen and EDG 
Idaho that is the subject of this lawsuit. 
6. All work undertaken by Fagen during the last three (3) months of Fagen's presence 
on the project sites that are at issue in this lawsuit. 
7. Any allegations by landowners of any damage caused by Fagen in the rendering of 
services pursuant to the EPC between Fagen and EDG Idaho that is the subject of this 
lawsuit. 
8. The events leading up to the termination of work pursuant to the EPC between 
Fagen and EDG Idaho that is the subject of this lawsuit. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on 27 July 2014, I caused a true and correct copy of the 
document herein by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
John R. Goodell 
RACINE, OLSEN, NYE, BUDGE & 
BAILY, CHTD. 
P.O. Box 1391 
Pocatello, Idaho 83204-1391 
r U.S. First Class Mail, Postage Prepaid 
r Hand Delivered 
r Overnight Courier 
P' Facslmile 
W Electronic Mail 
Signed _________ _ 
Angelo L. Rosa 
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Angelo L. Rosa (ISB No. 7546) 
P.O. Box 1605 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone: (801) 440-4400 
Fax: (801) 415-1773 
Attorney for Defendants 
• 
ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, LLC, COTTONWOOD WIND PARK, SALMON CREEK 
WIND PARK, LLC, DEEP CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, NOTCH BUTTE WIND PARK, LLC, 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, L.L.C. and XRG DEVELOPMENT 
PARTNERS, LLC 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 









ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, ) 
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company; ) 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF ) 
IDAHO, LLC, an Idaho limited liability 
company; XRG DEVELOPMEN 
PARTNERS, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; and "JOHN DOES 1-
10", 
Defendants. 
FAGEN, INC., a Minnesota corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
COTTONWOOD WIND PARK, LLC, an 
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EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF ) 
IDAHO, LLC, an Idaho limited liability ) 
company; XRG DEVELOPMEN ) 
PARTNERS, LLC, an Idaho limited ) 











SALMON CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, ) 
an Idaho limited liability company; ) 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF ) 
IDAHO, LLC, an Idaho limited liability ) 
company; XRG DEVELOPMEN ) 
PARTNERS, LLC, an Idaho limited ) 











DEEP CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, an ) 
Idaho limited liability company; ) 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF ) 
IDAHO, LLC, an Idaho limited liability ) 
company; XRG DEVELOPMEN ) 
PARTNERS, LLC, an Idaho limited ) 
liability company; and "JOHN DOES 1- ) 
10", ) 
) 















NOTCH BUTTE WIND PARK, LLC, an ) 
Idaho limited liability company; ) 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF ) 
IDAHO, LLC, an Idaho limited liability 
company; XRG DEVELOPMEN 
PARTNERS, LLC, an Idaho limited 
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COME NOW Defendants ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, LLC, COTTONWOOD 
WIND PARK, LLC, SALMON CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, DEEP CREEK WIND PARK, 
LLC, NOTCH BUTTE WIND PARK, EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, 
L.L.C. and XRG DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS, LLC (collectively, "Moving Defendants"), by 
and through their counsel of record, Angelo L. Rosa, Esq. and hereby move this Honorable Court 
pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 37(a)(2) for an ordering compelling Plaintiff Fagen, 
Inc. ("Fagen") to produce for deposition its corporate representative(s) having knowledge of the 
facts of this case (per I.R.C.P. 30(b)(6)), Ronald Fagen (Fagen's Chairman), and Jennifer 
Johnson (another Fagen executive having knowledge of the facts of this case) between 25 and 28 
August 2014 in Boise, Idaho. 
Good cause exists to grant the relief requested for the following reasons 
1. Moving Defendants have, since the early stages of this litigation, attempted to 
coordinate the depositions of the parties mentioned above. Counsel for Plaintiff has 
referred the matter to Fagen's Minnesota counsel, who have consistently delayed and 
obfuscated in the scheduling of the depositions. See Declaration of Angelo L. Rosa and 
Exhibits thereto, filed concurrently herewith. 
2. Trial is fast approaching and without this essential discovery, Moving Defendants 
will be forced to move to vacate and reschedule the trial date or face irreparable prejudice 
as a result of being denied (by constant evasion and gamesmanship by Fagen's counsel) 
the right to take the depositions it is entitled to take. 
In addition, Moving Defendants request an award of attorney's fees and costs incurred in 
obtaining the Order sought by way of this motion pursuant to I.R.C.P. 37(a)( 4). 
This Motion is not filed for any frivolous or improper purpose and its based upon this 
DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO COMPEL DEPOSITIONS- Page 4 
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Motion, the Declaration of Angelo L. Rosa and exhibits thereto filed concurrently herewith, the 
pleadings and papers on file with the Court, and such other an further documentary and/or 
testimonial evidence that may be presented prior to or at the hearing on this Motion. 
Oral argument is requested. 
DATED: 27 July 2014 Respectfully Submitted, 
ANGELO L. ROSA, ESQ. 
;/1/ 
Angelo L. Rosa 
Attorney for Moving Defendants 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on 27 July 2014, I caused a true and correct copy of the 
document herein by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
John R. Goodell 
RACINE, OLSEN, NYE, BUDGE & 
BAILY, CHTD. 
P.O. Box 1391 
Pocatello, Idaho 83204-1391 
r U.S. First Class Mail, Postage Prepaid 
r Hand Delivered 
r Overnight Comier 
P' F acsirnile 
R Electronic Mail 
Signed-:------:--:-----:::-------
Angelo L. Rosa 
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• 
Angelo L. Rosa (ISB No. 7546) 
P.O. Box 1605 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone: (801) 440-4400 
Fax: (801) 415-1773 
Attorney for Defendants 
• 
ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, LLC, COTTONWOOD WIND PARK, SALMON CREEK 
WIND PARK, LLC, DEEP CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, NOTCH BUTTE WIND PARK, LLC, 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, L.L.C. and XRG DEVELOPMENT 
PARTNERS, LLC 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 






ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, ) 
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company; ) 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF ) 
IDAHO, LLC, an Idaho limited liability ) 
company; XRG DEVELOPMEN ) 
PARTNERS, LLC, an Idaho limited ) 
liability company; and "JOHN DOES 1- ) 
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SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
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COME NOW Defendants ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, LLC, COTTONWOOD 
WIND PARK, LLC, SALMON CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, DEEP CREEK WIND PARK, 
LLC, NOTCH BUTTE WIND PARK, EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, 
L.L.C. and XRG DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS, LLC (collectively, "Moving Defendants"), by 
and through their counsel of record, Angelo L. Rosa, Esq. and hereby move this Honorable Court 
pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 56 for entry of summary judgment in their favor as to 
the claims contained in Plaintiff, Fagen Inc.'s ("Fagen") First Amended Complaint as follows: 
1. Summary judgment as to Plaintiffs claim for lien foreclosure against Defendants 
Rogerson Flats Wind Park, LLC, Cottonwood Wind Park, LLC, Salmon Creek Wind 
Park, LLC, Deep Creek Wind Park, LLC, Notch Butte Wind Park, LLC (collectively, the 
"Project Entity Defendants"), and Exergy Development Group ofldaho, L.L.C. 
2. Summary judgment as to all of Plaintiffs claims, for lien foreclosure, breach of 
contract, and quantum meruit against Defendant XRG Development Partners, LLC. 
Good cause exists to grant the relief requested for the following reasons: 
1. Fagen has attempted to lien an interest that is not entitled to lien. Under Idaho 
law, a prospective lienholder may only attach the interest to which the obligor-party is entitled. 
Here, neither the owner of the land nor any of the sole lessees to each project, the Project Entity 
Defendants were parties to the agreement between Fagen and Defendant Exergy Development 
Group ofldaho, L.L.C., pursuant to which Fagen rendered services. Further, none of the Project 
Entity Defendants direct Fagen to undertake any work. Fagen cannot reach the leasehold 
interests held by those Lessees because the work was not done at their instance. Moreover, each 
leasehold interest of each Project Entity Defendant is either in default or now terminated. Thus, 
as a matter oflaw, summary judgment is appropriate. 
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2. Fagen's contract was with a party that had no interest in the land upon which 
Fagen rendered services. Fagen's contract was with Exergy Development Group of Idaho, 
L.L.C. Exergy Development Group of Idaho, L.L.C. holds no interest in the real property that 
Fagen has attempted to lien. Fagen therefore has no legitimate property interest to foreclose 
upon. Additionally, XRG Development Partners, LLC was not a party to the agreement with 
Fagen and has no interest in the property. Finally, the sole lessee of each project property, the 
respective Project Entity Defendants, were not parties to the contract between Exergy 
Development Group of Idaho, L.L.C. Without privity of contract plus a lienable interest, Fagen 
cannot foreclose on a lien that does not really exist. There is therefore no triable issue of 
material fact as to the existence of a lienable interest, making summary judgment appropriate. 
3. Finally, as stated above, XRG Development Partners, LLC was neither a party to 
the agreement with Plaintiff nor the holder of any interest in any of the properties that Fagen has 
attempted to lien. It had nothing to do with anything related to this case and is not a properly 
named party under any theory of recovery. Thus, summary judgment as to each and every cause 
of action is appropriate as to Defendant XRG Development Partners, LLC. 
4. A motion for summary judgment identical to the present Motion has been brought 
in the sister case to this proceeding pending in Bingham County (Fagen Inc. v. Lava Beds Wind 
Park, et al., Case No. CV-2013-261). The factual allegations, causes of action, and certain 
parties (Exergy Development Group of Idaho, L.L.C. and XRG Development Partners, LLC) in 
the Bingham County action are identical to the present case. Fagen conceded both in writing and 
at oral argument on that motion for summary judgment that no opposition was made. 
Accordingly, summary judgment was entered in the Defendants' favor according to the same 
requests made herein. See Request for Judicial Notice, filed concurrently herewith. 
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Accordingly, this Court is respectfully requested to enter summary judgment on the same 
grounds as Moving Defendants' request is both meritorious and for the sake of consistency in 
adjudication of identical facts and issues. 
This Motion is not filed for any frivolous or improper purpose and its based upon this 
Motion, the Memorandum of Points and Authorities, the Request for Judicial Notice, and the 
Declaration of James T. Carkulis filed concurrently herewith, the pleadings and papers on file 
with the Court, and such other an further documentary and/or testimonial evidence that may be 
presented prior to or at the hearing on this Motion. 
Oral argument is requested. 
DATED: 26 July 2014 Respectfully Submitted, 
ANGELO L. ROSA, ESQ. 
Angelo L. Rosa 
Attorney for Moving Defendants 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on 5 August 2014, I caused a true and correct copy of the 
document herein by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
John R. Goodell 
RACINE, OLSEN, NYE, BUDGE & 
BAILY, CHTD. 
P.O. Box 1391 
Pocatello, Idaho 83204-1391 
r U.S. First Class Mail, Postage Prepaid 
r Hand Delivered 
r Overnight Courier 
R' Facsimile 
R' Electronic Mail 
Signed _________ _ 
Angelo L. Rosa 
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Angelo L. Rosa (ISB No. 7546) 
P.O. Box 1605 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone: (801) 440-4400 
Fax: (801) 415-1773 
Attorney for Defendants 
• 
ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, LLC, COTTONWOOD WIND PARK, SALMON CREEK 
WIND PARK, LLC, DEEP CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP 
OF IDAHO, L.L.C. and XRG DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS, LLC 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
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COME NOW Moving Defendants, by and through their counsel of record, Angelo L. Rosa, 
Esq. and hereby submit their memorandum in support of their Motion for Summary Judgment. 
I. 
INTRODUCTION 
Moving Defendants are entitled to summary judgment as to Plaintiff, Fagen, Inc.'s 
("Fagen") lien foreclosure claim. There are two simple reasons for this: One: neither the owner of 
the land nor the sole lessee to each project lease (the Project Entity Defendants) were parties to any 
agreement between Fagen and Defendant Exergy Development Group of Idaho, L.L.C., nor did 
any of them direct Fagen to undertake any such matters. Fagen cannot reach the leasehold interest 
held by Lessee because it was not done at the instance of the Lessee. Moreover, that leasehold 
interest is either in default or now terminated. Two: Fagen's contract was with a party that had no 
interest in the land upon which Fagen rendered services. Fagen's contract was with Exergy 
Development Group of Idaho, L.L.C. Exergy Development Group of Idaho, L.L.C. holds no 
interest in the real property that Fagen has attempted to lien, and neither does Defendant XRG 
Development Partners, LLC. Plaintiff therefore has no property interest to match its contractual 
relationship to create a legitimate lie claim. These are undisputable facts. Summary Judgment as 
to Fagen's lien foreclosure claim is therefore appropriate. 
Further, XRG Development Partners, LLC was not a party to the agreement with Plaintiff 
and has never had any interest in the property (leasehold or otherwise). Given that Defendant 
XRG Development Partners, LLC had absolutely nothing to do with any of the facts giving rise to 
this case, that entity hereby requests summary judgment as to all causes of action brought by Fagen 
in this action. 
II. 
STATEMENT OF RELEVANT FACTS 
In or around December 2011, Fagen and Defendant Exergy Development Group of Idaho 
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entered into an Engineering, Procurement and Construction Agreement for the provisions of 
engineering and construction services to be performed by Fagen (the "EPC Agreement"). See 
Complaint at~ 11; Declaration of James T. Carlrnlis ("Carkulis Decl.") at~ 2. The objective of 
these services was to complete design and construct a wind energy facility. Carkulis Decl. at ~ 2. 
Both Fagen and Defendant Exergy Development Group of Idaho, L.L.C. are experienced in the 
development, design, and construction of such facilities. There were no other parties to the EPC 
Agreement other than Fagen and Exergy. Complaint at Exhibit 2, Carkulis Decl. at~ 3. 
The services that Fagen provided did not follow a traditional (or previously employed) 
schedule or methodology. Given the unique attributes of the project, both Fagen and Defendant 
Exergy Development Group of Idaho agreed it was appropriate to demonstrate continuous 
construction from beginning to completion. Fagen structured the schedule of services to be 
tendered over a longer period of time than is typical for such a project. This modification was 
abused by Fagen in that the work undertaken was repetitive, arbitrary, and compulsory activities 
that became abusive of the parties' intent. Id. at~ 12. The land upon which Fagen's services were 
rendered (the "Project Sitess") are, and all times relevant hereto, was owned by Defendant J.R. 
Simplot Trust ("Simplot"). See Complaint at ~ 2. The land was leased to each project entity 
Defendant in this matter. See id. at ~ 5 and Carkulis Decl.. Simplot does not, and never has had, 
any contractual relationship with Defendant Exergy Development Group of Idaho, L.L.C. relating 
to the Project Sites. See Carkulis Decl. Simplot does not, and never has had, any contractual 
relationship with Defendant XRG Development Partners, LLC relating to the land in question. !d .. 
Fagen does not, and never has had, any contractual relationship with Simplot relating to the Project 
Sites. Id. 
Fagen's rendering of substantive activity upon the property in general ended prior to the 
alleged end date of31 July 2012. Little to no actual modification or improvement to the property 
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was performed at the end of Fagen's period ofwork. On or about 3 August 2012, Fagen recorded 
(but did not file) a Claim of Lien against the property in question, See id. at Exhibit 1. The 
language of the Claim of Lien states that the lien is to secure payment "for labor performed, 
materials furnished, and/or provision of engineering, procurement, construction and other services 
and supply of materials and equipment." The Complaint states that this monumental amount is 
"The reasonable value of the benefit to the Property is equivalent to the labor, materials, and 
services supplied by Fagen as the amount due stated in its Claim of Lien." See Complaint at~ 16. 
Moving Defendants contend that the total cost of services rendered by Fagen is far less than the 
amount identified on the Claim of Lien and that the work undertaken by Fagen may have been 
substandard and therefore degraded the property rather than improved it. See Carkulis Decl.. 
III. 
STATEMENT OF APPLICABLE LEGAL STANDARD 
A. Standard for Motion for Summary Judgment 
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 56( c) sets forth the standard upon which a motion to dismiss 
may be properly granted and states, in pertinent part: 
"The judgment sought shall be rendered forthwith if the pleadings, depositions, 
and admissions on file, together with the affidavits, if any, show that there is no 
genuine issue as to any material fact and that the moving party is entitled to a 
judgment as a matter of law. A summary judgment, interlocutory in character, 
may be rendered on the issue of liability alone although there is a genuine issue as 
to the amount of damages. Such judgment, when appropriate, may be rendered for 
or against any party to the action." 
I.R.C.P. 56( c) (boldface emphasis added). A motion for summary judgment must be granted if the 
pleadings, depositions, and admissions on file, together with the affidavits if any, show that there is 
no genuine issue as to any material fact and that the moving party is entitled to a judgment as 
matter of law." G&M Farms v. Funk Irrigation Company, 119 Idaho 514, 516-17 (1991); Idaho 
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Rule of Civil Procedure 56( c). The primary purpose of a summary judgment is to allow the courts 
the ability to avoid unnecessary litigation. If the facts are not in dispute and they lead to a legal 
conclusion which cannot be denied, a summary judgment is proper and should be granted to the 
moving party. Berg v. Fairman, 107 Idaho 441,444 (1984). 
B. Standard for Claiming Materialmen's Lien. 
Idaho Code Sections 45-501 and 45-505 identify the right to assert a materialmen's lien and 
the property interest that may be lawfully attached. Idaho Code Section 45-501 states: 
"RIGHT TO LIEN. Every person performing labor upon, or furnishing 
materials to be used in the construction, alteration or repair of any mining claim, 
building, wharf, bridge, ditch, dike, flume, tunnel, fence, machinery, railroad, 
wagon road, aqueduct to create hydraulic power, or any other structure, or who 
grades, fills in, levels, surfaces or otherwise improves any land, or who performs 
labor in any mine or mining claim, and every professional engineer or licensed 
surveyor under contract who prepares or furnishes designs, plans, plats, maps, 
specifications, drawings, surveys, estimates of cost, on-site observation or 
supervision, or who renders any other professional service whatsoever for 
which he is legally authorized to perform in connection with any land or building 
development or improvement, or to establish boundaries, has a lien upon the same 
for the work or labor done or professional services or materials furnished, 
whether done or furnished at the instance of the owner of the building or other 
improvement or his agent. .. " 
Idaho Code § 45-501 (boldface emphasis added). Further, Idaho Code Section 45-505 
states, in pertinent part: 
"LAND SUBJECT TO LIEN. The land upon which or in connection with which 
any professional services are performed or any building, improvement or structure 
is constructed, together with a convenient space about the same, or so much as may 
be required for the convenient use and occupation thereof. .. for the same, the land 
belonged to the person who caused said professional services to be performed 
or said building, improvement or structure to be constructed, altered or 
repaired, or such person was acting as the agent of the owner, but if such 
person owns less than a fee simple estate in such land, then only the interest of 
the person or persons causing the services or improvement therein is subject to 
such lien." 
Idaho Code§ 45-505 (boldface emphasis added). 
IV. 
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Summary judgment in favor Moving Defendants must be granted because no recourse can 
be had against Lessee, because Lessee was not a party to the agreement with Fagen and Fagen's 
work was not undertaken at the instance of the Lessee. 
A. No Lienable Interest Exists for Fagen to Claim. 
First, Fagen has no right to lien the property it did. Idaho Code Sections 45-501 clearly 
states that a lienable interest only exists if the land belonged to the person who caused said 
' 
professional services to be performed or said building, improvement or structure to be constructed, 
altered or repaired, or such person was acting as the agent of the owner. Here, Owner did not order 
any such work to be done, and neither did any of the Lessees. See Carkulis Dec I. at ~ 7. All work 
Fagen undertook was at the direction of Exergy Development Group of Idaho, L.L.C. No work 
was directed by Simplot. No work was directed any of the Wind Park, LLC Defendants. No work 
was directed by XRG Development Partners, LLC. See id. There are no facts alleged in the 
Complaint that indicate the work undertaken by Fagen was done at the instance of the owner of the 
properties in question or anyone other than Exergy Development Group of Idaho. This is because 
the owner did not order the work undertaken by Fagen. Furthermore, no agency relationship 
between Owner and the Moving Defendants existed to allow Fagen to claim a lien against the 
property. Thus, in order for a valid lien to exist against the property, the improvement must have 
been requested by the owner of the property. Gem State Lumber Co. v. Union Grain & Elevator 
Co., 47 Idaho 747, 278 P. 775, 776 (1929). An owner's mere knowledge or acquiescence in the 
improvements on property is insufficient to justify a lien thereupon. Idaho Lumber, Inc. v. Buck, 
109 Idaho 737, 741, 710 P.2d 647, 651 (1985). Further, if a contract merely gives a vendee the 
right to make the improvements, but does not give the owner the right to require a particular 
improvement, the work is not done at the "instance" of the owner. Id. at 742, 652. Knowledge that 
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the improvements were taking place (as is the case here) where a vendee has complete control over 
the work to be done similarly bars a lien on the property. !d. at 740, 650. Fagen's assertion of a 
purported right to lien the properties in question is contrary to the statutory law and appellate 
guidance on this issue. Accordingly, summary judgment is appropriate as a matter oflaw. 
B. No Contractual Relationship Existed between Fagen and the LesseeS. 
Second, under Idaho Code Section 45-505 "if such person owns less than a fee simple 
estate in such land, then only the interest of the person or persons causing the services or 
improvement therein is subject to such lien." In the present case, there is no privity of contract 
between the Lessee and the Fagen. The land upon which Fagen claims an interest was not owned 
by the party with which Fagen had a contract. No contract between Fagen and the lessee of the 
land existed. See Carkulis Decl. at~~ 2-5. It is axiomatic to the point of being elementary that 
privity of contract is required to bring an action based upon the breach of a contract. See Wing v. 
Martin, 107 Idaho 267, 272, 688 P.2d 1172, 1177 (1984) ("It is axiomatic in the law of contract 
that a person not in privity cannot sue on a contract."). Here, Fagen entered into a contract with a 
party that held no interest in the property they seek to lien. See Carkulis Dec I. at ~ 9. There is no 
way of contracting with one party and liening an interest held by another unrelated party; a lien can 
only exist to the extent that the party in privity with Fagen has an interest in the land. See, e.g., 
BMC West Corp. v. Horkley, 174 P.3d 399, 406, 144 Idaho 890, 897 (Idaho 2007). Finally, the 
lessee in question is in breach of the lease and the lease may already be terminated, thereby 
extinguishing any remote chance that a lien could conceivably be justified under well-established 
law in this jursidiction. See Carkulis Decl. at~ 8. 
C. Defendant XRG Development Partners Has Nothing to do With This Case and 
it should be Granted Summary Judgment as to Each and Every Claim Asserted by 
Fagen. 
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Finally, Defendant XRG Development Partners (a) was neither a party to the agreement 
between Fagen and Defendant Exergy Development Group of Idaho, L.L.C. nor in the lease with 
Simplot; (b) did not direct any work undertaken by Fagen; and (c) did not have any participation in 
,any of the events that occurred in relation to this case. See Carkulis Decl. at~~ 5, 7, 10, and 13. 
On this basis, and by the authority cited above with respect to both lien foreclosure and the Wing v. 




For the foregoing reasons, the Moving Defendants respectfully submit that summary 
judgment be entered in their favor as to Fagen's lien foreclosure claim and Defendant XRG 
Development Partners, LLC requests summary judgment in its favor as to all causes of action filed 
by Fagen in this matter. 
DATED: 26 July 2014 Respectfully Submitted, 
ANGELO L. ROSA, ESQ. 
Angelo L. Rosa 
Attorney for Moving Defendants 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on 5 August 2014, I caused a true and correct copy of the 
document herein by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
John R. Goodell 
RACINE, OLSEN, NYE, BUDGE & 
BAILY, CHTD. 
P.O. Box 1391 
Pocatello, Idaho 83204-1391 
r U.S. First Class Mail, Postage Prepaid 
r Hand Delivered 
r Overnight Courier 
R' Facsimile 
W' Electronic Mail 
Signed:..___ ________ _ 
Angelo L. Rosa 
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Angelo L. Rosa (ISB No. 7546) 
P.O. Box 1605 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone: (80 1) 440-4400 
Fax: (801) 415-1773 
Attorney for Defendants 
• 
ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, LLC, COTTONWOOD WIND PARK, SALMON CREEK 
WIND PARK, LLC, DEEP CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, NOTCH BUTTE WIND PARK, LLC, 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, L.L.C. and XRG DEVELOPMENT 
PARTNERS, LLC 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
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COME NOW Defendants ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, LLC, COTTONWOOD 
WIND PARK, LLC, SALMON CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, DEEP CREEK WIND PARK, 
LLC, NOTCH BUTTE WIND PARK, EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, 
L.L.C. and XRG DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS, LLC (collectively, "Moving Defendants"), by 
and through their counsel of record, Angelo L. Rosa, Esq. and hereby request that this Honorable 
Court take judicial notice of that certain order entered in the matter Fagen v. Lava Beds Wind 
Park, LLC, pending in Bingham County and docketed as Case No. CV-2013-261 granting 
Defendants summary judgment motion. This request is made pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil 
Procedure 44(d). 
DATED: 26 July 2014 Respectfully Submitted, 
ANGELO L. ROSA, ESQ. 
;/Ill 
Angelo L. Rosa 
Attorney for Moving Defendants 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on 5 August 2014, I caused a true and correct copy of the 
document herein by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
John R. Goodell 
RACINE, OLSEN, NYE, BUDGE & 
BAILY, CHTD. 
P.O. Box 1391 
Pocatello, Idaho 83204-1391 
REQUEST FOR JUDICIAL NOTICE -Page 3 
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r Hand Delivered 
r Overnight Courier 
R Facsimile 
R Electronic Mail 
Signed _________ _ 
Angelo L. Rosa 
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Attorney for Defendants 
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COME NOW Defendants ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, LLC, COTTONWOOD 
WIND PARK, LLC, SALMON CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, DEEP CREEK WIND PARK, 
LLC, NOTCH BUTTE WIND PARK, EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, 
L.L.C. andXRG DEVELOPMENT PAR1NERS, LLC(collectively, "Moving Defendants"), by 
and through their counsel of record, Angelo L. Rosa, Esq. and hereby move this Honorable Court 
pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 56( f) for a brief continuance of the time in which said 
Defendants may respond to the Motion for Summary Judgment filed by Plaintiff: Fagen, Inc. 
("Fagen") in this matter. Moving Defendants further move this Court for an Order Shortening 
Time for the purposes of expediting a ruling on the present Rule 56( f) Motion. 
Good cause exists to grant the requested continuance for the following reasons: 
1. Moving Defendants have been trying for months to obtain the deposition of 
Fagen's corporate representative. This has involved significant obfuscation by Fagen's 
Idaho counsel and its Minnesota counsel. After months of wrangling, a deposition date 
of25 August 2014 has been set for this deposition, which will take place in Minneapolis, 
Minnesota. 
2. The deadline for responding to Fagen's pending Motion for Summary Judgment 
is 19 August 2014. It would be unfairly prejudicial to Moving Defendants to tender a 
response to that Motion without the benefit of the deposition testimony that will be given 
by Fagen on 25 August 2014. Accordingly, Moving Defendants requestthatthisCourt 
reset the briefing schedule to allow (a) an opposition by Moving Defendants to be filed 
by 22 August 2014, (b) a reply by Fagen to be filed seven (7) days after, by 29 August 
2014, and (c) if the Court deems it necessary, a continuance of the hearing on the Motion 
for Summary Judgment set for 2 September 2014 to an alternate date convenient to the 
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Court. 
3. The pending Motions for Summary Judgment filed by both Fagen and Moving 
Defendants are intended to substantially narrow down the issues that this Court will be 
called upon to adjudicate at trial. Judicial economy is therefore well-served by the 
granting of a brief continuance in order for this Court to have all salient fact discovery 
distilled and presented in the briefing on the pending Motions for Summary Judgment. 
Additionally, good cause exists to render a ruling on this Motion on shortened time as follows: 
1. As stated above, the deadline for responding to Fagen's pending Motion for 
Summary Judgment is 19 August 2014. The parties only finalized deposition 
arrangements for 25 August 2014 in the week preceding the filing of the present Motion. 
See Declaration of Angelo L. Rosa, filed concurrently herewith. Moving Defendants will 
not be able to tender a complete response to Fagen's Motion for Summary Judgment in 
the absence of an immediate review of this issue and the issuance of an Ordercontinuing 
the briefing schedule to allow for the 25 August 2014 deposition to take place and be 
processedandintegratedinto the response Moving Defendants have prepared to Fagen's 
Motion for Summary Judgment 
2. No real prejudice will inure to Fagen if this request is granted. It was Fagen's 
own obfuscation that has made this request 'necessary. Moving Defendants are not 
seeking to shortchange Fagen in terms of time required to reply to their [Moving 
Defendants'] response to Fagen's Motion for Summary Judgment. 
This Motion is not filed for any frivolous or improper purpose and its based upon this 
Motion, the Declaration of Angelo L. Rosa filed concurrently herewith, the pleadings and papers 
on file with the Court, and such otheranfurtherdocumentaryand/ortestimonial evidence that 
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may be presented prior to or at the hearing on this Motion. 
Oral argument is requested to the extent the Court deems such to be necessary 
DATED: 18 August2014 Respectfully Submitted, 




Angelo L. Rosa 
Attorney for Moving Defendants 
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To: Civil Filing Clerk Page 8 of 19 2014-08-18 17:46:13 (GMT) 18014151773 From: Angelo Rosa • • 
COMES NOW Angelo L. Rosa, and hereby declares and states as follows: 
1. I am an individual residing in Ada County, in the State of Idaho. I am over eighteen 
( 18) years of age. I have personal knowledge of the matters attested to in this Declaration, 
eXl}ept to those matters that are stated on the basis of belief. 
2. I am counsel of record for the Moving Defendants in 1his action. Over the course of 
this case, I have attempted to obtain critical discovery in the form of depositions of the 
corporaterepresentativeof Plaintllf: Fagen, Inc. ("Fagen"). When T inquired of Plaintiff's 
counsel, Mr. John Goodell, regarding scheduling such depositions· several months ago, I 
was referred to Plaintiff's main counsel in Minnesota. That same direction was given again 
recently. A true and correct copy of the e-mail exchange between Mr. Goodell's and 
myself is collectively attached and incorporated hereto as "Exhibit A." 
3. Over the past few months, both Plaintiff's Minnesota counsel and J have been 
attempting to obtain deposition discovery, both for this case (and its sister cases in Idaho) 
as well as in a proceeding involving Plaintiff and Defendant, Exergy Development Group 
ofldaho, L.L.C. pending in the United States District Court for the District of Minnesota, in 
which I serve as lead defense counsel. Minnesota counsel has been obstructive as to 
schedule. A true and correct copy of the initial e-mail exchange between Minnesota 
counsel and myself concerning this issue is attached and incorporated hereto as "Exhibit 
B." 
4. The parties have finally reached agreement whereby Fagen will offer its corporate 
representative for deposition pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 30(b X 6). That 
deposition will take place on 25 August 2014 in Minneapolis Minnesota. A true and 
correct copy of the e-mails between Minnesota counsel and myself concerning this issue is 
DECLARATION OF ANGELO L. ROSA IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' EXPARTE 
MOTION FOR RULE 56(F) CONTINUANCE AND MOTION FOR ORDER 
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To: Civil Filing Clerk Page 9 of 19 2014-08-18 17:46:13 (GMT) 18014151773 From: Angelo Rosa • • 
attached and incorporated hereto as '"Exhibit C." 
5. Until these critical depositions are taken, there will not be adequate discovery to 
respondmeaningfullyto Fagen's pending MotionforSummaryJudgment. 
6. Concurrent with the service of the present Motion, I have given counsel for Fagen's 
the opportunity to stipulate the relief requested. In the event a stipulation can be reached 
and finalized in the short period of time in which this Court is respectfully asked to rule 
upon this Motion, the present Motion will be withdrawn. 
I testify under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of Idaho that the foregoing is 
true and correct. 
DATED: 18 August 2014 
Angelo L. Rosa 
CERTIFICATE OF SEIMCE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on 18 August 2014, I caused a true and correct copy of the 
document herein by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
John R Goodell 
RACINE, OLSEN, NYE, BUOOE & 
BAILY, CHID. 
P.O. Box 1391 
Pocatello, Idaho 83204-1391 
r U.S. First Class Mail, Postage Prepaid 
r Han:l ~livered 
r Overnight Courier 
R' Facsinile 
R' Electronic Mail 
Signed.__---:~---=------­
Angelo L. Rosa 
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Becky Harvey <bjh@racinelaw.net> 
Wednesday, May 28, 2014 1:16PM 
'arosa@rosa-lp.com' 
John Goodell 
Fagen v Exergy, et al. - Depositions 
18014151773 From: Angelo Rosa 
• 
John Goodell is out of the office this week. I would like to notify you that any deposition requests for the 
plaintiff Ronald Fagen and Fagen personnel should be coordinated through Stinson Leonard Street- in 
particular Keith Moheban and Tim Kelley. 
Contact information as follows: 
Stinson Leonard Street LLP 
150 South Fifth Street, Suite 2300 1 Minneapolis, MN 55402 
T: 612.335.1458- F: 612.335.1657 
timothy.kelleviCV,stinsonleonardcom or keith.mohebanepstinsonleonard.com 
Thank you for your cooperation. 









101 S. Capitol Blvd., Suite 300 
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2014-08-1817:46:13 (GMT) • 
John Goodell <jrg@racinelaw.net> 
Monday, August 11, 2014 1:09 PM 
'Kelley, Timothy'; arosa@rosa-lp.com 
Moheban, Keith 
RE: Depositions in Twin Falls County Case 
High 
18014151773 From: Angelo Rosa 
• 
As indicated below, this will also confirm my understanding and emphasize that arrangements for scheduling of any and 
all depositions you are requesting to schedule and take on behalf of Defendants of Plaintiff Fagen, Inc., or its personnel, 
whether Rule 30(b)(6} or individuals, are being coordinated between by you and Fagen's MN counsel of the Stinson 
Leonard firm, namely, Keith Moheban and Tim Kelly, with whom you are in regular contact, not me, as relate to the 
Twin Falls/Lincoln Counties consolidated cases nos. CV-2013-573, -574,-575,-576. Notice to this effect was supplied 
some time ago. I simply want reiterate such here to avoid any uncertainty or confusion. As indicated below in Mr. 
Kelly's email to you, copied to me, such arrangements appear now to have been made or are underway. Given such 
arrangements, it would appear that the September 2"d hearing on Defendants' Motion to Compel Depositions is unlikely 
to occur and/or be moot. Please clarify. Thank you. 
Sincerely, 
John 










591 S Capitol Boulevard, Suite 300 
Boise, ID 83702 
From: Kelley, limothy [mallto:timothy.kelley@stinsonleonard.com] 
Sent: Friday, August 08, 2014 1:46 PM 
To: arosa@rosa-lp.com 
Cc: Kelley, llmothy; Moheban, Keith; John Goodell 
Subject: Depositions in Twin Falls County Case 
Angelo: 
I am following up on the deposition notices you served in the Twin Falls County case. I understand that Keith and you 
spoke and you agreed that you would only proceed with the Fagen 30(b)(6) deposition. You noticed Fagen,s deposition 
for August 25th. That date works for taking the deposition at my office. 
Also, .in your Notice, you identified 8 examination topics. The first topic relates to the negotiation of the EPC Contract, 
and the eighth topic relates to the termination of the EPC Contract. At the summary judgment hearing in Lava Beds, I 
understand that you acknowledged the validity of the EPC Contract and that Exergy breached it. The only issue Exergy 
raised was the amount of Fagen's damages/claim. Given Exergy's acknowledgments, I do not believe it is appropriate 
for Fagen to have to designate anyone for the first and eighth topics. Please let me know if you agree and let me know if 
August 25th works. 
1 
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Angelo L. Rosa, Esq. <arosa@rosa-lp.com> 
Thursday, July 03, 2014 10:34 AM 
'Kelley, Timothy' 
'Moheban, Keith'; 'Michael Cockson' 





let's get this sorted out on Monday then. 
Have a safe and happy 4th. 
A 
Angelo L. Rosa, Esq.* 
P.O. Box 1605 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Tel. (801) 440-4400 
Fax. (801) 415-1773 
*licensed to Practice in California and Idaho 
18014151n3 From: Angelo Rosa 
• 
Read 
Read: 713/2014 2:48PM 
PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAl: This message originates from Rosa, LP and/or Angelo l. Rosa, Esq. This message and 
any file(s) or attachment(s) transmitted with it are confidential, intended only for the named recipient, and may contain 
information that is a trade secret, proprietary, protected by the attorney work product doctrine, subject to the attorney-
client privilege, or is otherwise protected against unauthorized use or disclosure. This message and any file(s) or 
attachment(s) transmitted with it are transmitted based on a reasonable expectation of privacy consistent with ABA 
Formal Opinion No. 99-413. Any disclosure, distribution, copying, or use of this information by anyone other than the 
intended recipient, regardless of address or routing_ is strictly prohibited. If you receive this message in error, please 
advise the sender by Immediate reply and by telephone at (801) 440-4400, and by deleting the original 
message. Personal messages express only the view of the sender and are not attributable to Rosa, LP and/or Angelo l. 
Rosa, Esq. 
--Original Message--
From: Kelley, Timothy [mailto:timothy.kelley@stinsonleonard.com] 
Sent: Thursday, July 03, 2014 8:30AM 
To: <arosa@rosa-lp.com> 
Cc: Kelley, Timothy; Moheban, Keith; Michael Cockson 
Subject: Re: Fagen v. Exergy I Depositions 
Angelo: Thanks for the reminder. I am going to be out for most of the day, so let's connect on this next week. Keith is 
back on the lOth and he will handle the depositions, so the scheduling should be coordinated with Keith. 




To: Civil Filing Clerk Page 13 of 19 2014-08-1817:46:13 (GMT) 18014151773 From: Angelo Rosa • • On Jul 2, 2014, at 6:08 PM, "Angelo L Rosa, Esq." <arosa@rosa-lp.com<mailto:arosa@rosa-lp.com>> wrote: 
Tim: 
I am in receipt of your amended deposition notice for Mr. Carkulis. As a gentle reminder, please send everything to my 
arosa@rosa-lp.com<mailto:arosa@rosa-lp.com> address in future as I am rarely checking my Exergy e-mail. 
Since Fagen has re-opened the discovery dialogue with its notice, I want to confirm some dates during the month of July 
for the depositions that I have noticed of SLS, Fagen, Inc. and Ron Fagen. Please confirm with me by the end of this 
week what dates work. 
Thanks, A 
Angelo L Rosa, Esq.* 
P.O. Box 1605 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Tel. (801} 440-4400 
Fax. (801)415-1773 
*l:.icensed to Practice in California and Idaho 
PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAl: This message originates from Rosa, LP and/or Angelo l. Rosa, Esq. This message and 
any file(s) or attachment(s) transmitted with it are confidential, intended only for the named recipient, and may contain 
information that is a trade secret, proprietary, protected by the attorney work product doctrine, subject to the attorney-
client privilege, or is otherwise protected against unauthorized use or disclosure. This message and any file(s) or 
attachment(s) transmitted with it are transmitted based on a reasonable expectation of privacy consistent with ABA 
Formal Opinion No. 99-413. Any disclosure, distribution, copying, or use of this information by anyone other than the 
intended recipient, regardless of address or routing, is strictly prohibited. If you receive this message in error, please 
advise the sender by immediate reply and by telephone at (801) 440-4400, and by deleting the original message. 
Personal messages express only the view of the sender and are not attributable to Rosa, LP and/or Angelo l. Rosa, Esq. 
Timothy M. Kelley I Partner I Stinson Leonard Street LlP 
150 South Fifth Street, Suite 2300 I Minneapolis, MN 55402 
T: 612.335.1458 I M: 651.270.8294 I F: 612.335.1657 timothy.kelley@stinsonleonard.com I 
http://www.stinsonleonard.com Legal Administrative Assistant: Denise Smith I 612.335.1536 I 
denise.smith@stinsonleonard.com 
This communication (including any attachments) is from a law firm and may contain confidential and/or privileged 
information. If it has been sent to you in error, please contact the sender for instructions concerning return or 
destruction, and do not use or disclose the contents to others. 
2 
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2014-08-18 17:46:13 (GMT) • • 
Moheban, Keith <keith.moheban@stinsonleonard.com> 
Tuesday, June 17, 2014 3:16 PM 
arosa@rosa-lp.com 
Kelley, Timothy; thomas@burkeandthomas.com 
RE: depositions 
18014151773 From: Angelo Rosa 
Let me be absolutely clear. These depositions are not going to happen while I am out of the country. If you 
have a problem with that you can bring a motion to compel. 
Keith S. Moheban I Partner j Stinson leonard Street LLP 
150 South Fifth Street, Suite 2300 I Minneapolis, MN 55402 
T: 612.335.1544 I M: 612.839.8291 I F: 612.335.1657 
keith.moheban@stinsonleonard.com I www.stinsonleonard.com 
legal AdministratiVe Assistant: louise Currey I 612.335.1496 I louise.currey@stinsonleonard.com 
From: arosa@rosa-lp.com [mailto:arosa@rosa-lp.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, June 17, 2014 4:13 PM 
To: Moheban, Keith 
Cc: Kelley, llmothy; thomas@burkeandthomas.com 
Subject: RE: depositions 
Keith: 
We have a settlement conference on 30 June. I'm not sure how you Intend to handle that being In oz. I 
am. willing to reconsider noticing the depositions closer to the settlement conference but I am not going to make two 
trips to Minneapolis unless ordered by the Court. 
Also, I am unaware of any requirement or ru'le of civil procedure that requires my client's deposition to be 
taken before your clients' depositions. So, absent an alternate date for the depositions closer to the settlement 
conference, they will remain as noticed. 
Regarding the date of Mr. carkulls' deposition, I wlll mnflrm those dates with him and get back with you 
(and/or llm) as soon as possible. 
Regards, 
ALR 
Angelo L. Rosa, Esq.* 
P.O. Box 1605 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Tel. (801) 440-4400 
Fax. (801) 415-1773 
*Ucensed to Practice tn california and Idaho 
PERSONALANDCONFIDENTIAL: This message originates from Rosa, LP and/or Angelo L Rosa, Esq. 
This message and any flle(s) or attachment(s) transmitted with It are confidential, Intended only for the 
named recipient, and may contain Information that Is a trade secret, proprietary, protected by the 
attorney work product doctrine, subject to the attorney-client privilege, or Is otherwise protected against 
unauthorized use or disclosure. This message and any flle(s) or attachment(s) transmitted with It are 
transmitted based on a reasonable expectation of privacy consistent with ABA Formal Opinion No. 99-413. 
1 
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To: Civil Filing Clerk Page 15 of 19 2014-08-18 17:46:13 (GMT) 18014151773 From: Angelo Rosa 
• • • • Any disclosure, distribution, copying, or use of this Information by anyone other than the Intended 
recipient, regardless of address or routing, Is strictly prohibited. If you receive this message In error, 
please advise the sender by Immediate reply and by telephone at (801) 440-4400, and by deleting the 
original message. Personal messages express only the view of the sender and are not attributable to Rosa, 
LP and/or Angelo L Rosa, Esq. 
-------- Original Message--------
Subject: depositions 
From: "Moheban, Keith" <kelth.moheban@stlnsonleonard.com> 
Date: Tue, June 17, 2014 1:56pm 
To: "Angelo L. Rosa, Esq. (arosa@rosa-lp.com)" <arosa@rosa-lp.com> 
Cc: "Kelley, Timothy" <tlmothy.kelley@stlnsonleonard.com>, 
"thomas@burkeandthomas.com" <thomas@ burkeandthomas.com > 
Angelo - I am responding to your notices of depositions sent by email last week As you know, I will 
be unavailable and out of the countty between now and July 9, and I would be defending the noticed 
depositions. Accordingly, we cannot conduct the depositions on the dates you indicated. Further, 
given the court's order compelling the deposition ofMr. Carkulis on July 16-18, we intend to conduct 
that deposition before any of the Fagen witnesses. This is reasonable and appropriate given his refusal 
to appear for deposition back in March. 
With regard to the Carkulis deposition, I would like to firm up the dates and conduct that deposition on 
July 17 and 18, assuming Mr. Thomas also can make those dates work We will advise you of the 
location once we arrange for counsel in Helena, Montana. 
In my absence, starting tomorrow afternoon, please direct all communication in this case to Tim. 
Regards, Keith 
Keith S. Moheban I Partner I Stinson leonard Street llP 
150 South Fifth Street, Suite 2300 I Minneapolis, MN 55402 
T: 612.335.1544 I M: 612.839.8291 I F: 612.335.1657 
keith.moheban@stinsonteonard.com 1 www.stinsonleonard.com 
Legal Administrative Assistant: louise Currey I 612.335.1496 I louise.currey@stinsonleonard.com 
This communication (including any attachments) Is from a law firm and may contain confidential and/or privileged 
information. If it has been sent to you in error, please contact the sender for instructions concerning return or 
destruction, and do not use or dlsdose the contents to others. 
2 
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• • • • 
Angelo L. Rosa, Esq. 
From: 
Sent: 
Kelley, Timothy <timothy. kelley@stinsonleonard.com> 




Angelo L. Rosa, Esq. 
John Goodell; Moheban, Keith; Kelley, Timothy 
RE: Depositions in Twin Falls County Case 
Angelo: We are set for August 25th at my office. Please let me know the time you want to start. 
Tim 
Timothy M. Kelley ! Partner I Stinson Leonard Street LLP 
150 South Fifth Street, Suite 2300 j Minneapolis, MN 55402 
T: 612.335.1458 ! M: 651.270.8294 l F: 612.335.1657 
timothy.kelley@stinsonleonard.com I www.stinsonleonard.com 
18014151773 From: Angelo Rosa 
legal Administrative Assistant: Denise Smith I 612.335.1536 I denise.smith@stinsonleonard.com 
From: Angelo L Rosa, Esq. [mailto:arosa@rosa-lp.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 12, 2014 11:45 AM 
To: Kelley, Timothy 
Cc: John Goodell; Moheban, Keith 
Subject: Re: Depositions in Twin Falls County Case 
Tim: 
Thanks. No worries, just get back to me at your earliest. 
Best, A 
Angeto L. Rosa, Esq.* 
P.O. Box 1605 
Boise. Idaho 83701 
Tel. (801) 440-4400 
Fax. (801) 415-1773 
*Licensed to Practice in California and Idaho 
PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAl: This message originates from Rosa, LP and/or Angelo l. Rosa, Esq. This message and 
any file(s) or attachment(s) transmitted with it are confidential, intended only for the named recipient, and may contain 
information that is a trade secret, proprietary, protected by the attorney work product doctrine, subject to the attorney-
client privilege, or is otherwise protected against unauthorized use or disclosure. This message and any flle(s) or 
attachment(s) transmitted with it are transmitted based on a reasonable expectation of privacy consistent with ABA 
Formal Opinion No. 99-413. Any disclosure, distribution, copying, or use of this information by anyone other than the 
intended recipient, regardless of address or routing, is strictly prohibited. If you receive this message in error, please 
advise the sender by immediate reply and by telephone at (801) 440-4400, and by deleting the original 
message. Personal messages express only the view of the sender and are not attributable to Rosa, LP and/or Angelo l. 
Rosa, Esq. , 




Aug. 18. 2014 4:24PM 
• 
John R. Goodell (ISB#: 2872) 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, 
BUDGE & BAILEY. CHARTERED 
101 S. Capitol Boulevard 
U.S. Bank Plaza Building, Ste. 300 
Boise, ID 83 702 
Telephone: (208) 395-0011 
Fax: (208) .433-0167 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Fagen, Ina. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 




ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, LLC, 
COTTONWOOD WIND PARK, LLC, 
SALMON CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, 
DEEP CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF 
IDAHO, LLC, NOTCH BU'ITE WIND 
PARK, LLC, XRG DEVELOPMENT 
GROUP OF IDAHO, LLC, XRO 
DEVBLOPMENTPARTNBRS,LLC.~d 
"JOHN DOES 1-10", 
Defendants. 
Consolidated Cases Nos.: 





PLAINTIFF FAGEN, INC.'S 
MEMORANDUM OF LA W·IN 
OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS' 
EX PARTE MOTION FOR RULE 
56(F) CONTINUANCE AND 
MOTION FOR ORDER 
SHORTENING TIME FOR RULING 
THEREUPON 
INTRODUCTION 
On July 30, 2014. Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. ("Fagen'1 filed for summary judgment and 
notified Defendants that the CoU11 would hold the summary judgment heating on September 2, 
2014. The summary judgment filing should not have surprised Defendants as the filing deadline 
was governed by the Court's April 22, 2014, Stipulation for Scheduling and Planning (the 
"Scheduling Order"). The Scheduling Order scheduled this matter for trial on October 28, 2014, 
PLAINTIFF FAGEN, INC.'S MEMORANDUM OF LAW JN OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS' EX 
PARTE MOTION FOR RULE 56(f) CONTINUANCE AND MOTION FOR ODER SBORTENING TIME 
FOR RULING TBEUUPON- pg 1 
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and I.R.C.P, 56(a) required Fagen to file its summary judgment motion by July 30, 2014 (90 
days before the trial date). 
When Defendants received Fagen's summary judgment motion on July 30, 2014, 
Defendants also ~ew that I.R.C.P. 56( c) required them to file their response by August 19, 2014 
(fourteen days before the summary judgment heBJ.ing date). See I.R.C.P. 56( c). Yet, Defendants 
waited eighteen days after service of Fagen's summary judgment motion- and the day before 
their filing deadline- to move for an ex pa'f'te Rule 56( f) continuance. Defendants' attorney later 
clarified that he used the tenns ex parte and emergency interchangeably. The emergency that 
Defendants allege exists is that Defendants will not depose Fagen until August 25, 2014, and that 
it would be unfair to require Defendants to respond before the deposition. No emergency exists. 
Defendants, not Fagenl scheduled Fagen's deposition for August 25, 2014. On July 27, 
2014, Defendants' attorney served Fagents Notice of Taking Deposition and scheduled the 
deposition for August 25, 2014. See Affidavit of John Goodell ("Goodell Aff."), Ex. A. Fagen 
agreed to that date. 
Finally, Defendants attempt to justify their Rule 56(f) Motion by claiming Fagen's 
attorneys obsttucted Defendants' efforts to schedule Fagen's deposition. This is the identical 
tactic Defendants' attorney attempted. unsuccessfully, in a case pending between Defendant and 
Bxergy Development Group of Idaho, L.L.C. in Bingham County. In that case, Judge Darren B. 
Simpson denied the Rule 56( f) Motion and held: 
'This :matter has been pending for over a year, and, apparently, no depositions have 
been taken. . . . There is no evidence about any obstruction issues, like that are 
being asserted . . . [T]he Court is going to deny the request for a continuance, and 
we'll proceed with the motions for summary judgment in this matter. 
PLAINTIFF FA~, INC.'S MEMORANDUM OF LAW IN OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS' EX 
PARTE MOTION FOR. RULE 56(f) CONTINUANCE AND MOTION FOR ODER SHORTENING TIME 
FOR RULING THEREUPON- pg 2 
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Goodell Aff., Ex. B, 19:6-7; 22:6-7; 23:8-9.1 The Court should reach the same conclusion here. 
PROCEDURAL HISTORY AND STATEMENT OF UNDISPUTED MATERIAL FACTS 
1. On Aplil22, 2014. the Court filed the Scheduling Order, which set this matter for trial on 
October 28, 2014. Scheduling Order, ~G( 4). Pursuant to I.R. C.P. 56( a), the deadline for 
the parties to file for summary judgment was July 30, 2014. 
2. On April 25, 2014, Fagen served its responses to the discovery requests served by 
Defendants Rogerson Flats Wind Park, Cottonwood Wind Park, LLC, Salmon Creek 
Wind Park, LLC, Deep Creek Wind Park, LLC. Exergy Development Group of Idaho, 
L.L.C., and Notch Butte Wind Park, LLC. Goodell Aff., ,4. 
3. Defendants never objected to the sufficiency of Fagen's discovery l'esponses. ld. at 1J5. 
4. On July 27, 2014, Defendants, for the first time, served a Notice of Taking Deposition. 
Goodell Aff., Ex. A. Defendants noticed Fagen's deposition for August 25,2014. !d. 
S. On July 30, 2014, Fagen filed its summary judgment motion. See Fagen's Memorandum 
ofLaw in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment. 
ARGUMENT 
I. THE COURT SHOULD DENY DEFENDANTS, MOTION BECAUSE 
DEFENDANTS FAILED TO Dn..IGENTLY PURSUE DISCOVERY OR SATISFY 
THE REQUIREMENTS OF RULE 56(f). 
"The decision to grant or deny a Ru1e 56( f) continuance is within the sound discretion of 
the trial court." Taylor v. AlA SeT'Vices Corp., 151 Idaho 552, 572, 261 P.3d 829, 849 (2011) 
(citing Carnell v. Barker Mgmt., 137 Idaho 322, 329, 48 P.3d 651, 658 (2002)). Under Ru1e 
1 The Bingham County case is styled as Fagen, Inc. v. Exergy Development Group. of Idaho, 
L.L.C., Case No, CV-2013-261 ("the Binghatn County Litigation .. ). Attached as ExhlbitB to the 
Goodell Aff. is a complete copy of the transcript from the hearing on the parties' motions for 
summm:y judgment and the Rule 56( f) Motion filed by the Defendants. 
PLAINTIFF FAGEN, INC.'S MEMORANDUl\f OF LA WIN OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS' :EX 
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56(f)t the court may grant a continuance to allow additional time for a party resisting summary 
judgment: 
Should it appear from the affidavits of a party opposing the motion that the party cannot 
for reasons stated present by affidavit facts essential to justify tho partfs opposition, the 
court may refuse the application for judgment or may order a continuance to permit 
affidavits to be obtained or depositions to be taken or discovery to be had or may make 
such other order as just. 
Boise Mode. LLC. V. Donahoe Pace & Partners, LTD, 154 Idaho 99, 104, 294 P.3d 1111, 1116 
(2013) (quoting I.R.C.P. 56(t). Importantly, and fatal to Defendants' motion, "the legal standard 
goveming the district court"s exercise of discretion when deciding a Rule 56( f) motion pennits 
consideration of the moving party's previous lack of diligence in pursuing discovery." I d. at I 05, 
1117. 
As established below, the Defendants' Motion fails because Defendants did not diligently 
pursue discovery or satisfY the requirements ofRule 56( f). 
A. The Court Should Deny Defendants' Motion Due to Defendants' Lack of Diligence 
in Pursuing Discovery. 
In Boise Mode, LLC, the Supreme Court established that a party's failure to diligently 
pursue discovery is a sufficient basis by itself to deny a Rule S6(f) motion for continuance. 154 
Idaho at 105, 294 P.3d at 1117. In that case, the respondent responded to the appellant's 
discovery requests on May 10, 2010. ld. The tespondent then tnoved for summary judgment on 
November 24, 2010. and appellant filed a Rule 56(f) :motion on December 8, 2010, arguing that 
some of the respondent's discoveJ.-y responses were insufficient. I d. The Supreme Court affitmed 
the district court•s denial of the Rule 56(f) motion based on the appellant's failure to ''provide 
sufficient reasoning as to why six months intervened between the receipt of the initial discovery 
answers, which they allege we.re unsatisfactory, and ~y attempt to discover additional relevant 
infonna.tion." Id. 
PLAINTIFF FAGEN, INC. •s MEMORANDUM OF LAW IN OP:POSITION TO DEFENDANTS, EX 
PARTE MOTION FOR. RULE 56(l) CONTINUANCE AND MOTION FOR. ODER SHORTENING TIME 
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Here, the facts are virtually the same and compel the same result The Court's April 22, 
2014, Scheduling Order put the parties on notice that the tlial was set for October 28, 2014, and as 
a result~ the sununary judgment filing deadline was July 30, 2014. See Scheduling Order,1f0(4); 
I.R.C.P. 56(f). Fagen and the Defendants stipulated to the trial date, and I.R.C.P. 56, not Fagen, 
established the summary judgment filing. deadlines. In addition, Fagen served its discovery 
responses on April 25, 2014. Goodell Aff., ~· Defendants never objected to the sufficiency of 
Fagen's discovery responses. Id. at 1f5, Accordingly, as of April2014, Defendants had received 
Fagen's written discovery and knew the summary Judgment filing deadline was July 30. 2014. 
Defendants, therefore, had three months to notice and conduct depositions. They did 
not. Instead, on July 27, 2014, Defendants noticed Fagen's deposition for August 25, 2014, 
which is six days qfter Defendants' deadline to respond to the summazy judgment motion. 
Goodell Aff., Ex. A. It is clear that the "emergency" situation Defendants claim exists is one they 
created, and Defendants have provided the Court with no reason or basis to excuse their lack of 
diligence, 
Rather, Defendants try to excuse their lack of diligence by accusing Fagen's attorneys of 
obstructing theit· "effort'" to schedule a deposition in this case. This is an argwnent that 
Defendants already made and lost in in Bingham County Litigation. See Goodell Aff., Ex. B. 
The Court should reach the same result here.. If Defendants truly believed they needed to depose 
Fagen, or that Fagen's counsel was obstructing their efforts to schedule a deposition in this case, 
Defendants would have taken appropriate action. Defendants could have served a Notice of 
Taking Deposition, which scheduled the deposition prior to the deadline for Defendants to 
respond to Fa~en's summary judgment motion. They did not. 
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In the end, Defendants cannot hide from their lack of diligence established in this case 
and, for that matter, the Bingham County Litigation. Defendants' strategy is to do nothing until 
the very last minute - as evidenced by the timing of their Rule 56(£) Motion - and seek relief 
from the Com1 to excuse their lack of diligence. The Court should reject Defendants' strategy 
and deny the Rule 56(f) Motion. 
B. Alternatively, the Court Should Deny Defendants' Motion Because Defendants 
Failed to Satisfy the Requirements of Rule 56(t). 
Altematively, the Court should deny Defendants' Rule 56(f) Motion because they failed 
to provide the Court with any basis, reasonable or otherwise, to believe additional discovery, in 
the fo1m of the Fagen deposition, will produce any new or relevant information not previously 
disclosed. '~[I]n order to grant a motion for additional discovery before hearing a motion for 
summary judgment, the moving party has the burden of setting out 'what further discovery 
would reveal that is esse11tial to justifY theit opposition,' making clear 'what information is 
sought and how it would preclude summary judgment."' Jenkins v. Boise Cascade Corp., 141 
Idaho, 233, 239, 109 P.3d 380, 386 (2005) (quoting Nicholas v. Wallenstein. 266 F.3d 1083, 
1088-89 (9th Cir. 2001). 
Here, Defendants' Rule 56(£) Motion does not identify (1) what further discovery would 
reveal that is essential to justify their opposition or (2) what infonnation is sought and how it 
would preclude summary judgment. See generally, Defendants' Rule S6(f) Motion and 
Declaration of Angelo Rosa. As a result, the Defendants' Rule S6(f) is deficient, and the Court 
should deny it. 
CONCLUSION 
Based on the foregoing reasons, the Court should deny Defendants' Rule 56(t) Motion 
and grant Fagen's Motion for Summary Judgment. 
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DATED this %~of Augus~ 2014. 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, BUDGE & 
BAILEY, CHARTERED 
By. J~i?JmLt 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the lJ...~r August, 2014, I served a true and correct 
copy of the above and foregoing document to the following person(s) as follows: 
Angelo L, Rosa 
Attomey at Law 
P.O. Box 1605 
Boise, ID 83701 
Attorney for Exergy Development Group of 
Idaho, L.L.C.; XRG Development Partners, 
LLC,· Rogerson Flats Wtnd Park, LLC; 
Cottonwood Wind Park, LLC; Salmon Creek 
Wind Park, LLC; Deep CJ'eek Wind Pa'f'k, 
LLC; and Notch Butte Wind Park, LLC 
Keith S. Moheban 
Timothy M. Kelley 
STINSO}Il LEONARD STREET LLP 
150 South Fifth Street, Suite 2300 
~eapolis,~ 55402 
Pro Hac Vice 
v(u.s. Mail 
Postage Prepaid 
[ ] Hmd Delivery 
[ J Overnight Mail 
[ J Facsimile 801415-1773 
[;1 Email arosa@rosa-lp.com 
rA U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
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John R. Goodell (ISB#: 2872) 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, 
BUDGE & BAILEY, CHARTERED 
101 S. Capitol Boulevard 
U.S. Bank Plaza Building, Ste. 300 
Boise, ID 83702 
Telephone: (208) 395-0011 
Fax: (208) 433-0167 




flfth Judicial District 
&lilly oflWin Falla -state of Idaho 
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< Dapllly Clark 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 




ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, LLC, 
COTTONWOOD WIND PARK, LLC, 
SALMON CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, 
DEEP CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF 
IDAHO, LLC, NOTCH BUTTE WIND 
PARK, LLC, XRG DEVELOPMENT 
GROUP OF IDAHO, LLC, XRG 
DEVELOPMENTPARTNERS,LLC.~d 
"JOHN DOES 1-10", 
Defend~ts. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
: ss. 
COUNTY OF ADA ) 
Consolidated Cases Nos.: 





AFFIDAVIT OF JOHN R. 
GOODELL 
JOHN R. GOODELL, being first duly sworn, deposes ~d states as follows: 
1. Your Affi~t is a citizen of the United States, a resident of Ada County, Idaho, of legal 
age ~d competent to be a witness. I am ~ attorney licensed to practice law in the State of 
Idaho, ~d counsel of record for the Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. ("Fagen") herein. I hereby affirm the 
following facts ~d matters based on my personal knowledge. This Affidavit is submitted in 
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support of Plaintiff Fagen's Opposition to Defendants' Ex Parte Motion for Rule 56(t) 
Continuance. 
2. Attached as Exhibit A and incorporated by reference is a true and correct copy of an e-
mail and the Notice of Taking Deposition of Fagen, Inc., which I received from Defendants' 
attorney, Angelo Rosa, on July 27, 2014. Mr. Rosa also served Notices of Taking Deposition of 
Ronald Fagen, Jennifer Johnson and a Motion to Compel Depositions. Mr. Rosa agreed that he 
did not need to proceed with the depositions of Ronald Fagen and Jennifer Johnson. Mr. Rosa 
also agreed to withdraw the Motion to Compel Depositions. 
3. Attached as Exhibit B and incorporated by reference is a true and correct copy of the 
hearing transcript from the hearing in the case pending in Bingham County, Idaho, Fagen, Inc. v. 
Exergy Development Group of Idaho, L.L.C., et al., Case No. CV-2013-261. 
4. On April 25, 2014, Fagen served its responses to the discovery requests served by 
Defendants Rogerson Flats Wind Park, Cottonwood Wind Park, LLC, Salmon Creek Wind Park, 
LLC, Deep Creek Wind Park, LLC, Exergy Development Group of Idaho, L.L.C., and Notch 
Butte Wind Park, LLC. 
5. Defendants never objected to the sufficiency of Fagen's discovery responses. 
FURTHER AFFIANT SA YETH NAUGHT. 
Dated this/t'~of August 2014. Jo~ 
SUBSCRIBED TO AND SWORN TO before me this } ~day of August 2014. 
=~f~ 
Residing at: N.e..J Ply~ ,!,[). 
My Commission Expires: (,I?Pf!t:J 
I 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the jl_ ~of August, 2014, I served a true and correct 
copy of the above and foregoing document to the following person(s) as follows: 
Angelo L. Rosa 
Attorney at Law 
P.O. Box 1605 
Boise, ID 83701 
Attorney for Exergy Development Group of 
Idaho, L.L.C.; XRG Development Partners, 
LLC; Rogerson Flats Wind Park, LLC; 
Cottonwood Wind Park, LLC; Salmon Creek 
Wind Park, LLC; Deep Creek Wind Park, 
LLC; and Notch Butte Wind Park, LLC 
Keith S. Moheban 
Timothy M. Kelley 
STINSON LEONARD STREET LLP 
150 South Fifth Street, Suite 2300 
Minneapolis, MN 55402 
Pro Hac Vice 
[vj' U.S. Mail 
Postage Prepaid 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[ ] Facsimile 801-415-1773 
[c.{ Email arosa@rosa-lp.com 
[ qtJ.s. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Overnight Mail 














FW: Exergy v. Rogerson Flats, et al. 
XRG-Fagen (Liens) (Twin Falls)-LT -ALR-JRG-07272014.pdf; XRG-Fagen {Liens) (Twin 
Falls)-DS-Notice of Deposition (Ronald Fagen) {XRG).pdf; XRG-Fagen (Liens) (Twin Falls)-
DS-Notice of Deposition {Jennifer Johnson) {XRG).pdf; XRG-Fagen {Liens) (Twin Falls)-
DS-Notice of Deposition (Fagen 30(b){6)) {XRG).pdf; XRG-Fagen (Liens) (Twin Falls)-PL-
Motion to Compel Depositions {XRG).pdf; XRG-Fagen {Liens) (Twin Falls)-Pl-Declaration 
of ALR in Support of Motion to Compel Depositions {XRG).pdf 
From: arosa@rosa-lp.com [mailto:arosa@rosa-lp.coml 
Sent: Sunday, July 27, 2014 6:45 PM 
To: John Goodell 
Cc: Becky Harvey 
Subject: Exergy v. Rogerson Flats, et al. 
Please see enclosed. 
Angelo L. Rosa, Esq.* 
P.O. Box 1605 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Tel. (801) 440-4400 
Fax. (801) 415-1773 
*Licensed to Practice in California and Idaho 
PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL: This message originates from Rosa, LP and/or Angelo L. Rosa, Esq; 
This message and any file(s) or attachment(s) transmitted with it are confidential, intended only for the 
named recipient, and may contain information that is a trade secret, proprietary, protected by the 
attorney work product doctrine, subject to the attorney-client privilege, or is otherwise protected against 
unauthorized use or disclosure. This message and any file(s) or attachment(s) transmitted with it are 
transmitted based on a reasonable expectation of privacy consistent with ABA Formal Opinion No. 99-413. 
Any disclosure, distribution, copying, or use of this information by anyone other than the intended 
recipient, regardless of address or routing, is strictly prohibited. If you receive this message in error, 
please advise the sender by immediate reply and by telephone at (801) 440-4400, and by deleting the 
original message. Personal messages express only the view of the sender and are not attributable to Rosa, 




Angelo L. Rosa (ISB No. 7546) 
P.O. Box 1605 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone: (801) 440-4400 
Fax: (801) 415-1773 
Attorney for Defendants 
• 
ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, LLC, COTTONWOOD WIND PARK, SALMON CREEK 
WIND PARK, LLC, DEEP CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, NOTCH BUTTE WIND PARK, LLC, 
EXERGY DEVELOP:MENT GROUP OF IDAHO, L.L.C. and XRG DEVELOP:MENT 
PARTNERS, LLC 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 









ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, ) 
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company; ) 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF ) 
IDAHO, LLC, an Idaho limited liability ) 
company; XRG DEVELOPMEN ) 
PARTNERS, LLC, an Idaho limited ) 
liability company; and "JOHN DOES 1- ) 
10", 
Defendants. 
FAGEN, INC., a Minnesota corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
COTTONWOOD WIND PARK, LLC, an 














Case No. CV 2013-573 
Case No. CV 2013-574 
Case No. CV 2013-575 
Case No. CV 2013-576 
NOTICE OF DEPOSITION OF 
FAGEN, INC. 
[I.R.C.P. 30(b)(6)] 
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EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF ) 
IDAHO, LLC, an Idaho limited liability ) 
company; XRG DEVELOPMEN ) 
PARTNERS, LLC, an Idaho limited ) 











SALMON CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, ) 
an Idaho limited liability company; ) 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF ) 
IDAHO, LLC, an Idaho limited liability ) 
company; XRG DEVELOPMEN ) 
PARTNERS, LLC, an Idaho limited ) 











DEEP CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, an ) 
Idaho limited liability company; ) 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF ) 
IDAHO, LLC, an Idaho limited liability ) 
company; XRG DEVELOPMEN ) 
PARTNERS, LLC, an Idaho limited ) 
liability company; and "JOHN DOES 1- ) 
10", ) 
) 











NOTCH BUTTE WIND PARK, LLC, an ) 
Idaho limited liability company; ) 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF ) 
IDAHO, LLC, an Idaho limited liability ) 
company; XRG DEVELOPMEN ) 
PARTNERS, LLC, an Idaho limited ) 
liability company; and "JOHN DOES 1- ) 








PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that Defendants ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, LLC, 
COTTONWOOD WIND PARK, LLC, SALMON CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, DEEP CREEK 
WIND PARK, LLC, NOTCH BUTTE WIND PARK, EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF 
IDAHO, L.L.C. and XRG DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS, LLC, by and through their counsel of 
record, Angelo L. Rosa, Esq. will, pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 30(b)(6) will take 
the deposition of Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. ("Fagen"). The deposition will take place on oral 
examination before a notary public or other person authorized to administer oaths, and may be 
recorded by any means that the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure permit, including, without 
limitation, by videotape, audiotape, and stenographic means (including any form of real-time 
reporting). 
Fagen is requested to designate the person or persons most knowledgeable and prepared 
to testify on behalf ofF agen concerning the subject matter described below. 
The deposition(s) will commence at 10:00 a.m. on Monday, 25 August 2014 at a place 
agreed upon by the parties and/or ordered by the Court pursuant to that certain Motion to Compel 
Depositions filed by the Defendants in this matter, and will continue from day to day until 
completed or adjourned pursuant to stipulation of counsel. 
DATED: 27 July 2014 ANGELO L. ROSA, ESQ. 
Angelo L. Rosa 
Attorney for Moving Defendants 
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LIST OF EXAMINATION TQPICS 
1. The negotiation of any and all Engineering, Procurement and Construction ("EPC") 
agreements between Fagen and Exergy Development Group of Idaho, L.L.C. ("EDG 
Idaho") that is the subject of this lawsuit. 
2. All communications within the Fagen organization concerning the services rendered 
pursuant to the EPC between Fagen and EDG Idaho that is the subject of this lawsuit. 
3. All communications between Fagen and EDG Idaho concerning the services 
rendered pursuant to the EPC between Fagen and EDG Idaho that is the subject of this 
lawsuit. 
4. All work undertaken pursuant to the EPC between Fagen and EDG Idaho that is the 
subject of this lawsuit. 
5. All objections or disagreements between Fagen and any of the named Defendants in 
this action concerning the services rendered pursuant to the EPC between Fagen and EDG 
Idaho that is the subject of this lawsuit. 
6. All work undertaken by Fagen during the last three (3) months of Fagen's presence 
on the project sites that are at issue in this lawsuit. 
7. Any allegations by landowners of any damage caused by Fagen in the rendering of 
services pursuant to the EPC between Fagen and EDG Idaho that is the subject of this 
lawsuit. 
8. The events leading up to the termination of work pursuant to the EPC between 
Fagen and EDG Idaho that is the subject of this lawsuit. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on 27 July 2014, I caused a true and correct copy of the 
document herein by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
John R. Goodell 
RACINE, OLSEN, NYE, BUDGE & 
BAILY, CHID. 
P.O. Box 1391 
Pocatello, Idaho 83204-1391 
r U.S. First Class Mail, Postage Prepaid 
r Hand Delivered 
r Overnight Courier 
fq. Facsimile 
R" Electronic Mail 
Signed. _________ _ 
Angelo L. Rosa 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM 






LAVA BEDS WIND PARK, LLC, an Idaho ) 
limited liability company; EXERGY ) 
DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, LLC, an ) 
Idaho limited liability company; XRG ) 
DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS, LLC, an Idaho ) 
limited liability company; TABOR WIND ) 
FARMS, LLC, an Idaho limited ) 





case No. cv-2013-261 
TRANSCRIPT OF MOTIONS FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
This cause came on regularly for hearing at 
Blackfoot, Idaho, on the 25th day of July, 2014, at the 
hour of 1:07 P.M. before the HONORABLE DARREN B. 


































JOHN R. GOODELL, Esq. 
Racine, Olson, Nye, Budge & 
Bailey, chtd. 
101 south capitol Boulevard, suite 300 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
ANGELO L. ROSA, Esq. 
Post office Box 1605 










FRIDAY, JULY 25, 2014, 1:07 P.M. 
THE COURT: we will be on the record in Bingham 
5 County case cv-2013-261, Fagen, Incorporated, versus 
3 
6 Lava Beds wind Park, LLC, et al. Appearing on behalf of 
7 the plaintiff is Mr. John Goodell, and appearing on 
8 behalf of Defendants Lava Beds, Exergy Development 
9 Group, and XRG is Mr. Angelo Rosa. 
10 Tabor Wind Farms has been dismissed in this 
11 matter. 
12 we are set for a motion-- well, both motions 
13 for summary judgments, one filed by the plaintiff, one 
14 filed by the defendant. 
15 There is also the defendants' motion to 
16 continue the hearing on the motion for summary judgment. 
17 My time is limited this afternoon, gentlemen. 
18 so you both are aware, I have extensively read the 
19 briefs and the affidavits as well as the materials 
20 pertaining to the motion to continue. 
21 And so, Mr. Rosa, I will allow you to make 
22 that argument, if you're still requesting that we 
23 continue the motions. 
24 MR. ROSA: Your Honor, my clients are requesting 
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1 summary judgment. 
2 The court has indicated that he's read the 
3 affidavits. we have had some scheduling issues with 
4 Fagen's lead counsel, who have been coordinating 
5 discovery efforts. And I am on the verge of filing a 
6 motion to compel the depositions both in that Minnesota 
7 federal case as well as is in this matter and the other 
8 sister matters pending in Idaho. so that is my 
9 procedural report. 
10 substantively, I believe it's appropriate 
11 because, while the affidavits submitted in support of 
12 Fagen's motion for summary judgment are in indeed quite 
13 voluminous and detailed, my client has a number of 
14 disagreements with that level of detail and these 
15 conclusions that they've struck in them, and there's 
16 certain things that need to be ferreted out in 
17 deposition. 
18 And so for that reason, we would request a 
19 continuance, perhaps to coincide with some sort of 
20 status conference, given the fact that I'm being bounced 
21 over to Minnesota to have the issue addressed. 
22 As for Exergy's motion for summary judgment, I 
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1 MR. ROSA: I'm not, Your Honor, no. I'm tethered 
2 to my desk here. 
3 THE COURT: All right. Because you were just 
4 fading off there, and it was muffled for a minute. 
5 MR. ROSA: oh, I apologize, Your Honor. 
6 Discovery issues aside, I was just going to 
7 make a brief comment about Exergy's or my client's 
8 motion for summary judgment and point out that there 
9 is -- that that motion is unopposed, and so it would be 
10 our intention to submit judgments of dismissal for the 
11 court's review and execution. 
12 THE COURT: okay. I want to make sure -- in that 
13 regard, let's clear something up here. I'm trying to 
14 find -- the defendant had moved for summary judgment 
15 regarding the mechanic's lien. 
16 MR. ROSA: The lien foreclosure claim, Your Honor, 
17 yes. That's correct. 
18 THE COURT: Right. 
19 MR. ROSA: And that is the only positive action 
20 that we moved for summary judgment on. 
21 THE COURT: And, Mr. Goodell, you've withdrawn 
22 or, actually, are asking to dismiss those matters, if I 
23 understand correctly, causes of action regarding the 
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25 MR. GOODELL: Yeah. Your Honor, we're withdraw1ng 
6 
1 our claim based on the mechanic's lien theory and also 
2 withdrawing claims against XRG Development Partners, 
3 LLC. 
4 THE COURT: All right. Now, the one thing -- and 
5 you've stated that in Fagen's memorandum of law and 
6 response to the defendants' response for summary 
7 judgment. The defendants' motion for summary judgment, 
8 at least in part -- I'm looking at page 3 of the 
9 defendant's -- the Defendant Lava Beds's motion for 
10 summary judgment. It's in paragraph 3, the very last 
11 sentence: "Thus, complete summary judgment as to each 
12 and every party is appropriate as to Defendant XRG 
13 Deve 1 opment Partners, LLC." 
14 so that seems to suggest that there is a 
15 motion for summary judgment as to all of the claims, 
16 including the breach of contract. I want to make sure 
17 that both parties understand the way I'm reading your 
18 response is that that is still an issue, but the lien 
19 foreclosures cause of actions are being dismissed; is 
20 that correct? 
21 MR. GOODELL: I'm not sure I'm understanding; so 
22 let me restate what Fagen's position is. 
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24 MR. GOODELL: Fagen agrees to dismiss the mechanic 
25 lien claims against all defendants. 
1 
2 
THE COURT: Right. 
MR. GOODELL: And Fagen also agrees to withdraw 
3 its claims against XRG Development Partners, LLC, as to 
4 all claims 
5 
6 
THE COURT: Okay. 
MR. GOODELL: -- so it would be dismissed as a 
7 party -- and reserves remaining claims, primarily, 
7 
8 breach of contract against Defendant Lava Beds wind Park 
9 and also against Defendant Exergy Development Group of 




THE COURT: All right. I've got you. 
All right. Your response, then, to the motion 
14 to continue, Mr. Goodell. 
15 
16 
MR. GOODELL: Thank you, Your Honor. 
I appreciate you have read all the briefs, the 
17 motions, the affidavits. They're voluminous. And in 
18 addition to that, of course, the court is familiar with 
19 the prior history of this case. And I would understand 
20 their Rule 56(f) motion would typically be somewhat a 
21 routinely granted thing. 
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23 appropriate for the reasons that we've stated in our 
24 briefing, our motion, our filing, and for the reasons 
25 given the prior procedural history in this case. 
8 
1 And I don't think that there has been a 
2 showing under Rule 56(f) as to why it's necessary what 
3 additional evidence is essential for the defendants to 
4 discover that they don't have or haven't had an 
5 opportunity to have. 
6 And there is case law -- Boise Mode, more 
7 recently -- indicating that a party who does not 
8 diligently pursue discovery is not entitled to a 
9 Rule 56(f) continuance. 
10 And so I would submit, Your Honor, on that 
11 basis and as a discretionary matter within the province 
12 of discretion, that you certainly have a basis in this 
13 case to deny this continuance. 
14 The record, I think, demonstrates there has 
15 not been a diligent pursuit of discovery on the part of 
16 the defendants if they wanted to depose anybody from 
17 Fagen. And they've had notice, based on Your Honor's 
18 own order back from, I think, March 25th or thereabouts 
19 that you were going to hear summary judgment motions in 
20 four months, hence being today. 
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22 order from the court, I think it's inappropriate for 
23 somebody to say they haven't had an opportunity in 
24 four months to take or to whatever deposition they 
25 wanted to do. 
9 
1 Another complicating factor here is that 
2 Mr. Rosa submitted written discovery on behalf of the 
3 defendants on March 25th. we responded timely 30 days 
4 later, on April 25th. 
5 And he writes e-mails, which are in the 
6 record, to me, stating "where's your discovery 
7 response?" yet another month later, on May 25th. And as 
8 it turns out, they're in his mailbox, his post office 
9 box, and sitting there and have been for a month 
10 unbeknownst to him. 
11 so we have complied with the rules and done 
12 everything we're supposed to do in terms of discovery 
13 and responding, and for reasons only he can explain to 
14 you, their written discovery, which was voluminous, is 
15 in his post office box unopened for a month. 
16 Now, the other thing that's going on here: He 
17 only once, by an e-mail sent on sunday, a Memorial Day 
18 weekend -- May 25th, he wrote me an e-mail and said "I'm 
19 going to depose Ron -- I'm going to notice up 
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21 June something, and as a courtesy, I'm letting you know. 
22 If you have a preference of date, let me know." 
23 Two business days later, on wednesday -- I was 
24 out of the office. I was, of course, monitoring my 
25 e-mails and correspondence and coordinating with my 
10 
1 office and did so. 
2 My paralegal -- after I consult with Fagen's 
3 counsel in Minnesota -- Fagen is from Minnesota. They 
4 have counsel there. I coordinate and work with them. 
5 They also have a big lawsuit going with Mr. Rosa there 
6 after a wind park that was actually built involving 
7 these parties that they have a dispute on. It's 
8 unrelated to this wind park dispute in Idaho, but it's 
9 the same parties in another wind park dispute. so he 
10 deals with those counsel all the time. 
11 And so two business days later, my paralegal, 
12 Becky Harvey, e-mailed him back and said "Please 
13 coordinate scheduling deposition of Ron Fagen of Fagen, 
14 Inc., with counsel that you deal with regularly in the 
15 Minnesota litigation because they want to know and be 
16 apprised and they have the client contact directly." 
17 That's the last I ever heard of it. I never 
18 had another request for scheduling Fagen or anybody in 
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20 had any information from Mr. Rosa that counsel back in 
21 Minnesota -- you know, there was a problem in requesting 
22 or scheduling back there. And their affidavit is 
23 presented to the court -- Tim Kelley -- who says "All of 
24 our dealings and contact with Mr. Rosa dealt with trying 
25 to arrange and schedule depositions of Fagen's people in 
11 
1 the Minnesota case, not this case." 
2 And then contrary to what he said in his 
3 initial e-mail, he didn't go ahead and notice Ron 
4 Fagen's deposition in the Idaho case. If he had, of 
5 course, we would have had notice, and we would have been 
6 able to deal with it in some manner. 
7 And so, basically, we've had no information, 
8 no request, no attempt to set or schedule any 
9 depositions knowing that the written discovery is 
10 responded to timely by April 25th -- although, he didn't 
11 know it until May 25th -- and knowing that he's been 
12 referred to other counsel and knowing summary judgment 
13 is coming down the road in four months. 
14 so if that isn't a clear record of 
15 diligence lack of diligence, you know, I don't know 
16 what would be. 
17 And you couple that with what happened 
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19 d1scovery I served in october, that I didn't finally get 
20 until sometime in February,or March. There's been 
21 withdrawal, withdrawal of withdrawal. 
22 And, you know, there's just -- it's very 
23 frustrating. I'm sure it is for the court. 
24 And I typically don't -- you know, I refrain 
25 from criticizing counsel. 
1 But I think under the supreme court's 
2 guideline and case law and authorities here, he's not 
3 been diligent pursuing discovery, and he substantively 
4 doesn't make the showing required by Rule 56(f). It 
5 just isn't there. 
6 
7 
THE COURT: All right. Mr. Rosa, any response? 
MR. ROSA: oh, quite a bit, Your Honor, but I'll 
8 try to keep it limited. 
9 I think counsel, with all due respect, is 
10 speaking out of both sides of his mouth in the sense 
11 that there has been a referral to Fagen's Minnesota 
12 counsel for the purposes of procuring depositions. 
12 
13 Fagen's counsel in Minnesota has engaged in what I would 
14 consider to be a tremendous amount of gamesmanship. 
15 The affidavit -- or excuse me the 
16 declaration that I filed with the court on my own behalf 
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18 correspondence between Fagen's counsel and myself 
19 regarding depositions in both matters. And as of today, 
20 we are still trying to work out deposition dates. And I 
21 have warned Fagen's counsel in Minnesota that there will 
22 be a motion to compel brought there, and, if necessary, 
23 it will be brought here. 
24 However, it's, I think, somewhat contradictory 
25 to refer me to Minnesota counsel whom -- or from whom 
13 
1 Mr. Goodell and his office take orders in this case and 
2 then to say that "oh, we don't know what's going on." 
3 That's an internal communication issue between 
Mr. Goodell's office and Fagen's Minnesota counsel that 
I really have no control over. 
The fact of the matter is Mr. Goodell has been 





8 whole set of cases for some time now, and we have not 
9 been able to obtain dates from Fagen. And so the time 
10 has come to provide the court with a motion to compel, 
11 based on our overwhelming backed attempts to schedule 
12 those in this case and with consideration to parties' 
13 availability. 
14 And in light of that, I do believe that there 
15 has been diligent pursuit of discovery. 
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17 h1story of this case is accurate to a point. I think 
18 I've informed the Court that I've had difficulty dealing 
19 with my client in earlier stages of discovery, due to 
20 some illnesses and some other issues. And we have done 
21 the best that we can do to get as much information 
22 exchanged in the discovery process, and there has been 
23 discovery exchanged. 
24 And just one final point -- it's of cursory 
25 significance. But I don't like the accusation regarding 
1 discovery had been sitting in my post office box for a 
2 month. I overlooked receipt of those responses. I 
3 found them, and Mr. Goodell's office was very kind 
4 enough to send a flash drive over with the documents 
5 that were produced. sut I don't appreciate the 
6 intimation that was in my post office box for a month. 
7 
8 
THE COURT: All right. 
MR. ROSA: so that aside, Your Honor, I would 
14 
9 respectfully ask the court for a continuance so that we 
10 can conduct the discovery we are entitled to and which 
11 Fagen itself has denied us but for --
12 MR. GOODELL: Your Honor, if I may have one point 
13 that's not in the briefing? I think it's important 
14 procedurally for the showing for Rule 56(f). 
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16 MR. GOODELL: Very briefly. 
17 Mr. Rosa submitted declarations only. He has 
18 not submitted affidavits. This is not federal court, 
19 and the Idaho rule requires affidavits. what he has 
20 submitted are declarations. They're unsworn, 
21 un-notarized written statements. They're not in the 
22 form required by Idaho Rule of civil Procedure 56(f). 
23 MR. ROSA: And, Your Honor, I would respectfully 
24 submit that opposing counsel has not read the recent 
25 revisions to the rules permitting the use of 
1 declarations, I believe, earlier last year. 
2 
3 
THE COURT: All right. 
MR. ROSA: The rules of civil procedure in the 
4 state of Idaho now permits the use of declarations in 
5 lieu of affidavits. 
6 THE COURT: All right. Let me just kind of 
7 review -- like I said, I've gone through this quite a 
15 
8 bit in trying to figure out how to handle the situation, 
9 and let me just review some of the procedures here. 
10 In this case, it was initiated in February 
11 in exactly February 8th of 2013, the complaint was 
12 filed. Mr. Rosa filed an appearance on september 3rd of 
13 2013. There was, by stipulation, an amendment to that 
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15 answer was filed on the same day. 
16 In January of 2014 -- and, in particular, on 
17 the 9th of that month -- in a status conference, 
18 Mr. Rosa informed the Court of his intention to withdraw 
19 from the case, due to some conflicts he was having with 
20 his client. on the 14th of January of this year, 
21 Mr. Rosa then filed the motion to withdraw. 
22 In January -- on January 23rd of 2013, the 
23 plaintiff filed a motion to compel. On January 28th of 
24 2014, the motion was granted, compelling the discovery 
25 in this matter regarding the plaintiff's motions in that 
16 
1 case. 
2 At that point, I denied the motion of Mr. Rosa 
3 to withdraw because of some procedural defects in 
4 service upon his client. 
5 Mr. Rosa renewed that motion to withdraw on 
6 February lOth of 2014. At a status conference on 
7 March 24th of 2014, Mr. Rosa withdrew that motion to 
8 withdraw as counsel. 
9 At that point in time, this Court then set 
10 dates based upon the representations of counsel that 
11 they were going to seek motions for summary judgment, 
12 and I set a date for today for summary judgment hearings 
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14 could meet the statutory -- or the rule requirements 1n 
15 having that date for summary judgment motions. 
16 As indicated in the arguments here today and 
17 in the pleadings, on sunday, May 25th, which was the 
18 Memorial Day weekend, Mr. Rosa asked for Mr. Goodell to 
19 confirm a date within a time range for a deposition. As 
20 indicated, two days later, Mr. Goodell's paralegal 
21 directs Mr. Rosa to contact Minnesota counsel to 
22 schedule the depositions of Fagen. 
23 I do have some concerns with that direction, 
24 where the counsel that Mr. Rosa was referred to neither 
25 are licensed in Idaho, based upon this court's review of 
17 
1 the Desk Book, the Idaho State Bar Desk Book, and are 
2 not attorneys of record in this case. 
3 The court does recognize, based upon the 
4 arguments and the pleadings, that Mr. Rosa is involved 
5 in a Minnesota case involving the parties in this case, 
6 which is a separate action and not related to this case, 
7 and that Mr. Rosa has had dealings and continues to deal 
8 with the attorneys that Mr. Goodell's paralegal directed 
9 that he contact. 
10 on June 11th, Mr. Rosa contacts the Minnesota 
11 counsel by e-mail. on June 27th, the plaintiff files 
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13 on July 10th of 2014, the defendant files an 
14 opposition to the motion for summary judgment and a 
15 motion and request for a continuance. In the motion to 
16 continue, Mr. Rosa requests -- or sets two bases for 
17 that motion, the first being that discovery is not 
18 concluded and that the defendant -- or that the 
19 plaintiff in this case refused to confirm dates for 
20 depositions and, two, that Exergy's witness, 
21 Mr. shively, had identified facts that have to be 
22 explored. 
23 In the e-mails with the Minnesota attorneys, 
24 Mr. Rosa, on June 17th," 2014, notices a deposition and, 
25 apparently, from the response to the e-mail -- or from 
18 
1 that e-mail, had provided a notice sometime the week of 
2 June 9th of 2014. Mr. Rosa was informed that counsel 
3 was not going to be available and would not be available 
4 until after July 9th. 
5 The e-mails in that first round do not mention 
6 any of the Idaho cases. And there's basically a 
7 challenge from the Minnesota attorney in that e-mail 
8 that he should if Mr. Rosa wasn't happy, to file a 
9 motion to compel. And in reading that e-mail, it 
10 appeared that he was discussing that he should file that 
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12 On July 2nd, there's more e-mail 
13 correspondence, and on July 9th, there's more e-mail 
14 correspondence and no discussion or mention of the Idaho 
15 cases. 
16 on July 9th of 2014, there's then again 
17 another e-mail between Mr. Rosa and the Minnesota 
18 attorneys, where Mr. Rosa is apparently quite angry with 
19 what is happening there and indicates in that e-mail 
20 that it may have impact and prolong the Idaho 
21 litigation. But it is apparent in that e-mail that he 
22 is also addressing the other cases in this case -- the 
23 Minnesota case in these matters. 
24 So when I go through this and I see the issues 
25 that are going on, there's two concerns. 
19 
1 This matter has been pending for over a year, 
2 and, apparently, no depositions have been taken. Part 
3 of that, I understand, was due to Mr. Rosa's problems 
4 with his client. Part of that is probably due to 
5 counsel in Minnesota -- its unavailability. 
6 There is no evidence about any obstruction 
7 issues, like that are being asserted, only that, during 
8 this e-mail correspondence in June, that the attorney, 
9 this Keith -- I think was his first name -- was out of 
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11 June and July. 
12 This court has no further correspondence 
13 between Mr. Rosa and Mr. Goodell trying to meet and 
14 confer regarding other availability dates. 
15 In addition, there's been no motion to compel 
16 filed in this matter to compel a deposition to be done 
17 in this case. 
18 so there appears to have been sufficient time 
19 to conduct the discovery that's necessary. 
20 I also say that in lieu of the fact that, even 
21 though there's been no depositions, the defendants filed 
22 a motion for summary judgment themselves. 
23 Furthermore, when I look at Rule 56(f), the 
24 rule states that "should it appear from the affidavits 
25 of a party opposing the motion that a party cannot, for 
20 
1 reasons stated, present by affidavit facts essential to 
2 justify the party's opposition, the court may refuse the 
3 application for judgment or may order a continuance to 
4 permit affidavits to be obtained of depositions to be 
5 taken or discovery to be had or may take such other 
6 order as is just," end quote. 
7 In the declaration of Mr. shively, on page 2 
8 paragraph 3, he states "I understand that" -- quote, "I 
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10 judgment on the basis of breach of the Engineering, 
11 Procurement, and construction agreement between it and 
12 Exergy Development Group of Idaho, LLC. 
13 "Given my knowledge of the project, its 
14 timeline, the relevant critical path of development 
15 items, and the ultimate end result of Fagen's work, 
16 there appears to be a significant discrepancy between 
17 the billing tendered by Fagen, Incorporated, for the 
18 work on the EPC and the amount and quality of work 
19 undertaken. 
20 "Further inquiry into this issue is needed in 
21 order for the correct amount due (which I understand to 
22 be the damages sought by Fagen in this matter) to be 
23 ascertained." 
24 Paragraph 4: "In addition, I am aware that 
25 the last few months of Fagen's involvement on the 
21 
1 project did not consist of any substantive work or 
2 improvements on the land in question. There appears, 
3 therefore, to be a discrepancy between the billing 
4 records submitted by Fagen in support of its claim and 
5 the true facts of what work was (or was not) undertaken 
6 and whether such work did (or did not) constitute 
7 compensable work under the terms of the EPC." 
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9 structured the schedule of services to be tendered over 
10 a longer period of time than is typical for such a 
11 project. This modification appears to have been 
12 consistent with the work undertaken by Fagen, which were 
13 repetitive, arbitrary, and compulsory activities. This 
14 will, I believe, affect the true amount due to Fagen for 
15 its services under the EPC," end quote. 
16 Part of my concern here is, when I read that 
17 declaration in support of the motion, it appears to me 
18 that Mr. Shively would have sufficient information, 
19 based upon what he's giving here, to review the 
20 discovery that's already been done to make an opinion 
21 that could constitute a material issue of fact, 
22 therefore, defeating the motion for summary judgment. 
23 But he doesn't tell me anything more than what 
24 I've just read to you. They're kind of conclusory 
25 statements and hypotheses apparently based on some type 
22 
1 of information that he already has. 
2 And so I've not been provided with any 
3 information that would show that additional discovery is 
4 needed in order to contradict the motion for summary 
5 judgment. 
6 so based upon those findings, the court is 
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8 proceed with the motion for summary judgments in this 
9 matter. 
10 Again, gentlemen, as I've indicated, I've read 
11 the briefing and the materials provided. 
12 Mr. Goodell, on your motion for summary 
13 judgment, you may be heard. 
MR. GOODELL: Thank you, Your Honor. 14 
15 we have submitted voluminous materials, and I 
16 think it's a simple breach of contract case. I think 
17 the contracts have been presented to the court, and the 
18 affidavits, citing the pertinent excerpts that are 
19 operative and important. The billing and the invoices 
20 in the documents have been submitted as well and shows a 
21 monthly calculation of the period that work was being 
22 done on the project on December 11th through July of 
23 2012 and the billing documents that support that tied to 
24 the contract documents as to the scheduling and 
25 assessment of the work. 
23 
1 And so the total amount due under the 
2 affidavits, particularly, of Mr. Bormann, the project 
3 manager, and also the lady -- the affidavit of 
4 Lonnie Anderson -- Lori Anderson, rather, support the 
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7 so we think we have a contract. we think we 
8 have a breach by nonpayment. we think we have the work 
9 that was performed, as authorized under those -- I 
10 always forget the name -- the LNTPs, which is the 
11 Authorization for work Nos. 1 to 2, with a directive and 
12 the approval to go ahead and start doing the work. And 
13 so they did that. 
14 And so the billings, you know, follow for that 
15 work being done. And the work was done in the time 
16 frame that I've mentioned. And the certificates --
17 application certificates of payment is the form of 
18 submission as an invoice that were submitted over that 
19 time frame for the work that was being done. 
20 And it's supported by Mr. Bormann's affidavit. 
21 The contracts are Exhibits A to E. It's tab 9 of the 
22 book. And Lori Anderson's affidavit is tab 5 of the 
23 book, with the supporting Exhibits A through G as 
24 essentially the invoices. 
25 The work done was authorized, as I say, 
24 
1 December 11 to July 12 under those LNTPs No. 1 and 
2 No. 2, and work continued until the July 30, 2012, 
3 e-mail to cease work from Mr. carkulis to 
4 Jennifer Johnson -- and her affidavit has got that 
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6 to stop work. 
7 And the reason work was stopped, as stated in 
8 Mr. carkulis's affidavit, was difficulties arising at 
9 the Idaho Public utility commission and with FERC over 
10 the approvals necessary and incidental to this project 
11 being able to go online and the necessary regulatory 
12 approvals. It had nothing to do with any work that 
13 Fagen was doing. 
14 so by reason of Mr. carkulis's direction to 
15 stop work given in that July 30, 2012, e-mail, Fagen 
16 stopped work and billed for what had been done. 
17 so their work was authorized to commence under 
18 those LNTPs 1 and 2. They were directed .to stop for 
19 reasons unrelated to their work. And they billed for 
20 the work that they did on-site. And never, not once, 
21 either in the July 30, 2012, e-mail directing them to 
22 stop work did Mr. carkulis or anybody from Exergy ever 
23 say "There's a problem with your work." Quite clearly, 
24 they stopped work for unrelated reasons. 
25 so Fagen, of course, has people, men, 
25 
1 equipment on-site working during those several months; 
2 relies on the contracts; relies on the billings pursuant 
3 to those contracts; the work authorized to commence; 
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5 Your Honor. 
6 And if you have any questions, of course, I'm 
7 happy to try to answer them, but I think that the record 
8 here in support of this simple breach of contract action 
9 is very well established. 
10 And Mr. carkulis, as well as Mr. shively, 
11 Your Honor, submitted an affidavit in support of the 
12 Exergy defendants summary judgment motion, which seems 
13 to talk quite a bit about what he knows about the 
14 project. 
15 so in addition to Mr. shively, as Your Honor 
16 has already reviewed and discussed, I think the same is 
17 true with Mr. carkulis, as evidenced by his affidavit 
18 filed in support of the other motion, that there is a 






to have submitted something 
his affidavit, he says he's 
opposition but doesn't. 
THE COURT: All right. 
MR. ROSA: Your Honor, 
in opposition. And even in 
going to submit something in 
Mr. Rosa? 
I don't think there's a 
25 dispute as to the existence of the contract. I don't 
26 
1 from my client's perspective, I don't believe there's a 
2 question as to a breach of that contract where payment 
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4 I do believe that there is an issue of fact as 
5 to the damages that Fagen is entitled to. Those issues 
6 have been touched upon in Mr. shively's declaration. 
7 And contrary to the assumptions of Fagen's counsel, 
8 these are issues that still need to be explored in 
9 greater depth, notwithstanding how little or how much 
10 any party assumes Mr. shively reviewed the documents 
11 submitted in support of the motion for summary judgment. 
12 And so it would be our position that, at the 
13 very least, there is a triable issue of material of fact 
14 as to the damages: the time spent on the job, the 
15 amount of work done in the final months leading up to 
16 the termination of Fagen's work on the project site, and 
17 the genuineness of the billing. And these are things 
18 that we intend to flesh out, if given the opportunity. 
19 Now, I understand that the court has denied 
20 the Rule 56(f) motion for a continuance. However, I do 
21 believe there is sufficient evidence in the record to 
22 support perhaps a finding of entitlement to partial 
23 summary judgment as to breach in Fagen's favor. 
24 Damages, on the other hand, are another matter. 
25 And so with the opposition that, if this court 
27 
1 is inclined to grant summary judgment in Fagen's favor, 
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3 proceed to trial on the issue of damages. we will 
4 present the evidence that we need to present, and we 
5 will take the depositions we need to take. And a full 
6 and correct record of that dispute can be had if we 
7 proceed to trial. 
8 I do not believe that Fagen has made a showing 
9 that there's a lack of triable fact when it comes to 
10 damages. And although the affidavit -- or excuse me 
11 declaration of Mr. Shively was intended to be focused on 
12 the deficiencies that give rise to need further 
13 discovery, those statements also indicate a dispute as 
14 to -- not the breach, per se, but how much Fagen is 
15 entitled to for its efforts, given certain conduct that 
16 has taken place, or, in the instances of work 
17 undertaken, not taken place. 
18 so it's important for us, from our 
19 perspective, Your Honor, from my client's perspective, 
20 to be able to put on evidence after further discovery, 
21 which, I believe, we've shown an entitlement to, if not 
22 to both the summary judgment motion, then certainly to 
23 oppose complete summary judgment. 
24 And so I would respectfully ask the court 
25 that, if it is inclined to grant motion for summary 
28 
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THE COURT: Mr. Goodell, any response? 
MR. GOODELL: well, Your Honor, there's 
6 Mr. carkulis, who is the president and principal, in 
7 paragraph 12 of his declaration filed in support of 
8 defendants' motion for summary judgment, at 
9 paragraph 12, refers to some of these issues over work 
10 done and time and billings and so forth, as Mr. shively 
11 did, as Your Honor referred to earlier. 
12 And he says in that paragraph 12, quote. "The 
13 defendants also contest the amount due for the services 
14 rendered by Fagen with respect to the project site. 
15 These issues will be presented to the court in depth in 
16 the defendants' response to Fagen's recently filed 
17 motion for summary judgment," closed quote. 
18 Nothing further was submitted to contest those 
19 issues by Mr. Carkulis or Mr. shively. And if such was 
20 not done in reliance or on the assumption that the 
21 Rule 56(f) motion was going to be granted, it was a big 
22 assumption and, I submit, done in error. But it sort of 
23 assumes that they don't have to do anything on the 
24 merits to oppose Fagen's summary judgment motion, 
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1 affidavits submitted in support of it. 
2 And so if there is a basis to dispute damages, 
3 as counsel suggests, they didn't do it, and so the 
4 record before the court has nothing but conclusory 
5 statements or speculation or assumption of what they 
6 will do but have not done. 
7 And so I think that situation is somewhat 
8 addressed in-- well, I just think they have failed to 
9 come forward, as is their burden, to establish if 
10 there's a triable issue of fact based upon admissible 
11 evidence or competent expert opinion testimony, with the 
12 necessary foundation. 
13 All they've asserted are some general 
14 conclusory, pleading-like statements, and I think they 
15 do so at their peril. And with four months' notice and 
16 with 30 days' notice of our timely filing of this 
17 motion, they had 30 days to come up with another 
18 affidavit so that they could in-depth submit to this 
19 court evidence which they relied on in raising a triable 
20 issue of fact as to damages, didn't do it. 
21 THE COURT: All right. Mr. Rosa, we've discussed 
22 your motion for summary judgment. I think, based on our 
23 discussion and the pleadings, that motion has been 
24 resolved; is that correct? 
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1 correct in assuming that the motion for summary judgment 
2 is granted? 
3 THE COURT: I believe so, based on the response 
4 that Mr. Goodell made to me. 
5 MR. ROSA: okay. Very good. That's all I wanted 
6 to clarify. 
7 Would the Court be willing to indulge me just 
8 a few moments of rejoinder to what Mr. Goodell just 
9 stated? I promise not to waste anybody's time. I just 
10 have a few brief comments, if the court would allow it. 
11 THE COURT: Well, very quickly, but then-- we're 
12 dealing with Mr. Goodell's motion; so I give him the 
13 last say. 
14 MR. ROSA: understood, Your Honor. 
15 As discovery in this matter has not yet 
16 closed, and regardless of whether we're entitled to a 
17 Rule 56(f) continuance, we still have the right to 
18 discovery. And I believe that, while the declaration of 
19 Mr. shively may not contain the same level or depth of 
20 detail that -- of Fagen's moving papers and supporting 
21 affidavits may contend, there is showing of a dispute as 
22 to the issue of damages. 
23 However slight it might be, I think the case 
24 law in this jurisdiction and this court's conclusion, 
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1 greater, that there is, in fact, a triable issue of 
2 material fact as to damages. 
3 Given Mr. shively's stated expertise and, you 
4 know, his review of the documents, there have been, you 
5 know, certain items that require cross-examination in 
6 order to come up with the correct amount that is owed to 
7 Fagen for its services. 
8 And so on that basis, you know, I would 
9 reiterate our request for a partial motion for summary 
10 judgment, with trial to be reserved for the issue of 
11 damages. 
12 THE COURT: All right. Mr. Goodell, do you have 
13 any response? 
14 MR. GOODELL: well, I think Your Honor has already 
15 characterized Mr. Shively's affidavit as conclusory and 
16 not supplying the information he said he might be able 
17 to supply. And I guess the same thing is true of 
18 Mr. carkulis. And so I think that's adequate rejoinder. 
19 THE COURT: Okay. All right. I will take the 
20 matter under advisement. You will have a decision 
21 shortly. 
22 so if there's no other issues at this point, 
23 we will be in recess. 
24 
25 
Thank you, Mr. Rosa. 
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32 
1 allowing me to appear by telephone as well. 
2 THE COURT: Yes, sir. 
3 MR. ROSA: I appreciate it. 
4 THE COURT: Mr. Goodell, thank you. 
5 MR. GOODELL: Thank you, Your Honor. 
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PLAINTIFF FAGEN, INC.'S 
MEMORANDUM OF LAW IN 
RESPONSE TO DEFENDANTS• 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT 
INTRODUCTION 
Defendants unnecessarily moved for summary judgment on Fagen, Inc.'s ("Fagen'') 
mechanic's lien claims and all claims against XRG Development Group of Idaho, LLC ("XRG 
Dev.',. In Fagen•s Motion for Summary Judgment, Fagen informed the Court and Defendants 
that Fagen elected to withdraw its mechanic's lien claims and all claims against XRG Dev. 
Fagen's Motion for Sutnmary Judgment, p. 3, ~10. note ·s. Fagen elected to withdraw its 
mechanic's lien claims because Defendants previously disclosed that Defendants Rogerson Flats 
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Wind Park, LLC, Cottonwood Wind Park, LLC, Salmon Creek Wind Park, LLC, Deep Creek 
Wind Park, LLC and Notch Butte Wind Park, LLC (collectively, the "Project Entities'~ breached 
the leases for the real property that are subject to Fagen's mechanic's liens and that the leases 
had been terminated. Because the leases were breached and tenninated, Fagen determined there 
likely is little monetary benefit in continuing to pursue its mechanic's lien claims. 
In their motion, Defendants again state that all of the leases were breached and 
tenninated. Declaration of James T. Carkulis (uCarkulis Dec."), 110. Fagen, however, is 
compelled to file a brief response to .Defendants' motion to correct factual· misstatements 
contained therein. Specifically, Defendants argue that Fagen's mechanic's liens fail as a matter 
of law because Fagen did not have a contractual relationship with the Project Entities. See 
Defendants• Memo., p. 7; Carkulis Dec., 1f4. Th~t is false. 
I. THE PROJECT ENTITIES CONTRACTED WITH FAGEN. 
Defendants admit that the Project Entities hold or held leasehold interests in the parcels 
ofland that are subject to Fagen's mechanic's lien claims. Carkulis Deo., mf6-8. Defendants do 
not argue that Fagen failed to properly perfect its mechanic's liens. Rather, Defendants argue 
that Fagen has no right to the mechanic's liens because ''there is no privity of contract between. 
the Lessee [Project Entities] and Fagen." Defendants' Memo .• p. 7. 
That is false. Fagen entered into contracts with all of the Project Entities. For example: 
1. Notch Butte Wind Park. LLC: 
(a) On July 25, 2011, Fagen, Exergy Development Group of Idaho, 
L.L.C. (''Exergyll) and Notch Butte Wind Park, LLC entered into a 
Limited Notice to Proceed (the "Notch Butte LNTP #1 ''). Affidavit. of 
Brad Bormann ("Bormann Aft:t'), Ex. B.1 
1 Fagen filed the Affidavit of Bradley Bormann with its summary judgment motion. 
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(b) On December 14, 2011, Fagen, Exergy, and Notch Butte Wind 
Park, LLC entered into a second Limited Notice to Proceed ("Notch Butte 
LNTP #2), Id. at Ex, C. 
2. Cottonwood Wind Park. LLC. De@P Creek Wind Park. LLC. Rogerson 
Flats Wind Park. LLC and Salmon Creek Wind Park. LLC: 
(a) On October 9, 2011, Fagen, Exergy, Cottonwood Wind Pm.·k, LLC, 
Deep Creek Wind Pat·k:, LLC, Rogerson Flats Wind Park, LLC and 
Salmon Creek Wind Park, LLC entered into a Limited Notice to Proceed. 
Id. atEx.E. 
(b) On December 14, 2011. Fagen, Exe:rgy. Cottonwood Wind Park, 
LLC, Deep Creek Wind Paxk, LLC, Rogerson Flats Wind Park, LLC and 
Salmon Creek Wind Park, LLC entered into another Limited Notice to 
Pt"Oceed. Id. at Ex. F. 
In each of the Limited Notices to Proceed, Exergy and the Project Entities authorized Fagen to 
perform certain work. I d. at Ex. E. Accordingly, Defendants cannot plausibly assert. that Fagen 
has no contract with the Project Entities when the Project Entities signed multiple contracts 
authorizing Fagen to perfonn work. 
Fagen. however. as it stated in its summary judgment motion, will not pursue its 
mechanic's lien claims further in reliance on Defendants' representation that "[e]ach of the 
Project antity Defendants breached their respective lease for non-payment and all leases have 
been terminated." Carlrulis Dec., ,10. Fagen sees little monetary benefit to it in foreclosing on 
the Project Entities' leasehold interests and stepping into leases that are in default or "possibly" 
terminated. 
CONCLUSION 
For the foregoing reasons, Fagen elects not to further pursue its mechanic's lien claims 
and the claims against Defendant XR.G Development Partners, LLC. As a result, the only 
pending motion before the Court is Fagen's summary judgment motion on its breach of contract 
claims. 
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DATED this ,-q~ of August, 2014. 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, BUDGE & 
BAILEY, CHARTERED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the }jj&y of August) 2014, I served a tt'Ue and cotTect 
copy of the above and foregoing docUment to the following pe~-son(s) as follows: 
Angelo L. Rosa 
Attorney at Law 
P.O. Box 1605 
Boise, lD 83701 
Attorney for Exergy Development Group of 
Idaho, L.L. C.; XRO Development Partners, 
LLC; Rogerson Flats Wind Park, LLC; 
Cottonwood Wind Par~ LLC; Salmon Creek 
Wind Park, LLC; Deep Creek Wind Park, 
LLC.· and Notch Butte Wind Park. UC 
Keith S. Moheban 
Timothy M. Kelley 
STINSON LEONARD STREET LLP 
1 SO South Fifth Street, Suite 2300 




[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ J Overnight Mail 
~}Facsimile 801-415-1773 
ltY.I Email· arosa@rosa-lp.com 
[Jfu.s. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
{ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Ovemight Mail 
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Fagen's opposition to the present Ex Parte Application ts both incorrect and 
disingenuous. 
It has been Fagen's counsel who has persistently delayed in offering a witness for 
deposition despite a dialogue that has lasted for months. The emails attached to the Declaration 
of Moving Defendants' counsel confirm this. Furthermore, the earliest date that Fagen could 
make its witness available was 25 August. So, stripped down to a more basic wording, Fagen's 
counsel is arguing "you didn't move to compel our witness' deposition so it's your problem that 
the deadline falls before the date we agreed to make our witness available." This is precisely the 
sort of gamesmanship that the revisions to the Rules of Civil Procedure are intended to avoid. 
Moreover,Fagen'scounsel'scitationtotheBinghamCounty Court'srulingthatadelay 
in pursuing discovery occurred is both misplaced and disingenuous. Fagen's counsel passed its 
responsibility for scheduling depositions to his betters in Minnesota but was chastised for doing 
so by the court in Bingham County, then (curiously) shortly thereafter Minnesota counsel entered 
appo;arances pro hac vice in the present consolidated matter. However, it is inapposite for Fagen 
to claim that this Court should follow the ruling of the Bingham County court in denying Moving 
Defendants the rightto take discovery when it has been Fagen who has moved the goalposts on 
this issue. As an aside, Moving Defendants are preparing to appeal the decision of the Bingham 
County Court as to the denial of their Rule 56(£) motion as that denial essentially punishes 
Moving Defendants from acting in good faith without burdening the Court with a motion to 
compel and condones the intentional delays and other gamesmanship that Fagen's counsel has 
deliberately engaged in. 
Finally, as stated in Moving Defendants' moving papers, there is no prejudice that will 
inure to Fagen if the requested continuance is granted but there will be substantial injury to 
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Moving Defendants if the motion is not granted. This Court is asked to not condone the 
gamesmanship that Fagen has engaged in and to allow the brief continuance requested, which 
can be accommodated easily within the existing briefing schedule for this Motion. 
DA1ED: 19 August2014 Respectfully Submitted, 
ANGELO L. ROSA, ESQ. 
Angelo L. Rosa 
Attorney for Moving Defendants 
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CERTIFJCATEOFSERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on 19 August 2014, I caused a true and correct copy of the 
document herein by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
John R. Goodell 
RACINE, OLSEN, NYE, BUDGE & 
BAILY, CIITD. 
P.O. Box 1391 
Pocatello,Idaho83204-1391 
r U.S. First Class Mail, Postage Prepaid 
r Hand IXlivered 
C Overnight Courier 
R1 Facsimile 
R1 Elec1ronic Mail 
Signed:,__ ________ _ 
Angelo L. Rosa 
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COMES NOW Defendants, ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, LLC, 
COTTONWOODWIND PARK, SALMON CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, DEEP CREEK 
WIND PARK, LLC, NOTCH BUTTE WIND PARK, LLC, EXERGY DEVELOPMENT 
GROUP OF IDAHO, L.L.C. and XRG DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS, LLC ("Moving 
Defendants") by and through counsel of record and hereby file their Memorandum in Opposition 
to the Motion ofFagen, Inc. for Summary Judgment. 
L 
INTRODlUCfiON 
Plaintiff: Fagen, Inc. ("Fagen") is seeking summary judgment on an Engineering 
Procurement and Construction Agreement ("EPC") that was executed without a complete 
agreement ortermsbeingformulated in December 2011, was not yet completed as of mid-20 12, 
and is backed by billings that Exergy has demonstrated do not reflect the true work, which was 
far less substantive than Fagen claims. Accordingly, Moving Defendants are entitled to 
affirmative defenses of impossibility and unclean hands as asserted in their Answer to Fagen's 
First Amended Complaint, and a finding that Fagen is not entitled to summary judgment. 
II. 
ARGUMENT 
Moving Defendants do not dispute the legal standard stated in Fagen's moving papers. 
However, Moving Defendants would augment that statement with the additional requirement that 
the burden of proving the absence of material facts is upon the moving party. H ei v. Holzer, 139 
Idaho 81, 85, 73 P.3d 94, 98 (2003). Once the moving party establishes the absence of a genuine 
issue of material fact, the burden shifts to the non-moving party to show that a genuine issue of 
material fact does exist. Id A non-moving party must come forward with evidence by way of 
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affidavit or otherwise which contradicts the evidence submitted by the moving party, and which 
establishes the existence of a material issue of disputed fact. Jd 
Here, there is a triable issue of material fact as to the element of damages. There is also 
clear evidence of unclean hands and impossibility of performance, as set forth in the Declaration 
of James T. Carkulis, filed concurrently herewith. This evidence shows that there is no way that 
Fagen can claim the absence of a triable issue of material fact as to each and every element of its 
breachofcontractclaim. By virtue ofthe Declaration of James T. Carkulis and the exhibits 
thereto, Moving Defendants contend that they have met their burden of establishing the existence 
of a triable issue of material fact as to each and every element of its contract claim. Fagen is not 
the innocent aggrieved party that it purports to be. Fagen is suing on a contract that was 
contrived for the purposes of qualifying for a federal cash grant applicable to renewableenergy 
projects, then undertook work of a minimal nature on the project sites while deliberately 
overstating the magnitude of that work. Even if this Court were to find that there are no 
disputable issues with the formation of the EPC, there is most certainly a substantive dispute 
over just how much Fagen has been damaged and what bearing its own improper conduct should 
have on the overall calculus of damages Fagen may be entitled to. Gen. Auto Parts Co., Inc. v. 
Genuine Parts Co., 132 Idaho 849, 859 (1999) (statingthat "Damages must be proven with 
reasonable certainty."). These are issues reservedfortrial Wl.derwell-establishedlaw. 
There is no way Fagen can avoid the evidence proffered to this Court through this 
opposition which show that Fagen overbilled Exergy for work done, sued on its contract after 
being complicit in the fact that Exergy's performance was impossible due to economic 
impossibility, and further acted in bad faith by filing a lien foreclosure claim that is fashioned out 
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of whole cloth. Even in the presence of a technical breach of the EPC by Exergy, Fagen is not 
entitled to the damages it claims. 
Ill. 
RULE 56(F) ISSUES 
Moving Defendants have filed a Motion under Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 56( f) on an 
ex parte basis due to the factthat Plaintiff has not made its corporaterepresentativeavailablefor 
depositionuntil25August2014. The Court has refusedtorule onthe Motionasofthedateof 
this Memorandum and so this submission is made with the express reservation of any and all 
rights to supplement (and/or to seek leave to supplement) the evidence proffered in opposition to 
Fagen's present Motion for Summaty Judgment 
IV. 
CONCLUSION 
For the foregoing reasons, Moving Defendants respectfully submit that Fagen's Motion 
for Summaty Judgment be denied in full or, in the alternative, that summaty judgment be granted 
partially with the issue of damages reserved for trial. 
DATED: 19 August 2014 Respectfully Submitted, 
Angelo L. Rosa 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
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DECLARATION OF JAlVIES T. 
CARKUUS IN OPPOSmON TO 
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR 
SUMMAR \JUDGMENT 
COMES NOW James T. Carkulis, and hereby declares and states as follows: 
1. I am an individual residipg in the State of Montana. I have personal knowledge of 
the matters attested to in this Declaration, except to those matters that are stated on the 
basis of belief. 
Work Undertaken by Fagen 
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2. The Engineering Procw-ement and Construction Agreement c·EPC") was 
executed in December 2011 but was not yet a completed agreement. This occurred at the 
behest andknowledge ofFagen, who wanted to make sure that certain financial benefits 
would inure to the project 
3. The work undertaken by Fagen had two purposes, one short term and one long 
term. The short term purpose was to demonstrate that some work of a substantial nature 
has commenced before the end of 20 ll in order to qualifY or what is known as a "UST 
1603 Cash Grant" which is a federal grant given to renewable energy projects who 
commence benchmark work by certain periods within a given tax year where the grant is 
available. The long term purpose was twofold with the primary task of performing 
continuousconstruction to adhere to the precepts of the UST 1603 Cash Grant 
requirements and the second consisting of the construction of the projects pursuant to the 
terms set forth in the EPC. Thus, to serve the short term purpose ofthe EPC, Exergy and 
Fagen executed a signature page(s) on the Idaho Six Winds projects before the end of 
2011 to assist in qualifYing for the UST 1603 Cash Grant. The EPC contract had been in 
preliminary final form, but many exhibits and final terms and conditions still to be 
worked out, a fact which Fagen acknowledged. A true and accurate copy of 
correspondence between Exergy and Fagen is attached and incorporated hereto as 
"Exhibit A". 
4. The site work that was completed in December 2011 consisted of cutting roads, 
beginning excavation of foundations, and grading turbine locations. 
5. There was very little new work on the site that was completed during 2012. 
Essentially, acontinuation(stretching-out) of the road cutting, foundation excavation, 
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and grading was performed at the sites. The activities amounted to arriving on site and 
running equipment, performing work at a pace much below what is typical or necessary. 
Fagen did so in order to attempt to satisfY the continuous construction requirement of the 
UST 1603 cash grant without actually putting in the time and money to work toward 
projectcompletion. This is significantly different from the work detailed in the billing, 
which Fagen claims entitlement to payment for. 
6. Evidenced by "Exhibit B", as of July 2012, EPC contractswere still being 
finalized. A true and accurate copy of correspondence between Exergy and Fagen on this 
sulject is attached and incorporated hereto as "Exhibit B''. 
7. Due to Fagen's lack of providing the necessary development credit for the 
interconnection of the projects led to power contract extension contract issues 
encountered with the Idaho Public Utilities Commission, and combined with other 
regulatorydifficulties resulting in a moratorium on bank financing on wind energy 
project projects in Idaho. In late July 2012, I spoke with Ron Fagen and he requested a 
letter instructing Fagen to stop work on the projects subject to the EPC. Fagen 
acknowledged that performance would be impossible for Exergy. A letter in e-mail form 
was tendered by me to Fagen in compliance with Fagen's request. A true and accurate 
copy of correspondence between Exergy and Fagen is attached and incorporated hereto as 
"Ex hi bit c,. 
8. Fagen considered themselves partners in these projects so one of Fagen's 
intentions in undertaking the EPC was to quality for the aforementioned cash grant. 
When project viability become uncertain, Fagen set up a scenario enabling Fagen to sue 
for breach of contract despite the economic impossibility. 
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Lienlssues 
9. Although the lien foreclosure claims are disputed and Fagen has admitted they 
lack merit, it is important for the Court to understand the true purpose of those liens as 
Fagen and its counsel appear to have perpetrated a fraud upon this Court by alleging 
other than the true facts in its complaints filed in this action. 
10. In early August 2012, approximately eight days after Exergy was requested by 
Fagen to issue a cease work on the projects, Fagen approached Exergy with the statement 
that the project sites shall be lie ned for the alleged purpose of satisfying certain bonding 
requirements and Fagen's bonding agent. Ron Fagen and/or Jennifer Johnson contacted 
me and requested that Exergy agree to such filing. Exergy was most reluctant to see this 
occur, did not specifically agree to such filing, but asked the liens be delayed one week 
due to pending Idaho Public Utility Commission action on the projects and also asked 
that ifliens were forthcoming, that they be filed as to the correct entity. 
11. To the best of my recollection, Fagen has already taken steps to filing the 
aforementioned liens at the time Exergy was contacted about this issue. I believe that 
Fagen's attempt to seek "permission phone call acknowledgement" was merely a ruse for 
the purposes of assuaging Exergy from engaging in a conflict regarding the liens. 
~atitvofVVorklJndertaken 
12. Fagen structured the schedule of services to be tendered over a longer period of 
time than is typical for such a project. This modification was abused by Fagen in that the 
work undertaken was repetitive, arbitrary, and compulsory activities that became abusive 
of the parties' intent. Furthermore, I am informed and believe and thereupon allege that 
the last few months of Fagen's involvement on the project did not consist of any 
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substantive work or improvements on the land in question. There appears to be a 
discrepancy between the billing records submitted by Fagen in support of its claims, and 
the true facts of what work was (or was not) undertaken and whether such work did (or 
did not) constitute compensable work under the termsofthe EPC. 
Summary 
13. In summary Fagen overbilled Exergy for work done, sued after being complicit in 
the fact that Exergy's performance was impossible due to economic impossibility, and 
has further evidenced its approach of bad faith to these issues by filing a lien foreclosure 
claim that is fashioned out of whole cloth. Even in the presence of a technical breach of 
the EPC by Exergy, Fagen is not entitled to the damages it claims. 
I testifY under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State ofldaho that the foregoing is 
true and correct 
DATED: 19August2014 
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To: Civil Filing Clerk Page 3 of 6 2014-08-19 22:33:25 (GMD 
• 
From: KCarlton@fageninc.com [mailto:KCarlton@fageninc.com] 
Sent: Saturday, December 31, 20113:58 PM 
To: Tom Mortell 
18014151773 From: Angelo Rosa 
• 
Cc: Elizabeth Woolstenhulme; James carkulis; Paula Landholm Kluksdal; Richard Riley; jjohnson@fagenlnc.com 
Subject: Re: Fw: EPC Signature Page 
Tom, 
Please see the attached signature page of Fagen, Inc. as the Contractor to the EPC Agreement for the Idaho Six Winds 
Project Thank you and have a Happy New Year to you all. 
Kate Carlton 
Vice President 
Corporate Counsel and 
Business Development 
FAGEN, INC. 
3001 S. Lincoln Ave. 
Steamboat Springs, CO 80487 
970-879-831 0 office 
320-226-2236 cell 
The information contained in this e-mail message may be prMieged and confidential information and is intended only for the use by the addressees named 
herein. If you are not the intended recipient of this e-mail, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution, or copying of this e-mail, and any 
attachments thereto, is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-maD in error, please notify me immediately by return e-maD and permanently delete the 
original message and any attachments thereto. 
From: "Tom Mortell" <tmortell@hawteytroxell.com> 
To: <KCar!ton@fageninc com> 
Cc: <icarkulis@exergydevelopment com>, "Richard Riley" <rd!ey@hawleytroxel! com>, "Paula Landholm Kluksdal" <pkluksdal®haw!evtroxell cofl'f", 
<Eiizab etl:l@exergvdevelopment. com> 
Date: 1213112011 02:12 PM 
Subject: Fw: EPC Signature Page 
Kate: Please see attached which is the signature page of the Six Winds EPC Agreement as signed by James on behalf of Exergy 
Development Group of Idaho LLC., the project owner. 
Please send me Fagen's signature page. 




To: Civil Filing Clerk Page 4 of 6 
• 
From: Tom Mortell 
Sent: Saturday, December 31, 2011 12:54 PM 
To: Tom Mortell 
Subject: EPC Signature Page 
2014-08-19 22:33:25 (GMT) 18014151773 From: Angelo Rosa 
• 
[attachment "Static signature page Idaho Six Wmds EPC.pdf" deleted by Kate Carlton/Fagen] 
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To: Civil Filing Clerk Page 5 of 6 2014-08-19 22:33:25 (GMT) 18014151773 From: Angelo Rosa 
• • 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, this Agreement has ~n executed and.deliveredby the. duly 










Name.; k_,_,1 ':-''~~~ · ... · .... 
Title: \h~:..a. ~t.:..~·c\ ... _+ -w .~.\)_ 
45048.0008.2367315.2 
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To: Civil Filing Clerk Page 6 of 6 2014-08-19 22:33:25 (GMT) 18014151773 From: Angelo Rosa 
• • 320-226-2236 cell 
' . 
The Information contained In this e-mail message may be prMieged and confidential information and is intended only for the use by the addressees named 
herein. If you are not the Intended recipient of this e-mail, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution, or copying of this e-mail, and any 
attachments thereto, Is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-maD In error, please notify me immediately by return e-maD and permanently delete the 






• James carkulis" <jcarkul!s@exeravdevelgpment .com> 
<Kcartton@faaepinc com>, "EDzabeth Woolstenhulme• <EHzabetb@exeraydevelopment com> 
07/17/2012 04:23PM 
EPC 
The EPC and Reznick costing are two gating items for closing with BTMU. 
can you tell me where we are on these? I thought these were just about finished. 
Thanks. 
James 
James T Carkulis 
002 W Barmock, i 2tl1 Floor Boise, !0 B::l 702 
Office: 208.:336.9793 1 Mobile: 406.459.301'3 
i!!.l!.rnuli~@gl'M.'JY.~Y.~.IQP.I\1~nt&Jlm 
\?l\t-M.exergydeveJopment.com 
This elet.:tronic or printed document contains information which (a) may be LEGALLY PRIVILEGED, PROPRiETARY IN NATURE, OR OTHERWISE 
PROTECTED BY LAW FROM DISCLOSURE. and (b) is intern:ied only fer the use of the Addres~ee(s.) named above. If the reader of this message is not the 
intended recipient. or tile employee or agent respon;;ible to deliver it to the intended recipient, you are here.ty notilied thai any dissemination. di:onibution or 
copying of this commun«:ation is strictly prohibited. if y•)u have receiVed this c•::mrnunieation in error, please immediately notify us by telephone. and return the 




:VTo: Civil Filing Clerk Page 2 of 4 
,~ ' 
2014-08-25 15:02:43 (GMT) 18014151773 From: Angelo Rosa 
• 
Angelo L. Rosa (ISB No. 7546) 
P.O.Box1605 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone: (801) 440-4400 
Fax: (801) 415-1773 
Attorney for Defendants 
• OtSTRtCl COUR1 1 WIN fALLS CO .• IDAHO 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFI1I JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF 1WIN FALLS 
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MOTION TO COMPEL DEPOSffiON 
NOTICE OFWITHDRA WALOF MOTION TO COMPEL DEPOSITION- Page 1 
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To: Civil Filing Clerk Page 3 of 4 2014-08-25 15:02:43 (GMT) 18014151773 From: Angelo Rosa 
• • 
TO THE ABOVE NAMED PARTIES AND TIIEIR COUNSEL OF REORD: 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that Angelo L. Rosa ("Movant',), counsel for Defendants 
ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, LLC, COTTONWOOD WIND PARK, SALMON CREEK 
WIND PARK, LLC, DEEP CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, NOTCH BUTTE WIND PARK, LLC, 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, L.L.C. and XRG DEVELOPMENT 
PARTNERS, LLC (collectively, the .. Defendants") hereby withdraws Motion to Compel 
Deposition without prejudice and hereby requests that the hearing on said Motion, currently 
scheduled for 2 September 2014 before this Honorable Court, be vacated 
DATED: 25 August2014 Respectfully Submitted, 
ANGELO L. ROSA, ESQ. 
Angelo L. Rosa 
Attorney for Defendants 
NOTICE OFWITHDRA WALOF MOfiON TO COMPEL DEPOSITION- Page 2 
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To: Civil Filing Clerk Page 4 of 4 2014-08-25 15:02:43 (GMT) 18014151n3 From: Angelo Rosa 
. . • • 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on 25 August 2014 I caused a true and correct copy of the 
docwnent herein by 1he method indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
John R Goodell 
RACINE, OLSEN, NYE, BUDGE & 
BAILY, CHID. 
P.O. Box 1391 
Pocatello, Idaho 83204-1391 
Keith Moheban 
Timothy Kelley 
STINSON LEONARD STREET, LLP 
150 South Fifth Street, Suite 2300 
Minneapolis, Minnesota55402 
r U.S. First Class Mail, Postage Prepaid 
r Hand IXlivered 
r Overnight Courier 
~ Facsinile 
R.' Electronic Mail 
fJ U.S. First Class Mail, Postage Prepaid 
r: Hand Delivered 
r Overnight Courier 
!;7 F acsimle 
f;i1 Electronic Mail 
Signed':..:------:---::--=-------
Angelo L. Rosa 
NOTICE OFWITHDRA WALOF MOTION TO COMPEL DEPOSITION- Page 3 
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,1\1 
To: Civil Ffflng Clerk Page 2 of 9 2014-08-2417:51:04 (GMT) 18014151773 From: Angelo Rosa 
' . • 
Angelo L. Rosa (ISB No. 7546) 
P.O. Box 1605 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone: (801) 440-4400 
F~ (801)415-1773 
Attorney for Defendants 
~­
BY---- CLERr, 
. _ _5if.---OfP11T"' 
ROGERSON FIATS WIND PARK, LLC, COTTONWOOD WIND PARK, SALMON CREEK 
WIND PARK, LLC, DEEP CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, NOTCH BUTTE WIND PARK, LLC, 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, L.L.C. and XRG DEVELOPMENT 
PARTNERS, LLC 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFfH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF 1WIN FALLS 






ROGERSON FIATS WIND PARK, ) 
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company; ) 
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IDAHO, LLC, an Idaho limited liability ) 
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MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
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MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT- Page 1 
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To: Civil Filing Clerk Page 3 of 9 2014-08-2417:51:04 (GMT) 18014151773 From: Angelo Rosa 
• • 
COMESNOWDefendants, ROGERSON FIATS WIND PARK, LLC, COTTONWOOD 
WIND PARK, SALMON CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, DEEP CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, 
NOTCH BUTTE WIND PARK, LLC, EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, L.L.C. 
record and hereby file their Memorandum in Reply to Fagen, Inc.'s ("Fagen") Opposition their 
Motion for Summary Judgment ("Opp."). 
L 
ARGUMENT 
After dragging Moving Defendants through over one year oflitigation, after seveml months 
passing since any document production took place, and after being given the opportunity to dismiss 
its claims, Fagen now "elects to withdraw itsmechanic' s lien claims and all claims against XRG 
Dev.'' Although Moving Defendants concur as to the lack of merit of Fagen's claims for lien 
foreclosure andatotallackofmeritastoclaims againstXR.G Development Partners, LLC, Fagen 
overlooks a few inescapabletruths: 
First, Fagen does not possess the latitude to unilaterally withdraw its claims, and certainly 
not after forcing Moving Defendants, to spend over one year and thousands of Dollars in 
attorney's fees and costs of suit defending those claims. Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 41 (a) sets 
forth the standard for dismissal of claims and states, in pertinent part: 
... ,an action may be dismissed by the plaintiff without order of court (i) by filing a 
notice of dismissal at any time before service by the adverse party of an answer or 
of ·a motion for summary judgment, whichever occurs first, or (ii) by filing a 
stipulation of dismissal signed by all parties who have appeared in the action ... 
"... Except as provided in paragraph ( 1) of this subdivision of this rule, an action 
shall not be dismissed at the plaintiffs instance save upon order of the court and 
upon such terms and conditions as the court deems proper." 
Id. R Civ. P.41(aX1),41(aX2) (underscoreemphasisadded). 
MEMORANDUM IN REPLY TO FAGEN, INC.'S OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS' 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT- Page 2 
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To: Civil Filing Clerk Page 4 of 9 2014-08-2417:51:04 (GMl) 18014151773 From: Angelo Rosa 
• • 
Fagen' sdetermination "that there is little monetary benefit in continuing to pursue its mechanic's 
lienclaims" (Opp. at p. 2) does not fall within any of the permitted bases for dismissing or 
withdrawing claims underthe relevant Rules of Civil Procedure in this jurisdiction. 
Second, Moving Defendants have not .. unnecessarily moved for summary judgment" as 
Fagen contends. Moving Defendants had no notice of Fagen's purported "election" not to pursue 
those claims at the time they filed their present Motion for Summary Judgment. See Declaration of 
Angelo L. Rosa, filed concurrently herewith ("RosaDecl.") at , 3. However, even if Moving 
Defendants had notice ofFagen'spurported election, that election is meaningless and is neither 
binding upon this Court nor obligates Moving Defendants in any way. Thismatter (due solely to 
Fagen's conduct) has progressed well past the point of dismissing claims voluntarily. 
Third, the total lack of merit of Fagen's lien foreclosure claims and suit against XRG 
DevelopmentPartnersLLC shouldcomeas nosurprisetoFagen oritscounsel, who have pursued 
litigation in that regard with neither factual nor legal justification. Several months ago, Moving 
Defendants, through counsel, reached out to Fagen in good faith offeredinstruction on the true 
facts justifying a withdrawal of those claims and then gave Fagen the opportunity to do so. Fagen 
rejected that offer. See Rosa Decl. at , 2. Now, with remarkable (and wholly unjustified) 
arrogance ,Fagen and its counsel have ''elected" not to pursue those claims and dared to dictate to 
thisCourtthat "the only pending motion before the Court is Fagen's summary judgment motion on 
itsbreach ofcontractclaims."1 Opp. atp.3. ·•Fagen's Law" doesnot govern this case. Idaho law 
1 While secondary to the fact that Fagen has conceded that its lien foreclosure claims lack merit, Fagen's 
representations to this Court that privi1y of contract exists between Fagen and the Project Enti1y Defendants in this 
case--by virtue of the existence of "Notices to Proceed" -is false. A "notice to proceed" is not a contract, but rather a 
letter of instmction allowing a contractor to undertake certain work pursuant to a contact. See American Rar 
Association, The Construction Project Phases People Terms Paperwork Processes, at ABA-CONPR § 4.V.II. It is 
not a condition precedent to an owner's contractual obligation and its office is to "fix the date for the completion of the 
project and nothing more." See, e.g. Ballenger Corp. v. City of Columbia, 286 S.C. 1, 331 S.E.2d 365 (Ct. App. 1985). 
The only contract existing between any of the parties to this case was an Engineering and Procurement Contract 
("EPC'') between Fagen, Inc. and Exergy Development Group of Idaho, L.L.C. None of the Project Entity Defendants 
are contractually bo1md by the terms of that EPC. 
MEMORANDUM IN REPLY TO FAGEN, INC •. 'S OPPOSITIONTO DEFENDANTS' 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT- Page 3 
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To: Civil Filing Clerk Page 5 of 9 2014-08-2417:51:04 (GMT) 18014151773 From: Angelo Rosa 
• • 
governs this case. However, should Fagen stipulate to entry of a judgment of dismissal of the 
Moving Defendants and an award of the attorneys' fees and costs of suit in favor of Moving 
Defendants prior to the hearing on the present Motion, then the only pending motion before the 
Court will be Fagen's motion for summary judgment. Otherwise,MovingDefendants' motion 
shall stand as unopposed and, Moving Defendants respectfully contend, is appropriately granted on 
or before the hearing thereupon. 
n. 
CONCLUSION 
For the foregoing reasons, Moving Defendants respectfully submit that Fagen's 
Memorandum ofLaw in Resporu;e to their Motion for Summary Judgment be deemed a non-
opposition to said Motion and that Moving Defendants' pending Motion for Summary Judgment 
be granted. 
DA1ED: 24 August 2014 Respectfully Submitted, 
Angelo L. Rosa 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
MEMORANDUM IN REPLY TO FAGEN, INC.'S OPPOSITIONTO DEFENDANTS' 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT- Page 4 
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To: Civil Filing Clerk Page 6 of 9 2014-08-2417:51:04 (GMT) 18014151773 From: Angelo Rosa 
. . 
' ' • • 
CERTIFJCATE OF 5ERVJCE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on 24 August 2014 I caused a true and correct copy of the 
linr.Jlmf"tlt hf'1P1n hy tJv. mPthtVI1nrnnAtf'il hf"lnw, Anil ArltitP'iolW>ti tn thP fnllm:ving· 
John R Goodell 
RACINE, OLSEN, NYE, BUDGE & 
BAILY, CH1D. 
P.O. Box 1391 
Pocatello, Idaho 83204-1391 
Keith Moheban 
Timothy Kelley 
STINSON LEONARD STREET, LLP 
150 South Fifth Street, Suite 2300 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55402 
r1 U.S. First Class Mail, Pus~ Prepaid 
c Hand JXlivered 
C Overnight Courier 
R1 Facs.in:ile 
Rl Flec1mnic Mml 
n U.S. FirstC1assMail, Postage Prepaid 
r Hand Delivered 
C Overnight Courier 
M Facs.in:ile 
R-1 Electronic Mail 
Signed: ___________ _ 
Angelo L. Rosa 
MEMORANDUM IN REPLY TO FAGEN, INC.'S OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS' 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT- Page 5 
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To: Civil Filing Clerk Page 7 of 9 2014-08-2417:!31:04 (GMT) 180141!31-773 From: Angelo Rosa 
,tt,~-, •' • 
Angelo L. Rosa (ISB No_ 7546) 
P.O. Box 1605 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone: (801) 440-4400 
Fax: (801)415-1773 
Attorney for Defendants 
• OISTRICT COURl 
lWIH FALLS CO .• IDAHO 
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WIND PARK, LLC, DEEP CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, NOTCH BUTTE WIND PARK, LLC, 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, LL.C. andXRG DEVELOPMENT 
PAR1NERS, LLC 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR TilE COUN1Y OF 1WIN FALLS 
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To: Civil Filing Clerk f'lago 8 of 0 2014-08-24 17:51 :04 (CMT) 18014151773 From: Angelo Rosa 
'< • • 
COMES NOW Angelo L. Rosa, and hereby declares and !>ta.tes as follows: 
1. I am an individual residing in Ada County, in the State ofldaho. I am over eighteen 
(18) years of age. I have fX:1·sonal knowledge of the matters attested to in tlus Declaration, 
except to those matters that are stated on the basis of belief. 
2. I am counsel ofrecord for the Moving Defendants in this action. Overthe course of 
this case, I have attempted to meet and confer with counsel for Fagen, Inc., Mr. John 
Goodell, as to the lack of merit of Fagen' slienforeclosure claims and the lack of merit of 
anyclaimsagainstXRGDevelopmentPartners lLC. InMarch2014, I hadanexten'iive 
dialogue with Mr. Goodell which resulted in Fagen refusingtodismiss. A true and correct 
copy of that e-mail exchange between Mr. Goodell and myself is attached and incorporated 
hereto as "Exhibit A.'' 
1 1\ilu nffin& ri1ri nntr&n&1n& n nnmr nfli'nrJ&n'n l\ilnt1nn fnr ~nmmnnr Tnrinm&nt nr itn 
Memomndum in Support of that motion until after Moving Defendants' Motion for 
Summary Judgment was filed in this case. However, I do not believe the receipt of that 
Motionand Memorandumwould have affectedMovingDefendants• decision to move for 
summaty judp;ment in any way. 
I testifY under penalty of petjury under the laws of the State ofldaho that the foregoing is 
true and correct. 
DATED: 24 August 2014 
Augdu L. Ru:su 
DECLARATION OF ANGELO L ROSA IN REPLY TO FAGEN, INC.'S OPPOSITION 
TO DEFENDANTS' J\!IOTIONFORSU:MMARYJUDGI\'IENT- Page 2 
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To: Civil Filing Clerk Page 9 of 9 2014-08-24 17:51:04 (GMT) 18014151773 From: Angelo Rosa ... • • 
CERTIFICATE OF SERV1CE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on 24 August 2014, I caused a true and correct copy of the 
document herein by 1he method indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
John R Goodell 
RACINE, OLSEN, NYE, BUDGE & 
Pocatello, ldaho 1S.:i:Lll4-1 .:i~ 1 
Kei1h Moheban 
Timothy Kelley 
STINSON LEONARD STREET, LLP 
150 South Fifth Street, Suite 2300 
Minneapolis, Minnesota55402 
r U.S. First Class Mail, Postage Prepaid 
r Hnn Tl':tivf:rnrl 
R! Facs.llnile 
~ Electronic Mail 
r U.S. First Class Mail, Postage Prepaid 
r Han1 I>e1ivered 
r Overnight Courier 
M Facsimile 
R Electronic Mail 
Signed'-----------
Angelo L. Rosa 
DECLARATIONOFANGELOLROSA IN REPLYTO FAGEN,INC.'S OPPOSITION 
Tfl HlflflfNTlt\ NTS' MflTlflNifflRSTTMM t\ RVTITnr..Mli'NT- P'iloP l 
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2014-08-25 22:33:39 (GMT) 
John Goodell <jrg@racinelaw.net> 
Thursday, March 13, 2014 12:06 PM 
Angelo Rosa 
Becky J. Harvey 
18014151773 From: Angelo Rosa 
Subject: Re: Fagen v. Exergy, et al. (Twin Falls) I Lien Foreclosure Claim 
Angelo, 
You have submitted no applicable legal authority to support positioning that mere voluntary forfeiture of leasehold 
interest affects in any respect valid lien previously attached to real property. Do so or no further consideration of the 
lien matter as unsupported argument. 
Please advise if: 
1. Exergy Dev grp of ID will stipulate to judgment for total amount principal and interest owing, costs, fees on contract 
claim; and 
2. Judgment and decree of lien foreclosure of leasehold interests existing or once existing prior to voluntary forfeiture, 
plus fees and costs to foreclose; and 
3. Additional fees of $2500 for sanctions for on again/ off again motion to withdraw as counsel, and failure to timely 
comply with order compelling discovery and still insufficient response, despite disorganized "document dump." An 
additional letter will be forthcoming on specific deficiencies shortly. 
Please respond by noon on Friday March 21st in writing. Absent agreement to such requests, they will be considered 
and appropriate motions filed. 




Sent from my iPhone 
On Mar 11, 2014, at 2:04PM, "Angelo Rosa" <arosa@exergydevelopment.com> wrote: 
John: 
let me try to explain this in the most straightforward way that I can: 
1. Your client performed some work pursuant to a contract executed by Fagen, Inc. and Exergy 
Development Group of Idaho, l.LC. 
2. Fagen, Inc. did work solely at the instance of Exergy Development Group of Idaho, LL.C. 
3. Exergy Development Group of Idaho, Ll.C. does not, and never has, held an interest in the land 
parcels that your client has liened. 
4. The only Exergy entity that held any interest in the land parcels that your client lie ned were the 




To: Civil Filing Clerk Page 3 of 5 2014-08-25 22:33:39 (GMT) 18014151773 From: Angelo Rosa 
• 5. The interests held by the Wind Park LlCs were leasehold interests. 
6. The leasehold interests have been terminated. You have been provided with proof of that 
termination through my dients' discovery responses. 
7. The Wind Park lLCs do not, and never have, had a contractual relationship with Fagen, Inc. 
8. XRG Development Partners, llC does not, and never has had, a contractual relationship with 
Fagen, Inc. relating to the projects in question. 
9. XRG Development Partners, LLC does not, and never has, held an interest in the land parcels 
that your client has liened. 
I suggest you review the lien statute and the cases I have cited in my clients' original motion to 
dismiss. Applying that law to statements above, you will find that there is no way your lien claim meets 
the statutory elements. 
Your client is trying to foreclose on an interest for work that was performed pursuant to a contract with 
a party who had no interest in the land upon which work was performed. Even if you could establish 
some legal obligation by the Wind Park LLCs (which is doubtful), there is no leasehold interest left to 
lien. Therefore, there is no triable issue of material fact as to the lien foreclosure claim. 
I will be filing motions for summary judgment by the end of this week. Unless you can show me 
authority that supports an alternate conclusion, I will also be filing a motion for sanctions given the 
sheer ridiculousness of the claim In light of the undisputed facts. 
As a professional courtesy, I have given you the opportunity to save your client time and money by 
narrowing the scope of this lawsuit to what it should be: a contract dispute. The ball is in your court. 
Regards, ALR 
Angelo L Rosa, Esq.* 
P.O. Box 1605 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Tel. (801) 440-4400 
Fax. (801}415-1773 
*Licensed to Practice in California and Idaho 
This electronic or printed document contains information which (a) may be LEGAlLY PRIVILEGED, PROPRIETARY IN 
NATURE, OR OTHERWISE PROTECTED BY LAW FROM DISCLOSURE, and (b} is intended only for the use of the 
Addressee(s) named above. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, or the employee or agent 
responsible to deliver it to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or 
copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please 
immediately notify us by telephone, and return the original message to us at the above email address. Thank you. 
--------- ·--·--····-··-················-·-··········-----------------
From: John Goodell [mallto:1ro@raclnelaw.netl 
Sent: Tuesday, March 11, 2014 12:27 PM 
2 
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To: Civil Filing Clerk Page 4 of 5 2014-08-25 22:33:39 (GMT) 18014151773 From: Angelo Rosa 
• To: Angelo Rosa 
Cc: Becky J. Harvey 
Subject: Re: Fagen v. Exergy, et al. (Twin Falls) I Uen Foreclosure Claim 
Angelo, 
Pkease submit for review your legal authority relied on to support position that voluntary 
relinquishment of lessee interest somehow affects previously attached valid lien claim. lessee's 
relinquished interest would not appear to affect lien claim attachment to property.! am not aware of 
Idaho case law on issue. Please forward same for consideration. 




Sent from my iPhone 
On Mar 10,2014, at 11:33 AM, "Angelo Rosa" <arosa@exergydevelopment.com> wrote: 
John: 
This is my second (and final) attempt to meet and confer with you regarding your 
client's First Cause of Action in the aforementioned consolidated matter, for lien 
foreclosure. 
The information you have been provided in the document production made thus far and 
my recent e-mail (with attachments) demonstrates that there is no interest to lien with 
respect to the properties in question. 
Please advise by 5:00 p.m. Mountain Time today, 10 March 2014, if your client will 
voluntarily stipulate to the dismissal of that cause of action. If agreement is not 
reached, or a response is not received by that time, my clients will proceed to file a 
···-··-·· ·-· --······-· r ~--o···-·· .. -··- ... , .. -- ---· .. ··o ·---, ---·-, -··- -rr·-r··-·-
sanctions given the ongoing prosecution of a claim despite clear evidence showing the 
cause of action to be without basis. 
Best Regards, 
ALR 
Angelo L Rosa, Esq.* 
P.O. Box 1605 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Tel. (801) 440-4400 
Fax. (801) 415-1773 
*Licensed to Practice in California and Idaho 
This electronic or printed document contains information which (a) may be LEGALLY PRIVILEGED, 
PROPRIETARY IN NATURE, OR OTHERWISE PROTECTED BY LAW FROM DISCLOSURE, and (b) is 
intended only tor the use ot the Addressee{s) named above. It the reader ot this message is not 
the intended recipient, or the employee or agent responsible to deliver it to the intended recipient, 
3 
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To: Civil Filing Clerk Page 5 of 5 2014-08-25 22:33:39 (GMT) 18014151773 From: Angelo Rosa 
• you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is 
strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please immediately notify us 








John R. Goodell (ISB#: 2872) 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, 
BUDGE & BAILEY, CHARTERED 
101 S. Capitol Boulevard 
U.S. Bank Plaza Building, Ste. 300 
Boise, ID 83 702 
Telephone: (208) 395-0011 
Fax: (208) 433-0167 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. 
• DISTRICT COURT 
eof.!....~t'Jdlclal District 
~"•7 ' ... , Faile • State or Idaho 
AUG 25 2074 
ay_ q ;oo/rh 
¢'> cirtr 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 




ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, LLC, 
COTTONWOOD WIND PARK, LLC, 
SALMON CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, 
DEEP CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF 
IDAHO, LLC, NOTCH BUTTE WIND 
PARK, LLC, XRG DEVELOPMENT 
GROUP OF IDAHO, LLC, XRG 
DEVELOPMENTPARTNERS,LLC.~d 
"JOHN DOES 1-10", 
Defend~ts. 
Consolidated Cases Nos.: 





PLAINTIFF FAGEN, INC.'S 
MOTION FOR JUDICIAL NOTICE 
PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 44(d) 
COMES NOW Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. ("Fagen") by ~d through counsel of record, ~d 
hereby files its Motion for Judicial Notice, purs~t to I.R.C.P. Rule 44( d) as follows: 
Fagen requests that this Court take judicial notice of the following proceedings in the related 
case syled Fagen, Inc. v. Exergy Development Group of Idaho, L.L.C., et al., Case No. CV-2013-
261 (Bingham County, ID), Hon. Darren B. Simpson, District Judge, presiding: 
PLAINTIFF FAGEN, INC.'S MOTION FOR JUDICIAL NOTICE 
PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 44(d)- pg I 
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1. A true and correct copy of an E-Mail and the Notice of Taking Deposition of Fagen, Inc., 
per LR.C.P. 30(b)(6), both dated and received on 8/18/14, from Defendants' counsel of 
record, Mr. Rosa, which are adopted by reference (attached as Exhibit A to Affidavit of 
John R. Goodell dated 8/18/14 previously filed herein); 
2. A true and correct copy of the Transcript of Motions for Summary Judgment held July 25, 
2014, which is adopted by reference (attached as Exhibit B to Affidavit of John R. 
Goodell dated 8/18/14 previously filed herein); 
3. A true and correct copy ofthe Order Granting Plaintiff's Motionfor Summary Judgment 
filed 8/20114, which is adopted by reference (attached as Exhibit C to Second Affidavit 
of John R. Goodell filed herewith); 
4. A true and correct copy of the Order Granting Defendants' Motion for Summary 
Judgment filed 8/20/14, which is adopted by reference (attached as Exhibit D to Second 
Affidavit of John R. Goodell filed herewith); 
5. A true and correct copy of the Judgment filed 8/20114, adopted by reference (attached as 
Exhibit E to Second Affidavit of John R. Goodell filed herewith). 
The foregoing are submitted for inclusion in the Court's record for purposes of 
determining the parties' pending respective motions for summary judgment, which are 
noticed for hearing on Tuesday, September 2, 2014, at 10:00 a.m., or as soon thereafter as 
counsel may be heard. 
Fagen submits that the proceedings in the related Bingham County case, and the Court's 
rulings therein, are substantially similar 
ORAL ARGUMENT REQUESTED. 
PLAINTIFF FAGEN, INC.'S MOTION FOR JUDICIAL NOTICE 




DATED this~ day of August, 2014. 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, BUDGE & 
BAJLEY,CEU\RTERED 
By:~~ JDHNRGobDELL 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the ~~ugust, 2014, I served a true and correct 
copy of the above and foregoing document to the following person(s) as follows: 
Angelo L. Rosa 
Attorney at Law 
P.O. Box 1605 
Boise, ID 83701 
Attorney for Exergy Development Group of 
Idaho, L.L.C.; XRG Development Partners, 
LLC; Rogerson Flats Wind Park, LLC; 
Cottonwood Wind Park, LLC; Salmon Creek 
Wind Park, LLC; Deep Creek Wind Park, 
LLC; and Notch Butte Wind Park, LLC 
Keith S. Moheban 
Timothy M. Kelley 
STINSON LEONARD STREET LLP 
150 South Fifth Street, Suite 2300 
Minneapolis, MN 55402 
Pro Hac Vice 
J/1 U.S. Mail 
Postage Prepaid 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[ ] Facsimile 801-415-1773 
Vf Email arosa@rosa-lp.com 
J/1 U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
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John R. Goodell (ISB#: 2872) 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, 
BUDGE & BAILEY, CHARTERED 
101 S. Capitol Boulevard 
U.S. Bank Plaza Building, Ste. 300 
Boise, ID 83702 
Telephone: (208) 395-0011 
Fax: (208) 433-0167 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. 
• DISTRICT COURT co~~'/.}J,.dA~J!JI District 
...... • Stafli Of Idaho 
By_ 
AUG 25 2014 
~ 9:(}/) ~~~ 
DiiUi;: 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 




ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, LLC, 
COTTONWOOD WIND PARK, LLC, 
SALMON CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, 
DEEP CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF 
IDAHO, LLC, NOTCH BUTTE WIND 
PARK, LLC, XRG DEVELOPMENT 
GROUP OF IDAHO, LLC, XRG 
DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS, LLC. and 
"JOHN DOES 1-10", 
Defendants. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
: ss. 
COUNTY OF ADA ) 
Consolidated Cases Nos.: 





SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF JOHN R. 
GOODELL 
JOHN R. GOODELL, being first duly sworn, deposes and states as follows: 
I. Your Affiant is a citizen of the United States, a resident of Ada County, Idaho, oflegal 
age and competent to be a witness. I am an attorney licensed to practice law in the State of 
Idaho, and counsel of record for the Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. ("Fagen") herein. I hereby affirm the 
following facts and matters based on my personal knowledge. This Affidavit is submitted in 
SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF JOHN R. GOODELL- pg. 1 
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support of Plaintiff Fagen's Opposition to Defendants' Ex Parte Motion for Rule 56(f) 
Continuance. 
2. Exhibit A attached to my first Affidavit was a true and correct copy of an e-mail and the 
Notice of Taking Deposition of Fagen, Inc., which I received from Defendants' attorney, Angelo 
Rosa, on July 27, 2014. 
3. Exhibit B attached to my fust Affidavit was a true and correct copy of the hearing 
transcript from the hearing in the case pending in Bingham County, Idaho, Fagen, Inc. v. Exergy 
Development Group of Idaho, L.L.C., et al., Case No. CV-2013-261. 
4. Attached hereto as Exhibit C and incorporated by reference is a true and correct copy of 
the Order Granting Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment entered by the Hon. Darren B. 
Simpson, District Court Judge in Bingham County, Idaho in Fagen, Inc. v. Exergy Development 
Group of Idaho, L.L.C., et al., Case No. CV-2013-261. 
5. Attached hereto as Exhibit D and incorporated by reference is a true and correct copy of 
the Order Granting Plaintiff's Motion for Summary Judgment entered by the Hon. Darren B. 
Simpson, District Court Judge in Bingham County, Idaho in Fagen, Inc. v. Exergy Development 
Group of Idaho, L.L.C., et al., Case No. CV-2013-261. 
6. Attached hereto as Exhibit E and incorporated by reference is a true and correct copy of 
the Judgment entered by the Hon. Darren B. Simpson, District Court Judge in Bingham County, 
Idaho in Fagen, Inc. v. Exergy Development Group of Idaho, L.L.C., et al., Case No. CV-2013-
261. 
FURTHER AFFIANT SA YETH NAUGHT. 
SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF JOHN R. GOODELL- pg. 2 
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Dated this ~~of August 2014. 
• 
SUBSCRIBED TO AND SWORN TO before me this __ day of August 2014. 
SEAL 




My Commission Expires 
1024
, ' ' I • • 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the~ August, 2014, I served a true and correct 
copy of the above and foregoing document to the following person(s) as follows: 
Angelo L. Rosa 
Attorney at Law 
P.O. Box 1605 
Boise, ID 83701 
Attorney for Exergy Development Group of 
Idaho, L.L.C.; XRG Development Partners, 
LLC; Rogerson Flats Wind Park, LLC; 
Cottonwood Wind Park, LLC; Salmon Creek 
Wind Park, LLC; Deep Creek Wind Park, 
LLC; and Notch Butte Wind Park, LLC 
Keith S. Moheban 
Timothy M. Kelley 
STINSON LEONARD STREET LLP 
150 South Fifth Street, Suite 2300 
Minneapolis, MN 55402 
Pro Hac Vice 
Vf U.S. Mail 
Postage Prepaid 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[ ] Facsimile 801-415-1773 
0 Email arosa@rosa-lp.com 
VJU.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
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Dated this ~f August 2014. 
SUBSCRIBED TO AND SWORN TO before me this Jfj_ day of August 20 l 4. 
SEAL KERI J, HAWKER 
NOTARY PU8UC 
STATE OF IDAHO 
SECOND AFFJDA VIT 01<' JOHN R, GOODELL -r)g. 3 
KuvY ~trn WI<Jb.; 
Notary Public~IdahO 
Residing at: l;uise.-, 1)) 
My Cornrnission Expires J)ec, • 'L l., 2 0 I K 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM 






LAVA BEDS WIND PARK, LLC, an ) 
Idaho limited liability company; EXERGY ) 
DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, ) 
L.L.C., an Idaho limited liability company; ) 
XRG DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS, LLC,) 
an Idaho limited liability company; and ) 
TABOR WIND FARMS, LLC, an Idaho ) 
limited liability company; and "JOHN ) 
DOES 1-10," ) 
) 
Defendants. ) 
Case no. CV-2013-261 
ORDER GRANTING 
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
I. STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. (hereinafter "Fagen") sued the defendants to foreclose a 
materialman's lien against certain real property, and under theories of breach of contract 
and quantum meruit. 1 Fagen recently dropped its materialman's lien claim.2 Earlier in 
1 See: First Amended Complaint, Fagen, Inc. v. Lava Beds Wind Park, LLC, Bingham County case no. ::.CiiV•-~~~~--. 
20 13-261 (filed December 9, 20 13) (hereinafter the "First Amended Complaint"). • EXHIBIT 
ORDER GRANTING PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
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the proceedings, Fagen dismissed Defendant Tabor. Wind Farms, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company.3 Fagen also elected not to pursue its claims against Defendant XRG 
Development Partners, LLC.4 
Fagen now moves for summary judgment against "all Defendants."5 Fagen later 
clarified that its Motion pertains only to the remaining defendants, Lava Beds Wind Park, 
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company (hereinafter "Lava Beds") and Exergy 
Development Group of Idaho, L.L.C., an Idaho limited liability company (hereinafter 
"Exergy"). 6 
Fagen's Motion was heard on July 25, 2014.7 Based upon the record, the relevant 
authorities, and the arguments of the parties, Fagen's Motion shall be granted. 
II. ISSUE PRESENTED 
In its Motion, Fagen takes the position that the dispute between the parties is a 
simple breach of contract and damages case. 8 At oral argument, Lava Beds and Exergy 
conceded both the existence of a contract and a breach. 9 Lava Beds and Exergy argued 
that an issue of fact has been raised as to the amount of damages to which Fagen is 
2 Fagen, Inc.'s Memorandum of Law in Response to Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment, Fagen, 
Inc. v. Lava Beds Wind Park, LLC, Bingham County case no. CV-2013-261 (filed July 14, 2014) 
(hereinafter "Fagen's Response to Defendants' Motion"), at p. 2. 
3 Order for Dismissal with Prejudice (Tabor Wind Farms, LLC Only), Fagen, Inc. v. Lava Beds Wind Park, 
LLC, Bingham County case no. CV-2013-261 (filed December 9, 2013). 
4 Fagen's Response to Defendants' Motion, at p. 2. 
5 Fagen, Inc.'s Motion for Summary Judgment, Fagen, Inc. v. Lava Beds Wind Park, LLC, Bingham 
County case no. CV-2013-261 (filed June 27, 2014) (hereinafter "Fagen's Motion"), at p. 1. 
6 Fagen's Response to Defendants' Motion, at p. 2. 
7 Minute Entry: Plaintiffs Motion for Summary Judgment; Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment; 
Defendant's Motion to Continue, Fagen, Inc. v. Lava Beds Wind Park, LLC, Bingham County case no. CV-
2013-261 (filed August 13, 2014). 
8 Fagen, Inc.'s Memorandum of Law in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment, Fagen, Inc. v. Lava 
Beds Wind Park, LLC, Bingham County case no. CV-2013-261 (filed June 27, 2014) (hereinafter "Fagen's 
Memorandum"), at pp. 1-2. 
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entitled. 1° Fagen responded that Lava Beds and Exergy submitted only conclusory 
statements regarding a dispute in Fagen's billings, which fail to meet the standard for 
raising a fact issue under Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 56( f). 11 
The parties' arguments and the record raise the following issue: Have Lava Beds 
and Exergy raised a material issue of fact as to the amount of damages? 
III. FINDINGS OF FACT 
1. Fagen contracted with Exergy (for itself and on behalf of Lava Beds) to 
construct and install a number of wind farms in Idaho. 12 Included in the overall 
construction agreement was the Lava Beds Wind Farm, located in Bingham County, 
Idaho. 13 Fagen and Exergy agreed to allocate $7,300,178.00 to the Lava Beds Wind 
Farm.l4 
2. From December 2011 through July 2012, Fagen provided labor, materials 
and services on the Lava Beds Wind Farm. 15 The labor, materials, and services provided 
on the Lava Beds Wind Farm were within the Scope of Work identified in the Limited 
Notice to Proceed, dated August 1, 2011, and the Limited Notice to Proceed, dated 
December 14,2011. 16 
9 Transcript of Motions for Summary Judgment, Fagen, Inc. v. Lava Beds Wind Park, LLC, Bingham 
County case no. CV-2013-261 (filed August 13, 2014) (hereinafter the "Transcript"), at p. 25, line 24 
through p. 26, line 3. 
10 Transcript, at p. 26, lines 4-5. 
11 Transcript, at p. 28, line 5 through p. 29, line 20. 
12 Affidavit of Bradley Bormann in Support of Fagen, Inc.'s Motion for Summary Judgment, Fagen, Inc. v. 
Lava Beds Wind Park, LLC, Bingham County case no. CV-2013-261 (filed June 27, 2014) (hereinafter the 
"Bormann Affidavit"), at pp. 3-4, and at Exhibits A and E. 
13 Bormann Affidavit, at p. 2, ~~ 5-6. 
14 Bormann Affidavit, at p. 4, ~ 16, and at Exhibit E; See also: Affidavit of Samuel Ewald in Support of 
Fagen, Inc.'s Motion for Summary Judgment, Fagen, Inc. v. Lava Beds Wind Park, LLC, Bingham County 
case no. CV-2013-261 (filed June 27, 20 14)(hereinafter the "Ewald Affidavit"), at p. 4, ~ 15. 
15 Bormann Affidavit, at p. 4, ~ 18. Ewald Affidavit, at pp. 3-5. 
16 Bormann Affidavit, at pp. 3-5; Ewald Affidavit, at p. 5, ~ 18. 
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3. Applications and Certificates for Payment relating to the Lava Beds Wind 
Farm, dated December 27, 2011 through July 27, 2012, were mailed to Exergy. 17 The 
total amount Fagen requested was $848,183.42. 18 
4. Fagen received no payment on the amounts set forth in the Applications 
for payment. 19 
5. Fagen, Inc. never received any communication from Exergy or Lava Beds 
objecting to or questioning the amounts of the Applications.20 
6. On July 30, 2012, Jennifer Johnson, Fagen's Chief Financial Officer, 
received an e-mail from James Carkulis, an employee of Exergy (hereinafter the 
"Carkulis E-Mail"), instructing Fagen to cease further construction on the Lava Beds 
Wind Park.21 The reason stated for the work cessation was: 
. . . the reckless actions of both Idaho Power Company and the Idaho 
Public Utilities Commission in their unprecedented set of filings and 
support for issues well outside the dictates and mandates under our 
PURPA contracts. These issues, which affect Exergy's current contract 
docket include, but are not limited to ownership of RECs, discrimination 
on FERC mandated interconnection rules, and curtailment of electricity 
from the projects for economic reasons.22 
Nothing in the Carkulis E-Mail indicates any irregularities or questions regarding the 
work performed by Fagen.23 
17 Affidavit of Lori Anderson in Support of Fagen, Inc.'s Motion for Summary Judgment, Fagen, Inc. v. 
Lava Beds Wind Park, LLC, Bingham County case no. CV-2013-261 (tiled June 27, 2014) (hereinafter the 
"Anderson Affidavit"), at p. 2, ~~ 3-5. See also: Affidavit of Kirsten Tjosaas in Support of Fagen, Inc's 
Motion for Summary Judgment, Fagen, Inc. v. Lava Beds Wind Park, LLC, Bingham County case no. CV-
2013-261 (filed June 27, 2014) (hereinafter the "Tjosaas Affidavit"), at p. 2, ~ 3. 
18 Anderson Affidavit, at p. 2, ~ 4. 
19 Anderson Affidavit, at p. 2, ~ 6; Tjosaas Affidavit, at p. 2, ~ 4. 
20 Anderson Affidavit, at p. 2, ~ 7; Tjosaas Affidavit, at p. 2, ~ 5. 
21 Affidavit of Jennifer A. Johnson in Support of Fagen, Inc.'s Motion for Summary Judgment, Fagen, Inc. 
v. Lava Beds Wind Park, LLC, Bingham County case no. CV-2013-261 (filed June 27, 2014) (hereinafter 
the "Johnson Affidavit"), at p. 2 and at Exhibit A. 
22 Johnson Affidavit, at Exhibit A. 
23 Id. 
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7. In his declaration in support of Lava Bed's and Exergy's motion for 
summary judgment (which Fagen did not contest), James Carkulis stated: 
Fagen structured the schedule of services to be tendered over a 
longer period of time than is typical for such a project. This modification 
was abused by Fagen in that the work undertaken was repetitive, arbitrary, 
and compulsory activities that became abusive of the parties' intent. The 
Defendants' also [sic] contest the amount due for services rendered by 
Fagen with respect to the Project Site. These issues will be presented to 
the Court in depth in the Defendants' response to Fagen's recently filed 
Motion for Summary Judgment.24 
8. Dustin Shively, an engineering consultant with Exergy, declared the 
following in response to Fagen's Motion: 
I understand that Fagen, Inc. ("Fagen") has sought summary 
judgment on the basis of breach of the Engineering, Procurement and 
Construction ("EPC") agreement between it and Exergy Development 
Group of Idaho, L.L.C. Given my knowledge of the project, its timeline, 
the relevant critical path of development items, and the ultimate end result 
of Fagen's work, there appears to be a significant discrepancy between the 
billing tendered by Fagen, Inc. for work on the EPC and the amount and 
quality of work undertaken. Further inquiry into this issue is needed in 
order for the correct amount due (which I understand to be the "damages" 
sought by Fagen in this matter) to be ascertained. 
In addition, I am aware that the last few months of Fagen's 
involvement on the project did not consist of any substantive work or 
improvements on the land in question. There appears, therefore, to be a 
discrepancy between the billing records submitted by Fagen in support of 
its claims, and the true facts of what work was (or was not) undertaken 
and whether such work did (or did not) constitute compensable work 
under the terms of the EPC. 
I am also aware that Fagen structured the schedule of services to be 
tendered over a longer period of time than is typical for such a project. 
This modification appears to have been consistent with the work 
undertaken by Fagen, which were [sic] repetitive, arbitrary, and 
24 Declaration of James T. Carkulis in Support of Defendants' Lava Beds Wind Park, LLC, Exergy 
Development Group of Idaho, L.L.C., and XRG Development Partners, LLC's Motion for Summary 
Judgment, Fagen, Inc. v. Lava Beds Wind Park, LLC, Bingham County case no. CV-2013-261 (filed June 
27, 2014) (hereinafter the "Carkulis Affidavit"), at p. 3, ~ 12. 
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compulsory activities. This will, I believe, affect the true amount due to 
Fagen for its services under the EPC.25 
9. Exergy and Lava Beds did not submit additional declarations or evidence 
following the filing of the Carkulis and Shively Affidavits. 
10. Lava Beds' and Exergy's Answer to Fagen's First Amended Complaint is 
not verified.26 (Lava Beds and Exergy did not formally answer Fagen's original 
Complaint, but instead filed a motion to dismiss,i7 
IV. APPLICABLE PRINCIPLES OF LAW 
Standard of Review- Motion for Summary Judgment. 
1. If the pleadings, depositions, and admissions on file, together with any 
affidavits, show there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and that the moving 
party is entitled to judgment as a matter of law, summary judgment may be granted.28 
Disputed facts are construed in favor of the non-moving party and all reasonable 
inferences that can be drawn from the record are drawn in favor of the non-moving 
25 Declaration of Dustin Shively in Opposition to Fagen, Inc.'s Motion for Summary Judgment and in 
Support of Request for Rule 56(F) Continuance, Fagen, Inc. v. Lava Beds Wind Park, LLC, Bingham 
County case no. CV-2013-261 (filed July 10, 2014) (hereinafter the "Shively Affidavit"), at pp. 2-3, ~~ 3-
5. 
26 See: Defendants' Answer to First Amended Complaint, Fagen, Inc. v. Lava Beds Wind Park, LLC, 
Bingham County case no. CV-2013-261 (filed December 9, 2013) (hereinafter "Exergy's and Lava Beds' 
Answer to Fagen's First Amended Complaint"). 
27 Omnibus Motion to Dismiss Complaint, Fagen, Inc. v. Lava Beds Wind Park, LLC, Bingham County 
case no. CV-2013-261 (filed September 6, 2013). 
28 Rule 56( c); Bushi v. Sage Health Care, PLLC, 146 Idaho 764, 768, 203 P.3d 694, 698 (2009); G & M 
Farms v. Funk Irrigation Co., 119 Idaho 514, 516-7,808 P.2d 851, 853-4 (1991). 
29 Bushi v. Sage Health Care, PLLC, 146 Idaho at 768, 203 P.3d at 698; Lockheed Martin Corp. v. Idaho 
State Tax Commission, 142 Idaho 790, 793, 134 P.3d 641, 644 (2006). 
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2. A party against whom a summary judgment is sought cannot merely rest 
on its pleadings.30 When faced with supporting affidavits or depositions, the opposing 
party must show material issues of fact which preclude the issuance of summary 
judgment.31 
3. While the moving party must prove the absence of a genuine issue of 
material fact,32 the opposing party cannot simply speculate.33 A mere scintilla of evidence is 
not enough to create a genuine factual issue.34 Summary judgment is appropriate when the 
non-moving party cannot establish the essential elements of the claim.35 
4. If reasonable persons could reach differing conclusions on material issues, or 
draw conflicting inferences therefrom, then the motion for summary judgment must be 
denied.36 
V. ANALYSIS 
Lava Beds and Exergy have Not Raised a Material Issue of Fact as to Damages. 
Fagen's Motion is supported in great detail by affidavits and documentation of the 
contracts between the parties and the Applications and Certificates for Payment sent to 
Exergy. Exergy and Lava Beds do not dispute the contractual relationship between the 
parties, the receipt of the Applications and Certificates for Payment, or the fact that 
30 Partoutv. Harper, I45 Idaho 683,688, I83 P.3d 77I, 776 (2008); R.G. Nelson, A.lA. v. Steer, I I8 Idaho 
409,410,797 P.2d II7, 118 (1990). 
31 Esser Electric v. Lost River Ballistics Technologies, Inc., I45 Idaho 912, 9I 9, I 88 P.3d 854, 861 (2008). 
32 Watkins v. Peacock, I45 Idaho 704, 708, I84 P.3d 210, 214 (2008); Wait v. Leavell Cattle, Inc., 136 Idaho 
792, 798,41 P.3d 220,226 (200I). 
33 Cantwell v. City of Boise, I46 Idaho 127, 133, I 9I P.3d 205, 2I I (2008). 
34 Van v. Portneuf Medical Center, 147 Idaho 552, 556, 212 P.3d 982, 986 (2009); West v. Sonke, 132 Idaho 
I33, 138, 968 P.2d 228,233 (1998). 
35 Summers v. Cambridge Joint School District No. 432, 139 Idaho 953, 956, 88 P.3d 772, 775 (2004); 
Dekker v. Magic Valley Regional Medical Center, 1 I 5 Idaho 332, 333, 766 P.2d 1213, 12I4 (1989). 
36 Van v. Portneuf Medical Center, I47 Idaho at 556, 212 P.3d at 986; Cramer v. Slater, 146 Idaho 868, 
873,204 P.3d 508,513 (2009). 
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Exergy and/or Lava Beds made no payment upon the Applications and Certificates for 
Payment. 
Instead, Exergy and Lava Beds make conclusory statements that a discrepancy 
exists between the billing tendered by Fagen and the amount and quality of work 
undertaken. Exergy and Lava Beds do not identify any specific work that was allegedly 
billed but not undertaken, or performed in a less-than-workmanlike manner. Exergy and 
Lava Beds do not produce any correspondence between them and Fagen evincing 
questions or concerns about the work performed or billed. Exergy and Lava Beds do not 
identify what work was allegedly "repetitive, arbitrary or compulsory." In short, Exergy 
and Lava Beds have offered no evidence whatsoever to raise an issue of fact as to the 
amount of damages to which Fagen is entitled. 
Neither can Exergy's and Lava Beds' look to their Answer to Fagen's First 
Amended Complaint as a source of evidence of the dispute as to the amount of Fagen's 
damages. Exergy's and Lava Beds' Answer to Fagen's First Amended Complaint is not 
verified. Therefore, it does not amount to a sworn statement which might have raised a 
material issue offact as to damages.37 
Based upon Exergy's and Lava Beds' concessions of a contract and a breach, and 
the paucity of any evidence refuting Fagen's claim for damages, Fagen's Motion should 
be granted. 
37 See: Esser Electric v. Lost River Ballistics Technologies, Inc., 145 Idaho 912, 918, 188 P.3d 854, 860 
(2008). 
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VI. CONCLUSION OF LAW 
In light of the foregoing fmdings and analyses, the following conclusion is 
appropriate: Lava Beds and Exergy have not raised a material issue of fact as to the 
amount of damages. 
VII. ORDERS OF THE COURT 
Fagen's Motion for summary judgment is granted. Fagen shall have and recover 
from Exergy and Lava Beds contract damages in the amount of$848,183.42. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
+ DATED this .iP:_ day of August 2014. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that a full, true and correct copy of the foregoing Order 
Granting Plaintiffs Motion for Summary Judgment was mailed by first class mail with 
prepaid postage and/or hand delivered and/or sent by facsimile this 20* day of August 
2014, to: 
John R. Goodell, Esq. IB1J.s. Mail D Courthouse Box D Facsimile 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, 
BUDGE & BAILEY, 
CHARTERED 
101 S. Capitol Boulevard 
U.S. Bank Plaza Building, 
Suite 300 
Boise, ID 83702 
Angelo L. Rosa, Esq. 
P.O. Box 1605 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
10iJ.s. Mail D Courthouse Box D Facsimile 
SARA J. STAUB, Clerk ofthe Court 
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LAVA BEDS WIND PARK, LLC, an ) 
Idaho limited liability company, ) 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF ) 
IDAHO, LLC, an Idaho limited liability ) 
company; XRG DEVELOPMENT 
PARTNERS, LLC, an Idaho limited ) 
liability company; TABOR WIND ) 
FARMS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability ) 
company; and "'JOHN DOES 1- 10", ) 
) 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV 2013-261 
ORDER GRANTING DEFENDANTS' 







The Motion of Defendants LA VA BEDS "'WIND PARK, LLC, EXERGY 
DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, L.L.C. andXRG DEVELOPMENT PAR1NERS, LLC 
(collectively, "Moving Defendants") Motion for Summary Judgment came before this Court for 
ORDER GRANTING DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT- Page I 
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,'To: Civil Fllln.g Clerk Page 3 of 7 • 2014-07-27 04:12:45 (GMD • . 18014151773 From: Angelo Rosa 
hearing on 25 July 2014 at 1:00 p.m. Plaintiff appeared by counsel, John Goodell. Moving 
Defendants appeared by counsel, Angelo L. Rosa. 
Having considered the pleadings, declarations and memoranda contained in the record, oral 
argument at hearing, including Plaintiff's written pleadings and Plaintiff's counsel's 
representations on the record at hearing that no opposition to Moving Defendants' Motion for 
Summary Judgment is made, being duly considered and submitted and good cause appearing 
therefor, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED: 
1. That Moving Defendants Lava Beds Wind Park, LLC and ExergyDevelopment 
Group of Idaho, L.L.C. 's Motion for Summary Judgment as to Plaintiffs Hen foreclosure claim is 
GRANTED. 
2. That Moving Defendant XRG Development Partners, LLC's Motion for Summary 
Judgment as to all claims ofPlaintiff for lienforeclosure, breach of contract, and quantum meruit 
against XRG Development Partners, LLC is GRAN1ED. 
--rr' ~A\1 w . Dated this ZD day of~ 2014, 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on A~ 20
1 
ZOI4 , I caused a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing ORDER GRANTING DEFE !ANTS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
John R Goodell 
RACINE, OLSEN, NYE, BUOOE & BAILY, 
CHID. 
P.O. Box 1391 
Pocatello, Idaho 83204-1391 
Angelo L. Rosa 
P.O. Box 1605 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
wU.S. First Class Mail, Postage Prepaid 
[1 Hand Lelivered 
ri Overnight Courier 
['! Facsimile 
r! Electronic Mail 
W.s. First C1ass Mail, Postage Prepaid 
C Hand Lelivered 
C Overnight Courier 
r.'l Facsimile 
n Flec1ronic Man 
SARA J. STAUB 
Sign~&Jf. 
Dep.A~ lefk oftheCourt 
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STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM 






LAVA BEDS WIND PARK, LLC, an ) 
Idaho limited liability company; EXERGY ) 
DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, ) 
L.L.C., an Idaho limited liability company; ) 
XRG DEVELOPMENT P AR1NERS, LLC,) 
an Idaho limited liability company; and ) 
TABOR WIND FARMS, LLC, an Idaho ) 
limited liability company; and "JOHN ) 
DOES 1-10," ) 
) 
Defendants. ) _________________________ ) 
JUDGMENT IS ENTERED AS FOLLOWS: 
Case no. CV-2013-261 
JUDGMENT 
Defendant Tabor Wind Farms, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, is 
dismissed with prejudice. 
Defendant XRG Development Partners, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, 
is dismissed with prejudice. 
Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. (hereinafter "Fagen") shall take nothing by its claim for 
foreclosure of its materialman's lien claim. 
EXHIBIT 
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Fagen shall have and recover from Defendants Exergy Development Group of 
Idaho, L.L.C., an Idaho limited liability company (hereinafter "Exergy"), and Lava Beds 
Wind Park, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company (hereinafter "Lava Beds"), contract 
damages in the amount of $848,183.42. Fagen's remaining quantum meruit claim 
against Lava Beds and Exergy is dismissed as moot. 
Fagen's claims against John Does 1-10 are dismissed. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
,"" DATED this '20 day of August 2014. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that a full, true and correct copy of the foregoing Judgment 
was mailed by first class mail with prepaid postage and/or hand delivered and/or sent by 
facsimile this ·2-0t .. day of August 2014, to: 
1ohn R. Goodell, Esq. 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, 
BUDGE & BAILEY, 
CHARTERED 
101 S. Capitol Boulevard 
U.S. Bank Plaza Building, 
Suite 300. 
Boise, ID 83702 
Angelo L. Rosa, Esq. 
P.O. Box 1605 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
JUDGMENT 
IBiJ.s. Mail D Courthouse Box D Facsimile 
~. Mail D Courthouse Box D Facsimile 









John R. Goodell (ISB#: 2872) 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, 
BUDGE & BAILEY, CHARTERED 
101 S. Capitol Boulevard 
U.S. Bank Plaza Building, Ste. 300 
Boise, ID 83702 
Telephone: (208) 395-0011 
Fax: (208) 433-0167 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 




Consolidated Cases Nos.: 




ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, LLC, CV-2013-26 
COTTONWOOD WIND PARK, LLC, 
SALMON CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, NOTICE OF HEARING 
DEEP CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF 
IDAHO, LLC, NOTCH BUTTE WIND 
PARK, LLC, XRG DEVELOPMENT 
GROUP OF IDAHO, LLC, XRG 
DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS, LLC. and 
"JOHN DOES 1-10", 
Defendants. 
TO: THE ABOVE-NAMED PARTIES AND THEIR COUNSEL OF RECORD: 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that the undersigned will bring on for Hearing Plaintiff 
Fagen, Inc.'s Motion For Judicial Notice Pursuant To LR.CP. 44(d), at the Twin Falls County 
Courthouse, 425 Shoshone Street North, Twin Falls, ID, before the Hon. Randy J. Stoker, 
NOTICE OF HEARING- Page 1 
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District Judge, on Tuesday, September 2, 2014, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., or as soon thereafter as 
counsel can be heard. 
DATED this ~August, 2014. 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, BUDGE & 
BAILEY, CHARTERED 
By: __ flH---~~--A LJ------="'---'~'-----~~"1-:f-­~ODELL 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the ~~ugust, 2014, I served a true and correct 
copy of the above and foregoing document to the following person(s) as follows: 
Angelo L. Rosa 
Attorney at Law 
P.O. Box 1605 
Boise, ID 83701 
Attorney for Exergy Development Group of 
Idaho, L.L.C.; XRG Development Partners, 
LLC; Rogerson Flats Wind Park, LLC; 
Cottonwood Wind Park, LLC; Salmon Creek 
Wind Park, LLC; Deep Creek Wind Park, 
LLC; and Notch Butte Wind Park, LLC 
Keith S. Moheban 
Timothy M. Kelley 
STINSON LEONARD S'IREET LLP 
150 South Fifth Street, Suite 2300 
Minneapolis, MN 55402 
Pro Hac Vice 
[~U.S. Mail 
Postage Prepaid 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[ ] Facsimile 801-415-1773 
D4. Email arosa@rosa-lp.com 
[')4. U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
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PLAINTIFF FAGEN, INC.'S REPLY 
MEMORANDUMOFLAWIN 
SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
INTRODUCfiON 
In its summary judgment motion, Fagen, Inc. ("Fagen") provided the Court with the 
seven Applications and Certificates for Payment (the "Applications") it submitted to. Defendant 
Exergy Group of Idaho, L.L.C. ~·Exergy"). See Affidavit of Lori Ander~on (1'Andersori Aff."), 
Ex. A-G. The Applications specified the work Fagen performed and the amount due for that 
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work, or the amounts invoiced in the Applications. Affidavit of Bradley .Bormann ("Bormann 
Aff."). ~33; Anderson Aff., 'J7; Affidavit of Kirsten Tjosaas ("Tjosaas Aff."), 15.1 
In their responsive brief. for the first time, Defendants make a conclusory ancf.superficial 
attempt to dispute those facts, but they do not provide the Court with any correspondence or even 
an e-mail showing that they ever questioned Fagen's work or the amount invoiced. See 
generally, Declaration of James T. Carkulis ("Carkulis Dec."); Defendants' Memorandum in 
Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion for Sum:ma1y Judgment ("Defendants' Memo."). Most 
significant. on a motion for summary judgment, Defendants do not identify any specific item of 
work that allegedly was not performed up to standards. See id. Indeed, Defendants do not even 
identify the standards they assert were not met in Fagen's work. Similarly, Defendants fail to 
identify any charge on any invoice that allegedly was excessive, was for work not performed, or 
that otherwise was not appropriate for payment. See td. Defendants offer only the conclusory 
allegation that "'[t]here appea"ts to be a discrepancy between the billing records submitted by 
Fagen in support of its clai1ns, and the true facts of what work was (or was not) undertaken." 
1 Fagen also filed a Motion for the Court to take judicial notice of the order for summary· · 
judgment entered in the related case, Fagen. Inc. v. Exergy Development Group of Idaho, L.L. C., 
Lava Beds Wind Park, LLC, er al., Bingham County Case No. CV-2013-261 (the "Lava Beds 
Litigation'1. The Lava Beds Litigation involved a similar. action for the amounts Fag~n sought 
to recover for work at the Lava Beds Wind Park under the same contract. This case involves the 
amounts owed for work at the five additional winds park, which are the subject of the. same 
contract. In its Order, Judge Darren B. Simpson found: (a) Lava Beds and Exergy conCeded both 
the existence of a contract and a breac~ (b) Fagen received no payment on the amounts set forth 
in the Applications for payment; and (c) Fagen never received any communications from Exergy 
or Lava Beds objecting to or questioning the amount of the Applications. Second Affidavit of 
John Oood~ll, Ex. D, p. 2; p. 4, at ~~4-S. Judge Simpson awarded Fagen the full amount it 
sought and entered judgment in favor of Fagen in the amount of$848,183.42. ld atp. 9. 
In addition, the Transcript Of Motions for Summary Judgment held July 25, 2014, at pp. 
25-26, evidences Defendants' counsel's admissions that the contract existed and was breached 
for non-payment, while attempting to argue only the amount of damages was disputed. 
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Carkulis Dec., ,12 (emphasis added). Alleging that there "appears" to be a discrepancy does not 
satisfy the requirements ofl.R.C.P. 56( e) and does not Cl-eate a genuine issue of material fact for 
trial. 
Finally. Defendants' economic impossibility and unclean hands defenses fail as a matter 
of law. Defendants did not plead the defense of economic impossibility, and therefore, they 
waived that defense. See Garren v. Butigan. 95 Idaho 355, 359, 509 P.2d 340, 344 (1973) 
(holding all affirmative defenses must be pleaded or raised by motion under Rule 12 or they will 
be waived). Even if Defendants had pled the defense of economic impossibility. the subject 
contract addressed the possibility that Exergy could not obtain financing and provided that Fagen 
was entitled to payment for the work it performed under the relevant Limited Notices to Proceed. 
The parties anticipated that Defendants might not issue the Notice to Proceed due to the lack of 
financing, and the agreement was that Defendants would still pay for the work performed under 
the Limited Notices to Proceed Thus, Defendants alleged lack of funds did not render 
performance impossible. Indeed, the impossibHity defense has never encompassed a party's 
inability to pay, but rather deals with force majeure type events. 
Defendants' unclean hands defense also fails because that doctrine applies only to 
equitable claims - not claims for breach of an express contract. See Iron Eagle Development, 
LLC v. Quality Design Systems, Inc., 138 Idaho 487) 492, 65 P.3d 509, 514 (2003) ("When 
pax1ies enter into an express contract. a claim based in equity is not allowed because the express 
contract precludes enforcement of equitable claims."); Sword v. Sweet. 140 Idaho 242, 252, 92 
P .3d 492, 502 (2004) (unclean hands doctrine applies only to the party seeking an equitable 
remedy); Dennett v. Kuenzlt, 130 Idaho 21, 27, 936 P.2d 219, 225 (1997) (The equitable doctrine 
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acknowledge in their Answer that their unclean hands defense appHed only to Fagen's "equitable 
claims., Defendants' Answer to First Amended Complaint ("Defendants, Answer•'), 6 [Tirird 
Affinnative Defense]. 
ARGUMENT 
I. FAGEN IS.ENTITLED TO SUMMARY JUDGMENT. 
A. The Cftl'kuUs Declaration Does Not Satisfy the Requirements of I.R.C.P. 
56( e). 
Defendants rely solely on the Carkulis Declaration in opposing Fagen's motion for 
summary judgment. The CoUrt should dis1-egard the declaration because it fails to satisfy the 
requirements ofl.R.C.P. 56( e). Rule 56( e) req~s: 
. [A] party to respond to a motion for summary judgment with something more 
than relying on the mere allegations or denials in the pleadings. Affidavits or 
other proof must be p1-esented to the court to set forth the specific facts showing 
that there is a genuine issue existing for trial. 
Venable v. Internet Auto ~ Sales, Inc., 156 Idaho 574, 329 P.3d 356, 363 (2014). Thus, an 
affidavit that does not set forth specific facts but is only conclusory in nature and merely repeats 
all~gations of a party's pleadings is precisely the type of a tlawed affidavit contemplated by 
I.R.C.P. 56(e)). Corbridge v. Clark Equipment Co.t 112 Idaho 85, 81, 730 P.2d 1005~ 1007 
(1986), see also Kootenai County v. Harriman-sayler, 154 Idaho 13, 18, 293 P.3d 637, 642 
(2012) ("conclusory assertions unsupported by specific facts are insufficient to raise a genuine 
issue of material fact precluding summary judgment."). The Carkulis Declaration is such a 
flawed affidavit or declaration. 
First, in the declaration, Mr. Carkulis fails to establish that he has personal knowledge of 
the work he alleges Pagen did or did not perform. See Carkulis Dec., ft4-5. Mr. Carkulis does 
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assertions in the Declaration are conclusory and unsupported by specific facts. For example, Mr. 
Carkulis asserts the work Fagen performed "is significantly different from the work detailed in 
the billing, which Fagen claims entitlement to payment for." Id at 1f5. But, he fails to identify a 
single charge in any ofthe seven Applications that the Defendants claim was (1) excessive, (2). 
for work not actually performed; or (3) for work that was not done in a workro.anlik.e manner. 
Mr. C&·kulis simply alleges ••[t]here appears to be a discrepancy between the billing records 
submitted by Fagen in supp01t of its claims, and the fJ:ue facts of what work was (or was not) 
undertaken and whether such work did (or did not) constitute compensable work under the tenns 
of the EPC.',l /~ at 1fl2 (emphasis added). 
If Defendants believe there is a discrepancy, I.R.C.P. 56( e) required them -to identify 
specific facts to suppo1t. that claim. They did not. As a result, Defendants failed to establish 
there is a genuine issue of mataial fact existing for trial. The Court, therefore. should grant 
Fag~·s summary judgment motion. 
R DEFENDANTS' lMPQSSmiLITY DEFENSE FAILS AS A MATTER OF LAW. 
A. Defendants Waived the Defense ofimpossibility. 
Defendants argue that the defense of impossibility -which they repl'esent was asserted in 
their answer to Fagen's First Amendment Complaint- precludes the Court from granting Fagen 
summary judgment. Defendants, however, did 001 assert the defense of impossibility. See 
generally, Defendants' Answer. Because they did not assert the defense of impossibility, 
Defendants waived that defense. See Garren v. Butigan, 95 Idaho 355, 359, 509 P.2d 340,344 
(1973) (holding all affirmative defenses must be pleaded or raised by Rule 12 motion or they will 
2 The EPC refers to the Balance of Plant Engineering, Procurement and Coruttuctipn Services 
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be Wai"V'ed). Accordingly, the Court should disregard Defendants' unasserted defense of 
impossibility. 
B. Even if the Court Considers the Defense of l:mpossibility, Fagen is Still 
Entitled to Summary Judgment. 
Even if the Court considers the defense of impossibility, Fagen is still entitled to 
summary judgment. Defendants, without any analysis, claim that Exergy's "performance was 
impossible due to economic impossibility." Defendants' Memo., 3. Defendants, however, fail to 
recognize that the EPC Contract addressed the possibility that Exergy could not obtain financing 
to proceed with work beyond the scope of work authorized by the Limited Notices to Proceed.· 
As set forth in Fagen's summary judgment memorandum, Fagen, in addition to the work 
authorized by the Limited Notices to Proceed, was to perform additional work set forth in the 
EPC Contract ifExergy gave Fagen the Notice to Proceed. See Fagen's Memo. 9-10. 
Specifically, Section 6.1 provides: 
. . 
(a) [Fagen] shall promptly commence the performance of the Work upon its 
receipt of the Notice to Proceed issued by [Exergy]. The Parties agree 
that the Notice to Proceed shall only be valid if [Exergy] presents 
therewith: (i) the certificate of insw:ance or policy of insurance evidencing 
insurance coverage for the All-Risk Builder's Risk insw.'8Ilce as required 
by Section 18.3.1; and (ii) evidence to [Fagen] the Projecr is financed in 
its entirety for 100% of the Co'tltract Price. 
(b) [Exergy] shall have no obligation to issue the Notice to Proceed and may 
do so at its option and discretion (subject to Section 6.l(c) and Section 
Ul). Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in any Contract 
Document, [Exergy] shall have no liability to [Fagen]. and [Fagen] shall 
have no claim against [Exergy], should [Exergy] not issue the Notice to 
Proceed, except to the extent of Payment for Work performed by [Fagen] 
pursuant to any one or more LtmitedNotices to Proceed. 
Ex. H, § 6.1 (emphasis in italics). Accordingly, even ifExergy could not finance the Project. as 
it alleges, Exergy agreed that it remained liable for the work Fagen performed pmsuant to the · 
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only seeks to recover damages for the work it performed under the applicable Limited Notices to 
Proceed. Fagen's Memo., 13. 
Ill. DEFli:NDANTS' UNCLEAN HANDS DEFENSE FAILS AS A MATTER OF LAW 
J!ECAUSE THE DEFENSE DOES NOT APPLY TO FAGEN'S BREACH OF 
CONTRACT CLAIM. 
Defendants did allege unclean hands as an affirmative defense, but the defense does not 
apply to Fagen's breach of contract claim. See Defendants' Answer [Third Affirmative 
Defense]. The doctrine of unclean hands only applies to equitable claims ~ not claims for the 
breach of an express cot1tract, the claim on which Fagen seeks swrunary judgment. See lro'h 
Eagle Development, LLC v. Quality Design Systems. Inc., 138 Idaho 487,492, 65 P.3d 509. 514 
(2003) ("When parties enter into an express contract, a claim based in equity is not allowed 
because the express contract precludes enforcement of equitable claims); Sword v. Sweet, 140 
Idahb 242, 252, 92 P.3d 492. 502 (Idaho 2004)(unclean hands doctrine applies only to the party 
seeking an equitable remedy); see also Dennett v. Kuenzli. 130 Idaho 21, 27, 936 P.2d 219, 225 
(1991) (The equitable doctrine of unclean hands "allows a court to deny equitable relief to a 
litigant..,). 
In fact, in their Answer~ Defendants acknowledge that the unclean hands defense applied 
only to Fagen's equitable claim.3 Defendants asserted that ''Plaintiff's equitable claims are 
batted by the doctt.ine of ... unclean hands." Defendants' Answer, 6 (Third Aff1m1ative 
Defense] (emphasis added). Because Fagen did not move for summary judgment on its equitable 
3 In its Fil'St Amended Complaint. Fagen asserted an equitable claim for quantum meruit. First 
Amended Complaint, ,,26-30. Fagen moved for summary judgment on its breach of contract 
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claim of quantum meruit, Defendants" unclean hands defense is irrelevant to the Comt's decision 
on Fagen' s·summ.ary judgment motion for breach of contract. 4 
CONCLUSION 
Based on the fo1-egoing, Fagen respectfully requests that the Court grant Fagen's Motion 
for Summary Judgment i?tirety. 
DATED this ~ day of August. 2014. 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, BUDGE & 
BAILEY, CHARTERED 
By: ~~If J ~T
Attomeys for PlaintiffFagen, Inc. 
4 Even if unclean hands was a viable defense to Fagen•s breach of contract claim, which it is not, 
Defendants submitted insufficient evidence to creat~ a genuine issue for trial. Defendants rely 
solel,r on the Carkulis Declaration to support this defense. Mr. Carkulis, however, does little 
more than hint at some vaguely asserted impropriety with the EPC Contract. He does not cite 
any statute. rule or other public policy that allegedly was violated by the EPC Contract This is 
simply not enough to fend off summary judgment As a·l"esult, there are insufficient specific 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the,blfYay of August, 2014, I served a true and correct 
copy of the above and foregoing document to the following person(s) as follows: 
Angelo L. Rosa 
Attorney at Law 
P.O. Box 1605 
Boise, ID 83701 
Attorney for Exergy Development Group of 
Idaho, L.L. C.; XR.G Development Partners. 
LLC; Rogerson Flats Wind Park, UC; 
Cottonwood Wind Park, LLC; Salmon Creek 
Wind Park, LLC,- Deep Creek Wind Park, 
LLC,· and Notch Butte Wind Park, LLC 
Keith S. Moheban 
Timothy M. Kelley 
STINSON LEONAlU> STll:BET LLP 
150 South Fifth Street, Suite 2300 
Minneapolis, MN 55402 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. 
ProHac Vice 
ll602273v2 
[ ] U.S. Mail 
Postage Prepaid 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
~ Facsimile 801-415-1773 
KJ Email arosa@rosa-lp.com 
~ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
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Angelo L. Rosa (ISB No. 7546) 
P.O. Box 1605 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone: (801) 440-4400 
Fax: (801) 415-1773 
Attorney for Defendants 
• 
ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, LLC, COITONWOOD WIND PARK, SALMON CREEK 
WIND PARK, LLC, DEEP CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, NOTCH BUTIE WIND PARK, LLC,. 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, L.L.C. and XRG DEVELOPMENT 
PAR1NERS, LLC 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR TilE COUNTY OF 1WIN FALLS 
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LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, ) 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF ) 
IDAHO, LLC, an Idaho limited liability ) 
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PAR1NERS, LLC, an Idaho limited ) 
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COMES NOW Angelo L. Rosa, and hereby declares and states as follows: 
18014151773 From: Angelo Rosa 
1. I am an individual residing in Ada County, in the State of Idaho. I am over 
eighteen ( 18) years of age. I have personal knowledge ofthe matters attested to in this 
Declaration, except to those matters that are stated on the basis of belief. 
2. I am counsel of record for the Moving Defendants in this action. The purpose of 
this Declaration is to supplement the pleadings filed in support of Moving Defendants' 
Rule 56( f) Motion for Continuance. 
3. As statedinmypriorDeclaration insupportofMovingDefendants' Rule56(f) · 
request for continuance, over the past few months, both Plaintiffs Minnesota counsel and 
I have been attempting to obtain deposition discovery, both for this case (and its sister 
cases in Idaho) as well as in a proceeding involving Plaintiff and Defendant, Exergy 
Development Group ofldaho, L.L.C. pending in the United States District Court for the 
District of Minnesota, in which I serve as lead defense counsel. Minnesota counsel has 
been obstructive as to schedule. 
4. The parties finally reached agreement whereby Fagen will offer its corporate 
representative for deposition pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 30(b )( 6). That 
deposition would take place on25 August2014 in Minneapolis Minnesota. 
5. On Monday, 25 August 2014 I took the 30(b)(6) deposition of Fagen, Inc. 
("'Fagen"). Three witnesses were nominated by Fagen in response to the list of topics 
identified in Moving Defendants' Notice ofDeposition of Fagen, Inc. A true and correct 
copy of this Notice is attached and incorporated hereto as "Exhibit A". Once the 
deposition had been convened, in good faith I withdrew Moving Defendants' theretofore 
pending Motion to Compel Deposition. 
SUPPLEMENTAL DECLARATION OF ANGELO L ROSA IN SUPPORT OF 
DEFENDANTS' EX PARTE MOTION FOR RULE 56(F) CONTINUANCE AND 
MariON FOR ORDER SHORTENING TIME FOR RULING TIIEREUPON- Page 2 
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6. During the deposition, it became clear that one of the witnesses, Bradley 
Bormann--who had personal day-to-day responsibility over Fagen's activities on the 
project sites that are at issues in this case-was the party having the most knowledge of 
the Topic Nos. 1-6 and 8. This was confirmed by Samuel Ewald-the party designated as 
person most knowledgeable on those topics. whose knowledge on several key areas was 
limited--whoconfirmed(underoath)that Mr. Bormann would know more. However. 
Mr. Bormann had only been designated by Fagen to testifv as to Topic No.7. 
7. Prior to Mr. Bormann's segment of the deposition, I attempted to meet and confer 
with Fagen's counsel defending the deposition, Mr. Timothy Kelley. I explained my 
thoughts on the subject as set forth in Paragraph 4, asked for the opportunity to depose 
Mr. Bormann on the topics that Mr. Ewald had ~ferred to Mr. Bormann's knowledge on, 
and stated it would be the most cost effective and efficient way of obtaining the most 
accurate testimony on the topics contained in Moving Defendants' Notice ofDeposition 
of Fagen. Inc. if Mr. Bormann would be permitted to answer questions on those topics. 
Mr. Kelley refused my request. 
8. On the record, following the conclusion of my questioning of Mr. Bormann 
regarding his knowledge ofTopic No.7, I reiterated my position on the need to question 
Mr. Bormann further and stated that because there was a disagreement amongst counsel 
as to this issue, Moving Defendants would be filing a motion to compel. In response, Mr. 
Kelley stated that Fagen disagreed with that position. 
9. A transcript of the deposition testimony is not yet available, otherwise it would be 
provided to the Court. 
10. The deposition testimony I am seeking on behalf of Moving Defen~nts is. I 
SUPPLEMENTAL DECLARATION OF ANGELO L. ROSA IN SUPPORT OF 
DEFENDANTS' EX PARTE MOTION FOR RU;LE 56(F) CONTINUANCE AND 
MOTION FOR ORDER SHORTENING TIME FOR RULING TIIEREUPON- Page 3 
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believe in good faith to be. critical to ascertaining the precise nature ofworkallegedly 
done on site and the magnitude of that work. which (as stated previously) is disputed. 
This runs directly to the existence of a triable issue of material fact as to the element of 
damages of Fagen's breach of contract claim. 
11. I am in the process of preparing a motion to compel further testimony, which will 
be filed as soon as a rough draft of the aforementioned deposition transcript can be 
obtained. 
12. In light of the need for filing a motion to compel, and the direct correlation 
between this testimony and Moving Defendants' ability to respond to Fagen's Motion for 
Summary Judgment, it is imperative that the hearing on that Motion (currently set for 
hearing on2 September2014 at 10:00 a.m.) be resetto a date after Moving Defendants' 
Motion to Compel can be heard and if that Motion is granted to a date after deposition 
testimony can be taken. A proposed order to that effect is being submitted concurrently 
herewith. 
I testifY under penalty of petjury under the laws of the State of Idaho that the foregoing is 
true and correct 
DATED: 28 August 2014 M··!;f···. ~· . ··. : . 
Angelo L. R..osa 
SUPPLEMENTAL DECLARATION OF ANGELO L. ROSA IN SUPPORT OF 
DEFENDANTS' EX PARTE MOTION. FOR RULE 56(F) CONTINUANCE AND 
MOTION FOR ORDER SHORTENING TIME FOR RULING THEREUPON- Page 4 
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CERfiFlCATE.OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on 28 August 2014, I caused a true and correct copy of the 
document herein by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
John R Goodell 
RACINE, OLSEN, NYE, BUDGE & 
BAILY, CH1D. 
P.O. Box 1391 
Pocatello, Idaho 83204-1391 
Keith Moheban 
Timothy Kelley 
STINSON LEONARD STREET, LLP 
150 South Fifth Street, Suite 2300 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55402 
r U.S. First Class Mail, Postage Prepaid 
r Hand ~livered 
r Overnight Courier 
P.' Facsinile 
R' Flectronic Mail 
r U.S. First Class Mail, Postage Prepaid 
r Ham Delivered 
r Overnight Courier 
~ Facsinile 
lit. Flec1ronic Mail 
·. ·· ... · .. '/!·· it: 
lf6·1,.·.· 
Signed:__ ________ _ 
Angelo L. Rosa 
SUPPLEMENTAL DECLARATION OF ANGELO L· ROSA IN SUPPORT OF 
DEFENDANTS' EX PARTE MOTION FOR RULE 56(F) CONTINUANCE AND 
MOTION FOR ORDER SHORTENING TIME FOR RULING TIIEREUPON- Page 5 
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• 
Angelo L. Rosa (ISB No. 7546) 
P.O. Box 1605 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone: (801) 440-4400 
Fax: (801) 415-1773 
Attorney for Defendants 
• 
ROGERSON FIATS WIND PARK, LLC, COTIONWOOD WIND PARK, SALMON CREEK 
WIND PARK, LLC, DEEP CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, NOTCH BUTIE WIND PARK, LLC, 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, L.LC. andXRG DEVELOPMENT 
PARTNERS, LLC 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR 1HE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 









ROGERSON FIATS WIND PARK, ) 
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, ) 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF ) 
IDAHO, LLC, an Idaho limited liability ) 
company; XRG DEVELOPMEN ) 
PARTNERS, LLC, an Idaho limited ) 
liability company; and "JOHN DOES 1- ) 
1 0", ) 
Defendants. 
FAGEN, INC., a Minnesota corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
COTTONWOOD WIND PARK, LLC, an 













Case No. CV 2013-573 
Case No. CV 2013-574 
Case No. CV 2013-575 
Case No. CV 2013-576 
NOTICE OF DEPOSITION OF 
FAGEN, INC 
[I.R.C.P. 30(bX6)] 
NOTICE OF DEPOSIDON OF FAGEN, INC- Page 1 
EXIDBIT A 
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EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF ) 
IDAHO, LLC, an Idaho limited liability ) 
company, XRG DEVELOPMEN ) 
PARTNERS, LLC, an Idaho limited ) 











SALMON CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, ) 
an Idaho limited liability company, ) 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF ) 
IDAHO, LLC, an Idaho limited liability ) 
company; XRG DEVELOPMEN ) 
PARTNERS, LLC, an Idaho limited ) 











DEEP CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, an ) 
Idaho limited liability company, ) 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF ) 
IDAHO, LLC, an Idaho limited liability ) 
company, XRG DEVELOPMEN ) 
PARTNERS, LLC, an Idaho limited ) 
liability company; and ~'JOHN DOES 1- ) 
I 0", ) 
) 
NOTICE OF DEPOSITION OF FAGEN, INC- Page 2 
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NOTCH BUTTE WIND PARK, LLC, an ) 
Idaho limited liability company; ) 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF ) 
IDAHO, LLC, an Idaho limited liability ) 
company; XRG DEVELOPMEN ) 
PAR1NERS, LLC, an Idaho limited ) 
liability company; and "JOHN DOES 1- ) 
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PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that Defendants ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, LLC, 
COTTONWOOD WIND PARK, LLC, SALMON CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, DEEP CREEK 
WIND PARK, LLC, NOTCH BUTTE WIND PARK, EXERGYDEVEWPMENTGROUPOF 
IDAHO, L.L.C. and XRG DEVELOPMENT PAR'INERS, LLC, by and through their cmmsel of 
record, Angelo L. Rosa, Esq. will, pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 30(bX6) will take 
the deposition of Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. ("Fagen"). The deposition will take place on oral 
examination before a notary public or other person authorized to administer oaths, and may be 
recorded by any means that the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure permit, including, without 
limitation, by videotape, audiotape, and stenographic means (including any form of real-time 
reporting). 
Fagen is requested to designate the person or persons most knowledgeable and prepared 
to testifY on behalf of Fagen concerning the s~ectmatterdescribed below. 
The deposition(s) will commence at 10:00 a.m. on Monday, 25 August2014 at a place 
agreed upon by the parties and/or ordered by the Court pursuanttothatcertainMotiontoCompel 
Depositions filed by the Defendants in this matter, and will continue from day to day until 
completed or adjourned pursuant to stipulation of counsel. 
DATED: 27 July2014 ANGEW L. ROSA, ESQ. 
. "': ·.·. .~ . Ll· A
.··r...... 
. '~----~-
Angelo L. Rosa 
Attorney for Moving Defendants 
NOTICE OF DEPOSITION OF FAGEN, INC- Page 4 
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I .ISTOfEXAMINATIQNTOPI\..S. 
·1. The negotiation of any and all Engineering, Procurement and Construction ("'EPC'') 
agreements between Fagen and Exergy Development Group of Idaho, L.L.C. ("EOO 
Idaho") that is the su~ect of this lawsuit. 
2. All communications within the Fagen organization concerning the services rendered 
pursuant to the EPC between Fagen and EDG Idaho that is the subject of this lawsuit. 
3. All communications between Fagen and EDG Idaho concerning the services 
rendered pursuant to the EPC between Fagen and EDG Idaho that is the subject of this 
lawsuit. 
4. All work undertaken pursuant to the EPC between Fagen and EDG Idaho that is the 
subject of this lawsuit. 
5. All objections or disagreements between Fagen and any of the named Defendants in 
this action concerning the services rendered pursuant to the EPC between Fagen and EDG 
Idaho that is the subject of this lawsuit. 
6. Allwork undertaken by Fagen during the last three (3) months of Fagen' spresence 
on the project sites that are at issue in this lawsuit. 
7. Any allegations by landowners of any damage caused by Fagen in the rendering of 
services pursuant to the EPC between Fagen and EDG Idaho that is the subject of this 
lawsuit. 
8; The events leading up to the termination of work pursuant to the EPC between 
Fagen and EDG Idaho that is the su~ect of this lawsuit. 
NOTICE OF DEPOSITION OF FAGEN, INC -Page 5 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFfH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAIIO, IN AND POR TIIE COUNTY OP TWIN PALLS 






ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, ) 
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company; ) 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENI' GROUP OF ) 
IDAHO, LLC, an Idaho limited liability ) 
company; XRG DEVELOPMEN ) 
PAR'INERS, LLC, an Idaho limited ) 






Case No. CV 2013-573 
Case No. CV 2013-574 
Case No. CV 2013-575 
Case No. CV 2013-576 
[R 9 S:J!!:D] ORDER RE: 
DEFENDANTS' EX PARTE 
MOTION FOR RULE 56(F) 
CONTINH4NCE AND MOTION FOR 
ORDER SHORTENING TIME FOR 
RULING mEREUPON 
The Motion ofDefendants ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, LLC, COTfONWOOD 
WIND PARK, LLC, SALMON CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, DEEP CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, 
NOTCH BUTTE WIND PARK, EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, L.L.C. and 
XRG DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS, LLC (collectively, "'Moving Defendants") for a Rule 56( f) 
Cotinuance and Motion for Order Shortening Time Thereuwn having come before this court on an 
Ex Parte basis, having been duly considered and submitted and good cause appearing·therefor, 
ORDERRE: DEFENDANTS' EX PARTE MOTION FOR RULE 56(F) CONTINUANCE 
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IT IS HEREBY ORDERED: 
1. That Moving Defendants' Motion for Order Shortening Time i 
DENIED. 
2. That Moving Defe~dants' Motion for a continuance purs~1t tf Rule 56(f) is J 
GRMITED 1 DENTED. tv ell fY 11< ~ tf rJ Cf ( ~ 1 ref AT fl) rv 
3. That Moving Defen4ants' sball iileti a M6tioft to Compel Fat tbet DepositiontlO 
later tbawwnJ.-::======::'f'Es:~aaxe1-e+] __ 
4. Tka.tthe hearing on the aforementioned Motion to Campel ¥urtker Dep:;sitil>:il shall 
That the hearing on Fagen, Inc.'s pending Motion fo~ Sumw~ry Judgm7Pt shall~ 
Wt{l tYl N_~ U"-UIT 
5. 
currently set for hearing on 2 September 2014 at 10:00 a.m. is hereby VtsCATFD alld Fesct for,..--... 
J.,arlggaa [datcla< .. .,_,p.,.. fJ2 ~ ct:.Cf) ftul-._ P 
L5 4fiJ-~./.eP- (ott~~ 
~~~ f!d-
)3 
ORDERRE: DEFENDANTS' EX PARTE MOTION FOR RULE 56(F) CONTINUANCE 
ANDM(>TIONFORORDERSHORTENINGTIME FORRULINGTHEREUPON- Page 
2 
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CEBTIFICAJE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on 1 "'~q -It/ , I caused a true and correct copy of the 
docwnent herein by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
John R Goodell 
RACINE, OLSEN, NYE, BUDGE & 
BAILY, CHTD. 
P.O. Box 1391 
Pocatello, Idaho 83204-1391 
Angelo L. Rosa 
P.O. Box 1605 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Keith Moheban 
Timothy Kelley 
STINSON LEONARD STREET, LLP 
150 South Fifth Street, Suite 2300 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55402 
r U.S. First Class Mail, Postage Prepaid 
r Rani Delivered 
r Overnight Courier 
rFacsinile 
)\ Electronic Mail 
r U.S. First Class Mail, Postage Prepaid 
r Hand IA:li.vered 
r Overnight Courier 
rFacsinile 
)\ Electronic Mail 
r U.S. First Class Mail, Postage Prepaid 
r Hani n:livered 
r Overnight Courier 
J ~Facsimile 
bt: Electronic Mail cjP JOiv~t~- (;:surJk-1( 
ORDERRE:. DEFENDANTS' EX PARTE MOTION FOR RULE 56(F) CONTINUANCE 
AND MOTION FORORDERSHORTENING TIME FOR RULING THEREUPON- Page 
3 
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Angelo L. Rosa (ISB No. 7546) 
P.O. Box 1605 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone: (801) 440-4400 
Fax; (801)415-1773 
Attorney for Defendants 
G 
uiSTRICT COUHl 
1 Wl~1 FALLS CO .• IDAHO 
FlLED 
201~ SEP -2 AH 8: 26 
SY-----;CLERK 
__ 5R::...3.-~--DEPIJTV 
ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, LLC, COTTONWOOD WIND PARI<t SALMON CREEK 
WIND PARK, LLC, DEEP CREEK WIND PARK, LLC. NOTCH BUTTE WIND PARK. LLC, 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, L.L.C. and XRG DEVELOP.l\1ENT 
PARTNERS, LLC 
IN 1fiE DISTRICT COURT OF TIIE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STA 1E OF 
lDAHO, IN AND FOR 1HB COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 






ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, ) 
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company; ) 
EXEROY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF ) 
IDAHO, LLC. an Idaho limited liability ) 
company; XRO DEVELOPMEN ) 
PARlNERS. LLC, an Idaho Iltnited ) 






Case No. CV 2013~573 
Case No. CV 2013-574 
Case No .. CV 201:3-575 
. Case No. CV 2013-576 
DECLARATION OF CHUCK 
DICKERSON IN OPJIOSffiON TO 
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT AND IN 
SUPJ:~OR'l' OF MOVING 
DEFENDANTS' RULES~) 
MOTION 
DECLARATION OF CHUCK DICKERSON IN OPPOSm()N TO PLAINTIFF'S 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT AND IN SUPPORT OF MOVING 
DEFENDANTS' RULE 56(F) MOTION- Page 1 
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COMES NOW Chuck Dickerson, and hereby decl~es and states as follows: 
L I am an individuall'esiding in Flathead County, in the State ofMontana. I am over 
eighteen (18) yeBIS of age. I have personal knowledge of the matters attested to in this 
Declaration, except to those matters that are stated on the basis of infonnation and/or belief. 
2. I am employed by BCL & Associates Inc., a privately-owned construction company 
headquartered in Desert Hot Springs, California {"BCL "). My position is construction 
manager I have 31 years of eKporiencc In the construction of renewable energy projects. 
3. BCL was involved in the construction of the Idaho Six Wind Projects, five ofwhich 
are at issue in this laWsuit, with the four projects located in Twin Falls County 
(Cottonwood, Deep Creek, Rogerson Flats, and Salmon Falls) known as "Jack Ranch". 
Fagen, Inc. was the l~ contractor on those projects. BCL's role was construction 
management. 
4. I have reviewed Exhibits A through 0 of the Affidavit of Lori Anderson 
("Anderson Affidavit:'), filed in. support of Fagen, Ino. •s Motion for Summary Judgment in 
' ' 
this matter, which co{l$ist of ~plications for payment made by Fagen for work allegedly 
conducted on t~e Idaho Six Wind Project sites. 
S. · In reviewing Exhibits A through G of the Anderson Affidavit, I cot18Ulted rny own 
project notes and have identified the following discrepaneief.l in Fagen's billing: 
6. The work identified in Exhibit A contains the following discrepancies: 
a. Foundations 1 .. 3. and 4 were drilled and ready for blasting. 
Foundations 6 and 7 were excavated to a depth of approximately six (6) feet. 
Foundation were 8 excavated to a depth of approximately two (2) feet. 
7. The work identified in Exhibit B contains the following discrepancies; 
DECLARATION OF CHUcK DICKERSON IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT AND IN SUPPORT or MOVING 
DEFENDANTS' RULE SCJ(F) MOTION-P~e 2 
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a. Crews were off of site from 01/01/12-01/03/12. 
b. The-w wa$ a tQta.l of2 people on site. Project manager and equipment 
operator. 
c. FoundatiOn 2 was partially. excavated and stopped due to lava tub. 
Foundation 4 was partially excavated and stopped due to rock. Foundation 5 
was excavated to a depth of approx. 6 feeL Foundations 8 and 9· partially 
excavated and stopped due to rock. All of.the excavation sites had safety 
fence installed around thcro. 
8. The work identified in Exhibit C contains the following discrepancies: 
a. On 02110/12 Project manager, Dave Ellis, quit and left the site. 
b. Equipment operator, Juan Sanchez, is on site for approximately half 
of the month. 
c. Project manager, Brad Bormann, visited the site approxim.afuly two 
times during the month to do overall check and start equipment. 
d. No construction was completed that month. 
9. The wor~ identified in Exhibit D contains the following discrepanciea: 
a. 03/13/12 Equipment operator, Juan Sanchez, was removed from the 
site and sent to another job. 
b. Project manager, Brad Bormann, visited the site approximately once 
a week to do overall check and start equjpment after Juan Sanchez is 
removed. 
c. No constxuction progress was completed that month. 
10. The work identified in Exhibits E, F; and 0 contaiQs the following discrepancies: 
DECLARATION OF CHUCK DICKERSON IN OPPOSmON TO PLAINTIFF'S 
MOTION FOR SlJMMARY JUDGMENT AND IN SUPPORT OF MOVING 
DEFEND.Al'II~S' RULE 56(F) MOTION-:- Page 3 · 
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a. Project manager, BJ:Bd Bormann, visits the site approx. once a week 
to do overall check and start equipment 
b. No construction progress is completed this motith. 
11. The actual staffing of the Lava Beds Project was as follows: 
a. 01/04/12- 02!10/12Fagen had only two JteQple on site. 
b. 02/11112- 03/08/12 Fagen had only one person on site. 
c. 03/08112-07/30/12 Fagen checked the site once a week and started 
equipment 
d. 01/04/12- 01/26/12 Fagen had one e:x:cavator operating on site. To 
the best of my knowledge from 01/26112 ~ 07/30/12 J.?.O equjpment was 
operating on site. 
12. The actual staffmg of the Notch Butte Project was as follows: 
a. 01/04112 - 07/30/12 Fagen had only one person on site that opel'Sted 
one excavator. Little to no construotl.on progress was made durin_g this time. 
b. 01/06/12 Fagen Suboontractor pulled personnel off of the site. 
13. The actual staffing of the Jack Ranch Proje<lts were as follows: 
a. 0 l/04/12- 07/30/12: Fagen had only one person on·site. 
b. 01/06/12- 01109/12: Rock crusher was set up and operating. Due 
to lack of permit crusher was shut down 01/09/12. 
' c. 01113/12 -_04/13/12: Fagen's subcontractor had one to two people 
on site operating a dozer, blade and sheep's foot compactor working on· pads 
and roads. 
d. 04/14/12- 06/06/12; Fagen's subcontractor had two to four people 
) 
·DECLARATION OF CHUCK DICKERSON IN OPPOSITION TO ~FF'S 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT AND IN SIJJ?PORT OF MOVING 
DEFENDANTS' RULE S()(F) MOTION- Page 4 
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on site operating a dozer, blades, scrapers. sheeps foot compactor and water 
trucks working on pads and roads. 
e. 06/06/13-07/30/12: Fagen's subcontractox bad one to three people 
on site operating blades, scrapers~ sheep's foot compactor and wa.ter ttm?ks 
working on pads and roads . 
. 14. I light of the foregoing, it is my professional opinion that the excavation and 
management C05ts identified by Fagen are incorrect and should be further investigated. 
I testify under penalty of perjury under the laws of the StBte of Idaho that the foregoing is 
true and correct. 
DATED: 29 August 2014 
DECLARATION OF CHUCK DICKERSON IN OPPOSmON TO PLAIN~'S 
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CEBmiCATE OF SEBYICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on 29 August 2014, I caused a true and cotrect copy of the 
document herein by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
John R. Goodell 
RACINE, OLSEN, NYE, BUDGE & 
BAILY, CHTD. 
P.O. Box 1391 
Pocatello, Idaho 83204-1391 
Keith Moheban 
Timothy Kelley · 
STINSON LEONARD STREET, LLP 
150 South Fifth Street, Suite 2300 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55402 
u U.S. First Chss MaD, Postage Prepaid 
r: Hand Delivered 
C Overn5sbJ: Com:ier 
R. Facsin:J& 
~ Elee1ronic Mail 
'f::i U.S. First Class MaD, Postage Prepaid 
0. Hand Delivered 
C Ovem.jgbt Courier 
R! Facsimile 
~ Electron¥: Mail 
Signed~---:-----=-----~ 
Angelo L. Rosa 
DECLARATION OF CHUCK DICKERSON IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S 
MOTION FOR 'SUMMARY JUDGMENT AND IN SUPPORT OF MOVING 
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By ________ .,.---,-
Cierk 
FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT, STATE OF IDAHO 
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
427 SHOSHONE STREET NORTH 
TWIN FALLS, IDAHO 83301 







Case No: CV-2013-0000573 
vs. N~C~O~RING 
Rogerson Flats Wind Park, LLC, etal. 




Monday, September 29, 2014 01:30PM 
Randy J. Stoker 
District Courtroom #2 
Deputy Clerk 
I hereby certify that the foregoing is a true and correct copy of this Notice of Hearing entered by the Court and 
on file in this office. I further certify that copies of this Notice were served as follows on September 2nd, 2014. 
Alternate Judges: Notice is hereby given that the presiding judge assigned to this case intends to 
utilize the provisions of I.C.R. 25(a)(6). Notice is given that if there are multiple defendants, any 
disqualification pursuant to I.C.R. 25(a)(1) is subject to prior determination under I.C.R. 25(a)(3). The 
panel of alternate judges consists of the following judges who have otherwise not been disqualified in 
this action: Judges Bevan, Brody, Butler, Crabtree, Elgee, Hurlbutt, McDermott, Schroeder, Stoker, 
Wildman and Williamson. 
Copy to: Angelo L Rosa 1168 E. 1700 South, Salt Lake City, UT, 84105 (Defense Attorney); 
Copy to: John R Goodell101 S Capitol Blvd., Ste 300, Boise, ID, 83702 (Plaintiff Attorney); 
Copy to: Keith S Moheban 150 South Fifth Street, Suite 2300, Minneapolis, MN, 54402 (Plaintiff Attorney); 
Copy to: Timothy M Kelley 150 South Fifth Street, Suite 2300, Minneapolis, MN, 55402 (Plaintiff Attorney) 
_LMailed __ Hand Delivered 
Dated: September 2nd, 2014 
Kristina Glascock 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 




ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, LLC, 
COTTONWOOD WIND PARK, LLC, 
SALMON CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, 
DEEP CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF 
IDAHO, LLC, NOTCH BUTTE WIND 
PARK, LLC, XRG DEVELOPMENT 
GROUP OF IDAHO, LLC, XRG 
DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS, LLC. and 
"JOHN DOES 1-10", 
Defendants. 
CV-2013-26 (Lincoln County) 
ORDER GRANTING AND 
DENYING MOTIONS ON HEARING 
HELD 9/2/14 
The parties' several Motions filed herein came regularly came on for hearing before the 
Court, pursuant to notice, on Tuesday, September 2, 2014 at 10:00 a.m. Counsel John Goodell 
personally appeared on behalf of Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. ("Fagen"). Counsel Angelo Rosa 
personally appeared on behalf of Defendants Rogerson Flats Wind Park, LLC, Cottonwood 
Wind Park, LLC, Salmon Creek Wind Park, LLC, Deep Creek Wind Park, LLC, Exergy 
Development Group of Idaho, LLC ("Exergy"), and XRG Development Partners, LLC ("XRG") 
(collectively referred to as "All Defendants"). 
ORDER GRANTING AND DENYING MOTIONS ON HEARING HELD 9/2/14- Page 1 
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The Court having heard oral argument of counsel, and reviewed the file and entire record 
herein, and being fully informed in the premises, and good cause appearing therefor, made the 
following rulings from the bench on the parties' various Motions, and as further confirmed 
below herein: 
1. Fagen's Motion To Take Judicial Notice is unopposed, and is therefore 
GRANTED, with regard to the legal rulings and proceedings in the related 
Bingham County case. 
2. All Defendants' Motion for Rule 56(±) Motion for Continuance of Fagen's 
Motions for Summary Judgment IS hereby DENIEO. 
3. Plaintiff Fagen's Motions For Summary Judgment are GRANTED in favor of 
Fagen and against the following Defendants in the amounts sought as stated 
below: 
A. In favor of Fagen and against Defendants Rogerson Flats Wind Park, 
LLC, and Exergy, jointly and severally, in the total principal sum of 
$1,412,774.81, exclusive of prejudgment interest, costs, and attorney fees 
which are reserved. 
B. In favor of Fagen and against Defendants Cottonwood Wind Park, LLC, 
and Exergy, jointly and severally, in the total principal sum of 
$1,412,774.81, exclusive of prejudgment interest, costs, and attorney fees 
which are reserved. 
ORDER GRANTING AND DENYING MOTIONS ON HEARING HELD 9/2/14- Page 2 
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C. In favor of Fagen and against Defendants Salmon Creek Wind Park, LLC, 
and Exergy, jointly and severally, in the total principal sum of 
$1,412,774.81, exclusive of prejudgment interest, costs, and attorney fees 
which are reserved. 
D. In favor of Fagen and against Defendants Deep Creek Wind Park, LLC, 
and Exergy, jointly and severally, in the total principal sum of 
$1 ,412, 77 4.81, exclusive of prejudgment interest, costs, and attorney fees 
which are reserved. 
E. In favor of Fagen and against Defendants Notch Butte Wind Park, LLC, 
and Exergy, jointly and severally, in the total principal sum of 
$856,012.20, exclusive of prejudgment interest, costs, and attorney fees 
which are reserved. 
The Court finds and concludes that liability is established for breach of contract, 
and each of the above gross principal amounts are due and owing by the 
Defendants as stated above as a matter of law, based on Fagen's submitted 
Affidavits of Bradley Bormann, Samuel Ewald, Jennifer A. Johnson, Kirsten 
Tjosaas, and Lori Anderson, and Exhibits attached thereto. 
However, the Court does not enter final judgment for the above amounts at this 
time. Rather, All Defendants shall have an opportunity at the court trial to 
establish "offsets" to potentially reduce the above gross principal amount of 
damages at trial, based on specific invoices or line items which may be 
challenged, or for alleged ''work not performed." 
ORDER GRANTING AND DENYING MOTIONS ON HEARING HELD 9/2/14- Page 3 
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The Court elects to give All Defendants such opportunity at the court trial 
in the sound exercise of its discretion, despite finding and concluding that the 
Declaration of James T. Carkulis dated 8/19/14 ("Carkulis Declaration") filed 
herein is conclusory and insufficient to raise a triable issue of fact on the issue of 
damages or "offsets." 
The Court elects to give All Defendants such opportunity at the court trial in the 
sound exercise of its discretion, 
concludes that the Dickerson Declaration, if considered, despite its 
untimelinesslate filing, is sufficient to raise a triable issue of fact. Lrnt.,.f.eg/ ~ fle. 
\I oifc;cr'' t ~~. 
4. Discovery Rulings: All Defendants may take the further deposition of Fagen's 
Bradley Bormann limited to the "offset" on the issue of damages only for alleged 
"improper billings" or "work not performed." Fagen may take the depositions of 
Carkulis and/or Dickerson. All discovery, including such depositions, are to be 
completed by the 9/29/14 date of the tPretrial Conference. 
5. Pretrial Conference: The Pretrial Conference is rescheduled to be held on 
Monday, September 29, 2014, at 1:30 p.m., per the Court's separate Amended 
Notice of Hearing filed 9/2114. At the Pretrial Conference, the Court advised 
counsel for All Defendants' counsel to provide specific listing of challenges to 
ORDER GRANTING AND DENYING MOTIONS ON HEARING HELD 9/2/14- Page 4 
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each billing which is controverted in support of potential "offsets" to the gross 
amounts billed by and awarded to Fagen as stated above on the issue of damages. 
6. Court Trial: The Court trial will proceed as scheduled for four days commencing 
October 28-31, 2014. Fagen has been granted all relief sought on its Complaint 
by the above rulings on its Motions Ffffor Summary Judgment, subject to the 
defense of "offsets" by All Defendants as described above. Therefore, the order 
of proof at trial will be All Defendants proceeding with their "offset" defense 
limited to the issue of damages only as discussed above by calling witnesses and 
presenting such evidence. Fagen will thereafter have the opportunity to call any 
rebuttal witnesses and such evidence. 
7. Plaintiffs claims for lien foreclosure as to all Defendants is hereby DISMISSED 
with prejudice. 
8. Plaintiff's claims against Defendant XRG Development Partners, LLC are hereby 
DISMISSED with prejudice in their entirety. 
Defendants' expert witness disclosure shall not be 
amended. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
pATED this !J_ day of September, 2014. Fieldt 
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CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the!}___ day of August, 2014, I served a true and correct 
copy of the above and foregoing document to the following person(s) as follows: 
Angelo L. Rosa 
Attorney at Law 
P.O. Box 1605 
Boise, ID 83 701 
Attorney for Exergy Development Group of 
Idaho, L.L.C.; XRG Development Partners, 
LLC; Rogerson Flats Wind Park, LLC; 
Cottonwood Wind Park, LLC; Salmon Creek 
Wind Park, LLC; Deep Creek Wind Park, 
LLC; and Notch Butte Wind Park, LLC 
John R. Goodell 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, 
BUDGE & BAILEY, CHARTERED 
101 S. Capitol Boulevard 
U.S. Bank Plaza Building, Ste. 300 
Boise, ID 83 702 
Fax: (208) 433-0167 
Email: jrg@racinelaw.net 
Attorneysfor Plaintiff Fagen. Inc. 
Keith S. Moheban 
Timothy M. Kelley 
STINSON LEONARD STREET LLP 
150 South Fifth Street, Suite 2300 
Minneapolis, MN 55402 
Pro Hac Vice 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. 
[ ] U.S. Mail 
Postage Prepaid 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[ ] Facsimile 801-415-1773 
[,.f Email arosa@rosa-lp.com 
[ ] U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[ ] Facsimile 612-335-1657 
[&.-(Email jrg@racinelaw.net 
[ ] U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
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John R. Goodell (ISB#; 2872) 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE. 
BUDGE & BAILEY, CHARTERED 
101 S. Capitol Boulevard 
U.S. Bank Plaza Building, Ste. 300 
Boise, ID 83 702 
Telephone: (208) 395MOOI1 
Fax: (208) 433-0167 
Attorneys for Plainti/fFagen, Inc. 
No. 0147 P. 1 
Phonofl 
Fad 201~ SEP 23 
______ OEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 




ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, LLC, 
· COTIONWOOD WIND PARK. LLC, 
SALMON CREEK WIND PARK, LLC. 
DEEP CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF 
IDAHO, LLC, NOTCH BUTIE WIND 
PARK, LLC, XRG DEVELOPMENT 
GROUP OF IDAHO, LLC, XRG 
DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS. LLC. and 
"JOHN DOES 1-10", 
Defendants. 
Consolidated Cases Nos.: 





PLAINTIFF FAGEN, IN~.'S 
MOTION TO EXCLUDE 
DEFENDANTS' EXPERT AND 
LAY WITNESSES 
COMES NOW PlamtiffFagen, Inc. ("Fagen'~J by and through counsel of record, 
and hereby moves the Cqurt for an order to exclude defendants' lay and expert witnesses on the 
following grounds. 
1. The defendants failed to comply with the Sti.pulr.ztion for Scheduling and Planning 
("Pre-Trial Stipulation") filed with. the court on April 22. 2014. Mr. Rosa agreed and signed the 
PLA..INTIFl" FAGEN, INC.'S MOTION TO EXCLUDE EXPERT AND LAY WITNESS'ES- Page 1 
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Pre-Trial Stipulation which specified a 60-day pre-trial deadline to disclose defendants' expert 
and lay witnesses. 
2. As referenced in the Pre-Trial Stipulation, I.R.C.P. Rule 26(b)(4) sets forth the 
requirements to properly disclose of experts, their opinions, facts known and the substance of the 
anticipated testimony of each expert. 
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 26(b )( 4) (A) (i) requires the following disclosure for 
expert witnesses: 
A complete statement of all opinions to be expressed and the basis and reasons therefore; 
the data or other information considered by the witness in forming the opinions; any 
exhibits to be used as a summary of or support for the opinions; any qualifications of the 
· witness, including a list of all publications authored by the witness within the preceding 
ten years; the compensation to be paid for the testimony; and a listing of any other cases 
in which the witness has testified as an expert at trial or by deposition within the 
preceding four years. 
The deadline for defendants to disclose expert witnesses was Saturday, August 30, 2014. 
Consider.ing the due date fell on a weekend and the following Monday was Labor Day, a court 
holiday, Fagen's counsel expected to receive the disclosure of expert witnesses at least by close 
ofbusiness on 1\l.esda.yJ September 2, 2014. No such disclosure was received. 
Additionally, Plaintiff's Interrogatory No. 3 asked for specific details regarding any 
experts retained by defendants. On February 24, 2014, defendants responded to plaintiffs 
Interrogatory No.3 stating: "None at present. Defendants anticipate retaining one or more 
experts offer testimony [sic}. Defendants shall supplement theit tesponse to this Interrogatory at 
that time. Discovery is ongoing. Defondants reserve the right to ainend this response as 
additional information is available or as a result of inadvertence, mistake. exc'll$e or neglect. " 
Defendants failed to timely disclose their expert witnesses and failed to provide any 
PLAJNTIFF FAGEN, INC.'S MOTION TO EXCLUDE EXPERT ANJ> LA YWITNESSES ~Page 2 
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supplemental responses as required by Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 26(e)(l)(B) to identify 
expel:tsJ the subject mattet·J and the substance of expert testimony 
3. The pre-trial deadlines were raised in Mr. Rosa's presence at the hearing held on 
September 2, 2014. Even so, Mr. Rosa failed to provide Fagen's counsel with a list of witnesses 
as discussed above. The same deadlines applied to both lay witness and expert witness 
disclosures. As a result of defendants• failure to comply with the deadline, they should be bmed 
:fi·om calling any lay witnesses at trial. 
Additionally. in Response to plaintiff's Intenogatory No.4, defendants were asked to 
identify non-expert witnesses and the substance of their testimony. Defendants provided a list of 
four witnesses with little detail as to the knowledge they possess surrounding the facts of this 
case. Again, defendants reserved ''the right f() amend this response as additional information is 
available ... " Defendants did not atnend their response even though Mr. Rosa repeatedly makes 
reference to information obtained in these matters ''that supports offsets to the amounts claimed 
by Fagen as damages ... " See Motion for Reconsideration at 2, ~I filed on September 3, 2014. If 
such information has become available to defendants, the discovery responses should have been 
amended and served upon plaintiff's counsel to provide the opportunity to conduct further 
discovery of admissible evidence at trial. 
4. Tho witness Declarations, namely, Dustin Shively and James Carkulis, 
provided by defendants in prior motions and proceedings in this matter, do not meet the 
requirements of Idaho discovery rules and rules of evidence and as such, have not set forth any 
admissible facts. The Declarations, as the court has duly noted, are merely conolusory 
statements that lack details, specifics and do not point to any evidence. Defendants' lack of 
providing substantive, concrete facts and tangible evidence make it difficult for Fagen's counsel 
PLAINTIFF FAGJtN1 JNC,'S MOTIO~ TO EXCLUDE EXPERT AND LAY WITNESSES -P-.ge 3 
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to prepare for trial. As a result, Fagen will be prejudiced if such witnesses are allowed to testify 
at fl'ial. 
5. Further. since defendants' counsel has not complied with the requirements set 
forth in the rules of discovery and has not met the deadlines set forth in the Pre--Trial Stipulation, 
Fagen's counsel should not have to expend time and resources to conduct discovery, particularly 
to take witnesses' depositions, whose testimony is likely inadmissible and should be prohibited 
at the trial in this matter. Tho potential factual witnesses identified thus far in this proceeding 
have not provided enough detail to make a deposition worthwhile and productive. Again, as 
previously stated, defendants' counsel has a duty under Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 26(e) to 
provide supplemental discovery responses. Pursuant to this rule, "the trial court may exclude the 
testimony of witnesses" if the '-party fails to seasonably supplement the responses as required". 
The lack of a timely lay witness disclosure and failure to supplement and/or amend the discovery 
responses when additional information became known makes it impractical for plaintitrs 
counsel to adequately prepare for depositions and ultimately trial . 
.M it is clear that defendants failed to: a) timely disclose their expert and lay witnesses in 
accordance with the Idaho Rules of Procedure and the Pre-Trial Stipulation, and b) supplement 
their discovery responses as required by these rules, the Court should grant Fagen's Motion to 
Exclude BxpeJt and Lay Witnesses and preclude defendants from offering any retained expert 
testimony and lay witness testimony at trial. For these reasons, the trial court has the basis to 
exercise its discretion and exclude witness testimony. 
ORAL ARGUMENT REQUESTED. 
PLAINTIFF FAGEN, INC.'S MOTION TO EXCLUDE EXPERT AND LAY WITNESSES~ Page 4 
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DATED this 22nd day of September, 2014. 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, BUDGE & 
BAILEY, CHARTERED 
By. __ ~~~--~~---------
JOHN R. GOODELL 
Attotneys for Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 22nd day of September, 2014, I served a true and 
correct copy of the above and foregoing document to the following person(s) as follows: 
Angelo L. Rosa 
MARSH ROSALLP 
344 West Halo Street #301 
Boise, ID 83706 
Attorney for Exergy Development Group of 
Idaho, LLC; XRG Development Partners, 
LLC; and Lava Beds Wind Par"' LLC 
Keith S. Moheban 
Timothy M. Kelley 
STINSON LEONARD STREET LLP 
150 South Fifth Street, Suite 2300 
~eapolis,~ 55402 
Pro Hac Vice 
[ ] U.S. Mail 
Postage Prepaid 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Ovemiglit Mail 
[ ] Facsimile 801-415-1773 
[ ] Email arosp@rosa-lp.com 
[ ] U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[ ] Facsimile 612-335-1657 
[ ] Email 
timothy.kelley@stinson1eonard.com 
keitb.moheban@stinsonleonard.com 
JOHN R. GOODELL 
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John R. Goodell (ISB#: 2872) 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, 
BUDGE & BAILEY, CHARTERED 
101 S. Capitol Boulevard 
U.S. Bank Plaza Building. Ste. 300 
Boise, ID 83702 
Telephone: (208) 395-0011 
Fax: (208) 433-0167 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Fagen, 1na. 
Pllonel 
No.0146 P. 1 
DISTRICT COURT 
I Fifth Judlc:illl Dl8trict 
County of 1Win Falls- State of Idaho 
SEP 2 3 2014 tt M ~:CXQ 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT. OF THE 




ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, LLC, 
COTTONWOOD WIND PARK, LLC. 
SALMON CREEK WIND PARK. LLC. 
DEEP CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, 
EXERGY DBVELOP:MENT GROUP OF 
IDAHO, LLC, NOTCH BUTTE WIND 
PARK, LLC. XRG DEVELOPMENT 
GROUP OF IDAHO. LLC. XRO 
DEVELOPMENT P AR'INERS. LLC. and 
''JOHN DOES 1-10,, 
Defendants. 
Consolidated Cases Nos.: 







Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. (''Fagen") hereby submits the following Pre-Trial Memorandum 
pursuant to the Court's December 5, 2013 Civil Pte-Trial Otder at 'J3. 
Fagen tmderstands that the Order Granting and Denying Motions on Hearing Held 
912114 supersedes the Pre-Trial order issued on December S, 2013. 
Fagen,s Motions for Summary Judgment have been granted in favor of Fagen for the 
gross p1incipal amounts as against each defendant. Therefore, the only issue remaining is that of 
PRE-TRIAL MEMORANDUM- pg 1 
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the alleged "offsets" to damages which can potentially reduce the gross amount due and owing 
on the judgments. 
To date, defendants have not produced any admissible evidence to prove the alleged 
offsets. Discovery is to be completed by 9/29/14 which is the date of the Pre-Trial Conference. 
Depositions are being taken at this time. Fagen reserves the dght to cross-examine all witnesses 
which may be called by the defendants, including but not lhnited to James T. Carkulis and 
witness Dickerson. Additionally, Fagen plans to call the witnesses identified on the witness 
disclosure filed with the court on July 30. 2014. 
This Pre-Tlial Memorandum is submitted to preserve Fagen's right to call rebuttal 
witnesses and present evidonce to rebut any issue of damages which defendants may raise. At 
this time, defendants have not identified any witnesses (or exhibits) which may be used to prove 
its offset defense. A Motion to Exclude Defendants' Expert and Lay Witnesses is filed 
concurrently herein 
Further, Fagen further reserves the right to call aU witnesses who have provided affidavits 
and to utilize supporting materials to those affidavits at trial in this matter. 
DATED this 22nd day of September, 2014. 
PRl:-TRlAL MEMORANDUM- pg 2 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, BUDGE & 
BAILEY, CHAR'IERED 
·. 
.1.._ , .. _h/J.~ 
t:'~ 
By: ______________________ _ 
JOHN R. GOODELL 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. 
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cERTIFICATE OF SERYIC:E 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 22nd day of September, 2014, I se1'Ved a t1'Ue and 
correct copy of the above and foregoing document to the following person(s) as follows: 
Angelo L. Rosa 
MARSH ROSA LLP 
344 West Hale Street #301 
Boise, ID 83706 
Attorney for Exergy Development Group of 
Idaho, L.L. C.; XRG Development Partners, 
LLC; Rogerson Flats Wind Park, UC; 
Cottonwood Wind Park, LLC; Salmon Creek 
Wind Park, LLC,· Deep Creek Wind Park, 
LLC; and Notch Butte Wind Park, LLC 
Keith S. Moheban 
Timothy M. Kelley 
STINSON LEONARD STREET LLP 
150 South Fifth Street, Suite 2300 
Minneapolis, MN 55402 
Pro Hac Vtce 
[ ] U.S. Mail 
Postage Prepaid 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[X] Facsimile 801-415-1773 
[X] Email arosa@rosa-lp.com 
[ ] U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
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John R. Goodell (ISB#: 2872) 
RACINE, OLSON. NYE, 
BUDGE & BAILEY, CHARTERED 
101 S. Capitol Boulevard 
. U.S. Bank Plaza Building, Ste. 300 
Boise, JD 83 702 
Telephone: (208) 395-0011 
Fax: (208) 433-0167 
Attorneys/or Plaintiff Fagen. Inc. 
• No.0157 P. 13 
DISTRICT COURT 
Fifth Judicial District 
County of Twin Falla ·State of Idaho 
SEP 25 2014 
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IN THB DISTRICT COURT OF 1HE FIFTH ruDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 




ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, LLC, 
COTIONWOOD WIND PARK, LLC, 
SALMON CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, 
DEEP CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF 
IDAHO, LLC, NOTCH BUTTE WIND 
PARK, LLC, XRG DEVELOPMENT 
GROUP OF IDAHO, LLC, XRO 
DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS, LLC. and 
"JOHN DOES l-10'', 
Defendants. 
Consolidated Cas~s Nos.: 





PLAINTIFF FAGEN, INC.'S 
MOTION TO SHORTEN TIME AND 
REQUEST FOR BEARING ON 
FAGEN'S MOTION TO EXCLUDE 
DEFENDANTS' EXPERT AND LAY 
WITNESSES 
COMES NOW Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. ("Fagen''), by and through counsel of record, 
and hereby moves the Court for an Order to Shorten Time and Request for Hearing on Plaintiff 
Fagen's Motion to Exclude Defendants' Expe1·t and Lay Witnesses ("Motion to Exclude") on 
l"LAIN'l'IFF FAGEN, INC.'S MOTION TO Sl·IORTEN TIME and 
BEQUEST FOR HEARING ON FAGEN'S MOTlON'l'O 
EXCLUDE DEFENDANTS' EXPERT AND LAY WITNESSES- :Page 1 
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Monday, September 29, 2014 at 1:30 p.m. before the Hon. Randy J. Stoker, Dist. Judge. The 
parties are scheduled to appear for the Pre-Trial Conference at that same time and place. 
The Motion to Exclude presently pending before the Court is a subject matter which falls 
within the guidelines of IRCP 16(c), "Subjects to be discussed at pre~trial ctm/etences. ", in 
particular sub-section (5). 
This Motion to Shorten Time is based on the following grounds: 
a) It is logical for this matter to be heard at the pre-trial. conference presently set by 
the CouJ1; 
b) It promotes judicial economy since the Cow1 and the parties have already 
reserved thjs date and time. 
DATED this 25th day of September, 2014. 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, BUDGE & 
BAILEY, CHARTERED 
By: ----:-:-~"'=-=~-]1,-::-£---:-' }J-:-tHJ4~. :-::-tt_..._  ---
JOHN R. GOODELL 
Attorneys for Platntt.ff Fagen, Inc. 
CER~CAJEOFSRRVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 25th day of September, 2014, I served a true and 
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344 West Hale Street #301 
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Attorney for E~ergy Develop~nt Group of 
Idaho, UC; XRG Development Panners, 
LLC; and Lava Beds Wind Park LLC 
[ ] U.S. Mail 
Postage Prepaid 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
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PLAINTIFF FAGEN, INC.'S 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION TO EXCLUDE 
DEFENDANTS' EXPERT AND 
LAY WITNESSES 
COMES NOW PlaintiffFagen, Inc. ("Fagen,), by and through counsel of record, 
and hereby submits its Memorandum In SupPQrt of Motion to Exclude Defendants• Expert and 
Lay Witnesses (''Motion to Exclude") filed with the Court on September 22, 2014. 
Plaintiff Fagen's Motion to Exclude should be granted. The Idaho Supreme Court issued 
an opirrlon on September 19, 2014, Docket No. 40793-2013, 2014 Opinion No. 95 which is the 
rLAINTlFF FAGEN, INC.'S MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION 
TO EXCLUDE EXPERT AND LAY WIINESSES- l'age 1 
Deputycrem 
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same situation as the parties find themselves in this present case. See Cummtngs v. Stephens, 
2014 Ida. LEXIS 261 (2014). 
The Supreme Cowt at pp. 15-18 addresses the failure to timely disclose witnesses. 
Counsel for Fagen attaches exce1-pts of this opinion for the Court's review that affmned the 
District Court's decision to e:lf.clude expert witnesses stating that it is clearly within the court's 
discretion and in so doing, the District Court acted within the applicable legal standards. 
As stated by the Supreme Court at p. 16, "Exclusion of resttmony based on late 
discloSJ~te is a sanction under LR.C.P. 39(b) ''. In support of the Motion to Exclude, Fagen 
hereby·· invites the Disttict Court to consider this recent opinion since it is the same set of 
circumstances and legal standards with which it is faced herein. 
Fagen will suffer prejudice and be at a disadvantage due to Defendants' failure to comply 
with the deadlines set forth in the Pre-Trial Stipulation filed on April22, 2014 and their lack of 
compliance with I.R.C.P. 26(bX4)(A)(i)_ and 26(e). Defendants have had ample time to timely 
disclose expert and lay witnesses and to provide any expert reports in a timely manner to counsel 
for Fagen. The trial in this matter is now a little over one month away and the defendants still 
have not provided any witnesses, evidence or reports regarding the "offsets". 
Fagen filed a Motion to Shorten Time concurrently with this Memorandum and 
accordingly, requests oral argument on an expedited basis. 
DATED this 25th day of September, 2014. 
RACINE. OLSON, NYE, BUDGE & 
RAlY.'RV CHARTP.RP.l) 
/)tl~~~--By:~...:.r----:--:-:-:-:-~---­
JOliN R. GOODELL 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. 
PLAJNllli'F FAGF..N, INC.'S MEMOlU.NDUM IN SUPPOJIT OF MOTION 
TO EXCLUDE EXJ'ltRT AND LAY WITNESSES- Page 2 
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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
Docket No. 40793-2013 
STBVENB. CUMMINGS, ) 
) Boise, A'ngnst 2014 Term 
Plain tift-Appellant, ) 
) 2014 Opinion No. 95 
.v. ) 
) Filed~_September 19,2014 
ROGERL. STEPBENS, ) 





NORTHERN TITLE CO:MPANY OF ) 




Appeal from tho Dlstrlct Court of the Sixth Judicial District of the State ofidaho, 
in and for Bear lake County. Hon. David C. Nye. District Judge. 
!he judgment of the district court is affinned in .l!!ll and reversed in Jmt. 
N~ M. Olsen, Petersen Moss Hall & Olsen, Idaho Falls. argued for appellant. 
~ndall C. Budge, Racine Olson Nye Budge & Bailey. Pocatello, argued for 
xespondent Roger L. Stephens. 
Aaron K. Bergman. Bear11$on & Caldwell, Logan, Utah, argued for respondent 
Nortbem Title Company ofldaho.Jnc. 
EISMANN. Justice. 
This is an appeal out of Beat• Lake County from a judgment denying the buyer of real 
property an award of damages against the seller and awarding the buyer a judgment against a 
title company that prepared an irulccurate legal description of the real property. We affirm the 
denial of damages against the seller and reverse the award of damages against the title comp11ny. 
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Northern Title to rerecord the warranty deed.. lt was testified extensively at trial that Northern 
Title's understanding was that only the property on the west side was involved in the 
transaction... Ne.x.t, the court addressed whether Northern Title acted in bad faith in denying Mr. 
Cummil1gs's elalm. The court held that Mr. Cum~nlngs .had failed to prove bad ihltb, stating, 
"The bad :&ith claim has failed for the re11sons explllined above, and the Court will not take up 
whether the denial to pay was the result of a good faith mistake, ~pt to say that Plaintiff has 
offered nothing to prove this point.>) 
Mr. Cwmnings has not challenged any oftbese factual findings on appeaL ihus, even if 
this Comt were to adopt the bad faith tort as reqnested by Mr. Cummings, he would not prevail 
on that claim. Therefore, we need not addl"CSS the issue of whether we should adopt such a tort. 
v. 
Did the J)Jstrict Court Err in Preventing Mr. Cummings's Expert ftom Testifying Due to 
Mr. Cummings's Violation of tbe Scheduling Order? 
· On January 27, 2012, the district coul't entm'ed a. scheduling Ol'der setting this case for 
trial to commence on July 31, 2012. The order included a discovery cut-off ofJune 2, 2012. It 
requited Mr. CUmmings to disclose expert witnesses 140 days before trial (by March 13, 2012) 
'and Northern Tjtleto disclose its expert witnesses 105 d~ys before tdal (by April17, 2012). The 
order reqmred the disclosures to be in the ntannCl' and specificity required by Idaho Rule of Civil 
Proe<:dure 26(b)(4)(A)(i). That rule stated: 
A complete statement of all opinions to be expressed and the basis and 
Jea~ons therefore; the data or other information considered by the witness in 
fonning the opinions; any exhibits to be 'USed as a summary of or support for the 
opinions; any qualifloations of the witness, inoludJng a list of all publications 
authored by the witness within lhc ptecedtng ten years; the compensation to be · 
paid for the testimony; and a listing of any other cases in which the witness hQs 
testified as an expe1t at trial or by deposition within the preceding fow· years. 
l.:R..C.P. 26(b)(4)(A)(i) (2012), 
The scheduling order also included the $tatement, ''Witnesses not disclosed in responses 
to discovery ancilor liS required herein wfll be exoluded at trial, unless allowed by the Court .In the 
interest of justice.', Both Mr. Cummings and Northern Title intended to have expert witnesses 
testify as to the value oftbe 83 acres. 
15 
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On June 20~ 2012, Mr. Cummings filed a motion to exclude Northern Title's expert on 
the ground that Northern Title had failed to comply with the scheduling order by timely 
disclosing the Jnformation 1-equired by .Rule 26(b)(4)(A)(i). The information was due on April 
17, 2012, but Northern Title did not provide it until June 14, 2012, when it g11ve Mr. Cummings 
a copy of its expert's report. The motion was argued on July 3, l012, and on J\uy 6, 2012, the 
court entered its order granting the motion on the ground that Northern Title's disclosure prior to 
the deadline of April 17, 2012, did not meet the requirements of Rule 26(b)(4)(A)(i) and 
Northern Title had not shown that it was in the interest of justice to pmmit an untlmely 
disclOSUl'O. 
On July 2, 2012, Northem Title moved to exclude Mr. Cummings's expe1t on the ground 
that Mr. Cummings had also failed to comply with the court's scheduling oJ'det with respect to 
the specificity required by Rule 26(b)(4)(A)(i). The.t motion was argued on July 17.2012, The 
information was required to be disclosed by March 13. 2012, but Mr. CUmmings did not provide 
it until June 14, 2012, when he gave Northern Tltle a copy of his expert>s reporL His excuse fur 
failing to provide the information sooner was that the expett did not provide a written report untll 
that date. At the conclusion of the hearing, tho court ordel:ed that Mr. Cummings's expert was 
likewise excluded from testifying because Mr. Cummings did not comply with the schedullng 
order by clisclosing the material required by Rule 26(b)(4)(A)(i) by hjs deadline of Marah 13, 
2012. Tho court added that if the parties desired, they could work out a stipulation permitting 
both experts to testify. 
On July 24. 2012, Mr. Cummings filed a motion asking the court to teconslder its order 
cxoluding Mr. Cummings's expert from testifying. That motion was heard on July 30, 2012, the 
day before the stmt of the trial, Mr. Cummings argued that he would be more prejudiced not to 
have his expert witness testify than Northern Title would be prejudiced by not having its expert 
witness testify. The court denied the motion. 
"Exclusion oftesthnony based on late disclosure is a sahotlon under I.R.C.P, 37(b). and is 
subject to an abuse of discretion review." Bramwell v. S. Rigby Canal Co., 136 Idaho 648, 65 l, 
39 P.3d 588, 591 (2001). '7o determine if there has been an abuse of discretion, this Court 
applies the following tliree factors: (1) whether the trial court correctly perceived the issue as one 
of discretion~ (2) whether the trial court acted within tlte boundarles of this discretion and 
consistent with the legal standards applicable to the specific choices available to it; and (3) 
16 
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whether the trial court reached its decision by an exercise of reason." City of McCall,,, Seube1·t, 
142ldaho 580, 586, 130 P.3d 1118, 1124 (2006). 
The district cou11 correotly perceived that its deoision to exclude Mr. Cummings's expert 
was a matter of discretion, it acted within the boundarios of jts discretion, and it reached its 
decision by an exercise of reason. Mt. Cull1Inings contends that the coutt did not act consistent 
with the applicable legal standards because it did not balance the equities. 
He argues that Northern Title had its expe.tt's report in its possession some time before it 
disclosed the report on June 14, 2012, while Mr. Cummlngs did not receive his expert,s report 
until June 14, 201:2~ when he disclosed it. Mr. Cummings was requli·ed to djsclose the 
infonnation required by Rule 26(b)(4)(A)(i) by March 13, 2012. There is no reason shown why 
the report was not obtained early enough to be timely disclosed. A$ a practical matter, tbel'e ts 
no diffurence between being derelict in providing a report timely to the opposJng party after it 
has been received and being derelict in failing to have the expert complete the report so it could 
be provided timely to the opposJng party. In either citclDD9tante, the opposing party will not 
receive the report by the deadline set fol'th in the scheduling order. 
At the motion to exclude N01them Titfe•s expert Mr. CUmmings argued that "it's highly 
prejudlcilll when expert disclosures get filed late, and particularly when there's no excuse for 
doing so." The same argument applied to his lato disclosure. the "district court imposed the 
same sanction for Mr. Cummings's late disclosure as it imposed, at Mr. Cummings's l"eque.st, fot 
Northern Title's late disclosure. If anything. Mr. Cwmnings was more dilatory for the late 
disclosure because his disclosure was about three months late while Northern Title's disclosure 
was about two Jnontl1s late. 
At the hearing on the motion to reconsider held on July 30. 2012, the court asked 
Northern Title what prejudice there would be if both experts were permitted to testify. Northern 
Title answered that it had released its expert, and therefore it bad not had its expert prepare a 
report to respond to the opinion of Mr. Cummings's expert. That is not swprlsing since tho court 
had excluded Northern Title's expert on July 6, 2012. 
Mr. Cummings argues that it is more prejudicial for him to be deprived of his expert on 
valuation than for Northern Title to be deprived of its expe1t on the same subject. He does not 
provide any logical reason supporting that statement 
17 
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Tn its scheduling o1·dor, the district court clearly set forth what it required with respect to 
the disclosure of Information concerning an expert's testimony. The court aJso admou.ished the 
parties that "[w]itnesses not disclosed in responses to discovety and/or as required herein will be 
excluded at trial, unless allowed by the Court in the interest of justice." Mr. Cummings was over 
three; months late in providing the required disclosures, and he did not provide any legitimate 
reason for violating the order. In excluding Mr. Cumroings's expert witness :from testifying, the 
district cou1t acted in a manner that was consistent with the applicable legal ste.ndflrds, .Aguilar 
v. Coom·od, lSI Idaho 642, ·647, 262 P .3d 671, 616 (2011); Bramwell, 136 Idaho at 652, 39 P.3d 
at 592. 
VI. 
Did the District Cou:rt Err in Falling to .Award Mr. Cummings Additional Damages? 
The district court aw~rded Mr. Cummings $50,0'00, the amount he paid to Three Bar 
Ranches for an a$signment ofits contract to purchase the stephenses, property. Mr. CuDJJDi.ngs 
aJ·gues on appeal that the court &red in not awarding him additional damages. lie contend& that 
Jfthc Stephenses retain the 83 acres, then he should have been awarded the value of the 83 acres 
and benefits received for the bmd being in the Conser"ation Reserve Program (CRP). He begins 
by stating, ''Cummings,s post t1ial brief set forth a number of consequential and proximate 
damages ~uffered as a result of Northem Title's misconduct." He then states that the damages 
listed in hls post-trial briefincluded, "[a]mong other damages listedj ... being deprived of the 83 
acres lying on the east side of the highway and any fm·eseeable Income that was generated from 
that property, i.e. the CRP fund$." After stating the amount of those funds, be concludes, 
."Pnnm!ngs proposed value of the lost property was also coveted in detail in 1he brief. ... 
Idaho Appellate Rule 3S(a)(6) provide.s that the appellant's brief shall contain, in the 
argument section) 41the contentions of the appellant with respect to the issues presented on 
appeal, the reasons therefor, with citations to the authoriUes, stRttrtes and parts of the transcript 
and record r~Iied upon." 1ry/e will not consider assignmen13 of error not supported by argument 
and authority in the opening brief." Hogg v. Wolske, 142ldaho 549, 559, 130 P .3d 1087> 1097 
(1.006). Merely refe~.·rlng this Court to the p~rty•s brief :filed in the trial court <loes not comply 
with ltule 3S(a)(6), 
18 
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PLAINTIFF FAGEN, INC.'S 
ERRATA TO MOTION TO 
EXCLUDEDEFENDANTS'EXPERT 
AND LAY WITNESSES 
COMES NOW Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. (''Fagen'', by and through counsel of record, 
and hereby makes this Errata to the Motion to Exclude Defendants' Expert and Lay Witnesses. 
The fallowing paragraph on pp. 3-4 is conected herein and should read as follows: 
4. The witness Declarations, namely, DMstia Shively Chyck Dickerson and James T. 
Carkulis, provided by defendants in prior motions and proceedings ln this matter, do not meet the 
PLAINTIFF FAGEN, INC.'S .E!UU.TA TO MOTION TO EXCLUDE :EXPERT AND LAY Wll'NESSES -rage 1 
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requirements of Idaho discovery rules and rules of evidence and as such, have not set forth any 
admissible facts. The Declarations, as the coW1 has duly noted, are merely conclusory 
statements th~t lack details~ specifics and do not point to any evidence. Defendants' lack of 
providing substantive, concrete facts and tangible evidence make it difficult for Fagen's counsel 
to prepare for trial. As a result, Fagen will be prejudiced if such witnesses are allowed to testify 
at trial. 
DATED this 25th day of September, 2014. 
RAClNE, OLSON, NYE, BUDGE & 
BAILEY, CHARTERED 
"~~~(d(_,. By:-.,.,...,.,.,~,.,.--~~:-::-:-:-----
JOHN R. GOODELL 
Attorneys for Plaintif!Fagetl, Inc. 
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[ ] Hand Delivery 
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[ ) Ove1night Mail 
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ORDER GRANTING PLAINTIFF 
FAGEN, INC.'S MOTION TO 
SHORTEN~; ORDER 
SETIING BEARING 
Good cause appearing. IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that PlaintiffFagen, Inc.'s Motion to 
Shorten Tjme is hereby GRANTED. Therefore, Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. 's Motton to Exclude 
Defendanrs' Expert and Lay Witnesses will be heard on Monday, September 29, 2014 at 1:30 p.m. 
in District Courtroom #2;c-/-
DATEDthisZ~yofSeptember, 2014. 
ORDER GRANTING PLAINTIFF FAGEN, INC.'S MOTION TO SllORT.EN TIME; 
()R..D.Ea SETTING HEARING- Page J · 
lle!naiYcJam 
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Idaho, LLC; XRG Development Partners, 
LLC; and Lava Beds Wind Park, LLC 
John R. Goodell (ISB#: 2872) 
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MARSH ROSALLP 
P.O.Box1605 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone: (801) 440-4400 
Fax: (801) 415-1773 
Attorney for Defendants 
• DI.STRICT COURT l WIN FALLS CO .• IDAHO 
FilED 
ZOI~ SEP 26 PM I: 24 
BY _____ _ 
CL£RK-
---1E-U.l· --OF.P/IT" 
ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, LlC, COTTONWOOD WIND PARK, SALMON CREEK 
WIND PARK, LLC, DEEP CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, NOTCH BUTTE WIND PARK, LlC, 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, L.L.C. and XRG DEVELOPMENT 
PAR1NERS, LLC 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF 1WIN FALLS 






ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, ) 
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company; ) 
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Case No. CV 2013-573 
Case No. CV 2013-574 
Case No. CV 2013-575 
Case No. CV 2013-576 
OBJECTION TO MOTION FOR 
ORDERSHORTENINGTTIWE 
Defendants hereby object to Plaintiff: Fagen, Inc.'s Motion for an Order Shortening Time 
on the following grounds: 
OBJECTION TO MOTION FOR ORDER SHORTENING TIME- Page 1 
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1. Fagen's Memorandum in support of its evidentiary motion is untimely and is 
properly stricken pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 12(f). Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 
7(b X3XC) clearly states: 
"It shall not be necessary to file a brief or memorandum of law in support of a motion, but 
the moving party must indicate upon the face of the motion whether the party desires to 
present oral argument or file a brief within fourteen (14) days with the court in support of 
the motion." 
Fagen's Motion neither resetVed the right to file a brief nor included a brief concurrently with filing. As 
Fagen and its counsel have insisted on strict interpretation of rules and orders in this matter, then that 
stringency must be applied unilaterally. 
2. Judicial economy is not promoted by Fagen filing a significant evidentiary motion 
five (5) court days prior to the date on which Fagen wishes to have that motion heard. 
Defendants have the right to brief the issue. If Fagen and its counsel deemed the issue as 
significant as they claim, then a timely motion seeking the relief in question would have been 
filed While the Motion is properly stricken in its entirety on this basis, Defendants respectfully 
submit to this Court that should it indulge Fagen's motion, it would be an abuse of this Court's 
discretion to permit that motion to be heard without Defendants being given the time and 
opportunity to briefthe issues. 
3. While under ordinary circumstances it would be logical to address the issues 
raised in Fagen's motion at a pre-trial conference, Fagen's failure (whether intentional or 
otherwise) to timely notice its motion for hearing and provide briefing makes it illogical to 
address the issues at the upcoming hearing. If the motion in question is not stricken, then a 
briefing schedule should be ordered and a hearing held after that briefing has been submitted to 
the Court. 
For these reasons, Defendants respectfully submit that this Honorable Court both deny the 
pending Motion for Order Shortening Time and strike the pending evidentiary motion. 
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Defendants hereby provide their Pre-Trial Statement in this matter as follows: 
This Court has held that there is no triable issue of material of material fact as to (a) the 
existence of the EPC agreement between Fagen, Inc. ("Fagen") and Defendant Exergy 
Development Group of Idaho, L.L.C. ("Exergy"), (b) non-payment by Exergy under that 
contract, and (c) performance by Fagen under that contract. This Court has granted Exergy leave 
to prove up offsets to Fagen's claim for damages and permitted the parties to complete final 
discovery relevant to that issue. That discovery was concluded a few days ago, on Friday 26 
September 2014. 
With this discovery completed, Exergy respectfully submits that lawful offsets to Fagen's 
damages claim exist, which fit under four (4) categories: (1) force majeure events providing an 
affirmative defense to all damages claimed by Fagen, (2) events that created a total frustration of 
purpose of the agreement between Fagen and Exergy, providing an affirmative defense to all 
damages claimed, (3) facts establishing that Exergy's obtaining financing for the projects was an 
understood condition precedent to payment, and ( 4) without prejudice to the three 
aforementioned factors, inaccurate and excessive billing (as itemized below) justifies a partial 
offset of the damages claimed. 
I. DEFENDANTS ARE ENTITLED TO A TOTAL OFFSET OF DAMAGES 
ON THE GROUNDS OF FORCE MAJEURE. 
The EPC agreement between Fagen and Exergy contained a force majeure provision, 
which stated, in pertinent part, that: 
"10.3 Force Majeure Event Affecting Owner. If Owner is affected by a Force 
Majeure Event, it shall provide notice thereof to Contractor and the extent to 
which such Force Majeure Event affects the performance by Owner of its 
obligations under the Contract Documents. Owner shall not be liable for its 
failure to comply with any of its obligations as a result of a Force Majeure 
Event and shall use all reasonable efforts to mitigate or limit the effects of such 
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Force Majeure Event on the performance of its obligations under the Contract 
Documents. Owner shall notify Contractor in writing when it is able to resume the 
performance of its obligations." 1 
A "force majeure event" is defined in the EPC as: 
'"'Force Majeure Event" means, with respect to a Party, any event or 
circumstance which is beyond the reasonable control of such Party and 
having a direct effect on such Party's performance of the Contract 
Documents, and which (a) could not be avoided, prevented or removed by 
such Party's commercially reasonable efforts and (b) is not caused by or does 
not result from the negligence of such Party, or breach or failure of such Party 
to perform its obligations under the Contract Documents; provided that such Party 
has taken all reasonable precautions, care and alternate measures to avoid or 
mitigate the effects thereof. Force Majeure Events shall include, but not be limited 
to: natural disasters, fire, hurricanes, tornadoes, dust or sand storms, mudslides, 
subsidence, lightning, flood, earthquake, explosions, acts of God, terrorism or 
similar actions by the public enemy, strikes or lockouts affecting the industry in 
general (national or regional in scope) where such strike or lockout has a direct 
affect on the performance of the Contract Documents, public disorder or civil 
disturbance, blockages, insurrections, riots, war, hostilities, sabotage, 
expropriation or confiscation, epidemic or quarantine, or other action or 
inaction (not a Change in Law) by any Governmental Authority; and with 
respect to Owner any event of force majeure under any other agreement or 
contract relating to the Project with a third party. Notwithstanding anything to 
the contrary, Force Majeure Events shall not be deemed to include failure of 
Owner to make timely payment to Contractor as required under this Agreement." 
The procedure for terminating the EPC agreement on force majeure grounds is defined in the 
EPC as follows: 
"14.2.1 Force Majeure Events. If a Force Majeure Event continues for more than 
six (6) months after a notice of a Force Majeure Event is given and if the Force 
Majeure Event has rendered impossible the performance of this Agreement in 
accordance with the Contract Times or Turbine Supplier Delivery Schedule by 
either Party, Owner may terminate this Agreement by giving Contractor at 
least five (5) days' prior written notice of termination." 
On DATE, Defendants sent Fagen a notice of force majeure coupled with a notice to stop 
True and correct copies of the relevant excerpts of the EPC agreement, as produced by Fagen in discovery 
in this matter, are collectively attached and incorporated hereto as Exhibit A. 
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work on the projects at issue.2 This notice was sent directly to Fagen by Defendants' principal, 
and (at Defendants' request) by their counsel at the Hawley Troxell law firm. The force 
majeure event in question was the moratorium on wind project development triggered by the 
filing of a generic PURP A docket by the Idaho Public Utilities Commission ("IPUC")3, which 
created a situation where lenders were unwilling to finance renewable energy projects given 
regulatory uncertainty. This effectively halted the development of wind projects in the State of 
Idaho and prevented them from moving forward. Defendants' principal, James T. Carkulis 
testified under oath on Wednesday, 24 September 2014 to these facts.4 
A party relying on a force majeure clause to excuse performance bears the burden of 
proving that the event was beyond its control and without its fault or negligence. 30 Williston 
on Contracts § 77:31 (4th ed.) Accordingly, courts may determine that a contractual act has 
become impracticable when it can only be done at an excessive, unreasonable, and unbargained 
for cost. !d. Haessly v. Safeco Title Ins. Co., 121 Idaho 463, 465 (1992); Sutheimer v. 
Stoltenberg, 127 Idaho 81, 85 (Ct.App.1995). Here, the regulatory moratorium on development 
made it impossible for the parties' to continue development or construction on the projects at 
issue. The consequences of this moratorium could not be foreseen and in the absence of the 
moratorium, the development could continue. 
On the basis of these facts and the applicable law, Exergy respectfully submits that (a) 
A true and correct copy of this correspondence, produced during discovery in this matter, is attached and 
incorporated hereto as Exhibit B. 
Under the federal Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act ("PURP A"), off-takers (i.e. utilities such as Idaho 
Power Company) are obligated to purchase energy generated by Qualified Facilities ("QFs") of which the projects at 
issue in this case were. The IPUC's generic PURPA investigation addressed key issues such a price, size, duration, 
and curtailment: all of these have the potential to substantially affect the economic performance (and thus economic 
feasibility) of projects such as those at issue in this case. 
4 Mr. Carkulis has been designated as a witness that Defendants intend to call at trial in this matter. That 
designation was made in Defendants' discovery responses dated 24 February 2014. 
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force majeure events exist by virtue of the moratorium imposed by the Idaho Public Utilities 
Commission, and (b) these events are a bar to recovery by Fagen of any damages claimed 
relating to the breach of contract at issue. 
II. DEFENDANTS ARE ENTITLED TO A TOTAL OFFSET OF DAMAGES 
ON THE GROUNDS OF FRUSTRATION OF PURPOSE. 
Exergy's nonperformance under the EPC Agreement was due to the filing of a generic 
PURP A docket by the IPUC, which effectively halted all wind energy projects in the State of 
Idaho and destroyed Exergy's ability to finance and complete the projects at issue in this case. 
The doctrine of frustration of contract purpose "operates in a proper situation to excuse a 
promisor's duty of performance if some supervening event has destroyed the value of the 
counterperformance bargained for by the promisor, even though the counterperformance is still 
literally possible." Twin Harbors Lumber Co. v. Carrico, 92 Idaho 343, 349 (1968). The 
testimony of James T. Carkulis in this matter at deposition, and at trial, will establish that those 
circumstances arose and rendered it impossible for the projects to continue. "The excuse of 
frustration serves to mitigate the costs of disaster, not to provide a means of escape from a 
contract less profitable than anticipated." Waegemann v. Montgomery Ward & Co., 713 F.2d 
452, 455 (9th Cir. 1983). The events identified above were nothing short of disastrous for the 
projects at issue in this case and, consequently, they meet the standard for asserting the defense 
of frustration of purpose. As such, they provide a complete defense to performance by Exergy. 
III. EXERGY'S PROCUREMENT OF FINANCING WAS A CONDITION 
PRECEDENT TO FAGEN RECEIVING PAYMENT UNDER THE EPC 
AGREEMENT. 
The EPC agreement between Fagen and Exergy contemplates payment by the fifteenth 
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(15th) day of the month following submission of an application for payment. However, the 
actions of the parties are at material variance with this provision and the memoranda of 
understanding that governed work undertaken on the project sites. Notably, on 20 December 
2011, Fagen and Exergy entered into an Amended and Restated Memorandum of Understanding 
("Amended MOU") concerning (in part) the projects that are as issue in this case. The plain 
language of the Amended MOU contemplates Exergy obtaining financing for the projects as the 
understood means by which Fagen would be paid for its services rendered pursuant to the 
Limited Notices to Proceed that came before the formal EPC agreement and for those services 
rendered after its execution. This language includes the following: 
" .. XRG shall cause any purchaser or financing source of any or all of any XRG 
Projects or any of the XRG Project Companies to assume all related obligations to 
Fagen, including without limitation, the assumption of all applicable EPC/BOP 
contracts, allow Fagen to perform the work under any such EPC/BOP contracts, and 
be bound by all of the terms of this Amended and Restated MOU, including without 
limitation, the use, retention and promotion and retention of Fagen as the EPC/BOP 
Contractor." 
"XRG will continue to have the obligation to obtain the land and land leases, the right 
to use and control the XRG Project sites, all applicable permits and approvals, power 
purchase agreements and interconnection agreements, the wind turbine generators 
and utilize Fagen's Lump Sum Price to pursue and obtain project financing for the 
XRG Projects, which may be debt, equity, or any other type of financing (or 
combination of financing methods then available)." 
"In the event XRG abandons any XRG Project due to lack of funding or otherwise, 
Fagen shall have the first right to assume the development of any such abandoned 
'XRG Project and/or XRG Project Company. In such event, XR.G shall assign any 
and all applicable XRG Project agreements, permits and rights, which include, but are 
not limited to, power purchase agreements, interconnect agreements, conditional use 
permits and applicable land leases, as well as ownership of any such XRG Project 
Company, for no additional consideration to Fagen. Free and clear of all liens and 
encumbrances. "5 
As work was undertaken, Fagen submitted monthly Applications for Payment but continued 
to work on the projects for seven (7) months until receiving a notice of force majeure from Exergy. 
A true and correct copy of the Amended MOU is attached and incorporated hereto as Exhibit C. 
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During that time, Exergy did not tender any payment nor were any demands for past-due payments 
made. Fagen's failure to demand payment shows actions in conformity with the understanding 
reached and memorialized in the Amended MOU. Evidence of actions in conformity with prior 
agreements is admissible to properly construe the intent of the parties, notwithstanding the general 
inadmissibility of parole evidence. Simons v. Simons, 134 Idaho 824, 828 (2008), Hall v. Hall, 116 
Idaho 483, 484 (1989). Accordingly, the evidence in the record in this matter confirms that in the 
absence of the project being financed, no payment would be made under the agreement. 
IV. WITHOUT WAIVING THE AFOREMENTIONED CLAIMS FOR TOTAL 
MITIGATION OF DAMAGES, DEFENDANTS ARE ENTITLED TO A PARTIAL 
OFFSET OF DAMAGES ON THE GROUNDS OF INACCURATE AND/OR 
EXCESSIVE BILLING. 
The excessive nature of Fagen's management costs with respect to the wind projects at 
issue in this case (as well as both management and equipment costs with respect to the Lava 
Beds litigation pending in the Bingham County District Court) has been testified to by a 
representative of BCL Associates, one Mr. Chuck Dickerson, under oath at deposition conducted 
on 26 September 2014.6 The following table represents the minimum number of discrepancies 
between billing submitted by Fagen and the owner's contractor reports produced in discovery7: 
No. Date Project Work Identified Inaccuracy Sum~orting 
bv Fa!!en Evidence 
1 12/31/2011 Jack Ranch Work claimed as Little to no work Chuck Dickerson 




True and correct copies of excerpts of the rough transcript of Mr. Dickerson's deposition transcript is 
attached and incorporated hereto as Exhibit D. 
The following abbreviations are used in the table: CW: Cottonwood Wind Park; DC: Deep Creek Wind 
Park; RF: Rogerson Flats Wind Park; SF: Salmon Falls Wind Park. 
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2 111/2012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as No work done. CD Daily Log 
undertaken. Crews off. 
3 112/2012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as No work done. CD Daily Log 
undertaken. Crews off. 
4 115/2012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as No work done. CD Daily Log 
undertaken. 
5 118/2012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as No work done. CD Daily Log 
undertaken. 
6 1112/2012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as Quarry shut down CD Daily Log 
undertaken. due to permitting 
ISSUes. 
7 1124/2012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as Site too wet to run CD Daily Log 
undertaken. equipment. 
8 1/28/2012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as No work done. CD Daily Log 
undertaken. Crews off. 
9 1129/2012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as No work done. CD Daily Log 
undertaken. Crews off. 
10 1/31/2012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as No work on CD Daily Log 
undertaken. CW/RF/SC. 
11 2/1/2012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as No work on CD Daily Log 
undertaken. CW/RF/SC. 
12 2/2/2012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as No work on CD Daily Log 
undertaken. CW/RF/SC. 
13 2/3/2012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as No work on CD Daily Log 
undertaken. CW/RF/SC. 
14 2/5/2012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as No work on CD Daily Log 
undertaken. CW/RF/SC. 
15 2/7/2012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as No work on CD Daily Log 
undertaken. CW/RF/SC. 
16 2/8/2012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as No work on CD Daily Log 
undertaken. RF/SC. 
17 2/9/2012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as No work on CD Daily Log 
undertaken. RF/SC. 
18 2110/2012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as No work on CD Daily Log 
undertaken. CW/SC. 
19 2/13/2012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as No work on CD Daily Log 
undertaken. RF/SC. 
20 2/14/2012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as No work on CD Daily Log 
undertaken. RF/SC. 
21 2/15/2012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as No work on CD Daily Log 
undertaken. CW/SC. 
22 2/16/2012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as No work on CD Daily Log 
undertaken. CW/RF/SC. 
23 2/17/2012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as No work on CD Daily Log 
undertaken. CW/RF/SC. 
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24 2/20/2012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as No work on CD Daily Log 
undertaken. CW/SC. 
25 2/2112012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as No work on CD Daily Log 
undertaken. CW/SC. 
26 2/22/2012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as No work on CD Daily Log 
undertaken. CW/RF/DC. 
27 2/23/2012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as No work on CD Daily Log 
undertaken. CW/SC/DC. 
28 2/24/2012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as No work done. CD Daily Log 
undertaken. Crews off. 
29 2/25/2012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as No work done. CD Daily Log 
undertaken. Crews off. 
30 2/26/2012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as No work done. CD Daily Log 
undertaken. Crews off. 
31 2/27/2012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as No work on CD Daily Log 
undertaken. CW/SC/DC. 
Bormann off site. 
32 2/28/2012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as No work on CD Daily Log 
undertaken. CW/SC. 
33 2/29/2012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as No work on CD Daily Log 
undertaken. CW/SC. 
34 3/112012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as No work on CD Daily Log 
undertaken. RF/SC. 
35 3/2/2012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as No work on CD Daily Log 
undertaken. CW/RF/SC. 
36 3/3/2012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as No work done. CD Daily Log 
undertaken. Crews off. 
37 3/4/2012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as No work done. CD Daily Log 
undertaken. Crews off. 
38 3/5/2012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as No work on CD Daily Log 
undertaken. CW/RF/SC. 
39 3/6/2012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as No work on CD Daily Log 
undertaken. CW/RF/SC. 
40 3/7/2012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as No work on CD Daily Log 
undertaken. CW/RF/SC. 
41 3/8/2012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as No work on CD Daily Log 
undertaken. RF/SC/DC. 
42 3/10/2012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as No work done. CD Daily Log 
undertaken. Crews off. 
43 3/1112012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as No work done. CD Daily Log 
undertaken. Crews off. 
44 3/12/2012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as No work done. CD Daily Log 
undertaken. Crews off. 
45 3/13/2012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as No work on CD Daily Log 
undertaken. SC/DC. 
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46 3114/2012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as No work on CD Daily Log 
undertaken. CW/DC. 
47 3/16/2012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as No work on CD Daily Log 
undertaken. CD/SC/DC. 
48 3/19/2012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as No work done. CD Daily Log 
undertaken. 
49 3/20/2012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as No work done on CD Daily Log 
undertaken. CW/SC/DC. 
50 3/23/2012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as No work done on CD Daily Log 
undertaken. CW/SC/DC. 
51 3/26/2012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as No work done. CD Daily Log 
undertaken. 
52 3/27/2012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as No work done on CD Daily Log 
undertaken. CW/RF/DC. 
53 3/28/2012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as No work done on CD Daily Log 
undertaken. CW/RF/DC. 
54 3/29/2012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as No work done on CD Daily Log 
undertaken. CW/RF/DC. 
55 3/30/2012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as No work done. CD Daily Log 
undertaken. 
56 4/2/2012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as No work done on CD Daily Log 
undertaken. CW/RF/DC. 
57 4/3/2012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as No work done on CD Daily Log 
undertaken. CW/RF/DC. 
58 4/5/2012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as No work done on CD Daily Log 
undertaken. CW/RF/DC. 
59 4/6/2012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as No work done on CD Daily Log 
undertaken. CW/RF/DC. 
60 4/9/2012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as Improper CD Daily Log 
undertaken. equipment used. 
61 4/10/2012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as Appears to be CD Daily Log 
undertaken. duplicate due to 
previous use of 
wrong equipment. 
62 4/11/2012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as Work limited to CD Daily Log 
undertaken. work truck. 
63 4/12/2012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as No work done on CD Daily Log 
undertaken. CW/RF/DC. 
64 4/13/2012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as No work done on CD Daily Log 
undertaken. CW/RF/DC. 
65 4/16/2012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as No work done on CD Daily Log 
undertaken. CW/RF/DC. 
66 4/17/2012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as No work done on CD Dai1yLog 
undertaken. CW/RF/DC. 
67 4/18/2012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as No work done on CD Daily Log 
undertaken. CW/RF/DC. 
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68 4/19/2012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as No work done on CD Daily Log 
undertaken. CW/RF/DC. 
69 4/20/2012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as No work done on CD Daily Log 
undertaken. CW/RF/DC. 
70 4/23/2012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as No work on CD Daily Log 
undertaken. CW/DC. 
71 4/24/2012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as No work on CD Daily Log 
undertaken. CW/DC. 
72 4/25/2012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as No work on CD Daily Log 
undertaken. CW/DC. 
73 4/26/2012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as No work done on CD Daily Log 
undertaken. CW/RF/DC. 
74 4/27/2012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as No work due to CD Daily Log 
undertaken. ram. 
75 4/30/2012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as No work done on CD Daily Log 
undertaken. CW/RF/DC. 
76 5/112012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as No work done on CD Daily Log 
undertaken. CW/RF/DC. 
77 5/2/2012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as No work done on CD Daily Log 
undertaken. CW/RF/DC. 
78 5/3/2012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as No work done on CD Daily Log 
undertaken. CW/RF/DC. 
79 5/4/2012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as No work done on CD Daily Log 
undertaken. CW /RF !DC. T8 
pad failed 
compaction test. 
80 5/7/2012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as No work on CD Daily Log 
undertaken. SC/DC. 
81 5/8/2012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as No work on CD Daily Log 
undertaken. SC/DC. 
82 5/10/2012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as No work on CD Daily Log 
undertaken. SC/DC. 
83 5/1112012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as No work on CD Daily Log 
undertaken. SC/DC. 
84 5114/2012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as No work on CD Daily Log 
undertaken. RF/SC/DC. 
85 5/15/2012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as No work on CD Daily Log 
undertaken. RF/SC/DC. 
86 5/16/2012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as No work on CD Daily Log 
undertaken. RF/SC/DC. 
87 5117/2012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as No work on CD Daily Log 
undertaken. RF/SC/DC. 
88 5118/2012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as No work on CD Daily Log 
undertaken. RF/SC. 
89 5/2112012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as No work on CD Daily Log 
undertaken. CW/RF/SC. 
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90 5/22/2012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as No work on CD Daily Log 
undertaken. CW/RF/SC. 
91 5/23/2012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as No work on CD Daily Log 
undertaken. CW/RF/SC. 
92 5/25/2012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as No work done. CD Daily Log 
undertaken. Crews off. 
93 5/29/2012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as No work on CD Daily Log 
undertaken. RF/SC. 
94 5/30/2012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as No work on CD Daily Log 
undertaken. RF/SC. 
95 5/31/2012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as No work on CD Daily Log 
undertaken. RF/SC. 
96 611/2012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as No work on CD Daily Log 
undertaken. RF/SC/DC. 
97 6/4/2012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as No work on CD Daily Log 
undertaken. RF/SC/DC. 
98 6/5/2012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as No work on CD Daily Log 
undertaken. RF/SC. 
99 6/6/2012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as No work on CD Daily Log 
undertaken. RF/SC. 
100 6/7/2012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as No work on CD Daily Log 
undertaken. RF/SC. 
101 6/8/2012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as No work on CD Daily Log 
undertaken. CW/RF/DC. 
Appears repetitive 
work done to 
water roads. 
102 6/11/2012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as No work on CD Daily Log 
undertaken. CW/RF/DC. 
Appears repetitive 
work done to 
water roads. 
103 6/12/2012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as No work on CD Daily Log 
undertaken. CW/RF/DC. 
Appears repetitive 
work done to 
water roads. 
104 6/13/2012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as No work on CD Daily Log 
undertaken. CW/RF/DC. 
Appears repetitive 
work done to 
water roads. 
105 6/14/2012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as No work on CD Daily Log 
undertaken. CW/RF/DC. 
Appears repetitive 
work done to 




106 6/15/2012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as No work on CD Daily Log 
undertaken. CW/RF/DC. 
Appears repetitive 
work done to 
water roads. 
107 6/18/2012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as No work on CD Daily Log 
undertaken. CW/SC/DC. 
108 6/19/2012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as No work on CD Daily Log 
undertaken. CW/SC/DC. 
Appears repetitive 
work done to 
water roads. 
109 6/20/2012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as No work on CD Daily Log 
undertaken. CW/SC/DC. 
Appears repetitive 
work done to 
water roads. 
110 6/2112012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as No work on CD Daily Log 
undertaken. CW/SC/DC. 
Appears repetitive 
work done to 
water roads. 
111 6/22/2012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as No work on CD Daily Log 
undertaken. CW/SC/DC. 
Appears repetitive 
work done to 
water roads. 
112 6/25/2012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as No work on CD Daily Log 
undertaken. CW/SC/DC. 
Appears repetitive 
work done to 
water roads. 
113 6/26/2012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as No work on CD Daily Log 
undertaken. CW/SC/DC. 
Appears repetitive 
work done to 
water roads. 
114 7/3/2012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as No work on CD Daily Log 
undertaken. RF/SC/DC. 
115 7/6/2012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as No work on CD Daily Log 
undertaken. CW/RF/SC. 
116 7/9/2012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as No work on CD Daily Log 
undertaken. CW/RF/SC. 
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117 7110/2012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as No work on CD Daily Log 
undertaken. CW/RF/SC. 
118 7/13/2012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as No work on CD Daily Log 
undertaken. CW/RF/DC. 
Appears repetitive 
work done to 
water roads. 
119 7116/2012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as No work on CD Daily Log 
undertaken. CW/RF/DC. 
Appears repetitive 
work done to 
water roads. 
120 7/17/2012 Jack Ranch Work claimed as No work on CD Daily Log 
undertaken. CW/RF/DC. 
Appears repetitive 
work done to 
water roads. 
Further, the testimony of Fagen's own on-site supervisor, Mr. Bradley Bormann, testified to the 
overly simplistic nature of the work and the long time frame over which the work was dragged 
out for the mere purpose of showing work was being done for the sake of qualifying for the 
federal tax grant scheme applicable to the projects in question. 
Fagen's applications for payment cover work undertaken between 31 December 2011 and 
27 July 2012, for a total144 work days. The discrepancies documented above establish disputed 
work on 120 of those days, or 83.3%. Management costs billed for this period total 
$1,067,795.60 according to the Applications for Payment submitted in this matter. Accordingly, 
the damages claimed by Fagen should, at a minimum, be reduced by $889,607.84 ($1,067,795.60 
X 0.833). 
V. READINESS FOR TRIAL 
Exergy stands ready to proceed with trial as scheduled in this matter. 
Exergy will offer the testimony of James T. Carkulis and Chuck Dickerson as witnesses 
as confirmed in Exergy's initial discovery disclosures. Exergy further anticipates offering the 
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deposition transcripts of various deponents, including Chuck Dickerson, Bradley Bormann, Kate 
Carlton, and Samuel Ewald as evidence of various data points. 
As the legal issues implicated by each of the four ( 4) aforementioned categories of offset 
are primarily legal questions to be determined by this court, Exergy anticipates needing no more 
than two (2) days to present documentary and testimonial evidence necessary for the Court to 
make its determinations. 
DATED: 28 September 2014 Respectfully Submitted, 
MARSH ROSA, LLP 
Angelo L. Rosa 
Attorneys for Defendants 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on 28 September 2014, I caused a true and correct copy of 
the document herein by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
John R. Goodell 
RACINE, OLSEN, NYE, BUDGE & 
BAILY, CHTD. 
P.O. Box 1391 
Pocatello, Idaho 83204-1391 
Keith Moheban 
Timothy Kelley 
STINSON LEONARD STREET, LLP 
150 South Fifth Street, Suite 2300 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55402 
r U.S. First Class Mail, Postage Prepaid 
r Hand Delivered 
r Overnight Courier 
W Facsimile 
W Electronic Mail 
r U.S. First Class Mail, Postage Prepaid 
r Hand Delivered 
r Overnight Courier 
W Facsimile 
p· Electronic Mail 
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BALANCE OF PLANT 
ENGINEERING, PROCUREMENT A..~D CONSTRUCTION SERVICES AGREEMENT 
FOR THE 
EXERGY IDAHO SIX WINDS WIND PARK 
BY AND BETWEEN 









BALANCE OF PLANT ENGINEERING, 
PROCUREMENT AND CONSTRUCTION SERVICES AGREEMENT 
This Balance of Plant Engineering, Procurement and Construction Agreement is entered 
into on December 30, 2011 by and between Fagen, Inc., a corporation organized and existing 
under Minnesota law ("Contractor''), and Exergy Development Group of Idaho, L.L.C., an Idaho 
limited liability company organized and existing under Idaho law ("Owner") (each of Contractor 
and Owner, a "Party", and together, the "Parties"). 
WIT N E SSE T H: 
A. Owner is developing, financing and constructing the aggregate ll6MW wind 
generation Project (as herein defined) located at the six (6) Project Sites (as herein defined) in the 
State ofldaho. 
B. Owner desires to contract with Contractor for the provision of engineering, 
procurement, construction and other services and supply of materials and equipment for the 
Balance of Plant (as herein defined) on a single point responsibility, and finn and lump sum 
basis, all as described in, and subject to the terms and conditions of, this Agreement, and 
Contractor desires to provide such goods and services. 
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual promises and obligations set forth 
below, the Parties agree as follows: 
ARTICLE I 
DEFINITIONS 
For purposes of this Agreement, the following terms shall have the following definitions: 
"Affiliate" means, with respect to a Person, any other Person, directly or indirectly, in 
control of, controlled by, or under common control with, that Person. For purposes of this 
Agreement, ''control," "controlled" and their derivatives, shall mean the possess'1on, directly or 
indirectly, of the power to direct or cause the direction of the management and policies of the 
Person so controlled, whether through the ownership of voting securities, by contract or 
otherwise. 
"Agreemenf' means this Balance of Plant Engineering, Procurement and Construction 
Services Agreement, including all Exhibits, appendices and attachments hereto and thereto, as 
the same may be amended, modified or supplemented, from time to time, in accordance with the 
terms hereof. · 
"All-Risk Builder's Risk'' has the meaning set forth in Section 18.3.1. 
"Applicable Laws" means all federal, state and local laws, statutes, codes, treaties, 
ordinances, judgments, decrees, injunctions, Mits, orders, rules, regulations, interpretations 
having the force of law and pennits of any Governmental Authority having jurisdiction over a 
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amended; (f) Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970, as amended; (g) the Emergency 
Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act, 42 U.S.C. § II 001 et seq., as amended; and (h) 
any other similar applicable federal, state or local law. 
"Excluded Work" has the meaning set forth in Section 3.1 (d). 
"Exhibits" means the exhibits and appendices referenced in or attached to this Agreement 
or any such exhibit or appendix, each of which is incorporated into and made a part of this 
Agreement. 
"Final Application for Payment" has the meaning set forth in Section 13 .6. 
"Final Payment" has the meaning set forth in Section 13.6. 
"Final Punch List" has the meaning set forth in Section l3.5(b). 
"Final Punch List Holdback Amount" has the meaning set forth in Section 13.5(b). 
"Financing Documents" means the agreements with the Financing Parties providing 
financing for the design, engineering, procurement, supply of materials and equipment, 
construction and other goods and services for or of, or the term financing of, the Project. 
"Financing Parties" means (a) any and all lenders or creditors providing any senior or 
subordinated interim or long-term financing; and (b) any and all providers of leveraged lease-
financing or refinancing for the Project. 
"Force Majeure Evenf' means, with respect to a Party, any event or circumstance which 
is beyond the reasonable control of such Party and having a direct effect on such Party's 
performance of the Contract Documents, and which (a) could not be avoided, prevented or 
removed by such Party's commercially reasonable efforts and (b) is not caused by or does not 
result from the negligence of such Party, or breach or failure of such Party to perform its 
obligations under the Contract Documents; provided that such Party has taken all reasonable 
precautions, care and alternate measures to avoid or mitigate the effects thereof. Force Majeure 
Events shall include, but not be limited to: natural disasters, fire, hurricanes, tornadoes, dust or 
sand storms, mudslides, subsidence, lightning, flood, earthquake, explosions, acts of God, 
terrorism or similar actions by the public enemy, strikes or lockouts affecting the industry in 
general (national or regional in scope) where such strike or lockout has a direct affect on the 
performance of the Contract Documents, public disorder or civil disturbance, blockages, 
insurrections, riots, war, hostilities, sabotage, expropriation or confiscation, epidemic or 
quarantine, or other action or inaction (not a Change in Law) by any Governmental Authority; 
and with respect to Owner any event of force majeure under any other agreement or contract 
relating to the Project with a third party. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary, Force 
Majeure Events shall not be deemed to include failure of Owner to make timely payment to 
Contractor as required under this Agreement. 
"Foundation Completion" has the meaning set forth in Exhibit A-1, Appendix 1. 





9.3 Changes for a Material Eysnt and Other Matters. 
(a) In the event of the occurrence of a Material Event, Contractor shall 
be entitled to request a Change and submit a Change Order for an equitable adjustment to the 
Contract Price and/or the Contract Times. in which case Contractor shall notify Ov.'ller in \lfl'iting 
of its request for a Change (and a description of the Change) and submit a proposal to Owner 
stating its proposed adjustment to the Contract Price (if any) and/or to any Contract Time (if any) 
that would result from such Change. 
(b) Owner shall, within ten (10) Business Days of its receipt of such 
request of a Change and proposal for a Change Order, accept or reject in writing Contractor's 
proposals in relation to such Change or Change Order. If Owner agrees with such proposal for a 
Change and Change Order, the Parties shall execute a written Change Order stating the agreed-
upon matters described above in Section 9.2(b) (in respect of the definition of"Change Order"). 
In the event that Owner rejects Contractor's proposal for such Change or Change Order, Owner 
may notify Contractor that it requests additional information regarding Contractor's proposal, in 
which case the process described above in this Section 9.3(b} shall be repeated, or Section 9.:1 
shall apply. Should Owner fail to respond to Contractor in writing within ten (1 0) Business Days 
of Owner's receipt of Contractor's proposal for a Change or Change Order, Owner shall be 
deemed to reject such proposal. 
(c) In the event that Ovmer does not issue the Notice to Proceed on or 
before December 15, 2011, Section 132 shall apply in respect of an adjustment, if any, to the 
Contract Price, and Section 6.1(c) shall apply in respect of an adjustment~ if any, to the Contract 
Times. 
9.4 Disputes Regarging Change Orders. If the Parties are unable to agree upon an 
appropriate adjustment to the Contract Price or Contract Times resulting from a Change Order, 
either Party may initiate the dispute resolution procedures set forth in Article XXI. 
Notwithstanding any such disagreement, if the Parties are unable to mutually agree upon the 
terms of an adjustment to the Contract Price or Contract Time and the value of such 
disagreement does not exceed five hundred thousand U.S. Dollars ($500,000.00), Contractor 
shall perfonn the Work and Owner shaH pay Contractor based on the Change Order adjustment 
proposed by Owner until the Parties reach agreement on the final adjustment to the Contract 
Price or Contract Time or such disagreement is resolved pursuant to the dispute resolution 
procedures set forth in Article XXI. 
ARTICLE X 
CONTRACTOR MATERIAL EVENTS; OWNER FORCE MAJEURE 
1 0.1 Material Event for Contractor. Upon the occurrence of a Material Event which 
materially and adversely affects the Work, Contractor shall be entitled to request a Change Order 
pursuant to the procedures set forth in Section 93. For the purposes of this Agreement, a 
"Material Event" shall mean: material delays affecting the Work and resulting from: (a) an 
Owner Caused Delay; (b) a Force Majeure Event; (c) the discovery of any Hazardous Substance. 
not brought on the. relevant Project Site (or not materially exacerbated) by Contractor or any of 





as a consequence of the Work or acts or omissions of Contractor or any of its Subcontractors or 
such Persons; (d) a Change in Law; (e) any requirement after the Effective Date of a 
Governmental Authority that the Work is required to be perfonned by Contractor at the then 
prevailing wages for labor as specified by such Govenunental Authority or as referred by it to 
any Applicable Law; (t) the suspension of the Work in whole or in part by Owner pursuant to 
Section 14.1 (if the Work was in fact in conformity with the Requirements and Owner had no 
just cause to stop the Work) except where such suspension is related to a Contractor Event of 
Default; (g) the occurrence of the event described in Section 4.22(b); and (h) the discovery of 
any Unforeseen Subswface Condition; (i) the occurrence of a Weather Delay; or G) a delay in 
the completion and installation of the Project Interconnection Facilities beyond May 30, 2012 
that causes a delay in the achievement in Project Site Substantial Completion of any of the 
Project Sitest including the High Voltage Substation. 
10.2 Procedures upqn a Material Event. Contractor shall comply with the following 
conditions precedent to the right to seek an equitable adjustment to the Contract Price or 
Contract Times through a Change Order: 
(a) Contractor shall give Owner written notice describing the 
particulars of such Material Event, such notice to be given promptly after the occurrence of such 
Material Event but not later than five (5) Business Days after it becomes aware of such 
occurrence, which notice shall include an estimate of such Material Event's expected duration 
and probable impact on the perfonnance of its obligations hereunder, and Contractor shall 
continue to furnish timely, regular reports during the continuation of such Material Event; 
(b) any necessary suspension of perfonnance shall be of no greater 
scope and of no longer duration than is reasonably required by such Material Event; 
(c) no liability or obligation of Contractor that is not affected directly 
by such Material Event shall be excused as a result of the occurrence of such Material Event; 
(d) Contractor shall exercise all reasonable efforts to mitigate or limit 
damages to Owner and delays as a result of such Material Event by promptly taking appropriate 
and sufficient corrective action, including the expenditure of all reasonable sums of money; 
(e) Contractor shall use reasonable efforts to continue to perform its 
obligations under the Contract Documents and to correct or cure such Material Event excusing 
performance; and 
(t) when such Material Event is no longer in existence or applicable, 
or, if such Material Event resulted in Contractor suspension of any Work, when Contractor is 
able to resume performance of such Work, Contractor shall give Owner written notice to that 
effect. 
10.3 Force Majeure Event Affecting Owner. If Owner is affected by a Force Majeure 
Event, it shall provide notice thereof to Contractor and the extent to which such Force Majeure 
Event affects the performance by Owner of its obligations under the Contract Documents. Ovvner 
shall not. be liable for its failure to comply with any of its obligations as a result of a Force 





Majeure Event on the performance of its obligations under the Contract Documents. Owner shall 
notify Contractor in writing when it is able to resume the performance of its obligations. 
ARTICLE XI 
HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES AND SITE CONDITIONS 
11.1 Hazardous Substance Handling Program. Contractor shall implement and 
administer a Hazardous Substance handling program for all of its employees and all 
Subcontractors and other Persons for whom they are responsible, which shall include 
development of guidelines and training with respect to the proper handling. use and disposal of 
Hazardous Substance and the development, implementation and enforcement of procedures for 
notification to Owner and appropriate Governmental Authorities about, and clean-up of, spills 
and other release or emissions of Hazardous Substance. Owner shall have the right to review, 
comment on and approve such program prior to the commencement of the Work at a Project 
Site. 
11.2 Use of Hazardous Substances. Contractor shall not bring or store (and shall 
prohibit Subcontractors from bringing or storing) Hazardous Substances to or on any Project 
Site, and shall not utilize any construction materials containing radioactivity, asbestos, 
polychlorinated biphenyls or urea formaldehyde; provided, however, Contractor may use and 
store in reasonable quantities the following materials required to perform the Work, but only in 
accordance with applicable Environmental Laws: gasoline, diesel fuel, fuel oil. grease, lube oil, 
sealants, anti-freeze, cleansers, paint, form oil, solvents, adhesives and other materials of a type 
and quantity consistent with nonnal and customary construction practices for construction of a 
project similar in nature and scope to the Project. Any other Hazardous Substances to be brought 
to or stored on any Project Site shall require specific written authorization of Owner. Contractor 
shall comply, and shall cause its Subcontractors (and other Persons for whom Contractor or any 
Subcontractor is responsible) to comply, with an applicable Environmental Laws. Owner shall 
not require (by Change Order or otherwise) Contractor to use Hazardous Substances for the 
Work or at the Project Site in violation of Applicable Laws, including Environmental Laws. 
11.3 Discovery of Hazardous Substances. If, in the course of performance of the 
Work, Contractor encounters on any Project Site any matter ·which it reasonably believes is a 
Hazardous Substance that may be dangerous or may require response, removal, cleanup or other 
remedial action under applicable Environmental Laws, Contractor shal1 immediately suspend the 
Work in the area affected and report the condition to Owner by telephone and in writing. In any 
such event, the obligations and duties of the Parties hereto shall be as follows: 
(a) If such condition involves a Pre·Existing Hazardous Substance, 
then Contractor shall have no obligation with respect to such condition (except to the extent that 
Contractor, a Subcontractor or any Person for whom Contractor or any Subcontractor is 
responsible materially exacerbates such Pre.Existing Hazardous Substance) and Owner shall 
promptly fespond in compliance with Applicable Laws. 
(b) To the extent such condition involves a Pre-Existing Hazardous 
Substance that was materially exacerbated by Contractor, a Subcontractor or any Person for 





Subcontractors and Contractor and invoiced under such Final Application for Payment. Each 
month with Contractor's application for Payment, Contractor will provide a list of all 
Subcontractors who were paid with the previous month's Payment received by Contractor from 
the Owner and who may have lien rights against any real property where Work has been 
performed. Contractor agrees to comply with reasonable requests by the Financing Parties 
related to Owner obtaining construction financing for the Projects. 
ARTICLE XIV 
SUSPENSION AND TERMINATION 
14.1 Construction Suspension. Owner may order Contractor to suspend the Work, or 
any part thereof, for such time and in such manner as Owner may consider necessary, including 
reason of a Contractor Event of Default. Contractor, during a suspension, shall properly protect 
and secure the Work or such part thereof so far as is necessary in the reasonable opinion of 
Owner. In the event of a suspension (and except for any such suspension relating to a Contractor 
Event of Default), Contractor shall be entitled to request a Change Order pursuant to Section 9.3 
and reimbursed costs incurred by it for demobilization and remobilization costs, direct costs, 
additional equipment rental and any other costs incurred as applicable. 
l4.2 Owner's Right to Suspend or Tenninate for Cause and Force Majeure Events. 
Owner may suspend or terminate this Agreement as follows: 
14.2.1 Force Majeure Events. If a Force Majeure Event continues for more than 
six (6) months after a notice of a Force Majeure Event is given and if the Force Majeure Event 
has rendered impossible the performance of this Agreement in accordance with the Contract 
Times or Turbine Supplier Delivery Schedule by either Party, Owner may terminate this 
Agreement by giving Contractor at least five (5) days' prior written notice oftennination. 
14.2.2 Contractor Event of Default. If: (a) (i) Contractor shall assign or transfer 
this Agreement or any right or interest herein, or if the interest of Contractor shall devolve upon 
any Person, otherwise than as herein permitted; (ii) Contractor shall fail without cause to make 
timely payment for labor, services, equipment, materials or supplies; (iii) Contractor shall 
persistently disregard laws or ordinances or lawful requirements of any competent Governmental 
Authority or Applicable Laws; or (iv) if Contractor otherwise commits a material breach of its 
representations and warranties or obligations under this Agreement (it being understood that an 
immaterial deviation from the Master Construction Schedule shall not constitute such a breach); 
or (b) Contractor shall become voluntarily or involuntarily the subject of proceedings under any 
bankruptcy or insolvency law, or other law or procedure for the r.elief of financially distressed 
debtors, or is unable, or admits in writing its inability, to pay its debts as they mature, or takes or 
suffers any action for its liquidation or dissolution, or has a receiver or liquidator appointed for 
all or any part of its assets or elects or institutes or has instituted against it a case under the 
United States Bankruptcy Code (in each case as described in Sections l4.2.2(a) and £hl, a 
"Contractor Event ofDefault"), then Owner, shall have the rights set forth in Sections 14.2.3 and 
14.2.4 below. 
14.2.3 In the case of a Contractor Event of Default under Section 14.2.2(b), this 





IN WITNESS \VHEREOF, this Agreement has been executed and delivered by the duly 
authorized representatives of Owner and Contractor as of the date first \witten above. 
OWNER: 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP 
OF IDAHO, L.L.C. 
Br. _/~ 










IN WITNESS WHEREOF, this Agreement has been executed and delivered by the duly 
authorized representatives of Owner and Contractor as of the date first written above. 
OWNER: 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP 







Name: k,,1 L,'~J~ 
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From: James Carkulis 
Sent: Monday, July 30, 2012 10:28 AM 
To: jjohnson@fageninc.com; Elizabeth Woolstenhulme 
Subject: Idaho Projects 
Jennifer: 
At this time, Exergy requests that Fagen, Inc. cease further construction on the set of Idaho Projects for Exergy 
Development Group of Idaho, LLC., including Cottonwood Wind Park, Rogerson Flats Wind Park, Salmon Creek Wind 
Park, Deep Creek Wind Park, Notch Butte Wind Park, and Lava Beds Wind Park. 
This request is predicated on the reckless actions of both Idaho Power Company and the Idaho Public Utilities 
Commission in their unprecedented set of filings and support for issues well outside the dictates and mandates under 
our PURPA contracts. These issues, which affect Exergy's current contract docket include, but are not limited to 
ownership of RECs, discrimination on FERC mandated interconnection rules, and curtailment of electricity from the 
projects for economic reasons. Others have filed in support of our position include Simplot Company, Clearwater Paper, 
GE, and others. 
These issues are now before the I PUC as well as FERC under our ownership position with Idaho Wind Partners. Amicus or 
intervening filings at the FERC level has even come from financial institutions for our positions. Exergy shall also be filing 
additional claims at the I PUC and then with FERC. If necessary and we feel not without precedent after legal review, we 
may be seeking a racketeering action at the federal level under RICO. 
We shall be submitting a Force Majeure letter to you later today. 
James 
James T Carkulis 
802 12th Floor Boise, 10 83702 
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AMENDED AND R:BSTATED MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDIN'G 
TIDS Amended and Restated Memorandum of Understanding {~ended and Restated 
MOD) is made ~~ay of December, 2011, by and between Exergy Development Group of 
Idaho, L.L.C. CXRO' for itself and on behalf of the XRG Project Companies listed in Section I 
below and Fagen, Inc., a MiDnesota corporation ('Paged:>, as the EPCJBOP Contractor (as 
hereinafter defined) for the XRG Projects listed in Section I below. XRG and Fagen are 
sometimes referred to individually as a"Partf and collectively as'Parties!' 
WHEREAS, XRG is in the business of developing clean-energy power production 
facilities, which among other projects include the XR.G Projects and XRG Project Companies. 
WHEREAS, Fagen is a constrUction company engaged in the business of building 
industrial facilities, including wind power production facilities, and has made secured loans to 
XR.G on behalf of and in connection with. certain of the XRG Projects and the XR.G Project 
Companies (collectively, the''.I...<>W'. 
WHEREAS, XR.G and Fagen have entered in1o that certain Balance ofPlant Engineering, 
ProC\ll"ement and Construction Services Agreement, dated as of September 30, 2011, for the 
wind fann commonly known as the''.Big Blue Wind Fami'by and between Big Blue Wind Farm, 
LLC, a Minnesota limited liability company, and Fagen for the engineering, procurement and 
construction services of the Big Blue Project (as hereinafter defined) ('Big Blue EPC Contract" 
pursuant to which Fagen is currently perforining its obligations on behalf of XRG and the Big 
Blue Project; and . 
WHEREAS, XR.G and Fagen entered into the :first limited notice to proceed, dated 
August 1, 2011, for Fagens performance of geotechnical soil borings for turbine locations and 
the meteorological tower location on the Lava Beds Project (as hereinafter defined), pursuant io 
which Fagen performed and completed work on behalf ofXRG and the Lava Beds Project; and 
WHEREAS, XR.G and Fagen entered into the fn:st limited notice to proceed, dated July 
25, 2011, for Fagerls performance of geotechnical soil borings for the turbine and meteorological 
tower locations for the Notch Butte Project (as herebUrller.defined), pursuant to which Fagen 
performed and completed work on behalf ofXR.G and the Notch Butte Project; and 
WHEREAS, XR.G and Fagen entered into the first limited notice to proceed {~ack Ranch 
LNTP #1 ), dared August 2, 2011, for Fagerls performance of geotechnical soil b01ings for: fifty 
tbree {53) turbine locations, four (4) meteorological tower locations, and a substation for ~e 
Idaho Six Wmds Project (as hereinafter defined and previously identified as the Jack Ranch 
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WHEREAS, Fagen has continued to perform additional work on the Jack Ranch Project 
for the surveying, engineering and installation of site roads, securing the Twin Fails Co"UD.ty, 
Idaho building permits, engineering of the Idaho Six Wmds ProjectS' project sires underground 
and overhead collection syste~ engineering, procurement, blasting and installation of the 
turbine foundations and grounding and pvc ·conduit for such turbine foundations, and all such 
work under the Jack Ranch LNTP #1 and otherwise has been or is curr~y being performed on 
the Cottonwood, Deep Creek, Salmon Creek, Rogerson Flats and the Jack Ranch Wind Park 
Projects (all as hereinafter defined); and 
WHEREAS, XR.G desi.Ies that Fagen be the EPC/BOP Contractor for all XRG Projects 
and XRG Project Companies and Fagen desires to be the EPC/BOP Contractor for the XRG 
Projects and XR.G Project Companies; and 
WHEREAS, in connection therewith, the Parties desire to enter into this Amended and 
Restated MOU, which amends and restates in its entirety that certain Memorandum of 
Understanding between the Parties made June 15. 2011, in order to set forth their rights and 
responsibilities regarding Fageiis role as the EPC/BOP Contractor for the XR.G Projects and 
XR.G Project Companies and XRG's role and responsibilities to Fagen to ensure Fagen is the 
EPCIBOP Contractor for the XRO Projects and XRG Project Companies. 
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration for the promises and mutual covenants herein 
contained, and for other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency thereof is 
hereby acknowledged, tbe Parties, intending to be legally bound, ~by agree as follows: 
I. The XR.G Projects and XRG Project Companies, as . applicable; are comprised of the 
following: 
A. Big Blue Wind Farm, LLC, the XRG Project Company for a wind farm consisting of 36 
megawatts (~of wind generated power using approximately eighteen (18) wind 
turbines, located near Blue Earth, Minnesota {Big Blue Project') and an indirect and 
wholly-owned subsidiary ofXRG; and 
B. XRG Development Partners, LLC exRG Developmentjt a direct wholly-owned 
subsidiary ofXRG and the current XR.G Project Company for a wind farm consisting of 
116 MW of wind generated power utilizing fifty eight (58) wind turbines and one High 
Voltage Substation, located in Idaho {'Idaho Six Winds Project) and XRG Developments 
following wholly-owned subsidiaries: 
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1. Lava Beds Wmd Park, LLC, for 18 MW of wind generated power using 
approximately nine (9) wind turbine generators, located near Black Foote, Bingham 
County, Idaho (i.a.va Beds Project); and 
2. Notch Butte Wmd Park, ILC, for 18 MW of wind generated power using 
approximately nine (9) wind turbine generators, located near Dietrich, Lincoln 
County, Idaho, (Notch Butte Projecf); and 
3. Jack Ranch Wind Park, LLC, which is the current leaseholder of the Simplot 
properties for the Cottonwood Project, Deep Creek Project, Salmon. Creek Project, 
and Rogerson Flats Project (all as defined herein); and 
4. Cottonwood Wind Park, ILC, for 20 MW of wind generated power using ten (10) 
wind turbine generators, located in Twin Falls County, Idaho tcottonwood Project); 
and 
5. Deep Creek W'md Park, LLC, for 20 MW of wind generated power using ten (10) 
wind torbine genera:lors, located in Twin Falls County, Idaho {Deep Creek Project); 
and 
6. Sabnon Creek W'md Park, LLC, for 20 MW of wind generated power using ten (10) 
wind turbine generators, located in Twin Falls County, Idaho {'Salmon Creek Project'; 
and 
7. Rogerson Flats Wind Park, LLC, for 20 MW of wind generated power using ten (10) 
wind turbine generators, and substation comprised of a generator. step-up transformer, 
related electric gear and the substation buildmg to interconnect Cottonwood, Deep 
Creek, Salmon Creek, and Rogerson Flats to the Idaho Power electric grid (Rogerson 
Flats Project~ and 
C. Idaho Six Wmds, ILC, a Delaware limited liability company and an indirect wholly-
owned subsidiary of XRG Development and Idaho Six Wmds Holdings, LLC, a 
Delaware limited liability company and direct wholly-owned subsidiary of XR.G 
Development. 
II. In consideration, among other things, of Fagen making the Loans to XR.G on behalf of 
certain of the XRG Project Companies and for the purpose of assisting XR.G in furthering the 
development of the XRG Projects and the XRG Project Companies in general, XR.G sh~l 
continue to use, retain and promote Fagen is the exclusive engineering; procurement, 
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Companies ('EPCIBOP Contractor' and XR.G shall cause any purchaser or financing source of 
any or all of any XRG Projects or any of the XR.G Project Companies to assume all related 
obligations to Fagen, including without limitation, the assumption of all applicable EPC/BOP 
contracts, allow Fagen to perform the work under any s~h EPC/BOP contracts, and be bound by 
all of the terms of this Amended and Restated MOU, inclucHng without limitation, the use, 
retention and promotion and retention of Fagen as the EPC/BOP Contractor. 
III. Fagen shall provide a lump sum price to XRG for the Idaho Six Winds Project (the'ixunp 
Sum Price' no later than December 16, 2011 and the Lump Sum Price shall be included in the 
EPCIBOP Contract for the Idaho Six Winds Project, which is to be prepared as contemplated in 
Section VI below. The Lump Sum Price shall reflect the Idaho Six Winds Projects overall scope 
of work, bulk material pricing, current labor market rates and the Idaho Six Wmds Project 
scheduling requirements. The Lump Sum Price shall be binding upon the Parties. XRG will 
continue to have the obligation to obtain the land and land leases, the right to use and control the 
XRG Project sites, all applicable pem1its and approvals, power purchase agreements and 
interconnection agreements, the wind turbine generators and utilize Fagetis Lump Sum Price to 
pursue and obtain project financing for the XR.G Projects, which may be debt, equity, or any 
other type of fmancing (or combination of financing methods then available). 
IV. Neither Party may assign any or all of its rights or obligations under this Amended and 
ReStated MOU without the prior written consent of the other Party, such consent not to be 
unreasonably withheld. 
V. In the event XRG abandons any XR.G Project due to lack of funding or otherwise, Fagen 
shall have the first right to assume the development of any such abandoned XR.G Project and/or 
XR.G Project Company. In. such event, XR.G shall assign any and all applicable XR.G Project 
agreements, pmnits and rights, which include, but are not limited to, power purchase 
agreements, interconnect agreements, conditional use permits and applicable land leases, as well 
as ownership of any such XRG Project Company, for no additional considemtion to Fagen, free 
and clear of all liens and encumbrances. 
VI. The Parties agree and acknowledge th~ they are using the Big Blue EPC Contract as the 
template for the preparation of the EPC/BOP contract for the Idaho Six Winds Project and agree 
to continue to use this template on each XR.G Project, with only conforming changes being made 
to the template only to accommodate the specific attributes of each XR.G Project such as 
changes for state specific laws and pricing for the specific XRG Project. 
VII. Each Patty represents to the other Party that (i) it has full right, power and authority to 
execute and deliver this Amended and Restated MOU, and to perform each and all ofits 
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Project Company; and Fagen for itself); (ii) each en1itY is duly formed and validly existing under 
the laws of its state of its formation; and (iii) the perl'o:rmance of the obligations by each Party 
under this Amended and Restated MOU will not violate any provision of any applicable law, its 
charter or bylaws or any indenture, agreement or instrument to which it is a party, or by which it 
may be bound. 
VIII. No modification or amendment to this Amended and Restated MOU shall be binding 
upon the Parties unless reduoed to writing and signed by the Parties. Each Party shall appoint an 
individual who shall be 1bat PartY's designated contact person during negotiation of all XR..G and 
Fagen EPCIBOP agreements (Designated Representative?. XR.G appoints James Carkulis as its 
Designated Representative. Fagen appoints Ron Fagen as its Designated Representative. 
IX. The failure of either Party to enforce at any time any of the provisions of this Amended 
and Restated MOU, or to require at any time perfonnance by the other Party of any of the 
provisions her~ shall in no way be construed to be a waiver of such provision, nor in any way 
to affect the validity of this Amended and Restated MOU, or the right of either Party thereafter to 
enforce each and every provision. 
X. This Amended and Restated MOU shall be governed by. and construed in accordance 
with the laws ofthe State ofNew York. 
XL This Amended and Restated MOU contains the entire understanding and agreement of 
the Parties with respect to the subject-matter hereof and supersedes all prior agreements and 
understandings, written or oral, with respect to the subject-matter hereo:t: 
XIL This Amended and Restated MOU may be executed in coupterparts with the same effect 
as if all signing parties had signed the same document. This Amended and Restated MOU may 
be delivered by facsimile or electronic transmission and such. copies shall. be duly binding and 
effective for all purposes. Fax and electronic signatures on this Amended and Restated MOU 
shall be treated the same as original signatures. 




IN WI'INESS WHEREOF, XRG and Fagen have caused this Agreement to be executed 
in their respective names by persons duly authorized to do so on their behalf. 
EXERGYDEVELOPMENT 
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7:16 a.m. 
EXAMINATION 
BY MR. KELLEY: 
Q Good morning, Mr. Dickerson. We met briefly before 
1 
5 we started but for the record. My name is Tim Kelley. I 















state your full name for the record? 






Is it all right if I call you Chuck? 
That's fine. 
Now, have you ever had your deposition taken before? 
No. 
I just want to go over a few ground rules before we 
start. The first one is, as you can see the court reporter is 
here taking down everything that's said today, and so it's 
very important that you give verbal responses to my questions. 
Shaking your head or making hand gestures can't be taken down 
by the court reporter. 
A I understand, yeah. 
Q And then another rule is that please let me finish 
21 my question before you start answering it and I will give you 
22 the same courtesy and let you finish your answer before I ask 






And I'm not here to trick or confuse you so if you 
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1 don't understand a question I ask, please tell me you don't 











Because if you don't say, you don't understand a 
question, I'm going to assume that you do understand it. 
A Yes. 
Q Now, do you understand this lawsuit involves claims 
brought by Fagen, Incorporated? 
A I don't really understand who is doing what 
10 honestly. 
11 Q Well, I can represent to you the plaintiff in this 
12 case is Fagen, Incorporated, and you are familiar with that 











A Yes, I am. 
Q Okay. And I just want to list the names of the 




Okay. One of the defendants is XRG Development 





And is it okay if I refer to that entity as XRG? 
Yes. 
Another defendant -- and forgive me if I 
24 mispronounce some of these names -- is Notch Butte Wind Park, 
25 LLC. 
Prairie Reporting (605) 321-4906 
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1 A Yes. 
2 Q And it's okay if I require to that defendant as 
3 Notch Butte? 
4 A Yeah, NB or Notch Butte works for me. 
5 Q Okay. Another defendant is Rogerson Flats Wind 





And I will refer to that as Rogerson Flats? 
Yes. 
Another defendant is Salmon Creek Wind Park, LLC? 
Yes. 


























And I will refer to that defendant as Deep Creek. 
Yes. 
And finally, another defendant is Cottonwood Wind 











And I will refer to that entity as Cottonwood. 
Yep. 
Q Now, are you on any -- do you have any medical or 
health condition that affects your ability to testify today? 
A No. 
Prairie Reporting (605) 321-4906 
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1 Q Are you on any type of medication that would affect 
2 your ability to testify today? 
3 A No. 
4 Q Now, are you represented by Mr. Rosa in this 
5 deposition? 
6 A Yes, I am today, yes. 
7 Q When did you retain Mr. Rosa? 
8 A Approximately a week ago. 
9 Q And do you have a written retainer agreement with 
10 him? 
11 A No, I do not. It is was verbal. 
12 Q And are you paying Mr. Rosa to represent you? 
13 A No, I am not. 
14 Q And do you know who is paying Mr. Rosa to represent 
15 you? 
16 A No, I do not. 
Q 17 You have had no discussions with anyone regarding 
18 payment of Mr. Rosa's fees? 
19 A No. 
20 Q Has any entity or person promised you any monetary 
21 compensation for testifying today? 
22 A No. 
23 Q Has any entity or person promised you any 
24 nonmonetary compensation for testifying today? 
25 A No. 
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Do you hold any professional licenses? 
No. 
Are you currently employed? 
Self-employed. 
And do you have a company that you own? 
Yes, I do. 
What's the name of that company? 
CM Dickerson Management. 
Is that a corporation or an LLC? 
No, it's a sole proprietor. 
What kind of work do you do? 
Construction management. 
And how long have you operated under CM Dickerson 
Management? 







And before that, did you have a job? 
Self-employed. 
What type of work did you do then? 
Construction management. 
How long have you done construction management? 
I have been in the management business since I 
25 believe around 1998. 
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1 your affidavit, can you take a moment to read paragraph 8 to 
2 yourself and let me know when you are done. 
3 A Okay. 
4 Q Do you recall which wind park the statements in 





A That is Lava Beds. 
(Exhibit E was marked for identification.) 
BY MR. KELLEY: 
Q Mr. Dickerson, I'm going to show you what's been 
18 
10 marked as Exhibit E for the purpose of your deposition, and I 
11 will represent to you that that is a true and correct copy of 




Q And if you can take a moment to review paragraph 9 
15 of your affidavit, and let me know when you are done. 
A Okay. 
Q Do you recall which wind park the statements in 
paragraph 9 relate to? 





20 Q Mr. Dickerson, can you take a moment to review 





24 Q Do you recall which wind park the statements in 
25 paragraph 10 of your affidavit relate to? 
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And if you 
take a moment 
turn to paragraph 14 of your affidavit. 
to read that to yourself and let me know 




And does your statement in paragraph 14 relate only 








Which wind parks does it relate to? 
That particular statement relates directly to 
11 Rogerson Flats projects and I guess it could -- it could 
12 relate also to all projects -- I should say all projects. 
13 Q 





So all projects involved in this lawsuit, including 
Correct. 
And for Notch Butte, that project, what is the 
17 factual basis for your opinion that the excavation and 
18 management costs identified by Fagen are incorrect? 
19 A Notch Butte? I believe that when I looked at that 
20 the management costs were excessive in my opinion. I had no 
21 opinion as to the cost for the excavation or the personnel 
22 that was there. 
23 Q For the Rogerson Flats Wind Park, what is the 
24 factual basis for your opinion that the excavation and 
25 management costs identified by Fagen are incorrect? 
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1 A Only relating to the management cost, I found that 




Q And for Salmon Creek, Deep Creek and Cottonwood, 
would your answer be the same? 
A It would all be the same. I do not refer to 







contracts ln the beginning of the job so --
Q So when you reviewed the applications for payment, 






Can I -- I should take that back. That's not 













reports again to give you a correct answer on that. 
Q Review which reports? 
A The exhibits of -- of A, B, C, all the -- all the 
main exhibits. 
MR. KELLEY: Can we take a five-minute break? 
MR. ANGELO: Sure. 
MR. KELLEY: Thanks. 
(A recess was taken.) 
BY MR. KELLEY: 
Q Back on the record. 
A I would like to clarify -- I believe it would be my 
last statement as far as regarding my opinion on the excessive 
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1 charges, and that opinion is -- that the -- is solely based on 
2 the management cost of the project. 
It is solely based on management costs? 






Q And so with respect to Rogerson Flats, Notch Butte, 
6 Salmon Creek, Deep Creek and Cottonwood, your only concern 
7 after your review of the applications for payment was the 
8 management costs charged? 
9 A Correct. I don't know if I caught that when you 





Lava Beds was not included. 
I believe I -- Lava Beds, that I read was in my 
13 statement would be included in that, the management costs were 
14 excessive. 
15 Q Okay. But with Lava Beds, your concerns are 










concerns are regarding management costs? 
A That is correct. 
Q Now, who was your main contact at Fagen for these 
22 projects? 
23 A Brad Borman. 
24 Q And you had worked with Mr. Borman before on other 
25 projects? 
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A No. 
Q And how often were you in contact with him on 




During your time on the job, did you live in Idaho? 
Yes, I did. 
Q And your understanding was Mr. Borman was the 




Now, did Mr. Borman ever submit to you any type of 





















And by periodically what do you mean? 
It wasn't every day. 
Okay. Was it --
I requested at one point to get his daily reports. 
Q And so do you recall when you requested that you 
receive his daily reports? 
A 
Q 
No, I do not recall. 
And after you made that request, did he provide you 
with daily reports? 




And would he send those to you by e-mail? 
Yes. 
And did you provide those daily reports to anyone 
Prairie Reporting (605) 321-4906 
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I'm not sure if I did or not honestly. 










Q Did you have a point of contact at XRG when you were 













I had a point of contact, yes. 
Do you recall who that was? 
Dustin 
Shively? 
I don't remember his last name. 
Yes, that's correct. 














MR. ROSA: Correct, counsel. 
BY MR. KELLEY: 
Q And do you recall how often you were in contact with 
Mr. Shively? 
A Over over a five, six month period, I probably 
only had spoke to him five or six times. 







Are you familiar with the term EPC contract? 
Yes. 
Can you just briefly give me a description of what 
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you understand that to mean? 
A The -- I believe it's proceed to work on the project 
type of a contract that, you know, says that, you know, 
there's a power purchase agreement or, you know, the project 
is a go. 
Q Did you ever receive copies of any contracts between 











A No, I did not. 
MR. KELLEY: I have no other questions. 
MR. ROSA: Okay. I do have about six 
questions, and then I will be done too. Do you mind 
if we take a five-minute break? 
MR. KELLEY; Sure. 
MR. ROSA: Thanks. 
(A recess was taken.) 
EXAMINATION 
BY MR. ROSA: 
18 Q Go back on the record if everyone is ready. Chuck, 
19 it was your testimony that you considered some of the 






That is correct. 
And what specifically do you mean when you are 
24 referring to those costs as being excessive? 
25 A Well, as I went through the exhibits, I seen the 
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1 cost of management I believe it was approximately around 














And you considered that excessive? 
I -- I have been in this business for a long time, 
and I don't know anybody that charges that kind of money for a 
paid employee. 
Q Now, in terms of the work that was undertaken on the 
project and let's just focus on the Jack Ranch projects, the 
four projects in Twin Falls County. 
MR. KELLEY: Excuse me, Mr. Rosa. Can we 
just define Jack Ranch for the record? 
BY MR. ROSA: 
Q Yeah, absolutely. We can define Jack Ranch as 
14 encompassing Rogerson Flats Wind Park, Salmon Creek Wind Park, 
15 Deep Creek Wind Park and Cottonwood Wind Park. And my 
16 question relating to those projects, Chuck, is, you have a 











-- for those projects, correct? 
Yes. 
And you are aware of the cost of that management as 






Now, what facts specifically are you referring to 
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when you make the statement that the cost was excessive? 
A Well, honestly, I don't know how the contract was 
written so I don't know if that was in the original contract. 
What I seen in these exhibits was the billing. But normally, 
whether the site is going full force or whether it's -- in 
the -- the way it was ran in this instance, the management fee 
typically would be the same but in any -- the fact is though 
whether it was going full force or in the state that it was 
operating, that I believe the fee was excessive. 
Q And you have reviewed the daily sheets prepared by 






And in reviewing those documents, are there any 
14 other facts that you are aware of that would support your 











MR. KELLEY: Objection, misstates his 
testimony. 
BY MR. ROSA: 
Q You can answer. 
A Well, I don't remember exactly what Brad Borman's 
rotation schedule was so typically he was there three to four 
weeks and went home a week. That was part of my judgment on 
that because part of that every three, four, five -- I mean, I 
would have to look at the records. He would -- you know, 
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1 there was no management there. So it was based on a 
2 three-week month or, you know, four weeks and then the one 
3 week off so -- so that's part of the reasoning and just the 
4 fact that nobody charges that much money for management fees. 
5 I'm in the business, self-employed. I don't charge that much 
6 with my expenses. 
7 Q And this case is obviously not about Lava Beds. 
8 However, is your opinion with respect to that project and the 
9 management costs incurred for that project the same? 
10 MR. KELLEY: Objection, irrelevant. 

















You can answer. 
I would say, yes, it would -- the management cost 
was excessive. 
Q Were there any other components of work relating to 
the Lava Beds project that you would consider to be excessive 
as well? 
MR. KELLEY: Objection, irrelevant. Mr. 
Rosa, this is not about Lava Beds. I'm not going to 
sit here and wait for you to question him on a case 
that is not part of this deposition. 
BY MR. ROSA: 
Q 
A 
I understand. You can answer. 
Being that -- could you restate the question. 
MR. ROSA: Could you please read that back. 
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(The court reporter read back.) 
THE WITNESS: Yeah, I believe the excavation 
cost was excessive due to the fact that the 
excavation wasn't completed. 
BY MR. ROSA: 
Q Was not completed? 
A Was not completed. And typically excavating a hole 
that size on any project doesn't cost that much whether it is 
completed or not. That seemed to be very high to me. 
MR. ROSA: Thank you. I have no other 
questions. 
MR. KELLEY: I just want to state for the 
record that obviously this deposition notice does 
not involve Lava Beds case which is a separate 
lawsuit and so if the need arises, I will be 
deposing Mr. Dickerson again regarding that project. 
MR. ROSA: Noted 
MR. KELLEY: I have no other questions. Do 
you want to --
MR. ROSA: What we are going to do is the 
court reporter will take down your testimony, as she 
has been. She is going to prepare it into a booklet 
form. You can review it, make any changes that are 
necessary if you think it's necessary to make your 
testimony as accurate as possible and truthful as 
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possible, and then we will read it, sign it, and 
then a signed copy will be delivered to the custody 
of Fagen's counsel. 
THE WITNESS: Is that something we are doing 
right now? 
MR. ROSA: No, no, it will happen in the 
coming days. And you will have a reasonable period 
of time, 30 days but if you could do it as soon as 
you can, that would be great. 
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ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, LLC, 
COTTONWOOD WIND PARK, LLC, 
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ORDER ON PLAINTIFF'S MOTIONS TO 
SHORTEN TIME AND TO EXCLUDE 
DEFENDANTS' EXPERT AND LAY 
WITNESSES AND PRE-TRIAL ORDER 
This matter came before the Court on September 29, 2014 for a pre-trial 
conference and on Plaintiff's Motions to Shorten Time and to Exclude Defendants' 
Expert and Lay Witnesses. Based upon the fact that trial in this case is scheduled to 
begin in approximately one month, Plaintiff's Motion to Shorten Time was GRANTED. 
Plaintiff's Motion to Exclude Defendants' Expert Witnesses is GRANTED in that 
Defendants have not disclosed any experts. Plaintiff's Motion to Exclude Defendants' 
Lay Witnesses is DENIED. However, Defendants may only call witnesses James 
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Carkulis and Chuck Dickerson and may only use the depositions of Dickerson, Bradley 
Bormann, Samuel Ewald, and Kate Carlton as permitted by the Idaho Rules of Civil 
Procedure. 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that Defendants' witnesses shall not be permitted to 
testify beyond the fair scope of what has previously been testified to in their depositions 
or what has otherwise been disclosed through discovery. 
IT IS HEREBY FURTHER ORDERED that the only issue to be tried to the Court 
is the final amount of damages due and owing to Plaintiff. Defendants shall be limited to 
setting forth evidence of any "offset" that may be claimed against the amounts 
previously ordered due and owing to Plaintiff pursuant to the Court's September 9, 2014 
Order. Any such "offset" shall consist only of Defendants' objections to Plaintiff's 
construction management costs. The total value of such objections may not exceed 
$889,607.84. 
Finally, based upon the representations of defense counsel, IT IS HEREBY 
FURTHER ORDERED that Defendant shall be limited to offering the following exhibits 
at trial: Plaintiff's daily project meeting agendas (Defendants' Exhibit 'A'), Plaintiff's 
applications for payment from Exergy Development Group of Idaho, LLC (Defendants' 
Exhibit 'B'), Chuck Dickerson's daily work logs (Defendants' Exhibit 'C'), an amended 
and restated memorandum of the work performed in this matter (Defendants' Exhibit 
'D'), the engineering procurement and construction agreement (Defendants' Exhibit 'E'), 
a refined and more complete spreadsheet summarizing Defendants' objections to the 
construction management costs (Defendants' Exhibit 'F'), and various e-mails that have 
previously been disclosed in discovery (Defendants' Exhibit 'G'), in addition to portions 
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of the deposition transcripts for the five witnesses set forth above. Defendants' counsel 
shall, in advance of trial, disclose to Plaintiff's counsel specifically which deposition 
transcripts, including page numbers, will be offered at trial, pursuant to the schedule set 
forth below. 
By stipulation of the parties, Defendants' Exhibits 'A' through 'G' are deemed 
admitted, subject to review and any objections by Plaintiff's counsel upon receipt of 
such exhibits, pursuant to the schedule set forth below. 
Disclosure of Defendants' Exhibits 'A' through 'G' shall be made by Defendants' 
counsel on the following schedule: Defendants' Exhibits 'A' through 'G,' excluding 
Defendants' Exhibit 'F,' shall be delivered to Plaintiff's counsel's office by 5:00 p.m. on 
Wednesday, October 1, 2014. Defendants' Exhibit 'F' shall be delivered to Plaintiff's 
counsel's office by 5:00p.m. on Friday, October 3, 2014. 
Plaintiff's counsel shall notify Defendants' counsel regarding whether Plaintiff 
does or does not object to the admission of Exhibits 'A' through 'G,' excluding 
Defendants' Exhibit 'F,' by 5:00 p.m. on Friday, October 3, 2014. Further, Plaintiff's 
counsel shall notify Defendants' counsel regarding whether Plaintiff does or does not 
object to the admission of Defendants' Exhibit 'F' by 5:00 p.m. on Friday, October 10, 
2014. As stated above, the Court shall deem as admitted any of Defendants' Exhibits to 
which Plaintiff's counsel does not object. 
With regard to the deposition transcripts, Defendants' counsel shall disclose 
which deposition transcripts, including page numbers, will be offered at trial by 5:00p.m. 
on Monday, October 6, 2014. Such deposition transcripts shall be limited to the five 
witnesses set forth above. 
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Plaintiff's counsel shall have until 5:00 p.m. on Friday, October 10, 2014 to 
submit rebuttal exhibits, if any, to Defendants' counsel. 
An original copy and a bench copy of all exhibits shall be submitted to the Court 
by 5:00p.m. on Tuesday, October 21, 2014. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
DATED lh~y of September 2014. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the "J/l day of September 2014, I caused to be served a 
true and correct copy of the foregoing, by the method indicated below, and addressed to 
the following: 
John R. Goodell 
Attorney at Law 
101 S. Capitol Blvd., Ste. 300 
Boise, ID 83702 
Keith S. Moheban 
Pro Hac Vice Counsel 
150 S. Fifth St., St.e 2300 
Minneapolis, MN 55402 
Angelo Rosa 
Attorney at Law 
P.O. Box 1605 
Boise, ID 83701 
Clerk 
~S.Mail 
( ) Hand delivered 
( ) Faxed 
( ) Court Folder 
(,.rt(S. Mail 
( ) Hand delivered 
( ) Faxed 
( ) Court Folder 
f-1(J.s. Mail 
( ) Hand delivered 
( ) Faxed 
( ) Court Folder 
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RACINE, OLSON, NYE, 
BUDGE & BAILEY, CHARTERED 
101 S. Capitol Boulevard 
U.S. Bank Plaza Building, Ste. 300 
Boise, ID 83702 
Telephone: (208) 395-0011 
Fax: (208) 433-0167 
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COTTONWOOD WIND PARK, LLC, 
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STIPULATION FOR ENTRY OF 
JUDGMENT AND TO VACATE 
TRIAL SETTING 
COME NOW Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. ("Fagen"), and Defendants Rogerson Flats Wind Park, 
LLC ("Rogerson Flats WP"), Cottonwood Wind Park, LLC ("Cottonwood WP"), Salmon Cr~ek 
Wind Park, LLC ("Salmon Creek WP"), Deep Creek Wind Park, LLC ("Deep Creek WP"), Notch 
Butte Wind Park, LLC (''Notch Butte WP"), Exergy Development Group of Idaho, LLC 
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("Exergy''), by and through their respective undersigned counsel of record, and hereby stipulate 
and agree as follows: 
1. On September 9, 2014 the Court's prior Order Granting and Denying l.fotions On Hearing 
Held 9/2/14 was filed ("Summary Judgment Order"). The Summary Judgment Order 
granted summary judgment in favor of Fagen and against the various Defendants in the 
Gross Amounts stated at paragraph (3) (A-E) thereof, exclusive of prejudgment interest, 
costs and attorney fees, which were reserved; and also subject to "offset" for the final Net 
Amount of damages to be awarded following the comttlial scheduled October 28-31, 2014. 
2. On September 29, 2014 the Court held the Pre-Trial Conference. Additional motions were 
argued and submitted. On September 30,2014, the Court's Order On Plaintiffs Motions 
to Shorten Time and to Exclude Defendants' Expert and Lay Witnesses and Pre-Trial 
Order was filed ("Pre-Trial Order''). The Pre-Trial Order reserved the "offset" damages 
issue for the court trial and described as follows: 
"IT IS HEREBY FURTHER ORDERED that the only issue to be tried to the Court 
is the final amount of damages due and owing to Plaintiff. Defendants shall be 
limited to setting forth evidence of any 'offset' that may be claimed against the 
amounts previously ordered due and owing to Plaintiff pursuant to the Court's 
September 9, 2014 Order. Any such 'offset' shall consist only of Defendants' 
objections to Plaintiff's construction management costs. The total value of such 
objections may not exceed $889,607.84." (italics added). 
3. Subsequently, in lieu of proceeding to trial on the remaining "offset" damages issue, the 
parties have reached a compromise settlement agreement over the disputed "construction 
management costs," not to exceed the $889,607.84 total amount for all five (5) Wind Parks. 
The parties agree to reduce the construction management portion of the Fagen Pay 
Applications by $239,000, which is a compromise between the Fagen position that no 
STIPULATION FOR ENTRY OF JUDGMENT AND TO VACATE TRIAL SETIJNG- Page 2 
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reduction was appropriate, and the Defendants' position that there should be a reduction of 
$889,607.84. The parties agree that the judgment against Exergy thus should be reduced 
by $239,000, and also agree to equitably allocate this total equally to the five (5) Wind 
Parks, which is a reduction of$47,800 to each of the Wind Parks ($239,000 + 5). 
4. Based on the foregoing, the parties agree to entry of judgment in favor of Fagen and against 
each of the five (5) Wind Parks, and Exergy, in the Net Amount, representing the principal 
amount due and owing, exclusive of prejudgment interest, costs and attorney fees, as stated 
in the Table below: 
Gross Amount (Less Reduction) Net Amount 
Rogerson Flats WP 1,412,774.81 (47,800) 1,364,974.81 
Cottonwood WP 1,412,774.81 (47,800) 1,364,974.81 
Salmon Creek WP 1,412,774.81 (47,800) 1,364,974.81 
Deep Creek WP 1,412,774.81 (47,800) 1,364,974.81 
Notch Butte WP 856.012.20 (47,800) 808,212.20 
Exergy 6,507,111.44 (239,000) 6,268,111.44 
5. Prejudgment interest, costs and attorney fees claimed are specifically reserved for further 
proceedings herein. 
6. An agreed suitable form of Judgment is submitted herewith. 
7. Given this Stipulation and proposed form of Judgment, there is no "offset" damages issue 
remaining for court tlial, which should be vacated. 
8. The foregoing Stipulation and Judgment requested to be entered hereon is without 
prejudice to any parties' right of appeal otherwise existing. 
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DATED this~~ of October, 2014. • 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, BUDGE & 
BAILEY, CHARTERED 
By: _!2-u---L-..: --~--~f)'-=-~~'--IC //"""--""' ~~~ ---
~t~
Attorneys for Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. 
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DATED this )). day of October, 2014. 
• 
MARSH ROSA LLP 
~ By: ________________________ _ 
ANGELO L. ROSA 
Attorneys for Defendants Erergy 
Development Group of Idaho, 
L.L.C.; XRG Development Partners, 
LLC,· Rogerson Flats Wind Park, 
LLC; Cottonwood Wind Park, LLC; 
Salmon Creek Wind Park, LLC; 
Deep Creek Wind Park, LLC; and 
Notch Butte Wind Park, LLC 




CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the ;u~ofOctober, 2014, I served a true and correct 
copy of the above and foregoing document to the following person(s) as follows: 
Angelo L. Rosa 
MARSH ROSA LLP 
344 West Hale Street #3 01 
Boise, ID 83706 
Attorneys for Exergy Development Group of 
Idaho, L.L.C.; XRG Development Partners, 
LLC; Rogerson Flats Wind Park. LLC; 
Cottonwood Wind Park, LLC; Salmon Creek 
Wind Park. LLC; Deep Creek Wind Park, 
LLC; and Notch Butte Wind Park, LLC 
Keith S. Moheban, Pro Hac Vice 
Timothy M. Kelley, Pro Hac Vice 
STINSON LEONARD STREET LLP 
150 South Fifth Street, Suite 2300 
Minneapolis, MN 55402 
V1 U.S.Mail 
Postage Prepaid 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[ ] Facsimile 801-415-1773 
1-{ Email arosa@marshrosa.com 
[ ] U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 




ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, LLC, 
COTTONWOOD WIND PARK, LLC, 
SALMON CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, 
DEEP CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF 
IDAHO, LLC, NOTCH BUTTE WIND 
PARK, LLC, XRG DEVELOPMENT 
GROUP OF IDAHO, LLC, XRG 
DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS, LLC. and 
"JOHN DOES 1-10", 
Defendants. 
Consolidated Cases Nos.: 






JUDGMENT IS ENTERED AS FOLLOWS: 
1. Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. shall have and recover from Defendants Rogerson Flats Wind 
Park, LLC, and Idaho limited liability company, and Exergy Development Group of 
Idaho, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, jointly and severally, contract 
damages in the principal amount of $1,364,974.81. Said principal amount is 
exclusive of prejudgment interest, costs and attorney fees, which are reserved. 




2. In addition, Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. shall have and recover from Defendants Cottonwood 
Wind Park, LLC, and Idaho limited liability company, and Exergy Development 
Group of Idaho, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, jointly and severally, 
contract damages in the principal amount of $1,364,974.81. Said principal amount is 
exclusive of prejudgment interest, costs and attorney fees, which are reserved. 
3. In addition, Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. shall have and recover from Defendants Salmon 
Creek Wind Park, LLC, and Idaho limited liability company, and Exergy 
Development Group of Idaho, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, jointly and 
severally, contract damages in the principal amount of$1,364,974.81. Said principal 
amount is exclusive of prejudgment interest, costs and attorney fees, which are 
reserved. 
4. In addition, Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. shall have and recover from Defendants Deep Creek 
Wind Park, LLC, and Idaho limited liability company, and Exergy Development 
Group of Idaho, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, jointly and severally, 
contract damages in the principal amount of $1,364,974.81. Said principal amount is 
exclusive of prejudgment interest, costs and attorney fees, which are reserved. 
5. In addition, Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. shall have and recover from Defendants Notch Butte 
Wind Park, LLC, and Idaho limited liability company, and Exergy Development 
Group of Idaho, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, jointly and severally, 
contract damages in the principal amount of $808,212.20. Said principal amount is 
exclusive of prejudgment interest, costs and attorney fees, which are reserved. 
JUDGMENT- Page 2 
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6. In summary, the total principal amount awarded to Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. and against 
Defendant Exergy Development Group of Idaho, LLC alone equals $6,268, 111.14, 
representing the sum of awards per paragraphs 1-5 above. Said principal amount is 
exclusive of prejudgment interest, costs and attorney fees, which are reserved. 
DATED this·ZJ_ day of October, 2014. 
District 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the Z3 day of October, 2014, I served a true and correct 
copy of the above and foregoing document to the following person(s) as follows: 
Angelo L. Rosa 
MARSH ROSA LLP 
344 West Hale Street #301 
Boise, ID 83 706 
Attorney for Exergy Development Group of 
Idaho, L.L.C.; XRG Development Partners, 
LLC; Rogerson Flats Wind Park, LLC; 
Cottonwood Wind Park, LLC; Salmon Creek 
Wind Park, LLC; Deep Creek Wind Park, 
LLC; and Notch Butte Wind Park, LLC 
John R. Goodell 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, 
BUDGE & BAILEY, CHARTERED 
101 S. Capitol Boulevard 
U.S. Bank Plaza Building, Ste. 300 
Boise, ID 83 702 
Telephone: (208) 395-0011 
Fax: (208) 433-0167 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. 
JUDGMENT- Page 3 
C 1 U.S. Mail 
Postage Prepaid 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[ ] Facsimile 801-415-1773 
[~Email arosa@rnarshrosa.com 
[ j ·u.s. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[ ] Jacsimile 612-335-1657 




Keith S. Moheban, Pro Hac Vice 
Timothy M. Kelley, Pro Hac Vice 
STINSON LEONARD STREET LLP 
150 South Fifth Street, Suite 2300 
Minneapolis, MN 55402 
Attorneysfor Plaintiff Fagen, Inc 
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~ J U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
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Angelo L. Rosa (ISB No. 7546) 
MARSHROSALLP 
P.O.Box1605 
Boise, Idaho8370 1 
Telephone: (801) 440-4400 
Fax: (801) 415-1773 
Attorney for Defendants/ Appellants 
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ROGERSONFLATS WIND PARK, LLC, COTIONWOOD WIND PARK, SALMON CREEK 
WIND PARK, LLC, DEEP CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, NOTCH BUTTE WIND PARK, LLC, 
and EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, L.L.C. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF 1WIN FALLS 






ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, ) 
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company; ) 
EXERGYDEVELOPMENTGROUPOF ) 
IDAHO, LLC, an Idaho limited liability ) 
company, XRG DEVELOPMENT ) 
PARTNERS, LLC, an Idaho limited ) 
liability company; and "JOHN DOES 1- ) 
10", ) 
) 
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TO: FAGEN, INC. and its counsel of record, and to the CLERK OF THE DISTRICT 
COURT OF THE FIFTH nJDICIALDISTRICTOFTHE STATEOFIDAHO, IN AND OR THE 
COUNTY OF TWIN FAlLS: 
NOTICEISHEREBYGIVENTHAT: 
1. Thetitleoftheaotionisasstatedabove. 
2. The above named Defendants/Appellants, ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, 
LLC, COTTONWOOD WIND PARK, SALMON CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, DEEP CREEK 
WIND PARK, LLC, NOTCH BUTTE WIND PARK, LLC, and EXERGY DEVELOPMENT 
GROUPOFIDAHO, L.L.C. (collectively, "Defendants/ Appellants"), by and throughtheircounsel, 
Angelo L. Rosa of the MARSH ROSA LLP law firm, hereby appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court 
from the ruling dated 2 September 2014 entered by the Honorable Randy J. Stoker, granting 
Plaintiff/Respondent's Motion for Summary Judgment, the Court's ruling dated 29 September 2014 
denying Defendants/ Appellantsleavetoamend their Answer to the First Amended Complaint to 
conform to the evidence, the Judgment entered iu Plaintiti/Respondent' s favor dated 23 October 
2014, any award of attorney's fees and costs pursuant to Respondent's Memorandum of Fees and 
Costsandallotherinterlocutoryorotherordersdeemedincludedinthefinaljudgmentsetforthin 
Idaho Appellate Rule ("l.A.R. ") l7(e)(l ). 
3. Defendants/ Appellants have a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the 
orderdesoribedaboveisanappealableorderunder IAR 11(a),includingwithoutlimitationi.A.R. 
ll(aX1) and ll(aX7). 
4. Theissues on appeal which Defendants/ Appellan1intend to assert in the appealare 
(a) whether the District Court erred in denying Defendants/Petitioners' Motion for a Continuance 
under I.RC.P. 56( f); (b )whether the DistrictCourterredingranting summaryjudgmentinfavorof 
NOTICEOFAPPEAL- Page 2 
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Plainti:ffi'Respondent; and( c )whetheranyadditionalrulingsadversetoDefendants/Petitionerswere 
made in error. 
5. No order has been entered sealing the record. 
6. Appellants request the preparation of the entire repm1er' s transcript under I.A.R. 25, 
toincludetranscriptsofthefollowingproceedings: 
a 9September2013statusconference; 
b. 2 December 2013 hearing on Motion to Amend Complaint and Motion to 
Dismiss; 
c. 6January2014telephonicstatusconference; 
d 31 January2014hearing on Motion to Withdraw as Counsel and Motion to 
Compel; 
e. 3 March2014 hearingonhearingonMotionto WithdrawasCounsel; 
f. 14 April2014 scheduling conference; 
g. 2 September 2014hearingonMotionsforSummaryJudgment;and 
h. 29 September 2014 pre-triabonference. 
7. Appellantsrequestthepreparationoftheentire clerk's record as set forth in T.A.R 
28. 
8. Appellants further request the following documents to be included in the clerk's 
recordinadditiontothoseautomaticallyincludedpursuanttol.A.R.28: 
a Copiesofall Motionsandsupportingpaperworkfiled in the above mentioned 
matter, including specifically (but not limited to) (i) Petitioner/Respondent's Motion 
for Summary Judgment and supporting documents; (ii) Defendants/Appellants' 
Motion for Summary Judgment and supporting documents; (iii) 
Defendants/Appellants' Motion for I.R.C.P. 56(t) Continuance and supporting 
NOTICEOFAPPEAL- Page 3 
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documents; (iv) Defendants/Appellants' .Motion for Costs and Attorney's Fees; and 
( v) Defendants/ Appellants, Pre-Tria1Statement, and all rulings and order issued in 
relation thereto. 
9. AcopyofthisNoticeofAppealhasbeenservedoneachreporterofwhomatranscript 
has been requested as named below atthe address set out below: 
a Nanc)Barksdale, c/o Fourth District Court, 425 Shoshone Street N ., Twin 
Falls, Idaho 83301. 
10. TheClerkofthe Courthasbeen paid the estimated fee for preparation of the reporter's 
transcript and the clerk's record. 
11. The applicable appellate filing fee has been paid. 
12. Service has been made on all parties required to be served pursuantto I.A.R. 20. 
DATED: 30 October 2014 
NOTICEOFAPPEAL- Page 4 
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MARSH ROSA, LLP 
Angelo L. Rosa 
Attorneys for Defendants 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on 30 October 2014 I caused a true and correct copy of the 
document herein by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
John R Goodell 
RACINE, OLSEN, NYE, BUOOE & 
BAILY, CHID. 
101 South Capitol Blvd., Suite 300 




150 South Fifth Street, Suite 2300 
Minneapolis,Minnesota55402 
NOTICE OF APPEAL- Page 5 
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~ Electronic Mail 
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r;;] Electronic Mail 
Signed:___ ________ _ 
Angelo L. Rosa 
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John R. Goodell (ISB#: 2872) 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, 
BUDGE & BAILEY, CHARTERED 
101 S. Capitol Boulevard 
U.S. Bank Plaza Building, Ste. 300 
Boise, ID 83 702 
Telephone: (208) 395-0011 
Fax: (208) 433-0167 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. 
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ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, LLC, 
COTTONWOOD WIND PARK, LLC, 
SALMON CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, 
DEEP CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF 
IDAHO, LLC, NOTCH BUTTE WIND 
PARK, LLC, XRG DEVELOPMENT 
GROUP OF IDAHO, LLC, XRG 
DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS, LLC. and 
"JOHN DOES 1-10", 
Defendants. 
Consolidated Cases Nos.: 





PLAINTIFF FAGEN, INC.'S 
MOTION FOR AWARD OF 
PREJUDGMENT INTEREST, 
COSTS AND ATTORNEYS FEES 
~ j ., 
COMES NOW Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. ("Fagen"), by and through counsel of record, and .. c _.,-- \..,_, 
hereby submits its Motion for Award of Prejudgment Interest, Costs, and Attorney Fees against 
Defendants Rogerson Flats Wind Park, LLC, Cottonwood Wind Park, LLC, Safinon Creek-Wind 
~ 
Park, LLC, Deep Creek Wind Park, LLC, Notch Butte Wind Park, LLC, Exergy Development 
Group of Idaho, LLC as the prevailing party, and entry of an amended or supplemental judgment 
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including such awards, pursuant to the parties' EPC Contract, Section 13.7 (10% per annum 
recoverable on late payments), IRCP 54(d)(1)(B-C) and (e)(l-3), and/or I.C. §12-120(3)(contract 
or "commercial transaction"). 
This Motion is made on the following grounds and reasons: 
1. Fagen seeks award of prejudgment interest which is sought from 
September 1, 2012 to October 22, 2014 date of entry of Judgment for the principal 
amount @ the rate of 10% per annum, pursuant to the parties' written Engineering, 
Procurement, and Construction Services Agreement ("EPC Contract"), Section 13.7. A 
true and correct copy of EPC Contract, Section 13.7 is attached as Exhibit A to the 
Affidavit of John R. Goodell ("Goodell Affidavit") filed herewith and adopted by 
reference. 1 
Prejudgment interest is calculated as follows: 
A. Rogerson Flats: 
781 days (from 9/1/12 to 10/22/14 date of entry of Judgment) times $373.97 per 
diem ($1,364,974.81 times 10% divided by 365) which equals $292,067.21. 
B. Cottonwood Wind Park: 
781 days (from 9/1112 to 10/22/14 date of entry of Judgment) times $373.97 per 
diem ($1,364,974.81 times 10% divided by 365) which equals $292,067.21. 
1 The EPC Contract, Section 13.7, is included in the record as part of Exhibit H attached 
to the Affidavit of Bradley Bormann In Support of Fagen, Inc.'s Motion for Summary Judgment 
filed herein. It is excerpted and attached hereto as Exhibit A for ease of reference. 
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C. Salmon Creek Wind Park: 
781 days (from 9/1/12 to 10/22/14 date of entry of Judgment) times $373.97 per 
diem ($1,364,974.81 times 10% divided by 365) which equals $292,067.21. 
D. Deep Creek Wind Park: 
781 days (from 9/1/12 to 10/22/14 date of entry of Judgment) times $373.97 per 
diem ($1,364,974.81 times 10% divided by 365) which equals $292,067.21. 
E. Notch Butte Wind Park: 
781 days (from 9/1/12 to 10/22/14 date of entry of Judgment) times $221.43 per 
diem ($808,212.20 times 10% divided by 365) which equals $172,935:27. 
F. Exergy Development: 
The total prejudgment interest 781 days (from 9/1/12 to 10/22/14 date of entry of 
Judgment) times $1,717.29 per diem ($6,268,111.44 times 10% divided by 365), which 
equals $1,341,204.12 as to Exergy Development. 
2. Fagen seeks award of total costs claimed as a matter of right pursuant to 
IRCP 54( d) (1) ( C )(1 and 2) for Court filing fees, service of process fees, and deposition 
transcript taking/obtaining copies fees. The specific amounts and breakdown of such 
costs are $2,681.50, as more fully set forth in Fagen's Memorandum of Costs and Fees 
filed herewith, which is adopted by reference as though fully set forth herein. 
3. Fagen seeks award of attorney fees claimed as a matter of right pursuant to 
I.C. § 12-120(3) (contract or "commercial transaction"). Fagen seeks award of the 
amount of attorney and paralegal fee in the total amount of$102,133.50, as more fully set 
forth in the Memorandum of Costs and Fees, and Goodell Affidavit and Kelly Affidavit 
filed herewith. 
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ORAL ARGUMENT REQUESTED. 
DATED this t;' 4ay ofNovember, 2014. 
JO 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the ~of November, 2014, I served a true and correct 
copy of the above and foregoing document to the following person(s) as follows: 
Angelo L. Rosa 
MARSH ROSA LLP 
344 West Hale Street #301 
Boise, ID 83706 
Attorney for Exergy Development Group of 
Idaho, L.L. C.; XRG Development Partners, LLC; 
Rogerson Flats Wind Park, LLC; Cottonwood 
Wind Park, LLC; Salmon Creek Wind Park, LLC; 
Deep Creek Wind Park, LLC; and Notch Butte 
Wind Park, LLC 
Keith S. Moheban 
Timothy M. Kelley 
STINSON LEONARD STREET LLP 
150 South Fifth Street, Suite 2300 
Minneapolis, MN 55402 
Pro Hac Vice 
[)¥U.S. Mail 
Postage Prepaid 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[ ] Facsimile 801-415-1773 
&<J Email arosa@marshrosa.com 
W U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
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John R. Goodell (ISB#: 2872) 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, 
BUDGE & BAILEY, CHARTERED 
101 S. Capitol Boulevard 
U.S. Bank Plaza Building, Ste. 300 
Boise, ID 83 702 
Telephone: (208) 395-0011 
Fax: (208) 433-0167 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 




ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, LLC, 
COTTONWOOD WIND PARK, LLC, 
SALMON CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, 
DEEP CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF 
IDAHO, LLC, NOTCH BUTTE WIND 
PARK, LLC, XRG DEVELOPMENT 
GROUP OF IDAHO, LLC, XRG 
DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS, LLC. and 
"JOHN DOES 1-10", 
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PLAINTIFF FAGEN, INC.'S 
MEMORANDUM OF COSTS AND 
FEES 
COMES NOW Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. ("Fagen"), by and through counsel of record, and 
hereby submits the following Memorandum of Costs and Fees, as the prevailing party, and 
requests award of the same to be included in or by the final Judgment, Amended Judgment, or 
Supplemental Judgment, pursuant to IRCP 54(d, e), as follows: 
PLAINTIFF FAGEN, INC.'S MEMORANDUM OF COSTS AND FEES- pg. 1 
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I. COSTS CLAIMED AS A MATTER OF RIGHT PER RULE 54d)(l)( C): 
Summary: Separate filing fees were incurred in each separately-filed case prior to 
consolidation of $96.00. 
Service of process fees were incurred in Notch Butte Wind Park case of$40.00. 
Pro hac vice court filing fees of $325 each, or $750 total, were incurred for two counsel, 
Mssrs. Moheban and Kelly, who were extensively involved in preparation and prosecution of 
PlaintiffFagen's claims in all suits, including depositions. Mr. Moheban also appeared at the Pre-
Trial Conference in person. 
All depositions costs are attributed to the Rogerson Flats Wind Park suit as incurred after 
the Order for Consolidation. 
Costs: 
1. Cottonwood Wind Park 
Court filing fees: $ 96.00 
See, Affidavit of John R. Goodell In Support of Prejudgment Interest, Costs, and 
Attorney Fees Claims, Ex. B, filed herewith ("Goodell Affidavit"). 
2. Salmon Creek Wind Park 
Court filing fees: 
See, Goodell Affidavit, Ex. C. 
3. Deep Creek Wind Park 
Court filing fees: 
See, Goodell Affidavit, Ex. D. 
4. Notch Butte Wind Park 
Court filing fees: 
Service of process fees: 
Subtotal: 
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5. Rogerson Flats Wind Park 
Court filing fees: 
Service of process fees: 
Pro Hac Vice filing fee (Moheban) 
Pro Hac Vice filing fee (Kelly) 
Deposition transcript copy (Ewald) 
Deposition transcript copy, Vol. 1 (Bormann) 
Deposition transcript copy, Vol II (Bormann) 
Deposition transcript copy (Carlton) 
Deposition transcript taken (Dickerson) 
Subtotal: 












See also, Affidavit of Timothy M. Kelly filed herewith (Kelly Affidavit) (deposition 
costs). 
TOTAL COSTS: $2,681.50 
II. FEES CLAIMED AS A MATTER OF RIGHT PER .C. § 12-120(3): 
Plaintiff claims fees as a matter of right pursuant to I.C. § 12-120(3) (contract debt, or 
"commercial transaction"); and in an amount as deemed proper in the sound exercise of the 
Court's discretion, and based on the supporting Goodell Affidavit and Kelly Affidavit, filed 
herewith. 
The Racine firm fees claim is broken down as incurred each Wind Park separately to the 
date of entry of the Order of Consolidation. After that date, all fees claimed are billed only to the 
Rogerson Flats Wind Park case. 
A total fees claim for the Racine firm is then stated on a cumulative basis. 
In addition, the total fees claim for pro hac vice counsel are separately stated. 
Finally, total attorney fees for all counsel are stated. 
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RACINE FIRM FEES: 
1. Cottonwood Wind Park 
John R. Goodell, ID lead counsel attorney of record 
(including partner, associates, and paralegal assistant) 
(12.5 hours@ varying rates): 
See, Goodell Affidavit, Ex. B. 
2. Salmon Creek Wind Farm 
John R. Goodell, ID lead counsel attorney of record 
(including partner, associates, and paralegal assistant) 
(10.8 hours@ varying rates): 
See, Goodell Affidavit, Ex. C. 
3. Deep Creek Wind Farm 
John R. Goodell, ID lead counsel attorney of record 
(including partner, associates, and paralegal assistant) 
(12.3 hours @varying rates): 
See, Goodell Affidavit, Ex. D. 
4. Notch Butte Wind Farm 
John R. Goodell, ID lead counsel attorney of record 
(including partner, associates, and paralegal assistant) 
(14 hours@ varying rates): 
See, Goodell Affidavit, Ex. E. 
5. Rogerson Flats Wind Farm 
John R. Goodell, ID lead counsel attorney of record 
(including partner, associates, and paralegal assistant) 
(145.70 hours@ varying rates): 
See, Goodell Affidavit, Ex. F. 
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STINSON LEONARD FIRM FEES: 
Timothy M. Kelly, Fagen's MN supporting co-counsel 
(91.20 hours@ $435/hour rate): 
Keith S. Moheban, Fagen's MN supporting co-counsel 
(36.50 hours@ $480/hour rate): 
See, Kelly Affidavit. 
SUBTOTAL STINSON LEONARD FEES: 
TOTAL FEES: 








The undersigned hereby certified on behalf of Plaintiff that to the best of his knowledge and 
belief the items are correct and the costs and fees claimed are in compliance with IRCP 54(d, e). 
DATED this !: ~ay ofNovember, 2014. 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, BUDGE & 
BAILEY, CHARTERED 
By:~~ HNi.GoODELL 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the .(%y ofNovember, 2014, I served a true and correct 
copy of the above and foregoing document to the following person(s) as follows: 
Angelo L. Rosa 
MARSH ROSA LLP 
344 West Hale Street #301 
Boise, ID 83706 
Attorney for Exergy Development Group of 
Idaho, L.L.C.; XRG Development Partners, 
LLC; Rogerson Flats Wind Park, LLC; 
Cottonwood Wind Park, LLC; Salmon Creek 
Wind Park, LLC; Deep Creek Wind Park, 
LLC; and Notch Butte Wind Park, LLC 
Keith S. Moheban 
Timothy M. Kelley 
STINSON LEONARD STREET LLP 
150 South Fifth Street, Suite 2300 
Minneapolis, MN 55402 
Pro Hac Vice 
lXI U.S. Mail 
Postage Prepaid 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[ ] Facsimile 801-415-1773 
lY.1 Email arosa@marshrosa.com 
l)q U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
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\ll, ' • 
John R. Goodell (ISB#: 2872) 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, 
BUDGE & BAILEY, CHARTERED 
101 S. Capitol Boulevard 
U.S. Bank Plaza Building, Ste. 300 
Boise, ID 83702 
Telephone: (208) 395-0011 
Fax: (208) 433-0167 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. 
• lJISlRICT COURT l WlN FALLS CO .• IDAHO 
FtlED 
201~ NOV -6 AHIO: 54 
BY----~=­
CL£RK 
__ )f.::...J-__ OFPIJT'V 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 




ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, LLC, 
Consolidated Cases Nos.: 




COTTONWOOD WIND PARK, LLC, CV-2013-26 (Lincoln County) 
SALMON CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, 
DEEP CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, AFFIDAVIT OF 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF TIMOTHY M. KELLEY 
IDAHO, LLC, NOTCH BUTTE WIND 
PARK, LLC, XRG DEVELOPMENT 
GROUP OF IDAHO, LLC, XRG 
DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS, LLC. and 
"JOHN DOES 1-10", 
Defendants. 
STATE OF MINNESOTA ) 
:ss. 
COUNTY OF HENNEPIN ) 
TIMOTHY M. KELLEY, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and states as 
follows: 
1. Your Affiant is the citizen of the United States, a resident of Ramsey County, Minnesota, 
of legal age and competent to be a witness. I am an attorney licensed to practice law in 
the State of Minnesota and have assisted attorney, John R. Goodell in this matter. The 




Goodell in responding to the Defendants' discovery requests, preparing all summary 
judgment pleadings and Affidavits, and taking and defending all depositions conducted in 
this case. 
2. I hereby affirm the following facts and matters based on my personal knowledge. This 
Affidavit is submitted in support of Plaintiff Fagen, Inc.'s ("Fagen") request for an award 
of attorney fees, costs, and disbursements. 
3. I am a partner at Stinson Leonard Street LLP. Stinson Leonard Street LLP is a national 
law firm with fourteen (14) offices in the Midwest, Mountain West, Southwest and 
Washington, D.C. I focus my practice in the areas of real estate litigation and banking 
and lending litigation. I have been licensed to practice law since 2000. My hourly rate in 
2014 is $435.00. 
4. In addition, Keith S. Moheban, a partner at Stinson Leonard Street LLP, also worked on 
this matter. The Court admitted Mr. Moheban to appear in this case Pro Hac Vice on 
August 15, 2014. Mr. Moheban has been licensed to practice law since 1990. He focuses 
his practice on construction litigation and other complex litigation. Mr. Moheban's 
hourly rate in 2014 is $480.00. Mr. Moheban was set to first chair the trial in this case, 
which was scheduled to start during the week of October 27, 2014. 
5. I have set forth the billing entries to document the amount of attorney fees, costs and 
disbursements Fagen seeks to recover for the time Mr. Moheban and I worked and billed 
on this matter, which were necessarily incurred by Fagen. 
6. Below are the time entries for the attorney fees Fagen seeks to recover for this matter: 
Date Timekeeper 
07/28/14 Timothy M Kelley 
11799857vl 
Description 
Prepare Affidavits of Bradley Bormann, Jennifer 
Johnson, Samuel Ewald and Lori Anderson in 








Date Timekeeper Description Hours Amount 
consolidated Idaho Litigation. 
07/29/14 Timothy M Kelley Revise Affidavits ofKirsten Tjosaas, Jennifer 7.00 3,045.00 
Johnson, Bradley Bormann, and Sam Ewald in 
support of motion for summary judgment in 
consolidated case pending in Idaho; 
correspondence to client regarding same; 
prepare Memorandum of Law in Support of 
Motion for Summary Judgment in consolidated 
case pending in Idaho. 
07/30/14 Timothy M Kelley Finalize Memorandum of Law in Support of 1.10 478.50 
Summary Judgment in consolidated case 
involving Idaho wind farms; telephone 
conference with John Goodell, local counsel 
regarding same; correspondence to Jennifer 
Johnson regarding same. 
08/08/14 Timothy M Kelley Review deposition notices for Idaho 1.20 522.00 
consolidated case; review Idaho Rules of Civil 
Procedure regarding limit on duration of 
depositions; draft correspondence to Angelo 
Rosa regarding date and location of depositions. 
08/12/14 Timothy M Kelley Review and respond to correspondence 0.90 391.50 
regarding deposition scheduling; correspondence 
to Jennifer Johnson, Brad Bormann, Sam Ewald 
and Kate Carlton regarding same; telephone 
conference with Kate Carlton regarding same. 
08/14/14 Timothy M Kelley Correspondence to Brad Bormann regarding 2.10 913.50 
conference call for deposition preparation; 
correspondence to Samuel Ewald regarding 
same; correspondence to Brad Bormann and 
Samuel Ewald regarding same; prepare 
Memorandum of Law in Response to 
Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment in 
consolidated wind park case in Idaho. 
08/15114 Timothy M Kelley Review summary judgment filings in 5.10 2,218.50 
consolidated wind park litigation to prepare for 
call with Sam Ewald to prepare for deposition; 
correspondence to Sam Ewald regarding same; 
telephone conference with Sam Ewald regarding 
same; correspondence to Kate Carlton regarding 
deposition preparation; correspondence to 
Jennifer Johnson regarding response to 
Defendants' motion for summary judgment in 
consolidated wind park case. 
08/18/14 Timothy M Kelley Review Defendants' Motion for Rule 56(f) Ex 4.50 1,957.50 
Parte Continuance in Consolidated Case; prepare 
3 
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Date Timekeeper Description Hours Amount 
Memorandum of Law and Affidavit of John 
Goodell in Opposition to same; correspondence 
to John Goodell regarding same; correspondence 
to Jennifer Johnson regarding Defendants 
Motion for Rule 56(f) Continuance and response 
to Defendants' Motion. 
08/18/14 Keith S Moheban Review Exergy's "ex parte" motion in Idaho; 1.00 480.00 
correspondence regarding same; telephone 
conference with John Goodell regarding same; 
review opposition brief. 
08/19/14 Keith S Moheban Review Exergy reply in Twin Falls case; 0.80 384.00 
evaluate same. 
08/20/14 Timothy M Kelley Telephone conference with Kate Carlton to 4.40 1,914.00 
prepare for deposition; review Defendants' 
response to motion for summary judgment in 
consolidated Idaho Wind Park case; prepare 
Reply Memorandum of Law in Support of 
Motion for Summary Judgment. 
08/25/14 Timothy M Kelley Prepare for and attend depositions of Kate 10.40 4,524.00 
Carlton, Samuel Ewald and Bradley Bormann; 
revise Reply Memorandum of Law in Support of 
Motion for Summary Judgment in consolidated 
wind park case in Idaho. 
08/28114 Timothy M Kelley Review and respond to correspondence from 0.70 304.50 
John Goodell regarding deposition and summary 
judgment hearing. 
09/03/14 Timothy M Kelley Draft correspondence to Bradley Bormann 0.30 130.50 
regarding deposition; review Pretrial Schedule 
Order in Consolidated Wind Park litigation in 
Idaho. 
09/04/14 Timothy M Kelley Correspondence with Angelo Rosa regarding 0.60 261.00 
scheduling depositions of Brad Bormann, Chuck 
Dickerson and James Carkulis in consolidated 
wind park litigation; conference with Ron Fagen 
and Jennifer Johnson regarding status of 
consolidated wind park litigation. 
09/05/14 Timothy M Kelley Draft correspondence to Brad Bormann 0.20 87.00 
regarding deposition in consolidated wind park 
litigation. 
09/09/14 Timothy M Kelley Review and respond to correspondence from 0.60 261.00 
Angelo Rosa regarding scheduling of 
depositions in Idaho consolidated case; prepare 
Notice of Taking Deposition for James T. 
Carkulis and Chuck Dickerson; correspondence 




Date Timekeeper Description Hours Amount 
09/12/14 Timothy M Kelley Meeting with Brad Bormann to prepare for 6.50 2,827.50 
deposition; attend Brad Bormann's deposition. 
09/18/14 Timothy M Kelley Draft and respond correspondence to Angelo 0.30 130.50 
Rosa regarding depositions in consolidated wind 
park case; correspondence to Angelo Rosa 
regarding discovery documents; conference 
regarding status of consolidated wind park case. 
09/22/14 Timothy M Kelley Review file and prepare for deposition of James 0.40 174.00 
Carkulis. 
09/23/14 Timothy M Kelley Prepare for deposition of James Carkulis; travel 7.40 3,219.00 
to Helena, Montana for deposition. 
09/24/14 Timothy M Kelley Attend deposition of James Carkulis; travel from 13.10 5,698.50 
Helena, Montana to Minneapolis. 
09/25/14 Timothy M Kelley Prepare for deposition of Chuck Dickerson; 10.00 4,350.00 
travel to Mitchell, South Dakota regarding same. 
09/26/14 Timothy M Kelley Attend deposition of Chuck Dickerson. 1.00 435.00 
09/26/14 Keith S Moheban Correspondence with John Goodell regarding 1.80 864.00 
pre-trial submissions and strategy. 
09/28/14 Timothy M Kelley Telephone conference regarding Pretrial 0.30 130.50 
Conference in consolidated wind park case. 
09/28/14 Keith S Moheban Travel to Boise, ID for pre-trial; review late filed 5.00 2,400.00 
submissions from opposing counsel; telephone 
conference regarding motions and case issues; 
review deposition transcript of Chris Dickenson. 
09/29/14 Timothy M Kelley Review Defendants' Pretrial Memorandum in 2.70 1,174.50 
consolidated wind park case; draft 
correspondence regarding affirmative defenses 
asserted by Defendants, provisions of EPC 
Contract regarding force majeure events and 
provisions of Court's prior summary judgment 
ruling; telephone conference regarding same; 
draft correspondence to Jennifer Johnson 
regarding pretrial hearing. 
09/29/14 Keith S Moheban Travel to Twin Falls, ID for pre-trial conference; 8.00 3,840.00 
meet with John Goodall to discuss hearing 
strategy; appear at pre-trial conference; report to 
team and client; return to Boise, ID. 
09/30/14 Timothy M Kelley Telephone conference with Keith Moheban 0.20 87.00 
regarding identifying witnesses for trial in 
consolidated wind park litigation; draft 
correspondence to Samuel Ewald regarding 
scheduling of conference call. 
10/01/14 Keith S Moheban Conference call with Sam Ewald regarding 3.00 1,440.00 
construction supervision documentation; review 





Date Timekeeper Description Hours Amount 
10/02/14 Keith S Moheban (Rogerson) Review Idaho pre-trial submissions. 0.60 288.00 
10/03/14 Timothy M Kelley Review Court's Order on Plaintiffs Motion to 0.70 304.50 
Shorten Time and to Exclude Defendant's Expert 
and Lay Witnesses and Pretrial Order in 
consolidated wind park case; review Defendant's 
Trial Exhibits; e-mail to Keith Moheban 
regarding same; telephone conference with 
Keith Moheban regarding same. 
10/03/14 Keith S Moheban Review Exergy produced documents; review 3.00 1,440.00 
and respond to Exergy deposition designations; 
review Idaho trial order. 
10/08/14 Keith S Moheban Trial preparation. 2.00 960.00 
10/09/14 Timothy M Kelley Office conference with Keith Moheban 0.30 130.50 
regarding trial exhibits for consolidated wind 
park litigation and discovery responses; e-mail 
to Keith Moheban regarding discovery 
responses. 
10/09/14 Keith S Moheban Prepare trial exhibits. 2.50 1,200.00 
10/10/14 Timothy M Kelley Telephone conference with Keith Moheban and 0.80 348.00 
Jennifer Johnson regarding potential settlement 
offer in consolidated wind park case; review trial 
exhibits for same; office conference with Keith 
Moheban regarding same. 
10/10/14 Keith S Moheban Conference call with client to discuss trial 2.50 1,200.00 
preparation; conference call with attorney team 
to discuss settlement options; prepare trial 
exhibits with local counsel; extend settlement 
offer. 
10/15/14 Keith S Moheban Settlement discussions. 1.00 480.00 
10/16114 Timothy M Kelley E-mails to Keith Moheban regarding status of 0.40 174.00 
settlement negotiations in consolidated wind 
park litigation; review timeline for appeal and 
decision by Idaho Supreme Court. 
10/16/14 Keith S Moheban Settlement discussions and correspondence with 1.50 720.00 
TMK and John Goodell regarding settlement 
terms. 
10/20/14 Timothy M Kelley Review proposed settlement agreement in 1.30 565.50 
consolidated wind park litigation; e-mail to 
Keith Moheban regarding separate judgments 
against each project entity and allocation of 
agreed upon reduction in construction 
management fees; review Payment Applications 
regarding construction management fees; e-mail 
to Keith Moheban regarding same. 






10/23/14 Timothy M Kelley 
Timekeeper 
Timothy M. Kelley 






revise settlement agreement; correspondence 
regarding same; review and revise judgment and 
stipulation; correspondence with co-counsel, 
opposing counsel and court regarding same. 
Review e-mails from John Goodell regarding 
entry of judgment in consolidated wind park 
litigation; prepare Affidavit of Timothy M. 
Kelley in support of motion for award of 








7. The time entries set forth above do not include the time John R. Goodell. 
8. Fagen also seeks an award of the costs and disbursements set forth below: 
Hours Amount 
1.00 435.00 
09/02/14 Depo International Invoice 13578 for deposition transcript of Samuel 547.20 
Ewald (Fagen v. Rogerson Flats) 
09/02/14 Depo International Invoice 13577 for deposition transcript of Bradley 117.95 
Bormann (Fagen v. Rogerson Flats) 
09/02/14 Depo International Invoice 13579 for deposition transcript of Kate Carlton 206.35 
(Fagen v. Rogerson Flats) 
09/18/14 Deposition- Benchmark Reporting Agency, Inc. Invoice 96796 for 225.00 
deposition transcript of Bradley Bormann (Vol. II) 
09/26/14 Deposition as requested by Timothy M Kelley to Prairie Reporting Invoice 355.00 
3955 for deposition of Chuck Dickerson 
FURTHER AFFIANT SA YETH NAUGHT. 
Dated this 31st day of October 2014. 
SUBSCRIBED TO AND SWORN TO before me 
11799857vl 
Notary Pubfic-Minnesota 
Commission Expires Jan 31,2015 
7 
Total Disbursements: $1,431.50 
~/4~ 
Timothy M. Kelley, Affiant 
NotaryPubli~.f9rriti esota~ lA • / 
Residing at: ~Yl C1> I"'IIA~ 





CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 5 ~of November, 2014, I served a true and correct 
copy of the above and foregoing document to the following person(s) as follows: 
Angelo L. Rosa 
MARSH ROSA LLP 
344 West Hale Street #301 
Boise, ID 83706 
Attorney for Exergy Development Group of 
Idaho, L.L.C.; XRG Development Partners, 
LLC; Rogerson Flats Wind Park, LLC; 
Cottonwood Wind Park, LLC; Salmon Creek 
Wind Park, LLC; Deep Creek Wind Park, 
LLC; and Notch Butte Wind Park, LLC 
Keith S. Moheban 
Timothy M. Kelley 
STINSON LEONARD STREET LLP 
150 South Fifth Street, Suite 2300 
Minneapolis, MN 55402 
ProHac Vice 
i)(l_ U.S. Mail 
Postage Prepaid 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[ ] Facsimile 801-415-1773 
f;4_Email arosa@le9alp.com 
~~r) ~ vo.r~t, c..o VV\. 
W U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ] Hand Delivery 
8 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
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BUDGE & BAILEY, CHARTERED "l3Y 
101 S. Capitol Boulevard CLERK U.S. Bank Plaza Building, Ste. 300 ~ Boise, ID 83 702 0£PIJTY 
Telephone: (208) 395-0011 
Fax: (208) 433-0167 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 




ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, LLC, 
COTTONWOOD WIND PARK, LLC, 
SALMON CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, 
DEEP CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF 
IDAHO, LLC, NOTCH BUTTE WIND 
PARK, LLC, XRG DEVELOPMENT 
GROUP OF IDAHO, LLC, XRG 
DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS, LLC. and 
"JOHN DOES 1-10", 
Defendants. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
: ss. 
COUNTY OF Bannock ) 
Consolidated Cases Nos.: 





AFFIDAVIT OF JOHN R. GOODELL 
SUPPORTING AWARD OF 
PREJUDGMENT INTEREST, 
COSTS AND ATTORNEY FEES 
JOHN R. GOODELL, being first duly sworn, deposes and states as follows: 
' ·~)· 
1. Your Affiant is a citizen of the United States, a resident of Ada County, Idaho, of legal age 
and competent to be a witness. I am an attorney licensed to practice law in the State of 
AFFIDAVIT OF JOHN R. GOODELL SUPPORTING 
AWARD OF PREJUDGMENT INTEREST, COSTS 
AND ATTORNEY FEES- pg. 1 
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Idaho, and counsel of record for the Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. ("Fagen") herein. I hereby affirm 
the following facts and matters based on my personal knowledge. This Affidavit is 
submitted in support ofPlaintiffFagen's Motion for Award of Pre-Judgment Interest, Costs 
and Attorney Fees, and Fagen's Memorandum of Costs and Fees, filed herewith. Fagen 
seeks such awards in addition to the principal amounts due on the contract claims under 
the Judgment filed October 22,2014 herein. Fagen seeks such awards by entry of another 
judgment, amended judgment, or supplemental judgment herein. 
2. Prejudgment Interest Claimed and Calculation: Fagen seeks award of prejudgment 
interest from September 1, 2012 to October 22, 2014 date of entry of judgment for the 
principal amount of each of the five wind park projects @ the rate of 10% per annum, 
pursuant to the parties' written Engineering, Procurement, and Construction Services 
Agreement ("EPC Contract"), Section 13.7. A true and correct copy of EPC Contract, 
Section 13.7 relied on is attached as Exhibit A and adopted by reference. 1 
Prejudgment interest is calculated as follows for each of the five wind park projects 
and set forth as a total for Exergy Development Group. 
A. Rogerson Flats: 
781 days (from 9/1/12 to 10/22114 date of entry of Judgment) times $373.97 per 
diem ($1,364,974.81 times 10% divided by 365) which equals $292,067.21. 
i The EPC Contract, Section 13.7, is included in the record as part of Exhibit E attached 
to the Affidavit of Bradley Bormann In Support of Fagen, Inc.'s Motion for Summary Judgment 
filed herein. It is excerpted and attached hereto as Exhibit A for ease of reference. 
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B. Cottonwood Wind Park: 
781 days (from 9/1/12 to 10/22/14 date of entry of Judgment) times $373.97 per 
diem ($1,364,974.81 times 10% divided by 365) which equals $292,067.21. 
C. Salmon Creek Wind Park: 
781 days (from 9/1/12 to 10/22/14 date of entry of Judgment) times $373.97 per 
diem ($1,364,974.81 times 10% divided by 365) which equals $292,067.21. 
D. Deep Creek Wind Park: 
781 days (from 9/1112 to 10/22/14 date of entry of Judgment) times $373.97 per 
diem ($1,364,974.81 times 10% divided by 365) which equals $292,067.21. 
E. Notch Butte Wind Park: 
781 days (from 9/1112 to 10/22/14 date of entry of Judgment) times $221.43 per 
diem ($808,212.20 times 10% divided by 365) which equals $172,935.27. 
F. Exergy Development: 
The total prejudgment interest 781 days (from 9/1112 to 10/22/14 date of entry of 
Judgment) times $1,717.29 per diem ($6,268,111.44 times 10% divided by 365), which 
equals $1,341,204.12 as to Exergy Development. 
Fagen's above calculation of interest commences to run on September 1, 2012, which is 30 
days from the date of the last payment application, thus avoiding potential issues over timing of 
submission of Fagen's Applications of Certificates for Payment, and/or Exergy's "holdbacks" or 
"retentions," and Fagen waives any prejudgment interest amounts recoverable prior to September 
1, 2012 actually recoverable under the contract for ease of calculation. 
3. Costs Claimed: Fagen seeks award of total costs claimed as a matter of right pursuant to 
IRCP 54( d) (1) ( C )(1 and 2) for Court filing fees, service of process fees, and deposition 
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transcript taking/obtaining copies fees. The specific amounts and breakdown of such costs 
are $2,681.50, as more fully set forth in Fagen's Memorandum of Costs and Fees filed 
herewith, which is adopted by reference as though fully set forth herein. 
4. Attorney/Paralegal Fees Claimed: Fagen seeks award of attorney fees claimed as a 
matter of right pursuant to I.C. § 12-120(3) (contract or "commercial transaction"). Fagen 
seeks award ofthe amount of attorney and paralegal fee in the total amount of$102,133.50, 
as more fully set forth in the Memorandum of Costs and Fees, and Goodell Affudavit and 
Kelly Affidavit filed herewith. 
Such amount is properly awarded as a reasonable amount considering the 
undersigned's experience and qualifications, which includes over 32 years of litigation 
experience in Idaho's state and federal courts in civil litigation, including practice areas of 
mechanic's lien foreclosures, real estate and construction litigation, commercial and 
collections litigation, and personal injury/property damage/and wrongful death insurance 
defense litigation, in all Idaho's state and federal courts, and similar experience for over 22 
years in Wyoming's state and federal courts. The undersigned was licensed in Idaho in 
1982 and in Wyoming in 1992. Such experience includes handling as lead counsel many 
multi-million dollar claims and cases, many court and jury trials, numerous appeals to the 
Idaho Supreme Court and Idaho Court of Appeals, and at least one appeal to the Wyoming 
Supreme Court. In addition, the undersigned's rate of $250/hour is clearly reasonable in 
light of such experience and qualifications, and is substantially less than the hourly rates 
reported by Defendants' counsel, Mr. Rosa of $330/hour per his fee claim filed herein, or 
by Fagen's Minnesota supporting counsel, Mr. Kelly, which is reportedly $435/hour and 
Mr. Moheban, which is $480/hour. 
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Other assistance and support was supplied by partner Dan Green at the same rate, 
and associates Brett Cahoon and Rachael Miller, and paralegal Becky Harvey, at lesser and 
reasonable local Idaho rates. 
In addition, the Affidavit of Timothy M. Kelly ("Kelly Affidavit"), supporting MN 
counsel for Fagen, is separately filed herewith. It similarly lists a detailed itemization of 
the time and work, charges therefor, and description of work performed by Mr. Kelly and 
Mr. Moheban. It likewise includes only fees claimed for time and work relating to Fagen's 
successful breach of contract claim only. Mr. Kelly's time and work are described relating 
primarily to Fagen's successful motion for summary judgment, preparation of affidavits of 
supporting Fagen personnel, memoranda of law, deposition scheduling, deposition 
preparation and attendance at various depositions ofkey witnesses. Mr. Kelly's total hours 
are 91.20 hours for such matters, times his $435/hour rate, equals $39,672.00. Such 
amount is properly awarded and reasonable in light of his reported time and work, and 
experience and qualifications. 
Mr. Moheban's time and work are described as telephone conferences with local 
counsel, travel to and from Idaho for pre-trial conference, review of various pleadings and 
deposition transcripts and trial preparation. Mr. Moheban's total hours are 36.50 for such 
matters, times his $480/hour rate, equals $17,520.00. The total attorneys fees for MN 
counsel equals $57,192.00 as indicated on the Kelly Affidavit. 
In addition to the "time and work" and "experience and qualifications of 
counseVparalegal" factors relied on and explained above, Fagen further relies on the 
following separate pursuant to IRCP 54(e)(3) as supporting its fees claim herein as 
reasonable in amount, which the entire Court file and record herein support, namely: 
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AND ATTORNEY FEES- pg. 5 
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• Subsection (B): novelty and difficulty of the questions; 
• Subsection (C): skill requisite to perfonn the legal service properly, and 
experience an ability of the attorneys in the particular field of law as discussed above; 
• Subsection (E): Fixed fee with Fagen; 
• Subsection (G): Amount involved and results obtained; 
• Subsection (L): Any other factor the Court may deem appropriate in this 
particular case, if any. 
Based on the foregoing, the attorney fees and paralegal fees are sought in the total 
amount of $99,452.00, based in particular on "time and work" perfonned; the "amount 
involved and results obtained," but also on the other factors noted above. Such fee award 
is reasonable and appropriate and, indeed, considered relatively limited and modest. 
FURTHER AFFIANT SA YETH NAUGHT . 
.---;t;)A 
Dated this ~day ofNovember, 2014. 




Attorneys for Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. 
S~§FRIBED TO AND SWORN TO before me this ~y ofNovember, 2014. 
:-.''''\\\ 1111/tl. 
~,.... cr-. A. G,. ~~""~ 
~~~o ............. v~-~ 
f-lo~· ·· .. ~~ 
~~~oTA~~\~ 
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~ U"lo.. '• •' .~ ::::; 
~ ';q..;.;:.········ ~·~ 
'/1-'lt,, I l: OF \Q ,,,,~ 
. ''111111111\\\\\\\ 
~A.G~ 
Notary Public for Idaho 
Residing at: ~~e,llo 
Commission Expires: ;>-~-dA~~ 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the ~ ofNovember, 2014, I served a true and correct 
copy of the above and foregoing document to the following person(s) as follows: 
Angelo L. Rosa 
MARSH ROSA LLP 
344 West Hale Street #301 
Boise, ID 83 706 
Attorney for Exergy Development Group of 
Idaho, L.L. C.; XRG Development Partners, 
LLC; Rogerson Flats Wind Park, LLC; 
Cottonwood Wind Park, LLC; Salmon Creek 
Wind Park, LLC; Deep Creek Wind Park, 
LLC; and Notch Butte Wind Park, LLC 
Keith S. Moheban 
Timothy M. Kelley 
STINSON LEONARD STREET LLP 
150 South Fifth Street, Suite 2300 
Minneapolis, MN 55402 
Pro Hac Vice 
AFFIDAVIT OF JOHN R. GOODELL SUPPORTING 
A WARD OF PREJUDGMENT INTEREST, COSTS 
AND ATTORNEY FEES- pg. 7 
~ U.S.Mail 
Postage Prepaid 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[ ] Facsimile 801-415-1773 
W' Email arosa@marshrosa.com 
[xfU.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
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(Contract Cover Sheet and 
"Late Payment Interest" 
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BALANCE OF PLANT 
ENGIN.EERlNG, :PROCURltMENT AND CONSTRUCTION SERVICES AGREEMENT 
EXERGY IDAHO SIX WINDS WIND PARK 
BY AND BETWEEN 














Completion bas been successfully achieved fot all the Project Sites. Owner shall make payment 
of tho Final Application for Payment in accordance with Seed on 13 &.3. (the «cpinal Payment>•). 
13.7 Late PaYment Interest. Payments which arc duo and payablo but not paid when 
due and payable by Owner to Contractor in accotdanco with this Article xm. and payments 
which are due and payable but not paid when due and payable by COntractor to Owner In 
accordance wlth thls Agreement, shall boar interest commencing five (S) Business Days after 
payment ls duo and payable ln accordance with the tet'ltl$ of this Asrcement at the rate of ton 
percent (l 0%) per annul.ll for the number of days elapsed from and including such fifth Buslnoss 
Day until but not h1cluding the date of payment calculated based on a 365 day year. 
13.8 Lien Waivers. 
(a) Contractor shall perform and, upon transfer of title thereto in accordance 
with Article XX, deliver the Work fteo and clear of all Liens by Contractor, Subcontractors or 
any other Persons capable of ulairnlng Liens by reason of having performed any portion of th~ 
Work, other than any Llen that arises from Owner's unexcused failure to pay when due and 
payable, for Work performed by Contractor o~ its Subcontractors as required by this Agreement. 
Except to the extent of Ownerts unexcused fallme to pay when due and payable, for Work 
performed by Connactor or Its Subcontractors» Contractor shall not (and shall cause its 
Subcontractors not to) directly or indirectly create, in our, assume or suffer to be created any Lien 
on or affecting the Project. any Project Site, the Work or My .part of or interest therein. 
Contractor shall promptly notify Owner of any Lien on or against the Project, any Project Site, 
tho Work or any part thereof upon learning of such Ucn. 
(b) Excopt for Liens arising :from Owner's unexcused failure to pay, when duo 
and payable, for Work perfonned by Contractor or Its Subcontractor, Contractor shall, and shall 
cause its Subcontractors to, dischargo, release and remove of record all Liens \vltbin fifteen (IS) 
days after the date on whlch Contractor becomes aware of the Lien or Owner notifies Contractor 
of the Lien, whichever Is earliest. Upon tho fatlure of Contractor to comply with the 
requirements of the preceding sentence, Owner may. but shall not be obligated to, pay, discltargo 
and releaso such Llen ot• obtain a bond, letter of oredlt or other security for such Lien, and upon 
such payment, discharge, release or posting of security therefor, Owner shall be entitled to 
immediately recover from Contractor all costs and expenses incurred by Owner fn connection 
with such payment, discharge, release or posting. or set off of all such amounts against any sums 
owed by Owner to Contractor. 
(o) In respect of aU Work performed and involccd by Contractor under an 
Apptlcation of Payment, Contractor shall submit to Owner together with suoh Application of 
Payment: (i) waiver and lien releases In tho form of Exhibit K signed by eaoh relevant 
Subcontractor and rotating to tho Work perfonned by such Subcontractor and invoiced under the 
immediately preceding Application for Paym-ent submitted by Contractor to Owner and for 
which payment has been rnado by or on behalf of Owner; (ll) a waiver and lien release In tho 
form of Ex.bibltL or Bxhiblt M. as applicable signed by Contractor with respect to the Work 
performed by Contt'actor and fnvolced under such Applleatlon for l'ayment; and (Ui) in the case 
of tho Final Application for Payment. waiver and lien releases In the fonn of ExhibttM signed 
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Racine File #43264.01 
Cottonwood Wind Park 
(Itemization of Costs and Attorney Fees 
Incurred Prior to Consolidation Order) 
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Date: 11/0312014 DetaU Transaction File List • Page:2 . RACINE, OLSON. NYE, BUDGE AND BAILEY CHARTERED 
Trans H Tcodel HOIDII 
Client Dafa ~! TaskCode Rate ~ ~ Reft :; 
Fees 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326401 0911612013 BRCA 60 200.00 1.20 240.00 DRAFTED P1.AINTIFF'S FIRST SET OF ARCH 
INTERROGATORIES AND REQUESTS FOR 
PRODUCTIONTO~~D~ANTS 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326401 09117/2013 BRC A 54 200.00 40.00 REVISED PLAINTIFPS FIRST SET OF ARCH 
INTERROGATORIES AND REQUESTS FOR 
PRODUCTION OF EXERGY ENT1TIES 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FOREClOSURE ACTION 
0.4326401 09117/2013 BRC A 54 200.00 0.20 40.00 REVISED PlAINTIFPS FIRST SET OF ARCH 
INTERROGATORIES AND REQUESTS FOR 
PRODUCTION TO ~WNERS DEFENDANTS 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326401 09123/2013 BRCA 232 200.00 1.20 240.00 DISCUSSION WITH lEAD COUNSEl AND ARCH 
CO-COUNSEl REGARDING DISCOVERY 
REQUESTS; REVISED DISCOVERY REQUESTS 
BASED UPON COMMENTS AND DISCUSSION WITH 
lEAD AND CO-COUNSEl 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326401 0912712013 DCGA 60 250.00 0.80 200.00 DRAFT MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSffiON TO MOTION ARCH 
TO DISMISS 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326401 09J30/2013 DCG A 58 250.00 0.80 200.00 RECEIVE AND REVIEW EMAil FROM KEITH REVISE ARCH 
MEMORANDUM OPPOSING MOTION TO DISMISS; 
TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH JRG 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326401 0913012013 JRG A 58 250.00 0.20 50.00 RECEIVE AND REVIEW EXERGY RELEASES OF ARCH 
LEASEHOLD INTEREST 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326401 10/0112013 DCG A 60 250.00 0.60 150.00 DRAFT INTERROGATIONS AND REQUEST FOR ARCH 
PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS TO LANDOWNER 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE A~TION 
0.4326401 10/0212013 DCG A 60 250.00 1.30 325.00 DRAFT INTERROGATIONS AND REQUEST FOR ARCH 
PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS TO EXERGY 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S LIEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4325401 10/0312013 DCG A 53 250.00 0.40 100.00 FINAliZE DISCOVERY REQUESTS TO EXERGY AND ARCH 
SIMPLOT 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326401 10/0912013 DCG A 62 250.00 0.20 50.00 REVIEW AND REVlSE SECOND AFFIDAVIT IN ARCH 
SUPPORT OF 5S(F} MOTION 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326401 1011712013 JRG A 62 250.00 0.30 75.00 REVIEW SIMPLOTTRUST 2014AND MOTION TO ARC!-
DISMISS DECEMBER 2ND; NOTICE TO APPEAR BY 
PHONE, WITHDRAWAL. AND FORWARD TO 
LEONARD; CAlENDER 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN ClAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326401 10/1712013 JRG A 54 250.00 0.20 50.00 REVlSE AND EDIT JRG 2ND AFFIDAVIT FOR FAGEN ARCt 
RULE SB{F) MOTION TO CONTINUE 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN ClAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326401 10116/2013 JRGA 66 250.00 0.40 100.00 PREPARE FAGEN AMENDED NOTICE OF HEARING; ARC! 
REVIEW EXERGY AMENDeD NOTICE OF HEARING; 
EMAILS 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326401 1012812013 JRG A 62 250.00 0.20 50.00 REVIEW FILINGS AND SECOND AMENDED NOTICE ARC 
OF HEARING FOR DEC 9TH 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326401 1112112013 RAM A 55 200.00 1.10 220.00 RESEARCHED AND DISCUSSED SERVICE OF ARC 
TRUSTEES IN RESPONSE TO DEFENDANT'S 
MOTION 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326401 1112212013 RAM A 55 200.00 0.60 120.00 RESEARCH AND DISCUSS ISSUES OF ISSUES OF ARC 
TRUSTEES IN RESPONSE TO DEFENDANTS 
MOTION 
ASS Monday 11103/2014 1:451 
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• Detail Tnmsac:Uon FJl\1 List • bate: 11/0312014 Page:3 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, BUDGE AND LEY CHARTERED 
Trans H Tcodal Houra 
CDent Date ~!~ Rate toBm Amount ~ 
Fees 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S LIEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSUREACnON 
0.4326401 1112512013 JRG A 56 260.00 0.60 150.00 PREPARE snPULATION AND ORDER DISMISSAL ARCH 
WITH PREJUDICE; FORWARD EMAIL TO SIMPLOT 
TRUST COUNSEL TO SING AND RETURN TO FILE 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACnON 
0.4326401 11126fl013 JRG A 56 250.00 0.30 75.00 PREPARE PARTIAL RELEASE OF CLAIM IN FAVOR ARCH 
OF SIMPLOTTRUST ONLY 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACnON 
0.4326401 1112712013 JRG A 54 250.00 0.20 50.00 REVISE PARTIAL RELEASE OF LIEN PER SIMPLOT ARCH 
TRUST COUNSEL 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S LIEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACnON 
0.4326401 1112712013 JRG A 58 250.00 0.20 50.00 RECEIVE AND REVIEW SIGNED SnPULAnON ARCH 
FROM SIMPLOTTRUST COUNSEL, SIGN, RNAUZE, 
AND MAIL FOR RLING 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S LIEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE AGnON 
0.4326401 1112712013 JRG A 58 250.00 0.10 25.00 RECEIVE AND REVIEW RECORDED PARTIAL ARCH 
RELEASE OF CLAIMS OF LIEN; FORWARD TO 
CUENT 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S LIEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACnON 
0.4325401 1210212013 JRG A 74 250.00 1.40 350.00 TRAVEL TO TWIN FALLS FROM BOISE FOR COURT ARCH 
APPEARANCE FOR HEARING MOTIONS (PRO RATA) 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S LIEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE AGnON 
0.4326401 1210412013 JRG A 56 250.00 0.50 125.00 PREPARE STATUS LETTER TO LEONARD COUNSEL ARCH 
REPORT·HEARING DECEMBER 2ND AND 
FORWARD DOCUMENTS 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S LIEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4325401 1210512013 JRG A 227 250.00 0.20 50.00 EMAIL EXCHANGE WITH EXERGY COUNSEL, ARCH 
CONRRM ON DRAFT ORDER FAX CONSOLIDATION 
TO SUBMIT TO COURT 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S LIEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4325401 1210512013 JRG A 227 250.00 0.40 100.00 EXCHANGE EMAllS ON JURY TRIAL WAIVER ARCH 
FORWARD 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S LIEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4325401 1211212013 JRG A ss· 250.00 0.10 25.00 RECEIVE AND REVIEW COURT ORDER RE: ARCH 
CONSOLIDATION, MOTION AMEND, MOTION TO 
CONTINUE, MOTION TO DISMISS, DECEMBER 4, 
2013 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S LIEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACnON 
0.4326401 0110712014 JRG A 68 250.00 0.50 125.00 PREPARE FAGAN MOTION TO COMPEL ARCH 
DISCOVERY, AFRDAVIT, NOTICE OF HEARING 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S LIEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326401 01/0812014 JRG A 54 250.00 0.50 125.00 REVISE AND EDIT FAGEN MOTION TO COMPEL ARCH 
DISCOVERY; AFRDAVIT; NOTICE OF HEARING 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S LIEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSUREAGnON 
0.4325401 0310312014 JRG A 53 250.00 0.50 125.00 FINALIZE AND FILE 1ST AMENDED COMPLAINT IN ARCH 
COTTONWOOD WP CASE 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S LIEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE AGnON 
TOtal fcdees BU!able 26.00 6,055.00 
Non-btuable 1.20 240.00 
Total. . .'!'.20 6,295.00 
Expenses 
0.4325401 0210612013 JRG A 125 96.00 RLING FEE ARC!-
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S LIEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE AGnON 
0.4325401 0911612013 JRG A 135 18.51 POSTAGE ARCt 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S LIEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326401 10/1112013 JRG A 135 18.29 POSTAGE-UPS ARCt 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S LIEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE AGnON 
0.4326401 1210412013 JRG A 129 137.50 RT MILEAGE BOISE/TWIN FALLS 1212/13 • JRG ARct 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S LIEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE AcnQN 
AS8 MDiidiJj 1f/0312014 1:45 PI 1211
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Date: 11103/2014 .-- Detail Transaction File List • 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, BUDGE AND BAILEY CHARTERED 
Page:4 
Trans H Tcodel Hours 
cnent ~ ~! TaskCoda Rate to BID Amount 
Total for Expenses . 0:00 = B!Uable 270.30 
Ref I 
GRAND TOTALS 
Bntable 28.00 6,325.30 
Non-biDable 1.20 240.00 
Total 27.20 '6,565.30 
iiCiid8Y 1110312014 1:45 p 1212
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Costs and Fees - Detail Transaction File List 
Racine File #43264.03 
Salmon Creek Wind Park 
(Itemization of Costs and Attorney Fees 
Incurred Prior to Consolidation Order) 
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Date: '1110312014 Page: 1 • RACINE. OLSON, NYE, BUDGE AND BAILEY C 
Trans H Tcodel Hours 
Client Date Atty ~ Task Code Rata eosm ~ Raftl 
Fees 
0.4326403 08102/2012 JRG A 62 250.00 1.00 250.00 REVIEW RECORDS INCIDENTAL TO PREPARE UEN ARCH 
CLAIM 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326403 0810212012 JRG A 56 250.00 1.00 250.00 PREPARE AND REVISE AND EDIT CLAIM OF UEN ARCH 
FINAL DRAFT AND EXHIBITS A&B 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326403 0810312012 JRG A 54 250.00 1.00 250.00 REVISE AND EDIT AND FINALIZE FAGEN CLAIM OF ARCH 
UEN, TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH TITLE 
COMPANY, TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH 
JENSEN, PREPARE LETTER TO FATCO IN TF 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326403 0210512013 JRG A 56 250.00 1.00 250.00 PREPARE COMPLAINT AND EX. ONE FOR UEN ARCH 
FORECLOSURE 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326403 0210612013 JRG A 54 250.00 0.60 150.00 REVISE AND EDIT AND FINALIZE COMPLAINT FOR ARCH 
UEN FORECLOSURE TO ALE 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326403 08J20/2013 BRC A 380 200.00 0.20 40.00 INTEROFACE MEETING TO DISCUSS STATUS OF ARCH 
FAGAN UEN FORECLOSURE ACTIONS AND 
EXERGY DEFENDANTS MOTION TO DISMISS AND 
ACTIONS TO BE TAKEN IN RESPONSE TO SUCH 
MOTION 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326403 08120/2013 RAM A 62 200.00 0.30 60.00 REVIEW OPPOSING COUNSEL'S PLEADINGS ARCH 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326403 0812112013 RAM A 189 200.00 1.00 200.00 WRITING, RESEARCHING, EDmNG RULE 56(F) ARCH 
MOTION, MEMORANDUM, AND AFADAVIT; 
WRmNG, RESEARCHING. EDITING MEMORANDUM 
IN OPPOSmON TO MOTION TO DISMISS 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326403 08122/2013 RAM A 189 200.00 1.00 200.00 WRITING, RESEARCHING, EDITING RULE 56(F) ARCH 
MOTION, MEMORANDUM, AND AFADAVIT; 
WRmNG, RESEARCHING. EDITING MEMORANDUM 
IN OPPOSmON TO MOTION TO DISMISS 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326403 09/04/2013 JRG A 58 250.00 0.10 25.00 RECEIVE AND REVIEW NOTICE OF HEARING FOR ARCH 
WIND PARK LLC, EXERGY DEV; XRG 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326403 09/1012013 JRG A 56 250.00 1.00 250.00 PREPARE MOTION AMEND COMPLAINT, AMENDED ARCH 
COMPLAINT, MOTION RULE 56(f) CONTINUANCE, 
JRG AFADAVIT, MEMORANDUM SUPPORTING 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326403 09/1012013 JRG A 58 250.00 0.30 75.00 PREPARE LETTER TO ROSA, STACEY, MEULEMAN, ARCH 
AND FORWARD NEW PLEADINGS AND COMMENTS 
ON REASSIGNMENT PER STOKER HEARING ON 
SALMON CREEK WP 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326403 09/1112013 JRG A 56 250.00 0.30 75.00 PREPARE EMAIL AND FORWARD TO FAGEN ARCH 
PLEADINGS AND MOTIONS TO MN COUNSEL 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326403 09/1712013 BRC A 60 200.00 0.30 60.00 DRAFTED PLAINTIFF'S FIRST SET OF ARCH 
INTERROGATORIES AND REQUESTS FOR 
PRODUCTION OF EXERGY ENTITIES; DRAFTED 
PLAINTIFF'S ARST SET OF INTERROGATORIES 
AND REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION TO LAND 
OWNERS DEFENDANTS 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326403 0912712013 DCGA 60 250.00 0.80 200.00 DRAFT MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSmoN TO MOTION ARCH 
TO DISMISS 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FOREClOSURE ACTION 
0.4326403 0913012013 DCG A 56 250.00 0.80 200.00 RECEIVE AND REVIEW EMAIL FROM KEITH REVISE ARCH 
MEMORANDUM OPPOSING MOTION TO DISMISS; · 
TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH JRG 
FAGEN, INC. 
I 




- ·---·----- ~ • ·------ ~-- • • Date:.11/0312014 Detail Transaction File Ust Page:2 I. RACINE, OLSON, NYE, BUDGE AND BAILEY CHARTERED . f 
H Tcodal -1 Trans HouJs 
' CUent Date ~!~ Rate toBRI Amount ~ 
l Fees MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 0.4326403 0913012013 JRG A 58 250.00 0.20 50.00 RECEIVE AND REVIEW EXERGY RELEASE OF ARCH LEASEHOLD INTEREST 
I FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326403 10/01/2013 DCG A eo 250.00 0.70 175.00 DRAFT INTERROGATIONS AND REQUEST FOR ARCH 
PRODUCTIONOFDOCUM~TO~OWNER 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326403 1010312013 DCG A 53 250.00 0.40 100.00 FINALIZE DISCOVERY REQUESTS TO EXERGY AND ARCH 
SIMPLOT 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326403 10/0912013 DCGA 62 250.00 0.20 50.00 REVIEW AND REVISE SECOND AFFIDAVIT IN ARCH 
SUPPORT OF 56(F) MOTION 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326403 10/1712013 JRG A 62 250.00 0.30 75.00 REVIEW SIMPLOTTRUST 2014 AND MOTION TO ARCH 
DISMISS DECEMBER 2ND; NOTICE TO APPEAR BY 
PHONE, WITHDRAWAL, AND FORWARD TO 
LEONARD; CALENDER 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326403 10/1712013 JRG A 54 250.00 0.20 50.00 REVISE AND EDIT JRG 2ND AFFIDAVIT FOR FAGEN ARCH 
RULE 5B(F) MOTION TO CONTINUE 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326403 10/18/2013 JRG A 56 250.00 0.60 150.00 PREPARE FAGEN AMENDED NOTICE OF HEARING; ARCH 
REVIEW EXERGY AMENDED NOTICE OF HEARING; 
EMAlLS 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326403 1112512013 JRG A 56 250.00 0.60 150.00 PREPARE STIPULATION AND ORDER; DISMISS ARCH 
WITH PREJUDICE; FORWARD TO SIMPLOT TRUST 
COUNSEL TO SIGN AND RETURN TO FILE CLERK 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326403 11128/2013 JRG A 56 250.00 0.30 75.00 PREPARE PARTIAL RELEASE OF CLAIM OF UEN IN ARCH 
FAVOROFSIMPLOTTRUSTONLY 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S LIEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326403 1112712013 JRG A 54 250.00 0.20 50.00 REVISE PARTIAL RELEASE OF UEN PER SIMPLOT ARCH 
TRUST COUNSEL 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326403 1112712013 JRG A 58 250.00 0.20 50.00 RECEIVE AND REVIEW RECORDED PARTIAL ARCH 
RELEASE OF CLAIMS OF UEN; FORWARD TO 
CUENT 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326403 1112712013 JRG A 58 250.00 0.10 25.00 RECEIVE AND REVIEW RECORDED PARTIAL ARCH 
RELEASE OF CLAIMS OF LIEN; FORWARD TO 
CUENT 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326403 1210212013 JRGA 74 250.00 1.40 350.00 TRAVEL TO TWIN FALLS FROM BOISE FOR COURT ARC!-
APPEARANCE FOR HEARING MOTIONS (PRO RATA) 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326403 1210412013 JRG A 56 250.00 0.50 125.00 PREPARE STATUS LETTER TO LEONARD COUNSEL ARC!-
REPORT-HEARING DECEMBER 2ND AND 
FORWARD DOCUMENTS 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326403 1211212013 JRG A 58 250.00 0.10 25.00 RECEIVE AND REVIEW COURT ORDER RE: ARC I-
CONSOUDATION, MOTION AMEND, MOTION TO 
CONTINUE, MOTION TO DISMISS, DECEMBER 4, 
2013 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326403 01/0712014 JRG A 56 250.00 0.50 125.00 PREPARE FAGAN MOTION TO COMPEL ARCt 
DISCOVERY, AFFIDAVIT, NOTICE OF HEARING 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326403 01/08/2014 JRGA 54 250.00 0.50 125.00 REVISE AND EDIT FAGEN MOTION TO COMPEL ARCt 
DISCOVERY; AFFIDAVIT; NOTICE OF HEARING 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326403 0310312014 JRG A 53 250.00 0.50 125.00 FINAUZE AND FILE 1ST AMENDED COMPlAINT IN ARCt 
AS8 MaldaY 1110312014 1:48 pr 
---·· 
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SALMON CREEK WP CASE 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
Page:3 
Raft 
0.4326403 0210612013 JRG A 125 96.00 FlUNG FEE ARCH 
I 
.MB 









MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
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•Date: 1110312014 • - ---~e~;·T~:~cOon File List • 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE. BUDGE AND BAilEY CHARTERED 
Page:1 
Trans H Tcadel 
CUent Date Atty ! Task Code 
Fees 
0.4326404 0810212012 JRG A 62 
0.4326404 0810212012 JRG A 56 
0.4326404 0810312012 JRG A 54 
0.4326404 0210512013 JRG A 56 
0.4326404 0210612013 JRG A 54 
0.4326404 0812012013 RAM A 62 
0.4326404 08121/2013 RAM A 189 
0.4326404 08122/2013 RAM A 189 
0.4326404 08122/2013 RAM A 189 
0.4326404 0910412013 JRG A 58 
0.4326404 09/10/2013 JRG A 56 
0.4326404 09/1012013 JRG A 56 
0.4326404 09111/2013 JRG A 58 
0.4326404 09/17/2013 BRC A 60 
0.4326404 09/27/2013 DCG A 60 






































260.00 REVIEW RECORDS INCIDENTAL TO PREPARE UEN ARCH 
CLAIM 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
260.00 PREPARE AND REVISE AND EDIT CLAIM OF UEN ARCH 
FINAL DRAFT AND EXHIBITS A&B 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
250.00 REVISE AND EDIT AND RNALIZE FAGEN CLAIM OF ARCH 
UEN, TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH TITLE 
COMPANY, TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH 
JENSEN, PREPARE LETTER TO FATCO IN TF 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
260.00 PREPARE COMPLAINT AND EX. ONE FOR UEN ARCH 
FORECLOSURE 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
150.00 REVISE AND EDIT AND FINAl.IZE COMPLAINT FOR ARCH 
UEN FORECLOSURE TO FILE 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
60.00 REVIEW OPPOSING COUNSEL'S PLEADINGS ARCH 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTiON 
200.00 WRITING, RESEARCHING, EDmNG RULE 56{F) ARCH 
MOTION, MEMORANDUM, AND AFFIDAVIT: 
WRITING, RESEARCHING. EDITING MEMORANDUM 
IN OPPOSmON TO MOTION TO DISMISS 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
200.00 WRITING, RESEARCHING, EDITING RULE 56{F) ARCH 
MOTION, MEMORANDUM, AND AFRDAVIT; 
WRmNG, RESEARCHING. EDmNG MEMORANDUM 
IN OPPOSmON TO MOTION TO DISMISS 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
200.00 WRITING, RESEARCHING, EDmNG RULE 66(F) ARCH 
MOTION, MEMORANDUM, AND AFRDAVIT: 
WRmNG, RESEARCHING. EDmNG MEMORANDUM 
IN OPPOSmON TO MOTION TO DISMISS 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
25.00 RECEVE AND REVIEW NOTICE OF HEARING FOR ARCH 
WIND PARK LLC, EXERGY DEV; XRG 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
250.00 PREPARE MOTION AMEND COMPLAINT, AMENDED ARCH 
COMPLAINT, MOTION RULE 66(f) CONTINUANCE, 
JRG AFRDAVIT, MEMORANDUM SUPPORTING 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
75.00 PREPARE LETTER TO ROSA, STACEY, MEULEMAN, ARCH 
AND FORWARD NEW PLEADINGS AND COMMENTS 
ON REASSIGNMENT PER STOKER HEARING ON 
DEEP CREEK WP 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
50.00 PREPAREEMAILANDFORWARDTOFAGEN ARCr. 
PLEADINGS AND MOTIONS TO MN COUNSEL 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
60.00 DRAFTED PlAINTIFF'S RRST SET OF ARCI-
INTERROGATORIES AND REQUESTS FOR 
PRODUCTION TO EXERGY ENTITIES; DRAFTED 




MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
200.00 DRAFT MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSmON TO MOTION ARC.. 
TO DISMISS 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
200.00 RECEVE AND REVIEW EMAIL FROM KEITH REVISE ARCI-
MEMORANDUM OPPOSING MOTION TO DISMISS: 
TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH JRG 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN ClAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
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RACINE, OLSON, NYE. BUDGE AND BAILEY CHAR 
Trans H Tcodel HOIDII 
Cflent Date !:!!!~ Rate toBIU Amount Reftl 
Fees 
0.4326404 09130/2013 JRG A 58 250.00 0.20 50.00 RECEIVE AND REVIEW EXERGY RELEASE OF ARCH 
LEASEHOLD INTEREST 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326404 10101/2013 OCG A 60 250.00 0.60 160.00 DRAFT INTERROGATIONS AND REQUEST FOR ARCH 
PRODUCTION TO LANDOWNER 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326404 1010212013 DCGA 60 250.00 0.90 225.00 DRAFT INTERROGATIONS AND REQUEST FOR ARCH 
PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS TO EXERGY 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326404 1010312013 DCG A 53 250.00 0.40 100.00 RNAUZE DISCOVERY REQUESTS TO EXERGY AND ARCH 
SIMPLOT 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326404 1010912013 DCG A 62 250.00 0.20 50.00 REVIEW AND REVISE SECOND AFFIDAVIT IN ARCH 
SUPPORT OF 56(F) MOTION 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326404 10/17/2013 JRG A 62 250.00 0.30 75.00 REVIEW SIMPLOTTRUST 2014AND MOTION TO ARCH 
DISMISS DECEMBER 2ND; NOTICE TO APPEAR BY 
PHONE. WITHDRAWAl, AND FORWARD TO 
LEONARD; CALENDER 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326404 10/17/2013 JRG A 54 250.00 0.20 60.00 REVISE AND EDIT JRG 2ND AFFIDAVIT FOR FAGEN ARCH 
RULE 5B(F) MOTION TO CONTINUE 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326404 10/1812013 JRG A 56 250.00 0.60 160.00 PREPARE FAGEN AMENDED NOTICE OF HEARING; ARCH 
REVIEW EXERGY AMENDED NOTICE OF HEARING; 
EMAlLS 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326404 1012812013 JRG A 62 260.00 0.20 60.00 REVIEW BIWNGS AND PREPARE SECOND ARCH 
AMENDED NOTICE OF HEARING FOR PENDING 
MOTIONS TO DEC 2ND 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326404 1112512013 JRG A 56 250.00 0.60 160.00 PREPARE STIPULATION AND ORDER; DISMISS ARCH 
WITH PREJUDICE; FORWARD TO SIMPLOTTRUST 
COUNSEl TO SIGN AND RETURN TO RLE CLERK 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326404 1112512013 JRG A 56 250.00 0.60 125.00 PREPARE ClERK RUNG lEITER FOR All4 CASES ARCH 
ON GAGEN SIMPLOTTRUST STIPULATION AND 
ORDER DISMISS 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326404 11/2512013 JRG A 75 250.00 0.20 50.00 TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH DEP. ClERK ARCH 
DOROTHY MCMUllEN SEND ONE lETTER WITH 
All FOUR CASES SEPARATE STIPULATIONS AND 
ORDERS 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN ClAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326404 1112812013 JRG A 56 250.00 0.30 75.00 PREPARE PARTIAl RELEASE OF CLAIM OF UEN IN ARCH 
FAVOROFSIMPLOTTRUSTONLY 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326404 1112712013 JRG A 54 250.00 0.20 50.00 REVISE PARTIAL RELEASE OF UEN PER SIMPLOT ARCH 
TRUST COUNSEl 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN ClAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326404 11127/2013 JRG A 58 250.00 0.20 50.00 RECEIVE AND REVIEW RECORDED PARTIAl ARCH 
RELEASE OF ClAIMS OF UEN: FORWARD TO 
CliENT 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN ClAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326404 11/2712013 JRG A 68 250.00 0.10 25.00 RECEIVE AND REVIEW RECORDED PARTIAL ARCr. 
RELEASE OF ClAIMS OF UEN; FORWARD TO 
CliENT 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326404 12/02J2013 JRG A 74 250.00 1.40 350.00 TRAVEl TO 1WIN FAllS FROM BOISE FOR COURT ARC!-
APPEARANCE FOR HEARING MOTIONS (PRO RATA) 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326404 1210412013 JRGA 56 260.00 0.60 125.00 PREPARE STATUS lETTER TO LEONARD COUNSEl ARC!-
AS8 Uarday 11/0312014 1:46pn 1219
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1 
Trans HTcodel Hours 
Client Datil Ally~~ Rate toBIU Amount Reff 
Fees 
REPORT-HEARING DECEMBER 2ND AND l FORWARD DOCUMENTS 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326404 12/1212013 JRG A 58 250.00 0.10 25.00 RECEIVE AND REVIEW COURT ORDER RE: ARCH 
CONSOUDATION, MOTION AMEND, MOTION TO 
CONTINUE, MOTION TO DISMISS, DECEMBER4, 
2013 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326404 01/07/2014 JRG A 58 250.00 0.50 125.00 PREPARE FAGAN MOTION TO COMPEL ARCH 
DISCOVERY, AFFIDAVIT, NOTICE OF HEARING 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326404 0310312014 JRG A 53 250.00 0.50 125.00 FINAUZE AND FILE 1ST AMENDED COMPLAINT IN ARCH 
DEEP CREEKWP CASE 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
T$1forFees 
.. 
BDiable 20.10 .. 4.~.0!)-
Expenses 
0.4326404 0210612013 JRG A 125 96.00 FlUNG FEE ARCH 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
T.otal for Expenses • •• ~- .. * ·-- ••• _____ BD~Ie 0.00 - . 96.00 .............. 
GRAND TOTALS 
BIDeble 20.10 4,941.00 
~~-------------------------------------------------------------------------------~~~~,~~~~T.~~~~ 1220
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MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4328406 0810212012 JRG A 56 250.00 1.00 250.00 PREPARE AND REVISE AND EDIT CLAIM OF UEN ARCH 
I FINAL DRAFT AND EXHIBITS A&B 
I FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326406 0810312012 JRG A 54 250.00 1.00 250.00 REVISE AND EDIT AND FINALIZE FAGEN CLAIM OF ARCH 
UEN, TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH TITLE 
COMPANY, TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH 
JENSEN, PREPARE LETTER TO FATCO IN TF 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4325406 02/0512013 JRG A 56 250.00 1.00 250.00 PREPARE COMPLAINT AND EX. ONE FOR UEN ARCH 
FORECLOSURE 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326406 02/0512013 DCG A 54 250.00 0.50 125.00 REVISE COMPlAINT TO FORECLOSE UEN ARCH 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4328406 02/0612013 JRG A 54 250.00 0.60 150.00 REVISE AND EDIT AND FINALIZE COMPLAINT FOR ARCH 
UEN FORECLOSURE TO ALE 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326406 07/2512013 JRG A 62 250.00 1.00 250.00 REVIEW TWO FEE OWNERS ANSWERS, ARCH 
COUNTERCLAIMS, AND CROSSCLAIMS 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FOREClOSURE ACTION 
0.4326406 0712912013 JRG A 75 250.00 0.60 150.00 TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH DEFENDANT ARCH 
ASTLE COUNSEL; EXPlAIN BACKGROUND AND 
STAND STILL PlAN 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4325406 0712912013 JRG A 75 250.00 0.60 150.00 TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH DEFENDANT ARCH 
SHAW COUNSEL; EXPLAIN BACKGROUND AND 
STAND STILL PlAN 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326408 0712912013 JRGA 56 250.00 0.80 200.00 PREPARE LETTER TO ASTLE AND SHAW COUNSEL, ARCH 
CONFIRM DISCUSSION 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4325406 0712912013 JRG A 56 250.00 0.40 100.00 PREPARE LETTER TO TOM JENSEN, FORWARD TO ARCH 
SHAW AND ASTLE ANSWERS, COUNTERCLAIMS 
AND CROSS CLAIMS WITH COMMENTS 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN ClAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4325406 06120/2013 BRCA 380 200.00 020 40.00 INTEROFFICE MEETING TO DISCUSS STATUS OF ARCH 
FAGAN UEN FORECLOSURE ACTIONS AND 
EXERGY DEFENDANTS MOTION TO DISMISS AND 
ACTIONS TO BE TAKEN IN RESPONSE TO SUCH 
MOTION 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4325406 0612012013 RAM A 62 200.00 0.30 60.00 REVIEW OPPOSING COUNSEL'S PLEADINGS ARC!-
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4325406 0612112013 RAM A 189 200.00 1.00 200.00 WRITING, RESEARCHING, EDrnNG RULE 56(F) ARC!-
MOTION, MEMORANDUM, AND AFFIDAVIT; 
WRITING, RESEARCHING. EDrnNG MEMORANDUM 
IN OPPOSrnON TO MOTION TO DISMISS 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN ClAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326408 0812212013 RAM A 189 200.00 1.00 200.00 WRITING, RESEARCHING, EDmNG RULE 56(F) ARC• 
MOTION, MEMORANDUM, AND AFFIDAVIT: 
WRITING, RESEARCHING. EDmNG MEMORANDUM 
IN OPPOSmON TO MOTION TO DISMISS 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN ClAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4325406 09/D412013 JRGA 58 250.00 0.10 25.00 RECEIVE AND REVIEW NOTICE OF HEARING FOR ARCt 
WIND PARK LLC, EXERGY DEV; XRG 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN ClAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326406 0910512013 DCG A 54 250.00 0.50 125.00 REVISE AND EDIT MOTION FOR RULE 56 (F) ARCt 
MOTION AND SUPPORTING AFFIDAVIT 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326406 09/10/2013 JRG A 56 250.00 0.60 150.00 PREPARE LETTER TO CLUFF AND MESERRY, ARCt 




• Detail Transaction File List • l· 
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RACINE. OLSON. NYE, BUDGE AND BAILEY CHARTERED 
1 
Trans H Tcodel H011111 
Client !!late ~ ! TaakCode Rate toBW Amount ~ 
Fees 
FORWARD NEW PLEADINGS AND COMMENTS ON 
STOKER HEARING ON NOTCH BUTTE WP 
FAGEN, INC. 
I 
MECHANIC'S UEN ClAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4328406 09/11fl013 JRG A 66 250.00 0.20 50.00 PREPARE EMAIL AND FORWARD TO FAGEN ARCH 
PLEADINGS AND MOTIONS TO MN COUNSEL 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CL'JM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326406 09/17fl013 BRC A 60 200.00 0.50 100.00 DRAFTED PL'JNTIFPS FIRST SET OF ARCH 
INTERROGATORIES AND REQUESTS FOR 
PRODUCTION TO EXERGY ENTITIES; DRAFTED 
PlAINTIFF'S FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES 
AND REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION TO RRST SET 
OF LANDOWNER DEFENDANTS, AND FIRST SET OF 
INTERROGATORIES AND REQUESTS FOR 
PRODUCTION ON SECOND SET OF lANDOWNERS 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN ClAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326406 09/17/2013 DCG A 224 250.00 0.40 100.00 ANALYSIS REGARDING RELEASE OF ARCH 
LANDOWNERS FROM lAWSUIT 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN ClAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326406 09/1812013 JRGA 75 250.00 0.80 200.00 TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH OWNERS ARCH 
COUNSEL IN NOTCH BUTrE CASE; SEEK EARLY 
RES()LUTION TO FORWARD MORTGAGE AND 
LOAN DOCUMENTS ESTABUSHING PRIORITY OVER 
MECHANIC UEN CLAIM OF FAGEN 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'SUENCLAJMANDFORECLOSUREACTION 
0.4326406 09/1812013 JRG A 75 250.00 0.60 150.00 TELEPHONE CONFERENCE ON MORTGAGE VS ARCH 
MECHANIC UEN PRIORITIES AND FEE OWNERS 
DESIRE TO GET OUT OF SUIT; PROS AND CONS 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CL'JM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326406 09/27fl013 DCG A 60 250.00 0.60 200.00 DRAFT MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSmON TO MOTION ARCH 
TO DISMISS 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN ClAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326406 09130/2013 DCG A 58 250.00 0.80 200.00 RECEIVE AND REVIEW EMAIL FROM KEITH REVISE ARCH 
MEMORANDUM OPPOSING MOTION TO DISMISS; 
TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH JRG 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN ClAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326406 09IS0/2013 JRG A 58 250.00 0.20 50.00 RECEIVE AND REVIEW EXERGY RELEASE OF ARCH 
LEASEHOLD INTEREST 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326406 10102/2013 DCGA 60 250.00 0.70 175.00 DRAFT INTERROGATIONS AND REQUEST FOR ARCP. 
PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS TO PROPERTY 
OWNER 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN ClAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326406 10/0SI2013 DCG A 53 250.00 0.40 100.00 FINALIZE DISCOVERY REQUESTS TO EXERGY AND ARCI-
SHAW 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326406 10/~13 JRG A 58 250.00 . 0.60 150.00 RECEIVE AND REVIEW ENERGY MOTION/ ARC!-
SHORTEN TIME AND CONTINUE MOTION/ 
DISMISS;ROSA DEClARATION; PROPOSED ORDER 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN ClAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326406 10/0912013 JRGA 62 250.00 0.60 150.00 REVIEW MULTIPLE EMAILS OF COUNSEL ON ARC!-
RESCHEDULING FINALLY TO DEC 17 HEARING/ 
DATE ON EXERGY MOTION TO DISMISS 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN ClAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326406 10/0912013 JRG A 75 250.00 0.20 50.00 TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH CLERK RUTH ARC!-
QUERY ABOUT COURT ORDERED STATUS 
CONFERENCE HEARING/ SET OCTOBER 15TH 
ALSO CONTINUED TO DECEMBER 17 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326406 10/0912013 JRGA 66 250.00 0.50 125.00 PREPARE EMAIL ALL COUNSEL REQUESTING ARCt 
STIPULATION AMENDED COMPLAINT TO AVOID 
OCTOBER 15TH HEARING 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326406 1010912013 ~G A 56 250.00 0.40 100.00 PREPARE EMAIL FAGEN COUNSEL FORWARD ARCt 
DRAFT FAGEN WRITTEN DISCOVERY FOR 
ASS 11cntJai 11/03i2014 1:46 PI 
·-------· ··-·-·- __ .... -M-•~· • 
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Trans H Tcodef Hours 
cnent Date Atty !~ Rats to am Amount ~ 
Fees 
APPROVAL TO SERVE AND RATIONALE 
SUPPORTING FAGEN RULE 55 (F) CONTINUANCE 
MOTION 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326406 1010912013 JRG A 2Z1 250.00 0.60 150.00 EMA1lS EXCHANGED WITH FAGEN COUNSEL ARCH 
REGARDING DISCOVERY AND MOTIONS 
STRATEGY IN ID CASES 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326406 1010912013 JRG A 58 250.00 0.40 100.00 RECEIVE AND REVIEW DEFENDANTS SHAW ARCH 
WR11TEN DISCOVERY TO FAGEN; FORWARD TO 
FAGEN 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326406 1010912013 DCG A 62 250.00 020 60.00 REVIEW AND REVISE SECOND AFFIDAVIT IN ARCH 
SUPPORT OF 56(F) MOTION 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326406 1011512013 JRG A 62 250.00 020 50.00 REVIEW MESERRY 2 EMAILS ON ASTLE, FEE ARCH 
OWNER, DISMISSAL POSSIBIUTY 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326406 1011512013 JRG A 56 250.00 0.80 200.00 PREPARE MESERRY AND CLUFF EMAIL ON FEE ARCH 
OWNERS POSSIBLE DISMISSAL 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326406 1011512013 JRG A 56 250.00 020 50.00 PREPARE 2 EMAlLS TO FAGAN MN COUNSEL ON ARCH 
FEEOWNERS AND COUNSEL CONTACTS 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326406 1011512013 JRG A 58 250.00 0.10 25.00 PREPARE AMENDED NOTICE OF HEARING ON ARCH 
FAGEN MOTION RULE 55(F) CONTINUANCE TO 
DECEMBER 17TH NEW HEARING DATE 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326406 1011512013 JRG A 58 250.00 0.50 125.00 PREPARE STIPULATION AMEND COMPl.AINT AND ARCH 
ORDER, EMAIL AND FORWARD TO ALL COUNSEL 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326406 10/17/2013 JRG A 227 250.00 1.00 250.00 VARIOUS EMAILS EXCHANGED AND FORWARDED ARCH 
BY MESERY, JRG, LEONARD FAGEN ON STRATEGY 
ON HANDUNG POSSIBLE, LEE OWENS ASTLE AND 
SHAW DISMISSAL 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326406 11/0412013 JRG A 56 250.00 0.30 75.00 PREPARE EMAIL TO DEFENDANT SHAW COUNSEL; ARCH 
20 REQUEST FOR INDEFINITE EXTENSION FOR 
FAGEN RESPONSE TO WRITTEN DISCOVERY 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326406 11/0412013 JRG A 56 250.00 0.20 50.00 PREPARE EMAIL FORWARD WITH COMMENTS TO ARCH 
LEONARD COUNSEL ON DISCOVERY EXTENSION 
REQUEST DUE NOVEMBER 12TH 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326406 11/0412013 JRG A 56 250.00 0.10 25.00 PREPARE EMAIL TO LEONARD COUNSEL IF ARCH 
RESPONSE TO MAP SElTLEMENT EFFORT 
RECEIVED YET 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S LIEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326406 11/1312013 JRG A 75 250.00 o.eo 150.00 TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH MESERVY; ARCH 
DRIVERS LANDOWNER, ASTLE. POSmON LAND OF 
TITLE VALUE AND MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGEMENT TO BE FILED 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326406 11/1312013 JRG A 58 250.00 0.40 100.00 RECEIVE AND REVIEW CLUFF EMAIL AND ARCH 
MORTGAGE AND SUBORDINATION AGREEMENT 
RECORDED MAY 31, 2012 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326406 1111312013 JRG A 62 250.00 0.50 125.00 REVIEW PAYETTE LUMBER V. FETT CASE PER ARCH 
MESERVYCITATION 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326.406 11/1312013 JRG A 58 250.00 120 300.00 PREPARE EMAIL MEMO DISCUSSION ASTLE AND ARCH 
SHAW MOTIONS FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT; 
PLANNED FlUNG NOVEMBER 15TH AND RELATED 
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I AND SHAW QUERY 
I FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
11.43.26405 1112612013 JRG A 76 260.00 0.40 100.00 TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH DEFENDANT ARCH 
ASTLE COUNSEL MR. MESERVY, CONVEY 
SETTLEMENT OFFER; CALL BACK CONFIRM 
ACCEPTANCE 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4328406 1112612013 JRGA 56 260.00 0.60 150.00 PREPARE STIPULATION AND ORDER DISMISS ARCH 
ASTLE AND SHOW; FORWARD SAID DEFENDANTS 
COUNSEL TO SIGN AND RETURN TO FILE WITH 
CLERK 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326408 11/27/2013 JRG A 76 260.00 020 50.00 TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH BEN CLUFF, ARCH 
SHAW AGREES TO STIPULATION DISCUSS AND 
ORDER. EACH PARTY TO BEAR COSTS AND FEES, 
WANTS RELEASE OF UEN CLAIM DOCUMENT TO 
RECORD 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S LIEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326408 11/2712013 JRG A 56 260.00 0.60 125.00 PREPARE PARTIAL RELEASE OF CLAIM OF UEN IN ARCH 
FAVOR OF ASTLE AND SHAW; EMAIL FORWARD TO 
THEIR COUNSEL FOR REVIEW AND APPROVAL 
BEFORE EXECUTING AND DELIVERING OF 
ORIGINAL 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4328406 11/27/2013 JRG A 54 260.00 0.20 60.00 REVISE PARTIAL RELEASE OF UEN ARCH 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S LIEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326408 1210412013 JRGA 54 260.00 0.10 25.00 REVISE AND EDIT PARTIAL RELEASE AND CLAIM ARCH 
OF UEN FOR "LLNCOLN" COUNTY 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S LIEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4325406 1210412013 JRG A 'l2.7 250.00 0.10 25.00 EMAIL RECEIVED FROM ASTLE COUNSEL ON ARCH 
STIPULATION IN PROCESS AND CONFIRM REVISED 
PARTIAL RELEASE OF CLAIM OF UEN OK 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S LIEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326406 1210412013 JRG A 227 260.00 0.10 25.00 EMAIL ASTLE COUNSEL; REQUEST STIPULATION ARCH 
SIGNATURE PAGE 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S LIEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326406 1211012013 JRG A 58 250.00 0.10 25.00 RECEIVE RECORDED PARTIAL RELEASE OF CLAIM ARCH 
OF UEN; FORWARD TO LEONARD COUNSEL 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S LIEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326406 1211012013 JRG A 226 250.00 0.10 25.00 FORWARD RECORDED PARTIAL RELEASE OF UEN ARCH 
TO FEE OWNERS ASTLE AND SHAW COUNSEL 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S LIEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326406 1211312013 JRGA 56 250.00 0.60 150.00 PREPARE FAGEN SUPPLEMENTAL BRIEF ARCH 
SUPPLYING JUDGE STOKER ORDERS IN NOTCH 
BUTTE CASE TO FOLLOW SAME RUCINGS 
REQUESTED 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326406 12116/2013 JRG A 66 250.00 020 50.00 PREPARE EMAIL FORWARD LEONARD COUNSEL ARC I-
ENERGY NOTICE VACATING OMNIBUS MOnON; 
DISMISS AND FAGEN NOTICE VACATING MOTION 
RULE 56{F) CONTINUANCE 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326406 12117/2013 JRG A 75 250.00 0.60 125.00 TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH COURT AND ARC!-
COUNSEL FOR ORDERED STATUS CONFERENCE 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326406 12/1712013 JRG A 66 250.00 0.20 60.00 PREPARELETTERTOCLERKFORWARD ARC!-
OUPUCATE ORIGINAL FIRST AMENDED 
COMPLAINT FOR FlUNG AND NOTICE OF SERVICE 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S LIEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326406 12/1712013 JRG A 56 250.00 0.60 125.00 PREPARE STATUS CONFERENCE REPORT lE1TER ARCJ-
TO LEONARD COUNSEL ON DECEMBER 17TH 
HIRING; FORWARD COPIES ALE STAMPED 
STIPULATION AND ORDER; DISMISSING SHAW AND 
ASTLE 
ASS Mondaj ft/0312()14 1..'48 pt 1225
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FAGEN, INC. 
I MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
l 0.4326406 12/19/2013 JRG A 75 250.00 0.20 60.00 TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH OEPUlY CLERK ARCH 
ON PHONE APP/ FOR COURT ORDERED STATUS 
CONFERENCE GIVEN MOTIONS WITHDRAWN AND 
HEARING OR PERSONAL APP UNNECESSARY 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN ClAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326406 12/19/2013 JRG A 58 250.00 0.20 50.00 RECEIVE AND REVIEW ENERGY MOTION; ARCH 
WITHDRAW MOTION DISMISS AND TO VACATE 
HEARING 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326406 12/19/2013 JRG A 56 250.00 0.40 100.00 PREPARE FAGEN MOTION WITHDRAW RULE 56(F) ARCH 
CONTINUANCE MOTION AND HEARING 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326406 12123/2013 JRG A 58 250.00 0.50 125.00 RECEIVE AND REVIEW JUDGES ORDERS FOR ARCH 
CONSOUDATION AND REASSIGNMENT (BUTLER 
TO BEVAN) AND ORDER ASSIGNMENT (BEVAN TO 
STOKER); PREPARE EMAIL TO LEONARD COUNSEL 
FORWARDING ORDERS AND UPDATE OF 5 CASES 
REASSIGNED TO STOKER; 1 CASE lAVA BEDS WP 
REMAINS SIMPSON AS DIFFERENT JUDICIAL 
DISTRICT 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN ClAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326406 01/07/2014 JRGA 56 250.00 0.50 125.00 PREPARE FAGAN MOTION TO COMPEL ARCH 
DISCOVERY, AFFIDAVIT, NOTICE OF HEARING 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326406 01108/2014 JRG A 54 250.00 0.50 125.00 REVISE AND EDIT FAGEN MOTION TO COMPEL ARCH 
DISCOVERY; AFFIDAVIT; NOTICE OF HEARING 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326406 01/27/2014 BJHA 62 125.00 0.10 12.50 REVIEW SIGNED ORDER FROM COURT CLERK. ARCH 
SCAN AND SAVE IN aECTRONIC FILE 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326406 03103/2014 JRG A 53 250.00 0.50 125.00 ANALIZE AND FILE 1ST AMENDED COMPLAINT IN ARCH 
NOTCH BUTTE WP CASE 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326406 03/DS/2014 DCGA 58 250.00 0.50 125.00 RECEIVE AND REVIEW MULTIPLE EMAILS RE: ARCH 
DISCOVERY RECEIVED EXERGY 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
TOtal for Fees Blllable 44.70 ... 10,795.00 
Non-bDJable 0.90 202.50 
~-··- --· ·- -·· -· Tot?) 4S.6Q .19.997.50 
Expenses 
0.4326406 02106/2013 JRG A 125 96.00 RUNG FEE ARCH 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326406 02/15/2013 JRG A 135 20.67 POSTAGE· UPS ARCH 
FAGEN, INC. * MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326408 OS/14/2013 JRG A 130 SERVICE OF PROCESS FEE· MRS. ASTLE ARCH 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN ClAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326406 06114/2013 JRG A 130 40.00 SERVICE OF PROCESS FEE· MRS. SHAW ARCH 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326406 OS/14/2013 JRG A 130 40.00 SERVICE OF PROCESS FEE ARCH 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326406 10/1112013 JRG A 135 20.67 POSTAGE· UPS ARCH 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN ClAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326400 12104/2013 JRG A 139 16.00 RECORDING FEE· UNCOLN COUNTY ARCH 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
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B!Dable 44.70 11,068.34 
Non-b!Dable 0.90 202.50 
Total 45.60 11,270.84 
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EXHIBIT ''F 
Costs and Fees - Detail Transaction File List 
Racine File #43264.02 
Rogerson Flats Wind Park 
(Itemization of Costs and Attorney Fees 
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08/0212012 JRG A 62 250.00 
08/02J2012 JRG A 56 250.00 
0810312012 JRG A 64 250.00 
02/05/2013 JRG A 56 250.00 
1l2106/2013 JRG A 64 250.00 
07/2812013 JRG A 75 250.00 
0712612013 JRG A 75 250.00 
07/2812013 JRG A 56 250.00 
07/2612013 JRG A 56 250.00 
07/26/2013 JRG A 227 250.00 
07/2612013 JRG A 227 250.00 
08/1212013 JRG A 62 250.00 
08/1212013 JRG A 75 250.00 
0811612013 JRG A 58 250.00 
08/1912013 JRG A 56 250.00 
08/1912013 JRG A 56 250.00 
0811912013 JRG A 55 250.00 






















250.00 REVIEW RECORDS INCIDENTAL TO PREPARE UEN ARCH 
CLAIM 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
250.00 PREPARE AND REVISE AND EDIT CLAIM OF UEN ARCH 
FINAL DRAFT AND EXHIBITS A&B 
FAGEN. INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
250.00 REVISE AND EDIT AND RNALIZE FAGEN CLAIM OF ARCH 
UEN, TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH TITLE 
COMPANY, TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH 
JENSEN. PREPARE LETTER TO FATCO IN TF 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
250.00 PREPARE COMPI.AINT AND EX. ONE FOR LIEN ARCH 
FORECLOSURE 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
150.00 REVISE AND EDIT AND FINALIZE COMPI.AINT FOR ARCH 
UEN FORECLOSURE TO FILE 
FAGEN. INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
125.00 TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH TOM JENSEN. ARCH 
ROGERSON FLATS "SUBSTATION DEAL" 
DISCUSSIONS AND SUIT "STANDSTILL" REQUEST 
FOR FAGAN, JACK RANCH ENTITY, SIMPLOT 
TRUST ENTI1Y 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
100.00 TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH CHIP UON, JACK ARCH 
RANCH CA COUNSEL, DISCUSS "STANDSTILL" AND 
ACCEPTANCE OF SERVICE AGREED 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
60.00 PREPARE ACCEPTANCE OF SERVICE FORM FOR ARCH 
JACK RANCH 
FAGEN. INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
100.00 PREPARE LETTER TO UON CONFIRM INDEFINITE ARCH 
. EXTENSION AND FORWARD ACCEPTANCE OF 
SERVICE FORM TO SIGN AND RETURN 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
25.00 EMAIL UON LElTERAND DOCUMENTS ARCH 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
50.00 EMAIL JENSEN EMAIL AND UON LETTER AND ARCH 
DOCUMENTS 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
150.00 REVIEW CALENDAR ORDER; SCHEDUUNG ARCH 
CONFERENCE; EMAIL JENSEN ON STAY OR ONE 
JUDGE 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
50.00 TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH COURT CLERK ARCI-
ON POSSIBILITY OF STAY OR INACTIVE ORDERS 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
50.00 RECEIVE AND REVIEW HEARING NOTICE AND ARCI-
CALENDAR PHONE CONFERENCE 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
500.00 RECEIVE AND ANALVZE DEFENDANT ENERGY ARC~ 
OMNIBUS MOTION TO DISMJSS AND 
MEMORANDUM 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
250.00 PREPAREEMAILUPDATEFORWARDTO ARC! 
DEFENDANT ENERGY MOTION AND MEMORANDUM 
TO LEONARD COUNSa 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S LIEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
250.00 RESEARCH IDAHO UEN STATUTES AND ARC! 
ROGERSON FLATS FILE ON MOTION REBUTTAL 
DEVELOPMENT 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
40.00 INTEROFFICE MEETING TO DISCUSS STATUS OF ARC 
MOiidliy 11J0312ti14 1:46 p 1229
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FAGAN UEN FORECLOSURE ACTIONS AND 
EXERGY DEFENDANTS MOTION TO DISMISS AND 
ACTIONS TO BE TAKEN IN RESPONSE TO SUCH 
MOTION 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN ClAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 0812012013 BRC A 62 200.00 0.70 140.00 REVIEWED UMJTED NOTICE TO PROCEED 1#1 AND ARCH 
#13 AND EXCERPTS FROM CONTRACT BElWEEN 
FAGAN AND EXERGY PERTAINING TO IDAHO 
PROJECTWORKREIATEDTOREPRESENTATIONS 
MADE EVIDENCING lANDOWNERS CONSENT; 
EMAIL TO JENSEN REQUESTING ADDffiONAL 
DOCUMENTS AND COMPLETE COPY OF 
CONTRACT 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 0812012013 DCGA 35 250.00 0.50 125.00 MEETING WITH JRG REGARDING STRATEGY TO ARCH 
DEFENDANTS MOTION TO DISMISS 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 0812012013 RAM A 62 200.00 0.40 80.00 REVIEW OPPOSING COUNSEL'S PLEADINGS ARCH 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4328402 08121/2013 RAM A 189 200.00 1.00 200.00 WRITING, RESEARCHING, EDffiNG RULE 66(F) ARCH 
MOTION, MEMORANDUM, AND AFFIDAVIT; 
WRmNG, RESEARCHING. EDffiNG MEMORANDUM 
IN OPPOSffiON TO MOTION TO DISMISS 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4328402 0812212013 BRCA 58 200.00 1.40 280.00 RECEIVED AND REVIEWED ENGINEERING, ARCH 
PROCUREMENT AND CONSTRUCTION SERVICE 
AGREEMENT FOR FACTS AND TERMS THAT 
SUPPORT UEN FORECLOSURE PROCEEDINGS 
AGAINST LANDOWNERS; NOTED SUPPORTIVE 
PROVISIONS 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN ClAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4328402 0812212013 RAM A 189 200.00 1.00 200.00 WRmNG, RESEARCHING, EDffiNG RULE 56(F) ARCH 
MOTION. MEMORANDUM, AND AFADAVIT; 
WRITING, RESEARCHING. EDffiNG MEMORANDUM 
IN OPPOSffiON TO MOTION TO DISMISS 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4328402 0812312013 BRC A 2TI 200.00 0.30 60.00 EMAIL CORRESPONDENCE WITH FAGEN ARCH 
ATTORNEYS REGARDING CONTRACT FOR 
SERVICES AND RElATION TO FORECLOSURE 
ACTIONS 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 




MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 0812812013 BRC A 340 200.00 2..00 400.00 BEGAN DRAFTING PORTION OF BRIEF IN SUPPORT ARCH 
OF OBJECTION AND RESPONSE TO DEFENDANTS 
OMNIBUS MOTION TO DISMISS RELATED TO AT 
INSTANCE OF OWNER AND AGENCY ARGUMENT 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN ClAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 0S12912013 BRC A 340 200.00 1.00 200.00 COMPLETED PORTION OF BRIEF RELATED TO ARC I-
ARGUMENT IN FAVOR OF UEN AGAINST 
LANDOWNER'S FEE INTEREST IN REAL PROPERTY 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 08130f.Z013 BRCA 62 200.00 0.20 40.00 REVIEWED CONTRACT WITH EXERGY AND PULLED ARC!-
EXCERPTS FORM CONTRACT TO ATTACH TO 
PROPOSED AMENDED COMPLAINT 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4328402 Da/3012013 DCG A 54 250.00 1.50 375.00 REVISE AND EDIT MOTION FOR 56 (F) REUEF • ARCt 
REVISE MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION 
FOR 56 RELIEF; REVISE MOTION FOR ~VETO 
AMEND COMPLAINT; EMAIL PLEADINGS TO CUENT 
FOR REVIEW 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 0910412013 JRG A 58 250.00 0.10 25.00 RECEIVE AND REVIEW NOTICE OF HEARING FOR ARCt 
WIND PARK LLC, EXERGY DEV; XRG 
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FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN ClAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 09/0412013 JRG A 75 250.00 0.60 150.00 TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH FAGEN MN ARCH 
COUNSEL ON 10 STRATEGY 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 09/0412013 JRG A 54 250.00 0.60 200.00 REVISE AND EDIT MOTION RULE 56(F) ARCH 
CONTINUANCE 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN ClAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 0910412013 JRG A 54 250.00 1.30 325.00 REVISE AND EDIT SUPPORTING BRIEF FOR ARCH 
MOTION RULE 56(F} CONTINUANCE 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN ClAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 09/D512013 JRG A 63 250.00 1.00 250.00 FINALIZE AND REVISE AND EDIT FAGEN MOTION ARCH 
TO AMEND COMPlAINT, 1ST AMENDED 
COMPLAINT; MOTION TO RULE 5B(F) 
CONTINUANCE; JRG AFFIDAVIT AND 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN ClAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 09105/2013 DCGA 54 250.00 0.50 125.00 REVISE AND EDIT MOTION FOR RULE 58 (F) ARCH 
MOTION AND SUPPORTING AFFIDAVIT 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN ClAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4325402 09/0912013 JRG A 75 250.00 0.50 125.00 STATUS TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH COURT ARCH 
AND COUNSEL 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN ClAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 09/0912013 JRG A 58 250.00 0.40 100.00 PREPARE EMAIL STATUS REPORT TO FAGEN, ET ARCH 
AL, OF SEPTEMBER 9, 2013 COURT STATUS 
CONFERENCE 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN ClAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 0911112013 BRC A 232 200.00 0.20 40.00 DISCUSSION WITH LEAD COUNSEL REGARDING ARCH 
STATUS OF PROCEEDINGS, DISCOVERY 
REQUESTS, AND OTHER MATTERS RELATED TO 
MOTION TO DISMISS AND RESPONSE TO SUCH 
MOTION 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN ClAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 09/1212013 JRG A 75 250.00 0.40 100.00 TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH JENSEN AND ARCH 
SEND EXERGY OCTOBER 17 NOTICE OF HEARING 
FOR MOTION TO DISMISS 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN ClAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 09/1712013 BRC A 60 200.00 0.30 60.00 DRAFTED PlAINTIFF'S FIRST SET OF ARCH 
INTERROGATORIES AND REQUESTS FOR 
PRODUCTION OF EXERGY ENTITIES; DRAFTED 
PLAINTIFF'S FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES 
AND REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION TO 
LANDOWNERS DEFENDANTS 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 09/1712013 DCG A 58 250.00 0.20 50.00 RECEIVE AND REVIEW NOTICE OF APPEARANCE- ARCH 
RICHARD JACK RANCH WIND LAND HOLDINGS 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4325402 0912312013 JRG A 216 250.00 0.40 100.00 EXCHANGE EMAILS WITH JENSEN ON MAP· ARCH 
ROGERSON FLATS SUIT AND BACKGROUND 
INFORMAITON TO SEPTEMBER 25 CONFERENCE 
CALL 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4325402 0912412013 JRG A 75 250.00 0.30 75.00 EXCHANGE EMAllS ON CONFERENCE CALL ARCH 
SCHEDULING, CANCELED RESCHEDULED 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4325402 09/2612013 JRG A 75 250.00 0.50 125.00 TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH TOM JENSEN ARC!-
REGARDING CONFERENCE CALL WITH MAP -JACK 
RANCH LATER TODAY 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 09126J2013 JRG A 75 250.00 0.50 125.00 JOINT CONFERENCE CALL WITH MAP, ET /d. ARC!-
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 0912612013 JRG A 54 250.00 4.00 1,000.00 REVISE AND EDIT FAGAN MEMORANDUM ARC" 
OPPOSING MOTION TO DISMISS 
FAGEN, INC. 
ASS Monday ff/0312014 1:48 pn 1231
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MECHANIC'S UEN ClAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 09/2712013 OCG A 54 250.00 1.00 250.00 REVISE MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSmON TO ARCH 
MOTION TO DISMISS 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S LIEN ClAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 09130/2013 BRC A 232 200.00 0.30 60.00 DISCUSSION WITH CO-COUNSa FINAUZlNG ARCH 
BRIEFS IN OPPOSmON TO OMNIBUS MOTIONS TO 
DISMISS 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN ClAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 0913012013 DCG A 58 250.00 o.ao 200.00 RECEIVE AND REVIEW EMAIL FROM KEITH REVISE ARCH 
MEMORANDUM OPPOSING MOTION TO DISMISS; 
TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH JRG 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S LIEN ClAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 09130/2013 JRG A 58 250.00 0.20 60.00 RECEIVE AND REVIEW EXERGY RELEASE OF ARCH 
LEASEHOLD INTEREST 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S LIEN ClAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 . 1010112013 DCGA 60 250.00 0.70 175.00 DRAFT INTERROGATIONS AND REQUEST FOR ARCH 
PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS TO LANDOWNERS 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S LIEN ClAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 1010212013 DCGA 60 250.00 2.10 525.00 DRAFT INTERROGATIONS AND REQUEST FOR ARCH 
PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS TO EXERGY 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S LIEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 10/0312013 OCG A 53 250.00 MO 100.00 RNAUZE DISCOVERY REQUESTS TO EXERGY AND ARCH 
SIMPl.OT 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN ClAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 10/17/2013 JRG A 54 250.00 0.20 50.00 REVISE AND EDIT JRG 2ND AFRDAVJT FOR FAGEN ARCH 
RULE 5B(F) MOTION TO CONTINUE 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN ClAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 10/17/2013 JRG A 75 250.00 0.10 25.00 TaEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH CLERK. NO ARCH 
PHONE APPEARANCE ON OCTOBER 21 OR 
DECEMBER 2 MOTIONS ALLOWED, COUNSa 
MUST APPEAR IN PERSON 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S LIEN ClAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 10/17/2013 JRG A 62 250.00 0.30 75.00 REVIEW SIMPLOT TRUST NOTICE OF HEARING ON ARCH 
MOTION TO DISMISS DEC 2ND NOTICE TO APPEAR 
BY PHONE, NOTICE WITHDRAWING SAME; 
FORWARD TO LEANARD COUNSEL CALENDAR 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN ClAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 10/1812013 JRG A 58 250.00 0.60 150.00 PREPARE FAGEN AMENDED NOTICE OF HEARING; ARCH 
REVIEW EXERGY AMENDED NOTICE OF HEARING: 
EMAILS 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN ClAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 10/1812013 JRG A 75 250.00 0.30 75.00 TaEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH COURT CLERK ARCH 
DOROTHY; CONFIRM OCTOBER 21ST HEARING 
CANCELED 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN ClAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 10/1812013 JRG A 75 250.00 0.20 50.00 TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH SIMPl.OT TRUST ARCH 
COUNSEL; LIKELY BUSINESS-BASED RESOLUTION 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 11106/2013 JRG A 227 250.00 0.50 125.00 EMAIL COUNSEL ON DEFENDANT JACK RANCH ARC!-
NON-OBJECTIONS RUNG TO FAGEN AMENDED 
COMPlAINT, REQUEST GREENER SAME 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S LIEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 11/1512013 JRG A 62 250.00 0.20 50.00 REVIEW EMAILS WITH LEONARD COUNSEL ON ARC!-
APPROVAL TO DISMISS DEFENDANT JACK RANCH 
LAND HOLDINGS 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S LIEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 1111512013 JRG A 56 250.00 0.50 125.00 PREPARE EMAIL EVALUATION TO LEONARD ARC!-
COUNSEL ON (1) ANTICIPATED GROUNDS FOR 
ASTI.E AND SHAW SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
MOTIONS; (2) EXPLANATION ASTLE AND SHAW 
-JNCENTIVE" TO MOVE SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
GIVEN POOR LAND VALUE (PER KEITH M. 
REQUESTS} 
FAGEN, INC. 
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l Fees MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 11/1912013 JRG A 58 250.00 0.60 150.00 RECEIVE AND REVIEW DEFENDANT SIMPLOT ARCH 
TRUST FOUR MOTIONS TO DISMISS AND BRIEF IN 
FOUR TWIN FALLS COUNlY CASES 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 11/1912013 JRG A 227 250.00 0.40 100.00 EMAIL DEFENDANT SHAW MOTION AND ARCH 
MATERIALS WITH COMMENTS TO LEONARD 
COUNSEL, SEEK INSTRUCTIONS ON POSSIBLE 
DISMISSAL 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 11/1912013 JRG A 227 250.00 0.30 75.00 EMAIL DEFENDANT SIMPLOTTRUST MOTION TO ARCH 
DISMISS AND SUPPORTING MATERIALS TO 
LEONARD COUNSEL, SEEK DIRECTIONS ON 
POSSIBLE DISMISSAL 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4328402 11/2212013 JRG A 75 250.00 0.50 125.00 TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH JACK RANCH ARCH 
COUNSEL AND REVIEW, SIGN AND RETURN 
STIPULATION AND ORDER TO DISMISS JACK 
RANCH WIND HOLDINGS 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 11/2212013 JRG A 58 250.00 0.20 50.00 PREPARE EMAIL TO LEONARD ON DISMISS H T7 ARCH 
CASES IN SIMPLOTTRUST 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 11125/2013 JRG A 56 250.00 0.50 125.00 PREPARE STIPULATION AND ORDER; DISMISS ARCH 
WITH PREJUDICE; FORWARD TO SIMPLOT TRUST 
COUNSEL TO SIGN AND RETURN TO FILE CLERK 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 1112612013 JRG A 58 250.00 0.30 75.00 PREPARE PARTIAL RELEASE OF CLAIM OF UEN IN ARCH 
FAVOR OF SIMPLOT TRUST ONLY 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 11/27/2013 JRG A 54 250.00 0.20 50.00 REVISE PARTIAL RELEASE OF UEN PER SIMPLOT ARCH 
TRUST COUNSEL 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4325402 11/2712013 JRG A 58 250.00 0.10 25.00 RECEIVE AND REVIEW RECORDED PARTIAL ARCH 
RELEASE OF CLAIMS OF UEN; FORWARD TO 
CUENT 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4325402 1112712013 JRG A 58 250.00 0.20 50.00 RECEIVE AND REVIEW SIGNED STIPULATION ARCH 
FROM SIMPLOT TRUST COUNSEL, SIGN, FINALIZE, 
AND MAIL FOR RUNG 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 1210212013 JRG A 74 250.00 1.40 350.00 TRAVEL TO TWIN FALLS FROM BOISE FOR COURT ARCJ-
APPEARANCE FOR HEARING MOTIONS (PRO RATA) 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 1210212013 JRG A 56 250.00 0.60 150.00 PREPARE ORDER FOR CONSOUDATION 4 CASES ARCJ-
PER HEARING STIPULATION; EMAIL ROSA AND 
LEONARD'S COUNSEL 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4325402 1210412013 JRG A 56 250.00 0.50 125.00 PREPARE STATUS LE1TER TO LEONARD COUNSEL ARC!-
REPORT-HEARING DECEMBER 2ND AND 
FORWARD DOCUMENTS 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4325402 12/1212013 JRG A 58 250.00 0.10 25.00 RECEIVE AND REVIEW COURT ORDER RE: ARCt 
CONSOUDATION, MOTION AMEND, MOTION TO 
CONTINUE, MOTION TO DISMISS, DECEMBER4, 
2013 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4325402 0110612014 JRG A 58 250.00 0.30 75.00 FIRST ATTEMPT AT TELEPHONE SCHEDULING ARC• 
CONFERENCE WITH JUDGE STOKER, BUT EXERGY 
COUNSEL UNAVAilABLE; JUDGE REQUESTS 
RETRYAT11:45AM 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 01/0612014 JRG A 227 250.00 0.20 50.00 EMAIL AND PHONE MESSAGES LEFr EXERGY ARC! 
COUNSEL REGARDING SCHEDUUNG 
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0.4326402 0110612014 JRG A 231 
0.4326402 0110612014 JRG A 58 
0.4326402 0110712014 JRG A 56 
0.4326402 01/0712014 JRG A 56 
0.4326402 01/0712014 BJH A 35 
0.4326402 0110812014 JRG A 54 
0.4326402 0110812014 JRG A 56 
0.4326402 01/0a/2014 BJH A 62 
0.4326402 0112212014 JRG A 75 
0.4326402 0112712014 JRG A 56 





























MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
Reft# 
75.00 STATUS UPDATE LEONARD COUNSEL, EXERGY ARCH 
COUNSEL MOTION TO WITHDRAW 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
50.00 RECEIVE AND REVIEW EXERGY ERRATA ON ARCH 
MOTION TO WITHDRAW INCLUDING NOTCH BUTTE 
WITH WP INSTEAD OF LAVA BEDS WP; FORWARD 
TO LEONARD COUNSEL 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S LIEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
125.00 PREPARE FAGAN MOTION TO COMPEL ARCH 
DISCOVERY, AFFIDAVIT, NOTICE OF HEARING 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
250.00 PREPARE EMAIL STATUS REPORT UPDATE ON 2 ARCH 
JANUARY HEARINGS IN ALL CASES WITH 2 
COURTS; MOTIONS TO WITHDRAW BY ROSA; 
PLANNED FAGAN MOTIONS TO COMPEL 
DISCOVERY; JANUARY 21ST HEARING SEr IN TWIN 
FALLS COUNTY AND UNCOLN COUmY 
RECONSOUDATED CASES WITH JUDGE STOKER; 
JANUARY 28TH HEARING SEr IN BINGHAM 
COUNTY CASE WITH JUDGE SIMPSON AND 
FORWARD COPIES TO ROSA MOTION TO 
WITHDRAW AND ERRATA IN T7 CASES 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
312.50 MEETING WITH JRG REGARDING ASSIGNMENT ARCH 
AND EXPLAIN CONSOUDATED CASES; READ AND 
REVIEW ORDER OF CONSOUDATION FROM JUDGE 
STOKER; PREPARE CONSOUDATED CAPTION FOR 
SERVICE OF PLEADINGS; DRAFT MOTION TO 
COMPEL DISCOVERY REQUESTS FOR ALL 
DEFENDANTS; DRAFT AFFIDAVIT OF JRG IN 
SUPPORT OF MOTION TO COMPEL; PREPARE AND 
ORGANIZE ALL EXHIBITS TO ATrACH TO 
AFFIDAVIT; PREPARE HEARING NOTICE; ORGANIZE. 
ORDERS FOLDER FOR THE NOTCH BU1TE ACTION 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
125.00 REVISE AND EDIT FAGEN MOTION TO COMPEL ARCH 
DISCOVERY; AFFIDAVIT; NOTICE OF HEARING 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
125.00 PREPARE EMAIL TO LEONARD COUNSEL ARCH 
FORWARD FAGEN MOTION TO COMPEL AND 
SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS; ALSO RAISE ISSUES 
OF COLLECTIBLE OF ANY JUDGMENT IF NO 
ASSETS AND NO VEIN PIERCING CLAIM VS OTHER 
EXERGY ENTITIES IN MN OR ELSEWHERE 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
312.50 REVISE CAPTION ON HEARING NOTICE; MOTION ARCH 
TO COMPEL; ORGANIZE AND COPY ADDmONAL 
EXHIBITS FOR JRG AFFIDAVIT; ORGANIZE 
ROGERSON ORDERS ALE; FINALIZE MOTION TO 
COMPEL DISCOVERY; AFFIDAVIT; NOTICE OF 
HEARING; PREPARE TRANSMITTAL LETTER TO 
COURT CLERK; PREPARE FAX COVER SHEET; 
COPY ALL PLEADINGS; FAX TO A ROSA; SCAN ALL 
DOCUMENTS AND EMAIL TO A ROSA; SAVE ALL 
PDFS IN ELECTRONIC FILE 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
75.00 TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH KEITH ARCI-
MUELEMAN, DISCUSS STATUS AND T7 
CONSOUDATED AND FORWARD UTIGATION PLAN 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
50.00 PREPARE EMAIL TO ROSA ADVICE SAME; FAGEN ARCJ-
POSmON ON TWIN FALLS COUmY CASES; 
CONARM ROSA TO PLACE 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
75.00 EMAIL TO LEONARD COUNSEL PLANNED ARCJ-
ATTENOANCE BY PHONE CONFERENCE ON lWJN • 
1234
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FALLS COUNlY CASE HEARING ON JANUARY 31ST 
MOTION TO WITHDRAW AND MOTION TO COMPEL 
DISCOVERY 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 0113112014 JRG A 350 250.00 0.50 125.00 COURT APPEARANCE AND PREPARATION FOR ARCH 
COURT BY TElEPHONE CONFERENCE CAll ON 
ROSA MOTION TO WITHDRAW; AND FAGEN 
MOTION TO COMPEl DISCOVERY; ROSA FAILED TO 
APPEAR; COURT MADE FAVORABLE RULINGS 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 0113112014 JRG A 58 250.00 0.70 175.00 PREPARE ORDER DENYING ROSA MOTION TO ARCH 
WITHDRAW WITHOUT PREJUDICE, AND ORDER 
GRANTING FAGEN MOTION TO COMPEl AND $750 
FEES AWARDED PER COURT'S REQUEST; 
FORWARD TO CLERK AND COPY SENT TO ROSA 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 0113112014 JRG A 2Z1 250.00 0.10 25.00 EMAILS EXCHANGED WITH ROSA ON HEARING ARCH 
RULINGS 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 0113112014 JRG A 58 250.00 0.30 75.00 RECEIVE SIGNED ORDERS FROM COURT; ARCH 
FORWARD TO LEONARD 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 0210612014 JRG A 58 250.00 0.50 125.00 RECEIVE AND REVIEW ROSA RENEWED MOTION ARCH 
TO WITHDRAW AS COUNSEL AND MARCH 31ST 
NOTICE OF HEARING 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4328402 0210S/2014 JRG A 75 250.00 0.10 25.00 TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH COURT CLERK ARCH 
REQUEST EARUER HEARING DATE GIVEN AND 
DELAY 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 0210612014 JRG A 56 250.00 0.20 50.00 PREPARE EMAIL TO ROSA AND COURT CLERK ARCH 
REQUESTING EARUER HEARING DATE 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 02105/2014 JRG A 2Z1 250.00 0.20 50.00 EMAIL TO LEONARD COUNSEL, REVIEW MOTION; ARCH 
NOTICE OF HEARING; EMAIL TO COURT CLERK 
AND ROSA WITH EXPLANATION 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 0210612014 JRG A 2Z1 250.00 0.30 75.00 EMAILS ON RESCHEDULING EARUER HEARING ARCH 
DATE ON ROSA MOTION TO WITHDRAW 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 0210612014 JRG A 227 250.00 0.60 150.00 ADDmONAL EMAIL.S WITH ROSA AND COURT ARCH 
CLERK; HEARING ON AMENDED MOTION TO 
WITHDRAW 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 0210812014 JRG A 58 250.00 0.20 50.00 RECEIVE AND REVIEW ROSA AMENDED NOTICE ARCH 
OFHEARINGONMOTIONTOWITHDRAW 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 0210812014 JRG A 58 250.00 0.20 60.00 PREPARE EMAIL ROSA REQUEST COPY ARCI-
PROPOSED ORDERS TO WITHDRAW PRIOR TO 
HEARINGS IN BOTH CASES 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4328402 02/1a/2014 JRGA 2Z1 250.00 0.50 125.00 EXCHANGE EMAILS WITH MR. ROSA; DENY ARCI-
REQUEST FOR INFORMAL DISCOVERY 
EXTENSION; SET INTENT TO WITHDRAW AS 
COUNSEL REAFFIRMED, ETC. 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 0211912014 JRG A 227 250.00 0.50 125.00 EMAIL ON ABOVE EXCHANGED WITH LEONARD ARC!-
COUNSEl EMAILS ON ABOVE EXCHANGED WITH 
LEONARD COUNSEL 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 02121/2014 BJHA 227 125.00 0.10 12.50 EMAILS TO AND FROM A ROSA REGARDING ARC!-
DISCOVERY RESPONSES; NOTIFY WHEN 
DOCUMENTS ARE DOWNLOADED TO DROPBOX 
FAGEN, INC. 
ASS MandSj1110312014 1:46pn 1235
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MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 02/2412014 BJHA 62 125.00 0.70 87.50 REVIEW DISCOVERY RESPONSES, OPTICAL ARCH 
CHARACTER RECOGNITION, PRINT AND SAVE TO 
ELECTRONIC FILE, EMAILS TO/FROM A ROSA 
REGARDING DISCOVERY RESPONSES AND 
DOCUMENTS, CONVERSATION WITH D GREEN, 
DOWNLOAD DOCUMENTS FROM DROPBOX 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 0310312014 JRG A 75 250.00 0.50 125.00 TB.EPHONE STATUS CONFERENCE WITH COURT ARCH 
AND COUNSEL; ROSA WITHDRAWS HIS MOTION 
TO WITHDRAW AS COUNSEL; COURT 
RESCHEDULES STATUS CONFERENCE FOR APRIL 
14TH10AM 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 0310312014 JRG A 62 250.00 0.50 125.00 REVIEW THREE EMAilS ON ROSA'S ALLEGED ARCH 
THREE SUPPLEMENTS OF DISCOVERY IN 2 CASES; 
DOCUMENTS NOT RECEIVED VIA DROPBOXAS 
STATED PER PARALEGAL 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 03103/2014 JRGA 62 250.00 0.50 125.00 CURSORY REVEIW TWIN FALLS AND UNCOLN ARCH 
COUNTIES DOCUMENTS PRODUCED AND 
PLEADINGD 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 03/0312014 JRG A 227 250.00 0.50 125.00 SEND FOUR EMAILS TO ROSA VERIFYING NO ARCH 
DISCOVERY SUPPLEMENTS RECEIVED BY 
DROP BOX 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 03/0312014 JRG A 56 250.00 1.00 250.00 PREPARE STATUS UPDATE EMAIL TO LEONARD ARCH 
COUNSEL 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S LIEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 0310312014 JRG A 53 250.00 0.50 125.00 FINALIZE AND FILE 1ST AMENDED COMPLAINT IN ARCH 
ROGERSON FLATS WP CASE 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 0310312014 JRG A 75 250.00 0.20 50.00 TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH DEPUTY CLERK, ARCH 
DOROTHY MCMULLEN, DISCUSS NECESSITY TO 
FILE 51ST AMENDED COMPlAINTS AS SEPARATE 
DOCUMENTS, AS COPY ATTACHED TO MOTIONS 
CANNOT BE DETACHED AND FILED AS ORIGINAL 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 0310312014 JRG A 56 250.00 0.50 125.00 PREPARE LETTER TO DEPUTY CLERK TO FILE 5 ARCH 
1ST AMENDED COMPlAINTS WITH EXPLANATION 
PER PHONE CALL 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 03103/2014 BJH A 62 125.00 0.40 50.00 REVIEW EMAILS FROM A ROSA, REVIEW NOTICE ARCH 
TO WITHDRAW MOTION TO WITHDRAW, VARIOUS 
EMAILS TO A ROSA RE: SUPPLEMENTAL 
DISCOVERY DOCUMENTS 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 0310512014 JRG A 58 250.00 0.60 150.00 RECEIVE AND FORWARD FIVE DEFENDANT'S ARCH 
DISCOVERY REQUESTS TO LEONARD COUNSEL 
WITH COMMENTS AND RESPONSE PLAN 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 03/0512014 JRG A 58 250.00 0.80 200.00 RECEIVE AND REVIEW ROSA REQUEST TO ARCH 
STIPULATION DISMISSAL FAGEN UEN CLAIMS, 
AND "RELEASE OF LEASEHOLD INTEREST" 
DOCUMENTS AND FORWARD TO LEONARD 
COUNSEL WITH COMMENTS; ALSO RAISE XRG 
DEVELOPMENT GROUP PARlY STATUS AS 
POSSIBLY UNNECESSARY; ALSO RAISE "UNJUST 
ENRICHMENT- CLAIM AS POSSIBLY UNNECESSARY 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S LIEN CI.AIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 03105/2014 JRG A 2Z1 250.00 0.40 100.00 REPLY EMAIL TO GOTTLIEB ON ROSA AND ARC!-
CARKUUS INTENTIONS AND UTIGATION OUTLOOK 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 0310512014 BJHA 56 125.00 0.30 37.50 UPLOAD DISCOVERY DOCUMENTS FROM ARC!-
DROPBOX, LOAD TO SYSTEM, INSTRUCTIONS TO 
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CLERICAL TO PRINT, ORGANIZE, READ AND 
REVIEW EMAILS TO CO-COUNSEL 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 0310612014 BJHA 62 125.00 0.40 50.00 REVIEW DISCOVERY RESPONSES, DRAFT LETTER ARCH 
TO ATTORNEY ROSEN REGARDING DEFICIENT 
RESPONSES AND DOCUMENTS PRODUCTION, 
INSTRUCTIONS TO CLERICAL REGARDING 
DISCOVERY DOCUMENTS 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 03/07/2014 JRG A 75 250.00 0.50 125.00 TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH LEONARD ARCH 
COUNSEL ON FURTHER 10 SUITS UTIGATION 
PLAN; MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT AND 
MOTION FOR FEES OR SANCTIONS ETC.; 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S LIEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 03/10/2014 BJHA 2ZI 125.00 0.40 50.00 EMAIL TO A ROSA TO SEND WORD VERSIONS OF ARCH 
DISCOVERY DOCUMENTS; PREPARE A TEMPLATE 
FOR DISCOVERY RESPONSES DRAFTS; REVIEW 
DISCOVERY REQUESTS 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 03111/2014 JRG A 58 250.00 0.30 75.00 RECEIVE AND ANALVZE ROSA EMAIL SEEKING ARCH 
STIPULATION ON DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 03/11/2014 JRG A 56 250.00 0.70 175.00 PREPARE REPlY EMAIL TO ROSA REJECTING ARCH 
DEFENDANTS MOTION TO SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
REQUEST; REPlY FAGEN MOTION TO SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT DEMAND AND $2500 FEES FOR 
SANCTION FOR DELAY AND INADEQUATE 
DISCOVERY RESPONSE BY "DDCUMENT DUMP" 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 0311412014 BJHA 54 125.00 0.30 37.50 REVISE, EDIT, FINALIZE LETTER REGARDING ARCH 
INSUFRCIENT DISCOVERY RESPONSES, 
INSTRUCTIONS TO CLERICAL TO SCAN, COPY FAX 
AND MAIL; COMPOSE AND SEND EMAIL TO 
ATTORNEY MOHEBAN IN MINNESOTA, CC JRG 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 0311412014 JRG A 232 250.00 0.30 75.00 DISCOVERY DISPUTE LETTER TO ATTORNEY A ARCH 
ROSA TO REQUEST COMPLETE RESPONSES TO 
PLAINTIFF'S DISCOVERY REQUESTS 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
I 0,4326402 03/1412014 JRG A 56 250.00 0.80 200.00 PREPARE AND REVISE AND EDIT DISCOVERY ARCH 
RESPONSE INSUFACIENT; LEITER TO ROSA 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 03/1812014 BJH A 227 125.00 0.20 25.00 EMAilS TO AND FROM JRG AND K MOHEBAN ARCH 
REGARDING WOOLSTENHULME DEPOSmON; 
ARRANGE FOR COURT REPORTER 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 0312412014 BJHA 56 125.00 0.30 37.50 CHECK ON DISCOVERY DUE DATES; EMAIL DRAFT ARCH 
DISCOVERY RESPONSES TO K MOHEBAN 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
1 0.4326402 0312812014 JRG A 2ZI 250.00 0.30 75.00 EXCHANGE EMAllS WITH MOHEBAN ON FAGEN ARCH 
WRITTEN DISCOVERY RESPONSES 
COORDINATION 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 0410212014 JRG A 227 250.00 0.40 100.00 EMAIL WITH LEONARD COUNSEL ON EXTENSION ARCH 
FOR EXERGY SUPPLEMENTAL DISCOVERY 
RESPONSE TO APRIL 9TH; AND FAGEN INITIAL 
DISCOVERY RESPONSES TO APRIL 25TH 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 0410212014 BJHA 62 125.00 0.70 87.50 REVIEW EXHIBITS TO AMENDED COMPLAINT; ARCH 
REVIEW DISCOVERY DOCUMENTS FROM A ROSA; 
DETERMINE KEY DOCUMENTS AND IDENTIFY 
BATES NOS,; COMPOSE AND SEND EMAIL TO JRG 
WITH A SUMMARY OF THE DOCUMENTS AND 
INFORMATION REGARD!NG PERTINENT 
DOCUMENTS; CALENDAR 3-WEEK EXTENSION 
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FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S LIEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 04/17/2014 • JRG A 227 250.00 0.10 25.00 EMAILS RECEIVED AND REVIEWED ON ARCH 
CONFERENCE CALL APRIL EIGHTEENTH TO 
SCHEDULE AT 7:30AM MOUNTAIN TIME 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S LIEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 04/1812014 JRGA 75 250.00 0.50 125.00 TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH LEONARD ARCH 
COUNSEL TO COORDINATE IDAHO SUITS WITH 
MINNESOTA SUIT 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S LIEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 04/18/2014 JRG A 75 250.00 1.20 300.00 TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH CLERK ON FALL ARCH 
2014 TRIAL DATES AND SCHEDUUNG ORDER 
FORM TO SUBMIT 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S LIEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 0411812014 JRG A 56 250.00 0.80 200.00 PREPARE DRAFT SCHEDULING ORDER AND EMAIL • ARCH 
AND FAX FORWARD TO ROSA 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S LIEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 04/1812014 BJHA 232 125.00 2.00 250.00 COORDINATE DISCOVERY RESPONSES AND ARCH 
DOCUMENTS WITH T KELLEY IN MINNEAPOUS; 
LOCATE PLEADINGS AND EMAIL TOT KEU.Y; 
UPLOAD ALL DISCOVERY DOCUMENTS TO 
BOX.COM AND NOTIFY T KEU.Y; SEND EMAIL WITH 
SUMMARY OF FAGEN PRODUCTION DOCUMENTS; 
EMAIL AND FAX A ROSA THE PROPOSED 
STIPULATED TRIAL SCHEDULE 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S LIEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 04121/2014 BJH A 53 125.00 0.50 62.50 FINAUZE LETTER TO COURT CLERK, EMAIL AND ARCH 
MAIL CLERK LETTER AND FINAL STIPULATION FOR 
SCHEDUUNG TO A ROSA; UPDATE C&C WITH NEW 
ROSA CONTACT INFORMATION 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S LIEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 0412412014 BJH A 62 125.00 o:50 62.50 REVIEW DRAFTS OF DISCOVERY RESPONSES ARCH 
FROM T KELLEY AT STINSON LEONARD, ORGANIZE 
FOLDER FOR PRODUCTION RESPONSE 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S LIEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4325402 0412512014 BJHA 62 125.00 2.00 250.00 REVIEW, EDIT, REVISE DISCOVERY RESPONSES ARCH 
AND BATES NUMBERED DOCUMENTS, EMAILS TO 
AND FROM T. KELLEY AT STINSON LEONARD 
REGARDING FINALIZE, SERVE, PREPARE NOTICES 
OF SERVICE OF DISCOVERY RESPONSES, 
TRANSMITTAL LETTER TO COURT CLERK TO FILE 
NOTICES, ASSIST WITH COPIES, MAILING, 
ORGANIZE FINAL WORD DOCUMENTS 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4325402 0412812014 JRG A 56 250.00 0.80 200.00 PREPARE LETTER TO LEONARD COUNSEL ARCH 
FORWARD FINAL SET DISCOVERY RESPONSES 
AND FI.ASH DRIVE AS SIGNED AND SERVED 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S LIEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 04128/2014 BJH A 62 125.00 0.20 25.00 REVIEW JRG EMAIL REGARDING TRIAL SETIING ARCr 
ORDER, T KELLEY EMAIL REGARDING MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S LIEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 04129/2014 BJHA 62 125.00 0.20 25.00 INSTRUCTIONS TO CLERICAL TO SCAN ALL ARCr 
DISCOVERY RESPONSES, ORGANIZE FILES 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S LIEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 05127/2014 BJHA 62 125.00 0.70 87.50 REVIEW EMAILS, PULL NOTICES OF SERVICE FOR ARCf-
ALL FAGEN DISCOVERY RESPONSES AND LETTER, 
EMAIL AlTORNEY A ROSA NOTICES STATING 
DISCOVERY RESPONSES TIMELY, EMAIL J 
GOODELL 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S LIEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 0512812014 JRG A 227 250.00 1.50 375.00 SEVERAL EMAILS AND TELEPHONE ARCt 
CONFERENCES WITH LEONARD COUNSEL AND 
BJH; RESPOND NO ROSA EMAIL ON "DISCOVERY 
NOT RECEIVED- AND TOM FAGEN DEPOSffiON 
REQUEST OF DATES IN JUNE. MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT PREPARATION AND TIMING 
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0.4326402 0512812014 BJH A 2Z1 
0.4326402 0513012014 JRG A 227 
0.4326402 05/3012014 BJH A 227 
0.4326402 06109/2014 BJH A 227 
0.4326402 07/1612014 BJH A 62 
0.4326402 07/2812014 BJH A 62 
0.4326402 0712912014 BJH A 53 
0.4326402 0713012014 JRG A 54 
0.4326402 07130/2014 JRG A 53 
0.4326402 0810112014 BJH A 2Z1 
0.4326402 08/0412014 JRG A 58 






























MECHANIC'S UEN ClAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
25.00 EMAJLS TO AND FROM A ROSA REGARDING ARCH 
FAGEN'S DISCOVERY RESPONSES AND 
DEPOSmON OF PLAINTIFF AND STAFF 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
125.00 EMA1LS EXCHANGED ON DISCOVERY FAGEN ARCH 
SEVERAL SETS OF DISCOVERY VERIFICATIONS 
RECEIVED AND FORWARDED TO ROSA 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
62.50 EMAIL FROM T KELLEY: EXTRACTVERIACATIONS ARCH 
FROM DISCOVERY RESPONSES: SAVE 
SEPARATELY; EMAIL TO A ROSA 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
37.50 EMAILS TO/FROM A ROSA. UPLOAD DISCOVERY ARCH 
DOCUMENTS TO DROPBOX FOR A ROSA 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
25.00 SEND XRG DISCOVERY REQUESTS TO STINSON ARCH 
LEONARD 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
137.50 REVIEW DEPOSmON NOTICES FOR FAGEN ARCH 
WITNESSES; REVIEW ROSA'S MOTION TO 
COMPEL; PRINT, SAVE IN E-ALE; SEND TOT. 
KELLY, K. MOHEBAN, SEND SCHEDUUNG ORDER 
TOT KELLY AT STINSON LEONARD; RESPOND TO 
DEADUNES INQUIRY; DRAFT WITNESS 
DISCLOSURE AND SEND TO KELLY TO REVIEW 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
500.00 ASSIST AND COORDINATE ANALIZING AU. MOTION ARCH 
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT, AFFIDAVITS, EXHIBITS, 
PREPARE CERTIACATE OF SERVICE; PREPARE 
COVER I.E1TER; ORGANIZE AND PREPARE TO FILE 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
375.00 ANAL REVISE AND EDIT FAGEN MEMORANDUM ARCH 
SUPPORTING MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
AND COORDINATE LEONARD COUNSEL BY EMAILS 
AND PHONE 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
125.00 RNAUZE ORIGINAL AND "JUDGE'S COPY" FAGEN ARCH 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT AND 
SUPPORTING MATERIALS FILING, INCWDE; 
TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH CLERK'S OFFICE 
TO COORDINATE OJ TO DRIVE TO TWIN FALLS AND 
PHYSICALLY FILE BY DEADLINE TODAY 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
62.50 SCAN, COPY, AND EMAIL ORIGINAL AFFIDAVITS IN ARCH 
SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT; 
PREPARE, SERVE A ROSA 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
125.00 RECEIVE AND REVIEW FAGEN MOTIONS SUMMARY ARCH 
JUDGMENT AND SUPPORTING MATERIALS, AND 
FAGEN DISCLOSURE LAY AND EXPERT 
WITNESSES, JULY 30TH FILE-sTAMPED RRST 
PAGES, FORWARD TO LEONARD COUNSEL, 
CONFIRM NO DEFENDANTS DISCLOSURE 
WITNESSES RECEIVED BY JULY 30TH DUE DATE 
ORD~DANTSMOTIONFORSUMMARY 
JUDGMENT; COORDINATE MOTIONS PRO HAC 
VICE LEONARD COUNSEL AND AUGUST NOTICE 
DEPOSmON BY DEFENDANTS 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
37.50 RECEIVE AND REVIEW AND FORWARD ORIGINAL ARCH 
SIGNED AVE AFFIDAVITS, FAGEN PERSONNEL 
SUPPORTING MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
(COPIES PREVIOUSLY RLED); TELEPHONE 
CONFERENCE WITH CLERK TO CONFIRM COPIES 
VOLUMINOUS EXHIBITS ATTACHED, NEED NOT BE 
RE-RLEDAS UNNECESSARY DUPUCATION 
Mcntiay 1110312014 1:48pn 1239
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FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4328402 08107/2014 JRG A 62 250.00 0.20 60.00 REVIEW IBCR FOR PVH ADMISSION, REQUEST MN ARCH 
BAR CERTIFICATE BY BOARD STANDING FOR 
LEONARD LAWYERS 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 08111/2014 JRG A 227 250.00 0.30 75.00 EMAIL ROSA REITERATING FAGEN DEPOSITlONS ARCH 
SCHEDUUNG TO BE DONE WITH LEONARD FIRM 
COUNSEL 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 0811112014 JRG A 227 250.00 0.10 25.00 EMAIL ROSA TO USE CORRECT SERVICE BY MAIL ARCH 
ADDRESS TO BOISE OFFICE, NOT POCATELLO 
· OFFICE 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 08/11/2014 BJHA 471 125.00 0.30 37.50 SAVE MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT ARCH 
DOCUMENTS IN DIRECTORY; FORWARD 
PLEADINGS TO LEONARD COUNSEL 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 08/1312014 JRG A 56 260.00 0.20 60.00 FORWARD DEFENDANTS MOTION TO TAKE ARCH 
JUDICIAL NOTICE, AND NOTICE OF HEARING, TO 
LEONARD COUNSEL 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 08/1312014 BJHA 62 125.00 1.60 187.60 REVIEW EMAIL FROM A ROSA; EMAIL PLEADINGS ARCH 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 0811412014 JRG A 227 260.00 0.40 100.00 EMAIL WITH DOCUMENTS AND INFO TO LEONARD ARCH 
COUNSEL TO PURPOSE FAGEN RESPONSE TO 
DEFENDANTS MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 08/1412014 BJH A 63 125.00 1.00 125.00 FINALIZE PRO HAC VICE DOCUMENTS; REQUEST ARCH 
CHECKS; PREPARE LETTER TO ISB AND SUBMIT 
WITH CERTIFICATES OF GOOD STANDING; 
PREPARE l.ETTER TO DISTRICT COURT CLERK; 
PREPARE COPIES, SCAN, MAIL ALL DOCUMENTS; 
EMAIL TO K MOHEBAN AND T KELLEY; EMAIL TO A 
ROSA 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 08/15/2014 JRG A 206 250.00 0.10 25.00 FORWARD SHAW CROSSCLAIM AGAINST ENERGY ARCH 
TO LEONARD COUNSEL PER REQUEST 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 08/1512014 JRG A 58 250.00 0.10 25.00 RECEIVE AND REVIEW JULY 25 2014 MINUTES ARCH 
ENTRY AND ORDER; FORWARD TO LEONARD 
COUNSEL 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 0811512014 JRG A 58 250.00 0.20 60.00 RECEIVE AND REVIEW CERTIFIED TRANSCRIPT OF ARCH 
HEARING JULY 25; FORWARD TO LEONARD 
COUNSEL 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 08/1512014 BJH A 206 125.00 0.50 62.60 PRINT AND ORGANIZE XRG MOTIONS FOR ARCH 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT AND MOTION TO COMPEL 
DEPOSmON, INSTRUCTIONS TO CLERICAL TO 
MAKE UP FOLDERS FOR HARD COPIES 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 08/1812014 JRG A 75 250.00 1.00 260.00 TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH LEONARD ARCI-
COUNSEL ON OPPOSmONS TO DEFENDANTS 
MOTION FOR RULE 56 (F) EXTENSION TO FILE 
OPPOSmONTO FAGEN MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT RELATED EMAILS; SIGN AND SEND 
FOR FlUNG 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 08/1812014 BJHA 54 125.00 0.60 62.60 EDIT, PROOF, AND ANALIZE OPPOSmON TO ARCI-
XRG'S RULE 56(F) MOTION TO CONTINUE, FAX FILE 
wmt COURT, SERVE ROSA; EMAIL TO LEONARD 
COUNSEL; PREPARE LETTER TO CLERK WITH JRG 
ORIGINAL 2ND AFFIDAVIT fN OPPOSmoN 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 




T..- H Tcodal 
Client Date Afty ~  
Fees 
0.4326402 08119/2014 JRG A 62 
0.4326402 0811912014 BJH A 64 
0.4326402 08120/2014 BJH A 62 
0.4326402 08/21/2014 BJH A 227 
0.4326402 0812212014 JRG A 56 
0.4326402 0812212014 BJH A 56 
0.4326402 08125/2014 JRG A 68 
0.4326402 0812512014 JRG A 58 
0.4326402 0812612014 JRG A 54 
0.4326402 0812812014 BJH A 53 
0.4326402 0812812014 BJH A 38 
0.4326402 09/01/2014 JRG A 62 
0.4326402 0910112014 JRG A 54 
0.4326402 0910212014 JRG A 74 
0.4326402 09102/2014 JRG A 360 





































100.00 REVIEW DEFENDANTS REPlY TO FAGEN ARCH 
OPPOSmON TO DEFENDANTS EX PARTE MOTION 
FOR RULE 66(F) CONTINUANCE ETC; FORWARD 
COPIES TO LEONARD COUNSEL 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S LIEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
87.50 EDIT, PROOF, RNAUZE RESPONSE TO XRG'S ARCH 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGEMENT, FAX FILE 
WITH COURT, SERVE ROSA. EMAIL TO LEONARD 
COUNSEL 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S LIEN ClAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
150.00 REVIEW FILES; REQUEST XRG ANSWERS TO ARCH 
COMPlAINT FROM 1WIN FALLS COUNTY CLERK; 
CONFERENCE ALL WITH JRG; LEONARD COUNSEL 
REGARDING ROSA COMPLAINT 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN ClAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
12.50 EMAIL XRG ANSWERS TO COMPLAINT TO ARCH 
LEONARD COUNSEL 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S LIEN ClAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
375.00 PREPARE MOTION FOR JUDICIAL NOTICE, AND ARCH 
SECOND GOODELL AFFIDAVIT, AND NOTICE OF 
HEARING 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S LIEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
87.50 PREPARE DRAFTS OF MOTION FOR JUDICIAL ARCH 
NOTICE; SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF JRG WITH 
EXHIBITS 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S LIEN ClAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
60.00 RECEIVE AND REVIEW DEFENDANTS WITHDRAW ARCH 
MOTION TO COMPEL DEPOSmON AS MOOT; EMAIL 
FORWARD LEONARD COUNSEL 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN ClAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
100.00 RECEIVE AND REVIEW DEFENDANTS REPlY BRIEF ARCH 
SUPPORTING DEFENDANTS MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT; EMAIL FORWARD TO 
LEONARD COUNSEL 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
250.00 FINAL REVISE AND EDIT, SIGN, AND FILE FAGEN ARCH 
REPLY MEMORANDUM SUPPORTING FAGEN'S 
MOTIONFORSUMMARYJUDGMENT 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S LIEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
62.50 FINALIZE, SERVE, FilE FAGEN REPLY BRIEF IN ARCH 
SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT; 
EMAIL TO LEONARD COUNSEL 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S LIEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
'57 .50 PRINT AND SAVE ROSA'S SUPPLEMENTAL DEC IN ARCP. 
SUPPORT OF RULE 56(F) MOTION; REVISED 
PROPOSED ORDER; EMAIL TO LEONARD COUNSEL 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
875.00 REVIEW MOTIONS, AFFIDAVITS, BRIEFS AND ARCI-
PRE.QRAL ARGUMENTS ON SEVERAL PARTIES' 
PENDING MOTIONS TO PREPARE FOR HEARING 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
125.00 RECEIVE AND REVIEW NEW DICKERSON ARCI-
AFFIDAVIT; DEFENDANTS 2D RULE 56(F) MOTION 
AND AFFIDAVIT 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
1,250.00 TRAVEL TOlWINFALLSFROMBOISEAND ARCt 
RETURN FOR HEARING 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
500.00 COURT APPEARANCE FOR HEARING ON MOTIONS ARC• 
AND ORAL ARGUMENT 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S LIEN ClAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
150.00 TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH LEONARD ARC. 
COUNSEL REPORT HEARING AND RULINGS 
FAGEN, INC. 
Monday 11103/2014 1:46 pt 1241
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MECHANIC'S liEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 0910312014 BJHA 2Z1 125.00 1.70 212.50 EMAIL, SCAN AMENDED PRE-TRIAL CONFERENCE ARCH 
NOTICE TO LEONARD COUNSEL; DRAFT MOTION 
TO EXCLUDE XRG EXPERT & LAY WITNESSES 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S liEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 0910SI2014 JRG A 56 250.00 2.00 500.00 PREPARE DRAFT ORDER FOR MOTIONS HEARING ARCH 
912114 PER COURT REQUEST 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S LIEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 0910912014 BJH A 62 125.00 0.30 37.50 REVIEW COURT'S ORDER; CHECK COURT DOCKET ARCH 
AND ALES FOR DEF. WITNESS DISCLOSURE; 
EMAIL TOJRG 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S liEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 09/11/2014 JRG A 62 250.00 0.50 150.00 REVIEW MULTIPLE EMAILS BETWEEN ROSA AND ARCH 
LEONARD COUNSEL ON SCHEDUUNG 
DEPOSmONS CARKUUS AND DICKERSON FOR 
IDAHO CASES 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S liEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 0912212014 JRG A 56 250.00 0.50 125.00 PREPARE AND REVISE AND EDIT PRETRIAL ARCH 
STATEMENT 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S LIEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 0912212014 JRG A 56 250.00 0.50 125.00 PREPARE AND REVISE AND EDIT FAGEN MOTION ARCH 
TO EXCLUDE DEFENDANT'S LAY AND EXPERT 
WITNESSES 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 0912212014 JRG A 62 250.00 0.90 225.00 REVIEW ORDER SEPT 2ND; REVIEW SCHEDUUNG ARCH 
ORDER FOR PRETRIAL STATEMENT REQUESTS; 
EMAIL LEONARD COUNSEL ON PRETRIAL 
CONFERENCE PLAN; REVISE AND EDIT FAGEN 
MOTIONS TO EXCLUDE WITNESSES 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S LIEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 09122/2014 BJHA 55 125.00 4.00 500.00 CONDUCT RESEARCH; PREPARE FINALIZE, FAX ARCH 
FILE PRETRIAl MEMORANDUM AND MOTION TO 
EXCLUDE DEFENDANT WITNESSES; PHONE CALL 
TO COURT CLERK, SERVE ALL COUNSEL, PDF AND 
SAVE IN EFILE 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S LIEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 0912512014 JRG A 62 250.00 1.00 250.00 REVIEW FAGEN MOTION EXCLUDE WITNESS AND ARCH 
PRETRIAL STATEMENT; PREPARE ERRATA FOR 
REFERENCE TO DICKINSON AFFIDAVIT 
CORRECTION TO SHIVLEY AFFIDAVIT; PREPARE 
NOTICE OF HEARING FOR MOTION EXCWDE 
WITNESSES FOR SEPTEMBER 29 PRETRIAL 
CONFERENCE 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 0912512014 JRG A 55 250.00 1.60 400.00 RESEARCH AND REVIEW ISCT CUMMINGS OPINION ARCH 
AND PREPARE FAGEN MEMORANDUM SUPPORT 
MOTION EXCLUDE WITNESSES 
FAG!=N, INC. 
MECHANIC'S LIEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 0912512014 BJHA 62 125.00 4.00 500.00 REVIEW SUPPLEMENTAL COURT OPINION; ARCI-
PREPARE MEMO IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO 
EXCEL DEFENDANT WITNESSES; ERRATA TO 
MOTION; MOTION TO SHORTEN TIME/HEARING 
NOTICE; PROPOSED ORDER; PHONE CALL TO 
COURT CLERK; FINALIZE ALL DOCUMENTS; FAX 
FILE WITH COURT; FAX AND EMAIL TO DEFENDANT 
COUNSEL AND LEONARD COUNSEL; PDF AND 
SAVE ALL DOCUMENTS IN EFILE 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S LIEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 0912612014 JRG A 58 250.00 0.10 25.00 RECEIVE AND REVIEW ORDER SHORTENING TIME ARCf-
GRANTED 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S LIEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 09126f2014 BJHA 62 125.00 1.10 137.50 REVIEW, PRINT, SAVE SIGNED ORDER REGARDING ARC!-
MOTION TO SHORTEN TIME; EXCLUDE 
WITNESSES; UPDATE JRG CALENDAR; REVIEW 
DEFENDANT OBJECTION TO MOTION TO SHORTEN 
TIME; RESEARCH NOTICE 
REQUIREMENT/HARMLESS ERROR IN IRCP; PULL 
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CASES FROM LEXIS, PRINT, SAVE IN E-FILE 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FOREClOSURE ACTION 
0.4328402 0912712014 JRG A 62 250.00 4.00 1,000.00 REVIEW FII.E, MOTIONS, PRETRIAL ORDER TO ARCH 
PLAN COURT APPEARNACE FOR PRETRIAL 
CONFERENCE SEPTEMBER 29 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 09/2912014 JRG A 131 250.00 2.00 600.00 TRAVEl TO TWIN FAlLS FOR PRETRIAL ARCH 
CONFERENCE 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 09129/2014 JRG A 62 250.00 2.00 600.00 REVIEW DEFENDANTS LAST MINUTE FILED ARCH 
PRETRIAl STATEMENT AND PREPARE REBUITAl 
ARGUMENT 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 0912912014 JRG A 35 250.00 1.00 250.00 MEETING WITH HEITH MOHEBAN. COORDINATE ARCH 
AND PREPARE PRETRIAL CONFERENCE 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 0912912014 JRG A 360 250.00 1.50 375.00 COURT APPEARANCE ATTEND PRETRIAL ARCH 
CONFERENCE, PRESENT FAGEN MOTION TO 
EXCWDE WITNESSES, ADDRESS EXHIBITS AND 
WITNESSES FOR TRIAL UMITED TO "CONTRACT 
MANAGEMENT FEE" DISPUTED ONlY 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FOREClOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 09129/2014 BJHA 62 125.00 0.70 87.50 REVIEW DEF XRG PRE-TRIAL MEMO; REVIEW APPS ARCH 
FOR PAYMENT (EXHS TO ANDERSON AFFIDAVIT); 
REVIEW AND PRINT PORTION OF EPC CONTRACT 
REGARDING FORCE MAJEURE; CAlCUlATE TOTAl 
JUDGMENT; REVIEW EMAILS FROM LEONARD 
COUNSEl; SAVE PRE-TRIAL MEMO IN E-FILE 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 1010212014 JRG P 227 250.00 0.80 200.00 EMAILS EXCHANGED WITH MOHEBON ON 107 
PROPOSED FINDING AND CONCWSIONS DUE OCT 
14TH; EXHIBITS IN SUPPORT OF "CONTRACT 
MANAGEMENT FEE" AND EXHIBIT UST FORM DUE 
OCT 10TH; EMAil EXPLANATION OF "CONTRACT 
MANAGEMENT FEE" BASES AND ITEMS INCLUDED 
HELPFUL AND AS DIRECTED BY EXERGY 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN ClAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 10/02/2014 BJHP 56 125.00 0.40 50.00 DOWNLOAD EXHIBIT B FROM DROPBOX; REVIEW 109 
ORDER EXCl WITNESSES, EXHIBITS; EMAIL 
LEONARD COUNSEl REGARING PRE-TRIAL 
DEADUNES; CALENDAR DEADUNES 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 10/03/2014 BJHP 75 125.00 0.30 37.50 PHONE CALL; EMAILS TO AND FROM LEONARD 110 
COUNSEl REGARDING TRIAL EXHIBIT DEADUNE 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 10/10/2014 JRG p 54 250.00 0.30 75.00 REVISE AND EDIT FAGEN EXHIBIT LIST FOR TRIAL 111 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 10/1012014 BJH p 75 125.00 1.00 125.00 PHONE CONVERSATION WITH LEONARD COUNSEL 11E 
REGARDING EXHIBITS; MARK EXHIBITS AND BATES 
NUMBER; PREPARED EXHIBIT UST; .PDF; EMAIL 
UST AND EXHIBITS TO A ROSA; EMAil TO A ROSA 
REGARDING EXHIBIT F 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 1011312014 BJHP 227 125.00 0.20 25.00 EMAILS TO AND FROM ROSA REGARDING EXHIBIT 11e 
F 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN ClAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 10/1512014 JRG p 62 250.00 1.20 300.00 REVIEW PlAINTIFF FAGEN PRETRIAl, EXHIBITS; m 
EXERGY EXHIBITS 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 10/1612014 JRG p 55 250.00 0.40 100.00 RESEARCH fAR RUlES 13 AND 16 ON STIPUlATION m 
AND &AYORDER AGAIN& ISSUANCE OF WRIT 
OF EXECUTION PENDING APPEAL, AND EMAIL 
INFORMATION TO LEONARD COUNSEl 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FOREClOSURE ACTION 
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0.4326402 10/1612014 JRG p 227 250.00 0.80 200.00 EMAil RESPONSE TO LEONARD COUNSEL ON 114 
PROPOSED STIPULATION OF DAMAGES ITEM FOR 
"MANAGEMENT FEE" AND ENTRY OF STIPULATED 
JUDGMENT IN FIVE CONSOUDATED CASES IN 
TWIN FALLS COUNTY; TIME FOR APPEALS 
ESTIMATE ONE YEAR IN ALL CASES 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
1).4326402 10/1612014 BJH p 206 125.00 1.30 162.50 PRINT DEFENDANTS EXERGYTRIAL EXHIBITS; 117 
PRINT AND MARK ORIGINAL COPY OF FAGEN 
TRIAL EXHIBITS; PREPARE BENCH COPY OF 
EXHIBITS; PREPARE TRANSMITTAL LETTER TO 
COURT; EMAil COVER LETTER TO COUNSEL 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S LIEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 10/2012014 JRG P 62 250.00 0.60 150.00 REVIEW SEVERAL COUNSEL EMAILS FROM 118 
LEONARD COUNSEL AND ROSA ON SETTLEMENT 
AGREEMENT; SEND PREPARED AND PROPOSED 
STIPULATION AND JUDGMENT 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 10/2012014 JRG p 75 250.00 0.60 150.00 PHONE CALL WITH COURT CLERK; ADVISE 119 
SEm..EMENT AND VACATE TRIAL SETTING AND 
ARRANGE COUNSEL AND COURT PHONE 
CONFERENCE TO CONFIRM 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 10120/2014 JRG P 56 250.00 3.20 800.00 PREPARE DRAFT STIPULATION FOR ENTRY OF 120 
JUDGMENT AND TO VACATE TRIAL AND 
JUDGMENT FORM 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 1012312014 JRG p 58 250.00 0.60 150.00 RECEIVE AND REVIEW JUDGMENT FILED 10.23.14, 121 
CONTACT CLERK REQUEST CERTIFIED COPY FOR 
RECORDING AND AlE-sTAMPED STIPULATION; 
EMAILS WITH ST COUNSEL TO COORDINATE 
POST-JUDGMENT FlUNG FOR SUPPLEMENTAL 
AWARDS OF PREJUDGMENT INTEREST, COSTS 
AND ATTORNEY FEES 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 10130/2014 JRG p 58 250.00 0.40 100.00 RECEIVE AND REVIEW RECORDED JUDGMENT IN 122 
UNCOLN COUNTY FOR NOTCH BUTE WP; 
RECORDED JUDGMENT IN TWIN FAllS COUNTY; 
FORWARD COPIES TO LEONARD COUNSEL 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 




MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
TOtal for Fees Billable 164.70 35,197.50 
Non-bnJable 0.90 215.00 
·-· Total 165.60 . ~.4~~0 
Expenses 
0.4326402 0210612013 JRG A 125 96.00 FlUNG FEE ARCH 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 07102/2013 JRG A 130 60.00 SERVICE OF PROCESS FEE ARCH 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 09/16/2013 JRG A 135 18.51 POSTAGE· UPS ARCH 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 08f0412014 JRG A 135 9.60 POSTAGE ARCH 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 08/14/2014 JRG A 125 325.00 FlUNG FEE • PRO HAC VICE ARCH 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 0811412014 JRG A 125 325.00 FlUNG FEE· PRO HAC VICE ARCH 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FOREClOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 0812112014 JRG A 75 13.50 COPIES ·TWIN FAllS COUNTY AR~ 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
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0.4326402 0910312014 JRG A 131 146.90 TRAVEL TOlWIN FALLS ARCH 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 10107/2014 JRG p 131 144.64 TRAVEL 8 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
0.4326402 1010712014 JRG p 132 29.04 MEALS 9 
FAGEN, INC. 
MECHANIC'S UEN CLAIM AND FORECLOSURE ACTION 
i'Cltaltor ~ ~b~ 0.00 . 1,188.19 
I GRAND TOTALS 
BIDable 164.70 36,385.69 
Non-bDJable 0.90 215.00 
Total 165.60 36,580.69 
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Angelo L. Rosa (ISB No. 7546) 
MARSHROSALLP 
P.O. Box 1605 
Boise, Idaho83701 
Telephone: (801) 440-4400 
Fax: (801) 415-1773 
Attorney for Defendants/ Appellants 
• DISTRICT COUR r 
I WIN FALLS CO .• IDAHO 
FILED 
261~ NOV 19 PM ~: 2 1 
BY---------~~~ l CLERK 
----~~f-A~I-OEPUTY 
ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, LLC, COTTONWOOD WIND PARK, SALMON CREEK 
WIND PARK, LLC, DEEP CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, NOTCH BUTTE WIND PARK, LLC, 
and EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, L.L.C. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNfY OF 1WIN FALLS 









ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, ) 
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company; ) 
EXERGYDEVELOPMENTGROUPOF ) 
IDAHO, LLC, an Idaho limited liability 
company; XRG DEVELOPMENT 
PARTNERS, LLC, an Idaho limited 












Case No. CV2013-573 
Case No. CV2013-574 
Case No. CV 2013-575 
Case No. CV2013-576 
OBJECfiONTO FAGEN~ INC.'S 
MOTION FOR FEES AND COSTS 
OBJECTION TO FAGEN, INC.'S MOTION FOR FEES AND COSTS- Page 1 
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• • 
COMESNOW Defendants ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liabilitycompany; and XRG DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability 
compmy (collectively, '"Objecting Defendants") by andthrough their counselofrecord,AngeloL. 
Rosa, Esq. andherebyobjectto Fagen, Inc.'s ("'Fagen") MemorandumofFeesandCostspursuant 
to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure ("I.RC.P.") 54(bX6). 
Goodcauseexiststocurtailand/ordeny Fagen's fee request forthefollowingreasons: 
1. The request for attorney's fees contains a request for an unreasonable and 
disproportionate billinginrelationtotheamountofworkundertakeninthismatter, the issues 
at hand, and the time burdens involved. This Court is obligated to consider the factors set 
forthinl.RC.P. 54( e X3)andmustconsiderallofthosefactors. Nalenv.Jenkins, 113 Idaho 
79 (Ct. App. 1987). This Court is aware from the record and can reasonably determine the 
value of the work done given the constant intersection of that work with the Cowt's own 
processes. 
2. ThisCourtispermittedtoexaminethereasonablenessofthetimeandlaborexpended 
by the attorney under I.RC.P. 54( e X3XA) and need not blindly accept the figures advanced 
~Fagen's counsel. CrqftWallofldahov. Stonebraker, 108Idaho 704, 705-706(Ct. App. 
1985). Such scrutiny is overwhelmingly needed here. 
3. Forthe sake of clarification, DefendantXRGDevelopment Partners, LLC has been 
dismissed as a party to this lawsuit. That entity was neither a party to the agreement that 
forms the basisofFagen' sclaimnorhasthere beenanyadjudicationofliabilitywithrespect 
to that entity. Any allocation of fees or costs to thecontrary would be improper as there is 
noway Fagencanbecharacterizedasa ~·prevailinwarty" forthepurposesofawardingfees 
and/otcosts. 
OBJECTION TO FAGEN, INC.'S MOTION FOR FEES AND COSTS- Page 2 
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To: Civil Filing Clerk Page 4 of 5 
DATED: 
2014-11-19 23:06:53 (GMn 
• 
19 November 2014 
• 
Respectfull~ubmitted, 
MARSH ROSA, LLP 
Angelo L. Rosa 
Attorneys for Defendants 
18014151773 From: Angelo L. Rosa 
OBJECTION TO FAGEN, INC.'S MOTION FOR FEES AND COSTS- Page 3 
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0 0 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on 19November 2014 I caused a true and correct copy of the 
document herein by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
John R Goodell 
RACINE, OLSEN, NYE, BUDGE & 
BAILY, CHID. 
101 South Capitol Blvd., Suite 300 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Keith Moheban 
Timoth)Kelley 
STINSON LEONARD STREET, LLP 
150 South Fifth Street, Suite 2300 
Minneapolis,Minnesota55402 
r U.S. First Class Mail, Postage Prepaid 
r Hard Delivered 
r Overnight Courier 
1¥'1 F acsinile 
j;f: Electronic Mail 
r U.S. First Class Mail, Postage Prepaid 
r Ham Delivered 
r Overnight Courier 
R Facsimle 
Rl Electronic Mail 
Signed:...._ ________ _ 
Angelo L. Rosa 
OBJECTION TO FAGEN, INC.'S MOTION FOR FEES AND COSTS- Page 4 
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' 
Angelo L. Rosa (ISB No. 7546) 
MARSH ROSA LLP 
P.O. Box 1605 
Boise. Idaho 83701 
Telephone: (801) 440-4400 
Fax: (801)415-1773 
Attomey for Defendants/ Appellants 





ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, LLC, COTTONWOOD WIND PARK, SALMON CREEK 
WIND PARK, LLC, DEEP CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, NOTCH BUTTE WIND PARK, LLC, 
and EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, L.L.C. 
TN THE DISTRICT COURT OF TT-TE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 









ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, ) 
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company; ) 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF ) 
IDAHO, LLC, an Idaho limited liability 
company; XRG DEVELOPMENT 
PARTNERS, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; and "JOHN DOES 1-
10", 
Defendants/ Appellants. 










Case N£cv 20 13-ili/ 
Case No. CV 2013-574 
Case No. CV 2013-575 
Case No. CV 2013-576 
AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL 
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TO: FAGEN, INC. and its counsel of record, and to the CLERK OF THE DISTRICT 
COURT OF THE FTFTH ruDICJAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO. TN AND OR THE 
COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS: 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
1. The title of the action is as stated above. 
2. The above named Defendants/Appellants, ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, 
LLC, COTTONWOOD WIND PARK, SALMON CREEK WIND PARK, l.l.C, DEEP CREEK 
WfND PARK. LLC, NOTCH BUTTE WIND PARK. l.LC, and EXERGY DEVELOPMENT 
GROUP OF IDAHO, L.L.C. (collectively, "Defendants/Appellants"), by and through their counsel, 
Angelo L. Rosa of the MARSH ROSA LLP law firm, hereby appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court 
from the ruling dated 2 September 2014 entered by the Honorable Randy J Stoker, granting 
Plaintift/Respondenfs Motion for Summary Judgment, the Court's ruling dated 29 September 2014 
denying Defendants/ Appellants leave to amend their Answer to the First Amended Complaint to 
conform to the evidence, the Judgment entered in Plaintiff/Respondent's favor dated 23 October 
2014, any award of attorney's fees and costs pursuant to Respondent's Memorandum of Fees and 
Costs and all other interlocutory or other orders deemed included in the final judgment set forth in 
T daho Appellate Rule ("I. A. R. ") 17( e)( 1). 
3. Defendants/Appellants :have a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the 
order described above is an appealable order under I. A. R. 11 (a), including without limitation I. A. R. 
ll(a)(l) and 11(a)(7). 
4. The issues on appeal which Defendants/Appellants intend to assert in the appeal are 
(a) whether the District Court erred in denying Defendants/Petitioners' Motion for a Continuance 
under I.R.C.P. 56( f); (b) whether the District Court erred in granting summary judgment in favor of 
AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL- Page 2 
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' 
Plaintiff/Respondent; and (c) whether any additional rulings adverse to Defendants/Petitioners were 
made in error. 
5. No order has been entered sealing the record. 
6. Appellants request the preparation of the entire reporter's transcript tmder LA.R. 25, 
to include transcripts of the following proceedings: 
a 09/09/2013 status conference; 
b. 12/02/2013 hearing on Motion to Amend Complaint and Motion to Dismiss; 
c. 06/01/2014 telephonic status conference: 
d. Ol/31/2014 hearing on Motion to Withdraw as Counsel and Motion to 
Compel; 
e. 03/03/2014 hearing on hearing on Motion to Withdraw as Counsel; 
t~ 04/14/2014 scheduling conference~ 
g. 09/02/2014 hearing on Motions for Summary Judgment; and 
h. 09/29/2014 pre-trial conference. 
7. Appellants request the preparation of the entire clerk's record as set forth in l.A.R. 
28. 
8. Appellants further requt~st the following documents to be induded in the clerk's 
record in addition to those automatically included pursuant to I.A.R 28: 
a 09/06/2013 Plaintiff's Motion for Leave to Amend Complaint; 
b. 09/06/2013 PlaintiffFagen's Motion for Rule 56(t) Continuance; 
c. 09/06/2013 Plaintiff Fagen's Memorandum in Support of Motion for Rule 
56(1) Continuance; 
d. 09/06/2013 Affidavit of John R. Goodell in Support of Motion for Rule 
56(t) Continuance; 
AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL- Page 3 
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< 
e. 09/06/2013 Omnibus Motion To Dismiss Complaint: 
f. 09/06/2013 Memorandum in Support of Omnibus Motion to Dismiss 
Complaint; 
g. 09/06/2013 Certificate Of Service (Omnibus Motion to Dismiss); 
h. 09/23/2013 Notice Of Hearing; 
1. 09/26/2013 Notice OfHearing; 
j. 10/01/2013 Plaintiff Fagen Tnc.'s Memorandum Opposing Defendants' 
Omnibus Motion to Dismiss Complaint; 
k. 10/02/2013 J.R. Simplot Self-Declaration of Revocable Tmst's Notice of 
Non-Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion for Leave to Amend Complaint; 
I. 1 0/15/2013 Notice Of Hearing on J. R. Simplot Self-Declaration of 
Revocable Trust's Motion to Dismiss and Notice ofintent to Appear by Telephone; 
m. 10/15/2013 Notice Of Service; 
n. 10/18/2013 Amended Notice ofHearing; 
o. 10/18/2013 Amended Notice Of Hearing; 
p. 10/18/2013 Second Affidavit of John R. Goodell in Support of Motion for 
Rule 56(f) continuance; 
q. 10/18/2013 Notice ofNon-Opposition to Motion to Amend Complaint; 
r. 11/15/2013 Notice Of Hearing on J.R. Simplot Self-Declaration of 
Revocable Trust's Motion to Dismiss; 
s. 11115/2013 J.R. Simplot Self-Declaration of Revocable Tmst's Motion to 
Dismiss; 
t. 11/15/2013 Memorandum in Support of J.R. Simplot Self-Declaration of 
Revocable Trust's Motion to Dismiss; 
AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL- Page 4 
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u. 11/26/2013 Stipulation for Dismissal with Prejudice of Defendant Jack 
Ranch Wind Land Holdings LLC; 
v. 11/26/2013 Order for Dismissal with Prejudice of Defendant Jack Ranch 
Wind Land Holdings LLC; 
w. 11/27/2013 J.R. Simplot Self-Declaration of Revocable Trust's Notice of 
Withdrawal of Motion to Dismiss and Notice ofNon-Opposition; 
x. 11/29/2013 Stipulation for Dismissal vdth Prejud-ice (Fagen Claims 
Against Defendant J.R. Simplot Self-Declaration of Revocable Trust Only); 
y. 12/02/2013 Order for Dismissal with Prejudice (J.R. Simplot Self-
Revocable Trust Only); 
z. 12/02/2013 Order for Leave to File First Amended Complaint~ 
aa. 12/04/2013 Order Re Consolidation, Motion to Amend, Motion to 
Continue and Motion to Dismiss: 
bb. 12/04/2013 Order for Scheduling Conference: 
cc. 12/04/2013 Civil Pre-Trial Order; 
dd. 12/09/2013 Defendm1ts' Answer To First Amended Complaint; 
ee. 01/09/2014 Plaintiff Fagen Inc.'s Motion for Order to Compel Discovery; 
ff. 03/03/2014 Order for Scheduling Conference; 
gg. 03/05/2014 First Amended Complaint- Rogerson Flats; 
hh. 03/05/2014 First Amended Complaint- Cottonwood; 
11. 03/05/2014 First Amended Complaint- Deep Creek; 
JJ. 03/05/2014 First Amended Complaint - Salmon Creek; 
kk. 03/05/2014 First Amended Complaint- Notch Butte, Lincoln: 
II. 04/"l') /201 4 Stipulation for Scheduling and Planning; 
AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL-- Page 5 
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To: Reporter Tracy Barksdale Page 7 of 11 2015-01-14 15:47:31 (GMn 18014151773 From: Angelo L. Rosa 
mm. 04/22/2014 Order Approving Stipulated Scheduling Order, Pretrial and 
Court Trial Notice; 
nn. 04/24/2014 Amended Order Approving Stipulated Scheduling Order, 
Pretrial and Court Trial Notice; 
oo. 04/28/2014 Notice of Service of Plaintift's Discovery Responses; 
pp. 07/30/2014 PlaintiffFagenlnc. 's Disclosure ofFactand Expert Witnesses; 
qq. 07/30/2014 PlaintiffFagen Inc.'s Certification of Service; 
rr. 07/30/2014 Plaintiff Fagen Inc.'s Memorandum of Law in Support of 
Motions for Summary Judgment; 
ss. 07/30/2014 Plaintiff Fagen Inc.· s Motion for Summary Judgment; 
tt. 07/30/2014 A:ftidavit of Samuel Ewald in Support of Fagen Inc.'s. Motion 
for Summary Judgment; 
uu. 07/30/2014 Affidavit of Jennifer A. Johnson in Support of Fagen Inc.'s 
Motion for Summary Judgment; 
vv. 07/30/2014 Affidavit of Bradley Bormann in Support of Fagen Inc.'s 
Motion for Summary Judgment; 
ww. 07/30/2014 AffidavitofKirsten Tjosaas in SupportofFagen Inc.'s Motion 
for Summary Judgment; 
xx. 07/30/2014 Affidavit of Lori Anderson in Support of Fagen Inc.'s Motion 
for Summary Judgment; 
yy. 08/04/2014 Plaintiffs Fagen Inc.'s Certificate of Service; 
zz. 08/05/2014 Declaration of Angelo L. Rosa in support of Motion to Compel 
Depositions; 
AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL- Page 6 
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To: Reporter Tracy Barksdale Page 8 of 11 2015-01-1415:47:31 (GMT) 18014151773 From: Angelo L. Rosa 
' 
aaa. 08/18/2014 Defendant's Ex Parte Motion for Rule 56(F) Continuance and 
Motion for Order Shortening Time for Ruling Thereupon: 
bbb. 08/18/2014 Dc!claration of Angelo L. Rosa in Supp01t of Defendants' Ex 
Parte Motion for Rule 56{ F) Continuance and Motion for Order Shortening Time for 
Ruling Thereupon; 
ccc. 08/18/2014 Plaintiff Fagen h1c.'s Memorandum of Law in Opposition to 
Defendants Ex Parte Motion for Rule 56(F) Continuance and Motion for Order 
Shortening Time for Ruling Thereupon; 
ddd. 08/19/2014 Afl:idavit of John R. Goodell; 
eee. 08/19/2014 Plaintiff Fagen Inc.'s Memorandum of Law in Response to 
Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment; 
fff. 08/19/2014 Reply to Plaintiff's Opposition to Defendants' Ex Par1e Motion 
for Rule 56(t) Continuance and Motion for Order Shortening Time for Ruling 
Thereupon; 
ggg. 08/19/2014 Memorandum in Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion for Summaty 
Judgment; 
hhh. 08/19/2014 Declaration of James T. Carkulis in Opposition to Plaintiff's 
Motion for Sunuruny Judgment; 
m. 08/19/2014 Exhibits to Declaration of James; T. Carkulis in Opposition to 
Plaintiffs Motion for Summary Judgment; 
.iii. 08/25/2014 Notice Of Withdrawal of Motion to Compel Deposition; 
kkk. 08/25/2014 Memorandum in Reply to Opposition to Defendants' Motion 
for Summary Judgment; 
AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL- Page 7 
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To: Reporter Tracy Barksdale Page 9 of 11 2015-01-1415:47:31 (GMT) 18014151773 From: Angelo L. Rosa 
III. 08/25/2014 Declaration of Angelo L. Rosa in Reply to Fagen Inc.'s 
Opposition to Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment 
mmm. 08/.25/2014 Plaintiff Fagen Inc.'s Motion for Judicial Notice Pursuant to 
IRCP44(d); 
rum. 08/25/2014 Second Aftldavit of John R. Goodell; 
ooo. 08/25/2014 Notice Of Hearing; 
ppp. 08/26/2014 PlaintiffFagen Inc.'s Reply Memorandum of Law in Support 
of Motion for Summary Judgment; 
qqq. 08/28/2014 Supplemental Declaration of Angelo L. Rosa in Support of 
Defendants' Ex Parte Motion for Rule 56(1) Continuance and Motion for Order 
Shortening time for Ruling Thereupon~ 
rrr. 09/02/2014 Declaration of Chuck Dickerson in Opposition to Plaintiffs 
Motion for Summary Judgment and in Support of Moving Defendants' Rule 56( f) 
Motion; 
sss. 09/02/2014 Amended Notice Of Hearing; 
ttt. 09/09/2014 Order Granting and Denying Motions on Hearing Held 9-2-14 
uuu. 09/23/2014 Plaintiff Fagen Inc.'s Motion to Exclude Defendants' Expert 
and Lay Wibtesses; 
vvv. 09/23/2014 Pre-Trial Memorandum; 
www. 09/25/2014 PlaintiffFagen Inc.'s Motion to Shorten time and Request for 
Hearing on Fagen's Motion to Exclude Defendants Expert and Lay Witnesses; 
xxx. 09/25/2014 Plaintiff Fagen Inc.'s Memorandum in Support of Motion to 
Exclude Defendants Expert and Lay Witnesses; 
AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL-- Page 8 
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To: Reporter Tracy Barksdale Page 10 of 11 2015-01-14 15:47:31 (GMT) 18014151773 From: Angelo L Rosa 
yyy. 09/25/2014 Plaintiff Fagen Inc.'s Errate Motion to Exclude Defendants 
Expert and Lay Witnesses~ 
zz:z. 09/.25/2014 Order Granting Plaintiff Fagen Inc.'s Motion to Shorten Time, 
Order Setting Hearing; 
aaaa. 09/26/2014 Objection to Moti011 for Order Shortening Time; 
bbbb. 09/29/2014 Defendants' Pre-Trial Statement; 
ecce. 09/30/2014 Order on Plaintiffs Motions to Shorten Time and To Exclude 
Defendants' Expert and Lay Witnesses and Pre-Trial Order; 
dddd. 10/22/2014 Stipulation for Entry of Judgment and to Vacate Trial Setting; 
eeee. 10/23/2014 Judgment 
ffif 10/30/2014 Notice Of Appeal 
gggg. 11/06/2014 Plaintiff Fagen, Inc.'s Motion for Award of Prejudgment 
Interest, Costs and Attorney's Fees 
hhhh. 11 /06/2014 
iiii. 11106/2014 
PlaintiffFagen, Inc.'s Memorandum Of Costs and Fees 
Affidavit ofT imothy M. Kelley 
jjjj. 11/06/2014 Affidavit of John R. Goodell supporting Award of 
Prejudgment Interest. Costs and Attorney Fees 
kkkk. 11/19/2014 Objection to Fagen, Inc.'s Motion for Fees and Cases 
9. A copy of this Notice of Appeal has been served on each reporter ofwhom a transcript 
has been requested as named below at the address set out below: 
a. Tracy Barksdale, RPR, c/o Fifth Judicial District Court, 425 Shoshone Street 
N., Twin Falls, Idaho 83301. 
1 0. The Clerk of the Court ha:s been paid the estimated fee for preparation of the reporter's 
transcript and the clerk's record. 
AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL- Page 9 
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To: Reporter Tracy Barksdale Page 11 of 11 2015-01-14 15:47:31 (GMT) 18014151773 From: Angelo L. Rosa 
t 
11. The applicable appellate filing fee has been paid. 
12. Service has been made on all parties required to be served pursuant to T.A.R. 20. 
DATED: 14 January 2015 Respectfully Submitted, 
MARSH ROSA, LLP 
Angelo L. Rosa 
Attorneys for Defendants/Appe11ants 
!.:U.JriFICATE OF SERVICE 
J HEREBY CERTIFY that on 14 January 2015 J caused a true and correct copy of the 
document herein by the method indical:ed below, and addressed to the following: 
John R. Goodell 
RACINE, OLSEN. NYR BUDGE & 
BAlLY, CHTD. 
101 South Capitol Blvd., Suite 300 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Keith Moheban 
Timothy Kelley 
STINSON LEONARD STREET, LLP 
150 South Fifth Street, Suire 2300 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55402 
Tracy Barksdale, RPR 
c/o Fifth Judicial District Court 
425 Shoshone Street N. 
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303 
AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL-Page 10 
r U.S. First Class Mail, Postage Prepaid 
r Hand Delivered 
r Ovenllgbt Courier 
rv; Facsimile 
r;r Electronic Mail 
r U.S. First Class Mail, Postage Prepaid 
r Hat1d Delivered 
f."' Overnight Courier 
R1 F acsinnle 
~ Electronic Mail 
r U.S. First Class Mail, Postage Prepaid 
r Hand Delivered 
r: Overnight Co w-ier 
R Facsimile 
R' Electronic Mail 
Signed'------------















IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATED~~~ 
Counly ~TWin Falla. Slal8 ~ llfallo 




ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, 
LLC, an Idaho limited 




DECLARATION OF REVOCABLE 
TRUST, et al. , 
FEB - 6 2015~/!~t.~~ 
i Supre~e ~t. 42684 ~== 
















----~n~e~f~e~n~d~a~n~t~s~ _______________ ) 
14 To: THE CLERK OF THE IDAHO SUPREME COURT 
15 NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that on February 5, 
16 2015, I lodged a transcript of 214 pages in length for 
17 the above-referenced appeal with the District Court 
18 Clerk of Twin Falls County in the Fifth Judicial 
19 District. The transcript includes: 
20 Status Conference, Monday, September 9, 2013; 
21 Motion to Amend Complaint, Motion to Dismiss, Monday, 
22 December 2, 2013; Status Conference, Monday, January 6, 
23 2014; Motion to Withdraw, Motion to Compel, Friday, 
24 January 31, 2014; Motion to Withdraw, Monday, March 3, 
25 2014; Scheduling Conference, Tuesday, April 14, 2014; 
1 
TRACY E. BARKSDALE, RPR, CSR 999 
(208) 736-4039 
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1 Motion for Summary Judgment, Tuesday, September 2, 
2 2014; Pretrial Conference, Monday, September 29, 2014. 
3 A PDF copy of the transcript will be emailed 
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Time: 01 :39 PM 
Page 1 of4 
Fifth Judicial District Court - Twin Falls County 
ROAReport 
Case: CV-2013-0000574 Current Judge: Randy J. Stoker 
User: COOPE 
Fagen, Inc., A Minnesota Corporation vs. Cottonwood Wind Park, Lie An Idaho Limited Liabili, etal. 
Date Code User Judge 
2/8/2013 NCOC SCHULZ New Case Filed-Other Claims Randy J. Stoker 
APER SCHULZ Plaintiff: Fagen, Inc., A Minnesota Corporation Randy J. Stoker 
Appearance John R Goodell 
SCHULZ Filing: A- All initial civil case filings of any type not Randy J. Stoker 
listed in categories B-H, or the other A listings 
below Paid by: Racine, Olson, Nye, Budge, 
Bailey Receipt number: 1303243 Dated: 
2/8/2013 Amount: $96.00 (Check) For: Fagen, 
Inc., A Minnesota Corporation (plaintiff) 
COMP SCHULZ Complaint Filed Randy J. Stoker 
SMIS SCHULZ Summons Issued Randy J. Stoker 
6/24/2013 SCHULZ· Filing: 11 - Initial Appearance by persons other Randy J. Stoker 
than the plaintiff or petitioner Paid by: Meuleman 
Mollerup Receipt number: 1316155 Dated: 
6/24/2013 Amount: $66.00 (Check) For: J.R. 
Simplot Self-Declaration Of Revocable Trust 
(defendant) 
NOAP SCHULZ Notice Of Appearance Randy J. Stoker 
6/25/2013 APER SCHULZ Defendant: J.R. Simplot Self-Declaration Of Randy J. Stoker 
Revocable Trust Appearance Richard L Stacey 
6/27/2013 ACSV PIERCE Acceptance Of Service Randy J. Stoker 
8/2/2013 HRSC MCMULLEN Hearing Scheduled (Status 09/09/2017 1 0:00 Randy J. Stoker 
AM) 
MCMULLEN Notice Of Hearing Randy J. Stoker 
8/5/2013 ACSV PIERCE Acceptance Of Service Randy J. Stoker 
NOFG PIERCE Plaintiff's Notice of Filing of Acceptance of Randy J. Stoker 
Service 
8/7/2013 MCMULLEN Notice Of Hearing Randy J. Stoker 
8/13/2013 NINT PIERCE J.R. Simplot Self-Declaration of Revocable Trust's Randy J. Stoker 
Notice of Intent to Appear by Telephone 
9/3/2013 SCHULZ Filing: 11 - Initial Appearance by persons other Randy J. Stoker 
than the plaintiff or petitioner Paid by: Angelo L. 
Rosa Receipt number: 1322338 Dated: 9/3/2013 
Amount: $66.00 (Credit card) For: Cottonwood 
Wind Park, Lie An Idaho Limited Liabili 
(defendant), Exergy Development Group Of 
Idaho, LLC (defendant) and XRG Development 
Partners, LLC (defendant) 
SCHULZ Filing: Technology Cost- CC Paid by: Angelo L. Randy J. Stoker 
Rosa Receipt number: 1322338 Dated: 9/3/2013 
Amount: $3.00 (Credit card) For: Cottonwood 
Wind Park, Lie An Idaho Limited Liabili 
(defendant}, Exergy Development Group Of 
Idaho, LLC (defendant) and XRG Development 
Partners, LLC (defendant) 
NOAP SCHULZ Notice Of Appearance Randy J. Stoker 1262
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Page 2 of4 
Fifth Judicial District Court- Twin Falls County 
ROAReport 
Case: CV-2013-0000574 Current Judge: Randy J. Stoker 
User: COOPE 
Fagen, Inc., A Minnesota Corporation vs. Cottonwood Wind Park, Lie An Idaho Limited Liabili, etal. 
Date Code User Judge 
9/4/2013 APER SCHULZ Defendant: Cottonwood Wind Park, Lie An Idaho Randy J. Stoker 
Limited Liabili Appearance Angelo L Rosa 
APER SCHULZ Defendant: Exergy Development Group Of Idaho, Randy J. Stoker 
LLC Appearance Angelo L Rosa 
APER SCHULZ Defendant: XRG Development Partners, LLC Randy J. Stoker 
Appearance Angelo L Rosa 
9/6/2013 MOAM PIERCE Plaintiff's Motion for Leave to Amend Complaint Randy J. Stoker 
MOCT PIERCE Plaintiff Fagen's Motion for Rule 56(f) Randy J. Stoker 
Continuance 
MEMO PIERCE Plaintiff Fagen's Memorandum in Support of Randy J. Stoker 
Motion for Rule 56(f) Continuance 
AFFD PIERCE Affidavit of John R. Goodell in Support of Motion Randy J. Stoker 
for Rule 56(f) Continuance 
MD IS PIERCE Omnibus Motion To Dismiss Complaint Randy J. Stoker 
MEMO PIERCE Memorandum in Support of Omnibus Motion to Randy J. Stoker 
Dismiss Complaint 
CESV PIERCE Certificate Of Service Randy J. Stoker 
(Omnibus Motion to Dismiss) 
9/9/2013 DCHH MCMULLEN Hearing result for Status scheduled on Randy J. Stoker 
09/09/2013 11:00 AM: District Court Hearing Hel< 
Court Reporter: Barksdale 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: Mr. Stacey will initiate the call to 
735-4384 
CMIN MCMULLEN Court Minutes Randy J. Stoker 
9/23/2013 NOHG PIERCE Notice Of Hearing Randy J. Stoker 
HRSC MCMULLEN Hearing Scheduled (Motion to Amend Randy J. Stoker 
10/21/2013 10:00 AM) 
9/26/2013 NOHG PIERCE Notice Of Hearing Randy J. Stoker 
10/1/2013 MEMO PIERCE Plaintiff Fagen Inc.'s Memorandum Opposing Randy J. Stoker 
Defendants' Omnibus Motion to Dismiss 
Complaint 
10/2/2013 NOTC PIERCE J.R. Simplot Self-Declaration of Revocable Trust's Randy J. Stoker 
Notice of Non-Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion for 
Leave to Amend Complaint 
1on12013 NOCA PIERCE Notice Of Change Of Address Randy J. Stoker 
10/15/2013 NOHG PIERCE Notice Of Hearing on J.R. Simplot Randy J. Stoker 
Self-Declaration of Revocable Trust's Motion to 
Dismiss and Notice of Intent to Appear by 
Telephone 
NINT PIERCE J.R. Simplot Self-Declaration of Revocable Trust's Randy J. Stoker 
Notice of Intent to Appear by Telephone 
HRSC MCMULLEN Hearing Scheduled (Motion to Dismiss Randy J. Stoker 
12/02/2013 10:00 AM) Simplot's Motion to 
Dismiss 1263
Date: 4/6/2015 
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Fifth Judicial District Court -Twin Falls County 
ROAReport 
Case: CV-2013-0000574 Current Judge: Randy J. Stoker 
User: COOPE 
Fagen, Inc., A Minnesota Corporation vs. Cottonwood Wind Park, LlcAn Idaho Limited Liabili, etal. 
Date Code User Judge 
10/15/2013 NOWD PIERCE Notice Of Withdrawal of Intent to Appear by Randy J. Stoker 
Telephone 
[Re: October 21 & December 2, 2013, Hearings] 
NOSV PIERCE Notice Of Service Randy J. Stoker 
10/18/2013 HRVC MCMULLEN Hearing result for Motion to Amend scheduled on Randy J. Stoker 
10/21/2013 10:00 AM: Hearing Vacated 
NOHG PIERCE Amended Notice Of Hearing Randy J. Stoker 
AFFD PIERCE Second Affidavit of John R. Goodell in Support of Randy J. Stoker 
Motion for Rule 56(f) continuance 
NOTC PIERCE Notice of Non-Opposition to Motion to Amend Randy J. Stoker 
Complaint 
10/30/2013 NOHG BANYAI Second Amended Notice Of Hearing Randy J. Stoker 
11/15/2013 NOHG PIERCE Notice Of Hearing on J.R. Simplot Randy J. Stoker 
Self-Declaration of Revocable Trust's Motion to 
Dismiss 
MD IS PIERCE J.R. Simplot Self-Declaration of Revocable Trust's Randy J. Stoker 
Motion To Dismiss 
MEMO PIERCE Memorandum in Support of J.R. Simplot Randy J. Stoker 
Self-Declaration of Revocable Trust's Motion to 
Dismiss 
11/27/2013 NOWD PIERCE J.R. Simplot Self-Declaration of Revocable Trust's Randy J. Stoker 
Notice of Withdrawal of Motion to Dismiss and 
Notice of Non-Opposition 
11/29/2013 STIP MCMULLEN Stipulation for Dismissal With Prejudice (Fagen Randy J. Stoker 
Claims Against Defendant J.R. Simplot 
Self-Declaration Revocable Trust Only) 
12/2/2013 ORDR MCMULLEN Order for Dismissal With Prejudice (J.R. Simplot Randy J. Stoker 
Self-Declaration Revocable Trust Only) 
CD IS MCMULLEN Civil Disposition/Judgment entered: entered for: Randy J. Stoker 
J.R. Simplot Self-Declaration Of Revocable Trust, 
Defendant; Fagen, Inc., A Minnesota Corporation, 
Plaintiff. Filing date: 12/2/2013 
ORDR MCMULLEN Order for Leave to File First Amended Complaint Randy J. Stoker 
DCHH MCMULLEN Hearing result for Motion to Dismiss scheduled Randy J. Stoker 
on 12/02/2013 10:00 AM: District Court Hearing 
Held 
Court Reporter: Barksdale 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: Simplot's Motion to Dismiss, Motion to 
Amend 
ADVS MCMULLEN Case Taken Under Advisement Randy J. Stoker 
CMIN MCMULLEN Court Minutes Randy J. Stoker 
12/4/2013 ORDR MCMULLEN Order Re Consolidation, Motion to Amend, Motion Randy J. Stoker 
to Continue, and Motion to Dismiss 
1264
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Page 4 of4 
Fifth Judicial District Court - Twin Falls County 
ROAReport 
Case: CV-2013-0000574 Current Judge: Randy J. Stoker 
User: COOPE 
Fagen, Inc., A Minnesota Corporation vs. Cottonwood Wind Park, Lie An Idaho Limited Liabili, etal. 
Date Code . User Judge 
12/4/2013 CD IS MCMULLEN Civil Disposition/Judgment entered: entered for: Randy J. Stoker 
Cottonwood Wind Park, Lie An Idaho Limited 
Liabili, Defendant; Exergy Development Group Of 
Idaho, LLC, Defendant; J.R. Simplot 
Self-Declaration Of Revocable Trust, Defendant; 
John Does 1-10, Defendant; XRG Development 
Partners, LLC, Defendant; Fagen, Inc., A 
Minnesota Corporation, Plaintiff. Filing date: 
12/4/2013 
12/5/2014 SCDF COOPE Supreme Court - Filed Notice of Appeal. Clerk's Randy J. Stoker 
Record & Reporter's Transcript Due 02-04-15 
12/15/2014 SCDF COOPE Supreme Court-- Entered Order RE: Reporter's Randy J. Stoker 
Transcript Fee Payment Due in 7 Days 
SCDF COOPE Supreme Court Document Filed- Order Re: Randy J. Stoker 
Reporter's Transcript 
12/31/2014 SCDF COOPE Supreme Court Set Due Date -Transcript and Randy J. Stoker 
Clerk's Record Due 03-11-15 
1/6/2015 SCDF COOPE Supreme Court- Entered Notice of Defect Order. Randy J. Stoker 
Amended Notice of Appeal Reflecting Date, Title 
of Documents and Service to Reporter to be Filed 
Within 14 Days or this Appeal will Proceed on the 
Clerk's Record Only Pursuant to I.A.R. 28 
SCDF COOPE Supreme Court Document Filed- Order of Defect Randy J. Stoker 
1/14/2015 NTOA COOPE Amended Notice Of Appeal Randy J. Stoker 
1/27/2015 SCDF COOPE Supreme Court- 01-21-15: Filed Amended Randy J. Stoker 
Notice of Appeal Due Date for Transcript and 
Clerk's Record Reset for 03-26-15 
2/18/2015 NOTC COOPE Notice of Balance Due on Clerk's Record Randy J. Stoker 
3/10/2015 SCDF COOPE Supreme Court- Filed Notice of Balance Due for Randy J. Stoker 
Preparation of Clerk's Record ($869.05) - Please 
See Attachment. Appellant Must Submit Payment 
to the District Court Clerk Within Seven (7) Days 
or by Friday 03-13-15 
3/30/2015 SCDF COOPE Supreme Court Filed Amended Motion to Randy J. Stoker 
Consolidate Appeals (42592 & 42684) and 
Declaration of Angelo L. Rosa in Support 
SCDF COOPE Supreme Court Received Receipt of Payment Randy J. Stoker 
from District Court Clerk for Preparation of Clerk's 
Record ($869-05) Therefore Due Date Reset For 
Transcripts and Clerk's Record to 5-15-2015 
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• 
John R. Goodell (ISB#: 2872) 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, 
BUDGE & BAILEY, CHARTERED 
P.O. Box 1391 
Pocatello, Idaho 83204-1391 
Telephone: (208)232-61 01 
Fax: (208)232-6109 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. 
•~ ~DISTRICT COURT 
J WIN FAllS CO lDAHO 
riLED ·• 
2013 F£8 -8 PM 3: t.6 
BY ___ --:::::-=-:--
PJ CLERK 
_....._ ____ DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 






COTTONWOOD WIND PARK, LLC, an ) 
Idaho limited liability company; EXERGY) 
DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, ) 
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company; ) 
XRG DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS, LLC,) 
an Idaho limited liability company; ) 
J. R. SIMPLOT SELF-DECLARATION OF) 
REVOCABLE TRUST, an Idaho revocable) 




Fee Code: (A)($96.00) 
COMES NOW Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. ("Fagen"), by and through counsel of record, and for its 
Complaint against the above-named Defendants, and any other persons or entities claiming any right 
to possession or interest of the subject property, states and alleges as follows: 
1. Plaintiff Fagen is a corporation duly organized under the laws of the State of 
Minnesota. Fagen is a registered contractor pursuant to Idaho Code § 54-5204, license number RCE-
26001, and in good standing. 
COMPLAINT - Page 1 
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2. Defendant J. R. Simplot Self-declaration of Revocable Trust ("Simplot Trust"), an 
Idaho revocable trust, is the owner or reputed owner and lessor of real property and improvements 
thereon (hereinafter described as the "Property"), as more fully described in Exhibit A attached to 
the Claim of Lien recorded as Instrument No. 2012014944 on 8/8/2012 in the Twin Falls County 
Recorder's Office. 
A true and correct copy of said Claim of Lien is attached as Exhibit One hereto and adopted 
by reference as though fully set forth herein ("Claim of Lien"). 
3. Defendant Exergy Development Group of Idaho, LLC (hereinafter described as 
"Exergy"), an Idaho limited liability company, is a tenant or reputed tenant which claims an interest 
in the Property pursuant to Wind Project Ground Lease(s) and Agreement(s) entered with the 
Simplot Trust or affiliates; and/or pursuant to contract, assignment, agreement, or other instrument 
entered with XRG and/or Cottonwood Wind Park, LLC. 
4. Defendant XRG Development Partners, LLC (hereinafter described as "XRG"), an 
Idaho limited liability company, is a tenant or reputed tenant which claims an interest in the Property 
pursuant to Wind Project Ground Lease(s) and Agreement(s) entered with the Simplot Trust or 
affiliates; and/or pursuant to contract, assignment, agreement, or other instrument entered with 
Exergy and/or Cottonwood Wind Park, LLC. 
5. Defendant Cottonwood Wind Park, LLC (hereinafter described as "Cottonwood Wind 
Park"), an Idaho limited liability company, is a tenant or reputed tenant which claims an interest in 
the Property pursuant to lease(s) entered with the with the Simplot Trust or affiliates; and/or pursuant 
to contract, assignment, agreement, or other instrument entered with Exergy and/or XRG. 
COMPLAINT - Page 2 
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6. Exergy, XRG, and/or Cottonwood Wind Park, are the owner(s) or reputed owner(s) 
of certain improvements, facilities, and structures being constructed on the Property ("hereinafter 
described as the "Project"). 
7. Fagen claims an interest in the Property pursuant to its Claim of Lien in the amount 
of$1,412,774.81, together with prejudgment interest accruing thereon pursuant to law. 
8. Defendants "John Does 1-1 0" are additional unnamed persons or parties may claim 
and interest in the property who are presently unknown. Fagen reserves the right to amend this 
Complaint to add such additional persons or parties at a later time. 
9. Jurisdiction is proper in this Court pursuant to Idaho Code § 5-514 as the Defendants 
have transacted business and/or this action relates to ownership, use or possession of real property 
located within the State of Idaho. 
10. Venue is proper in this Court pursuant to Idaho Code§ 5-401. 
11. In 2011 Fagen entered into agreements and/or memorandum ofunderstanding(s) to 
supply labor, materials, and engineering, procurement and construction services with Exergy, upon, 
and for the benefit, of the Property. 
12. Fagen supplied labor, materials, and services upon and for the benefit of the Property, 
commencing work in 2011. 
13. Fagen continued to provide labor, furnish materials, and supply services for the 
improvement to the Property until July 31,2012, when it ceased doing so due to non-payment by 
Exergy. 
14. Fagen performed this work in a conforming, workmanlike manner pursuant to its 
agreement with Exergy. 
COMPLAINT- Page 3 
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15. As a result ofExergy' s failure to pay Fagen for labor, materials and services supplied 
for improvements to the Property, Fagen filed its Claim of Lien as described above. 
16. The reasonable value of the benefit to the Property is equivalent to the labor, 
materials, and services supplied by Fagen as the amount due stated in its Claim of Lien. 
17. True and correct copies of Fagen's Claim of Lien were timely served by certified 
mailing on Defendants. 
18. Fagen is entitled to a judgment foreclosing its Claim of Lien for the amount thereof, 
together with accrued interest pursuant to law; a determination that its Claim of Lien is superior and 
has priority to any interest claimed by all Defendants, and each of them; and for foreclosure sale with 
application of the proceeds of sale to amount due to Fagen. 
19. Fagen is entitled to recover costs and reasonable attorney fees to maintain this action, 
pursuant to Idaho Code§ 45-501 et seq. The sum of$10,000 is reasonable should this matter be 
resolved by default. 
WHEREFORE, Fagen prays for judgment against Defendants as follows: 
A. An order foreclosing Fagen's Claim of Lien against the Property, and declaring the 
amount due of$1,412,774.81, together with prejudgment interest accruing thereon 
pursuant to law; 
B. An order declaring the Defendants, and all persons or entities claiming an interest in 
the Property or any part thereof, to be barred and foreclosed of all right, title, interest, 
claim or equity of redemption in and to the Property; 
C. An order for sale of the Property according to law and directing the proceeds of sale 
be applied to the amount due Fagen; 
COMPLAINT - Page 4 
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D. An award of costs incurred; 
E. An award of reasonable attorney fees; 
F. Such further relief as the Court deems just in the premises. 
DATED this~ ofFebruary, 2013. 
COMPLAINT - Page 5 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, BUDGE & 
BAJLEY,C~TERED 
By:~~ 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. 
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John R. Goodell (ISB #2872) 
Daniel C. Green (ISB #3213) 
Ferrell S. Ryan, III (ISB # 8414) 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, 
BUDGE & BAILEY, CHARTERED 
P.O. Box 1391 
Pocatello, Idaho 83204-1391 
Telephone: (208)232-6101 
Fax:(208)232-6109 
Attorneysjor Claimant Fagen, Inc. 
) 






COTTONWOOD WIND PARK, LLC, an ) 
Idaho limited liability company; EXERGY) 
DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, ) 
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company; ) 
XRG DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS, LLC) 
{ID), an Idaho limited liability company; ) 
J. R. SIMPLOT SELF-DECLARATION OF) 
REVOCABLE TRUST, an Idaho revocable) 
tnust, ) 
) 
Owners/Reputed Owners. ) 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN: 
• TWIN FALLS COUNTY 
RECORDED FOR: 
FIRST AMERICAN TITLE - TWIN FJI 
12:38:39 PM 08-08-2012 
2012014944 




Electronically Recorded by Simpllfile 
CLAIM OF LIEN (I.C. § 45-507) 
ThatFAGEN,INC., 501 W.Highway212,P. O.Box 159, GraniteFalls,MN 56241, hereby. 
claims the benefit ofthe law relative to liens of mechanics and materialmen upon real property as 
provided by the laws of the State ofldaho, I.C. § 45-501 et seq., and does hereby claim a lien upon 
that certain tract of land and improvements thereon as hereinafter described, and in the following 
amounts: 




John R. Goodell (ISB #2872) 
Daniel C. Green (ISB #3213) 
Ferrell S. Ryan, Ill (ISB # 8414) 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, 
BUDGE & BAILEY, CHARTERED 
P.O. Box 1391 
Pocatello, Idaho 83204-1391 
Telephone: (208)232-6101 
Fax: (208)232-6109 
Attorneys for Claimant Fagen, Inc. 
) 






COTTONWOOD WIND PARK, LLC, an ) 
Idaho limited liability company; EXERGY) 
DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, ) 
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company; ) 
XRG DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS, LLC) 
(ID), an Idaho limited liability company; ) 
l R. SIMPLOT SELF-DECLARATION OF) 
REVOCABLE TRUST, an Idaho revocable) 
trllst, ) 
) 
Owners/Reputed Owners. ) 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN: 
• 
•• ~,. - -- < .,_ • 
, .... -- .. __ _, ... - ;. 
CLAIM OF LIEN (I.C. § 45-507) 
That FAGEN, INC., 501 W. Highway212, P. 0. Box 159, Granite Falls, MN 56241, hereby 
claims the benefit of the law relative to liens of mechanics and materialmen upon real property as 
provided by the laws of the State ofldaho, I.C. § 45-501 et seq., and does hereby claim a lien upon 
that certain tract of land and improvements thereon as hereinafter described, and in the following 
amounts: 
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1. That the principal sum of$1,412, 77 4.81 in accordance with the Accounts Receivable 
History By Customer statement attached hereto as Exhibit B and adopted by reference, is owed for 
labor performed, materials furnished, and/or provision of engineering, procurement, construction and 
other services and supply of materials and equipment for the COTTONWOOD WIND PARK, LLC, 
a wind park project, located at or near Rogerson, Twin Falls, County, Idaho. 
In addition, prejudgment interest is owed on the above principal installment amounts from 
the indicated due date on the invoices listed in Exhibit B pursuant to the parties' underlying written 
contract, and/or Idaho's statutory rate@ 12% per annum, until paid or entry of judgment; plus costs 
and attorney fees incurred in collection. 
2. That said amounts are due, and owing, after deducting all just credits and offsets, for 
said claim for labor performed, materials furnished, arid/or provision of engineering, procurement, 
construction and other services and supply of materials and equipment, in and for those certain 
improvements of said land located at Twin Falls County, Idaho, more particularly described in 
Exhibit A attached hereto and adopted by reference, commonly known as COTTONWOOD WIND 
P ARK,.LLC, located at or near Rogerson, Twin Falls, County, Idaho, said land being the subject of 
lease(s) to COTTONWOOD WIND PARK, LLC and/or EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF 
IDAHO, LLC, and/or XRG DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS, LLC (ID), Lessees; and said land also 
being owned by the J. R. SIMPLOT SELF-DECLARATION OF REVOCABLE TRUST, Lessor.1 
1Said Lessor's Trust established by written instrument dated December 21, 1989, and 
registered in the Fourth Judicial District of the State ofldaho, Ada County, as No. 3T-788. 
COITONWOOD WIND PARK- CLAIM OF LIEN (I. C. § 45-507)- Page 2 
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In addition, Exhibit C attached hereto and adopted by reference are two color-coded maps 
and engineering drawings which locate and identify COTTONWOOD WIND FARM, LLC. 
3. That the name(s) and address(es) of the person(s) and/or entity(ies) who/which 
contracted with claimant and for whom claimant performed labor performed, materials furnished, 
and/or provision of engineering, procurement, construction and other services and supply of 
materials and equipment, are: 
COTTONWOOD WIND PARK, LLC 
Attn: James Carkulis 
801 W. Bannock 
Boise, ID 83702 
COTTONWOOD WIND PARK, LLC 
802 W. Bannock, 12th Floor 
Boise, ID 83 702 
COTTONWOOD WIND PARK, LLC 
Attn: Mark A. Ellison, Registered Agent 
205 N. 1Oth St., 4th Floor 
Boise, ID 83 702 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, L.L.C. 
Attn: James Carkulis 
801 W. Bannpck 
Boise, ID 83702 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, L.L.C. 
802 W. Bannock, 12th Floor 
Boise, ID 83702 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, L.L.C. 
Attn: Molly O'Leary, Registered Agent 
515 N. 2~ St. 
Boise, ID 83702 
XRG DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS, LLC (ID) 
Attn: James Carkulis 
801 W. Bannock 
Boise, ID 83702 
COITONWOOD WIND PARK- CLAIM OF LIEN (I. C. § 45-507) -Page 3 
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XRG DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS, LLC (ID) 
802 W. Bannock, 12th Floor 
Boise, ID 83702 
XRG DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS, LLC (ID) 
Attn: Molly O'Leary, Registered Agent 
515 N. 27th St. 
Boise, ID 83 702 
• 
J. R. SIMPLOT SELF-DECLARATION OF REVOCABLE TRUST 
Attn: Ronald N. Graves 
P. O.Box27 
999 Main Street, Suite 1300 
Boise, ID 83707 
J. R. SIMPLOT SELF-DECLARATION OF REVOCABLE TRUST 
Attn: Doug Zandersmith 
P. 0. Box27 
999 Main Street, Suite 1300 
Boise, ID 83707 
4. Claimant's last item of labor performed, materials furnished, and/or provision of 
engineering, procurement, construction and other services and supply of materials and equipment 
occurred on July 31, 2012. 
5. 
are: 
That the owner(s) or reputed owner(s) of said property to be charged with said lien 
COTTONWOOD WIND PARK, LLC 
Attn: James Carkulis 
801 W. Bannock 
Boise, ID 83 702 
COTTONWOOD WIND PARK, LLC 
802 W. Bannock, 12th Floor 
Boise, ID 83702 
COTTONWOOD WIND PARK, LLC 
Attn: Mark A. Ellison, Registered Agent 
205 N. lOth St., 4th Floor 
Boise, ID 83702 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, L.L.C. 
COTIONWOOD WIND PARK- CLAIM OF LIEN (I. C. § 45-507)- Page 4 
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Attn: James Carkulis 
801 W. Bannock 
Boise, ID 83702 
• 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, L.L.C. 
802 W. Bannock, 12th Floor 
Boise, ID 83702 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, L.L.C. 
Attn: Molly O'Leary, Registered Agent 
515 N. 2~ St. 
Boise, ID 83702 
XRG DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS, LLC (ID) 
Attn: James Carkulis 
801 W. Bannock 
Boise, ID 83 702 
XRG DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS, LLC (ID) 
802 W. Bannock, 12th Floor 
Boise, ID 83 702 
XRG DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS, LLC (ID) 
Attn: Molly O'Leary, Registered Agent 
515 N. 27th St. 
Boise, ID 83702 
J. R. SIMPLOT SELF-DECLARATION OF REVOCABLE TRUST 
Attn: Ronald N. Graves 
P.O.Box27 
999 Main Street, Suite 1300 
Boise, ID 83707 
J. R. SIMPLOT SELF-DECLARATION OF REVOCABLE TRUST 
Attn: Doug Zandersmith 
P.O.Box27 
999 Main Street, Suite 1300 
Boise, ID 83707 
6. That the description of the property to be charged with said lien, and upon which said 
improvements were made, and which is situated Twin Falls County, Idaho, is more fully described 
in Exhibits A and C attached hereto and adopted by reference. 
COTTONWOOD WIND PARK- CLAIM OF LIEN (I. C. § 45-507)- Page 5 
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7. That the mailing address for this Claimant is: 
FAGEN, INC. 
Attn: Jennifer A. Johnson, 
ChiefFinancial Officer 
501 W. Highway 212 
P. 0. Box 159 
Granite Falls, MN 56241 
8. That the undersigned certifies that a true and correct copy of this Claim of Lien 
following recording will either be served personally, or served by mailing a copy thereof by U.S. 
mail, certified - return receipt requested, within the time prescribed by statute for doing so, upon the 
owners or reputed owners who/which are identified above. 
Dated this 5 ,.J day of August, 2012. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
: ss. 





Attorney and Authorized Representative 
for Claimant 
JOHN R. GOODELL, being duly sworn, on oath, says that he is the attorney and authorized· 
signatory on behalf of claimant, FAGEN, INC., in the foregoing Claim ofLien, that he has read the 
same and knows the contents thereof; and that the same is true, and that it contains a correct 
statement ofhis/her/its demands after deducting all just credits and offsets; and affiant believes the 
same to be just. 
Attorney for Claimant 











TQWN~_HIP 1..450UTH:, RANGE 15 EAST, BOISE MERlO:rAN, lWIN FAlLS COUNTY, 
iPAHP 
SECTION 11: ALL 
EXCEPT 
A sTJuP dF.· LA_ND 100 FEET WID-E; J.,YING so FEET ON EACI:I ~IDE Of THE t=OLLOWlNG 
P~.Stiti~liC:i:~fE~LINE; . 
~EG:iijN_ifi~\ATA ·poiNt QN THE:: SECTiON UNE, 1799 FEET, M_ORE O[t I.E~~~ Of 
SECtiON:(Qst,.ER, CO~MQN TO SEcTIONS ll1 l;l, 13 AND ~4, TOWN~HIP i4 soti.'ri:f, 
RANGE'iS~!Ast;s;;·r.t.;"viiHICH .,OINT-IS si"All_ON 210+6l OF."A" I:.ATERAL:As 
LOCATED; . . .. 
TtiE.fli.CE· NORTH 00° 28" t;AST 37.3 FEET; 
Ili~r..~E Qr;,t. A>~Pg. CLJ.~VJ: :rg JH.~iRIG.H.T, 110 FEET; 
'THENCE NORTH 22i• 2B' EAsT1. 238.5 FEET; 
fti'ENl::~ oN' ido0c ~ultve to·-itiE Ju.t1trr1 12o.s FEET~ 
'ttiiiNc::e-~f':i"QRtH 4«;.~ 3~·: Ei\ST, 47.6 FEET; 
.ttiENce: o~ A-~3o~r-ci.JR.VE· TO. tHE RIGHT, 174.4 FEET; 
ftit:illc,; ~Uilt)J~f(f~' EASt, 407.;5 J:i:irr; 
THENCE ON A40.~·ctiRVE TO-·THElEFt,.177.1 FEET; 
THENCE;NORTH 28.0 08*EAST,171.6:FEET; 
THEN.C:E:~ON A20°'CU&Y~"TO:'j'tfJ::Rl:GHT~ 18.9-.2 FEET;- -
tH~NCE:NOaTH 65° sa¥· EAST 2549 FEETTOSTAllON 252+85 WHICAPOINTISON 
.THE~$~¢riof:.Jl.JN.,!S:OFSJ;CTION 12, TOWNSHIP 14-50,UTH; R.ANGE'15EAS1) 
B.M., .Mdl '16~ FEET!· MORE~Q~ LE_~, SOUTH OF THE EAST 1/4 CO~ER OF ~~IQ 
SECri:ON 12~ ALL_SpVATEP IN TH~ S1/2 OF SAID SECITON 12. 
SECTICJ'I :i.~: Al.;L 
·EXCEPT 
"A NINE (9} ACRE PARCEL MORE OR LESS, SPECIFICALLY DESCRIBED AS FQLLOWS:. 
c;OMME~CING AT THE WEST QUARTER CORNER OF SECTION ::l:3:ALL IN TOWNSHIP 
.14-souti:j,, RM~E :~,s ~sr, IJ~M., :WHicH sEARs NORTH ooo z&{ 46''- EAST A 
DI5t-88CE OF 2646.88 fJ;ri FROM THE SOUTHWEST CORNER OF SAID SE(ITION ·13; 
nu:NEE ON A BEARING ·oF SOUTH 00? 26' 46" WEST A DISTANCE O_F 34.00 FEET· 
At.p:....s_tHE:WEST soi.JNDARY OF s.Ai:o secrroN 13 TO THE ~EAL Po~+ dF · 
BEGINN~I\IG;, 
fflENCifFil.PM·iHJS REAL POINT OF BEGINRING ON A BEARING OF NORTH 57? Oi' 
03" EAst A DISl'ANte'(n: 1900.00 FEET; .. . . 
THENCE ON A BEARlNG OF.SOUTii 32.? 58* 57H EAST A DISTANCE-OF 2QD.OO FI$T; 
T.liENCl: ON A BEARirii.G Qf SOUTH 57? .01' 03" WEST A DISTANCE OF 2032;0.2 FEET 
TO THE WEST BOUtUlAR'f·OF SAID SECTION 13; 
THENCE ON A BEARING OF NORTH 00? 26' 46" EASTA DISTANCE OF 239.6.4 FEET 
ALONG THE WEST BOUNDARY OF SAID SECTION 13 TO THE-REAL PCliNT OF .. 
BEGINfiiiNG. . . . 








Bl:GlHNING AT THE NORTHWEST CORNER Of THE SW1!4NWtf4 OF SECTION 14, 
'tOWNSHIP 14SOliTH;. RANGE 15 ~AST, B.M.; 
Tf11;N.Cf:;SQUTitAJ,.ONG UU: SECTION UNE A DISTAN<;E QF,stiS fEEl MOJiE OR LE$5; 
Tti~tf{::]~ ~Q~'TH ii.lQ 31/ EAST, 80 FEET;, 
11:1ENGE NORTif gc». 29' WEST; 505 FEET,. MORE OR LESS: TO THE PLAtE OF 
BE(;iN~ING~ . . 
;AN;D. ~~p..--
:A STRIP OF tANb 100 FEET. WIDE LYING so· FEET ON EACH SID.E OF THE· CENTERU.NE 
()f "A'' lATERAl AS LOCATED AND De5CRIBED AS FOLLOWS-: 
B~GlNNIN~ A;TTtJE· NORTI:IWEST CORI'.IER OF THE ~1ANWV4~ Qf $_AID &Ect":(ON 14i 
Tl't~H<:ts,S<ntrH A~PN~ Tf1E·St;CTION UNE A DlST~CE OF-SO~ FeJ;T, MO~ OR. LESSi: 
:fH.~rf,C~ J.IOltl'ij_ t:Ji~ 31'o EAST, 30 FEET TO THE POINT Of BEGj;.iNi.NGt WtiitfU$ J?.C: 
STAtiON :1i:t.;f79.S-oF-"A" LATERAL AS LOCATED; . 
nt_EN,cs·oH ~-4i)#.·¢ti~VE TO, THE LEFT FROM SEMI-TANGENT SOi,frH &0 19' EAST, A 
nm1Nc& OFi2ocfFErt~ - . . . ' 
r:. ·,..· :-. ; __ ;:.:-:: .. ~. -~-.-- .. ~-· r ... . . . . . - .. . . ; ·' 
lliEN_CE SOUTJi aso 29' EAST, 206.2 FEET; 
tf'fef4¢e· ot..a'A~40fcuRvE ro tHe LEFT, t6s FEET; 
THENCE NORTH-'25° 31' EAST; 449 FEET; . . _ . 
THEN.CE,NORTH·37° 01.' E4ST, 180 FEI;TTO A PONT ON THE ~QRTH UIII_E Of THE 
S.WV.4l.WVf,J)f_ $.~_:SEC:UON -14, 80.5 FEET MO~E C)(:l L~ss, E.MT: Of_li,U: _ 
.~9~T!J.W$.1T (ORN~R OF THE SW1f4NW1f4 OF SECTION 14, ALL srtu~li;D ~ TtiE 
SW1t~NW1f1"· 
~~i.iAt;SQ-~q5~ 
.J\:$JR;jf' Qf. ~flip 1QQ Ff;~WIDE, lYING 50 FEET ON EA:CH SIPE Of.. THE FOLLOWING 
·. ESC:RiBED CENTER.UNE: . -P.. .. .. -·. . .. . -
-B.~~fttiiNG.A:ifsrArioN 129:+80 OF "A'f LATERAL.SORVEY AS lr~WHlCJi ... 
POlNTlS ON·THESOUTH BOUNDAR:Y LINE OF TflE NWV4NW1J4 Ofi:"S~~~,;4· ANI) 
SOS·fEJrri MOJPfO_,L~, EAST OF THE SOUTHWEST CQJ{NER OF SAID fORTYi 
'll:l,i:l\IC::E ~QRJlf.'37c? ():V ~, 224.9 FEET; . -
THENCE Oi'ilA::,20~- CURVETO THE RIGHT, 310 i=E'IIT; 
!.~~~tl~ft:~~~o~~E1:E~~~rtn~~~~+f:~~~f~ST~~~·~$ 
M.P~:()fi;~$$; $QUjH OFTHE ~ORTH Y4CORNEROFSEC1io'N14, ALL LYINCi'IN 
tBEi·r-J1fiAWY4;· . . -
AND ALSO': I:XCEPT· 
,A!.!TRIP.OF,QU~Jl :t.QQ. fE.ETWIPf:, LYING SO:FEIIT ON EACtt ~IP.E O,fTH~FO..._O~~­
Q~~~JYB~Jl:<i:~)~JJH~~= _ _ . .. ·- _ . _ .. . . . _. -
.~E~_INf(JNq-At::~ PQ:U .. I·QN THE WEST BOUNDARY LIN,I: CWTHE NE1f.s:Of. SECTION 
14~ 12:6o F'iii$1;.MoitE oit Less, soUTH oF mE NORTH 1AcoRNER oi= sA!o sectioN 
_14, WH,~<;H ~Q~NtiSSTAriON 149+55 OF"A.; LATi:RAJ;.$URVi:YA5lOCA'rEb; . -
tlf.~~~s{)i,rfti_ S0~ 59~ EAST, 366.1 FEET MORE OR LESS;: . . .. 
THEijt;E ON A·:Zo9 CORY{; TO THE RIGHT, 190 FEET; 
TH~CE$C.Sifi'li 42° 5~" EAsT; 685.5 FEET; 
THE.Nt!E bN A 409 CURVE TO THE LEFf, 280.8 FEET; 
THENCE NORTH :24f' 41~ EAST; 693.3 FEET; 
THENCE· ON.A 40° CURVE-TO THE RIGHT 165 FEET; 
Tfh~NCE SQ~ 89°-~9~ EAST 220.5 FEET; . 
THENCE ON A SO~ CURVE TO THE LEFT,155.7 FEET; 
Ti-JJ;ti~CI? NORTtf i2° Si' EAST, 312 FEET; 
ni~NCE ON A 209 Cl.J_RVE TO THE RIGHT, 110 FEET; 
THENCE NORTH 34° 51' EAST, 708.6 FEET; 






'THENCE NORTH 89° 58! I;~T, 53 FEET TO STATION 189+86, WHICH POINT IS ON 
ltfE EAST UNE Of SAlD $E.¢t'ION-14 AND 45 FEET SOUTH Of THE NORTHEAST 
¢0.ltNER, siTUATED IN TJ:f"i::NE1{4 OF SECTION 14. . . 
M~.D AlSO EXCEPT 
~A.l'Wo· (2} AC:RE PAR,¢~t. M()R"f·OR LESS; SPECIFICALLY DESCRIBED AS fO.I,.lOWS:; 
C~MM~¢lr.n~ -~Tl!i~ N9liDf~ C:ORNER OF SECTION 14 ALL IN TOWNSHIP :14 
-SOUTH( .RANGE:tS,EAST~ s;M,,-.WtiiCH BEA~ NORTH 89.0 40' 16" WEST-A DISTAN.CE 
OF.:-2640.52 FEET FROM THS NORTH QUARTER CORNER OF SAID SECTIO.N 14; 
THENCE ON. fi. BEARING O_F;NOll-TH 89? 40• 1611 WEST A DISTANCE OF 1~70.00 FEET 
.Alo9,..G TH.E N()J{THJ!OUf.IP.ARY· Of ~Ec:;riON 14 TO THE RJ:AL POINT Of aEGINNI~G; 
-T_i:IEN¢~_FR0ft1_1'fi~ ~~~ PP."#f! c;JF~~GINNING ON A BEARIN_G Of sOUTI1 00? 00" 
~·q~~~~~~-~DJ;S1JU~$;~0f41J5;0,!J FJ;~;, .· . . . . _. 
~:lfE.:~~We~:o'G~~~~~~~~:.~~~~:~CE OF 2(l_Q.OO FE_ET 
THENCE ON A BEARING~ OF NORTH oo? 00' 0011 EAsT A DISTANCE OF 445.00< FEET TO 
ttie:t~o·Rm· sotiNo.ARvof' s~o sE'rnor. i4;-
tHE"Nce of4 A iiEAIUNG op:S{j0Tff:89?40! 161{ EAST A DISTANCE OF 2UO~OO FEET 
AldHG THIS: NOR'TH·BOUNDARY .Of" SAID SECTION 14 TO THE REAL POlNr OF 
BEGINNING. 
~1~~~·-tf2j'1i~-PA~~-J;:L MQR§'QR f..ESS, SPECIFICALLY DESCl{iaEI) AS 
fOLLOvvs: . 
cok"M'eNCtNG. AT-THE NORfitEASTCORNER OF SECTION 14 ALL m TOWNSHIP 14 
~0.0T~,.sAN¢;,E-15.~j8J~'"/WI:U¢H BEARS NORTH ooo 2-1'12"-EAs'T A DistANCE 
i0F2$4$~~7 FEET i=RdM.THif~Q~ARTER CORNER. OF SAID SECTION 14;:THEN.CE 
ON':A,BEARING'O.-·soUlH:-b0?'21~ fl"WEST A DISTANCE OF 10.08.00 -~~~-~~OJIIG 
·THIS!~ BOUND.ARYOPSAID.' SEOTION. i14.TO THE. REAL POINT Of BEGI~.l'~ING; 
THEKCEEROM·THJS:RUJ-:~IK.f: QF ~~INft.lll'l~ AND CONTINUIN~QN ~-BEARING­
Of'S.O.UTH·OQ.?.·21.i1-2wW~-A.PisTANCE' OF 8_84.00 FI;ET; 
.:rn~#.~~:QJoJA Q_g~ff~Q~,~Ol\TI;i ~.9?·~~'48(t~E~ A DISTANCE OF S,90.00-FE~; 
TiiENCEONA·B~RING.OF .. NORTf.f 00?21'12" EAST A DISTANCE OF 884.00 FEET 
P~~ .. \ii.rrii(iH~ EJ\Si(~ll~DAR'f·9F SAij) SECnO_N 14; . - - . 
fflENCE OftA.BEAiUNG Olf5(Jiifii.89i 38' 48" EAST A DISTAN<;EOF .590.00 FEET TO 
fHe asfilouNo:AR.toi,siUo 5EcrtoN 14 ANtfnie REAL ~OINT oF BEGINNING. 







01 000 Fagen Inc 
DATE 7/30/12 ARP064 
*** SUMMARY *** 
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE HISTORY BY CUSTOMER 
INVOICE DATES 00/00/0000 - 99/99/9999 
TIME 16.52 PAGE 2 
CHECK DATES 00/00/0000 - .99/99/9999 
----------INVOICE----------- JOB SUB ----REFERENCE----
NUMBER DATE DESCRIPTION NUMBER JOB NUMBER DATE 
02210 Cottonwood Wind Park, LLC 
00001 12/27/2011 APPLICATION #1 114034 
00010 12/27/2011 APPLICATION #1 114034 
00002 02/03/2012 APPLICATION #2 114034 
00003 03/16/2012 APPLICATION #3 114034 
00030 03/16/2012 APPLICATION #3 114034 
00004 04/25/2012 APPLICATION i4 114034 
00005 05/25/2012 APPLICATION iS 114034 
00006 06/29/2012 APPLICATION ft.6 114034 
00007 07/27/2012 APPLICATION ft.7 114034 
*** SUBJOB TOTAL *** 
** BAIJINCE .... 
*** JOB TOnL *** 
** BAL.l\NCE ** 
.. • CtJST(lMER 'lOT1IL * .. 
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Confidential & Proprietary 
Exergy Development Group 
1284
Date: 4/6/2015 
Time: 01 :46 PM 
Page 1 of4 
Fifth Judicial District Court - Twin Falls County 
ROAReport 
Case: CV-2013-0000575 Current Judge: Randy J. Stoker 
User: COOPE 
Fagen, Inc., A Minnesota Corporation vs. Salmon Creek Wind Park, LLC, etal. 
Date Code User Judge 
2/8/2013 NCOC SCHULZ New Case Filed-Other Claims G. Richard Bevan 
APER SCHULZ Plaintiff: Fagen, Inc., A Minnesota Corporation G. Richard Bevan 
Appearance John R Goodell 
SCHULZ Filing: A -All initial civil case filings of any type not G. Richard Bevan 
listed in categories B-H, or the other A listings 
below Paid by: Racine, Olson, Nye, Budge & 
Bailey Receipt number: 1303258 Dated: 
2/8/2013 Amount: $96.00 (Check) For: Fagen, 
Inc., A Minnesota Corporation (plaintiff) 
COMP SCHULZ Complaint Filed G. Richard Bevan 
SMIS SCHULZ Summons Issued G. Richard Bevan 
6/24/2013 SCHULZ Filing: 11 - Initial Appearance by persons other G. Richard Bevan 
than the plaintiff or petitioner Paid by: Meuleman 
Mollerup Receipt number: 1316158 Dated: 
6/24/2013 Amount: $66.00 (Check) For: J.R. 
Simplot Self-Declaration Of Revocable Trust 
(defendant) 
NOAP SCHULZ Notice Of Appearance G. Richard Bevan 
6/25/2013 APER SCHULZ Defendant: J.R. Simplot Self-Declaration Of G. Richard Bevan 
Revocable Trust Appearance Richard L Stacey 
6/27/2013 ACSV PIERCE Acceptance Of Service G. Richard Bevan 
8/5/2013 ACSV PIERCE Acceptance Of Service G. Richard Bevan 
NOFG PIERCE Plaintiffs Notice of Filing of Acceptance of G. Richard Bevan 
Service 
9/3/2013 SCHULZ Filing: 11 - Initial Appearance by persons other G. Richard Bevan 
than the plaintiff or petitioner Paid by: Angelo L. 
Rosa Receipt number: 1322339 Dated: 9/3/2013 
Amount: $66.00 (Check) For: Exergy 
Development Group Of Idaho, LLC (defendant), 
Salmon Creek Wind Park, LLC (defendant) and 
XRG Development Partners, LLC (defendant) 
SCHULZ Filing: 11 - Initial Appearance by persons other G. Richard Bevan 
than the plaintiff or petitioner Paid by: Angelo L 
Rosa Receipt number: 1322343 Dated: 9/3/2013 
Amount: $66.00 (Credit card) For: Exergy 
Development Group Of Idaho, LLC (defendant), 
Salmon Creek Wind Park, LLC (defendant) and 
XRG Development Partners, LLC (defendant) 
SCHULZ Filing: Technology Cost- CC Paid by: Angelo L G. Richard Bevan 
Rosa Receipt number: 1322343 Dated: 9/3/2013 
Amount: $3.00 (Credit card) For: Exergy 
Development Group Of Idaho, LLC (defendant), 
Salmon Creek Wind Park, LLC (defendant) and 
XRG Development Partners, LLC (defendant) 
NOAP SCHULZ Notice Of Appearance G. Richard Bevan 
9/4/2013 APER SCHULZ Defendant: Salmon Creek Wind Park, LLC G. Richard Bevan 
Appearance Angelo L Rosa 1285
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9/4/2013 APER SCHULZ Defendant: Exergy Development Group Of Idaho, G. Richard Bevan 
LLC Appearance Angelo L Rosa 
APER SCHULZ Defendant: XRG Development Partners, LLC G. Richard Bevan 
Appearance Angelo L Rosa 
9/6/2013 MD IS PIERCE Omnibus Motion to Dismiss Complaint G. Richard Bevan 
MEMO PIERCE Memorandum in Support of Omnibus Motion to G. Richard Bevan 
Dismiss Complaint 
CESV PIERCE Certificate Of Service G. Richard Bevan 
(Omnibus Motion to Dismiss) 
9/12/2013 MOAM PIERCE Plaintiff's Motion for Leave to Amend Complaint G. Richard Bevan 
MOCT PIERCE Plaintiff Fagen's Motion for Rule 56(f) G. Richard Bevan 
Continuance 
MEMO PIERCE Plaintiff Fagen's Memorandum in Support of G. Richard Bevan 
Motion for Rule 56(f) Continuance 
AFFD PIERCE Affidavit of John R. Goodell in Support of Motion G. Richard Bevan 
for Rule 56(f) Continuance 
9/16/2013 ORAS SCHORZMAN Order Of Assignment G. Richard Bevan 
CHJG SCHORZMAN Change Assigned Judge Randy J. Stoker 
9/23/2013 NOHG PIERCE Notice Of Hearing Randy J. Stoker 
HRSC MCMULLEN Hearing Scheduled (Motion to Amend Randy J. Stoker 
10/21/2013 10:00 AM) 
10/1/2013 MEMO PIERCE Plaintiff Fagen Inc.'s Memorandum Opposing Randy J. Stoker 
Defendants' Omnibus Motion to Dismiss 
Complaint 
10/2/2013 NOTC PIERCE J.R. Simplot Self-Declaration of Revocable Trust's Randy J. Stoker 
Notice of Non-Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion for 
Leave to Amend Complaint 
10/4/2013 NOHG PIERCE Notice Of Hearing Randy J. Stoker 
10/7/2013 NOCA PIERCE Notice Of Change Of Address Randy J. Stoker 
10/15/2013 NOHG PIERCE Notice Of Hearing on J.R. Simplot Randy J. Stoker 
Self-Declaration of Revocable Trust's Motion to 
Dismiss and Notice of Intent to Appear by 
Telephone 
NINT PIERCE J.R. Simplot Self-Declaration of Revocable Trust's Randy J. Stoker 
Notice of Intent to Appear by Telephone 
HRSC MCMULLEN Hearing Scheduled (Motion to Dismiss Randy J. Stoker 
12/02/2013 10:00 AM) Simplot's Motion to 
Dismiss 
NOWD PIERCE Notice Of Withdrawal of Intent to Appear by Randy J. Stoker 
Telephone 
[Re: October 21 & December 2, 2013, Hearings] 
NOSV PIERCE Notice Of Service Randy J. Stoker 
10/18/2013 HRVC MCMULLEN Hearing result for Motion to Amend scheduled on Randy J. Stoker 
10/21/2013 10:00 AM: Hearing Vacated 
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10/18/2013 NOHG PIERCE Amended Notice Of Hearing Randy J. Stoker 
AFFD PIERCE Second Affidavit of John R. Goodell in Support of Randy J. Stoker 
Motion for Rule 56(f) continuance 
NOTC PIERCE Notice of Non-Opposition to Motion to Amend Randy J. Stoker 
Complaint 
11/15/2013 NOHG PIERCE Notice Of Hearing on J.R. Simplot Randy J. Stoker 
Self-Declaration of Revocable Trust's Motion to 
Dismiss 
MD IS PIERCE J.R. Simplot Self-Declaration of Revocable Trust's Randy J. Stoker 
Motion To Dismiss 
MEMO PIERCE Memorandum in Support of J.R. Simplot Randy J. Stoker 
Self-Declaration of Revocable Trust's Motion to 
Dismiss 
11/27/2013 NOWD PIERCE J.R. Simplot Self-Declaration of Revocable Trust's Randy J. Stoker 
Notice of Withdrawal of Motion to Dismiss and 
Notice of Non-Opposition 
11/29/2013 STIP MCMULLEN Stipulation for Dismissal with Prejudice (Fagen Randy J. Stoker 
Claims Against Defendant J.R. Simplot 
Self-Declaration Revocable Trust Only 
12/2/2013 ORDR MCMULLEN Order for Dismissal with Prejudice (J.R. Simplot Randy J. Stoker 
Self-Declaration of Revocable Trust Only) 
CD IS MCMULLEN Civil Disposition/Judgment entered: entered for: Randy J. Stoker 
J.R. Simplot Self-Declaration Of Revocable Trust, 
Defendant; Fagen, Inc., A Minnesota Corporation, 
Plaintiff. Filing date: 12/2/2013 
ORDR MCMULLEN Order for Leave to File First Amended Complaint Randy J. Stoker 
DCHH MCMULLEN Hearing result for Motion to Dismiss scheduled Randy J. Stoker 
on 12/02/2013 10:00 AM: District Court Hearing 
Held 
Court Reporter: Barksdale 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: Simplot's Motion to Dismiss, Motion to 
Amend 
ADVS MCMULLEN Case Taken Under Advisement Randy J. Stoker 
CMIN MCMULLEN Court Minutes Randy J. Stoker 
12/4/2013 ORDR MCMULLEN Order Re Consolidation, Motion to Amend, Motion Randy J. Stoker 
to Continue and Motion to Dismiss 
CD IS MCMULLEN Civil Disposition/Judgment entered: entered for: Randy J. Stoker 
Exergy Development Group Of Idaho, LLC, 
Defendant; J.R. Simplot Self-Declaration Of 
Revocable Trust, Defendant; John Does 1-10, 
Defendant; Salmon Creek Wind Park, LLC, 
Defendant; XRG Development Partners, LLC, 
Defendant; Fagen, Inc., A Minnesota Corporation, 
Plaintiff. Filing date: 12/4/2013 
12/5/2014 SCDF COOPE Supreme Court- Filed Notice of Appeal. Clerk's Randy J. Stoker 

















Fifth Judicial District Court -Twin Falls County 
ROAReport 
Case: CV-2013-0000575 Current Judge: Randy J. Stoker 
User: COOPE 
Fagen, Inc., A Minnesota Corporation vs. Salmon Creek Wind Park, LLC, etal. 
User Judge 
COOPE Supreme Court- Entered Order RE: Reporter's Randy J. Stoker 
Transcript Fee Payment Due in 7 Days 
COOPE Supreme Court Document Filed- Order RE: Randy J. Stoker 
Reporter's Transcript 
COOPE Supreme Court Set Due Date - Transcript and Randy J. Stoker 
Clerk's Record Due 03-11-15 
COOPE Supreme Court- Entered Notice of Defect Order. Randy J. Stoker 
Amended Notice of Appeal Reflecting Date, Title 
of Documents and Service to Reporter to be Filed 
Within 14 Days or this Appeal will Proceed on the 
Clerk's Record Only Pursuant to I.A.R. 28 
COOPE Supreme Court Document Filed- Order of Defect Randy J. Stoker 
COOPE Amended Notice Of Appeal Randy J. Stoker 
COOPE Supreme Court- 01-21-15: Filed Amended Randy J. Stoker 
Notice of Appeal Due Date for Transcript and 
Clerk's Record Reset for 03-26-15 
COOPE Notice of Balance Due on Clerk's Record Randy J. Stoker 
COOPE Supreme Court- Filed Notice of Balance Due for Randy J. Stoker 
Preparation of Clerk's Record ($869.05) - Please 
See Attachment. Appellant Must Submit Payment 
to the District Court Clerk Within Seven (7) Days 
or by Friday 03-13-15 
COOPE Supreme Court Filed Amended Motion to Randy J. Stoker 
Consolidate Appeals (42592 & 42684) and 
Declaration of Angelo L. Rosa in Support 
COOPE Supreme Court Received Receipt of Payment Randy J. Stoker 
from District Court Clerk for Preparation of Clerk's 
Record ($869-05) Therefore Due Date Reset For 
Transcripts and Clerk's Record to 5-15-2015 
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John R. Goodell (ISB#: 2872) 
RACINE; OLSON, NYE, 
BUDGE & BAILEY, CHARTERED 
P.O. Box 1391 
Pocatello, Idaho 83204-1391 
Telephone: (208)232-6101 
Fax: (208)232-6109 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 






SALMON CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, an) 
Idaho limited liability company; EXERG Y) 
DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO,) 
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company;) 
XRG DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS, LLC,) 
an Idaho limited liability company; ) 
J. R. SIMPLOT SELF-DECLARATION OF) 
REVOCABLE TRUST, an Idaho revocable) 
trust; and "JOHN DOES 1-1 0," ) 
) 
Defendants. ) 
case No.cv-w \?-f/1 17 
COMPLAINT 
Fee Code: (A)($96.00) 
COMES NOW Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. ("Fagen"), by and through counsel of record, and for its 
Complaint against the above-named Defendants, and any other persons or entities claiming any right 
to possession or interest of the subject property, states and alleges as follows: 
1. Plaintiff Fagen is a corporation duly organized under the laws of the State of 
Minnesota. Fagen is a registered contractor pursuant to Idaho Code§ 54-5204, license number RCE-
26001, and in good standing. 
COMPLAINT- Page I 
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2. Defendant J. R. Simplot Self-declaration of Revocable Trust ("Simplot Trust"), an 
Idaho revocable trust, is the owner or reputed owner and lessor of real property and improvements 
thereon (hereinafter described as the "Property"), as more fully described in Exhibit A-1 attached 
to the Claim of Lien recorded as Instrument No. 2012014943on 8/8/2012 in the Twin Falls County 
Recorder's Office. 
A true and correct copy of said Claim of Lien is attached as Exhibit One hereto and adopted 
by reference as though fully set forth herein ("Claim of Lien"). 
3. Defendant Exergy Development Group of Idaho, LLC (hereinafter described as 
"Exergy"), an Idaho limited liability company, is a tenant or reputed tenant which claims an interest 
in the Property pursuant to Wind Project Ground Lease(s) and Agreement(s) entered with the 
Simplot Trust or affiliates; and/or pursuant to contract, assignment, agreement, or other instrument 
entered with XRG and/or Salmon Creek Wind Park, LLC. 
4. Defendant XRG Development Partners, LLC (hereinafter described as "XRG"), an 
Idaho limited liability company, is a tenant or reputed tenant which claims an interest in the Property 
pursuant to Wind Project Ground Lease(s) and Agreement(s) entered with the Simplot Trust or 
affiliates; and/or pursuant to contract, assignment, agreement, or other instrument entered with 
Exergy and/or Salmon Creek Wind Park, LLC. 
5. Defendant Salmon Creek Wind Park, LLC (hereinafter described as Salmon Creek 
Wind Park"), an Idaho limited liability company, is a tenant or reputed tenant which claims an 
interest in the Property pursuant to lease(s) entered with the with the Simplot Trust or affiliates; 
and/or pursuant to contract, assignment, agreement, or other instrument entered with Exergy and/or 
XRG. 
COMPLAINT - Page 2 
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6. Exergy, XRG, and/or Salmon Creek Wind Park are the owner(s) or reputed owner(s) 
of certain improvements, facilities, and structures being constructed on the Property ("hereinafter 
described as the "Project"). 
7. Fagen claims an interest in the Property pursuant to its Claim of Lien in the amount 
of$1,412,774.81, together with prejudgment interest accruing thereon pursuant to law. 
8. Defendants "John Does 1-1 0" are additional unnamed persons or parties may claim 
and interest in the property who are presently unknown. Fagen reserves the right to amend this 
Complaint to add such additional persons or parties at a later time. 
9. Jurisdiction is proper in this Court pursuant to Idaho Code § 5-514 as the Defendants 
have transacted business and/or this action relates to ownership, use or possession of real property 
located within the State of Idaho. 
1 0. Venue is proper in this Court pursuant to Idaho Code § 5-401. 
11. In 2011 Fagen entered into agreements and/or memorandum ofunderstanding(s) to 
supply labor, materials, and engineering, procurement and construction services with Exergy, upon, 
and for the benefit, of the Property. 
12. Fagen supplied labor, materials, and services upon and for the benefit of the Property, 
commencing work in 2011. 
13. Fagen continued to provide labor, furnish materials, and supply services for the 
improvement to the Property until July 31,2012, when it ceased doing so due to non-payment by 
Exergy. 
14. Fagen performed this work in a conforming, workmanlike manner pursuant to its 
agreement with Exergy. 
COMPLAINT - Page 3 
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15. As a result ofExergy' s failure to pay Fagen for labor, materials and services supplied 
for improvements to the Property, Fagen filed its Claim of Lien as described above. 
16. The reasonable value of the benefit to the Property is equivalent to the labor, material, 
and services supplied by Fagen as the amount due stated in its Claim of Lien. 
17. True and correct copies of Fagen's Claim of Lien were timely served by certified 
mailing on Defendants. 
18. Fagen is entitled to a judgment foreclosing its Claim of Lien for the amount thereof, 
together with accrued interest pursuant to law; a determination that its Claim of Lien is superior and 
has priority to any interest claimed by all Defendants, and each of them; and for foreclosure sale with 
application of the proceeds of sale to amount due to Fagen. 
19. Fagen is entitled to recover costs and reasonable attorney fees to maintain this action, 
pursuant to Idaho Code§ 45-501 et seq. The sum of$10,000 is reasonable should this matter be 
resolved by default. 
WHEREFORE, Fagen prays for judgment against Defendants as follows: 
A. An order foreclosing Fagen's Claim of Lien against the Property, and declaring the 
amount due of$1,412,774.81, together with prejudgment interest accruing thereon 
pursuant to law; 
B. An order declaring the Defendants, and all persons or entities claiming an interest in 
the Property or any part thereof, to be barred and foreclosed of all right, title, interest, 
claim or equity of redemption in and to the Property; 
C. An order for sale of the Property according to law and directing the proceeds of sale 
be applied to the amount due Fagen; 
COMPLAINT - Page 4 
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D. An award of costs incurred; 
E. An award of reasonable attorney fees; 
F. Such further relief as the Court deems just in the premises. 
DATED this b ~fFebruary, 2013. 
COMPLAINT- Page 5 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, BUDGE & 
BAILEY, CHARTERED 
By:_f++-1.-f __ -___:.Ak_....j.~......:....-__ ,_____ _ 
~f!Oif!(;Yaoo'DELL 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. 
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John R. Goodell (ISB #2872) 
Daniel C. Green (ISB #3213) 
Ferrell S. Ryan, III (ISB # 8414) 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, 
BUDGE & BAILEY, CHARTERED 
P.O. Box 1391 
Pocatello, Idaho 83204-1391 
Telephone: (208)232-61 01 
Fax: (208)232-61 09 
Attorneys for Claimant Fagen, Inc. 
) 






SALMON CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, an) 
Idaho limited liability company; EXERGY) 
DEVELOPMENT GROUP. OF IDAHO,) 
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company;) 
XRG DEVELOPMENT) PARTNERS, LLC) 
(ID), an Idaho limited) liability company; ) 
J. R. SIMPLOT SELF~DECLARATION OF) 
REVOCABLE) TRUST, an Idaho revocable) 
trllst, ) 
) 
Owners/Reputed Owners. ) 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN: 
• 
TWIN FALLS COUNTY 
RECORDED FOR: 
FIRST AMERICAN TITLE- TWIN F,l! 
12:38:33 PM 08-08-2012 
2012014943 




Electronically Recorded by Simplifile 
CLAIM OF LIEN (I.C. §45-507) 
ThatFAGEN,INC., 501 W.Highway212,P. O.Box 159, Granite Falls, MN 56241,hereby 
claims the benefit of the law relative to liens of mechanics and materialmen upon real property as 
provided by the laws of the State ofldaho, I.C. § 45-501 et seq., and does hereby claim a lien upon 
that certain tract of land and improvements thereon as hereinafter described, and in the following 
amounts: 




John R. Goodell (ISB #2872) 
Daniel C. Green (ISB #3213) 
Ferrell S. Ryan, III (ISB# 8414) 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, 
BUDGE & BAILEY, CHARTERED 
P.O. Box 1391 
Pocatello, Idaho 83204-1391 
Telephone: (208)232-6101 
Fax: (208)232-61 09 
Attorneys for Claimant Fagen, Inc. 
) 






SALMON CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, an) 
Idaho ·limited liability company; EXERGY) 
DEVELOPMENT GROUP. OF IDAHO,) 
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company;) 
XRG DEVELOPMENT) PARTNERS, LLC) 
(ID), an Idaho limited) liability company; ) 
J. R. SIMPLOT SELF-DECLARATION OF) 
REVOCABLE) TRUST, an Idaho revocable) 
trust, ) 
) 
Owners/Reputed Owners. ) 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN: 
• 
CLAIM OF LIEN (I.C. § 45-507) 
That FAGEN, INC., 501 W.Highway212, P. 0. Box 159, GraniteFalls,MN 5624l,hereby 
claims the benefit of the law relative to liens of mechanics and materialmen upon real property as 
provided by the laws of the State ofldaho, I. C.§ 45-501 et seq., and does hereby claim a lien upon 
that certain tract of land and improvements thereon as hereinafter described, and in the following 
amounts: 
SALMON CREEK WIND PARK- CLAIM OF LIEN (I. C. § 45-507)- Page 1 
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1. That the principal sum of$1,412, 774.81 in accordance with the Accounts Receivable 
History By Customer statement attached hereto as Exhibit B and adopted by reference, is owed for 
labor performed, materials furnished, and/or provision of engineering, procurement, construction and 
other services and supply of materials and equipment for the SALMON CREEK WIND PARK, 
LLC, a wind park project, located at or near Rogerson, Twin Falls, County, Idaho. 
In addition, prejudgment interest is owed on the above principal installment amounts from 
the indicated due date on the invoices listed in Exhibit B pursuant to the parties' underlying written 
contract, and/or Idaho's statutory rate @ 12% per annum, until paid or entry of judgment; plus costs 
and attorney fees incurred in collection. 
2. That said amounts are due, and owing, after deducting all just credits and offsets, for 
said claim for labor performed, materials furnished, and/or provision of engineering, procurement, 
construction and other services and supply of materials and equipment, in and for those certain 
improvements of said land located at Twin Falls County, Idaho, more particularly described in 
Exhibit A attached hereto and adopted by reference, commonly known as SALMON CREEK WIND 
PARK, LLC, located at or near Rogerson, Twin Falls, County, Idaho, said land being the subject of 
lease(s)toSALMONCREEKWINDPARK,LLCand/orEXERGYDEVELOPMENTGROUPOF 
IDAHO, LLC, and/or XRG DEVELOPMENT P AR1NERS, LLC (ID), Lessees; and said land also 
being owned by the J. R. SIMPLOT SELF-DECLARATION OF REVOCABLE TRUST, Lessor.1 
1Said Lessor's Trust established by written instrument dated December 21, 1989, and 
registered in the Fourth Judicial District ofthe State ofldaho, Ada County, as No. 3T-788. 
SALMON CREEK WIND PARK- CLAIM OF LIEN (I. C. § 45-507)- Page 2 
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In addition, Exhibit C attached hereto and adopted by reference are two color-coded maps 
and engineering drawings which locate and identify SALMON CREEK WIND FARM, LLC. 
3. That the name(s) and address(es) of the person(s) and/or entity(ies) who/which 
contracted with claimant and for whom claimant performed labor performed, materials furnished, 
and/or provision of engineering, procurement, construction and other services and supply of 
materials and equipment, are: 
SALMON CREEK WIND PARK, LLC 
Attn: James Carkulis 
801 W. Bannock 
Boise, ID 83702 
SALMON CREEK WIND PARK, LLC 
802 W. Bannock, 12th Floor 
Boise, ID 83702 
SALMON CREEK WIND PARK, LLC 
Attn: Peter J. Richardson 
515 N. 27th St. 
Boise, ID 83702 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, L.L.C. 
Attn: James Carkulis 
80l.W. Bannock 
Boise, ID 83702 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, L.L.C. 
802 W. Bannock, 12th Floor 
Boise, ID 83702 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, L.L.C. 
Attn: Molly O'Leary, Registered Agent 
515 N. 2Jili St. 
Boise, ID 83702 
XRG DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS, LLC (ID) 
Attn: James Carkulis 
80 I W. Bannock 
Boise, ID 83 702 
SALMON CREEK WIND PARK- CLAIM OF LIEN (I.C. § 45-507) -Page 3 
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XRG DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS, LLC (ID) 
802 W. Bannock, 12th Floor 
Boise, ID 83702 
XRG DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS, LLC (ID) 
Attn: Molly O'Leary, Registered Agent 
515N. 2~ St. 
Boise, ID 83 702 
• 
J. R. SIMPLOT SELF-DECLARATION OF REVOCABLE TRUST 
Attn: Ronald N. Graves 
P. 0. Box27 
999 Main Street, Suite 1300 
Boise, ID 83707 
J. R. SIMPLOT SELF-DECLARATION OF REVOCABLE TRUST 
Attn: Doug Zandersmith 
P. O.Box27 
999 Main Street, Suite 1300 
Boise, ID 83707 
4. Claimant's last item of labor performed, materials furnished, and/or provision of 
engineering, procurement, construction and other services and supply of materials and equipment 
occurred on July 31,2012. 
are: 
5. That the owner( s) or reputed owner( s) of said property to be charged with said lien 
SALMON CREEK WIND PARK, LLC 
Attn: James Carkulis 
801 W. Bannock 
Boise, ID 83702 
SALMON CREEK WIND PARK, LLC 
802 W. Bannock, 12th Floor 
Boise, ID 83702 
SALMON CREEK WIND PARK, LLC 
Attn: Peter J. Richardson 
515 N. 2~ St. 
Boise, ID 83 702 
SALMON CREEK WIND PARK- CLAIM OF LIEN (I. C. § 45-507)- Page 4 
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EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, L.L.C. 
Attn: James Carkulis 
801 W. Bannock 
Boise, ID 83702 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, L.L.C. 
802 W. Bannock, 12th Floor 
Boise, ID 83 702 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, L.L.C. 
Attn: Molly O'Leary, Registered Agent 
515 N. 27th St. 
Boise, ID 83702 
XRG DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS, LLC (ID) 
Attn: James Carkulis 
801 W. Bannock 
Boise, ID 83702 
XRG DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS, LLC (ID) 
802 W. Bannock, 12th Floor 
Boise, ID 83 702 
XRG DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS, LLC (ID) 
Attn: Molly O'Leary, Registered Agent 
515 N. 27th St. 
Boise, ID 83702 
J. R. SIMPLOT SELF-DECLARATION OF REVOCABLE TRUST 
Attn: Ronald N. Graves 
P. O.Box27 
999 Main Street, Suite 1300 
Boise, ID 83707 
J. R. SIMPLOT SELF-DECLARATION OF REVOCABLE TRUST 
Attn: Doug Zandersmith 
P.O.Box27 
999 Main Street, Suite 1300 
Boise, ID 83707 
SALMON CREEK WIND PARK- CLAIM OF LIEN (I. C. § 45-507)- Page 5 
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6. That the description of the property to be charged with said lien, and upon which said 
improvements were made, and which is situated Twin Falls County, Idaho, is more fully described 
in Exhibits A and C attached hereto and adopted by reference. 
7. That the mailing address for this Claimant is: 
FAGEN, INC. 
Attn: Jennifer A. Johnson, 
Chief Financial Officer 
501 W. Highway 212 
P. O.Box 159 
Granite Falls, MN 56241 
8. That the undersigned certifies that a true and correct copy of this Claim of Lien 
following recording will either be served personally, or served by mailing a copy thereof by U.S. 
mail, certified- return receipt requested, within the time prescribed by statute for doing so, upon the 
owners or reputed owners who/which are identified above. 




Attorney and Authorized Representative 
for Claimant 
SALMON CREEK WIND PARK- CLAIM OF LffiN (I.C. § 45-507)- Page 6 
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STATE OF IDAHO ) 
: ss. 
County ofBannock ) 
JOHN R. GOODELL, being duly sworn, on oath, says that he is the attorney and authorized 
signatory on behalf of claimant, FAGEN, INC., in the foregoing Claim of Lien, that he has read the 
same and knows the contents thereof; and that the same is true, and that it contains a correct 
statement of his/her/its demands after deducting all just credits and offsets; and affiant believes the 
same to be just. 
JOHN~ 
Attorney for Claimant 
SUBSCRIB~~\I~~~WORN TO before me this~ day of August, 2012. 
~~,,~ 'f;_S/J. J. I~~ 
(SEAL) 
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TOWNSHIP 14 SO.UTH, RANGE 15 EAST, BOISE MEkll>lANr tWna FAllS ·coUNTY, 
IDAHO . 
. SECTlON 24: E1/z_; EVzWVz 
SECTION 2S: AU 
SECTION 2~; EV2E1h; SE1.4SW1.4; SW1f4SEV.4· 
EXCE)7f (~OT,E. Tf1IS IS OLD U.S. HlG ... WAY 93.AI\1DWAS R.E.MOVI:P FROM THE 
HJGHVJAY_$V:st,Efjl IN 1956. THE DOClJME"'T WAS ~ECQR,I)~D lrf;,.997.) 
A ST~P~OF .LAND 2QO.OO FEET WIDE, BEING 100.00 FEliT.QN EACH $i'bE QF 'i1fE 
FOLLOWING DeSCRIBED CENTERLINE. OF HIGHWA't AS st.J.RVEYED AND SHOWN oN· 
THE OfFICIAL PLAT OF SAWTOOTH PARK F-FG 2391{4) HIGHWAY SURVEY ON FILE 
IN nn;: OFFICE Of THE IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPARTM~NT DISTRICT 4 OF THE 
if A-re OF. IJ>At:;o A.ND LYJNGOVER ANI>'Ad~o~ m~ ~1i.~NW~~- 'AND-~hfe ~w14J-4e1/.~ 
. t>F.~~~ON J.S, tHE SWV~5E'/" AND THE: NEt/4~E1A OF $E~Oi'(Z6i A.LLJN' .. 
TOW~SI-JIP l4·:soUTA, ~NGE 15 I;AST, B~M •• 
.BEGINN,JN~AJ sTATION 645+90 OF SAID AIGHWA'l SURVEY; .. ·WHICH STA110N.·IS>A 
·. POIN'J' ON TANGENT APPROXIMATELY 1670.0' FEElEASf.Q!7TH!;.Wl;ST:QUAQTER 
:~9RNE~ Of. ~~CllPN 35, TOWNSHIP 14·SOO,TH; -~~-! l~_J:4,~d~!f1:; ... ·- .. · . . 
T~!;NQ,; RUJt~Jr)l~ NORTH ~8~ 4.1' ~t:-151~.() f.~~~T9 ~T~Jl9!'1,6.~!;+,@._ 0~ S~ID 
SURV~,.WHitH STATION IS A POINT ON'TANGENT.APPROXIMATELY 1320.FEET 
so~·_:ANI;J..t.468..() FEET wEST .=aof, nie ~st ci4A'R~~t¢oRN~ii C>Ji·s~ErioN 2,;; 
AL$Q PEC;JNN.ING AT STATIO~ 693+89 OF SAlD tiiGHiNAYtsO.RVEY;.WHiti:f .. -
STATION XS'A·l'OIN"f ON TANGENT APPROXIMATEI;Y·j;Q!O.Q..FJ;I!!~liT.I:t A~.D ~32Q'._O 
Fl;~ YI(~ST. Of TJ1E ,:AST QUARTE~ CORNE It Of SE¢119,. -~J JI:JEN~ ~UN.l\lffl~ .. __ _ 
NQRtH ~a~4~· EAsr,.:t.;z19.o FE.ETTO $Tiftl0~ 7(J~+:DI1.Q'Qf:$'.Mb-sliR.Vi:Y,. Wt:ti~.H 
srJn:J.or. I"~ :A;_POI)'ff ON TANG_ENT APJ'ROXIMAIEi..'{ 7.67~o:F$·WEST fRPM THE:. 
EAST QUAR,TER.CQRNER OF SECTION 26. 
-AND. EXCEPT 
A SJR,I~.OF U\NJ> 2QO.OO FEET WID£, BeiNG l,OO;OPcfttroN ~ttt SI.DE:OF.TtfE 
F,Q~J,.OY,f~~G· [).~ScRIBED CENTERUNE. OF HiGHWAY A.s.SQ.~VfY~P A_~l) ~~9Wti _PN • 
THE OFFICIAL PLAT OF U. S. HIGHWAY 93-PROJECT No• F·FG 2391(5) HIGHWAY 
suR.v-Fr: or(Fiu:' IN THE oFi=IcE oF THE·IDAHo mNsPt:ntt.ATI:oN oeJ:;A.tt'TMeNt 
i>IsnUCr 4; OF.THE STATE OF IDAHO AND LYING.·OVER.ANb ACROSS THE E1f2NW1/4 · 
.ANti nte NWV.ciNEI/4 oF seCTION 35 AND me·s11iSE1AANPTI:IE NE'4SEV4 OF 
SECTION ·26,TOWNSHIP 14:SOUTH, RANGE 15 EA$T1 ~.M._. 
~EGXN.NI~G AT STATION 645+90.0FTHJ;: SAID.HIGHW~$~JJtVEY1 \iytfiCH.SJ.\TION 
IS A-POiNt ON TANGENT APPROXIMATELY 1670;0 FEET EAST FROM• THE WEST 
·QUARTER CORNER OF SECTiON 35; . . . . . . ~. . .. 
tHENCE ~ONNING NORTH 28° 41' EAST, 1346.1 FEET TO STAttON 659+36;1 Of"SAID 
SURVEY, WHICH STATION·tS·A POINT OF CURVATURE; .· . . . . . . . . 
THENCE4115~9.FEETWITH A ooo 54' cu.ave RIGHT,~Am-c;_tiJWE HAVING A c~l'(t'RAL 
ANGLE OF 45° 33' io STATION 700+52.0, WHi'CH St;&;'QOJII I$· A POiNT ON·. CURVE 
APPROXIMATELY 1295.0 FEET NORTH FROM THE SQUiHEAST CORNER OF. SEctiON 
26, i'OWNStUP 14 SOUTH, RANGE 15 EAST, B.M., .. . . .. 








EXCE:P'f (.NOTI: Tl:l~ JS OLP U.~ HIGHWAY 9"3·ANDWAS REMOVED FROM THE 
f1~GHWAY:SYSTEM IN 1956. THE QOCUMENTWAS RI:CORDED IN 1997,) 
A STRIP Of LAND 2oo.OO FEET WIDE, .~E:ING l.-00.00 FEET ON EACH SIDE OF THE 
FOLl<)WING DE:SCIUBED CEN'n:~RUN~ OF HIGHWAY AS SURVEYED AND SHOWN ON 
THE OFFICI_Ab PlAT OF SAWTOOTH PARK F-FG i_391( 4) HIGHWAY SURVEY ON FILE 
:-IN THE OFFICE OFTHE IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT DISTRICT 4 OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO AND LYING OVER AND ACROSS THE EV:zNW1/4 AND THE NW1.4NE1J4 
OF SECllQN 35, TH~ SY/1i4SE1/4 ANP Tf:IE:NEV45E1!4 OF· SECTION 261 ALL IN 
TOW~Sij~P 11J $b,Utti, FwfGt; 15 ~ST, l;l.M,. 
BEGlNNiN_G AT-STAtiON· 6"45+90 OF SA1D HIGHWAY SURVEY, WHICH STAU.ON IS A 
Po:iNt ON fANGENTJ\PPRQ)ijMATEL Y i67D.O fEET EAST OF THE WEST QUARTElt 
· tORNE_R Of.$E¢riQtf·35; -:{QWNSHlP 14 SOOTH,. ftANGE 15 eAST, B.M.; 
THENCERUNN1NG"NORTtf28°.4l' EAST, 4Sl0.0 fEET tO STATION 691+00 OF SAID 
SURVEY1:WHICH.STATION.'l5A POINT ON TANGI:I'(T APPROXIMATELY 1320 FEET 
:sOJ,fllfANP·l.~~~~O~WE~ fROMTH_EJ:A~QUARTERCORNJ;R OF se¢n:o~ 26; 
~:~9 ~~~~~f~ti:~.Gi!\J-~A1j0~6?3'+~9-_QF$~IDj:iiGHWAY SUfiVEY, WHIC~ . . 
-~.4\-p:_otH~- A_f'PI_~J PN t~N_G_E~A.P,PRQ~If:'ATEL v ,107o~o FEET sot!fH· AND 132o.o. 
fEET WEST ()f·'ffl~  QUA.Rl"t;l{CO!lfiER: Of SgCTION 26; THENCE RIJ.NNING 
N-ORTH ~so 4:iJ EASTt<f219.l:t FEET TO. 5TA1lo'N 1D6+ba·.o OF s.Aio SURVEY, WHICH 
STATION lS A:POINT=o-r~;.TAlYGENTAP.PROXIMATELY 767-.0 FEF!T WEST FROM lHE 
EAST QUARTER CO.RN.ER .OF S.EC'fiON.. 26. 
AND EXCEPT 
A stRIP pi=_' tAN.D ~f,lp~()p ~~Et WiP~,. 8SN~ 100.00 FEU ON EACH SI.PE OF:THi: 
FOLLOWING DESCRi:EitO,f!E'NTE.RUNE ()f'.HIGftWAY· As SURVEYED AND SHOWN ON 
THtfoi=FidiAt.JiWj)f·U.,s: lUGHWAY 93-PROJEg N_p; F-:FG 2391(5) H~GHW.AY 
SQRVI:'(: 9,N, t:I~E:-~t\1 JHE 9ff~CRQF TJ:iE<XDAtfO T~_N$P()RTATION. DEPARTMENT 
DistiUCT4~0F:-TtiE STATE~oi=:IDAHO AN.Q LY..ING OVER ANP ACROss THE E7/zNW1f4 
. ANo riiE f.iwv4fi€1i4' of: si:!trtor.;Js AND· THe sinsEv4 AND THE Ne1/4se:v4 oF 
·. ~etm9N 26;iqW~sfixfl ·t4~solittit RAN.Gan;s··exs-r; &.M .. 
BE~I.NN.I:NG~AT~AtiO"·~S+900F:THE.SA1D·HiiiHWAY SURVEY, WHICH STATION 
IS A POINT ON TANGEI'ff. ~PPROXIMATELY-1670,0· FEET EAST FROM TH.E· WEST 
QUARTER'c;ORN~It-9F -~;CJ:ION. ~,5:. . . _ 
TI:U~.Nc.E I.IUNNING'JfOR:tfl·iB11 "41'EAST; 1~41;i~1 FE_ETTO STATION 659+36.1 Of SAlD 
_SUR~i: WHJ¢H $t4Jiri~ A$ A POi.N'tU.i= ti.JR.VA1URE; . 
THENCE 4!115~9:FEET WiTH A 00° 54' CURYE RIGHT, SAID CURVE HAVIMG A CENTRAL 
~GtE OF 4S0 ~3rTbSTATI(;N 7DO+s:i.o,: WHICH STATION lS A· POINT ON CURVE 
APPROXlMATELY 1·295~0 fEET NORTH FROM THE· SOUTHEAST CORNER OF SECllON 
26-, TOWNSmP ·14 SQUTI:I_,. RANGE 1$ ~, B.M., 
TOWNSttiP 14 SOU'J"tf, RANGE l6 EAST; ~OISE MJ;RIDIAN, TWIN FAlLS COUNTY~. 
X:DAHO 
SECTION ,18: GOV'T LOT 7; E1f2SW1/4; Wlb.SE,/4 
SECTION·19! AU. 
lric:CEPTTHATPORrtON DEEDED TO THE OREGON SHORT LiNE RAILROAD COMPANY, 
8Y DEED RECQRPEP $~P""i'EMBER iS, i9~4 AS iNsrltiJMENT No. 170820. 
AtsO EXCEPTTHAT.PtiRtiON DEEDEliTO TH-E OREGON SHORT UNE RAILROAD 
COMPANY,: BY DEED. RECORDED SEPTEMBER 25,1924AS INSTRUME~T No.170821. 
THIS DEED Di:S.CRlBES THE 6.93. ACRE P.ARCEi..IN SECTION 17. 




DAXE 7/30/12 ARP064 
*** S'tiMM2\R.Y *** 
----------INVOICE-----------
NIJMBER DATE DESCRIPTJ:ON 
02209 SaJ.mon Creek Wind Fazm, 
00001 12/27/2011 APPLI~ON 11 
00010 12/27/2011 APPLI~ON #1 
00002 02/03/2012 APPLI~ON #2 
. 00003 03/16/2012 APPLI~ON #3 
00030 03/16/2012 APPLICATION il 
00004 04/25/2012 APPLI~ON i4 
00005 05/25/2012 APPLI~ iS 
OOODG 06/29/2012 APPLICATION 16 
00007 07/27/2012 APPLI~ON #7 
01 000 Fagen Ina 
ACCOUNTS RECEI:VABLE BJ:STORY BY CUSTOMER 
INVOICE ~ 00/00/0000 - 99/99/9999 
TlJilE 16.52 PAGE 2 
CIIECK DATES 00/00/0DOO - "99/99/9999 
JOB SUB ----REFERENCE---- DSCT CHECK 


























































PROJSCT IIOUNDARY, FENCE UNES, 
F'OWER UNES, ETC. PROVIDE BY 
CXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP 














' '·)· ......;· 
' . ) . f .\ ... _.. 
@Delorme. XMap® 7. 
www.<1elorme.com 
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9/6/2013 MD IS 
Fifth Judicial District Court -Twin Falls County 
ROAReport 
Case: CV-2013-0000576 Current Judge: Randy J. Stoker 
User: COOPE 
Fagen, Inc., A Minnesota Corporation vs. Deep Creek Wind Park, LLC, etal. 
User Judge 
SCHULZ New Case Filed-Other Claims G. Richard Bevan 
SCHULZ Plaintiff: Fagen, Inc., A Minnesota Corporation G. Richard Bevan 
Appearance John R Goodell 
SCHULZ Filing: A- All initial civil case filings of any type not G. Richard Bevan 
listed in categories B-H, or the other A listings 
below Paid by: Racine, Olson, Nye, Budge & 
Bailey Receipt number: 1303264 Dated: 
2/8/2013 Amount: $96.00 (Check) For: Fagen, 
Inc., A Minnesota Corporation (plaintiff) 
SCHULZ Complaint Filed G. Richard Bevan 
SCHULZ Summons Issued G. Richard Bevan 
SCHULZ Filing: 11 - Initial Appearance by persons other G. Richard Bevan 
than the plaintiff or petitioner Paid by: Meuleman 
Mollerup Receipt number: 1316159 Dated: 
6/24/2013 Amount: $66.00 (Check) For: J.R. 
Simplot Self-Declaration Of Revocable Trust 
(defendant) 
SCHULZ Notice Of Appearance G. Richard Bevan 
SCHULZ Defendant: J.R. Simplot Self-Declaration Of G. Richard Bevan 
Revocable Trust Appearance Richard L Stacey 
PIERCE Acceptance Of Service G. Richard Bevan 
PIERCE Acceptance Of Service G. Richard Bevan 
PIERCE Plaintiffs Notice of Filing of Acceptance of G. Richard Bevan 
Service 
SCHULZ Filing: 11 - Initial Appearance by persons other G. Richard Bevan 
than the plaintiff or petitioner Paid by: Angelo L 
Rosa Receipt number: 1322341 Dated: 9/3/2013 
Amount: $66.00 (Credit card) For: Deep Creek 
Wind Park, LLC (defendant), Exergy 
Development Group Of Idaho, LLC (defendant) 
and XRG Development Partners, LLC (defendant) 
SCHULZ Filing: Technology Cost- CC Paid by: Angelo L G. Richard Bevan 
Rosa Receipt number: 1322341 Dated: 9/3/2013 
Amount: $3.00 (Credit card) For: Deep Creek 
Wind Park, LLC (defendant), Exergy 
Development Group Of Idaho, LLC (defendant) 
and XRG Development Partners, LLC (defendant) 
SCHULZ Notice Of Appearance G. Richard Bevan 
SCHULZ Defendant: Deep Creek Wind Park, LLC G. Richard Bevan 
Appearance Angelo L Rosa 
SCHULZ Defendant: Exergy Development Group Of Idaho, G. Richard Bevan 
LLC Appearance Angelo L Rosa 
SCHULZ Defendant: XRG Development Partners, LLC G. Richard Bevan 
Appearance Angelo L Rosa 
PIERCE Omnibus Motion To Dismiss Complaint G. Richard Bevan 
1307
Date: 4/6/2015 
Time: 01 :46 PM 

























Fifth Judicial District Court -Twin Falls County 
ROAReport 
User: COOPE 
Case: CV-2013-0000576 Current Judge: Randy J. Stoker 
Fagen, Inc., A Minnesota Corporation vs. Deep Creek Wind Park, LLC, etal. 
User Judge 
PIERCE Memorandum in Support of Omnibus Motion to G. Richard Bevan 
Dismiss Complaint 
PIERCE Certificate Of Service G. Richard Bevan 
(Omnibus Motion to Dismiss) 
PIERCE Plaintiffs Motion for Leave to Amend Complaint G. Richard Bevan 
PIERCE Plaintiff Fagen's Motion for Rule 56(f) G. Richard Bevan 
Continuance 
PIERCE Plaintiff Fagen's Memorandum in Support of G. Richard Bevan 
Motion for Rule 56(f) Continuance 
PIERCE Affidavit of John R. Goodell in Support of Motion G. Richard Bevan 
for Rule 56(f) Continuance 
SCHORZMAN Order Of Assignment G. Richard Bevan 
SCHORZMAN Change Assigned Judge Randy J. Stoker 
PIERCE Notice Of Hearing Randy J. Stoker 
PIERCE Plaintiff Fagen Inc.'s Memorandum Opposing Randy J. Stoker 
Defendants' Omnibus Motion to Dismiss 
Complaint 
PIERCE J.R. Simplot Self-Declaration of Revocable Trust's Randy J. Stoker 
Notice of Non-Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion for 
Leave to Amend Complaint 
PIERCE Notice Of Hearing Randy J. Stoker 
PIERCE Notice Of Change Of Address Randy J. Stoker 
PIERCE Notice Of Hearing on J.R. Simplot Randy J. Stoker 
Self-Declaration of Revocable Trust's Motion to 
Dismiss and Notice of Intent to Appear by 
Telephone 
PIERCE J.R. Simplot Self-Declaration of Revocable Trust's Randy J. Stoker 
Notice of Intent to Appear by Telephone 
MCMULLEN Hearing Scheduled (Motion to Dismiss Randy J. Stoker 
12/02/2013 10:00 AM) Simplot's Motion to 
Dismiss 
PIERCE Notice Of Withdrawal of Intent to Appear by Randy J. Stoker 
Telephone 
[Re: October 21 & December 2, 2013, Hearings] 
PIERCE Notice Of Service Randy J. Stoker 
MCMULLEN Hearing result for Motion to Amend scheduled on Randy J. Stoker 
10/21/2013 10:00 AM: Hearing Vacated Also 
Motion to Dismiss 
PIERCE Amended Notice Of Hearing Randy J. Stoker 
PIERCE Second Affidavit of John R. Goodell in Support of Randy J. Stoker 
Motion for Rule 56(f) continuance 
PIERCE Notice of Non-Opposition to Motion to Amend Randy J. Stoker 
complaint 
BANYAI Second Amended Notice Of Hearing Randy J. Stoker 1308
Date: 4/6/2015 
Time: 01 :46 PM 


















Fifth Judicial District Court -Twin Falls County 
ROAReport 
User: COOPE 
Case: CV-2013-0000576 Current Judge: Randy J. Stoker 
Fagen, Inc., A Minnesota Corporation vs. Deep Creek 'wind Park, LLC, etal. 
User Judge 
PIERCE Notice Of Hearing on J.R. Simplot Randy J. Stoker 
Self-Declaration of Revocable Trust's Motion to 
Dismiss 
PIERCE J.R. Simplot Self-Declaration of Revocable Trust's Randy J. Stoker 
Motion To Dismiss 
PIERCE Memorandum in Support of J.R. Simplot Randy J. Stoker 
Self-Declaration of Revocable Trust's Motion to 
Dismiss 
PIERCE J.R. Simplot Self-Declaration of Revocable Trust's Randy J. Stoker 
Notice of Withdrawal of Motion to Dismiss and 
Notice of Non-Opposition 
MCMULLEN Stipulation for Dismissal with Prejudice (Fagen Randy J. Stoker 
Claims Against Defendant J.R. Simplot 
Self-Declaration Revocable Trust Only) 
MCMULLEN Order for Dismissal with Prejudice (Fagen Claims Randy J. Stoker 
Against Defendant J.R. Simplot Self-Declaration 
of Revocable Trust Only) 
MCMULLEN Civil Disposition/Judgment entered: entered for: Randy J. Stoker 
J.R. Simplot Self-Declaration Of Revocable Trust, 
Defendant; Fagen, Inc., A Minnesota Corporation, 
Plaintiff. Filing date: 12/2/2013 
MCMULLEN Order for Leave to File First Amended Complaint Randy J. Stoker 
MCMULLEN Hearing result for Motion to Dismiss scheduled Randy J. Stoker 
on 12/02/2013 10:00 AM: District Court Hearing 
Held 
Court Reporter: Barksdale 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: Simplot's Motion to Dismiss, Motion to 
Amend 
MCMULLEN Case Taken Under Advisement Randy J. Stoker 
MCMULLEN Court Minutes Randy J. Stoker 
MCMULLEN Order Re Consolidation, Motion to Amend, Motion Randy J. Stoker 
to Continue and Motion to Dismiss 
MCMULLEN Civil Disposition/Judgment entered: entered for: Randy J. Stoker 
Deep Creek Wind Park, LLC, Defendant; Exergy 
Development Group Of Idaho, LLC, Defendant; 
J.R. Simplot Self-Declaration Of Revocable Trust, 
Defendant; John Does 1-10, Defendant; XRG 
Development Partners, LLC, Defendant; Fagen, 
Inc., A Minnesota Corporation, Plaintiff. Filing 
date: 12/4/2013 
COOPE Supreme Court - Filed Notice of Appeal. Clerk's Randy J. Stoker 
Record & Reporter's Transcript Due 02-04-15 
COOPE Supreme Court - Entered Order RE: Reporter's Randy J. Stoker 
Transcript Fee Payment Due in 7 Days 
COOPE Supreme Court Document Filed- Order RE: Randy J. Stoker 
Reporter's Transcript 1309
Date: 4/6/2015 
Time: 01 :46 PM 











Fifth Judicial District Court -Twin Falls County 
ROAReport 
Case: CV-2013-0000576 Current Judge: Randy J. Stoker 
User: COOPE 
Fagen, Inc., A Minnesota Corporation vs. Deep Creek Wind Park, LLC, etal. 
User Judge 
COOPE Supreme Court Set Due Date - Transcript and Randy J. Stoker 
Clerk's Record Due 03-11-15 
COOPE Supreme Court- Entered Notice of Defect Order. Randy J. Stoker 
Amended Notice of Appeal Reflecting· Date, Title 
of Documents and Service to Reporter to be Filed 
Within 14 Days or this Appeal will Proceed on the 
Clerk's Record Only Pursuant to I.A.R. 28 
COOPE Supreme Court Document Filed- Order of Defect Randy J. Stoker 
COOPE Amended Notice Of Appeal Randy J. Stoker 
COOPE Supreme Court-- 01-21-15: Filed Amended Randy J. Stoker 
Notice of Appeal Due Date for Transcript and 
Clerk's Record Reset for 03-26-15 
COOPE Notice of Balance Due on Clerk's Record Randy J. Stoker 
COOPE Supreme Court- Filed Notice of Balance Due for Randy J. Stoker 
Preparation of Clerk's Record ($869.05)- Please 
See Attachment. Appellant Must Submit Payment 
to the District Court Clerk Within Seven (7) Days 
or by Friday 03-13-15 
COOPE Supreme Court Filed Amended Motion to Randy J. Stoker 
Consolidate Appeals ( 42592 & 42684) and 
Declaration of Angelo L. Rosa in Support 
COOPE Supreme Court Received Receipt of Payment Randy J. Stoker 
from District Court Clerk for Preparation of Clerk's 
Record ($869-05) Therefore Due Date Reset For 
Transcripts and Clerk's Record to 5-15-2015 
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• 
John R. Goodell (ISB#: 2872) 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, 
BUDGE & BAILEY, CHARTERED 
P.O. Box 1391 
Pocatello, Idaho 83204-1391 
Telephone: (208)232-6101 
Fax: (208)232-61 09 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. 
• DISTRICT COURT 
I WIH FALLS CO IDAHO 
fiLED ·• 





IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 






DEEP CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, an Idaho) 
limited liability company; EXERGY) 
DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO,) 
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company;) 
XRG DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS, LLC,) 
an Idaho limited liability company; ) 
J. R. SIMPLOT SELF-DECLARATION OF) 
REVOCABLE TRUST, an Idaho revocable) 
trust; and "JOHN DOES 1-10," ) 
) 
Defendants. ) 
Case No. CV -'t.-0 \? -f]1\9 
COMPLAINT 
Fee Code: (A)($96.00) 
COMES NOW Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. ("Fagen"), by and through counsel of record, and for its 
Complaint against the above-named Defendants, and any other persons or entities claiming any right 
to possession or interest of the subject property, states and alleges as follows: 
1. Plaintiff Fagen is a corporation duly organized under the laws of the State of 
Minnesota. Fagen is a registered contractor pursuant to Idaho Code§ 54-5204, license number RCE-
26001, and in good standing. 
COMPLAINT - Page 1 
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2. Defendant J. R. Simplot Self-declaration of Revocable Trust ("Simplot Trust"), an 
Idaho revocable trust, is the owner or reputed owner and lessor of real property and improvements 
thereon (hereinafter described as the "Property"), as more fully described in Exhibit A-1 attached 
to the Claim of Lien recorded as Instrument No. 2012014942 on 8/8/2012 in the Twin Falls County 
Recorder's Office. 
A true and correct copy of said Claim of Lien is attached as Exhibit One hereto and adopted 
by reference as though fully set forth herein ("Claim of Lien"). 
3. Defendant Exergy Development Group of Idaho, LLC (hereinafter described as 
"Exergy"), an Idaho limited liability company, is a tenant or reputed tenant which claims an interest 
in the Property pursuant to Wind Project Ground Lease(s) and Agreement(s) entered with the 
Simplot Trust or affiliates; and/or pursuant to contract, assignment, agreement, or other instrument 
entered with XRG and/or Deep Creek Wind Park, LLC. 
4. Defendant XRG Development Partners, LLC (hereinafter described as "XRG"), an 
Idaho limited liability company, is a tenant or reputed tenant which claims an interest in the Property 
pursuant to Wind Project Ground Lease(s) and Agreement(s) entered with the Simplot Trust or 
affiliates; and/or pursuant to contract, assignment, agreement, or other instrument entered with 
Exergy and/or Deep Creek Wind Park, LLC. 
5. Defendant Deep Creek Wind Park, LLC (hereinafter described as Deep Creek Wind 
Park"), an Idaho limited liability company, is a tenant or reputed tenant which claims an interest in 
the Property pursuant to lease(s) entered with the with the Simplot Trust or affiliates; and/or pursuant 
to contract, assignment, agreement, or other instrument entered with Exergy and/or XRG. 
COMPLAINT - Page 2 
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6. Exergy, XRG, and/or Deep Creek Wind Park are the owner(s) or reputed owner(s) 
of certain improvements, facilities, and structures being constructed on the Property ("hereinafter 
described as the "Project"). 
7. Fagen claims an interest in the Property pursuant to its Claim of Lien in the amount 
of$1,412,774.81, together with prejudgment interest accruing thereon pursuant to law. 
8. Defendants "John Does 1-1 0" are additional unnamed persons or parties may claim 
and interest in the property who are presently unknown. Fagen reserves the right to amend this 
Complaint to add such additional persons or parties at a later time. 
9. Jurisdiction is proper in this Court pursuant to Idaho Code § 5-514 as the Defendants 
have transacted business and/or this action relates to ownership, use or possession of real property 
located within the State of Idaho. 
10. Venue is proper in this Court pursuant to Idaho Code§ 5-401. 
11. In 2011 Fagen entered into agreements and/or memorandum ofunderstanding(s) to 
supply labor, materials, and engineering, procurement and construction services with Exergy, upon, 
and for the benefit, of the Property. 
12. Fagen supplied labor, materials, and services upon and for the benefit of the Property, 
commencing work in 2011. 
13. Fagen continued to provide labor, furnish materials, and supply services for the 
improvement to the Property until July 31,2012, when it ceased doing so due to non-payment by 
Exergy. 
14. Fagen performed this work in a conforming, workmanlike manner pursuant to its 
agreement with Exergy. 
COMPLAINT - Page 3 
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15. As a result ofExergy' s failure to pay Fagen for labor, materials and services supplied 
for improvements to the Property, Fagen filed its Claim of Lien as described above. 
16. The reasonable value of the benefit to the Property is equivalent to the labor, material, 
and services supplied by Fagen as the amount due stated in its Claim of Lien. 
17. True and correct copies of Fagen's Claim of Lien were timely served by certified 
mailing on Defendants. 
18. Fagen is entitled to a judgment foreclosing its Claim of Lien for the amount thereof, 
together with accrued interest pursuant to law; a determination that its Claim of Lien is superior and 
has priority to any interest claimed by all Defendants, and each of them; and for foreclosure sale with 
application of the proceeds of sale to amount due to Fagen. 
19. Fagen is entitled to recover costs and reasonable attorney fees to maintain this action, 
pursuant to Idaho Code§ 45-501 et seq. The sum of$10,000 is reasonable should this matter be 
resolved by default. 
WHEREFORE, Fagen prays for judgment against Defendants as follows: 
A. An order foreclosing Fagen's Claim of Lien against the Property, and declaring the 
amount due of$1,412,774.81, together with prejudgment interest accruing thereon 
pursuant to law; 
B. An order declaring the Defendants, and all persons or entities claiming an interest in 
the Property or any part thereof, to be barred and foreclosed of all right, title, interest, 
claim or equity of redemption in and to the Property; 
C. An order for sale of the Property according to law and directing the proceeds of sale 
be applied to the amount due Fagen; 
COMPLAINT - Page 4 
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D. An award of costs incurred; 
E. An award of reasonable attorney fees; 
F. Such further relief as the Court deems just in the premises. 
DATED this 6~y of February, 2013. 
COMPLAINT - Page 5 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, BUDGE & 
BAILEY, CHARTERED 
By:_C)i--f.JJt:-.OL..~~~~~L-~~(6....;-:.~~ELL...JLLL...~...l!:..-....3.~~--
Attomeys for Plaintiff Fagen, Inc. 
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. . • 
John R. Goodell (ISB #2872) 
Daniel C. Green (ISB #3213) 
Ferrell S. Ryan, III (ISB # 8414) 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, 
BUDGE & BAILEY, CHARTERED 
P.O. Box 1391 
Pocatello, Idaho 83 204-13 91 
Telephone: (208)232-6101 
Fax: (208)232-61 09 
Attorneys for Claimant Fagen, Inc. 
) 






DEEP CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, an Idaho) 
limited liability company; EXERGY) 
DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO,) 
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company;) 
XRG DEVELOPMENT) PAR1NERS, LLC) 
(ID), an Idaho limited) liability company; ) 
J. R. SIMPLOT SELF-DECLARATION OF) 
REVOCABLE) TRUST, an Idaho revocable) 
trust, ) 
) 
Owners/Reputed Owners. · ) 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN: 
• 
TWIN FALLS COUNTY 
RECORDED FOR: 
FIRST AMERICAN TITLE- TWIN Fft 
12:38:26 PM 08-08-2012 
2012014942 




Electronically Recorded by Slmpliflle 
CLAIM OF LIEN (I.C. § 45-507) 
ThatFAGEN,INC., 501 W. Highway212,P. 0. Box 159, GraniteFalls,MN 56241,hereby 
claims the benefit of the law relative to liens of mechanics and materialmen upon real property as 
provided by the laws of the State ofldaho, I.C. § 45-501 et seq., and does hereby claim a lien upon 
that certain tract of land and improvements thereon as hereinafter described, and in the following 
amounts: 
DEEP CREEK WIND PARK- CLAIM OF LIEN (LC. § 45-501)- Page 1 
--- -------·--- -· 
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John R. Goodell (ISB #2872) 
Daniel C. Green (ISB #3213) 
Ferrell S. Ryan, III (ISB # 8414) 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, 
BUDGE & BAILEY, CHARTERED 
P.O. Box 1391 
Pocatello, Idaho 83204-1391 
Telephone: (208)232-6101 
Fax: (208)232-6109 
Attomeysfor Claimant Fagen, Inc. 
) 






DEEP CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, an Idaho) 
limited liability company; EXERGY) 
DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO,) 
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company;) 
XRG DEVELOPMENT) PARTNERS, LLC) 
(ID), an Idaho limited) liability company; ) 
J. R. SIMPLOT SELF-DECLARATION OF) 
REVOCABLE) TRUST, an Idaho revocable) 
trust, ) 
) 
Owners/Reputed Owners. · ) 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN: 
• 
.. 
. . ... '- .•. -~ ·' .. -.~. ~ . ., . ,.....,_, .· 
CLAIM OF LIEN (I.C. § 45-507) 
ThatFAGEN,INC., 501 W. Highway212,P. 0. Box 159, GraniteFalls,MN 56241, hereby 
claims the benefit of the law relative to liens of mechanics and materialmen upon real property as 
provided by the laws of the State ofldaho, I. C. § 45-501 et seq., and does hereby claim a lien upon 
that certain tract of land and improvements thereon as hereinafter described, and in the following 
amounts: 
DEEP CREEK WIND PARK- CLAIM OF LIEN (I.C. § 45-507)- Page 1 
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I. That the principal sum of$1,412, 774.81 in accordance with the Accounts Receivable 
History By Customer statement attached hereto as Exhibit B and adopted by reference, is owed for 
labor performed, materials furnished, and/or provision of engineering, procurement, construction and 
other services and supply of materials and equipment for the DEEP CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, 
a wind park project, located at or near Rogerson, Twin Falls, County, Idaho. 
In addition, prejudgment interest is owed on the above principal installment amounts from 
the indicated due date on the invoices listed in Exhibit B pursuant to the parties' underlying written 
contract, and/or Idaho's statutory rate@ 12% per annum, until paid or entry of judgment; plus costs 
and attorney fees incurred in collection. 
2. That said amounts are due, and owing, after deducting all just credits and offsets, for 
said claim for labor performed, materials furnished, and/or provision of engineering, procurement, 
construction and other services and supply of materials and equipment, in and for those certain 
improvements of said land located at Twin Falls County, Idaho, more particularly described in 
Exhibit A attached hereto and adopted by reference, commonly known as DEEP CREEK WIND 
PARK, LLC, located at or near Rogerson, Twin Falls, County, Idaho, said land being the subject of 
lease(s) to DEEP CREEK WIND PARK, LLC and/or EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF 
IDAHO, LLC, and/or XRG DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS, LLC (ID), Lessees; and said land also 
being owned by the J. R. SIMPLOT SELF-DECLARATION OF REVOCABLE TRUST, Lessor.1 
1Said Lessor's Trust established by written instrument dated December 21, 1989, and 
registered in the Fourth Judicial District ofthe State ofldaho, Ada County, as No. 3T-788. 
DEEP CREEK WIND PARK- CLAIM OF LIEN (I.C. § 45-507)- Page 2 
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In addition, Exhibit C attached hereto and adopted by reference are two color-coded maps 
and engineering drawings which locate and identify DEEP CREEK WIND FARM, LLC. 
3. That the name(s) and address(es) of the person(s) and/or entity(ies) who/which 
contracted with claimant and for whom claimant performed labor performed, materials furnished, 
and/or provision of engineering, procurement, construction and other services and supply of 
materials and equipment, are: 
DEEP CREEK WIND PARK, LLC 
Attn: James Carkulis 
801 W. Bannock 
Boise, ID 83 702 
DEEP CREEK WIND PARK, LLC 
802 W. Bannock, 12th Floor 
Boise, ID 83 702 
DEEP CREEK WIND PARK, LLC 
Attn: Mark A. Ellison, Registered Agent 
205 N. lOth St., 4th Floor 
Boise, ID 83 702 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, L.L.C. 
Attn: James Carkulis 
80 I W. Bannock 
Boise, ID 83 702 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, L.L.C. 
802 W. Bannock, 12th Floor 
Boise, ID 83702 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, L.L.C. 
Attn: Molly O'Leary, Registered Agent 
515 N. 27th St. 
Boise, ID 83 702 
XRG DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS, LLC (ID) 
Attn: James Carkulis 
801 W. Bannock 
Boise, ID 83702 
DEEP CREEK WIND PARK- CLAIM OF LIEN (I. C. § 45-507) -Page 3 
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XRG DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS, LLC (ID) 
802 W. Bannock, 12th Floor 
Boise, ID 83 702 
XRG DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS, LLC (ID) 
Attn: Molly O'Leary, Registered Agent 
515 N. 27th St. 
Boise, ID 83 702 
• 
J. R. SIMPLOT SELF-DECLARATION OF REVOCABLE TRUST 
Attn: Ronald N. Graves 
P. 0. Box27 
999 Main Street, Suite 1300 
Boise, ID 83707 
J. R. SIMPLOT SELF-DECLARATION OF REVOCABLE TRUST 
Attn: Doug Zandersmith 
P. 0. Box27 
999 Main Street, Suite 1300 
Boise, ID 83707 
4. Claimant's last item of labor performed, materials furnished, and/or provision of 
engineering, procurement, construction and other services and supply of materials and equipment 
occurred on July 31,2012. 
are: 
5. That the owner( s) or reputed owner( s) of said property to be charged with said lien 
DEEP ·cREEK WIND PARK, LLC. 
Attn: James Carkulis 
801 W. Bannock 
Boise, ID 83702 
DEEP CREEK WIND PARK, LLC 
802 W. Bannock, 12th Floor 
Boise, ID 83702 
DEEP CREEK WIND PARK, LLC 
Attn: Mark A. Ellison, Registered Agent 
205 N. lOth St., 4th Floor 
Boise, ID 83702 
DEEP CREEK WIND PARK- CLAIM OF LIEN (I.C. § 45-507) -Page 4 
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EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, L.L.C. 
Attn: James Carkulis 
801 W. Bannock 
Boise, ID 83702 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, L.L.C. 
802 W. Bannock, 12th Floor 
Boise, ID 83702 
EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, L.L.C. 
Attn: Molly O'Leary, Registered Agent 
515N. 2~ St. 
Boise, ID 83702 
XRG DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS, LLC (ID) 
Attn: James Carkulis 
801 W. Bannock 
Boise, ID 83 702 
XRG DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS, LLC (ID) 
802 W. Bannock, 12th Floor 
Boise, ID 83702 
XRG DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS, LLC (ID) 
Attn: Molly O'Leary, Registered Agent 
515N. 2~St. 
Boise, ID 83702 
J. R. SIMPLOT SELF-DECLARATION OF REVOCABLE TRUST 
Attn: Ronald N. Graves 
P. 0. Box27 
999 Main Street, Suite 1300 
Boise, ID 83 707 
J. R. SIMPLOT SELF-DECLARATION OF REVOCABLE TRUST 
Attn: Doug Zandersmith 
P. 0. Box27 
999 Main Street, Suite 1300 
Boise, ID 83 707 
DEEP CREEK WIND PARK- CLAIM OF LIEN (I. C.§ 45-507)- Page 5 
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6. That the description of the property to be charged with said lien, and upon which said 
improvements were made, and which is situated Twin Falls County, Idaho, is more fully described 
in Exhibits A and C attached hereto imd adopted by reference. 
7. That the mailing address for this Claimant is: 
FAGEN, INC. 
Attn: Jennifer A. Johnson, 
Chief Financial Officer 
501 W. Highway 212 
P. 0. Box 159 
Granite Falls, MN 56241 
8. That the undersigned certifies that a true and correct copy of this Claim of Lien 
following recording will either be served personally, or served by mailing a copy thereof by U.S. 
mail, certified -return receipt requested, within the time prescribed by statute for doing so, upon the 
owners or reputed owners who/which are identified above. 
Dated this ~day of August, 2012. 
~~~,-~~!:.· 
FAGEN, INC. 
By:-------J(~1_·· .L) ~b4«t_~· 
JO~LL 
Attorney and Authorized Representative 
for Claimant 
DEEP CREEK WIND PARK- CLAIM OF LIEN (I. C. § 45-507)- Page 6 
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STATE OF IDAHO ) 
: ss. 
County of Bannock ) 
JOHN R. GOODELL, being duly sworn, on oath, says that he is the attorney and authorized 
signatory on behalf of claimant, FAGEN, INC., in the foregoing Claim of Lien, that he has read the 
same and knows the contents thereof; and that the same is true, and that it contains a correct 
statement of his/her/its demands after deducting all just credits and offsets; and affiant believes the 
same to be just. 
Attorney for Claimant 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me thi~ day of August, 2012. 
(SEAL) 
~'''''" llllllltttt. ~,,, ... ~SA J. I 1!1~ 
§ ~~ ............ ~L.-~ 
~ ~ .. ·· ···:'"'~~ 
~ / OTA.tt \(S) ~ 
:::: . ~ ··-. -:::: ,-- ,_  
§ : .........._ i = :: ___.... ·= - . . -.... A . -
%, .~··.. tiBL\C / j 
~u~··.. ..··o ~ 
-~ -f-h:._·········· ~ § 
~,,,/ e:· OF \0~,,,~ 
,.,,,,, 1111\\\\\\'\ 
Residing at: 'Mettte/lt~, .:Tcfa h 0 
My Commission Expires: ?-~/) -j g 







·TOWNSHIP 14 SOUTH, RAN-GE 15 EAST, BOISE MERIDIAN, TWIN t=ALts·cOUNTY, 
IDAHO· 
SECTION 15: S'h; SYz.NE1/4 
EXCEPT 
BEGINNiNG AT SURVEY STAttON 115.+ 74 OF ~A;t lATERAl SURVEY AS~ (OCATED 
wHrcH PoiNT 1s oN secrxo.n uNl~· t~2u.~ F~~;~;t s9urti ~f. sEicrto,,. coRNEfi 
.COMMON TO SECTION 10; 11:; 14.-AND. i-5~ TOWNSHIP i4:s()UTH, RANGE 15 EAST, 
8.M.) . . . . . 
THENCE NORTH ALONG SAJQ· S~qi(lN UN.I:t 3Q0 •. 8 FEET; MQJU: O):H.ESS TO THE 
NORTHEAST CORNER OF THE SE'/4~-EY,. -~~ ~Ect:iO~ 1S;- . 
THENCE WEST ALONG THE NO~TH B~UNQARY-OF sM.D ~O~TY _(FOR.TH), 1QO FEIIT; 
THENtE SOUTH 8° 29' EAsT 68~,3- f.F.~i TO A PQiNT ON-THE EA~$ECT10N UNE OF 
SEcnON 15; - . . - . . . . . 
THENCE _NORTHERLY AU>NG'SAIJ) SECTION' UNE 380-~5 FEET, TO THE POINT OF 
PEGIN~i:'NG. 
SECTION 16: AU 
SECTION 21: E'hWlf:z; E1f:i 
EXCEPT 
A TwENTY-TWO (22) ACRE p'ARCEL. M()~E OR l,.~S~,SPECIFi:¢Al.LY'P.ESCJUBEI;» AS 
FOLLOWS: 
COMMENCING AT 'THE SOI.,ITH QtiAR~(i CO~N~R OF sECil_Q'N 2t Al,.llN TOWNSHIP 
14 SO!JTH, RANGE 1SEAS1, s-~M.; WffXCH·BEARs:NORTH 89,;_42' 57" WEST A_ 
DISTANCE OF 2638,50 FEET FR9M J;HJ: ~Ol.Jl]iEAST CORNER OF SAID SEcriON 21i 
THENCJE ON A BEARING Ot: f'JIO.RUf [iO? 22• [)2~- EAsf A DISJl\t'iCE OF :1.96;!.97 fEET 
TO THJ: REAL POINT OF BEG!NNl:NG; 
THeNCE FROM TJ;iiS REAL POiNT ()F s;~INN)~~ oN· A B,EAJiir"G OF NORTH .89? 42' 
09" WEst' A DisTANCE OF 1319.23 Fi:ET;; 
"THEN«;E ON A BEARING OF NORTHO.D?-22' 03"·EAsT ADISTA.tiCE OF 680.00 F-EET; 
THENCE ON A BEARING OF'SOUTH 89? 42,! P9~ EAS:TA DISTANCE OF 1319.23 FEET TO 
THE tENTER QUARTER cottN.e'J{ of. sAfp·$~trl0!'1 21: . . 
THENCE CONTIN'UiNG ON A BEARING OF_.SoutH_s9? 42' 09~< EAST A DISTAN.:EOF 
100.00 FEET; 
THENCE ON A BEARING OF SOUTH OOi t1' 51/' WES"'f A DI5.i"'ANCE Of 680.00 FEET; 
THENCE: ON A .BEA~NG OF 1'110.RTH 89? "41'09n:WEST A DISTANCE OF 100;83 FEET TO 
THE REAL POINT OF BEGINNING •. 
SECTION 22: ALL 
EXCEPt 
ATWO (2).ACRE PARCE.L.MOREO.R-LESS,SPECIFICALLYDESCRiBED AS FOLLOWS! 
COMMENqNG _AT THE SOUTH QI)~RTER CQRNER. OF SECT.:ION 2+AI,.L IN. TOWNSHIP 
14 SOUTH; RANGE 1~ EAST, B,M.,, WtticH B~Rs SOUTH 89~ 32' 27~ EAST A 
DISTANCE OF 2642.45 FEET fROl'"ftHJ: SOUTHWEsT CORNER OF SAID SECTION 22; 
THENCE ON A BEARING OF NORTH 89? 30'. 21"· WEST A I)ISTANCE OF 3]0.00 FEET 








THENCE: FROM THIS REAL POINT OF BEGINNING AND CONTINUING ON A· BEARiN'G· 
OF NORTH 89? 32'27"WEST A DISTANCE OF 411>.00 FEET; ... 
Ttf.I;NC~·o~ A B.EAR.IN~ Of NORTifO()? 27' 33" EAST A DISTANCE OF 12.0.00 fEEt; 
TH-=f:f.t;J;Q.r. A~EARING Qf NORTH 61756' 10" EAST A DISTANCEOF•26:!_.77 FEI:r; 
1H~~C.E 9NA: B!:AIUNG OFSOUTH 8?? 32' ~7" EAST A DISTANCE OF 18() •. 00 FE:E'f 
J:'A~~LEL WITH THE SO.UTH BOUNDARY OF SAID SECTION 22; 
THENtJ:.()N A BEAiUNG OF. SOUTH 00? 27' 33" WEST A DISTANCE OF 245.00 FEET TO 
THE SOUTH: BOUNDARY. OR SAID SECTION 22 AND THE REAL POINT OF BEGINNING~ 
s·eciiON: 2.6: s'I:~NW.'.f4 
~Ef!!ll9l'f~ntNEV4; ~'tf2NWY4i SE'Id~Wf/4 
SECTION 28: N:IJ2NE1f<~; NE1f4NW114 
·excm . 
Jtq:N~ (.tlA~REPARCEL:M()~E.O!llESS,_SPECIFICALLY DESCRIBE.D AS FPU,OWS: 
c'f)J.t:MEN¢IN~ AT THE NO~ilt .QUARtER CO~N.ER OF SECTION 28 ALL IN toWNStfiP 
i4·5:0tffFr;.iaMSI:i i!fEAST; B.M~, wHicH BEARS .NORTH 89° 42' 57;, WEST A .. . 
DlSTANCI! ()f 2638.50 FEET -=aoM THE NORTHEAsT COkNER OF SAID SECtiON 28 
A~ I) JJEJ.N~:Ttf.~ REA~-PPINT Qf:_BEt;:p'iNIN~; . 
tHENCf;.fROf.'l nuS REAL POir.ltoi= BEGINNING ON·A BEARING OF SOUTH 89? 42' 
s7~'em.#i' o:tstA'Nce·:of.27s.oo- FEET ALONG tt.e NORtH souNDARY ·oFs.Ato .. 
~$~cl:Ipr{i.S.i · · · • · - · · · · ·· · _. · · ·. . ·· 
UiENCE ON A BEARINGOF'SOOTH 00? 23.-·554 WEST A DISTANCE OF 155.00 FEET; 
THFtfCI; ON~ JSEARING'.O.f'NOIUH a·9? 42~ 51" WEsT A i>ISTANCE OF 275~00 FEET 
I!~JY\~YE~·:wrttt:THENQ8.Jl1.89U.I'iDARY "OF SA!D·SECTION 28; 
TtfENCEON:ABEARiNG'OF;NORTH 00?23' SS"EAST A DISTANCE OF 155.0.0 FEI:TTO: 





01 ooo Fagen :me 
DATE 7/30/12 ARP064 
*** SlJMMARY *** 
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE HISTORY BY CUSTOMER 
INVOICE DAXES 00/00/0000 - 99/99/9999 
----------INVOICE----------- JOB SUB ----REFERENCE----
NOMBER. DATE DESCRIPTION NllMBER JOB NUMBER DATE 
02211 Deep. Creek Wind Pazk,. LLC 
00001. :12/27/20ll APPLI~ON i#I. l.l4034 606 
OOOl.O l.2/27/20ll APPLICATION il. 114034 606 
00002 02/03/2012 APPLICATION i2 l.l.4034 606 
00003 03/16/20:12 APPLICATION i3 114034 606 
00030 03/16/201.2 APPLI~N #3 114034 606 
00004 04/25/201.2 APPLICATION #4 11<!!034 606 
00005 05/25/2012 APPLICATION #5 l.l4034 606 
00006 06/29/201.2 APPLICATION #6 114034 606 
00007 07/27/201.2 APPLICATION #7 l.l4034 606 
*** SUBJOB TOTAL ,.,. .. 






















TIME 16.52 PAGE 
CHECK DATES 00/00/0000- 99/99/9999 
12/27/201.1 999999 .00 
.oo 
.oo 


















Jack Ranch Complex 
XMap®7 
/:::, Jack Ranch Complex SubstatiOn 
Project Areas 
~ Cottonwood 
~ Deep Creek 
CJ Rogerson Aals 
c:J Salmon Cnsek 
Confidential & Proprietary 
Exergy Development Group 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 






ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, LLC, an ) 
Idaho Limited Liability Company; EXERGY ) 
DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, LLC ) 
an Idaho Limited Liability Company; XRG ) 
DEVELOPMENT PARTNER, LLC, an Idaho ) 
Limited Liability Company; COTTONWOOD ) 
WIND PARK, LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability ) 
Company; SALMON CREEK WIND PARK, ) 
LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability Company; ) 
DEEP CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, an Idaho ) 
Limited Liability Company; NOTCH BUTTE ) 







J.R. SIMPLOT SELF-DECLARATION OF ) 
REVOCABLE TRUST; JACK RANCH ) 
WIND LAND HOLDINGS, LLC, a Delaware ) 
Limited Liability Company; and JOHN ) 
DOES 1-10, ) 
) 
Defendants. ) 
SUPREME COURT NO. 42684 
CASE NOS. CV 13-573, 
cv 13-574, cv 13-575, 
cv 13-576 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE 
I, KRISTINA GLASCOCK, Clerk of the District Court of the Fifth Judicial 
District of the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Twin Falls, do hereby certify that the 
foregoing CLERK'S RECORD on Appeal in this cause was compiled and bound under my 
direction and is a true, correct and complete Record of the pleadings and documents 
requested by Appellate Rule 28. 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE 1329
I do further certify that there are no exhibits, offered or admitted in the 
above-entitled cause. 
WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the said 
Court this 17th day of February, 2015. 
KRISTINA GLASCOCK 
:cu::>rw"V">f the District C urt 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE 1330
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF lWIN FALLS 






ROGERSON FLATS WIND PARK, LLC, an ) 
Idaho Limited Liability Company; EXERGY ) 
DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO, LLC ) 
an Idaho Limited Liability Company; XRG ) 
DEVELOPMENT PARTNER, LLC, an Idaho ) 
Limited Liability Company; COTTONWOOD ) 
WIND PARK, LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability ) 
Company; SALMON CREEK WIND PARK, ) 
LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability Company; ) 
DEEP CREEK WIND PARK, LLC, an Idaho ) 
Limited Liability Company; NOTCH BUTTE ) 







J.R. SIMPLOT SELF-DECLARATION OF ) 
REVOCABLE TRUST; JACK RANCH ) 
WIND LAND HOLDINGS, LLC, a Delaware ) 
Limited Liability Company; and JOHN ) 
DOES 1-10, ) 
) 
Defendants. ) 
SUPREME COURT NO. 42684 
CASE NOS. CV 13-573, 
cv 13-574, cv 13-575, 
cv 13-576 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I, KRISTINA GLASCOCK, Clerk of the District Court of the Fifth Judicial District 
of the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Twin Falls, do hereby certify that I have 
personally served or mailed, by United States Mail, one copy of the CLERK'S RECORD 
Certificate of Service 1 1331
and REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPT to each of the Attorneys of Record in this cause as 
follows: 
ANGELO L. ROSA 
Marsh Rosa LLP 
P.O. Box 1605 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
ATTORNEY FOR APPELLANT 
JOHN R. GOODELL, 
Racine, Olsen, Nye, Budge 
& Baily, Chtd. 
101 South Capitol Blvd, Ste. 300 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
ATTORNEY FOR RESPONDENT 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of said this 
5th day of April, 2015. 
KRISTINA GLASCOCK 
Cl k the District 
c 
Certificate of Service 2 1332
